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SYSTEMS OF TRANSLITERATION AND OF CITATION
OF PROPER NAMES*
— Rules

A.

for the Transliteration of

Hebrew and Aramaic.

1, AJl important names which occur in the Bible are cited as found in the authorized King James
version; e.g., Moses, not Mosheh; Isaac, not Yizha^
Saul, not Sha'ul or Shavil; Solomon, not
;

Shelomoh,
3.

Names

3.

Hebrew

etc.

that have gained currency in English books on Jewish subjects, or that have become
familiar to English readers, are always retained and cross-references given, though the topic
be treated under the form transliterated according to the system tabulated below,

subject-headings are transcribed according to the scheme of transliteration
made as in the case of personal names.

;

cross-refer-

ences are
4.

The following system

of transliteration has been ueed for

Not noted at the beginning or the end of a word

N

2 b

f

'pi

z

m

n ^

K)

t5?

jw

V?

r\

h

1

y

OS

p

)

w

3

fc

y

T r

The vowels have been transcribed

—

The

—

i

Kamez

as follows

.

f

^

sh

'tj>

s

n

t

Dagesh

forte is indi-

:

-^

o

^ a
by

Ze'eb or Melr.

ifc

—a

e

e.g.,

p

not noted except in the case of pe.

e

liatuf is represented

—

e

^—

i

^

u

So

o.

so-called " Continental " pronunciation of the English vowels

The Hebrew
letter.

'

T^

a
e

or by dieresis;

a without dagesh,

d

is

'

toith dagesh,

g

—
—

article is transcribed as ha, followed

is

implied.

by a hyphen, without doubling the following

[Not hak-Kohen or hak-Cohen, nor Rosh ha-shshanah.]

B.
1.

a

i

:

6.

othertoise

'^

Note The presence of dagesh lene
cated by doubling the letter.
9.

;

Hebrew and Aramaic

All Arabic

form, as

— Rules

for the Transliteration of Arabic.

names and words except such

Mohammed, Koran, mosque,

1 a

as have

become familiar

to English readers in another

are transliterated according to the following system

:

t

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Vlll

Kilaylm (Talmud)
(Talmud)

Kil

Kin

^

Semitic Studies in

\'olume^'"°""'.
Krauss, Lehn-

Lam

\

Kohut

Lev

R

^^Fo'rterb'.'

[

Levy, Neuhebr.

I

Worterb

f

LXX
Ma'as
Ma'as. Sh

Mace
Mak.

Maksh
Mai

Mas

C.

^^^y' Cbaldaisches Worterbuch,

Neuhebraisches und
Worterbuch, etc.
Septuapint
married
Ma'aserot (Talmud)
Ma'aser Sheni (Talmud)
Maccabees
Makkot (Talmud)
Makshirin (Talmud)
Malarhi

etc.

Cbaldaisches

Massek
Matt

"'^'^''

Strong, Cyc.

Me'i

Mek
Men
Mid
Midr
Midr. R
Midr. Teh

Mik
M. K
x^/^,,ofco„^,^ff
wonatsscnnrt

and

forschung
Schurer, Geschichte des Jiidischen Volkes

Shab
Sheb
Shebu
Shek

Shekalim (Talmud)
Sibylline Books

Sibyllines

Smith, Rel. of Sem. .Smith, Religion of the Semites
<;tnrip'«
7f\tsrhritt i Stade's Zeitschrift fur die Alttestamentbtade
s zeitschrift
j^^j^^ AVissenschaft
Steinschneider,
) Steinschneider,
Catalogue of the Hebrew
Cat. Bodl
Books in the Bodleian Library
i

Middot (Talmud)
Midrash
Midrash Rabbah
Midrash Tehillim (Psalms)
Mikwaot (Talmud)
MoVri Katan (Talmud)

s.r

und Wlssen-

n.d

no date
Nedariin (Talmud)
Nega'im
Nehemiah
New Testament
Neubauer, Catalogue

1

Steinschneider, Hebraische Uebersetzungen

(

Sukkah (Talmud)
under the word

Sym

Symmachus

Ta'an

Ta'anit (Talmud)

Tan

Tanhuma

Targ

Targ'umim
Targum Onkelos
Targum Yerushalmi or Targum Jonathan
Temurah (Talmud)
Teruinot (Talmud)

Targ. O
Targ. Yer

Tem
Ter
Thess

Fragmenta Historicorum Grjeco-

Nazir (Talmud)

[steinschneider, Hebraische Bibliographic

Hebr. Uebers.

rum

(.

Thessalonians

Tim

Timothy

Toh
Tos

Toharot
Tosafot
Tosefta

Tosef
transl
Tr. Soc. Bibl.

translation
I

Arch

Hebrew MSS.

Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archajology

Tebul Yom (Talmud)
'Ukzin (Talmud)

Y

T.
of the

f

'Uk

in the Bodleian Library
Neubauer, Geographle du Talmud

Univ. Isr

Urilvers Israelite

Urkundenb

Urkundenbuch

Vess. Isr

Vessillo Israelitico

Num. R

Numbers
Numbers Rabbah

Obad

Obadiah

Vos
Vulg

Vulgate

Weiss, Dor

W^eiss,

(

Num

Oest.Wochenschrift.Oesterreichische Wochenschrift
Oh
Ohalot (Talmud)

Onk

Religious Encyclopsedia

Semahot (Talmud)
Shabb'at (Talmud)
Shebi'it (Talmud)
Shebu'ot (Talmud)

Suk

Naz

Neubauer, Cat.
Bodl.Hebr.MSS.
Neubauer, G. T

Ti.-jJ

B
K a
R..
u. V
r. i

Menahot (Talmud)

Miiller,

Ned
Neg
Neh
N. T

A
A.

Schrader, K.

^'Hebrl'stbl^'!'...
Of oi »i cph riii jH (IT*

Manuscript
(

kiv.

t

Megillah (Talmud)
Me'ilah (Talmud)
Mekilta

^^^.^^^ ^^^ Judenthums
Mortara, Indice ALfabetlco

I

SphrariMP
scnrauer,

A

Schrader, Cuneiform Inscriptions and the
Old Testament, Eng. trans.
Schrader, Keilinschriften und das Alte Tes,a,nent
Schrader, Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek
Schrader, Keilinschriften und Geschichts-

I

^

Ecclesiastical Liter-

MS
Muller, Frag.Hlst.
Graec

.

-j

Theological,

Mortara, Indlce

)

.

Schurer, Gesch

Monatssclirlft fur Geschlchte

1

.

Sem

)

Meg

[Schafl-Herzog,

T

srhraripr
^(uiduer,

McClintock and Strong, Cyclopaedia of Bib-

\

O.

I.

Books (if the Old Testament) Polychrome Bible, ed. Paul Haupi

(^"•"''t'''

-t

^'^Ency"^'!™^!
Schrader,

Masorah
Masseket
Matthew

Mrriinfripir nnrt

Sanhedrin (Talmud)

B O T

I

Levy,

m

Samuel
II Samuel

I

Sanh
c

in the place cited
Leviticus
Leviticus Rabbah

l.c

Lev.

of A.

und Lateinische Lehn-

\

Sam
II Sam
I

Lamentations
Lamentations Rabbah

R

Lam.

Memory

Kniiiss, Griechische
wiirter, etc.

'

Das Martyrologium des Nurnberjrer
Memorbuches

Salfeld,

1

logiuni

I

worter

Martyro-

Salfeld,

Kinniiii

Voskhod (Russian magazine)

Wellhausen,

Onkelos

I.

I

G

J.

(

R

Dor Dor we-Dorshaw

Wellhausen, Israelitische und Judlsche
Geschichte
Winer, Biblisches Realworterbuch

Orient, Lit
O. T.

Llteraturblatt des Orients
Old Testament

Winer, B.
Wisd. Sol

P

Priestly code

Wolf, Bibl. Hebr... Wolf, Bibliotheca Hebraea
Zeitschrift
fiir die
or
V V \r
J Wiener
*^-'^-*-*'

Pagel, Biog. Lex.

(

Pagel, Biographlsches Lexlkon Hervorra-

<

gender Aerzte des Neunzehnten Jahrhun-

/

Pal. Explor.

Fund.

Pauly-Wissowa,
Real-Encyc
Pent
Pes
Pesh

I

(

1

Yalk

Yalkut

Yeb

Pentateuch
Pesahim (Talmud)

Yer

Yeb'aniot (Talmud)
Yerushalmi (Jerusalem Talmud)
Jehovah
Zabim (Talmud)
Zeitschrift der
Deutschen Morgenland-

Fund

Yhwh

Phil

Phlli'ppians

Zeb
Zech

7 n
r
^^^^
xf

i
-j

Pirke Rabbi Ellezer

Pro'v

Proverbs
Psalms
Rabbi or Rab (before names)

Zedner, Cat. Hebr.

Rabmer's Judisches Litteratur-Blatt

^^i'''i?^"'fr^'^'
\

Regesty

Zeit. fiir

R
^

"^'
ur.B^latt

Rfttcr
Killer, FrrtViinrfo
hruKunae.

'
-,

Rom
Roest, Cat.
Rosenthal. Bibl.

R. V

(
('

I

Books Brit.Mus.

(

Zeit. fiir .\ssyr

f

Regesty
Rev. As
Rev. Bib
Rev. Et. Juives
Rev. S^m
R. H

er

Palast.

Mendels
Zeph

Revue S<^mitique
Rosh ha-Shanah (Talmud)
Hitter. Die Erdkunde im Verhaltnis zur
^^^^^J. ^j^^ j,ur Geschichte des Menschen

Zunz, G. S
Zunz, G. V
Zunz, Literaturgesch

Roinans
Roest. Catalog der Hebraica und Judalca aus
der L. Rosenthal'schen Blbllothek
Revised Version

7,,^., T)i.,.o
Kitus
zunz,

Zeitlin.Bibl. Post-

Zunz,
Zunz,

S.

Z.

!•

Zechariah
Zedner, Catalogue of the Hebrew Books In
the British Museum
Zeitschrift filr Assyriologie
Zeitschrift des

Hebriiische Bibllographie
Zeltlin, Bibliotheca Hebraica Post-Mendels-

(

(

P
G

Deutschen Palastina-Verelns

(

Hebr. Bibl. Zeitschrift

Nadpisi
Revue Asiatique
Revue Biblique
Revue des Etudes .luives
1

isohen Gesellschaft

Zebahim (Talmud)

Pirke R. El

Ps

Kunde des

Morgenlandes

Pauly-AVissowa, Real-Encyclopadle der Classiscben A Itertumswissenschaf

Zab

.'

Solomon

Yadayim (Talmud)
Yad ha-Hazakah

Peshito, Peshitta
Pesikta Rabbatl
Pesikta de-Rab Eabana

R

of

Yad
" Yad "

derts
.Palestine Exploration

Pesik

Pesik.

Wisdom

(

1

I
-,

fiir

sohniana
Zephaniah
Zunz, Gesammelte Schriften
Zunz, Gottesdienstliche Vortrage
Zunz, Literaturgeschichte der Synagogalen
Poesie

Zunz, Die Ritus des Synagogalen Gottesdienstes

Zunz, Synagogale Poesie des Mittelalters
Zunz, Zur (ieschichte und Literatur

Note to the Reader.
Subjects on wliich further information is afforded elsewhere in this work are Indicated by the
use of capitals and small capitals in the text as, Abba Arika Pumbedita Vocalization.
;

;

;
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From

His God. "
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Alliance Israelite Universelle Girls' School at
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222

Romano

Bagdad
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Altar of Ba'al at Petra, Idumaea
Phenician, with Bust of Ba'al as a Sun-God
Amsterdam, Ark of the Law of the Sephardic Synagogue at
Apamea, Coin of, with Supposed Representation of Noah's Ark
Apple of Sodom
Aqueduct, Track of Siloam
Aqueducts Leading to Jerusalem, Plan of
Aquila, Fragment of His Greek Translation of II Kings xxiii. 15-19
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View of Mount, from the Russian Frontier
Arba' Kanfot
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25
33

33
plate facing

34
40
60

74
73
76

Arch, Robinson's, at Jerusalem

141

Archelaus, Herod, Copper Coin of

78

Archeology: see Arch, Robinson's; Ashkelon; Ass; Bowl; Coins; Pottery; Seal; Vase.
Archers, ('ompany of Egyptian, at Deir el-Bahari
Persian, as Body-Guard of Darius
Architecture: see Ark of the Law Robinson's Arch; Synagogues.
Aretas IV. Philodeme ut Nabataea, Bronze Coin of, with Hebrew Inscription
Aristobulus, Judas, Copper Coins of, with Two Cornua-Copiae
"Ark of the Covenant." After Calmet
Ark of the Law, Earliest Representation of. Now in the Museo Borgiano at Rome
from the Synagogue at Modena, 1505 c.e
of the Sephardic Sj'nagogue at Amsterdam
of the Synagogue at Bayonne, France
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86
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of the
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Synagogue
Synagogue

:

of
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606
110

Rome

Arkansas, Synagogue at Little Rock
Anny Assyrian Soldiers on the March

Company
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at Gibraltar

at Pogrebishche, Russia

Symbolic Representation of, Now in the Museo Borgiano at
" Ark of Noah. "
From the Sarajevo Haggadah
Ark of Noah, Resting on Mt. Ararat
Supposed Representation of, on Coin of Apamea

89
95
103
107

Egyptian Soldiers

Persian Foot-Soldiers

108
113

113
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121
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Archers Ashkelon, Siege of.
Arnon, Gorge at the Mouth of the River
Arnstein, Fanny von, Society Leader in Vienna

133
133

Aron, Arnaud, Grand Rabbi of Strasburg, Alsace

134

see also

"

Aron ha-Kodesh

;

"

:

see

Ark of the Law.

Don Luis de Guzman
Arch; Architecture; Bowl; Coins; Pottery; Seal; Vase.

Arragel, Moses, Presenting His Castilian Translation of the Bible to

Art: see

189
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Ascoli, Graziadio Isaiah, Italian Pliilulogist
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I57

" Ashamnu, " Music of.
Ashdod, View of Modern
Asher, Asher, Physician and Communal Worker, London, England
" Ashirah," Music of
Ashkelou, Inhabitants of Ancient
Plan of the Ancient City of
Siege of, by Rameses II
View of Ruins of Ancient
Ashkenazi, Zebi Hirsch, Rabbi of Amsterdam
" Ashre," Music of
" Ashre ha-' Am, " Music of
.

Asia,
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176

.
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Minor, Map of the Ancient Jewish Communities

Asia
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The Mocking Crucifix."
Assyria see Army Astarte Beard.
Astarte as a Sphynx
Ass-Worship

:

:
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;

tlie
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graffito in the Collegio

Romano

222

;

From an Assyrian

Goddess of Love.

239
cylinder

240
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244
252
252

with Dove

From

Astrolabe.

"

Ma'ase Tobia," 1707

Astruc, Elie-Aristide, Cliief Rabbi of Belgium

Modern Pentateuch Criticism
Auerb.\ch, Baruch.
Athias, Joseph, Imprint or Printer's Mark of
Atonement, Day of with Rites on Preceding Day. 1. "Malkut." 2. "Teshubah."
4. " Zedakah " in graveyard.
5. " Kapparah. "
Jean, Physician and Founder of

Asylum:

see

,

268
3.

Visiting graves.

German Rite. After Picart
Jews in a New York (East Side) Synagogue Confessing Their Sins in the Prayer " Ashamnu
Observed by the Jewish Soldiers in the German Army Before Metz, 1870

283
285
"

" Attah Hore'ta," Music of
Auerbach, Baruch, Orphan Asyhim, Berlin

Berthold,

Augsburg

:

German A\ithor

Seal of the Jewish

Augusta, Ga.

,

Synagogue

Community, 1298

at

311

Auspitz, Heinrich, Austrian Dermatologist

Auto da

288
287
289
299
300
306
317

Mayor at Madrid in 1680 Before Charles II., His Wife and Mother.
by Rici
-p^ate between 340-341
Presided over by San Domingo de Guzman. From a painting in the National Gallery at Ma-

Fe, Held in the Plaza

From

a painting

drid, attributed to Berruguete, 15th century

Autographs of Jewish

339
plate between 376-377

Celebrities

Acosta, Uriel.

Frankel, Zecharlah.

Lasker, Eduard.

Aguilar, Grace.

Fiirst, Julius.

Lassalle, Ferdinand.

Auerbach, Berthold.
Bamberger, Lufiwig.
Benfey, Theodore.
Benjamin, Judah P.
Borne, Ludwig.
Carvajal, Antonio Ferdinand.
Crt^mieux, I. Adolphe.
Dawison. Bogumil.
Derenbourg, .Joseph.
Deut-sch, Emanuel.
Disraeli, Benjamin.

Gelger, Abraham.

Lazarus,

Goldsmid, Sir Isaac L.
Gordon, Judah Loeb.

Leeser, Isaac.

Rothschild, Baron Lionel de.

Graetz, Heinrich.

Loeb, Isidore.
Low. Leopold.

Mayer A.
Rubinstein, Anton.

Hal6vy,

Maimon, Moses ben (Malmonldes). Schulman, Kalman.

©'Israeli, Isaac.

Elnbom, David.

F.

Heine, Heinrich.
Herschel, Sir William.
Hirsch,

Baron Maurice.

Hushiel bar Elbanon.
Isserles, Moses.
Jellinek, A.

Kaufmann, David.

Emma.

Marx, Karl.
Menasseh ben

Munk, Salomon.
Noah, Mordecai M.
Rachel.
Rothschild,

Smolenskin, Perez.
Israel.

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix.
Mendelssohn, Moses.
Meyerbeer, Giacomo.
Molcho, Solomon.
Monteflore, Sir Moses.

Spinoza, Benedict de.
Stelnitz, VVilhelm.

Weil, Henri.

Wise. Isaac M.
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Zunz, Leopold.
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" Az Shesh Me'ot," Music of

352
in

London and Amsterdam

359
^^61

Ba'al, Altar of, at Petra, Idumaea
as a Phenician Sun-God
Ba'al Hamon, as a Phenician Fire-God
" Babel, Tower of. "
From the Sarajevo Haggadah (I4th century)

378

Babylon, View of the Ruins of
Babylonia: see Babylon; Bowl.
Bacher, Wilhelm, Hungarian Scholar and Orientalist
Badge on an English Jew
Showing DilTereut Forms of, Worn by Medieval Jews

399

379
379
396

421

426
colored plate facing 426

425
Badges and Hats Worn by Jews in the Middle Ages
425
on the Garments of Jewish Priests
433
Baer, Seligman (Sekel), Writer on tlie :Masorah
437
Bagdad, Girls' School of tlie Alliance Israelite Universelle at
449
Bahya ben Joseph ibn Pakuda Page from Editio Princeps of " Hobot ha-Lebabot "
461
Baker, Egyptian
463
Bakery, Egyptian Royal
461
"Bakewell Hall " as located on Ralph Aggas' "Map of London "
463
Baking, Egyptian Royal Bakery, Showing Different Processes of
462
Oven Now Used in Syria for
466
" Balaam and the Ass."
From a " Teutsch Chumesh "
470
Money
Weighing
Egyptian
Balance
476
Balsam Plant
478
Baltimore, Oheb Shalom Temple at
484
Bamberger, Ludwig, German Deputy and Political Economist
505
Bar Kokba, Bronze Coin of the Bar Kokba War. Struck over a coin of Titus
506
Bronze Coin of the Second Revolt, First Year. Showing a three-stringed lyre
Bronze Coin of the Second Revolt, with uh^y min^, "The Deliverance of Jerusalem". .. 506
506
Copper Coin of the Second Revolt, with Palm-Tree and Vine Branch
Frontispiece
Bar Mizwah, Son of the Precept, Reciting His Portion of the Law
:

:

.

Barber: see

Beard

Trim.ming.
527

Barcelona (View of Monjuich), Supposed Site of the Jewish Cemetery at
Barit, Jacob (Jankele Kovner), Russian Talmudist and Communal Worker

535

Barnay, Ludwig, German Actor

541

Barnett, John, English

542

Composer

547

Jewish Literature
Basel, Bronze Medal Struck at the Second Zionist Congress at (Obverse and Reverse)
Card of Admission of a Delegate to the Second Zionist Congress at
Meeting of the Second Zionist Congress at
Bartolocci, Giulio, Italian Bibliographer of

Basevi, George (Joshua)
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see

571
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Fitzwilliam Museum.
578
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Now

Used

579

in Palestine

580

Basnage, Jacob, Christian Writer of Jewish History
Bavaria: see Augsburg.

Bayonne, France, Ark of the Law of the Synagogue at
Beard, Captive Jew with Clipped. From the British Museum
of H Judean from Egypt
of a Russian Jew at Jerusalem ....
of a Semite of the Upper Class. From the Tombs of the Beni-Hassan
After Botta
of an Assyrian King.
From the Black Obelisk in the British Museum
of Jewish Envoy.
Trimming. From Leusden, "Philologus Hebraeo Mixtus," 1657
Beck, Karl, Austrian Poet
Beer, Benjamin ben Elijah see Lamlein Medal.
Bernhard, Hebrew and Talmudic Scholar

>
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Beer, Michael,
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on Jewish Sects

Peter, Austrian Writer

635

Beer-sheba, Wells of

Abraliam ben Shalom, Rabbi of Tunis
Belasco, David, American Playwright
Belmonte Arms of the Family
" Bemoza'e, " Music of
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THE

Jewish Encyclopedia
APOCRYPHA

:

§

I.

The most general

defini-

tion of Apocrypha is, Writings having some pretension to the cliaracter of sacred scripture, or received

as such

canon

The
scure.

by certain
Canon).

sects,

but excluded from the

(see

history of the earlier usage of the word is obIt is probable that the adjective (nroKpycpoq,

hidden away, kept secret," as applied to books, was
used of writings which were kept from the public by their possessors becau.se they contained a mysterious or esoteric wisdom too profound or too sacred
to be communicated to any but the initiated. Thus a
Leyden magical papyrus bears the title, Mu'vatuq upa
"

first

/?('/?/'lOC

a-oKpwpo^ kninaXovfiivff bySor/ y dyia,

"The

Secret

Sacred Book of Moses, Entitled the Eighth or the
Holy Book "(Dietrich, "Abraxas," 169). Pherecydos
of Syros is said to have learned his wisdom from to.
(^oiviKuv aTr6Kpv<tia [iip?.ia,

"

The

Secret

Books of the

Phenicians " (Suidas, s.v. ^epeuvSt/c). In the early centuries of our era many religious and philosophical
sects had such scriptures; thus the followers of the
Gnostic Prodicus boasted the possession of secret
books (aTTOKpvcpovg) of Zoroaster (Clemens xVlexandrinus, "Stromata," i. 15 [857 Potter]).
IV Esdras is
avowedly such a Avork Ezra is bidden to write all the
things which he has seen in a book and lay it up in a
hidden place, and to teach the contents to the wise
among his people, whose intelligence he knows to be
sufficient to receive and preserve these secrets (xii.
36 et scq.). (see Dan. xii. 4, 9; Enoch, i. 2, cviii. 1;
Assumptio miosis, x. 1 et seq.) In another passage
such writings are expressly distinguished from the
twenty-four canonical books; the latter are to be published that they may be read by the worthy and
unworthy alike; the former (seventy in number) are
to be preserved and transmitted to the wise, because
they contain a profounder teaching (xiv. 44-47). In
this sense Gregory of Nj^ssa quotes words of John in
the Apocalypse as kv anoKpvcfioic (" Oratio in Suam Ordinationem," iii. 549, ed. Migne; compare Epiphanius,
" Adversus Hoereses, " li. 3). The book contains revelations not to be comprehended by the masses, nor
rashly published among them.
Inasmuch, however, as this kind of literature flour:

ished most among heretical sects, and as many of
the writings themselves were falsely attributed to the
famous men of ancient times, the word "Apocrypha " acquired in ecclesiastical use an unfavorable

II.—

connotation; the private scriptures treasured by the
sects were repudiated by the Church as heretical and
often spurious.
Lists were made of the books which
the Church received as sacred scripture and of those
which it rejected; the former were "canonical " (see
Canon); to the latter the name "Apocrypha" was
given. The canon of the Church included the books
which are contained in the Greek Bible but not in
the Hebrew (see the list below, § III.); hence the term
"Apocrypha" was not applied to these books, but
to such writings as Enoch, the Testaments of the
Twelve Patriarchs, etc. (see below, § III.). Jerome
alone applies the word to all books which are not
found in the Jewish canon (see " Prologus Galeatus ").
At the Reformation, Protestants adopted the Jewish
canon, and designated by the name "Apocrypha"
the books of the Latin and Greek Bibles which they
thus rejected; while the Catholic Church in the Council of Trent formally declared these books canonical,
and continued to use the word " Apocrypha " for the
class of writings to which it had generally been appropriated in the ancient Church; for the latter, Protestants introduced the name "Pseudepigrapha."

§ II.

Apocryphal Books among- the Jews.

Judaism

also had sects whi(;h possessed esoteric or
recondite scriptures, such as the Essenes (Josephus,
"B. J." ii. 8, § 7), and the Therapeutae (Philo, "De

Vita Contemplativa," ed. Maugey, ii. 475). Their
occurrence among these particular sects is explicitly attested, but doubtless there were others.
Indeed, many of the books which the Church branded
as apocryphal were of Jewish (sometimes heretical

The Jewish

Jewish) origin.

authorities, therefore,

form a canon, that is, a list of
sacred scriptures; and in some cases to specify particular writings claiming this character which were
rejected and forbidden. The former so the distincwere constrained

to

—

tion is expressed in a ceremonial rule (Yad.

iii.

5;

— make

the hands which touch
them unclean— Dn^n DN pNDDD ^npn ''3n3 f>3 the
latter do not (see Canon). Another term used in the
discussion of certain books is TJJ. properly " to lay
Tosef., Yad.

ii.

VS)

;

up, store away for safe-keeping," also "withdraw
from use." Thus, Shab. 306, "The sages intended
to withdraw Ecclesiastes " "they also intended to
;

withdraw Proverbs"; ib. 136,"Hananiahb. Hezekiah
prevented Ezekiel from being withdrawn " Sanh.
1006 (Codex Carlsruhe), "although our masters with;

:
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Apocrypha

.

It has frequently
this book " (Siracli), etc.
been asserted that the idea and the name of the Greek
"Apocr3'pha" were derived from this Hebrew terminology. (See Zahn, "Gesch. des Neutestamentlichen Kanons," i. 1,123 et seq. Schurer, in "Protestantische llealencyclopildie," 3d ed., i. 623, and many

drew

;

compare Hamburgei',''Realeucyklopixdie,"

others;

68, n. 4.)

"Apocrypha"

{(nrdKpvcpa

(iilHia) is,

ii.

it is

of D^TIJJ D'lSD, "concealed,
hidden books. " Closer exaniinatiou shows, however,
that the alleged identity of phraseology is a mistake.
Talmudic literature knows nothing of a classof DHDD
said,

a

literal translation

—

DTIJJ neither this phrase nor an equivalent occurs
not even in " Ab. R. N." i. 1, though the error appears to have originated in the words VH D^IUJ used
there. Nor is the usage identical: TJJ does not mean
" conceal " {anoKpvtTTeiv translates not |J3, but iriD and
its synonyms), but "store away "; it is used only of
things intrinsically precious or sacred. As applied to
books, it is used only of books which are, after all,
included in the Jewish canon, never of the kind of
literature to which the Church Fathers give the name
"Apocrypha "; these are rather D'JIV'nn CIDD (Yer.
Sanh. X. 1, 28rt), or crDH nSD- The only excepThe Book of (magical)
tion is a reference to Sirach.

—

Cures which Hezekiah put away (Pes. iv. 9) was
This being the
doubtless attributed to Solomon.
state of the facts, it is doubtful whether there is
any connection between the use of TJJ and that of
Classification.
§ III. Lists of Apocrypha
is a brief descriptive catalogue of
writings which have been at some time or in some
quarters regarded as sacred scripture, but are not included in the Jewish (and Protestant) canon. For
more particular information about these works, and
;

The following

for the literature, the reader is referred to the special
on the books severally.

articles

books which are comGreek and Latin Bibles, but are
the Hebrew canon, and are hence

First, then, there are the

monly found

in the

not included in

by Protestants;

to these, as has already
give the name "Apocrj^pha"
These are (following the order and
specificall}'.
with the titles of the English translation): I Esdras;
II Esdras; Tobit; Judith; The Rest of the Chapters
of the Book of Esther; Wisdom of Solomon; Wisdom of Jesus, the Son of Sirach, or Ecclesiasticus;
Baruch, with the Epistle of Jeremiah; Song of the
Three Holy Children; History of Susanna; Destruction of Bel and the Dragon; Prayer of Manasses; I
Maccabees; II Maccabees. These, with the exception of I, II (III, IV) Esdras and the Prayer of Manasses, are canonical in the Roman Church.
Secondly, books which were pronounced apocryphal by the ancient Church. Of the.se we possess several catalogues, the most important of which are the
Stichometry of Nicephorus; the Athanasian Synopsis; and an anonymous list extant in several manuscripts, first edited ])y Montfaucon (see Schurer,
" Gesch." 3d ed., iii. 262 et seq.)\ further a passage in
the "Apostolical Constitutions "(vi. 16), and the socalled Decree of Pope Gelasius ("Corpus Juris Canonici," iii. Distinctio 15). References in the Fathers
add some titles, and various Oriental versions give
us a knowledge of other writings of the same kind.

rejected

part of this literature has been preand fresh discoveries almost every yearprove
how extensive and how popular it once was.
served,

A

satisfactory classification of these writings is
possible; probably the most convenient
scheme is to group them under the chief types of
Biblical literature to which they are severally re-

hardly

lated

— viz.

Historical, including
history proper, story
books, and haggadic narrative.
2. Prophetic, including apocalypses.
3. Ljrric
psalms.
4. Didactic
proverbs and other forms of " wis1.

;

;

dom."

The assignment of a book to one or another of
must often be understood as onlj' a

these divisions

which is chiefly narrative may
contain prophecy or apocalypse; one which is primarily prophetic may exhibit in parts affinity to the

potiori; a writing

didactic literature.

§ IV. Historical

said, Protestants

Apocrypha.

1.

First

Mac-

A

history of the rising of the Jews under
the leadership of Mattathias and his sons against
Autiochus Epiphanes, and of the progress of the
struggle down to the death of Simon, covering thus
The book was written
the period from 175-135 b.c.
cabees.

in

Hebrew, but is extant only
made from the Greek.

in

Greek and

in trans-

lations

Professedly an abridgment
books by Jason of Cyrene.
It begins witli the antecedents of the conflict with
Syria, and closes with the recovery of Jerusalem
by Judas after his victory over Nicanor. The work
was written in Greek, and is much inferior in hisPrefixed to the book are
torical value to I Mace.
two letters addressed to the Jews in Egypt on the
observance of the Feast of Dedication (nsun).
3. First Esdras.
In the Latin Bible, Third Esdras.
fragment of the oldest Greek version (used by
Josephus) of Chronicles (including Ezra and Nehemiah), containing I Chron. xxxv.-Neh. viii. 13, in a
different, and in part more original, order than the
Hebrew text and with one considerable addition, the
story of the pages of King Darius (iii. 1-v. 6). The
book is printed in an appendix to the official editions
of the Vulgate (after the New Testament), but is not
recognized by the Roman Church as canonical.
2.

Second Maccabees.

of a larger

aTz6Kpv(!)n^.

been

A considerable

work

in five

A

4.

a. The story of Susanna
prefixed to the book, illustrating

Additions to Daniel,

and the

elders,

Daniel's discernment in judgment.
b. The destruction of Bel and the Dragon, appended after ch. xii., showing how Daniel proved to
Cyrus that the Babylonian gods were no gods.
c. The Song of the three Jewish Youths in the
fiery furnace, inserted in Dan. iii. between verses 23

and 24.
These additions are found in both Greek translations of Daniel (Septuagint and Theodotion); for the
original language and for the Hebrew and Aramaic
versions of the stories, see Daniel.
5. Additions to Esther.
In the Greek Bible, enlargement on motives suggested by the original story:
a. The dream of Mordecai and his discovery of the
conspiracy, prefixed to the book; the interpretation
follows X. 3; b. Edict for the destruction of the Jews,
after iii. 18; c, d. Prayers of Mordecai and Esther,

.
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e. Esther's reception by the king, taking
the place of v. 1 in the Hebrew; /. Edict permitting
the Jews to defend themselves, after viii. 12.
In the
Vulgate these additions are detached from their connection and brought together in an appendix to the
book, with a note remarking that they are not found
in the Hebrew.
6. Prayer of Manasses.
Purports to be the words
of the prayer spoken of in II Chrou. xxxiii. 18 etseq.
probably designed to stand in that place. In many
manuscripts of the Greek Bible it is found among
the pieces appended to the *Psalms in the Vulgate
it is printed after the New Testament with III and
IV Esd., and like them is not canonical.
7. Judith.
Story of the deliverance of the city
of Bethulia by a beautiful widow, who by a ruse
deceives and kills Holophernes, the commander of
the besieging army.
The book was written in Hebrew, but is preserved only in Greek or translations
from the Greek; an Aramaic Targum was known

after iv. 17;

;

;

to Jerome.
8. Tobit.
The scene of this tale, with its attractive pictures of Jewish piety and its interesting
glimpses of popular superstitions, is laid in the East

(Nineveh, Ecbatana); the hero is an Israelite of the
tribe of Naphtali, who was carried away in the
deportation by Shalmaneser (" Enemessar "). The
story is related in some way to that of Ahikar.
9. Third Maccabees.
(See Maccabees, Books of.)
story of the persecution of the Egyptian Jews by
Ptolemy Philopator after the defeat of Antiochus at
Raphia in 217 B.C. their steadfastness in their religion, and the miraculous deliverance God wrought
for them.
The book, which maj^ be regarded as an

A

;

Alexandrian counterpart of Esther, is found in manuscripts of the Septuagint, but is not canonical in any
branch of the Christian Church.
§ V. Historical Pseudepigrapha. The books
named above are all found in the Greek and Latin
Bibles and

Apocrypha of the Protestant
proceed now to other writings of
the same general class, commonly called "Pseudepigrapha."
10. The Book of Jubilees, called also Leptogenesis
("The Little Genesis"), probably KtDII D'tJ^Nia, in
distinction, not from the canonical Genesis, but from
a larger Midrash, a Hi") '3. It contains a haggadic
treatment of the history of the Patriarchs as well as
of the history of Israel in Egypt, ending with the
institution of the Passover, based on Gen. and Ex.
i.-xii.
It is a free reproduction of the Biblical narrative, with extensive additions of an edifying charversions.

in the

We

and the like. It gets
the name " Book of Jubilees " from the elaborate chronology, in which every event is minutely reckoned
out in months, days, and years of the Jubilee period.
The whole is in the form of a revelation made through
an angel to Moses on Mt. Sinai, from which some
writers were led to call the book the " Apocalypse of
Moses." (See Apocalypse, § V. 10.) It was written
in Hebrew, probably in the first century B.C., but is
now extant only in Ethiopic and in fragments of an
old Latin translation, both made from an intermediate Greek versior
acter, exhortations, predictions,

Brief mention

may be made

here of several
containing Haggadah of early Hebrew history.

s imil ar

works

Apocrypha

o. "Liber Antlqultatum Bibllcarum," attributed to
Phii.o.
This was first published, with some other works of Philo,
at
Basel In 1.5:i7(see Cohn, In " Jew. Quart. Rev." 1888, x. 277 et «eg •
SchQrer, " Gesch." 3d ed., 111. Ml ct seq., additional literature)!
Extends from Adam to the death of Saul, with omissions and
additions— genealogical, legendary, and rhetorical— speeches,
prophecies, prayers, etc.
The patriarchal age is despatched
very brletly the Exodus, on the contrary, and the stories of the
Judges, are much expanded. The author deals more freely
with the Biblical narrative than Jubilees, and departs from It
much more widely. The work is preserved In a Latin translation made from Greek
but it Is highly probable that the original language was Hebrew, and that it was written at a time
not very remote from the common era. Considerable portions
of it are Incorporated— under the name of Philo— in the Hebrew
b«ok, of which Gaster has published a translation under the
title " Chronicles of Jerahmeel " (see Gaster, I.e.,
Introduction,
pp. XXX. et ser/., and below, d).
b. Later works which may be compared with this of Philo
are the nz'D Sa* D^'D'H ^^2^, -\Z''n icD, and the i;-d>i f-nc,
on which see the respective articles.
c. To a different type of legendary history belongs the
He;

;

brew YOSIPPON (9. v.).
d. The "Chronicles of Jerahmeel," translated by Gaster from

a unique manuscript in the Bodleian (1899), are professedly
compiled from various sources ; they contain large portions excerpted from the Greek Bible, Philo (see above), and "Yosippon," as well as writings like the Pirke de R. Eliezer, etc.
e. Any complete study of this material must Include also
the
cognate Hellenistic writings, such as the fragments of Eupolemus and Artapanus (see Freudenthal, " Hellenistische Studien ")
and the legends of the same kind in Josephus.

§ VI.

Books of the Antediluvians. The Book

makes repeated mention of books containing the wisdom of the antediluvians (e.g., Enoch,
iv. 17 et seq.
Noah, x. 12 et seg.) which were in the
possession of Abraham and his descendants also of
books in which was preserved the family law of the
Patriarchs (compare xli. 28) or their prophecies
(xxxii. 24 et seq., xlv. 16). These are all in the literal
sense "apocryphal," that is, esoteric, scriptures. A
considerable number of writings of this sort have
been preserved or are known to us from ancient lists
of Jubilees

;

;

and references; others contain entertaining or edifying embellishments of the Biblical narratives about
these heroes. Those which are primarily prophetic or
apocalyptic are enumerated elsewhere (x., xi.); the
following are chiefly haggadic:
11. Life of Adam and Eve.
This is essentially a
Jewish work, preserved in varying recensions in
Greek, Latin, Slavonic, and Armenian. It resembles
the Testament literature (see below) in being chiefly
occupied with the end of Adam's life and the burial
of Adam and Eve.
According to an introductory
note in the manuscripts, the story was revealed to
Moses, whence the inappropriate title "Apocalypse
of Moses."
On the apocryphal Adam books see

—

Adam, Book

—

of.

Other apocryphal books bearing the name of Adam
are: The Book of Adam and Eve, or the Conflict
of Adam and Eve with Satan, extant in Arabic
and Ethiopic; and The Testament of Adam, in
Both these are Christian offSyriac and Arabic.
shoots of the Adam romance.
Apocalypses of
Adam are mentioned by Epiphanius; the Gelasian
Decree names a book on the Daughters of Adam,
and one called the Penitence of Adam.
Seven Books of Seth are said by Epiphanius
("Ad versus Haereses," xxxix. 5; compare xxvi. 8;
also Hippolytus, "Refutatio," v. 22; see also Josephus, "Ant." i. 2, § 3) to have been among the

scriptures of the Gnostic sect of Sethians.

;
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Apocrypha

On

the apocryphal books of

Enoch

see

Apoca-

lypse, ^ v., and Enoch, Books of.

The Samaritan author, a fragment of whose writing
has been preserved by Eusebius (" Prsep. Ev." ix. 17)
under the name of Eupolemus, speaks of revelations
by angels to Methuselah, whicli had been preserved
to his time. A Book of Lamech is named in one of
our lists of Apocrypha.
Books of Noah are mentioned in Jubilees (x. 12,
Fragments of an Apocalypse of Noali
are incorporated in different places in Enoch (which
A book bearing the name of Noria, the wife
see).
of Noah, was current among certain Gnostics (Epiphanius, "Adv. Hoereses," xxvi. 1). Shorn transmits
xxi. 10).

the books of his father, Noah (Jubilees, x. 14); other
writings are ascribed to him by late authors. Ham
was the author of a prophecy cited by Lsidore, the
son of Basilides (Clemens Alexaudnnus,"Stromata,"
vi. 6); accordmg to others lie was the inventor of
magic (identified witli Zoroaster; Clementine, "Recognitiones," iv. 27).
§ VII. Testaments. A special class of apocryphal literature is made up of the so-called " Testaments " of prominent figures in Bible history. Suggested, doubtless, by such passages as the Blessing
of Jacob (Gen. xlix.), the Blessing of Mo.ses (Deut.
xxxiii.), the parting speeches of Moses (Deut. iv.,
xxix. et seq.) Siml Jo.shua (Josh, xxiii., xxiv.), etc.,
the Testaments narrate the close of the hero's life,
sometimes with a retrospect of his history, last coun-

and admonitions to his children, and disclosures
These elements are present in varying
of the future.
proportions, but the general type is well marked.
Edited in Greek (two
12. Testament of Abraham.
recensions) by M. R. James, "Texts and Studies,"
sels

ii.

2; in

Rumanian by

Gaster, in "Proc. of Society of

Biblical Archeology," 1887, ix. 195 et seq.; see also
Kohler, in "Jew. Quart. Rev." 1895, vii. 581 et seq.
(See Abraham, Testament of, called also Apocalypse
of

Abraham).

Narrative of the end of Abraham's

his refusal to follow Michael,

who

is

life

sent to him; his

long negotiations with the Angel of Death. At his
request, Michael shows him, while still in the body,
this world and all its doings, and conducts him to the
gate of heaven. The book is thus mainlj^ Haggadah,
with a little apocalypse in the middle.
The Slavonic Apocalypse of Abraham (ed. by
Bonwetsch, "Studien zur Geschichte der Theologie
und Kirche," 1897), translated from the Greek, gives
the story of Abraham's conversion; the second part
enlarges on the vision of Abraham in Gen. xv.
Pieserved in
13. Testaments of Isaac and Jacob.
Arabic and Etiiiopic. They are upon the same pattern as the Testament of Abraham; each includes an
apocalypse in which the punisiunent of the wicked
and the abode of the blessed are exhibited. The
moral exhortation which properly belongs to the
type is lacking in the Testament of Abraham, but
is found in the other two.
14. Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.
The parting admonitions of the twelve sons of Jacob to their
Eacli warns against certain particular sins
and commends the cf)ntrary virtues, illustrating and
enforcing the moral by the example or experience
Tlius, Gad warns against hatred,
of the speaker.
Issachar shows the beauty of simple-mindedness,
children.

Jo.seph teaches tlie lesson of chastity. In some {e.g.,
in the Testament of Joseph) the legendary narrative
of the patriarch's life fills a larger space, in others
{e.g. Benjamin) direct ethical teaching predominates.
The eschatological element is also present in varypredictions of tlic falling away in
ing proportions
the last days and the evils that will prevail the judg,

—

;

ment

God on

the speaker's jjosterity for their sins
Judah, xviii. 22 et seq. Zeb{e.g., Levi, xiv. et seq.
ulun, ix.); and the succeeding Mes.sianic age (Levi,
xviii.
Judah, xxiv. et seq. Simeon, vi. Zebulun, ix.
et seq.).
true apocalypse is found in the Test, of
This eschatoLevi, ii. et seq. (see Apocai.ypse).
logical element is professedly derived from a book
written by Enoch {e.g., Levi, x., xiv., xvi. Judah,
viii.
Simeon, v., etc.).
The work is substantially
Jewish; the Christian interpolations, though numerous, are not very extensive, and in general are easily
recognizable.
Hebrew Testament of Naphtali has been published by Gaster (" Proceedings of Society of Biblical
of

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

A

Archeology," December, 1893; February, 1894; see
also "Chron. of Jerahmeel," pp. 87 et seq.), and is
regarded by the editor and by Resch (" Studien imd

Kritiken,"1899,pp. 206eise'y.)as the original ot which
the Greek Testament is a Christian recension.
15. Testament of Job. When the end of his life is
at hand, Job narrates to his children the history of
his trials, beginning with the cause of Satan's animosity toward him. After parting admonitions (45),
he divides his possessions among his sons, and gives to
his three daughters girdles of wonderful properties(46
etseq.). The book is a Haggadah of the stoi-y of Job,
exaggerating his wealth and power, his good works,
and his calamities, through all of which he maintains
unshaken his confidence in God. There are no long
arguments, as in the poem; the friends do not appear
the problem of theas defenders of God's justice
tlicy try Job wi'h questions
odicy is not mooted
Elihu is inspired by Satan, and v.i not
(see 36 c< seq.).
forgiven with the others. See Kohler, in "Semitic
Studies in Memory of Alexander Kohut, " pp. 264-338
and 611, 612, and .James, in "Apocrypha A necdota,"
ii. 104 et seq.).
16. Testament of Moses. The patristic lists of Apocrypha contain, in close proximity, the Testament of
Moses and the Assumption of Moses. It is probable
that the two were internally connected, and that the
former has been preserved in our Assumption of
Moses, the extant part of which is really a Testament a prophetic-apocalyptic discourse of Moses
to Joshua.
See below, § x. 2.
17. Testament of Solomon.
Last words of Solomon,
closing with a confession of the sins of liis old age under the influence of the Jebusite, Shulamite. It is
in the main a magical book in narrative form, telling
how Solomon got the magic seal by it learned the
names and powers of the demons and the names of
the angels by whom they are constrained, and put
them to his service in building the Temple; besides
other wonderful things which he accomplished
(See Fleck,
through his power over the demons.
" Wissenschaftliche Reise," ii. 3, 111 et seq.)
translation into English bj' Conybeare was given
in ".Jewish Quart. Rev." 1899, xi. 1-45.
The Gelasian Decree names also a " Contradictio

—

—

—

;

A

——
;
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Salomonis," which may have descril)ed his contest
wisdom with Hiram, a frequent theme of hiter

Moses

writers.

A

(^ VII. 16).

What now

remains of this work,
prophetic in character, consisting of predictions delivered by Moses to Joshua
in

in

tlie

Apocrypha

an old Latin version,

when

Testament of Hezekiah is cited by Cedrenus; but
passage quoted is found in the Ascension of

lie

had

installed

is

him

as his successor.

Moses

foretells in brief outline the history of the people to

the end of the kingdom of Judah then, more fully,
the succeeding times down to the successors of Herod
the Great, and the Messianic age which ensues. It

Isaiali.

;

§ VIII. Relating to Joseph, Isaiah, and Baruch. Other Apocrypha are the following:
18. Story of Aseneth.
A romantic tale, narrating
how Aseneth, the beautiful daughter of Potiphar,
priest of On, became the wife of Joseph; how the
king's son, who had desired her for himself, tried to
destroy Joseph, and how he was foiled. The romance
The
exists in various languages and recensions.
Greek te.\t was published by Batiffol, Paris, 1889.

is

—

for the possession of Moses' body.
3. Eldad and Medad.
Under this name an apocryphal book is mentioned in our lists, and quoted twice
in the "Shepherd of Hermas" (ii. 34).
It contained

A

the prophecy of the

Prayer of Joseph is named in the anonymous list
of Apocrypha, and is quoted by Origen and Procopius. In these fragments Jacob is the sjieaker.
Origen
19. Ascension of Isaiah, or Vision of Isaiah.
speaks of a Jewish apocryphal work describing the
death of Isaiah. Such a murtyrium is preserved in
the Ethiopic Ascension of Isaiah, the first part of
which tells how Manasseh, at the instigation of a
Tlie second
Samaritan, had Isaiah sawn asunder.
part, the Ascension of Isaiah to heaven in the 20th

Apocrypha

named in Num.

xi. 26.

^Most of the prophetical
are ajxjcalyptic in form.
To this class

taments of the Twelve Patriarchs, and others.
§ XII. Lyrical Apocrypha. 1. Psalm cU., in
the Greek Bible attributed to David, " when he had
fought in single combat with Goliath."
2. Psalms of Solomon. Eighteen in number; included
in some manuscripts of the Greek Bible, but noted in
Though
the catalogues as disputed or apocryphal.
ascribed to Solomon in the titles, there is no internal
evidence that the author, or authors, designed them
to be so attributed. Tliey were written in Hebrew
though preserved only in Greek in Palestine about
the middle of the first century B.C., and give most
important testimony to the inner character of the
religious belief of the time and to the vitality of the
Messianic hope, as well as to the strength of party
;

part also.
A fragment of the Greek text is
reproduced in Grenfell and Hunt, " The Amherst
Papyri," London, 1900.
20. The Rest of the "Words of Baruch, or Paralipomena

"Monumenta,"

elders

belong: Enoch, The Secrets of Enoch, IV Esd., the
Apocalj'pses of Baruch (Greek and Syriac), Apocalypse of Zephaniah, Apocalypse of Elijah, and others
Apoca(see Apocalypsk, and the special articles).
lyptic elements have been noted above in the Assumption of Moses, the Ascension of Isaiah, the Tes-

first

(Ceriani,

two

§ XI. Apocalypses.

year of Hezekiah, and what he saw and heard there,
is Christian, though perhaps based on a Jewish vision. Extensive Christian interpolations occur in the

of Jeremiah.

probable that the lost sequel contained the As-

sumption of Moses, in which occurred the conflict
referred to in Jude 9 between Michael and Satan

v. 1, 9 et seq.\

Reudel Harris, "Rest of the Words of Baruch,"
1889; Dillmann, " Chrestomathia ^^thiopica," pp.1
Greek and Ethiopic.) Narrates what befell
et acq.
Baruch and Abimelech (Ebed-melech) at the fall of

J.

—

;

Jerusalem. Sixty-six years after, tliey sent a letter
by an eagle to Jeremiah in Babjdon. He leads a company of Jews back from Babylonia only those who
are willing to put away their Babylonian wives are
allowed to cross the Jordan; the others eventually
become the founders of Samaria. Jeremiah is spirited away. After three days, returning to the body,
he prophesies the coming of Christ and is stoned to
;

The five Odes of Solomon
or sectarian animosity.
in " Pistis Sophia " are of Christian (Gnostic) origin.
3. Five apocryphal psalms in Syriac, edited by
Wright (" Proceedings of Society of Biblical Archeology," 1887, ix. 257-266). The first is Ps. cli. {supra,
§ 1) it is followed by (2) a prayer of Hezekiah
;

the people obtain leave from Cyrus
a prayer of David during his conwith the lion and the wolf, and thanksgiving

a prayer

when

death by his countrymen.
§ IX. Lost Books. Other haggadic works named
in the Gelasian Decree are the Book of Og, the Giant,
"whom the heretics pretend to have fought with
a dragon after the flood " perhaps the same as the

(3)

(Photius, "Cod." 85), or
Ilpay/jnTela tuv Tiyavruv; The Penitence of Jannes and

of Jesus, the Son of Sirach (in the Latin Bible entitled
Proverbs and aphorisms for men's
Ecclesiasticus).

(See Iselin, in " Zeitschrift f iir Wissensch.
Theologie," 1894, pp. 321 et seq.) Both of these may
well have been ultimately of Jewish origin.

guidance in various stations and circumstances; a
counterpart to the Proverbs of Solomon. The author
was a native of Jerusalem, and wrote in Hebrew his
work was translated into Greek by his grandson soon

:

;

Manichean

TiyavTEiog

/3(/37.oc

Jambres.

Baruch.
1.
Prophetical Apocrypha.
§ X.
Purporting to be written by Baruch, son of Neriah,
the disciple of Jeremiah, after the deportation to
Babylon. The book is not original, drawing its
motives chiefly from Jeremiah and Isaiah xl. et seq.
;

affinity to the

Wisdom

literature is also

some passages, especially
The Epistle

in ch.

marked

in

iii.

of Jeremiah to the captives in

Babylon,

and counts as the sixth
chapter of that book, is a keen satire on idolatry.
See above, Testament of
2. Assumption of Moses.
which

is

appended

to Baruch,

to return
flict

;

and

(4, 5)

after his victory.

§ XIII. Didactic

Apocrypha.

1.

The Wisdom

;

after 132 B.C.

The Syriac

translation

was

also

made

from the Hebrew, and recently considerable parts of
The
the Hebrew text itself have been recovered.
book is included in the Christian Bible— Greek, Latin,
Syriac, etc.— but was excluded from the Jewish
Canon (Tosef., Yad. ii. 13 et seq.). Many quotations
in Jewish literature prove, however, its continued
popularity.
2.

Wisdom

of Solomon, 2o(^m "Zolonuvoq.

Greek, probably in Alexandria

;

Written in

a representative of

Apocrypha

ApoUos
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Hellenistic "Wisdom." Solomon, addressing the rulers of the earth, exhorts them to seek wisdom, and
warns them of the wickedness and folly of idolatry.
Notewortliy is the warm defense of the immortality
of the soul, in which the intluence of Greek philo-

sophical ideas is manifest, as, indeed, it is throughout tlie book.
The title is a misnomer and
3. Fourth Maccabees.
the attribution of the work to Flavins Josephus is
equally erroneous. The true title is Ilf/jt avToupdropoq TioyiGfiov, " On the Autonomy of Reason. " It is
an anonymous discourse on the supremacy of relig;

ious intelligence over the feelings. This supremacy
is proved, among other things, by examples of constancy in persecution, especially by the fortitude of
Eleazar and the seven brothers (II Mace. vi. 18, vii.

The work was written in Greek it is found
some manuscripts of the Septuagint, but is not

41).

in

;

canonical.

§ XIV. Apocrypha in the Talmud. There are
no Jewish catalogues of Apocrypha corresponding to
the Christian lists cited above; but we know that
the canonicity of certain writings was disputed in
the first and second centuries, and that others were
expressly and authoritatively declared not to be sacred scripture, while some are more vehemently interdicted to read them is to incur perdition. The controversies about Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solomon
will be discussed in the article Canon, where also the
proposed "withdrawal" of Proverbs, Ezekiel, and
some other books will be considered. Here it is sufficient to say that the school of Shammai favored excluding Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solomon from
the list of inspired scriptures, but the final decision
included them in the canon.
Sirach, on the other hand, was excluded, appar-

—

ently as a recent work by a known author and a
general rule was added that no books more modern
than Sirach were sacred scripture.
The same decision excluded the Gospels and other
heretical (Christian) scriptures (Tosef., Yad. ii. 13).
These books, therefore, stand in the relation of Apocrypha to the Jewish canon.
In Mishuah Sanh. x. 1, R. Akiba adds to the catalogue of those Israelites who have no part in the
world to come," the man who reads in the extraneous
books " (D'^JI^'Tin DnSDl), that is, books outside the
canon of holy scripture, just as ffw, extrinsecus, extra,
are used by Christian writers (Zalm, " Gesch. des NeuAmong
testamentlichen Kanons," i. 1, 12Q et seq.).
these are included the " books of the heretics" (DTtD),
i.e., as in Tosef., Yad. quoted above, tlie Christians
(Bab. Sanh. 1006). Sirach is also named in both Talmuds, but the text in the Jerusalem Talmud (Sanh.
28rf) is obviously corrupt.
Further, the writings of Ben La'anah (njyp p) fall
under the .same condemnation (Yer. Sanh. I.e.); the
Midrash on Ecclesiastes xii. 12 (Ecel. R.) couples
the writings of Ben Tigla (K^JD p) with those of
Sirach, as bringing mischicif into the house of him
wlio owns tliein.
What these books were is much
disputed (see the respective articles). Another title
which lias given rise to much discussion is ^"iSD
DTOn or Dillon {.'<ifre ha-meram or hn-merom), early
and often emended by conjecture to DII^OH (llomeros; so Hai Gaon, and othens).
See Homku in T.\l;

MUD.
is

The books of

6
"

Be Abidan," about wliieh there

a question in Shab. 116«, are also obscure.

Bibliography: Texts: The Apocrypha

(in the I'rot«stant
sense) are founrl in editions of the Greek Bible ; see especially Swete, The Old Testament in Greek, 'M ed.; separately, Fritzsche, Libri Apocrypln Veteii^i Tentfimeiiti
Ormti, 1H71. Of the PseudepiRrapha no comprehensive corpus exists some of the boolcs are included in the editions of
Swete and Fritzsche, above and in Hilgenfeld, JMe.S8ia.s JttdtEorum, 1869. See also Fabricius, Codex Pneudepinraphua
Veterin Testamenti, 2 vols., 'M ed., Hamburg, 17^-, 172),
which is not replaced by any more recent work. For editions
(and translations) of most of these writings the literature of the
respective articles must he consulted. Translations The Authorized Version may best be used in the edition of C. J. Ball,
Variorum Apocrupha, which contains a useful apparatus of
various readings and renderings the Revised Version, Apo;

;

:

;

crupha,

Churton,

189.5;

sell's

Uncanonical and Apocryphal

a revised translation is given also in BisCommentary (see below). Of the highest value is the

Scriptures, 1884

;

German translation,with introductions and notes, in Kautzsch,
Die Apokruphen und Pseiidepii/raphen des Alten Testaments, 2 vols., 1899. Commentaries Fritzsche and Grimm,
Kurzyefasstes Exe{jetisches Handbuch zu den Apokryphen
des Alten Bundes, 6 vols., 18.51-tiO Wace (and others), Apocrypha, 2 vols., 1888 (Speaker's Bible); Bissell, Tlie Apocrypha of the Old Testament, 1890 (Lange series).
The most important recent work on this whole literature Is
Schiirer's Gescliichte des JUdischen Volkes, 3d ed., vol. iii.
(Eng. tr. of 3d ed.: Jew. People in the Time of Jesus Christ),
where also very full references to the literature will be found.
G. F. M.
T.
:

;

APOLANT, EDUARD:

German

physician;

born at Jastrow, city in Westpreussen, Prussia, Aug.
He was educated at the gymnasium at
21, 1847.
Deutsch-Krone and at the University of Berlin,
where he received the degree of doctor of medicine
He was an assistant surgeon in the Francoin 1870.
Prussian war (1870-71), and, on returning to Berlin,
engaged in practise in that city. In 1896 he received the

title

of "Sanitatsrath."

Apolant has contributed numerous papers to Virchow's "Archiv fur Pathologische Anatomic und
Physiologic und fiir Klinische Medizin" (" Ueber
das Verhaltniss der Weissen und Roten Blutkorperchen bei Eiterungen," etc.); the "Berliner Klinische
Wochenschrift " ("Ueber Applikation von Karbolsaureumschliige bei Pocken," etc.), and other medical
journals.

Bibliography: Wrede, Das Geistige Berlin,

iil.

3,

Berlin,

1898.

F. T. H.

s.

APOIiLINARIS
CLAUDIUS

or

APOLLINARITJS,

Bishop of Hierapolis, Phrygia, in
170 author of an " Apology for the Christian Faith,"
which he addressed to Emperor Marcus Aurelius
Antoninus. He wrote also two books " Pros loudaious " (Against the Jews) and other works against
the pagans, and opposing the Montanist and the
:

;

Encratite heresies, besides other books,
are

now

all

of which

lost.

Bibliography: Euscbius, Hist. Ecel.

iv. 27, v.

19; Jerome,

Da

Viris I liustribus, etc. , p. 2ii; Epistolccp.Si; Fabricius, UibUoth. Grcvca, vii. 160; Tillemont, Memoires, t. i., pt. ii.
F. H. V.
T.

APOLLONIUS

One of the Judcans who, about
180 H.c, went to Rome to make a covenant or league
He was called by
of friendship with the Romans.
Josephus "the son of Alexander." See John Hyb:

CANUS,
Bibliography

:

Josephus, Ant.

APOLLONIUS

xiii. 9, § 2, xiv. 10, § 23.

L. G.

G.

or

APOLLONIUS MOLON:

Greek rhetorician and anti-Jewish writer; flourished

Apocrypha
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in the first century v..c.
always, designated by the

He

is

name

of

usually, but not
liis t'allier,

Molon.

He was called by his patronymic mainly to distinguish him from his somewhat older contemporary
ApoUouius Malachos. Apollonius iMolon was still
praised as a distinguished master of the art of speech
about the year 73 u.c. Josephus, liowever, concerns
himself witii liim simply as one of the most prominent and most pernicious anti-Jewish writers.
Born at Alabanda, in Caria, Apollonius afterward
emigrated to Rhodes, wherefore Cicero styles him
":Molon Khodius " ('' Brutus," eh. Ixxxix.). He soon
eclipseil his contemporaries both as a master of oratory and as a practical advocate, and had as pupils
both Cicero and Julius Cajsar.
It was at Rhodes, no doubt, that Apollonius appropriated the Judteophobic ideas of the Syrian stoic

PosiDONius (135-51 B.C.), who lived in that city, and
thence circulated throughout the Greek and Roman
world several wild calunmies concerning the Jews,
such as the charges that they worshiped
Follower an ass in their temple, that they sacriof
ficed annually on their altar a specially
Posidonius. fattened Greek, and that they were
filled with hatred toward every other
These and simnationality, particularly the Greeks.
ilar malevolent fictions regarding the Jews were
adopted by Apollonius, who, induced by the fact that
the Jews in Rhodes and in Caria were very numerous
(compare I ]\Iacc. xv. 16-24), composed an anti-Jewish treatise, in which all these accusations found embodiment. AVhile Posidonius had confined himself
to incidental allusions to the Jews in the course of his
history of the Seleucidte (compare C. Mliller, " Frag.
Hist. Grajc." iii. 245 et seq.), Apollonius outdid his

master by undertaking a separate book on the subSuch appears to have been the character of his
ject.
treatise, which, according to Alexander Polyhistor,

was a avGKEvij (Eusebius, " Prreparatio E vangelica, " ix.
19),

a polemic treatise

—against the Jews.

—as Schiirer renders the phrase

passages, however,
must have been interwoven with a general presentaprobably a history of the
tion of a Jewish theme
For it is the complaint
origin of the Jewish people.
of Josephus that Apollonius, unlike Apion, far from
massing all his anti-Jewish charges in one passage,

The polemic

—

had preferred to insult the Jews in various manners
and in numerous places throughout his work {I.e. ii.
The assumption that Apollonius' book was of a
14).
historic character is confirmed by the fragment in
Alexander Polyhistor, which gives the genealogy of
the Jews from the Deluge to ]\Ioscs, and by an allusion of Josephus which indicates that the exodus from
Egypt was also dealt with therein {I.e. ii. 2). In connection with the exodus. Apollonius gave circulation
to the malicious fable that the Jews had been expelled
from Egypt owing to a shameful malady from which
they suffered, while he took occasi(Mi to blacken the
character of Moses also and to belittle his law, characterizing the lawgiver of the Jews as a sorcerer and
Besides, he
his work as devoid of all moral worth.
heaped many unjust charges upon the Jews, reproaching them for not worshiping the same gods as
the other peoples {I.e. ii.7) and for disinclination to associate with the followers of other faiths (ii. 36). He
thus represented them as atheists and misanthropes,

Apollos

and depicted them withal as men who were either
cowards or fanatics, the most untalented among all
barbarians, who had done nothing in furtherance of
the

common

welfare of the

human

race

(ii.

14).

No

wonder these groundless charges excited the anger
of Josephus, who believed that they corrupted and
misled the judgment of Apion {I.e. ii. 7, 15 et seq.),
and who therefore zealously devoted the entire second
part of his treatise against Apion to a refutation of
Apollonius. The latter was thus paid back in his own
coin. Josephus does not hesitate to accuse him of
crass stupidity, vaingloriousness, and an immoral life
{I.e.

See Apion.

36, 37).

ii.

Bibliogkapiiy:

C. Muller,

Fropmcjifa IJistnricorum Graco-

a)S et seq.; J.G.Muller. Dfji Flavian Joaephus iSchriftp. 2:i(), Basel, 1877; Pauly-Wissowa, ReaU
Knci/c. ii. s.i\ ; Griitz, Oeselt. <lcr Juden, 3d ed., iii. 347 et seq. ;
Schiirer, Gexch. 3d ed., iii. 4()()-403; Vogelstein and Rieger,

rum,

iii.

gcQcn den Apion,

Gesch. der Judoi in R<nn, i. 8.5; Th. Reinach, Textes d'Auteurs Grecs et Komains Relatifs an, Juda'hime, pp. 60 et
seq.

H. G. E.

G.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA:

Pythagorean
philosopher and necromancer; born about the year
3 B.C. died, according to some sources, in the thirty;

eighth year of his age. In Arabic literature his
name is cited in the form "Balinas" or "Belenus,"
which has often been mistaken for "Pliny." He is
mentioned in connection with magical writings, and
is called by the Arabs Sahib al-Talismat ("The Author of Talismans "). They attribute to Apollonius
"Risalah fi Tat'hir al-Ruhaniyyat fi al-Markabat, " a
work that treats of the influence of pneumatic agencies in the world of sense, and which also deals with
talismans. An introduction (" Mebo ") to this treatise
on tahsmans, "Iggeret al-Talasm," was composed
by an anonymous writer it is found in Steinschneider
MS. No. 29. It is full of Arabic words, and contains
a few Romance ones also. The translator says at the
;

,

end that the whole book is of no value, and tliat
he has translated (or copied) it merely as a warning
against " serving strange gods. " It is probable that
a copy of this translation existed in the library of
Leon Mosconi (Majorca, 14th century), Avhere it
seems to occur under the title "Bel Enus" No. 37
of the catalogue ("Rev. Et. Juives," xxxix. 256, xl.
It is also cited by Joseph Nasi (16th century)
65).

—

and perhaps by Abba Mari. According to Johanan
Allemauno (died 1500), Solomon ben Nathan Orgueiri
(of Aix, Provence, about 1390) translated from the
Latin another work on magic by Apollonius. The
of this second work was n^nii'lD n3x!?0
("Intellectual Art"); fragments of it are found in

Hebrew title

Schonblum MS., No.

79.

For .Apollonius and his supposed writinjre see
J. Miller, in Paiilv-Wissowa, RcaJ-Eneiielopddie der Vla.^i146 et seq.; and (Jotiii.
AUert)niinm^.^><cnsehaft,
schen
theil, in Z. D. M. G. xlvi. 466; on the Arabic and Hebrew
Uehers. § A20 (- Z.
Hehr.
Steinschneider,
see
translations
D. M. G. xlv. 439 et seq.) Fiirst. Co)io?i des A. T. p. i«>, attempted to identify Apollonius with Ben La'anah, whose wri-

BiDLiOGRAPHY

:

;

tings

were condemned (Yer. Sauh.

A

xi. 28 a).

learned Jew of Alexandria, and
Of him the following is told
colaborer of Paul.
(Acts xviii. 24-28) He came (about 56) to Ephesus,
as "an eloquent man and mighty in the Scriptures,"
to preach and to teach in the synagogue; and his
fervor of spirit and boldness of speech attracted the

APOLLOS

:

:
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Apollos
Apologists

attention of Aquila and Priscilla— Jews who had
espoused the cause of the new Christian faith in
They found him not sufficiently informed
Corinth.
in the new doctrine; for he knew "only the baptism
of John " when he spoke to the people of " the way
of the Lord." So they expounded the way of God
to liim more fully; and, turned into a firmer believer in Jesus as the Messiah, he went to Achaia,
where he converted the Jews to his new faith by
This is illustrated
his arguments from Scriptures.
by another story which immediately follows: While
Apollos was still at Corinth, Paul found in Ephesus
about twelve disciples of John the Baptist who had
never heard of the Holy Ghost, but had undergone
baptism for the sake of repentance. Paul succeeded

them anew in the name of Jesus; and
"Paul had laid his hands upon them, the
Holy Ghost came on them; and they spake with
tongues, and prophesied" (Acts xix. 1-6).
The sect, then, to which Apollos, as well as these
twelve men of Ephesus, belonged, were simply Baptists, like John; preaching the doctrine of the "Two
Ways " the Way of Life and of Death as taught
in the "Didache," the propaganda litei'ature of the
Jews before the rise of Christianity. They were
in baptizing

then, after

—

—

thenceforward won over to the new Christian sect
probably under the influence of such ecstatic states

influence in the direction which led to a blending of
the Philonic Logos with the Jewish idea of the Messiah a Hellenization of the Christian belief in the
sense of John's Gospel; though many critics since
Luther are disposed to attribute to him the Ei)istle to
the Hebrews.

—

BinLiooRAPHY: Weizsacker, Das Apostolischc
^08;

U\ass, Ciimnteiitniii

<))i

Zcitalfrr, p.

Acts, pp. 201, 'Mi; FrieilliinUer,

Dcr VurchristUchc JUdische Gnosticismus,

1898, p. 37.

K.

T.

APOLOGISTS: Men of pious zeal who defended both the Jewish religion and the Jewish race
against the attacks and accusations of their enemies
by writing, either in the form of dissertations or of
dialogues, works in defense of the spirit and doctrines of Judaism, so that its essentials might be
placed in the proper light. It was in the nature of
things, therefore, that they were impelled to expose
the general weakness of the positions of their antagonists, and to attack those positions rigorously hence
;

the apologies are, at the same time, polemical arraignments. So long as the Jewish state was independent and respected by neighboring peoples, and
so long as religious reverence retained its hold upon
the heathen nations with whom the Jews came into
contact, it was unnecessary to ward off attacks
on their nationalitJ^ on their religious teachings,

in the writings of

They dwelt in
or on their manners and customs.
harmony with Persians when Cjtus established the

to the class of thinkers
of course, a matter of conBut it is learned from Paul's own words
jecture.
(I Cor. i. 10) that while working on the same lines as
Paul, Apollos differed essentially from him in his
Four different parties had arisen there
teachings.

Persian empire, and later with Greeks; they dwelt
alongside of Parthians and New Persians, and their
Judaism received no manner of offense. But when
the Jewish state fell into internal decay, and the
Greeks, with whom the Jews held the closest relations, lost their reverence for their own deities when,
furthermore, with the translation of the Bible into
Greek, the Hellenes were inti-oduced to a literature
that claimed at least equality with their own and,
finally, when the Egyptians were by that translation
informed of the pitiful role their ancestors had played
at the birth of the Jewish nation, these peoples felt
themselves severely wounded in their national vanity.
It was, accordingl)', in Alexandria that anti-

of mind as are described here
Paul.

and

Whether Apollos belonged

like

Philo or not

is,

r

one adhering to Paul, another to Apollos, a third
to Peter, and the fourth calling itself simply "of
the Christ." "Who, then," says he, "is Paul, and
who is Apollos, but ministers by whom ye believed,
I have
even as the Lord gave to every man?
planted, Apollos watered ... we are laborers together.
Let no man deceive himself. If any
man among j'ou seemeth to be Avise in this world,
let him become a fool that he may be wise.
Whether Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas, or the world,
or life, or death, or things present, or things to
come; all are yours; and ye are Christ's; and Christ
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

Jewish literature originated, to withstand which
the Jewish Apologists resident there devoted their
energies.

Manetho, an Egyptian temple scrilie at Thebes,
first to assail the Jewish nationality with all
manner of fables invented by himself.
The First Opportunity to disseminate misinforAttacks in mation concerning the Jews had been
Egypt by afforded by the Sj'rian king Antiochus
Heathens. Epiphanes, whose wonderful stories
concerning his experiences in the Temple of Jerusalem were seized upon and elaborated by

God's" (I Cor. iii. 5-23). Evidently Apollos betrayed more of that wisdom which Alexandrian
philosophers gloried in. Wherefore, Paul contends
that "not with wisdom of words" (I Cor. i. 17) was
"The world by
he sent to preach the gospel.
wisdom knew not God, it pleased God by the foolFor
ishness of preaching to save them that believe.
the Jews require a sign, and the Greeks seek after

was the

wisdom

the anti-Jewish writers of Alexandria. In this city,
the cai)ital of Egypt, dwelt numerou.s Jews who
were distinguished for their intellectual activity and
moral life, and many Greeks detested the Jews for

is

.

.

.

" {ib. 21, 22).
Originally the people of Corinth were, according to I Cor. xii. 2, not Jews, but
Gentiles.
It is, therefore, easy to imderstand why

Apollos' preaching appealed to them far more than
Paul's. Still, the difference between the two "apos
ties" (1 Cor. iv. 9) was not of a nature to keep them
apart; for Paul, toward the close of his letter to the
Corinthians, says " As touching our brother Apollos,
I greatly desired him to come unto you:
he will
come when he .shall have convenient time " (I Cor.
xvi. 12). We have reason to ascribe to Apollos some
:

.

.

.

founded as tliey were
from their own
Alexandria Avas accordingly the market where unscrupulous writers were certain of finding .sale for
their multifarious ealunmies against the Jewish people.
In Alexandria, consequently, the earliest Jewtheir difference in

upon

ish

moral

ideals,

religious codes quite different

Apologists made thei" appearance.
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The first generation of Jewisli Apologists tlourished from the beginning of tlie first century b.c. to
the middle of the second century of the
common era. In tiiis period are inThe
First Apol- eluded those Apologists who cncouuogists.
tered the attacks of the ancient heathens.
The early Greek fashion of
writing under a pseudonj'm liad been transplanted
to Alexandria works were issued purporting to be
productions of the great men of antiquity. The first
Jewish Apologists were, therefore, strictly in the
fashion when they used pseudonyms in tlieir replies
to the ceaseless libels with which the anti-Jewish writers assailed the religious literature, the manners, and
the customs of the Jews.
These Apologists drew a
picture of the grandeur and moral elevation of Judaism, and, in accordance w'ith the prevailing custom,
ascribed their writings to heathen poets and prophets.
The most important of these apologetic writings are
the "Sibylline Books "and "The Wisdom of Solomon." The "Sibylline Books," composed partly in
the middle of the second, partlj' in the first, century
B.C., contrasted the lofty ethics of monotheism and
the righteousness and morality of Ju** Sibylline daism with the follies of idol-worship,
Books" and and with the selfishness and sensual*' The Wis- ity of licathendom.
" Tlie Wisdom of
dom of
Solomon " uses still darker colors to
Solomon." paint the immorality and vieiousness,
the utter corruption and shamelessness
of the heathen world, and portra3's, in contrast therewith, the moral atmosphere emanating from Jewish
religious writings.
The author of this book lived
probably about the time of the Roman emperor Caligula (37-41).
Among the Apologists in Alexandria
mention must also be made of Philo, one of the most
eminent philosophical thinkers of Judaism, who
flourished about 40.
Philo sought to illustrate to the
heathen world the beauty of the Jewish Scriptiires by
endeavoring to prove that both Judaism and the better Hellenic thought in the writings of Greek philosophers aimed at one and the same mark; that the
Jewish prophets and the Greek speculative thinkers
strove after one and the same truth, and that, therefore, the difference between Judaism and Greek philosophy was one merely of external appearance or
expression.
The best apologetic work of this period, and indeed
of any period, is that written in Rome bj' Flavins
Josephus (born about 37), which he entitled " Against
Apion, or Concerning the Ancient State of the Jewish Nation."
Apion, who was a contemporary of
Philo, had, at the request of several Alexandrians,
handed to the emperor Caligula a calumnious memorial full of the worst accusations and
Josephus. slanders against the Jews. He had
;

Apollos
Apologists

according to the view then prevailing, the reand dignity of a nation were in direct
proportion to its antiquity. He exposes the falsity
of the calumnies circulated against Judaism, and
illustrates the mental incapacity of his opponents to
grasp historical trvitlis.
Through the whole work
there breathesa si)irit of warm admiration for Moses
that,

spectability

and his

civil

and

religious legislation;

edges appreciatively whatever
among all ancient peoples. This

it

acknowl-

great and good
" Apology " of Josephus furnished the model after which the Church
fathers patterned all their apologetic treatises, the
writing of which they were frecjuentlj' called upon
to undertake in defense of Christianity.
No further apologetics of this period have been
preserved, although the venom that Apion injected
into the minds of his contemporaries continued to
is

work among Roman writers, who saw in the Jewish
nation a stubborn enemy of Rome and an opponent
of the national cult.
But in the Talmud and Midrash many religious conversations have been preserved, in which prominent teachers like Johanan ben

simply compiled everything to be
found in previous writings of this character, and
added to it whatever he could devise in the way of
malicious invention.
This slanderous petition, no
doubt, made its influence felt at the time Josephus
was writing liis history in Rome, and impelled him
to publish his "Apology" (vindication), which con-

Zakkai, Joshua ben Hananiah, Akiba, and others defend Judaism and its doctrines. Dialogues, such as
these, between cultured representatives of Judaism
and heathenism, were, as a matter of course, quite
free from fanaticism they were, in fine, friendly contests of wit and wisdom without the least trace of
animosity or bitterness.
The second series of Jewish Apologists covered the
period from the second to the fifteenth century, and
was concerned in repelling the attacks of Christianity and, to a small extent, of Islam.
Christianity,
having received from Judaism its doctrines of pure
morality and of love of one's neighbor, was constrained, in order to furnish grounds for its distinction, to proclaim that it had come into existence to
displace, and to fulfil the mission of, Judaism. It
endeavored to prove the correctness of
Attacks by this standpoint from the Bible itself,
Christians the very book upon which Judaism was
and
founded. Wherefore Judaism had no
Moham- further reason to exist! The Jews,
medans. however, were not yet ready to accept
this decree of self-extinction, nor to
permit Christendom to take possession of the religious and ethical ground held bj' the Jews.
Here,
then, was an occasion for some very sharp polemics
between the offspring and the parent who declined to
The fact tliat both sides appealed to the same
die.
source of authority the Scriptures served also to
So long, hownarrow and intensify the struggle.
ever, as Chnstianity refrained from throwing the
Brennus-sword of worldly power into the scales, the
discussion partook of the same peaceful nature as
those friendly passages of arms recorded in the Talmud and Midrashim, and displayed more of the nature of good-humored rallying than of serious debate.
Jewish scholar!?, referring to Num. xxiii. 19, expressed
their objections to Christianity in the single passage:
"If a man say that he is God, he is deceiving thee; if
he say that God is man, he wull repent it. If he claim
to ascend to heaven, he may say it, but he shall not

sisted of two books.
He controverts the allegation
that the Jews have no history and are a new nation.
The sting of the charge came from the circumstance

doit"(Yer. Ta'anit i. 1).
But with the growth of political power in the
Church, the attacks of the bishops upon Jews and

;

—

—

—
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Judaism took on a liarslier animus. The silence of
the Jews for several centuries in the face of such attacks was a deplorable error, especially in view of
the fact that the bitter effects of this anti-Jewish
This
literature were felt in the keenest degree.
silence can be accounted for only by assuming that
the Jews of those days were not afraid of any enduring consequences from these attacks, or from
the influence of the Christian propa-

Silence of ganda upon their own coreligionists.
The fundamental principles of Chris-

the Jews.

— Trinity,

Incarnation, etc.
were deemed by them to stand in such direct contradiction to both the spirit and the letter of the
Bible that it seemed like a work of supererogation
Aside from this,
to point out the contradiction.
these attacks were written in Latin or in Greek,
familiarity with either of which had been lost by
tianity

AVhenever any vernacular discussions,
founded upon such material, occurred, the crass
ignorance of the Christian clergy of the day rendered the victory of the Jews an easy one. And it
the Jews.

was because the Jews

felt

so sure of their owm
it necessary to de-

ground that they did not think
fend themselves.

So far as ascertained, the first to venture a defense
any degree was Saadia ben Joseph (died 942),
who was gaon in Sura and a very prolific writer.
In his translation of the Bible into Arabic, and in his
commentaries upon it, as well as in his philosophical
work, " Emunot we-De'ot " (written in Arabic and
translated into Hebrew by Judah ibn Tibbon), he attacked the claims of Christianity and Islam; the
fonner receiving from his pen greater attention than
in

the latter, because Islam was not so insistent in its
missionary zeal as Christianity. Saadia maintained
that Judaism would always exist, and that its religious system, which allowed man to reach perfection
as nearly as possible, would not be displaced by any

In any case, Christianity, which transformed
mere abstractions into divine personalities, was not
qualified to supersede it; nor was Islam, which
lacked sufficient proof to displace the undisputed
revelation from God on Sinai.
other.

From the period of Saadia polemical passages are
encountered in Midrashic works and ritual poems
directed against both Christianity and Mohammedanism; but although such passages usually close
with some kind of a defense of Judaism, they seem to
labor under a species of reserve and timidity. But
when at the time of the Crusades fanaticism broke
and the might of the Church grew rapidly;
when, furthermore, the Christian clergy had learned
loose

to make use of the services of baptized Jews in aiding sciiemes for the wholesale Christianization of
their brethren, the leading spirits among the Jews

constrained to lay aside all hesitation and reserve,
so that with the twelfth century Jewish polemics
appeared more frequently and more numerously.
In northern France, R. Samuel b. Meir (Rashbam) and
Josepli Bekor Shor demonstrated the weakness of the
foundations sought for Christianity in the Bible; and
Joseph b. Isaac Kimhi wrote the "Sefer ha-Berit,"in
which he applied himself to the discussion of Chrisfelt

tian

dogmas and

tlieir scientific

refutation.

ibn Tibbon, in Montpellier(1240), and Meir

b.

Moses
Simon

10

wrote polemical works; and the latter in addition
compiled the apologetic book "Milhamot Mizwah."
In Spain, although prominent Jewish scholars had
embraced Christianity and placed their
French, and services at the disposal of the Church

Spanish

for public disputations

Apologists, writings, there were
ogists

that

and polemical
Jewish Apol-

also

published

their replies,

either in special books or in the shape of letters addressed to the apostates. Against Abner of Burgos

a Christian, Alfonso of Valladolid), Shem"
ibn Shaprut wrote his pamphlet " Eben Bohan
(The Touchstone). To Maestro Astruc Raimuch
(who, as a Christian, took the name of Francisco
Dios Carne) Solomon b. Reuben Bonfed addressed
his epistle, full of sharp points, against ChristianThe philosopher Hasdai Crescas singled out
ity.
Solomon ha-Levi (who, as a Christian, bore the names
of Paul de Santa Maria and Paul of Burgos) and replied most vigorously to his attacks upon Jewish docPossibly the most important apologetic writrine.
tings of all are those of Profiat Duran, of the fifteenth
century, and of Simon b. Zemah Duran. Around
these arrayed themselves a number of prominent
Apologists, who wrote independently or quoted
chapters from the works of the Durans. In Italy
Abraham Farrissol (born 1451) wrote an apologetic
book, "Magen Abraham" (Shield of Abraham), in
which he proved that the popes had permitted the
Jews to take usury in order to enable them to pay
the high imposts laid upon them. In Germany, in
the beginning of the fifteenth century, Lipman of
Milhlhausen wrote his apologetic treatise, "Nizzahon " (Victory), which name was given also to many
other books of similar scope published in Germany.
Much less fanatical were the attacks encountered
by Judaism from the side of Mohammedanism. The
far more favorable political and social position of
the Jews among the Mohammedans of Persia and
Egypt and among the Moors in Spain the latter of
whom possessed but a scanty knowledge of the
Bible and of Jewish literature hardly
Moham- gave such scope to aggressive polemmedan ics as would call out the Jewish deAttacks, f ense. In addition to Saadia and to the
Karaite writers, the following were the
chief Jewish authors who assailed Islam in defense of
Judaism: Sherira b. Hanina Gaon, Judah ha-Levi (in
his " Kuzari "), Abraham ibn Ezra, Moses b. Maimon,
Moses of Coucy, and the author of the " Zohar. " The
wiiole range of Jewish literature contains but a single
production of any extent (originally a portion of a
larger work) that applies itself to an attack upon IsUnder the title " Keshet u-Magen " (Bow and
lam.
Shield) it was published in the eighteenth century
(called, as

Tob

—

—

at
"

Leghorn as a supplement

to

Simon Duran 's work,

Magen Abot " (The

supplement was

Shield of the Fathers). This
translated into German by Stein-

schneider in 1880 in "Magazin fiir die Wissenschaft
des Judenthums."
The invention of printing was the signal for the
outpouring of a veritable flood of anti-Jewish literaJohann Christian Wolf, in the second part of
ture.
his "Bibliotheca Hebraea," published in 1721, enumerates the titles of all publications by Christians
against Jews and Judaism; and these titles alone

;;
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quarto pages of

Iiis

Kayserlini^ in

])ook.

fill

fifty

liis

"Bil)liotfCii Es|iiiuola-PortugiK'zaJu(laicii," jip.

gives a list of aiiti Jewisli writings in
the earlier common calumnies and especially to that so often made by [Spanish apostates,
that th(; Talinudical i)assages directed against the
heathens were in reality intended against Christians
there was added after the twelfth
The Blood- century (occasionally at first, but afterAccusation ward more generally) the accusation
and Other that the Jews used the blood of ChrisCalumnies, tians for ritual pur])oses. This is the
identical accusation which the Romans
of tlie second century made against the Christians.
At the same time the charge is occasionally encountered that the Jews pierce the consecrated host until
blood tlows from it. Sad to say, Catholic churchmen
themselves sjiread these calumnies in order to furnish collateral proofs of the doctrine of transubstantiation enunciated at tlie fourth Lateran council in
1215. Jewish Apologists henceforth had to take noAn apologetic book
tice of this accusation as well.
in the spirit of Lipman jMiihlhausen's "Nizzahon"
was written by the Karaite Isaac of Troki (near
Wilna, died 1593), entitled "Hizzuk Emunah." The
blood-accusation was taken up by Isaac Abravauel
in his commentary upon Ezekiel; bj' Samuel Usque
who had escaped from the fangs of the Inquisi"
in his " Consola^am as Tribula^oes de Ysrael
tion
"
"
Charitate
Karmi
in
his
De
(1G43)
Judah
by
(1553)
by ]\Ianasseh b. Israel in his " Vindicia; Juda^orum "
(1656), translated into German by Marcus Herz, with
a preface by ]\Io.ses Mendelssohn by Isaac Cantarini
114

w*/.,

it

Spanisii.

—

To

—

—

—

;

;

Vindex Sanguinis" (1680); by Jacob Emden
in liis open letter prefaced to his edition of the " Seder
'01am Kabba we-Zutta" (1757); by I. Tugendhold
in his "Der Alte Wahn," etc. (1831); by I. B. Levinsohn in his "Efes Dammim" (1837); by L. Zunz in
" Eiu AVort zur Abwehr " (1840), and by many others.
Apologies of a more extended scope were written
by the above-mentioned Samuel Usque, who treats
historically of the departed glory of Israel and of
the end of the period of Jewish power and wisdom
by David d'Ascoli (1559), and by David de Pomis,
who wrote the well-known apology "De JMedico
in his "

(1588), dedicated to Duke Francis II. of
Urbino. Other Apologists Avere Solomon Zebi Ulfenhauseu, author of "Zeri ha-Yehudim," published in
1615; the proselj'te Abraham Peregrino ("i3, proselyte), who wrote "Fortaleza," translated by 3Iarco
Luzzatto in 1775 into Hebrew; Emmanuel Aboab,
author of "Nomologia," written in Spanish, 1629;
Simon Luzzatto, with his treatise upon the condition
of the Jews; Jacob Lombroso (1640) Balthasar Orobio de Castro, who wrote apologetic essays in Amsterdam Cardoso, with his work, Excellencias de
los Hebreos"(lG79); Saul Levi ]Movteira(died 1660);
Isaac Aboab; Judah Bricl (1702); David Xieto, who
wrote "Mattel! Dan" (1714); Isaac Pinto (born in
Bordeaux, 1715); and Rodrigues Texeira (died 1780).
With Closes Mendelssohn's letter to Lavatei', Jewish apologetic writings assumed another character:
the ciuestion became one of political rights for the
Jews. And it is indeed true that spiteful attacks
upon Jews and Judaism have not yet ceased. Even
the cultured classes among the most enlightened

Hebra^o"

;

'*

;

Apologists

Apoplexy

nations are not yet able to divest them.selves of the
ancient prejudices and tradition.s. Atavistic sentiments often show themselves stronger
Modern
than the dictates of reason. But the
Polemics, apologetic writings of to-day are almost exclusively of a political character, and will be rendered wholly unnecessary only
when political and social equality the world over is
an accomplished fact. See Anti-Sk-mitism, Bi.ood-

Desecration of
Polemical Literature.

AccusATioN,
tions,

BinLior.RAPiiY:

Stoinsohnpider,

Host,

Polemwhc

\airl

DisputaApolnge-

tischc Li7(Ta/i(r. 1877; Winter and Wiinsche,JU(f. Lit. ill.
Haniliurger, I{. li. T. hi. ciivisinn, supplement 5
;
(1900), pp. 16-27; Kayserling, BihL EKp.-Port.-Jvd. pp. 114
et acq.s De Rossi, Bibliotheca Judaica AnticfniMiana,
tjr).V-*i70

Parma,

1800.

K.

S.
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APOPHIS The Egyptian king under Avliom,
according to some early writers, Joseph came to
Egypt, and who, according to Syncellus, flourished
in the sixteenth century u.c. ("Chronographia," c.
:

Josephus names Apophis as the second,
115, §5 7).
and Julius Africanus enumerates him as the sixth
king of the fifteenth, or Hykso.s, dynasty. The monuments explain the confusion. They exhibit two
Hyksos kings, called Apopy, with the royal names
'A-knon and 'A-user-re, apparently corresponding
with the second and sixth Hyksos (compare " Mitteilungen der Vorderasiatischen Gesellscliaft," iii. 17;
for a different sequence see, for example, Petrie,
" History of Egypt, " i. 241). Sj'ncellus seems to have
meant the second Apophis, under whom the Hyksos
were expelled from Egypt. This one reigned at
least thirty-three years according to the monuments,
forty-nine according to Manetho, to about 1570 B.C.
The identification with Joseph's Pharaoh seems, however, only a hypothesis influenced by the erroneous
Hyksos theory of Josephus, so that no reliance can be
placed on the dates given by Syncellus for Joseph's
arrival and elevation to his office, as corresponding
with the years four and seventeen of Apophis.
J.

w.

JR.

:si.

31.

APOPLEXY A

sudden loss or diminution of
sensation and of the power of motion, caused by
the rupture or plugging up of a blood-vessel in the
cranial cavity and effusion of blood on or within the
Ordinarily it is referred to as a "stroke of
brain.
paralysis." The chief symptoms of this condition
are sudden loss of consciousness, of motion, and of
sensation, the affected person lying as if dead.
:

According
have no

to Dr.

John Beddoe, Apoplexy appears

In New Orleans
preferences.
negroes and whites are said to die of
Proportion Ajioplexy in tlie proportions of 103
Between and 91 respectively. England, ScotWhites and laud, Prussia, and Italy give each almost exactly the same figures, varyBlacks.
ing between 10 and 11 per 10,000 of
Switzerland and Holland yield 8.5
inhabitants.
and 7.9 respectively, but Ireland gives only 5.9 per
The rate of mortality from Apoplexy is cer10,000.
tainly lower in quiet, rural districts than amid the
hurry and wony, or excesses, of towns.
Lombroso, on analyzing the vital statistics of Italian Jews, found that deaths due to Apoplexy are
to

racial

;

:

Apoplexy
Apostasy
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twice as frequent among them as among the general
population of that country. He attributes it to the
emotional temperament of the Jew, to
his reputed avarice, his constant strugPredisposition of gle with adverse conditions of life, and
the ceaseless persecution of the race.
Italian
Lombroso further intimates that the
Jews.
frequent marriages of near kin among
Jews, and the greater development and use of their
brains, are also predisposing causes.
The writer has compiled some statistics of American Jews, and finds that, in Xew York at least, the
Jew is no more liable to Apoplexy than is the nonJew. Thus, from Dr. John S. Billings' report on
"The Vital Statistics of the Jews in the United
States" it is seen that among a Jewish population
of 10,618 families, comprising 60,630 persons, there
occurred 68 deaths from Apoplexy during the five
years from 1885 to Dec. 15, 1889; which means that
the death-rate from Apoplexy among the Jews was
1.12 per 1,000 population during five years, or an
annual death-rate of .224 per 1,000. On consulting
the " Annual Report of the Board of Health " of
New York city for 1898 it is found that during that
year 1,059 persons died of Apoplexy in the Borough
The estimated population of Manof Manhattan.
hattan in that j^earwas about 1,900,000, which gives
a death-rate from Apoplexy of .55 per 1,000 of the
general population and, according to the census of
1900, the mortality from this disease in the United
These figures show that
States was .666 per 1,000.
among Jews the death-rate from Apoplexy is less
than one-half that among the general population of

This gives about an ecjual rate for Jews and nonJews, as might have been expected to be the case

]\Ianhattan.

22;

From the "Report on Vital Statistics in New York
City " of the Eleventh Census (1890) in the United
States it appears that the death-rate from Apoplexy
in New York city during the six years ending May
31, 1890, was as shown in the following table:

Mace. ii. 15 that " the officers of the king compelled
the people to apostatize," that is, to revolt against
the God of Israel; and Jason, the faithless high
priest, is " pursued by all and hated as a deserter of
the law" (roil vo/jov aTroardTr/c II Macc. v. 8).
As
the incarnation of rebellion against God and the
Law, the serpent is called apostate (LXX., Job
xxvi. 13; and Symmachus, Job xxiv. 13; compare
II Thess. ii. 3; Revelation of John xiv. 6; Gen. R.

;

Deaths per

Whose Mothers Were

of Persons

100,000,

Born

in

France

78..56

Bohemia

Ireland
Scotland

78.11
71.38
69.15
58.67
49.15
46.21

Scandinavia

England and AVales

Germany
United States

Canada

Hungary
Italy

36.08
33.83
(mostly Jews). 19.10
16.59

Russia and Poland
most all Jews)

(al-

14.23

when

the chief etiological factors ia
the production of Apoplexy are conSyphilis, prolonged muscusidered.
lar exertion, and the abuse of alcohol

Three
Infrequent
Factors.

are found to be important antecedents
of cases of Apoplexy.
These
three factors are infrequent among the Jews, who
might, therefore, rather be expected to be less liable
to the affection.
But the busy, anxious life of the

number

in a large

Jew, his constant and hard struggle against adverse
conditions, have been operative in producing among
Jews a number of apoplectics equal in relative proportion to that of non-Jews.
P. Beddoe, Anthropolofju and Medicine, in Allbutt, Siistem of Medicine, i., London, 1895; C.

Bibliography: John
Lombroso,

Antiaemitvihin e

II

John

Leipsic, 1894;

S. Billings,

Oiudei,

i

German

Vital Statistics of

transl.,

tlie

Jews

in the United States iCenttus BvUetin. No. 19), 1890; Annual Reports of the Mount Sinai, Beth Israel, New York, and
St. Luke's Hospitals, New York.
M. Fr.
J.

APOSTASY AND APOSTATES FROM
JUDAISM Terms derived from the Greek aKoora:

and

aia ("defection, revolt")

Mace.

political sense") (I
"

Contra Ap."

i.

19,

§

4),

0-0(770;-;?^ ("

rebel in a

16; Josephus,
applied in a religious sense
xi. 14, xiii.

rebels against God and the
Law, desertion and deserters of the faith of Israel.
The words are used in the Septuagint for TiO:
to signify rebellion

Num.
xxviii.

and

xiv. 9; Josh. xxii. 19, 22; for ^yo: II Chron.
19, xxxiii. 19; for "niD: Isa. xxx. 1; and

for ^j;^^2: I Kings, xxi. 13; Aquilas to
1

Sam. xxv.

17.

Accordingly

it

Judges
is

xix.

stated in

I

;

xix., Dinip^DX).

The rabbinical language uses the following expresJer. ii. 11;
sions for apostate: (a) "lOID, from "i^DH
and
I'DH (Suk. 56b; 'Ab. Zarah 266; 'Er. 69a)
:

For the whole cit}' the death-rate from Apoplexy
was 59.37 per 100,000. From the above figures it is
evident that the Russian and Polish Jews are far less
frequently attacked by Apoplexy than are the peoples of other nations.

Further statistics collected by the writer from the
annual reports of .two Jewish hospitals, in comparison with two non-Jewish hospitals in New York
city, give the following table

m

(h) noiK'O,

to persecute or force abandonof the faith ") (Yer. Suk. v. o5d;

from 112^ ("

ment

Hebrew

Gen. R. Ixxxii.

Expres-

Sifra,

Yer. 'Er. vi. 1 [23«!»]
Targ. Onkelos to
sions.
Ex. xii. 43). The Apostates during the
Sj^rian persecution are called "Meshummedaya " in Megillat Ta'anit vi. (ed. Mantua in
later editions the word "Resha'im" is substituted

Wayikra,

i_

o

Israel, 1897-1901
Mount Sinai, 1898, 1899,

Total

o
tn

and

1900.

New York

X

c a

a,

o

*^

Hospital.
Q.

9

9,497

29
27

8.00
2.84

1.3.130

56

4.26

3,6.33

in

t>>

3CJ o

Beth

;

City.

Patients from the General Population.

Jewish Patients.

S 0.2

ii.

;

Table Showing Number op Patients Suffering from Apoplexy

Hospital.

;

New
St.

York, 1899-1900
Luke's, Oct. 1, 1897-Sei)t. 30, 1900,
Total

Number

of

Patients.

"

;
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[Giatz, "Gesch. der Judeh," 3d ed.,

600]).

iii.

This

equivak'ut to "Hellenists"; according to Cassel,
avofioi (sfc "Kevue des Etudes Juives," xli. 268).
(c) "ID13 ("a denier"), in Sanh. 39«, of the Law, ib.
106a, of tlie God of Israel (B. M. ?!«); of the fundais

mentals (B. B.

166).

(d) ^N~IC" yt^'IQ

transgressor in Israel"),
who has separated from
munity ") (Seder '01am

(e)
tlie

C'ii.

rebellious

lUV

'2"nn iy\S>^ ("one
ways of the Jewish com-

li. iii.; R. II. 17a; Tosef.,
Sanh. xiii. 5). "No sacrifice is accepted from the
Hul. Sa; Yer.
apostate" (Sifra, I.e.; Lev. R. ii.
Shek. i. 1[466] " nor have they any respite from eter;

;

doom

in Gehenna" (R. H. 17a; see especially
Bemidbar 112 to Num. xv. 31). These expressions all probably date from the Maccabean time,
when to such men as Jason and Menelaus the words

nal

Sifre,

of Ezek. xxxii. 23, 24, were applied: "they who
caused terror in the land of the living, and they have
borne their shame witli them to go down to the pit."
The Apostasy of these two men (II Mace. v. 8, 15)
being a desertion of both their national and religious
cause, filled the people with horror and hatred, and
their fate served as a warning for others.
The outspoken hostility to the law of the God of Israel on the
part of the Syrians involved less danger for the kernel of the Jewish people than the allurements offered
in Alexandria by Greek philosophy on the one hand

and Roman pomp and power on the

other.

Here

the tendency was manifested to break away from
ancient Jewish custom and to seek a wider view of
life (Philo,

"De

Migratione Abrahami,"

xvi.),

while

the tyranny of a Roman prefect like Flaccus, who
forced the people to transgress the Law, seems to
have had no lasting effect (Philo, " De

Somnis," ii., § 18).
Comparing the
Alexandrian
proselytes with the Apostates, Philo
Apostates, says ("On Repentance," ii.): "Those
who join Israel's faith become at once
temperate and merciful, lovers of truth and superior
to considerations of money and pleasure; but those

who

forsake the holy laws of God, the apostates, are
intemperate, shameless, unjust, friends of falsehood
and perjury, readj'' to sell their freedom for pleasures of the belly, bringing ruin upon body and
Philo's own nephew, Tiberius Julius Alexansoul. "
der, son of Alexander the Alabarch, became an
apostate, and to this fact he owed his high rank as
procurator, first of Judea, then of Alexandria; becoming afterward general and friend of Titus at the
siege of Jerusalem (Schiirer, "Gesch." i. 473-474).
Against the man}' Apostates in the time of Caligula the third book of the Maccabees loudly protests
for Griitz ("Gesch. der Juden," 2(1 ed., iii. 358, 631)
has almost convincingly shown that it was written
While the faithful Jews
for that very purpose.
wJio denied the ro}'al command and refused to apostatize from their ancestral faith were rescued from
peril and reinstated as citizens of Alexandria, the

Apostates were punished and iguominiously put to
death by their fellow-countrymen (III Mace. ii. 32,
19-57, vii. 10-15); and the declaration was made
that " those of the Jewish race who voluntarily
apostatized from the holy God and from the law of
God, transgressing the divine commandments for
the belly's sake, would also never be well disposed
toward the affairs of the king.
vi.

Apoplexy
Apostasy

The "Pastor of Hermas" ("Similitude," viii. 6,
§ 4; ix. 19, § 1), which is based on a Jewish work,
says that " repentance is not open to apostates and
blasphemers of the Lord and those who betray the
servants of the Lord." Tlie same idea is expressed
in Tosef., Sanh. xiii. 5: "The doors of Gehenna are
forever closed behind heretics, apostates, and informers"; with which compare Epistle to Heb. iii.
12, and Apocalypse of Peter 34.
It is a remarkable fact in the history of Christianity that, according to Acts xxi. 21, Paul was
accused before the council of James and the elders
of having taught the Jews Apostasy from the law
of Moses; for which reason the early Christians,
the Ebionites, " repudiated the Apostle Paul, maintaining he was an apostate from the law " (Irenajus,
"Against Heresies," i. xxvi.). It was probably due
to the influence of Pauline Christian-

Paul Called ity that "many of the
an
Josephus ("Contra Ap."
Apostate.

"

Grecians," as
ii.,

S 11)

tells.

had joined the Jews, and while some

continued in their observance of the
laws, others, not having the courage to persevere,
departed from them again." The destruction of the
Temple, which put an end to the entire sacrificial
worship, was the critical period of .Judaism, which,
while greatly increasing the numbers of Pauline
Christianity, gave other Gnostic sects an opportunity
of winning adherents.
In the Maccabean period the
blasphemer that stretched out his hands toward the
Temple announcing its doom (II Mace. xiv. SSetseq.
compare I Mace. vii. 34 et seq.) was sure to meet the
divine wrath. Now many sectaries or Gnostics
[Minim) had arisen " who stretched out 'their hands
against the Temple" (Tosef., Sanh. xiii. 5; R. H. 17a;
compare II Mace. xiv. 33). Moreover, when the
;

last efforts at

rebuilding

Temple and

state

ended in

disastrous failure and in the persecuChristian tion of the law-observing Jews, many
Apostates of the new Christian converts became
from
informers against their brethren in
Judaism, order to insinuate themselves into the
favor of the Romans. This naturally
increased their mutual hostility, and widened the

gulf between the Synagogue and the Church. The
prayer that the power of wickedness as embodied
in heathenism might be destroyed (which destruction
was believed to be one of the signs of the coming of
the Messiah) was at this time transformed into an execration of the Apostates and slanderers " (Birkat haIMinim, " Ber. 28i Yer. Ber. iv. 3, p. 8a Justin, " Dial,
cum Tryphone," xxxviii.). As a typical apostate,
who, from being a great expounder of the Law, had
become an open transgressor, a teacher of false doctrines, and a seducer or betrayer of his coreligionists,
the Talmud singles out Elisha ben Abuyah, known
as Aher, "changed into another one." The many
traditions about his life, which became an object of
popular legend, agree in the one fact that his Gnosticism made him a determined antagonist of the Law
at the very time when Roman perseAh.er the cution tested Jewish loyalty to the
Apostate, utmost; and consequently he is represented as having heard a divine voice
("batkol") issue from heaven, saying: "'Return,
;

ye backsliding children, and

;

I will lieal

your backsli-

—
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(Jer. iii. 22)— all except Aher " Still the relabetween the Apostates and the faithful observers of the Law remained tolerably good, as may be
inferred from J{. Meir's continual intercourse with
Aher, who honored the apostate as a man of learnHowever, from the time
ing, even after his death.
when the Church rose to power and directed the
zeal of her eonverts against their former brethren,
This may be learned
these conditions changed.
from the decree of Coustantine in 315, to the effect
that "all that dare assail the apostates with stones,
or in any otlier manner, shall be consigned to the
flames." While the Synagogue was prohibited from
admitting proselytes, all possible lionors were conferred by the Roman empire upon Jews that joined
The rabbis refer the verse, "My moththe Church.
er's children are angry with me " (Song of Songs,
i. 6), to the Christians, complaining that "those that
emanate from my own midst hurt me most" (Midr.
R. and Zutta ad loc. also Tobiah b. Eliezer quoted
by Zunz, "S. P." p. 13, and "Tanna debe Eliyahu

dings

'

!

tions

;

R." xxix.).

An apostate, Joseph by name, a former member
of the Sauhedrin of Tiberias, raised to the dignity
of a comes by Coustantine the emperor, in reward
for his Apostasy, is described by Epiphanius in his
"Panarium," xxx. 4-11 (ed. Dindorf, pp. 93-105).
He claimed, while an envoy of the Sanhedrin, to
have been cast into the river by the Jews of Cilicia for
having been caught reading New Testament books,
and to have escaped drowning only by a miracle.
He must have done much harm to the
Joseph of Jews of Palestine, since the emperor
Tiberias, had, in the year 336, to issue, on the one
hand, a decree prohibiting Christian
converts from insulting the patriarchs, destroying
the synagogues, and disturbing the worship of the
Jews and, on the other hand, a decree protecting
the Apostates against the wrath of the Jews (Cassel,
in Ersch and Gruber, "Allg. Encyklopadie," iv. 23
and 49, note 59 Griltz, " Gesch. der Juden," iv. 335,
The very fact that he built the first churches
485).
in Galilee at Tiberias, Sepphoris, Nazareth, and
Capernaum towns richly populated by Jews and
soon afterward the centers of a Jewish revolt against
Rome justifies Gratz in assuming that the dignity
of comes conferred upon Joseph covered a multitude
of sins committed against his former coreligionists
in those critical times.
The rabbinical sources allude only to the fact that Christian Rome, in accordance with Deut. xiii. 6 "the son of thy mother
shall entice thee "
said to the Jews, " Come to us
and we will make you dukes, governors, and generals" (Pesik. R. 15rt, 21 [ed. Friedmann], pp. 716,
106i]).
decree of the emperor Theodosius shows
that up to 380 the patriarchs exercised the right of
excommunicating those that had espoused the Christian religion which right, disputed by the Christian
Church, was recognized by the emperor as a matter
of internal synagogue discipline (Graetz, "History
of the Jews," ii. 612, iv. 385).
That many joined the Church only to escape the
penalty of the Jewish law is evidenced by a decree
of uhe emperor Arcadius demanding an investigation of each applicant for admission into the Church,
as to his moral and social standing, and by the story
;

;

—

—

—

—

A
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of a typical Jewish impostor told by the Church
historian Socrates (Jost, "Gesch. der Israeliten," iv.
225).

The great persecution by Cyril, in 415, of the Jews
of Alexandria induced only one Jew to accept
baptism as a means of safety Adamantius, teacher
of medicine the rest left the city (Grtltz, " Gesch.
der Juden," iv. 392).
The stronger the power of the Church became,
the more systematic were her efforts at winning the
Jews over to her creed, whether b}"^ promises, threats,
or actual force. As a rule but few yielded to persuasion or to worldly considerations, but more
numerous were those that embraced Christianity
through the threats and violence of enraged mobs.
Sucli was the case with the Jews in
In
southern France and in the Spanish
Christian peninsula.
Here a new tei'm was
Spain.
coined for the Jews that allowed themselves to be baptized through fear
Anusim. It is interesting to observe that tlie Council of Agde was compelled to take measures against
the Jews "whose faithlessness often returneth to its
vomit" (compare Prov. xxvi. 11, and the rabbinical
:

;

expressicm "niD^ "iTiri: Kid. 175; Gen. R. Ixxiv. Jost,
"Gesch. der Israeliten," v. 64 et seq.). The same
measures were taken by the Council of Toledo in the
year 633. Every single case of Apostasy under the
infiuence of the powerful Church provoked the indignation of the Jewish commuuit}', where some
inconsiderate act of a Jewish fanatic often led to
riots, which always ended disastrously for the Jews,
number of such
either in baptism or expvUsion.
instances are recorded by Gregory of Tours (Jost,
"Neuere Gesch. der Israeliten," v. 66
In France, et seq., 87 etseq. Cassel, I.e. pp. 57-62;
Gratz," Gesch. der Juden," v. QO etseq.
compare also the edicts against the baptized Jews, in
Gratz, "Die Westgothische Gesetzgebung, 1858").
In the Byzantine empire, also, forced conversion of
the Jews took place under Leo the Isaurian in 723;
many Jews becoming outwardly Christians while secretl}r observing the Jewish rites (Gratz, " Gesch. der
Juden," iii. 123, v. 188; Cassel, I.e. p. 52). To none of
these is the term "apostate," in its strict sense, applicable.
When, at the first persecution of the Jews in
;

A

;

;

Germany under Henry

II.,

in 1012,

many had been

baptized and afterward returned to the fold, R. Gershom of Mayence insisted on their being treated with
brotherly kindliness and sympathy and when his
own son, who had become a convert to Christianity,
died, he mourned him as his son, just as if he had
not apostatized (Gratz, "Gesch. der Juden," v. 410).
Again, after the first Crusade, when many Jews,
yielding to the threats of the mob, had been baptized, but with the permission of the emperor, Henry
IV., had returned to their ancestral faith despite
the protests of Pope Clement III. Rashi in his responsa (" Pardes," p. 23) protested against their being
shunned as Apostates by their brethren, and declared
tliem to be full Jews (Gratz, "Gesch. der Juden,"
vi. 111-114; Berliner, in "Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch,"
pp. 271 et seq.). Nor is it correct to enumerate in
the list of Apostates those Jews of Spain, France,
and other countries, who, under the influence of the
teaching of the pseudo-Messiah Serene (or Soria?),
;

,

—
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had dropped the many Talmudic statutes and later
on returned to the fold, having, in the meanwliile
remained followers of the law of Moses. Natronai
Gaon expressly declared them to have been Jews
(Gratz, "Gesch. der Juden," v., note 14, p. 482).
The name "apostate," however, assumed a new
meaning and character that of bitter reproach
when a large number of baptized Jews of prominence used their knowledge and power as means of
maligning their former brethren and the faith in
which they had themselves been raised.
Famous Many of the Inquisitors were descendApostates. ants of converted Jews; for example,
Don Francisco, archbishop of (^oria,

—

Don Juan

de Torquemada.
The first apostate that is known to have written against the Jewish creed was Moses Sephardi,
known by the name of Petrus Alfonsi (physician
to Alfonso VI.), baptized in 1106, and author of the
well-known collection of fables, "Disciplina Clericalis. "
He wrote a work against Jewish and Mohammedan doctrines, entitled "Dialogi in Quibus
Impise Judaeorum et Saracenorum Opinioues Confutantur." This book, however, seems to have had
little influence.
The harm which Petrus Alfonsi did
to his former coreligionists can not be compared
with that done by some other Apostates. Donin of
Rochelle, France, in revenge for his having been
excommunicated by the French rabbis because of
doubts he had expressed concerning the validity of
the Talmudic tradition, embraced Christianity, assuming the name of Nicholas. He then went to
Pope Gregory IX., bringing thirty -five charges
against the Talmud, stating that it contained gross
errors, blasphemous representations of God, and insulting expressions regarding Jesus and the Virgin
Mar}'.
Moreover, he was the first to allege what
afterward became a standing accusation that the
Talmud allows all kinds of dishonest dealings with
the Christian nay, declares the killing of one a
meritorious act.
This led to a general rigorous
prosecution of the Talmud. A public dispute of the
apostate with R. Jehiel of Paris, and
Maligners other rabbis of France, was held in
of
Latin in the presence of the queen-

—

—

—

Judaism,

mother Blanche and many Church

prelates; but, notwithstanding the
favorable opinion created by R. Jehiel and the intercession of the archbishop of Sens, twenty-four
cartloads of the Talnmd were consigned to the flames
in 1443 (see Disputations). Pablo Christiani or Fra
Paolo, of Montpellier, was another apostate, who,
having in a public dispute with Nahmanides in Barcelona, before James I. of Aragon, in 1263, failed to
win laurels, denounced the Talmud before Pope
Clement IV.
In consequence of this a Christian
censorship of the Talmud was introduced for the
purpose of striking out all the passages that seemed
offensive to the Church, Pablo being chosen one of
the censors.
Still greater evil was wrought when Abner of
Burgos, known also by the Christian name Alfonso
Burgensis, a Talmudic scholar, philosopher, and
practising physician, adopted Christianity to become
sacristan of a wealthy church of Valladolid, and
then wrote partly in Spanish and partly in Hebrew

—

—works

full of venom against Jews and Judaism.
Especially successful was he in charging Jews with
reciting among their daily prayers one directed
against the Christians, the " Birkat ha-Miuim " and
;

King Alfonso XL, after having convoked the representatives of Judaism to a public dispute, issued an
edict in 1336 forbidding the Jews of Castile to recite
that prayer. This calumny of the Jews bore its poisonous fruit for generations to come (see Abner op
Buugos).
There were, however, some Apostates
inspired

and

to

who were

by the Church

attempt

ligionists.

To

to follow in her footsteps
the conversion of their former corethis class belonged John op Valla-

dolid, author of two works against the Jewish
creed.
In 1375, in a public debate with Moses
Cohen of Tordcsillas, held at the church of Avila
in the presence of the entire Jewish community and
many Christians and IVIohammedans, he endeavored
to prove the truth of the Christian dogma from the
Old Testament but he was no match for his learned
antagonist, nor did his successor in the debate, a
pupil of Abner of Burgos, fare any better in his attacks on the Talmud.
Still more harmless were the
following rather frivolous satirists: Peter Ferrus,
who ridiculed his former coreligionists, the worshipers at the synagogue of his native town, Alcala, but
evoked a pointed reply which alone
Minor
has caused his name to survive; and
Apostates, his compeers Diego de Valensia; Juan
d'Espana, surnamed "el Viejo" (the
Old) Juan Alfonso de Baena, the compiler of the
" Cancionero, " and Francisco de Baena, of the fifteenth century, a brother of the former (Kaj'serling,
" Sephardim," pp. 74 et seq.).
To the same category
belongs Astruc Raimuch, physician of Traga, Spain,
who from a pious Jew became a fervent Christian,
assuming the name of Francesco Dios Came (Godflesh).
In a clever Hebrew epistle he tried to win a
forlner friend over to his new faith, and not only met
with a mild protest on the part of the latter, but also
evoked a vigorous ironical reply from the sharp pen
;

;

of

Solomon b. Reuben Bonfed.
Of all the Apostates of the twelfth century none

displayed such delight in hurting his former brethren
as did Solomon Levi of Burgos, known as Paul de
Santa Maria. A former rabbi and a pillar of orthodoxy, on intimate terms with the great Talmudists
of the age, he joined the Church together with his
aged mother, his brother, and his sons only his
wife refused to renounce her faith studied Christian theology, and quickly rose to the high position
of archbishop of Carthagena, and then to that of
privy councilor of King Henry III. of

—

Solomon
Levi
of Burgos,

Castile
II.

—

and tutor of the infant Juan

He devoted

his

great

literary

and mighty intellect oulj' to
calumniate Jews and Judaism, and he
talents

used his influence only to exclude his former coreligionists from every political office and position.
His open letters and satirical poems, addressed to the
most prominent rabbis in Spain, evoked many a reply, even from his pupils (see Crescas and Efodi).
Strange to relate, however, one of these, Joshua ben
Joseph ibn Vivcs of Lorca f Allorqui), although he
had composed an epistle filled with reproof for the
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apostate, seems to have come under his influence
and to have deserted the faith he at one time had so
warmly espoused. Under the name of Geronimo de

Santa Fe, he was body-physician and councilor of
Pope Benedict XIII., and became the terror of the
Jews of Spain. He induced the pope to summon
the most learned rabbis of Aragon singled out by
him to a religious disputation at Tortosa, for which
he had prepared a treatise proving Jesus' Messianic
character from Scripture and Talmud. The debate
lasted over twenty-one months, from February, 1413,
A little later Gwonimo pubto November, 1414.
lished a treatise accusing the Talmud of teaching
blasphemy, of counseling the Jews to break their
oath by the Kol Nidre declaration, and of every
kind of hostility toward the Christians, every reference to the heathen being by him interpreted as
being directed against the Christians. From the initials of his name. Maestro Geronimo De Fe, he was
called " MeGaDeF. " (Heb. the Blasphemer).
To the
same class belong Levi ben Shem-Tob, called, as a
Christian, Pedro de la Caballeria, who advised King
Manuel of Portugal, in 1497, to take Jewish children
by force and have them baptized Astruc Sibili (of
Seville), who testified to the slanderous charge of
murder brought against the Jews of Majorca in 1435;
and Henrique Nunes (de Firma Fe), who served as
spy against the unfortunate Maranos, and was about
to help Charles V. to introduce the Inquisition into
Portugal when he was assassinated by some Maranos,
and then canonized by the Church as a martyr.
Sixtus of Sienna and Philip (Joseph) Moro incensed
their Jewish kinsmen by traveling about in the
Papal State preaching, at the bidding of Paul IV.,
sermons for their conversion; the former inciting
the mob to burn every copy of the Talmud they
could lay hands on after he himself had erected a
pile for this purpose the other forcing his way into
the synagogue while the people were assembled for
worship on the Day of Atonement, and placing the
crucifix in the holy Ark, where the scrolls of the
Law were kept, in order thus to provoke a riot.
This desire to calumniate the Jews and the Talmud seems to have become contagious among the
Apostates of the time for there are mentioned five
others that instigated throughout Italy and in the
city of Prague the burning of thousands of Tal;

;

;

Two of these were
grandsons of Elias Levita, Vittorio
Eliano, and his brother Solomon Romano, afterward called John Baptista.
The former, together with Joshua del
Cantori (ben Hazan), testified in Cre-

mudic and other rabbinic books.

The
Burning'
of the

Talmud.

mona

against the Talmud, corroborating the testimony of Sixtus of Sienna; in consequence of which 10,000 to 12,000 Hebrew books were
consigned to the flames in 1559. The latter, together
with Joseph Moro, went before Pope Julius III. as
a defamer of the Talmud, and these, with Ananel
di Foligno, caused thousands upon thousands of
copies of Hebrew books to be burned.
similar
accusation, made by Asher of Udine in the same
year, resulted in the confiscation of every Hebrew
book in the city of Prague. Alexander, a baptized
Jew, drew up for the tyrannical Pope Pius V. the
points of accusation against the Jews, their faith.

A
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their liturgy, upon which their expulsion was
decreed in 1596.
In Germany the first that became an accuser of his
former coreligionists was Pesach, who, as a Christian, assumed the name of Peter in 1399.
He
charged the Jews with uttering blasphemous words
against Jesus in the prayer 'Alenu, the letters of
p^"1"l ("and vanity"), he said, being identical in numerical value with the name 1B>' ("Jesus"). The

and

Jews
were

of

Prague were cast into

prison,

and many

killed because of the accusation.

In the calamity that befell the Jews of Trent and
Ratisbon three Apostates took a leading part Wolfkan, who brought against the Jews the charge of slaying children for the ritual use of their blood Hans
Vayol, who had the effrontery to accuse the aged
rabbi of Ratisbon of this crime, and Peter Schwartz,
who published slanderous accusations against his
former coreligionists, and had the Jews of Ratisbon
:

;

brought to the church to

listen to his insulting

harangues. As regards another apostate, Victor von
Karben, a man of little Talmudic knowledge, he was
merely a willing tool in the hand of the fanatical
Dominicans of Cologne in their attacks upon the
Talmud and the Jews, as is seen by the material he
furnished for Ortuin de Graes's book, "De Vita et
Moribus Judaorum," Cologne, 1504.
The climax, however, was reached by Joseph
Pfefferkorn, of Bohemia.
butcher by trade, a
man of little learning and of immoral
Joseph,
conduct, convicted of burglary and
Pfeffer- condemned to imprisonment, but rekorn.
leased upon payment of a fine, he was
admitted to baptism about 1505, and,

A

under the name of

"

John

"

Pfefferkorn, lent his

name

to a large number of anti-Jewish writings published
by the Dominicans of Cologne. His first book,

Judenspiegel, oder Speculum Hortationis," written
1507, contained charges, in somewhat milder
form, against the Jews and the Talmud, though he rebuked them for their usury, and urged them to join
Christianity, and at the same time admonished the
people and princes to check the usury and burn the
Talmudic books of the Jews. But this was soon
followed by books each more violent than the other.
These were " Die Judenbeichte, " 1508 " Das Osterbuch," 1509; "Der Judenfeind," 1509. He insisted
that all Jews should be either expelled from Germany or employed as street-cleaners and chimneysweeps that every copy of the Talmud and rabbinical books should be taken away from the Jews, and
that every Jewish house be ransacked for this pur"

in

:

;

;

But though Reuchlin was called upon to
participate in this warfare against the Talmud, he
exposed the Dominicans and the character of Pfefferkorn, their tool. Entire Christendom was drawn into
the great battle between the Talmud defamers and
pose.

the Talmud defenders, the friends of enlightenment
siding with the Jews.
Nor were Von Karben and Pfefferkorn the only
ones of their kind. The monks were only too willing to use others as their tools. One of these was
Pfaff Rapp by some said also to have been called
Pfefferkorn in Halle, for whom even John Pfefferkorn felt disgust. He was burned at the stake, having committed sacrilegious theft.

—

—
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Antonius Margaritha, son of the rabbi of Ratisbon, published a

German work

:

"

Der Ganz

Jlidische

Glaub," Augsburg, 1530, wherein he repeated the
charge that blasphemy against Jesus
liUther's
existed in the liturgy of the Jews,
Source.
especially in the '"Alenu." Luther acknowledges having derived from this
source the arguments in his polemical work against
the Jews.
In 1614 Samuel Frederic Brenz of Osterberg,
Swabia, who had been baptized in 1610 at Feuchtwang, Bavaria, published a book full of venom
against the

Jews imder the

title "

Jildischer

Abge-

Schlangenbalg," an "exposition of the blasphemies the Jewish serpents and vipers utter against
the guileless Jesus Christ " a work in seven chapters, wherein the prayer " 'Alenu " was made an especial object of attack.
This attack was refuted by
Solomon Zebi Uffenhausen in a work entitled " Der
Jlidische Theriak," Hanover, 1615, and translated
into Latin, together with Brenz 's book and comments defending the Jews, by Johann WUlfer, Nuremberg, 1681.
As a rule the Apostates delighted in tormenting
their former brethren, and this seems to have been
streifter

—

the chief recommendation for their employment as
censors of the Talmudic works.
Wolf in his " Bibliotheca Hebraea " (ii. 1003-1013) has a list of 80 names
of converted Jews that wrote against Judaism before 1720.
It would Lc unfair, however, to bring
all these under the category of such Apostates as
were imbued with a spirit hostile to their ancestral
faith.
number of them perhaps felt called upon
to denounce Judaism and the Talmud in view of
the lucrative positions as teachers and missionaries
offered them, and not because of their zeal for their
new faith. From the Jewish writings they could
deduce arguments in favor of the Christian faith.
Among these was Christian Gerson, baptized in 1600,
He was prominent as
at Halberstadt.
Other Emi- a defamer of the Talmud, and was
nentApos- criticized for his unfairness by the
tates.
great French Bible critic Richard

A

Simon. He wrote a German work,
frequently published and translated into other languages, "Jildischer Talmud," published in 1607;
and "Der Talmudische Judenschatz," published in
1610 being a translation of chapter xi. of Sanhedrin

—

— as a specimen of Jewish superstition.
Piiulo Riccio, who was professor of Hebrew in
Pavia, and phj'sician of the emperor Maximilian,
prepared a translation of part of Joseph Gikatilla's
cabalistic work " Sha'are Orah " in 1516, and thus
awakened Reucliliu's interest in the Cabala. He
commenced a translation of the Talmud in order to
prove from it the Jlessianic character of Jesus.
Moses Gershon Cohen of Mitau assumed the name
of Carl Anton, professor of Hebrew in Helmstadt,
and wrote on Shabbethai Zebi in 1753. He took a
prominent part in the Jonathan Eibonscluitz controversy, and publisiied a number of books in the servAaron Margalita was anotlier
ice of the Church.
apostate who attacked the Talmud.
By his charges
against the Haggadah he caused Frederick of Prussia
to put a ban upon an edition of the Midrash in 1705.
Many Jews, disappointed in the hopes raised bj'

II.—

Asher Lamlein's Messianic predictions for the year
1502, took refuge in the haven of Christianity.
A number of Jews were, owing to their high
social standing, so closely affiliated with the Christian world that, in critical times, they
Christian lacked sufficient self-abnegation to
Affiliation, wear the badge of suffering along
with their humbler brethren. Among
these and at the same time one of the victims of
the great Spanish persecution of 1391 was, singularly enough, the ancestor of the Abravanel family,
Samuel Abravanel, who, as a Christian, adopted the
name of Juan de Sevilla. In the year of the expul-

—

—

sion, 1492, it was Abraham Benveniste Senior, chief
rabbi and tax-collector of Seville, who with his
son and son-in-law also rabbij went over to the
Church, assuming the name of Coronel. King Ferdinand, Queen Isabella, and Cardinal Torquemada
are said to have stood sponsors at their baptism.
The tide of the anti-Talmudical mysticism in
Poland and the East, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which formed the undercuiTent of
the Shabbethai Zebi and Frankist movements, ended in a state of wild confusion and despair, and
the consequence was the conversion of hundreds
to Christianity.
Chief among these Apostates were
Wolf Levi of Lublin, a nephew of
AntiJudah Hasid, who assumed the name
Talmudical of Francis Lothair Philip pi and beMysticism. came surgeon; and the son of Nehemiah Hayyun, the Shabbethaian, who
became an opponent of his former brethren, and denounced, before the Inquisition at Rome, Talmudic
and rabbinical works as inimical to the Chtirch. Jacob
ben Lob Frank of Galicia, the leader of the Podolian
Shabbethaians, and the Frankists who took their
name from him, became likewise pubhc accusers of
the Talmud in the very center of Talmudic study.
After a disputation with the chief rabbis of Poland,

—

—

A

few
they accepted baptism in Lemberg, 1759.
weeks later Frank himself followed them, and assumed the name of Joseph. For those that apostatized in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, see
Conversion to Christianity.
Islam, from the very outset, has emphasized
the absolute monotheistic character of the faith
of Abraham, in sharp distinction from the Trinitarian dogma and the divinity of Jesus (sura iv.
169; V. 76-77, 116; ix. 30; xix. 36, 91-95; ii. 110;
vi.

101;

Ixxii. 3;

cxii.

2.

"He

is

God

alone;

He

not begotten. Nor is there like unto
Him any one "). Quite naturally, therefore, the
Jews took a somewhat dilTerent attitude toward
Islam than toward Christianity. They rejected 3Iohamnied's claim to prophecy, but
Apostates agreed with him in the fundamentals
It is doubtful how far
of his faith.
to
those Jews of ^lediua who wore numIslam.
bered among the "Ansar" (Helpers)
The most imreally apostjitized to the new f^ith.
portant of those who went over to iMohammed's side
was undoubtedly 'Abd Allah ibn Salam, the most
With him were associated
learned of all the Jews.
begets not

;

is

!

Ka'b al-Ahbarand Wahb. AVhen the Jews who still
desired to remain true to their faith retired to Khaibar, Yamin ibn 'Umair and Abu Sa'd ibn Wahb
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remained at Medina and became Mohammedans.
Later on Tha'lubah ibn Saya, 'Usaid ibu Saya, and
Asad ibn 'Ubaid yielded, fearing attack on tlie
part of the propliet's men.
A large number followed the example which had thus been set, and,
when Khaibar was dctinitely taken, went over to the
new faith. Among them was a Avoman, Raihanah,
whom Mohammed at one time desired to marry.
Most of these apostasies were due to force, veiy
few to conviction (see Ilirschfeld, " Revue des Etudes
Arabic tradition knows also
Juives," X. 10 et seq.).
of an apostate Jew in Palmyra, Abu Ya'kub, who
provided fictitious genealogies, and connected the
Arabs with Biblical personages (Goldziher, "Muhammedanische Studien," i. 178). In the ninth century
mention is made of Sind il)n 'Ali al-Yahudi, court
astrologer of the calif Al-Ma'mun.
In the same
century lived Ali ibn Rabban al-Tabari, author of a
work on medicine; as his name implies, the son of
a rabbi, which fact, liowever, did not pievent him
from joining the dominant church. Another Jew,
however, Isma'il ibn Fadad (Spain?, eleventh century), was more steadfast. Ibn Hazm, author of the
"Kitab al-Milal wal-Nihal," had, indeed, persuaded
him of the truth of Islam, but he refused to apostatize since " apostasy was a disgraceful thing" ("Z.
D. M. G." xlii. 617).
In the twelfth century many enlightened Jews
joined Islam, partly owing, asGriltz thinks ("Gesch.
der Juden," vi. 303; Englished., iii. 441), to the degeneracy that had taken hold of Eastern Judaism,
manifesting itself in the most superstitious practises,

and partly moved by tlie wonderful success of the
Arabs in becoming a world-power. Among these
Apostates that occupied a prominent position was

Abu al-Barakat Hibat Allah ibn 'Ali of
Bagdad, physician, philosopher, and philologist.
Nathaniel

Among

his

En-

many admirers was Isaac, the son of
Abraham ibn Ezra, who dedicated to
him, in 1143, a poem expressing the

lightened wish that he might live to see the
Apostates Messianic redemption in the risen Jeruto Islam, salem. Both Isaac ibn Ezra and
Hibat Allah, his Avealthy benefactor, became IMoslems twenty years later.
Another apostate of this time was Abu Nasr
Samuel ibn Judah ibn Abbas (Sanuiel of Morocco),
the rabbi and liturgical ])oet of Fez, author of the
" Ifham al-Yahud. "
Samuel makes the curious statement ("Monatsschrift," xlii. 200) that most of tlie
Karaites had gone over to Islam, because their system is free from all the absurdities of the Rabbinites,
and their theology not so dilferent from that of the
statement is, liowever, unof the Jewish sects, however, that
arose in the Mohammedan East went perilously near
to the point wliei-e all dislinctioii between them and
Islam would be wiped out. Shahn.staui, at least,
sjx'aks of one sueli sect, the 'Isawiyyali, that ac
knowledged tlie prophecy of ^loliamiued, but held
MolianiMiedans.

grounded.

that

it

Tlie

Some

referred only to

th(!

Arabs; and this

is

cor-

by other authorities (Shahrastani, transby llaarbrlickcr, i. 254, ii. 421; "Mcmalsschrift," 1885, p. 1:59; "Z. D. M. G." xlii. (il!)).
Tlie year 1142 brought a great crisis to the .lews in
southwestern Eurojie. The rise of tlie Al.mohadks
roboi-ated

lated
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(Almuwahhidin = Unitarians) in northern Africa
and the great wave of religious reform, mixed with
rehgious fanaticism, which swept over Fez and into
southern Spain, left them in most cases no choice but
the adoption of Islam or death.

outward conversion

;

and

in a

Many

snlnnitted to

touching communica-

tion to his unfortunate

brethren, sent in 1100 by
Joseph, the father of IMaimonides, he
exhorts his brethren to remain firm in
Outward their faith, and advises those that have
Conyielded to encourage one another as
versions to far as possible in the observance of the

Maimun ben

Islam.

The letter is directed
Jews in Fez (Simmons, "Jew. Quart. Rev." ii. Q'i et seq.). Then the
Jewish

rites.

especially to the

controversy arose whether such as had publicly professed belief in Mohammed were any longer Jcavs or
not.
One rabbi denied it, insisting that since death
was preferable to Apostasy, the prayer and religious
observance of the forced convert had no merit whatsoever.
This view is sharply criticized in a ti'catise
ascribed to Moses Maimonides, the genuineness of
which, though maintained by Geiger, Munk, and
Gratz, has been convincingly refuted by M. Friedlilnder ("Guide of the Perplexed," i., xvii., xxxiii.,
et seq.), in which Islam is declared to be simply a
belief in Mohammed, and that Islam is not idolatry,
to avoid which only the Law demands the sacrifice
of

life.

Abraham

ibn Salil, a Spanish poet of the thirteenth century, was, however, distrusted by his new
coreligionists, who did not believe that his conversion

was

sincere.

Among

the Apostates that followed in the footsteps of Samuel ibn Abbas, denouncing their ancestral religion while pleading for the Islamic faith,
are mentioned: Abdal-Hakk al-Islami, in ^lauritania, in the fourteenth century, who published a
work proving the validity of Mohammed's prophecy
from passages of the Bible which he quotes in the
Hebrew language (Steinschneider, "Polem. Lit." p.
125): Abu Zakkariyah Yahya ibn Ibrahim b. Omar
al-Rakili, who wrote, about 1405, "Tayit al-Millah,"
a work against the Jews, wherein passages from the
Pentateuch, the Prophets, the Psalms, and the Koran
are quoted {ib. pp. 34, 83).
The frenzy of the Shabbethaian movement ended
in many Jews assuming the turban, the symbol of
Islamism. To these belonged as leaders: Shabbetliai Zebi; Neiiemiah Cohen; Guidon, the sultan's
physician; Daniel Israel Bonafoux, and linall}' Berakyali, sou of Jacob Zebi Querido, regarded as successor of Shalibetliai Zebi, who with his hundreds
of followers founded a Jewisli-Turkisli sect still
existing under the name of Don.meu.
The bloody persecution of tlie Jews during the
Damascus alfair in 1840 caused Moses Abulatia to
yield and assume the tui'baii in order to escape fur'

tiier torture.

In general

it

maybe

said that the Ajiostates to

Islam exhibited no great animosity toward their
former liretliren. Tho.se tliat went over tollieside
of Islimael never forgot that lie and Isaac were both
sons of Abraham; ami the reason for this is proliably
to be found in the tolerance which Mohammedans
almost universally showed to the Jews.
K. G.

—

,

APOSTLE AND APOSTLESHIP:

Apostle

from anooTfAAEiv, " to send ''), a
person delegated for a certain purpose the same as
xheliaJi or slteluah in Hebrew, one invested with
" Apostoloi " was the official
representative power.
name given to the men sent by the rulers of Jerusalem
to collect the half-shekel tax for the Temple, the tax
itself being called "aposlole."
See Theod. Keiuach,
"Textes Grecs et Romains, etc.," 1895, p. 208, and
also Griltz, "Gesch. der Juden," iv. 476, note 21,
where Eusebius is quoted as saying " It is even yet
a custom among the Jews to call those who carry
about circular letters from their rulers by the name
of f.postles " Epiphanius, "Haereses," i. 128: "The
so-called apostoloi are next in rank to the patriarchs, with whom they sit in the Sanhedrin, deciding questions of the Law with them." The emperor Honorius, in his edict of 399, mentions " the
archisj^nagogues, the elders and those Avhom the
(GrcL'k
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aTTuoTo'Ao^,

;

:

;

call apostoloi, who are sent forth by the patriarch at a certain season of the year to collect silver

Jews

and gold from the various synagogues" ("Cod.
Theodos." xvi. 8, 14, 29. Compare Mommsen, "Corpus Inscr. Lat." ix. 648. See Apostole).
Gratz, looking for parallels in Talmudical literature, refers to Tosef., Sanh. ii. 6; Bab. \\b, wherein
stated that the regulation of the calendar or the
intercalation of the month, the exclusive privilege
of the patriarch, was delegated by him only to repit is

resentative men such as R. Akiba and R. Mei'r, to
act for him in various Jewish districts.
(Compare

and elsewhere.) Such delegates in
ancient times were also appointed by the communal
authority, shehihe bet din (delegates of the court
of justice), to superintend the produce of the seventh
year of release, so that no owner of fruit, fig, and
olive trees, or of vineyards, should keep more than
was needful for his immediate use— for three meals;
the rest was to be brought to the city storehouse
for common distribution every Friday (Tosef.,
Sheb. viii.). The name "delegate of the community" ("sheliah zibbur"), given to him who offers
the prayers on behalf of the congregation (Ber. v.
5), rests on the principle of representation as it is expressed in the Mekilta on Exodus, xii. 6 " The whole
assembly of Israel shall slaughter it." How can a
"Whole congregation do the slaughtering ? " Through
the delegate who represents it." Accordingly, the
elders of the Sanhedrin of Jerusalem addressed the
high priest '^ sJieliihenu vsheluah bet din" (our delegate and the delegate of the tribunal) (Yoma 186).
(The "angels of the churches," Rev. ii. 1, 12,
18; iii. 1, 7, 14, are probably also the "delegates of
the churches," not angels, as is the general opinion.)
Other delegates "sheluhim" are mentioned in the
Talmud: "Those sent forth to accomplish philanthropic ta.sks [" sheluhe mizwah "J need fear no disaster on the road" (Pes. Sb).
"Those delegated to
collect charity [" gabbae zedakah "] were always appointed in pairs, and not allowed to separate in order
to avoid suspicion " (B. B. 8b).
As a rule two prominent men are spoken of as being engaged together
in such benevolences as ransoming captives, and similar acts of charity (Abot R. Natiian [A], viii.
Lev.
R. V. Compare the " Haburot " of Jerusalem, Tosef.
Megillah, iv. 15). Hama bar Adda was called "shealso R. H. 25a

:

—

—

;

liah Zion " (delegate of Zion), as

being regularly sent
to Palestine charged
official matters (Bezah 25b; Rashi and 'Aruk).

by the authorities of Babylonia
with

The apostles, known as such from the New Testament, are declared to liave derived name and
authority from Jesus, who sent them fortii as his
witnesses (see Luke, vi. 13; Herzog and Hastings,
s. V. " Apostles ").
But they were also originally delegated by the holy spirit and by the laying on of
hands (Acts xiii. 3) to do charity work for the
community (see II Cor. viii. 23). "At the feet of
the apostles" were laid the contributions of the
early Christians to their common treasury, exactly
as was done in the year of release in every city
(Tos. Shebiit, viii. 1) and in every Essene community
(Josephus, "B. J." ii. 8, § 3).
"Two and two" the
apostles were enjoined to travel (Mark vi. 7; Luke
x. 2), exactly as was the rule among the charity-workers (B. B. 86), and exactly as the Essene delegates
are described as traveling, carrying neither money
nor change of shoes with them (Josephus, " B. J. " ii.
3, § 4; comp. Matt. x. 9,
10; Luke ix. 3, x. 4,
xxii. 35; bemakkelwe-tarmil,Ye\).\'2,2a).

always traveled

in the

company

Thus Paul

of either Barnabas

or Silas (Acts xi. 30; xii. 25; xv. 25, 30), and was
entrusted with the charitable gifts collected for
the brethren in Jerusalem (see also I Cor. xvi. 1;
II Cor. viii. 4, ix. 5; Rom. xv. 25; Gal. ii. 10);
while Barnabas traveled also with Mark (Acts xv.
Paul even mentions as "noted apostles
39, 40).
who joined the Church of Christ before him his
kinsmen and fellow-prisoners, Andronicus and Junia " (Rom. xvi. 7), persons otherwise unknown to
us, but who in all likelihood had received no other
mission or Apostleship than that of working in the
field of philanthropy among the Jewish community
of Rome.
The meaning of the term "Apostle," still used in
its old sense (Phil. ii. 25) of " Epaphroditus, your
apostle [delegate] who ministers to my wants,"
was, however, already changed in the Christian
Church during Paul's time. It became the specific
term for the one sent forth "to preach the kingdom
of God " either to the Jews, or, as Paul and his disciples, to the heathen world (Mark iii. 14, vi. 7;
Luke vi. 13; Rom. xi. 13). "The gospel of the circumcision gave Peter the chief-apostleship of the
Jews, the gospel of the uncircumcision gave Paul
the apostleship of the Gentiles," according to Gal.
ii. 7, 8; and so Paul calls himself an Apostle not of
men but of Jesus Christ (Gal. i. 1). So the term
"apostles of Christ" became a standing designation
(I Thess. ii. 6), and it was confined to those who
"saw Christ" (I Cor. ix. 1).
Finally, the number twelve, corresponding with
the twelve tribes of I.srael, was fixed in the Gospel
records (Matt. x. 2; Mark iii. 14; Luke ix. 1; Acts
i. 25) in opposition to the apostles of the heathen,
who rose in number from one, in the case of Paul,
Even the act of preaching
to seventy (Luke x. 1).
the good tidings concerning the coming Messiah on
tlie part of the wandering delegates of the community (Luke iv. 18; because of which Jesus himself is
once called the Apostle [Heb. iii. 1]) was not without precedent in Jewisli life, as may be learned
from the prayer for good tidings recited every new

;
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ApostomuB

moon (" Seder Rab Amram," 33, Warsaw,

1865 compare R. H. 25a and Targ. Yer. to Gen. xlix. 21).
;

whom he had associated
embraced Christianity. According
to Epiphanius, the Apostoli were Jews

the fourth century, with

and who

later

K.

APOSTLES' TEACHING. See Didache.
APOSTOL, DANIIL PAVLOVICH Hetman
:

of the Cossacks on both sides of the Dnieper born
When
in South Russia in 1658; died Dec. 15, 1734.
Catherine I. expelled the Jews from the Ukraine
(Little Russia) and from other parts of the Rus;

sian empire,

May

7,

1727, Apostol

was the

first

one

modify the harsh law.
The Cossacks, who eighty years before had massacred in the most cruel manner many hundred
thousands of Jews in the Ukraine, Volhynia, Podolia, Poland, and Lithuania, and who under the leadership of Chmielnitzky had used their best endeavors to keep the Jews out of their country, had found
out by this time that they could not get along very
well without Jewish merchants, who were indispensable for the mediation of commerce between the
Ukraine and the Polish and Lithuanian provinces.
In response to Apostol 's application, which was accompanied by his sworn statement, Jews were perapply

to

to the senate to

mitted by the edict of Sept. 2, 1728, to attend the
fairs of Little Russia, provided they carried on
wholesale business only. Three years later, Sept.
21, 1731, they were granted the same privilege under
the same conditions in the government of Smolensk
and six years later they were also permitted, " for the
benefit of the inhabitants, " to carry on trade at fairs
in retail.
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APOSTOLE, APOSTOLI:

These two words,

while similar in appearance, differ in signification.
"Apostole" was a term given to certain moneys or
taxes for Palestine "Apostoli," the designation of
;

men

tlie

first

or apostles sent forth to collect it.
The
record of them is in a joint edict of the emper-

and Honorius in the year 399 (" Codex
Theodosianus," xvi. 8, 14) ordering the discontinuance of the custom of the patriarch of the Jews in
Palestine to send out learned men, called Apostoli,
ors Arcadius

money levied
for Palestine; that the
Slims already received be confiscated to the imperial treasury, and that the collectors be brought
to trial and punished as transgressors of the Roman
law. Five years later Honorius revoked the edict
and hand to the
by the vaHous synagogues
to collect

patriarcli

(" Cod. Theod." xvi. 8, 17).
At about the same time
Jerome (Conim. on Gal. i. 1) mentions the Apostoli (called in Hebrew .ihcIiaJi), showing that in his
day they were still sent out by the patriarch; and

half of the fourth century Eusebius
Isa. xviii. 1) writes of them as
vested Avith authority by the patriarch.
In the letter
the genuineness of which is not unim peached written by Emperor Julian to the Jews

in

the

first

(Commentary on

—

—

he orders the patriarch Julos to discontinue
the so-called aTroaTo?J/.
The matter is most fully
treated bj' the church father Epiphanius ("A(iversus Hiereses," i. xxx. 4-11). He describes an
apostolus, Joseph of Tiberias, of the first half of

in ;i62-63,

20

Apostoli

of the highest rank, that took part in
the councils of the patriarch which
of Hig'hest convened to decide questions of reBank,
ligious law.
The aforesaid Joseph,

were Jews

provided with letters from the patri-

went

Jews
and removed a number of teachers and
precentors from their positions. Thus the direction
of affairs in the Jewish communities apparently fell
under the authority of the Apostoli.
From Talmudic accounts (Yer. Hor. iii. 48a; Pes.
iv. Sib; Git. i. 4dd; Meg. iii. 74a) it appears that
the Apostole was used to support teachers and disciples in Palestine.
Another evidence that it was
arch,

to Cilicia, collected the taxes of the

in every city,

so used is that a similar system, doubtless tracing its
origin to Palestinian examples, obtained in the Baby-

lonian schools during the gaonic period ("Seder
'01am Zutta," ed. Neubauer, in "Medieval Jewish
Chron." ii. 87). The same point is made clear by
an edict of the emperors Theodosius II. and Valentinian, of the year 429 ("Cod. Theod." xvi. 8, 29).
It ordered that the annual contributions, which, since
the extinction of the patriarchate, had been delivered
to the heads of the Palestinian academies, should in
future be collected for the imperial treasury, each
congregation to be taxed to the amount formerly
paid to the patriarch as coronarium aurum. The
moneys paid by western provinces to the patriarchs
were also to be handed over to the emperor.
The exact date of the Apostole is not known; but
the account in the Talmud of the money-collections
by teachers in the first century gives
Belation.
rise to the conjecture that the Aposto the
tole was instituted upon the establishTemple ment of the school at Jabneh, in the
Tax.
year 70, though its organization may
not at once have been fully developed.
It probably grew out of the former Temple tax,
with which it possesses several features in common.
The Temple tax, however, was brought from the
congregations to Jerusalem by messengers of high
rank while the Apostole, in consequence of conditions due to the fall of the Temple, was collected by
See Apostle
teachers sent to the various countries.
;

AND ApOSTLESHIP.
These teachers may at the same time have conveyed to the Jews outside of Palestine the arrangement of the calendar decided upon by the council
of the patriarch. As the insertion of an extra month
for the leap-year had to be determined upon, at the
latest, in Adar ('Eduy. A'ii. 7), the messengers communicating the order of the calendar possibly found
ready the contributions that were collected in Adar
as the Temple tax of former days had been.
The
institution of the Apostoli continued after the intro-

duction of the fixed calendar (359) until Emperor
Tlieodosius II., in 429, forbade it in the Roman
emjjire.
The messengers probably journeyed to
lands not belonging to Rome, even to South Arabia,
if the account (525) of the Syrian bishop, Simon
of Bet-Ar.sham, may be trusted (compare Halevy
in "Rev. Et. Juives," xviii. 36, and- "Rev. Sem.,"
1900, p.

i.).

;

Apostles' Teaching
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APOSTOLIC CONSTITUTIONS.

A. Bv.
See Didas-

CALIA.

APOSTOMTJS

Among

:

five catastrophes said

have overtaken the Jews on the seventeenth of
the Mishnah (Ta'anit iv. 6) includes " the
burning of the Torah by Apostomus " (written also
Postemus and Apostemus). Owing to this very
vague mention, there is much difference of opinion
At a first glance
as to the identity of Apostomus.
he may be associated with one of the following two
incidents: (1) Josephus ("Ant." xx. 5, § 4; "B. J."
ii. 13, § 2) relates that about the year 50 a Roman
soldier seized a Torah-scroU and, with abusive and
mocking language, burned it in public. This incident almost brought on a revolution but the Roman
procurator Cumanus appeased the Jewish populace
by beheading the culprit. (2) The other incident of
the burning of the Torah, which took place at the
to

Tammuz,

;

time of the Hadrianic persecutions, is
The Tal- recounted by the rabbis. Hanina b.
mudic
Teradyon, one of the most distinAccovint.
guished men of the time, was wrapped
in a Torah-scroll and burned (Sifre,
Deut. 307; 'Ab. Zarah 18a; Sem. viii.). In connection with this a certain " philosopher, " DlBIDlf'^S,
is mentioned as the executioner of Hanina.
It is
quite possible that D1D"lDl!5''Q is a corruption of
D^OIODID, and there are circumstances which lend
plausibility to this assumption.
According to the
Jerusalem Talmud (Ta'anit iv. 68c et seq.), Apostomus burned the Torah at the narrow pass of Lydda
(or, as another report has it, at Tariosa, which was
probably not far from Lydda) and it is known that
Hanina was one of " the martyrs of Lydda. " Furthermore, a somewhat later authority (Addenda to
;

Meg. Ta'anit,

ed. Neubauer, in "Medieval Jew.
Chron." ii. 24) gives the date of Hanina's death as
the twenty-seventh of Tammuz, which is only a
difference of a few days from the date assigned to
the crime of Apostomus. The Mishnah referred to
adds the following statement to its account of the
burning of the Law " And he put up an idol in the
sanctuary." Here it is first necessary to determine
that the reading T'Oyni (" and he put up ") is correct,
and that it should not be n^Dyini (" and there was put
up"), which the Jerusalem Talmud (Ta'anit iv. 68rf)
gives as a variant of the I^Dyni in the accepted text,
interpreting the fact mentioned in the Mishnah as referring to tlie idols put up in the sanctuary by Manas:

seh (II Kings xxi. 7). But the incorrectness of this
interpretation is proved by the passage in the Mishnah on the five calamities of the Ninth of Ab, which
are enumerated in strictly chronological order so that
it is quite impossible that any reference to the Temple desecration by Manasseli should be registered
after the burning of tlie Torah by Apostomus. The
Babylonian Talinud knows only the reading l^joyni
("and he put up ") in the Mislmali, as the remark of
the Gemara (Ta'anit 28/>) proves, where the "abomination of desolation," of which Daniel (xii. 11) speaks,
is connected with the image of the idol in the Temple. By this expression can only be meant the statue
;

Apostomus

Olympius set up by Antiochus Epiphanes
Abomination of Desolation; and compare
Gratz, "Dauer der Hellenesirung," in "Jahresbe-

of Zeus
(see

richt " of the Breslau Seminary, 1864, pp. 9, 10).
The reading nroyini, found in Rashi and in the

Munich manuscript, has been simply drawn from
the Jerusalem Talmud; and, indeed, in the Gemara
the Munich manuscript has I^Dym.
But the statement in the Babylonian Talmud, that the Mishnah
source concerning Apostomus is a Gemara (tradition), shows that, according to the Babylonian authorities, the date of Apostomus can not be placed
later than the Maccabean period.
For
Another Gemara is a technical term employed
Name for by the Talmud to designate tannaitic

Antiochus sayings connected with Biblical events
Epiphanes. or laws which are neither mentioned
nor alluded to in the Scriptures, in conwhich can be derived from
the Biblical text. Hence Apostomus must belong to
a time in reference to which there existed also writtradistinction to those

ten sources that were

known

to the

Talmudic au-

being the Maccabean period
and as it has been shown that the pre-Maccabean,
the Biblical, epoch must be excluded, it follows that
Apostomus was no other than Antiochus Epiphanes,
of whom, moreover, it is known, also from other
sources, that he set up an idol in the Temple. Apostomus, then, must be considered as a nickname for
Antiochus Epiphanes. In fact, his name was transformed even by pagan authors into "Epimanes" =
"the Insane" (see Antiochus Epiphanes, and, as
told in I Mace. i. 56, Torah-scrolls were burned during the persecutions by Antiochus Epiphanes).
The meaning of the name " Apostomus " is not
Ewald (in his " History "), alluding to certain
clear.
passages in the Bible and the Apocrypha (Dan.vii. 8,
20; viii. 23; andxi. 36; I Mace. i. 24), where reference
is had to the boastful mouth of Antiochus Epiphanes,
derives "Apostomus" from alnvq ("big") and ardiia
("mouth"). The appellation "big-mouth" is certainly very appropriate. Still this explanation can
scarcely be accounted as correct for a'lnhq is a rare
word, used only in poetry. More probable perhaps
is Jastrow's derivation (verbally conMeaning" of veyed) of "Apostomus" from kmarothorities, the latest limit

;

the Name.

(" to stop or stuff up the mouth ")
and eniarifiog (" anything that stops up
the mouth "), which may be connected with the
Talmudic phrase rT'DID^ NlCy ("May his mouth be
niC,u>

"), applied in the Talmud to
the name of a man who had spoken boldly against
the Deity (B. B. 16ffl).
The following are other explanations of the word:
Jastrow (" Dictionary of the Talmud ") offers a suggestion that it may be a corruption of oTrdffToXof
("ambassador"), and makes it refer to the envoy
spoken of in II ]\Iacc. vi. 1, 2 as having desecrated
Hochstitdter sees in " Apostomus " a
the Temple.
corrupted form of anoaTarric ("apostate") and idenSchwarz
tifies him with the high priest Alcimus.
and Dcrenbourg consider " Apostonuis " the name of
BriiU
the Roman soldier referred to by Josephus.
connects him with Cornelius Faustus, wlio under
Pompey was the first to climb the wall of Jerusalem.
Halberstamm is of opinion that " Apostomus " is the

stuffed full with earth!

:
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Hebrew transcription for the Latin " Faustiuus," and
that the name, furtliermore, is to be connected with
Julius Severus, wliose surname was Fuustinus, and
who perpetrated the crime described in the Mishnah

York, and became a

prolific contributor to the JudaeoIn 1895 he edited " Die Gegenwart,"
a short-lived Judaso-German weekly.
In his writings the influence of K. J. Weber's "Demokritos"
is often discernible.

German

when he was sent by Hadrian to put down the Bar
Kokba rebellion, in which case the setting up of an
idol in the sanctuary

would have

22

press.
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to be taken to refer

Wiener, Yiddish Literature,

:

p. 81.

M. B.

G.

temple of Zeus upon the consecrated ground of the Temple.
[The name of the soldier that burned the Torah
scroll, mentioned in Josephus, was Stephanos, which,
written in Hebrew DUDtDDX, may have been corrupted into DIOtDDIDK. K.J
to the dedication of a

APPEAL

" The carrying of a cause from a
lower to a higher tribunal for a rehearing on the
merits " is practically unknown to Jewish law.
In

the statute constituting courts of justice and setting
forth the duty of the judges (Deut. xvi. 18-xvii. 13)
is found a paragraph that has given rise to the belief that processes of Appeal were known in Biblical

Bibliography:

Briill's Jahrb. viii. 9; Derenbourg, Essai,
Ewald, Hiatorn of Israel, v. 293, note 1, and 299, note 2
Halberstamm, In Rev. Et. Juives, ii. 127 et seq. Hochstadter,
Rapoport, Ereh
in Rahiner's Literatur-BlatU vii. No. 20
MillUu p. 181; id. in Kobak^s Jeschurun, 1. 45 (Hebrew section); Scbwarz, Das Heilige Land, p. 279 Jastrow, IHct. s.v.
L. G.
J. SR.

p. 58

;

;

;

times (see Deut. xvii. 8-13). But this paragraph is
simply an instruction to the judges, directing them,
in case they have doubts as to the law in the case,
to refer the matter to the High Court at Jerusalem,
submitting to it a statement of the case, and taking
its opinion.
This course is also taken in cases where
a judge dissents (Sanh. xi. 2, 88b). The opinion thus
rendered by the High Court is binding upon the
court that submitted the case, and judgment must be
rendered in accordance with it. This is not strictly
an Appeal, by either of the parties to the litigation,

;

;

APOTHECARIES, JEWISH.

See

Medi

CINE

APOTHEKER, ABRAHAM ASHKENAZI

An

apothecary ("aptheker," according to the cus-

tomary Polish-Jewish syncopated pronunciation) and
writer, whose name betokens both his nationality and
his profession. He lived at Vladimir in Volhynia in

He was
the second half of the sixteenth century.
the author of W^n DD ("The Elixir of Life"), a

from the judgment of the court before which the
case was heard in the first instance.
Indeed, the principle of the Biblical

work, Avritten in Hebrew and in Judajo-German, on
the duties of Jews of both sexes and of all conditions,
or as the author expresses it: "' Elixir of Life is
this book's name, to preserve every one against sin
and shame." Through the efforts of his compatriot
Moses ben Shabbethai, a native of Lokaczy (not far
from Vladimir), it was printed in Prague (1590), under the direction of the son of Mordecai ben Gerson
Cohen. Like most books printed in Prague for the
edification of women, it has become rare.
Jehiel
Heilprin possessed a copy of it, as it is included in
the list of works which he used in compiling his
" Erke ha-Kiunuyim," and also in his "Seder haDorot," Avritten about 173o.
Another copy was
owned by Rabbi David Oppenheim, a contemporary
This copy is at present in Oxford. A
of Heilprin.
in the British

falling within its jurisdiction.

The most imj^ortant matters could be tried only
by the Great Sanhedrin at Jerusalem, consisting of
seventy-one judges; matters of less importance by
the lesser Sanhedrin (provincial court) in the various towns of Palestine, consisting of twenty-three
judges; and petty matters by local tribunals of three
judges, or, in some cases, by a single judge.
According to the Talinudic civil law, the court of
the domioil of the plaintiff had jurisdiction of the
case, but the plaintiff was entitled to commence his
action in the High Court at Jerusalem, whereas the
defendant had no right to remove the cause against

Museum, came from

"), and printed at Prague at the same
press as the "Elixir," is to be attributed to this author ("Cat. Bodl." col. 508).

ers (" tehiunot

:

Zunz, Z. G.,p. 277 Stelnschnelder, Scrapcum,
Bodl. col. 600. Cat. Strashun, Lik;

1849, p. 2(i , idem, Cat.
ktife Slioshaiiim.

the will of the plaintiff (Sanh. 31J).
According to the later law, the parties were entitled to an opinion from the judge, giving his findings of fact and decision.
An execution could issue
immediately upon the judgment; and the losing
liarty was obliged to satisfy it at once, without,
however, losing his right to have the judgment re-

D. G.

G."

APOTHEKER, DAVID Judneo-German writer
and printer at Pliihidelphia, Pa. borninPonievyezli,
gov. Kovno, Russia, Aug. 28, 1855.
In 1868 he
went to Vilkomir, where he studied under the guidance of Moses Loeb Lilienblum; in 1877 he became
:

;

involved in the nihilistic movement and was arrested at Kiev.
Having escaped to Czernowitz,
Austria, he wrote for Hebrew and Judtco-German
papers, and pu])li.shed his first book, "Ha-Nebel"
(The Harii), containing Hebrew and Judaeo-German
poems (1882). In 1888 he emigrated to the United
States, joined the anan^histic movement in New

op-

Courts were not subordinated to each other, as
might be supposed from the use of the terms " higher
and lower courts " or " great and lesser Sanhedrins."
The rank of the court was not determined by its
power to review the judgment of another court, but
by the nature and character of the subject-matter

the Michael Library; a fourth is at Wilna, in Strashun's Library. It is not known whether a rare little
work in Judajo-German, containing penitential pray-

Bibliography

is

in court is conclusive.

'

now

law

posed to the idea of appealing from a judgment of
a lawfully constituted court, because the judgment
is of God; hence every final judgment pronounced

'

third copy,

:

viewed thereafter, before the same court, on the
ground of new evidence (Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen
Mishpat, 14. 4, gloss). If, however, the judgment

|

was that of the Great Sanhedrin, it was not necessary for the judges to give a written opinion, for
such decision could not be set aside.
J. su.
D. W. A.

:;
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APPELLANTEN

:

A German word

used to

designate the assistants of the chief rabbi of Prague
called also "Oberjuristen"; generally three in number (see Prague).
G.

S.

APPLE.— Biblical Data

:

The word " apple

" is

commonly accepted

translation of tnppnaJi,
the sweet-scented).
from the root napnh (to exhale
It is of pleasant smell ("the smell of thy nose like

the

=

apples," Cant. vii. 9 [A. V. 8]), and is used to revive the sick ("comfort me with apples, for I am
sick of love," Cant. ii. 5).
The tree offers a pleasant
shade ("As the apple-tree among the trees of the
wood, so is my beloved among the sons. I sat down
under its shadow with great delight," Cant. ii. 3,
" I raised thee up under the apple-tree
Hebr.
there thy mother brought thee forth," Cant. viii.
It is mentioned also in Joel i. 12, together with
5).
the pomegranate and it gave the name " tappuah"
to a number of towns (Josh. xv. 34, 53; xvi. 8; xvii.
"Apples of gold in pictures ["baskets," R. V.]
7).
of silver " are mentioned in Prov. xxv. 11. Whether
so called because of their red color, or whether
oranges are here meant, is uncertain. The Septuagiut renders it /h^?mv, a fruit "sweet to the taste"
(Cant. ii. 3).
In tiie time of the Mishnah the " tappuah " was cultivated in large quantities and many varieties (Kil. i.
4; Ter. xi. 3; Ma'as. i. 4; Tappuhim of Crete, Men.
28i).
Apple-wine is spoken of in Tos. Ber. iv. 1
and Ab. v. 13. About the correctness of the translation of " tappuah " there is a wide difference of opinion among botanists and linguists, especially as the
Greek /tf//.uv, Latin malum, originally comprised the
pomegranate, the quince, and other fruits similar to
the Apple— all more or less symbolical of love, and
therefore sacred to Aphrodite (see Helm, "KulturpHanzen," 1874, ii. 203-207). The Arabic name
hiffoJi is probably derived from the Syriac (see
Frankel, " Aramiiische Freradworter," p. 140). The
tappuah distinguished in the Mishnah from the
quince, Avhicli is called jmru^Ji, (]\Ia'as. i. 3), and from
the hnzur (the crab-apple), (Kil. i. 4, Yer. Ter. ii. 3)
is declared by most authorities to be none other
than the Apple that, if not as delicious as the European or the American Apple, is planted in orchards
and near the houses in Palestine and Syria, and is
especially prized for its aroma (see Credner, Com;

;

—

—

mentary on Joel, pp. 135 et Kcq., who refers to Ovid's
"Metamorphoses," viii. 67G; Winer, "B. R."— following Robinson's "Researches," ii. 355, iii. 1295;
and with reference to Josephus, "Ant." xvii. 7,
use in case of sickness is testified to by
King Herod] and toAvicenna, quoted in
"Harmar," i. 369; Immanuel Low, "Aramiiische
Pflanzennamen," pp. 155 et seq. W. R. Smith, in
"Journal of Philology," xiii. 65).
The Apple is
handed to the sick or faint to revive them by its
aroma. Ro.senmuller ( " Handbuch der Biblischen
Altcrthumskunde," iv. 308) and Houghton (in "Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archeology," xii.
42-48), however, seek to identify it with the quince,
which, according to Post, " has a sour, acrid taste, and
is never sweet."
Others identify it with the citron

[where

its

the story of

;

(see Delitzsch's

Commentary

to Cant.)

and the

arti-

Apothecaries
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"Apfel" in Riehm's "Diet."); but the citron (a
Persian fruit) was not transplanted to the Mediterranean shores before the common era (according to
Pliny, "Naturalis Historia," xii. 3; Theophrastu.s,
"Historia Plantarum," iv. 4). The same objections
hold good against the identification of the Apple
with the apricot, as proposed by Tristram, " Fauna
and Flora of Palestine," p. 294.
cle

J.

K.

.lu.

In Rabbinical Literature

:

The Apple men-

tioned in Cant. ii. 3 is taken symbolically; see the
following examples from Cant. R. ad loc. " 'As the
apple-tree among the trees of the wood offers no
shade in the heat like other trees, so would the nations not seek the shade of Sinai's God; Israel only
:

'

would sit under His shadow with delight. Or, as
the apple-tree unfolds blossoms before leaves, so did
the Israelites show their faith in God before they
heard the message' [Ex. iv. 31: "And the people
believed; and when they heard"]. The same applies
when on Sinai they said: 'All that the Lord said we
'

will do and hearken [Ex. xxiv. 7, Hebr.
compare
with Cant. R. ii. 3, Shab. 88rt, where the erroneous
'

;

word pii'po (its fruit), instead of 7iizzo (its blossoms), puzzled the Tosafists]. Or, 'as the apple-tree
ripens its fruit in the month of Siwan, so did Israel
display its fragrance at Mount Sinai in Siwan [Ex.
'

Again, as for the apple-tree the time from
the first blossoming until the ripening of the fruit is
fifty days, so was the time from the Exodus to the
giving of the Law on Sinai fifty days.' Or, 'as for
a small coin you may get an apple and derive enjoyment even from its sweet odor, so may you obtain
your redemption easily with the help of the Law.'
Or, as the apple excels in fragrance all trees, so
does Israel excel the nations in good works.'" As
the apple-tree among the trees of the wood, so even
those that are void of merit are still full of good
deed*, as the pomegranate is of seeds.
The heathen
are the trees in the wood without fruit, and Israel
xix.

1, 2].

'

'

among them

is

as the apple-tree " (Yalk. Cant. 986).

Ex. R. xvii.: " AVhy has God been likened to the
apple-tree? Just as the apple offers its beauty to
the eye without any cost, and has a delicious taste
and perfume, so God's law (His mouth) is most
sweet. He is altogether lovely. "
God had appeared
to all the nations, but they would not accept the
Torali. not realizing what is said in Ps. xxxiv. 9
[A. V. 8]," O taste and see that the Lord is good," and
in Prov. viii. 19, "My fruit is better than gold, yea,
than fine gold." But Israel said " I sat down under
his shadow with great delight and his
Symbolical fruit is sweet to my taste " (Cant. ii. 3).
Meaning. Also the words "Comfort me with
apples" (Cant. ii. 5) are referred to the
:

words of the Law, especially the Haggadot, which
have delicious taste and fragrance combined like
apples (Pesik. R. K. xii. lOU; Cant. R. ad loc).
The Targ. translates " tappuah " in Cant. ii. 3
" ethrog " (orange or citron)
in ii. 5 and vii. 9 " tap;

In Cant,
di gintha di Eden " (paradise-apple).
viii. 5 tappuah is taken symbolically for Mount Olivet as giving forth all the dead at the time of the resurrection, or is taken for Sinai as in Cant. R. Aquila
seems to take Cant. viii. 5 as referring to the fruit

pvah

of the tree of knowledge, as he translates "shatnma/i

—

:

Apple
Appraisement
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hibbelateka immelca" - "there wast tliou corrupted."
also Jerome (see Delitzsch, Commentary, p.
Here is probably the source of the common
127).

Thus

view that the forbidden fruit was an Apple (according to R. Abba of Acre [Acco],Gen. R. xv., an ethrog,
the so-called "paradise-apple ") In church symbolism the story of Hercules with the apples of the Hesperides and the dragon wound around the tree served
as the representation of Adam's fall, and Hercules
as that of Jesus as deliverer, the Apple being often
used as a symbol of the first sin (Piper, " Symbolik
der Christlichen Kirche," i. 67, 128; Nork, "Mythologisches Lexikon,"

s.v.

" Apfel").

Apples dipped into honey are eaten on the eve of
the Jewish New-Year while the following words are
spoken " May it be Thy will, O Lord, that the year
just begun be as good and sweet a year!" (Tur
Orah Hayyim, 583). In cabalistic literature tappuah is an attribute of God, synonymous with tiferet
(beauty), because, says the Zohar (Lev. xvi.), "tiferet diffuses itself into the world as an apple."
K.
:

Botanical View : There is perhaps no Biblical
plant-name that has given rise to more discussion
than has the identification of the niDDIdentified Four distinct fruit-bearing trees, the
with. Four K.pT£>\e {Pyms malus), Xha citron {Citrus
Trees.
medico), the apricot {Prunus Armeniam), and the quince {Cydonia vulgaris),
have been suggested as its equivalent. Of these, two
may be dismissed at once the Apple and the citron.
The Apple, far from being a native of Palestine, is, on
account of the tropical climate, but rarely cultivated
there, and with no success. The fruit is small, woody,
and of very inferior quality.
The citron is beyond doubt a native of India,
where it has been known and cultivated, even under
different forms, from prehistoric times.
At an early
date its cultivation spread into western Asia, whence
it was obtained by the Greeks, possibly as early as
the time of Alexander's Asiatic campaign.
It was
cultivated in Italy in the third and fourth centuries,
and by the fifth century had become well established but it was not until the tenth century of the
common era, according to Gallesio, that its cultivation was extended by the Arabs into Palestine and
Egypt.
If viewed only in the light of present-day distribution and abundance, the apricot might lay undisputed
claim to being the Hebrew nisn [but see above],
for, according to Canon Tristram, it "is most abundant in the Holy Land.
The apricot flourishes
and yields a crop of prodigious abundance; its
branches laden witli golden fruit may well be compared (Prov. XXV. 11) to 'apples of gold,' and its

—

;

.

.

.

pale leaves to 'pictures of silver.'" The apricot,
as its specific name (Pnintis Armeniacn) would
imply, has been supposed to be a native of Armenia,
and it has been reported in the neigliborhood of the
Caucasus mountains in the nortli, and between the

Caspian and Black .seas in the south, but grave
doubt exists as to its being found wild there.
According to De Candolle ("Origines dos Plantcs
Cultivees "), it is now settled l)eyond reasonable question that the apricot is a native of China, where

has been
before the
it

known for two or
common era. Its

Difficulty
of Identification.

which
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three thousand years
cultivation seems to

have spread very slowly toward the
West, as supported by the fact that it
has no Sanskrit or Hebrew designation, but only Persian names, zardalu
(yellow plum) and mishlauz under

—

latter designation,

or its corruption misfi-

mush, dried apricots are still exported from Syria
which has passed into Arabic. Among the Greeks
and Romans the apricot appears to have been introduced about the beginning of the common era;
for Pliny,
into

Rome

among

others, says that its introduction
took place about thirty years before he

wrote.
It is reasonable to suppose that the spread of the
apricot may have been rapid and effective after its
first introduction to the civilization of the West, for
it is a delicious fruit, of the simplest cultivation and
of great productiveness.
The exact time of its introduction into Palestine can not be determined, but
it very probably occurred before it became known to
the Greeks and Romans, as the Hebrews had scant
relations with Armenia, the country through which
the apricot {appanuth) came.
It may, therefore, be
reasonably assumed that, although agreeing well with
the description of the Biblical tappuah, the apricot
is not the tree referred to in the Scriptures.
The claims of the quince to represent the tappuah of the Hebrew Scriptures have been ably
set forth by the Rev. W. Houghton
Quince.
("Proceedings of Society of Biblical
Archeology," xii. 42-48).
This is the
only one of the four species suggested that is undoubtedly indigenous to this general region. Ac-

cording to

De Candolle

" The quince grows wild In the woods in the north of Persia,
near the Caspian Sea, in the region to the south of the Caucasus,
and In Anatolia. A few botanists have also found it apparently
wild In the Crimea, and In the north of Greece but naturallza^
tion may be suspected In the east of Europe, and the further advanced toward Italy, especially toward the southwest of Europe
and Algeria, the more it becomes probable that the species was
naturalized at an early period around villages, in hedges, etc."
;

of a Sanskrit name for the quince is
taken to indicate that its distribution did not extend
toward the center of Asia, and, although it is also
without a Hebrew name, it is undoubtedly wild on
Mount Taurus. It is much more difficult to connect
the quince with the Hebrew " tappuah " than it is to
On this point
identify the latter with the apricot.

The absence

Houghton

says:

" The tree [quince]

and

Is,

western

when

Is a native of the Mediterranean basin,
according to our
by no means pleasant to the taste when un-

ripe, deliclously fragrant, but,

tastes,

This
cooked, but on the contrary austere and unpleasant.
latter fact Is regarded generally as destructive of its pretensions, but for my part I hesitate to throw over the claims of the
quince to denote the tappuah, on account of its taste. The
riavor and odor of plants or other things is simply a matter of
opinion. Orientals set a high value on flavors and odors which
to European senses are unpleasant moreover, we must seek for
the reason why such and such a fruit was regarded with approbation."

In seeking a i)robable reason for this liking for the
tappuah, Houghton calls attention to the mandrake
{Atropa tnnndrar/ora), which, though to most Euiopeaus it has a very fetid and disagreeable odor, is
still highly regarded by the natives of Palestine as

.

Apple
Appraisement
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a love-philter to strengthen the affection between the

The same argument may possibly apply to
the quince, which came to be so esteemed for its flavor
and odor, not as measured by European standards,
but as tinged by Oriental conditions. The Hebrew
word in the expression "its fruit was sweet to my
sexes.

taste " does not,

it is

said, imply either a saccharine
" the bitter waters which were

or glucose sweetness
made sweet " (Ex. xv. 25) were made pleasant, their
bitterness was destroyed " the worm shall feed sweetly on him " (Job xxiv. 20) must mean shall feed on
him with pleasure and so in Cant. ii. 5, " his fruit
;

;

;

my

meaning probably not only
on accoimt of the acid juice of the fruit, but because of its associations with friendship and love.
F. H. K.

was sweet

to

taste,"

Bibliography: Hastings, Diet. Bihis; Cheyne, Ency. Bibl.\
Hamburger, R. B. T.; Winer, B. R.\ Herzog, Real-EncyklopUdie: Schenkel, Realw6rterbv£h; Hehn, Wanderungen

De Candolle, Origines des Plantes
Commentary on Joel, p. 119.

der Kulturpflanzen;
Cultivees
J.

;

Credner,

JR.

APPLE OF SODOM
A

Apple):

(called

fruit described

also

Dead Sea

by Josephus ("B.

J."

whether the passage

in the song of Moses, "their
of the vine of Sodom, and of the fields of
Gomorrah: their grapes are grapes of gall, their
clusters are bitter" (Deut. xxxii. 32), refers to a
similar fruit (see Herzog, "Real-Encyklopadie," xi.

vine

748,

is

under

"

Palestina

K.

APPRAISEMENT (rm

in the later

Hebrew)

The setting of a value by a court of justice either
upon property, or upon damage done to person or
property.
It differs from Estuiate (Hebrew ^ly),
the fixing of values by the Law itself.
The Appraisement of damages, or " measure of
damages " as it is termed in English law, can best be
treated along with the rules for awarding compensaunder the several heads dealing with wrongs and

tion

We

remedies, such as Accident or Assault.
have
here to deal with the Appraisement that becomes
necessary when property
principally land
is
taken for debt, or is divided between joint owners.
In some New England States, even now, the land
of the debtor may be turned over to the creditor at a

—

§ 4) and Tacitus
(" Hist. " V. 6) as growing near the site of
Sodom, " externally
of fair appearance,
but turning to smoke
when
ashes
and
the
plucked with
hands. " It has been
identified by Seetzen,
Irby, Mangles, and
others (see especially
Robinson, " Biblical
Researches in Pales235-237)
ii.
tine,"
with the fruit of the
Asclepias gigantea vel
procera, a tree from
ten to fifteen feet
high, of a grayish

—

valuation in satisfaction of his judgment,
instead of being sold
to the highest bidder,
as
elsewhere.
This is called "extending" tlie land:
a course more merciful to the debtor
than a public sale;
for there is no risk of
the land being .sacrificed.
In the Tal-

iv. 8,

mudic law this was
the onlj^ method for
subjecting the land
of adults to the payment of debts.

The Mishnah,

in

considering which
part of a debtor's
land shall be first ta-

cork-like bark, called
'osher

").

A.

by the Arabs.

ken to satisfy any demand, lays down this

found also in
upper Egypt and in
Arabia Felix in Pal-

rule in Git. v.

confined
to the borders of the

injured are paid from
the best {'iddi't); cred-

It

is

;

estine

Dead

it

is

The

Sea.

Tree of Sodom, Showing Shape of Leaf, Flower, and Apple.

tree

(From a photoijraph by the

resembles the milkweed or silkweed found in the northern part of
America. "The fruit," says Robinson, "resembles
externally a large, smooth apple, or orange, hanging in clusters of three or four together, and when
ripe is of a yellow color.
It was now fair and delicious to the eye and soft to the touch: but on
being pressed or struck, it explodes with a puff,
like a bladder or puff-ball, leaving in the hand only
It is
the shreds of the thin rind and a few fibers.
indeed filled chiefly with air, which gives it the
round form while in the center a small slender pod
runs through it which contains a small quantity of
;

fine silk,

which the Arabs

matches

for

their

guns."

collect
It

is

and twist into
difficult

to

say

1

:

The

from the middling (benonit); the
widow's jointure, from the poorest (zibburit). Tlie
debtor's lands were deemed the maixi reliance for
all claimants, movables being too unAppraise- certain and fleeting. That the favored
ment of claimant should be paid from the
Land.
most available parcels shows that the
debtor's land was not to be sold, but
turned over in satisfaction; for otherwise it could
make no difference which part of his lands was
itors,

Palestine Explor.Htioii Ftind.)

upon first.
The instrument by which the court awards

levied

to the

creditor the debtor's land, as valued, is known as
a "letter of appraisement" {iggeret .slut in) (Mishnah
In later practise (Hoshen Mishpat,
B. ^l. i. 8).

—
:

Appraisement
Approbation
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103), following a baraita (B. B. 107«), we always
find three appraisers mentioned, who are appointed

for that purpose and who act in place of the judges.
In the language of the Mishnah these are said to " go
down " to appraise, meaning that they start from the
seat of justice and go to view the field, or parcel, to
be valued. Their valuation is reported to the court,
and, when approved, becomes the act of the court.
The season of the year and the state of the land
market must be taken into consideration; thus the
Talmud assumes that there is a better market in
Nisan than in Tishri (B. K. 7b).
When only two of the three appraisers agree, the
opinion of the third is disregarded but when each
of the three names a different value, the early sages
(B. B. 107rt) disagree as to the mode of striking the
mean whether to add the three estimates together
and divide by three, which would be the most natural course or to give the preference to the two loAver
estimates, either at the arithmetical mean, or at twothirds of the difference above the lowest.
The Talmud decides for one of the latter methods called by
the early sages that of the judges of the Exile but
the later authorities (Hoshen Mishpat, I.e.) favor
the average estimate.
The interest of orphans, that is, of infant heirs
whose lands are to be taken for the obligation of their
;

:

;

—

—

speaking generally, their ancestor, is further guarded by advertisement (hakrazah). The Mishnah ('Arakin vi. 1) says: "Appraisement of orphans'
lands is thirty days that of consecrated things is
sixty days, and they cry it out every morning and
evening. " The commentary of Bertinoro— abridging
the discussions of the Talmud on the subject— says
"The judges that go down to the estate of the orfather, or,

;

phans to sell it for debt appraise it, and cry out for
buyers on thirty continuous days, day after day in
the morning when workmen go out to the fields
that any pi-ospective buyer may direct his employees
:

to look at the field and report; and in
Advertise- the evening when the workmen come

ment

of
Sale.

back, so that he

who

hears the announcement may be reminded of the
business in view and obtain the neces
sary information."
The advertisement states the boundaries of the
land and its distinguishing marks, the amount of its
product, and at what sum the court has assessed it;
and the inirpo.se for which it is sold, as it might interest tlie

buyer to know.

For instance,

if to

satisfy

the jointure of a widow, she might be willing to
take the price in driblets; if to satisfy a creditor, he
might, if a merchant, be willing to receive part of
his payment in broken or imcurrent coins.
Then
the court appoints a guardian (tipotropo.i, a corruption of the Greek inirfM-rroc) for the orphans, and in

due time

sells

the land according to advertisement
The Mishnah says (Ket. xi. 5):

('Ar. 216 et seq.).

"On an appraisement by the judges, when they have pone
too low by a sixth, or too high by a sixth, the sale i.s void [rather,
voidable].
Rabban Simeon, son of Gamaliel, says the sale
stands ; otherwise, wherein lies the power of a court of liistlce ?
But If they have made a letter of examination [iaocret hikkorefi between them
even should they have sold what is worth
a maneh [100 zuz = $1.5] for two hundred, or what is worth two
hundred for a maneh the sale stands." (The iKjreret blkkoret
to a wrlttQp public notice, synonymous with hakrazah.)

—
—
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After land has been "appraised " to the creditor, or
New England legal language) after it has been
"extended" to him, his title may be lost under the
Talmudic law, upon a subsequent review and annulment of the judgment, under the usual conditions
for such revision.
When slaves, movables, or written obligations were
sold for debt there was no previous advertisement.
(in

Under the older Talmudic law movaAppraiss-

ment

of

bles of the debtor were not answerable
at all in the hands of his heirs but dur;

Slaves and ing the Middle Ages, when, in most
Movables, countries, Jews were not allowed to
own land, a remedy against the chattels and effects of the decedent had to be given as a
matter of necessity. But in the Talmud no definite
directions are found as to how movables or effects
are to be appraised.
Movables are supposed to be
nearly akin to money, and to bear something like a
fixed market value.
When movables of the living
debtor are turned over to the creditor in satisfaction, no commission of appraisers intervenes to
fix the value; but the court seeks to bring about
an understanding between debtor and creditor.
However, obligations on third persons are appraised, the solvency of the obligor and the time
of maturity entering as elements (Hoshen Mishpat,
101, 2,

3, 5).

As has been said above, when a judicial sale is
made in conformity with all the requirements in the
matter of Appraisement and of advertisement, where
law and custom demand it, it is binding on all
parties.
But where proper advertisement has
been neglected, the law of "overreaching" applies,
and the sale may be rescinded for an excess or
shortage in the price of one-sixth over or below the
true value (Ket. 1006); and this though in dealings
between man and man, the law about " overreaching " applies to movables only.
In the division of an estate Appraisement becomes
necessary but, for the most part, a court will have
to intervene only when some of the
Division of heirs are infants and the others are of
Estates,
full j-ears.
As long as all are under
age no one can ask a division when
they are all of full age they can generally arrange
;

;

a division among themselves.
In an Appraisement of shares, with a view to division, the same principle applies as to sale upon Appraisement; that is, a difference of one-sixth either
above or below the true value, resulting from a mistake of the judges, is good ground for rescission on
behalf of the infant heirs, within a reasonable time
after coming of age, although the court may have
appointed, as was its duty, a guardian for the infants.
In such a case, there being no advertisement as in
case of a judicial sale, there is nothing to correct
the mistjike (Hoshen IMishpat, 289, 1).
In the division among the heirs, the garments they
wear given them by the dead father also the Sabbath or holiday garments provided by the father,
and worn by the wives and children of the heirs,
are estimated and charged on their shares {ib. 288, 1

—

—

et seq.).

The Hebrew term for " appraisement " is also applied to the valuation of the bride's dowry in her

"
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marriage contract (ketubah) though this vahiation
uot made judiciall}', but by agreement of parties
;

is

(see
J.

Dowry).

Appraisement
Approbation

Hayyimben Jehiel Raphael ha-Kohen, and Nethanel
ben Levi of Jerusalem.

Leon's haskamah

is

L.

sii.

N. D.

nam

NijS

3|">j?>
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APPROBATION

RECOMMENDATION

or

Hebrew HD^Dn, derived from tlie Aramaic D3D,
"to determine," "to agree"): Primarily, a favorable opinion given by rabbis or scholars as recommendation for a book composed wholly or partly
in the Hebrew language.
The Approbation is not
of Jewish origin any more than the censorship.
Blau correctl}'^ remarks: "Neither the Bible nor the
Talmud nor the medieval Jewish literature knows
of approbations.
No prophet ever asked for the
consent of any authority to his promulgations, nor
any doctor of the Talmud to his opinion, nor any philosopher to his system. Even in the Middle Ages,
wlien tiie Jewish religion, influenced by its surroundings, assumed more than ever the character of
an authoritative religion, it did not, as far as I know,
ever occur that any author had the excellence of his
halakic work approved by a recognized authority.
Every literary production had to find the recognition which it merited by its own intrinsic worth.
There was no previous approbation, just as little as
there was no previous censure " (" Jew. Quart. Rev.
1897, p. 175).
It was the Christian clergy, anxious
concerning the influence which might be exerted
by certain thoughts and ideas over the multitude,
who called both Approbation and ceu(in

'

'

,

Of

sure into existence. Examples are to
be found as early as the fourth cenOrigin.
tury of certain books designated by
the Church as being forbidden to the
faithful for perusal.
The invention of printing materially helped the
spread of bad books as well as of good ones, and
therefore caused a still closer scrutiny by the Catholic Church of all publications.
Alexander VI.
(l.jOl) decreed that a license for theological books
appearing in any dioce.se in Germany must be secured from tlie respective bishop; and in lolo, at
the fifth Lateran Synod, Leo X. extended the same
rule to all Catholic countries with the threat of
heavy penalties for non-compliance. But even these
early papal bulls had been preceded by regulations concerning publications in Cologne, Mayence,
and other German cities, also in Spain and in Venice.
In 1-180 a " Noscc te ipsum " with four approbations was publisiied in Venice, and a book, with
an Approbation by the patriarch of Venice, at HeidellHMg (Heusch, " I)er Index der Verbotcnen Bl'icher," i. ."iC, Bonn, 1883-85).
It is about this time
tliat Jewish approbations {haxhimot) first appeared.
They are of three classes, embodying (1) Commendation: ('2) Privilege; (3) License.

Christian

Commendation

(1)

:

Commendatory haskamot

serving merely to describe the merits of the work, a purpo.se frequently
attained by ordinary eulogies.
In them it was

sought

api)rol)ations

to direct the attention of Jewish readers to the
book. Of this kind are the haskamot to Jacob Landau's "Agur»(ed. Naples, 1487-92), by Judali:Messer Leon, Jacob b. David Frovcnzalo, Ben Zion ben
Raphael D'lJT, Isaac ben Samuel Hayyim, Solomon

n^n

anvici arn mn>' ^jn j-jpi ^JN -^vh iun n-^[)i7\ 2x2
ID!:' noN jmjn inn Nini vinx niSjn •?3 oy -\.->ni

^31

are original

as fol-

lows:

c':n nix3 'nr\-in ^i^zv \±'\ ,N-\cinS
•IN^V

i-DD Nipjn

mw>

Dnc>n

inn
mcN

D>jnjc3
.ayu ,-,-«

D\iDifli

}B|->n

(" I have examined the work submitted to me by
the Reverend Jacob Landau, who has produced, under the title Ajrur,' a
'

collection of the laws touching the dally ritual and that of
the
festivals and all that Is permitted or prohibited thereon,
to-

gether with

all matters belonging thereunto.
It is a work
which 'giveth pleasant words' concerning the customs and
observances and the decisions upon them by expert scholars;
and therefore have I set my signature unto these droppings
of the honeycomb,' these words of beauty.
'

"JuDAH, sumamed Messir Leon.")

(De Rossi,

"

Annales Hebroeo-Typographici," § xv.
147; Steinschneider, in Ersch and Gruber, "Allg.
Encyklopadie," xxviii. 31, note 41; idem, "Cat.
Bodl." No. 5564; Wiener, "FriedlUndiana,"
pp.
142, 143.) Rosenthal's statement in " Yodea' Sefer,"
No. 1249, that the haskamah in "Sefer ha-Mekati
weha-Mimkar," is the first Approbation, as well as
the suppositions of Perles, "Beitritge zur Gesch.
der Hebr. und Aram. Studien," p. 202, note 1, and
Kaufmaun, in "Jew. Quart. Rev." x. 383, "that Elijah Levita's 'Bahur,' the first edition of which appeared at Rome in 1518, contained the first approbation to be found in Jewish books," is therefore
shown to be erroneous.
These approbations very soon attained considerable importance in the internal relations of the
Jews; for they not only served to lay stress upon
the excellencies of the works to which they referred,
but were also the only protection against piracy
which the Jewish printers of that age possessed.
They thus came to be, in the second place, a species
of privilege.

Of this class is the haskamah in
(2.) Privilege :
Elijah Levita's "Bahur," ed. Rome, 1518, which
Perles (I.e.) has reprinted.
"It commences with an
appreciation of the value of these books, dwells on
the expense incurred in the printing, and then threatens with excommunication any one who should dare
torepiint them within the next ten years. " From
this time the tinx-at of exconuuunication became a
standing lornuila in the haskamot furnished by reputable rabbis to literary i^roduclions.
They strove
to secure to the author or publisher all his rights in
the book, under penalty of cither the " greater " or
"lesser" excommunication, for a term of five, ten,
or fifteen years.
(3) License : Approbations of this class have
their origin in the censorship.
The outbreaks of
persecution that arose in Venice in the middle of the
sixteenth century, and were directed against the
Talmud and other Jewish books, necessitated a cen.sorship, which occupied itself not only with manuscripts and books about to be jiriiited for the first
time, but also Avith books whicli liad already been
printed and publi-shed. It was in the interest of the
Jews themselves to remove all such anti-Christian
expressions as might fan into flame the continuously
glowing ashes of bigotry. Pope Julius III. decreed
(Aug. 12, 1553), at the suggestion of the inquisitorgeneral, the confiscation and burning of all copies of

—

Approbation
Apulia
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the Talmud belonging to Jews. On the first day
of the New-Year festival 5314, in order that the
sorrow for their holy booiis might be made the
keener, these autos da fe of the books began (Perles,
p. 231, note 1; Steinschneider, in Ersch and Gruber,
"Allg. Encykl. p. 30; Zunz, "S. P.," p. 336; Gratz,
"Gesch. der Juden," ix. 336). On June 21, 1554
(Tammuz 21, 5314, as may be calculated from the He-

brew chronogram D^lOm ^2^ JJT HK^ i'NI), a convention of Italian rabbis was held at Ferrara, presided
over by R. Meir Katzenellenbogen of Padua. They

among other matters, that thereafter no
Hebrew book, not then printed, should be pubresolved,

lished without the written approval of three rabbis
and the president of the congregation, and that

Jewish purchasers of books printed without
such Approbation should be liable to a fine of 25
gold scudi ($24.25), which was to be turned into
the Jewish poor-box. (These resolutions, accompanied by notes by Levi and Halberstamm, were
published in Brody in 1879 as a reprint from the journal "Ibri Anokhi."
PubThey were also published in " Pahad
lication
"Without Yizhak," p. 158, Berlin, 1888, edited
Approba- by the Mekize Nirdamim Society.)
From this period the congregational
tion
Forbidden, authorities and rabbis were invested
with the power to grant and to refuse
all

permission to print in the chief cities where publishing-houses existed (Steinschneider, I.e. p. 30; Popper "Censorship of Hebrew Books," pp. 94 et seq.).
Paragraph 12 of the resolutions of the Frankfort
Rabbinical Synod of 1603 prohibited the publication
of any book in Basel or anywhere in Germany without permission of three rabbis (Horowitz, "Die
Frankfurter Rabbinerversammlung vom
Jahre
1603," Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1897; appended to
the invitation issued by the Israel. Religionsschule).
Paragraph 37 of the regulations of the Portuguese

Talmud Torah community in Amsterdam reads:
" No Jew shall print books in Amsterdam in a foreign or in the Hebrew language without permission
of the 'Mahamad,' under penalty of the confiscation of the books " (Castro, " De Synagoge der Port.
Israel. Gemeentete Amsterdam," appendix B, p. 40,
The Hague, 1875). The manuscript, in Spanish, of
these regulations is in the Rosenthal Library, Amsterdam. In the same way, several governments
for instance, in the case of books printed in Prague
decreed that the rabbinate of the country should
be responsible through its Approbation for every
Hebrew book published (Kaufmann, in "Jew. Quart.

—

Rev." X. 384).
That the enemies of the Jews did not approve of
the right to give or withhold haskamot thus con
ferred upon the rabbis and presidents of the congregations appears from the following passage in
Schudt("Jud. Mcrkwlirdigkeiten," iv. 206): "More
harmful yet and more evil is it that the Jcwisli
rabbis and presidents of their communities not only
censor and approve the books printed or publislied
for or by tlieni, 1)ut also grant proliibitions preventing others from jMinting lliem, and i)la(-e their has
kamah or consent in front of the book wliicli cer
taiiily is a grievous and illegal encroachment upon
tlie rights of tiie magistrates and the privileges of
;

28

the sovereign." Wagenseil in his book "Prolegom.
ad Tela Ignea Satani," p. 26, styles it sheer impudence on their part, and says, " It is an intolerable
and shameful crime," attempting to show its unreasonableness, and the injury it works to the authorities, in most emphatic words.
In spite of all these regulations, the custom of
asking for approbations from rabbis and congregational authorities did not at first se-

cure much foothold among Jews, esNot
Welcomed pecially among the Jews of Italy,
Regarded as a Christian custom, it
by the

was never welcomed.

Thus, in spite
solemn Ferrara resolutions,
Shem-Tob b. Shem-Tob's "Sefer ha-Emunot" appeared in Ferrara itself in 1557 without any Approbation, and the editio pi'inceps of Menahem Zion
ben Me'i'r's commentary on the Pentateuch was published in 1559 by Vicenti Conti in Cremona, also
without the requisite haskamah. But in the second

Jews.

of

the

half of the seventeenth century, owing to the excitement and tension induced by the appearance of the
false Messiah, Shabbethai Zebi, there began to be
quite a lively demand for approbations; and in the
eighteenth century, with the exception of a few
prayer-books and Juda30-German productions, there
was scarcely a work published without a rabbin-

haskamah. Faithful Jews would not read a book
which lacked one. The fact that Moses Mendels-

ical

sohn dared to publish his translation of the Pentateuch without a rabbinical Approbation appears to
have been one of the reasons for its proscription by
the rabbis in many places, and for its being publicly burned, as at Posen (Mendelssohn, " Schriften,"
vi. *447).

The examination of books submitted for Approbawas often a very superficial one. The bitter
results of such carelessness are shown by the histion

tory of that sly rascal, Hayyim (see Gratz, "Gesch.
der Juden," x. 315, and Kaufmann, in "Rev. Et.
Juives," XXX vi. 256). Cautious rabbis, who looked
with disfavor upon the .popular mania for writing,
avoided, as far as possible, issuing these licenses for
new works. Thus in Poland the rabbis of "The
Four Lands " agreed to grant them formally and
only in exceptional cases, instead of giving them,
as had hitherto been the case, at their casual meetings at fairs and annual markets, where large numbers of Jews came together (compare Steinschneider, in Ersch and Gruber, I.e. p. 31 and Dembitzer,
" Abhandlung uber die Synode der Vier Liinder in
Polen und Lithaucn," Cracow, 1891 London, " Abne
Zikkaron," in " Ila-Modia' la-Hodashim").
Since approbations were frequently sought by
;

;

traveling scholars, who depended for their livelihood ujwn the publication of their works, many a
book is fovuid to contain ten, twelve, and even more
ai)probations by the various rabbis whom the author
visited upon his travels. These haskamot, therefore, afford valuable contriHistorical hutions to the history of Jewish congregations and of jiartieular rabbis,
Value,
Man}' iKunes of rabbis and jtrcsidents
of the seventeenth century may be said to emerge
from obscurity mainly through these printed a]>iiroMoritz Pinner was the first (Berlin, 1861)
bations.

Of

;

;

—

;
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to register the

names

of signers of liaskamot in his

uncompleted catalogue of 389 manuscripts and pubZuckermann followed Pinner with his
lications.
catalogue of the Seminary Library in Breslau (Breslau, 1870), giving the abodes as well as the names

Meyer Roest, in his catalogue of the
of signers.
Rosenthal Library, sets down not only the names
and abodes, but also the Hebrew day, month, and
year of issue of the approbations, thus contributing
a real service to Jewish literature. It is a pity that
Samuel Wiener, in his description of the Friedland
Library, felt compelled to limit himself and did
An index to
not follow Roest's example entirely.
approbations, which would be of great service to
Jewish scholars, can be successfully accomplished
only by the extension in this direction of Wiener's
catalogue.

Specimen of a Haskamah (Permit of the Rabbis).
Whereas, there have appeared before us the wise, the perfect
one, etc., Isaac Gershon, and his worthy associate, Menahem
Jacob Ashkenazi, and have testified that they have gone to much
labor and trouble, have expended great sums, and have spared
no expense, all in order that they may bring to light, in as beautiful and excellent an edition as possible, the secrets of a work
of great worth, through which the public good will be advanced,
viz., the book called " Sefer Bedek ha-Bayit," by that sage, that
wonder of his generation, our master and teacher, Joseph Caro
of blessed

memory

And whereas, the work is to be completed, as a service to
God, with the utmost beauty and perfection
And whereas, they fear lest they sow and another reap, doing all their work in vain, and lest they make all their expenditures only " to leave to others their wealth "
Therefore they have sought and have been granted aid from
the city through the uttering of a ban, and the publishing of a
;

rabbinic notice to the effect that
to

no injury or harm

shall

come

them through any man.

And

whereas, permission has likewise been granted them by
the nobles, the Cattaveri (may their majesties be exalted !), that
their desire and wish should be fulfllled
;

Now, therefore, we decree, under threat of excommunication,
ban, and anathema through all the curses written in the Bible,
that no Israelite, man or woman, great or small, be he who he
may, shall purpose to publish this work, or to aid any one else
in publishing it. in this or any other city within ten years, except it be by the will and permission of the associates above
mentioned

And let it be likewise understood that by this decree no Isallowed to receive any copy of the book mentioned
from any man, Jew or Christian, be he who he may, through
any manner of deceit, trickery, or deception, but only from the
For thus it is
above-mentioned Menahem Jacob Ashkenazi.
desired by the scholar, etc., mentioned above, that all copies of
the above-mentioned book shall be published and sold by Menaraelite is

hem

Jacob.

Upon any one who may transgress against this our decreethere come against him " serpents for whose bite there is
no charm," and may he be infected " with the bitter venom of
"
asps
may God not grant peace to him, etc.
But he that obeys -may he dwell in safety and peace like the
green olive-tree and rest at night under the shadow of the Al-

may

;

mighty may all that he attempts prosper may the early rain
shower with blessings his people and the sheep of his pasture.
" And ye who have clung to the Lord your <iod are all of you
;

;

alive this day."

Thus sayeth ZiON Sarpiiati,
and thus sayeth Leb Sarvil,
Barucii ben Samuel.
Nisan, 16(X), I published this ban, by com-

On the 17th day of
mand of the associates mentioned
the

community

above, in every synagogue in

of Venice.

Eliezer Levi,
Beadle of the Community.
G.

APT (UN): A small town,

J.

M. H.

not far from Avignon,
In the
the department of Vaucluse, France.
Middle Ages it was inhabited by Jews, who liad a

in

Approbation
Apulia

separate quarter assigned to them.
About the end
of the thirteenth century the poet Isaac ben Abra-

ham GouNi

visited Apt and wrote afterward a
honor of its Jewish community, which had
given him a very hearty welcome. In the responsa
of Solomon ben Adret several Jews of Apt are mentioned.
In the Bodleian manuscript No. 2550 there
is found a correspondence with a certain R. Samuel
ben Mordecai (Neubauer, in "Rev. Et. Juives,"

poem

in

In the British

Museum

manuscript, add.
by Massif Jacob
of Lunel, Durant del Portal, Nathan Vidal Bedersi,
Meir ben Abba Mari, and "us, some of the other
members of the community of Apt." A Don Massif
Jacob is signatory to another responsum, dated 1340.
Apt being a monosyllabic word, the common noun
"l^y ("town") was sometimes prefixed to it, thus
forming the compound word tDNI^y (" Aptville ").
xii.

87).

22,089, there occurs a letter signed
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APULIA A district of
:

southern Italy, the lim-

which have varied. It is usually regarded as
the region bounded by the Frentani on the north,
Samnium on the west, Calabria and Lucania on the
south, and the Adriatic on the east.
Apulia is now

its

of

one of the poorest provinces of Italj^, but in the
Middle Ages, by reason of its several excellent seaports, it was of considerable commercial importance.
This probably accounts for its early attractiveness
to Jewish immigrants; for in northern Italy commerce had been monopolized by a number of native
Christian families.
It is impossible to determine the
exact date of the settlement of Jews in Apulia,
though it must have been early. In Pozzuoli, in
the neighboring province of Naples, which was the
chief Italian seaport for Oriental commerce, there
were Jewish inhabitants about the year 4 B.C., directly after the death of Herod (Josephus, "Ant."
For such an early
xvii. 12, § 1; "B. J." ii. 7, t^ 1).
arrival of Jews in other parts of southern Italy all
On the death of Theopositive proof is lacking.
dosius I., and the division of the Roman empire, in
the year 395, Apulia was allotted to Honorius, the
emperor of the West. In his days the Jewish population in Apulia and its adjunct Calabria must
already have been considerable, for he abolished
in those provinces the curial freedom
of the Jews and interdicted the exEarly
Settlement portation of the patriarchal taxes and,
besides this, he complained in one of
of Jews,
his edicts (of the year 398) that in numerous cities of Apulia and Calabria the comnuinal
offices could not be regularly tilled, because of the
refusal of the Jewish population to accept them
an attitude toward goveruiiu'ut appointments char;

medieval Jews.
of Venosa, in Apulia, the birthplace of Horace, have yielded to recent excavators

acteristic of the

The catacombs

a great deal of epigrapliic material, consisting of
inscriptions in Greek, Latin, and Hebrew, dating,
according to the conclusions of Moinmsen, from the
Seven Hebrew epitaphs of the ninth
sixth century.
century, likewise, have been unearthed at Venosa,
and their contents indicate the existence of a flour-

"

"

Apulia
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ishing communal life among the contemporary Jews
of Apulia, seeing that in one of them a certain R.
Nathan b. Ephraim is eulogized as "an honored
man, master of wisdom, chief of an academy, and
leader of his generation "(Ascoli, *'Iscrizione,"p. 71).
The commencement of the settlement of Jews in
Apulia is surrounded by legends. Ycsippon, for
example, traces them back to the five thousand captives transplanted by Titus from Palestine to TaThe most imranto, Otranto, and similar places.
portant contribution, however, to the early annals
of the Apulian Jews has been obtained in recent
years from the unique " Chronicle " of Ahimaaz ben
Paltiel. The attention of Ahimaaz, as regards
Apulia, was almost entirely confined to the community of Oria, to which his family had belonged, and
the members of which he also regarded as the descendants of tlie captives of Titus. It
'* Chronwas in Oria that the patriarch of the
family, Amittai, became known about
icle " of
Ahimaaz. the middle of the ninth century, both
In the
as scholar and liturgical poet.

age of his two sons, Shephatiah and Hananeel,
the fonner of whom became particularly distinguished for his literary and communal activity, there
appeared on the scene of Italian Jewish life the figure of Aaron the Babylonian. Under his influence the academies of Oria are alleged to have
sprouted forth in unprecedented vitality, and the
various branches of Jewish law and life to have
burst into new activity.
Eastern scholars probably were in the habit of
visiting the flourishing communities of the Occident
for the purpose of transplanting thither the tradiSuch a scholar is
tions of scholarship and religion.
reported by Ahimaaz to have come to Venosa. He
made it his practise to deliver public lectures every
Sabbath, basing his expositions on the Midrashic

weekly Scriptural sections.
His lectures were given in Hebrew probably, as the
services of an interpreter were needed to render them
interpretations of the

intelligible to the audience.

Poetic and thaumaturgic talents were the favorite
by tradition on the Jews of
medieval Apulia. Both are ascribed
Thauby Ahimaaz in a great measure to
maturg-y R. Shephatiah b. Amittai, whom illand
informed commentators had regarded
Poetry.
as one of the captives of Titus and
one of the authors of " We-hu Rahuni,
a liturgic piece, but who probably flourished in the
second half of the ninth century in Oria. According to the testimony of Ahimaaz, it was Siicphatiali's

attributes bestowed

argumentative ability and miracle-working power
tliat had saved the Jews of Oria from a serious religious persecution.

Synchronously with this persecution occurred a
disastrous Arabian invasion of Calabria and Apulia.
In the year 872 Saudan, an Arabian conqueror, entered Bari, where he usurped the government and
establislu'd a court, in whicli, as legend lias it, Aaron
the Babylonian was accorded boundless honors as
counselor and oracle just prior to his departure for
the East.
From Bari, Saudan advanced upon Oria,

which he made the proposal of a siegeless settlement on condition of a certain voluntary tribute
to

80

from

the population.
Here, again, Shephatiah,
legend presents as the disciple of the wondrous Aaron, and who probably was familiar with
the Arabic language, was delegated to negotiate
with the invader. The Saracen terror, however,
was frustrated by the confederacy of the emperor
Basil I. with Louis II., the emperor of Germany.
That the conversion of the Jews was a prevalent
ambition in Apulia in that age, is inferred, further,
from what Ahimaaz records regarding Hananeel,
the younger brother of Shephatiah.
He says that
Hananeel, too, was a noted miracle-worker and liturgical poet that the archbishop of Oria summoned
him to his palace on one occasion, and forced him
into a religious dispute, in the course of which the
archbishop impeached the correctness of the Jewish
calendar with a view of inducing him to accept

whom

;

Christianity.

Astrology, also, was cultivated in Apulia. Palthe son of Cassia the great-granddaughter of
Hananeel b. Amittai owing to his disAstrolog-y. tinction in astrology, became the intimate friend and counselor of the calif
Abu Tamim Maad (called Muizz lidin-AUah or Almuizz), the conqueror of Egypt and builder of Cairo.
The friendship between the two, according to Ahimaaz, had begun in Italy on the occasion of one of
the Apulian invasions led by Almuizz when Oria
was besieged and taken. This emigrant from Apulia
had certainly achieved communal distinction among
the Jews of Egypt in the second half of the tenth
century, since the title of " Naggid " is mentioned ro
connection with his name.
cousin of Paltiel, Samuel b. Hananeel (died
1008), settled in Capua, where both he and his son
Paltiel (988-1043) attained prominence as communal
benefactors and leaders. It was Ahimaaz, the son
of the latter, born in 1017, wiio not only returned to
the ancestral dwelling-place in Oria, but also left a
number of liturgic pieces, and rescued from oblivion
His "Chronicle"
the memory of his ancestors.
mentioned above, being one of the very few literary
monuments of that period, is of assistance in forming an idea of the literary fashions and influences of
Of course, the influence of the Apulian
his age.
vernacular shows itself in many peculiarities of expression characteristic of the " Chronicle.
Even prior to the discovery of the " Chronicle " of
Ahimaaz, however, Apulia had the distinction of
being considered the birthplace of the first Jewish
scholar in Europe whose name had been inscribed

—

tiel,

—

A

in the history of literature,

Shabbethai Donnolo.

This noted physician and astronomer was born at
Oria, in the district of Otranto, in the year 913.
When he was twelve years old (925) an army of
Fatimite IMoiiammedans, led by Ja'far ibn Ubaid,
again invaded Calabria and Apulia, on which occasion, according to Donnolo's autobiographic note,
the city of Oria was sacked, "ten wise and pious
rabhis," whose names are given, and
Shabbethai numerous other Jews, were killed,
Donnolo. while a multitude of survivors, iu(•ludiiig himself, were taken captive.
victims was Hasadiah b. Hananeel,
of Shephatiah b. Amittai, to whom Donnolo
refers as a relation of his grandfather ("Hakmoni,"

One of
nephew

tlie
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Several details of
ed. Castolli, Hebr. part, p. 3j.
Donnolo's life throw light on the condition of JewDonnolo, for
ish culture in liis time and country.

example, like his contemporary Paitiel, had become
a devotee of astrology; but in all the surrounding
provinces not a single Jewish scholar could be
found able to interpret the astrological writings
which avowedly had been copied by him from anIt is interesting, however, to
cient Jewish works.
note that Donnolo had no hesitancy in seeking the
instruction of Christian masters in matters of which
the Jews Avere ignorant. This circumstance attests
the early origin of that intimacy of relations for
•which Jewish and Christian scholars have been noted

and their frequent interchange of thought.
Donnolo, besides being private physician to the
viceroj'of southern Italy, was intimately acquainted
with Nilus the Younger, the abbot of Rossana and
Grotta Ferrata, to whom, on a certain occasion, he
appears to have introduced another Jewish scholar.
The latter attempted to draw the abbot into a religious controversy, which was, however,
It is one of
adroitly evaded by him.
Intellectual the lirst discussions of this character
Relations recorded in the European history of
in Italy,

the Jews; and its significance lies in
with
Christians, the aggressive part taken in it by the
Jew, in contradistinction to the one
into which, as stated above, Hananeel had been"
Donnolo's allegorical method of exegesis
forced.
adopted in his commentary on the mystic "Sefer
Yezirah " (Book of Creation), as well as his knowledge of the Greek language displayed in it, also testifies to liis intercourse with Chiistian scholars,
among whom allegorism was highly popular, and
whose spoken language, according to Mommsen,
was very closely related to the Greek.
That there was an abundance of Jewish scholars
in Apulia toward the end of the tenth century (according to Griitz, but in 750 according to Ibn Daud)
is learned, furthermore, from a well-known legend
alluding to that age. Four rabbis, as stated by Ibn
Daud ("Sefer ha-Kabbalah," ed. Neubauer, in "Medieval Jew. Chronicles," i. 67 et seq.), were on a seavoyage from Bari to Sebasteia, when their ship was
overtaken by an Andalusian pirate (the admiral Ibn
Romahis), and the scholars were made captive, the
latter being in the end sold in several cities of Africa
and Spain, where each rabbi ultimately became the
founder of a Talmudic academy. The real origin
and purpose of these traveling rabbis have been variously interpreted, but the historicity of the incident
narrated by Ibn Daud can scarcely be doubted. The
legend points distinctly to the fact that toward the
end of the tenth ( ?) century certain rabbis emigrated
fiom southern Italy and established schools in various Jewish comnuinities in Africa and Spain (compare HUSHIEL U. EiJIANAN).
Bari was particularly- popular as a center of Jew-

by the fact that in the
eleventh century, R. Nathan b. Jehiel,
Centers of (he author of the '"Aruk," made a
Learning, pilgrimage thitherto hear the lectures

ish learning, as is witnessed

of R.

Moses Kalfo (compare Kohut,
Introduction, p. 15), and that

"Aruch Completum,"

in the twelfth century the religious authoritj* of the

Apulia

Apulian rabbis had been so firmly established even
abroad, that in France the proverb came into vogue,
in allusion to Isa. ii. 3: "Out of Bari goetli forth the
law, and the word of God from Otranto" (Jacob
Tam, " Sefer ha- Yashar, " 74rt). Benjamin of Tudela.
who in the latter part of the same century traveled
through Apulia, found flourishing Jewish communities throughout the province, Trani possessing 200,
Taranto 300, and Otranto 500 Jewish families, while
in the port of Brindisi ten Jews were engaged in the
trade of dj'eing.
During the renaissance of Talmudic learning in
the thirteenth century, Apulia still had the good
fortune of bringing forth one of the most noted
Jewish savants of the age, in the person of R. Isaiah
B. Mali di Tr.\ni, who not only became one of the
most prolific and weighty rabbis of the Middle Ages,
but also mainUiined the Italian tradition of friendly
intercourse with Christian scholars, in favor of whose
astronomic learning he at times even made bold to
Di Trani's famdiscard traditional rabbinic views.
ily produced several other noted men, among whom
Isaiah's grandson and namesake attained to considerable distinction.
Moses di Tkant, in the sixteenth
century, was one of the most distinguished disciples
of Jacob Berab.
Fra Giordano da Rivalto, in one of his sermons
preached in the year 1304, alludes to a general conversion of Apidian Jews that, it was alleged, had
taken place about the year 1290, in consequence of
a ritual murder with the commission of which they
had been charged. The king, Charles I. (1284-1309),
is alleged to have left them the choice between baptism and death, whereupon, it is said,
Alleged about eight thousand embraced ChrisWholesale tianity, while the rest fled from the
country. The proportion of truth in
Conthis statement is not ascertainable.
version,
Giidemann denies the assertion altogether on the ground of the friendly disposition
toward the Jews manifested by Charles I., though
he admits that, in the year 1302, certain proi)erty
in Trani that liad formerly been used as a Jewish
cemetery was usurped by the Dominican Order, and
that about that time several Jewish synagogues in
Certhe same city were converted into churches.
tain, however, it is that in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries there were Jewish inhabitants in
Trani as well as in the rest of Apulia; wlierefore

Giordano's statement concerning their wholesale
apostasy or emigration must be regarded at least as
exaggerated, imless, indeed, under improved circumstances, a return of the Jews had occurred.
In the sermons of another preacher from southern

Roberto da Lecce, who flourished in the first
half of the fifteenth century, there are allusions
to friendly relations between Jews and Christians.
Italy,

That Apulia, however, had gradually lost its prominence as a center of Jewish learning, can not be
In the early part of the sixteenth century,
gainstud.
for example, there was in Constantinople a whole
congregation consisting of Apulian immigrants,
who exhibited, liowever, little of the Italian enlightenment, in that they were the leaders in an abortive
attempt to exclude the children of the Karaites
from the Rabbinite schools, and to build up a wai'l
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of separation between the two Jewish sects a stroke
of fanaticism thwarted by R. Elijah Mizrahi (compare Italy).
Ahimaaz, Sefer Yul^isin (" The Book of Genealogy "), In Neubauer's Mediev. Jew. Chron. 11. Ill Ascoll,
Iscrizione Inedite di Antichi Sepolcri Oiudaici del Nopolitano, etc.; Lenormant, La Catacomhe Juive de Fenosa,
In Rev. Et. J^tives, vl. 200-207 Neubauer, The Early Settlement of the Jews in Southern Italy, in Jew. Quart. Rev.,
Giidemann, Oesch. des ErziehuyiQswesens
1893, iv. 606^^525
und der Cultur der Juden in Italien, pp. 2, 16 et seq., 184 et
ed., Iv. 359, v.
sea., 260, 265 et seq.; Gratz, Oesch. der juden,
293 et seq., vl. 239, Ix. 30 et seq.; Schiirer, Oesch. 3d ed., ill.
Letter of Chushiel, in Jew. Quart. Rev. xl.
37 Schechter,
643 et seq.; Zunz, O.V. 2d ed., pp. 375 et seq.; Kaufmann, Die
Chronik des Ahimaaz von Oria, In Monatsschrift, 1896, xl.
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mentioned

("

Travels of a Mohar

"),

even

Rameses II., as an island city to which
water was brought in boats. ShaiBiemains of maueser IV. (II Kings xvii. 3-5) is said
Stone
by Menander (Josephus, " Ant." ix. 14,
Aqueduct § 3) to have cut off the water-supply
at Tyre,
of Tyre, which was brought near the
island from the fine spring of lias-al'Ain (Palae Tyrus), on the mainland to the south.
The remains of an aqueduct, nearly four English
in the times of

A

;

463-473, 496-509, 529-554.

H. G. E.

6.

AaTTEDUCTS IN PALESTINE:
in contradistinction to

Palestine,

Egypt, was a land of natural

waters rather than of irrigation (Deut. xi. 10, 11),
little doubt that the aqueducts, like
the roads of the coimtry, were constructed mainly
by the Romans after the fall of Jerusalem. In four
instances, however at Tyre, Jericho, Caesarea, and
Jerusalem earlier aqueducts seem to have been

and there can be

—

—

Track of the Siloam Aqueduct.
(AfUr Vigouroux, " Dictionnaire de la Bible.")

miles in length, are
reservoirs that

still

found leading from masonry

dam up

the springs to a lieight of
eighty feet above sea level. Most of this work is of
Roman masonry but in one part of the course of the
;

aqueduct there are

" false " arches,

which appear

to

represent an older structure. Similar false arches are
found in Plieuician buildings (with stones marked
w^itli Phenician letters) at Eryx, and this seems to indicate the existence of an aqueduct at Tyre, wliich
may date from the age of the Assyrian king who

began the siege of Samaria
,r^w.<

in the

time of Ahaz of

Judah.

The

aciueducts of Jericho are channels cut in the

and sometimes carried on rubble masonry, at
the footof tlie moK-.itains, southward from the spring
of Doeus ('Ain Duk) to the site of the city as it existed in the time of Herod, near the main road from
Jerusalem, where it reaches the Jordan plain. About

rock,
Environs of Jerusalem, Showing Aqueducts Leading to the
City.
(Aft*.'r

Vigourour, " DIclionnaire de

la Bible.")

constructed to increase and improve the water-supply of tlie cities, and, in the ca.sc of Jericho, to extend the cultivation of the palm-groves.

four miles further iiortli tliere is another system of
channels, carrying water from the springs at the foot

3
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of the iiiountains eastward iuLo the Jordan plain, with
branches which appear clearly to have been intended
This answers to the system menfor irrigation.
tioned by Josephus ("Ant." xvii. 13, § 1), near the

height is very irregular, being about 16 feet at its
southern exit, but only 3f feet at several points in

village of JSeara (the ancient Naarath, Josh. xvi. 7),
wliich was constructed by Arclielaus to water his

staircase cut in rock leading

palm-groves, for Eusebius (in the " Ouomasticon")
places Neara five Roman miles north of Jericho.
Ctesarea, the capital of Palestine imder Ilerod the
Great, was built on the seashore north of Joppa, on
It is, therea site which had no good water-supply.
fore, probable that aqueducts were
Remains in built when the city was first founded.
Ceesarea of The two that are still traceable have a
length of about four miles to the north,
Two
Aqueducts, and conduct water from the spring of
jVIamas (an ancient " Maiuma, " or place
They ai'c on
of water), near the Crocodile river.
different levels,

and run on arches, which appear

to

across the swamps near the river.
The low-level afpieduct is tunneled through the low
sandy cliffs further south, and rock-cut well-stair-

be

Roman work,

down to the channel at intervals. These
may have been repaired or rebuilt in the
Roman age, but the original rock channel is

cases lead

aqueducts
later

probably as old as the time of Herod.
At Jerusalem there were several aqueducts in the
time vf Herod, but perhaps the oldest was that to
The "conduit of the upper
the Avest of the city.

highway of tlie fuller's field "(II Kings
was the place where the Assyrians appeared
before Jerusalem; and the camp of the Assyrians,
according to Josephus ("B. J." v. 7, § 2), was to tiie
northwest of Jerusalem, from which direction they
would natiu-ally approach, coming, as
The Aque- they did, from the plains. An aciueducts of duct led later to the tower Ilippicus
Jerusalem, on the west (Josephus, ibid.), and still
pool, in the
xviii. 17)

leads from the Birket ]\Iamilla, outside
the citv on this .side, to the great interior rock-cut pool
now known as "Hannnam el Batrak " (The Patriarch's Pool), which answers to the Amygdalon pool
of Josephus C'B. J." v. 7, §2; xi. 4) or "Pool of the

Tower " (Ha-3Iigdalon).
As Jerusalem was naturally deficient

in water-sui)-

is i)robable that this large reservoir diited from
the earliest times, and was fed through the a(iueduct
that collected the rain-water from the rocky ground
west of the town. The pool of Gihon (I Kings i.
33, 38) ro.se in a cavern, partly natural, but enlarged

ply,it

on the west side of the Kidrou, south of
The stream thence ap])ears to have
the Temple.
fiowed at first down the Kidron valley and the peri-

artificially,

its interior.

The upper cave pool had,

the " water-gate " (Neh. iii.
gun at the foot of the.se steps, and another tunnel
was driven northward to meet it from Siloam. The
excavators appear to have worked witiiout instru-

have cut the famous Siloarn aqueduct through the
Ophel hill, southward to the new pool of Siloam (II
Chron. xxxii. 30). This channel, which is nearly a
third of a mile (1,757 feet) in length, although the
air-line between the points of beginning and ending
only 1,104 feet, givesclear evidence of the Hebrew
engineering methods of Hezekiah's age; and the
ancient rock inscription (see Siloam Inscription),
on the east wall of the tunnel near its mouth, gives
us an account of the method of excavation. Its

is

II.—

ments capable of keeping the direction straight, or perhaps they followed
.some softer vein of Die rock.
They

The

Siloam
Tunnel- are said, in the text, to have heard the
Aqueduct, sound of the picks of their fellows,
and to have worked toward each other
The i)oint of
until they met, not exactly in a line.
junction is still marked by a sharp tvu'n at right angles in the tunnel, the two channels having been
about a yard apart

The tunnel

—center to center of

much more

is

lofty at its

excavation.

mouth than

very narrow in the middle, where
and nearly impassable for
a full-grown man. It was probably found that the
lower end of the tunnel, when cut through, was not
low enough to allow the water to flow into the pool;
and the height of the excavation was due probably
to subsequent lowering of the floor at this point.
There is only one shaft leading from the surface of
the hill, and in another part a sort of standing-place
is formed by a recess in the roof; but throughout the
greater part of the Avork the excavators nuist have
labored on their knees, or even Avhile lying flat. Tlie
Avhole of the Avork suggests A'cry primitive methods,
and it Avas probably carried out in a hurry on account
The Siloam
of the threatened Assyrian invasion.
pool Avas outside the Avails (Josephus, "Ant." vii. 14,
i; o;
"B. J." V. 9, § 4), but lay in a reentering angle,
Tiie AA'ater-supply Avas thus
Avell Avithin bow-shot.
controlled by the garrison instead of running to Avaste
Similar cave springs, with rock stairs
in the valley.
to tiie interior of the foi-tress. are found at Gibeon
and elseAvhere in Palestine, but the Siloam tunnel
is the most important instance knoAvn of HebrcAv
elsewhere, and
it is

now much

is

silted up,

engineering.
Another short aqueduct, Avitli a system of converging channels, gathered the rain-Avater north of the
city, and brought it to the ditch of Antonia, and,
through a lofty rock-cut passage, to
On the
Other
the interior of the Temple.
Aqueducts south Avere tAVO other aqueducts, Avhich
:

to have been made by Pontins Pilate, the procurator (Josephus,
" Ant." xviii. 3, § 2).
One of them led

Solomon's appear
Pools.

;

odical overflow (due to a natural siphon in the rock)
Hezekiah
Avas a remarkable feature of this supply.
is believed to have dammed up the waters, and to

at its farthest recess, a

up within the city near
The tunnel was be26).

from Etam ('Ain 'Atan), and from the three Roman
reservoirs called "Solomon's Pools" (see Yoma 31«;
Josephus, "Ant." viii. 7, § 3), to the city, probably

The second channel ran
entering near Ilippicus.
from these reservoirs along the south slopes to the
Temple. The direct distance Avas about seven EngThe Avater Avas conveyed in stone pipes
lish miles.
laid in cement in parts where the channel is not rockThe reservoirs were supplied from springs thircut.
teen miles south of the city by another aqueduct;
and the windings along the hillsides give a total
length of forty-one miles from the head spring, 'Ain

Kuei-Ziba.

—
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These instances will suffice to show that, although
the art of building aqueducts was introduced into
Palestine by the Romans chiefly, yet the rock tunnels, providing water for cities, were, in some cases,
constructed in the time of the Hebrew kings.

ding many readings from Aquila, are preserved in
the form of marginal notes to certain manuscripts of
the Septuagint. These have been carefully collected

Bibliography Memoirs of Survey of Western Palestine, Jerusalem Volume Schick, Die Wasserversorgung der Stadt
Jerusalem, in Zeitschrift des Deutschen PaUlstinOrVcreiiis, 1. 133 et seq. Nowack, Lehrbuch der Hebrdischen Archdologic, p. 254; Buhl, Geographie des Alten Paiastina,

Aquila's version.
Contrary to expectation, the readings of Aquila derived from the " Hexapla" can now be supplemented
by fragmentary manuscripts of the translation itself.
These were discovered in 1897, partly by F. C. Burkitt, among the mass of loose documents brought to
Cambridge from the geniza of the Old Synagogue
at Cairo through tlie enterprise of Dr. S. Schechter
and Dr. C. Taylor, master of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Three of the six leaves already found came
from a codex of Kings {i.e. they probably formed part

:

;

;

pp. 92, 138 et seq.; Benzinger, Hebr. ArchUolngie, pp. 51,
330 et seq. ; Schiirer, Geach. des Jild. Vulkes, I. 376, 409 et seq.;
ii.

94, 749.

C. R. C.

G.

AQUILA

D^'py): Translator of the canonical Scriptures from Hebrew into Greek. He was
by birth a Gentile from Pontus, and is said by Epiphanius to have been a connection by marriage of the
emperor Hadrian and to have been appointed by him
about the year 128 to an office concerned with tlie
rebuilding of Jerusalem as "^lia Capitoliua." At
some unknown age he joined the Clu-istians, but afterward left them and became a proselyte to Judaisiu.
According to Jerome he was a disciple of Rabbi
Akiba. The Talmud states that he finished his translations under the influence of R. Akiba and that his
other teachers were Eliezer ben Hyrcauus and Joshua
ben Hananiah. It is certain, however, that Aquila's
translation had appeared before the publication of
Irenfeus' "Adversus Hicreses"; i.e.. before 177.
The work seems to have been entirely successful
as regards the purpose for which it was intended
(Jerome speaks of a second edition which embodied
corrections by the author), and it was read by the
Greek-speaking Jews even in the time of Justinian
(Novella, 146). It was used intelligently and respectfully by great Christian scholars like Origen and Jerome, while controversialists of less merit and learning, such as the author of the " Dialogue of Timothy
and Aquila" (published in 1898 by F. C. Conybeare),
found it worth their while to accuse Aquila of antiChristian bias, and to remind their Jewish adversaries
of the superior antiquity of the Septuagint. But no
manuscript until quite recently was known to have
survived, and our acquaintance with the work came
from the scattered fragments of Origen's " Hexapla."
The reason of this is to be found in the Mohammedan
conquests; the need of a Greek version for Jews disappeared when Greek ceased to be the Ungna franca
of Egypt and the Levant.
The "Hexapla" a colossal undertaking compiled
by Origen (died about 254) with the object of correcting the text of the Septuagint
('A«i?.ac,

—

Frag-ments (•onsisted of the Hebrew text of the
in the
Old Testament, the Hebrew text in
"Hex- Greek letters, tlie Septuagint itself as
apla."
revised by Origen, and the Greek versions of Aquila, Symniaclius. and Tlieodotion, all arranged in .six parallel columns.
"With
the exce])tion of two recently discovered fragments
of the Psalms, one coming from Milan, the otiier

from Cairo,* the "Hexapla" itself is no longer extant, but a considerable number of extracts, inclu* The Milan fraprmcnts. riiscnvprorl by Dr. Mercati, arc dosonbed hyCcrianl In " licndicontl del Real Istituto Loniliardo di
Sclenzee Letteratura." WM>. sfrics li., vol. x.xix. The Cairo fragment (now at CanibrldKe) wa.s edited by Charles Taylor In 1901.

and edited in Field's great work ("Origenis Hexaplorum qua; Supersunt," Oxford, 187o), whicli still
remains the chief source of information about

,

Former

Propliets), and three came
from a codex of the P.salms. The portions ]ireserved
are I Kings xx 7-17; II Kings xxiii. 11-27 (edited
by F. C. Burkitt,1897); Ps. xc. 17, eiii. 17 with some
breaks (edited by Taylor, 1900). The numbering is

of a codex of

that of the

tlie

Hebrew

Bible, not the Greek.

The

frag-

ments do not bear the name of the translator, but the
style of Aquila is too peculiar to be mistaken.
The
handwriting is a Greek uncial of the sixth century.
Dr. Schechter assigns the later Hebrew writing to the
eleventh century. All six leaves are palimpsests, and
in places are somewhat difficult to decipher.
The special value of the Cairo manuscripts is that
they permit a more just conception of the general
effect of Aquila's version, where it agrees with the
Septuagint as well as where it differs. It is now possible to study the rules of syntax followed by Aquila
with far greater precision than before. At the same
time the general result has been to confirm Avhat the
best authorities had already reported.
The main feature of Aquila's version is its excessive literalness.
His chief aim was to render the Hebrew into Greek word for word, without any regard
for Greek idiom.
The same Greek word is regularly
used for the same Hebrew, however incongruous the
effect.
Thus kol stands for l in all its varied significations; and, as Kniye is used for DJ, wherever QJI
(i.f.," and also") occurs, Aquila has «o« Kalye.
Similarly the preposition nx means "with," and is translated by Aquila cvv.
Now nx is also
Character used before the objectof the verb when
of Aquila's tiie object is defined, an idiom rendered
Version,
by Aquila, where possible, by the Greek
article, so that of c^>/uapTEv rbv 'lapat/Ti

stands for ^XIC'"' flS N''Dnn "It^'N- But this can not
be done where the Hebrew article and nX stand together, or where the object is a detached pronoun.
Aquila follows here Nahum of Gimz.o and R. Akiba,
who insisted on the importance of particles, especiallj'
nX- In such cases he translates tliis ns also by alv;
e.g.. Kcil

nST

nS

hvuijTdc

<i'v

nvvl/nFL

r^" vh ^^DDI (Ps.

avv Tarrrfv corresjionds to
Apparently nvy is

xcii. 7).

here meant for an adverl) having the force of "therewitii," or some such meaning, as it does not affect
the case of the word that follows. Thus A(iuila has
'El' KEcpaT-alu eKTiarv 6 Otbg avv rbi' ol'imvuv Kal avv ri/v ; tjv
(Gen. i. 1), but after a verb that iiaturallv governs the
dative one finds Knl frrrtilnrn 6 jidm/.tix ovv -airl r<j
?«(.')

(II

Kings

xxiii.

','1).

Other characteristic exam-
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pies of Aquila's methods are tw Myeiv for lOK?, and
irpdauKa for D''JD^ (Ps. cii. 26).*
The general effect of this pedantry may be seen

elg

from the following specimen

Ill

(II

VJQ?

HM

i<?

j KO-t <^/^oio^

inODI

-j

133? P32 nin^ ?N nC' IK'S

HND

ntJ'D

?331

ItJ'QJ

min

?33

(

I

:

j

—

ino3 Dp Nb vinxi

]

avTu) ovK iyevfjdr]

i\g.n:p6auv:ovavTovfiaai'kEvq

^ ^j,
{

I

t

7331

xxiii. 25):

Aquila.

Masoretlc Text.

"I?0

Kings

^^^^ ^ap,U^ alrov

Kol iv naari ijwxv oiiTOv Kal
^^ ^^^^ acpo^pdrr/ri^ avrov
'^'^™

navra

v6/xov

Knl uet' avTov ovk

Mua^
avtaTTj

s^^^J. „i^^.

In both the Cairo manuscripts the Tetragrammaton is not translated, but is transcribed in letters similar to those used in the Siloam inscription and on
Jewish coins.:]: This quite unexpected feature is in
full accord with the express statement of Origen, who
says in his comments on P.s. ii. 2 (Benedictine ed;
Lommatzsch, xi. 36): "There is a certain
ii. 539
word of four letters which is not pronounced by them
[the Jews], which also was written on the gold breastplate of the high priest but it is read as Adonai, not
as it is really written in the four letters, while among
Greeks it is pronounced Kvpiog [the Lord]. And in
the more accurate copies this Name stands written
in Hebrew characters not the modern Hebrew, but
the ancient." There can be little doubt that by " the
more accurate copies " Origen here refers to manu-

=

;

—

scripts of Aquila's translation.
It would be a mistake to put down the harshness of

Aquila's translation to ignorance of Greek.

Literal

Transmitter.

He

re-

sorted to mere transliteration less than
any other ancient translator, and had
command of a large Greek vocabulary,
Field (introduction, xxiii. et seq.) has
collected a number of expressions that

show Aquila's acquaintance with Homer and Herodotus.
It was no doubt from classical Greek literature that Aquila borrowed the use of the enclitic 6e
to express the toneless n of locality; for instance,
v6tov6e for n33Jn (Gen. xii. 9), 'QcpeipSe for m"'S"IX
The depth of his Hebrew knowl(I Kings xxii. 49).
edge is more open to question, if judged by modern
But it is the special merit of Aquila's
standards.
renderings that they represent with great fidelity
the state of Hebrew learning in his own day. " Aquila
in a sense was not the sole and independent author

of his version, its uncompromising literalism being
the necessary outcome of his Jewish teacher's system of exegesis" (C. Taylor, in Burkitt's "Fragments of Aquila," p. vi.).
dependence on Jewish tradition are
e.g.. ij N3
to be found in the Keri readings adopted by him
for -»J3, Gen. xxx. 11, and the euphemism in Isa. xxxvi. 12. The
scrupulous exactness with which Aquila translates the particles
Is to be explained by his having been a disciple of Akiba, whose
Illustrations of Aquila's

;

Greek article somewhat
can not stand.

* It will be noted that Aquila uses the

freely to express '^ in cases where «is
+ A derivative of <T<i)6Spa, " much," the regular rendering of
"'nc.

the adverb
t See plate, left-hand column, three lines from bottom. It
will be noticed that the same corrupt form is used both for yod
and for n'ttw, just as in the Hexaplar form nini, i.e., '^I'l'.written In the square character.

method

of exegesis

Aquila
was

to lay great stress

upon the meanings

hidden in the lesser parts of speech. Instances are w? KartvavTi
aiiToO for 11JJD, Gen. ii. 18 and aTrb iyxaTuv <rov for "12lpC, Deut.
This scrupulosity may be contrasted with the Targumlc
Iv. 3.
freedom of Aquila's i^TrAijo-Tfuo-aTo not for ''J^DK, .Ter. Ii. 34, where
the metaphor that Nebuchadnezzar had " eaten " Jerusalem baa
been turned into prose.
;

Aquila as a Witness:

Consonantal

1.

Text.

— The

extreme literalness of Aquila's methods enables
the reader to restore with confidence the Hebrew
from which he translated. There are a few instances where he preserves old readings found also
in the Septuagint; e.g., DHK for D"lK (Symmachus and Masoretic Text) in Ezek. xxvii. 16, and
But
•"in for vn (Masoretic Text) in Zeph. iii. 18.
as a rule he supports the ordinary Masoretic Text;
e.g., V TrpoafidXuaig ard/xara in I Sam. xiii. 21 implies
D^Q m'VDn as in the Masoretic Text, and Kardpepero
Kal apfia Kal l-rrnog in Ps. Ixxvi. 7 agrees with the
Masoretic Text against the better reading lOTlJ
DID "331 attested by the Septuagint. The numeration of the

Psalms agrees with the Hebrew against

the Greek; in this article, therefore, Aquila is uniformly quoted by the Hebrew reckonings.
2. Aquila represents a period in Jewish exegesis
Here priority
anterior to the Masoretic vocalization.
in time does not invariably mean suVocaliza- periority of reading where it is a question and tion of knowledge of Hebrew rather
Interpreta- than of purity of transmitted text, th»
:

later scholars often

tion.

do better than their

Thus Aquila can hardly

predecessors.

have been right in connecting D^pJT in Hab. i. 10
with K?iEog, or in taking yy^ in II Kings xxiii. 12
as the Hiphil of pi (" to run "). Aquila also has an
unfortunate habit of dividing rare Hebrew words
into their real or imagined component parts; e.g., in
he renders ^V^V ("a rustling") by oKta
Sam. vi. 8 for rilK3 of the Masoretic
Text he has hv xk^el Kovpag, as if he had read T3 J1K3.
On the other hand, there is much to be said for his
division of n'iTD^b (Ex. xxxii. 25) into two words.

Isa. xviii. 1
cKia,

and

in I

Kl^ n^h (" for a name of filth ") is read or implied by
the Targum.by the Peshitta, and by Symmachus,as
well as by Aquila (compare Isa. xxviii. 8, 13; xxx.
The Samaritan has IVOIJ'?- In Deut. xxxiii. 2
22).

Aquila has nvp ddyna for

m

tJ'X-

Aquila does not agree
with the Masoretic punctuation in pointing the
names of heathen gods {e.g., ni3D and |V3. Amos v.
").
26) with the vowels of ppB' (" abomination
It is interesting to note that

Aquila's renderings of the

Hebrew tenses are

often

most inadequate. It is only on grounds of imperfect knowledge that the aorists can be defended in
passages like
nhv TO

nal

kTvi[i?.vfffibc

avE^ri

h

rf/c^vc:

":«'

rOV^ TNI
in Gen. ii. 6.
njDnxn ^jq ^53 nx np::'ni
Examples of pedantic mistranslation such as this
suggest that Old Hebrew was very imperfectly

i-^TOTKTE

TTfi6au:Tov

r^c

x^ovSg

for

pxn p

understood when Akiba revived philological study

by

his allegorizing exegesis of the particles.
transliterations of Hebrew words into

The

letters are of

some

interest as

Greek
showing the pronun-

ciation current in Palestine about the middle of the
second century. The most noticeable points are the

complete disappearance of

all

four gutturals and the
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representation of V (in the Cairo fragment of the
Psalms) by t; e.g., retm' for J1>V. This feature reappears in the names of the Hebrew letTranslit- ters attached to the Book of Lamentaerations. tions by tlie original scribe of " Cod.
Vaticanus (B)." It may be conjectured that the scribe of the "Vatican MS. took them
through the "Hexapla" from Aquila's version. In
some points Aquila agrees rather with the New Testament than with the older forms found in the Septuagint; e.g., for pK ri'3 he has Br/dr^X, not Ba^^^/i

(compare B^davia in tiie New Testament). In Ezek.
XXX. 17, where the Septuagint has Ullov 7r(5Aewf, Aquila
has Qv for pi<, but Symmachus and Theodotion have
'' ''

Afi'.

Aquila's translation occupied one of the columns
of Origen's "Hexapla," and so was accessible to
Christian scholars. Very considerable use of it was
made by Jerome in preparing the Latin version now
known as the Vulgate, though (as we might expect)
the more pedantic features are dropped in borrowing.
Thus in Ex. xxxii. 25 Jerome's propter ignomininm sordis comes from Aquila's elc ovofia ^vttov
(n^*JD:r^), and foi- " Selah " in the Psalms his semper
follows Aquila's aei.
More important for modern scholars is the use
made of Aquila's version in Origen's revision of the
Septuagint. The literar}^ sources of the Latin Vulgate are merely a point of Biblical archeology, but
the recovery of the original text of
Original
the Septuagint is the great practical
Text of task which now lies before the textual
the Sep- critic of the Old Testament. Recent
tuagint.
investigation has made it clear that
Origen's efforts to emend the Greek
from the Hebrew Avere only too successful, and that
every known text and recension of the Septuagint
except the scanty fragments of the Old Latin have
been influenced by the Hexaplar revision.
One
must learn how to detect Origen's hand and to
collect and restore the original I'eadings, before the
Septuagint is in a tit state to be critically used in

emending the Hebrew.

The

discussion of this sub-

ject belongs rather to the criticism of the " Hexapla "
than to a separate article on A([uila. It will suffice

here to point out that Acjuila's version is one of the
three sources by the aid of which the current texts
of the Septuagint have been irregularly revised into

conformity with a Hebrew text like

tJiat

of our

printed Bibles.
For the association of the Targum
of the Pentaleueh with his name see Onkelos.
See
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T.

torical, the following may be considered.
"Aquila
the Proselyte translated the Torah (that is, the
whole of Scripture; compare Blau, "Zur Einleitung
in die Heilige Schrift," pp. 16, 17) in the pre.sence
of R. Eliezer and R. Joshua, who praised him and

words of Ps. xlv. 3 [A. V. 2], Thou art
than the children of men: grace is poured into
thy lips; therefore God hath blessed thee forever.'"
This contains a play upon the Hebrew word " Yafyafita" (Thou art fairer) and the common designation
of Greek as " the language of Japhet " (Yer. Meg. i.
71c).
In another place similar mention is made that
said, in the

F. C. B.

In Rabbinical Literature : " Aquila the Proselyte " ("ijn D^'py) and his work are familiar to the
Talmudic-:\Ii(lrasliie literature.
While "the Seventy " and their produetion are almost completely
ignored by rabbinical sources, Aquila is a favorite
personage in Jewish tradition and legend. As his-

'

fairer

Afiuila

announced

his translation of the

word DDinJ

in Lev. xix. 20 in the presence of R. Akiba (Yer.
Kid. i. 59a). The parallel passage in the Babylo-

nian

Talmud

to the first-cited passage (Meg.

Sa)

shows that by "translated in the presence of" is
to be understood " under the guidance of "
con.sequently, Eliezer, Joshua, and Akiba must be regarded as the three authorities by whom Aquila
governed himself. This agrees with Avhat Jerome
says (in his commentary on Lsa. viii. 11); viz., that,
according to Jewish tradition, Akiba was Aquila's
teacher a statement which Avas also borne out by
;

—

the fact that Aquila carefully rendered the particle
nx every time by the Greek avv, the hermeneutical
system first closely carried out by Akiba, although
not original Avith him (B. K. 4Vj). ThisAvould place

Aquila's period at about 100-130, Avhen the three
tannaim in question flourished.
This accords with the date Avhich Epiphanius (" De
PonderibusetMen.suris,"chap. xiii.-xvi. ed. Mignc,
ii. 259-264) gives when he places the composition of
Aquila's translation in the tAvelfth year of Hadrian
;

A

certain Aquila of Pontus is mentioned in
a tannaite source (Sifra, Behar I. 1 [ed. Weiss, lOQb;
(129).

ed. Warsaw, 102^^]).

21)

And, seeing that Iren9eus(^.c. iii.
and Epiphanius (I.e.) agree that Aquila came from

quite probable that the reference is
although the usual epithet,
"the Proselyte," is missing. Aquila of Pontus is
mentioned three times in the New Testament (Acts
xviii. 2; Rom. xvi. 3; II Tim. iv. 19), Avhich is only
a mere coincidence, as the name "Aquila" Avas no
doubt quite common among the Jcavs, and a haggadist bearing it is mentioned in Gen. R. i. 12.
Zunz, hoAvever, identities the latter Avith the Bible
that place,

it is

to the celebrated Aquila,

Friedmann's suggestion that in the Sifra
passage a place in the Lebanon called "Pontus" is
intended has been completely refuted by Rosenthal
translator.

("Monatsschrift,"x]i. 93).
more difficult question to answer is the relationship of Aquila to the " proselyte Onkelos," of Avhom
the Babylonian Talmud and the Tosefta have much
to relate.
There is, of course, no doubt that these
names have been repeatedly interchanged. Tlue large
majority of modern scholars consider
Relation to the appellation "Targum of Onkelos,"
Onkelos. as applied to the Targum of the Pentateuch, as a confusion (originating
among the Babylonians) of the current Aramaic version (attributed by them to Onkelos) Avith the Greek
one of Acjuila. But it Avill not do simply to transfer
everything that is narrated of Onkelos to Aquila, seeing that in the Tosefta (see index to Zuckermandel's
edition) mention is made of the relation of Onkelos

A

also Bible.
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to Gamaliel,

who (if Gamaliel

II. is

meant) died short-

ly after the accession of Hadrian, while
larly with the relations
a»<l the

emperor

it is

particu-

between the pious proselyte

Iladi-iun that the

Haggadah delights

emperor once asked the
former to prove that the world depends, as the Jews
maintain, upon sjjirit.
In demonstration Aquila
caused several camels to be brought and made them
kneel and rise repeatedly before the emperor. He
then had them choked, when, of coui-se, they could
" How can they rise"? " the emperor asked.
not rise.
" They are choked. " " But they only need a little air,
to deal.

a

It is said that the

little spirit,"

was Aquila's

reply, proving that life

not material (Yer. Hag. ii. V. beginning 77«;
Tan., Bereshit, ed. Vienna, Sb).
Concerning Aquila's conversion to Judaism, legend
has the following to say: Aquila was the son of
Hadrian's sister. Always strongly inclined to Judaism, he yet feared to embrace it openly in the emperor's proximity.
He, therefore, obtained permission from his uncle to undertake commercial journeys
abroad, not so much for the sake of profit as in order
to see men and countries, receiving from him the
parting advice to invest in anything the value of
which was temporarily depreciated, as in all probability it would rise again.
Aquila went to Palestine,
and devoted himself so strenuously to the study of
the Torah that both R. Eliezer and R. Joshua noticed
his worn appearance, and were surprised at the evident earnestness of the questions he put to them concerning Jewish law. On returning to Hadrian he
confessed his zealous study of Israel's Torah and his
adoption of the faith, surprising the emperor, however, by stating that this step had been taken upon
his, the emperor's, advice.
"For, "said he, ''I have
foimd nothing so deeply neglected and held in such
depreciation as the Law and Israel; but both, no
doubt, will rise again as Isaiah has predicted " (Isa.
xlix. 7, " Kings shall see and arise, princes also shall
worship"). Upon Hadrian's inquiry why he embraced Judaism, Aquila replied that he desired veiy
much to learn the Torah, and that he could not do this
without entering the Abrahamic covenant: just as
no soldier could draw his pay without bearing arms,
no one could study the Torah thoroughly without
obeying the Jewish laws (Tan., Mishpatim, V.
ed. Buber, with a few variations, ii. 81, 83; Ex.
R. XXX. 12). The last point of this legend is no
doubt directed against Christianity, which acknowledges the Law, but refuses obedience to
and is of all the more interest if taken in
it,
connection Avith Christian legends concerning
Aquila.
Epiphanius, for instance, relates that
Aquila was by birth a Greek from Si nope in
Pontus, and a relation {TrEvfleplch/r) of Hadrian, who
sent him, forty-seven years after the destruction of
the Temple (that is 117, the year of Hadrian's accession) to Jerusalem to superintend the rebuilding
of that city luider the name of "^lia Capitolina,"
where he became first a Christian and then a Jew
is

(see Aqxjii-a).

A reflection of the alleged adoption of Christianity
as related by Epiphanius, may be discerned in the following legend of the Babylonian
Talmud in reference to the proselyte Onkelos,
nephew of Titus on his sister's side. According to

by Aquila,

Aquila

this, Onkelos called up the shade of his uncle, then
that of the prophet Balaam, and asked their counsel
as to whether he should become a Jew.
The former

advised against it, as the Jews had so many laws
and ceremonies; the latter, with characteristic spitefulness, replied in the

words of Scripture, "Thou

Shalt not seek their peace

nor their prosperity
(Deut. xxiii. 7 [A. V. 6]).
He then conjured up the
founder of the Church, who replied, "Seek their
peace, seek not their harm; he who assails them
touches the apple of God's eye." These words in-

duced him to become a Jew (Git. 5&j, 57«). The
founder of the Church (according to the Jewish
legend) and the mother-church in Jerusalem (according to the Christian version) were the means of
Aquila's becoming a Jew.

The traces of the legend concerning Flavius
Clemens, current alike among Jews and Christians,
seem to have exerted some influence upon this
Onkelos-Aquila tradition but Lagarde goes so far
as to explain Sinope in Pontus as being " Sinuessa
in Pontia," where Dimitilla, the wife of Flavins
Clemens, lived in exile. Irenseus, who wrote before 177, states that Pontus was Aquila's home.
It
is very questionable whether the account of Aquila
in the Clementine writings ("Recognitiones," vii. 33,
33)
an imperial prince who first embraced Judaism,
;

—

and then, after all manner of vagaries, Christianity
was merely a Christian form of the Aquila legend,
although Lagarde supports the assumption. The
following Midrash deserves notice: Aquila is said
to have asked R. Eliezer why, if circumcision were
so important, it had not been included in the Ten

—

Commandments
Lek Leka, end
ly "Agrippa "

;

(Pesik. R. xxiii. 116b et soq.; Tan.,

ed. Vienna, 20b, reads quite erroneousin place of

"Aquila

"),

a question fre-

quently encountered in Christian polemic literature.
That Aquila's conversion to Judaism was a gradual
one appears from the question he addressed to Rabbi
Eliezer: "Is the whole reward of a proselyte to consist in receiving food and raiment?" (see Deut. x.
The latter angrily answered that what had been
18).
sufficient for the patriai-ch Jacob (Gen. xxviii. 30)
should be sufl[icient for Aquila. When Aquila put
the same question to Rabbi Joshua, the latter reassured him by expounding "food and raiment" as
meaning metaphorically "Torah and tallit." Had
not Joshua been so gentle, the Midrash adds, Aquila
would have forsaken Judaism (Eccl. R. to vii. 8 Gen.
R. Ixx. 5; Ex. R. xix. 4, abbreviated). The purport
of this legend is to show that at the time Aquila had
not been firmly convinced.
His work is less familiar in Rabbinical Literature
than his personality; for not more than a dozen
quotations from his translation are mentioned. The
following are interesting evidences of
;

His Work,

its

He translates
general character.
the name of God, by Sf wf koI Unvdc,

>']Z\

"Avorthyand competent," a haggadic etymology (see
Gen. R. xlvi. 3; compare Hag. 12^0- The Hebrew
word -nn in Lev. xxiii. 40 he translates by vSup
(" water "), thus securing a resemblance to the Hebrew original, and at the same time supporting the
Ilalakah (Yer. Sukkahiii. f^'Sd; for parallel passages,
A iiaggadic
see Friedmann, p. 45; Krauss, p. 153).
interpretation, it seems, is at the bottom of his trans-

Aauinas

lationofnop-linEzek. xvi. 10 by Ktop^^S, pltD^pDN,
probably corrupted from (pv'/.aKTripwv (phylacteries).

words riDpl 1cr''n^N1
The ]\Ii(lrash expounds
as meaning the heavenly adornments which Israel
received from the angels at Mount Sinai, and which
the

against all
evils (Pesik. R. xxx. 154a, ed. Friedmann, who gives
many parallel passages).

were designed as amulets

Aquila's theology

{<pv2aKTT/f)wv)

illustrated

is

by

his

transla-

tion of ""JID^D (Dan. viii. 13) as "the inward spirit,"
agreeing herewith partially with Polychronius, who
afso takes the word for the name of an angel (Theo-

doretus on the passage). But that this spirit meant
Adam, as the Midrash further interprets Aquila
(Gen. R. xxi. 1; rightly explained by Jastrow,
"Dictionary," s.t). >D"'JD). is higlily improbable; the
reference is rather to JMichael or Metation, who
stands in God's presence (compare Tan., ed. Ruber,

Hebrew D^JSH 1:^.
Whether Greek words found in Talmud and Midrash, other than those specifically stated to have been
introduced by Aquila, really originated with him, as
Krauss maintains, is more than doubtful. In Palestine there was littl-e demand for a Greek Bible, in
Babylonia absolutely none at all. Therefore all Greek
expressions found in Jewish writings must have
emanated from popular usage and not from literary sources. See Flavius Ci-EMENS; Clementina;
Onkelos; Taiigum.
Bibliography: Anper, Dc Onhelo Chaldairo, 184.'); Briill,
Aquila's BU)d'ubasctz%iu{t, in Ben Chanav.yt, vi. 2;i3 etseq.,

i.

17), like

the later

299 ct scq.; Friedmann, (Jnhehis iiiid Ahijlm, pas.sim ; S.
Krauss, ^l/n/Zas, in Festschrift zum SO. (Jclmrtstage Steinsc^Dicidccs.'pp. 14S-16;?; Azariah dei Rossi, Mc(">r "Enayim,
ed. Benjacoh, xlv. 113-121 ; Schiirer, Gcschichtc (Jcs Jlidiscltcn
Vollics, ;3d ed., iii. 31T-321 (the list of literature given by
Schiirer may he supplemented from Friedmann's book); P. de

Lagarde, Mitthcilungcu,

i.

3G-40.

L. G.

AaUILINO, RAFFAELE:
who renounced

his religion in 1545

Italian

apostate

— eight years be-

public burning of the Talmud in Rome
one of those that denounced
Hebrew books, as Steinschneiiler deduces from a
dedicatory passage in Aquilino's "Trattato Pio."

fore the
(1553)

The

— and who was

historian Joseph ha-Kohen, in his "

'Emek

ha-

Baka" (transl. Wiener, p. 89), says that there were
three of these apostates: Ananel di Foligno, Joseph
Moro, and Solomon Romano. Joseph ]\Ioro was
called Filipino, and Solomon Romano took the name
It may be conof Giovanni BaUista Romano p]liano.
jectured that Aquilino was identical with the most
There
wicked of tiic three, Ananel di Foligno.
has been ascribed to A(iui]ino a work (referred to
above) entitled " Trattato Pio, ml (luale si contengono Cinque Articoli pertinenti alia Fede Christiana,
contro rilebraica Oslinazionc, estralti dalk; Sacrosante Autiche Scritturc." This was twice printed at
Pesaro in 1571 and in 1581.
Aquilino seems also to have written a second antiJewish work, called " Magen David" (MS. Urbin. No.
1138 in the Vatican Library), which some have supposed to be identical with the book of Angelo Gabriele Anguisciola, entitled " Delia llebraiea ISIedaglia detta Maghen David et Abi'aham," Pe.saro, 1G21.
Bj' a decree of the Roman (Catholic Cliureh, dated
]\Iar(:li 1(>, 1()21, tiiis book was j^laced in tli(; Index.
Steinschneider doubts the identity of the two works.

—
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Aquilino

Bibliography Index Lihrnrum Prohitiitorum, p. 11, Rome,
Gratz, Gench. der
17H0 Wolf, BihUotheca llehrma. Hi. 997
Juden, 'M ed., ix. 23.5-2:jt); Vogelstein and Rieger, Oesch.
der Juden in R(un, ii. 146; and especially Steinschneider,
;

;

;

Lctteratura Aiitijudaica in Lingua Ilaliana, In VemsiUo
Israelitico, 1881, pp. 231 et seq.
G.

AQ,UIN

(called

LOUIS-HENRI

Aquinas and Aquino),

also

D'

AVriter

:

J.

Gr.

and translator of the

seventeenth century son of Philippe d'Aquin. He
was converted to Christianity at Aquino in the kingdom of Naples. He left many works relating to the
;

Hebrew language and

literature,

among which were

a translation into Latin of the commentary on the
Book of Esther by R. Solomon ben Isaac, with extracts relating thereto from the Talmud and Yalkut
(Paris, 1622), and a Latin translation of the first four
chapters of Levi ben Gerson's commentary on the
Book of Job (Paris, 1623).
Bibliography

:

Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 738.

K.

S.

G.

AaUIN, PHILIPPE D' Hebraist born at Carpentras about 1578; died at Paris in 1650. Early in
life he left his native town and went to Aquino,
where he became converted to Christianity and
changed his name Mordccai or INIardochee to Phi:

;

In 1610 he went to Paris, and was
appointed by Louis XIII. professor of the Hebrewlanguage. He is mentioned among the accusers
in the proceedings for " the crime of Judaism," instituted in 1617 against Concini, Marquis d'Ancre, and
his wife Leonora Galigai, in whose houseiiold he
had occupied some subordinate position (Leon Kahn,
" Les Juifs a Paris," p. 40).
The following is a list
of his works: (1) "Primigenai Voces, sen Radices
Breves Ungux Sancta; " (Paris, 1620). (2) "Pirke
Aboth, SentenliiB Rabbinorum, Ilebraice cum Latina
Versione" (Paris, 1620); a Hebrew-Italian edition,
under the title "Sentenze: Parabole di Rabbini.
Tradotti da Philippo Daquin," appeared in the
same year in Paris (see Steinschneider, "3Ionatslippe d'Aquin.

sclirift," Ixiii. 417), and
" Dissertation
1629.
(3)

was reprinted in Paris in
du Taljcrnacle ct du Camp

des Israelites" (Paris, 1623; 2d ed., 1624). (4) "Intcrpretatio Arboris CabbalisticiC " (Paris, 1625).
(5)
"Behinat '01am (L'Examen du Monde)" of Yedaiah

Hebrew and French

I5c(l('rsi,

" ]SIa'arik

ha-^Ia'areket,

(Paris,

1629).

(6)

Dictionaritmi Hebraicum,
" (Paris, 1629).

Clialdaicum, Talmudico Rabbinicum
(7) " Kina, Lacriina> in Obitum Cai'diiiaiis de Berulli,"
Hebrew and Latin (Paris, 1629). (8) " m"TO y V Veterum Rabbinorum in exponendo Peiitateucho Modi

tredecim" (Paris, 1620).
Bibliography Zunz, Z. G. p.
:

sclineider.

Cat.

Handhueh. No.

Bodl.

448

;

col. 739;

T/on Kahn, as above
S.

G.

AQ,UINAS, THOMAS:
Christian

;

Stein-

idem, Bildioiirapliinches

129.

llicological

:\Iost

K.

eminent of the

pliilosophers of

tlie

^Middle

Ages; born 1227at A(iuino, kingdom of Naples; died
Like his teacher Albertus Magnus, Thomas
1274.
made philosopliy his favorite study, and sought to
" All knowledge of prinharmoni/.e it \vith religion.
ciples, naturally po-ssessed by us," he said, "comes
fi-om God, since God is the author of our nature.

The divine wisdom
itself;

therefore

all

i)osse.sses

that

these

principles in

contradicts

them

is

in
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contradiction to the divine wisdom and can not proceed from God" ("Contra Gentiles," i. 7).
Altliougii, as a Dominican friar, Aquinas was not
animated by kindly feelings toward the Jews (see
Guttmanii, "Das Verliilltniss des Thomas von Aciuino
zuni Judeiithum und zur Jlidischen Literatur," pp.

Gej'raud, "L'Antisemitisme et St. Thomas
et setj.
d'Aquin," jip. 40 et fter/.), he did not disdain to draw
upon Jewish philosoi)hical sources. His main work,
"Sunnna Theologiie," betiays a profound knowledge
not only of the writings of Avicebron (Ibn Gabirol),
whose name he mentions, but of all Jewish pliiloHis theodicy is modsopliical works then existing.
eled after that of the Jewish philosophers, and his
arguments can easily be referred to Jewish sources.
Thus he gives five proofs of the existence of God,
three of which are directly taken from Jewish philosophers.
The lirst runs as follows: "It is clear
that there are in this world things which arc moved.
Now, every object which is moved receives that
movement from another. If the motor is itself
moved, there must be another motor

3

;

moving

Proofs
of God's
Existence,

and so
on

and after that yet another,
But it is impos.sible to go

it,

on.

indefinite!}', for

then there Avould be

motor at all, and consequently
no movement" ("Contra Gentiles," ii. 33).
This
proof is evidently taken from IMaimonidcs, whose
seventeenth proposition reads: "All that which is
moved has necessarily a motor " ("Moreh," ii. 16).
Second proof: "We discern in all sensible things
no

first

a certain chain of efficient causes. We find, however, nothing which is its own efficient cause, for
that cause would then be anterior to itself.
On tiie
other side, it is impossible to ascend from cause to
cause indefinitely in the series of efficient causes.
There must therefore exist one self-sutlicient,
efficient cause, and that is God" ("Contra Gent." i.
To this proof two Jewisli sources seem to have
22).
contributed: Bahya's "Duties of the Heart" (chapter on "Unity," 5) and ]\Iaimonides' "Moreh" (6th
.

.

.

proposition, "]\Ioreh,"

ii.

16).

The tliinl proof runs: "We find in nature things
which may be and may not be, since there are some
wlio are born and others who die; they consequently
can exist or not exist. But it is impossible that such
things should live forever, for tlierc is nothing wliich
may be as well as not be at one time. Thus if all
beings need not have existed, there must have been
But, in that case,
a time in which nothing existed.
nothing would exist now; for that which does not
exist can not receive life but from one who exists;
there must therefore be in nature a necessarily
existent being." This jjroof is based on Avicenna's
doctrine of a necessary and possible being, and is
expounded by Maimonides, from wnom it is probably taken (see "Moreh," ii. 19).
In order to demonstrate God's creative power,
Thomas saj's: " If a being partici])ates, to a certain
degree, in an 'accident,' this accidental property
must have been communicated to it bv a cause which
.

.

.

possesses

it

Thus iron becomes incanNow, God is His own
by itself. The being which

essentially.

descent by the action of

power which
subsists by
Theol."

i.

subsists
itself

44, art. 1).

is

fire.

necessarily

The

idea

is

one" ("Summa
expoimdcd more

clearly

AquUino

Aquinas

by Bahya

in his "Duties of the Heart."
"It is evident that all which exists in a
thing as an accident must be received by the thing
which has the accidental property only from one
which alread}' possesses it essentially, just as we see
that the heat of the boiling water is communicated
to it by the fire, of which this heat is an essential.
And in the .same way we may prove tlie unity
of God.
Since the unity which occurs in every
creature is accidental (not essential), as we have demonstrated, it must be derived from the essence of
the efficient cause of all creatures" ("Duties of the
Heart," on "Unity," 9).
Thomas pronounces himself energetically against
the hypothesis of the eternity of the world.
But as
this theory is attributed to Aristotle, he seeks to
demonstrate that the latter did not express himself
categorically on this subject.
"The argument,"
said he, "which Aristotle presents to suiq)ort this
thesis is not i)roperly called a demonstration, but is
only a reply to the tlieories of tho.se ancients who
supposed that this world had a ])eginning and who
gave only impossible proofs. There are three reasons for believing that Aristotle himself attached
onl}' a relative value to this reasoning.
."("Summa Theologia;," i. 45, art. 1). In this Thomas copies
word for word Maimonides' "Moreh," where those
reasons are given (i. 2, 15).
Thomas, as a Christian, thinks it necessary to
admit certain attributes which Maimonides and other
Jewish peripatetics reject; but in all his reasoning
on this subject the potent influence of Jewisii theological philosophy predominates.
His theories on
Providence, God's omniscience, and the angels can
be referred to ]\Iaimonides, and even his so-called
original principle of individuation can easily be
found in Jewish theological philosophy.
Aquinas' doctrines, because of their close relationship with those of Jewisli philosophj-, found
great favor among Jews. Judah Bomano (born 1286)
translated Aquinas' ideas from Latin into Hebrew
under the title "Ma'amar lia-Mamschalim," together
with other small treatises extracted from the " Contra
Gentiles" ("Neged ha-Umot"). Eli Hobillo (1470)
translated, without Hebrew title, the "Qua^stiones
Disputativ," "Qua>stio de Aniina," his " I)e Animaj
Facultatibus," iiuder the title "Ma'amar be-Kohot
ha-Nefesh," (edited by Jellinek) his " De Universalibus" as "Be-Inyan ha-Kolel"; "Shaalot -Ma'amar

He

.

.

says:

.

.

.

;

Abraliam Nehemiah b.
Joseph (1490) translated Thomas' " Commentarii in
jMetaphysicain." According to ^foses Almosnino,
Isaac Abravanel desired to translate the "Qua'Stio
Abravanel indeed
de Spiritualibus Creaturis."
seems to have been well acquainted with the philosojihy of Thomas Acpiinas, whom he mentions in his

beNimza we-biMehut."

work

"^lif'alot

Elohim"

(vi.

3).

The physician

Jacob Zahalen (d. 1693) translated some extracts
from the "Summa Theologi;e Contra Gentiles."
Biiii.iocRAPnY Giittmann, Das VcrhitUiiiKf: fJcs Thomas v.
A(ittin() zitm Jiidoitlniin mid zur Jlldisclun Literatur,
:

(ioUing'en,

ISSIl

;

Jellim^k.

Tliomas

^-iiu

Aipiiiw in dcr

Jtl-

disehoi Litirniur, Leipsic, ]S.>); Joiirdain, La Philosophie
de Saint Tlioinas d'Afniiii, Paris, 1S.1S; Stt'inschneider,
Hchr. Vchcrx.. pp. 48;M.s., Berlin, lSi«: Werner, Das Lehen
des Hcilioiii Tlionias; Mirlielin. I'liihisiiph. Jahrh. dcr
(ior-rcsacsdiscltaft, 1S91, pp.. 3s7-»W lSil2, pp. 12-25; Siegfried, Thomafi r. Aquino ah Aiish'dcr dcs A. T., in Hilgenleld's Zeitsi'hrift, 1894; Merx, in the introduction to his Die
;

Ar
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Arabia

Prophetic (les Joels; Haushafli, Z)ic Stcllitiig dcfi Thomas
Aqui)ia zu Maiinoiiidcs. in Thcol. Qudrtdlsclirift, Ixxxi.
The first three books of tlie Sum ma were translated into
Hebrew by Bishop Joseph Ciantes, Rome, 1057.

V.

553.

T.

AR,

I.

AR MOAB

Br.

Hebrew "'2>"

(cit}-),

the capital of Moab(Rabbat ^loab) derives the name
of Areopolis (" Onomastica Sacra," edited l)y Lagarde, p. 277).

Bibliography: Buhl, Geographic des Altoi PalUstina,

pp.

2<j'J, :i70.

Occurs as follows in the
Old Testamc'ul: Num. xxi. 15, 28; Deut. ii. 9, 18,
It is generally identified with the
29; Isa. xv. 1.
or

40

:

so that

"Ar Moab

would be

"

"city of Moab," a snppo.sed ancient capital of the
Moabites. But even if this interpretation be admissible in certain of the passages cited above, it would
not be ver}' appropriate in Deut. ii. 9, which reads:
"Distress not the Moal^ites, for I will not give thee
of their land for a possession, because I have given
Ar to the children of Lot for a possession " or again,
verse 18, "Thou art to pass over through Ar, the
coast (or the border) of Moab"; or, finally, verse
29: "The children of Esau which dwell in Seir, and
;

J.

F. Bu.

JR.

ARABAH

The Hebrew word Arabah (nany) denotes desert, steppe. With the article, it refers especially to that extensive depression the center of which
is marked by the Dead Sea.
In some pas.sages it is
applied to the southern portion of this depression,
namely, that between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of
Akabah (Deut. i. 1, ii. 8); in others to the northern
part (Deut. iii. 17; Josh. xi. 2, 16; II Sam. iv. 7;
II Kings XXV. 4; Ezek. xlvii. 8); again, to the district
east of the Jordan (Josh. xii. 1, 3), and also to the
west (II Sam. ii. 29). The breadth varies from 3 to 14
miles. The whole formation of this depression is one
of the remarkable phenomena of the earth's surface.
At the northern end, north of the Sea of Galilee, the
ground rises 500 feet above sea-level, then falls, witliin a distance of 118 miles, to 2,600 feet below it (the
greatest depth of the Dead Seabed); then rises south
of that sea to an altitude of 800 feet, and falls away
gradually to the Gulf of Akabah. On both banks
of the Jordan and in the neighborhood of springs
(as, for instance, near Jericho) the Arabah is covered
with a luxuriant vegetation, otherwise it consists of
blinding white desert without a leaf.
South of the
Dead Sea, the Arabah is covered with sand, gravel,
and boulders, and is traversed by ridges of sandhills.
The intense heat common to the whole depression, and which gives to the vegetation its tropical character, reaches in this section a degree that
makes sojourn almost impossible. The old name
El-Arabah is still applied to the southern portion
between the Gulf of Akabah and the watershed south
of the Dead Sea; the northern portion is now called
El-Ghor.
:

Bidliography: G. A. Smith, Historical Geographii of the Holy
Laud, pp. 783-784; Buhl, Geographic des Alten PalUstina,
passim.
J.

F. Bu.

JR.

ARABAH. See BETir-ARABAn.
ARABARCH, THE. See Alabarch.
ARABIA Peninsula l3'ing between the

mainlands of Africa and A.sia.
It is separated from Africa
on the south by the Red Sea and on the north by the
Sinaitic peninsula and the strip of land which in
modern times has been cut through for the Suez
On the south and southeast its shores are
canal.
washed by the Indian Ocean, which has been constantly receding and allowing more of the land to
emerge. On the east it is separated from Persia by
the Persian Gulf, and on the north is bounded by the
Syrian desert, which is but a continuation of tlie great
desert lying in the heart of Arabia itself.
This
desert is relieved by a number of oases, on which
grow palms and tamarisks in abundance, providing
food and shade for the Bedouins. Arabia has no
rivers, but is artificially irrigated.
The land outside
the desert is very fertile, especially on the western
side; it is known on this account as Arabia Felix.
Arabia has an average width of 600 miles and a
:

Ruins of Ar Moab.
(After Luynes, " Voy.ige d'Ezploration a la

Mer Morte.")

the Moabites which dwell in Ar." It is obvious that
"Ar" here must stand either for the land of Moab,
or for file principal part of it: if, therefore, "Ar"
were a city, it must here be used as representing
the country.
It would be simpler, however, to regard " Ar " as the actual name of a countr}^ and this
is appropriate also in Isa. xv. 1, 2; Num. xxi. 15, 28.
Note also that the Septuagint translates Isa. xv. 1,
" )J Mwa/Jinj-."
It is perhaps from this country that

"
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length of about 1,200. Egress from tlie country is
possible by the two land routes to the east and west;
the eastern road leads into Babylonia and thence
northward into Syria, the western into Egypt and
thence southward, or directly north along the coast
plain, which at some places furnishes an entrance
into the interior of I^ilestijie.

Biblical Data
Arabia is mentioned in the
Bible in the following passages: Ezek. xxvii. 21;
Jer. XXV. 24«; Isa. xiii. 20, xxi. 13; Jer. iii. 2; Neh.
:

ii.

19, iv.

1,

vi.

1;

Chron.

II

ix.

14, xvii.

11, xxi.

xxvi. 7.
To these might be added the
doubtful passages: Jer. 1. 37; I Kings x. lo; Ezek.
16, xxii. 1,

XXX. 5; Jer. xxv. 24b.

In Biblical
Passages,

tion

An

examina-

of these, hoAvever, proves that

"Arabia" and

the terms

"

Arabians

are used in a number of senses.
(1)
In Jer. iii. 2 (" In the ways hast thou sat for them, as
the Arabian in the wilderness ") and in Isa. xiii. 20

("Neither shall the Arabian pitch his tent there'")
is made to the wandering marauding Bedouin who looks for opportunities to plunder, or
stops here and there to eat the fat of the land.
In neither case is this "Arabian," strictly speaking,
an inhabitant of Arabia. The passage in Isaiah presupposes frequent incursions into Babylonia of the
tent-dwelling Bedouins referred to in the Assyrian
in.scriptions.
Sometimes, however, the Bedouins
reference

traveled in companies large enough to do serious injury.
To such is reference made in II Chron. xvii.
11, of whom Jehoshaphat exacts tribute, which they
pay in rams and goats the gold and silver of a
nomadic people. The home of these marauding
bands is vaguely indicated by the phrase, " which
were near the Ethiopians" (II Chron.

—

xxi. 16).
They appear again in Jehoram's reign, when, owing to the weakArabs,
ness of the kingdom, they are able to
make an incursion and, after plundering the land, escape with their booty. In Uzziah's
reign they make a similar attempt, but with no success (II Chron. xxvi. 7).
It would seem that.the.se
attacks were directed from the west, because the
Arabians are named with the Philistines.
(2) In the strict sense of the word, Arabia is menbut the addition, "All the
tioned in Jer. xxv. 24<i
kings of mingled multitude " ("Ereb "), to the phrase,
"all the kings of Arabia," appears to be a dittography. From Arabia, gold and silver were sent to
Solomcm (II Chron. ix. 4), and, inaocordance with this
passage, in its parallel (I Kings x. 5) " Ereb " must be
changed to " Arab. " A similar change, suggested by
Cornill, following Aquila, Synunachus, and the Peshitta, must be made in Ezek. xxx. 5 (Smend, on the passage), Avhere Arabia is mentioned in connection with
Lud, Put, and Egypt. The classic passage is Ezek.
xxvii. 21, where Arabia is referred to as one of the
conti-ibutors to the wealth of Tyre.
As in the other
citations, "Arabia" here means only the northern

Conflicts

with

;

part.

It

contributed lambs, rams, and goats; other
districts in

Arabia sent

their

share,

Trade with. Kedar, Sheba, and Eden sending lambs,
Arabia.

spices, gold, and precious stones. Tiiere

perhaps
is evidence that after and
even during the Exile, Arabians made their fixed
abode in Palestine. At the rebuilding of the walls

Ar
Arabia

they gave Nehemiah

much annoyance

(Neh.

iv.),

particularly Geshem, the Arabian (Neh. ii. 1, 19).
Jer. 1. 37 is a doubtful pa.ssage, but it can hardly
refer to the Aral)ians.
One other might be men-

In the Elijah story (I Kings xvii. 4), ravens
'orebim") bring food to tlie prophet. The Talmud
(Hul. 5«) reports an interesting discussion, wherein
it is suggested that "'orebim" might be the name
of men (Judges vii. 2~)), or jjcrhaps men of a certain
locality, this of course implying the reading "Arabians." And despite the fact tiiat all the ancient
versions read "ravens," tlie reading "Arabians" or
"Bedouins" is still a possibility. The hiding-place
of Elijah lay directly in the path of the bands who,
in the period of drought, would have reason to
remain near a brook (I Kings x. vii. 6).
(3) In later times "Arabian" signifies the more
restricted Nabataian. II Mace. v. 8 mentions Aretas,
prince of the Arabians, who is known from other
sources to have been a Nabata-an. The same restiiction applies to the New Testament (Gal. i. 17, iv. 25;
II Cor. xi. 32).
The Arabians are mentioned also on tlie Assyrian
inscriptions with the same ambiguity (Bedouins or
Arabians) as in the Hebrew sources,
Arabs in being variously given as "Aribu,"
Assyrian "Arubu," "Arabi," or even "Arbi."
InThey are first found in the days of
scriptions. Shalmancser II. In a battle fought
in 854 at Karkar, Gindibi the Arabian,
with his 1,000 camels, took part. Tiglath-pileser
III. makes an invasion into Arabia, and among
others who pay homage and tribute are found the
two queens, Zabibe and Samsi. In Sennacherib's
reign the "tent-dwelling" Arabs have moved northward and, in conjunction with the Arami and the
Kaldi, make trouble for the king.
His son and successor, Esarhaddon, defeats them at Bazu.
They
are by no means destroyed, however, for they are
still found in the empire in the reign of Asurbanipal.
The constant migration of the hordes from central
Arabia into Babylonia, and thence along the Euphrates into Palestine, has been going on at all times,
as appears from the Bible and the inscriptions.
The
episode of Abraham's journey is but one stage.
From Arabia the wanderers poured into Babylonia
and settled there. Pressure from Arabia dispersed
them and the}' wandered north. On the west the
Arabs entered Egypt and went south into Yemen and
It is quite probable that Semitic cusAbyssinia.
toms, mythology, and national traits were carried in
successive stages from central Arabia to the other
jiarts where Semites were found. Ilomtioned.

("

Arabia as

inel,

Home

that

von Kremer, and Guidi assume
iVIesopotamia was the original

home of the Semite; but, as has been
pointed out by De Goje, agriculturists
and inhabitants of mountains never
become nomads. The reverse is often true. Sayce,
Schrader
Sprenger, and Schrader favor Arabia.
points out that on mythological, historical, geographical, and linguistic grounds Arabia must be the
Noldeke suggests
starting-point of Senn'tic culture.
Africa as the original home of the Semites a view
adopted by Brinton, Jastrow, and Barton; but this
in nowise conflicts with Arabia as the Semitic center
of the
Semites,

—
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Arabia
in Asia (see Semites,

ch.

1.,

J.

New

York,

and Barton, "Semitic Origins,"
G. B. L.

-Settlement of the Jews

:
In the history of the
three epochs may be noticed: (1)
period; (2) Mohammed's lifetime;
and {'6) the period from Mohammed's death to the expulsion of Jews from the peninsula.
Pre-Islamic Period: Nothing certain is known as

Jews of Arabia
The pre-Islamic

of Jewish immigration into Arabia;
but from various passages in the Mishnah (Shab. vi.
6; Ohalot xviii. 10) may be inferred the existence of
Jewish settlements in northern Arabia (Hijaz) shortly
There
after the destruction of the Second Temple.
is no doubt that whatever civilization existed in
to the time

centuries of the present
the Jews.
They evidentljbrought some knowledge of the Bible, the Talmud,
and the prayer-book with them; but it docs not appear that regular study had found a home among
them, nor did they produce any rabbinic authority
beyond those so considered by Mohammedan authors.
Yet this sufficed to give them a much higher
moral standing than that of their Arab neighbors.
The Jews not only tilled the soil and reared palmgroves, but were also skilled armorers and jewelers.
Outwardly they hardly differed from the Arabs,
whose customs they adopted, not only in the matter
of tribal life, but also in other respects. From extensive lists of names it is seen that typically Jewish
or Biblical names were in the minority.
Even the
names of the tribes are purely Arabic, and offer
hardly any clue to their origin.
Although the .settlement of the Jews did not extend further south than the town of Medina, the
spread of their religion was not conEarly
fined to that district.
The accounts
Accounts, of this are rather fantastic and include the following: When Abu Karlb, the last of the Tobba kings of Yemen, besieged
Yathrib (the ancient name of Medina), he Avas persuaded by two rabbis (to whom later sources give
the names of Ka'ab and Asad) not only to raise the
siege, but also to adopt the Jewish creed.
Taking
the two rabbis with him, he converted his army and
subsequently his people; but it was not till the time
ofDhuNuwas (sixth century) that Judaism was
first six

by

more widely spread in Yemen.
Jewish colonies were probably to be found in the
whole northwestern coast-line but only a few are
;

known

These were at Taima, Fadak,
Khaibar, Wadi al-Kura, and in the immediate vicinity of Medina.
It was in the last-named place
that Jews lived in large numbers, forming three
tribes, viz., the powerful Banu Kainuka, in the
north of the town, where they possessed a market
named after them; the Banu al-Nadhir, who were
their neighbors, and the Banu Kuraiza, who occuto history.

pied the eastern suburbs.
The last two tribes
claimed their descent from the family
Medinian of Aaron, and therefore styled them-

Jews.

selves

Through recent discoveries of inscripnames of several "kings" of triljes have
been unearthed, and Glaser has arranged them chronologically in the following order: Talraay, Hanaus
(Al-Aus), Talmay, Lawdan, Talmay.
Such was the position of the Jews in North Arabia, when, about the year 300, two Arab tribes, the
Banu al-Khazraj and Al-Au.s, moving northward
Arab

tribes.

tions the

1901).

JR.

these parts in the
era was fostered

49

Al-Kahinan (the two

Priests).

Besides building villages, all three
tribes constructed a number of forts, which afforded
them protection during the numerous feuds of the

with the stream of immigrants from the southern
found habitations in the environs of Medina.
Like the Jews, the intruders built a number of castles for themselves and sought to insure their own
shores,

safety by making allies of the former.
Peaceful
times had, however, gone forever. The Arab historians the sole source regarding these events consider the acts of violence committed by one of the
Jewish tribes to be the cause of the outbreak of
hostilities but this is only natural.
Following their
report it is learned that part of the Banu al-Khazraj
had settled in Syria under the sovereignty of the
Ghassanide prince Abu Jubaila.
Malik, chief of
the Medinian Khazrajites, invoked his aid against the
Jewish oppressors. Glad of the opportunity, he

—

—

;

marched with an army toward Medina, whereupon
the Jews retired to their castles.
Pretending to be
engaged in an expedition against Yemen, he assured
them of his peaceful intentions, and invited them to
a banquet in his camp.
Those who availed themselves of the invitation were assassinated, and the
murderers seized their wives and children. The
fate of the unhappy victims was bewailed in elegies
by the Jewess Sarah and by another poet, whose
name is not known.
The only revenge taken by the Jews Avas to manufacture an uncouth efflgy of the traitor, which they
are said to have placed in their synagogue a most
imlikely place where they showered blows and
curses on it. This, if true, would enable one to
form some idea of their intellectual status, and would
seem to show that, in spite of their religious views,
they shared their neighbors' belief in magic. That
Arabs regarded such punishment as effective can
be proved by occurrences which took place even in
Islamic times; but compare Haman ix Ratju. Lit.
After this event, which considerably' weakened the
power of the Jewish tribes, nothing is heard of their

—

—

about a century, except that they took
quarrels of the two Arab clans with
whom they intermarried, and that they fought occasionally on both sides.
In the middle of the sixth century there flourished
the Jew Samau'al b. Adiya, who lived in his castle
Al-Ablak in Taima, eight days' jourSamau'al ney north of Medina. " ^lore faithful
b. Adiya. than Ai-Samau'al" became a prover-

affairs for

part in the

bial saying.
The following is the
circumstance which gave rise to it: When the famous poet Imr al-Kais fled from the King Al-Mundhir of Hira, he confided his daughter and his treasures to the care of his friend Samau'al. Al-Mundhir
besieged Al-Ablak, and having captured a son of
Samau'al, threatened to kill liini unless his father
gave up the treasures of his friend. This Samau'al
refused to do, allowing his son to be slaughtered
before his eyes in preference.
Samau'al alluded to
the incident in ver.se, thus securing for himself a
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among the aucieut Arab poets. Of other Jewcontemporaneous poets the best known is Ai.
Rahi II5X Aiuj Ai.-HuKAiK, who competed in poetic
inii)rovisatioii with another prominent Arab minplace

ish

strel.

The second

period in the
tlie rise of
Islam and its effect on their fate, may now be conAVhen the news spread that a ]\Ieccau
sidered.
projihet had arisen who endeavored to replace paganism by a monotheistic belief, the cureosity of

Mohammed's Lifetime

history

the
ical

Jews

of the

:

in

Arabia,

viz.,

Jews was naturally aroused. Their own politprestige had by that time declined to such an

extent that they were daily exposed to acts of vioThey looked
lence from their pagan neighboi-s.
forward to the advent of a Jlessiah; and INIoslem
historians, chronicling these hopes, i)oint vaguely to

from
Medinian Jews'
opinion of the new projihet. The report which
they are supposed to have brought throws very
On the other hand, the
little light on this subject.

Mohammed.

About

Mecca arrived

in order to learn the

this

time, ambassadors

Jews was so great that they could
but sent one of their chiefs to 3Iecca to as3Iocertain what they had to hope for or to fear.
liammed was plied, directly or through an intermediary, Avith questions; but with no satisfactory
Pi-obably, as long as he lived in Mecca, the
results.
Jews thought but little of the Avhole movement; indeed, there was little prospect of Islam ever assuming large proportions in ]Medina.
Notwithstanding all that is related about IMohammed's having used tiie Medinian Jews as a source of
information, their share in the actual building-up of
When Mohammed came to
Islam was but small.
live among them, the essential portions of the faitli
had already been created. Such learning as he owed
to Jews he had acquired at a much earlier period,
probably in Syria. It was only natural, however,
that ]Mohamnied should be anxious to win the Jews
over; but, being afraid of tiieir intellectual superiority, he wished to accomplish this by intimidation
rather than by persuasion. Ilis first step was to adcuriosity of the

not

rest,

vise the ]\Iedinians,

who

invited

him

to take

up

his

abode with them, and dissolve their alliances with tlie
Jews. The seemingly friendly attitude toward the
Jews, that he at first assumed, and to which he gave
expression in the treaty that he concluded with the
Medinians, was b\it a stratagem. As soon as he perceived that tliey did not feel inclined to make advances, he covered them with abuse; this can be
seen in the Medinian portions of the Koran. Observing that they remained obstinate, he
Mohammed proceeded to crush them as soon as

Crushes
the Jews,

his political

enough

power had become strong'
him to do so with
He commenced by expel-

to enable

impunity.

ling the Banu Kainidia, who retired to Adraat in
Subsequently he ordered the assassinathe north.
tion of the poet, Ka'ab b. al-Ashraf. chief of the

Banu

al-Xadhir, who, by his verses, had incited the
IMeccaus to revenge the defeat they had sulTered at
Badr. In the following year, to retrieve the disaster of the IMoslem arms at Uhud, the whole tribe
Al-Nadhir was expelled. Their expulsion formed
the burden of an elegy by the Jewish poet Al-Sam-

Arabia

mak. Finally, the Banu Kuraiza were besieged,
and on their surrender were put to deatJi by Mohammed. They numbered upward of seven himdred, and included the chiefs Ka'ab b. Asad and
Hukaik; their women and children were distributed

among the Moslems.
Mohammedan authors have much

to say about
the Jewish apostate, Abdallah ben Salam, who is
sui)po.sed to have become a follower of the prophet
soon after tlie entry of the latter into Medina; but
from more r 'liable sources it is gathered that the
apostasy did not take place till shortly before Mohammed's death. Only a little of what ISloliammed
learned from this man appears in theKonin; but
much more is given in the "Iladith," the traditional
supplement to this book.
Lastly came the turn of the Jews of Khaibarto
be attacked. After an unsuccessful fight the^^ as
Avell as those of Fadak, Taima, and Wadi-al-Kura,
siurendered. Being more skilled agriculturists than
the Arabs, .Moiiammed ])ermitted them to stay on
the condition that they hand over one-half of their
harvests to the Moslem authorities. But they lived
in dread of ultimate expulsion; and tiiis state lasted
His successor, Abu Bakr,
till Mohannned's death.
also found it well to continue the same policy, from
Avhich the Moslem commonwealth derived considerOmar, however, fearing that the danable benefit.
ger Islam might undergo through continual contact
with Jews would be greater than their mateiial usefulness, drove them out of the country, and they
For the history of tin; Jews in
left for Syria.

Arabia after ]Mohammed see Adex, San'aa, Yk.micn.
Bibliography: Hirschfeld, Exsai
Mcdiiic, in Rev. FA. Juives, vii.
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Rabbinical Literature

:

Ilrii.

Both the land

Arabia were familiar to the Jews
of Palestine and Babylonia; and the notices of the
Arabians, as given in the Talmuds and the ]Mid-

and the

jieople of

rashim, are among the most vahuible and reliable
data extant concerning the pre-Islamic Arabians.
The Arabians are designated by the Jews '21^.
and more rarely ^^^•yDt^'^ the latter name being
used principally to indicate the inhabitants of the
desert {M. K. 24^/) to emphasize their kin.ship to
In Babylonia the Arabians
the Jews (Shab. lie/).
were also known by the name of Nj;"D ("Tayite"),
after the great Aral)ian tribe of the Tayites; and the
Hebrew transliteration with J? is based upon a popu-

etymology which connected this Arabic name
with nyo iind nyn ("to wander," -'to Avander
By the term "Arabians" the Jewish
about").
sources sometimes also indicate the Nabatiuans, the
Aramaized Arabians, although the Avord "Nabat;ean" is also found.
It is impossible to tell to what extent the Arabian
peninstda Avas known to the JeAvs during the first
With the excepfive centuries of the common era.
ti<m of a passage in 'Erubin 19rt, the Talmud and
the Midrash speak of Aiabia in a general Avay,
lar

Arabia
Arabic-Jewish Philosophy
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without mentioning any particular locality. As regards the passage Lam. R. iii. 7, it is doubtful
whether "Sugar" (thus in Buber's
The Land, edition) is the name of a place at all,
although Arabia has towns bearing
the names of " Sajur " and " Sawajir." It is evident,
from a remark in the Tosefta (Ber. iv. 16) and the
Midrash (Gen. R. Ixxxiv. 16), that the Arabs traded
only in skins and naphtha, and not in spices and
sweet-scented stuffs, and that southern Arabia must
therefore have been altogether unknown to the Jews
of Palestine.

The Arabs are spoken of as typical nomads. A
very ancient source (Ohalot xviii. 10) speaks of
their tents as unstable abodes, because the occupants wandered about from one place to another.
Thus the settled Arameans looked down with contempt upon the Arabs, to whom, about the year 70,
the phrase " contemptible nation " (n^QB' nolN) came
to be applied (Ket. Q6b) and even in later times it
was regarded as most humiliating for a woman to
marry an Arab (Yer. Ned., end). Concerning the
gods of the Arabs, mention is made ('Ab. Zarah
116) of the idol Nashra (or Nishra), a deity revered
by the tribes of both the south and the north (see
Wellhausen, "Reste Arabischen Heidenthums, " 2d
;

ed., p. 23,.

and the

literature cited there).

The

pas-

sage states that this god's temple was open the year
round and it is further recorded that the "hajj [annual pilgrimage] of the Tayites " (""y^DT NDJn) was
not always held upon the same date, or (according
peculiar
to Rashi) not regularly every year.
religious custom is mentioned (Yer. Ta'an. ii. Q5b;
Midrash Jonah, in Jellinek, "B. H." i. 100, and
Ta'anit 16a). The tribes are also especially characterized as being given to immoral excesses; and
the proverb runs that " the Arabs are guilty of ninetenths of all the immorality in the world " (Kid.
49b Esther R. [i. 3] however, has " Alexandria " in
place of "Arabia," and assigns to the Ishmaelites
nine measures of "stupidity" [niK'QD])In a passage badly mutilated bj'^ censors (Shab.
;

A

,

;

(Rab), who lived about the first
half of the third centurj^ remarks that he would
rather be ruled by an Ishmaelite than by a Roman,
llrt)

Abba Arika

and by a Roman rather than by a Parsee. A century later, however, conditions seem
Habits and to have changed for the worse. It is

Customs

known

that in the first half of the
of the
fourth century the Arabs seized the
People.
lands of both Jewish and non-Jewish
inhabitants of Pumbedita, and compelled the rich proprietors to make out deeds of sale
to them (B. B. 1686).
Similar conditions at that
time prevailed at Nehardea, where it was unsafe to
leave cattle unguarded in the fields because the
Arabs (Bedouins) that frequented the district stole
whatever was within their reach (tb. 36a). Interesting, also, as bearing upon the life of the Arabs, are
the allusions in the Mishnah to "the caldron of the

Arabs," by which is meant an improvised fireplace
for baking, and which consisted of a cavity, lined
with clay, in the ground (Men. v. 9; Kelim v. 10).
At a much later period, the chief food of the Arabs

seems to have consisted of meat (Hul. 396).
As to the garb of the Arabs, the Mishnah states

44

(Shab. vi. 6; see Rashi 's reference to the passage,
p. 65«) that it was already then the custom for
women even for Jewesses living in Arabia when
they went out-of-doors, to cover the entire face, except the eyes, with a veil. In their journeys in the
desert the men, too, u.sed a face-cloth, about an ell
square, as a protection from the flying sand (M. K.
24a; Mishnah Kelim xxix. 1; compare commentary
Among the Jews, however, this covof Ilai Gaon).
ering of the face was customary only as a sign of
mourning (M. K. I.e.). There was, furthermore, a
difference between the sandals of the Arabians and
those of the Arameans, the latter being provided
with an easy lacing arrangement, whereas the former were bound firmly to the feet with leather
thongs (Shab. 112a; Yeb. 102a; compare Hananeel
on the passage in Shab. which is also cited in Aruk,
s.v. nion, ed. Kohut, iii. 436a).
Of the
"Weapons, arms of the Arabs little is said in rabbinical literature. Their usual weapon
on their travels through the desert was the spear
(B. B. 74a) and a small shield is mentioned as having been also used- in mock combats (Kelim xxiv. 1).
Another Arabian custom noted in the Talmud is
that of wrapping meat in the skin of the animal and
carrying it home on the shoulders from the slaughter-houses (Pes. 656).
Mention is also made of the
wonderful faculty the Arabs were held to possess,
of ascertaining, by merely smelling the ground, how
far removed they were from a spring or other source
of water (B. B. 736).
The Arabs are represented in Jewish sources as
magicians and idolaters of the lowest type. An authority of the third century relates that he himself
witnessed an Arab slaughter a sheep in order to
make predictions from its liver (Lam. R., introducAnother source of about the same petion, xxiii.).
riod notes that the Arabs worshiped the dust that
remained clinging to their feet (B. M.
Religion 866). In regard to the language of
and
the Arabs, Jewish sources contain

—

—

'

,

;

Language, more than twelve

" Arabic " words,
expressly designated as such, which
have been collected by Briill, not all of which, however, are really Arabic.
Thus, for instance, for
'aicila, "boy" (Gen. R. xxxvi., beginning), is given
the Arabic 'aiyil; for patia, "j^outh" (ib. Ixxxvii.),
Arabic, fatan while the other words adita, " robbery," sakkaia, " prophet," and others, are originally
Aramaic words used by the Nabataeans. Other
words, again, WkGyubla, ^^ ram," knba a' "to rob, "can
not be found either in the Arabic or in any dialect
of the Aramaic, and can only refer to the dialect of
Arabian Jews. See Isjimael and Rabba bak bar

=

;

,

Hana.
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ARABIAN NIGHTS

Popular name of a colunder the title " Alf
Lailat wa Lailah " (One Thousand and One Nights),
and rendered familiar to all Europe by Galland's
French adaptation of 1703-1717. The constituent
:

lection of tales written in Arabic

—

"

;
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elements of the collection vary in different editions
Burton's edition, which is the completest, contains
more than 230 stories, many of which include other
stories, making the total not far short of 400.
Joseph Jacobs, in an introduction to a reprint of
Lane's edition (London, 1896), suggested that these
stories may be divided into four successive strata:
(l)a Persic-Indian nucleus consisting of Indian talcs
translated into Pahlavi at the same time as similar
Barlaam and Bidi'ai and Sindcollections of tales
BAD was adapted during the reign of Chosroes I.
(531-79); this is set in a framework of local Persian
origin (2) an Arabic adaptation made at the court
of Harun-al-Rashid in the ninth century, under
the patronage of the Barmecides, by Abu Abdallah
Mohammed al-Jahshiyari (3) additions made in
Cairo between the twelfth century and the fifteenth,
and final redaction there which gave the whole collection an Egyptian tone (4) additions found only
in Galland's translation, including "Ali Baba,"
"Aladdin," and "Prince Ahmad," which have been
traced to the recital of a native Christian of Aleppo,
named Hanna, Avho visited Paris in 1709. The Jewish interest in the " Arabian Nights " connects itself
with the first and third of these sections.
De Goeje has suggested that the framework story
of the whole collection, in which the queen Shahrazad averts execution by telling tales for one thousand and one nights, is the same story
Based
as that of the Biblical book of Esther.
on Book of Shahrazad, in the Persian tradition, is
Esther.
the mother-in-law of Ahasuerus, wiio
in the Biblical story also beguiles his
nights bj'^ having tales read to him his Avives also
hold office only for one night, until Esther obtains
a more secure tenure.
M. de Goeje thinks that the
" Arabian Nights " preserves a more original form of
the story, as the writer of the Bible narrative has
modified the fate of Esther's co-wives.
F. Perles, in a series of papers contributed to
"Monatsschrift " (.xxii.), has pointed out that several of the stories of the " Arabian Nights "
mainly
those taken from the Cairene additions deal with
Jewish topics or are derived from Jewish sources.
V. Chauvin, in a special treatise on the Egyptian
recension of " One Thousand and One Nights
(Bru.ssels, 1899), has suggested that these Jewish
tales and others were introduced by one of the last
redactors, a converted Jew, probably the author of
the "Story of a Man of Jerusalem," sometimes attributed to Abraham, son of Maimonides.
The Jewish tales themselves are probably extracted from
a work of a Jewish convert to Islam, Waiib ibn
IMuNABBiii (638-738), entitled "Jewish Matters."
The following are the tales of the "Arabian

—

;

;

;

;

—

Nights

Tales

"

that appear from several investigations to
be from Jewish sources. The numbers
from are those in W. F. Kirby's compara-

Jewish
Sources,
22.

41.
52.

114.
115.

—

all forms of Burton's
the letters in parentheses refer to the identifications by Perles:

tive

list

edition

given in

;

Ala Al-Din Abu Al-Shamat.
Ali Shah and Zumurrud.

Devout Israelite (F.).
Angel of Death and the Proud King.
Angel of Death and the Rich King.

116.

Arabia
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Angel of Death and the King of the Children

of Israel.
117.

Izkander (Alexander the Great) and the Poor

Folk.
119.
122.
126.
127.

128.
130.
132.

The Jewish Cadi and His Pious Wife (A.)
Devout Tray-Maker and His Wife (J.).
The Moslem Champion.
The Christian King's Daughter.
Prophet and Providence (C).
Island King and Pious Israelite.
Queen of Serpents: (a) Adventures of Bulu-

kuia; (b) Story of Jamshah.
133 gg. The Seventh Voyage of Sindbad.
136. Judar and His Brethren.
137. Ajib and Gharib.
155. Hassan of Bassorah.
161 k. The Blind Man and the Cripple (G.).
163. Abdallah the Fisherman.
168. Abdallah ibn Fazil and His Brothers.
183 a. Harun al-Kashid and Tuhfat al-Kulub.
196. Story of Ali Cogia (K.— one of Galland's
additions).
203.

Sultan of

256. Story of

Yemen and His Three

Abdallah

Sons.

(E.).

Besides these stories, there are several others obviously inserted by the same hand. Thus, the whole
collection from 114 to 132 appears to be by the hand
of Wahb ibn Munabbih, while " The Blind Man and
the Cripple " (161 k.) is part of a section of eighteen
stories which are all told together under the title of
"King Jali'ad of Hind." Altogether some fortynearly one-ninth of the whole can be
five stories
traced to this Jewish editor of the Cairene edition,
and Chauvin suggests that fifteen others were inserted, though not written, by him.
One of the tales can be traced to the Cairene redaction by a reference to Jewish customs. In the
" Ensorcelled Prince" (2 b) the Peri transforms the fish
of different colors into the former inhabitants of the
city, the yellow fish being turned into Jews because
the Jews of Egypt wore yellow badges, owing to
the pact of Omar (see Badge).

—

—

:
Perles, Rabbinische Haggadas in 1,001 Nacht,
in Monatsschrift, xxii.; De Goeje, Thousand and One
Nights,m Encijc. Brit.; ]Mne, Arabian Nights, with aD Introduction bv Joseph Jacobs (London, 1896) ; V. Chauvin,
Recension Egijj3tienne des Millc et Une Nuits (Brussels,
1899) ; Israel L6vi, in Rev. Et. Juwes, xxxLx. 141-143 (review of Chauvin). For parallel with Testament of Solomon,
see Jew. Quart. Rev. xi. 14. See also Ahikar.
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ARABIC-JEWISH PHILOSOPHY,
View

General

So thoroughly were the writings of
Arabic-speaking Jews influenced by what may be
termed Mosaism, that it is necessary to bear this
of:

constantly in mind when considering the peculiar
contribution of these Jews to the history of philosophy. Mosaism from its outset could scarcely claim
It was, in the most
to be called a philosophy.
pointed sense of the word, a religion of law. If,
as is quite reasonable, the Decalogue be accepted as
the oldest portion of the Biblical canon as the religious backbone, so to speak, of Mosaism it becomes evident at once that a moral Will speaks
The
therein with the "categorical imperative."
Mosaic religious system was therefore neither the
product of cold intellect like the Greek religious

—

—

—
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philosophy, nor an ardent emotional evolution like
it the result
of over-subtle cogitationlike the teach-

Brahmanism or Buddhism; nor was

Mosaism

It
ings of Confucius and Zoroaster.
consisted of the imperative commands
of an Omnipotent Will speaking in
of
Mandates, mandatory accents. The religions of
intellect addressed their followers in
the subjunctive; emotional religions in the opta-

a System,

tive;

Mosaism, a Will- or Law-religion, admonished

unconditional imperatives.
of no other of the great religions contain so little speculative reflection as the Old
Testameilt; and if it be true that all religion is but
imperfect philosophy that is, philosophy in the
guise of sentiment (Schleiermacher), and never in
the form of the concept (Hegel) then Mosaism
affords a most imperfect system of metaphysics.
History (Genesis as an attempt at the history of the
world; Exodus as a national history, etc.), poetry
(Deborah's Song, the Psalms, and the Prophetical
writings), together with jurisprudence (Leviticus)
these are the vital elements in Mosaism. There is no
room for philosophy. The pliilosophical tinge in the
two books of the canon, Job and Ecclesiastes, is distinctly due to foreign influences the former plunges
immediately into the angelology and demonology
of Parseeism, and the latter is dyed in the somber
hues of the Hellenism of Alexandria.
Still more practical evidence of the aversion of
Mosaism to philosophy is afforded by the fact that,
when Jewish Hellenism in Alexandria evolved not
only such fitful stars of small magnitude as Aristaeus
and Aristobulus, but also a great and enduring luits believers in terse,

The sacred writings

—

—

:

minary like Philo, it was rudimentary Christianity
that blossomed forth in response to the Jewish-Hellenic doctrine of the Logos Judaism remained entirely uninfluenced by the Philonic
Position
philosophy. This accounts for the fact
of
that Maimonides the sole Jewish philosopher of the Middle Ages with a full
Philo.
:

—

appreciation of the historical sequence
of his faith knew as little of the existence of Philo
as of the works of Josephus. Indeed, all medieval

—

Judaism may be

said to have remained in ignorance

of Philo, the only philosopher produced by ancient
Judaism, and the greatest one down to the present
time, Spinoza alone excepted a circumstance all the
more significant when contrasted with the assiduous
development of the historical sense in other fields.
Even with Philo himself philosophy was not indigenous: it was a product imported from other climes:
for Philo was absolutely dependent upon Plato, just
as Maimonides and all Arabic-Jewish philosophers,
with the exception of Ibn Gabirol, were upon Aris-

—

totle.

The explanation of this remarkable phenomenon
the cold and almost hostile attitude of Judai.sm, as a
religion,

t

oward philosophy

Authori-

haps be found

tative

religion basod

—may per-

every
thereby nee-

in the fact that

upon law

is

Nature of essarily authoritative in its utterances.
Mosaism. The Jews did not need to speculate
upon tlie origin of all tilings. The Babylonian legend of tlie creation was pre.sented to them
in Genesis as a dogma, as an unquestionable article
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All other religious systems had to think out
for themselves a foundation for the world; in Judaism one was ready to hand. Thus, what elsewhere

of faith.

was the aim and object

of all speculative philosophy
the origin of the universe was in
Judaism posited at the very beginning of the Bible.
One other fact remains to be mentioned namely,
that of all ancient religions Mosaism was the only
optimistic one.
All the others glorified death Mo-

—the account of

—

;

;

saism was alone in extolling life: D"n2 mn^l.
"Choose life" (Deut. xxx. 19); "keep my statutes
which if a man do, he shall live in them"
While pessimistic religious pro(Lev. xviii. 5).
claimed as their watchword, " Choose death, choose
non-existence " (Nirvana), Mosaism, on the contrary,
never ceased to enjoin, "Choose life." "Serve the
Lord with gladness, come before His presence with
singing," joyously exhorts the Psalmist (Ps. c. 2) "I
shall not die, but live," he exults in the delirium of
happy existence (Ps. cxviii. 17). Buddhism was a
religion of commiseration Mosaism, one that shared
Such
the happiness and joy of all living creatures.
a religion, whose God surveyed all creation with satisfaction, and emphasized each successive stage with
the exclamation "It is good," "It is very good,"
needed no philosophy, and therefore produced none.
All philosophy originates either in a puzzled incomprehensibility of things (£Trt TO davfiaCeiv, as Aristotle
says) or in a deep dissatisfaction with the existing
arrangement of the world. Neither of these motives
obtained with the Jews for them there
Optimistic was neither theoretical impulse nor
Character practical inducement. For them, acknowledging revelation as they did,
of
Mosaism. there existed no mystery as to the origin of the universe; nor was there
anything in its government crying out for improvement. Their faith, on the one hand, and their exemplary fortitude in life, on the other in short, their
native optimism sealed for them all the sources of
philosophy. Thus there was never an original Jewish philosophy, but only, as with Philo, a HellenoJewish, or, as in the Middle Ages, an Arabic-Jewish,
philosophical system.
In the Arabic-Jewish philosophy four distinct
types or tendencies may be discerned, all, however,
dependent upon Greek models.
(1) The first of these is the rabbinical Kalam (theology or science of the word), appearing first with
Saadia, attaining its highest point with Maimonides
in literary development, and with Hasdai Crescas in
speculative attainment, and sinking with .Joseph
Albo to the level of mere pulpit-rhetoric. The scientific models for this school were, among Arabian
philosophers, theMotazilitcs(who denied all limiting
attributes of the Deity, and were champions, therefore, of His unity and justice); and, among Greeks,
Porphyry and the so-called Aristotelian theology, that
But as soon as Aristotle's
is, Plotinus' "Enneads."
actual writings became known, first through the me.

.

.

;

;

;

—

—

of Arabic- versions, and later tlirough Hebrew
translations, this Neoplatonic dilution of true Aristofelianism began gradually to give way, and ap-

dium

was made to a purer form of it. As Boethius
Christian scholastic philosophers was alluded
to as "the author," so Aristotle came to be termed
jiroach

among

—
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the philosopher j-xir excellence among
This tendency toAralMc and Jewisli thinkers.
ward Aristotle was no less marked in the Byzantine and Latin-Christian scholasticism than in the
Arabian and Jewish systems, the last of which conformed to the Arabic. Among the Arabs there was a
continual and gradual ascent through
Tendencies Al-Kindi, Al-Farabi, Ibn ISina, and Ibn
lloshd toward an ever purer and exof the
acter presentation of the genuine ArPhiCl1D'lf'''Sn,

in the last the ascent was
tiu'oughSaadia, Bahyaben Joseph Ibn
Pakuda, Judah ha-Levi, Abraham ibn Daud, ]Maimonides, Gersonides, and Crescas. Throughout this
school Aristotle remained the model and arbiter.
(3) The second school was that of the Karaite dis-

losophy.

An

analogous development
While David ben Merwan
al-Mokannnez (about 900), and especially Joseph alBasri, found their system exclusively upon the Motazilite Kalam, the latest straggler of them all, the
philosojihizing Karaite, Aaron ben Elijah of Nicomedia (fourteenth century), reverts, in liis " 'Ez Hay-

is

Kalam.

discernible with them.

yim," to Aristotle.
(3) A place by himself must be assigned to Avicebron (Avicebrol), long venerated as an authority by
Christian scholasticism, but proved by Munk to be
identical with the Jewish poet- philosopher Solomon
ibn Gabirol (died about 1070). Gabirol was influenced
by Plato exactly as Maimonides was by Aristotle. In
Gabirol 's

work Plato

is

the only philosopher re-

by name; while in Maimonides' "Moreh
Nebukim," Plato is quoted only four times in the
whole course of the book once from the "Timteus"
Munk, II. ch. cix.), probably the only
(II. ch. xiii.
Platonic work with which Maimonides was acquainted. Aristotle, on the contrary, whom Maimonferred to

—

;

ides

knows

the persons of its two chief representatives, Albertus Magnus and his l)Ui)il, Thcmias Aquinas, defers
to him (iuite as frecjuentlN' and gratefully as in their
time the Gnostics and the Church Fathens particularly Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Ambro.se
did to the Logos doctrine of Philo.
This " secret
(4) Cal)ala, or the Jewish mysticism.
lore " has always claimed descent from ages of hoary
antiquity.
There is some slight warrant for this
assertion, since faint traces of cabalistic modes of

—

—

thought liave been detected by Fran-

istotle;

ciples of the

so thoroughly, is

named

at the outset

ch. V.) as n''D1Dl!?''Sn t^NI ("The Chief of Philosopliers"), and in II. ch. xvii. (Munk, II. ch. xxii.

(I.
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Jewish
kel and by Munk among the Essenes.
Mysticism Xor may it be denied that the work
and the that is at the foundation of the Zohar,
Cabala.

namely "Sefer Yezirah," the

so-called
of Creation " (sec article), contains material reaching back to an older tradition.

"Book

In sequence of thought, the Cabala is as com])letely
dominated by Pytliagoi'as ov rather by the Xeopythagorean school as Jewish Hellenism was by Plato,
or the Arabic-Jewish Philosophy Ijy the sage of
Stagira.
It matters really little whether the rise of
the Jewish Cabala and of Christian nnstici-sm, the
Mvff-iK^ deoloyia of Dionysius the Areopagite, be dated
a few centuries back or forward its vital elements are
^ilways the Pythagorean number-symbolism on the
one hand, and the Neoplatonic emanation-theory on
the other. Its distinguishing feature is the combinaThe Cabala also looks for
tion of both elements.
"middle beings," exactly as Philo and Gabirol do,

—

;

upon

whom

may

be dependent. But while Pliilo
the.se intermediaries in tlie diThe Cabala vine Logos, and Gabirol in the divine
and. Num- will, the Cabala sought them in fanber-Sym- tastic arithmetic. The Unlimited ("En
bolism.
Sof "), or God, is the originally undifferentiated unity of the cosmos, entirely identical with the Indian Nirvana and the
TldvTa ofcoii of the Greeks. Differentiation began with
the archetypal Man (Adam Kadmon) compounded
it

found

of ten light-circle.s, spheres, or intelligences (Selirot:
Hokmah , Binah, Hesed, Din, Tiferet,
Nezah, Hod, Yesod, Malkut). God dissolves Him-

179) occurs the unqualified declaration that " everything that Aristotle teaches of sublunary matters is
the unconditioned truth" (see also book II. ch. xix.

to wit, Keter,

and

self into attributes.

xxiv.).

Ibn Gabirol's relation to Plato is similar to that
of Philo, and that without his suspecting even the
Characterisexistence of the Alexandrian thinker.
tic of the philosophy of both is the conception of a
Middle Being between God and the world, between
Aristotle had already forspecies and individual.
mulated the objection to the Platonic theory of Ideas,
that it lacked an intermediary or third
Gabirol's l)eing {tp'ltoq avO/MTTog) between God
Conception and the universe, between form and
of Inter- matter. This " third man," this link
mediary between incorporeal substances (ideas)
Beings,
and idealess bodies (matter, the /jf/ dv),
is, with Philo, the "Logos"; with GabiPhilo gives the problem
rol it is the divine will.
an intellectual aspect while Gabirol conceives it as
a matter of volition, approximating thus to such modFor the
ern thinkers as Schopenhauer and Wundt.
rest, Gabirol suffered precisely the same fate as his
predecessor, Philo; his philosophy made not the
Among Jews he is
slightest impression on Judaism.
esteemed as a poet; while Christian scholasticism, in
;

This feature is peculiar to the
the Middle Ages. Natural forces are
transformed into attributes of God and attributive
thought takes the place of substantive. While in

whole

of

;

antiquity every natural force was a divinity, and
while Monotheism condensed all these divinities into
one personality, recourse was now had to the expedient of degrading the forces of nature into attributes of God. Trinity, Tritheism, Logos-doctrine,
and Sefirot are the stammering utterances of ancient
and medieval thought, endeavoring to explain the
relation of multiplicity to unity, of natural forces
to nature itself, of the attributes of God to God

Himself.
Thecabalists, however, occupied a proportionately
small space in the history of Arabic-Jewish Philos-

ophy. They were far more numerous in .soutliern
France or Languedoc than in Moorish Spain. There
are no independent cabalistic works written in
Arabic, though the philosojihical works of the Arabic-Jewish philosophers were written in Arabic, the
vernacular of every-day life in ^Moorish Spain. There
seems to have been a certain system in the employ-

a
"

"

;

Arabic- Jewish PhilosophyArabic lianeuage Among- Jews

mcnt of
(Saadia
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Hebrew and Arable. For lialakic decisious
Gaou and Mainumides), for religious poetr}^
(Ha-Levi and Gabirol), aud especially

Arabic

Daud, GerSuited to souides, Ibn Ezra, aud Abravanel) the
Philosoph- Hebrew language was used while for
for Biblical exegesis (Ibn

;

Termi- philosophic writings the Arabic Idiom
nology.
was currently employed. The vulgar
tongue seemed most appropriate for

ical

things profane; possessing as it did the advantage
of a finely developetl philosophical vocabularv,
which the Hebrew acquired only after the school
of the Tibbonides liad accomplished their labors of
translation.

A fundamental difference between the cabalists
and the exponents of pure philosophy in the conception of the philosophical problem may be found
in the position assigned by either to human Reason.
The former rejected the authority of tiie conclusions
of Reason, and relied upon tradition, inspiration, and
Those thinkers, en the other hand, who
intuition.
based upon Reason considered inspiration and "intellectual intuition " as pertaining to prophets only;
for themselves and ordinary human beings Reason
was the prior requisite for all perception and knowledge.
Saadia (892-942) in his "Emunot we-De'ot " (The
Principles of Faith and Knowledge) posits the rationality of the Jewish faith with the
Reason restriction that Reason must capituand
late wherever it contradicts tradition.
Tradition. Dogma must take precedence of Reason. Thus, for example, in the question
concerning the eternity of the world, Reason teaches
since Aristotle, that the Avorld is without beginning
that it was not created Dogma asserts a creation out
of nothing. Again, Reason insists also since the
time of Aristotle upon only a general immortality
Dogma, on the contrary, maintains the immortality
Reason, therefore, must give
of the individual.
;

—

—

way.
While Bahya ben Joseph (eleventh century) in

—

Hobot lia-Lebabot " (Duties of the Heart)
book still popular among Eastern Jews maintained
an almost hostile attitude toward rationalistic
thought and was satisfied with mere pulpit-moralizing, the poet-philosopher Judah ha-Levi (twelfth
his "

—

century) in his religio-philosophical work " Cuzari
took the field with strenuous arguments against all
philosopliizing. He became thus the Jewish Algazali, whose "Destructio Philosophorum " was the
model for the "Cuzari." Against Mohammedanism
and Christianity his antagonism is somewhat milder
than against Peripatetic philosophy: he inclines
rather toward Sufi's skeptical mysticism.
Human
reason does not count for much with him inward illumination, emotional vision, is every;

The
*'

Cuzari."

The "Cuzari"

interesting as
a literary type. It describes representatives of the different religions and
tiling.

is

of philosophy disputing before tlie king of the Khazars concerning the respective merits of the systems

they stand

palm of course being ultimately
Herein is the germ of those
comparative studies of religion which the Frenchman, Jean Bodin (1530-96), developed in his"Hepawarded

for,

the

to Judaism.
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taplomercs" (partially translated into German Ijy
Guhrauer, 1841), aud whicli has Ijcen still further
continued in our age as the science of comparative
religion.

But not even a Judah ha-Levi could bar the progress of Aristotelianism

Jews.

As among

among

Arabic-writing
Ibn Sina and Ibn

tlie

the Arabs,

Roshd leaned more and more on Aristotle, so among
the Jews did Abraham ibn Daud and Moses Maimonides, whose " 3Ioreh Nebukim " has remained the
text-book for Arabian-Jewish Aristotelianism. The
commentaries on the "Guide for the Perplexed"
are always in Hebrew (by Falaquera, Ibn Caspi,
Moses Narboni, and Isaac Abravanel), andare beyond
the scope of an article dealing with Arabian-Jewish
philosophers; these thinkers do not belong to ^loorish Spain, but to Provence or Portugal.
For similar
reasons, the Aristotelian, Levi b. Gershon (RaLBaG)
(1288-1345) who wrote "Milhamot Adonai " (Wars
of the Lord), can not be discussed
Gersonides here: lie w.is a denizen of Bagnols, in
and
southern France, and wrote in Hebrew.

Hasdai
Crescas.

Among

Levi

Gershon
most advanced for he, and he only, had the
place reason above tradition, or, to exscholastics,

(Gersonides)

was by

b.

far the

;

courage to

press it differently, to oppose the tiieoiy of creation
out of nothing. Similarly, Hasdai Crescas (13401410), another writer in Hebrew, combated another
dogma of Judaism, the freedom of the will, so energetically that he may be considered a rara avis
among Jews aud so valiantly did he break a lance
for fatalism that he enjoyed the honor of being appreciatively quoted by Spinoza.
His " Or Adonai
(Light of the Lord) is one of the most original and
independent works of scholasticism in general and
not of Jewish scholasticism alone. Apart from its
hardihood in openly and unreservedly attacking
Maimonides' claims of infallibility for Aristotle in
all matters pertaining to the sublunary Avorld, it has
the merit of projecting the problem of causes into
the very foreground of philosophical thought.
The
mental heights of Crescas were by no means maintained by his pupil Joseph Albo, the last JewisK
scholastic in the Spanish peninsula. In liis " 'Ikkarim" (Fundamental Doctrines) he sinks to the level
of an ordinary philosophizing rhetorician and moralist. It is difficult perhaps to penetrate the depth of
thought and deft language of Crescas but it is just as
difficult to work one's Avay througli the pitiful shallows of Albo's unctuous commonplaces. These lastnamed philosophers wrote in Hebrew, and therefore
can hardly be reckoned among Arabic-Jewish philosophers.
The chief representative of Arabic-Jewish scholasticism, Maimonides, must now receive
;

;

attention.

Maimonides holds tenaciously, as against Aristotle,
to the doctrine of creation out of nothing.

God

is

not only the prime mover, the original form, as
with Aristotle, but is as well the creator of matter.
Herein jMaimonides approaches more closely the
Platonic " Timaius " than the Stagirite. Of God, the
All-One, no positive attributes can be predicated.
The number of His attributes would seem to prejudice the unity of God.
In order to preserve this
doctrine undiminished, all anthropomorphic attri-

—

4
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butes, such as existence,

life,

power,

will,

knowledge,

— the usual positive attributes of God iu the Kalum
—must be avoided in speaking of
Maimoni-

Ilini.

Between the attributes of God

;ind those of man there is no other siniides the
larity than one of words (homonymy),
Chief
Scholastic, no similarity of essence ("Moreh," i.
The negative attril)utes imply
'S5, 56).
that nothing can be known concerning the true being of God, which is what IMaimonides really means.

Just as Kant declares the Thing-in-itself to be unknowable, so Maimonides declares that of God it can
only bo said that lie is, not what lie is.
Finally, it may be stated that in the question of
universals the chief problem of scholasticism
ground
Aristotelian
strict
IMaimonides
takes
(":\lorch," i. 51, iii. 18; treatise on "Logic," ch.
10), in so far as he denies reality to the human
species, but admits its true essence to exist only in
the individual (according to the formula " Universalla in re "). In his " Ethics " (as systematized by D.
Rosin, 187C) he follows the Stagirite in consistently
insisting upon the "fitting mean" {/leaorr/g) as well
as in the elevation of the intellectual virtues over
Thus, the Arabic-Jewish philosophy
the ethical.
presents the same endeavor as the contemporary
Arabian, Byzantine, and Latin-Christian scholasticism, namely, to bring about from the standpoint
of the knowledge of the day a reconciliation be-

—

tween religion and

science.

compared with the fund of
our present knowledge, this Arabic-Jewish philosophy may appear in its attitude toward the various
problems and their solutions, two things must not
be overlooked. In the first place, modern pride of
culture should not prevent the confession that not
a single step taken since the days of Maimonides
has brought the solution of such problems any
And, in the second place, it must not be fornearer.
gotten that the scholastics preserved the continuity
Without the activity of
of philosophical thought.
these Arabic-Jewish philosophers, especially of those
Jewish translators of whose Avork Steinschneider
has treated so exhaustively, the mental culture of
the Western world could scarcely have taken the
direction it has, and certainly not at
Position in the rapid rate which was made posthe History sible through the agency of the Huof Thought, mauists and of the Renaissance. The
Arabic-Jewish philosophers were the
Humanists, the agents of culture, of the Middle Ages.
They established and maintained the bond of union
between the Arabic philosophers, physicians, and
poets on the one hand, and the Latin-Christian
world on the other. Gabirol, Maimonides, and Crescas are of eminent importance in the continuity of
philosophy, for they not only illumined those giants
of Christian scholasticism, Albertus Magnus and
Thomas Aquinas, but their light has penetrated
deeply into the philosophy of modern times. Leibnitz
speaks with no little respect of Maimonides, as does
Spinoza of Crescas. Moses Mendelssohn and Solomon Maimon, the two Jewish friends of Immannel
Kant, took their point of departure from the ArabicJewish philosophy, as Baruch Spinoza had done. Suf-

However

insignificant,

ficiently indicative of the

II—

bond of

intellectual con-

tinuity

tlu;

is

who assumed
ence for
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fact that the

same Solomon Maimon,

name Maimon .simply out of reverMaimonides, was gratefully described by
the

Kant

in a letter to Marcus Herz as the critic who
imderstood him best, and who had penetrated most
deeply into his "Critique of Pure Reason."
Jews play merely a secondary role in the history
of j)hiiosophy: they are transmitters of thought,

apostles of culture, typical representatives of the
intellectual continuity of the human race.
The first

Jew who was a

magJew;
no more than Descailcs framed his as a Frenchman
and Catholic, or Leibnitz his as a Protestant and
German. Philosophy lias divested itself, more and
more decisively, of all narrowing restraints of sectarianism and nationalism, and, like science itself, has
become more and more cosmopolitan. The ArabicJewish philosophy was the last that could be designated Jewish.
To-day there are still .Jews who
real philosoi)her of prime
nitude, Spinoza, evolved his system not as a

philosophize; but there arc no Jewish philosophers.
Biblfography: There is a mine of information in the annotations to Solomon Munk's Guide des Eoaris; as also in Steinschneider's monumental Hchr. Uebers. Berlin, IWW. (ieneral
treatises upon Arabic-Jewish philosophy exist only in the form
of sketches, such as that of Munk, already mentioned, and In
the manuals of the history of medieval philosophy by Hitter
G'csc/i. der Atoniifitik
Prantl, Gexch.
also in the Encyclopedias of Ersch-G ruber, Herd. Logik
zog, and Encyc. Britiinnica. Useful for the literary history is
the Ueberweg-Heinze G'naicZriss der Gesch. d. Phllosojjhie,
8th ed., 1898, ii. 2:37-253. The sketch of I. S. Spiegler, Gcsc/i.d.
PhiJosophie d. Jiidcnthums, 1881, is of little practical value.
Much that is valuable may be found in the larger histories of
The essay on Jewish-religious
Jost, Graetz, and David Cassel.
philosophy by Philip Bloch in Winter-Wiinsche. JUd. Lit. 1894,
ii. 699-793, is thoroughly reliable, as is also G.Kaipeles, Gesch.
d. JUd. Lit. 1886, pp. 419 et seq. Of monographs may be mentioned: On the Cabala, Ad. Franck, Systeme de la Knlihnle,
1843, 2d ed., 1889 (German by A. Jellinek, 1844); D. H. Joel, Die
Reli{)ionsphilosoplii6 dcs Soliar. 1849. Among works dealing with special problems and individual exponents of ArabicJewish philosophy, the most important are M. Joel, Beitrdoe
zur Gesc/i. d. P/n"io,s'((j>/iic, 1876, and David Kaufmann. Gesch.
d. Attrihutenlehre in d. Jiul. BeJigionsphilnsophien 1877.
See also the studies by Moritz Eisler and A. Schmiedl. Optimism
and pessimism in Jewish religious philosophy have been treated
by H. Goitein, 1890 ; the doctrine of the Freedom of the Will,
biy L. Knoller, Das Prohlcm der Willensfreiheit, 1884, and
by L. Stein, Die Freiheit des U'i77c»s, 1882. J. Guttmann

andStockl; Lasswitz,

;

;

has furnished excellent monographs upon Saadia, Ibn (iabirol,
and Ibn Daud. A conclusive monograph upon Maimonides'
philosophy has not yet been written but his " Ethics " has
been luminously treated by Jaraczewsky, Zeitschrift fUr
Philosophie, 1865, and by D. Rosin, 1876.
L. S.
K.
;

ARABIC LANGUAGE AMONG JEWS,
USE OF The precise period of the first settlement
:

Jews

Arabia

unknown, and

it is therefore
the Arabic language was
Historical data concernfirst employed by them.
ing the Jews of Arabia do not reach further back
than the first century of the common era; but,
judging by the important positions which they oc-

of

in

impossible to say

is

when

cupied then in parts of Arabia (compare Yakut,
" Geog. Worterbuch," ed. Wustenfeld, iv. 461 et seq.)
and by the purely Arabic names which thoy bore,
Jews must have already been settled in the country
for several centuries.

Among the ante-Islamic poets there were a number
of Jews; and a certain Sarah, a Jewess, wrote some
Arabic verses, in which she poured forth her grief
at the massacre of her tribe of Kuraiza (Noldeke,
"Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Poesie der Alten Ara-

A

Jew, named Al-Samau'al, made himber," p. 54).
self as famous by his loyalty as by his poetry, and
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for each Arabic letter tlie corresponding

the Arabs to-day still use the nlirasc, "as loyal as
Ai-Saiuau'ai." to express unswerving- fidelity (FreyTlie son of AlProvei-liia Aiabuni.'' ii. 828).
tau-,

follows:

Saniau'al, Sliumikli, alsooc-c-upied an honorable jilac-e
ante-ISlamic poets.
In adopting- the Afal)ie language, the Jews in-

sented by

••

anioni!,-

troduced into it u nund)er of llel)re\v words and
expressions which, in certain ])ortions of Arabia,

—

where Jews were iuunei-ous and

influential
as in
the Yemen district, lor example— hav(^ entered into
It is owing to this tluit the
the native vocabulary.
Ilimyaritic inscriptions abound in Ilebrai.sms and
words which are altogether unintelligible to Arabs

of other localities.
Witli the conquests that began immediately after
the death of ]\IohauHned, the Arabic language

crossed the frontiers of Arabia and spread rapidl}among the Jews of other countries. In Egypt,

and Persia, wliicli were conquered
Omar, the Jews soon learned to
use the language of the conquerors
and adopted it as their mother-tongue.

Syria, Palestine,

by the second

Adopted

calif,

by Eastern As early as the beginning of the eighth
century, scarcely fifty years after the
conquest, a Babjdonian Jew, Jawaih
de Bassora, translated a medical work from Syriac
into Arabic it is thus evident that at that period
the Babylonian Jews were already familiar with the
Arabic language. As Babylonia then exercised a
religious hegemony over the whole Jewish world,
it became necessary for the Jews of other countries
at least for JewLsh scholars to understand the
Consequently, when
official language of Babylonia.

Jews.

;

—

—

Africa and Spain were conquered under Walid I.,
the Jews found no difficulty whatever in sustaining
intercourse with the Arabs.
Tlie adoption of the Arabic language by the Jews
residing in Moslem countries had a salutary efThe Arabs atfect also upon the Hebrew tongue.
tached great importance to the correct use of their
language; and thus the Jews, w^ho always cherished
a deep love for the Hebrew tongue, were led to turn
their attention to the deplorable state into which
their

own language had

fallen.

They

set

about

as it were, and created a grammar for
Hebrew poetrj^
it, modeled after that of the Arabic.
which in the seventh century resembled nothing so
much as a lyre with broken strings it was without
rime or meter began, under the influence of the

polishing

it,

—

—

was given.

lli'lii-ew

wliieii

60

liax'e

letters

'I'he

no e(|in\alents

J L2 i

T 3

n

,

in

^

-^

^^fc>

->

-c.

d/,

Hebrew, were repre-

with dots above or below

'i'lie \owel-points were rendered either
the letters,
by the same signs as used in the .Vral)ie oi- by the
vowel-letters i^XIn i-egard to graniinar, the Jews
avoided whatever could end)ari-ass a reader who

was not well versed in Arabic literature. Thus, for
example, the broken-plural forms, so numerous in
literary Arabic, were reduced to a nninnuun, only
such being retained as were fanuliar to all. The
purely orthographic signs, like the alif in the third
person of the plural, were generally omitted. Contrary to grammatical u.sage, the second or third radical letter of a weak verb was generally retained in
the conditional and imperative moods, to indicate to
the reader the three radical letters of Avhich tlie verb
was comi)oscd. The rules of syntax were very much
relaxed and the style of what may be conveniently
termed "Judaio- Arabic" often presents the same
characteristics of disorder and confusion that are
met with in the Hebrew vernacular literature of the
Middle Ages.
With the overthrow of the dynasty of the Almohades at tlie close of the thirteenth century, the
Arabic language ceased to be spoken by the Avestern
Jews; but for many centuries it continued to be
cultivated by Jewish scholars of all countries for the
sake of the many beautiful literary relics which
Jewish authors have left in that language. It is
still spoken by the Jews of Algeria, j\Iorocco, Tunis,
Egypt, Tripoli, Yemen, and Syria.
;
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ARABIC LITERATURE OF THE JEWS

:

the time that the Arabs commenced to develop
a culture of their own, Jews lived among them and

From

spoke their language. Gradually they also employed the latter in the pursuit of their studies, so
that Jewish literature in Arabic extends over all the
branches in which Jews took an interest. Indeed,
the material is so vast that it is impossible to give a
comprehensive survey of it in small compass; and
it is owing to this circumstance that there is no work
on the subject, although one by Steinschneider lias
been in preparation for many years (see "Z.D.M.G."

study of Arabic poetry, to assimie elegant rhythmic
forms, and soon surpassed the latter in sonorousness

liii.

and i)olisli.
But upon the written or

ductions are not of a specifically Jewish character,
but are similar to those of the xVrabs. They consist
of poems composed in celebration of public or private events, and date from the second half of the
The first was comfifth century of the present era.
posed by a poetess of INIedina named Sarah, who
bewailed the slaughter of a number of lier people
by an Arab chief. The same event is alluded to in
some other verses by an unknown

the

literary

Arabic language

special influence which
Jewish writers, treating of

Jews likewise exerted a

was not

so wholesome.

subjects pertaining to religion and Judaism, Avere
forced in some degree to conform to the culture of
th(! people for wliom they wrote, the great mass of
whom, thougli speaking Arabic as
Chartheir mother tongue, wei'e not able to
acteristics read it, and were unfamiliar with its

of Jewish- niceties

Arabic.

and

complicated
grammar. .Jewish authors were therefore compelled to transliterate the
of

style

Arabic into Hebrew characters and to simplify the

grammar.

The

S3'stem of transliteration

was

as

418).

1.

Early Literature

First
Is

Poem

by a

Woman.

:

The

earliest literary pro-

About the middle of the sixth
i)oet.
century there flourished in Xortli
Arabia Samau'al (S.\mi:ki.) inN 'x\.di-

whose name is often mentioned
v.\,
and whose verses are to be found in the most notable compilations of ancient Arabic poetry. At the

TIIH
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time of .Mohaniiiicd there lived in .Me(liiia tiie poels
Al-Hai;i ii;n Ai;i Ai.-HrKAiK, Kaab Wm Asad,
Asiiia (a

by

oi'der

Kaab

woman),
dl'

ihii al-Aslii'at' (assassiiuiled

Al-Sammak, Aiis of Kuand

Moiiainined),

raiza, Ahii al-I)iyal, Sliuraii.i, Jahal il)n Jaiiwal,

Towai'd llie fiid of jMohainiiK'd's caicer the convcft Al-JTusaiii, ^v]lo assumed tiic iiamo Abd Allah ibn Salaiii, wrote homilies and sacTcd leirends drawn from Jewisli sources,
thus furnishinij: the first elements of the"Hadith"
(Moslem tradition), lie was followed b\' Yamin ibn
Yainin (I'enjamin), Ka'ab ibn Ahbar, and Wahb ibn
finally jMail.ial) of Kliaibar.

Munabbikh (the last two hailini^ from Y'emcu), all
Of other literary proof them converts to Islam.
ductions by Arab Jews in this earl}^ epoch there is
no record, except of the so-called "Kitab al-Ashma'at," mentioned bj' an anonymous author of the
ninth centur3\ This work, which Sprenger (" Leben
und Lchre Mohammed," i. 49) believes to have been
an ancient book of revelation, was not an Arabic
work, but was i)robably only a compendium of rabbinical discussions, which its author naturally styled
"Shema'ata." Abd Allah ibn Saba, wlio is supposed
to have been a Jew, was the first to ascribe divine
honors to the calif All. He founded the Shiite sect
This ends the first period, a speof tlie Sabaiyya.
cial feature of which is that all its literary productions have been transmitted through Mohammedan
channels (.see Delitzsch, "Jiid. Arabische Poesien
aus Mohamm. Zeit," 1874; Noldeke, "Beitritge zur
Kenntniss der Poesie der Alten Araber," pp. 52-86;
Hirschfeld, "Essai sur I'Histoire des Juifs de Medine," in "Revue Etudes Juives," vii. 167-193, x.
10-31).

2 Karaites
.

:

It

was

in the second period that

Arabic began to be used as a

scientific

language.

employ it for theological Avorks were
the Karaites.
The founder and oldest teacher of
this sect, indeed, still employed the rabbinic dialect;

The

first

to

but later on, when the gulf betvv^een the Karaites
and the Rabbinites widened, the former employed
Arabic, not merely on account of the spread of that
language, but apparently out of spite to the Rabbinites, whom they wished to prevent from reading
their books.
It was evidently for the same reason
that the Karaites afterward employed Arabic characters for Hebrew quotations and translations.
There is not much variety in the Arabic w^ritings
of the Karaites, as they nearly all have the same
tendency, and were composed in defense of narrow
religious views.
The branches chiefly dealt with
are Biblical Exegesis, Halakah and Theology, Polemics against Rabbinites, and Linguistics.
There
is, however, still so much imcertainty as to many
details, that final results can not in many cases be
obtained till further researches shall have been made

among the manu.scripts in

the various public libraries.

With the beginning

of the tenth centurj' Karaite
literature enters its fullest period.
The struggle
was I'cciprocal, and is no doubt largely

Apogee

of

Karaite

responsible for the growth of Arabic
works among llabbinite Jews. There

Literature, was

hardly one prominent Karaite
writer of this jieriod who did not
attack Saadia. The first claiming mention is Sulaiman ibn Ruhaim (Salomon b. Jeroham), who

Arabic Languag-e Amone Jews
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Avrote commentaries on tiie I'salms, Lamentations,
and Ecclesiastes (MSS. ihitish ^Museum, 2.")ir)-17,
2.")20; Hirsciifehl, "Arab. Ciircstom." pp. 103-109).
Next to him must be mentioned Yusuf Kirkisani,
whose "Kitidj al-An\vai' we al-.Manakil) (DHIXn D)
forms an introduction to his conunenlar}' on tin;
Pentateuch (liacher, "Jew. Quart. Rev." vii. 087710; Harkavy, "3Iem. Russ. Arch. Soc. Sect.
''

Orient." viii. 247-3!»l Poznanski, in Steiuschncider,
"Festschrift," pi). 195-218; idciii, "Semitic Studies
in ^Memory of A. Kohut," pp. 43.")-4.")6; Ilirsciifeld,
ib. pp. 116-121).
The most fertile of all, however,
is Jefeth ibn 'AH ha-Levi (Hasan al-Easri)(Conunen'
tary on Daniel, ed. I). S. IVIargoliouth, Oxford, 1891).
;

Resides his"Sefer ha-Mi^wot," he wrote commentaries on all the Biblical books, and paid more attention to linguistic questions than his contemporaries.
His son Levi (Abu Sa'id) commented on the Pentateuch and on Josliua, and composed a compendium
of tlie " Agron " (dictionary) by David ben Abraham
of Fez.
David b. Boaz (993) wrote commentaries
on the Pentateuch and on Ecclesiastes, and also a

"Kitab al-Usul."
The beginning of the eleventh century is marked
by Yusuf al-Basir (Ha-Ro'eh), who wrote several
works on theology and halakah: for example, "Al
Muhtawi" (The Comprehen.sive One), several responsa, the "Kitab al-Istib.sar," on the law of inheritance, of which some fragments are still extant,
and the "Kitab al-Lsti'aua," of philosophic character
(see P. F. Frankl, "EinMu'tazilit. Kalam," in"Sitzungsber. der Wiener Acad." 1872, pp. 169 et xeq.).
About 1026 Abu al-Faraj Harun ibn al-Faraj completed his grammatical work " Al-Mushtamil " (Poznanski, "Rev. Et. Juives," xxxiii. 24-39).
He was
also the author of a commentary on the Pentateuch.
Ali b. Sulaiman, of the twelfth century, left, besides an exegetical work on the Pentateuch, an igron
ba.sed on that of the above-named David ben Abraham. Karaite literature, after its deKaraite
cay in Asia, found a new home, in the
Literature thirteenth century, in Egypt; but its
productions were inferior to those of
in
Israel b. Samthe preceding epoch.
Egypt.
uel ha-Dayyan of Maghreb composed
a treatise on "Six Articles of Creed," another on the
ritual slaughter of animals, and, finall}^ a"Sefer
work similar to the last-named was
ha-Mizwot."
written by his impil, the physician Jefeth ibn Saghir
(Al-Hakim al-Safi); and another is known as the
" Siddur of Al-Fadhil " (Isaiah Cohen ben Uzziyalui)
(Steinschneidcr, "Cat. Berlin," ii. 48; other ritual
works, MSS. Brit. Mus. Or., 2531-32, 2536). Judah ben Meir (also called Al-Hakim al-Thafi) wrote a

A

commentary on Esther.

Among

commentators on

the Pentateuch mention should be made of AliMu'allim Abu Ali (Sahl ben Mazliah al-Imam),
Abu al Sari, Abu al-Faraj -Furkan, and AI-Mukaddasi.

of the fourteenth centhe physician Samuel of ]\Iaghreb, whose
chief work was" Al-^Murshid " (The Guide). Besides
In
this, he wrote prolegomena to the Pentateuch.
1415 Elijah ha-Dayyan wrot(> a work on the calen-

The most important author

tury

is

dar rules, of which a Hebrew translation exists in
An important " Chronicle of KaraSt. Petersburg.
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Doctors" was compiled at the iK'giiiiiini,^ of tlie
century by Il>n ulHiti (G. Mar<z:oli()Utli,
"Jew. Quart. Rev.,"" ix. 429-443). As bite as tlio
sevcntceiitli century David b. Moses Fairuz composed a trcati.se in imitation of Baii^yali ibn Pakuite

fiftccntli

dah's "Guide to tbe Duties of the Heart." Even at
the pi'csent day, Arabic is used, abhough not largely,
by Karaites in Egypt: in that language they read
the Passover Ilaggadah (ed. l*resl)urg, 1808).
Tlie dcveloi)ment of Arabic literature
3. Saadia
among Rabbinites is indirectly due to the Karaites.
Saadia of Fayum (see Saadia Gaon) was the lirst
to enter the lists against Witt latter with various polemical treatises, of which various fragments have
His works not only extend
lately come to light.
over every branch of Jewish leaining then in existence, but he even created a new one namely, religIt was evidently his intention to
ious philosophy.
prevent Rabbinite Jews from making use of Karaite
waitings of any kind. His translation and commentaries on nearly the whole Riljle earned for hini the
name of "The Commentator"; and his version of
the Pentateuch in particular obtained such popularity that it was looked upon in the light of a Targum, and is still so considered in Arabic-speaking
:

;

countries.

It is

found in Yemen MSS. side

b}^ side

with the Targum Onkelos. I'nder the title "Agron," he also produced a philological work, the only
existing fragment of wliieli has recently been published by Ilarkavy, together with the remains of
his " Sefer ha-Galuy " (" Studien und JMittheilungcn
aus der Kaiserl. Bibl. zu St. Petersburg," v.). He
also wrote a treatise on "Ninety [seventy] Unique
or Rai-e AVords in the Bible " (the original is lost,
but the Hebrew version has been edited by A. Jellinek) and a large granmiatical Avork. For liturgical
purposes he provided a ]i]'ayer-l)ook, which he enriched with many compositions of his own, Avhilst
the directions were written in Arabic.
He also
wrote a chionological treatise, and another on the

law of inheritance (II. Derenbourg and Mayer Lambert, ix., "Traitedes Successions, "etc.. Pari.?, 1897).
(For Saadia's jdiilosophical Avritings see below.) To
the number of pseudonymous writings under his
name, belongaMidra-sli on the Decalogue (ed. Eisenstiidtcr, Vienna, 1808; Josejih Shabbethai Farkhi,
1849)
which is, however, notliing but a paraphrase
made for liturgical purposes and a descriiDtion of
man (Steinschneider, "Cat. Berlin," i. 48).
4. Bible
Having thus briefly sketched the manner in which Jewish-Arabic literature was brought
into existence among Rabbinites, it will be best
to outline its further development according to

—

—

:

subject-matter.
Next to Saadia, Gaou Samuel b.
Hofni of Bagdad (died 10;54) wrote connnentaries
on various Bil)lical !)ooks, but only part of them
survive (Samuel b. Hofni, "Trium Sectionum Posteriorum Lil)ri Genesis Versio Arabica," 1880). The
decline of Jewish learning in Ii-ak was followed by
its rise in Spain; and Arabic appears as the favorite language for Jewish writings.
Hafz al-Kuti,
the Goth (1 000-1 0.")()), composed a metrical ]mraphrase of the Psalms (A. Neubauer, "Revue Etudes
Juives," XXX. 65-09).
Moses ha-Kohen Gikatilla of
Cordova (1050-1080), stimulated by Abu al-Walid's
grammatical and lexical writings, composed com

52

meutaries on the Pentateuch, the Prophets, Psalms,
Job, Canticles, and Daniel; but only fragments
of them have been preserved, in the form of
quotations in the works of later authors (S. Poznanski, "Ibn Jiqatilla Nebst den Fragmenlen Seiner Schriften," Leipsic, 1895). To the same period
probably belong two anonymous translations of
Ruth. Isaac ben Judah ben Gliayat (10:39) left a
version of Ecclesiastes (ed. J. Loewy, Leyden, 1884).
j'oungcr contemporary but very bitter opponent
of Moses Gikatilla was Judah b. Balaam of Toledo
(1070-1090).
His commentaries on the Bible have
likewise been but incompletelj' handed down (see
Neubauer, "The Fifty-third Chapter of Isjuah," pj).
384-385; Baeher, Stade's "Zeitsehrift,'' xiii. 129Fragments of an anonymous commentary ou
155).
the Psalms, dating from the twelfth century, are
preserved in the library of St. Petersburg. In 1142
the phy.sician Hibat Allah (Nathauael) commented
on Ecclesiastes. He subsecjuently em])raccd Islam.
At the beginning of the thirteenth century Joseph

A

Akniu, Maimonides' renowned pupil, is supposed
have written a couuucntary on Canticles and a
treatise on Biblical measures (3Iunk, "Notice sur
Joseph b. Jehoudah," in "Journal Asiatique," 1842,
xiv.
Steinschneider and Neubauer, in "^lagazin,"
A ccmimentar}' of his on the Pentateuch is
1888).
mentioned by Al-:\Iu\vakkit (MS. Brit. :\Ius. .\dd.
'27294, p. 166).
Somewhat lati'r TauComhum of Jerusalem composed commenmentaries. taries on the Pentateuch and on many
b.

to

;

other parts of the Bible ("Commentary on Joshua," ed. Th. Haarbrucker, Berlin, 1862;
"Comm. on Judges," ed. Goldziher). Isaac b. Samuel ha-Sefardi (end of the fourteenth century), who
commented ou the Prophets, likewise lived in
Palestine (Steinschneider, "ITebr. Bibl.," xix. 135,
commentary on the second book of SamXX. 10).
uel was written by Isaac b. Samuel (IMargoliouth,
"Jew. Quart. Rev.," x. 385-403). Part of this commentary is to be found in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.
In the fifteenth century there flourished in
Yemen Abraham b. Solomon, who ccmipiled notes
comon the Prophets (Poznanski, I.e. p. 68).
mentary on Esther, regaided as a jiseudonj-mous
work of jNIaimonides, was edited (Leghorn, 1759)

A

A

It probably
by Abraham b. Daniel Lumbroso.
dates from the .sixteenth century, and is wiitten in
The last century has witthe dialect of 3Iaghreb.
nessed a new awakening of literary interest among
the Jews of Asia and Africa; and the printing-

presses of Leghorn, Cairo, Algier.s, Oian, Jerusalem,
are busy with translations, chiefly of those books of tlie Bible that

Bombay, Poona, and Calcutta

are \ised in the liturgy, viz., Pentateuch, Ilaftarot,
Psalms, the Five Scrolls, and Job C'llebr. Bibl."
translation of the whole Bible by Ezexiii. 49).
kiel Shem-Tob David was ])iinled in Bombay in

A

1889,

and one of the Apocrypha by Joseph David

in

1895.
in the wake of exegesis there sprang
a literature of jVIidrashic and liomiletic explanaThe British Museum posses.ses
tion of the Bible.
manuscrijits (Or. 00-70) of discourses ou the Pentateuch, which are attributed to David b. Abraham,
Maimonides' grandson. The !)ulk of the homiletic

Following

up
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Yemen. In the middle of the
fourteenth century Nathanael ben Isaiah compiled
a kind of Midrash under the title " Nur
al Thulm," specimens of which are
Midrashim and still extant (idem, xii. 59; Alexander
Homilies. Kohut, "Light of Shade and Lamp
of Wisdom," New York, 1894; HirschThe phyfeld, "Arab. Ciirestom." pp. 11-14).
sician Yahya b. Sulaiman (Zakariyya, about 14-30)
was the author of the Midrash Hefez, written
in a mixtun; of Hebrew and Arabic (Stcinschneider,
"Cat. Berlin," i. 64, 71), a commentary on wiiicii
exists under the title " Al-Durrah al-Muntakhaba"
A few decades later
(MS. Brit. ]\Ius. Or. 3746).
Sa'id 1). Da'ud al-Adani wrote homilies on the Pen"
tatfcuch under the title "Kitab najat al-gharikin
Abu Mansur al-Dhamari was the author
(ib. 2785).
of the "Siraj al-'Ukul" (see Kohut, "Aboo Manzur
al-Dhamari," New York, 1892); and, finally, David
al-Lawani composed a Midrashic work, "Al-Wajiz
al-Mughni." Glosses on the Decalogue were written by Moses b. Joseph al-Balidah (MS. Brit. Mus.
Various anonymous compilations, beOr. 2746).
longing to the same class and written in vulgar
literature belongs to

dialect, also exist (Hirschfeld,

I.e.

pp. 14-19).

5. liinguistics : Jewish philologists modeled
It is, therefore,
their works on those of the Arabs.

not surprising that many of them were written in
The earliest Jewish grammarian is Judah
Arabic.
b. Koraish, of Taliort, in North Africa (ed. Bargi^s,
Paris, 1859). His " Risalah " (Epistle), exhorting the
community of Fez not to neglect the study of the
Targum, embodies the first attempt at a comparaHe is, however,
tive study of Semitic languages.
far outranked by Saadia, wiio was the first to make
Saadia's first
philological studies a special science.
work, styled " Agron," of which only
Philology, some fragments have been preserved,
was partly lexicographical, partly
More details on the latter subject
grammatical.
were to be found in his chief work, "Book on the
[Hebrew] Language," in twelve parts; but unfortuThe only two
nately this is not now in existence.
works of his that have been preserved are his etymological essay on "Ninety [seventy] Unique or
Eare Words in the Bible," and his commentary on
the "Sefer Yezirah," which contains grammatical
paragraphs. In the middle of the tenth century
there flourished in Kairwan Dunash ben Tamim.
Soon after Saadia, Abu al-Faraj Harun of Jerusa-

lem, the Karaite, composed a work on grammar and
lexicography under the title " Al Mushtamil " (Poznanski, "Rev. Et. Juives," xxx. 24r-39, 197-218).
The oldest linguistic studies in Spain were not
written in Arabic, but in Hebrew and there is
none of real importance till Judah Ha3ryuj (of Fez),
who, at the beginning of the eleventh century, witnessed the famous struggle between the pupils of
Menahem and Dunash ben Labrat. Hayyuj was
followed by Abu al-Walid Merwau (Jonah) ibu Janah, whose writings are of a more comprehensive
The latter not only criticized and supplenature.
;

mented Hayyuj, but wrote important grammatical
w^orks and a dictionary ("The Book of HebrewRoots," ed. A. Neubauer, Oxford, 1875; Hebrew
Judah b.
version, ed. W. Bacher, Berlin, 1894).
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Bal'am wrote on the accents of the
of the Ilagiograpiia, on
nis"),

first

three books
al-Taj-

homonyms ("Kitab

and several smaller treatises. Prominent
commentator of the Bible and grammarian

alike as

was

who wrote on the "Masculine
but this work is lost. To the .same

ISIoses Gikatilla,

and Feminine

"
;

century belongs Isaac b. Jashush, who was the author of a work on Inflections (" Kitab al-Tasarif ").
The twelfth century shows further development.
Abu Ibrahim b. Barun wrote " Kitab al-Muwazana,"
a treatise on comparative Hebrew and Arabic philosopiiy (ed. witii a Russian introduction and annota-

by P. V. Kokovzow, St. Petersburg, 1893).
Judah ha-Levi's "Alkhazari" has a grammatical
tions,

-chapter with interesting featuH'S (ed. Hir.schfeid, pp.
128-138).
After this period Hebrew preponderated
over Arabic for philological pursuits. In the fourteenth century there is oni^' Tanhum of Jeru.salem,
who wrote a dictionary on the Mishnah (" Al Mursliid ") in connection witii Maimonides' commentary
on the same. In the fifteenth century tlu; African,
Saadia ben Danan, composed a granmiatical work
and a Hebrew-Arabic dictionary. Another glossary
on ]Maimonides' JNIishnah commentary was compiled
b}' David ben Yesha ha-Lewi of Aden (StcinschneiOf anonymous wrider, "Cat. Berlin," No. 113).
tings mention may be made of a granunatical compendium attached to a Karaite prayer-book (MS.
Brit. Mus. Or. 25-36), an Arabic- Persian vocabulary (MS. Brit. Mtis. Add. 7701), a treatise on difficult words in Bible and Mishnah (Hirschfeld,
"Arab. Chrestom.," pp. 31-34), and a chapter on

Aramaic {ib. pp. 54-60).
It was but natural
6. Talmud and Halakah
that in the Talmud and Halakah Arabic did not become so popular as in other branches of JcAvish litThe rabbinic dialect for discussions on
erature.
Halakah was too firmly established to suffer the intrusion of Arabic and much that has been written
on such subjects in Arabic has either perished, or
has been chiefly studied in Hebrew versions. There
is no sufficient evidence to prove that an Arabic version of the Mishnah by Saadia was ever written,
since the short notice given by Pethahiah of Regensburg is too scant to admit of any definite conclusions.
Some of his Arabic responsa have been preserved.
The translation made by Saadia's Spanish contemporary, Joseph ben Abi Thaur, was not made to supply a want felt by Jews, but at the request of a bibIt is therefore not surprising that it
liophile ruler.
should have been lost, as probably not more than
Biblical

:

;

one copy of it ever existed.
Joseph b. Abraham b. Sheth and Isaac al-Faz
wrote responsa in Arabic. Maimonides, while writing his commentary on the Mishnah in Arabic, left
the text untranslated and it was the Hebrew version of this commentary which became popular,
although the original was also freMaimon- quently copied. JIany portions of the
;

ides.

same

exist in print;

and

its

study

is

of the utmost importance in the verification of the version attached to present-day edi]\Iaimonides also Avrote a
tions of the Talmud.
"Sefer ha-Mizwot" in Arabic, to serve as a kind of
introduction to liis Mishnah Torah (introduction and
the

first

three paragraphs edited, with

German

trans-

—
"
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Peril/., Urcslau, 1S82; the whole edFrench translation, by M. IJloeli, Paris,
Lastly, he used Arabic lor numerous ro1888).
sponsa and the autographs of a few of these are

lation,

by M.

ited, witli

;

" Kestill in existence (Margoliouth,
sponsa of ]\Iaimonides in the Original Arabic," in
"Jew. Quart. Rev." xi. 553; Simousen, "Arabic
Kesponsa," ib. xii. 134-137; " Hebr. Bibl." xix.
His son Abraham, though not inheriting his
113).

fortunately

father's genius, possessed much Talmudic learning,
and endeavored to supplement the hitter's writings
by a work wherein religious observance was discussed in a semi-philosophical manner (" Kitab alKifayah"). In a correspondence with David b.
Hisdai of Bagdad ("Maase Xissini," edited by B.
Goldberg, Paris, 1867), he defends the theories of his
There also exists a collection of Arabic refather.
"
sponsa by him under the title "Megillat Setarim

(MS. Montefiore [Halberstam] p. 56). Among the
fragments brought from the Genizah in Egypt, there
are a host of smaller Arabic essays and letters on
matters of Halakah. Ritual commentaries in Arabic
are attached to many prayer-l)ooks now in use in
Samuel b. Jam'
Asiatic and African comnuinities.
wrote on the slaughter of animals ("Karmel," iii.
215; Geiger's " Jud. Zeit." 1862). A volume on the
laws to be observed by women was published by
Jacob Ankawa (Algiers, 1855), who translated the
"Sefer Dat Yehudit " (published Leghorn, 1827)
from Spanish into Arabic.
The employment of Arabic for li7. Liturgy
turgical purposes commenced with the translation of
such portions of the Bible as held a place in public
worship. It has been stated above that Saadia supplemented his prayer-book with an Arabic text con,

:

—

taining ritual regulations a practise imitated in the
Yemen prayer-books, the oldest of which date from
the fifteenth century ("Ilcbr. Bibl." xxi. 54; "Cat.
Berlin," i. 69, 117-130; W. H. Greenburg, "The
Haggadah According to the Rite of Y'emen, " London,
Although in the prayer itself Hebrew was
1896).
adhered to, Arabic began to encroach upon the piyyutim in the sixteenth century, and was subsequentlj^
very largely employed. Some of these piyyutim enjoy great popularity, as, for example, the Habdalah
"Song of Elijah" (Hirschfeld, "Journal Royal Asiatic Society," 1891, pp. 293-310), the

Ritual.

tale of

Hannah

(idem, "Jewish-Arabic

Liturgies," in "Jew. Quart. Rev." vi.
119-135, vii. 418-427), other "kinot," the Arabic verThe prayer-books printed
sion of Bar Y'ohai, etc.
for use in Oriental and African communities have

many

Arabic piyyutim appended; and a survey

of this neglected field of Jewish literature would
well reward the labor bestowed on it, because it

A

interesting linguistic problems besides.
special feature of these prayer-books is the (vulgar)
Arabic version of the Aramaic Targums of some
offers

portions of the Pentateuch, such as the blessing of
Jacob, the Song of Moses, and the Decalogue also
prominent Haftarot, as that of the last day of Passover and the Ninth Day of Ab; finally, of the Five
Scrolls, and the Megillat Antiochus {idem, "Arab,
direst om." pp. 1-6).
Favorite subjects for translation are Ibn Gabirol's " Azharot," Judah ha-Levi's
famous piyyut, i^yo'Z ^O (Alexandria, 1879), for the
;

54

Sabbath befoie Purim, and a legendary paraphrase
Besides
of Abot, V. 9 (^^3:^• "l"':^^ Legiiorn, 1846).
the last-named, the whole of tiie IMrke Abot (3311
nmy, wl. Joseph Sliabbethai Farhi, Leghorn, 1N49)
has in many i)rayer-books its Arabic version side by
side with the original. The Passover Ilaggadah has
often been edited w^ith Aral)ic translation and comKaraite prayer-books show similar feamentaries.
Arabic directions are already to be found in
tures.
Fadhil's (Isaiah Cohen b. Uzziyahu) " Siddur " (see
above, par. 2), not to speak of later (-ompilations.
Isaac b. Solomon gave an Arabic version of "Ten
Articles of Creed" (mp'' nJD, Eupatoria, 1840).
The employ8. Philosophy and. Theology
ment of Arabic for philosophical discussion grew
out of conditions that differed from those which
Jews
affected most of the preceding branches.
would probably never have w^ritten on philosophy, had they not been impelled to do so by the
Arabs, whose Avorks formed their sole sources of
information on this subject. The.se latter provided
them with a terminology, for which the Hebrew
language offered no facilities; and their influence is
:

so apparent that the

Hebrew

translations

from Ara-

well as works written originally in Hebrew,
bear a thoroughly Arabic stamp. All Jewish philosophical works that were epoch-making are written
in Arabic, and most of them are evidently meant for
Arab readers also.
Although not exactly the oldest philosophical author, Saadia was the first to form his ideas on Jewish
theology into a system. He was therefore the father
His method is that of the
of Jewish philosophy.
class of Mohammedan philosophers known as Motabic, as

zilites.

Somewhat

Ya'akub Ishak

b.

earlier

than

Saadia was Abu
Israeli the elder,
Muhammed 'Ubaid

Sulaiman (Isaac

died about 950), physician to

Abu

Allali al-]Mahdi in

Kairwan.

He was

of Jewish

the author of a "Book of Definitions"
probably the oldest of its kind
preserved in a Hebrew version only

Thought,

(ed.

Develop-

ment

—

H. Hirschfeld, pp. 233, 234; Steinschneider, "Festschrift," pp. 131-141).
The first period also includes Bahva b. Josef b.
Pakodah (lived in Spain 1040), the author of " Duties
His
of the Heart" and "Reflections of the Soul."
contemporary, Solomon b. Gabirol, was the first to
introduce Neoplatonic ideas into Jewish philosophj^
His Arabic works are "The Source of Life," "Improvement of Morals," and the ethical treatise
" Choice of Pearls " (Munk, " Melanges de Philosophic Juive et Arabe," Paris, 1859). Judah ha-Levi
(1140) treats Jewish theology from quite a different
point of view. In his famous " Kitab Alkhazari
(ed. H. Hirschfeld, with the revised Hebrew version, Leipsic, 1887) he discards the method of the
Kalitm as well as Aristotelianism in general, and
He al.so vigorously
takes his stand on tradition.
attacks the doctrines of the Karaites. Joseph b.
Zaddik of Cordova (died 1149), in his "Microcosm,"
Abraham
discussed ideas fostered by Ibn Gabirol.
ibn Da\id (died 1180) paved the way toward absolute Aristotelianism in his "Emunah Ramah."
Jewish jihilosophy reached its apogee in Moses
Maimonides. Maimun (tlie father) himself was the

author of the "Letter of Consolation"

(ed. L.

M.

"
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Simmons, "Jew. Quart. Eev." ii. 335), in which lie
warned Jews not to forii'ct tlicir Ijclicf, although
His
coiui)elled to appear oulwardJy as ^losleins.
sou Moses, the greatest of Jewish tiiinkcrs, composed, when still young, a compendium of logic,
and a treatise on the " Unity [of GodJ," in Arabic.
The introduction to his conmientarj' on Abot is also
of pliilosophical character, and is Ivnovvn under the
separate title, "Eiglit Chapters" (Pocock, "Porta
Mosis." ])p. IHl et seg., ed. M. WoUf, with German
The conuneniary on
translation, Leip.sic, 1803).
"Helek," the tenth chapter of Sanlie-

Maimon-

drin

(i/).

pp. 133 et

seg.),

contains the

"Thirteen Articles of Creed " formulated bj' liim.
A system of his theology is laid down in his chief work, " Guide of the
Perplexed " (ed. S. Munk, with French translation,
ides.

Paris,

1856-66; compare

II.

Hirschfeld, "Kritische

Bemerkungen zu Munk's Ausgabe des

Daliilat al-

Hairin," in "Monat.sschrift," xx.xi.x. 404-413, 460473).
Another work of his is the "Consolatory
Epistle," sent to the Jews of Yemen.
Maimouides
was so exhaustive that after him not much was composed that could claim originality. Of those who

followed in his steps, mention must

first

be

made

Abraham, whose chief theological work

of his son

already been mentioned. His co-disciple, Joseph
b. Judah b. Aknin (Abu al-Haj jaj Joseph b. Yaliyah
al Sabti al Maghrabi), to whom the "Guide" was
dedicated, was himself the author of a work "Medicine of the Soul," and of another discovered by
Mvmk.
kind of imitation of the " ]Moreh " is to
be found in the anonymous work "Pearls of the
Secrets."
An abstract of Aristotelian philosoph}'
in the style of Maimonides is given by Musa b.
Tubi in his poem " Al-Sab'iniyyah," consisting of
seventy verses (the original, with the Hebrew version and a commentary by Solomon b. Immanuel
da Piera, edited and translated by H. Hirschfeld,
lias

A

Ramsgate,

1894).

With the

decline of Jewish philosophy the employment of Arabic also diminishes. A commentary on IVIainiouides' " Sefer ha-Madda' " was written
by 'Ala al-Diu al-Muwakkit (MS. Brit. Mus. Add.
There still remains to be mentioned Judah
27294).
b. Nissim b. Malka, whose Avork "Anas al-Gharib"
contains a commentary on the " Sefer Yezirah " and
the "Chapters on R. Eliezer" (Hirschfeld, "Arab.
Chrestom. " pp. 19-31), and several anonymous treatises on " Macrocosm and IMlcrocosm " (" Cat. Berlin," ii. 105), which Steinschneider believes to be an
abstract from Jo.seph Kirkisani's work mentioned

above. An ethical treatise exists in manu.script in
the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Neubauer, " Cat. Bodl.
Hebr. MSS.," No. 1422).
9. Polemics
Here may be recorded some works
of a polemical character, because they are theological
as well.
These comprise not only the conflicts between Rabbinites and Karaites, but also treatises
written to repel the encroachments of philosophy
and the dogmas of other creeds.
Among these
writers is David al-Mekammez, to whom is attributed
a work entitled "Twenty Treatises" (Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl." col. 880).
The writings of Sulaiman b. Ruhaim and Jefeth (see above) abound in
attacks upon the Rabbinites; but these were com:
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pletely defeated

by Saadia.

made by Samuel

b.

Further attacks were
Hofni (i/j. col. 1034; " Z. D. M.
G." viii. 551, ix. 838), by Samuel ha-Nagid (who also
criticized the Koran), and especially Ijy Judah haLevi.
Alliliated to the " Alkhazari " "of the lastnamed, a-id written in defense of Judaism, wasSa'ad
b. Man.sur's (1280) " Tankih al-Abhath " (L. Hirschfeld, " Sa'adb. Mansuribn Kannnuna," Leipsic, 1893;
Goldziher, in "Steinschneider FesLschrift," pp. 110Pseudonymously attributed to Sa'ad is a
114).
work dealing with the " Differences Between the
Rabbinitesand the Karaites" (H. Hirschfeld, "Arab.

Chrestom." pp. 69-103). Another anonymous work
is the " Report of the Discussion with a Bishop."
Finally, mention must not be omitted of two Jewish
renegades, viz., Ibn Kusin, a physician in Mosul,
and an anonymous writer who i)retended to prove
the truth of Mohammed's prophethood.
10. Cabala: Arabic commentaries on the " Sefer
Yezirah " were written by Isaac Israeli (Steinschneider, "Cat. Berlin," i. 55), Saadia (ed. with French
translation by M. Lambert, Paris, 1891), and Judah
b. Nissim b. IVIalkah (see above).
Greater activity
has been displayed in the present age. An Arabic
translation of the " Sefer Yezirah " was made by

Abraham David Ezekiel, in Bombay (Poona, 1888).
He also translated into Arabic portions of the Zohar
("Idra Zutta")

(ib. 1887; Algiers, 1853),
"Joseph
Ergas " (Bombay, 1888), "Shomer Emunim,"and the
sermons of Isaac Lopez of Aleppo (Bombay, 1888).
11. Poetry and Tales: Manj^ productions that
come under this heading have already been noticed
at the commencement of this article and in the
paragraph on Liturgy. Several poems by Karaite
authors have been published by Pinskcr. Single
Arabic verses are to be found in many of Ibn

Ezra's Hebrew poems (Rosin, "Reimeund Gedichte
des Abraham ben Ezra," Breslau, 1888); and in
one of Al-Harizi's Makamas (No. xi.) a poem is inserted in which each verse is divided into Hebrew,
Aramaic, and Arabic portions. The Makamas are
preceded by an Arabic preface (Steinschneider, "La
Prefazione Arabica delle Makamat di Giuda Al-Harizi," etc., Florence, 1879).
Abraham b. Sahl, although born a Jew, ranks among 3Iohammedan
The philosophical poem of jMu.sa ben Tubi
poets.
has already been mentioned. In the eighteenth century there flourished in Aden, Shalom b. Joseph

Shabbezi (D^n ]']} "iSD, MS. Brit. :Mus. Or. 4114).
who compiled a diwan of Arabic poems, many of

which are of his own composition. Of more recent
works mention may be made of the interesting collection of epigrams, quatrains, and ditties, stvlcd
"Safinah Ma'luf," by Solomon b. Hayyim Bunan
(Leghorn, 1877). For prose works on the subject of
belles-lettres the chief place

belongs to Closes ibn

"Kitab al-Muhadharah wal-Mudaharah
(Schreiner, "Rev. Et. Juives," xxxi. 98-117. xxxii.
62-81, 236-249; R. K. Kokowzow, " Kitab al-Muhad-

Ezra's

St. Petersburg, 1895: portions of Arabic text
with Russian introduction; II. Hirschfeld, "Arab.
Chrestom." pp. 61-63). A collection of proverbs

harah,"

was printed

in

ethical treatise

A

Bombay

was

Isaac Crispin's
in 1889.
translated by Joseph b. Hasn.

translation of D^S^D "IDIO D. by
Habib, was printed at Oran in 1889.

Abu Yusuf
There also

—
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exists a rich literature of tales, mostly of sacred
character, both originals and translations, namelj',
legendary' biographies of the Patriarchs, of Joseph,

of Moses, and of iSolomon (Bombay, 1880). Of more
secular character is a volume entitled D^yji'y:^ nt^yD
(Leghorn, 1868), which contains a version of SindaAn anonymous historical work was
bad's travels.
edited by Ad Neubauer ("Medieval Jewish Chronicles," ii. 89 et seq.).
Jews distinguished themselves
1 2 Medicine
early in medicine, partly by translating from Greek
and Syriac, partly by independent works. The oldest is Meserjawaih (883), to whom Steinschneider has
devoted a special article ("Z. D. M. G." liii. 428-434).
The most prominent Jewish physician of the tenth
century was Isaac Israeli (Wlistcnfeld, "Gesch.
d. Arab. Aerzte," p. 51; Steinschneider, "Hebr.
Uebers." p. 761) of Kairwan, mentioned above, who
made himself famous by his treatise on "Fevers."
Moses b. Eleazer al Israili ("Ibn Abi Osalbia," ed.
A. Muller, ii. 87), as well as his sons Isaac and Ishmael, and Jacob the son of the last-named, were
physicians to the Vizier Muizz al-Din (end of the
At the beginning of the twelfth century
centurjOJewish physicians in Spain also began to write in
Abu Ja'far Joseph Ahmad b. Hisdai (a
Arabic.
friend of the philosopher Ibn Ba.ia) {ib. p. 51) translated the works of Hippocrates for Al-Ma"mun,
vizier to the Eg3'ptian calif, Amir bi ahkam Allah.
Likewise in Cairo flourished (1161) the Karaite, Sadid b. Abi al-Bayyan (Steinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl."
xiii. 61-63). Maimonides was distinguished as a medical author among other works on medicine he wrote
a commentary on tlie Aphorisms of Hippocrates
(idem., "Z. D. M. G." xlviii. 218-234; idem, "Hebr.
Uebers." p. 769). His son Abraham (Wustenfeld, ib.
p. Ill), also, was a medical authority, and so was
Joseph b. Judah (Munk, "Notice sur Joseph b.
Jehouda," p. 58). In the middle of the twelfth
century flourished Amram al-Israili ("Ibn Abi
Oseibia," p. 213; Steinschneider, "Zwei Jiid. Aerzte
:

.

:

Imran b. Sadaga und Muwalfak b. Sebua," in " Z. D.
M. G." 1871), born in 1165 at Damascus; died
1239 at Emesa (Hinxs). Samuel b. Judah b. Abbas
(see Abbas) wrote a work styled " Kitab al-Mufid "
Abu al-Hayyaj Jusuf of Fez {ib. p. 213)
{ib. p. 31).
studied under Maimonides. He lived later on in
Aleppo and composed a commentary on Hippocrates, as well as a w^ork on pharmacy.
To the
twelfth century belongs also Al-Asad al-Malialli (b.

Jacob ben

Isaac),

who

lived in

Egypt and afterward

Damascus {ib. p. 118). In the thirteenth century
Ibn Abi al-Hasan al-Barkamani wrote on hygiene.
A medical encyclopedia was compiled by Abu
Mansur al-Haruni (end of the fourteenth century;
Steinschneider, "Cat. Berlin," ii. 98,102; see"Z. D.
M. G." xlvii. 374) under the title " Al-Muntukib."
13. Mathematics The oldest Jewish mathematician was Mashallah (Steinschneider, "Z. D. ]M. G."
xlviii. 434-440), who was a prolific writer.
An
anonymous work on astronomy by a Yemen Jew is
in

:

described by Steinschneider ("Cat. Berlin," p.

80).

Bini.iOGRAPiiY: steinschneider, Hchr. Ueherx. Berlin, 1893;
idem.
Intnxhictmn tn the Arabic Literature of tlic
Jews, in Jewish Quarterly Review, ix.-xiii.
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ARABIC PHILOSOPHY — ITS INFLUENCE ON JUDAISM: Arubic pliilosopliy dutes
from the appearance of dissenting sects in Islam. A
century had hardly elapsed after Mohammed revealed the Koran, when numerous germs of religious
schism began to arise. Independent minds sought
to investigate the doctiines of the Koran, which
until then had been accepted in blind faith on the
authority of divine revelation. The first independent protest was that of the Kadar (from the Arabic
kadara, to have power), whose partisans affirmed
the freedom of the will, in contrast with the Jabarites (.jfibar, force, constraint), Avho maintained the
belief in fatalism.

In the second century of the Hegira, a schism
arose in the theological schools of Bassora, over
which Hasan al-Basri presided.
pupil, Wasil
ibn Atha, who was expelled from the school because

A

his answers were contrary to tradition, proclaimed
himself leader of a new school, and systematized all
the radical opinions of preceding sects, particularly
those of the Kadarltes. This new school or sect was
called Motazilite (from itazala, to separate oneself,
Its principal dogmas were three: (1)
an absolute unity, and no attribute can be
ascribed to Him.
It is on
(2) ]Mau is a free agent.

to dissent).

God

is

account of these two principles that the jMotazilites
designate themselves the "Ashab al-'Adl w'al
Tauhid" (The Partizans of Justice and Unity). (3)
All knowledge necessary for the sal vation of man emanates from his reason
of Pirst
he could acquire knowledge before as
Radical
well as after Revelation, by the sole
School.
light of reason
a fact which, therefore,
makes knowledge obligatory
upon all men, at all times, and in all places. The

Rise

;

—

Motazilites, compelled to defend their principles
against the orthodox religious party, looked for support to the doctrines of philosophy, and thus founded
a rational theology, which they designated " 'Ilm-alKalam" (Science of the Word); and those professing
it

were called

Motekallamin.

This appellation,

originally designating the Motazilites, soon became
the conunonname for all seeking philosophical dem-

onstration in confirmation of religious principles.
The first Motekallamin had to combat both the orthodox and the infidel parties, between whom they occupied the middle ground but the efforts of subse;

quent generations were entirely concentrated against
the philosophers.
From the nirith century onward, owing to Calif
al-Ma'mun and his successor, Greek philosophy was
introduced among the Arabs, and the Peripatetic
school began to find able representatives among
them; such Avere Al-Kindi, Al-Farabi, Ibn Sina, and

Ibn Roslid, all of Avhose fundamental principles were
considered as heresies by the Motekallanun.
Aristotle, the prince of the philosophers, demonstrated the unity of God but from the vicAV which
he maintained, that matter was eternal, it followed
that God could not be the Creator of the Avorld.
Again, to assert, as the Peripatetics did, that God's
knowledge extends only to the genci'al laws of the
universe, and not to individual and accidental things,
is tantamount to giving denial to prophecy.
One
other point shocked the faith of the Motekallamin
;

—
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The Peripatetics taught
the theory of Ihc intellect.
that the liuinaii soul was only an aptitude a faculty
capable of attaining every variety of passive perfection
and that through infonnatiou and virtue it
becajuc (jualitied for union with the active intellect,

—

—

which

latter

emanates from God.

To admit

this

theory would be to deny the immortality of the soul
Wherefore the
(.see Ai-KXANDKu OP Aphkodisias).
Motekallamiu had, before anything else, to establish
a system of philosophy to demonstrate the creation
of matter, and they adopted to that end the theory
of atoms as enunciated by Democritus. They taught
that atoms possess neither quantity nor extension.
Originally atoms were created by God, and are
created now as occasion seems to reArgument (juire. Bodies come into existence or
for
die, through the aggregation or the
Creation. sunderance of these atoms. But this
theory did not remove the objections
For, indeed,
of philosophy to a creation of matter.
if it be supi)osed that God commenced His work at
a certain detinite time by His "will," and for a certain detinite object, it must be admitted that He was
imperfect before accomplishing His Avill, or before
lu order to obviate this difliattaining His object.
culty, the ]\Iotekallamin extended their theoiy of the
atoms to Time, and claimed that just as Space is constituted of atoms and vacuum, Time, likewise, is conThe creation
stituted of small indivisible moments.
of the world once established, it was an ea.sy matter
for tliem to demonstrate the existence of a Creator,
and that He is unique, omnipotent, and omniscient.
Toward the middle of the eighth century a dissenting sect still in existence to-day called KaIn order to give a philoraites, arose in Judaism.
sopliical tinge to their polemics with their opponents,
they borrowed the dialectic forms of the Motekallamiu, and even adopted their name (Mas'udi, in
"Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque Royale," viii. 349-351) and thus transplanted
the Kalam gradually to Jewish soil, to undergo the
same transformations there as among the Arabs.
The oldest religio-philosophical work preserved
is that of Saadia (892-942), "Emunot we-De'ot"
(Book of Beliefs and Opinions). In
this work Saadia treats of the quesSaadia.
tions that interested the Motekallamiu
so deeply such as the creation of matter, the unity
and he
of God. the divine attributes, the soul, etc.
For to Saadia
criticizes the philosophers severely.
God created the
there is no problem as to creation
world C.C nihilo, just as Scripture attests; and lie contests the theory of tlie Motekallamiu in reference to
atoms, which theory, he declares, is just as contrary
to reason and religion as the theory of the philosophers professing the eternity of matter. To prove
the unity of God, Saadia uses the demonstrations of
Only the attributes of essence
the Motekallamin.
(sifnt-al-daU(tt) can be ascribed to God, but not the
attributes of action (sifat-al-af 'ah'yat). The soul is a
substance more delicate even than that of the celesHei-e Saadia controverts the Motekaltial spheres.
lamin, who considered the soul an "accident" (compare "Moreh," i. 74), and employs the following one

—

—

,

—

—

:

of their premises to justify his position: "Only a
substance can be the substratum of an accident"
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is, of a non-essential property of things).
dia argues: "If the soul be an accident only,

(that

Saacan
itself have no such accidents as wisdom, jo)', love,"
etc.
Saadia was thus in every way a supporter of
tlie Kalam; and if at times he deviated from its doctrines, it was owing to his religious views; just as
the Jewish and Moslem Peripatetics stopped short in
their respective Aristotelianism whenever there was
danger of wounding orthodox religion.
Jewish philosophy entered upon a new period in
the eleventh century.
The works of the Peripatetics
Al-Farabi and Il)n Sina (Avicenna) on tlie one
side, and the " Encyclopedia of the Brethren of Purity "
a transformed Kalam founded on Neoplatonic
theories on the other side, exercised considerable
influence upon Jewish thinkers of tliat age.
The
two leading ])hilosophers of the period are Ibu Gabirol (Avicebron) and
The
Neopla- Bahya ben Joseph ibn Pakuda the
tonic
former standing upon a purely philoPhiloso- .sophical platform, the latter upon a
phy.
religio-philosophical one; and both
attaining similar results.
Both believe in a universal matter as the substratum of all
(except God) that exists but Bahya goes further and
determines what that matter is: it is Darkness
(" Ma'ani al-NaLs," translated by Broyde, p. IT). But
this matter did not exist from all eternity, as the
Peripatetics claimed.
It is easy to perceive here the
growth of the Peripatetic ideas as to substance and
form; but influenced by religion, these ideas are so
shaped as to admit the non-eternity of matter. In
all that pertains to the soul and its action, Gabirol and Bahya are undoubtedly intlu' jced by the
"Brethren of Purity." Man (the mic/ocosm) is in
every waj'' like the celestial spheres (the macrocosm).
Just as the heavenly spheres receive their motion
from the universal soul which is a simple substance
emanating from God so man receives his motion
from the rational soul another simple substance
emanating from Him (/.(^., p. 60: Munk, "Melanges
de Philosophic," p. 266). In fact, creation came
through emanation, and in the following sequence:
(2) the univer.sal soul
(1) The active intellect;
which moves the heavenly sphere; (3) nature; (4)
darkness which at the beginning was but a capacity to receive form; (5) the celestial spheres: (6; the

—

it

—

—

—

—

;

—
—
—

—

heavenly bodies; (7) fire; (8) air; (9) water; (10)
earth ("Ma'ani al-Nafs," 72; compare Munk, I.e., p.

But as regards the question of the attributes
which occupy the Jewish and Moslem theologians
so much, Bahya, in his work on ethics, "Hobot

201).

ha-Lebabot," written in Arabic under the title
of "Kitab al-Hidayat 11 faraidh al Kulub" (The
Duties of the Heart), is of the same opinion as the
INIotazilites, that the attributes by winch one attempts to describe God should be taken in a negative sense, as excluding the opposite attributes.
With reference to Gabirol, a positive opinion can
not be given on this point, as his " Fons Vita; " does
not deal with the question; but there is reason to
believe that he felt

who

tlic

iutiueuce of the Asharites,

admitted attributes. In fact, in his poetical
philosophy, entitled "Keter Malkut" (The Crown
of Royalty), Gabirol uses numerous attributes in
describing God.
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By way of a general statement, one may say that
the Neoplatonic philosophy among the Jews of the
eleventh century marks a transitional epoch, leading
either to the pure philosophy of the Peripatetics or
to the

mysticism of the Cabala.

The twelfth century saw

the apotheosis of pure
philosophy and the decline of the Kalam, which
latter, being attacked by l)oth the philosophers and
the orthodox, perished for lack of champions. This
supreme exaltation of philosophy was due, in great
measure, to Gazzali (1005-1111) among the Arabs,
and to Judah ha-Levi (1140) among the Jews. In
fact, the attacks directed

against the philosophers

work, "Tuhfat al-Falasafa" (The
Destruction of the Philcsophers), not
only produced, by reaction, a current
The
Apotheosis favorable to philosophy, but induced
the philosophers themselves to profit
of
by his criticism, they thereafter maPhilosophy. king their theories clearer and their

by Gazzali

in his

logic closer.

The

influence of this reacgreatest philosophers that

tion brought forth the two
the Arabic Peripatetic school ever produced, namely, Ibn Baja (Aven Pace) and Iba Roshd (Averroes),

whom undertook the defense of philosopliy.
Since no idea and no literary or philosophical
movement ever germinated on Arabian soil without
leaving its impress on the Jews, Gazzali found an
This illusimitator in the person of Judah ha-Levi.
trious poet took upon himself to fi'ee religion from
the shackles of speculative philosophy, and to this
end wrote the "Cuzari," in which he sought to disHe passes
credit all schools of philosophy alike.
severe censure upon the Motekallamin for seeking
He says, "I
to support religion by philosophy.
consider him to have attained the highest degree of
perfection who is convinced of religious truths without having scrutinized them and reasoned over
them" ("Cuzari," v.). Then he reduced the chief
propositions of the Motekallamin, to prove the unity
of God, to ten in number, describing them at length,
and concluding in these terms: "Does the Kalam
give us more information concerning God and His
attributes than the prophet did?" {lb. iii. and iv.)
Aristotelianism linds no favor in his eyes, for it is
no less given to details and criticism Neoplatonism
alone suited him somewhat, owing to its appeal to
both of

;

his poetic

temperament.

But the Hebrew Gazzali was no more successful
than his Arabian prototype; and his attacks, although they certainly helped to discredit the Kalam
for which no one cared any longer were altogether
powerless against Peripatetic philosophy, which
soon found numerous defenders. In fact, soon after

—

the

"

Daud

Cuzari

"

made

its

publi-shed his "

appearance,

Abraham ibn

Emunah Ramah " (The

Sublime Faith), wherein he recapitulated the teachings of the Peripatetics, Al-Farabi and Ibn Sina,
upon the phy.sics and metaphysics of Aristotle, and

sought to demon.strate that these theories were in
perfect harmony with the doctrines of Judaism.
"It is an error generally current," says Ibn Daud in
the preface of his book, " that the study of speculative philosophy is dangerous to religion.
True
philosophy not only does not harm religion, it confirms

and strengthens

—

—

"

it.
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The authority

of Ibn Daud, however, did not
permanence to Aristotelianism in
Judaism. This accomplishment was reserved tor
Maimonides, who endeavored to harmonize the philosophy of Aristotle with Judaism; and to this end
the author of the " Yad ha-Hazakah " composed his
immortal work, "Dalalat al-Hairin"
sullicc

to

give

Maimonides,

—

(Guide of the Perplexed) known betMoreh
ter under its Hebrew title
Nebukim " which served for many
'"

—

centuries as the subject of discussion and comment
by Jewish thinkers. In this work, jMainuniides,
after refuting the propositions of the ^lotekallamin,
considers Creation, the Unity of God, the Attributes
of God, the Soul, etc., and treats them in accordance
with the theories of Aristotle to the extent in which
For exthese latter do not conflict with religion.
ample, while accepting the teachings of Ari.stotle
upon matter and form, he pronounces against tlie

Nor does he accept Aristotle's
eternity of matter.
theory that God can have a knowledge of universals
only, and not of particulars.
If He had no knowledge of particulars, He would be subject to constant
change. Maimonides argues: "God perceives future events before they happen, and this perception
never fails Him. Therefore there are no new ideas
He knows that such
to present themselves to Him.
and such an individual does not yet exist, but that
he will be born at such a time, exist for such a
When
period, and then return into non-existence.
then this individual comes into being, God does
not learn any new fact nothing has happened that
He knew not of, for He knew this individual, such
as he is now, before his birth" ("3Ioreh," i. 20).
AVhile seeking thus to avoid the troublesome consequences certain Aristotelian theories would entail
upon religion, Maimonides could not altogether
escape those involved in Aristotle's ideaof the unity
of souls and herein he laid himself open to the attacks of the orthodox.
Ibn Roshd (Averroes), the contemporarj' of Maimonides, closes the philosophical era of the Arabs.
The boldness of this great commentaAverroism. tor of Aristotle aroused the full fury
;

;

of the orthodox, who, in their zeal,
philosophers indiscriminately, and had
all philosophical writings committed to the flames.
The theories of Ibn Roshd do not differ fundamentally from those of Ibn Baja and Ibn Tufail, who
only follow the teachings of Ibn Sina and Al-Farabi.
Like all Arabic Peripatetics, Ibn Roshd admits the
hypothesis of the intelligence of the spheres and the
hj'pothesis of universal emanation, through which
motion is communicated from ]5lace to place to all
parts of the universe as far as the supreme Avorld
hypotheses which, in the mind of the Arabic philosophers, did away with the dualism involved in
Aristotle's doctrine of pure energy and eternal
But while Al-Farabi, Ibn Sina, and other
matter.
Arab philosophers hurried, so to speak, over subjects that trenched on religious dogmas, Ibn Roshd
delighted in dwelling upon them with full particuThus he says, " Not only is matlarity and stress.
ter eternal, but form is potentially inherent in matter; otherwise, it were a creation ex nihilo (Munk,

attacked

all

"Melanges,"

p.

444).

According to

this theory,

;;

:

the existence of tliis world is not only a
as Ibn Sina dcflared in order to make
concessions to the orlhodox but also a uccessifi/.
Driven from the Arabian schools, Arabic pliilosopliy
lound a refuge with the Jews, to whom belongs
the lionor of having transmitted it to the Christian
world.
such as the Tibseries of enunent men
bons, Xarboni, Gersouidcs joined in translating the
tlicrc'foro,

—

possihilitji,

—

—

A

—

Arabic philosojihical works into Hebrew and commenting upon tliem. The works of Ibn Koshd espe-

became the subject of their study, due in great
measure to j\Iaimonides, who, in a letter addressed
to his pujjil Joseph ibn Aknin, spoke in the highest
terms of Ibn Koshd 's conunentj(ry.
The influence which the Arabic intellect exercised
over Jewish thought was not eontined to philosophj'
it left an indelible impress on the field of Biblical
ciall}'

exegesis also.
Saadia's commentary
on the Bible bears the stamp of the
on
Motazilitcs; and its author, while not
Exeg-esis. admitting any positive attributes of
God, except those of essence, endeavors to interpret Biblical passages in such a way as
to rid them of anthropomorphism.
The celebrated
commentator, Abraham ibn Ezra, explains the Biblical account of Creation and other Scriptural passages in a philosophical sense. Nahmanides, too,
and other commentators, show the influence of the
philosophical ideas current in their respective
epochs.
This salutary inspiration, which lasted for
live consecutive centuries, yielded to that other influence alone that came from the neglected depths
of Jewish and of Neoplatonic mysticism, and which
took the name of Cabala.

Influence

BiBLioGRAPHv: Fof Arabic philosophy, see Ritter, Oesch. clcr
Pliiliiiii>ij}iit\ vii. viii.; Wenricli, Dc Anctorutn Grcccorum

HM.

VosiDiiilnis, Leipsic, 184^; Brucker,
Crit. Philos. viil.
Munlv, Mrhiiiges de Philosopliie Juivc et Arahc, 18.59 ; Haureau, Dc la Philosopfiie Scolastique
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sur hs Traductions d'Aristote ; Renan, Averrues et VAvermigiiie, Paris, 18(52; Steinschneider, Al-Fanthi. For Jewi.sh
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;
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K.

I.

Bk.

ca.stle

Al-Ablak

Among Arab

in

The

poetic literature of
Jews, to judge from the specimens handed

Arab
down, must be about as old as Arabic Poetry in general, and in the main is of the same form and stamp.

Two

epochs

may

be distinguished: viz.:

and

which

(1)

The

coeval
Avith Mohammed and entirely polemical.
Of the
first epoch the oldest verses known are by the poetess Sarah, of the tribe of the Bauu Kuraiza, who,
in a short dirge, bewailed the treacherous slaughter
by an Arab chief of many of her compatriots. This
incident, which took place toward the end of the
fifth century, is also alluded to in a verse of an unknown Jewish poet. The Jewish poetry of this
epoch culminates in the songs of the famous
pre-Islamic or

Ij'rical,

(2)

that

Samau'al (Samuel) ibn 'Adiya,

who

is

inhabited the

Taima (middle

authors of

all

of sixth century).
is the prototype

ages he

of fidelity; having sacrificed liis son's
life in order to keep a pledge given to
a friend, who was no other than Imr
al-Kais, the most eminent of the old

PreIslamic
Poetry.

Arab poets. Tlie poem composed by
Samau'al on the incident has often been printed, botii
in the original and in dillerent Iranslalion.s, although
various recensions obscure the true text. Another
poem attributed to him is of doubtful authenticity.
Samau'al's sou Jarid is also said to have been a poet.

At the time of the birth of Mohammed there tlourished in Medina the poet Al-Rabi ibn Abu AlHuKAiK, of the Banu al-Nadhir, of whose poems several are still extant.
In one of them the sentence
occurs: "There is a remedj' for every illness; but
folly is incurable."
The poet Shuraih, whose epoch is uncertain, is
the author of a fine distich of which the following
is a translation
" Associate thy.self to the noble, If thou And a way to their
brotherhood
And drink from their cup, though thou shouldest drink twofold poison."
;

To the pre-Islamic period belongs also a poet
named Abu al-Diyal, who was not, however, a Jew
by birth.

A

great change is noticeable in Jewish poetry in
the second period, when Mohammed had settled in
Medina. After the expulsion of the Banu Kainuka,
the poet Ka'ab ibn al-Ashraf, of the Banu al-Nadhir,
recognized the danger which now threatened all the
jMediuian Jews.
He traveled to Mecca and incited
the Kuraish in poems to revenge themselves for the
defeat suffered at Badr. It appears that Mohammed
alluded to Ka'ab's polemic poetry in
Poetry of the simile of "a dog which, if thou
Moham- drive him away, putteth forth his
med's Time, tongue, or, if thou let him alone, putteth forth his tongue also " (Koran,
vii. 174).
The points of the simile are not only the
alliteration of " Ka'ab " and " kalb " (dog), but also
the putting forth of the tongue, which was regarded
Ka'ab was soon afteras a symbol of poetic satire.
ward assassinated at the instigation of Mohammed.
His poems have been preserved by Moslem biogra-

Mohammed and
by another Jewish

phers of
verse

;

effusions are also
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the
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Shortly before

Kuraiza

still

was bewailed in
Al-Sammak, whose

his death
poet,

in existence.

Mohammed

attacked the

Banu

— the last remaining Jewish tribe in Medina

—a woman of this tribe embraced Islam.

Her hus-

band, named Aus, tried to entice her to return, and
addressed a few lines of entreaty to her which are
still extant.
The murder of Hujaij, rabbi of the
Banu al-Nadhir, was lamented in a poem by Jabal
IBN Jauwal, who also bewailed the fate of the exThe last poet of this
pelled and massacred tribes.
class was Marhab. He was a native of Yemen who
had adopted Judaism, and fought against the Moslems when they attacked Khaibar, the last Jewish
stronghold.
In a poem of three verses he challenged
one of Mohammed's heroes to single combat, and
This closes the list of Arabicfell in the contest.
Jewish poets of ancient times. The next centuries

Arabic Script
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Ara^on

not develop Jewish poetry in Arabia, save a few
one of Hariri's makamas(xi.) and Ibn Ezra's
poems. At the beginning of the fourteenth centurythere lived in Seville Musa h. Tubi, w)io wrote a
philosophic poem styled " Al-Sab'iniy3'a " (poem of
seventy verses), following the lines of Maimonidean
argumentation.
A number of Jewish poets writing in Arabic lived
in Spain; but, unfortunately, hardly more than their
(lid

lines in

60

Field-Marslial Baron Cosa, May 1, 1717, to two Jews
residing in the suburbs, is, so far as is known, the

document containing information
concerning the Jewish conununity
tliere.
In 1741 there lived in Arad
only one Jew, named Mandel, who

oldest historical

Early
History,

purcliased the riglit to

sell,

at

first

and then liquors, under the protection of
Colonel Horvath of the bouiular}- guard. Other

groceries,

names have come down. Among them are: Moses
ben Samuel ibuOikatilla (eleventh century; see Poznanski, "Ibn Gikatilla," p. 23, Berlin, 1895); Abraham ibn Sahl (Seville, thirteenth century) Nasim
;

al-Israili

century, Toledo)

Kasmunah.

ter

Abraham Alfakar

(Seville);
;

(thirteenth

Ismail al-Yahudi and his daughAll of these wrote Muwashshah
"

poetry (Hartmann,

Das Arabische

Strophenge-

dicht," pp. 45, 63, 78, 74, 225, 244).
kind of revival took place in Arabic-speaking

A

countries at the end of the IMiddle Ages but tlie
poetry of this epocli is almost entirely
Revival at of a liturgical character, and the IanClose
guage is not classical, but is modeled
of Middle on tlie dialect of the country in which
the Jews happened to live.
Ages.
Many of
these are printed among the collections
of piyyutim for Maghrebine and Eastern rites; but a
comprehensive and critical study of them has yet to
;

be undertaken.

Within the

last decades have come to light the
poems of the Yemenian poet Shalom
Joseph Shabbezi, who largely made use of the

collections of
B.

later

forms of Arabic poetry, notably the "Muwash-

shah

" (girdle rime).
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1. Son of Beriah in the genealogical list
of Benjamin (I Chron. viii. 15).
2. A Canaanite city in the wilderness of Judah
(Judges i. 16), against which the Jews fought succes.sfully (Num. xxi. 1, xxxiii. 40).
Later it was inhabited by the Kenites (Judges i. 16). The site has
been identified by Robinson with Tell 'Arad, southeast of Hebron.
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ARAD (ALT-ARAD) A royal
:

Jews soon settled there. A census taken in 1743
showed that six of them lived in their own houses.
The congregation, together with its associated "Hebrah Kaddishah," was organized about this time.
In 1754 there were 24 Jewish families residing in
Arad; among them Jacob Isaac, rabbi and teacher,
with an annual salary of 36 florins. The year 1789
marks the turning-point in the history of the Arad
community. In May of that year Aron Chorin
entered upon his duties as rabbi of
the congregation. The whole history
of the community and its struggles,
its successes, and its renown thenceHirschl.
forth center in him.
With touching
devotion and patriarchal sentiment he
applied himself to its elevation, and organized most
of the benevolent institutions that are its pride to-day.
Another man who, with the rabbi, deserved well of
the congregation was Moses Hirschl, who for several decades devoted his attention mainly to its educa-

Aron
Chorin and
Moses

tiniKil interests.

free city

and

market town of Hungary, on the Maros, 145 miles
southeast of Budapest.
Among the Jewish communities of Hungary tliat of Arad holds a prominent
place.
Its Iiistory begins in the first lialf of the
eighteentli century.
The passport issued by Lieut.

Together with

tlie

principal,

Lazar

Skreinka, he succeeded in raising the intellectual
grade of the school to the satisfaction of the governmental authorities. Of especial importance, however, for tlie true development of the congregation
was the success attending Chorin's efforts to induce
the youths in the community to acquire a knowl-

;
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edge of

The Arad congregation

liandicnifts.

led

those of lluugaiy, both iu the number of its mechanics and in the variety of trades represented.
Tlie inspiration of tlie movement originated witli
Chorin, wlio iu tliis matter took his stand upon Tal"From this congregation," lie
mudie precepts.

wrote

in 1831,

"seventy -eight young men have gone

forth to follow various handicrafts, and in addition
several liave devoted themselves to such professions
Some of these latter already
as the law permits.

have large practises as physicians and surgeons."
In a letter to Gabriel Ullmann, president of the Pesth
congregation, he names the trades tliat
Diversity were followed by tlie Jews of Arad:
of
there were goldsmiths, tanners, conTrades, fectioners, furriers, coopers, watchcasesoap-boilers,
niakers, braid-makers,
horseshoe-makers, smiths, locksmiths, gunsmiths,
bookbinders, painters, tailors, pipe-mounters, glaziers, shoemakers, saddlers, etc.
Philanthropic interests were taken charge of b}^

founded in 1830, and enlarged later by a women's society with similar aims;
their special charge being the excellent Jewish hospital, a creation of the Hebrah Kaddishah, which was
After Chorin's
first organized iu 1790 by Chorin.
death, 1844, the Arad congregation, which in 1839
aggregated 812 souls, called Jacob Steinhardt as
their temporary rabbi and school-superintendent.
A year and a half later he became chief rabbi, and
was followed in 1885 by Alexander Rosenberg, previously rabbi in Kaposvar. During the whole of
the last half of the nineteenth century the Arad congregation developed and prospered. All branches
of cougregatioual activity kept pace with the numerical growth of the congregation, which in 1860
aggregated 2,700 souls, and which since then has
the Ilumauitiitsverein,

doubled. The affairs of the congregation are conducted according to well-devised rules schools have
been reorganized additional benevolent institutions
have beeu established, of which the Orphan Home
deserves especial mention and a home for pensioned
employees of the congregation has been opened.
;

;

;

Bibliography: Jahrlmch fUr die Itiraelitischen Kiiltusqcmei)ideii in Ujigarn, i. 144; Ben-Chananja, vi. 133 etseq.
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ARADUS

(Arados,

I

Mace. xv. 23):

A

Pheni-

cian city on the island now called liuad, eighty miles
north of Sidon. It is the Arvad of Ezek. xxvii. 8,
11, the Armad of Tiglath-pileser III., and is also
mentioned on the Egyptian monuments. Jews had
migrated thither in Maccabe^in times (I Mace. xv.

23^

See Arvad.
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:

W. Max

Asien und Enropa,

:

Village in the district of

Daghestan, Transcaucasia, Russia.

traveler

p. 186
et i<eq.

Judah Chorny

Ky-

When

visited the place in 1868,

the

he

there, who lived in a
separate part of the village. Their chief occupation
was the cultivation of tobacco on Ir.nd rented from
their Mohammedan neighbors.
They had a synagogue, and used the Sephardic rite. Fifty schoolchildren were instructed in religion and Hebrew by

found eighty Jewish families

two teachers. Their language was a mixed dialect
of Tataric and Persian.
Under the rule of the Tatar

Khans they were burdened

Avith

heavy

taxes, their

being almost that of slaves. With the annexation of the province by Russia their condition
improved somewhat. In 1900 the Jewish populal)osition

Arag was 710.
Polygamy is still practised among the inhabitants.
Up to 1868 the names of the rabbis (who had suction of

ceeded one another) were: Moses, Mattithiali, Rezalel, Ilanukah, JoJiai, Moses of Gursi, and I-]zekiel,
who was still holding office. Among their names
the following are Caucasian: Valbikah, Vanavsha,
Gulbahar, Desdeyul, Zaruugul, ^Nlomari, Mamali,
Tzaatchair, Kuztaman, Luzergal, Shachatav, Tazagil, Tavriz.
Bibliography: Judah Chorny, Sefer ha-Massaot, pp. 25&262; BudushclinosU 1900, No. 52.
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ARAGON

:

An

independent medieval kingdom,

later a province of Spain, in the northeastern part

of the Iberian peninsula.
Its population included
as early as the ninth centuiy.
In Saragossa
(whicli until 1118 was under the rule of the Moors),
in Jaca, Huesca, Barbastro, Daroca, Tarazona, Calatayud, Monzon, Lerida, and other cities of Aragon,
the Jews in early times lived under special fuero»
or laws. Aragon passed through the same phases of
church development and culture as southern France,
until the time of Jaime I. and the circumstances of
the Jews there corresponded exactlj' with those of
their French brethren.
Their industry, learning, and
wealth secured for them the protection and favor of
their rulers.
Pedro II. of Aragon, who, owing to
his frequent wars, was usually in debt, was often
compelled to borrow money of his Jewish subjects,
and to mortgage the greater portion
Position
of his possessions and revenues to
them. Under Pedro's son and sucUnder
Jaime I. cessor, Jaime I., surnamed " el Batallador" (the Fighter) and "el Conquistador " (the Conqueror), the political and legal position
of the Jews was an enviable one. Jaime I. issued
the following decree " All Jews and Saracens dwelling in our domains belong to the king and are, with
all their possessions, under the king's especial proAny one of them who shall place himself
tection.

Jews

;

:

under the protection of a nobleman shall lose his
head; and all his possessions, wherever they be,
As a consequence,
shall be forfeited to the king. "
no Jew or Saracen could become a bondman to any
nobleman; nor could Jews or Saracens be called
prisoners or serfs (captiri or sei'vi) even of the king,
because, according to the law, they had full liberty
of

movement.

of Aragon thus stood in direct relation
with the king and under the jurisdiction of the crown,
as represented by the baile-general, imder whose

The Jews

G. A. B.

JR.

ARAG (ARAK)
urin,

Miillor,

Geschichte der PhOniziei; pp. 36

Arabic Script
Arag^ou

authority stood the bailes of all the towns and hamlets of the country. They were permitted to buy and
sell among themselves; but for trade with Christians
a special permission from the baile was necessary.
Similarly, Christians were prohibited from buying or
taking in pledge the goods of Jews. The Jews lived
in the " Juderias, " or Jews' quarters, outside of which
they could not dwell without royal permission nor
;

Arag-on
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were they

.1

1:\V1S1I

at liberty to chiingc tlio city of their

iih()(h'.

of the king was also nccossary to
build synayoiiucs, establish ceiiieteries, open schools,
juneliase or export wheal, and even to bake Passover
Besides ihe poll-tax, Jews were recpiired to
bread.

Tiic

])frinissi()ii

and to contribute toward the repair
and fort Heal ions, as well as to theeciuipment
of the tleet and tlie iieneral expenses of war. Whenever the king visited a city, the Jews there had to
provide beds for him and his retinue. The assessment
of individual taxes was made by the representatives
of the Jews, chosen by themselves and confirmed by

pay

special taxes

of walls

i

the king.

The

division of

tlie

taxes

among

tlie

vari-

b}' the king, upon
representatives of the synagogue. Sometimes the king remitted these taxes for
a time, as in the cases of Uncastillo and Montcluz, to

ous congregations was determined
consultation

which a

Avitli the.se

respite

was given by Jaime

I.

Some Jews

received special privileges from the king. Thej' were
permitted to take four denarii per pound as weekly
interest (about 86 per cent, per annum).
But they
were forbidden to lend to students. Frequently the
king released all debtors of the Jews from their obligations, and declared the Jewish claims void.
There
existed for the Jews of Aragon two special forms of
oath: one, upon the law of Moses; the other, much
more formidable, called "the oath of curses." All
such oaths had to be taken in the synagogue or other
places of worship.
In their social relations a sharp line of demarcation was drawn between Jews and Christians. Jews
were forbidden to keep Christian slaves and servants,
or to have Christian w^omeu in their houses in any
capacity whatever. Christians and Jews were not
permitted to dwell together; even Jewish prisoners
were separated from Christians. Jaime I., whose
confessor was the zealous missionary

Enforced Raymundo de Peiiaforte, ardently faSocial Iso- vored the conversion of the Jews to
lation of Christianit}' conversion to Islam was
Jews.
prohibited and gave his assistance to
the work in every wa}'.
In 1249 he
repealed an ordinance, then operative in many provinces, to the effect that Jews embracing Christianity

—
—

must surrender their property, or most of it, to the
treasury The law" protected those who had embraced
Christianitj^ from insult at the hands of their former
coreligionists; and it was forbidden to call them
renegades, turncoats, or any such disparaging names.
.

Whenever a

one of the orders,
sermon in a place where
Jews resided, the latter were compelled by the king's
officers to listen to it and no excuse for absence was
accepted, save a special royal dispensation, such as
prelate, or a brother of

announced a

missionar}'^

;

was granted to the Jews of Lerida. Baptized children of Jews could not reside with their i)arents. In
1263, in order further to facilitate tlie
Religious conversion of the Jews, Jaime I. arDisputa- ranged a i)ublic debate at the royal
tion at
palace in Barcelona, under the presiBarcelona, dency of Pena forte, between the missir)nary Fra Paolo (or Pablo Christ iani),
a baptized Jew, and the eminent Spanish ra!)l)i, Moses
ben Nahman (Bonastruc de Porta).
Aside from these clerical annoyances, the position
of the Aragonian Jews under Jaime I. was not an
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uidiappy one. The}' owned houses and estates, were
permitted to farm the royal grist-mills, and to follow
agriculture and trades, and, though they could not
occupy judicial ])ositions,other honorable jjosts were
()\K-n to them.
When Jaime coniiuered Majorca he
was attended ])y Don B.vhikl as his private .secretary and when he l)esieged ]Mureia he employed Don
Astruc Bo.\si:nv()u as his interjjreter of Arabic to
negotiate with the inhabitants of the town.
.lehudano de Cavalleria, the wealthiest and most influential Jew of Aragon, was head bailill and royal treas;

urer; Bondia and a certain Abraham were bailiffs in
Saragossa. and \'idal Solomon was bailiff of Barcelona.
Maeslros DaNid and Solomon were the king's
body-ph3'sicians and ^laestro Samson was physician
to the queen.
Pope Clement IV. in vain reijuested
;

Jaime to remove Jews from all i)ul)lic others; buthis
son, Pedro III. yielding to the stormy demands of the
Cortes in Saragossa, decreed that no
Jews in Jew should thenceforth occupy the
High Pub- po.sition of bailiff. Pedro and his suclic Offices, cessors took the Jews under their pro,

tection, possibly for their

own interests.

In the wars of Africa and Sicily the material aid of
the .Jews

was

indispensable,

and large sums were

exacted from them for the eciuipmeut of the tleet
and the conduct of the war.
Although Jaime II., like his grandfather, earnestly
desired the conversion of the Jews, he showed himself tolerant toward them.
He permitted a certain
number of Jewish refugees from France to settle in
Barcelona and other places; and, in recognition of
their liberal contributions toward the equipment of
the fleet, he released the Jewish congregations for
several years from all taxes, according at the same
time special privileges to the congregations of Barcelona, Saragossa, and Huesca.
The king protected
them, but the populace, repeatedly arou.sed by the
clergy, continually annoj-ed them.
In Barcelona in
1285, one Berenguer Oiler, supported by several other
ordinary citizens, instigated a serious riot against the
Jews. On a certain day of Passover he announced
that he would kill all the barons and the Jews and
plunder their houses; but he was prevented from
carrying out his plans through the timel}' intervention of the king.

The Jews
and

of

Aragon proved themselves generous

sclf-sacriticing in

every emergency.

When

in

1323 the Infante Alfonso (afterward Alfonso IV.)
embarked upon the conquest of Sardinia, they
placed large sums of money at his disposal; and the
congregation of Tortosa hired sailors to man the
galleys furnished by the city. Alfonso IV. in return showed himself favorably inclined toward his

He accorded special privileges to
of Fraga, Barcelona, and Geiona, and put
down the insurrection of the shephei'ds. which had
extended to i)arts of Aragon. "When a large munber
of Jews desired to leave the country, lie attempted to
Jewish subjects.
the

Jews

them by reducing theirtaxes. Underliis sucDon Pedro I\'., who was devoted to astrology,
which he studied under his body-))liysician Don
Balibi Menahem, the condition of the Jews was a very
painful one, owing to the contest between the Aragonian Unionists and the king, and to the war between Aracron and Castile. The congregations of
retain

cessor
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jMurvicilrn, CciMiia. Tai'azoiia, Daioca.
}Mi(l

wore

Tli(!

.JKWISII
and

f'ulata-

csiiccially ill-licatcd.

f^rcat

of

]icrsrcuti(iii

i:!!tl,

wliicli

Seville, aflVcii'd llu'.lcws of Ai-a^on

hciiaii

in

and Catalonia

cut ire coininunitics, sucli as those of N'alciithouLeiida, and Ijarceloiia, ^V(Ie wiped out
sands of Jews were slain; and 100. OUO professed to
'I'lie resulting- lai'ue miinl)er
ernhraee Chiistianit y.
of pseudo-Christians, or iMaranos, Avas
Massacre materially iuereased twenty years
later by the exertions of the fanatieal
of 1391.
severely"

;

cia,

;

preacher Vicente Ferrer.
All Jews
wdio remained faithful to their ancestral religion were
ordered by King ^Martin of Aragon to wear a mark of
identification. Another public disputation took place
between the rabbis of the more iin])ortant congregations of Aragon, on the one side, and Joshuaha-Lorki,
named after his conversion Jerome de Santa Fe, assisted by the converts, Andres Beltran and Garcia
Alvarez de Alarcon, ou the other. This discussion,
wdiieh had the; effect of still further increasing the
number of pseudo-Christians, was held atTortosa in
14i;^ in the presence of Pope Benedict XIII. Severer
sulTerings were in store for the Jews of Aragon in the
last eiglity years of their sojourn in the province.
After the Tortosan disputation, Pope Benedict issued
the bidl, " Etsi Doctoribus Gentium " (see De los Rios,
ii.

627),

in 1415.

which was promulgated throughout Aragon
study or the reading of the

It interdicted the

Talmud and similar works, every copy
Persecu- of which was to be surrendered and
tions Under destroyed. Jews were not allowed to
Pope
pos.sessantichristian literature.
They
Benedict
XIII.

were del)arred from holding any office
from following the vocations of phy-

or

surgeon, accoucheur, apothecary, broker, marriage-agent, ormerchant. Christians
were forbidden to live in the same house with .Tews,
toeatorbathe with them, torenderthemany services,
such as the baking of Passover bread, or to buy from
or sell for them meat pirescribed by the Jewish law.
Each congregation was permitted to have only a
small and scantily furnished synagogue, and new
synagogues were not allowed to be built or old ones
repaired.
Finally, all Jew^s of either sex over the
age of twelve years were compelled to listen to three
Christian sei'incjus every year.
To all these sufferings were added the terrible
epidemics of the plague wdiich .scourged Aragon in
sician,

1429,

14:^/J,

1448, 1450,' 1452,

and

1457.

Commei'ce and

trade in the formerly flourishing cities of Saragos.sa,
Iluesca, and Daroca came to a standstill; the Jewish merchants and their trade became impoverished
and could no longer jiay taxes. In order to prevent
their emigration, however, Queen ]NIaria, consort
of Alfonso v., and queen regent in his absence, reduced the royal imposts considerablj'. For instance,
the Jewish congregation of Barbastro liad oidy 400
sueldos jaipieses to ]iay Calataj'ud and ]Monzon,
;

Saragossa and Iluesca, 300; and Fraga and
Tarazona, 200. The very wealthy ]Marano families
tlu;
of Saragossa, Iluesca, Calatayud, and Daroca
Caballerias, Santangels, Yillanovas, Paternoys, Ca350;

—

breros, Zaportas, Rivas.

and others

— occuiiied

court of Juan

II.,

influ-

and at the
and often intermarried with aris-

ential positions in the Cortes, in public

life,

Aiag-on
'Arakiu
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tocratic families, and even with the Infantas.
After
Juan'sdeath in 14711, the two liingdoms, Aragon and
Castile, were united intoone tuider the ride of Ferdinand and I.sabella; and Jienceforward the lustory of
the Jews of Aragon becomes one with that of all the

other .lews of Sp.un.

The Aragonian Jews possessed a

special ritual])reserved
for a long time in several cities of the Orient by
communities of fugitive Jews fioni Aragon. (See
]Mahzoi{.)
litin-gy

(Mahzor Aragon), which was

J. AiiKulor de los Rios, Jlislnria ih- los Jtid'mit
lie K^iHiuii, pa.ssiin
F^rscti and (inilx-r, Eiiriiklniiiiilic. ii.
27.210; 'I'ourtoii 1(111. Jaimr I.. Ir ('uiKiiiirant, Itui il'A niijdii,
vol. ii. Montpellier, isiiT
Swift, Jinin s I. nf Ariifiini. o.xford,
]s;)4; Zunz, /I'l/i/x, p.41.
(»ii the ninny docuiiicnts relaliriff to
the Jews of Aniiitm now in tlie "Areliiv. de la Corona de
Arapon" in IJarcelona, see Jacobs, Sources of SpaiiishJcicish JlistDi-jj, XV. 9 tt SCO.
G.
:\i.
K.

BU!i,io(;RAriiv

:

;

;

'ARAKIN

(pmy. "estimations"; the GermanJews use the Aramaic form pDiy, pronounced
by them 'Erchiu or 'Erechin): A treatise of the
Mishnah, the Tosefta, and the Babylonian Talmud
Polish

in the order

Kodashim.

In the Mishnah the treatise 'Arakin consists of
nine chapters (perakim), forming in all fifty paragraphs (mishnayot). It deals chiefiy
Analysis with an exact determination of the
of the
regulations in Lev. xxvii. 2-29, conMishnah. ceruing the redemption, according to
fixed rates ("IIJ?, " estimation "), of persons or things consecrated to the sanctuary by a
vow. It is presupposed by the Halakah that the
above-mentioned Bible passage refers to the consecration not onl}' of persons that belong to the one
who consecrates them, but of any person for the
consecration of a person signifies nothing more than
a vow to dedicate to the sanctuary the value wliich
that person represents. Consequently, the first chapter treats of the persons capable of making such a
vow, as well as of the qualifications of those whose
value must be paid by the consecrator.
Following exactly the order of the Bible, the second chapter discusses the maximtun and the miniof the amount to be given to the sanctuar}',
according to the financial condition of the dedicator.
The mention of this special case of a maximum and
a miinmiun gives occasion for discussing the maxiand the minimum for various religious preIncidentally, many an interesting item of incepts.
;

mum

mum

formation

is

imparted concerning Temple

all'airs; as,

for instance, certain details about the Temple mu.sic.
In a similar way, the third chapter, discussing the

uniformity of assessment of values of dedicated lands
irrespective of their mercantile values, takes occasion
to grotip together all such cases of indemnity for
wliich the Biblical law prescribes a fixed amount to
be paid, regardless of attendant conditions.
After this digression, the fourth cha]-)ter lays down
detailed rules for the various "estimations" mentioned in Lev. xxvii. 2-8, and at the same time intimates wherein these ndes diiTer from those applying
to sacrificial

The

vows and

gifts.

chapter treats of particular instances;
for example, the consideration of cases wherein the
weight or the value of a limb of a person or a porThis brings to an
tion of his value is dedicated.
fiftii

—
'Arakin
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end the Halakot dealing with estimations put upon
persons.
The sixth chapter

is to be regarded as an appenminute precepts relative to assess-

dix.

It gives

ments

in general, called

tinction to

"f)]}),

"shum"

and concerning

(Diti',

in contradis-

distraint for debts

incurred by dedication.
After this exhaustive treatment of the estimation
of persons, chapters vii. and viii. give a fuller explanation of the estimation of consecrated land found
as in the Bible
in Lev. xxvii. 16, and in addition
the Halakot concerning Herem ("devoted thing),"
that is voted to be the irredeemable property of the
sanctuary or of the priests (Lev. xxvii. 28).
The ninth and last chapter consists chiefly of the
regulations concerning the redemption in the jubilee
year of landed property that has been sold (Lev.
XXV. 25-34). These rules are given in this connection because they have points of contact with the
valuation of a consecrated piece of ground.
The Tosefta to this treatise, comprising five chapters, is of great value for the comprehension of the
single articles of the Mishnah, as well
The
Thus Toas for their composition.
Tosefta.
sef ta i. 1 illustrates the exegetical basis
(Midrash) for tlie proposition in Mishnah i. 2; and, according to the reading of Tosefta
iii. 1, the difficulty in Mishnah v. 1, Avhich provides
the Gemara 19a with much matter for discussion, is
removed. This treatise of the Tosefta contains also
a number of explanatory amplifications of the Mishnah, as well as many points not touched in the latter.
The Tosefta also gives to some extent many a valuable intimation for distinguishing the older and the
more recent constituent elements or
Mislmah. strata of the Mishnah.
Beginning
in th.e
with the first chapter, a comparison of
liight of
the Mishnah 1-4 and the Tosefta 1-4
Tosefta.
shows that of these paragraphs only
1 and 4 belong to the older Mishnah
compilation, and that 2 and 3 emanate from a school
later than Akiba.
Similarly, the second chapter betrays the work of two redactors.
The comiDilation
of the maxima and the minima in this section is
probably to be ascribed to Akiba, avIio was the first
to attempt such an arrangement of the halakic material.
To the later redaction, however, is to be
attributed the discussion in Mishnah 1, between R.
Mei'r and the Hakamim (sages).
Likewise, Mishnah
4 and the second half of Mishnah 6 must be regarded
as later additions.
The whole of the third chapter must be regarded
as belonging to the older Mishnah compilation, with
the exception, however, of the second lialf of Mishnah 2, where " Eleazar [ben Shanunua] " should be
read instead of "Eliezer [ben Ilyrcanus]."
It is noteworthy that in tliis chapter (Mishnah 2)
tlie gardens of Sebaste (Samaria) are represented as
very fruitful, a characteristic which could apply
only to the time previous to Bar Kokba. For this
reason R. Judah in the Tosefta (ii. 8) speaks of the
gardens of Jericho instead of tiiose of bebaste.
The fourth chapter of the Mishnah seems to belong wholly to the more recent redaction. In the
fifth chapter it is difficult to distingui-sh oltl and
new. Here the beginning is derived from the time

—
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before Akiba, po.ssibly even from the period during
the existence of the Temple, or, at all events, not
long after; but the second half of the very same
Mishnah is of a much later date, whereas the Tosefta
(iii. 2) preserves the old form of the Halakah, to which
the Mishnah bears the relation of an explanation and
discussion.
Chapters vi.-ix. also contain various
compilations of Halakot, which were so much altered
by the redactor that attempts to trace them back to
their sources have been unsuccessful.
In the present article an analysis of the Gemara,
which comprises thirty-four pages, can be given
only in brief outline. Starting from
The
the word >3n ("all ") with which the
Gemara. treatise begins, the discussion brings
into array nearly all tannaitic Halakot,
commencing with that word, to prove that this word
is used to intimate that the tanna desires to include
in the rule a class of subjects that otherwise would
have been excluded.
This introduction to the treatise 'Arakin(pp. 2-4«)
probably comes from the time of the Saboraim. Of
importance are the elaborations of the Gemara on
j\Iishnah i. 2, in regard to the sacrifices and gifts
of the heathen (D'ljy) (pp. 55-65).
In regard to the second chapter, special reference
must be made to pp. 85-135, in which, along with
explanations of the Mishnah, many details are given
in regard to the construction of the calendar and to
customs in the Temple service.
The third chapter of the Gemara is the only one
in the treatise in which haggadic material is treated
at length.
Pages 15a to 17a contain admonitions and
precepts concerning "the evil tongue," in which it
is urged that man must be careful of speech.
Chapters iv. and v. contain chiefly elucidations
and explanations of the corresponding Mishnayot.
Basing itself on the Mislmah, chapter vi. gives
many important regulations concerning compulsory
auctions and the legal procedure in regard to them,
,

and with regard to legal attachments (pp. 215-24rt).
Chapter vii. is devoted to the regulations regarding the year of jubilee at a time
institution is enforced (24rt-2~rt).

when

this Biblical

Chapter viii. treats of the regulations governing
landed estate devoted to the sanctuary, when the
law of the j ubilee year is no longer in force {27a-29a).
The last chapter deals mainly with the laws for
the sale and redemption of land and houses that have
been sold, on which subject the Mishnah in the corresponding chapter contains only a few particulars.
Bibliography: Slordecai Eliezer b. David Weber, Ercfe Dal
(commentary), Jerusalem, 188.5; Latin translation of the
"Arakin by Magnus Ronnow, Utrecht, 1690 (only a

treatise

part printed).
J.

L. G.

sR.

ABAM. —

Biblical Data The name of a group
of kindred tribes scattered over portions of Syria,
It is not the name of a
]\Iesopotamia, and Arabia.
:

country or of a politically independent people; for
the Aramaic peoples were never all independent
at the same period; neither did they
Location, form a large independent stale. They
are mentioned by Tiglath-pileser I.,
about 1110 B.C. (Schrader "K. "b." i. 33), as dwelling east of the Euphrates also by Shalmaneser II.
;

5

{ib.

Arakln
Aranx
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i.

165).

Tiglath-pileser III. describes

them

as

extending from the Tigris, the Euphrates, and the
Surappi to tiie River Ukui at the shore of the Persian
Gulf {ib. ii. 11). Sargon and Senuaclieril) attest this
in jiait by stating tliat on llieir return from Babylon to As.syria they eonquered various Aramaic tribes
(compare Schrader,"K. G. F." pp. 109 etseq.); and
the presence of Aramaic inscriptions in Assyria and
Babylonia from the eighth to the third century B.C.
confirms these statements (compare "C. I. S." ii.).
The inscriptions found at Zenjirli and Nerab prove
that Aramaic was spoken in the northern part of
Syria as early as the seventh century B.C., though
Arathis region was largely occupied by Ilittites.
maic tril)es appear to have extended as far as the
Taurus valleys, including Armenia and Cilicia (compare Dillmann, on Gen. x. 22). Aramaic inscriptions
have been found in Arabia as far south as Teima,
which date from about 500 B.C. These tribes had
therefore penetrated Arabia at that date.

The i^art of this territory known in the Old Testament as Aram is the portion west of the Euphrates,
to various parts of which were given different names,
as described below (Aram-Zobaii, AuAM-MAACiiAir,
etc.).
Greek writers applied to the people of this

—

perhaps a corruption of
region tlie term "Syrians"
Assyrians; hence the name "Syria."
In Gen. x. 22 Aram is described as a son of Shem.
Gen. xxii. 21 makes him a grandson of Nalior, Abraham's brother. The Aramaic dialects
Aramaic form a well-defined group of the lanand
guages classed as Semitic, and thusatHebrew. test the fact, for which these traditions
stand, that
the Hebrews.

From

II

theArameans Avcre akin to
Kings xviii. 26 and Isa.

would seem that by the end of the eighth
Aramaic had become the language of
international communication between the nations of
western Asia. Its influence on Hebrew diction may
be detected in some of the books composed before the
Exile, while in Esther, Ecclesiastes, and some of the
Psabns the form of expression is largely Aramaic.
Parts of Daniel and Ezra are extant only in this
tongue, which before the beginning of the common
era had quite displaced Hebrew in popular usage.
The Aramaic peoples of northern Arabia introduced
writing into that country some centuries before the
Arabs of the region had their own system of writing; and tiie Aramaic inscriptions found by Euting
in the Sinaitic peninsula, and shown to have been
the work of Arabs, prove that for a time it was the
language used for written communication in north
The NabatiEans, who were in reality AraArabia.
bians, have also left in the neighborhood of Palmyra
many Aramaic inscriptions dating back to about the
xxxvi. 11

it

centur.y b.c.

beginning of the common era.
Josephus calls Aram the grandson of Nahor, Abraham's brother (Gen. xxii. 21), and afterward defines
his locality as

Aram

in

Aram Naharaim

(Gen.

Gen. xxviii. 10 says that
the Penta- Jacob fled to Haran, where he went
teuch.
to his mother's kindred, thus making
Aram Naharaim a region beyond the
Euphrates. In the Pentateuch the country about
Haran is no doubt the region designated. That Abraham resided in Haran is definitely stated in the Pen-

II—

xxiv. 10).

*

xii. 4, 5). The place to which Jacob fled
Padan-Aram (Gen. xxviii. 6, R. V.). "Padana " in Aramaic signifies "yoke," or "plow, "and
may also have meant, as in some other tongues, " cultivated land. " Some find in this meaning the origin of
the name " Padan " in Genesis, and have supposed

tateuch (Gen.
is

called

that "the field of Aram" (Hosea xii. 13 [A.V. 12]) is
It is tempting to identify it
a Hebrew translation.
with the Aramaic "Paddanii" (Wright, "Catalogue
Syriac Manuscripts," 1127c<), called in Graak <prtdnva
(Sozomen, vi. 33), and in Arabic " Faddain " (Yakut);
but this town was situated in the Hauran, and can
not have been the Padan of the Bible, unless it was
there intended to say that Laban, like Abraham, had
migrated far from Haran. It may be, as NOldeke
suggests, that this name arose from a localization of
the patriarchal tradition by the early Christians. That
a place in the neighborhood of Haran, or in that
All
region, was intended, there can belittle doul)t.
the sources place the Aram of the patriarchs in the

Deuteronomy mentions Aram
direction of Haran.
only when Jacob is called an Aramean(Deut. xxvi. 5).
By far the most important part of Aram, so far as
the

Amos

Hebrews were concerned, was Damascus.

and Isaiah (vii.
Damascus, the one by equating
(i.

5)

8) indicate this;

Aram with Damascus, the other by declaring that
Damascus is the head of Aram. The name occurs
in a list of cities conquered by Thothmes HI. (W.
Max Mliller, " Asien und Europa," p. 227), and in two
of the

El-Amarna

letters (139, 63

and

142, 21) of the

David, some centuries later,
made it tributary to himself (II Sam. viii. 6), and its
kings, Rczin, Ben-hadad I., Bcn-hadad II., Hazael,
audBen-hadad III., were at various times in conflict
Compare
with the kings of Israel and Judah.
Damascus, David, Ben-iiadad, Hazael, and ReziN. bee also Auam-Gesuuk, Akam-Maaciiau, Akamfifteenth century B.C.

Naiiaraim, Aram-Reiiob, and Aram-Zobah.
Bibliography: Noldeke, Die

Namcn

dcr Aramai.'^chen Na-

tinn vud Sprachc, in Z. D. M. G. 1871, xxv. 113 ct seq.;
Schrader. K. G. F. 187X, pp. 109 ct xcr/.: C. I. O. T, pp. 110 et
1881, pp.
seq.; Friedrich Delitzscli, TI'o Lag <l<is I'niadif.n
257-259; Dillmann, Cominoitarti to Gciieais, x. 22, 23.
.^

J.

G. A. B.

JR.

-In Rabbinical Literature " Aramean " was
from the earliest times the equivalent of "heathen"
in the Jewish vernacular, because the heathen neighbors of the Jews used the Aramean tongue. An old
Targum, mentioned by the Mishnah (Meg. iv. 9),
employs the word " Aramiyu-uta " in the sense of heathendom; as does also R. Ishmael in the first half of
In Palesthe second century (Yer. Meg. iv. 75c).
:

tine the word " Aramean " was so tabooed that the
Jews preferred to use the Greek word " Syriac " to

designate their mother-tongue, rather than call it
" Aramean. " This usage also passed over to the Arabian-Jewish authors, as, for instance, Judah b. Koraish.who calls the Arameans of the Bible and of the
Targum " Syrians." But to avoid misconception, in
translating the Bible into Aramean, the vfordAramaa (after the Hebrew " Arami ") was employed for
the national sense and Armaa for the religious sense
of the word.
It is of historical interest to note that after the
conversion of the Arameans to Christianity, the
former Jewish significance attached to the word

"

Aram-Qeshur
Arama, Heir
"
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Aramean" was also given

to it

by

Christians.

With

Armaia " means
"heathen," while "Araniaia" means "one of tlie
people of Aram." In Palestinian sources the terms
"Aram" and " Arameans " are used to designate
Rome and the Romans; the Palestinian pronunciation of the word " Aromi " may have served to screen
what they dared not say against tlie Romans. In
most cases, however, D"1X, for Rome, is a mistake of
the copyist; it should read DHK. Edom.
the Syrians, even in the Peshitta,

Bibliography: Noldeke, Z. D.M. G. xxv.
of Levy, Kohut, and Jastrow.

"

115-120; Dictionaries

ARAM-GESHTJR An

Aramean district and a
kingdom near Maachah (II Sam. xv. 8) (see
Aram-Maachah), and associated with it in Josh. xiii.
:

small
VS.
iii.

David married the daughter of its king (II Sam.
She became the motlier of Absalom, who
thither after killing his brother Amnon (II Sam.

3).

fled

considerable extent on both sides of the Euphrates,
extending east as far as the Tigris and west to the
Orontes, running south not only to Hamatli, liut to
Kadesh (compare Muller, ih. pp. 249-267). All the
Biblical references are to places in this region. The
name is not found in Babylonian or As.syrian inscriptions, but occurs as Nahrima in three of the ElAmariia letters.
Nahrima is associated with the
Hittites a fact which confirms the view taken
above.
J. JR.
G. A. B.

—

ARAM-REHOB

L. G.

SR.

J.

(II Sam. x. 6, 8): A district of
which the chief city was Rehob or BethRehob, associated with Aram-Zobah as hostile to
David. Num. xiii. 21 and Judges xviii. 28 place a
Beth-Rehob in the Lebanon region near Dan. Moore
(Commentary on Judges, p. 399) conjecturally identifies it with Paneas.

Syria, of

ARAM-ZOBAH

G. A. B.

JR.

ARAM-MAACHAH

Chron. xix. 6): A district south of Damascus, bordering on the transJordanic territory of Manasseh. Maachah is said in
Gen. xxii. 24 to have been a descendant of Nahor,
(I

Abraham's brother, and the

territory called after

him

declared in Josh. xiii. 13 not to have been cohquered in the first Israelitisli settlement of Canaan.
David made its petty king tributary (II Sam. x.6-8),
and by the time of the chronicler, Maacliah was
regarded as an ancestress of a Manassite clan
Strangely enough, II Sam. x. 6
(I Chron. vii. 16).
is

has "king Maacah," which makes
Aram-Maachah is tlie correct form.

it

doubtful

if

G. A. B.

J JR.

ARAM-N AHARAIM

(translated as

'

'

Meso-

A

region somewhat ill-detined,
mentioned six times in the Bible. In the title of Ps.
Ix., and in I Chron. xix. 6, it is used for the region
beyond the Euplirates (compare II Sam. x. 16). It is
stated in Judges iii. 8, 10, that the king of AramNaharaim invaded Palestine. Gen. xxiv. 10 calls
the region of Haran, Aram-Naharaim (compare Gen.
xxviii. 10); while Deut. xxiii. 5 calls Pethor, the
home of Balaam, a city of Aram-Naharaim. Pethor
appears as a city of the region near tlie Euphrates in
a list of Thothmes III. in the fifteenth century b.c.
(compare MiiUer, " Asien und Europa," p. 267), and
in an inscription of Shalmaneser II. of the ninth century B.C. (compare Schrader, "K. B." ii. 163) as a

potamia "in A. v.):

city west of that river.

Aram-Naharaim,

literally,

"Aram

of the

two

riv-

suggested to the ancients the region between
the Euphrates and the Tigris; to some moderns, tliat
lietween the Euplirates and Chaboras (Ilabur) (see
Kiepert, "Lehrbuch derAlten Geographic," p. 154);
to others, the Euphrates and Orontes (Howortli, in
"Academy," Jan. 17, 1891, p. 60); while still others
select dilTerent rivers. Mej^er ("Gesch. vEgyptens,
p. 227), ]Muller (' Asien und Europa." pp. 249 etseq.),
and Moore (Commentary on Judges, pp. 87, 89) are
probalily right in regarding the Hebrew dual as fictitious.
If |)lural, it was no doubt the country called
by tlie Egyptians "Naharin," an Aramaic name,
meaning "the land of the rivers." It embraced a
ers,"

G. A. B.

JR.

J.

xiii. 38).
J.
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an Aramean

The

(Ps. Ix., title):

capital of

one time of considerable importance.
The statement in I Sam. xiv. 47, that its
king fought with Saul, has hitherto been unconfirmed.
No such doubt, however, attaches to the
account of the war of its king Hadadezer with
David, who made the kingdom tributaiy to Israel
In this war Hadadezer brought to his
(II Sam. X.).
help Arameans from bej'ond the Euphrates (II Sam.
Upon the accession of Solomon, Zobali beX. 16).
came independent of Israel (compare I Kings xi. 23
Berothai, a city belonging to Hadadezer
et seq.).
(II Sam. viii. 8) is identified by many with Berothah
(Ezek. xlvii. 16), wliich was between Hamatli and
Damascus. Zobah was probably located near this
city, though Halevy claims to have identified Zobah
with Chalkis.
After the tenth century, Zobah is not mentioned in
the Bible, but the city of Subiti, which is mentioned
in the annals of Assurbanipal as having been conquered by him in the seventh century, is probably
identical with it (compare Schrader, "K. B." ii. 217).
The same city is mentioned in some broken cuneiform lists of towns in connection with Hamath and
state, at

Damascus.
Bibliography: Schrader, K. B. ii.
Laij das Faradies / pp. 279 et seq.
J.

121 et seq.; Delitzsch,

Wo

G. A. B.

JR.

ARAMA, DAVID BEN ABRAHAM

RabTurkey, 1525; lived in Salonica. When barely twenty years old, he published
" Perush 'al Sefer Mishneh Torah," a commentary
on Maimonides' Yad ha-Hazakah (Salonica, 1546:

binical author, born in

1572

;

He

second edition, Amsterdam, 1706).

also

is

the author of "Tesliubot," consisting of a commentary on dilficult Talmudic passages (Constantinople, 1579), which seems to be entirely lost.
Mirhael, Or ha-Hayyim,
schneider. Cat. Bodl. No. 4790.

Bibliography:
I,.

694;

Steln-

G. A. D.

G.

ARAMA, ISAAC BEN MOSES:
and author; born about 1420; died

No.

in

Spanish rabbi
Naples 1494.

H(; was at first principal of a rabbinical academy at
Zamora (probably his birthplace); then he received
a call as rabbi and preacher from the community at

;

Tarragona, and lutrr from tliat of Fraga in Aragon.
He ofliciatcd finally in Calatayud as rabl)i and head
of the Taliiiudieal academy. Upon tlu; expulsion of
the Jews in 1492, Arama settled in Naples, where
he died.
Arama is the author of "'Akedat Yizhak" (Offering of Isaac), a lengthy philosophical commentary on
From this work
the Pentateuch, liomilctic in style.
"
he is lVe(iuently spoken of as the "Ba'al 'Akedah
(author of the" 'Akedah"). He also wrote a commentary upon the Five Holls, and a work called "Ilazut
" (A IJurdi'n.some Vision), upon the relation
"
of philosophy to theologj'; also "Yad Abslialom
(The Hand of Absalom), a commentary on Proverbs,
written in memory of his son-in-law, Absalom, who

Kashah

died shortly after his marriage.
Arama was the very type of the Spanish-Jewish
scholar of the second half of the lifteenth century.
The study of the
First of all he was a Talmudist.
Talmud was of the utmost importance to him .so
that he lamented deeply when his rabbinical jiupils
;

could not follow him from Zamora to Tarragona,
because the latter community was unal)le to support
them. In the ne.xt place, he was a philosopher. The
study of philosophy was so universal in Spain at
that period that no one could assume
As Talmud- a public position who had not devoted
ist and
himself to it. Arama had paid parPhiticular attention to Maimonides; but
losopher.
independent philo.sophical thought is
hardly to be fovuid in his Avork. His
remarks concerning the nature' of the soul (" 'AkeAfter a detailed
dah," chap, vi.) are noteworthy.
account of the various theories about the soul which
had prevailed, he comes to the conclusion that the
of the soul, common to the whole human
origin with and in the bod}'. His theory
that the soul
is that of Alexander of Aphrodi.sias
'"
form " of the organic body but Arama is
is the
able to adduce support for it from Talmud and CabThe third element in Arama 's mental comjioala.
first

germ

race,

has

its

—
—

was Cabala as expounded in the Zohar, which
he believed to have been written by Simon ben Yohai.
He did not, however, occupy himself so much with
the mystical side of Cabala as with its philosophy.
His earliest work, the "Hazut Kashah," presenting in a certain sense an enunciation of Arama's resition

ligious pliilosophy, includes also much that is interesting pertaining to the history of the Jews in Spain

The aim of the work was
prior to their expulsion.
to furnish a rejoinder to the missionary sermons of
the Church, to "svhich, under the laws then j^revaJews were compelled to listen. Hence his
polemic again.st tlie Christian dogma of Grace is the
resume of an oral disputation between Arama and a
In support of his attack upon
Christian scholar.

Icnt, the

dogma. Arama adtluces the doctrine
of the freedom of the will as formulated by Aristotle, and the consideration of God's transcendent
justice, which would make Grace to con.sist of nothing but the exercise of the will of a despot. Bethis Christian

sides this instance of his polemics, his treatment of
the Deluge contains several attacks upon Christian-

The greater portion of the work, however, is
devoted to the confutation of that philosophy Avhich
refuses to recognize Jewish revelation, or recognizes

ity.

Aram-Geshur
Arama, Ueir
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only as identical with philosophy. For his extensive use of the allegorical mode of interpretation, see
it

Allegohical Inteupketation.
Arama's chief work, which exercised great influence upon Jewish thought, and is still much read, is
the "'Akedat Yizhak." This is considered by many

work upon Jewish homiletics. The
form of the sermons contained therein was closely
imitated by the Daissiia.mm.
The old sermon was
either didactic among Germans, upon ritual matters; among Spanish and Provencal Jews, upon philosophy or el.se it was of an edifying, moralizing
nature, such as the Haggadot.
Arama's sermons in
this work were the lirst attempt to unite both these
as the clas.sical

—

—

Though not artistic, he
not be reproached tiierefor, but
rather l)e commended for havFuture
iug established a model for generaPreachers, tions of darshanini and modern Jewish
preachers. Beginning with a Biblical
text, Arama constructs his sermcm along the lines
of some saying of the Ilaggadah, the connection of
which witli the text is expounded by means of a
tendencies.

Sermons should
Models for should

philo.sophic disquisition, popularly told, and interspersed with specifically rabbinical interpretations
each .sermon thus satisfied the lovers of philosophy
His commentary on the
as well as of the Talmud.
Five Scrolls partakes of the same philoso]ihical and
homiletic nature as the "'Akedat Yizhak"; it liii^
not, however, received much attention at the hands
of moderns.
Arama also attempted to write poetry, and is the
author of a BalkusJiah (supplication), which, although of no poetic excellence, has a certain charm.
Arama's writings enjoyed imiversal esteem immediately upon their appearance, to such an extent indeed that Isaac Abravanel, a younger contemjuirary
of his, did not scruple to embodj- long jiassjiges in
Arama himself, however, very often
his own works.

copied from Rabbi Abraham Bibago without mentioning him, as J. S. Del ^Nledigo pointed out in his
Ar"3Iazref la-Hokmah" (Crucible for Wisdom).
ama's works were likewise esteemed b}' the Chiistian
world; for in 17'29 an academical dissertation by M.
A. J. van der Hai'dt, of the University of Helmstedt,
was published under the title " Dissertatio Rabbinica
de Usu Lingujc in Akedat I.schak," treating of .section G2 of Arama's work, giving it in Hebrew with
Latin translation.
Bini.iOfiRAPiiv

Hiivviin Jos. Pollak, in his edition of Uio 'AkeIS4il, i. 2-7; Litcmttnlihitt dinOri-

:

dat Yizlial;.

I'li'sburi.'.

Benjaoob,
Sti'insclineider, Cat. BixU. s.v.
ha-Scfdiiiii, under the rt'spp<'tiv<' titles Van Straalen,
Cat. J?(i(. -I/k.v. (Suppl.). pp. 114, li"). i:!7; Winter and
S. I. Fiienn, Kciicsct YisiaiU
Wiinsche, Jlid. Lit. ii. tils ti:}!
t)if8,

iv.

I'iss

:

;

Ozar

:

;

647, tUS; Ziinz,

VDrraumdcr

.v.

P., p.

-""-S

:

y\.

L.

Kohn, BiiKjyapliii

lialihiuixclur Aittoritdtett, pp.

Kaufniann, Die

^"^/^)ic, Inde.x,

"i-'M,

ii

Hrr-

137-141;

c»-.r.

L. G.

ARAMA. MEIR BEN ISAAC
antl Biblical

commentator;

l)orii at

Philosopher
Saragossa at the
:

end of the fifteenth oentury; died about 1")56 in
His fatlier was exiled from Spain in 1492
Salonica.
and died in Naples. Mei'r Arama, who had gone
thither with his father, remained tliere until the
French army invaded Najdes in 149.T. He then
went to Salonica and settled there, devoting himself
to literary pursuits.

—

"

;
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Arama is the author of the following works (I)
"Urim we-Tumim" (Liglit and Perfection), a philosophical commentary on Isaiah and Jeremiah, pub-

Arameans of the East, and even Jacob himself is
called in one passage " a wandering Ararnean " (Deut.

by Menahem Jacob ben Eliezer Judah, Venice,
1603; (3) "Me'ir lyyob" (The Illuminator of Job),
commentary on Job written in 1506, and published,

Israel sustained relations both Avarlike

:

lished

together with the text, at Salonica, 1517; (3) "Mei'r
Tehillot " (The Illuminator of the Psalms), commentary on the Psalms, written in 1512, and published,
together with the text, at Venice, 1590 (4) " Perush,
commentary on Song of Songs, published in the
Bible of Amsterdam 1724-27, whicli latter bears the
;

"Kehillot Mosheh"; (5) commentary upon
still extant in manuscript (Codex Rossi, No.
Arama quotes in his works a commentary of
727).
It is no longer in existence.
his on the Pentateucli.
The commentaries of Arama are, like those of his
father Isaac, full of allegories and moral aphorisms.
He wrote also a pamphlet against Isaac Abravanel,
accusing him of plagiarizing the works of his father,
which pamiihlet was rei)ublished recently by Gabriel
Polak.
title

Esther,

BiBi,iOGR.\PHY Kossi, Dizionnvi Storico, German translation,
2d ed., p. 45 Steinschneider, C'((^ ISodl. cols. 1693-94 Azulai,
:

;

;

Shem ha-Gedolwu

p. 1-0.

K.

I.

Bh.

ARAMAIC LANGUAGE AMONG THE
JEWS Uf all Semitic languages the Aramaic is
:

most closely related to tlie Hebrew, and forms Avith
possibly Avith the Assyrian, the northern
it, and
group of Semitic languages. Aramaic, nevertheless,

was considered by the ancient Hebrews

as a foreign

and a hundred years before the Babylonian
exile it was understood only by people of culture in
Jerusalem. Thus the ambassador of the Assyrian
king wlio delivered an insolent message from his
master in the Hebrew language and in the hearing
tongue

;

of the people sitting upon the wall,
Considered Avas requested by the high officials of
Foreign by King Hezekiah not to speak in He

Ancient
Hebrews.

but in the "Syrian language,"
they alone understood (II Kings
xviii. 26; Lsa. xxxvi. 11). In the early
Hebrew literature an Aramaic expression occurs
In the narrative of the covenant betAvecn
once.
Jacob and Laban it is stated that each of them
named in his own language the stone-heap built in
testimony of their amity. Jacob called it " Galeed "
Laban used the Aramaic equivalent, "Jegar .sahadutha " (Gen. xxxi. 47). This statement undoubtedly
betrays a knowledge of the linguistic differences between Hebrews and Arameans, Avhose kinship is elsewhere frequently insisted on, as for instance in the
genealogical tables, and in the narratives of the earOne of the genealogies mentions Aram
liest ages.
among the sons of Shem as a brotlier of Arphaxad,
one of the ancestors of the HebrcAvs (Gen. x. 23). In
another, Kemuel, a son of Nahor, the brother of
Abraham, is called "the father of Aram" (Gen.
xxii. 21).
Other descendants of this brother of the
HebrcAv Abraham (Gen. xiv. 13) are termed Ara-

means;

brcAv,

Avliich

Bethuel, Rebekah's father
(Gen. XXV. 20, xxviii. 5), and Laban, the father of
Rachel and Leah (Gen. xxv. 20; xxxi. 20, 24). The
earliest history of Israel is thus connected with the
as, for instance,

During the Avhole period of the kings,
and friendly
Avith the Arameans of the Avest, Avliose country, later
called Syria, borders Palestine on the north and
northeast. Traces of this intercourse were left upon
the language of Israel, such as the Aramaisms in the
XX vi.

5).

vocabulary of the older Biblical books.*

Aramaic was destined

to become Israel's vernacutongue; but before this could come about it was
necessary that the national independence should be
destroj'cd and the people removed from their OAvn
home. These events prepared the Avay for that great
change by Avhicli the Jewi.sh nation parted Avith its
national tongue and replaced it, in some districts entirely by Aramaic, in others by the adoption of Aramaized-IIebreAV forms.
The immediate causes of
this linguistic metamorphosis are no longer historically evident. The event of the Exile
Aramaic itself Avas by no means a decisive facDisplaces tor, for the prophets that spoke to the
HebreAV.
people during the Exile and after the
Return in the time of Cyrus, spoke in
their oAvn HebrcAV tongue. The single Aramaic sentence in Jer. x. 11 AA'as intended for the information of
non-JcAvs. But, although the living Avords of prophet
and poet still resounded in the time-honored language, and altliough HebrcAV literatin-e during this
lar

period may be said to have actually flourished,
nevertheless among the large masses of the Jewish
people a linguistic change Avas in progress. The
Aramaic, already the vernacular of international intercourse in Asia Minor in the time of Assyrian and
Babylonian domination, took hold more and more of
the Jewish populations of Palestine and of Babylonia,
bereft as they Avere of their oAvn national consciousness.
Under the AcluTsmenidte, Aramaic became the
official tongue in the provinces betAveen the Euphrates and the Mediterranean (see Ezra i v. 7) therefore the JcAvs could still less resist the groAving
importance and spread of this language. IlebrcAv disappeared from their daily intercourse and from their
homes; anfl Nehemiah this is the only certain information respecting the process of linguistic change
once expressed his disapproval of the fact that the
children of those living in " mixed marriage " could
no longer "speak in the Jcavs' language" (Neh.
;

—

xiii. 24).

HoAv long this process of Aramaization lasted is not
known.
About the year 300 B.C. Aramaic makes
its appearance in JcAvish literature.
The author of
Chronicles uses a source in Avhich not only documents
concerning the history of the Second Temple are
reproduced in the original Aramaic (Ezra iv. 8-22;
but the connecting narrative
23, v. 5, vi. 13In the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, the author

V. 1-6, 12; vii. 12-26),

itself is Avritten in
18).
*

[Modern Bible

Aramaic (Ezra i v.

have endeavored to determine accuAramaic upon the various authors of Bib-

critics

rately the influence of

lical books, and to use the results thus obtained in determining
the ape and authorship of the books (see, for example, Kimigr,
"Einleitung in das Alte Test." p. 149; Holzinger, " Einleitung
in den Hexateuch," paattim ; D. Giesebrecht," Zur HexateuchKritik," in Stade's " Zeitschrift," i. 177 et scq.; and compare,
xiii. ;«)9,

xiv. 143

301-236) .-G.j

;

S.

R. Driver, " Journal of Philology,"

xl.'
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Aramaic Langruagre

I
Book of Daniel begins his narrative in Hebrew,
but when he introduces the Babylonian sages and
scholars as speaking Aramaic to tlie king, as if only
awaiting this opportunity, he continues his history
of the

The employment
in Aramaic (Dan. ii. 4, vii. 28).*
of the two languages in these Biblical books well
illustrates tiieir use in those circles in which and for
which the books were written. In point of fact, at
the time of the Second Temple, both languages were
in common use in Palestine the Hebrew in the academies and in the circles of the learned, the Aramaic
among the lower classes in the intercourse of daily
life.
But the Aramaic continued to spread, and be:

came

the customary popular idiom not, however, to
the complete exclusion of the Hebrew. Nevertheless,
while Hebrew survived in the schools and among
the learned being rooted, as it were, in the national
mind it was continuously exposed to the influence
of Aramaic.
Under this influence a new form of
Hebrew was developed, wliich has been preserved in
the tannaitic literature embodying the traditions of
the last two or three centuries before the common
era.
So that even in those fields where Hebrew remained the dominant tongue, it was closely pressed
;

—

—

There is extant an almost unique
by Aramaic.
halakic utterance in Aramaic ('Eduy. viii. 4) of
Yose b. Joezer, a contemporary of the author of
Daniel. Legal forms for various public documents,
such as marriage-contracts, bills of divorce, etc.,
were then drawn up in Aramaic.
Official messages from Jerusalem to the provinces were couched
in the same language. The " List of the Fast-Days "
(Megillat Ta'anit), edited before the destruction
of the Temple, was written in Aramaic. Josephus
considers Aramaic so thoroughly identical with
Hebrew that he quotes Aramaic words as Hebrew
("Ant." iii. 10, § 6), and describes the language
in which Titus' proposals to the Jerusalemites Avere
made (which certainly were in Aramaic) as Hebrew
("B. J." vi. 2, § 1).
It was in Aramaic that Josephus had written his book on the "Jewish War,"
as he himself informs us in the introduction, before
he wrote it in Greek. That he meant the Aramaic is
evident from the reason he assigns, namely, that he
desired to make this first attempt intelligible to the
Parthians, Babylonians, Arabs, the Jews living beyond the Euphrates, and the inhabitants of Adiabene. That the Babylonian diaspora was linguistically Aramaized is shown by the fact that Hillel loved
to frame his maxims in that language.
The oldest literary monument of the Aramaization
of Israel would be the Takgum, the Aramaic version
of the Scriptures, were it not that this received its
final revision in a somewhat later age.
The Targum, as an institution, reaches back to the earliest
centuries of the Second Temple. Ezra may not have
been, as tradition alleges, the inaugurator of the Targum but it could not have been much after his day
;

* [other explanations have been attempted in order to account for the appearance of both Aramaic and Hebrew in Daniel and Ezra.
Prof. Paul Haupt suppoaes that Daniel was origi-

nally written in Hebrew, that portions of it were lost, and that
these portions were suppUed later from an Aramaic translation.
See A. Kamphausen, " The Book of Daniel" ("S. B. O. T."), p.
16 ; J. Marquart, " Fundamente der Israel, und Jiid. Gesch."
p.

72.-G.]

that the necessity

made

itself

felt for the

supple-

menting of the public reading of the Hebrew text of
Scripture in the synagogue by a transThe Tar- lation of it into the Aramaic veruacgum, the ular. The tannaitic Halakah speaks of
Aramaic the Targum as an institution closely

Version
of the

connected with the public Bible-reading, and one of long-established stand-

Scriptures, ing.

But, just as the translation of the
Scripture lesson for the benefit of the
assembled peoi)le in the synagogue had to be in
Aramaic, so all addresses and homilies hinging upon
the Scripture had to be in the .same language.
Thus
Jesus and his nearest disciples spoke Aramaic and
"
taught in it (see Dalman, Die AVorte Jesu ").
When the Second Temple was destroyed, and the
last remains of national independence had perished,
the Jewish people, thus entering upon a new phase
life, had become almost completely an
Aramaic-speaking people. A small .section of the
diaspora spoke Greek; in the Arabian peninsula
Jewish tribes had formed who spoke Arabic; and
in different countries there were small Jewish communities that still spoke the ancient language of
their home; but the great mass of the Jewish population in Palestine and in Babylonia spoke Aramaic.
It was likewise the language of that majority of the
Jewish race that was of historical importance those
with whom Jewish law and tradition survived and
developed. The Greek-speaking Jews succumbed

of historical

—

more and more to the influence of Christianity, while
the Jews who spoke other languages were soon lost
in the obscurity of an existence without any history
whatever.
In these centuries, in which Israel's national language became superseded by the Aramaic, the literature of Tradition arose, in Avhich Aramaic was predominant by the side of Hebrew it was a species of
bilingual literature, expressing the double idioms of
In the academies
the circles in which it originated.
which, on the destruction of Jerusalem, became
;

—

the true foci of Jewish intellectual

life

—the

He-

brew language, in its new form (Mishnaic Hebrew),
became the language of instruction and of religious
With but few exceptions, all literary madebate.
terial, written and oral, of tiie tannaitic age, whether
of a halakic or non-halakic description, was handed
down in Hebrew. Hence the whole

Language
of

Amoraim,

tannaitic literature

is

stronglj' distin-

guished from the post-tannaitic by
this

Hebrew

garb.

The Hebrew

lan-

guage was also the language of prayer,
both of the authorized ritual prayers and of private
devotion, as handed down in the cases of individual
sages and pious men. According to a tannaitic Halakah (Tosef. Hag., beginning; compare Bab. Suk.
42«), every father was bound to teach his child Hebrew as soon as it began to speak. It is no doubt
true that there was a knowledge of Hebrew in nonscholarly circles of the Jewish people besides that of
the Aramaic vernacular; indeed, attempts were not
lacking to depose Aramaic altogether as the language of daily intercourse, and to restore Hebrew in
In the house of the patriarch Judah I.,
its stead.
the female house-servant spoke Hebrew (Meg. 18«).
The same Judah is reported to have said that in the

—

—
Aramaic
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land of Israel the use of the SjTiac (Aramaic) lanunjustifiable; people should speak either
Hebrew or Greek (Sotah 49/^; B. K. HSk). Tiiis remained of course only a pious wisli, exactly as that
deliverance of Joseph, the Babylonian amora in the
fourth century, who said that in Babylon the Aramaic language should no longer be used, but instead
the Hebre.v or the Persian (ib.).
When the Mishnah of Judah I. provided new sub-

guage was

ject-matter for the studies in the academies of Palestine and Babylonia, the Aramaic language was not
slow in penetrating likewise to those seats of Jewish
scholarship.
As shown in the two Talmuds those
faithful "minutes" of the debates, lectures, and deliberations of the colleges the Amoraim partially
adhered to the Hebrew form of expression for their
propositions and explanations: but the debates and
lectures in the academies, together with the deliberations and discussions of their members, were, as a
rule, in Aramaic; and even the terminology of their
exegeses and dialectics was Aramaized. The older
collections of haggadic Midrash also evidence the
fact that the language of the synagogue addresses
and of the Scripture explanation in theamoraic time
was, for the greater part, Aramaic. As a justification for the preponderance thus given to Aramaic
within a field formerly reserved for Hebrew, Johanan, the great amora of Palestine, said: "Let not
the S3'riac (Aramaic) language be despised in thine
eyes; for in all three portions of sacred Scripture
in the Law, the Prophets, and the Holy Writings

—

—

He then quoted the
Gen. xxxi. 47; Jer. x. 11; and
Dan. ii. (Yer. Sotah vii. 21c). The same idea is probably intended to be conveyed by Rab, the great
amora of Babylonia, when he says that Adam, the
first man, spoke Aramaic, which, therefore, was not
inferior to Hebrew in point of antiquity (Sanli. S8b).
But the same Johanan felt it his duty to oppose the
possibility that Aramaic should ever become the lanthis

language

is

employed."

Aramaic fragments

in

guage of prayer, by declaring that " He who recites
Aramaic tongue, will receive no
assistance from the angels in waiting; for they
understand no Aramaic" (Shab. 12^; Sotah 33a).
This utterance, however, did not prevent the Kadhis prayers in the

—

dish-prayer said at the close of the public addresses,
later of more general employment
from being
recited in amoraic times in the Aramaic language,
or the insertion, later, of other Aramaic portions in
the prayer-ritual.
For more than a thousand years Aramaic remained
the vernacular of Israel, until the conquests of the
Arabs produced another linguistic change, as a
sequel of which a third Semitic language became
the popidar tongue for a large portion of the Jewish race, and the vehicle of their thought.
The
spread of Arabian supremacy over the whole coiuitry
formerly dominated by the Aramaic
Arabic
tongue produced with extraordinary
Displaces rapidity and completeness an ArabiAramaic. zing of both the Christian and Jewish
popidations of western Asia, who had
hitherto spoken Aramaic (Syriac).
At the beginning
of the ninth century, in districts where the Jews
had previously spoken Aramaic, only Arabic-speaking Jews were to be found; Arabic, as the daily

and

—

'0

language of the Jews, held sway even beyond the
territory formerly occupied by Aramaic, as far as
the coasts of the Atlantic Ocean; and Aramaic then
became, in a certain measure, a second holy tongue,
next to Hebrew, in the religious and literary life of
the Jewish people.* It was especially to the Aramaic Targum that religious sentiment paid the
highest regard, even after it had ceased to be useful
as a vernacular translation of the Hebrew original
serving only as the subject of pious perusal or of

—

—

learned study aud had itself come to require translation.
In the ritual of public worship the custom
survived of accompanying the reading from the
Scriptures with the Targum upon tlie passage read,
a custom observed for certain festival-readings down
to the very latest centuries.
To these Targum selections were added Aramaic poems, some of which
have retained their places in the festival-liturgies.
Aramaic, as the language of the Babylonian Talmud, of course always remained the principal idiom
of halakic literature, which regarded the Babylonian
Talmud as the source for all religio-legal decisions
and as the proper subject for explanatory commen-

In richer and more independent form this
idiom of Aramaic appears in the Halakah in the responsa of the Geonim; whereas in the still later literature, the so-called rabbinical idiom is entirely dependent upon the language of the Talmud, although
it but possesses a copious admixture of Hebrew elements. In the haggadic literature, which developed
wonderfully from the close of the amoraic age until
after the termination of the gaouic period, Aramaic
predominated at first; but in the course of time it
taries.

was

by Hebrew.
was suddenly conquered by Aramaic
when the Zohar, with its assumed antiquity of
origin, made its entrance into Jewish spiritual life.
This book, which became the most important textbook of the Cabala, made itself the Holy Bible of all
mystical speculation, and owed not a little of its
entirely displaced

A new

field

influence to the mystic-sounding and
peculiarly sonorous pathos of the
Aramaic tongue, in which it is mainly
The Aramaic of the Zohar itself a clever
written.
reproduction and imitation of an ancient tongue
served in its turn as a model and its phraseology
exerted a very marked influence over other thau
cabalistic writers.
An Aramaic extract from the
Zohar found its way into the prayer-book (Berik
Shemeh), and is recited' before the reading from the
Law in the majority of synagogues of Ashkenazic
ritual.
In poetic literature, however, both liturgic
and seciUar, Aramaic, apart from the above-mentioned poems belonging to the Targum, occupied
a steadily decreasing place. Masters of Hebrew
versification, especially under the influence of the
Cabala, tried tlieir skill now and then on Aramaic

The Zohar.

—

;

An Aramaic poem by Israel Nagara (" Yah
Ribbon '01am ") is still widely sung at table after the
Sabbath meal.
poems.

* In northern Me.sopotamia, in Kurdistan, west of Lake Urmia, Aramaic dialects are still spoken by Christians and occasionally by the Jews, which dialects are termed "Neo-Syrlac."
[The Jews in those regions call their Aramaic tongue " Leshon
(ialut."
For the literature on the subject, see R. Gottheil, " The
Judieo-Aramaean Dialect of Salamas," in "Journal of Amer.
Orient. Sec." xv. 297 et seq.—G.]

—
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In

Hebrew

philology, Aramaic

was

especially use-

cxplauationof Hcbi-ow words in tlie Bible;
and it served as the fountlatiou for a conijjarative
piiilolo.iry of the Semitic languages inaugnrated by
Nevertiieless, Arajudali ilin Koreish and Saadia.
maic was never treated either grammatically or lexful in

tlie

icographically by the

Jews of Spain,

in spite of the

development to which they otherwise carried
philology.
In Nathau ben Jehiels Talnuulical lexiwhich covers also the Targumim
con, the 'Aruk
Aramaic naturally occupies the most prominent
place.
The lirst Aramaic lexicon limited to the Targumim was compiled by Elijah Levita. Among
Jewish scholars of the nineteenth century, Aramaic
grammars have been written by Luzzatto, Fiirst,
Bli'ichcr, and C. Levias Jacob Levy published a compeii(li()\is lexicon of the Targiuns as well as a large
dictionary of the Tahnudic and Midrashic literature,
which distinguishes throughout between Hebrew
and Aramaic; G. Dalman has published a full glossar}', and Marcus Jastrow has recently completed a
similar work.
The Hebrew word "Aramit." employed in the
Bible (Dan. ii. 4 " Syriac " in A. V. and elsewhere)
to designate the Aramaic language, is similarly used
in later times, particularly in Babylonia while in Palest ine as early as the tannaitic period, the Aramaic language is also called Sursi by reason of the Greek designation of the Arameans as Syrians. The second book
of Maccabees calls it "the Syriac tongue " (/) IvpioKy
(puv//)
and the Septuagint translates " Aramit " (Dan.
compare Yer. Ned. x. 4'2rf, where
ii. 4, etc.) by avpiari
Among Christian Araread ptOOniD for pnTIIDliigii

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

means, Syriac is the exclusive appellation for their
language; and the Arabic form of this term, "Suryani," was the usual designation for Aramaic among
the Arabic-speaking Jews.
In addition to these two
chief names for Aramaic, other terms were also employed in Jewish circles: Targum (lit-

Names and

erally "translation" of the Bible, spe-

Dialects
cifically the Aramaic version) denoted
of Aramaic, the language of the Aramaic portions
of the Bible.

But the Syrian

inhabi-

tants of the town lying below the monastery on Mount
Sinai were described by Benjamin of Tudela as speaking the " Targum language " (leshon Targum). The

Aramaic of the Bible (Daniel and Ezra) was called the
Chaldaic language because of Dan. i. 4(Masora upon
Onkelos Saadia) Jerome, too, calls it " Chaldaicus
Sermo. " The term " Chaldaic " for the Biblical Aramaic, and indeed for Aramaic generallj', is a mis;

;

in, moreover, until the present day.
Nabatsean " denoting, according to
Bar-Hebra'us, the dialect of certain mountaineers of
Assyriaand of villagersin Mesopotamia which is the
term used by Saadia to denote Aramaic in his translation of Isa. xxxvi. 11. Likewise in his introduction
to the book " Sefer ha-Galui " he complains that the
Hebrew of his Jewish contemporaries had become
corrupted by the Arabic and "Nabata^an." This
designation is due to Arabic influence ("Jew. Quart.
Rev?' xii. 517).
Aramaic contributions to Jewish literature belong
to both the eastern and the western branches of the
language. West Aramaic are the Aramaic portions
of the Bible, the Palestinian Targumim, the Ara-

nomer, persisted
It is also called "

—

—

Aramaic Lan^uag^e

maic portions of the Palestinian Talmud, and the
Palestinian Midrashim.
In Palestinian Aramaic the
dialect of Galilee was different from that of Judea,
and as a result of the religious separation of the
Jews and the Samaritans, a special Samaritan dialect was evolved, but its literature can not be considered Jewish.
To the eastern Aramaic, whose
most distinctive point of difference is "u" in place

"y " as the pretix for the third person masculine
of the imperfect tense of the verb, belong the idioms
of tlie Babylonian Talmud, which most clo.sely agree
with the language of the ]\Iand*an writings. The
of

owing to the Bible version
became the literary language of the
Christian Arameans bearing preeminently the title
of Syriac was certainly also employed in ancient
times by Jews. This Syriac translation of the Bible,
the so-called Peshitta, was made partly by Jews and
w.is intended for the use of Jews; and one book
from it has been adopted bodily into Targumic literature, as the Targum upon Proverbs.
For detailed information concerning the Aramaic
dialect of Edessa, which,

made

in

it,

—

literature of

—

the Jews, see the respective articles.

Only a summary is proper here, as follows:
(1) The Aramaic portions of the Bible already
mentioned.
(2) The Targum literature includes: {a) The two
Targums to the Pentateuch and to the Prophets

respectively,

which received the

official

sanction of

Both origthe Babylonian academic authorities.
inated in Palestine, and received their final form in
the Babylonian colleges of the third and fourth centuries.
That to the Pentateuch, owing to the misunderstanding of a statement concerning the Bible
translation made by Akylas (Aquila), Avas denominated the Targum of Onkelos ('Akylas). That to the
Prophets is ascribed by ancient tradition to a disciple
of Hillel, Jonathan b.Uzziel {h) The Palestinian Targum to the Pentateuch, the full text of which has
come down to us only in a late recension, where it
has been combined with the Targum Onkelos. Instead of being called by its proper name, Targum Yerushalmi, this full text had erroneously been called by
A less interpolated form of
the name of Jonathan.
the Targum Y^erushalmi to the Pentateuch revealed
numerous fragments that must have been collected
There are also Palestinian fragat an early period.
ments of the Targum to the Prophets.* (r) The Targums to the Hagiographa vary greatly in character.
A special group is formed by those of
According to
Extent
the Psalms and Job.
of Aramaic well-founded tradition there was as
Literature, early as the first half of the first century of the common era a Targum to
The Targum to Proverbs belongs, as already
Job.
mentioned, to the Syrian version of the Bible. The
Five Rolls had their own Targums; the Book of
Esther several of them. The Targum to Chronicles
:

was discovered latest of all.
(3) Aramaic Apocrypha: There was at least a partial Aramaic translation of the book of Sirach as early
A portion of the Araas the time of the Amoraim.
maic sentences of Sirach, intermingled with other
* [On a peculiar Targum to the Haf tarot, see R. Gotthell," Journal of Amer. Orient Soc. Proceedings." xiv. 43; Abrahams,
" Jew. Quart. Rev." xi. 2?)5 ; " Monatsschrift." xxxix. 394.— G.]
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matter,

The
is extant in the " Alphabet of Ben Sira. "
Aramaic "Book of the Hasnionean House," also en-

service, the introductory sentences of the Passover
Haggadah, and cerlain older portions of the liturgy

Antiochus' Roll," contains a narrative of the
Maccabeans' struggles, and was known in the early
gaonic period. A "Chaldaic" Book of Tobit was
utilized by Jerome, but the Aramaic Book of Tobit
found by Neubauer, and published in 1878, is a later

for penitential days.* The Aramaic poems introducing certain Targumic selections from the Pentateuch have been mentioned above.
(11) Cabalistic Literature: The revival of Aramaic as the literary language of the Cabala by the
Zohar has already been mentioned.

titled "

revision of the older text. An Aramaic Apocryphal
addition to Esther is the "Dream of Mordecai," of
Palestinian origin.
(4) Megillat Ta'anit, the Fast Roll, is a list of the
historically "memorable days," drawn up in almanac
form. It was compiled before the destruction of the
Second Temple, edited in the Hadrianic period, and
later on augmented by various Hebrew annotations

mostly of the tannaitic age.
(5)

The

Palestinian

Talmud (Talmud Yerushalmi),

completed in the beginning of the fifth century.
(6) The Babylonian Talmud (Talmud Babli), completed at the end of the fifth century. The Aramaic
contents of both Talmuds are the most important and
also the most abundant remains of the Aramaic idiom
used by the Jews of Palestine and Babylonia respectively. The numerous stories, legends, anecdotes, conversations, and proverbs reveal faithfully the actual

language of the popular usage. Neither Talmud is,
however, entirely an Aramaic work. As the utterances of the Amoraim and their halakic discussions
retain a great deal of the New Hebrew idiom of the
tannaitic literature, both idioms were employed in the
academies. Moreover, a large proportion of the material contained in the Talmud is composed of the utterances of tannaitic tradition that were couched only

Hebrew.
The Midrash Literature: Of this branch the
following are especially rich in Aramaic elements:
Genesis Rabbah, Leviticus Rabbah, Lamentations
Rabbati, the Midrash Hazita upon the Song of Songs,
and the old Pesikta. The Rabbot Midrashim on Ruth,
Esther, and Ecclesiastes, and the Midrash on the
Psalms, contain also much Aramaic. The younger
Midrashim, especially those belonging to the Yelamdenu (or Tanhuma) group, are, in part, the Hebrew
The Ararevisions of originally Aramaic portions.
maic parts of the older Midrashim are linguistically
allied most closely to the idiom of the Palestinian
Talmud.
(8) The Masorah. The terminology of the Masorah,

in

(7)

which, in

its

beginnings, belongs to the amoraic

and the language of the oldest Masoretic annotations and statements, are Aramaic.
The legal decisions of
(9) The Gaonic Literature
the Geonim were for the greater part written in Aramaic, in harmony with the language of the Babylonian Talmud; but they possessed this advantage, at
least in the first few centuries, that this was likewise
the living language of the people. The same is true
concerning tho.se two works of the older gaonic period, the "She'eltot" and the "Halakot Gedolot,"
which contain some material not found in the vocabulary of the Talmud.
(10) Liturgical Literature: In addition to the Kadperiod,

:

dish already mentioned, several liturgical pieces
originating in Babyhm received general acceptance
througliout the diaspora. Such were the two prayers
beginning " Yekum Purkan " in the Sabbath-morning

(12) Ral)binical Literature: The Aramaic coloring
of a large proportion of the works commenting upon
the Babylonian Talmud, as well as of other productions of halakic lore continuing the literature of tiie

gaonic age, was derived from the Babylonian Talmud, from which the terminology and phraseology
were adopted at the same time as the contents.
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ARANDA, PEDRO DE

:

Bishop of Calahorra

and president of the council of

Castile in the latter
part of the fifteenth century was a victim of the
Marano persecutions. His father, Gonzalo Alonzo,
who Avas one of the Jews that embraced Christianity
in the period of Vicente Ferrer's missionary propaganda during the early years of the fifteenth cenAranda's
tury, adopted the life of an ecclesiastic.
brother, too, earned episcopal honors, being placed
at Montreal, Sicily.
Torquemada, the inquisitor-general, in the course
of the Marano persecutions, brought against Pedro
the charge that his father had died a Marano.
similar accusation was made at the same time
against another bishop, Juan Arias Davila, of SegoThe inquisitor-general demanded, therefore,
via.
not only that the bones of the deceased suspects
should be exhumed and burned, but that their sons,
too, should be disgraced and deprived of their esSixtus IV. however, resented such summary
tates.
degradation of high ecclesiastics, fearing that it
would lead to the dishonor of the Church. He further set forth in a letter directed against Torque;

A

,

mada's exaggerated zeal, that, in accordance witli
an old tradition, distinguished personages of the
Church could only be tried for heresy by specially
appointed apostolic commissions. It was ordered
that specifications of the charges against Davila and
Aranda be forwarded to Rome; and an extraordinary papal nuncio, Antonio Palavicini, was sent
to Castile to institute investigations.
both bishops were summoned to Rome,

As a

result,

where subse-

(luently several distinctions were accorded to Davila,
Avho during the remainder of his life enjoyed high
honors.
* It is curious to note that the

Yemen Siddur contains a larger

Aramaic than the Slddurim of other countries. A
unique Targum of the 'Amidah (TefUlah) is to be found in a
Yemen MS. (Gaster, No. 61) of the seventeenth or eighteenth
century it has been printed in the " Monatssehrift," xxxLx. 79
riuantlty of

;

etseq.—G.
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Aranda, too, at the outset won apostolic favor,
antlwaseven advanced totlieotlice of protlionotaiy;
but on account of liis wealth he soon fell a victim
to the cupidity of the pope.

He was

arraigned for

having taken food before mass and for having deseby scratching, a crucilix and other holy

crated,

images. Moreover, a delegation of seven IMaranos
from Portugal hai)pened to be in Rome at the time
for the avowed purpose of purchasing for their constituents the good-will of the pope and his adviser.s.
They had managed to win the favorable consideration of the papal court, but their efforts Avere resolutely opiiosed by Garcilaso, the ambassador of Fer-

dinand and Isabella. Observing the poi)e's resolve
to imprison Aranda, Garcilaso pointed out the suspicion that was likely to arise in the popular mind

to^the

Ararat

Hungarian Diet.

The German family name

is

Aufrecht.
RiBLiOfiRAPHY: Sziunuei Maoiiar Irok TuJ-a,
W'si Ahna>iach, 1897.

;

Orxzdyf/U-

M. W.

s.

ARARAT

I.

A district in eastern Armenia lying
between the lakes Van and Urmia and the river
:

Araxe-s. The Biblical name corresponds to the Assyrian Urartu, a land invaded and partially conquered by

Asshurnazir-pal and Shalmaneser II. The Assyrian
cuneiform characters were introduced into the land of
Urartu as early as the ninth century B.C., and many
monumental in.scriptions have been discovered within
About the middle of the ninth cenits boundaries.
tury a strong native dynasty was established, and con-

MOr.NT ARARAT.
(From a photograi'h taken by

special permission of the Russian government.)

from the anomalous incarceration of Aranda while
the Marano delegates, indubitable heretics, were
As a consequence,
granted favor and freedom.
Aranda and live of the i\Iaranos were arrested and
thrown into prison; Pedro Essccuator and Aleman
Eljurado, the two leading members of the delegaThus
tion, succeeded in escaping (April 20, 1497).
bereft of his worldly
ended his days at the
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and ecclesiastic
San Angelo.

Gratz, Gesch.

estate,

derJuden, 3d

Aranda

ed., viii. 318, 385.
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ARANYI, MIKSA

Hungarian writer born
He graduated from the
Budapest, and was sent to Paris by
:

;

tinued to rule until the Assyrian power was revived
by Tiglath-pileser III., about 740 B.C. For a generation Urartu was invaded by Assyrian armies, until at
This it retained
last it again attained independence.
until it was overrun by the Scythians abf)ut the end
of the seventh century. Thus from the ninth to the
sixth century B.C., the land of Urartu or Ararat oc-

cupied a prominent place among the minor states of
southwestern Asia, and is i-eferred to four times in
In II Kings xix. 37 (= Isa.
the Biblical narrative.
xxxvii. 38) the fact is recorded that the assassins of
the Assyrian king Sennacherib tied to the land of
Ararat, where they found refuge with the reigning

In Jer. li. 27, Ararat is mentioned
anivingthe hostile nations which are called upon
to advance from the north and overthrow the power
The most familiar reference, however,
of Babylon.
" In the seventh month, on the
is that of Gen. viii. 4

at Trencsen, ]\Iay 13, 1858.

king Erimenas.

university in
the secretarj^ of state for education to finish his
studies.
He returned to Budapest in 1884, where
he edited the " Gazette de Hongrie " tiil 1887. He
translated several economic works from Hungarian
into French, and up to the year 1901 was deputy

first

:

seventeenth day of the month, the ark rested upon
the mountains of Ararat."

;
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Ararat
Arba' Kaufot

In the older Babylonian story of the flood the ark
(or " ship ") is represented as resting on a peak of " the
mountain of Nizir," situated east of the hind of AsBerosus, the Chaldean priest, in his history
"
"the mountain of the Kordya^ans
or Kurds, northeast of Mosul, in the direction of
Urumiah (Josephus, "Ant." i. 3, § 6); and Nicolaus
of Damascus states that tlie ark rested on a great
mountain in Armenia, somewhere near tlie boundary
between that land and Kurdistan. The principle desyria.

fixes tlie site in

termining these various identifications seems to liave
been that the ark rested on the highest point on the
earth, which was, therefore, the first to emerge from
the waters of the flood. Thus the peoples living

between the Tigris and the Euphrates naturally decided that it was on the lofty mountains to the northThis belief of the
east in the land of the Kurds.
Babylonians, quoted by Josephus, is still held by
the Nestorians and Moslems. The Biblical reference
is indefinite; but of all the mountains in the ancient
land of Ararat, the lofty peak which towers 14,000
feet above the encircling plain, reaching a total
height of 17,000 feet above sea-level, is without a
rival.
Its steepness emphasizes its great elevation,
and may well have impressed upon the minds of
travelers of antiquity the fact that

it

was higher than

the Kurdish mountains two hundred miles away. It
may also explain why the writer in Genesis apparently abandoned the older conflicting Babylonian
traditions

and fixed upon

this

imposing, solitary peak

far to the northwest.

The mountain itself is known as Ararat only
among Occidental geographers. The Armenians
Turks Aghri Dagh, and the PerThus
sians Koh i Null, or " the mountain of Noah. "
far it has been impossible to trace back to an early
date an independent native tradition. Apparently
the local legends which have clothed it with mystery, and which would place upon it the remains of
the original ark, are based upon the passage in Genesis, and have been largely induced in comparatively
recent times by the influence of Western Christianity.
Superstitious fear and natural difficulties prevent
the natives from attempting the ascent of the mountain but its top has repeatedly been reached by Europeans, and its geological peculiarities have been
noted. Its cone is the crater of an extinct volcano,
and because of its great height it is snow-capped
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abroad with the equality of rights and opportunities for enterprise and worldly success accorded to
them in America. The consequence was that, in
1825, less than a decade after his i-eturu to New
York, he conceived and published a ]ilaii for the
establishment of "a city of refuge for the Jews,"
on a site which lie selected upon Grand Island, in
the Niagara river, near Niagara Falls, not far from
Buffalo, N. Y. To this propo.sed city lie gave the
name "Ararat," thereby linking it with his own
name and personality, and at the same time suggesting the nature of his scheme.
At that time Noah was perhaps the most distinguished Jewish resident of America and his successful and varied activities as lawyer and editor, politician and playwright, diplomat and sheriff of New
York, lent to his project considerable importance.
Accordingly, he induced a wealthy Christian friend
to purchase several thousand acres of land on Grand
Island for this purpose. The tract was chosen with
particular reference to its promising commercial
prospects (being close to the Great Lakes and opposite the newly constructed Erie Canal); and Noah
deemed it " preeminently calculated to become, in
time, the greatest trading and commercial depot in
the new and better world." Buffalo, at that time,
had not grown to its present commercial importance,
and Noah, in sober earnest, anticipated Carlyle's satirical prediction by describing the Falls of Niagara
as "affording the greatest water-power in the world
for manufacturing purposes. " After heralding this
project for some time in his own newspaper and
;

in the press, religious

and

secular, generally,

Noah

call it Massis, the

Foundation-stone of the Proposed City of Ararat.

;

throughout the year.
Bibliography For the peograpliy of Urartu see Sayce, Cuneiform Inscriptions of Van, in Journal Royal Asiatic Societii,
vol. xiv.; Schrader, C. I. O. 2'., Index, s.v.; Idem, K. O.F.,

selected Sept. 2, 1825, as the date for laying the
foundation-stone of the new city. According to
plan, impressive ceremonies, ushered in by the
firing of cannon, were held, and participated in by
state and federal officials. Christian clergymen, Ma-

:

Index,
J.

s.v.

C. F. K.

JR.

ARARAT.— A

City of Refuge
A propo-sed
by Mohdeoai Manuel Noaii in 1825.
The reactionary policy adopted by many European
governments after the battle of Waterloo led to the
:

city planned

reimposition in many phices of Jewish disabilities;
and Jews laboring under them turned eagerly to
emigration for relief. Mordecai M. Noah, in his journeys to and from his post of United States consul at
Tunis, had occasion to familiarize liimself with the
conditions of Jews in various parts of Europe and
Africa; and he could not refrain from contrasting tlu;
civil and political restrictions placed on the Jews

sonic officers,

and even American Indians,

whom

Noah identified as the "lost tribes" of Israel, and
who were also to find refuge at this new "Ararat."
Circumstances made it inconvenient to hold the
Grand Island; so they were held instead in an Episcopal church at Buffalo. Noah was
naturally the central figure; and, after having appointed himself "judge and governor" of Israel, he
issued a " proclamation " in that official capacity. In
this "state paper," he announced the restoration of
a Jewish state on Grand Island, preliminarily to a
restoration of a Palestinian state; commanded that
a census of the Jews be taken throughout the world
levied a poll-tax of three shekels in silver per annum, to be paid into his treasury by Jews everyexercises on

where; graciously permitted such Jews as wished to

:

;

rcMiiain iu their adopted homes to stay there directed
Jewish soldiers in Europeau armies to remaiu iu such
servite till lurtlicr "orders"; ordained certain religious reforms; made provision for the election every
four years of a "judge of Israel," with deputies
in eacii country; commanded the Jews throughout
the woild to cooperate with him, and appointed as
liis ((iiinuissiouers a number of distinguished European Jews.
^(jthing came of the plan. The proposed city was
never built, and it is even doubtful if Noah himself
ever set foot on Grand Island. The letters of some
of those nominated as European commissioners, declining the ])rolfered appointments, have been handed
;

down

tlirough the

medium

of the press of that day,

which freely ridiculed the whole project. In the
course of one of these letters, the grand rabbi of
Paris said
"

Ararat
Arba" Kanfot
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We declare

Lived
of a
poetical academy in Amsterdam, Holland, in 1082, a
good mathematician, and aroused the admiration of
his associates by his clever solution of riddles.
G.
M. K.

ARAUXO, DANIEL

God alone knows
He alone will make

according to our dogmas,
;

restorer."

To-day, the only tangible relic of the entire projis the foundation-stone of the proposed city,
preserved in the rooms of the Buffalo Historical
Society, with the inscription of 1825 still legible

ect

its face.
It is but fair to Noah to state that
plan was to establish "Ararat" as a merely
temporary city of refuge for the Jews, until in the
fulness of time a Palestinian restoration could be
effected; and that he developed plans and projects
for such Palestinian restoration both a few' years
before and twenty years after the year 1825, in
which year this "Ararat" project began and ended.

upon
his

Foxindiyigof the City of Ara7-at 0)1 Grand Maud I>y Mordecai M. Noah, in Buffalo Historical Society PubUcatioits, vol. i., reprinted as an appendix
to Some Early Ame7-ican Zionist Projects, by Max J. Kohler
{Am. Jew. HiM. Soc. Publications, No. 8); Daly, Settlement of the Jews in North America, 1893; Simon Wolf,
Biographical Sketch, 1897;
Mordecai Manuel Noah,
Jost, Neuere Gcschichte dcr Judcn, ii. 227-235, Berlin, 1847.
An interesting account of the project, in the guise of fiction,
is furnished by Israel Zangwill in They that JValk in Darkness (1899), in Noah's Ark.
:

Lewis

F. Allen,

A

M.

A.

ARAXJNAH

:

A Jebusite

whose

J.

K.

threshing-floor

Jerusalem was pointed out to David by the
prophet Gad as a fitting place for the erection of an
altar of burnt offering to Jehovah after the great
plague had been stayed, since it was there that the
destroying angel was standing when the pestilence
was checked (II Sam. xxiv. 16 et scq. I Chron. xxi.
15 et seq. ). David then went to Araunali, and for fifty
pieces of silver bought the property and erected the
altar.
It is remarkable that Chronicles give the form
Oman for the Jebusite's name. A conjecture by
Cheyne, foiuided on the slight emendation of ") to T,
makes the true form of the name to be Adonijah.
According to I Chron. xxi. 31, Hebr. xxii. 1, A.V.,
the threshing-floor must have been Mt. Moriah.
;

J.

JK.

J. F.

McC.

a

:

member

:

M. K.

G.

ARBA

The hero of the Anakim, who lived at
Kirjath-arba, a city named in liis honor (Josh. xiv.
In Josh. XV. 13 and xxi. 11 he is called the
15).
father of Anak, which evidently means that he was
regarded as the ancestor of the Anakim.
:

G. B. L.

ju.

ARBA< ARAZOT.

See Council of the Four

Lands.

KANFOT

ARBA'
("four corners"): The "fourcornered garment " a rectangular piece of cloth,
usually of w^ool, about three feet long and one foot
wide, with an aperture in the center suflicient to let
it pass over the liead, so that part falls in front and
part behind.
To its four corners are fastened the
fringes (Zizit) in the same manner as to the Tallit.
It is therefore also called the "small tallit" (tallit
;

katon).

The Arba' Kanfot, like the tallit, is worn by male
persons in pursuance of the commandment, as recorded in Num. xv. 37-41 and Deut. xxii.
The Arba' 12, to wear a garment with fringes. But
Kanfot and while the tallit is thrown over the upthe Tallit. per garments only iu the morning service, the Arba' Kanfot is worn under
the upper garments during the whole day.' In })utting on the tallit the benediction to be pronounced
reads " Blessed art Thou, Lord our God, King of tlie
universe, who hath commanded us to wrap ourselves
in fringes " (n^V^'n flDynn!?). The conclusion of the
benediction on the Arba' Kanfot reads: "... and
hath commanded us the commandment of fringes"
(Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 8, 12). Among the
Ashkenazim the tallit is used by males over thirteen,
while the Arba' Kanfot is provided also for children
as soon as they are able to put on their clothes with:

out assistance.
There is no trace of the Arba' Kanfot among the
Oriental Jews of the Middle Ages (compare Leopold

Low, "Gesammelte

in

;

He was

Physician. Lived in the
seventeenth century in the city of Amsterdam. In
the year 1655 he composed an elegy on the martyr
Isaac de Almeyda Bernal.

J.

that,

the epoch of the Israelitish restoration that
it known to the whole universe by signs entirely unequivocal
and that every attempt on our part to reassemble with any political national design is forbidden as an act of high treason against
the Divine Majesty. Mr. Noah has doubtless forgotten that the
Israelites, faithful to the principles of their belief, are too much
attached to the countries where they dwell, and devoted to the
governments under which they ea.ioy liberty and protection, not
to treat as a mere jest the chimerical consulate of a pseudo-

Bibliography

ARAUXO, ABRAHAM GOMEZ DE

in the seventeenth century.

Schriften,"ii. 320,

Abrahams,
Israel
1890;
"Jewish Life in the Middle Ages," p.
It may be
287, Philadelphia, 1897).
assumed that it was adopted by the
European Jews in the times of persecution, when
they had to refrain from exhibiting the garment with
The wearing of such a garment as an outer
fringes.

Origin of
the Arba'
Kanfot.

Szegedin,

robe was therefore limited to the synagogue, while
the precept to Avear fringes at all times was fulfilled
Some superin the wearing of the Arba' Kanfot.
stitions have gathered round the wearing of the
Arba' Kanfot in Eastern districts; the placing of a
piece of " afikomen " in one of the corners of the
Arba' Kanfot was supposed to avert the evil eye

Arba' Kaufot
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In Moravia the Arba' Kanfot is
(see Afikomen).
often left on the body in tlie grave.
[The oldest mention of the Arba' Kanfot is found

76

in the code of Jacob ben Asher, about 1350 (Tur Orah
Haj'yim, xxiv.), who refers to Mordecai as quoted ia
the "Bet Yosef "), where, however, the custom is
merely alluded to (Mordecai's annotations to Alfasi,
§ 945, ed. Vienna, vol. 1., 82c.).— D.]

Bibliography: Men. ;}8 el seq.\ Maimonides, Yad ha-HazOr
kah, Zizit Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 8-10.
;

'

A.

J

".

'

HAYYIM

ARBACH

Druckek, Hayyi.m

b.

M.

JACOB

B.

C.

See

Jacob.

A

ABBATTIS: place mentioned in I Mace. v.
23 in connection with Galilee, from both of which
districts Simon Maccabeus brought back some captive Jews to Jerusalem.
Its exact situation has not
been positively identified.
J.

G. B. L.

JR.

ARBEL. See Beth-Arbel.
ARBEL A.— Biblical Data

In I Mace. ix. 2,
:
Arbela is the district in which Mesaloth was situated,
and through which ran the road to Gilgal (for which
Josephus, "Ant." xii. 11, § 1, gives Galilee). It is
probably to be identified with the modern " Irbid."
Bibliography: Smith, Historical Geography of the Holy
Land, p. 437.
J.

G. B. L.

JR.

In Rabbinical Literature

:

Arbela

is

men-

tioned in rabbinical sources as the home of a scholar
named Nitai (Mattai), who lived in the middle of the
second century before the common era (Abot i. 6).
The Galilean Arbela, not far from Lake Gennesaret,
is intended, where, in the twelfth century, this scholar's grave was still pointed out (Pethahiah of Re-

gensburg, "Travels," ed. Margolin, p. 53). According to an old Baraita, familiar to the poet Eliezer
Kalir, Arbela was a priests' city at the time of the
destruction of the Temple, and even in later centuries

it

Mention
ginning),

seems to have been an important town.
made of Arbelan linen (<3en. R. xix., be-

is

which was of

inferior quality;

also, of

Arbelan spindles (Tosef., Parah xii. 16). Talmud
and Midrash speak frequently of the Valley of
Arbela. Josephus also mentions the caves in the
vicinity.

Medieval Jewish literature often refers to the ruins
synagogue of Arbela (Carmoly, " Itineraires
de la Terre Sainte." p. 259), which are preserved today in the village of Irbid, as the Arabic form of the
name nms. This Arbela, however, is undoubtedly
distinct from the Arbela where the exilarch Mar
Ukba dwelt (Yer. Sotah iv. 19d), seeing that that
scholar could hardly have ever been in Palestine.
Accordingly, the Arbela in Adiabene, between the
Lycus and the Caprus, 600 stadia (69 miles) from
Gaugamela, must be understood and it is probable
that to this city Benjamin of Tudela refers (" Itinof the

;

erary," ed. Ashcr,

i.

52,

below).

Bibliography: Jastrow, Dictionary, il. 114 Kohut, Aruch
Comvletum>\. 368; Paulv-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopadie, ii.
Erek MilUii, pp. 191, 193; Schurer, Gesch.
407; Rapoport,
;

'

des Jlidischen Volkes, 1.290. li. 369; Neubauer, G. T. pp.
Hlrschensohn, Sheba" Hokmot, p. 43, Lem-

219,220, 374;
berg, 1883.

ARBIB,
(Reprodaoed by permissloD from the collection

MuBeum.)

In the

United States National

:

Italian

deputy and au-

thor born at Florence, July 27, 1840. On the death of
his father he was obliged to discontinue his studies
and earn his livelihood as compositor and- corrector
;

Arba' Kanfot.

^ ^

EDUARDO

In 1859 lie enlisted as a volunteer in
for the press.
the Piedmoutese regiment of Alpine chasseurs, and
took part in the war for independence. The war
over, he returned to the i)rinting-h()use, Avliich
he left again to follow Garibaldi to Sicily in 18CU.
He was promoted to the rank of lieutenant on
the battle-field of Milazzo, and entered the regular
Arbib served in the
the same grade.
campaign against Austria in 1866, and on the cessation of hostilities he retired from the army and found

army with

emj)loymeut on the staff of "La Nazione," a newspaper published in Florence; subsequently he became editor-in-chief of the " Gazzetta del Popolo " in
the same city.
Ultimately he removed to Rome,
where in 1870 he founded a daily newspaper, "La
Liberta." His political career began in 1880, when
he was elected by the citizens of Viterbo as their
representative in the Chamber of Deputies; and some
time later he was elected to the Chamber by the people of Perugia.
His contributions to Italian literature are: (1) "L'Esercito Italiano alia

1866
teca

Arba' Kanfot
Arcadius
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"
;

(2) "

"

Raconti Militari

Campagna

del

(1870), in the " Biblio-

Amena"(vol. Ixv.); (3) " Guerra in Famiglia "
La Moglie Nera " (1874); (5) "Rabagas

(1871); (4) "

Bandiere

"

(1878).

M.

s.

ARBIB,

ISAAC.

K.— F.

Arroya,

See

H. V.

death by proving that from Catholic zeal she had
dipped her handkerchief in his blood. His canonization by Pius IX. (1867) aroused protests not only
from Jews, but from Christians. The general senti-

ment against the act is illustrated by the well-known
charcoal drawing of Kaulbach, "Peter Arbues Burning a Heretic Family." Arbues is represented as old
and decrepit, and taking fiendish delight in the sufferings of his victims, who are probably Maranos.
C. Lea, PuhUcations of the American
Hist. Assn. December, 1888; Chapters from the ReUuious
Histdry of Spain, pp. 374 et seq.; Dublin Univ. Mag. 1874,
Ixxxlv. 33i ct seq.
G.
M.
M.

Bibliography: H.

K.— W.

ARCADIUS
408.

Byzantine emperor from 395 to
He was too weak a ruler to be able to with:

stand the infiuence exerted by his court favorites
upon his pohcy toward the Jews. Such privileges
as were accorded them were due to his privj- counselor, Eutropius (396-399), who easily allowed him(See
self to be bribed into favoring the Jews.
Pauly-Wissowa, " Realencyclopadie der Class. Alterthumswissensch." s.v.) The laws curtailing the
various favors alreadj^ granted to the Jews are supposed by Griltz ("Gesch. der Juden," 3d ed., iv. 359)
to have been promulgated after the death of Eutropius.
law of the year 396 forbids, imder penalty
of imprisonment, any imperial officer from fixing the
price on Jewish merchandise brought to market the
privilege is left to the Jews themselves (Codex TheoStill, in this law no reference
dosianus, xvi. 8, 10).

A

Isaac

ben

]\IOSES.

;

ARBUES, PEDRO:

Spanish canon and inquisitor; called by certain Jews "the creature and darling of Torquemada "
born about 1441 at Epila,
Aragou (hence sometimes styled "master of Epila");
died Sept. 17, 1485.
He was appointed canon of
Saragossa in 1474; and ten years later Torquemada
appointed him and the Dominican Gaspar Juglar
The zeal
inquisitors for the province of Aragon.
;

by Torquemada in his religious persecutions was emulated by Arbues, who in the first
month of his office held two autos da fe, at which
several Maranos were executed, and others were condemned to penance and loss of property. Though
no record of further trials exists, he must have continued to be active in persecution, as the Maranos
were so enraged that his assassination was determined upon. The offer of enormous sums to Ferdinand and Isabella to Induce them to limit the activity
of the Inquisition and tlie confiscation of property
had been fruitless, and, after consultation with
newly converted Jews some of whom were men of
exhibited

—

high rank, like Gabriel Sanchez, the king's treasurer
the extreme step was taken by two wealthy Maranos, Juan de la Abadia and Juan Esperandeu, with
the hired help of an assassin, the latter's French
servant, Vidal, probably a Jew.
Abadia's incentive
w'as doubtless the execution of his sister and the

—

condemnation of his father by the Inquisition. An
attempt to enter Arbues' bedchamber failed but the
design was accomplished while he was attending
mass. Two days later he died from his wounds.
The retaliation on the Maranos, not all of whom
were implicated, was awful. Vidal and Esperandeu
were cruelly put to death and Abadia made an
attempt at suicide while awaiting his auto da fe.
On Arbues' death, popular belief invested him with
miraculous jjower. A Jewess saved herself from
;

;

is

had to Jewish market -inspectors, as

Griitz infers.

a matter relating solely to the non-liability of
the Jews to the law, Depretio reruvi rcnali ton, which
It is

was alread}^ in existence in the reign of Diocletian.
The same spirit of justice manifests itself in another
well known that
not hmitcd in its rights by
any law " {ib. xvi. 8, 9). In the same year (396), Arcadius issued an edict addressed to Claudianus, the
"comes" of the Orient, wherein he is ordered to protect the "illustrious patriarch" against insult (§ 11).

law of Arcadius:

" It is sufficiently

the sect of the Jew^s

He

also

commanded

is

the prefect of Illyria (in 397) to

treatment of the Jews, and to guard
their synagogues against any disturbance "of their
wonted peaceful condition " (§ 12). Moreover, the
Jewish patriarchs, as well as all of their legal functionaries, such as the archisynagogoi and presbyters,
were to enjoy the same privileges as the Christian
In the last
clergy, and be relieved of curial taxes.
clause, Arcadius refers to the measures of the emperors, Constantine the Great, Constantius, Valentinian,
and Valens; but Gothofredus remarks concerning
this law (§ 13) that the privilege was suspended
under Valens in 883. In 404 Arcadius again conprevent any

ill

firmed these privileges to the patriarchs and other
officials of the Jewish communities, and once more
with reference to his father, the legislator, the emperor Theodosius (§ 14). All of these laws may be
found chronologically arranged in the section of the
Digest, " De Judasis, Coelicolis et Samaritanis." But
laws concerning the Jews emanating from Arcadius
are also found in other portions of the codex of TheoIn February, 398, Arcadius ordered that in
dosius.
all civil contests, if both parties agreed, the Jews
might elect their patriarchs or any other officers as

:;

Archa
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judges; but the execution of their sentences was
placed in the handsof Roman officials appointed for
that purpose.
In all matters not pertaining to religion, the Jews had to conform to the requirements
of the Roman law ("Corpus," II. i. 10).
The ordinance of 399 does not read as Griitz has it, that all
Jews, including their religious officials, are subject
to the curial taxation, but refers to all the Jews(quicunque ex Judajis), with the exception, of course, of
the functionaries of the sj'nagogues(xii.

1.

165);

ARCHELAUS

78

Son of Herod I. king of Judea
born about 21 n.c, his n)otlier being the Samaritan
Maltliace.
At the age of fourteen lie was sent to
Rome for education, and, after a stay of two or three
years, returned home witli his lirothers Antipas and
Philip, who likewise had attended the schools of the
Imperial City. His return was possibly Iiastened by
the intrigues of Antipater, who by means of forged
:

;

and

thus this ordinance does not conflict with the other
similar one. The so-called shipping law of the year
390, regulating the transactions of the Jews and Samaritans in Alexandria (xiii. 5, 18), was signed by
Arcadius as well as by Valentinian and Theodosius;
but at that time Arcadius was scarcely more than a
Among the laws of Arcadius deserving parchild.
ticular mention is the one which gives warning
against those baptized Jews who rush to the chutch
from dishonest motives (xvi. 8, 2; Jost, "Gesch."

Copper Coin of Herod Archelaus.

HPnAOY. A bunoh of grapes and leaf.
EONAPXOY. A helmet with tuft of feathers in

Ohvcrse:

iv. 226).

:

G.

S.

ARCHA or ARCA (" chest ")

:

Technical

Kr.

name

(After Madden,

;

kingdom. From time to time a "scrutiny " of the
Archa took place, when either the Archa itself, or
more probably the roll or tran.script, was sent up to
Westminster to be examined by the treasurer there.
Many deeds showing copies of the rolls made at
these "scrutinies " still exist at Westminster Abbey
at the record office (Memoranda of the Queen's

and

Rolls, Nos.

556

[3, 12],

557

Gloucester, Hereford, Huntingdon, Lincoln,
London, Marlborough, Northampton, Norwich, Nottingliam, Oxford, Stamford, Sudbury, Wallingford,
Warwick, AVilton, Winchester, Worcester, and York.
Jews were allowed to dwell in towns only where
there was an Archa, though exemptions were sometimes made;.
On Jan. 28, 1284, a royal mandate
ter,

issued ordering' a general closure of the archie,

but commissioners were appointed to reopen Uw
London Archa on Feb. 28, 1286 (Rigg, "Select
Pleas of the Exchequer of the Jews," 1902, p. Ixi.).
BPiLioGRAPHY

C. Gro.ss, in Pnpersnf the
:
torical Exhibition, pp. 183-190.

G.

ARCHAGATHUS.

letters

Anglo-Jewish HisJ.

See C^cilius of Calacte,

History of Jewish Coinage.")

and

similar devices calumniated

him

to his

hope of insuring for him the same
sanguinary fate he had prepared for liis brothers
Aristobulus and Alexander. As a result of these
slanders, Herod designated Antipas, his youngest
son, as his successor, changing his will to that effect.
On his death-bed, however, four days before his
demise, the king relinquished his determination and
appointed Archelaus to the throne, while Antipas
and Philip were made tetrarchs merelj-. Nothing
father, in the

is

known

definitely of the occasion for this change,

though there may be some foundation for the statement of Archelaus' opponents, that the dying king,
in his enfeebled condition, had yielded to some palace intrigue in the latter's favor.
Archelaus thus attained the crown with little difficulty at the early age of eighteen.
That aged

Salome foinid it convenient to abet Archeand secured for him the adherence of the army
hence there was no opposition when he figured as
plotter

laus,

new

ruler at the interment of Herod.
The peoglad of the death of the tyrant, were well disposed toward Archelaus, and in the public assembly

the

13-23]).

During the thirteenth century there appear to
have been twenty-six towns in England at which
archaj were kept; and it was only at these towns
that any business could be legally transacted with
Jews. These towns have been enumerated by Dr.
Gross as follows: Bedford, Berkhampstead, Bri.stol,
Cambridge, Canterbury, Colchester, Devizes, Exe-

was

*"

in

;

[1, 7, 8, 10,

Reverse:
field to left

a caduceus.

old English Treasury documents for the repository
in which chirographs and other deeds were preserved.
By the " Ordinances of the Jewry " in 1194
it was arranged that "all deeds, pledges, mortgages, lands, houses, rents, and possessions of the
Jews should be registered " that only at six or
seven towns contracts could be made in duplicate,
one part to remain with the Jewish creditor, the
other to remain in the Archa and that the contents
of the archge were there to be recorded on a roll of
transcripts so that the king by this means should
know every transaction made by any Jew in the

Remembrances— Jews'

;

ple,

Temple the new king promised to have regard to the wishes of his subjects. It very soon
became manifest, however, how little he intended to
keep his word. Popular sentiment, molded by the
Phari.sees, demanded the removal of the Sadducean
high priest Joezer (of the Boethus family), and the
punishment of those former councilors of Herod Avho
had brought about the martyrdom of the Pharisees
in the

and Judas.

Archelaus, professing alrespect for the popular demand,
pointed out that he could not Avell take any such
exti-eme measures before he had been confirmed by
the Roman emperor, Augustus, in iiis sovereigntj'
ju.st as .soon as this confirmation should be received,
he declared himself willing to grant the people's
desire.
His subjects, however, seem not to have
had confidence in his assui'ances and when, on the
day before Passover a day when all Palestine, so
to speak, was in Jerusalem
they became so insistent in their demand for immediate action, that the
]\Iattathias

ways profound

;

—

—

Archa
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felt himself compelled to send a detachment
the Herodian soldiery against them into the
Temple courts; and when thisdetachHis Harsh ment proved unable to master the enTreatment raged populace, he ordered out the

king
of

whole available garrison. luthcniassacre that ensued, three thousand were
left dead upon the Temple pavements.
As soon as the tumult had been somewhat allayed,
Archelaus hastened to Rome to secure the required
confirmation of liis succession from Augustus. He
found that he had to encounter opposition from two
His brother Antipas, supported by many
sides.
members of the Herodian house resident in Rome,
claimed formal acknowledgment for Herod's second
Besides, the Jews
will, that nominated him king.
of the
People.

—

of Palestine sent a deputation of fifty persons who
were sui)ported by about 8,000 Jewish residents of
Rome and petitioned for the exclusion of the Herodians from any share wliatever in tlie government
of the land, and for the incorporation of Judea in
Such was the di.sloyalty
the province of Syria.
among the Herodians, that many members of the

—

family secretly favored this latter popular demand.

But Augustus, with statesman-like insight, concluded that it was better for Roman interests to
make of Judea a monarchy, governed by its own
kings tributary to Rome, than to leave it a Roman
province administered by Romans, in which latter
case there w'ould certainly be repeated insurrections
As it would
against the foreign administration.
be more prudent to make such a monarchy as
small and powerless as possible, he decided to divide
Herod's somewhat extensive empire

Archelaus was
accordingly appointed ethnarch not
Kingdom king of Judea, Samaria, and Idumea,
by Rome, wnth the exception of the important
cities of Gaza, Gadara, and Hippus,
which latter were joined to the province of Syria.
Antipas and Philip were made tetrarchs of the remaining provinces, the former receiving Galilee and
Perea, and the latter the other lands east of the Jor-

Division
of the

into three portions.

—

—

dan.

While these negotiations were pending

in

Rome,

The people,
troubles broke out in Palestine.
worked up almost into a stale of frenzy by the massacres brougiit about by Herod and Archelaus, broke
The
into open revolt in the absence of tlicir ruler.

new

actual outbreak was without doubt directly caused
by Sabinus the procurator appointed by Augustus
to assume charge pending the settlement of the sucowing to his merciless oppression of tlie
cession
On the day of Pentecost in the year 4 B.C.,
people.
a collision took place in the Temple precincts between the troops of Sabinus and the populace. Sabinus utilized his initial success in dispersing the
people by proceeding to rob the Temjile trcasui'v.
But disorders broke out all over the province, and
his forces were not sutlicicnt toicprcss
Insurrec- tlicni. Judas, son of the rcvolutiDiiary

—

—

tionai'y

Ile/.ekiah in Galilee, a certain

Simon

Perea, ATm{ONGp;s and iiis four
brothers in other parts of the land,
headed more or less serious ujirisings. It was only
when charge was assumed by Varus, the Roman

Outbreaks,

in

Archeology

legate in Syria, with his numerous legions, assisted,
moreover, by Aretas, king of the Arabs, and his auxiliaries, that any measure of peace was restored to
the land, and this not without the loss of several

thousand Roman troops.
What the loss on the
Jewish side must have been may perhaps be surmised from the rabbinical tradition that the outbreak
luuler Varus was one of the most terrible in Jewish
history.

Archelaus

returned to Jerusalem shortly after

Varus suppressed

tlie insurrection.
Very little is
of the further events of his reign, which
lasted ten years; but so much is clear, that instead
of seeking to heal the wounds brought upon the

known

country by himself and his house, he did much to
accelerate the ultimate overthrow of
BanishJudean independence. In the year 6
ment and of the common era, a deputation of
Death.
the Jewish and Samaritan aristocracy
waited upon Augustus in Rome, to
prefer charges against Archelaus, with tiie result
that he was immediately summoned to Rome, deprived of his crown, and banished to Vienne in
Gaul, wdiere according to Dion Cassius Cocceianus, "Hist. Roma," Iv. 27 he lived for the remainder of his days.
Archelaus was a veritable Herodian, but without

—

—

He was
the statesman-like ability of his father.
cruel and tyrannical, sensual in the extreme, a hypoHe observed the customary
crite and a plotter.
seven days of mourning for his father, but in the
midst of them gave to his boon companions a congratulatory banquet upon his accession. He carefully avoided placing his image upon his coinage in
deference to pharisaic susceptibilities; but he nevertheless allowed his passion for his widowed sister-inlaw, Glaphyra, to master him, and married her in
defiance of the sentiment of the people and the
Pharisees, who regarded the union as incestuous
He deposed the high priest
(Lev. xviii. 16, xx. 21).
Joezer on his return from Rome, not in obedience to
popular complaint, but for a money consideration.
Joezer's brother was his successor, although the
Indeed, Archelatter was of exactly the same type.
laus, in his short reign, deposed three high priests
Against this serious list of
for purposes of ju'ofit.
evils there is hardly anything good to set in contrast, beyond perhaps the fact that he inherited from
his father a certain love of splendor and a taste for
building.

He

restored the royal palace at Jericho
surrounding it with groves of

in magnificent style,

palms; and also founded a
own honor Archelais.

city, that

he called in

ills

BiRLiOGK.\Pny Gratz. Gcfch. d. Juden, iii. pnssim Ewald,
Gesch. (h'n VDlkcg TsracK iv. pnKsim; Hitzif,', Gc^ch. des
Volkca hracJ. ii. passim; ScliiinT, Gcs()i. i. iiassiin. and
;

:

the literature tlierciii iintifated. On ooinafie, see Si-liiirer, il>.
p. 375, note 4; and Madden, Coi».s of tlie Jews, pp. 114-118.
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ARCHEOLOGY, BIBLICAL
archeology that has for

its

:

The bianch

of

province a scientific pres-

entation of the domestic, civil, and religious institutions of the Hebrews, in the lands of the Bible,
It deals with these for the
especially in Palestine.
whole stretch of Judaic history down to the fall of
Jerusalem in the year TO. tlie end of Judaism as a

power in Palest inc. The term " Archeology " was used
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in his great work, 'lovSalK?/ Apxaioloyla
"Judaic Archeology," but usually transAntiquities of the Jews "), to cover the entire

by Josephus

'

(literally

lated "
history of his people, their

customs, religious inThis comprehensive sense
remained current until the time of the Reformation.
Indeed, writers hke Eusebius, Jerome, and Epiphanius, while they produced neither history nor archeology as such, contributed material valuable for the
enrichment of both. It is safe to say that no treatise
on Biblical Archeology proper made its appearance
until after the Middle Ages.
It was not until the sixteenth century that Carlo Sigonius (died 1584) gathered up and presented in his
" De Republica Hebraeorum " a discussion of .sacred places, persons, andrites.
First
Meaning This classification seemed to furnish
of Biblical scholars with a clue to what should be
included in the term " Archeology " as
Archeapplied to the Bible so that De Wette
ology.
(in 1814), followed by Ewald (in 1844),

stitutions,

and

life,

literature.

;

gives the first really systematic classification of the
material that, up to the present time, is regarded as
belonging to the field of Biblical Archeology. Even
as late as Keil's work (1875), the main divisions of the
subject are treated in the following order: (1) sacred
antiquities (2) domestic antiquities and (3) civil an;

;

tiquities.

The

historico-critical

method of investigating Old
to have rectified a former

Testament history claims
error.

It is

now

generally maintained that

many

of

the records of the history of Israel originated at a date
later than was formerly supposed, and that conse-

many

of the religious institutions, customs,
and rites current among the Jews bear the marks of
later ideas, conditions, and environments. It is further claimed that religious rites and customs owe
their character largely to the domestic life and surroundings of a people. The recognition of this fact

quently

necessitates a reversal of the order of the themes
usually included in the term "Biblical Archeology."

Accordingly the present order of treatment is: (I.)
Domestic Antiquities; (II.) Civil Antiquities; and
(III.) Sacred Antiquities; but, as will be seen, there
is still another section to add on the land of Palestine

80

the Old Testament, without due regard to the literary processes by which it was prepared. Much of the
available material of archeology is secured from literature, but only after it has been subjected to the most
searching critical processes. In fine, archeology at
large finds in literature one of its best sources of information and one the testimony of which can not
be set aside. Nevertheless, at the bottom, beneath
the literary activity of the people, lie, of course,
the conditions under which the Israelites produced
their literature. Hence, while much that is of value
to archeology Is found in Israel's literature, a knowledge of archeology will include information concerning the land which nourished that literature.
There is, consequently, a kind of necessary interdependence between these two branches of knowledge literature and its native soil.
The religious system of the Old Testament embraces both literary and archeological material both
ancient documents and monuments.
Biblical Archeology includes only so
Archeology and much of this material as bears upon
Religion, sacred places, persons, feasts, vessels,
and ritual. It does not discuss religious
ideas, either in their origin or their development. It
does not present a systematized religio-legal system,
nor the relations of that system to civil processes.
Neither does it discuss the relation of Israel's rites
and ceremonies to those of surrounding nations.
These themes, proper in modern scientific subdivisions of material touching the ancient Jews, fall
under the head of religion or of comparative re-

all

—

;

ligion.

The

is the treasure-house of one
great sources of Biblical Archeology.
Palestinian ruins at Jerusalem, at Lachish, at Gaza,
at the Dead Sea, and in the tombs on the hillsides,
are all instructive teachers concerning the life and

of the

soil

of the Orient

two

times of the ancient Jews. Fragments of documents of this people and of their neighbors are replete with information bearing upon the Archeology
The JMoabite Stone, for the ninth
of the Bible.
pre-Christian century, and the Siloam Inscription

itself.

are vakiable evidences of the character of the writing and of some of the customs of those early days
The numerous small inscriptions
(see Alphabet).

In the treatment of this topic, as of many other
topics relating to ancient times, no hard-and-fast

tragical times

line

can be drawn.

History proper

should cover the entire religious and
Archeology and jiolitical life of a people. It sliould
present their laws, customs, and manHistory,
ners.
It should also, when occasion
requires, include their relations to neighboring peo-

Archeples, politically, socially, and commercially.
ology has to do with but a part of this material.
It concerns itself with the interrelationships of the
people in domestic, civil, and religious life. It goes
further, and includes in itself a consideration of the
character of the land where they live, and of their
social, industrial, artistic, and literary organizations

and

features.

Archeology depends for its material upon
a mass of ancient literature and antiquities. It will
be impossible for the student of archeology to utilBiblical

ize to

advantage the

literary material, especially of

from Pheniciau sources tell a fascinating story of
contemporaneous with Israel. From
Palestinian ruins, likewise, come many voices of the
later periods, as the scattered and broken Greek and
Latin inscriptions arc deciphered and interpreted.
Coins also tell their tale of the past, often with gratifying precision.
The revelations from the mounds of Babylonia
and Assyria, made within the last half-century,
vitally touch the people of Israel. The close relationship existing between the social, political, and religious systems of that ancient West and East has now
been clearly ascertained. The close racial kinship
existing between Israel and th(! great powers centered on the Tigris and the Euphrates
Monumen- gives special significance to the antiqtal Sources, uities exhumed from those eastern
plains. The fact that Israel's ancestors
migrated from Eastern centers, carrying with them
the characteristics of their early home-land and peo-

6
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pie, points likewise to the essential importance of
the " finds " brought from Mesopotamia.

Many items of considerable value to Biblical Archeology are discovered in the community of religious
requirements and customs between Israel and her
overland Eastern neighbors. The aggressiveness of
Eastern political influence and power toward the
West, in tiic later periods of Israel's history, carried
with it other forces that largely affected the social
and commercial fabric of the Palestinian kingdoms.
Consequently, there is no land outside of Palestine
whose ancient history and antiquities have a more
noteworthy significance for Biblical Archeology than
the great Mesopotamian region.
The imperishable character of the remains of ancient life found in the sands and tombs of Egypt,
the proximity of that land to Palestine, and the
association of that people and that land with Israel's
history make the territory in question a fascinating
The influence of Egypt's
field to the archeologist.

upon the literature and life of the Jews
marked during the patriarchal, the
bondage, and the wilderness periods. At intervals
civilization
is

especially

during the later stages of history

—Egypt

—for example, in

exercised no small influence
over the life of the Israelites. While many points
are still in dispute, some genuine increments of value
from Egyptian monumental sources may be even
now discovered.
The most fruitful sources of information germane
to the subject are of course the literatures of the Old
Isaiah's

day

New Testaments. As has been
noted above, due regard must be had
from the beginning to the assured re-

and

Literary
Sources.

sults of Biblical criticism.
The Old
Testament material must be so used as to gain therefrom full advantage of the best-established results
It must be rememof the scholarship of to-day.
bered, however, that a systematic archeology for
each period of history can not yet be presented;
merely the origin and growth of rites and customs

through the entire stretch of time are all that have
been traced. Uncertainty as to the dates of some of
the books of the Bible aggravates the difficulties of
the archeologist.

The New Testament material, less indefinite as to
time, furnishes valuable data regarding the Jews of
the first century, particularly those in Palestine.
Certain rites and ceremonies prevalent among the
sects of that age are relevant and instructive mateEven the circumstances that led up to the
rial.
death of Jesus are full of interest for the student
The experiences undergone by Paul
of archeology.
and other apostles in the establishment of the Christian Church often illuminate this subject.
The writings of Josephus, compiled, as they were,
from many and uncertain sources, possess, nevertheless, because of their immense sweep through time,
a multitude of apposite data. Josephus' partiality
for his own people, and his desire to magnify their

importance throughout their history, have to be
guarded against; but he provides much material for
the portrayal of the life of the ancient Jews.
The inter-Biblical apocryphal books, such as I and
II Maccabees, III and IV Esdras, Judith, the Letter
of Jeremiah, etc., abound in hints and items of im-

IL—

Archeology

portance in a systematic study of Biblical Archeology. Philo of Alexandria, though strongly influenced by Greek thought, was a serviceable chronicler
of many things Jewish.
This mass of literature
} ields much of genuine value to the archeologist of
Sacred Scripture.
The early centuries of the Christian era have left
several pertinent documents.
The great mass of
rabbinical literature (the two Talmuds and the
Midrashic collections) is full of facts, statements,
and hints concerning the life of the Jewish people.
These are often of significant, illustrative importance in the elucidation of Old Testament conditions.
The compilations of ^lanetho, Berosus, and Philo
of Byblus yield facts tiiat add materially to some
phases of Biblical Archeology. The habits, customs,
and religious cliaracteristics of the Jews, as described

and Greek writings, are also of
Arabic literature and antiquities reveal the
common Semitic character of ancient times, and
consequently some elements of Jewish life.
The unchangeable and permanent elements of the
in early Christian

value.

Oriental Semitic personality are surprisingly illustrative of the ancient Jewish character of the Bible.

and

habits, customs,

The

rites of the inhabitants of the

East, and their mode of existence as a whole, are a
living commentary on many passages of Scripture,

the thought and significance of which are wholly
foreign to a modern Occidental.
Such portions of
the Semitic world as are least modified by the aggressions of civilization, like those in the interior of
Arabia, seem to maintain in their pristine purity the
traits of two or three millenniums ago.
The closer
one gets to the primitive Semitic man, the nearer in
many cases is the approach to a true understanding
of his life as it appears in Holy Writ.
Out of the material already indicated. Biblical
Archeology claims for itself four general divisions,
under which it may best be treated they are (1) the
land and people of Palestine (2) domestic or individual antiquities; (3) public or civil antiquities;
and (4) sacred or religious antiquities.
The character of any land is an
I. Palestine
essential element in the determination of the characteristics of its inhabitants. The mountains and plains,
the valleys and ravines, and the inspiring scenery of
adjacent regions made Palestine a land of pleasing
;

;

:

Her wide
variety and of ever-refreshing beauty.
range of climate, her immense list of fauna and
flora, satisfied every reasonable demand of her restHer comparative isolation, her natural
less people.
defensive strength, and her relation to the great
civilizations of the East and the West, especially
during Israel's national history, emphasize her importance to the people that dwelt within her borders.
Palestine was already the home of ancient peoples
The
the Patriarchs first trod upon her soil.
tribes of Israel settled down to live in close proximity
So close were
to several different minor peoples.
their relations that intermarriages reThe Land suited, and an intermingling of every
element of domestic, public, and religand Its

when

People.

ious

upon

life.

The nation

of Israel, built

such a foundation as this,
was a strange conglomeration of diverse elements.
Clashes with her minor neighbors, and commercial
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political relations with the great empires that
oppressed her, affected domestic, civil, and sacred

and

relations.

The every-day life
II. Domestic Antiquities
of each person involves a large number of items.
These embrace the food available and used, the material accessible for clothing and the method of its manufacture, as well as the usual clothing worn by the
people, and the method of preparing and wearing
The individual lived also in a dwellthe bead-gear.
:

ing of some kind either in a hole in the rocks, a tent,
a hut, a house, or in an elaborate structure in a city.
How were these various dwellings prepared, and
;

arrangement? What led to
the aggregation of such buildings, which later became cities? The replies to these questions will be
of supreme moment in following the growth of individual riglits and privileges.
The Jewish family has a most interesting history.
The family formed the next step upward from the
individual, and was probably the basis of the clan.
The laws of marriage and their binding character
were essentials in the perpetuity of the nation. The
position and riglits of the woman before and after
marriage, in the condition of monogamy and of
polygamy, and in case of divorce, fall under this

what was

their internal
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was commonly indulged in, and to good purpose.
Several hints are also found
the Proi)hets,
especially as to the sport (or possibly occupation) of
fishing. Both of these out-door amusements, .so popsport

m

ular in

Egypt and

in the East,

account elsewhere by the
and Sports.

The

were turned

to

good

See Gamk.s

Israelites.

and of the
them following the life of nomads.
They raised herds of large and flocks of small cattle,
and moved about according to the demands for new
pasturage. The character of the country and their
earliest records of the patriarchs

Israelites sliow

such a mode of existdown as occupants
was mainly devoted to

slight tenure of the soil led to

ence.

Even when they

settled

of Palestine and their life
other things, they nevertheless reared extensive
herds and flocks, comprising cattle, asses, sheep, and
goats. The hills of some parts of Palestine were best
adapted for such pursuits. See Animals, Cattle.

occupation of the new territory made
another vocation besides cattle-raising.
Permanent settlement led to the cultiPasture
vation of the soil, to the planting of

Israel's

possible

and
Agriculture.

vines and fruit-trees.
Wheat, barley,
and rj-e became staple products, and
by irrigation all parts of the land

theme. The relations of the children to the individual parents, the methods of naming them, the observance of the rite of circumcision, their training and
education in and out of the home, must be noted.
The constitution of the Oriental family involved
slaves, with certain laws of purchase and retention,
both Israelitish and foreign. Certain diseases also
often attacked, and sometimes found victims in, the
family. The treatment of the aged and infirm, of
the helpless and unfortunate members of the household, is of especial interest.
Deatli in the family
was attended by peculiar national observances. See

yielded profitable returns to the industrious husbandman. The methods of agricidture,
the influence of this mode of Hfe on the nation, and
the importance of this industry on international relations occupy no mean place in the history of the
life of ancient Israel.
See AciiucuLTURE.
From the earliest times there are hints at the trades
that were current among the Israelites.
After their
settlement in the land of Canaan especially, they became acquainted with methods of producing tools
for the cultivation of the soil, and weapons for war-

F.\MiLY, Marriage, Patriarchate, Slavery.
Families and individuals maintained a certain
amount of social intercourse. These relations developed certain social obligations; established the
respective rights and privileges of host
Society and and guest, and the methods of converAmuse- sation and entertainment. Social gathments.
erings at feasts likewise inaugurated
special customs and requirements.
These functions, as well as tlie more elaborate festivals of their heathen neighbors, were occasions for
the forming of relations that to a large extent determined tlie character of Israel. The introduction
of foreign customs gradually modified society in
Israel, imtil, by the downfall of the northern kingdom, it assumed quite another conqile.\ion. The
origin, organization, and conduct of society form an
interesting theme in the dejjartment of Biblical Archeology. See P^TIQt'KTTK, PUKCKDENCK, CtC.
There is slight evidence that the Jews in early
times, a.side from bancpiets attended by musical instiMiments of various kinds, enjoyed any indoor
amu.senient.
Neither is there any extended description of outdoor sports, either for princes or i)0])ulace.
But the prevalence of many terms en jiloyed in
hunting, such as the names of trajjs an i weajxins
used in taking animals and birds, and t) e names of
wild animals u.sed for food, is evidence tliat this

at the time of the construction of Solomon's public
buildings. Workers in metals of different kinds are

fare.

Carpenters and stone-masons were numerous

found occasionally

The ironsmith,

in the course of Israel's history.
the goldsmith, and the worker In

bronze were not uncommon in Palestine. The preparation of skins for use as bottles and for .sandals,
the manufacture of the bow and of the different
pieces of armor for the warrior called for skilful
labor. The preparation of flax and wool for clothing
required a method Avhich in later years developed into
great Aveaving establishments. The vessels of clay
in use in Palestine in ancient times indicate that the
potter's art had reached a high state of perfection.
These crafts doubtless received many useful suggestions from Israel's neighbors in the dilTerent periods

of her history.
See Aih'isans, HAxniCRAFTs.
Exchange of commodities is one of the oldest occupations of men. Israel's continual contact with
neighbors of all kinds, whose methods of life were as
varied as their ju'culiarities, naturally led to some

commercial

activity.

Canaan

Commerce
and Its

The caravans

that cros.sed

day traded in Caand furnished markets

in Israel's

naanitish cities,
for Palestinian i)ro(lucts in Egypt
Methods, and in Babylonia. Israel exchanged
her products of the soil for the wares
of Piienieia and the perfumes of the south country
Conniiercc reached its climax in Solomon's dav.when
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it

extended as far as the uudeterniined port of Ophir,

and brought back for him the gold, silver, apes, peacocks, and other luxuries and curiosities of distant
climes. Pheuicda was Israel's great trading-mart; for
thence she secured much of the material and many
of tlu,' workmen that made Jerusalem what it was in
Solomon's reign.
is

The activity of exchange during the dual kingdom
shown on several occasions. When Ahab defeated

Ben-lladad at Aphek, one of the items in the treaty
was the granting to Israel of "streets" [bazaars for
trading] in Damascus, as Syria had formerly had
The numer"streets" in Samaria (livings xx. 34).
ous references in Hosea are evidence that Israel in
that pei'iod enjoyed the products of all lands. Egypt
was likewise on the most intimate commercial terms
with Palestine and some of her choicest food and
clothing was purchased by Israel. But it was not
until after Israel's overthrow as a nation that she
seemed almost entirely to abandon husbandry and
many of the crafts, and to give her whole life to the
piirsuit of commerce.
See Commerce, Trade.
The most convenient exchange was that of commodities for gold or silver or for some other precious
This was accomplished at first by means of
article.
certain standards of weight for the metals, standards
;

of capacity for grains, and the like, and standards of
measurement (length, breadth, or thickness) for cloth,
The same tricks of trade as are
leather, stone, etc.
found to-day the light weight, the small measure,
and the short line appear in the charges that follow
the arraignments of the Prophets. Late in history
the metals were stamped or coined, thus greatly simplifying one of the most common articles of exchange. See Coin, Money.
Israel's growth as a nation was accompanied by a
corresponding cultivation of the arts. The first notable exhibition is that seen in the elaborate architecture of the Solomonic era. Whether it was borrowed
wholly from one nation or jointly from the leading
Israel adopted
nations of that day is immaterial.
and executed some of the choicest specimens of an-

—

—

The pillars and their ornamenthough executed by Phenicians, were according to the tastes and desires of Israel's

cient architecture.
tation,

Art in
Israel.

humed from

king. Plastic art likewise received attention from the leaders in Israel, as is

seen in the
Palestinian

numerous fragments exSculpture and fine

soil.

stone-cutting added their part to the beautifying of
Painting is scarcely
the great Temjile of the Lord.
mentioned in the Old Testament (Ezek. viii. 10,
xxiii. 14), in strange contrast with the evidence seen
in Egj'ptian tombs.
Music, on the contrar}-, received much attention from the leadci"s, and even
from the common people. The shepherds in the
mountains, the jirophcts on the hills, the singers in
the Temple, made fretiuent and extensive use of
many kinds of musical instruments. See ]Mt:sir,

Archeology

skins and clay, and carefully preserved their records
for later generations.
This work was done, liowever, by a particular class of men, who were later on
designated as scribes. The dilferent kinds of writing
materials, and the tools wherewith this art was executed, were not unlike those of the great contemporaneous nations. See Alphabet; Manuscripts;

Scribes.
III. Civil Antiquities

The earliest show of auseen in the constitution of the family, with
the father as head and chief.
Several heads made
up the body of elders, by whose decision affairs affecting .several families were administered.
Gradually these elders became a regularly established order, by or through whom the entire civil business of
the community was conducted.
In the time of the
Egyptian bondage a class of men is found termed
thority

:

is

who though apparently scribes, were likewise underlings of their Egyptian taskmasters. The
appointment of seventy elders in the wilderness was
an extension of the earlier and possibly of the bondage scheme on a more elaborate scale. The method
of government in vogue during the period of the
judges was a modification of the same general plan
under which Israel lived in the wilderness. The details of these systems are brought out with due
faithfulness in the records of these periods. See
"officers,"

Elder.

The system of government current among the
great and small nations of Israel's day was that of
monarch}^ Every foreign infiuence that touclied this
people emanated from the environment of regal administration. These powerful tendencies finally crystallized into a demand b}' Israel for a king. A king,
with all the paraphernalia of a monarchy, was finally
established. The prerogatives of the ruler, the law of
succession, and the whole administration of government henceforth accorded substantially Avilh those
Sufficient events and items of the
of other nations.
king's conduct are narrated to give a good picture
of Israel's monarch.
See King.
On the return of a body of Jews from the various lauds into which they had been scattered, a new
method of government was adopted.
PostThe province of which Judea was a
exilian
part was ruled by a Persian satrap.
Israel's new territory was ruled by a
Governgovernor, Zerubbabel, and later by
ment.
Ezra and Neliemiah, etc. The.se subrulers paid tribute to Pei-sia and only on esjiecial
appointments weie they granted extraordinary preHow far down into
rogatives, for example, Ezra.
the so-called inter-Biblical period these conditions
;

prevailed,

it is

not yet po.ssible to affirm.

The

3[ac-

cabean revolt against the Ilellenizing edicts of the
Seleucid rulers was a forcible protest against a violation of the favorable treatment accorded the Jews by
Alexander the Great. Nearly one hundred years of
practical independence resulted in the downfall of

Temple.

Jewish authority, brought about by Poinpey

Writing is almost as old as the race. Every nation
around Israel had its method. Tiie people of Israel,
kin of these people b\" blood and language, had their
own particular system of writing. The letters of
the IIc'l)rew alpliabet had each a significance that
helped to hold it in mind. The Israelites wrote on

B.C.

in

63

Thenceforth Palestine as part of a ]irovince became subordinate to a Roman governor. Information
as to the line of demarcation between the rights of the
Jews and Roman authority, the methods of administration adopted by Roman appointees, and a multitude of t)ther (piestions of local interest is abundantly
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See Government, Pkocurators, Rome, Sanhedrin.
References to law and its administration are found

supplied in the documents of this period.

patriarchal period, when the head of one
family and his associates were supreme
Public Ad- in authority. Legal processes were
simple and effective. In the period
miixistra-

even in

tlie

of the judges, the so-called judge was
the court of final appeal. But after the
establishment of t!ie kingdom the king
occupied the supreme bench. In postexilian times the
people elected their own judges. Numerous statements distributed in different periods of history are

tion of
Justice.

method, and the results of various penalties inflicted by authority. The
laws concerning all of these specifications are codified
to the purpose, the

found as

in the Pentateuch.

As a subject

of the state, each individual had cerWhen the tribes settled as hus-

tain property ]ights.

bandmen on

their

occupied

own

newly won

territory, each family
This was its permanent posIt cotild lease the same; but in the year of
session.
The
jubilee the land reverted to its first owners.
forfeiture of property rights for political offenses,
such as is mentioned in Ezra, was unusual. Marriage
its

also carried Avith

land.

it

certain rights, carefully specified

Personal property, the rights to buy and
sell, regulations concerning debts, restitution, inheritance, etc., were amply protected or prescribed in
See Phocedurb,
the legal provisions of Israel.

in the law.

Chattels, Sale.
This condition met Israel very early in her history.

DURii,

The

division of the host in the wilderness into companies of different numbers for inter-

nal civil convenience was doubtless
the basis of army divisions. The military equipment of the armies of Palestine, east and
west of the Jordan, and their power of resistance to
Israel's aggression, are meagerlyset forth in the Old

Warfare,

Testament. Israel's method of levying and supplying troops, and almost vmiform success in Joshua's
day, add importance to the study of her military organization. Tlie perfection of army methods in the
regal period, and the great amount of money and energy devoted to the maintenance of the army, give

added impetus to the investigation of military science
among the great nations of Egypt and ]\Iesopotamia.
This investigation covers the kinds of armor and
weapons used, methods of drilling and marching,
encampments, movements for attack and battle,
methods of- sieges and defenses of fortresses and
cities, and the treatment accorded to prisoners o
war.

See

War.

The earliest records
of Israelitish ancestors refer to special places devoted
While the Israelites were on the march
to worsiiip.
through the wilderness, they were accompanied by
a sacred tent. As soon as they had settled in the
IV.

Sacred Antiquities

:

land of Canaan they adopted numerous sacred higli
places.
There were also sacred trees, stones, foiui
tains, etc.
Altars, obelisks, and the Asiierah were
accompaniments of tliese ])laces. At these shrines
Israelites met to do homage to their Preserver and
Gf)d.
Solomon's Temple was a partial centralization of worship, which, however, did not become

comph'te until

tlic

reign of Josiali.

Tlie captivity

84

exile of the Israelites divorced them from
such shrines. On the return, Zerubbabel's Temple
once again made Jerusalem the actual center of
worship.
See Altar, Asherah, Ba.maii, Tem-

and the

ple,

etc.

The

original purpose of the priest is not absolutely

settled.

He was probably th(; attendant on a heathen
image, who uttered oracles on occa-

Sacred
Persons,

sion, to in.struct the worshipers.

Grad-

became the offerer of the sacPlaces, and rifice, and therein stood as a kind of
Offerings, mediator between God and the person
ually he

seeking a message.

The

functions of

were apportioned between the priests proper,
who stood nearest God, and the Levites, who were

priest

Later still, the priestly
practically their servants.
duties were narrowed down to sacrifice only, leaving
to the Prophets the matter of oracular speaking and
teaching. The various steps to these different functions, and the special devotees in service about these
places, are found in numerous cases mentioned in the
See Levites, Priests.
the sacred offerings is
the non-bloody offering,
the peace-offering, the burnt offering, the sin-offering, and the trespass-offering there are specific regThe condition of the
ulations and significance.
offering itself, the process of offering, and the result
of the same upon the giver are all laid down in the
Few if any of the
codified rules of the Pentateuch.

Old Testament.

The original purpose of
wrapped in obscurity. For

things connected with
treated in
"offering."

tlie

tlie life

of Israel are so fully

Old Testament as the subject of

See Sacrifice.
Like their neighbors, the Israelites had sacred feasttimes. Theseareseen very early in the history. Hints
feasts of the new moon and
The yearly feasts were the Passover,
the Sabbaths.
the First-Fruits, and the Tabernacles or Ingathering.
Each of these had its special regulations as to time,

and more are found of the

and attendants. Upon the centralization
of worship at Jerusalem, certain modifications took
place both in the accompaniments of the festival
days and in the places where they were formerly
As time went by the number of such days
held.
duration,

increased.

See Festivals.

strict discipline in the matter
of personal cleanliness, both in reference to worship
Obedience to these demands
and to every -day life

Israel

was put under

secured immunity from certain diseases and prevented
Such discipline attached a
the spread of others.
wholesome sacredness to worship and enhanced the
value of human life and health. It prepared the nation to conceive of a holy God, and to render Him a
clean service.
sections have indicated merely in
main subdivisions of Biblical Archeology

The preceding
outline the

on the basis of the

latest investigators.

They

point

the reader to certain skeleton facts, which may be
clothed with flesh and blood by careful painstaking
research on the Old Testament.
F'or archeology in i^ost-Biblical times, see Badge,

B vtii. Ceremonies, Costume, Numismatics, Music,
SvNAoociUE,

etc.

?>nt<>n. Karhi TTehrew Life, iSfO; Benzln1H94: Hisscll, Bihliral yl )ihV/i/i7iVs, 1888; Ewalrt,

Rim.ioc.uAriiY:
(r.T, vtrc/i.

l>ir
((()•

AltrrthUincrilrsVDjkrs Asmr/,
Kihlisclini

;!d od.. IStili; Keil.77a?iffh.
ArcliaciiUiiiir, :.M cd., 187."); Nowack, Hcbr.
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Archaeolofjie, 1894; Schiirer, Gesch. 2d ed., 1890; Stade,
QcHch. dc» V(>1ke>< Israel,
ed., 1889, especially vol. i., book
vii.,pp. 358-.518. For the bearings of extra-Biblical material on
Biblical Archeology, see Ball, Lit/fit from the Ea^t, London,
1899; Schrader, C. I. 0. T. 1888; Vigouroux, La BHile et ks
Driiiurirtcs Modernes, 5th ed., Paris, 1889; Bo.scawen, The
Bihli- a ml the Monuments, London, 1895; Evetts, JVV.it) i/(Y//it
ontlie lldhi Lamh London, 1891
Hrcent lirsearcli in Bihie
Lands, edited by H. V. Hilprecht, Philadelphia, 189(5;
McCurdy, HixUtru, PropJicci/, and Monuments, WMi, ii. vii.
Chaps, i.-iv.; Sayce, The Kujfpt of the Hebrews, London, 1895;
idem, Patriarchal PaJestine, London, 1895; idem. Races of
the Old Ttvs^amf;if, London, 1891; Price, The Monument'*
and the Old Testament, Chicago, 1900.

M

;

J.

JU.

M. P.

I.

ARCHER, ARCHERY:

Tlie

bow

weapon
Hebrews

as a

war and the chase wa.s familiar to the
from patriarchal times (Gen. xxi. 20, xxvii. 3, xlviii.
Jonatlian and Jehu were expert ai'cliers (H
22).
Sam. i. 22; H Kings ix. 24); the tribe of Benjamin
was renowned for its sons' skill witli the bow (I
Chron. viii. 40, xii. 2); and David, after tlie battle
of Gilboa, sought to encourage archery practise in
Judah (H Sam. i. 18). The impulse thus given
seems to have taken root, so that 250 years later the
prophet Hosea speaks of the bow as representing
Israel's military power (ch. i. 5).
in

From the figures extant in Assyrian monuments it
appears that the usual tactics with the bow were to
overwhelm the enemy with repeated showers of
arrows, and then close in with sword and spear upon
the liarassed ranks.
In Ps. cxx. 4 there is a reference to the practise of aflixing burning material to
the arrow-head, no doubt for setting fire to a besieged town.
For further details and Hebrew terms
in connection with Archery, see Army
.

E.

F.

c.

ARCHEVITES

(>1D"1X):

DE

S.

M.

A people whom Asnap-

per brought from Erech or Uruk, a political and religious center of Babylonia, and settled in Samaria.
They wrote to Artaxerxes concerning the building
of the Temple at Jerusalem and had the work on it
stopped (Ezra iv. 9). Erech (Uruk) is mentioned in
Gen. X. 10.
J JR.

G. B. L.

ARCHEVOLTI, SAMUEL BEN ELHA-

NAN ISAAC

:

Italian

the sixteenth century.

grammarian, and poet of
of his piyyutim were

Many

Archeology
Archimedes

embodied

in the Italian liturgy, notably his " Song on
Circumcision. " He was an excellent Talmudist, and,
when quite young, reedited or rather supplied with
extensive textual references, the 'Aruk of Nathan b.
Jehiel under the title "Sefer ha-' Aruk " (Venice,

His book " Degel Aha])ah " (The Banner of
1531).
Love), an ethical work with commentaries, was
printed in Venice (1551).
The most notable of his
works are (1) "'Arugat ha-Bosem" (Tlie Bed of
Spices), a Hebrew grammar (Venice, 1602; reprinted,

Amsterdam, 1730), and (2) "Ma'yan Gannini " (A
Fountain of Gardens), fifty metrical letters, designed
to be models for students of this form of composition
(Venice, 1553).
Of these two books tlie more important is the Hebrew grammar, because tlie subject
is exhaustively and originally treated.
Twenty-five
out of the thirty-two cliapters are devoted to the rudiments of the language. Chapters twenty -six and
twenty-seven treat of Hebrew accentuation chapters
twenty-eight and twenty-nine discuss perfect style;
chapter thirty treats of steganography and Biblical
cryptography, and chapters thirty-one and thirtytwo treat of the neo-Hebraic meter, with original
models of style and method. The last chapter pleased
John Buxtorf the younger to such an extent that he
;

translated

it

into Latin,

appending

it

to his transla-

Archevolti, who loved the
Hebrew language and delighted in its poetical phrasing^nd shading, was disinclined to uphold the ideas
advanced by Judah ha-Levi, who, though one of the
greatest Hebrew poets, did not care to treat Biblical
subjects poetically, maintaining that they did not
readily lend themselves to such treatment.
Archevolti held the opposite view, and in respectful terms
wrote against his famous predecessor, employing the
Talmudic bit of satire, " The dough must be bad indeed if the baker says it is."
Bibliography Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. s.v. Steinschneider, Cat.
Bodl. No. 7004 Delitzsch, Zur Gesch. d. Hebr. Poesie, p. 6.
G.
G. A. D.
tion of the Cuzari (1060).

;

:

;

ARCHIMEDES:

The greatest mathematician
of antiquity; born in Syracuse about 287 B.C. His influence on Jewish literature was not extensive. Only
two of his works have come down
to us in a Hebrew translation.
Ka-

COMPANY OP EGYPTIAN' ARCHKRS AT DKIR EL-BAUARI.
(After Wilkinson, " Ancient Egyptians.")
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Archipherecites
Ardit

lonymus ben Kalonymus (after 1306) twice turned tlie
treatise "On Conoids and Spheroids" into Hebrew,

Ha is said to have
NJIItOVNDI "11133.
of an Arabic translation of Costa ben
Luca, though Arabic bibHograpliers know nothing
under the

title

made use

—

An unknown author whom
of such a translation.
Steinschneider surmises to have been the same
Kalonymus translated kvkTiov fidOrin/g imder the title

—

nn"'L**On

n'?):V^

D"'T'0^D1X IDD.

f'-om

Arabic

tlie

vella,"

No.

86

146, Uepl 'E/3pa/fjv, of the

year 553, in

and the teachers are forbidden to use their power of anathema in
order to prevent the reading of the Greek version of
the Bible in place of the INIidrashic or Targumic in-

which the Archipherecites, the

elders,

terpretation.

BiBLiofiRAPHY: Gratz,
pel.

Corpus Juris,

KrleGcsc/i. f?cr Jjideii, iii. 3.">9, note 7
Compare Academiks i.\ Palks610.
;

iii.

TINE.

K.

ARCHISYNAGOGUE

(apxiowdyuyog;

Heb.

nOJSn L*'XT): Synagogue-chief. Tiie use of this
name as the title of the officer who supervised matters pertaining to the religious services of the synato about

^s

gogue can be traced from the time of Jesus
the year 300 (Pes. A%).

''Hf^r

the

gpiniiH^

It

occurs several times in
function of the

New Testament. The distinctive

Archisynagogue was to select suitable men for
the reading of the Law, the reciting of prayers, and
for preaching since in ancient times the synagogue
did not have regularly appointed officers for the
performance of these duties. Despite the specifically Jewish character of the functions of the Archi;

/*'T

ill

J3S

.v"

synagogue, however, the name is borrowed from
tiie Greek, and was therefore used throughout the
Roman Empire where Jews were settled, but not in
Babylonia. Hence, the Babylonian Talmud, when
mentioning the Archisynagogue, finds it necessary

word by DJ1Q (Ket. 8b; compare
From the Jerusalem Talmud
Yer. Ber. iii. 1, Gb).
(I.e.) it further appears that in cases of necessity the
Archisynagogue of a community had to act as its
In consonance with the nature of his ofhce,
reader.
the Archisynagogue was chosen for his piety and good
moral character, while in the case of an archon the
essential requirements were social position and inThe Pharisees therefore regarded the Architluence.
synagogues as inferior only to the D''D3n H^D^n
("disciples of the wise"), the Jewish scholars (Pes.
to translate the

I

p^:*•»

• *

.^m

Blii'lil

Tliis passage is, however, of Palestinian origin).
Like most of the offices of the pharisaic Jews, that

49*.

Ardieis as B()dy-(iuard of Darius.
(From Maspero,

*'

Pussinj? of the

Empires.")

of Thabit i])n Kurrah (the Hebrew title is to be corrected to r\yi^*^2, wliich means "extension," and
corresponds exactly to the Arabic " Masahah").
Abraliam bar lliyyah sliows a perfect knowledge

of the theories of Archimedes in his "Encyclopedia
of Mat liematical Sciences" (compare Steinschneider,
"llebr. IJibl." vii. 92); and the same is true of Abraham ibn Ezra, in his astronomical work " Reshit

Hf)kmah."
BiBMOORAPiiv
G.

1.

172 ct

Steinsclineider, 7i(7(r. Ucbcrs. 1 31(1

:

;

Z.D.M.

.scry.

Bu.

G.

I.

ARCHIPHERECITES (npx'(!>Fp[KlTai):

Grecized

form of
school"
course'').

tlie

Aramaic KpiD "icn

(jiirk-it,

literally

=

in

Y Schiirer, GrxcJi. u._3tl4-367, .519^ Gemrindevcrfdsnttliu, pp. •''--38 ; Weinberg, M. G. W. 1897, p. t)57.

I5nii,i()(iiiAPii

:

L. G.

A.

ARCHITE:

Inhabitant of a town or di.strict on
the southern border of Judah probably connected
with the Ereeh (A. V. Arch!) of Josh. xvi. 2.
Ilushai, David's friend, was from that region (II
Sam. XV. 32). It would appear to be .somewhere in
the neighborhood of Ataroth, but has not been
identified witli

anv

certainty.
J.

T.

"heads of the

"cliai)ter,"

The name occurs

of the Archisynagogue was not limited as to time,
but was usually held for life, and not infrequently
was hereditary; the Pharisees holding (see Torat
Kohanim Ahare Mot viii., ed. Wei.ss, p. H'Sk) that the
son had a claim upon his father's office unless he had
shown himself unworthy. This explains why the
title Archisynagogue was sometimes attached to the
names of the wife and the children, as found on some
Greek inscriptions. It was used, no doubt, to indicate that they were members of an archisynagogal
family.

hence

"dis-

Justinian's "IS'o-

ARCHITECTURE, JEWISH.

SeeALMEMAR;
Amickica, Jewish Arc hitixtiiu: in Ahk; Ceme;

:
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Galleuies; Gravestones; Hospitals;
Philadelphia; Synagogue; Synagogue A uchitectlkk; Tombs, etc.
ARCHIVES ISRAl^LITES A French Jewish review, luunded in lb4Uby Samuel Cahen, author
The
of a French translation of the Hebrew Bible.
TERiES;

New Yokk;

:

first

number

api)eared in January, 1840, as an octavo

pamphlet of sixty-four pages, entitled, "Archives
Israelites de France: lievue Mensuelle Historique,

Some

Biographique, Bibliographique, Litteraire."
of

its tirst

contributors were G. AVeil (Ben-Levi), O.

Terquem, Solomon Munk, Gerson Levy, Rabbi M.
Cliarleville, Ph. Luzzatto, Albert Cohn, A. Darmesteter, A. Widal, and E. Carmoly.
In 1860 Isidore
Cahen, son of the founder of the paper, became its
editor.

The "Archives" has several times changed the
periods of its appearance, its form, and its title. It
has been a monthly and a semi-monthly; and in 1879
it became a weekly.
It is now a quarto, more in
the nature of a journal than of a review; short articles on topics of the day taking the place of longer
articles.
Isidore Cahen continued to be the "directeur" until his death, March 6, 1902; editor-in-chief
H. Prague.
In 1890 the "Archives" celebrated its fiftieth anniversary by the publication of a collection of essays,
is

reminiscences, and letters, under the
(The Sheaf).

Bibliography

:

La

title "

La Gerbe "

;

ARCHON (ARCHONTES

ARCHON-

or

The title of a member of the governing
the independent Jewish communities
throughout the Roman empire, as in Alexandria,
Antioch, Berenice in Cyrenaica, Rome, Tlos in Lycia,
and otlier cities. In Alexandria, Avhere Emperor
Augustus established a Gerusia (Philo, " In Flac:

in

compare Josephus, "Ant." xix. 5, § 2;
"Gesch." 3d ed., iii. 41) instead of a .single
Ethnakch for the Jews, the arclions constituted the
gerusia (Philo, I.e.), as is especially evident from the
10;

Schiirer,

construction of the sentence roff apxovra^,
ciav,

01

t?/v

Kal yeptjg kuc ri/uyg elaiv e-6vv/ioi (see

yepov-

Alex-

andria for the contrary view, see Schiirer, I.e.).
At the end of the tirst century of the common era,
nine archons were at the head of the community in
Berenice in North Africa; in Alexandria, more than
thirty-eight; while in Rome there were several communities each with its Archon, as appears from their
epitaphs.
At Rome, the archons were chosen in the
month of Tislui, about the Jewish New-Year; in
Berenice, probably during the Feast of Tabernacles.
Besides those elected for a term, tliere were archons
for life.
The mere title was sometimes bestowed on

women and children.
It may be generally

in

"Ant."

3d

ed.,

ill.

38-52.

A.

ARCTURUS.

ARDASHAR

Bi;.

See Constellation.

Village in the government of
Erivan, Transcaucasia, Russia, about 16 miles southsoutheast from the capital of Erivan the site of the
old Armenian capital Artaxata, or Artashat; Artaxata
is said to have been built for King Artaxias I. (189159 B.C.), by Hannibal, 180 b.c.
It was destroyed
by Nero's army, and was restored by Artashes (85-127
of the common era), who transplanted thither captive Jews from Palestine.
"When the Persians destroyed the city in 370, they took away as prisoners
40,000 Armenian and 9,000 Jewish families from
Artaxata. See Armenia.
:

;

Reaesty i Nadpisi, No. 135, St. Petersburg,
Entziklopedicheski Slovar, ii., s.v., St. Petersburg,
:

H. R.

ARDIT (taniK) or ARDOT (onns)

:

The name

of a family that emigrated from Aragon to Turkey,
where their descendants still live. The following

members

are

known

1.

Abraham Ardit

2.

Ephraim Ardit: Lived

:

Lived

1483 at Barcelona.
Smyrna; wrote,

in

in

(Ephraim's
title "Matteh Ephrayim"
a commentary on :Maimonides' "Mishneh
Torah." It was printed at Salonica, together with
several of his rcsponsa and sermons, and published

under the
Staff),

there in 1791.
yim
3.

Abraham Ardit: A resident of
Hay
Smyrna; wrote addilionul notes to the work of liis
uncle, Ephraim Ardit (No. 2), and appended several
sermons of his own.

Hayyim Moses Ardit: Was in possession
Smyrna) of a manuscript of Joseph Caro's "Responsa," which collection was juinted under the
A second
title "Abkat Rokel" in 1791 at Salonica.
edition of this work was issued at Leipsic, in 1859,
4.

(at

very probably at Ardit's
6. Isaac

No.

1;

initiative.

Abraham Ardit

:

Possibly a son of

embraced Christianity, but retained the name

of Ardit ("Rev. Et. Juives," iv. 59, 62).

Author of a vo6. Isaac b. Solomon Ardit
luminous commentary on the Talmudic treatise
:

'Arakin (Salonica, 1823).

accepted that the functions
of the Archon were the same as those that Strabo
ascribes to the Alexandrian ethnarchs (Strabo, quoted

by Josephus

Schiirer, Gesch.

^y.

J.

cum," §

:

G.

1893.

ARCHIVES, JEWISH, OF OLD CONGREGATION. See :\Iemorbuch Pinkes.
body

Bibliography

1899;

G.

TEIA)

them."
The archons conducted political affairs;
while religious matters were managed by the heads
of the synagogue, who, at the same time, might be
archons.
Yet the gerusia probably met at the .synagogue, the court of which was the place for public
distinctions ad j udged by tlie gerusia (compare Philo,
" Legatio ad Cajum,"
These archons must be
§ 20).
distinguished from those of cities in Palestine organized on the Greek plan; as at Tiberias, for in.stance,
where the Archon was the head of a Boule consisting of 600 members (JosepluLs, "Vita," g§27, 53, 54,
57; ide?n, "B. J." ii. 21, g 3).

Bibliography

Gerbe, 1890.

Archipherecites
Ardit

xiv.

7,

i^

2),

and those

dele-

gated to the gerusia under Augustus " He governs
the nation, metes out justice to them, and takes
care of their contracts and of the laws belonging to
:

7.

Raphael Ardit

:

Wrote

"

Marpeh Lashon

"

(Healing for the Tongue), a commentary on the Talmudic treatise Shebu'ot, with an appendix containing novellas to jVIaimonides' "Mishneh Torah" (Salonica, 1826).

8.

No.

Raphael Solomon Ardit:
6,

to

A

relative

whose commentary he added some

of

notes.

"; ";

:

Ardotial
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Ariauism

Solomon ben Jacob Ardit

9.

:

Cabalist,

of

Wrote, under the title "Lehem Shelomoh" (Solomon's Bread), a commentary on the
Pentateuch; also novella?, etc., which were published in 1751 at Salonica, together with the writings
of Meir Bekkayam, who, before he died, set apart
money suflicient to cover the expenses of printing.
Solomon was also in possession of a manuscript of

Smyrna.

Nahmanides' novelise

theTalmudic

to

treatise,

Baba

Mezi'a (Steinschneider, "Die Hebr. Handschriften
der K. Bibliothek zu Berlin," i. 44).
Ardot, with the prefix Cohen, is the name of a
family which also migrated from Aragon, and

among

wliose

members were

following:
:
The learned son
of Asher Cohen Ardot (No. 11); died 1634.
1 1 Asher Cohen Ardot : Great-grandson of
Isaac Arama lived at Salonica in the first half of
the seventeenth century died 1645.
He was taught
the Talmud by A. Brudo, and was instructed in
other branches of Jewish learning by David ibn
Shushan. Wealthy and learned, he presided over
the Talmudic college at Salonica, and maintained a
correspondence with several learned rabbis of his

10.

tlie

Abraham Cohen Ardot

.

;

;

time.

A

12. Eleazar Cohen Ardot
physician of the
fourteenth century at JVIajorcy where he was on
friendly terms with Joseph Caspi (Kaj^serling,
"Gesch. derjuden in Spauienuod Portugal," i. 168).
13. Joseph Ardot was delegated by the community of Alcaniz to the disputation with Geronimo de Santa Feat Tortosa in 1413 (Ibn Verffa,
:

,

"Shebet Yehudah," tj xl.).
14. Meshullam ben Solomon Cohen Ardot
A contemporary of Solomon ben Adiet lived at
Barcelona toward the end of the thirteenth century
(Solomon Adret, "Responsa," i. No. 415 e.t seq.).
15. Solomon Cohen Ardot Lived about 1500
;

:
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AREKA. See Abba Arika.
ARELIM. See Angelology.
ARENDAR. See Bandar.
ARENDT, OTTO German economist,
:

author,

and member of the Prussian Diet; born in Berlin,
Oct. 10, 1854.
He graduated as Ph.D. from the
Berlin University and soon entered on a literary
career, identifying him.self

tive elements of Prussia.

with the Ultraconservathe foremost ad-

He was

vocate of bimetalism, protective tariffs, and of that
policy generally the trend of which is toward preservation of the quasi-feudal remnants of the Prussian
State.
So unswerving was his loyalty to the Conservatives that he abandoned his religion, embraced
Christianity, and sometimes employed anti-Semitic
phraseology. Arendt was editor of the " Deutsche
Wochenblatt " and the author of many works and
pamphlets, of which the following may be mentioned: (1) " Vertragsmiissige
Doppelwahrung"

"Deutschland's Internationale Bilanz
"Restitution des Silbers" (1881); (4)
" Wider Soetbeer " (1882)
(5) " Borsensteuer " (1885)
(6) "Ziele Deutscher Kolonialpolitik" (1886); (7)
"Erhohung der Getreidezolle " (1887); (8) "Kaiser
Friedrich und Furst Bismarck" (1889); (9) "Leitfaden der Wahrungspolitik" (1893); (10) "Die Ursache der Silberentwerthuug " (1899), etc. Some of
these books went through several editions; the
"Leitfaden " as many as seventeen.
His wife, Olga Arendt, daughter of Lixa MorGENSTERN, was a tcaclicr of elocution, and wrote:
"DramatischesMarchenbilderbuch" (1891); "Sylvesternacht " (1893) second edition, 1900 and " Freund(1878);

(2)

(1881);

(3)

;

;

:

sehaftstag

"

(1894).

Bibliography

:

Kiirschner, Deutscher Literatur-Kalender.

M.

s.

B.

at Arta.

Bibliography

In addition to the authorities cited above, see
Steinschneider, Cat. liodl. No. 7119.
:

M. K.

G.

ARDOTIAL
BEN ISAAC:

SHEM-TOB

(ANDRUTIL)

Spanish poet; flourished at Soria
in the beginning of the fourteenth century.
The
name 7X''t3n"lN has been wrongly transcribed as

ARENS, LOUIS:

Operatic singer (tenor); born
He was educated
23, 1865.
at the Riga Gymnasium and studied music at the
Imperial Conservatory of Moscow under the direction of Tschaikovsky, graduating in 1890.
Arens
sang at the Imperial Opera of Moscow, in Berlin,
]V[ilan, Naples, Turin, and at the Theater Royal,
Coveut Garden, London (1894), where he has since
in Mitau, Russia,

Androtil, Adrutil, Ardothiel.
Steinschneider connects the name with Ardot; the ending "ial" having either a relative or a diminutive significance.
Shem-Tob was the author of the following works:

tet," a children's

"Milhamot ha-'Am weha-Misparim

Bibliography

"

(Wars of the

People and the Numbers), containing short literary and poetical articles; "Ma'aseh," an ethical
story, published in the collection " Dil)ic' Hakamim,"
Metz, 1849; "Yam Kohelet" (Sea of the Preacher),
a prayer of two thousand words, each of which
begins Avith the letter o {'ne)»)
several piyyutiin
printed in tlie ]Mahzor according to the Spanish
rite.
Under the title " :Mi/.wot Zemani yot " (Temporary Injunctions), he translated into Hebrew an
Arabic work of Israel Israeli of Toledo on the ritual,
which is still extant in manu.script.
;

BiBi.fOf;i!.\i'iiv: Ziinx. Z. G. p. 4-'(;;
p. M.\\ Stciiisclmeiiler, Cnf. Itiuil.

Vchcrs. 8517
G-

;

Ifd-KaniicK

vt.

idem. TAtrraturiir>'(h.
No. "IIU; idem, lUUr.

8.").

I.

Bit.

given

many

March

concerts.

song, "Die Erinnerung
:

He

is

pantomime

author of

"

The Quar-

(for orchestra),

and a

" (for tenor).

Jewish Chronicle, December,

1899.

S.

AREPOL, SAMUEL BEN ISAAC BEN
YOM-TOB Commentator on the Bible, lived in
:

Safed and Salonica in the sixteenth century. He is
author of tin; following books: "Iinrot Eloah
(God's Sayings), homilies on the Pentateuch (Venice)
" Wa'ad la-liakaniiin"(The Assembly of the Wise),
a commentary on the jiraj-er-book (Venice); "Leb
Hakam" (Tlie Heart of the Wise), a commentary on
Eeelesiastes CConstantinople. 1586) "Miznior le-To(lali
(.V Song of Tliaiiks), a eomineiitary on Ps. cxix.
;

"'

and tlic fifteen "Songs of Degrees" (Venice. 1576);
"Sar Slialoni " (Tlie Prince of Peace), a commentary
on Canticles (Safed, 1579); finally he published

;

Ardotial
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"Agudiit Slicimu'l " (Siumicrs C'ollcction), cousisting of extracts from his i)rfvioiisly nienlioncd works
(Venice, 157G).
BiBLiofiRAPHY
Sefarim, p. 7.

:

Bodl.

Cat.

Benjacob, Ozar

S-tOO;

col.

M.

G.

L.

lia-

M.

Arianism

lows that the Jews must have been influential in
the Nabata;an kingdom; otherwise the JSabata-ans
would have been careful to avoid any interference
with Paul, who was a Roman citizen.
Bibliography
rnmhriftcn,

A. von Gutschmid,

:

p. H4, iSerHn,

NahatnUche

in Euting,

18H.')
Schijrer, GcHch. i. G17-619,
cited; I'aul Kwald, in liealenciiclop.
fllr Protest. Thrnhnjir., ;W ed., i. 7'J.j el scq.; Wilcken, in
Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encuchipddie, s.v.; and the commentaries upon the New Testament passages quoted.
;

and the bibliography

ARETAS

(in

nmn)

Aramaic

IV.:

Nabatjcan

reigned from 9 n.c. to 40 of the common
His full title, as given in the inscriptions, was
era.
" Aretas, King of the Nabaticans, Friend of his PeoBeing the most powerful neighbor of Judca,
ple."
he frecjuently took part in the state affairs of that
country, and was inHneutial in shaping the destiny
While on not particiilarly good terms
of its rulers.
•with Kome
as intimated by his surname, " Friend
of his People," which is in direct opposition to the
prevalent (pilopuiiaioq (" Friend of the Romans ") and

king;

—

G.

L. G.

ARGENS, MARaUIS D'.

See Menuelssohk,

Moses.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
tural Col.OMKS

ARGOB

IN A.MEliICA,

See Agricul-

BUENOS AYRES.

A district in Bashan which was taken
Jews (Dent. iii. 4), and together with
the district of Gilead, was handed over to the halftribe of Manas.seli (Deut. iii. 14).
One account of the
renaming of the land is given in Deut. iii. 15, and
another in Judges x. 3, 5. The latter account is to
be preferred, since Deuteronomy speaks of Havoth
Jair and Argob as identical, and it is known from
I Kings iv. 13 that Ilavoth Jair was in Gilead.
The
district of Argob has not been located accurately, but
a steady line of tradition points to the modern Leja,
known to the Romans as Trachonilis, w liich is the
word the Targums use in translating Argob. The
land is of lava formation and very rocky it is separated sharply from the surrounding fertile lands by
a line of rocks and stones.
This fact may explain
from

Og by

:

1.

the

;

BronzP Coin of Aretas
scription—.
Nabatliiua .

.

.

.
.

la^j

Year

Philodeme of Nabathasa, with InP""i['"i]
njw' "Aretas King of

IV.

I'^'D

—

.

.

.

..."

(After Vigouroux, " Dictionnaire

tie

la Bible.")

—

("Friend of the Emperor") and though it
was only after great hesitation that Augustus recognized him as king, nevertheless he took part in the
expedition of Varus against the Jews in the year 4
B.C. (see Archelaus and Varus), and placed a considerable army at the disposal of the Roman general.
^tAoKaiaaf)

It appears, however, that his relations with the Jews,
or at least with the reigning family, became later
more friendly; and Herod Antipas married his
daughter. This marriage, however, led to a war
between Aretas and Herod the latter having conceived a fatal passion for his sister-in-law, Herodias,
and having repudiated his wife, thus aroused the
hatred of the Nabatoean king. Soon afterward there
arose a (piarrel between Aretas and Herod concerning the boundarj' of Gilead, which led to open warfare.
In a battle between the two armies, Herod
Antipas was defeated, and would have been completely overthrown but for the interference of Rome:
it Avas against Roman interests to permit the spread
The emperor Tiberius
of the power of Aretas.
commanded V'itellius, governor of Syria, to punish
;

Aretas for his independent action. On accoimt of
the emperor's death (37), however, his order was
never cari-ied out.
Aretas IV. is prol)al)ly identical Avith the Aretas
whose governor at Daniasrus attemi)ted to imprison
Paul the apostle while the latter was on his missionary journey (II Cor. xi. 32). Since in a parallel
passage (Acts ix. 23 cisc(i.)\\\Q Jews of Damascus
\re mentioned as lying in wait for Paul, it is very
probable tliat Aretas made the attempt to capture
Paul at the HMpiest of the Jews. From this it fol-

the term, "cord of Argob." 2. A place or a person
mentioned in II Kings xv. 25. The passage is very
obscure. Rashi holds that Argob was the ro}-al palOthers consider that the name refers to an acace.
complice of Pekah in the murder of Pekahiah. Still
others are of opinion that Argob was an officer of
Pekahiah wiio, with his master and one Arieh, was
assassinated by Pekah.
Bibliography: Buhl, Geographic des Alien Palilstina, p. 118.
G. B. L.
J. JR.

LEWIS

Merchant and philanthropist
ARIA,
Of a Sephardic family, he
died at Portsea in 1874.
was trained to business and devoted the fortune he
made during a long career to the fcnmdation of a
theological college for the training of Jewish youth
This was established at Portsea
for the ministry.
and has turned out several Jewish ministers. By a
curious provision of the will, preference is to be
given to candidates for admission that have resided
in Hampsiiire, the county in which Portsea is situThe incumbent of the ])ost of principal of
ated.
Aria College

is

Rev.

:

I.

S. Meisels.

Bibliography: Jacobs, Jewish Ycar-Tiaok,

ARIANISM A heresy of the
:

.5661.

Clu-istian Clnn-ch,

started by Arius, bishop of Alexandria (d. 33G), who
taught that the Son is not eeiuivalent to the Father
consubstaiitialis), tiiereby provoking a.se{oiioo'raing

—

rious schism in the Christian Church, which in turn
affected the fortunes of the Jews in many countries.
In view of the fact that most Germanic peoplessuch as the eastern and western Goths, as also the
Franks, the Lombards, the Suevi, and the Vandals—

Arianism

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Arioch

into Arian Cliristianity, and that
these tribes settled in widely spread districts of the
old Roman empire, a large number of Jews, already

were baptized

fell, under Arian domination.
In contrast with the domination of the orthodox
church, the Arian was distinguished by a Avise tolerance and a mild treatment of the population of other
faiths, conduct maiulj^ attributable to the unsophisticated sense of justice characterizing the children
of nature, but also traceable in some degree to certain points of agreement between the Arian doctrine
and Judaism, points totally absent in the orthodox confession. The very insistence upon the more
subordinate relationship of the Son that is, the
Messiah to the God-father is much nearer to the
Jewish doctrine of the Messiah than to the conception of the full divinity of the Son, as enunciated
This, the Germanic form of Arianism,
at Nicfea.
which deviates essentially from the Egyptiau-

resident in those lands,

—

—

more Jewish than

it is heathen
West-Gothische Arianismus," p.
16, Beriin, 1860; " Monatsschrif t, " ix. 117, 1860).
Still, Borozus of Sardica, about the j-ear 390, was
accused of " Judaizing " (" Dionysius," ed. Benedict,
To the Catholic Gregory of Tours (" Hist.
ii. 11, 68).
Franc." v. 48) the Arian bishop Agila replied "Blaspheme not a doctrine which is not thine. We on our
part, although we do not believe what
Among'
ye believe, nevertheless do not curse it.
the
For we do not consider it a crime to
think either thus or so." "To such
Goths.
noble sentiment," remarks Helferich
{ib. p. 50), "the Jews owed the humane treatment
which they received at the hands of the West-Gothic
Arians." But the laws of the Visigoths ("Lex Visigothorum," Madrid, 1815), formulated under Reccared (584) and his successors, when the tribes had
become converted to Catholic Christianity, give evidence of a most bitter feeling against the Jews; and
the enactments for the persecution of Israel present
a striking picture, strongly contrasting with the
former happy circumstances of the Jews in the empire of the Visigoths of Spain and France, while
these Visigoths were still Arians.
The Jews were
not then the downtrodden people wliich the harsh
and exceptional laws of the Roman Christian emperor made of them. In Spain they formed a distinct nation beside Goths, Romans, Syrians, and
Greeks (enumerated in the" Concilium Narbonense,"
iv.), and as such were in the main upon exactlv the

Syriac, is hardly
(Helferich, "Der
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The Ostrogoths were similarly disposed, and, upon
power in Italy, they treated the
Jews there according to the laws of justice and
equity.
The golden words of Theodoric the Great
heir attainment to

"We can not command religion, for
man can be compelled to believe anything against
his will."
As clearly appears from his decrees, the
are familiar:

no

Jews was certainly no less odious to
was the Catholic; but his duty
king demanded that he should treat his Jewish

religion of the

the Arian king than
as
subjects as
favor of the

human

Theodoric's decrees in

beings.

Jews are, therefore, not the outcome of
his Arianism, and appertain to the general history
of the Jews rather than to the subject of this article.
The persecutions of the Jews by the Catholics in
Milan, Genoa, and Ravenna are, however, in so far
connected with the religious circumstances of the
country, that the Catholics thereby designed to revenge themselves for their own oppression by the
The enmity between both Christian parties
Arians.
was so great that King Theodoric is said to have
harbored the design, at the instigation of a Jew, to
uproot Catholicism in Italy with the sword. A
fanatical source calls Triva, the prtepositus cubiculi

(captain

the dormitory) of the emperor, "a
heretic and a friend of the Jews" (Sar-

of

:

torius, "De Occup. Provinciarum Roman, per Barbaro.ss." p. 108; Dahn,
The Arian creed no doubt contributed

Theodosius.
201).

ib. ii.

somewhat

same footing as all others. Indeed, the ruling Visigoths may have preferred the Jews to the Catliolics,
for the latter were politically T^omans, and confcs-

to the fact that Theodoric's successor,
Theodosius, maintained a Jewish sorcerer (Procopius, " De Bello Adv. Gothos. " i. 9). It is no wonder,
therefore, that in 537 the Jews sided Avith their protectors, the Ostrogoths, in their courageous defense
of Naples against the besieging armies of the Roman
emperor (Jost, "Gescli. der Isracliten." v. 57; Gnitz,
"Gesch. d. Juden," v. 50). A senseless story lias it
that the Jcavs fought against the Arian Christians at
the Battle of PoUentia, on Easier, 403, being urged
This
thereto by Stilicho, the opponent of Alaric.
legend OAves its origin to the fact that the general of
Honorius happened to be named Saul, although he is
expressly stated (see " Orosius, " vii. 37) to liaA'e been
a heathen (Jost, "Geschichte der Israeliten." a-. 330;
J. Bernays, "Gesammelte Abhandlungen," ii. 128,
On the other hand, the Jcavs
n. 48, Berlin, 1885).
took an active part in the defense of the toAvn of
Aries in Gaul, possession of Avhich, in 508, Avas disputed Avith the Visigoths by Clovis, king of the
Franks, Avho liad become a Catholic (Jost, ib. v. 48).
They also successfully defended for the Visigoths
the passes of the Pyrenees against the hostile Franks
and Burgundians (deduced from "Concilium Tole-

sionally adherents of the ]SMcen(; Creed (Griitz, " Die

tanum,"

West-Gothische Gesetzgebung," p. 6), while from
the former they had to fear neither political enmity
nor the fanaticism of the conversionist. 3Iarriages
between Arian Christians and Jews were not infrequent (compare canon xvi. of the Synod at Elvira,
Hefele, "Conciliengesch." i. 16'2); and it appears
that the Jews exercised some sort of jurisdiction over

The

tiie

Catholics

(Ilelfericli, ib.

p.

6),

althougli ITcl-

were openly
Arians and Jews has been
amply disjiroved by Felix Dahn ("Die Konige der
Germanen," vi. 413, 2d ed.).
ferich's supposition that the Catholics

opposed by the

allied

xvii. 6; Griitz, "Gesch." v. 72).
legislation of the Arian Lombards

distinction betAveen
tiiau

this

nothing

Jews and

made no

non-,Tews.

Fui'ther
of the liistory of the
there any information

known

is

among them; nor is
concerning the life of the .Tews in North Africa
under the Vandals. Avho Avere likewise Arians, and
Avho treated the Catholics Avith great seA'erity(Dahn,
" Westgotliische Kiwiige," i. 251).
In the speech of
Augustine, Jews, heathens, and Arians Avere eciually
abused ("Concio ad Catechumenos Contra Juda^os,
Paganos, et Arianos " " Sitztingsberichte der Wiener
Academic," 1889, cxix. 03); but this speech, from
Jcavs

;

I

"
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which some information of
been gleaned,

is,

earlier times might have
unfortunateh', no longer extant.

Helferich, Wcxtnothisrhcr A rinnismxis inid
die Siiaiiisclic Kctzerueschiclite. 1800; Griitz, Dir WcstgdUiiiiclic Gcsetziiehutnj in Betreff der Judcii, l^'iB, in
Jahrcshericht des
Tlienlogischen Seminars in Br cslau.

Bini.iofiRArny

:

JM.

K.

S.

ARIAS, JOSEPH ZEMA:^ (SAMEH)

Kk.
:

]\Ia-

rano litterateur; llourisiied in the latter part of the
seventeenth century. He belonged to the liteiary
coterie of Joseph Penso, the dramatist, and held a
high commission in the Spanish army at Brussels.
He attained the rank of captain and was at one
time adjutant to Colonel Nicolas Oliver y Fullano.
He is lieard of in Brussels and in other Dutch cities
as the companion of the poet De Barrios.
He is
better known, however, from his translation into
Spanish of Josephus' "Contra Apionem," which
appeared in Amsterdam, 1687, under the title,
" Rei>uesta de Josepho Contra Apion Alexandrino,
Traduzida por el Capitan Joseph Semah Arias."
The translation was dedicated to Isaac Orobio de
Castro, and was printed with the approbation of
Isaac Aboab de Fouseca.
Bibliography: Griitz, Get^ch. dfrJuden, M ed., x. 181; Kayserling, iscijhanlim, pp. 253, 351

;

idem, BihI. Esp.-Port.-Jud.

p. 13.

H. G.

MONTANUS

ARIAS

(BENEDICTUS)

:

Spanish priest and Orientalist; born in 1527 at FreseEstremadura; died 1598 at Seville. Philip
II. entrusted him with the editing of the Polyglot
Bible which was printed in Antwerp (1568-1572)
under the title, "Biblia Sacra, Ilebraice, Chaldaice,
Gra!ce, et Latine, Pliilippi II., Regis Catholici Pietate et Studio ad Sacrosanctte Ecclesiae Usum Chph.

Plantinus Excudebat. " Arias was accused of Judaizing, on account of his insertion in the Polyglot of
certain Aramaic paraphrases tending to confirm the
Jews in their claims; but he was acquitted of the
charge through a favorable report on the matter

by the inquisitor, P. Mariana (1580). He translated
Benjamin of Tudela's "JMasa'ot" into Latin (1575,
1636, 1764), and Avas the author of
Antiquitatuin
Judaicarum " (published, with engravings, in Leyden, 1593), and many other works.
Bihliography McClintock and Strong, Cyclopedia, s.v.; Ln
'"

:

Grande Encuclnprdie, s. v.; Tomas (ionzalez Carhajol. in Mimoirc/i de VAcadimic Riniale de Madrid, vii.
HerzogHauck, UcaleiuuklojH'idie, s.v. Muidanus.
;

A. P.

ARIEL— Biblical
man (Ezra viii.

:

The name

1.

Proper name of a

is

;

to beasts.

Form and meaning

are uncertain.
Suggested interpretations are: "lion of God." or, by
change of vowel, "light of God." or "God is my
light." 2. Poetic name for Jerusalem (Lsa. xxix. 1,2,
7), variously explained (Targ. " altar "). The illustrashall be unto me as Ariel.
reek with blood, like an altar) suggests

tion in verse 2 (" Ariel

the city

.shall

.

"Sacred Books of the O. T." (ed. Haupt). The
etymology of the word is uncertain, possibly mx,
"hearth," with f) formative. The name of the city
will then be an imitation of the name "Jerusalem"
(perhaps properly Uriishalem, "city of Shalem "),
in

"city of God " (Uriel or Uruel).
It is otherwise interpreted as " altar-hearth of God " that is, the place
devoted to the worship of God.
;

JR.

J.

T.

In Rabbinical Literature The name
("Lion of God") was applied not only to the
:

(Targum,

Ariel
altar

xxix. 1), but also to the whole Temple.
The Talmud (Mid. iv. 7) points out that the Temple
that is, the Hekal resembled a lion in being
broad in front and tapering toward the rear. Concerning the name Ariel, a Midrash remarks that the
Temple is called "lion " (lsa. I.e.), and so also is the
house of David (Ezek. xix. 2-7) and Judah (Gen.
lsa.

—

—

Nebuchadnezzar, likewise, is called " lion "
and it was this lion that destroyed the
Temple, deposed the house of David, and carried
xlix. 9).

(Jer. iv. 7)

;

into captivity (Ex. R. xxix.

9).

SR.

L. G.

ARIMATILffiA, JOSEPH OF.

See Joseph

OP AUIMATH.K.V.

ARIOCH—

Biblical Data
1. King of Ellasar,
one of the four kings who invaded Palestine in the
:

days of Abraham (Gen. xiv. 1, 9)
The style of the
chapter in Genesis is such as to make it probable that
the narrative, though embellished, rests on some historical tradition.
Midrash Gen. R. xlii. seeks to identify Arioch with Yawan (changed by the censor into
Antiochus), and remarks further that coins the name
of which bore some resemblance to the name Ellasar
were still in circulation. It is now, however, generally held that Arioch, king of Ellasar, is identical
with Eri-aku, king of Larsa, found in cuneiform inscriptions, though it should be added that no account of Eri-aku's campaign has as yet been discov.

ered, so that only the identity of the two names
can be maintained with certainty. We know that
Eri-aku was conquered by Hammurabi, the Amra])liel of Gen. xiv. 1, and tliat he became a vassal to
him. The ruins of Larsa cover the site known as

Senkereh.

Data

recognizable in the
name of the Gadite clan Areli (Gen. xlvi. 16; Num.
xxvi. 17, Ariel in LXX.), and occurs also in II Sam.
xxiii. 20. R. V., and in I Chron. xi. 22, R. V.
The
text is corrupt. LXX. in Sanuiel has "two sons of
"
"
Ariel
Targ.
two mighty men." Proposed emendations are: "two lions (or, lion whelps)" or "two
sons of Uriel."
The reference may be to persons or
16).

;

J.

enal,

o.

that the second "Ariel" equals "altar" or "altar
hearth " so probably in Ezek. xliii. 15, 16, and in the
in.scription of Mesha, line 12.
For a proposed sense,
" cresset " or " candelabrum, " see note on Ezek.
xl. 49

Judah

E.— G.

Arianism
Arioch

.

.

BIBLIOGRAPHY Schrader, K. A. T. 2d ed., p. 135, Eng. ed.,
Hommel, Ancient Hebrew Tradition, index, s.v. Erip. 121
aku Jensen, in Z. D. M. G. 1. 247 t'( scq.
:

:

;

2. Captain of Nebuchadnezzar's guard, mentioned in Dan. ii. 14, 15.
3.
king of the Elymewans (Elamites) in alliance with Nebuchadnezzar (Judith i. 6).
.1.
JR.
G. B. L.

A

In Rabbinical Literature

In Arioch of ElMidrash tiiids an indication of the fate of
the Jews luider Antiochus Epijihanes [Arioch being

lasar

:

tlie

construed as Antiochfus)] (Gen. R. xlii. 4). In the
other Arioch, "the captain of the king's guard"
(Dan. ii. 14), the Rabbis recognize Nebuzaradan,
who was given this name because he roared like a
lion (nX) against the captured Jews (Lam. R. v. 5;
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Aristai
Aristeas

the reason for the identificatiou is found in II Kings
XXV. 8, which offers a parallel to Dan. ii. 14). It
may be mentioned that the a'mora Samuel is often
called by the name of Arioch (Shab. 53^, and elsewhere), which, however, is derived from the Old

Persian arjak

(" ruler ").

L-

SR.

J.

ARISTAI (abbreviated

Gr.

form of ARIST-ffiUS):

A Palestinian scholar of the third araoraic generation
colleague of R. Samuel b. Nahman.
The latter,.commenting on Gen. xix. 24, "The Lord
rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone
(third century)

;

and fire from the Lord out of heaven, " remarks " Wo
unto the wicked who cause the seat of mercy to become a place of punishment! For inPs. cxlviii. 1-6,
David exhorts, 'Praise ye the Lord from the heavens, and does not mention either fire or hail or brim:

'
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were used by Aristeas. For, in the first place, all
uncial manuscripts contain the "additions," and we
have no tradition that any one has ever denied that
they belonged to the Septuagint (Field, "Hexapla,"
ii. 82); secondly, Freudenthal (p. 137) points out that
when the translator, in Job ii. 11, makes Job's
friends kings, in opposition to the original text, he
takes a liberty similar to many which appear in the
"additions of the Septuagint."
Aristeas' era must be placed between the time of
the translation of Job and the epoch of Alexander
Polyhistor, probably, therefore, in the second century.
Aristeas' work bears no relation to the Letter
of Aristeas, although the author of the letter very
probably borrows his name from the historian.

Bibliography: The text of his work is given by C. Miiller, Fro</menta Historicorum Grctcorum, iii. S'-JO; Freudenthal, Alexander Polyhvitor, 1875, p. 231, compare pp. 136-143;
Schurer, Gesch. 4th ed.,

iii.

356, 357.

Our colleague, R.
stone as included in the heavens.
Aristai, confirms our view by citing Ps. xcvi. 6, Honor and majesty are before Him: strength and beauty
are in His sanctuary'" (Tan., Wayera, ed. Buber,
R. Aristai reports the following observation of
23).
R. Berechiah in reference to the Hadrianic persecutions " Isaiah cries unto the Lord, 'Let thy dead live
(Isa. xxvi. 19), meaning 'those who have died for

" By the advice of Demetrius Phalereus, chief librarian of Ptolemy Philadelphus, the king decided to include in his library a
translation of the Jewish Lawbook. To secure the cooperation
of the high priest Eleazar at Jerusalem, Aristeas advises him to
purchase and set free the numerous Jews who had been sold

One man has been crucified why ? because
he circumcised his son another has been burnt why ?
because he kept the Sabbath a third was slain why ?
because he was found studying the Torah. God's
answer is (Isa. I.e.)' My dead shall arise " (Tan. ed.
Buber, p. 19; Bacher, " Ag. Pal. Amor." iii. 660).

He
into slavery after his father's campaign against them (312)
sends Andreas, a captain of his body-guard, and Aristeas, laden
Eleazar
letter,
asking
with
a
with rich presents, and entrusted
to send him seventy-two elders to undertake the translation.
The envoys see Jerusalem, inspect the Temple and the citadel,
and admire the high priest and his assistants at their service in
the sanctuary they are instructed, morei)ver, by Eleazar in the
deeper moral meaning of the dietary laws, and

P.

K.

W.

'

'

:

thee.

'

;

;

;

;

;

'

,
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S.

SK.

ARISTEAS, THE HISTORIAN

M.

Writer on
Jewish history mentioned in Eusebius, "Praep. Ev."
ix. 25, who quotes from Alexander Polyhistor's collection of fragments, a passage from a work of Aristeas (in many manuscripts " Aristaios "), entitled liepl
'lovSaiuv, which contains the history of Job almost
as it is given in the Biblical narrative, but offers much
that is noteworthy in regard to the names of per:

sonages. Job's original name was Jobab " that is,
Aristeas identifies Job with the Jobab mentioned in
Gen. xxxvi. 33, a great-grandson of Esau. He bases
his identification on the fact that Eliphaz recurs in
the generations of Esau in Gen. xxxvi. 10, 11; that
"

;

"Temanite" (Job ii. 11) is found in
Gen. xxxvi. 11, 34; that Job's dwelling-place, Uz, is
suggested by Gen. xxxvi. 28; and that Zophar occurs at least in Septuagint of Gen. xxxvi. 11, lo. In
point of fact, the author of Job simply borrowed the
names from Genesis. Now, in the Septuagint "additions" to Job, which agree almost word for word
with Aristeas, are foimd the same substitutions; Jobab stands for Job, Uz is placed in Idumea, and Job's
If the "addition " to Gen.
friends are called kings.
xxxvi. 33, 'Iw,5d/? vlbg Zapa ek Boaoppag, designates
Job's parents, mistaking the last name for that of
his mother, it enables us to remedy an error, not of
Aristeas, but of Alexander (rbv 'llanv yi/uavTa Jiaaaapav
Freuiv lviu« yrrvi/Gai. 'l(')3) (Freudcnthal, p. 138).
deiithal holds it for certain that the author of the
"additions " made use of. Aristeas. Possibly the re-

his appellation

verse

more

letter to a brother Philokrates, "

work with

In the guise of a
Aristeas " writes
:

:

.

;

Contents

return, with the seventy-two elders, to Alexandria. The king receives the Jewisli sages with
distinction, and holds a seven-day banquet, at
which he addresses searching questions to
them daily, always receiving appropriate answers. The wisdom of their replies, though it seems to the modern reader
rather trivial, arouses general astonishment. Three days after
the feast, Demetrius conducts the sages to the island of Pharos,
where in seventy-two days of joint labor they complete their
work. Demetrius reads the translation aloud in a solemn assem-

of the
Letter.

bly of the Jewish congregation ; it is accepted and sanctioned
by them, and any change therein officially forbidden. The
king, to whom the translation is also read, admires the spirit of
the Law-giver, and dismisses the translators with costly gifts."

The author of this letter declares himself (§ 16) a
heathen as such, in §§ 128, 129, he asks Eleazar concerning the purport of the Jewish dietary laws; and
in § 306 consults the translators about the meaning
of the ceremony of washing the hands before prayer
;

But it is imiversally
ii. 444, note 57).
recognized that in point of fact his panegyrizing tendency toward Judaism throughout shows him to be a
Jew (Kautzsch, "Die Apokryphcn,"i. 16); it is also
certain that he can not have lived in the time of Philadelphus. However important and reliable his general information may be concerning Egyptian affairs,
government, and court-ceremonial in the times of the
Ptolemies (Wilcken, in " Philologus," iii. Ill), his historical statements about the time of Philadelphus are
unreliable. In § 180 he changes Philadelphus' defeat
at Cos into a victory; he does not know that Demetrius was l)aiiislied on the accession of
Errors in Piiiladcliilius, or that the hitter's mar-

(see Schurer,

his sister was childless (§§
185) he transplants the philosopher

the Letter, riage with
41

likely, that the translator sup]ilcni('ntc(l

these "additions," as he himself says,
r^f IvpLaKTjg ^i^lov, from the Syriac, and that they

his
£/c

is

ARISTEAS, LETTER OF

Menedemus
(§201),

and

,

:

arbitrarily to the court of
lets the historian

tlu;

Ptolemies

Theopompus and

the

—
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tragedian Theodektes relate incredible stories to Demetrius (§§ 314, 315). Of Theodektes, who died before
333 B.C. Demetrius can scarcely have had cognizance.
Opinions about the date of the letter vary considerably.
SchilrerC Geschichte des Judischen Volkes
im Zcitalter Jesu Christi," ii. 468) assigns it to about
200 B.C. He bases his opinion upon the acknowledged
use made of the letter by Aristobulus, but Aristobulus' time is also a matter of divergent opinion (see
Akistobulus). Schlirer thinks that in every aspect
the letter presupposes the situation before the conquest of Palestine by the Seleucids (Syrian.s), when it
stood in a state of la.x dependence on Egypt. But
this can not be proved; Palestine appears to have
been in no way dependent upon Egypt. The high
priest is represented as an independent ruler, with
,

whom

the king of Egypt negotiates as with an independent sovereign. He maintains a strong garrison
in the citadel,*

and gives the

translators military es-

cort (§ 172).

Although the

title

of king is not mentioned, Philo,

who reproduces closely the contents of the letter, does
speak of

jiuailevq.
Schlirer has to allow that if the
period of the letter is conceived to be that of the
Hasmonean independence, it is superfluous to suggest the hypothesis of " an artificial reproduction of
bygone circumstances. " And in truth,
The
there are many indications pointing to
Guestion the later Maccabean times. Can it be
of Date,
only chance that the names Judas, Simon, and Jonathan appear three times
each, and Mattathias once, among the names of the
translators (§§ 47 et seq.yt The names Sosibius and
Dositheus (§§ 12, 50) are borrowed probably from
Philopator's minister and from the Jewish general.
It is also extremely probable that Aristeas borrows
even his own name from the Jewish historian Aristeas, of whose work, liepl 'lov6aiuv, a fragment exists
in Eusebius' "Praeparatio Evangelica," ix. 25). Examination of the parallelism with the verbal usages
of the Septuagint cited in the index to Wendland's
edition of Aristeas' letter will show by the multitude of the resemblances that the letter was written
at a period in which the translation of the whole
Bible (not only that of the Law) had already exerted
wide influence. Of special importance, however, is
a passage in the prologue to Jesus Sirach, wherein
the latter's grandson excuses the imperfections of
his translation by stating that the Greek translation
of the Law, the Prophets, and the other books varies
considerably from the original Hebrew. If the Greek
translation had still enjoyed, in the year 130 (when
the translation of Sirach was probably made), that
esteem which Aristeas (according to Schlirer, seventy
years earlier) prc'suppo.ses, such condemnatory criticism could not have been offered to Egyptian Jews.
All of this is testimony in favor of the later Maccabean age and the possession of Samaria and parts
of Idumea by the Jewish state (§ 107) proves the era
;

* Nothing concerning the date can be learned from the description of the citadel. It is certain only that it lay north of
the Temple. Schlirer (in private correspondence) takes it to be
the tower mentioned in Neh. ii. 8, vli. 2 ; Josephus, " Ant."
xii. §§ 133, 138
II Mace. iv. 12, 27; v. 5 while Wendland under;

;

stands it to be the large building (/3api5) built by the Hasmoneans, also north of the Temple. Schiirer (p. 470) is right in
holding that the mention of the harbors proves nothing.

to

have been at

One

Aristai
Aristeas
least the

time of John Hyrcanus.

can, therefore, readily understand

how

it is

that

Alexander Polyhistor was unacquainted with the
work, if written in the first century b.c. That it was
written before the invasion of Palestine by Pompey
and the loss of Jewish independence can not be
doubted. These facts are sufficient to contradict the
theory advanced by Griltz ("Gesch. der Juden," iii.
379, 582) that it was written in the time of Tiberius.
The fact that, according to Aristeas (§ 301), the
island of Pharos was built upon and inhabited, gives
a definite date against Griitz, for according to Strabo,
xvii. 6, Pharos remained waste and desolate after
Caesar's war.
The E/j(paviaTai, "informers," mentioned by Aristeas (§ 167), whom Griltz imagines
to be the Roman delators, are mentioned in early
papyri of the Ptolemies. The visit which, in Aristeas (§ 304), the translators pay every morning of
their seventy-two working days to the king, does
not necessarily refer to the "salutatio matutina" of
the Roman imperial court.
This detail may well
have been founded upon the court ceremonial of the
Ptolemies, about which we know little, but which,
as we learn from Aristeas himself (§ 175), was very
elaborate.
Nor does Griltz prove convincingly that
Aristeas' description of the Temple and of the citadel refers to the Herodian Temple and the Antonia.
That the author lived in Egypt has been mentioned;
and it accounts for the rather superficial influence of
philosophy upon him. His references to the Epicurean doctrine of pleasure (§§ 108, 223, 277), the
recommendation of the jiErpioTvadeia
Its Philos- restraint of the passions (§ 197), and
ophy Only many parallels to Greek proverbial
Common- wisdom, never rise above the platiplace.
tudes and commonplaces of an ordinary education. When Aristeas saj's
(§ 132) that God's power reveals itself in everything,
because His dominion fills the whole world (compare § 143), only strong prejudice would discern
the conception of intermediary beings, or would interpret, as applied to "angels," the various attributes
applied to God really only in their Biblical conceptions (Gfrorer and Diilme). To consider Aristeas
the disciple of an Alexandrian school of philosophy
is to do him too much honor. When he deems that
the heathens pray to the one God, only under other
names (§ 16), and interprets the dietary laws in the
fashion of the allegorical Midrash, he shows simply
how attenuated his Judaism has become. And if
one fancies Biblical resemblances are to be detected
in the sayings of the translators, doubt is awakened
by their superficial conception, or hy coincident resemblance to Greek proverbial wisdom, showing only
how every characteristic and national feature had become reduced to vagueness.
The legend which forms the framework of the
book has attained great importance in the Christian
Church. However much the Jewish writer's fancy
may have given itself play in its embellishment as,
for instance, in the quasi-legal style of the reports
of the deliberations, and in the clumsy imitations of
the accustomed forms of dinner-table philosophy
still the legend in its main features may easily have
reached Aristeas through the channel of popular
The threefold cooperation of king, high
tradition.
(63)

—

—

—

;

;

Aristeas
Aiistobulus
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241-313; Aristeo! ad Philocratem Epiatula, cum Ceteris de
Orii/ine Verslonis
Interpretum cum Testimoniia ex
L. MendclngohuU SchedLs, ed. P. Wendland, Leipsic, 19(X).
Schmidt depends mainly upon one Paris mauu.script, but Mendelssohn compared all manuscripts extant. Wendland's index
shows the importance of Aristeas for the .study of Hellenistic
Greek, by comparison with the LXX, with inscriptions, papyri
in the Ptolemaic age, and Polybius.
Paragraph references in
the above article are those in Wendland's edition.
Wendland, German translation with introduction, in E. Kautszch,
Die Apt>hr]iphcn. raid Psendepigrapheii dcs A. T. ii. 131, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1899.
Other literature is cjuoted by
Schiirer, Gesch. dcs Jlidisclioi VoWces, 3d ed., iii. 470.

and Palestinian sages, and especially the solsanction of the Greek translation, have for their
sole objects the legitimation of the version, and the
obtaining for it of equal authority with the original
Philo, who otherwise follows Aristeas, goes
text.
beyond him in attributing divine inspiration to the
translators, and in making them by divine influence
priest,

LXX

emn

produce an identical translation, and in calling them
prophets ("Vita Mosis," ii. 7). This exaggeration
must be considered simply as a popular developof the legend, and Philo 's regard in his exegesis for the translation as a lioly text testifies to

a my th,
the material and form of which closely resembled the
familiar legend of the restoration of the holy books
by Ezra under divine inspiration; a legend which is
found for the first time in IV Esdras, but which is
certainly far older.
The Christian Church received
the Septuagint from the Jews as a divine revelation,
and quite innocently employed it as a basis for Scriptural interpretation.
Only when Jewish polemics
assailed it was the Churcli compelled to investigate
the true relationship of the translation
Influence to the original. Origen perceived the
insufficiency of the Septuagint, and, in
of
Aristeas. his "Hexapla," collected material for
a thorough revision of it. But the legend long adhered closely to the Septuagint and was
further embellished by the Church. Not only were
"the Seventy " (the usual expression instead of Seventy-two) credited with having translated all the Sacred Scriptures instead of the Law only (according
to Epiphanius, a whole mass of Apocrypha besides),
but the miraculous element increased. At one time
we are told the translators were shut up in seventy
cells in strictest seclusion (pseudo-Justin and others)
at another, in thirty-six cells, in couples. Epiphanius
in his work, " De Mensuris et Pondcribus " (wiitten
393), furnishes the most highly elaborated and most
widely accepted form of the story. The legend became a weapon in the battle which was waged around
the Bible of the Church the " inspired " Septuagint
was not easily surrendered. The rigid ortiiodoxy
of the fourth century, which resulted in the ruin of
all knowledge in the Church, did not scruple to set
this legend in its crassest form in oi:>iiosition to tlie
tity, pious belief easily accommodated itself to

;

promising beginnings by Origen of a proper Bibtext criticism, and so to arrest the latter completely at the start.
Only Jerome, who as a philologist understood the value of Origen "s work, made
lical

use of his material, and in the Vulgate preserved
for the Western Ciiurch this most precious legacy,
exercising, consistently with liis usage, a rational
criticism upon the legend.
Thus Aristeas ])lays a great, even a fateful, role
ill tlu! Churcli.
The varying opinions as to this legend very often rellect dogmatic views about tlie
Bil)le in general, and the understanding, or the
misunderstanding, of his critics concerning textual
questions.
Biitr.iociiAPiiY

:

Various editions:

(iri'ck trxt, by S. Scliard,
ijucnt editions arc ba.scd.

f.
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The cd.
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ARISTIDES MAREIANUS OF ATHENS

ment

the general appreciation in which it was held. When
the use of the Septuagiut in the synagogue service
speedily surrounded it with an atmospliere of sanc-
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:

Christian apologist; lived about the middle of the
second century. He is described by Jerome as having
been a most eloquent man. Both the author and his
work a defense of Christianity addres.sed to the
emperor, Antoninus Pius are, so to speak, new discoveries.
Beyond a brief notice of Aristides and his
"Apology" by Eusebius ("Hist. Eccl." iv. 3; id.

—

"

—

Chron. Ann." 2140),

he remained until

recentlj'

unknown.
Some Armenian fragments of
the " Apology " had been published, in 1878, when, in

entirely

1891, Harris surprised the learned world with a
complete Syrian text of the work; and at the same
time Robinson pointed out the interesting fact that
in "Barlaam and Josaphat" the Greek text of the
" Apology " had been almost wholly preserved.
The " Apology " which he presented to the Emperor Hadrian between the years 123 and 126, is of great
interest, not only for the early history of Christianity,
but also for Judaism. For Aristides is one of the few

Christian apologists, of ancient or modern times, who
Jews; and this not alone concerning their monotheistic faith which he characterizes as the true one
but also as regards their religious practises, of which he remarks " They imitate
God by the philanthropy that prevails among them
for they liave compassion on tlie poor, release the
captives, bury the dead, and do such things as these,
which are acceptable before God and well-pleasing
also to man " (Syrian text, xiv.).
The only thing to
which he takes exception is that their ceremonial
wliom they wish to
practises do not propitiate God
serve by them but the angels (I.e.).
This complaint against the Jews is not made from
actual observation of their life, but rests solely on a
theory borrowed from the New Testament (Col. ii. 18;
Gal. ii. 8, 10), and tiie New Testament Apocr^-pha
K//pv)fxa n/r/jou; see Clement of Alexandria, "Strom."
vi. 41).
What Aristides defends so ably and so eloquently in his "Apology" is not specifically Christian doctrine, much less dogmatic Christiauism, but
the moral side of the religion, which, according to
liis own words, represents an excellence ncjt to be
denied to Judaism likewise. Aristides seems to be
strongly inlluenced in his apologetics by tlie Jewish
strive to be just to the

—

—

:

—

—

"Didachc": and

his

argument

for monotlieism (see

Jewish Ilaggadot touching the conversion of Abraliam to the true
faith (see Ar.K.vii.VM in tue Arocuvi'iiA and in
Rmuumcal Li TKiJATi-iiK). Directly or indirectly,
Aristides must have learned of tlie.se traditions.
His
remarks u])oiitiie religious lifeof the Jewsin Greece
in his time (eh. xiv.) are interesting: he states that
tliey do not observe the ceremonial laws as tliey
should.
Th(>se remarks perhaps refer to the results
of tiie edict of persecution issued by Hadrian, when
ciiaps.

i.,

ii.,

iii.)

recalls the favorite;

I

"

:
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the Jews were compelled to transgress the Jewish
cereniouial laws.
Bibliography Harris and Robinson, in Texts and Studies, i.
1; Kaabo, In Tcvtc uiid Unlcrxuehuimcu, ix. 1 ((Jeniian
:

ScebtTR, in Zatin":; Fmtlii' Syriac version) ;
l.Ji) it xti/.; contains a (ieiinan translation of the
D. M. Kalf, Kiiglisli translareconstructed tireek original
translation of

scltttuiieii, V.

;

tion, in A)ite-J\'iccnc Fatlicrs, ix. 'S>U rt s(:<i.: Harnack, in
IicalcitcyldiiiK'itlir f Ur Protest (lilt i!<clic ,T}u()t. 'M edition, ii.
46; see also Utlo, Corpus Apoldoetonun, ix. 'Ji:i.

L. G.

PELLA

ARISTO

A

(in the Decapolis)
OF
Christian couli'oversialist who wrote against Judaism in the second centtiry (135-170). lie is the author of a "'Dialogue Between Jason and Papiscus.
The former is supposed to be a Jewish Christian,
the latter an Alexandrian Jew.
So overcome is the
latter by his antagonist's arguments, that in the end
he becomes a convert to Christianity. This dialogue
was a favorite in the third century; "was known to
almost everybody in tlie year 500 " (Harnack, " Texte
uud Untersuchungen," i. 3 etseq.); and still existed
:

Aristeas

Aristobulus

ger from his family, he imprisoned three of his
Then he ascended the throne, and ])ecame
the first Jewish king after the Baljylonian exile— an
interval of nearly live hundix-d years.
Aristobulus Avas not content Avith the mere title
of king, but endeavored, in the brief period of his
reign, to prove himself Avorthy of his position.
He
made Avar on Iturea, subjugated a large i)ortion of
the people, strove to convert them to Judaism, and
forced circumcision upon them.
This fact, Avhich
Josephusdeiives from Timogenes, a heathen Avriter,
admits of no doubt, although it is not known exactly
Avhat territory of the Itureans was conquered for
Judea by Aristobulus.
Successful as was his public career, Aristobulus
was extremely unfortunate in Ids family relations.
Being of feeble health, he gradually came under the
complete control of a clique, at the head of which
stood Alexandra Salome, the queen.
Through its
machinations, he Avas led to suspect his favorite
brothers.

brother,

in the sev-

enth

has

An tigonus

cen-

tuiy, but

I.

— whom he

it

now

h ad
t r u
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disappear-
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e n

-

s t e
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h
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Al-

share in

though

the govern-

6 d.

this dia-

ment,

and

logue

Avhom

he

treated

al-

is

prciservcd
in g r e a t
part in

tlie

Obvertie

similar Lat-

:

High

in composition,

most as a

—

Copper Coins of J (Idas Aristobulus.
Judas

Olive wreath, round (r3''iini\n Tarn
Priest,

and the Confederation of the Jews

")

.

Eeversc

:

Two

cornua-copiaB

in the

middle a poppy-head.

"Al-

(After Maililen, " History of Jewish Coinage.")

tercatio Si-

monis Judan et Theophili Christiani," it is impossible for any one to form a correct idea of its
contents.
It probably contained the information,
attributed to Aristo by P>usebius, that by the prohibition of Hadrian the Jews Avere not permitted to
touch the soil of Jerusalem (" Ilistoria Ecclesiastica,"
iv. C).
It is also interesting to notice that Jerome
claims to have read in the. dialogue, that in the

Hebrew text. Gen. i. 1, tliese Avords are to be found:
"Through His son, God created heaven and earth"
(" Qua'stiones Ilebneica; Libri Genesis, " i. 1, and commentary to Gal. iii. 13). This alleged Hebrew text,
as Ginzberg explains, is nothing but an exegetical

mistranslation of the first word in the
Aojof).
(no^na, "Avith Avisdom "

Targum

=

BiiiLiOGRAPHA'

:

Harnack, as above

;

Zahn, For.sc/nnif/c ji, pp.

3US ff

,s'C(/.; Corssen, ^l/Zcrcofio Simoiii^ et TheopliUi; Harnack, Gcsehichte Altrhristl. Lit. (1H93), 1.
et w'</.; and
Ginzberff, Die Hafniadn h. d. Kirclieiivutern, p. 3; compare

Otto,
T.

K

Corpus Ai>()l<niet(jrtim,

ix. 349 et aeq.

L. G.

ARISTOBULUS

I. (called

Judah

in HebrcAv):

King of Judea, eldest son of John llyrcanus; born
about 140 15. c. died 104.
He succeeded his father
in the office of high priest, Avliile his mother (or,
according to AVellhauscn, his stepmother) Avas, by
the Avill of his father, to rule as queen.
Immediately after the death of his father, Aristobulus
threw his mother into prison, Avhere she Avas starved
to death and to secure himself against further dan;

:

coregent
o f designs

against
him,

and

was

finally

induced to order his execution, though unAvitAfter this deed Aristotingly, it is claimed.
bulus is said to have been seized Avith such bitter
remorse at having caused the death
Palace
of his mother and brother, that he
Intrigues, broke doAvn completely and died of
grief, 104 15. c.
If the account of Josel)hus concerning the family history be true, Aristobulus is the darkest figure in the Hasmonean dynasty;
but not much credence can be attached to this portion
of his narrative, by reason of the amount of legend
It must be observed
that has gathered about it.
that it Avas out of regard for the Pharisees that he
used only Hebrew inscriptions upon his coinage,
and caused himself to be represented upon it as a
high priest, because according to the Pharisees only
a member of the house of David could legitimately
hold the throne. Although strongly inclined toAvard
Hellenism himself, he Avas careful, even in such
C()mi)aratively small matters, not toolTend the Pharisees; it is therefore highly improbable that he
should have risked their certain antagonism by the
murders imputed to him. See articles Alex.vndha

Salome and Antigonus, Son of John Hykcanus.
Biuliookapiiy: Josephus, Aid. xiii. il; Eusebius. Historia
KcelcxinMica, Enp. ed., v. yi\. 38.'), 3S(;; (iriitz, (iescli. derJuden. ~il ed.. ii. Iii2-ln.'>: Hitzig, (iescli. <lis Vothea IsraeL
ii.

473-475 Schiirer, (iescli. i. 2Ui-219 Welllumsen, 1. J. (i. pp.
»'7ti.
For chroimlogy, compare Niese, in Hermes, l!<9:t, pp.
se'i.; and for coins, Madden, Ci>t(wo/(/ie Jeics, pp. Sl-83.
;

;
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:

King of Judea born about
;

He was the youngest son
died 49 b.c.
100 B.C.
of Alexander Jannaeus, whose political and religious
predilections he inherited, while his elder brother,
Hyrcanus II., seems to have leaned to the side of
Although he had no rightful claim to
his mother.
the throne, he entertained designs upon it, even during the life of his mother. He courted the nobles
and military party by constituting himself the patron
of the Sadducees and bringing their cause before
The many fortresses which the queen
the queen.
placed at the disposal of the Sadducees, ostensibly
for their defense against the Pharisees, constituted in
reality one of the preparatory moves of Aristobulus
for the usurpation of the government.
;

The queen sought

Supports
the Sad-

to direct his mili-

tary zeal outside Judea, and sent him
(70-69) against Ptolemy Mennsei but
ducees.
when the undertaking failed, Aristobulus resumed his political intrigues. He left Jeru;

politics

96

which worked most detrimentally against

When Pompey appeared in Syria (64),
took a turn quite different from the anticipations of Aristobulus.
The golden vine, valued
at five hundred talents, which Aristobulus presented
to Pompey, and which excited the admiration of
the Romans even in later generations, had no effect
upon him and when, in the year 63, the still hostile
himself.

affairs

;

brothers, as well as delegates of the people's party,
who desired the complete abolition of the Hasmo-

nean dynasty, appeared before him, he refused to
give any immediate decision. He had at that time
contemplated the utter destruction of Jewish independence. Aristobulus saw through
Aristobulus the aims of the Roman general, but although powerless to offer effective reand
Pompey. sistance, his pride did not permit him
to yield without a show of opposition.
He left Pompey in a burst of indignation, and betook

Jewish state. At that time (65) Pompey had already brought under subjugation nearly
the whole of Asia, and had sent his legate, Scaurus,

himself to the citadel of Alexandrion. Pompey followed him and demanded the surrender of all the
fcr<^«. Aristobulus capitulated, but straightway proceeded to Jerusalem to prepare himself for resistance
there. When he saw, however, that Pompey pressed
on against him, his courage failed him, and he came
to the general's camp, and promised him gold and
the surrender of Jerusalem if hostilities were suspended. But promises alone were of no avail with
Pompey. He detained Aristobulus in the camp, and
sent his captain Gabinius to take possession of the
city.
The war party in Jerusalem refused to surrender, and Aristobulus was made prisoner by Pompey, who proceeded to besiege the city. The capture
of Jerusalem and of the Temple Mount, which followed, ended the independence of Judea as well as
the reign of Aristobulus. In the triumph celebrated
by Pompey in Rome (61), the Jewish prince and high
priest was compelled to march in front of the chariot
of the conqueror. The Pharisees saw in this circumstance a just punishment for the Sadducean proclivities of Aristobulus (see the apocryphal Psalms of
Solomon i. and ii.). But a severer fate even than
captivity was in store for this descendant of the
Hasmoneans. In the year 56, he succeeded in escaping from prison in Rome, and, proceeding to
Judea, stirred up a revolt. He was recaptured by
In 49 he
the Romans and again taken to Rome.
was liberated by Caesar, and sent at the head of two
legions against Pompey in Syria, but on his way
thither was poisoned by friends of the latter.

to Syria, to take possession of the heritage of the

Bibliography Josephus,

salem secretly and betook himself to his friends,

who

number of fortified places, with
the intention of making war against his aged mother.
But the queen died at the critical moment, and he
immediately turned his weapons against his brother
Hyrcanus, the legitimate heir to the throne. The
war resulted in victory for Aristobulus. After a
reign of three months, Hyrcanus abandoned the royal
title in favor of his brother, in return for which Aristobulus allowed him the unlimited use of his sources
controlled the largest

of revenue.

This easily acquired peace did not long endure.

Hyrcanus was prevailed upon by Antipater to induce Aretas, king of Arabia, to make war against
In consequence of the victory of Areabandonment of Aristobulus by
the Pharisees the most powerful party in Jerusalem who had gone over to Hyrcanus, Aristobulus
was compelled to withdraw to the Temple Mount.
The distressing siege which followed, about which
most wonderful stories are told (see Honi iia-Me'agAristobulus.

added

tas,

—

to the

—

and Hyrcanus II.), led to no decisive result.
third party Rome was therefore called in to
unravel the complicated situation, and the effects of
this intercession proved not only injuAppeal to rious to the brothers, but in the end
Rome.
brought about the destruction of the
6EL,

—

A

Seleucids.

—

Ambassadors from both the Judean par-

:

A nt. xiii. 16, §§ 1-*

;

xiv.

§§ 1-4

1,

;

6,

B.J.i. 5, §§ 1-4 Di07i Cassius xli. 18; Ewald,
7, § 4
Hixtory of the People of Israel, Eng. ed., v. 3*3-404 Gratz,
Gc.sc?!. ricr Jnden, iii. 138, 132, ia5, 141-148; Hitzig, Oe«ch.
§ 1

;

:

;

;

ties

waited upon Scaurus, requesting his

A

assist-

hundred talents (three hundred, according to some) from Aristobulus turned

ance.

gift of four

the scale in his favor.
Aretas was notified to abandon the siege of the Temple Mount. Aristobulus was
victorious, and Hyrcanus retained but an insignificant portion of his power. The victorious brother
had even the satisfaction of avenging himself upon
Aretas; as the latter was withdrawing with his
forces from Jerusalem, Aristobulus followed and inflicted severe losses upon him. But the spirit which
he had conjured could not easily be laid, and the
favor of the Romans, to which he had looked with
so much confidence, soon became a factor in Jewish

dcN Vnlhcs Israel, ii. 430-500; Schurer, Gescfi.
Wellhausen, /. J. G. 284-287.

1.

231-242;

L. G.

G.

ARISTOBULUS

III.: Last scion of the

Hasmo

nean royal house brother of Mariamne and paternal
grandson of Aristobulus II. He was a favorite of
the people on account of his noble descent and handsome presence, and thus became an object of fear to
Herod, who at first sought to ignore him entirely by
debarring him from the high-priesthood. But his
mother, Alexandra, through intercession with Cleopatra and Antony, compelled Herod to remove Ananel
from the office of high priest and appoint Aristobu;

7

secure himself against danger from
instituted a system of espionage
over him and his mother. This surveillance proved
so onerous that they sought to gain tlieir freedom by
taking refuge with Cleopatra. But tlieir plans were
betrayed, and the disclosure had the elTect of greatly
increasing Herod's suspicions against his brother-inlus instead.
Aristobulus,

To

Herod

As he dared not resort to open violence, he
caused him to be drowned while he was bathing in
law.

Jericho (35 B.C.).
Bibliography
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Josephus,

:

.4?it.

xv.

2, §8 5-7; 3,

§§1-3; Schiirer,

21)5.

L. G.

G.

ARISTOBUIiITS

Youngest brother of Agrippa I.; son of Herod's son Aristobulus; flourished
during the first half of the first century. He was
left an infant, together with his two brotneis,
Agrippa and Herod, when his father was executed
He married Jotape, the daughter of Samp(7 B.C.).
sigeram(D"1JC^K'), king of Emesa (Josephus, "Ant."
With his brother Agrippa he lived
xviii. 5, i^ 4).
on bad terms and when the latter came to the court
:

;

of Flaccus, the governor of iSyria, to find refuge
after his escapades at Rome, Aristobulus managed

Flaccus had been appealed
to cause his banishment.
to as judge in a dispute between the inhabitants
of Damascus and those of Sidon concerning their

boundary.

The Damascenes,

Agrippa to intercede on

it

appears,

their behalf

bribed

with his patron.

This intrigue was discovered by Aristobulus, who
forthwith disclosed it to Flaccus as a consequence
Agrippa was bidden to leave the court ("Ant." xviii.
Aristobulus made an eloquent and success6, § 3).
ful plea also before Publius Petronius (40), the gov;

ernor of Syria, against the erection of Caligula's
statue at the Temple of Jerusalem ("Ant." xviii. 8,
§4).

Bibliography: Josephus, Ant.
Schiirer,

Gesch.

i.

xvi.

;

idem, B. J.

i.

23-27;

336 et seq.

H. G. E.

G.

ARISTOBULUS OF PANEAS:

Alexandrian

Peripatetic philosopher lived in the third or second
centurj'B.c. The period of his life is doubtful, Anatolius (270) placing him in the time of Ptolemy Phiiadelphus (third century b.c), Gercke in the time of
Philometor II. Lathyrus (latter part of second century
;

see Pauly-Wissowa's " RealencyklopSdie der
Klassischen Alterthumswissenschaft," iii. 919) while
more reliable testimony indicates that he was a contemporary of Ptolemy Philometor (middle of second

B.C.;

H. G. E.

G.

order to gain the favor of Augustus, he continued
thence to calumniate liis brothers; so persistently
that Herod at last resolved to arraign them before
the emperor. Meeting Augustus at Aquileia, the
capital of the province of Venetia (12 B.C.), he
charged his sons with contemplated parricide. Augustus, convinced of their innocence, effected a reconciliation.
Owing, however, to the ceaseless intrigues of Antipater, Salome, and Plieroras, and the
strange relation of Glaphyra and Berenice, the position of the two brothers became more and more preFinally, a number of the princes' followers
carious.
were tortured into a public admission of the existence of a plot against the king's life. The real design of Aristobulus and Alexander was to flee for
Herod sucprotection to the court of Archelaus.
ceeded in securing permission from Augustus to convene, at Berytus, a council, including C. Scntius
Saturninus, the governor of Syria, to sit in judgment on the accused princes. The council, consisting of 150 of Herod's trusted friends, gave no opportunity of defense to the accused, who were detained
in a neighboring village, Platana, and condemned
them to death. Alexander and Aristobulus were
brought to Sebaste and strangled in the year 7 B.C.
Their bodies were taken for burial to Alexandrium,
the burial-place of their maternal ancestors.

;

Son of Herod the Great and
Mariamne the Hasmonean; born about 35 b.c. died
7 B.C. Both he and his elder brother Alexander,
by reason of their Hasmonean origin, were educated
by Herod as successors to his throne and for that
purpose were sent to Rome (23 B.C.). Upon their
return to Jerusalem (18 B.C.) they became an eyesore to the anti -Hasmonean faction at court. Herod's
sister Salome, and brother Pheroras, who had been
instrumental in the execution of Mariamne, were
particularly apprehensive lest the two princes should
succeed their father, as they would undoubtedly
take vengeance upon the murderers of their mother.
To prevent this, attempts were made at estranging
the princes from their father by means of calumnies.
Herod tried to discredit the evil rumors; and, to

ARISTOBTJIiXTS

:

;

;

fasten the ties of affection, he procured distinguished
alliances for both sons, Aristobulus being married

daughter of Salome.
This, however, failed to put an end to Salome's
intrigues and Herod, at last, was induced to recall

to Berenice, the

century B.C.; see Schiirer, "Gesch." iii. 384). He
is the author of a book the exact title of which is not
certain, although there is sufficient evidence to prove
Eusebius
that it was an exposition of the Law.
("Praep. Ev." viii. 10, xiii. 12) has preserved two
fair-sized fragments of it, in which are found all
the quotations from Aristobulus made by Clement.
In addition, there is extant a small passage concerning the time of the Passover festival, quoted hy Anatolius (Eusebius,

his repudiated son

by

Doris.

Seizing his opportunity, Antipater straightway began, by means of hypocrisy, slander, and flattery,
to supplant Aristobulus and Alexander in the esteem
of their father, and ere long became the likeliest
successor to the throne.

n—

Being sent to Rome,

in

vii.

32,

Following are the contents of the f raj?ments of Aristobulus ex" king's " sugIn the first fragment he discourses, at the
gestion, on the anthropomorphic expressions in the Bible, and
of the
definitions
previous
his
with
shows that they do not conflict
nature of God (Eusebius, " Pn»p. Ev." viii. 10).
tant.

The Extant
FragTnents
of Aristobulus'

Work,

Interpreting these expressions in their true
sense ((J)u<ti<cws), and not mythically, one can
but admire Moses' wisdom, from whom indeed
philosophers and poets have learned much.

"God's hand" means God's might.

;

to court Antipater,

"Historia Ecclesiastica, "

17).

"God's

universe.
resting " denotes the maintenance of the order of the
God's "coming down " to give the Law (Ex. xix. 18) was not a
descent in a physical sense, but expresses God's condescension
which burned
in sending down His law; the Are on the mountain,
but consumed nothing; the trumpet-sounds without human
instruments (i"h.), are outward manifestations of the Divine

Power

(Suvafii?).

Aristobulus of Paneas
Aristotle in Jewish Literature
The second fragment ("Praep. Ev."

xiii.

\2)

deduces from

certain previous discussions (no lonper extant) that both Plato
and Pythagoras drew upon a translation of the Mosaic Law before the time of Demetrius of Phalerus (and this before the
Septuagint ; Aristeas, § 314, also refers to an older ti'ansla" words " are stated to denote simply His
tlon). God's creative
activities. Similarly, Pythagoras, Socrates, and Plato, when they
"
voice
of God," mean this creative power.
the
claim to hear
Then follows, in testimony of the Oeia Sui'afit;, the spurious
Orphic quotation, in which the Stoic idea of God's permeating

the world (v. 11, Abel) is especially remarkable (fragm. 6, Abel).
The " quotation " is taken from the spurious poems of the forger
Hecatseus (Schurer, ih. iii. i*} ct acq.), as many resemblances
Indicate, but is considerably elaborated. Thus in fragm. 10, Abel,
Aristobulus eliminates the original's pantheistic idea in v. 11, 13,
he substitutes for the inscrutability of God the Platonic concept
of the knowledge of God through the i-oOv, reason, and interpolates this idea also in v. 40. In v. 13 ct scq. he i-everses the
deduction of " evil " from " God." V. 14 should read aOrots Sa
;

Against Schiirer's
ept?, as in the Theosophy of Aristokritos.
putting Hecatteus in the third century B.C. is to be remarked,
quotation Kal
^schylus
8
of
the
that
v.
as Elter has pointed out,
naaa Trrjyi) xai i'Saro'; crucrTiJMaTa is identical With Ezekiel, in EusebiUS " Priep- Ev." Ix. 29, 13, Trriyai re nacrai Koi iiSaTuiv uv<TTr)ixa.Ta..
Since Ezekiel connects this verse with Ex. viii. 19, it must be
said to have originated with him; and, therefore, Ezekiel's drama
would also have to be placed in the third century before ChrisThis agrees with Aratus'
tianity, along with pseudo-Hecatteus
pantheism (in the discussion of which Aristobulus admits that
which
he adopts in order to
Zeus),
for
God
substituted
has
he
show that God's power penetrates and permeates all things.
Reverent conceptions of God are demanded by all philosophers
and especially by >) taS' >)iao? aipetri?, "our school," by which he
no doubt means Judaism, not Peripatetic philosophy for he immediately points out the earnest inculcation of virtue by the
k'

!

;

Jewish law.
In the next excerpt in Eusebius, the meaning of the Sahbath
discussed, designated also as the Hrst day. The
Sabbath is, as it were, the birthday of light and also of wisdom,
lor out of wisdom comes all light. Quite similarly to this. Peri(kfih6ixT])

is

patetic philosophers call wisdom a light (or lamp), and Solomon
(Prov. viii. ~2) teaches the existence of wisdom before creation.
God's resting on the seventh day does not denote idleness, but
the stable order of the universe so the results of the creative
acts do not signify the mere temporal results, but the lasting
value of the creations. The i^&6^.r] (Sabbath) has also its deeper
;

significance, because the

human

" Logos," called the e^5ofi05,

is

The number " seven," moreover, exerts great inits
fluence upon the development of living beings and plants.
symbol.

see Schiirer, ili.
Verses (genuine as well as spurious
from Homer, Hesiod, Linos, attest its holiness. When
;

p. 4(51)

Homer

xinofiev pool' (l| 'Axepoi-To?, he means that
through the Adyos as e^So/io; man frees himself from forgetfulness and from the wickedness of the soul, and attains to a per-

says, ffihoixdrr)

6' 1701

ception of truth.
It: is to be supposed that Aristobulus was familiar
with the abstract Platonic and Aristotelian idea of
God. This conception necessarily implies a special
Divine Power, acting on the world and in the world.
In addition to this he makes use of the Pythagorean
doctrine of numbers. The statement that he belonged
to the Peripatetic school may be ascribed to the fact
that, in xiii. 12, 10, he cites fi'om a Peripatetic source
Taking into consideration again
(Schurer, p. 387).

liis

reference to

Orpheus and

otlier poets,

it is

seen

he was an eclectic, tiie lirst partial approach to
which is to be met with in Posidonius {Hepl Koaimv),
in the first century B.C., but which can not be traced
to an earlier date (see Ai-kxanokiax PiirLosnriiv).
that

Tlie desultory style of the

08
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work

of Aristobulus,

intentionally obscure and mystical mode of
expression, oiTer considerable diniculty to the reader.

ineness aroused by their eclectic character. The exchange of thought between the king who suggests the problems— and the Jewish scholar on the
Torah is quite impossible. But if it is as fictitious
as the reputed colloquy between the king and tlie

—

"Seventy," narrated by Aristeas, a contemporary
of Philometor can not have been its author, as also
the pseudo-Orphic poetry in Aristobulus shows.
somewhat shorter and more original form of the
saiue has been preserved among a large number of
forgeries, all traceable to one source, the pseudo-

A

named by Clemens on first quoting him.
This Orphic fragment (" De Gnomologiorum Graecorum Ilistoria atque Origine," parts v.-ix. Program
of Bonn University, 1894-95) betrays a strong resemblance to the Sibylline Books (Abel, 23. 24; John,
That Aristobulus made use of Philo a referi. 18).
ence to whose works is the only means of rendering
has been pointed
intelligible manv of the passages
out by Elter (" Sp. " 229-234). Grounds for doubting
Hecatoeus,

;

—

—

Schiller's belief that the literary forger

bluotations Hecatfeus flourished in the third cenProbably tury B.C. are given in the "ByzanSpurious. tinische Zeitschrift," vii. 449, and the
belief is expressed that Hecatajus and
Aristobtdus belong to the second century of the common ei'a. The name of Aristobulus may have been
taken from II JNIacc. i. KJ. Schlatter's suggestion
that the commentator of Ecclesiasticus derives his

philosophy from Aristobulus ("Das Neugefundeue
Hebriiische Stiick des Sirach," pp. 103 ei seq., Giitersloh, 1897) is not convincing, for the agreement between tliem exists only in opinions which can not
with certainty be ascribed to Aristobulus. Jlost historians, however, adhere to Schiirer's view.
Bini.ionRAPiiY For the list of writers upon this topic, see
Schurer, Gesch. 3d ed., iii. 391, 392.
:

P.

G.

W.

ARISTOTLE IN JEWISH LEGEND:
the Greek

who most impressed his influence upou

As
the

development of the Jewish nund, Aristotle is one of
the few Gentiles witli whom Jewish legend concerns
Some 200 years B.C., the Jewish philosopher
itself.
Aristobulus, made the positive assertion that Jewish
revelation and Aristotelian philosophy were identical.
Hardly had 200 years elapsed before tliis opinion
was modified to such an extent that it was claimed
that Aristotle derived his doctrine directly from Judaism. Joseplius on this point says ("Contra Apionem," ii. 17): "I do not now explain how these no-

God are the sentiments of the wisest among
Grecians, and how they were reared uixm tlie
principles that he [^Nloses] afforded them."' Of Aristotle himself Josephus has preserved ("Contra Ajuonem," i. 22) a very interesting passage from tlie
writings of Clearchus, the juipilof Aristotle, the authenticity of which is maintained by sucl: authorities
tions of

tiie

as Lobeek, liernays. von Gutsclimid (" Klciiie Sclirif-

This

and Tlieo. Keinach ("Textes d'Auteurs
Grecs et Komains Kelatifs au Judaisme," 1895. ]ip.
10-12). This passag(>, prefaced by the remark of Jo-

it.

sephus,

to Aristobulus confirms the suspicion as to tiieir genu-

" In his llrst hook on Sleep he relates of Aristotle, his master,
and his own account was
lliat he had a di.scourse with a Jew
that what this Jew said merited admiration anil showed philo-

and

tlic

is not to l)e attributed to tliose who ([uotc from
but to the author himself, and lias frecpiently led
to grave misconceptions.
A i'urtlier examination of tin; works attributed

ten," iv. 578),

is

as follows:

;

To speak of the race first, the man was a
and came from CuMesyria [Palestine]. These
Jews are <ierived from the pliilosophers of

sopliioal erudition.

Jew by

Aristobulus of Paneas
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birth

Frag-ment
of
Clearchus.

India.
In India the pliilosopliers call themselves Kalani, and in Syria Jews, takintr their

name from
Judea

the

;

the country they inhal)it, which is
of their capital is rather di-

name

toproniiunce they call it Jerusalem. Now tliisman, who
had been tlie guest of manyi)eople, had come down from tlie
highland to the seashore [IVrtramus]. He wasaCJreek not only
so nuich so that, when we happened to
in language, hut in soul
be in Asia in about the same i)laces whither he canu", he conversed
with us and with other persons of learning in order to test our
wisdom. And as he had had intercourse with a large number
of sages, he imparted to us more knowledge of his own."
fflcnlt

:

;

This is Aristotle's own account as recorded by Clearchus, and he adds more specitic observations regarding- his great and wonderfid fortitude in diet and
continent mode of living. Olniously it was the Jew's
strict observance of the dietary laws that struck Aristotle. Gutselimid (pp. 57J)-.")8.")) thiidcs that the Jcav
here spoken of is the same wonder-working magician
Josephus, "Ant." viii. 2, § 5) who, by
some sort of hypnotism, drew the soul out of the
bod}' of a sleeping child and brought it back again
with his rod in the presence of Aristotle (Proclus,
Commentary on Plato's Republic, x.), Avhich part
(e.xorcist; see

He

does not state whether tliis apocrypha
in Arabic or Hebrew the Hebrew " Letter," as received, does not appear like a translation.
It is safe to assume with Ha^-yim, tliat the Simeon
mentioned was none other than Simeon the Just,
1370).

was written

;

about whose supposed relations to Alexander the
Great the oldest Jewish sources give us information (Yoma, 69rt; see Alexandeu the Great).
Identical with this letter is the prayer of Aristotle
which the Polish Bahurim had in their piayer-books
during the sixteenth centtuy (I.s.series, Responsa No.
6; ed. Hanau, 10'/.
A second " Letter " by Aristotle to Alexander contains wise counsel on jwlitics; he advises the monarch that he must endeavor to contjuer the hearts,
and not .simply the bodies, of his subjects (preface
to

"Sod ha-Sodot").

See Samter, "Mouatsschrift,"

(1901) p. 453.

"The Apple," also ascribed to
with a similar tendency. In it
Aristotle refers to Xoah and to Abraham, "the first
The essay

entitled

Aristotle, is tinged

l)hilosopher."

It

was

these spiu-ious writings of Ar-

which gained for him the esteem of the cabaas evidenced by the very Haltering utterances

istotle
lists,

of the narrative Josephus intentionally omitted.
In the circles where the autagonism of Judaism

of Closes Botarel (C(mimeutary on "Yezirah," 2G//).
The story of the love-alTair between Aristotle and

and Hellenism was known and understood, Aristotle
was reported by tradition to have said: "I do not
deny the revelation of the Jews, seeing that I am

Alexander's wife, in which the former comes off very
ciuTcnt in the ^liddle Ages (.see Peter Albadlj'
fonsi, "Disciplina Clericalis," vii.)and originating
in a Hindoo fable (see "Pantschatautra," ed. Bcnfcy,

not acciuainted with it; I am occupied with human
knowledge onlv and not with divine" (Jtidah ha-Levi,
"Cuzari," iv. 13; v. 14). But when Aristotelianism became harmonized with Judaism
Regarded by ^laimonides, it was an easy step
to make Aristotle himself a Jew.
as a Jew.
Joseph b. iShem-Tnl) assures his reader
that he had seen it written in an old book that Aristotle at tlie end of his life had become a proselyte
("ger zedek ").
The reputed statement of Clearchus is repeated by Abraham Bil)ago in the guise of
the information that Aristotle was a Jew of the ti'ibe
of Benjamin, born in Jeru.salem, and belonging to
the family of Kolaiah (Xeh. xi. 7).
As authority for
it Eusebius is cited, who, however, has merely the
above statement of Josephus.
According to another version, Aristotle owed his
philosophy to the writings of King Solomon, which
were pre.st'nted to him by his royal pupil Alexander,
the latter having obtained them on his conquest of
Jerusalem. "With this legend of Alexander is associated the celebrated " Letter of Aristotle " to that
monarch. Herein Aristotle is made to recant all his
previous iihilosophic teachings, having been convinced of their incori'cctness by a Jewish sage. He
acknowledges as his chief error the claim that truth

be ascertained by the reasoinng facidty only,
inasmuch as divine revelation is the sole wa}' to
truth.
This •'letter " is the conclusion of an alleged
book of Aristotle, "two hands thick." in which he
withdraws, on the authorit}- of a Jew, Simeon, his
views with regard to the inunortality of the soul, to
the eternity of the world, and similar tenets.
The
existence of this book is mentioned for the tirst time
about 1870 by Hayyim of Brivicsca, Avho expressly
declares that .he heard from Abraham ibn Zarza that
the latter receiveil it from the vizir Ibn al-Kliatib (d.
is

to

—

ii.

462)

— was also told in Jewish circles, and exists in

manuscript by Judah

b.

Solomon Cohen

(thirteenth

century), in Spirgati's catalogue, Xo. 76(1900), p. 18.
BiBLior.RAPiiv: Abraham Bibago, 7)c?T/f Eiinoiff. p. 46; AzaGedaliah
ria de Itossi, 3/t''i)' 'Kiiaiiiii), ed. Benjacob, p. 2;i((
;

ibn Yalivah, Shahhrlrt hd-Kalihiila. ed. Warsaw. lS8i), pp. ]:J0,
140, under the heading of HaUmc Yaiirni: Steinschneider,
Hchr. Uchcr!<. 1. 2*.J9-27.3, contains an almost complete list of
the iiseudo-Aristotelian v. filings; Modlinger, Hntpic Arislo.
Vienna, 1SS3 ; A. J. Glassberg, Zihron Bait, pp. 280, 381.

L.

K.

G.

ARISTOTLE IN JEWISH LITERATURE

:

One thousand years

after his death, Aristotle, as his
had aforetime done, began to con-

ptipil Alexander
quer the East, and finally ascended to the supreme
rulership of the entire realm of medieval thought.
IVIany writings of the Stagiritewere translated from
their Greek originals or from their Syrian versions
ii^to Arabic (especially by the Nestorian Christian
Hunain ibn Ishak [8U9-873], and his son Ishak), in
whicii language they were eagerly studied by Jews
Aristotle's influin all Arabic-speaking countries.
ence uiM)n Jewish thinkers, however, varied in dif-

ferent ages.

Abraham

ibn

Daud (1160)

Avas the tirst

acknowledge the .supremacy

Jewish philosopher

to

of Aristotelianism.

Earlier thinkers unquestionably

were acquainted Avith Aristotle's philosophy, but
the systems of Plato and other pre-Aristotelian phi-

From Abraham ibn
losophers then held the field.
Daud until long after Maimonides' time(113.")-1204),
Aristotelian philosophy entered and maintained the
foreground, only again to yield its position gradually to Platonism, under t4ic growing influence of
the Cabala.
Aristotle's name is found in the scanty details that
have been handed down of the philosophy of David

al--AIokammez (about 920),

whom the Karaites include

Aristotle in Jewish Literature

in their sect (see Pollak,

"Orient," 1847, pp.

Ii20 et
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"Halikot Kedem,"
serj.

;

andJudah

p. 73;

Barziiai,

ed. Berlin, pp. 65 et seq. ). For
as also for Isaac Israeli (who died about
950), Aristotle is always " the philosopher " par excellence (Steinschneider, " Hebr. Ucbers. " p. 391). Saadia
Gaon (933) displays a minute acquaintance with the
Stagirite's writings, thovgh the name of Aristotle is
"

Yezirah-Commentar, "

Mokammez,

But it is not his custom
mention his authorities, and he is
familiar, for example, with Aristotle's
Saadia
definition of space and adopts it. In
and
Gabirol. the third chapter of the first book of the
" Emunot " he
protests vehemently
against the Aristotelian cosmology. He here omits
the name of the Stagirite with evident intention,
being unwilling to give the name of the philosopher
who, claiming the existence of the world from eterIn
nity, opposes the Biblical account of Creation.
order to counteract the spreading influence of the
Aristotelian theory of Creation, he is most careful to
elucidate its weak points. But all these polemics do
not liinder Saadia, whose philosophy is indeed of an
eclectic nature, from accepting the Aristotelian definot to be found in his works.
to

nition of the soul as his own ("Eniimot," iii. 5); his
indebtedness to Aristotle's book, Yiipi tpvxv?, betraying itself clearly in his Chapter on the Soul.
It can be shown that Saadia does not disclose a
very accurate knowledge of Aristotle in those works
that precede his "Emunot," traces of Aristotelian
methods appearing in his great work only. The
Arab philosopher Alfarabi (died 950) popularized
the Greek philosopher by his translation and commentaries, the reputation of which soon extended to
Spain.
The first representative of Arabian philosophy in Spain, and indeed in western countries in
general, was not an Arab, but a Jew, Solomon ibn
Gabirol.
His " Mekor Hayyim" shows a consistent

amalgamation of Aristotelian principles with NeoPlatonic conceptions of the universe. But in spite
of the unmistakable traces of Aristotelian philosophy
in the "Mekor Hayyim," the Greek's name is not

mentioned.
Gabirol's

Aristotle

is

mentioned, however, in

"Tikkun Middot ha-Nefesh."

When

the Stagirite's scientific works were prepared for Western readers, it was held necessary to
popularize them. There is a work, written in Arabic, containing many moral maxims collected from
Greek philosophers. This book, " The Dicta of the
Philosophers," by the above-mentioned translator,
Huuaiuibn Ishak, aiTorded those to whom the study
of exact philosophy was too difficult the possibility
of familiarizing themselves with tlu- best thoughts
of the Greek philosophers, and it thus contributed
much to Aristotle's popularity in Jewish circles.
(Concerning this work and its influence upon literature, see liowenthal, "Honein ibn Isl.ulk's
Sinnsprllche der Philosophen,' " Berlin, 1896.) Unquestionably, it was from this book that Gabirol took the
'

aphorisms that are quoted

in the "Tikkun" as by
In the Tikkun also, without mention of
the author, are found several passages on tlie Aristotelian doctrine of the "ethical mean."
In the period following Gabirol, the writings of

Aristotle.

Avieenna, a commentator upon Aristotle, became
widely known throughout Europe, leading to the
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displacement of the older philosophy based upon
Plato and Neo-Platonism. The Arabic expounders
of Aristotle leavened his Anews more and more with
monotheism and thus through new intc^rjiretations
and constructions the heathen character of his philosophy was gradually refined away. Then, too,
many works passed under Aristotle's name that a
more critical age would inunediately
Pseudohave detected as spurious. But the
Arislack of all critical sense in the Middle
totelian
Ages, and the general prejudice in
Writings, favor of Aristotle, whose genuine
writings contain many passages in
which he rises from heathenism to almost pure monotheism, blinded even the most discerning to the fact
that many of the works ascribed to him could not
l)ossibly have been his.
The most important works
;

character are "Aristotle's Theology " (ed. by
and " Liber de Causis " (ed. by Bardenliewer).
Modern scholars have discovered the
former to be a mere collection of extracts from the
" Euneades " of Plotinus
in the Arabic version of
which passages antagonistic to monotheism are paraphrased or entirely omitted. Similarly the "Liber
de Causis " is nothing but an extract from the 2rotof

tills

Dieterici)

;

6ecj?lo}'ik^ by Pi'oclus.
One of the consequences of the false
these works to Aristotle was that real

Xtiuaig

ascription of
Aristotelian-

ism never prevailed lastingly with Arabs and Jews.
Only isolated doctrines of Aristotle were of preponderating significance in the Arabic and Jewish
thought of the Middle Ages. The first reaction
against the influence of the Sage of
Judah
Stagira is noticed toward the middle

ha-Levi
Against
Aristotle.

of the twelfth century, when Judah
ha-Levi admonished his contemporaries Avith all the fervor of his ardent

religious soul, not to be ensnared by
the wisdom of the Greek at the cost of their own
True to his Arabic prototype,
hereditary faith.
Ghazzali, he showed that Aristotle was not- to be
Ha-Levi berelied on in his scientific statements.
trayed a curiously vacillating mind, distracted be-

tween veneration for the great sage and abhorrence
for the false doctrines of his mighty intellect. He can
not forbear maintaining that if Aristotle had, like
the Jews, been possessed of tradition, he would not
have set forth the impossibility of the creation of
Ha-Levi warns his readers against Aristhe Avorld.
totle's recognition of the imity of God; for the God
for whom the spirit longs is a very dilTercnt God
from the one attained by cold speculative thought.
Twenty years after the completion of the " Cuzari,"
Abraham ibn Daud wrote his " Ila-Emunah Kamah "
(The Exalted Faith). A dauntless philosoi)her, he
controverted in fullest measure Ha-T>evi'sstandiKiint:
"The study of the philosophy of religion is very detrimental to the true faith " ("Cuzari," v. 16). Abraham believed just the contrary: that the thoughtful
one would tind his faitii strengthened by the study of
philosophy.
He is a rigid Aristotelian, following
in the footsfcpsof Avicemia, atid protesting with all
his might again.st the (lisj)aragement of piiilosophy
by Ghazzali. His book, published in 1160, is one of
the first attempts at a eomi)romise between Judaism and the Peripatetic philosophy of the Arabs.

"
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While the Arabs preferred

Aristotle's logical

and

metaphysical works, Maimonides devoted his attention to his moral philosopliy and sought to harmo"
nize it with revelation. In his " bhemonah Perakim
Aristoteadopts
the
Maimonides
(Eight Chapters),
lian four faculties of the soul. Both alike teach that
two perfections dwell in the soul the
Maimon- moral and the intellectual. The source
ides and
of virtue and vice lies, with both phiAristotle, losophers, in the capability of thought
and desire. The most weighty of the
" Eight Chapters " is the fourth.
In accordance with

—

Aristotle, Maimonides defines virtue as the desired
action " in the mean. " Moral acts are those that hold
the "mean " between two harmful "extremes," between the "too much" and the "too little." When
the soul is sick and falls into one extreme, it can be
cured only by bringing it into the other extreme.
As regards the problems of the aim of mankind and
the purpose of human existence, the Jewish philosopher necessarily differs from the Greek. According
to Aristotle, true happiness consists in virtue; but
with Maimonides the aim of mankind is divine perfection. Man must endeavor to approach the essence

What Maimonides
of the Deity as far as possible.
expresses in the most exalted diction is found in the
saying of the sages, " Let all thy actions be done in
"
the name of Heaven
This theory of moral theology is the introduction
to Maimonides' philosophical system as presented in
the"Moreh Nebukim" (Guide for the Perplexed).
Following generally in the footsteps of Aristotle, he
deserts him only when approaching the domain of
God's law. But here, too, it is Aristotelian doctrine, coinciding, it is true, with Revelation in the
basic principle that men are incapable of comprehending God's being fully, on account of their
imperfection and His perfection. Concerning the
sphere of metaphysical thought, absolute truth
must lie in Revelation; that is, in Judaism. All
that Plato and Aristotle thought out had been already correctly and more deeply taught by the philosophical oral law, of the possession of which by
the Prophets Maimonides is convinced ("Moreh," i.
AVhile everything that Aristotle wrote
71, ii. 11).
concerning nature, from the moon down to the center of the earth, w^as founded upon positive proof
and is therefore sure and irrefragable, all his ideas
concerning the character of the higher spheres partake rather of the nature of opinions than of philoAristotle
sophical certainties ("Moreh," ii. 22).
posits the eternity of the world, but can not demonstrate it.
It being thus a matter of conflicting opinions, the supposition of an actual commencement of
the world in time is far more intelligible. Maimonides thus appears as a sharp critic of Aristotle in
theology, and refuses allegiance to him whenever
he treats the statements of religion with disdain.
Recognizing the divine origin of the Law, he necessarily arrays himself in strong opposition to Aristotle, who sees in the law of nature the highest and
immutable law; for it is the corollary of his acceptance of the eternity of the world. Consequently,
Aristotle recognizes no miracles and no revelation, no
selection by God of a peculiar people, no mission to an
individual, no choice of any one particular age. Mai!
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monides expressly mentions that Aristotle denies all
Special Providence, which certainly contradicts what

"Nicomachean Ethics,"
is well known,
which ended, however, in

Aristotle himself says in his
X. 9.

Maimonides' work evoked, as

considerable party-strife,
the acknowledgment by all parties of his authority.
The distinction of having completed Maimonides'
endeavor may be accorded to Levi ben Gerson (d.
about 1344) of Provence, who possessed accurate
knowledge of the Aristotelian and other philosophical writings. He took the commentator Averroes as
his guide in expounding the Stagirite.
Nevertheless, Levi is a decidedly independent thinker by no
means blindly " swearing to the words of his master.
He holds that there is in a force tendLevi ben ing toward humanity an impulse not
Gerson,
operating in a circle so as to return
an Aristo- constantly to the point of departure,
but manifesting itself rather as a steadtelian.
ily

ascending

spiral.

Accordingly,

no.

older solution of a problem can claim unconditional
acceptance as the truth, if later research conflict
with it. He is thus an opponent of the Aristotelian conception of the eternity of the world. HaA
the world existed from eternity, the comparative
youth of the various sciances could not be ex-

plained (and he maintaihs their comparative youtVi
above-quoted opinion of Maimonides), inasmuch as striving after knowledge is
an original characteristic of mankind. His innate
acumen, which induces him to subject indi vidua,
doctrines of Aristotle to close criticism, in order to
advance his own views against him, and to substantiate them when necessary, is not inconsistent
with a devoted and thorough study of the Stagirite.
He is so thoroughly at home in Aristotle, that though,
for instance, unable to quote any authentic passage
from his master concerning immortality, he is yet
able to formulate something entirely in harmony
with his views (Jo(5l, " Levi ben Gerson, " p. 22). For
Maimonides, and his successor Levi ben Gerson, ArisILs
totle is throughout an undeniable authority.
deliverances are to them generally as unassailable
and as indisputable as those of the Bible itself. This
attitude sometimes led these two devoted Aristotelians to misinterpret certain Scriptural passages that
seemed to conflict with the Stagirite. With all Maiin opposition to the

monides' magnificent attempts to harmonize Judaism
and Aristotelianism, and with all the achievements
in this direction by Ben Gerson, they could not fail
to

awaken

in discerning

minds the conviction that

such endeavors started from vain premises. Levi
ben Gerson's effort to reconcile the " creatio ex nihilo"
(the creation out of nothing) with Aristotle's view,
by claiming boldly the eternity of the Original Matter, only served, like other compromises, to expose
the impossibilities of the undertaking.
The first to shatter with daring hand the idolatry that the Middle Ages had paid to the Stagirite,
was Hasdai Crescas of Saragossa(1377Crescas At- 1410). He made the first noteworthy
attempt to demonstrate the untentacks
Aristotle. ableness of the Aristotelian concepall

tions.
He especially protests against
his statement of the finiteness of the world, and,
starting from the supposition that an infinite retro-

;
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gression of causes is unthinkable, proves the existence of a "primus motor," the existence of God
He further contradicts Aristotle's view
therefore.
that God's happiness consists in the recognition of
Himself, for knowledge has only value when it is
preceded by ignorance, and where there never has
been ignorance there can be nothing pleasurable.
Crescas, though independent herein, was still only
a continuator of those early attempts which were
undertaken by Judah ha-Levi in the "Cuzari," to
In the age folsecure full recognition for Judaism.
lowing Hasdai Crescas all traces of Aristotelianism
gradually disappeared from Jewish philosophical
literature; and in the cabalistic movement, which
little by little assumed dominance, the characteristics
of Platonism came more and more into prominence.
The " Ethics " of Aristotle occupies an important
place in the history of Jewish literature, although
attention was directed to it comparatively late. The
Jews possessed in their own religAristotle's ious writings an abundance of practi" Ethics." cal rules which rendered Aristotle's
" Ethics " superfluous.
Only when his
system came to be studied as a whole was any attention paid to the " Ethics. " The " Nicomachean
Ethics," which alone of all Aristotle's ethical writings was known to the Middle Ages, was translated into Hebrew from a Latin version in the beginning of the fifteenth century. The translator, Don
Meir Alguadez, expresses the opinion in his preface
that Aristotle's ethical writings contain an explanation of certain precepts of the Torah.
A commentary upon this translation was written in 1584 by
Moses Almosnino. But Aristotle was by no means
unknown to the Jews of much earlier ages as an
ethical writer.
An "Ethical Letter," found among
the ethical epistles of the physician Ali ibn Rodhwan (contained in Al-Harizi's translation, in "Debarim 'Attikim," edited by Benjacob), was ascribed to
him. Shem-Tob Falaquera also reproduces the " Letter of Aristotle " in his " Ha-Mebakesh."
The Stagirite's name is frequently met elsewhere in Jewish
ethical literature.

Hunain ibn Ishak

The ethical aphorisms quoted by
work alreadj'^ mentioned

in his

found their way into many specimens of popular
literature.
Aristotle's relations with Alexander the
Great are frequently mentioned in this literature as
exemplary in their way, and Jews eagerly accepted
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Lowenthal, "Honein's Sinnsprilche der Philosophen," p. 112).'
Aristotle was almost universally held in esteem by
the Jews at one time for his intelligence and mental
power, at another as a penitent sinner.
Apprecia- The following is Maimonides' verdict
concerning him: "The words of Plato,
tion of
Aristotle. Aristotle's teacher, are obscure and
figurative they are superfluous to the
man of intelligence, inasmuch as Aristotle supplanted
The thorough understanding
all his predecessors.
of Aristotle is the highest achievement to which man
can attain, with the' sole exception of the understanding of the Prophets." Shem-Tob ben Isaac of
Tortosa (1261) styles Aristotle " the master of all phi;

:

Elijah b. Eliezer of Candia, who edited
losophers. "
the " Logic " about the end of the fourteenth century,
calls Aristotle "the divine," because, having been

endowed

bj" nature with a sacredly superior intellect,
he could understand of himself what others could
receive only from the instruction of their teachers.
See Aristotle in Jewish Legend.
A. L5.
K.

ARITHMETIC The art of reckoning. This
must have been familiar to the ancient Hebrews.
The sacred books mention large amounts, showing
:

that the people were acquainted with the art of
computation. Expressions are foimd even for fractions (see Gesenius,

"Lehrgebaude,"

704).

The Hebrews, like the Greeks and other people of
antiquity, made use of the letters of the alphabet
According to their alphabetical order,
for figures.
the letters were made to express the units, tens, and
hundreds, as high as 400. In a later period, probably after contact with the Arabs, the final letters "j
|> F) } D were added, so as to furnish numerals up to
900; mention of this fact is made in many cabalistic
writings, but seemingly they were not generally
used.

The question

arises whether, in

computations with

these letters, the ancient HebrcAvshad any fixed system taught in the schools, or whether each calculaThe
tor was left to his own manipulation of them.
probabilities are in favor of the former hypothesis,
in view of the high degree of mathematical knowledge found here and there in the Mishnah and Ge-

mara.

JStothing

of such a system has,

however,

the legendary accounts of the conversion of Aristotle
to the true faith, and of the repudiation by him of
his theory of Creation. But Immanuel ben Solomon
(about 1320), in his imitation of the "Divina Com-

come down

media," nevertheless locates Aristotle in the infernal
regions, because he taught the existence of the world
from et(;rnity. Gedaliah ibn Yahyah (sixteenth century) claimed to have found a book in which Aristotle recanted all his errors. People were easily persuaded to believe that "the wisest of the wise" had
given in his allegiance to the doctrines of the Torah

cellent arithmetician (Wustenfeld, "Aerztc," p. 20).

Simon the Just, whose acquaintance lie is said
made upon the occasion of Alexander's visit
to Jerusalem, had convinced him of his errors.
(See
Aristotlk in Jewish Legend.) Prayers said to have
been written by Aristotle have frequently been printed in devotional works of recent centuries; as, for
instance, one handed down by Honein ibn Ishak (see
that

to have

from the Talmudic times. Skilful
Jewish arithmeticians are first mentioned in the
eighth century. Salil Rabban al-Tabari, the teacher
of the physician Ruzi's father, was known as an exto us

About 997 the Jewish mathematician Bisher ben
Pinhas ben Shubeib wrote an arithmetical treatise.
At the same epoch lived Josephus Hispanus, or
Sapiens, from whom Gerbert (Pope Sylvester II.)
borrowed his system of multiplication and division
(see Cajori, "History of Eleuu-ntary Mathematics,"
p. 179), and who is believed to have been the introducer of the so-called Arabic numerals into Europe
(.see Weissenborn, "Einflihrung der Jetzigcn Ziffern
In the beginning of the
in Europa," pp. 74 et seq.).
eleventh century there flourished Abraham ben
Hiyj^a, who wrote an encyclopedia of mathematical
sciences he used Arabic numerals, but knew nothing
;

—
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of the zero. In the first volume of this encyclopedia
he makes use of the Arithmetic of Nicomachus of
Gerasa, a disciple of Pytha,a:onis, which, translated
from the Greek into Arabic under the title "Almadhal ila 'ilm al-Adad," was held in great esteem
by the Jews. Joseph ibu Aknin recommends this
Arithmetic, and it was translated into Hebrew in
the fourteenth century by Kalonymus ben Kalonymus. Aliraham ibn Ezra composed an arithmetical
lie makes
treati.se under the title " Sefer ha-Mispar "
use of the zero, calling it in Hebrew " 'iggul." His
Arithmetic is the oldest extant in Jewish literature.
Abraham ibn Ezra found many imitators, the most
celebrated of Avhom were Levi ben Gershon and
Elijah Misrahi.
To-day Hebrew literature contains
about twenty arithmetical treatises. (See ^VIatheMATICS.)
BiBLiOGKAPHT SteinschneidtT. BibUotheca Mathematica,
;

:

1S\M

;

Ediithuryh Review,

xviii. 87 et scq.

o.

I.

ARK

OF THE COVEJN'ANT

nin"' n^"l3, etc.

:

Ark, see below).

for the complete list of

—Biblical Data

:

Bn.

(Hebrew, jns

names

of the

The first mention
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of the Covenant

Ark

XXX. 23-26); and he was also directed to have tlie
Ark made by Bezaleel, the son of Uii of the tribe of
Judah, and by Aholiab, the son of

Sanctity

and Consecration.

Ahisamach of the tril)e of Dan {ib.
xxxi. 2-7).
These instructions Moses
carried out, calling upon "every wise-

one among the people to
xxxv. 10-12). Bezaleel made
the Ark {ib. xxxvii. 1); and Moses approved the
work {ib. xxxix. 43), i)ut the testimony in the Ark,
and installed it {ib. xl. 20, 21).
In Deut. X. 1-5 a rather different account of the
making of the Ark is given. Moses is made to say
that he constructed the Ark before going upon
hearted

assist in the

work

"

{ib.

Mount Sinai to receive the second .set of tables. The
charge of carrying the Ark and the rest of the holy
utensils was given to the family of Kohath, of the
tribe of Levi; but they were not to touch any of the
holy things until after the latter had been covered
by Aaron (Num. iv. 2-15).
In the march from Sinai, and

at the crossing of
the Jordan, the Ark preceded the people and was
the signal for their advance (Num. x.

A

Movable

33; Josh. iii. 3, 6).
During the crossof the Jordan the river grew dry
as soon as the feet of the priests carrytouched its waters, and remained so

Sanctuary, ing
ing the

Ark

with the Ark, left the river, after
had passed over (Josh. iii. 15-17; iv. 10,
As memorials, twelve stones were taken
11, 18).
from the Jordan at the place where the priests had
During the ceremonies precestood {ib. iv. 1-9).
until the priests,

the people

Ark

of the Covenant.
(After Calinet.)

of the

Ark

in the Bible is in

Moses on Mount Sinai

is

Ex. xxv. 10 etseq., where
have an Ark of

told to

shittim-wood made for the Commandments whicli
are about to be delivered.
Minute directions are
given for the plan of the Ark. It is to be 21 cubits
in length, 1^ in breadth,

and 1^

in height.

It is to

be overlaid within and without with gold, and a
crown or molding of gokl is to be put around it.
Four rings of gold are to be put into its corners
two on each side and through these
Dimensions rings staves of shittim-wood overlaid
and Con- with gold for carrying the Ark are to
struction. be inserted and these are not to be removed. A golden cover (Hebr. mD3
A. v., "mercy-seat"), adorned with golden cherubim, is to be placed above the Ark and from here
the Lord says He will speak to ]\Ioses (Ex. xxv.
10-22).
The Ark is to be placed behind a veil, a
full description of whicli is given {ib. xxvi. 31-38).
Even Aaron was forbidden to enter this place of
the Ark too often; and he was enjoined to perform
certain ceremonies when entering there (Lev. xvi. 2
et S('(].). jNIoses was directed to consecrate the Ark,
when completed, with the oil of holy ointment (Ex.

—

;

;

;

ding the capture of Jericho, the Ark was carried
round the city in the daily procession, preceded by
the armed men and by seven priests bearing seven
trumpets of rams' horns {ib. vi. 6-15). After the
defeat at Ai, Joshua lamented before the Ark {ib. vii.
When Joshua read the Law to the people be6-9).
tween ]\Iouut Gerizim and Mount Ebal, they stood
on each side of the Ark {ib. viii. 33). The Ark Avas
set up by Joshua at Shiloh {ib. xviii. 1); but when
the Israelites fought against Benjamin at Gibeah,
they had the Ark with them, and consulted it after
their defeat (Judges xx. 27).

The Ark

is

next spoken of as being in the Temple

at Shiloh during Samuel's apprenticeship (I Sam.
After their first defeat at Ebcn-czcr, the
iii. 3).

had the Ark brought from Shiloh, and
In the
its coming with great rejoicing.
second battle the Israelites were again defeated, and
Israelites

welcomed

the Philistines captured the Ark {ib. iv. 3-5, 10, 11).
of its capture was at once taken to Shiloh
by a messenger " with his clothes rent,
Captured, and with earth upon his head." The

The news

by the
Philistines,

old priest, Eli,
it;

and

fell

dead when he heard

his daughter-in-law, bearing

a son at the time the news of the capture of the Ark was received, named him Ichabod—
explained as " Where is glory? " in reference to the
loss of the Ark {ib. iv. 12-22).
The Philistines took the Ark to several places in
their country, and at each place misfortune resulted
At Ashdod it was placed in the
to them {ib. v. 1-6).

temple of Dagon.

The next morning Dagon was

foiuid prostrate before
to his place, he

it;

and on being restored

was on the following morning again
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found prostrate and broken. The people of Asbdod
were smitten with boils (Hebr. D''i'Dy, A. V. "emrods" that is, hemorrhoids); and a i)lague of mice

—

was

sent over the land (ib. vi. 5; the Septuagint, v.
The affliction of boils was also visited upon the
6).
people of Gath and of Ekron, whither the Ark was

15). In Solomon's Temple a Holy of Holies (Hebr.
I^m, A. v., "oracle") was prepared to receive the
Ark {ib. vi. 19); and when the Temple was dedicated, the Ark, containing nothing but the two
Mosaic tables of stone, was placed therein {ib. viii.
iii.

1-9;

In Solomon's
Temple.

removed (ib. v. 8-12). After the Ark
had been among them seven months, the Philistines,
successively

on the advice of their diviners, returned it to the
Israelites, accompanying its return with an offering
consisting of golden images of the boils and mice
with which they had been afflicted. The Ark was
put down in the field of Joshua the Beth-shemite,
and the Beth-shemites offered sacrifices and burnt
offerings

{ib. vi.

1-15).

Out of

curiosity the

men

of

Beth-shemesh gazed at [A. V. "looked into"] the
Ark; and as a punishment over fifty thousand of
them were smitten by the Lord {ih. 19). The Bethshemites sent to Kirjath-jearim, or Baal-Judah,
to have the Ark removed {ib. 21); and it was taken
thither to the house of Abinadab, whose son Eleazar
was sanctified to keep it {ib. vii. 1). Kirjath-jearim
was the abode of the Ark for twenty years {ib. 2).
Under Saul the Ark was with the army before he
first met the Philistines, but the king was too impatient to consult it before engaging in the battle
{ib. xiv. 18, 19).
In I Chron. xiii. 3 it is stated that
the people were not accustomed to consult the Ark
in the

days of Saul.

At the very beginning of his reign David removed
the Ark from Kirjath-jearim amid great rejoicing.

On

way to

Zion, Uzzah, one of the drivers of the
which the Ark was carried, put out his hand
to steady the Ark, and was smitten by the Lord for
touching it. David in fear carried the Ark aside
into the house of Obed-edom the Gittite, instead of
carrying it on to Zion, and here it
In the Days stayed three months (II Sam. vi. 1-11;
of David. I Chron. xiii. 1-13). On hearing that
the Lord had blessed Obed-edom because of the presence of the Ark in his house, David
had the Ark brought to Zion by the Levites, while
he himself, "girded with a linen ephod," "danced
before the Lord with all his might " a performance
for which he was despised and rebuked by Saul's
daughter Michal (II Sam. vi. 12-16, 20-22; I Chron.
XV.).
In Zion he put the Ark in the tabernacle he
had prepared for it, offered sacrifices, distributed
food, and blessed the people and his own household
(II Sam. vi. 17-20; I Chron. xvi. 1-3; II Chron. i.
Levites were appointed to minister before the
4).

the

cart on

—

Ark

Chron. xvi.

David's plan of building a
temple for the Ark was stopped at the advice of God
(II Sam. vii. 1-17; I Chron. xvii. 1-15; xxviii. 2, 3).
The Ark was with the army during the siege of
(I

Kabbah

(II

Sam.

4).

xi. 11);

and when David

fled

from

Jeru.salem at tlie time of Absalom's conspiracy, the
Ark was carried along with him imtil he ordered
Zadok the priest to return it to Jerusalem (II Sam.
XV. 24-29).

When Abiathar was dismissed from the priesthood by Solomon for having taken part in Adonijah's conspiracy against David, his life was spared
because he had form(!rly l)orne the Ark (I Kings ii.
Solomon worshiped before the Ark after the
26).
dream in which the Lord promised him wisdom {ib.
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II Chron.

When

1-10).

v.

the

came out of the holy place
after placing the Ark there, the Tempie was filled by a cloud, " for the
priests

glory of the Lord had filled the house
Lord" (I Kings viii. 10-11; II Chron. v. 13,
When Solomon married Pharaoh's daughter,

of the
14).

he caused her to dwell in a house outside Zion, as
Zion was consecrated because of its containing the
Ark (II Chron. viii. 11). King Josiah had the Ark
put into the Temple (II Chron. xxxv. 3), fromVhich
it appears that it had again been removed by some
predecessor.

The only mention of the Ark in the Prophets is
the reference to it by Jeremiah, who, speaking in the
days of Josiah (Jer. iii. 16), prophesies a time when
the Ark will no longer be needed because of the
righteousness of the people.
In the Psalms the Ark is twice referred to. In
Ixxviii. 61 its capture by the Philistines is
Ps.
spoken of, and the Ark is called " the strength and
glor}^ of God " and in Ps. cxxxii. 8, it is spoken of
as " the ark of the strength of the Lord." The Ark
is mentioned in only one passage in the Apocrj-pha
(II Mace. ii. 4^10), which contains a legend to the
effect that the prophet Jeremiah, "being warned of
God," took the Ark, and the tabernacle, and the altar
of incense, and buried them in a cave on Mount
Sinai, informing those of his followers who wished
to find the place that it should remain unknown
" until the time that God should gather His people
again together, and receive them unto mercy."
The Ark is called by several names in the Bible,
as follows:
;

I.

U

"The ark" (jnxn)

ct al.\ Lev. xvi. 2; Num.
:
Ex. xxv.
31 et al.; Deut. x. 3 et al.\ Josli. iii. 15 ct ah; I Sam.
13 ct al.\ II Sam. vi. 4 ct al.\ I Kings viii. 3 ct al.; I
Chron. vi. 16 ct ah; II Chron. v. 4 et al.
"The ark of the testimony " (1. pijj'^ p.sn) Ex. xxxi. 7;
(2.
)nN) Ex. xxv. 22 ctai.; Num. iv. octal.; Josh.
iii.

vi.

II.

:

myn

:

iv. 16.

III.

a "The ark of the covenant"
et al.;

(2.

D>-\2n jiinh)

:

m^n

(1.

Josh.

iii.

pnx)

:

Josh.

iii.

6

14.

b "The ark of the covenant of the Lord" [Yhwh] comNum. x. 33 ct al.;
pare IV. a (1. nini p''-\a jnx)
Deut. X. 8 ct al.; Josh. iv. 7 ct al.; I Sam. iv. 3 ct al.; I
Kings iii. 1,5 ct ah; I Chron. xv. 25 ct al.; II Chron. v. 3
;

:

nin> pna ynsn) Josh. iii. 17.
the covenant of the Lord, which he
made with our fathers, when he brought them out of the
land of Egypt" (mD irx mn' .^^-i3 c:" -irs inxn
DnxD v^^•D anx is-sin^ ir.ins ") 1 Kings viii. 21.
d "The ark wherein is the covenant of the Lord, that he
made with the children of Israel" (^112 az' tii'.s jn^n
Snt;*'' ••J3 Dy
T>:*N nyn-)
II Chron. vi. 11.
e "The ark of the covenant of the Lord of all the earth" ;
compare IV. /) (invsn ^d piN r'n^n p-is) Josh. iii. 11.
/ "The ark of the covenant of the Lord of liosts [or Yiiwir
of hosts], who dwcUeth between tlie cherubim " ; comet ah; Jer.

c "

iii.

16;

The ark wherein

(2.

:

is

:

mo

-.

:

pareiv.i, j (•'^nDn iC'^

ms^x

nin>

n'U

)nx)

:

ISam.

Iv. 4.

"The

ark of the covenantor the Lord [or Yiiwii] your
(iod"; compare IV. r,e (33''nSN nvT p^-ij jns) Deut.
xxxi. 2() Josh. iii. 3).
h"Th(! ark of th(! covenant of God"; compare IV. /, g
fir

:

;

(•n^Nn ffn^ piN) Judges xx. 27;
Sam. XV. 24 I Chron. xvi. 6.
:

;

I

Sam.

iv.

4;

II

:
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IV.

of the Lord [Yhwii] " ; compare III. b (jnN
Josh. iv. 11 et al.; I Sam. iv. ct al.; II Sam. vl. 9
et ah; I Chron. xv. 3 ct al.; II Chron. viii. 11.
b "The ark of the Lord [Ynwn], the Lord of all the eartli " ;
compare III. c (yi.sn '^^ jnN nin> pnto : Josh. iii. 13.
c "The ark of the Lord God [or YiiWH] " ; compare III. g

a "The ark
nin^)

:

^j-iN jnvS)
I Kings ii. 20.
ark of the Lord [or Yiiwii] God of Israel" (jnN
nvT')
I Chron. xv. I2ctal.
>,-;'?n
Snij'i
6 "The ark of the Lord [or YiiwiiJ your God " compare

(m.T

:

d"The

:

;

III.

/"The

jnx) Josh. iv. 5.
compare III. li (1. D'n^H piN)
I Sam. iv. 13 ct
(2. o'n'^Nn jns)

(33^^'^x nvT'
ark of God";

(/

:

:

I.

al.;
Sam. iii. 3 ct al.;
Sam. vi. 3 ct al.; I Chron. xiii. 5 ct al.; II ( hron. i. 4.
g "The ark of our God " compare III. h (u^n'^.s ;nN) I.
:

II

:

;

Chron. xiii. 3.
ark of the

h "The

God

of Israel " ('^Nnc"' \ni^N

ins):

I

Sam.

V. 8 ct al.

ark of (iod which is called by the Name, the name
of the Lord [or Yhwh] of hosts who dwellelh between
the cherul)im"; compare 111./ (s-ipj -\C'x a''n'?Nn jn.s
II Sam. vi. 2, R. V.
vh-j 30l3n 3^1 PivN3S nn^ or CUO
j "The ark of God, the Lord [or Y'liwii], who dwclleth
is
called
the Name" [litwhich
cherubim,
the
between
eral translation] ; compare 111. / (nin^ D^nSxn p-iN

"The

i

:

l Chron. xiii. 6.
a;;* N-\prT»;'M aoi^n 3^'v)
II Chron. xxxv. 3.
holy ark" (riiin'jns)
" ("iij; jnx) Ps. cxxxii.
"
strength
[God's]
thy
ark
of
The
VI.
8 II Chron. vi. 41.

)

!

!

!

;;
;

Ark of the Covenant

stone which Moses had broken. The one that contained the Law was placed in the " tent of meeting "
the other, containing the broken tables, accompanied
the Israelites in their various excursions, and sometimes appeared on the battle-field.
According to
still another view {I.e.), there was only one Ark, and
it contained both the Law and the broken tables (Ber.
86 B. B. 14i). R. Johanan in the name of Simon ben
Y'ohai, basing his opinion on the repetition of the
word "name" (DEJ') in II Sam. vi. 2, maintains that
the Ark contained the Ineffable Name and all other
epithetsof God (B. B. I.e. Num. R. iv. 20). Marcliing
in the vanguard of the Israelites, the Ark levele<l the
hills before them (Ber. 546; see Aknon).
It carried
the priests, who in turn were to carry it in the passage
of the Jordan (Sotah Soa).
"When King David had
the Ark brought from the house of Abinadab and
carried upon a new cart, the two sons of the latter,
driving the cart, were tossed by an invisible agency
into the air and flung to the ground again and again,
;

;

:

V.

"The

:

:

;

Different niinics for the Ark predominate in different book.s, as follows: In E.xodus, Nos. I. and II. 2;
in Numbers, Nos. II. 2 and III. b, 1; in Deuteronomy, No. III. *, 1 in Joshua, Nos. IV. a and III.
;

Samuel, Nos. IV. a and/, 2; in II Samuel, Nos. IV. a and/, 2; in I Kings, Nos. I. and III.
b, 1; in I Chronicles, Nos. I. and III. b, 1; and in
II Chronicles, Nos. I. and III. b, 1.
a, 1; in I

J.

C. J. M.
JK.
In Rabbinical Literature: The Ark, by reason

of its prominence in the Bible, forms an important
subject of discussion by the Rabbis, a great many
sayings relating to it being found throughout the
Talmud and the Midrashim. They discuss the dimensions, position, material, content*, miraculous
powers, final disposition, and various incidents diSuch
rectly or indirectly connected with the Ark.
discussions at times embody popular legends, and
are also of interest as reflecting the poetical spiiit

which animated many of the
it

;

through the working of a miracle the Ark
and the cherubim transcended the limitations of

With regard to the position of the Ark in
space.
the Holy of Holies, there is the following picturesque
saying in Tanlmma, Kedoshim,

"When Solomon

;

and Yer. Shek.

vi.

49d,

it is

recorded

made three arks which he put inside of
The outside and inside ones were made

of gold, and measured respectively ten cubits and a
fraction and eight cubits, while the middle one was
Again, accordof wood and measured nine cubits.
ing to one opinion (Yer. Shek. vi. 49c), there were two
arks traveling with the Israelites in the wilderness.
One contained the Law, in addition to the tablets of

Ten Commandments, and

the other the tables of

brought the Ark into the Temple,

liv.

all

the

golden trees that were in the Temple were niled with moisture
and produced abundant fruit, to the great profit and enjoyment
until King Manasseh put an image of an
of the priestly gild
idol in the Temple, which resulted in the departure of the Divine Presence and the drying up of the fruit " (Tan., Terumah,
xi.; also with slight variations, Y'oma 39b).
;

x.

" Palestine is the center of the world, Jerusalem the center of
Palestine, the Temple the center of Jerusalem, the Holy of Holies
the center of the Temple, the Ark the center of the Holy of
Holies and in front of the Ark was a stone called "'\-ir pN,
the foundation .stone of the world."

the

!

Highly revered in the sanctuary's recesses
O'ershadowed between the twin Cherubim "
Midr. Sam. xii.; 'Ab. Zarah I.e.; Gen. R.

it

T2b,

thou acacia chest
move along in thy great beauty

wrought with thy golden adornments
!

say, that

Yoma

along,

—

—

In

O rise,

Move

Skilfully

is

that Bezaleel
one another.

" Rise,

rabbis.

related (B. B. 99a) that the available
space in the Holy of Holies Avar not in the least
diminished by the Ark and the cherubim that is to

Thus

imtil Ahitophel explained to David that this was owing to the transgression of the Law, which enjoined
upon the sons of Koh.ath to carry the Ark upon their
shoulders (Num. vii. 9; Yer. Sanh. x. 29^0When
the Philistines despatched the Ark upon a cart drawn
by two milch-kine without a driver, the kine not only
took the Ark straightway to Beth-shemesh (I Sam.
vi. 8-12), but they also sang a song (taking " wayisJisharnah," v. 12, " and they took the straight way," as
derived from shirnh, "a song"). According to R.
Meir, their song was the verse, " I will sing unto the
Lord, for he hath triumphed gloriously " (Ex. xv. 1)
according to R. Johanan, " Give thanks unto the Lord,
call upon his name" (Ps. cv. 1); others suggest Ps.
but R. Isaac
xciii., xcvii., xcviii., xcix., or cvi.
Nappaha has a tradition, preserved in Tanna debe
Eliyahu, xi. (cftmpare 'Ab. Zarah 246), that they
sang the folloAving processional hymn:

The Ark was not merely a receptacle for the Law
was a protection against the enemies of the Israel-

and cleared the roads in the wilderness for them. Two sparks, tradition
guard in relates, came out from between the two
the Desert, cherubim, which killed all serpents
and scorpions, and burned the thorns,
ites,

A

Van-

the smoke of which as it curled tipward sent a sweet
fragrance throughout the world, and the nations of
the earth exclaimed in wonder and admiration (Cant,

from the wil6), "What is this that cometh up
derness like pillars of smoke ? " Tan. Wayakhel, vii.
Opinions are divided as to what finally became of
Some,
the Ark Avhen the Temple was destroyed.
basing their views on II Chron. xxxvi. 10, and Isa.
xxxix. 6, declare (Yoma 536) that it was taken to

iii.

(

,

—

Covenant

A.rk of the

Ark
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Law

of the

Babylonia, wliile according to others (ib.) it was
not taken into captivit3% but was liiddeu away in
the Temple, in tlie apartment when;
the wood for fuel was kept and it is
Its XJltimate Fate, related that a certain priest, while doing
his work in that apartment, noticed
that some of the stones in the paved floor projected
above the others. He no sooner began to tell the
That was
story to a fellow-priest than he expired.
regarded as a sure sign that the Ark had been buried
;

in that place (Yer. Shek. vi. 49c).

Another tradition

records that it was King Josiah who hid the Ark
and other sacred vessels, for fear that if they were
taken to Babylonia they would never be brought

back

{ib.

).

"Why

Avas

a distance of 3,000 cubits always
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they stood and were at ease, and victory came. By
the "remnant" in it is meant the fragments of the
tables, the staff and clothes
of Moses, and the turban of Aaron.

broken

Composition
of

"Rem-

nant."

After Moses died, God took it up to
Himself, autl the angels now brought
it

down

again.

But others

said that

remained with the prophets that
succeeded Moses, and that they gained victories
by means of it until they acted corruptly and the
unbelievers took it from them. So it remained in
the country of Goliath until God made Saul king.
He then brought calamity upon the Philistines
it

and destroyed five cities. Perceiving that this was
through the Ark, they placed it on two bidls, and
the angels led

it

to Saul.

maintained between the Ark and the people? In
order that when the march was stopped upon each
Sabbath day, all the people might travel as far as the
Ark to offer their prayers" (Num. R. ii. 9). "One
son of Obed-edom betokens by his name, Peulthai,
for God blessed him (I Chron. xxvi. 5), the blessing
brought upon his father's house; he honored the
Ark by placing a new candle before it every morning and evening" (Num. II. iv. 20.).
Ark is used figuratively for a teacher of the Law
in a farewell address; "If Obed-edom was blessed
greatly for keeping the Ark in his house, how much
more should he be blessed who shows hospitality to
students of the Law?" (Ber. QSb.)

Al-Thaiabi, in his "Kisas al-Anbiyya" (p. 150 of
ed. of Cairo, A. H. 1314), gives details as to the
He brings it
earlier and later history of the Ark.
into connection with the important Moslem doctrine
of the Light of Mohammed, the first
History of all created things, for the sake of
which God created the worlds. The
of the

Hu.
In the Koran

ceived it as the eldest of his sons. It passed then
to Ishmael's son, Kedar, but was claimed fi-om him
by Jacob. Kedar refused to relinquish it, but was
divinely commanded to give it up, as it must remain
in the line of the prophets of God, which was now
On the other hand, the Light of
that of Israel.
^Mohammed, which shone on the forehead of every
lineal ancestor of his, remained in the Arab line of
Kedar. So the Ark passed down to jNIoses. How
and when it was lost, the JNIoslem historians do not
According to Ibn 'Abbas, a cousin of Mostate.
hanuned and the founder of Koranic exegesis, it,
with the rod of Moses, is now l3'ing in the Lake of
Tiberias, and will be brought forth at the last day.
The story of the image with the cat's head and tail
is traced back to Wahb ibn Munabbih, who was of
Jewish birth. It has probably some JNIidrashic
origin.
What is apparently an earlier
Earlier
form of this latter legend is given in
the " Hhainis" of Al-Piyar])akri (i. 24
Form
of Legend, ct .srr/. compare ed. of Cairo, 1302).
In it the chest with images of the
prophets is not connected with the Ark of the CovThe chest, called also tabut, Avhieli had been
enant.
given to Adam as above stated, was in the possession
of the emperor Heraclius, and was shown by him
It
to ambassadors from Abu Bakr, the first calif.
had been brought from the extreme West (Maghreb)
by Alexander, and so had passed to the Roman
D. B. M.
emperors.

'

'

J.

su.

In

I.

Mohammedan

Literature

:

the Ark of the Covenant and Moses' ark of bulrushes are both indicated by the one word "tabut,"
which term certainly comes from the Hebrew
"tebah," through the Jewish- Aramaic "tebuta."
The reference in the Koran to the Ark of the Covenant occurs in the middle of the story of the choice
There the people demand a sign
of Saul to be king.
that God has chosen him, and the narrative continues
Lo,
(ii. 249): "and their propliet said unto them,
the sign of his kingship Avill be that the ark [tabut]
'

will come unto j'ou with a " Sakinah " in it from
your Lord, and with a renmant of that which the
family of Moses and the family of Aaron left

angels bearing it. I-o, in that is verily a sign for
you if ye are believers " Baidawi {ad loc. explains
"tabut" as derived from the root <^^6 (return), and
as thus meaning a chest to which a
Tabut,
tiling taken from it was sure to reSakinah, turn. It was the chest in which the
Law ( Taurat) was kept, and was about
and
Remnant, three cubits by two, and made of
"Sakinah," he
gilded box-wood.
says, means "rest," "tranquillity"; and it came to
the Israelites in the coming of the Ark to them, or
'

)

!

Taurat itself, brought in the Ark and
them by its presence (sec Siiekinaii).
IMoses was wont to make it go on before in l)attle,
and it would steady the Israelites and prevent tlieni

it

was

th<!

calming

Ark was sent down by God from parIn it,
adise with Adam when he fell.
cut out of a ruby, were figures of all the projihets that were to come, especially of jMoluunmed
and his first four califs and immediate followers.
At the death of Adam it passed to Seth, and so
Ark.

down

to

From Abraham, Ishmael

Abraham.

re-

;

fleeing.

Others said that there was in the Ark a figure of
chrysolite or ruby with the head and tail of a shecat and with two wings.
It would utter a moaning
sound, and the Ark would rush toward the enemy

with the

Israelites

following

it.

When

it

stayed,

Critical
in wliicJi tlie

View
Ark

is

:

A

classification of the passages

mentioned (compare Seyring, in

Stade's "Zeitschrift," xi. 115), shows that in the
older sources (J., E., and Sanniel) the Ark is called
simply "the ark," "the ark of Yiiwii," or "the

—

Ark of the Covenant
Ark of the Law
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In Deuteronomy, and in -writers under
Deutcronomic inlluence, it is called " tlic ark of the
covenant of Ynwii"; while the i)ri('.stly sections
In I Sam. iv. the
call it " the ark of the testimony."
Ark is taken into battle, and both Israelites and
Philistines are ailected by it as though Yinvii Himself were there.
As the Egyptians, Babylonians, and other nations
had similar structures for carrying their idols about
(compare Wilkinson, "Ancient Egyptians," iii. 289;
Delitzsch, " Handworterbuch," under " elippu " and

ark of God."

;

"Isaiah." in "S. B. O. T."
p. 78), critical scholars

the

that

Ark was

in

an object in the cult at the time that those codes
wei'c combined; it ajipears to represent merely aa
ideal in the minds of the compilers.
RinLiOGRAPHY: W. Lotz, Die BxindaHatU, Lelpsic. 1901;
Mcinhold, Die Lade Jnliivcirs In Thcol. Arheiten auii
WisscnscltaftUchcn

l{li(i)ii)ichcn

I'vcdigcrvtrein,

J.
d.

Bonn,

liMK).

J.

G. A. B.

.TK.

ARK

OF THE LAW.— In the Synagogue
A closet or chest in which are kept
C^npn piN)
the Toiah scrolls used in the public worship of the
synagogue.
The Ark
:

hold
the

time a kind of mov(see Wellhausen, " Prolegomena, " 5th

earliest

able sanctuary

note; Stade,
457; Nowack,
" Archiiologie," ii. 3; Benzinger, "Archiiologie," 367;

ed.,

40,

p.

"Gesch."

i.

Wiucklcr, "Gesch. Israels,"
70; Couard, in Stade's

i.

"Zeitschrift,"

xii.

53;

and

" Geschichte
Guthe,
des
Volkes Israel," p. 31). As
the corresponding shrines
of other nations contained
idols, so late tradition has it
that the Ark contained the

Decalogue (I
Kings viii. 9, 21). As the
two versions of the Decalogue, that of E. in Ex. xx.,
and that of J. in Ex. xxxiv.,
tables of the

dilfcr

so

radically,

critics

hold also that there could
have been no authoritative
version of the Commandments deposited in the Ark,
but believe that it contained
an aerolite or sacred stone
similar to the sacred stone
of the Kaaba at Mecca
which was regarded as a

—

fetish.

(the

The

fact that in J.

Supposed Earliest Representation of an Ark of the Law, in the Museo Borgiano at Rome.

Judeau source) the Ark

not prominent, Yiiwii
being consistently represented as dwelling at Sinai
while his angel goes before Israel (Ex. xxxiii. 2), and
that in E. (the Ephraimitic source) the Ark plays a
conspicuous part, led Wellhausen and Stade to believe that it was originally the movable sanctuary of
the Joseph tribes, from whom, after the union of the
tribes, it was adopted by the nation.
This view has
been generally adopted by other critics (see references above).
In the historical books the Ark plays no part after
the time of Solomon, when it was placed in the
Temple. Couard believes that it was carried from
Jerusalem in the daj'sof Rehoboam by the Egyptian
king Shishak (Stade's "Zeitschrift," xii. 84). That
woiild adequately explain its disappearance from

(From Garrucci, "Arte Christiana. ")

is

While the Ark figures in Deuteronomy and
in the priestly legislation, there is, as Couard points
out, no evidence that it was actually in existence as
history.

placed a few feet above the floor of the nave and is
reached by steps. As the Torah is the most sacred
and precious possession of the Jew, so is the chest
which holds it the most important and ornate part of
It is called " Aron lia-Kodesh " (the
the synagogue.

Holy Ark) after the Ark of the Covenant in the Tabernacle and the Temple (Ex. xxv. 10 etseq., xxxvii.
The perpetual lamp (TiQn IJ) is usually
\ctseq.).

hung

From the platform near it the
it.
pronounce their benediction on festivals (com-

in front of

priests

pare the expression

pn^

rhv^

1^-

H. 31i; Shab.

1186),

and in modern Ashkenazic synagogues the bimah or
fdmcmar the platform from which the prayers are
recited and the lessons of the Torah read by the precentor is placed near it (compare in the Talmud the
expressions HTnn ^js!? '\2V ii"'! HTfin ^^^h IT

—

—

[Ber. V. 4; B. II. iv.
tion of precentor).

7,

Mb], for performing the func-

Whenever

the

Ark is opened

the
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ARK OF THE Law of the Sephardic Synagogue at Amsterdam.
(After Picart.)

congregation rises in reverence for the Torali it holds,
and when it is empty, as on the Feast of the Rejoicing of the Law (Simhat Torali), when all the Torah
scrolls are taken out to be carried in procession, a

Before the Ark there
is placed in it.
frequently placed a curtain of costly material,
called paroket after the curtain which in the Tabernacle and Temple screened the Holy of Holies (Ex,
xxvii. 21, xxxvi. 35, xl. 21).
It maybe safely assumed that the Ark constituted
from the first an integral part of the synagogue
The synagogue was considered a sanctuary
edifice.
next to the Temple (Meg. 29« see Targum to Ezek.
xi. 16), and the Ark as corresponding to the third
Tlie apdivision of the Temple, the Holy of Holies.
plication of the term ^3>n to the Ark is therefore not
appropriate, as this name was given to the second or
middle division of the Temple (I Kings vi. 5, 17; vii.
It is equally certain that the Ark served from
50).
the beginning as a receptacle for the sacred scrolls
used in the service of the synagogue, although the
This
older accounts do not expressly mention it.
may be inferred from the analogy with the Ark of
the Covenant in which, according to tradition (Deut.
I Kings viii. 9; II Chron. v. 10), the tabx. 2 et seq.
lets of the covenant, or the Decalogue, were deposited, and the place of wliicli was taken by the

burning candle
is

;

;

Ark and

the Toral).

In the IMislmali the Ark is referred to not as piX,
but as riQ^n, the word used in the Old Testament

without ^) for the Ark of Noah (Gen. vi.and i\w. Ark in which Moses was hidden (Ex. ii.
Its preference for the term "Tebah " may be
3, 5).
due to a desire to distinguish between the Ark of the

(spelled
Symbolic Representation of an Ark of the Law on a Glass Dish
In the Museo Borgiano at Rome.
(From Garrucci, " Arte

ChriHtiana.*')

viii.)
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Tabernacle and Temple, and that of the synagogue
(compare, liowever, tiie Baraita). Tlic vulgar crowd
commit a deadly sin in calling he sacred .shrine .simply
" chest " (Shab. 32«).
In Megillah iii. 1 this gradation
of sacredne.ss is given From tiie proceeds of the sale
1

:

of a synagogue an Ark may be purchased from those
of an Ark, \vrappers(for the Torah scroll) from those
;

;

Akk of the

Ark of

the

Law

dentally that the sacred books were kept in the synagogue ((Ta/3;3arf/ov); Chrysostom (847-407) refers in
" Oratio Ad versus Judstos," vi. 7 (" Opera," ed. Montfaucon, vol. i.), to the Ark {Kif3u-6^, the word by
which the Septuagint renders the Hebrew |T1X) and
in "Orat." i. 5 to the "Law " and the "Prophets"
which were kept in the synagogues. It is only Mai-

L.vw in TiiK Sv.nagoguk at Gibuai.tar.

(From a photogr.iph

in the collection of

of wrappers, books (that signifies, according to

IVIai-

monides' Yad ha-Hazakah; Hilkot Tetillah, xi. 14,
the Pentateuch and other parts of the Old Testament in book form); from those of books, a Torah
scroll (compare also Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, §
153, 2). According to Ta'anit ii. 1 the Ark was portable.
Jo.sephus ("Ant." xvi. 6, § 2) mentions inci-

Hon. Mayer Sulzberger.)

monides (Yad ha-Hazakah, Hilkot Tetillah, x. [xi.]
3) and Bertinoro (to Ta'anit ii. 1) who state explicitly that the sacred scrolls were preserved in the
Ark.
J. M. C.
Architecturally Considered: In earlier times
and in less important synagogues the Ark was
A.

—
Ark
Ark

of the Law
of Noah
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geuerally a movable pieceof furniture, so that in case
of disturbance or danger it could be readily removed
with its contents. In its most rudimentary form it
was merely a wooden case or closet, raised from the
floor sutticiently high for the congregation to see the
scrolls of the Law when the doors were open.
Sometimes the Ark is fashioned as a recess or
niclie in the wall, and the design is then very properly
considered in connection with the architectural
treatment of the interior of the synagogue. When
this method is adopted it is generally ornamented
with columns, cornices, and arches;
and when built of stone or other rich
materials, presents an appearance of
Examples may be
great dignity.
found to-day in some of the London
synagogues, a particularly notable one
being that in Great St. Helens, which
itself is a fine piece of classic design.
In this structure the Ark is a curtained recess in a semicircular wall. It
is flanked with pilasters and coupled
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The Ark

in the synagogue in each of these cities is
a superb structure made of stone, marble, and rich
metal work but the main line of the walls again.st
wliich it is placed has been recognized in its design,
and while it is a separate .structure, it still forms
a consonant part of the interior and harmonizes with
it without losing its distinctive importance.
The Ark in the Temple Emanu-El in New York
is an unusually elaborate piece of Moresque design.
It is richly carved, entirely constructed of wood,
and colored in the manner of the Alliambra.
In the Temple Beth-El, New York,
the Ark is made of onyx and colored
marbles, and is placed against a semi;

background of marble and
Richly wrought and gilded
bronze is used for capitals and other
ornamental parts, and for the doors
which latter are counterweighted, and
circular

mosaic.

rise

instead of sliding

to

the sides.

These doors are of open design, so
that, even when they are closed, the

may

Corinthian columns,
which are surmounted by
other columns and arches

scrolls

supporting a half-dome,

The approach to the Ark
the West End Synagogue, New York, is by
four steps from the main
floor, giving upon a broad

interior

of

A more modern example
found in Ihe S}'uagogue

Mickve

Israel,

delphia,

occupies

of

practically

entire eastern

platform extending nearly
the Avhole width of the
building; from the center
of the rear of this again,
rise four semicircular steps
leading to the actual Ark.
This is of elaborate Morescjue design and workmanship, in which strong
relief is obtained by
the use of light oak
fretwork embedded
in black walnut
panels, in the central
sliding doors Avhich
conceal the scrolls.

Phila-

where the

Ark
the

end of the

building.
Here, also, it
takes the form of a recess
in the wall; and it is

framed with columns and
supporting
a round arch, in the
tympanum of which
pilasters

,

are the tables of the

Law

be seen, as the
illuminated with

electric lights.

a fine effect of stateliness
being attained by thissim
pie treatment.
is

is

surrounded by

stained glass. When
the doors are opened,
a base of white marwalnut
Handsome
Ark of the Law in the Synagogue at Pogrebishche, Russia.
ble is disclosed, and
pillars, Avhich repro"
(From Bersohn, Kilka Slow.")
on this rest the scrol Is.
duce the form of
In the synagogue
those of stone that
at Amsterdam there is an extremely beautiful Ark
support the portico of the exterior of the building,
treated arcliitccturally with Ionic columns, cornices,
and of those of onj'X that uphold the galleries.

and pediments; the central portion is raised higher
than the sides and contains the tables of the Law
elaborately framed and surrounded by carving.
This Ark is specially notable from the fact tliat
divided vertically into five parts, each iuiviiig
separate compartments witli doors, and all containing scrolls.
Notwitiistanding its elaboration,

it is

however,

it lias no relation to
the interior design
of the building, and must be considered ratlier as
a hand.sonie piece of furniture placed in the position
of honor.

many of the important synagogues in Eurojie
Ark is treated in the same way. In AViesbailcii,

In
tlic

Florence,

and

Paris

are three

instances of

this.

Hank the Ark. The whole structure is set in an
arched recess in the south wall of the building, and
the daytime from rows of i\Ioresque Avindows of staineil glass, jilaced close together and filling the extent of the arch. By night,
concealed gasor ek'ctrie lights are skilfully adjusted
to ilhuninale the salient points of the design.
The
pulpit and the reading-de.sk, occupying their customary jiositioiis, repeat, the mosaic (unanientation of
the combined oak and walnut, charaetei'istic of the
Ark.
An eciuall}' elaborate Ark is that of the Shearitli Israel " congregation in New York, theSejihardic ]ilace of worship a colored j^Iate of it forms the
frontispiece of vol. i. of this Encyclopedia.
receives light in

''

;

Ark of the Law
Ark of Noah
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The Ark is always surmounted liy a representation
tlic two tables of the r>aw, wliile a jxTpetual
lamp lian,!i:s in front silver and l)r.)nze lamps of rich
The
worknianshii) are often placed at the sides.
of

;

ARK OF NOAH.— Biblical
occupied by
(Gen.

vi.

JS'ouh

and

Data

his faniil\-

:

dining

The
tin-

vessel

Deluge

14, vii., viii.).

The English name should not be confounded witli
the Ark of the Covenant.
The He])rew name, n2n,
is the same as tjiat of the chest in which the infant
Moses was placed on the banks of the Nile. It was a
box-like structure madt- of gopher-wood, a species
of pine-tree not found in Bal)3'l(jnia, but brought, as
was frequently done, from the Mediterranean coast
land.
It had three stories and a roof.
In the parallel Babylonian liood-.story no mention is made of the
material; but in the main the descriptions agree.

was made water-tight with
cells or rooms.
The proportions, as given in Genesis, show regard for safetj''
and rapid movement under steering. The huge
dimensions of the Ark 800 cubits long, oO cubits
In either case the vessel

bitumen and provided with

—

—

broad, and 30 cubits high were never reached in
the construction of ancient vessels, but woiUd have
been necessary for the accommodation of all the animals that survived the Deluge. It was really a great
house set afloat, and was so called in the Babylonian
Its purpose, acversion ("Flood Story," line 91).
cording to both accounts, was to accommodate Noah
and his family and the animals of every kind that
were to populate the earth after the Avaters subsided.
In the Babylonian account the Ark rested on ]\Iount
Nisir, east of the Lower Zab river, therefore not far
from the starting-point; and the high water lasted
but a week. Noah's Ark, after tossing about for a
year, rested in the highlands of Ararat or Armenia,
and stories have been current at various times to the
effect that remains of it had been found in that region, as, for example, in Josephus, "Ant." i. 3, § 6
See Schrader, "Cunei(see AitARAT and Flood).
form Inscriptions and the Old Testament," i. 46-60.
J. F. 3rcC.
J. .TR.

In Rabbinical Literature One hundred and
twenty years before the Deluge, Noah planted cedars
from which he afterward made the Aik (Gen. R.
XXX. 7; compare Christian parallels; Ginzberg,
:

This lengthy period
"Monatsschrift," xliii. 411).
partly in order to urge the sinful peotheir ways, and partly to allow sufficient time for the erection of the Ark, which was of
very large proportions. According to one view the

was requisite,
ple to amend

Ark

of the

Law from

the Synagogue at Modena, Dated

A.M. 5265
(From

the

—

1505 c.E.

Mus^e de

Cluiiy.)

doors, except in the Sephardic sj'nagogues, are covered by curtains, and the walls of the interior are
also adorned with rich hangings.

The Ark

is approached alwaj^s by at least three
but sometimes many more are used, and as
in the case of the Paris synagogues
a tine effect is
obtained by marble steps and balustrades.
A.
A. W. B.

steps,

—

—

ARK

OF MOSES ("tebah"): For three months
Moses was kept hidden by his mother, and when she
could no longer conceal him, she made a box and
launched it on the Nile river (Ex. ii. 2-3). The box
was made of rushes, and was lined with slime and
pitch to make it water-tight.
Midr. R. to Ex. i. 21
says that the pitch was placed on the outside of the
box, so that its odor should not be offensive to the
infant.
J. JR.

G. B. L.

Coin of Apamea, witli Supposed Representation of Koali's Ark.
(From M.ispero, "

Dawn

of Civilizntion.")

consisted of three hundred and sixty cells, each
ten yards long by ten yards wide; according to another it consisted of nine hundred cells, each six
yards long by six yards wide (Gen. R. xxxi. 11:
compare commentaries on the passage for the exact
mathematical computations). The lowest of these

Ark

"

Ark of Noah
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was used as a depositary for refuse; in the
second the liuman beinys and the " clean " beasts
were lodged, and the uppermost was reserved for the
" unclean" beasts.
A differing opinion reverses the
order, so that the refuse was deposited in the third
stories

112

Another beam of the Ark was used as
gallows for llaman, according to Midrasli Abba
Gorion, iv. ed. Buber, 19a (see Floou in R.\u(Sanh. 96«).
tiie

;

IJINICAL LiTEHATURE).
J.

L. G.

SK.

Mohammedan

Literature Mohammed's
conception of the Ark of Noali was of an ordinary
ship
He refers to it frequently in speaking of
Noah, and in all but two cases uses the word " f ulk,

In

:

In
Avhich is elsewhere his usual word for a ship.
one passage (sura liv. 14) he calls it "a thing of
boards and nails " in another (xxix. 14), "satiuah,"
which he also uses elsewhere of a ship.
There is, therefore, little Koranic material that
need be considered under this rubric. A curious
expres.sion in the Koran (xi. 43), "And he .said,
Ride ye in it in the Name of God it moves and
stays, " probably means only that at all times it was
under the care of God.
But some commentators
(Baidawi, ad loe.) have thought the meaning to be
that Noah said, " In the Name of God " when he
wished it to move, and the same when he wished it
to stand still.
It is mentioned (xi. 46) that it settled on al-Judi.
This name must go back to a flood-legend current
among the Syrians of the east Tigris, in which the
Ark settled on the mountains of Gordysa. But in
Moslem tradition this has become a specific mountain, lofty and long in shape, near the town called
Jazirat ibn 'Umar, on the east bank of the Tigris,
So Yakut {s.v. ii. 144),
in the province of Mosul.
and Ibn Batuta passed it on his travels (ii. 139).
Mas' udi ("Golden Meadows," 1. 74) states that the
place where the Ark grounded could be seen to his
day, but there do not seem to be current among
Moslems any of those tales so common in Jewish
and Christian legend of remains found by adventurous travelers. Probably the Moslem al-Judi was
much too accessible. According to Yakut a mosque
built by Noah was still to be found there.
;

'

;

'

!

The Ark

of

Noah

Afloat.

(From the Sarajevo Haggadah.)

from which it Avas shoveled into the sea
through a sort "of trap-door (/iara/jd/cr//f; Gen. R. I.e.).
For purposes of illumination, Noah used precious
stones, bright as the sun at noonday (Sanh. 108i;
Yer. Pes. i. 21b Gen. R. I.e.), which shone by night
and were dull by day. The stones were the sole
light in the Ark, since the stars and planets did not
fulfil their functions during the Deluge (Gen. R.
xxxiv. 11). Another miracle witnessed by the occuStory,

\

pants of the Ark was the entrance of the animals.
They were not led in by Noah, a task which would
have been impossible for any human being but God
caused them, as well as the spirits of those whose
;

bodies were yet uncreated, to gather there from all
sides (Gen. R. xxxi. 13, xxxii. 8; Zeb. 116a; for
Christian parallels see Ginzberg, "Monatsschrift,"
Another Midrasli says that the anxliii. 414).
gels appointed over the various species of animals
brought each his allotted animal with its necessary

fodder (Pirke R. El. xxiii.). In regard to the feeding of the animals, the greater number of Haggadot
say that each received suitable food at the usualtime (Tan.,ed. Buber, Noah ii. Gen. R. xxxi. 14);
and since Noah Avas constantly employed in feeding
them, he did not sleep for a moment during the year
As Noah Avas an exception among his
in the Ark.
contemporaries, so also were the animals that were
They were the best of their
destined to be saved.
species, and, imlike the other animals of the time,
they remained true to their projjcr natures, without overstepping the limitations which nature had
prescribed for them (Tanhuma, I.e. v.; Gen. R.
Besides the regular occuxxviii. 8; Sanh. 108r/).
pants, the Ark supported Og, king of Bashan, and
the immense animal "ReGm," neither of whom,
owing to their enormous size, could get into tiie
Ark, but held fast to it, remaining alongside (Pirke
R. El. xxiii. Gen. R. xxxi. 13). In order that Noah
on his entrance into the Ark might not be molested
by the wicked people, lions and other wild animals
beam of the Ark was
were placed to guard it.
found by Sennacherib, and he made an idol of it
;

;

A

—

T

iz~~]

—

8

:

Ark
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the three stories wild and domesticated auiinals were
lodfrcd, in the second were liuman beings, and in
But otlier jjrofessed legendtlic tiiird the birds.
Al-Tha'labi in his
gatherers go much farther.
"Kisas al-An1)iyya" (pp. '61 et .ser/.) and al-Diyarbal^ri in his "Kliamis" give stories of how Noah,
under the direction of Gabriel, built a "house "of
teaiv-wood after having first grown the trees for
tiie purpose
with dimen.sions of 80 cubits by 50 by
30; or, according to others, 660 by 330 by 33; or,
again and tliison tlieauthority of Jesus, wlio raised
up yiiE.M to give the infornialion to liis disciples
On every plank was the name of a
1,200 by 600.
prophet, and the body of Adam was carried in the
middle to divide the men from tlie women. When
Noah came near the end of his building, he found
that three planks, symbolizing three prophets, were
missing, and that he could not complete the "house "
witiiout them.
These planks were in Egypt and
were bi'ought from there to Noah by Og, sou of
Auak, the only one of the giants who was permitted
to survive tlie Flood.
The last of the Ark seems to
have been that Noah locked it up and gave the key
to Shem (Ilm Wadih, i. 12).

—
—

—

of Noah
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lowed by M. Eisenberg, who occupied the pulpit
for the remainder of the year.
He was followed by
Jo.seph Stolz as rabbi, who was at the time a student
in the Hebrew Union College of Cincinnati.
The
rabbis succeeding him were: Emanuel Schreiber
(1889-1891), Charles Rubenstein (1891-1897), Harry
H. Mayer (1897-1899), and Louis Wolsey, tlie present incumbent.
The membership (Sept., 1899) is

170;

and the Sabbath-school has 100 pupils and 5

The building now occupied was built
during the ministry of Rev. C. Rubenstein, and was
dedicated in May, 1897, by him and Rabbis Wise,
Samfield, and Stolz.
Recently there has also been
established an Orthodox congregation, having a
membership of 13. Their present leader is a hazan,
With the growth of the community and
S. Carmel.
congregation the following societies were organized
teachers.

D. B. M.
of the South-central states
of tlie United States; admitted June 15, 1836; seceded May 6, 1861 and was readmitted June 22, 1868.
Arkansas has about three thousand Jews. Though
their settlement in different parts of the state can
be traced to comparatively early days, their communal activity is of but recent development.
curious item of circumstantial evidence in this matter is the old marriage law of Arkansas (Statutes of
1838), which was so worded as to exclude Jewish
ministers from performing the ceremony.
This law
remained unchanged Until 1873, when, through the
exertions of M. A. Cohn of Little Rock, the blunder
was corrected in the revised statutes. There are in
the state but five congregations of sufficient size
and means to employ a permanent minister and to
hold regular services; namely, Little Rock, Pine
Bluff, Fort Smith, Hot Springs, and Jonesboro.
The
communities next in size are Texarkana, Helena,
J. .115.

ARKANSAS

One

:

;

A

Synagogue at

and Camden.
The most important Jewish community

in the
the oldest as well as the
The first Jewish settlers there that can be
largest.
traced were the Mitchell family (three brothers),
state is Little

Rock

;

it

is

Little

who came from Cracow, Galicia, in
From that year until the Civil
1838.

Rock.

War

was

Jewish immigration
but during the war and immediately afterward the influx was comparatively
In 1866 a congregation was formed and inlarge.
corporated with M. Navra as president.
On March
18, 1867, a charter was granted to it under the name
"Congregation B'nai Israel of Little Rock." The
members worshiped in the Masonic Temple under
there

little

;

the leadership of a hazan, S. Peck of Cincinnati,
who resigned in 1870. In 1873 J. Bloch was elected
rabbi; and the congregation moved into a hall, preparatory to building a temple. This temple was
completed and dedicated in September, 1873. Bloch
served until 1880, and was succeeded by I. W. Benson, who held oflSce from 1881 to 1883; he was fol-

II.—

Little

Kock, Arkansas.

(From a photograph.)

(social, 1868); The Hebrew
Ladies' Benevolent Society (for the relief of the
poor, 1869) Little Rock Lodge, No. 158, I. O. B. B.
(1871); Kesher Shel Barzel (1876); Hebrew Relief
Society (1892) The Temple Aid Society (formed by
Rabbi Rubenstein in 1892, to aid in building the

The Concordia Club
;

;

temple).

Many

Rock Jews have been prominent in
One of the earliest settlers, Jonas Levy,
was mayor from 1860 to 1865, and Jacob Erb (now
public

Little

life.

Chicago) occupied a position as county judge
from 1890 to 1894, while Jacob Trieber is at present
the judge of the United States Circuit Court.
in

The estimated population is 40.000, of whom the
Jews number 900. The latter include many merchants, a banker, lawyer, school-teacher, sash and
blind manufacturer, photographer, and pawnbroker.
Jews are also engaged in the following trades baker,
:

barber, confectioner, laimdrynian, musician, restauIt is perhaps worthy of note that
rateur, and tailor.

;

Arkansas
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of tlic Jews of Little llock und other Arkansas
were members of tiie Confederate Army.
Pine Bluif lias a Jewish communily almost as
The iiroportion of
large as that of Little Roek.

many
cities

to the total population

Jews
more
and

influential

in

being greater, they are
Jjetween 1843

public affairs.

Jew named Wolf— now in
home— came to Pine Bluff. From

1850. a

Orleans

the New
that date

the iutlux of Jews continued until to(lav (1902) there is a Jewish populaIn 18(57 the
tion of some 700 or 800.
congregation Anshe Emeth was organized with 20
members. Bloch, a teacher in the public schools,
was rabbi, and jM. Aschaffenbcrg, president. In

Pine

Bluff,

1871 Bloch resigned and

was succeeded by

Fliigel,

His successor
was M. Greeneblatt, at whose death (1885) Rev.
He held office but
Isaac Rubcnstein was appointed.
one year, and w-as succeeded in 1887 by the Rev.
Ferdinand Becker. During his long term the congregation increased to its present membership, 76
and he conducted a most successful Sabbath-school.
On his retirement in 1898 he was succeeded by the
present incumbent, Rabbi Joseph Kornfeld.
The population of Pine Bluff is estimated at
The majority of
12,000, of whom 800 are Jews.
the Jewish inhabitants are merchants; and there are
seveial lawyers, a physician, and a school-teacher.

who

I'etained ottice for four years.

trades followed by Jews are: carpenter, laundry, printer, and tailor.
Fort Smith, the community next in size, is considerably smaller than Little Rock or Pine Bluff.

The

Although there were Jews here as
early as 1845, it was not till much
later that there were enough to form
The earliest settler that can be
a congregation.
traced was Edward Czarnickow, who came to Fort
Smith from Posen in 1842. He was followed by
Morris Price (1843), Michael Charles (1844), and his

Fort Smith,

brother, Louis Czarnickow^ and Leopold LoewenFrom 1845 to 1865 several business
thal (1845).
houses were established, and the greater part of the
business done was carried on with the Indians that

flocked to Fort Smith.
The first organization was the Cemetery Association.
It was established in 1871, and the next year
Louis Tilles
it purchased a plot for a cemeterj-.
was president. The Hebrew Ladies' Benevolent
Society was also organized in that year. From its

inception it has been a great power for good; relieving the poor, and contributing generously to the
building of the temple. In 1890, through the efforts
of Rabbi Messing of St. Louis, a congregation,
A.
consisting of about 25 members, was formed.
Trangott was appointed minister. With the aid of
the Ladies' Benevolent Society a lot was bought and
a temple erected. In 1895 Trangott retired and was
succeeded in 1896 by Max Moses. During the ministry of the latter the debt on the temple was almost
entirely liquidated.
In 1898 Moses was succeeded
by Max C. Currick, who served till the end of 1901.
The membership has greatly increased, there being
now (1902) 44 full members and 25 associate members; of these about 10 live in neighboring towns.
The Sabbatli-school, which has 40 pupils and 3
teachers, is in a most prosperous condition.
Besides
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the oi'gunizations mcnlioucd, thei'e are the Progress
members (189!)) and a local
lodge of the I. O. B. B. (1879), at one time very
prosperous, the membership of which has fallen
Clul) (social), with 40

from 30

The

;

to 7.

population of Fort Smith is estimated
whom 230 are Jews. The only trades
tailor, cutter, photographer, and up-

total

at 20,000, of
pursued are:
holsterer.

Van Buren, a suburb of Fort Smith, contains a
few .lewish families, most of whom are members of
the Fort Smith congregation.
Hot Springs has a Jewish population of 170 in
There have been Jews in Hot Springs since
10,000.
1856, when Jacob Kempner came there from Cracow, Galicia. The congregation was organized in
1878.
F. L. Rosenthal was the first rabbi, and was
succeeded by the present incumbent.

Hot

Louis Schreiber.

On

account of the

numbers of sick poor that flock
to Hot Springs, the demand upon the
community is very heavy and to meet it tlie Society
for the Relief of the Sick Poor was organized in
Springs,

large

;

1899.

The

first

Jewish

settler in

Jonesboro was jMorris

who

arrived in 1882.
In 1897 there were
enough Jews to form a congregation. In September of that year Rabbi Isaac Rubenstein was called
Through his untiring efforts the
to the ministry.
temple was completed, and was dedicated on Jan. 2,
1898.
He died in Jan., 1899. In August of the

Berger,

same year Adolph Marx began his
Jonesboro, ministry, and served imtil 1900, when
Texarkana, he was succeeded by J. Ellinger.
The total population of Jonesboro is
Helena,
Camden. 5,000, of whom 125 are Jews. Both
in Hot Springs and Jonesboro the only
trades pursued by Jews are those of tailor and
shoemaker.
Texarkana, Helena, and Camden have Jewish communities of about the same size, numbering each
between 100 and 140. None of them has either a
permanent rabbi or regular services; but they all
have services during the autumn holidays, generally
conducted by a student of the Hebrew Union ColThe oldest of these communities is Helena, its
lege.
congregation having been organized as far back as
1869.

It

had permanent rabbis

until 1887.

They

were: A. Meyer (1880-1881), L. Weiss (1882-1884),
A. M. Block (1885), and A. Gustmanu (1886-1887).
Abraham Brill served as rabbi from 1900 till 1901.
Each of these communities has a social club, a society for the relief of the poor, a literarj' society,
and a local lodge of the I. O. B. B.
Scattered through the remainder of the state, in
the towns of Brinkley, Batesville, Conway, Ozark,
Paragould, Malvern, Newport, Paris, Fayetteville,
Searcy, and Dardanelle, there are some four or five
hundred Jews. They are in no greater groups than
five families to a town with the exception of Newport and Conway, which have each about 55 Jews.
;

M.

A.

AIIKITE(S)
Palestine.
(^p")yn)

is

C. C.

Ancient people of northwestern
i. 15, the Arkite
mentioned as a son of Canaan and opens
:

In Gen. x. 17, I Chron.

;
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tlie series

of the chief I'licniciaii eilics.
tiie iiiune isderived,

Arka, from wliieh

Tiie

oitj-

of

the inodciii
ruin Tell 'Aik;i in the Lebanon, nortiieast of Tripolis, on a brook called Hivcrof 'Arka (not the Sabbatiis

Kiver of Josephus!). Tiie city occurs in E.iiypabout 1500 ij.c, as '{l)rk(tii{(i)tii
(W. M. 3Iiiller, " Asicn iiud Europa," p. 247); in tlic
Aniarna Letters (122 <'^ wr/.) as Ir;;ata,Iri,^anat\i. The
Assyrians mention Irkanat as liostile inider Slialmancser II.; Tii;-lath-pileser III. subjected Arka (DeSeiirader, "Cuneilitzseli, "Paradies," ])p. 272, 2s4
form Inscriptionsand tlieOld Testament," i. 87, 240).
In Iloman times ArIca(Arkc, etc.) was an important
town, called Ctesarea Libani. It was a Iloman colony
cal

tian insei-iplioiis,

;

and famous

As a

for the cult of

fortress it played a

Venus

Arcitis {Mttcrobius).

prominent part in the Cru-

sades.

The strange form An'ki in the Seijtuagint, in Josephus, and in the Samaritan text is not intelligible.
J.

W. M. M.

.III.

ARKOVY, JOSEPH

Professor of clinical
University of Budapest; born in
Budapest, February 8, 1851. He graduated in 1876
from the university of his native city, and tlien
went to London, where for several years he pracIn 1881 he estabtised in the German Hospital.
dentistry at

:

tiie

lished a clinical liospital at Budapest, which was
in 1890 with the general clinics as the

amalgamated

•'Department of Dentistry." Arkovy is the pioneer
of scientific dentistry in Hungary, and the author of
several works on the subject, the more important
of which are: "A Fogak Gondozasa" (1881); "A

Fogbel

es

Gyokhartya Bantalmak"

(1884);

and

"Diagnostic der Zahnkrankheiten " (1885). He has
also published several essays in Hungarian, German,
and English dental journals. Arkovy has been baptized.
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ARLES (Latin Arelas or Arelate, Hebrew
'^-\\^.

n^^N. N^nx, ^iN^ns, n!5nN,

nis-iN,

tS^f'IX,

^^ik,

TS^IIS .2^")N): City of France, in the department
ancient capital of Provence.
of Bouehes du Rhone
;

date of the settlement of the Jews in Aries is
According to a legend, the emlost in antiquity.
peror Vespasian placed Jews on three vessels, wliich
were abandoned by their captains in the open sea.

The

of these came to Aries, another landed at Bordeaux, and the third reached Lyons ("Siddur," Roedelheim, 1868, ed. Baer, p. 112).
This legend makes it probable that there were
Jews in Aries during the first centuries of tlie common era. But the first official document concerning them dates from 425.
Early
Settlement. In that year the emperor Valentinian
III. addressed to the pretor of Gaul,
and to Patroclus, bishop of Aries, a decree, enjoining them to forbid Jews and heathens to take up the
career of arms, to enter the magistracy, or to possess
Christian slaves (Papon, " Histoire Generale de Provence," i. ii.). These restrictions, however, were
not carried out, or, at any rate, did not last long;
for some years later the bishopric of Aries was oc-

One

Arkansas
Aries

eupied by Saint Hilary (429-449), who cherished the
most kindly feelings toward Jews in general, and
especially tf)ward those of Aries.
In 470 the Roman dominion in Gaul came to an
end, and Prove'ieij fell into tiie Jiands of the Visigoths.
Eurie compieied Aries, where he settled for

a long time. So long as tlie Visigoths remained attached to Arianisin, the Jewsenjoyed all civic rigiits.
In 508, when Aries was besieged l)y the Franks and
Burgundians, the Jewish inhabitants valorously defended the city. Aries fell into the hands of Clovis,
and Bisliop C;esarius was ojienl}' accused by tlie
Jews of treason. The bi.shop's adherents, however,
accused a Jewish soldier of having thrown a letter
to the besiegers, inviting them to climb the wall at
a certain place. The soldier was put to death, and
But this relatively happy
the bishoj) was acquitted.
state of the Jews did not last.
Aries, like most
towns of southern France, fell under the dominion
of the IVIerovingian kings, whose fanaticism weighed
The bishops were
heavily upon tlu; French Jews.
encouraged by Chilperic liimself (561-584) to attempt
the conversion of the Jews; and Virgilius, bishop of
Aries, displayed such zeal for the salvation of Jewish souls, that even Pope Gregory the Great tliought
it necessary to moderate it by a stern rebuke (see S.
Gregorii Papse I. Magni p]pistola2," ii. Ixv.).
With the death of Dagobert I. (638), on which
occasion tlie power passed into the hands of the
Carlovingian dynasty, the state of tlie
Under
French Jews in general considerably
the Carlo- improved. The Carlovingian princes
vingians. efficaciously protected them from the
attacks of the clergy. Jewish history
has nothing to record of tliis happy period. It takes
up the thread again with the death of Louis le Debounaire (814-840), when Boso, count of Provence, supported by Pope John VIII. and the clergy, founded
the kingdom of Burgundy with Aries for capital.
In 850, the Jewish communities of Lyons, Chalon,
Macon, and Vienne, to save their children from baptism, sent them to Aries, where Bishop Roland
showed himself most favorably disposed toward the
Jews. The usurper (879-888), as a token of his gratitude toward the clergy, transferred his rights over
the Jews of Aries to Rostang, archbishop of this
town. Boso's son and successor did the same in
921 to Bishop Manasse. This form of transfer was
sanctioned later by the German emperors, who acquired rights of suzerainty over Provence. Thus
Conrad III., in 1147, granted to the archbishop of
Aries, Raymond of Montredon, among other of his
regal prerogatives, the jurisdiction over the Jews of
Frederick Barbarossa in 1 154 confirmed
his diocese.
and extended these privileges. The archbishop understood how to make the most of the power bestowed upon him, and laid heavy taxes upon the
Jews of Aries. And yet their state was tolerably
favorable in comparison with that of the Jews of
other towns in France, who suffered much from the
Crusaders. The archbishop watched carefully over
his property,

and permitted none

to interfere Avith

his Jews.
to Benjamin of Tudela, the Jewish
of Aries counted at the second half of
the twelfth century about 200 families. At their

According

community

;

;
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head were six rabbis: Moses, Tobias, Isaiah, Solomon, Abba Mari, and Nathau (see Benjamiu of

These functionaries, called
tection of the Jews.
"conservators," exercised jurisdiction over the Jews

Tudela, "Travels," i. 5). They lived in a separate
quarter of the town, and had their synagogue in
Rue Neuve (Noble de la Laugifire, " Abrege Chronologique de I'llistoire d' Aries," pp. 301, 312). Their
chief trade consisted in selling kermes, which is
used in dry-salting. In 1215 Archbishop Michel de
Moriere regulated the administration of the Jewish
community of Aries. On every Feast of Tabernacles

and maintained order

the Jews had to elect three members, who were to
administer the community. The elected members assumed the title of "rectors," and they
were invested by the archbishop with
Rectors.
full power. The rectors were responsiThe first recble for their acts to the archbishop.
tors assigned by the archbishop himself were: Durantus (Durant), Salvetus (Salves), and Ferrerius
(Ferrier). Trinquetaille, a suburb of Aries, also possessed quite an important community, which disappeared in 1300, when this suburb was united with
the town.
The counts of Provence gradually established
their

power

in Aries,

owing

to the incessant conflicts

between the archbishop and the Christian inhabitants
of the city and the state of the Arlesian Jews ac;

cordingly changed. Thus Charles I. of Anjou officially deprived the archbishop Bertrand of Malferrat
This circumof his rights over the Jews (1376).
stance occasioned much suffering among the Jews
of Aries; for the clergy could now undisturbedly
excite the fanaticism of the Christian inhabitants
Charles I. of Anjou, it is true, acagainst them.
corded to all his Jewish subjects every kind of protection; and on one occasion energetically took their
part against the Dominican friars, who tried to introduce the Inquisition into Provence. But Charles'
successor had not his energy, and the state of the
Jews of Aries gradually grew worse. Thus Charles
II. (1285-1309), incited by the clergy, issued ordinances, according to which the Jews were forbidden,
on pain of a fine of two silver marks, to employ a
Christian servant, to hold a public office, or to lay
aside the distinguishing yellow badge.
The first half of the fourteenth century was a
relatively happy epoch for the Jews of Aries under
the reign of Robert of Anjou, who
cherished kindly feeling toward them
The
Fourteenth, but the second half was just the re-

and
Fifteenth
Centuries,

Thepresenceof Joanna on the
throne of Provence gave scope to the
enemies of the .Tews, and the most
odious restrictions were placed upon
verse.

them. .Jews could not, for instance, testify against
a Christian; nor were they allowed to visit the public baths on any day during the week but Friday,
which was set aside for their exclusive use; they
were forbidden to do work on Sundays; no Jew
could embark for Alexandria, and only four could
take passage by the same boat for any of the other
parts of the Levant.
In 1344 the Jews of Aries had much to suffer from
the riots following the blood accusation against
Samson of Reylhane. Such riots w(!re repeated
every few years, and Louis III. (1417-1434) saw the
necessity of appointing special officials for the pro-

in the communities.
In 1436
attacked the Jews of Aries, and maltreated
even the conservators. King Rene (1434-1480) suppressed the functions of these guardians; and by the
ordinance of May 18, 1454, granted to the Jews the
right to retain their ancient cu.stoms.
He, likewise,
authorized them to build a fortress in their quarter,
in order to protect themselves from the attacks of
the populace during Holy Week (Noble de la Lau-

mob

the

giere,

ib.

With

p. 301).

the death of

King Rene (1434-1480) the Jews

lost their last protector.

On

the 13th of Nisan, 5244

(April 8, 1484), when Provence was annexed to
France, a band of laborers from Dauphin, Auvergnois, and the mountain districts of Provence, driven
by misery, attacked the Jews of Aries, ransacked
their houses, killed several women, and compelled
about fifty persons to embrace Christianity. These
violent outbursts were repeated in the summer of

1485 (S. Kahn, in "Rev. Et. Juives," xxxix. 110).
In 1488 the Jews were definitively expelled from
Aries, to which place they never returned.
Among the eminent persons associated with the
town of Aries may be mentioned R. Moses (tenth
century) Judah ben Moses of Aries
:

;

Prominent
Jews

(eleventh centurj^) Judah ben Tobias
(twelfth century); Abraham ben David of Posquiferes, called also Abraham
in Aries,
ibn Daud (twelfth century); Samuel
ben Judah ibn Tibbon, Meir and his son Kalonymus, Isaac ben Jacob Cohen, Gerson ben Solomon
(thirteenth century); Levi ben Abraham, who took
part in the religious controversy of 1303-1306; Jo;

seph Kaspi, Kalonymus ben Kalonymus, Don Comprad of Aries, Kalonymus ben David ben Todros,
Isaac ben Joseph Kimhi, Tanhum ben Moses (fourteenth century); Nathan ben Nehemia Kaspi, Isaac
Nathan ben Kalonymus ben Judah ben Solomon
(fifteenth century).

The following physicians

may

of Aries

also be

mentioned as having acquired distinction, the first
two being engaged at court: MaGstro Bendit, probably identical with Bendich Ahin, physician to
Queen Joanna in 1369; Benedit du Canet, one of
the physicians of Louis XI. Mafistro Salves Vidal
of Bouriin, and Asher ben Moses of the family
;

Vivlabregue (1468).
Bibliography: Papon, HMnire Generale de Provence,
et neq.
Depping. Les Juifs dana le Moyen Age, p.
:

I. il.
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Chronique de Province, passim;
Gross, iQ MonatsschrifU 1878, 1880, 1882 idem, GaUin Judaica, pp. 73 et seq. Rev. Et. Juives, xl. 74 xli. 62, 154.
Nostradamus, Histnire

et

;

;

;

G.

S.

K.— I.

Br.

ABLI (ARLES), JOSEPH JUDAH, of Sienna.
See Joseph op Arles.

ARMAVIR

The old capital of Armenia, on the
Mount Ahaghttz, said to have
been founded by King Armais in 1980 B.C. Moses
:

southeastern slope of
of Chorene

(fifth

century) has the tradition that

when King Vaharshak

settled in

Armavir (149

B.C.),

he built a temple there and asked his favorite, the
Jew Shambu Bagarat (Bagratuni), to give up his reShambu refused compliligion and worship idols.
Moses also relates that when King Tigranes
ance.
II. (90-36 B.C.), in order to take revenge on Queen

"
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Cleopatra of Egypt, sent an expedition to Palestine,
he carried a great number of Jews into captivity',
and settled them in Armavir and in Vardges. He
goes on to state that later they were transferred
from Armavir to Ernanda; and under King Arsaces (85-127) again transferred into tin; new capital
When King Sapor II. of Persia invaded
Artashat.
Armenia (360-;57{)), he led away from Artiishat 30,000

Armenian and 9,000 Jewish families, the latter
brought by King Tigranes from Palestine, and then
completely destroyed the
BnM.iOGRAPHY

:

city.

Faustus de Byzance in Lanplois, Collection

des Hititoircs Armrniennex, i. 274, 275; Rcaexty i Nadpini
(RejtPSts anrt Inscriptions), pub. by the Society for the Promotion of Education Among the Jews of Russia, pp. 37 et seq.,
St. Petersburg, IS'M.

H. R.

G.

ARMENIA
Asia,

now

:

Formerly a kingdom of western
among Russia, TurAccording to the Peshitta and

(1902) apportioned

key, and Persia.
Onkelos, the "Minni" of the Bible (Jer. li.
27) is Armenia or rather a part of that country, as
Ararat is also mentioned (Isa. xxxvii. 38; II Kings
xix. 37) as a part of Armenia.
The
In
cuneiform inscriptions speak of " Manthe Bible, nai " in the same neighborhood (Schrader, "K. A. T." 2d ed., p. 423).
In
ancient times the Armenians were in communication
with Tyre and other Phenician cities, in which they
traded with liorses and mules (Ezek. xxvii. 14).
The Meshech mentioned in Ezek. xxvii. 13; xxxii.
26; xxxviii. 2, 3; xxxix. 1, and in Ps. cxx. 5, are
probably the Moschi (Assyrian, MusJiku and Muskv),
the inhabitants of the Moschian mountains, between
the Black and the Caspian seas, which contained rich
copper mines. "Tubal " (Assyrian, Tubal), which is
always mentioned in connection with Meshech, is
the name of the Tibareni, who lived to the southeast of the Black sea.
The name of the Moschi is
perhaps preserved in Mzchet, the ancient capital
of Iberia (Georgia), now a small village and station
on the Transcaucasian railroad, about fourteen English miles from Tiflis.
Descendants of the Jewish captives who were
carried away from Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar
have lived in great numbers in the Parthian and
Persian countries adjoining Armenia, and, occupying themselves with agriculture and handicrafts, attained wealth and lived peacefully under the rule
of their " Princes of the Diaspora " (" resh galuta "),
who were supposed to be descendants of David
(M. Brann and D. Chwolson, in the article " Yevrei,"
in Entziklopedicheski Slovar," vol. xi., s.v., St.
Petersburg, 1894).
According to Moses of Chorene (fifth century).
King Hratchai (Fiery -Eye) obtained from Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, a distinEarly
guished Jewish captive, named ShamSettlement, bat (which name, according to A.

Targum

—

Harkavy, is identical with "Sabbat"),
he loaded with honors. From Shambat descended the family of Bagratuni (or Bagration),
which heads the list of the Russian nobility (see

whom

Bobrinski, "Dvoryanskie Rody," i. 1, St. Petersburg, 1890). When Vagharshak, brother of the Parthian king Mithridates I., and the founder of the
Arshak dynasty, ascended the throne of Armenia

Aries

Armenia

lie introduced a new rule in the governthe country, nominating the Jew Bagarat,
a descendant of Sliambat, hereditary viceroy {huIki-

150 B.C.,

ment of

and coronator (aspet); that is, the official
charged with the duty of placing the crown on the
head of the ruler. This dignity and duty remained
with the Bagratuni family until tlje end of the
Arshak dynasty in 433. The coronation, tlienceforth, depeudetl for its validity upon the performance of this act (N. O. Emin, "Minutes of the Sixth
Ses.sion of the Fifth Russian Archeological Congress," held at Tiflis, September, 1881, to be found
in "Russische Revue," xviii. 309-311).
But according to modern critics (Gutschmid and others) the
work of Moses of Chorene is of a later date and his
statements are open to question.
During his expedition to Palestine, to take vengeance on Queen Cleopatra of Egypt, Tigranes took

rar, satrap),

number of Jews captive. He settled tliera
Armavir and in the city of Vardges, on the river
Ksakh, which subsequently became a large commercial center.
King Arsham, the brother of Tigranes,
imprisoned the coronator Hanania, and deprived
him of all honors, because he liberated from bond-

a great
in

age the Jewish high priest Hyrcanus. Josephus
relates that Cleopatra took part in Antony's expedition to Armenia, when Antony subdued Armenia
and " sent Artabazes, the sou of Tigranes, in bonds,
with his children and procurators, to Egypt " (" Ant.
XV. 4, § 3).
He also states tliat the Herodian house
was related to the royal house of Armenia ("Ant."
§ 4; ib. xiii. 16, § 4).
captive Jews were removed by Arsaces
(85-127 of the common era) from the city of Ernanda
and settled by him in the capital of Artashat. According to tradition, the family of Amatuni, which
was of Jewish origin, came from Oriental Aryan
countries to Armenia in the reign of Ar.saces.
At the end of the reign of Arshak, during his
iniquitous persecution, the Persian king Sapor II.
(about 360) ordered the destruction of the fortifications surrounding all the Armenian
xviii. 5,

Many

Away by

cities, and also commanded that all the
Jews and Judaizers of the city of Van,

Persians,

who had been

Carried

transferred to that city

during the reign of Tigranes, should
be taken into captivity and settled in Aspahan.
Faustus, the Byzantine (4th century), in describing the invasion of the Persians in the time of King
Sapor II. (310-380), relates that the Persians removed from the city of Artashat 40,000 Armenian
and 9,000 Jewish families; from Ernandashat 20,000
Armenian and 30,000 Jewish from Zeragavan 5,000
Armenian and 8,000 Jewish; from Zarishat 14,000
Armenian and 10,000 Jewish; from Van 5.000 Armenian and 18,000 Jewish; and from Nakhichevan
;

2,000 Armenian and 16,000 .Jewish families (360-370).
This great mass of Jews, according to Faustus. had
originally been transported from Palestine by King
Tigranes Arshakuni. While these figures maj' be
exaggerated, there can be hardly any doubt that
Armenia at that time possessed a large Jewish population (see Ersch and Gruber, "Encyklopiidie,"
xxvii. 440 et seq.; Griitz, "Gesch. der Juden," iv.

422; Jost, "Gesch. der Israel.," ii. 128, Leipsic,
1858; Harkavy, "Vyestnik Russkikh Yevreyev,"

Armenia
Armilus
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1871; "Kazsvyc't," 1S82-83; F. Lazanis, in BruH's
"Jiilirbuch," X. 84, 35).
Li Mic Taliniid ( Ycr. Git. vi. 4Hi() a rabbi, Jacob of
AniK'iiia,

and thu Academy of Nisibis arc referred
to, whicb goes to |)rovc that Jcwisli

In Jewish

schoiar.shii)

tioiirislied

tlieiv.

In

liic

nesses cauK! to ConstantijKjple to oiler

105-109, and his reply to Steinschncider, 11. B. ix. 15,
53 in "Konian ob Aiexandrye," lHi)2, p. 32, note).
Armenia is also mentioned in the ^lidrashim:
"God said, if I let them pass through the deserts,
they will die of starvation. Therefore I lead them
by the road of Armenia, where they will find cities
and fortresses and plenty of provisions" (Lam. R. i.
See also Cant. K., Amsterdam ed., p. 198.
14).
The Karaite Ibu Yusuf Ya'kub al-Kirkisani, in
treating of Jewish sects in his Arabic work, written
in 937, speaks of the sect foiuided by Musa al-Za'farani.
Musa known under the name of Abu-Imran
of Titlis lived in the ninth century.
He was born

—

—

Bagdad, but settled in tlie Armenian city of Tifiis,
wheie he found followers, who sjiread all over Armenia, and under the name of "Titlisites" (Ttjiiin

siyim), still existed in Kirkisani's time.

"It

is in-

know, by the way," says Ilarkavy,
"tliatin the uintii and tenth centuries such a large
Jewish commimity existed in Tiflis, in which a
separate sect could be formed " (A. Ilarkavy, in
"Zapiski Vostochnavo Oldyeleniya Imperatorskavo
Russkavo Archeologicheskavo Obshchestva," viii.
247; idem, m "Voskhod," 1S96, ii. 35, 36).
Hasdai ben Isaac, in his letters to the king of the
to

Chazars (about 900), says that it was his intention to
send his letters by way of Jerusalem, Nisibis, Armenia, and Bardaa, which fact is proof of the existence at that time of Jewish communities in Armenia
(see A." Harkavy, " Soobshcheiuya o Chazarakh," in
"YevreiskayaBiblioteka," vii. 148-153).

Benjamin of Tudela in liis "Travels" (Mas'ot:
1160-1178) says that the power of the Piince of the
Exile (Exilarch) extends itself over all the communities in the following countries: Mesopotamia,
Persia, all of Armenia, and the coimtry of Kota,
near Mt. Ararat. In Nisibis "a large city, richly
watered" he found a JeAvish community of about
Pethahiah of Regensbin-g, in In's "Sib1,000 souls.
bnl) ha-'Olam" (1 175-1 1S.5), narrates that from Chazariahe traversed the land of Togarma, and from Togarma entered into the land of Ararat (Armenia),
reaching Nisibis in eight da^'s. In another pas.sagc;
he speaks of large Armenian cities, containing few
Jews. " In ancient times the Jewi.sh population [of

—

—

was large; l)ut owing to int(!rnal strife,
numbers were greatly reduced. They scat-

these citiesj
their

tered and Avent to various cities of Babylon, Media,
Persia, and Kush."

In 1646 the Spanish adventurer

Don Juan Me-

Turkey the

dominion of a whole Ai inenian ])roviiice inhabited by
Jews (llaunner, '•(iesch. des Osmanischen liciches,"

modern

I'or

392).

V.

made

Cliorcnc

the

F(ir

:

l',M'>:

N.

and

may

be

countries.

fads of tliis iitticle Moses of
Muses Choifiiesis, cd. WinsMnisi !i(i ('hurt jisharo,
tid nil, T'), )<:i, Ds, impp. :it)-:iT, 54—
iii;iin

bccti relied

lias

ton, Lniuldii,

reference

liisloi}-,

to the rcspeeti\'e cities

Itutr.KKJiiAiMiv

Literature, secoud '.cntuiy Jewish piisoncns of
war were brought from Armenia lo
Antiochia, and were ransomed l)y llie Jews tlicre
To the question (Bab. Saidi. U-ia)
(Yeb. 45rt).
whither were the Ten Tribes driven, 3Lir Zutra (i bird
centnry) answers: "To Africa;" and Halil)! Haiiiua:
"To the Slug [J17D] mountains." Africa is said to
be Iberia (Georgia), and Shig may be, as Haikavy
suggests, Ciiici, lictwcen Assyria and Armem'a (A.
Harkavy, " Ila-Ycliudim u-Sefat lia-Shivim," pp.

teresting
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I

upon.

htdiind

^iriiiiiiii

".r),
Kiiiin,
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Rabbinical Literature

:

According

400-

R.
to

an

old tracliiion, which lias found striking verilicatiou
in recent discoveries in Assyria, 3It. Ararat (Gen.

was held to be an Armenian locality (Targ.
Ycr. ad loo.
Josephus, "Ant." i. 35). The rendering of "Minni" (Jer. li. 27) by "Armenia," as given
in the Targum, has also been verified.
On the other
hand, the identification of Harmonah ("Harmon,"
Amos iv. 3, R. V.) with Armenia (Targtun, ad loc.)
is probably based upon the false etymology of
njlJDin, tis if tile word were composed of har (mountain) and luonah (^J''D) (Armenia).
It is probably on this false etymology that the
Haggadah bases the statement that upon their journey from Palestine to the places whither they were
deported, the Ten Tribes passed through Armenia.
"This," adds the Midrash, "was probably ordained
by God in order that the Israelites might pass
through cultivated regions Avliere they could easily
jn'ocure food and drink, and not through the desert,
Avhere they would suffer from hunger and thirst"
(Lam. R. to I, 14). Apart from Nisibis, Avhich can
not well be included in its limits, the Talmudic and
Midrashic sources know almost nothing of Ai'menia.
viii. 4)

;

An

amora, Jacob Armenaja

bj'

name,

is

mentioned

(Yer. Git. vi. 48«, below) yet it is doubtfid whether
the epithet " Armenaya " here really signifies " Armenian." Equally doubtf tU is the import of the passage
;

(Yeb. 4oa), where Jewish captives are mentioned as
liaving been transported

from Armon to Tiberias.

This Armon, contrary to the statements of Rapoport
and Neubauer, can not be identical with Armenia.
BiniJor.RAPnT: Neubauer, O. T. pp. 370 et scq.; Rapoport,
Enk MilUn, pp. 20.5, 2(J6 Kercm Hcmed, v, 213, vi. 172.
L, G.
*

;

ARMENIAN VERSION OF OLD TESTAMENT.

See BlHI,E Tl!AXSI,A'IION.
In later Jewish eschatology and
legend, a king who will arise at the end of time
a.gainst the Messiah^ and will be conquered by him

ARMILTTS

after

The

:

having ])rought much

distress

upon

Israel.

origin of this Jewish Antichrist (as he can well

be styled in view of his relation to the Messiah) is as
much involved in doubt as the different phases of
his development, and his relation to the Christian
legend and doctrine.
Saadia (born 892; died 942) is the earliest trustworthy authority that speaks of Armilus. He mentions the following as a tradition of the ancients,

—

licucc

of Ihe

(•cnturyat tiic latest: If the
tlicmsclves woitli}' of Messianic
salvation, God will force tlieni to le-

God Himself made in the beginning of the world
(n'^J^Xin 'C n::'L"D), according to the version given
in "Telillat li. Simon."
Through sexual intercourse

])cntance by terrible persecutions.
In
eonsecjuence of theses persecutions, a
scion of the tribe of Joseph will arise

of evil men, oreven of Satan him.self, with this statue,
a terrible creature in human foiin was produced,
who.se dimensions as well as shape weie c(pialiy
monstroiLS.
This creature, Armilus by name— the
(ientiles called him Antichrist, .says the "Otot"
will.set himself upas .Messiah, even as God Himself,

c'ightli

Jews do not prove
Saadia's
Tradition
of

and wrest Jerusalem from the handsof
the Edomites, that is, from the Christians; the Arabic text of Landauer, \). 2o!i, has correctly ".Jerusalem," and not "Temple, "as in the Hebrew translation, which has itowinii; to an erroneous

Armilus.

interpretation of the Aral)ic "al bait al nnikadilas."
Thereupon the kiui;-, Armilus, will conquer and sack
the Holy City, kill the inhabitants together Avith
"the man [^lessiah] of the tribe of Joseph," and then
begin a general campaign against the Jews, foicing
them to tlee into the desert, where they will sufTer

"When they have been pui'itied by
untold misery.
sorrow and pain, the ]\Iessiah will appear, wrest
Jerusalem from Armilus, slay him, and thereby
bring the true salvation.
Armilus is for Saadia, or rather for Saadia's
sources, nothing nioi'e or less than the last powerful anti-Jewish king, the Gog of the
Armilus ])rophets under another name (conipare "Emunot we-De'ot," ed. Fischel,
in the
viii. l.'32-104; ed. Landauer, pp. 239ApocThe same thing is said of Gog
241).
alyptic
that Saadia says of Armilus in "AggaMiddot Mashiah " in Jellinek, "B. H." iii.
rashim.
but the role ascribed there to the
141
Messiah, son of Joseph, shows that this Midrash is
not Saadia's source.
;

However, an entirelj' different shape and meaning
are given to Armilus in some smaller 3Iidrashim dealing with the "latter daj's." In the "]\Iidrash waYosha' " which comes nearest to Saadia's conception Armilus is taken to be Gog's successor; but is
represented as a monstrosity, bald-headed, with one
large and one small eye, deaf in the right ear and
maimed in the right arm, while the left arm is two
and one-half ells long. His battle with and his defeat by the ]\Iessiah, son of Josejih, correspiMid witli

—

—

Saadia's account (Jellinek, "B. II." i. 56; Targ. on
Isa. xi. 4; but see Steinschneider, "Ilebr. Bibl."
similar description of Armilus is found
xiv. 4.')).
in " Nistarot II. Simon b. Yohai " (Secrets of Simon
b. Yohai), a pseudepigraph, the latest redaction of
Avhich can not antedate the first crusade (Stein(See Apoc.\schneider, "Z. D. i\I. G."xxviii. 046).

A

LYPTic Literature, Neo-Heeraic, 10.) The statement found there that Armilus is the son of Satan and
of a stone (Jellinek, "B. II." iii. 80) is an interpolation from another source, written in Aramaic, while
the book itself is in Hebrew nor is this curious origin
of Armilus mentioned anywhere else in the book.
;

Au

Armenia
Armilus
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conception of Armilus is foiuid
thepseudepigraphs: "Zerubbabel,"
Armilus "Otot ha-Mashiah" (Signs of the ]Mes"
and
siah) and " Telillat R. Simon b. Yohai
Satan.
(Prayer of R. Simon b. Yohai). Aside
from a few unimportant variants in
these three versions the Zerubbabel seems to show
the earlier, shorter form they agree in the following description of Armilus: In Rome there is a
splendid marble statue of a beautiful girl which
entirelj' different

in

—

—

being recognized as such by the sons of Esau, that
by the Christians. He agrees to accept as his

is,

doctrine the Gospels, which the Christians lay before him ("B. II." ii. 60; ftjiutttm
not trJiUotiim
signifying something olfensive, morally as well
as religiously, whereas tcjilloiam signilies their
prayer.s).
Then he turns to the Jews, especially to
their leader, Nehemiah b. Hushiel, saying, "Bring
j'our Torali and acknowledge that I am God."
Nehemiah and his foUow-ers open the Torah and read
to Armilus, "I am the Lord, tliy God; thou shall
have no otlier gods before me." But as Armilus
nevertheless insists ujx)!! being recogiuzed as God by
the Jews, and they ciy out to him that he is Satan

—

—

and not God, a bitter battle breaks out between
Armilus Avith an inmiense heathen army on the one
side, and Xehemiah with 30,Ut)0 Jewish heroes on
the other.
This unequal combat ends in the death
of the "Ephraimite ]\Iessiah " and a million Jews.
After an interval of forty-ti ve days, during which the
Jews unworthy of the Messianic glory die out (com])are the sinular statement in reference to the liberation from Egypt found already in the old Haggadah,
i., ed. "Weiss, p. 29), and the remnant have shown their true worth in sore trials and
bitter sullerings in the desert whither they will have
then the ^MesHed, Michael will blow his trumpet
siah and Elijah will appear, gather the dispersed of
Armilus, inflamed
Israel, and proceed to Jerusalem.
against the Jews, will march against the Messiah.
But now God Himself will war against Armilus and
or the Messiah, as one
his army and destro}^ them
version has it, Avill slay Armilus by the breath of
his mouth (Jellinek, "B. H." ii. 51, line 3. wlierc the
text is probably corrupt; compare II Tliess. ii. 8).
According to a Roman legend (see Eusebius, "Chron-

Mekilta, Beshallah,

;

;

I. xlvi. 7, ed. IMigne, pp. 283, 284, and Book
anno 1145), it was an Armilus who presumed
to war with Jupiter, and was slain by tlie latter's
thunderbolt. In the Armilus legend the Messiah
takes the place of Jupiter, and here also Armilus is
slain by fire and sulphur from heaven (Jellinek,

icon,"
II.

"B. H."ii.

62).

alleged descent of Armilus from a stone is a
Jewish version of the wide-spread legend connected
with the name of Yirgil and referring
The Later to a statue that became a courteArmilus zan among the Romans (Giidemann,
der
"Gesch. desErziehuugswesens
Legend.
Juden in Italien," pp^. 221 et seq., 382,
333). It is indeed not improbable that this borrowing
from the Virgil legend was due to Christian influence.
The antithesis, Christ and Antichrist, which is the
distinctive feature in the Christian legend of the Antichrist, led already in the tenth century to the
opinion that Antichrist also would be the offspring
of a virgin and, of course, of Satan (see Bousset.

The

.

.

.

Army

Aulichrist," p. 93, ami the tlcscription of St. Hildegardo, lib iii., visio xi., ed. Mignc, pp. 716 et seq.).^
As to the origin of the uaine Arinilus, whether it
of Rome, or
is derived from Komuhis, the founder
from Ahriiuan, the evil prineiple of the Persians,
"

Arimainyus

=

Armalgus (Targ.

Deut. xxxiv.
Antichrist.

Yer.

see

3),

4 and Targ.

Isa. xi.

under Ahriman and

especially pp. 66-70
EnplisU translation by A. H. Keane, pp. l(H-lUand
138-146; Brull, in Kobak's Jf.sc7inr?ui, vii. U; Friinkel, in Z.
tUr ImaelG Iii. 395; Griitz, in Wertheimer's Ja/ir?;. Grunbaum,
iten, 1«64, p. 339 ; and (ic^cliidtte, 'M ed., iv. 413;
M. G. xxxi. 300 (iudemann. Gcsclt. dea EiziehnndsInZ
wesem der Judcn in Italiou PP- 331 et scq., 333-333 Horo-

bibliography: Bousset, Der Antichrust,
88-9!);

D

M

D

;

;

witz,

p. 35 ; D. Kaufinann, in Monatsin Z. £>. Af. «. xxiii. 693; Kohut.

Bet 'Eked ha-Agmdot,

sc/iJi/(,xl.

13.5,

136; Kohler,

Aru'ch Completum, i. 391-393; Krauss, Griechl»che und
Lateinische Lehnwiirter, i. 341-343; Jellinek, Introduction
to

Betha-MklrasK

ii-

31-33,

iii.

17-30; Scluirer, Ge»cluchte,

Vogelstein and Rieger, Gexc/i. der Judcn
3d ed ii. 533, 533
in Honu i. 155 et .seq.; Zunz, G. V. 3d ed., p. 395.
L. G.
K.
;

,

ARMLEDER PERSECUTIONS A series of
:

persecutions by a band of marauders who in 1338-39
massacred a large number of Jews in Als^ace. In
1336 a nobleman of Franconia, pretending that an
angel had commissioned liim to do so, gathered a
band of desperadoes and pillaged and murdered the

Jews. These assassins styled themselves "JudenSomewhat later John
schlager" (Jewbeaters).
Zimberlin, an innkeeper of Upper Alsace, followed
He tied pieces of
the example set in Franconia.
leather round his arms and bade his followers do
This gave rise to the name "Armleder."
the same.
Their leader was called "King Armleder," and
under him they marched through Alsace, killing
many Jews.
Those who were fortunate enough to escape fled
to Colmar, where the citizens protected them.
Armleder, whom success had intoxicated, besieged
the city and devastated the surroimding country.
The citizens asked Emperor Louis of Bavaria to
When Armleder heard that the imassist them.
perial troops were approaching, he fled to France.
No sooner had the emperor left the country, however, than Armleder again appeared.

The

lords of Alsace, under the leadership of the

bishop of Strasburg, formed an alliance (May 17,
1338), the members of which pledged themselves to

pursue Armleder and

fifteen of his

most prominent

was very difficult to attack Armleder's adherents; and in the following year a
knight, Rudolph of Andlau, made an agreement
with " King Armleder," granting an amnesty to him
followers.

120
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Armleder

But

it

his followers, provided that for the next ten
years they would refrain from molesting the Jews.
Though attacks ceased for a short time, the Jews,
during the ten years of armistice, never lived in
security and in 1349 there occurred the terrible massacres on the occasion of the Black Dkatit, to which
the attacks of Armleder had been the prelude.

and

;

Scheid, Hixtoire des Juifs d' Alsace, Paris,
3:j et Keq.; Sohudt, Jlldiachc MerlavUrdigkeitou
Frankforf^on-the-Main, i. 455, 1714, whom Gratz (Gesch. del'
Judcn, 3d ed., vii. 33(5) follows, is very inaccurate.

Bibijography:
1887. pp.

D.

G.

ARMORY A word
:

in the A. V.

In Jer.

1.

occurring only three times
25 it is used figuratively

("The Lord liath opened his armory and brought
In Song
forth 11i(! weapons of his indignation").

of Songs

4 reference

iv.

is

made

to a

tower (jf David,

Armory, on the walls of which there
"hang a thousand bucklers, all shields of mighty
men." In Neh. iii. 19 Ezei", son of Jeshua, under-

built for an

took the repair of the city wall opposite the entrance
Thus
to the " armory at the turning " (of the wall).
there seem to have been one or more buildings devoted to the storage of arms, as it is mentioni'd in
I Kings X. 17 that Solomon kept five hundred golden
shields " in the house of the forest of Lebanon."
J.

F.

JK.

ARMS.

See

DE

S.

M.

Army; Wai;.

ARMY.— Biblical Data:

This term, here used

to designate the defensive force of Israel at all stages

of the nation's history, embraces widely dissimilar
The Hebrew vocabulary
aggregations of men.
Thus,
scarcely indicates these distinctions fully.
the most comprehensive Hebrew term is yn (" force"
or " forces ") N3V,a much more common designation,
is properly "an army in the field"; while nsiyo
means "an army in order of battle." As the char;

any fighting body depends upon its comand organization, the subject Avill here be
The decisive histreated from this point of view.

acter of
position

torical dividing-point is the institution of a

Army

in the time of

standing

King David, an epoch coeval

with the establishment of the kingdom.
In the old tribal days levies were made by the
chief of each clan, to be employed either in the general cause or in the interests of the
In Tribal clan itself. As typical of this custom
may be cited the levy of Abraham,
Days.

mentioned

in

Gen.

Abraham

xiv.

here musters liis own well-tried servants— hereditary retainers, not chattels of questionable loyalty—
and these constitute a military body prepared to
operate in the maneuvers of the brief campaign
In verse 24 of the same chapter a sugges(xiv. 14).
tion is given of the readiness with which kindred or
friendly clans fell in with a movement to help the
The "army " here consists of all regeneral cause.
liable, able-bodied men, who possess no other discipline than that acquired in the yicissitudes of
semi-nomadic life. The same conditions apply to
the deeds recorded in Gen. xxxiv. 25, xlviii. 22, and
virtually remain unchanged during the desert wan-

The encounter with Amalek
derings of the tribes.
(Ex. xvii. 8-13) is an exainple of these frequent
conflicts with alien peoples, which are also vividly
exemplified in the gradual subjugation of the Canaanites by the Hebrew confederacy, detailed in
Judges i. 1-ii. 5, wliere the attack is described as
being made either by single clans or ])y a combinaHere the fighters include all those
tion of tribes.
capable of bearing arms, the division of forces depending solely upon the exigencies of the occasion.
A slightly different system prevailed after the
settlement had been fairly established. The necessity of defending territory once acAfter the ([uired led to the formation of a kind
Settlement of irregular militia in each consid-

in Canaan, erable

district.

Combinations

common

for

defense against external
and internal enemies naturally followed and these
gradually led to the formation of an elementary
the

;

Army

Armleder
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organization, in

which

tl)e

unit consisted of

a military body or company (*inj) of no fixed numerical standard, but accustomed to act together
The existence of
and to obey a popular leader.
such companies is already indicated in the Song of
Deborah (Judges v. 14, Hebr.), where it is said:

"From Machir came down

the troop-leaders [A. V.

"governors"], and from Zebulun those marching
with the baton of the captain " the captain here being "the writer" (see A. V.), or the man who kept
the muster-roll of his troop a duty later delegated
Such companies
to a special officer (Jer. lii. 25).
consisted of volunteers, many of whom in course of
time took up the business as a permanent occupation.
In periods of national or local danger these men were
;

—

Army

the landed proprietor furnished his contingent of
fighting-men in projiortion to his wealth; and his
nnlitary reputation ordinarily depeudElements ed upon such display of force. This
for a
was one of the reasons why Gideon,
General
the most stable of the judges, was
Levy.
chosen to take the lead against the
Midianites.
In the later period of
the Judges there were three elements in a geneial
levy: (1) casual recruits, a more or less irresponsible body (2) the freemen of the family or house;

hold, with their bondmen
(3) irregular troopers
of the guerrilla order.
Gideon's sifting process on
the march (Judges vii. 2et seq.) illustrates the various
;

grades of quality in his motley Army.

An Assyrian Ar.my Marching Through a Wooded

Region.

(From Layard, " Nineveh.")

of great service to their people but when no great
occasion demanded their interference, they were apt
Both
to become a species of licensed freebooters.
Jephthah and Samson seem to have been typical
leaders of such free-lances, whose capacity for mischief, in the event of a wide-spread discontent with
the existing order of things, was exemplified by
David's band of outlaws.
While some of the ruder and rougher of the judges
thus became leaders of semi-professional warriors,
an entirely different order of soldiery was being developed in a more regular way. As the clan and
family chiefs of the earlier days put their men into
the field and led them, so in more settled times the
great landholders furnished their respective quotas
for the (common defense.
Thus the term yu "1133
(gibbor hnyil) in some cases came to signify both " man
of valor " and " man of property " that is to say,
;

—

The

reign of Saul constituted a stage of transition

in the military as well as in all the other affairs of
During this regime the PhiIsrael.

Reign of

the most military people of
had become a constant
menace to the Hebrews, and had
thereby revealed the imperative nccessitj^ both of a
stable government and of a standing Army for the
It was merely an unclassified levy
national defense.
that Saul had with difficulty raised against tlie Ammonites (I Sam. xi. 7 et scq.). After the repulse of
those tribes, however, he dismissed the greater part
of the host, retaining 3,000 to hold points of vantage
in Bethel and Gibeah against the Philistines (I Sara,
Naturally, the king and the crown
xiii. 2 et seq.).
prince Jonathan divided the command between
them; the former selecting for his special service
any man distinguished for personal prowess (I Sam.

Saul.

listines,

Palestine,
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Army
xiv.

.-)'2).

But the

cliaiiLiinii:

t'oituiwsof

tlic -\viir

and

mental troubles picehuh'd any I'urther
'I'hus, while a standini:,- t'oice was
development.
recognized as neeosary, the soldiei' was still any
the

kiiiii's
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to the court, a small body of chosen troops
wiio were strictly pi-ofessionals, weic equipj)ed with
a regular eonuuissariat, and received li.\cd wages
(eomjiare 1 Kings iv. '27).
These were not chosen,
like the old lexies, by tribal rejjresentation, but were
recruited from the best
available;
Reign of sources. S(jme iiad doiiJilicss been
David.
members of David's fornici' band of

age

(jutlaws,
tines;

and

it

was from

while;
tiic

othei's

^\(^(

iallcr that

Philis-

the whole

body derived its name, Tli'^rn Tll^n ("" Cherethites
and Pelcthites"). At the same time, the general
militia was still maintained and extended (H Sam.
xviii. 1; n Kings i. D; .\i. 4, I'Jj.
Upon the death
David's

of

old

general Joab, the captain of the

guard Benaiah became commander of the whole
Army; and it may be assumed that thenceforth the
two positions were usually vested in the same ollicer.
All hopes tiiat Israel Avould continue to

came

l)e

a great

an end through the misgovermnent in the later years of Solomon, and the schism
which it occasioned nor had the Army under David
attained to an equality with the reDecline
s[)ective military forces of other leadUnder
ing Eastern nations of the period. In
Solomon; David's time, cavaliy formed no jiart
Cavalry, of the service. Introduced by Solomon, it had to be abandoned ])y tiie
immediate successors of that ruler.
Both horses
and chariots, however, were employed during and
after the Syrian wars.
According to the icport of
Shalmaneser II. of xVssyria, who fought against him
in 834 B.C., Ahab had 2,000 chariots; and the decline
military nation

to

;

power of northern Israel was marked
by the reduction to which the successors of the latter
Thus,
had to submit {II Kini^s vii. 13, xiii. 7).
Ilczekiah of Judah was ridiculed by an Assyrian
legate because of his lack of war-hoi-ses and riders
All branches of the service
(II Kings xviii. 23).
were most fully developed in the military era of
•leroboam II. and Uzziali (Azariah). It is certain
that the permanent maintenance of a large cavalry
force was made ditficult for Israel by reason of tlie
rugged nature of the ground. ]\Iorcover, the Projihets opposed cavalry as a foreign innovation, and
of the military

as tending to encourage relations with Egypt, tlie
country from which most of the wardiorses were

furnished (Isa. xxxi. 1); and the service was further
as fostering a reliance upon mere human
force (compare Ps. xx. 7, xxxiii. 7, cxlvii. 10).

condemned

Bini.iooRAniv Apait from the data furnished by the Bilile itself, some casiiai iiifiirnuitidii is friven in Josepluis (vl(l^).
The itis<riptional accounts of Assyrian wars in Syria and PalFor tlie army operations of
estine afford a few details.
anti([nity in the Orient, th»; Egyptian and the Assyrian iiionu:

—

—

are of liic'h value.
especially the latter
(ileiehffross, 7)r Tfc ^^ilit(^ri HihidSpecial treatises ai'e
ItiOfl;
Zachariae, under the same title, ^7'.^'>, and the
articles in the Bible dictionaries, anionff the best of wliioh is
See also Spitzer,
that of Bennett in the Eiicnc Bihlica.
IhiK Hcer- unci Wclw-desctz drr AJIo) Israrlitiii.'M ed.,
Tiiental scelptures

:

orvm,

IHTit;

Nowaol?, Hchrdische ArchUnlmiir, i. ;!.'>9
Sciiiitifche KrieasaUcytlillmcr, vol.

Scliwally,

ft fcq.; F.
i.,

Leipsic,

liKil.
.1.

urally, provided its

Such a militia, natown supplies (compare I Sam.

and received no pay.
The decisive advance made by David consisted in
his having at the capital, and indeed as an appendxvii. 17),

.IK.

Ancient and Medieval

one capable of bearing arms.

.T.

:

F.

McC.

(>f jicaceful disposi-

he .Jews at all times have shown bravery in war.
the terms for virtue among the Greeks and Romans, npET// and virtus respective!}', are derived from
military prowess, so the nobleman among the He-

tion,

As

t

;
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throws

is

streugtli;

called "isli huyil" (the iiiuu oi [iniliiiuy]
Abraliaui, the prototype of
Avarrior).

the nation, -while guided by the words, "Let there

be no

strife, I i)ray thee,

between

nie

and

thee,

.

.

.

for Ave aie brethren" (Gen. xiii. 8, K. V.), g™'S
courageously to Avar against the four iniglity kings
to rescue liis nephew, and refuses to take a i)ortion
of the spoils after having liberated the land of
Sodom (Gen. xiv. 14-23). It fell to
Esau's, not to Jacob'.s, lot to "live by
Spirit

of Bravery, the sword" (Gen. xxvii. 40); yet no
sooner did Simeon and Levi, the sons
of Jacob, learn of the villainy (not "folly," as in A.
Avliich Shechem, the son of Ilanior,
liad Avrouglit Avitli regard to their sister Dinah, than

Y. and R. V.)

:i^'^~^:'k'

St^"^" -LA^.-a.

&._.£ j£-^-!K.

A^^^^'P'

Army

was formed (I Mace. xiv. 82), the soldiers receiving
jiayment. Jews served as mercenaries in the Syrian

Army

also (I Mace. x. 30).

Ilyrcanus I. avus the
maintain foreign mercenaries (Josephus,
"Ant." xiii. 8, i^ 4); Alexander Jannttus did likeAvi.se (Josephus, "B. J." i. 4, g 3).

earliest to

One of the chief obstacles in JcAvish Avarfare at
the beginning of the llasnionean uprising was that
the Jews were i)revented from carrying arms on
the Sabl)ath.
This expo.sed them to the peril of
being attacked without being able to defend themselves (see I Mace. ii. 38; Josephus, "B. J." i. 7, i^ 3;
ii.
16, § 4; idem, "Ant." xviii. D, § 2); but it was
decided that in defense, and in sieges as Avell, Avhen
the warriors were regarded as carrying out special
divine ordinances, fighting on the Sabbath day was
permitted (I Mace. ii. 41; Sifre, Deut. 204; Shab.
Whether arms may be carried on the Sabbath
19«).
as an ornament of the Avarrior, or not, is a matter of
dispute between Eliezer Avho stands on the affirmaand the other tannaim,
tive side
Fighting Avho see in Aveapons of Avar a neceson
sary evil that the Messianic time, the
Sabbath, world's great Sabbath, Avill do away
Avith (Shab. vi. 4).
"Nor did our
forefathers," says Josephus ("Contra Ap." i. 12),
" betake themselves, as did .some others, to robbery
nor did they, in order to gain more wealth, fall into
foreign wars, although our country contained many
ten thousands of men of courage sufficient for that
purpose." Of the heroic \-alor displayed by the
JeAvs at the siege of Jerusalem, the last three books
of Josephus on the Avars of the Jcavs, and the Midrashim, give ample testimony. It filled Titus and
And yet, despite the
his soldiers Avith admiration.
terrible losses and cruel tortures intiicted upon the
nation by the victor, the Avar spirit did not die out
Bar Kokba's Army, Avhich
in the JeAvish people.
tradition places at 200,000 men, performed Avonders
of heroism (Git. 57(? Lam. R. ii. 2 Yer. Ta'anit, iv.
69«; Pesik. R. 29, 30 [ed. Friedmann, p. ISQbetseq.]).

—
—

Persian Foot-Soldiers.
(After Coste and Flandin,

*'

La Perse Ancienne.")

man bis SAvord, and came upon the
and slew all the males" (Gen. xxxiv.).
The Mosaic laws on Avarfare, Avhich insist that peace
should be offered to a city before it be besieged
(Deut. XX. 10), are framed on the presumption that

they

"

took each

city boldly,

faint-heartedness is rare among the people; since the
officers are enjoined to issue before the battle the
proclamation: "What man is there that is fearful
and faint-hearted? let him go and return unto his
house lest his brethren's heart faint as Avell as his

heart" (Deut. xx. 8; compare Josephus, "Ant." iv.
Sotah viii. 1). Indeed, the Song of Deborah
8, §41
echoes the spirit of lieroic Avarfare, Avhile it upbraids
the tribes and clans that abode by the sheepfolds
and Avould not come to the help of the Lord against
Thus the
the mighty (Judges v. Setseq., 16, 23).
So
battle of Gideon (ib. vii.) was a battle of heroes.
do the feats of Saul (I Sam. xi. 7-11), of Jonathan
{ib. xiv. 13-45; compare II Sam. i. 22), of David
;

Sam. xvii., xviii. 7) and his men (II Sam. xxiii.),
and the Avarlike psalms (Ps. xx., xlviii., Ixviii., ex.,
cxlix.) testify to the value laid on prowess by the
Hebrew nation. The religious enthusiasm of the

(I

lent to their patriotism in war still
intensitj', and made of the people a race

Hasmoneans
greater
of heroes

(I

Mace.

iii.

21, iv. 8 et seq., v. 81 et seq.,

vi. 42).

Under the Hasmonean dynasty a regular Army

;

;

story of Anilai (Hanilai) and Asixai (Hasithe JcAvish robber generals, whose Army filled
the lands of Babylonia and Parthia Avith fear, forms
a strange chapter in the history of the Jcavs of the
East (see Josephus, "Ant." xviii. 9, §§1-9).
But not only in their OAvn country did the Jews

The

nai),

Josephus (" Ant." xi. 8,
soldiers.
§ 5) records that many Jews enlisted of their OAvn
accord in the Army of Alexander the Great, and that
Ptolemy I., recognizing their bravery and loyalty,
took many Jcavs and distributed them into garrisons
prove to be brave

{ib. xii.

1).

Ptolemy Philometor and

his Avife Cleo-

patra committed their Avhole kingdom to Onias and
Dositheus, the two Jewish generals of the whole
Army, Avhose bravery and loyalty were the safeguards of the queen in times of great
peril (Josephus, "Contra Ap." ii. 5).
Classical
Ilelkias and Ananias, tAvo Jewish genTimes.
erals of Cleopatra, saved her throne

from the onslaughts of her own son, Ptolemy Lathyrus {idetn, "Ant." xiii. 13, § 1).
Seleucus Nicator and Antiochus, his grandson,
kings of Syria, received aid from the Jews in their
wars, and in recognition endoAved them A\-ith many
privileges of citizenship

{ib.

xii.

3,

§i^ 1-3).

The
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Army
Jews aided

the

Romans,

cially did Julius Ctcsar

also, in tlioir wars.

speak in terms of

lii^di

Espe-

as living in the district of

praise

p. 70).

of the valor displayed by the fifteen hundred Jewish
soldiers engaged in his wars against Egypt and
against Mithridatesof Perganuis; and in recognition
of their services lie conferred especial favors on

Hyrcanus, the high
{ib.

xiv. 8-10).

priest,

§

—

xvi. t. 8, 16), probably
Sabbath observance, asDohm("Die
Bilrgerliche Verbesserung der Juden," i. 151) suggested but, as he contended (ib. p. 154), this does not

army (Codex Theodosianus,
in

view of

their

;

afford sufficient reason (see also " Protocolle der Dritten Rabbiuer-Versammlung /u Breslau," 1846, p.

and Gruber,
note 49).
Of the military sjiirit of the Jews of Babylonia
the following fact bears testimony: Twelve thousand Jews had fought in defense of
Babylonia. Csesarea Mazaca against Sapor I., only
to be defeated and massacred; and
when the news reached Samuel, the great teacher of
Nehardea and friend of the new d3^nasty, he would
not show signs of mourning, as his patriotic feeling was stronger than his love for his coreligionists
196; " Juden-Emancipation," in Ersch

"Encyklopadie,"

(M.K.

p. 297,

26^0-

Of the warlike spirit of the Jews in Arabia, the
story of Dhu-Nowas and the chivalry of Samau'al
IBN Adiya are by themselves sufficient testimony.
When Mohammed came to Medina he found the
whole country full of Jews ready to resist him with
and he was anxious to make them his
They refused. But though they were noted
allies.
for being brave and sturdy fighters, they lacked
First the Banu
strategic skill and organization.
Kainuka were surrounded, captured, and allowed
to leave the country for the Holy Land; then the
Banu Nadliir, part of whom were massacred, the

arms

in liand,

emigrating also to Palestine lastly
Jews of Khaibar, after having
fought like lions, surrendered and
emigrated to Babylonia (628). "The sword which
the Hasnioneans had wielded in defense of their religion, and which was in turn used by the Zealots
and the Arabian Jews fin the cause of freedom], w'as
wrung from the hands of the last Jewisli heroes of
Khaibar" (Graetz, "History of the Jews," iii. 83).
Benjamin of Tudela (twelfth century) found an independent Jewish warrior tribe living in the highlands of Khorasan near Nisapui-, numbering many
thousand families, regarding themselves as descendants of Dan, Zel)ulun, Asher, and Naphtali, under
a Jewish prince of the name of Joseph Amarkala
ha-Levi (Benjamin of Tudela, ed. Asher, pp. 83
Another independent .lewish tribe bent
et seq.).
upon warlike expeditions is mentioned by Benjamin
n.'st

Arabia.

the

;

Yemen

(ib.

the part of the city nearest the sea.
that the enemy did not venture to attack that quarter; and when Belisarius at last forced his entrance, they
still otTered heroic resistance, accord-

In
Southern
Europe.

from Jewisli soldiers, Herod having formed an Army
of five Jewish and five Roman cohorts {ib. xiv. 15,

—

in

Wlien the city of Naples Avas besieged in 536 by
emperor .lustinian, tiie
Jews, besides supplying the city with all necessaries
during the siege, fought so bravely in defense of

received assistance

On the other hand, Mark Antony, at the request
3).
of Hyrcanus. exempted the Jews from service in the
armies because they were not allowed to carry arms
or to travel on the Sabbath {ib. xiv. 10, ^§ 12, 13).
It was reserved for the Christian emperor Honorius
renewed by Theodosius, by
to issue (418) a decree
Clotaire II., and by the Byzantine emperors forbidding Jews and Samaritans to enlist in the Roman

Tehama

Belisarius, the general of the

and on the Jewish people

Mark Antony
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ing to the contemporary testimony of Procopius (" De
Bello Gothicoruni," i. 9; Graetz, "History of the
Jews," iii. dietseg.; Glidemann, "Gesch. des Erziehungsweseu der Juden in Italien," p. 2). When
Aries was besieged by the generals of Theodoric
(508), the Jews, loyal and grateful to Clovis, their
king, took an active part in the defense of the city
(Griitz, "Gesch. der Juden," v. 56; Eng. transl.,
36).

iii.

Jewish soldiers assisted Childeric in his war against
Wamba. The Moors are said to have entrusted to
Jews the guardianship of the conquered cities of
Under King Alfonso VI of Castile, in 1068,
Spain.
40,000 Jews fought against Yusuf ibn
In Spain. Teshufin in the battle of Zalaka, with
such heroism that the battlc-tield was
covered with their bodies. Under Alfonso VIII.
(1166-1214) there were many warriors among the
wealthy and cultured Jews of Toledo that fought
bravely against the Moors (Graetz, "History of the
Jews," iii. 386; German ed., vi. 229). Alfonso X.,
called "the Wise," while infante, had many Jews in
his army; and in the capture of Seville (1298) the
Jewi.sh wai'riors distinguished themselves so highly
that, in compensation for their services, Alfonso
allotted to them certain lands for the formation of a
Jewish village. He also transferred to them three
mosques which they turned into synagogues. The
cruel fanaticism of the Moors had alienated the

who were now won

over to the Christians by
ib. iii. 592
German ed., vii. 136). Jews fought bravely at the side
of Pedro the Cruel in defense of the cities of Toledo,
Briviesca, and Burgos, against Henry de Trastamara,

Jews,

the tolerant rule of the latter (Graetz,

;

and had to pay for their loyalty to their
king either with their lives and the lives of their
undefended wives and children, or, as the Jews of
Burgos had to do, with a heavy ransom to the rehis brother,

lentless victor (Graetz,
vii.

ib. iv.
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et seq.

;

German ed.,

424).

According

to Brisch ("Gesch. der

Juden

in Coin,"

They
of Cologne carried arms.
were enjoined to take active part in the military
service and to defend the city in case of war ("Coiner Gcschichtsquellen," ii. 256, 311); the rabbis on
the Rhine permitted the Jews to do so in case of

i.

77),

siege.

the

Jews

When excommunicated by Pope

Gregory

VII., Henry IV. was deserted by princes and priests
states and cities, but the Jews of Worms in common with their Christian fellow citizens stood by

him and defended him wilii arms in hand. The emperor showed his recognition in the shape of decrees
releasing tliem from paying toll in Frankfort-on-theMain, Dortmund, NuremlK'rg, and otiier centers of

commerce

(Gratz, " Gesch. der Juden,"

vi. 88).

Jews
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tlie city of Prague against the Swedes in
the Tliirty Years' War (Griltz, ih. x. 50; English ed.,
iv. 707); and in 1686, as loyal subjects of Turkey,
they defended tlie city of Ofen against
Germany the victorious armies of Austria (Griltz,
Under Boleslav II., in the
ib. x. 286).
and
tenth century, the Jews fouglit side
Austria.

defended

by
Chauanja," 1866,

with tlieir Bolieniian fellowpagan Slavs (see Low, in "Ben
The Jews of Worms and
348).

side

citizens against the
p.

On the
of Prague were practised in bearing arms.
other hand, the Jews of Angevin England were prohibited from possessing arms by the Assize of Arms,
1181 (Jacobs, "Jews of Angevin England," p. 75).
and Maria Theresa, Jews
served in the Austrian Army (Wolf, in " Ben Chananja," 1862, p. 61). In 1742-43 Kabbi Jonathan

Under Ferdinand

II.

Eibenschiitz, in common with otherrabbis of Prague,
allowed the Jews to fight in defense of the fortifications of the city of Prague against the attacks of the
French Army, he himself standing among them to
cheer and encourage them. This is stated in a

memorandum of the Austrian Jews, dated
where many rabbinical arguments are given in

1790,

favor

of performing military service on the Sabbath in behalf of their country (Wolf, ib. 1862, pp. 62 et seq.),
Dohm ("Biirgerliche Verbesserung der Juden," ii.
239) relates that in the naval battle between the

and the Dutch, Aug. 15, 1781, a Dutch Jew
fought with such heroism that many other Jews
were induced to follow his example and join the
navy and the chief rabbi of Amsterdam not only
gave them his permission and his blessing, but excused them from the observance of the Sabbath and
the dietary laws as far as their military duties would
Jewish soldiers in the Dutch navy
interfere with it.
excelled in courage and zeal in the conquest of
Brazil (Kohut, in Simon Wolf's "The American Jew
as Patriot, Soldier, and Citizen," p. 443; Graetz,
"History of the Jews," iv. 693). Jews, encouraged
by their rabbi, Isaac Aboab, defended the fort of
Recife, near Pernambuco, against the Portuguese
with such remarkable skill and heroism as to evoke
the praise and gratitude of the government; for,
without their dauntless resistance, the garrison would
have been compelled to surrender (Graetz, I.e. pp.
When the French fleet, under Admiral
693, 694).
Cassard, made a sudden attack on the Jewish colony
of Surinam in 1689, it was met with brave resistance; and, despite the fact that it was a Sabbath day,
the Jews fought valiantly for their colony (Kohut,
Of this bravery they gave proof a secI.e. p. 460).
ond time, in 1712, when Cassard again attacked Surinam, on which occasion one of the Pintos defended
the fort single-handed, until, overwhelmed by suBritish

;

was compelled

to surrender (Kohut,
Especially did David Nasi distinguish himself by his heroic valor and skilful generalship.
He died in 1743 on the battle-field, in his
thirty-first campaign against the Maroons (Kohut,

perior force, he
I.e. pp. 454-61).

?.c.

p. 466).

The Jews

of Poland were, like their fellow citido military service. In Lithuania
and the Ukraine they fought alongside their Christian brethren.
In the rebellion of the Cossacks
(1648-1653) the Jews fought with the noblemen
zens, enjoined to

against the rebels.

Army
Among

those that

fell at

Ostrog

and Zaslav, under Marsiial Firloy, there were many
hundreds of Jewish soldiers. Joim III. Sobieski, by
a decree of 1679, exempted the Jews from military
service; nevertheless, they fought in times of peril
for their country.

When,

Warsaw
Jews were among them

Poland.

])opulation of

in 1794, the

rose in arms,

and a whole
Jewish regiment fought under Colonel Bkuko near
Praga against Suwarow (Sternberg, "Gesch. der
;

Juden

in Polen," pp. 54. 55; Ph. Bloch, in "Oesterreichische Wochenschrift," 1900, p. 280 (see Russi.\n

Army, below).
K.

G.

Modern

no record of Jews serving in
the mercenary forces emjjloyed by the Continental
monarchs after the decay of the feudal system and
before the introduction of national armies and navies
But they have always
after the French Revolution.
been found among their countrymen when the patriThe record of the Dutch
otic spirit has been roused.
Jews in the colonial forces continues a high one to
:

There

is

In the Alt-Neu-Schule, the ancient
the present day.
synagogue of Prague, hangs a banner said to have
been presented by Emperor Ferdinand III. to the Bohemian Jews for their gallant share in the defense of
Prague against the Swedes in 1648, notably that of a
special

company formed

by the enemy's

to extinguish fires caused

artillery.

In Europe, prior to the Napoleonic campaigns,
often in evidence in military affairs as

Jews were

Army

contractors.

Joseph Cortissos (1656-1742),

to

whom Marlborough owed much of his success, is perhaps the most prominent of

these.

The Jews of Hol-

land, of Britain, and, later on, of America, did good
service in the armies and navies of the free countries

during the eighteenth century. An English officer,
Aaron Hart, born in London in 1724, was among the
Isaac Myers, of New
first British settlers in Canada.
York, organized a company of " bateau-men " during
the French and Indian war in 1754.
American Jews most readily took up arms in the
Revolutionary war. Forty -six names are known,
twenty-four of them being those of ofAmerican ficers, prominent among whom is Col.
Jews in Isaac Franks. Col. David Salisbury
the Revolu- Franks, who was of English birth, was
prominent in resistance to the British.
tionary
At that time there were scarcely 3,000
War.
Jews in all North America. In the
War of 1812, 44 Jews took part, from Brig. -Gen. Joseph Bloomfield and 8 other officers, down to Private
Judah Touro; in the Mexican war of 1846, 60 Jews
served, 12 of

them

officers,

among whom was David

de Leon (afterward surgeon-general of the Confederate armies), who twice received the thanks of ConOver 100 Jews have served in the small
gress.
regular Army of the United States (including Major
Alfred Mordecai, attache during the Crimean war,
and the author of works on ordnance and explosives;
and Col. Alfred Mordecai, Jr., recently chief of the
National Armory, Springfield, Ma.ss.). Three naval
oflScers have been particularly distinguished namely.
Commodore Uriah Phillips Levy (died 1862), who secured the abolition of corporal punishment and rose
to the highest rank in his day; Capt. Levi Myers
;

:
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Army
Harby

(died 1870);

and Commaudt

r

AilolT .Marix at a

But it was the jjreat Civil war tliat gave to tlie
Jews of the United States their greatest opportunity
jiatriotism

IHIi:}, that not less tlian liftccn Jewish
had served under him at Waterloo. Among
these was Cornet All)ert Goldsinid (1794-1801), who
afterward i-ose to the rank of major-

said, in

officers

recent date.

of ])r()ving

have
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tlieir

military ardor and capacity.

and gallantry

sIioik^

out most

Tiien

hrilliantl}-.

Fourteen families alone contributed 53 men to the
ranks; and 7 men have been traced
Jews in the who received from President Lincoln
Civil War. " meaals of honor " for conspicuous
gallantry. Simon Wolf gives a list of
Jews serving on the Union and the ( 'onfederate sides,

whicli exhibits 40 staff officers (including a commissioned hospital chaplain, the Pev. Jacob Frankel),
11 naval otHcers, and a total of 7,878 of other ranks,
out of a Jewish population of less than 150,000 souls.
Among these were at least 9 generals (Brevet Maj.Gen. Frederick Knefler of Indianapolis being the
highest in rank), 18 colonels, 8 lieutenant-colonels,
40 niajors,205 captains, 325 lieutenants, 48 adjutants,
etc. and 25 surgeons.
In the recent war with Spain (1898) American Jews
were equally active. It has been asserted that the
first volunteer to enroll and the first to fall were
It is certain that Jews served in both
alike Jews.
the navy and the Army to an extent far beyond their
due numeiical proportion, and that thej'
,

Jews in the behaved with zeal and valor. ThenumSpanish- bers of officers engaged wereas follows

American Army 82; navy 27; non-commissioned
officers and men — Army 2,451; navy
War.
42.

These figures are based upon the
given in the "American Jewish

preliminary

lists

Year-Book"

for 1900-1.

Before the armies of their native lands were open
to them, adventurous Jews not seldom became solSuch was Perez Lachman (better
diers of fortune.
known as General Loustannan), who held high command in the Mahratta army. Dr. Joseph Wolff, the
missionarj', when visiting central Asia and northern
India in 1829, found a number of Jews of leading
military rank in the armies of native princes.

But it was especially through the forces of the
French republic, consulate, and empire that the
Jews became active as soldiers or sailors. It has been
alleged, but on nebulous grounds, that the great marshals, Soult and Massena, were tliemJews Serve selves Jews. Be this as it may, there
were 797 men serving in 1808 out of
Under
Napoleon. 77,000 French Jews; and many a Polish community for the first time beheld a foreign Israelite in the person of some soldier
of Napoleon.
Two decorated Jewish soldiers, Jean
Louis May and Simon Mayer, sat in the Sanhedrin
of 1806. A Jewish officer, Lazarus Mayer ]\Iarx, was
appointed to the marine artillery in 1810. A Jewish regiment under one Berko was among Kosciusko's forces in the Polish revolt.
Berko became a
colonel in the French Army, and died during the
campaign of 1811. IMany Jews were also in the national armies assembled against Napoleon.
Joshua
Montefiore (1752-1843), uncle of the late Sir Moses
Montefiore, served in the l?ritish Army, and, as an
oflicer of the East Yorkshire Itegiment, was present in 1809 at the capture of Martinique and Guadeloupe.
The duke of Wellington is reported to

Jews
general in the Britisli service.
He
Under Well- had ))een preceded in the rank of genington.

era!

by

Sir

Jacob Adolpduis,

ISI.D.

(1770), inspector-general of hosjtitals;

Alexander Schomljci'g, Koyal Navy (171()-1804);
David Ximenes (died 1848); and has
been followcnl by Lieut. -Gen. Sir George d'Aguilar,
K.C.B., and ]Maj.-Gen. George Salis-Schwabe, not
to mention a singularly large number of gallant gentlemen of less immediate .Jewisli origin.
The names are known of 125 Jewish soldiers of
the Prussian Army who served in the campaigns of
1813-15, 20 of them officers, one a drum-major.
Sir

Lieut. -Gen. Sir

Sixteen of these received the Iron Cross for valor.
Altogether 343 .Tews served in the Prussian Army at
that time, of whom only 80 were conscripts and no
less than 263 volunteers.
At the conclusion of the
war there were 731 Prussian .Jews serving. Among
these may be mentioned Lehmann Cohn, a sergeant
of the Second Cuira.ssiers, who earned the Iron Cross
at Leipsic, and fought in La Haye Sainte at Waterloo.
One of his sons fought as a captain in Italy
in the fateful year 1848; and another, still living
in London, earned his medal under the walls of
Delhi in 1857. JMention must also be made of that
remarkable woman, Louise Grafemus (really Esther
Manuel), who, in search of her husband who was in
the Russian Army, disguised herself and served in
the Second Konigsberg Uhlans, was wounded twice,
and rose to be sergeant-major, and received from
Billow the Iron Cross. She found her husband in
1814 under the walls of Paris, only to
Jewess see him fall in action the next day,
Sergeant- when grief betrayed her sex. She
Major.
was then thirty years of age, and was
sent back to Hanau, her home, with
great honor (" Die Juden als Soldaten," p. 4).
Jews served in the Austrian Army from the year

A

1781. Emmanuel Eppinger became an officer in 1811,
and earned decorations from two monarchs. In 1809
Von Honigsberg was made lieutenant on the battlefield of Aspern, and several sons of Herz Romberg,
the Bible commentator, were officers (see Wertheimer, " Jahrbuch," i. 16, ii. 187 and 237). The Dutch
Jews behaved particularly well in 1813-15. They
had been recognized as brothers-in-arms since 1793.
In considering the naval and military services of
European Jews after the Napoleonic campaigns, it
must be remembered that Jews have not been treated
more indulgently than their Gentile neighbors in the
matter of military duty where universal service is
the rule, especially where, as in Russia, and particularly Rumania, they arc still exposed to civil tlisaIn liussia, indeed, 38 per cent of the Jews
bilities.

Army are called out, as against
30 per cent of the general population but this is
due to the retention on the books of the names of
absentees and possibly of deceased persons also,
whenever these happen to be Jews. In this way it
is made to appear that an overwhelming proportion
of Jews seek to escape their mihtary duties; but the
experience of every other country would suffice to
liable to serve in the

;

;
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A quar-

aelive
Kussian empire, 75,000 of

and reserve

tlie

tlie

f(<rees of tlie
wlioin serve on the jieace strenirtli.
Tvirniiiu; to Germany, wliere serviee in the Army
is ('(jiially compulsory on all Jewish as on other

cili/.ens, it is intcrestinii- to find that members of 1,101 conifi'cii'ations, to the nund)er of 4,7(i;5,
have been traced by name who .served
Jews in a.Lrainst. France in the campaigns of

German

1ST()-T1.
Of these (Jernian Jews 483
Modern
European were killed and wounded, and no less
Armies and than 41 were decorated for consi)icuous nallantiv. Owing to the jirivilege
Navies.
1

enjoyed by the

ollieers of

(}erman leg-

iments of reserving commands to their own social
class, there are no Jewish ollieers in the active German Ami}', with the exception of the Bavarian contingent, and none in the navy.
In Austria-Hungary matters are different.
As
early as IH.").") then; were 1.17 Jewish officers, many in
the medical corps.
In 1893 Austria-Hungary had
40,344 of her Jewish citizens enrolled in all l)ranches

of her Army and ',i'2~) in her navy.
Besides these
there were as many as 2,179 Jewish militar}^ and 2
naval, active oflicers, exclusive of those in the reserve
contingents. These numbers were considerabl}' above
8 per cent of the total Jewish population.
In France, again, 10 Jews have reached the rank
of general ollicer.
In the beginning of isy.j there
were serving also in the active Army 9 colonels,
9 lieutenant-colonels, 40 majors, 90 captains, 89 lieutenants, and 104 sublieutenants of Jewish birth.
The Jewish ollieers of the reserve in 1883 numbered
820.
These contingents are largely in excess of the
mere proportional representation for wluch the Jewish population of France would call.
The Italian Jews, comjiaratively few in number,
have a particularly brilliant military reputation.

Two

hundred and

the Piedmontese

tliirty-five

Army

Jews volunteered for
In the one Tuscan

in 1848.

which bore off the honors at Curtatone
and Montanaro, no less than 45 Jews,
High
from Pisa and Leghorn, were serving
Reputation at the time. In the Crimean war
of Italian Sardinian as well as French, British,
Jews.
and Russian Jews took part. Fully
260 Jewish volunteers came forward
in 1859, and 127 of them followed Garibaldi at Naples in 1860.
Among the renowned " Thousand of
Marsala," too, there were 11 Jews. In 1860, when
there were but 36,000 Jews in all Italy, 380 volunbattalion,

teered for active service.
In the Ro3-al Italian Army
that marched into Rome in 1870, there were 256

General Ottolenghi has reached high comis decorated with several orders for distinguished service.
Other Jewish officers of lower
rank in 1894 numbered 204 in the active Army, and
457 in the various reserve forces; that is to say,
about seventeen times the proportional quota of Ital-

Jews.

mand, and

Army

There remain only the British Arm}' and navy to
be spoken of. Service in these is a superlative test
of Jewish patriotism and ajititude for military duty,
since such service is absolutely voluntary, and includes the tedium of tropical garrison duty far
oftencr than the excitement of war.
Some families
of less immediate Jewish descent, such as tin; Barrows
and Rieardos, contribute many ollic(>rs of distinction.
But reckoning only gentlemen of Jewish birth, there
were in Jan., 1902, 12 naval and marine oflicer.s,
39 oflicers of the regular Army (including Col. Albert E. W. Goklsmid, late assistantadjutant-general
Lieut. -Col. J. J. Lcverson, CM. G., the dii)lomat;

and ]Major F. L. Nathan, su]ierintendent of the
Royal Explosives Factory), 17 officers of British
militia, and 86 officers of British volunteers.
Adding colonial Jewish officers of militia
Jews in the and voliuiteei-s, Canada provided 2,
British
Fiji 2, Jamaica 2, Australia 27, New
Army and Zealand 8, South Africa 43. and India
Navy.
1, making a total of 239 Jewish officers in the British forces.
The coloJews have done particularly good service, Ca]it.
Joshua Norden (1847), of Natal, being the first Jew
to fall in South Africa, where Col. David Harris
in 1896 concluded a stiff little campaign near Kimnial

berley.

Official returns exist of the religion of the

non-commissioned officers and rank and tile of tlie
British regular x\rmy and militia; but these are notoThe recruits on anil after enlistriously unreliable.
ment incline to regard their religious denomination
as a private and personal matter, and therefore exhibit a preference for the all-embracing

"Church of

England," to which three of every four private solExclusive of officers, there
diers elect to belong.
were on Jan. 1, 1899, 82 Jews reported in the
ranks of the Army and 46 in the militia: but the
progress of the South African campaign led to the
identilication of many more Jewish sailors and soldiers, of whom over 2,000 have taken part, with
distinct credit to their race, in the Transvaal war.
There were serving in .Ian., 1902, not less than the
following numbers of British Jews, every one, it
must be repeated, enrolled of his own free will and
accord: Royal navy and marines, 120; regular Army,
550; British militia, 180; British yeomanry and volunteers, 800; and colonial militia and volunteers,
500, a goodly proportion of the Jews in the British
For there are also Jews in India, the Beni
empire.
Israel, avIio for over a century have contributed
gallant and faithful soldiers to the Sepoy infantry,
in 1869, from that small conununity there were .serving in the Bombay Army 36 native officers and 231
soldiers. With the introduction of "class regiments"
formed entirely of men of the chief warlike races of
India, the military career of the Beni Israel became
restricted, until they entered the hospital corps and
police of that great Eastern dei)endency.
in mind the universal liability to military
service in Continental states, and comi)aring the Jew-

armed

Bearing

the smaller states, the Jewish soldiers of
Bidgaria, and even tho.se of Rumania, have behaved
witli singular gallantry.
Forty Jewish volunteers
received medals from the sultan of Turkey after the

with the Gentile ])opulation of each country, it
be calculated that there are now serving on the
active peace strength of the undermentioned regular
armies and naviesof Europe the following numbers
of .lewisli citizens: Russia, 75,000; Austria-Hungary,

recent Greek war.

11,700;

ian Jew^ry.

Among

isli

may

Germany, 6,400; France,

1,400; Italy, 850;

;

Army

:
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Arnhem

Rumania, 750 Great Britain and Ireland, 650 other
making a total of 98,000 European Jews
who may be termed for the time being professional
But including the Jews who
soldiers and sailors.
;

;

states, 1,350

;

called out to bring up to war strength the
various auxiliary and reserve forces of European
countries, it would be found that their nine millions
of Jewish subjects would place under arms some
350,000 soldiers of well-proved military quality.

would be

See Russian

Army.
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duties in performing military service than the rest
of the population, being compelled to furnish 10 recruits per 1,000 inhabitants every year, while nonJews were to furnish 7 per 1,000 every alternate

year (Mysh, " Rukovodstvo k. Ruskkim Zakonam
o Yevreyakii," p. 411). For arrears in taxes Jews
had to furnish one additional recruit for every 2,000
rubles.
The Karaites, who applied to the czar in
1828, were exempt from military service (" Voskhod," 1896, vii. 2).
In 1853 temporary regulations were issued, permitting Jewish communities and private individuals
to present substitutes from among those of their
coreligionists that had been detected without passGreat atrocities and corruption resulted
ports.

from these regulations, which were abolished by the
emperor-reformer, Alexander II., who, on Sept. 10,
1856 (Complete Russian Code, 2d ed., V. xxxi., No.
30,888), ordered that henceforth recruits from Jews
should be taken on the general basis thus prohibiting the recruitment of minors and of " supernumer;

F. L. C.

G.

Jews served
the Jewish

in the armies of the Chazars

and in

of Taman as early as the ninth
and tenth centuries (Chwolson, " Ibn
Dast,"p. 17; Mordtmann, "Isztachri,"

dukedom

Russian.

Records are extant concerning two Jewish envoys, Saul and Joseph, who
served the Slavonian czar about 960 (A. Harkavy,
"Juden und Slavische Sprachen," pp. 143-153);
concerning Anbal the Jassin, who, in 1175, served
under Prince Bogolyubski of Kiev ("Polnoe Sobranie Russkikh Lyetopisei," ii. and v.); and concerning Zachariah Guil-Gtirsis (probably Guizolfi),
prince of Taman, who in 1487 offered Czar Ivan
Vasilyevich of Moscow " to come to him and to
serve him with his whole household, or first alone,
with only a few of his men," which offer was accepted by the czar in a letter, dated March 18, 1488
but for certain reasons he did not go to Russia
("Sbornik Imperatorskavo Russk. Istor. ObshchestIn the responsa of Rabbi
va," XXXV. 41, 42, 43).
Meir of Lublin (Venice, 1638), p. 103b, mention

aries " (see

POIMANNIKI).

The following table, derived from official sources,
will show the number of recruits enlisted, and also
that of the alleged arrears

p. 103).

is

made

Berachah, " the Hero," who was killed
war against Russia, near Moscow,
From a document discovered in 1900 at

of

in the Polish
in 1610.

the Archives of the St. Petersburg Archeological
Institute it is evident that among the " Children of
Boyars " who enlisted in the Russian military service in 1680 two were Lithuanian Jews, Samoilo
Abramov Vistizki and his son Juri (Goldstein, in
" Voskhod, " 1900, No. 30).
The warlike Jews of the
Caucasus also deserve mention.
When the old kingdom of Poland came under
Russian rule, Jews were not admitted into actual
service in the Russian Army, but instead had to pay
a special military tax.
By an edict of Emperor Nicholas I. issued Aug.
26, 1827, the Jews were ordered to perform actual
military service on the basis of a special and very
According to the regulations of this
severe statute.
statute, the authorities were permitted to take recruits from Jews at the ages of 12 to 25 (see Canton,

and " supernumerary " recruits (bezzacJiotnye)
even up to the age of 35. The practical application
of these regulations gave rise to direful abuses and
corruption.
The Jews were subjected to heavier

iSTs),

Year.

9

36,993 for the twenty-oue jears. It has been proven,
however, that a larger proportion of Jevk^ish recruits
were enlisted, compared with the general population, the apparent discrepancy being accounted for
by the irregular registration of deaths in the death
registers, and also by the large emigration of Jews
from Russia.
In addition to the statistics furnished in the foregoing table, Jewish recruits to the number of 8 were
enlisied in 1874 and 1875.
The fact must be taken
into account that service in the Russian Army entails more hardships upon the Jews than upon nonJews, for the following reasons: (a) In military
service the Jews are often prevented from observing
tlie laws of their religion, as, for instance, concerning koslier food; (b) the relation between Jewish
and Christian soldiers is not very pleasant, and the
treatment of the Jews in the Army is most unsatisfactory (c) the military service does not give any
privileges to the Jewish soldier, who is compelled
to leave the place of service for the pale of Jewish
settlement immediately after the completion of his
term of service. "Under such circumstances," says
jMysh, "one should be surprised rather at the com]iaralively small number of arrears'among the Jew;

ish recruits."

—

Russian military authorities among them General
in liis "Diary," published in the "Artilleiiski Zhurnal " of 1794; General Lebedev in "Russki Invalid," 1858 (No. 39); and Major-General Kurojiatkin in " Voyenny Sbornik" (Military Collection),

Ycrmoiov

1883, clii. 7, 8, 50— have often testil^ed to the real
patriotism and bravery of the Russian Jewish soldier.
The daring deeds of Goldstein in the war
tor the liberation of the Slavonians (in 1876), of
Gkktzov, near Erzerum (in 1878), and of Leib Faigcnbaum in the Russo-Turkish war, near Plevna (in
IS78), will be long remembered.
L. Orshanski was
in the emperor's guard for 54 years, and was buried
with military honors in St. Petersburg in 1899

("Jew. Chron." March
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ARNHEIM, FISCHEL

:

Bavarian deputy and

lawyer; born at Baireuth, Bavaria, Feb. 23, 1812;
died there Jan. 31, 1864.
He was destined by his
parents for a commercial career. They gave him
a thorough Jewish education, and lie was at a very
early age proficient in Bible and Talmud.
But his
love for science induced him to prepare himself for
the gymnasium, the highest class of which he entered at the age of seventeen. Arnheim subsequently
studied law at the universities of Munich and Erand in 1848 he was appointed royal attorney
;

II—

at law at Naila,
reuth.

Arnbem

and

later in his native

town, Bay-

Owing to his wide reputation as a lawyer, Arnheim was elected by the cities of Hof and Munchberg to the Bavarian legislature, where his juridical
knowledge and unbiased and independent attitude
made an impression. In appreciation of his services
the freedom of the city of Hof was conferred upon
him, and his reelection on four occasions to the legislature

was never opposed.

He was

the only Jew in his electoral district.
He
remained a deputy until his death. Being a student
of Bible and Talmud, Arnheim successfully defended

by

his coreligionists against accusations raised

Semitic

members
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ARNHEIM, HEYMANN:

B

German

born at Wongrowitz, Prussia, Feb.

6,

rabbi;
1796; died

While still a child he was left
and from the age of twelve was compelled
to earn his own living.
Notwithstanding these unfavorable conditions, he acquired a knowledge of
Latin and Greek, and, more especiall}^ of the German language and literature. He first became a
there Sept. 22, 1865.
fatherless,

private teacher at Neu-Strelitz then (1824) a schoolteacher at Fraustadt, and finallj^ (1827) occupied a
similar position at Glogau.
There he published
(1830) his first work, "Leitfaden beim Unterricht in
der Mosaischen Religion." In 1836 he translated
into German and commented on the Book of Job.
This translation was highly appreciated by the
learned world, and Arnheim was invited by Zunz
and Sachs to collaborate in the translation of the
Bible that they were preparing.
To this work
Arnheim furnished the following books: The first
four books of the Pentateuch, Kings, Ezckiel, llosea,
Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Zechariah, Proverbs, Job, Ruth, Ecclesiastes, E.sther, Nehemiah, and
Jeremiah this last in collaboration with Sachs.
In 1840 Arnheim became head teacher {Oberlehrer) at Glogau, and commenced to preach in the
great synagogue.
The same year he published a
translation of the Sabbath prayers and of the Yozerot for Purim, with notes in which he displayed a
great knowledge of Midrashic literature.
In 1849
he became rabbi of the Zeller Institution.
Arnheim was a contributor to many scientific
journals, such as the "Hallische Jahrbucher" and
the "Magazin flir die Literatur des Auslandes."
;

—

17, 1899).

M. J. Mysh, RuknvocMvn h. Tinssldm Zahonam n Yevreyakh, 2d ed., St. Petersburg, 1H98; M. Brauda,
in Kohelet (collection of articles in Hebrew), published by
Zederbaum and (ioldenbluni, St. Petersburg, 1881; J. M.
(irushevski, Yuri<liche.shaiia Praktika, etc. in Vnakhod,
1899, iii. 30-46; Sbornik Tmperatdrskacii Ri(t<skavo Inta-
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ARXHEM A

Bu.

on the
Rhine about fifty miles southeast of Amsterdam. No
Jews are mentioned in the records of the city prior
In that year two Jews are mentioned as
to 1404.
having passed through Arnhem on a royal errand to
Zutphen, and as having been detained on their return
by floods in the former place, where the city authorities provided for their maintenance. A curious statement of the supplies granted them is found in Van
The
Ha.sselt, "Geldersche Oudheden," i. 66, § 21.
city archives also reveal the facts that about the mid:

city of Holland, situated

;

Arnhem

Arnold of Citeaux
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die of the fifteenth century a Jew was appointed city
physician, and in 1449 a riot took place in Arnhem
before the house of a Jew, in which
Early
the Jew Isaac was so energetically defended that the authorities, fearing reHistory,
moval from office, agreed to resign in a

body if any one of them were dismissed. On Ash
Wednesday, 1450, a Jew was baptized in Arnhem, and
in 1460 it was announced that all meat sold by Jews
must be provided with a little yellow marker disobe;

dience entailed a tine of ten groschen (" Alle vleesch
dat de Joeden gehandelthebben, en sal men nyet verkoopen, daer en sy een gheel Vaenkeu by den vleesch
daer men 't mercliken bi kennen mach. Die anders
dede verloer 10 gr."). On September 21, 1451, Cardinal Nicolaus de Cusa preached in Arnhem on absolution, and declared that none should ever receive
absolution who permitted a Jew practising usury to
dwell alongside of or below him. At the same time
he ordered, under penalty of expulsion, that all Jews
should register at the burgomaster's office, and in
future wear a Jew-badge upon their outer garment.
They were not allowed to exact interest on pledges,
nor henceforth to lend money to Christians at all
every transgression of this regulation was punishable
with a fine of 4 g. to be paid by both Jew andCliristian.
Within the space of a year all existing loan-offices
must be closed without stringency upon borrowers;
and Jews must leave the city, unless they earn their
bread by labor and honest connnerce without usury,
and wear a badge for recognition by all (" Oir broet
met hoeren Arbeide verdienen of regtveerdige koonianschap sonder woekeren, doen wolden, en mits zy
dat Teyken boven heur Cleeden dragen, daer men se
Meanwhile it was ordered tliat
bi kennen mach ").
no one should do them any injuiy b}' day or night,
openly or secretly ("dat nyemant an den Joeden
enich arch sou keeren by dage off by nacht, heymelich
On Jan. 10, 1571, Alba notified the
off openbaer").
authorities of Arnhem that all Jews living there, and
of which an inventory was to be
all their property
made should be seized and lield in ward until further
disposition be made. This demand was,
Jews but as far as is known, not complied with
Tolerated, by the authorities of Arnhem, while
the authorities of Zutphen replied that
no Jews lived there. Probably as a result of Charles
V. 's cruelty the Jews left Holland; they returned,
however, in the seventeenth century, when Jews were
found in the eastern portion of Gelderland and Holland. Immigrants from Poland also arrived, usually
by sea, and settled jireferably in the western harbortowns. Not until the end of the seventeenth century were traces of Jews again found in Arnhem.
resolution dated March 20, 1663, denied citizenship
to Jews, and forbade them to follow the butcher's
trade
it shows that they had at least the right to

—

—

A

;

settle there.

The first mention of a synagogue was made in
when the physician Levi Heymans registered a

1735,

complaint with the bm-gomaster and the assessors,
in whicii he petitioned that the congregation "be
compelled to afford him peaceable possession of his
sitting in the Jewish synagogue."
On Feb. 7, 1765,
three Jews, as wardens of the Jewish congregation,
presented a petition stating that the congregation

130

had greatly increased

in numbers, and that their
meeting-place for prayer in lie liouse of Solomon
Colien, which tiiey i)ad used a number of years, iiad
become too small. In response tliey were requested
to prepare a plan and submit a conSynastitution and by-laws for the governmeut of an incorporated congregagogues.
tion. The plan submitted was officially
approved April 17, 1765, the congregation was estabI

wardens were elected, and the constitution
at a meeting of the congregation. Among
the first wardens was Samuel Jacob Hauau, who was

lished,

was read

named Kerkhoff in a large
china and pottery factol'y, the products of which
were used by the city authorities and were famous
for taste and finish.
In the Walstraat, close to the
town wall, a house was set aside for the synagogue;
the approach to it was by a narrow lane which still
bears the name "Joedengang" (Jews' way).
It was
leased for twelve years, from April 1, 1769; and in
1782 another house close to the wall, by the Velperpoort, Avas hired and fitted up as the synagogue.
At first the Jews of Arnhem buried their dead in
the neighboring village of Iluizen.
Later they used
the more distant cemetery in Wageningcn, where
Two
a considerable Jewish congregation existed.
Jews, Solomon Cohen Jacobs and Samuel Levie, on
Sept. 23, 1755, petitioned the authorities for a suit
able burial-place.
By a resolution of
Cemeteries. Oct. 13, 1755, a lot forty feet by one
hundred was assigned to them, to be
fenced in ])y them, but otherwise free of all expense.
On April 11, 1808, a larger tract was purchased (adjoining this), and continued in use till 1865, when a
general city cemetery was laid out, and a distinct
portion was assigned to the Jews.
An agreement
was made that the Jews should not alienate their
part of the cemetery, and that the city should never
associated with a Catholic

disinter the bodies.

A

benevolent society was established, possibly
only a burial society, although, according to a provision of the by-laws, all tines collected were to be
paid partly to the town hospital partly to the Jewish poor.
When the congregation became too large
for this synagogue, a site for a new building was
purchased in the Kerkstraat for 5,000 florins in 1798.
It is evident that at the end of the eighteenth century
the congregation of Arnhem was prosperous, and
This fact is
that it contained many wealthy Jews.
shown by an event mentioned in only one place (Van
der Aa, " Aardrykskundig Woordenboek," under
" Arnhem ").
In 1783 a riot took place in Arnhem
because the city authorities sold a portion of the
old burial-place surrounding the large church on
the " Marktplein " to a Jew, who erected thereon a
mansion. Public indignation was allayed only by the
restoration of the cemetery, properly fenced in, to its
In 1852 another site was puroriginal purpose.
chased, upon which the present synagogue stands,
On
the former building being used for a school.
,

Aug. 19,1853, a new synagogue was consecrated. A
model bath-house was established in 1885 through
In 1891 the school
the efforts of Chief Rabbi T. Tal.
was removed to an elegantly appointed building
belonging to the congregation, adjacent to the syna
gogue.
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After tlic tiuu'of tlic Fr'ikIi consistorial division of
the country, NyiiU'i;-en was the seat of the labbiiiate
for tile jii-ovinee of GciderlaiHl.

.Jacob L(

Aniiicm
!i

;

and on

iiTidnate

was

.J

tlie

(jf

JJut

on

tlie

deatli of

was traiisferri'd to
tiie same year Tol)ias 'I'al,

bss;, the scat

liniaiis, in

unc

'2t)tti

Amsterdam

rabbinical seminary,

remained nntil lie was
and liis brother in-law,
Louis Wagenaar, t'ormerly chief rabbi in Leeii warden
and of tile i)rovin(e of Fricsland, was appointed his
successor in Arnhem.
Other learned men, with at
elected cliief I'abbi.

called

toThe Ilagne

in

lie

ISy.");

reputation, were: Joel Fiankfort, teacher
to ISfjO, esteemed tor Talmudic learning;
.1. Waterman, translator of Fi'irst's HeChief Pel-- brew lexicon into Dutch, and a leader
sonalities. of the reform movement in Dutcli Ju-

least local

from

l.s;J()

dai-^in

nient about

which reached

fullest

develop-

the jurist Jonas Daniel
]\Ieycr was born in n house situated where the .synairogue now stands. The Dutch jioetess, Estella Herzfeld, wife of 3Ir. Hymans, passed a portion of her
life in

1S(]().

In

l7,so,

Arnhem.

Besides the burial and charitable societies that
exist in every -Jewish congregation, Arnhem has the
following: (1) Ilizzuk Eniunoh, an association for
the study of rabbinical literature; (2) Berit Abraham, a society that gives pecuniary aid to lying-in
Avomen, and toward expenses attendant on the ceremony of circumcision; (3) Sa'adas Ahim, an association composed of small traders, for mutual assistance in times of sickness and mourning; (4) a charity

and an association for lending money
without interest to small traders, and several others.
The Home for the Aged was removed to a new and
better house in 1899, and steps were taken to establish au orphan home in Arnhem for the whole

\;ni(lir

A;i,

Arnhem

Arnold of CIteauj

Annlruk'iknniUij Wmndcnltnck

;

Kof^nen Ge-

sclKrihin.-' (kijdiltii in NidciUtiiil.
For its later liisturv
U ali'i mail's (iralioii, to have lieeiKlelivered at the (Icdication
iif tin- New SynaKi'iriie. Arnhem, Is.VJ,
but printed and circula-

ted

only— now very rare— is valuable.

'•

Cardinal-bishop of Cologne; died
April 3, 1151. One of the few prelates who, during
the Cru.sades, protected tlie Jews from the violence
of the mob.
^Vhen, during the Secoiul Crusade, the

inllammatory sermons of the French monk Kodolphe caused the populace tliroughout the Rhine
provinces to attack tlie Jews, and torture and kill
such of them as would not accept baptism, this car-

was iiersuaded by a gift of money to
Wolkenburg, Loriaine, near
Kiinigswinter, as an asylum for the Jews, and to
allow the many Jews that (led thither to defend
themselves with arms against the aggressors. 'I'lie
proi)erty that the .lews left behind was turned over
dinal-bi.shop

set aside the castle of

to the bishoii.

This occurred on Sept. 23 and

to Palestine.

The Jewisli population in 1898, according to tlie
rather unreliable "Provinciaal Verslag," was 1,390

—about 2.5 per cent.

24,

Toward the end of that mouth two Jews,
Abraham and Samuel, were murdered on their way
up to the castle. ]\Ioved by a second present from
1146.

the Jews, the bishop had the murderer cruelly put
to death.
Bini,lOf;R.\PHY: Aroniiis, ncurstcii zvr Gcxrh. dry Jiidri) ini
Fniidiisrltca uiul Diiitscliiii Rri<-lir. .NU.s. Zit't. SiT. 2.VI;
Brisch, Gcm'li. tier Judi n in Ci'iin. IsTi). p. 14ti. The aiilliority for these statements is Ephraim l)en Jacol), wlio was one
of those shut up in Wolkenhiirpr. Besides his account, see
Neubauer and Stern, Hrhr. licrichtc Ulicr dir Jiidni-]; y.
fol(iu)i!i<ni Wdincuil dry Kycuzzllgc, 1893, pp. 00, 190 (iriitz,

Gcsch. dey

Judm,

;

vi. 179.

G.

association,

province.
In addition there is a society for dower
ing respectable girls, and for jiroviding poor school
children with clothing, especially on their attaining
the thirteenth year; also a fund for remitting money

Vk.

J.

ARNOLD:

ARNOLD OF ctTEAUX

:

Cistercian

who, with the sanction of Pope Innocent

III.

monk,
(1198-

1216), incited a cru.sade against the

Albigenscs and
Jews of southern France, and occasioned the attack
of Simon de Moutforton Viscount Raymund Roger.
The latter was stigmatized as a patron of Jews and
Albigenscs, and on this account his beautiful cajiital,
Beziers, was besieged by De ]Montfort, and on its
fall (July 22, 1209) was well-nigh totally destroyed.
According to Arnold's report to the pope, about
twenty thousand perished by the swoi-d regardless

were more favorable,,

and sex; after which the city was
looted and burned, so that "the vengeance of God
raged therein in a wondrous way." The tlourishing

seeing that, while the mortality in the whole population of the town was 1,029 (18| per thousand), among
the Jews there were only 19 deaths(135 per thousand).
This mortality is the highest of recent years, the average number of deaths being 16. The Jews of Arnhem
support themselves mainly as small traders iu clothing and woolen goods. The meat business affords
employment to a number of Jews, who may be said to
control the trade. Several large stores
Statistics, are maintained by .Jews. There is only

and cultured Jewish congregation of Beziers was
almost exterminated; two hundred persons lost their
lives, and a great iitany others were taken captive.
" The year of mourning " is the name by which that
year is designated in the Jewish chronicles; the
Hebrew word for "mourning" having ajipropriately the numerical value of the date (pj> = 69 =
4969, or 1209 of tlie common era).
From southern France, Arnold carried his murderous fanaticism to Spain under the following circum-

one Jewish lawyer, who is a member
of the city council, and maintains a banking-house;
he and a Jewish member of the bar, with a few teachers,
compose the academically educated Jewish population of Arnhem. Nevertheless, the congregation may
be accounted one of the most prosperous in Holland.
Bibliography For the older history of Arnhem, besides the
manuscript in the Archives, see Van Wyn, HuUzittcnd Leven,
1. 306, 572, aw, a51
V. Hasselt, Gcldersche Oudheden idem,
Arnhemgche Chidhcden; Nyhoff, Oorkondoi van Gelderkind; idem, Wandelingen dooreenDeel van Gelderland;

stances: Mohainmed al-Nasir, the Almohade prince
from the northwest of Africa, apprehending the
success of the Christians in Mohammedan Spain,
transported a vast army to Andalusia to make war

iu a total population of 56,413

There were 30 births

in 1898, a rather small propor-

tion; l)ut the death statistics

:

;

;

of caste, age,

on the advancing religion.

The

Christian princes

of Spain immediately ceased their habitual internecine hostilities for the sake of united resistance,

and appealed

to Innocent HI. to inspire a general
crusade against the Crescent. The pope acceded;
and among the multitudes crossing the Pyrenees,

"
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These
Arnold and bis followers were foremost.
ultramontane swordsmen, as tliey were designated
in contrast to the Spaniards, were deeply affronted
by the comparative prosperity and freedom that the
Jews enjoyed in the Castiliau capital Toledo; and
Arnold instigated a sudden onslaught upon them
(June, 1212). At that particular juncture the Jewish
population of Toledo, in addition to being the most
representative and flourishing in Spain, had been
swelled by the accession of fugitives from Salvathe first city captured by the Mohammedan
Tlie fate of the Jews of
invaders (Sept., 1211).
Toledo would have been sealed had not Alfonso the
Noble, king of Castile, and the Christian knights of
the city, promptly protected them; thus terminating
auspiciously what was in Castile an importation of
foreign fanaticism, the first persecution of Jews.
Ibn Verga, Shehet Yehudah, ed. Wiener,
Bibliography
tierra,

:

p. 113

;

;

Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, 3d "ed.,

339

vi. 333,

;

vli. 9, 13.

H. G. E.

G.

ARNON.— Biblical

Data:

of eastern Palestine, the

A

modern

river

Wady

and wady
Mojih (or

though low
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summer,

winter season it is in
runs at first northwesterly, but afterward its course becomes westerly.
Its striking feature is the steepness and narrowness
in

in the

places 8 or 10 feet deep.

It

of the ravine through which it passes shortly before
it empties into the lake, opposite Engedi.
Between
the lofty limestone hills,which cause this precipitous
descent, and the lake, the river expands into a shallow estuary nearly 100 feet wide.
The Arnon has always been an important boundBefore the Hebrew period it separated,
ary-line.
for a time at least, the Moabites from the Amorites

(Num. xxi. 13, 26; Deut.
After the Hebrew settlement

iii.

8;

Judges

xi.

18).

divided, theoretically
at least, Moab from the tribes of Reuben and Gad
But in fact Moab lay as much to
(Deut. iii. 12, 16).
the north as it did to the south of the Arnon. To the
it

north, for example, were Aroer, Dibon, Medeba, and
other Moabite towns. Even under Omri and Ahab,
who held part of the Moabite territory, Israel did
not hold sway farther south than Ataroth, about ten
miles north of the Arnon. Mesha in his inscription
(Moabite Stone, line 10) says that the Gadites (not the
Reubenites) formerly occupied Ataroth, whence he
in turn expelled the people of Israel.
He mentions
(line 26) his having constructed a road along the Arnon. The ancient importance of the river and of the
towns in its neighborhood is attested by the numerous ruins of bridges, forts, and buildings found upon
or near it.
Its fords are alluded to by Isaiah (xvi. 2).
Its "heights," crowned with the castles of chiefs,
were also celebrated in verse (Num. xxi. 28).
J.

JR.

J.

F.

McC.

-In Rabbinical Literature: The Haggadah
tells the following story of a miracle witnessed at
the Arnon, which seems to be alluded to in the Bible
(Num. xxi. 14, 15). The mountains bordering on
the Arnon consist of two lofty ranges, with a valley,
seven miles wide, between them. When on the way
to the promised land, the Israelites, after having
crossed the first range, prepared to cross the second,
tlie Amorites hid in the caves, intending to attack
the unsuspecting travelers. But the Ark of the Covenant, which preceded the Israelites, caused the
heights to sink and the valley to rise, with the result that the concealed Amorites were crushed in the
The miracle would have been unnoticed by
caves.
the Israelites, had not God caused the well wliich
accompanied them to throw up portions of the
Then it was that all Israel sang the Song
corpses.
of the

Well (Num.

xxi. 17 et seq.).

tion of this miracle the

In

commemora-

Rabbis decided that a special

benediction be uttered upon seeing the Arnon (Ber.
Num. R. xix. 25; Tan., Hukkat., xx.).

54rt et seq.
J.

;

ARNSTADT
(iorge of the Uiver
(FroTii Stade,

*'

Arnon Near

Geschichte

tlfs

Its

Mouth.

Volkes iHrael.")

Wady el-Mojib). The name means perhaps " noisy,
a term which well describes the latter part of the
course of the river. Its length isabout 45 miles, from
its rise in the desert to its entrance into the Dead
Sea.
It spreads out to a breadth of 100 feet here
and there, but for the most part is narrow; and

L. G.

SR.
:

Cai^it al of the

German principality

of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, on the River Gera.
In 1264 (Aug. 5 and 7) there were outbreaks here
against the Jews, in which fi v(i were slain (the learned

R. Shabbethai ben Samuel; Joseph and Kasser, sons
of R. Jehi(!l bar I.Iakim R. Da viil Cohen, of Mayence
and the boy Eliezer, son of R. Simson, of France).
In Feb., 1349, the Black Death raged in the town.
In
In 1441 the Jews were expelled from tlie town.
:

1466 another expulsion took place, "because they

;

Arnon
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In 1521 Jews
[tlio Jews] would not bo baptized."
are still mentioned as dwelling there, and as possessing a synagogue, whieh occupied the site later
coverwl by the Bartholomew Cloister. Theircemetery
in the Ichterhauser-strasse is also mentioned. In the

Arnstein

founded a hospital at Baden, near Vienna, she

col-

lected 7,000 florins among her coreligionists; and in
1813 she sent supplies to Rahel, then engaged in
Love of her adopted counrelief-work at Prague.
try tilled her soul

;

and the opinion she had con-

seventeenth century there were no Jews in Arnstadt,
though in tlie nineteenth century a congregation was
again formed there. In 1900, in a population of about
14,000, there were 97 Jews.
BiHi.KMJRAriiv: Aronius, Ilifirstrii zur (Icfsch. (hr Judoi, )>.
2HT, No.
Salfcld, J)<ts M(trtiiiiili>uium des NUrnhcrucr
~W, :.'74, 'ZHi.
Mcmoilnicfics, pp. !«t, I4:i,
(i!).")

;

:i").".,

A. F.

o.

ARNSTEIN, BENEDIKT DAVID

:

Austrian

playwright, grandson of the famous Vienna banker
Adam Isaac v(m Arnstein; born in Vienna Oct. 15,
In 1783 he entered his
1765; died there in 1840.
grandfather's banking-house, but left in 1786 to
undertake a series of travels which enabled liim to
make the ac(iuaintance of many distinguished wriFrom association with Alinger and
ters of his time.
Liebel he learned to appreciate the Greek and Roman
classics.
Such men as lletzer, Hchreyvogel, Kotzebue, Ratschky, and Zeon exercised a powerful intlucncc upon him. He published: "Eine Jiidische
Familienscene," 1782; " Dramatischo Versuche,"
1778; "Die Kleinodieu," drama, 1796; "Die Maske,"
comedy, 1796; "Die PHegetochter," drama, 1798;
"Das Billet, "comedy, 1800; " Das Geschcnk," 1801.
Bibliography:

AVurzhacti,

Biiigrnphifichrs

f>csterrcic}ii.-ic}i-l')i<i<irisrlie)t.

Mmnnrliic;

KlcUic ^yicllcr Maiiitircn,

1845;

tioiialcnciihhijiiiiUc,

i.

ii.

Lcrikon dcr
Fr.

Graeffer,

Na-

Oc^tcrrclchlschc

]~'3.

S.

ARNSTEIN, FANNY (VOGELE) VON

:

A

leader of society in Vienna; born in Berlin September 29, 1757; died near Vienna June 8, 1818.
Daniel Itzig, the wealthy and generous banker,
and head of the Jewish community of Berlin,

was

lier father.

She was one of a family of nine

daughters and four sons. Itzig being a man of culture,
and surrounded by an attractive family, his liouse
became a social center. Close relation existed with
the Mendelssohn circle, even before Fanny's brotherin-law David Friedlilndcr came to Berlin, and two of
Mendelssohn's sons married members of her family.
Henriette Herz, Raliel, Dorothea, and Henriette
Mendelssohn, Marianne Meyer, and the other representatives of the Jewish salon period were her intimate friends. On her early marriage with the
banker Nathan Adam von Arnstein she carried the
social influences of Berlin, as molded by Frederick
the Great, to the Vienna of Joseph II. To wide reading and unusual linguistic attainments she joined an
attractive exterior, tact, grace, and distinguished
bearing, and, above all, extraordinary kindness of
heart. The Von Arnstein mansion at Vienna and her
villas at SchOnbrunn and Baden were daily thronged
with guests and her easy hospitality, of which Rahel
•writes in her letters, embraced alike the prosperous
and the poor. Her benefactions, private and public,
were endless; she was especially active in ameliorating the destitution that followed the disasters of
Ladies of rank united to care for the needy
1809.
and, though a Jewess and of the inferior nobility, she
was invited to join them on account of her executive
When the same association
ability and sagacity.
;

Fanny von Arnstein.
(From

Kuhiil, " GfSihit hte iler Detilsrhen Juiieii,")

ceived of Napoleon and the French, on her visit to
Paris during the Consulate, did not tend to lessen
her almost persona! grief over Austrian and PrusThe Frenchmen who freely gathered
sian reverses.
round her were never left in doubt as to her feelings.
On the other hand, the German victories of 1818-14
gave her the keenest delight; and the Vienna ConHer
gress saw her at the zenith of social success.
salon was frequented bj^the celebrities assembled at
the capital AVellington, Talleyrand, Hardenberg,
Capo d'Istrias, Varnhagen von Ense, his wife, the
Schlegels, Justinus Kerner, Karoline Pichler, and
Zacharias Werner. For over a generation she exercised an influence upon Au.strian art and literature.
She was one of the founders of the Gesellschaf c dei

—

Only one shadow fell upon l.er life.
During her widowhood her beauty attracted a(imir'?ra
and suitors, whom she successfully kept at a distance.
Prince Karl von Lichtenstein was particulaily assiduous in his attentions. A rival, Freiherr von Weichs,
ascribing his own lack of success to Fran von Arnstein 's preference for Lichtenstein, challenged and
Though the first families of Vienna
killed him.
were concerned, Frau von Arnstein was wholly exonerated, and continued to enjoy her popvdarity.
Musikfreunde.

Despite the distractions of society, she was a devoted
mother to her only daughter, Henrietta, Baroness
Pereira-Arnstein, who inherited her intellect, grace,
beauty, and goodness.
Bibliography Varnhagen von Ense. Aiisgen-tViUe Schrifteii,
xviL32S-ii35;'Wurzhach,Bingrnphi.'<ches Lcrikon (lea Kaiserthums Ocsterrcich, Vienna, 1750-1850; M. Kayserling. Die
:

JUdischcn Fraiien, 1879, pp. 220-236; A. de la Garde. Fites et
Souvenim du Cnngn's dc l^ionie, 1843, 1.439; Fr. GrafTer,
Kleine Wiener Memoireu, 1. 249. ill. 247; Oestei-reichische
National Encykloptldie, 1. 121 Iris, 1&>4, p. 51 BimterUlr
Mmik, Theater, und Kunst, published by L. A. Zellner, 18o5,
;

;

vol.

1.

No.

89.

s.

ARNSTEIN, NATHAN
Arnstein, Fanny von.

H.

ADAM

VON.

S.

See
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AROEB A uame probably nieaning
:

"bushes of

chvuif juniper" (Lagarde, "Sem." i. ;5()), wliicli is
applied in the Old Testament to three distinct localities.

1. "Aroer, which is on the edge of the valley of
Arnou " (Deut. ii. 36, R. V.). is probably represented
by the present ruins of 'Ara'ir on the north bank of
the Arnon ravine, about eleven miles from the mouth
The
of the river (Tristram, "Moab," pp. 129-131).
city was still standing in the time of Eusebius. This
place was usually described by its situation, in order
to distinguish it from other localities of the same
name (Deut. iii. 12, iv. 48; Josh. xii. 2, xiii. 9; Judges
It appears first as having
xi. 20; II Sam. xxiv. 5).
been captured by the Amorite king Sihon from jNIoab
(compare Num. xxi. 26). It should be noted that in
the Mesha inscription, 1. 26, it is mentioned as having
been built by the Moabites. After Israel's attack
on the Amorites, it was assigned as part of the territory of the tribe of Reuben, whose southern frontier
This is the city mentioned in Num.
it marked.
xxxii. 34, with the southern towns, as liaving been

built by the children of Gad before the distribution
of the land. When Hazael and his Syrians took
from Israel the territory across the Jordan, Aroer is
given as its southern limit (II Kings x. 33). It is
clear, from Jer. xlviii. 19, that the Moabites ultimately recovered it from the Israelites.
city in the territor}^ of the tribe of Judah
2.
It has
(I Sam. XXX. 28, and probably Josh. xv. 22).
been identified with the ruins of 'Ar'ara, twenty
miles south of Hebron and twelve miles southeast
from Beer-slieba. David sent to the elders of this
city a share of the booty taken from the Amalekites
who had attacked Ziklag (I Sam. xxx. 28).
town east of Rabbath-Ammon (Josh. xiii. 25)
3.
in the territory of the tribe of Gad, originally an
Ammonite city (Judges xi. 33). It has not yet been
identified. According to Jerome ("Onomasticou Sacrum," 96, 5), it was on a mountain, twenty Roman
miles north of Jerusalem.
The reading " the cities of Aroer are forsaken " (Isa.
xvii. 2) is probably incorrect, as it presents many
geographical difficulties, occurring as it does in connection with " the burden of Damascus. " While it is
possible that there may have been another Aroer
near Damascus, it is more likely that the passage
siiould l)e rendered " the cities thereof shall be forsaken. " This emendation, proposed by Lagarde, has
been (juite generally accepted by modern scholars.
The Gentile name from Aroer is Aroerite(I Chron.

A

A

xi. 44).
J.
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reciuired a special dispensation to qualify for the
In Strasburg Aron acquired tlu; rc])utation

office.

of an eloquent and inspiring preacher and a zealous conununal worker. He assisted in founding the

School of Arts and
Trades and took active
interest in other useful
institutions.

In

1855

he convened an assembly of the rabbis of the
department of the
Lower Rhine for the
consideration of religious questions.
Aron is the author
of a devotional work
which enjoys great

popularity among
French

Israelites.

This

Arnaud Aron.
"Prieres d'uu Ca'ur
Israelite," a collection of prayers, partly original and
])artly drawn from Biblical and other Jewisli sources.
In this work he had the assistance of Eunery. Arnaud Aron was the author of the catechism used for
confirmation as prescribed by the Consistory of Lower
In 1866 the French government acknowlAlsace.
edged his services by appointing him a Knight of
the Legion of Honor. In 1870, while Strasburg was
besieged, it was he, together with the archbishop,
who raised the white flag on the cathedral. Subsequently he was decorated by the German emperor.
is

I.

s.

ARON, EMIL

B.

German physician born at
He received
Stettin, Pomerania, March 12, 1864.
his education at the Werdersche Gymnasium at Ber:

;

universities of Berlin, Munich, and Heidbeing graduated from the last-mentioned
with the degree of doctor of medicine in 1888. After
a tour to Vienna, Paris, and London, Aron in 1890
He
established himself as a physician in Berlin.
was assistant physician in the Jewish Hospital in
lin,

and the

elberg,

that city from 1891 to 1896,

becoming

specialist in

laryngology. Aron has been a contributor to the
" Berliner Klinische Wocheuschrift " (" Zur Kasuistik
der Halsrippen," 1892, etc.), Virchow's "Archiv fiir
Pathologischc Anatomie und Physiologic imd fur
Klinische Mediziu" (" Ueber die Einwirkuug Verdich
teter und Verdiinnter Luft auf den Intratrachealen
1892, etc.), "Deutsche MedWocheuschrift" ("Zur Behaudlung des
Pneumothorax," 1896, etc.), and other medical

DruckbeimMenschen,"

izinische

journals.

ju.

J.

D. P.

Bibliography: Wrede, Da& Geistige

Bei-Jitt,

s.v.,

Berlin,

1898.

ARON HA-KODESH:
Ark

in tiie

synagogue.

ARON, ARNAUD

See
:

Hebrew name for
of the Law.

the

began

CJhief rabbi of Strasburg,

his

Talmudic studies

at

s.

ARON, HENRY:

Ark

Alsace; born iMarch 11, 1807, in Sulz unterm Walde,
Destined for a rabAlsace, and died April 3, 1890.
binical career, he

F. T. H.

an

early age at Hagenau and continued them at Frankfort-on-the-Main.
In 1830 lie became rabbi of the
small community of Hegenheim in Upper Alsace;
and the more important Jewish community of Stras-

burg called him to be its spiritual head in 1833. As
he was under thirty, the age prescribed by law, he

French publicist; born in
1842; died there Nov. 13, 1885. He
was a iiupil of the fecole Normale and obtained a
fellowshiii there in 1865, but soon gave up teaching
to join tlie staff of the "Journal des Debats," and
Paris,

Nov.

11,

Revue Politique et LitteAron afterward became secretary of the " Revue des Deux Mondes." In 1876 he was entrusted
by Ernest Picard, minister of the interior, with the
management of the "Journal Officiel" and of the

also collaborated in the "
raire. "

"Bulletin Fran<;ais," but on the resignation of the

ministry

lie

rcliiuiuislicd

liis

cliarge, wliicli lie re-

Lichtbogen,"

Get. 14,
of Honor Jan. 30, 187U. l)ut resigned again when
the "Journal" came under state control, on Jan.
He reentered the "Journal des Debats" as
1, 1881.
Though not a Hebraist, he became, in
art critic.

BiHLiOGKAi'iiY

the reelection of a IJepuhlicaii niajf)rity,
1877. He was decoiated with the Legion

1880, one of the founders of the

"Kevue des Etudes

Juive.s."
J.

P.

ARONITJS, JULIUS: German

W.

historian; born

Kastenburg, Germany; died June
After com])leting the gymnasium course,
he entered the L'niversity of Berlin, where he studied history, philology, and later went to the University of Kimigsberg. He \vas giaduated from the
latter as Ph. I), in 1883, on which occasion lie wrote
a thesis, " Studieu iiber die Alteren Angelsilchsisclien
.),

1801, at

29, 18!)3.

Urkunden." Arouius became instructor at the Berlin Kealgymnasium, at the same time devoting himEntrusted by
self to the study of Jewi.sh history.
the Ilistorische Commission with a preparation of a
history of the Jews in Germany during the Middle
Ages, lie began the work, under the title " Regesten zur Geschichte der Juden in Deutschland " (BerThis work gives in chronological order,
under each date, an abstract of every entry in the
medieval chronicles and documents relating to the
lin. 1893).

Its publication was interrupted
Jew^s of Germany.
by the death of Arouius, and was completed by

Saalfeld.
I.

s.

Br.

ARONS, LEO

:
German physicist and Socialprivat-doceut at the Univcrsit}' of Berlin he took part in the Socialist movement, and was
in consequence suspended from his ofHce by the
minister of education, Bosse, April, 1899. Being
wealthy, he spent in 1895 large sums of money to
advance the interests of his party. In 1897 he carried a resolution at the Socialist convention of Hamburg, ill virtue of which the Socialists would no
longer abstain from voting at the elections for the
Prussian Diet.
Arous' scientific works belong to the field of theoretic as well as of experimental physics, with espeAmong the many
cial reference to electricity.
works published by him may be mentioned the following: "Bestiinmung der Verdet'scheu Constante
im Absoluteii Masse, " in " Annalen der Phj-sik und
Chemie," new series, 1885, xiv. 161; "Interferenzstreileu im Spectrum," ih. p. 669; " Verdlinnungswiirme und Wiirmekapacitat von Salzlosungen," ib.
XXV. 408; "Methode zur Messung der Elektromotorischen Gegenkraft im Elektrischen Lichtbogeu,"
ib. XXX. 95; "L^eber den Elektrischen Rlickstand,"
" Beobachtungen an Elektrisch Polaib. XXXV. 291
risirten Platiuspiegeln," ib. xli. 473; "Ein Elektrolytischer Versuch," ib. xlv. 383; "Ein Demonstrationsversuch niit Elektrisclien Schwingungen," ib.
p. 553; "Die Elektricitiltsconstanten und Optischen
Brechungsexponeuten in Salzeu," ib. liii. 95; "Elektrisclie Lichtbogeu," ib. Ivii. 185;
" Polarisations-

ist.

Though

;

Erscheinungen in Dunnen Metallmembranen," ib.
" Versuche liber Elektrolytische PolarisaIvii. 201
tion," in " VerhaudluugenderPhysikalischenGesell;

Aronssohn

schaft zu Berlin."

sumed upon

Feb.

Aroer
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xi. 3;

Die Xntimi,

:

"Ueber einen Quecksilber-

p. C.

ib.

1897-98, p. 18; 1898-99. p. 422.

s.

I.

ARONSON, RUDOLPH:
manager;

Beu.

Composer and

the-

New

York, April 8, 1856.
He early manifested talent for music, and after his
graduation from the New York high school was sent
to the Vienna Conservatory.
After completing his
course there, he entered the Paris Conservatoire, devoting himself to a careful stud}' of the French
composers. He had a strong predilectitjii for the
lyrical genre, and it was the popular rather than the
classic compositions that he strove to master in regard to style and method.
Returning to America, Aronson first came promiatrical

Ijorn in

nently before the public as the director of fashionable concerts in Madison Square Garden, New York;
and such was the success of these concerts that
he built a concert-hall at Forty-first street and
Broadway, opened JNIay 27, 1880. In connection
with this enterprise, the now popular " roof-garden "
was first introduced as a summer feature.
He subsequently secured capital for a theater to
be devoted solely to the elaborate performance of
light operas the Casino, a fine specimen of ]\Ioorish architecture, opened Oct. 22, 1882, which was
the first permanent home of light opera in America.
Arousou has composed over 150 dances, marches,
and various other orchestral pieces, many of which
have been successfully performed by Gilmoie,
Cajipa, Eduard Strauss, Theodore Thomas, and
other prominent orchestral leaders.

—

Bibliography: Dramatic Mirror, 'SevrYor'k; BoKton Times,
Fel). 2(5, 1888; ^'cw York Herald, May 28, 1880; Who's nito
ill America, 1901.
J.

A.

ARONSSOHN, JACOB EZEKIEL

:

So.

German

physician and medicid writer; born in 1774; died
June 12, 1807; obtained his degree of M.D. in 1800;
and subsequently became teacher at the Berlin
Of his A'arious publications may be
University.
"IMedicinische Gesch. der Franz5Domingo im Jahre 1803, oder
Ueber dasGelbe Fieber," Berlin, 1805 (translation of
a French work bj^ N. P. Gilbert, treating of the yellow fever); (2) "Die Kunst des Zahnarztes Oder VoUstiindiger Theoretischer und Praktischer Unterricht
iiber der an den ZiihnenVorkommenden Chirurgischen
Operationen, die Einsetzung KilnstlicherZahne, Ob-

mentioned:
sischen

(1)

Armee

in St.

duratoren und Kunstlicher Gaumen" (translated from
the French by L. Laforgne, with illustrations, Berhn, 1803); (3)'" Vollstandige Abhandlung Aller Vencrischen Krankheiten," with annotations by F. W.
Wolf, Jr., Berlin, 1808; (4) " Griindliche Anleitung
znr Zweckmiissigen Einrichtung der Apotheken,"
with illustrations, Berlin, 1804; (5) "Die Kunst das
Leben des ScliOnen Geschlechts zu Verliingern,"
with illustrations, Berlin, 1804; 2d ed., 1807; (6)
" Rechtfertiguug der Schutzblattern, oder Kuhpockenimpfung," Berlin, 1801; (7) "ToilettenkunstRecepte, 64 Wohlfeile, Bewiihrte, nach Chemischen
und Diatischen Grundsiitzen Abgefasst, zur BefOrderung und Erhaltung der Schonheit," Berhn, 1803.
Bibliography
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den Aerzte, Wundaerzte,

etc., 1830,

1.

Lehen-

244.

F. T. H.

s.

ARONSSOHN, JACaUES LEON:

German

physician; boru at Metz May 2, 1793; died at
Strasburg Sept. 8, 1861. His father, Jacques Aronssohn (died 1845), practised medicine at the garrison
Aronssohn went to Strasburg
of Pont-a-Mousson.
in 1809 to matriculate at the Faculte de Medecine.
He took his degree as doctor in 1816; became assistant surgeon at the municipal hospital in 1823; and
resigned this position two years later to go to England to finish his studies. In London he made the
acquaintance of some of the most prominent physicians and surgeons, as, for instance, Astley Cooper,
Lawrence Brodie, and Tyrrell. After his return to
France he established himself as a physician at
Strasburg; and during his twenty-five years of practise he was regarded as one of the most efiicient of
In 1838, suffering from a chronic irritation
doctors.
of the larynx, he went to Italy to seek a milder climate. At Pisa he was requested by the French
ambassador to take part in the autopsy on the body
Scarcely
of the daughter of King Louis Philippe.

had

finished, when he was sumby the widow of King Murat.

work been

this

moned

;

to Florence

During 1832, while the cholera raged in France,
Aronssohn was requested to organize one of the
provisory hospitals. Later he was appointed a
member of the Central Sanitary Commission of the
board of health of the committee of primary instruction; of the commission for the inspection of the
asylum at Stephansfeld and physician to the EastFrom 1849 he was presiern Railway Company.
dent of the Societe de Medecine de Strasbourg and
a member of several French and foreign scientific
The Legion of Honor was bestowed on
societies.
him in 1839; at the same time he was appointed assistant physician to the king, which for him was
merely a title. It brought him in contact, however,
with the royal family and tiie eminent men of that
;

;
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ulte"; "L'Introduction au Traite sur les Eaux
Minerales du Duche de Nassau" (translated from,
Kaula); " L'Infiammation et les Scrofules."
Besides these works Aronssohn wrote a number of
reports for different societies and committees of
which he was a member; for instance, "Projet de
Loi d'Organisation Medicale."
Gazette Medicale de Strasbourg,

BinLIOr.RAPHY

1862, pp.

181-190.

A.

s.

ARONSTEIN,

L. German chemist; born ^lay
Westphalia; graduated from the
University of Gottingen in 1864 with the degree of
Ph.D. Two years later he became assistant in the
physical department of the University of Leyden,
Holland, and in 1867 accepted the post of director
at the high school {Hdliere Buvgerschule) of Breda,
Brabant, where he also taught the natural sciences,
In 1876 Aronstein was appointed professor of chemistry at the Royal IVIilitary Academy of Breda, auJ
in 1894 was olfered a similar appointment in the
Royal Polytechnic School, Delft. He accepted the
invitation, and has continued to occupy the position
ever since. His papers, which are of a distinctly
technical character, have appeared on the pages of
Liebig's " Annalen der Chemie," published in Leipin the " Berichte der Deutschen
sic and Heidelberg
Chemischen Gesellshaft," the "Recueil des Travaux
Chimiques des Pays-Bas," etc. Brief notices and reviews of Aronstein's contributions to chemistry may
be found in the " Jahresbericht fiber die Fortschritte
der Chemie," edited by F. Fittica, Brunswick.
:

25, 1841, at Telgte,

;

;

early as 1823 he was authorized by the
Royal Council of Public Instruction to establish a
He took an active
course of surgical instruction.
part in the foundation of the institution for the examination of fellowship; and when Professor Lob

epoch.

As

Aronssohn remained in charge of the medmonths.
Aronssohn was not eloquent his lectures resembled his conversation; they were informal talks, attractive, and so presented that they held the atten-

stein died

ical clinic for six

;

tion of the pupils.

The

grief he suffered at the death of an

adopted
and

son, the severe illness of his beloved daughter,

the loss of a dear friend, brought on the heart-failure that ended his useful life.
Aronssohn is the author of:
" Les Tumeurs Developpees dans Ics Nerfs," inaugural dissertation, 1822; "'Appreciez les Progres Recents du Diagnostic," 1836; "Memoireset Observations de Medecine et de Chirurgie Pratiques "
1st
Memoire: "L'Instruction des Vers dans les Voies
Aeriennes"; 2d and 3(1 Memoires: " Quelques Points
de I'Histoire des Ilernies"; "Tetanos"; "Lotion
Cliaudes des Terebenthine dans les Brfllures";
' Compte Rendu de la Clinique Medicale de la Fac;

Bibliography:

Biographisch-Liteyari^cheK
Poggendorflf,
Leipsie, 1898.
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s.

S.

C.

ARONSTEIN, PHILIPP (pen name ArnGerman school-teacher and author; born
stein)
Dec. 4, 1862, at Halver, province of Westphalia,
Aronstein received his education at the
Prussia.
:

in Soest, the universities of Berlin and
Bonn, and the Academy of Miinster, whence he was
graduated as doctor of philosophy. After having
taught at different schools in England and Germany,
he at present (1902) holds the position of Oberleiirer
at the Progymnasium at Myslowitz, province of
He has been a contributor to sevSilesia, Prussia.
eral well-known German magazines and newspapers
"Anglia" ("Ben
c.ff., "Neue Deutsche Rundschau,"
Jonson's Theorie der Lustspiele," 1894; "DickensStudien," 1896), "Englische Studien" ("John Marsten als Dramatikcr," 1894; "Die Entwicklung der
Lokalverwaltiuig in England," 1895), "Neuere
Sprachen" (" England um die Mitte des 18ten Jahrhunderts," 1895), and has written principally upon
education in England, and English history and literature.
Aronstein's chief independent works are:

gymnasium

"Benjamin Disraeli's Leben und Dichterische
AVerke," 1895, and "Die Entwicklung der Hoheren
Knabenschulen

in

England," 1897.

lated from the English into

Creighton's

"Age

s.

ARPAD A

of

He

also trans-

German Bishop Mandell

Queen Elizabeth,"

1900.

F. T. H.

:
city of northern Syria, the modern
It
Tell Erfad, thirteen miles northwest of Aleppo.

;
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is

mentioned

in II

Kings

xviii. 34, xix. 13; Isa. x. 9,

Hiiinniannirari
xxxvii. 13; Jer. xlix. 23.
III. fought against it (Schrader, " Keilinsciniftiichc
Bihliothek," i. 209), and Tiglath-pileser III. besieged

xxxvi.

it

19,

two years and captured
and Isa. x. 9).

for

213,
J.

it

about 740

i.

G. A. B.

JK.

ARPHAXAD (nc'3S"lK):
and

22, 24; xi. 10-13;

of Sliem.

u.c. (ib.

1 Clirou.

According to Gen.
i.

17, 18, the third

Bocliart's identiticution (" Phaleg,"

name with

Terali,

tlie

Arrapacliitis of

ii.

x.

son

4) of

tlie

and Abraham, who came from Ur

Nalioi",

(Gen. xi. 12). The inserted " p " of Arpakshad has so
far not been explained
Hommel has recourse even to

—

Egyptian— but

doubtless due to some graphic
error (see Ur).
In Judith i. 1, etc., Arphaxad, a
king of the Medians in Ecbatana, is mentioned, conquered by Nebuchadnezzar II. of Assyria and put
to death.
The name has clearly been borrowed
from Gen. x. by the writer.
it

is

'

J.

W. M.

JR.

ARRAGEL, MOSES:
ished in the

first

Spanish rabbi;

:\[.

nour-

half of the fifteenth century at

Maqueda and Guadalfajara,

Castile.

The name

is

"Jew. Quart.
Rev." xi. 610); according to H. Derenbourg ("Journal des Savants," November, 1898), it is derived
from the Hebrew "ha-Ragil" (the expert).
When in 1422 Don Luis de Guzman, grand master of the Order of Calatrava, was preparing in
Toledo to make war upon the Moors, he seems to
have suffered a change of heart; and, tired of the
chase, of playing chess, and of reading romances of
chivalry, he felt tiie need of a good translation of
the Bible in Spanish, with a commentary thereon.
He asked Rabbi Moses Arragel to undertake this
work (April 5). At first the rabbi declined the inthe Arabic al-Rijdl (Steinsclineider,

how impossible it was for a Jew to
comment upon, the Bible in a manner
Catholic.
Don Luis, however, insisted

vitation, feeling
translate, or

to satisfy a

his particular wishes in regard to the matter.
The
translation of the Old Testament in the Castilian

language is one of several which were
Translates made at this time; and the cooperathe Old
tion of tlie Jewish rabbi with CathoTestament. lie dignitaries in its production is one
of the signs of the comparative religious tolerance then prevailing in Castile.

Greeks, an
Armenian region, north of Assyria, adjacent to the
Great or Upper Zab river, lias long prevailed. The
Arrapacliitis, however, did not belong to the Semitic
world; and it would be dillicult to account for the
element "-shad" (very improbably explained as an
Armenian element, "-shat," by Lagarde, "Sym."i.
Still more improbable is the Kurdisli Albag.
54).
Delitzsch's ("Paradies," 2r)6) explanation from the
Assyrian "arba-kishshati " (the four quarters of the
world), has not been confirmed. More recently, the
view of Michaelis, anticipated by Josephus ("Ant."
the name of the
1. 6, § 4), that Arpakshad contains
Kasdini or Chaldeans, has become predominant. Tlie
explanations of Gcsenius, etc., "boundary [" Arp"] of
Chaldea" {Kesliad); of Clieyne, " Arpakh " and "keshad," written together by mistake ("Expositor,"
1897, p. 145), etc., are now superseded by the observation of Hommel ("Ancient Hebrew Traditions," 294)
"
that Arpakshad is the same as " Ur of the Chaldeans
in
the
consonants
Ur-ktisdim).
Both
names
agree
(
except one, and also in meaning, as Arpakshad is the
father of Shelah, grandfather of Eber and ancestor of
this

Aronssohn
Arragrel

and he assigned Friar Arias de Enciena, custos of
the Franciscans in Toledo, to make known to Moses

took Arragel many years to finish this work.
completed (June 2, 1430) it was presented
by iiim with much ceremony to Don Luis in Toledo,
in the presence of a concourse of prominent and
learned men. The head of the Order of St. Francis,
replying to the presentation address, expressed himself as follows: "Rest assured that if, please God,
the interior of the Bible as I'egards its substance is
equal to its exterior, it will be the most beautiful
and the most famous work to be found in many a
kingdom." These and other details are found preIt

When

accompanying which is the
whole correspondence between Don Luisde Guzman
and Moses Arragel. Luis' letter commences as follows: "We, Master of Calatrava, send many salutations to you, Raby ^Moses xYrragel, our vassal in our
Know, O Raby Mo.ses! that we
city of Maqueda.
desire to possess a Bible with glosses and comments;
and we are told that you can do the work well."
fixed to the translation,

It is interesting to notice that this translation into
old Castilian follows the order of books according to

This was the express desire of
the Hebrew canon.
Jerome; and indeed his translation seems to have
formed, in a measure, the basis for this new translation, which was made with the help of the Hebrew
Wherever the Latin text of Jerome agreed
original.
with the Hebrew, Moses followed both; where they
differed, he followed the Hebrew exclusivel}'.
A
surprising freedom of speecii is also shown b}- ^Moses
in the glo.sses that he has attached to the text.
He
does not scruple to differ fi-om the interpretation of
When he comes in conflict
his own coreligionists.
with the dogmas of the established church, he says
" This is the opinion of the Christians
but
plainly
He often
the Jews hold just the opposite view."
cites the view of the grand master, Don Luis, himHe is decidedly
self, but never controverts him.
rational in his own views on many points, and does
not scruple to declare many expressions figurative.
The glosses are not simply dry explanations, for
Moses has inserted here and there a number of Jew:

;

ish tales, fables,

and proverbs.

are numerous.

Of

The authorities cited

classic authors,

we find Aristotle,

Euclid, Ptolemfeus, and Pliny of Christian scholars.
Saint Bernard, Saint Ildefonso, and Nicholas de
Lyra. His remarks on Christian theology are drawn
from the " Tratado sobre la Justicia de la Vida EsHe
pirituel " of Don Pedro, archbishop of Seville.
mentions byname the Talmud, the Midrash (Midras
or "los Prabot"), the cabalists "rabi Tanhuma,"
;

"

rabi

Salomon

"

(Rashi),

" rabi

Abraham Aben

Ezra," "rabi Moysen de Egipto" (Maimonides),
"rabi Nigun (Nissim) de Barcelona," "rabi Jaco"
(Jacob ben Asher), "rabi Joseph," "el Camliy"
(Kimhi), etc.
On the whole, this work of Arragel's shows him
to have been a man of vast learning, of fine literary taste, and of a breadth of view hardly to be

-
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expected in a Spanish rabbi of that time. According
to S. Berger, Arragel used some jirevious attempts
As such he
at translating the Bible into Castiliiin.
notes

MS. Escurial,

i.j.

3,

and

for the prophets, a

manuscript of the fifteenth century preserved in the
Library of the Academy of History at Madrid.
The manuscript of this translation, called the
"Bible of Olivares," is preserved in the Palace of
Liria at Madrid, belonging to the duchess of Berwick and of Alba. It was given in 1624 to Don
Caspar de Guzman, count of Olivares, by Don
Andres Pachico, the grand-inquisitor, because of
the services rendered by himself and his father, the
ambassador at Rome. It passed by marriage into
the possession of the lifth duke of All)a, Don FranThere are 515 folios, the
cisco Alvarez of Toledo.
text being in two columns, surrounded by the
glosses, which are written in very minute script.
It is interesting from another point of view: it is
filled with miniatures which make it one of the
The
treasures of tlie Casa de Alba.
illustrations (334 in number, of which
Its
6 are full-page), however, have a
Careful
lUustra- particular Jewish interest; for, in ad
dition to the pictures in it of indubitably Christian origin, and copied from

tions.

other Bibles in the Cathedral library of Toledo, there
are others which have a thoroughly Jewish tinge,
and on account of which the supposition is justified
that Moses Arragel, if he did not liimself assist in
the painting, at least gave directions to the Toledo
In one picture the inteartists who did the work.
rior of a synagogue is reproduced with the greatest
IMo.ses is represented as holding
care and exactness.
the Law in his hands, the Law being written on a
The frontispiece, which is here
large marble plate.
reproduced, represents the grand master upon his
throne, covered with a white mantle upon which is
seen the red cross of the Order of Calatrava; around
him are vassals and knights; by his side are a Franciscan and a Dominican (Friar Arias de Encinas and
Juan de Zamora); and in front of him is Rabbi
Moses himself, on his knees, presenting his work to
The Jew-badge can be plainly
his lord and master.
recognized on his right arm. He is surrounded by
the knights of the order; while immediately below
the throne a scene is depicted in which the knights
are seen feeding, clothing, and otherwise succoring
the Jews.
Rossi, Histnr. WOrterb. p. 47; Nepi-Ghirondi, p. 260. A description of the manuscript, together with
extracts, was piven in 1H99 by Senor Paz y Melia in an article
Bihlia Puesta en Romance por Rabi Mose
entitled
Arragel de Guadalfajara, contained in a collection published in honor of Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, Madrid,
1899, vol. ii. pp. 1 et .scgr., an account of which article will be
found in Block's Oesterreicliische Wocheiutchr-ift, May 11,
19(XJ, p. 3.56.
A detailed account has been Riven by Samuel
Berger in the Bulletin dex Antiquair-es, 1898, pp. 239-244
(an abstract of which article can be found in the Rev. Et.
Juives, xxxvlii. 309-311), and in Romania, xxviii. 521. Compare also Catalogo de las Colecciones Expuesta'^ del Palacio

Bnu.ioGRAPnY: De

La

de lAria, Madrid, 1898, p. 40, and Reuss and Berger in the
RealencMchrpddie fUr Prote.-ilayitviche Theologie, 3d ed.,
p. 143, reprinted in Ui'text und Uebersetzungen der Bibcl,
Lelpslc. 1897, p. 203.

G.

ABBAS

Chief city of the department of Pasde-Calais, capital of the ancient Artois, France.
According to Gross, the name of this city appears
in a very curious Hebrew document (De Rossi, MS.
:
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No. 563, 23), which relates that Robert the Pious,
king of France (996-1031), together with liis vassals
and neigliboring i)rinces, having decreed the extermination of the Jews who refused baptism, a certain Jacob b. Jekuthiel went to Rome to invoke for

The

his coreligionists tlie protection of the poi>e.

pope sent a high dignitary to put a stop to the peisecution.
Jacolj went from Rome to Lorraine, and
thence to Flanders, about 1023. He died there at
pnX {i.e-, Arras), on the banks of a river, probably
the Scarjie.
His sons conveyed his body to Rheims.
It does not follow from this text tliat there was a
Jewish communit}' at Arras at this time; and the
identification of tlie Hebrew word* in question with
Arras

It is iiune piooaoliis not at all positive.
that Jews were living at Arras, as, indeed, the}'
lived in the whole surrounding region, in the tliirteenth and fourteenth centuries; but of their liistory

nothing whatever
Bibliography;

is

known.

Gross, Gallia Judaica, pp. 71 et

^er;.

G.

L.

I.

ABROYO, ISAAC BEN MOSES:

Lived

in Sa-

He

lonica toward the end of the sixteentli century.

wrote "MakiiilKohclet " (The Preacher Preaching)
and "Tanhumot El" (Consolations of God), philosophical expositions of Ecclesiastes and the Pentateuch (Salonica, 1597, 1573).

M. L.

G.

ABSACES

:\i.

Parthian king according to some
scholars, the sixth of that name, mentioned in I Mace,
xiv. 2-3, as having entrapped Demetrius, who had
rebelled against him. Demetrius married a daughter
of Arsaces and, according to Josephus (*' Ant. " xiii. 5,
§ 11), died in captivity. He is further mentioned in
in the number of kings to whom
I Mace. XV. 22
Rome sent the edict which forbade the persecution
He is also known as Mithridates I.
of the Je\YS.
:

;

—

—

G. B. L.

G.

ABT AMONG THE ANCIENT HEBBEWS Material for the formation of an opinion
:

on the

art of the ancient

Hebrews

is

extremely

scanty, as the vestiges are limited
to certain specimens of pottery and
of the glyptic art, including incidental references in Hebrew literature, touching mainly the Temple
at Jerusalem.

The

potter's art reverts to the

After their

earliest days.

settle-

ment in Canaan, the Israelites no
doubt soon learned this art from
although for a
long time thereafter the Phenithe

Simon

Maccabeus.

(Ex-

act size.)

inhabitants,

cians,

ware

Shekel of

who

(From the

collection of J.

D. Eiseiistein.)

carried their earthen-

supply the
Excavations in Jerusalem and
Tell el-Hesy (probably the ancient
Lachish) have yielded a proportionately rich fund of material, sulficient,

to far-off lands, still continued to

interior of Palestine.

Pottery.

according to Flinders Petrie, to trace the history of
Palestinian pottery. Petrie distinguishes an Amorite,
a Phenician, and a Jewish period, each having its own
characteristic style.
art of pottery

It is

among

the

undoubtedly true that the
Hebrews was developed

MosKS Arragel Presenting His Castilian Translation of the Bible to Don Luis de Guzman.
(From

**

Estudiosde Erudicion Esoanola.")
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under Phenician influence, for its forms are always
The older
coarse imitations of Phenician models.
finds, especially those of Jerusalem, exhibit forms

140

Of metal-work there arc no remains extant. Tlie
description of Solomon's Temple is the main source
of information upon tiiis point, tiie notable fact in
which is that it was a Tyrian artificer, named Hiram
(I Kings vii. 13) or Huram Abi, as th(; chronicler
calls him (II Chron. ii. 13), who made the necessary
Tiie Jews them.seives
utensils for the sanctuary.
evidently had not yet mastcied the art of casting in
bronze or brass, certainly not to the extent necessary
The account of the building in
for this work.
I Kings vii. affords only the merest outlines of the
larger art-works manufactured for its use, such as
pillars, the brazen sea, portable lavers, or basins,
The shapes of the smaller utensils, vessels, and
etc.
vases of gold and silver Avere undoubtedly molded
It was espeafter Phenician models.
Metalcially in the manufacture of such articles that the Phenicians excelled and
Casting.
their products ruled the market, parEven if tlie Jewish metalticularly in Egypt.
workers under Hiram learned enough to make the
smaller articles themselves (compare II Kings xvi.
10), they still were constructed upon Phenician lines.
The same is true of the ornaments employed, which
Thus, in adexhibit the Phenician composite style.
dition to native flowers, are found the palm-leaf of
;

Hebrew

Pottery.

(From Warren, " Recovery

of Jerusalem.")

that are in use to-day throughout Palestine and

See Pottery.
Glyptics dates back to remote antiquity.

Syria.

If tra-

assumes that signet-rings were worn by the
Patriarchs (Gen. xxxviii. 18), and that the genera-

dition

tion of the wilderness-journey was skilled in engraving on precious stones, it points at least to the anThe Hebrews were taught this
tiquity of the art.

kind of engraving by the Canaanites, who, in their

had received it from the Phenicians. Origiengraving came from the East; for
in the Euphrates district it had been the custom
since remotest time to attest all the more important
business transactions by written contracts, to which the seals of the parties
SealEngraving-, interested were aftixed. The northern
Syrians and Phenicians no doubt
adopted the custom through their frequent interturn,

Assyria, the lotus-flower of Egypt, and especially
pomegranates and colocynths. Figures of animals,
so frequently

found on Phenician

vases,

were among

In
the decorations of the borders of the brazen sea.
religious symbolism, likewise, the same Egyptian
and Jewish forms are found alongside each other:
the lotus, the eye of Osiris, Hatlior, and Horus upon
seal, all of Egyptian origin
the original meaning

—

nally, this art of

course with this district; and, with the custom, they
doubtless learned also the art of making tlie seals.
The devices upon these seals point likewise to their
Eastern derivation (see Perrot and Chipiez, "Histoire
de I'Art dans I'Antiquite," vol. iii., "La Pheuicie,"
It is, however, always difficult to decide
p. 240).
whether any particular seal among those preserved

belonged to tlie Hebrews or to
some neighboring nation, unless
it contain some distinctive name.

Even when

Seal of

the name is indubitably Jewish, it is always possible
that it may have been made by
Phenicians.
The Hebrew and
Phenician seals resemble each other
Elishegib bat very closely in shape, script, and

EUshama

cut

in

As

to ornamenfound devices
of Phenician origin, such as the
palm-leaf, garland of poppy -heads or pomegranates,
winged spheres, etc., and those of Egyptian, such
as Hathor's insignia, the eye of Osiris, etc. (see the
illustrations in benzinger, "HebrSische Archaolojasper.

(In the British

ornamentation.
tation,

there

Fragment

are

gie," pp. 258 ei seg.

;

and

see article Seals).

of a Glass Vase, with Representation of the Temple.

(From Vigouroux,

Munpum.)

'•

Dictlonnaire de la Bible.")

of these symbols was of course lost to the Syrian
while the most frequent aevice of Babylonian origin among the Hebrews was the cherub
(I Kings vi. 23-28, 32, 35; vii. 36; see Cherub).

artists

—

Older than the art of metal-casting

among

the

;
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—

species of metal-work overlaying with metal plate. The very ancient Ephod received its name no doubt from the fact that it consisted of a figure o£ wood or other material, overlaid
with gold or silver foil. The "calves of gold " at
Dan and Beth-el were probably only idols thus overlaid, and not entirely composed of solid metal
Later accounts of the building of
(I Kings xii. 28).
the Temple specify tliat the walls and doors, and
even the floor, were overlaid with gold-leaf.
The plastic art was the one that liad the least
opportunity for development. Sculpture in stone
hardly existed at all among the Jews: they possessed neither clay idols the "mazebah" was always a plain stone pillar nor sarcophagi, which
latter, in Phenicia and Egypt, afSculpture. forded opportunity for art-display
no** are any sculptured decorations of
They evidently lacked
their stone liouses known.
during all this period the ability to execute artistic

Jews was another

Art

those found in Jerusalem exhibit them executed in
a more careful and finished manner.
The question,
of course, still remains whether these
Painting, latter objects are native products or imported articles.
In either case the
painting amounts to but a simple form of ornamentation by means of colored lines, in which geometrical
figures predominate, with parallel lines and lines at

—
—

work

in stone.

Ivory- and wood-carving, on the other hand, were
practi.sed by the Jews from ancient times.
Tlie
above-mentioned overlaying with metal involved,
as a necessary condition, that the underlying wood
had been wrought into proper shape. The old teral)him seem to have been of human form, or at least
to have possessed a human head (I Sam. xix. 13).
The cherubim for the Hoi}' of Holies were carved
out of olive-wood. The wood-work of the walls
and doors of the Temple was ornamented with
carvings (I Kings vi. 18, 29, 35). Solomon's throne
of state is mentioned as an important product of the
carver's art (in ivory) (I Kings x. 18-20); but unfortunately it is not stated whether it was made by
Jewish or by Plienician artiticers.
It was the religion of the Jews that precluded the

development of the art of sculpture, and so conit within the above-mentioned narrow limits.
In the most ancient times, when images were not
proscribed, the technical ability to make them artistically was lacking; and when in later periods this
artistic skill might have been acquired from others,
images were forbidden. The persistent fight of the
Prophets against images was waged
Religion with such success that in the end not
as an
only was any representation of the
Opponent Deity forbidden, but even the porof the
traiture of living beings in general,
Plastic
man or beast. Such a command as
Art.
that of the Decalogue (Ex. xx. 4;
Deut. V. 8) would liave been impossible to a nation possessed of such artistic gifts as
the Greeks, and was carried to its ultimate consequences as to-day in Islam only because the people lacked artistic inclination, with its creative
power and formative imagination.
The same reason, to which is to be added a defectfull

fined

—

—

ive sense of color (see Delitzsch, "Iris, Farbenstu-

und Blumenstiicke," pp.43et seq.; Benzinger,
"Hebr. Archaologie," pp. 268 et seq.), prevented any
development of painting. Attempts in this direction are found in the earliest times in the custom of
decorating with colors jars, vases, and articles of
similar character.
Objects found at Tell el-Hesy
show such attempts of a somewhat rude fashion;

Robinson's Arch, Jerusalem.
(From a photograph by

BoofilB.)

right angles, zigzag and waving lines, all forming a
sort of band around the neck or body of the vessel.
In the Old Testament, painting is not mentioned:
when Ezckiel (xxiii. 14) speaks of "men portraj'ed

upon the wall, the images of the Chaldeans portrayed with vermilion," it is not painting that is referred to, but probably outline drawings with a colored pencil, the contours being then tilled in with
color.
See Cherub, House, Sanctuary, Synagogues, Temple, Pottery, Seals.
Bibliography: Herzfeld, Zwei Vortrtige ilber die KnnstleU
^lunqen der Hebrikr xind Alteii Jttden. 1864; Bliss. Tell
el-Hesv, a Mound of Many Cities, 1894; Ferret et Cliipiez,
History of jlncieyd Art, vol. Iv.; Flinders-Petrie, Tell elHesu, 1891 ; Benzinger, Hebrdische Arehdologie, 1894. pp.
349 et seq.; Nowack, Lehrbuch der Hebrdischen ArchOologie, 1894, pp. 259 et seq.
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OF JUDAISM TO-

working out of the laws of beaut}'

in the construction of things, is

regarded in the Bible

as wisdom resulting from divine inspiration (Ex.
xxxi. 1-6, xxxv. 30-35, xxxvi.-4), and is called in
the Talmud "hokmah" {wisdom), in distinction from

;

Art
Arta
labor
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however, somewluit incorrect to speak of
Jewish art. Whether in Biblical or in post-Biblical
times, Jewish workmanship was influenced, if not
altogether guided, by non-Jewish art.
Roman architecture was invoked in the building of Herod's
Temple just as Phenician architecture was in the
construction of those of Solomon and of Zerubbabel
Plastic art in general
(I Kings vii. 13; Ezra iii. 7).
was discouraged by the Law the prohibition of idols
in the Decalogue (Ex. xx. 4) being in olden times
applied to all images, whether they were made objects of worship or not (see Joscphus, "Ant." xvii.
ib. "B. J." i. 33, § 2; ii. 9, § 2;
6, § 2; xviii. 3, § 1
In accordance with this view the pious in
10, § 4).
Talmudical times even avoided gazing at the pictures engraved on Roman coins ('Ab. Zarah ~->{)a\
Pes. 104a; Yer. Meg. iii. 2 [74«] Ilippolytus, "RefIt

is,

;

;

;

utation of All Heresies," ix. 21). It is possible, however, that these figures formed an exccpti(m because
they were, as a rule, representations of kings or emperors w'orshiped as gods by the Romans.
Rabbinical tradition, however, follows more rational rules in interpreting the law prohibiting
images. Referring the law, Ex. xx. 23, "Ye shall
not make with me gods of silver, neither shall ye
make unto }'ou gods of gold," to beings beheld by
prophetic vision at the throne of God, or to anthropomorphic visions of God himself, the Rabbis forbade only the fashioning of the four figures of Ezekiel as a whole or of any other angelic being, and
especially the making of human figures, as these
might be made objects of worship (Mek., Yitro, x.
'Ab Zarah 42J, 43J). In view, however, of the
fact that only carved figures or statues
Influence were, as a rule, objects of worship,
of
the prohibition was not applied to imIdolatry. ages not projecting ('Ab. Zarah 436).
Portrait-painting, therefore, was never
forbidden by the Law. As a matter of fact, far
more potent than the Law was the spirit of the
Jewish faith in putting a check on plastic art. In
the same measure as polytheism, whether Semitic
or Aryan, greatly aided in developing art as far as
it endeavored to bring the deity in ever more beautiful form before the eye of the worshiper, Judaism
was determined to lift God above the realm of the
sensual and corporeal and to represent Him as Spirit
only.
In particular, the lewdness of the Astarte
worship, which still exerted its evil influence in postexilic times (Lsa. Ivii. 3 et seq.), offended the Jewish
sense of chastity, so that idolatry was termed " to
go a whoring" (Num. xv. 39; Hosea i. 2, and elsewhere). Nor was the Syrian or the Gr(!co-Roman
idolatry any purer in the judgment of the Rabbis,
as may be learned from 'Ab. Zarah ii. 1, where it is
stated that the heathen in Mishnaic times were still
suspected of sexual intercourse; with beasts. They
saw too often in artistic beauty the means of moral
depravation, and insisted, therefore, on the mutilation or destruction of every idol {ib. iv. 5).
And
whatever the Church did during Uie Middle Ages
toward developing art, in the eyes of Judaism the
images of Jesus and the Virgin, of the apostles and
the saints, presented a relap.se into pagan idolatry,
warning the Jew all the more strongly against the
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cultivation of the plastic arts, since both the making
of or the trading with any such images as might be
used for the Christian cult was forbidden (Shulhan

'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 141, 3). In all prol)al)ility the
extensive use made l)y the Church of symbolic figures caused the Jew to shun applying them.
Still, both ecclesiastical and secular art existed to
some extent among the Jews of the Middle Ages.
While it was a rule not to decorate the walls of the
synagogue with figures, lest the devotion of the
wor.sliiper should be distracted by the sight, the
doors of the synagogue and the Ark were frequently
ornamented with representations of
In
animals (among which the lion was a
the Middle favorite subject), occasionally also of
Ages.
birds and snakes, and of plants (such
as flowers, vines, and the like).
In all
cases where fear of idolatrous worship by non-Jews
was excluded, liberal-minded rabbis saw no reason
for prohibiting such ornamentation, whereas rigorists would discourage it altogether (see Berliner,
" Aus dem Inneren Leben der Deutschen Juden im
Mittelalter," p. 117; D. Kaufmann, in "Jew. Quart.

Rev."

ix.

254

et seq.-.

Abrahams, "Jewish Life

in

the Middle Ages," p. 29).

Of home utensils, cups and lamps used for Sabbath and festival days were occasionally, despite the
opinion of rabbinical authorities, embos.sed with figured designs. Platters painted and inlaid, tablecovers embroidered w'ith golden birds and fishes,

wooden

vessels

edged and figured, were

in

common

use (Abrahams, I.e. p. 140).
The Avails of the
houses of the rich were sometimes decorated with
paintings of Old Testament scenes, and on the outside secular subjects were portrayed (Berliner, I.e.
Portrait-painting, though
35; Abrahams, ib.).
]).
not common, was not unknown among the Jews of
Germany in the eighteenth century while in Italy
it existed as early as the fifteenth century.
Especially was the illumination of manuscripts and the
artistic binding of books carried to great proficiency
by Jews, who probably acquired the art from the
;

monks (Abrahams, I.e. p. 220).
Lecky "(Rationalism in Europe,"

ii.

According

to

237, note

2),

of the goldsmitlis of Venice who cultivated
the art of carving were Jews.
Of recent j-ears
greater attention has been paid to the subject of
Jewish ecclesiastical art, especially since the AngloJewish Historical Exhibition of 1887.
Societies

many

have been founded at Vienna, Hamburg, and Frankforton-the-Main devoted to the collection and study
of artistic objects used in Jewish acts of worship,
whether in the synagogue or the home. In bibliogis now being paid to titlepages, illustrations, initials, and the like, in which

raphy, also, attention

Jewish taste has had an influence.
Modern Jewish art no longer bears the specific
character of the Jewish genius, but must be classified among the various nations to which the Jewish
artists belong.
See America, Architecture in
Ai.MEMAR; Ark; Cemetery; Numismatics; MeGiLLAH Scroll of the Law Synagogue.
;

;

;

BiBLiooRAPHT
Sii»(t(i<Mien,

David Kaufmann, Z7tr Gescn. der Kunst in
in Erster Jahrcshericht der GesclUchaft filr

Soinmhnm

ihiu

:

Kun.-<t<h'>ihni('ih'r

dcs Judevthnms. Vien-

na, 1897; M. (iiidiMiiann, Va.s Judenthum nnd die Bildendcn KlliiMc, in Ztveiter Jahrcuhericht, lb. 1898: Sohudt,
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HMor.
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S. J. Soloinun, Ait dud Judaism, in Jew. Quart. Rev. xiii.
553-566 D. H. Mtiller, Die Hatjada von Serajevo.
;

K.

.T.

-Art in the Synagogue:

Tliis

is

restricted

distracts the thouglit of tlie
prohibition against copyworsliipcr at prayer.
ing the forms of the cherubim of tlie sanctuary or
U)v the reason that

it

A

the four animals of the Cliariot for synagogue use
Avns deduced from tlie words of the Decalogue, "Ye
shall not make 'with me " (Mek., Yiiro, 10; 'Ab.
Zai'ah 4'Su), but it was held not to apply to the lion
alone, when shown without the other animals of the
Chariot group; hence this animal was extensively
used as an ornament on the Ark and as the ensign
of Judah. The synagogue of Ascoli in Italy had
an Ark of gilt walnut with two life-size lions,
carved out at the bottom, flanking the steps leading
to the doors behind which the scrolls were deposited.
After the expulsion of the Jews in 1569 the Ark was
removed to Pesaro (D. Kaufmann, in "Jew. Quart.
Rev."ix. 2o4-269). R. Moses Trani, in answer to
an inquir}', decided that a bas-relief sculpture of a
lion should not be permitted to remain within an
Ark of tlie Lord (Ilesponsa, i. 'SO, quoted in "Leket
iia-Kemah," p. 30/^).
David ibn Zinini, in the case of one who built a
synagogue in Crete and wished to place a crowned
the design of his coat of
lion on the top of the Ark
arms— decided against it (Responsa, No. 107).
Judah Minz of Padua would not allow Hertz
"VVerth, a rich member of his congregation, to place
before the Ark an embroidered curtain with a basrelief of a deer set in pearls, being liis coat of arms,
Finally, a comwliile other rabbis permitted it.
promise was reached by Rabbi Isaac Castiglione,
who allowed the tigure of the deer to be embroidered on the curtain without forming a bas-relief (J.
Joseph
Caro, "Abkat Rokel," Responsa, No. 65).
Caro, in reply to a question, permitted figures of
birds to be embroidered on the curtain (^7;. No.
While R. Eliakim ordered paintings of lions
66).
and snakes to be erased from the walls of the sjmagogue at Cologne, R. Ephraim permitted the painting of horses and birds on the walls of tlie synagogue (Mordecai, 'Ab. Zarali iii. "Bet Joseph" to
Tur Yoreh De'ah, § 141). Indeed, curtains embroidered witli figures are in use in almost every country
where the Jews are scattered, without any fear of
disturbing the thought of worshipers in the synagog\ie, for the reason that artistic decoration in honor
of the Torah is regarded as appropriate, and the
worshiper, if he be disturbed by it, needs not observe the figures, as he can shut his eyes during
prayer ("Abkat Rokel," Responsa, No. 66).
On the other hand, Elijah Capsali decided against
any decoration in the synagogue which employed
R. Samuel
figures of animals as part of the design.
Archevolti objected to the decorations of tlie Safed
synagogue, and his opinion received the approbation of Moses Alsheik and R. Jacob BeRab("Jew.
Quart. Rev." ib.). Moses Sofer ruled against a
stained-glass window above the Ark bearing tlie figure of the sun with rays and inscribed: " F'rom the
rising of the sun even to the going down of the same
'

—

;

the Lord's name is to be praised," on the ground that
the people bowing to the Ark, on entering the synagogue, would be worshiping tlie sun ("Hatam So-

Responsa, No.

fer,"

129).

Acase occurred where a representation of a " mcnorah " (Ilanukkah lamp) had been painted on the Ark,
with a difteient verse of the Seventy -seventh Psalm
for each of the seven Ijranehes, and on the occasion
of its renovation the ambitious artist signed his
to it.
R. David ibn Zimra (Responsa, No.
107) said he had no objection to the replacement of
the old design by a more artistic painting; but he

name

ordered the signature to be erased, as that innovation

was

likely to attract attention,

and was

disre-

The same decision is
rendered by Mendel Krochmal ("Zemah Zedek,"

si)ectful

in

a synagogue.

Responsa, No.

50).

K.

ARTA

J.

D. E.

LARTA:

or
Chief city of the nomarehy
of Arthamania, Greece situated on the Arta, about
It is the ancient Ambra7 miles from its mouth.
cia, called by the casuists of the sixteenth century
Acarnania, and assigned to the Morea. In 1890 it
contained 4,828 iuliabitants, of whom about 200
;

were Jews. Little is known of the early history of
The casuists of the sixteenth centhe community.
tury speak of an old synagogue "of the Corfiotes"
(called also "of the natives," D''2K'in hr\p), which
leads to the supposition that Jews from Corfu settled at Arta when Roger I. of Sicily took possession
Moreover, Benjamin of Tuof that Ionian island.

dela (about 1170, under Manuel I. Comnenus) mentions 100 Jews (or Jewish families?), whose leaders
were R. Solomon and R. Heracles.
At the time of Scauderbeg (1404-67), Arta was
already under Turkish rule. Upon their expulsion
from the Spanish dominions, the Jews,
Fifteenth coming from Calabria, Apulia, and

Century.

Sicily,

formed congregations and

es-

tablished a college.
The earliest leaders of the latter were I^abbi Caleb (a name which

among both Rabbinites and Kaand was later used by the Sephardim as a
family name), Solomon Hamy, and Benjamin b.
Shemariah, and, later, Abraham Obadiah Seiihardi
(died at an advanced age before 1529), who bequeathed his whole fortune to the poor of the Corfiote and Apulian synagogues; and finally Benjamin
frequently occurs

raites,

Mattathias (died before 1539), the author of "BinThe last-named, a loyal and modest
character, was engaged in commerce in addition to
He corresponded with the rabbis of
his studies.
Venice, of Constantinople (Elijah Mizrahi), and of
Salonica (Joseph Taytazak), and engaged in disputes
with David Cohen of Corfu. His son-in-law. Samuel b. Moses Calai (still living in 1574), author of
"Mishpete Shemuel" (Venice, 1599), was the contemporary and rival of Isaac (b. Sliabbcthai?) Cohen, Solomon b. Baruch, Abi-aham b. Moses, and
Somewhat earlier lived the notary Shabbeothers.
About that time (bethai b. Moses Russo (1525).
fore 1534) certain new ordinances were instituted.
It appears that the Jewish youtli of both sexes had
soiiiewliat scandalized the community of Arta by
holding dancing parties. The heads of the comma-

b.

yan Ze'eb."

—

Arta
Artaxerxes
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nity not only put an end to such entertainments,
but also forbade betrothed young men to visit their
fiancees before marriage, as was the
ancient custom of the natives. This
Internal
last measure caused dissensions in the
DisThe Jews originally
sensions. community.

from Apulia, numbering about thirty
famihes, especially protested, under the leadership
of tlie heads of the community, Shabbetliai b. Caleb
and Moses b. Sliabbethai Clevi (Clevois?), Judah b.
Jacob, and David b. Solomon Mioui, Herero b. Solomon Pichon, Mordecai b. Mazaltob Ma^a, Mattathias b. Leon, Mattathias b. Solomon Benjamin
Haliczi (probably from Halicz in Galicia), and Sliabbethai b. Abraham Fidelo. In order to avoid future
scandal and to secure the sanctity of the home, it
was decreed (about 1521) that betrothals should be
entered into only in the presence of ten laymen and
one rabbi. Moreover (before 1561), dice or any other
games of chance were forbidden except on the semiholidays, Purim, and

tlie

The Jewish population

fast

preceding

it.

of Arta comprised at this

period about 300 families, who were, however, not
completely assimilated; for the Greek Jews had
not yet yielded altogether to the Spanish. In addition to the occurrence mentioned above, the Jews
had other causes for dissension among tliem, chiefly
In this
in regard to the apportioning of tlie taxes.
latter case the difficulties were adjusted by the synBut disputes arose among the permanent residics.
dents of Arta, or between them and strangers who
came to the city, lilie the Jews of Patras who had
left their native town to escape some great danger.
Arta itself, where they sought refuge, did not always
In one instance the governor of
afford protection.
the city cast all the Jewish inhabitants into prison
during the Feast of Tabernacles in order to extort
from them the sum of 3,000 florins.
The Jews on tlie highways were even less secure
than in the cities: the casuists of this epoch record
several assassinations of Jews; e.g., that of Moses
The principal occupation of the Jews being
Soussi.
commerce, they traveled a good deal, either to Corfu
or to Janina (45 miles from Arta), where they sold
Venetian wares or fabrics, or to neighboring villages

They also followed various
and other places.
trades, even women being engaged in dyeing silk.
There were also Jewish physicians at Arta (Jacob
Rofe, Moses Polastro), who at times charged the
comparatively large sum of 50 ducats for treating
a patient.
The moral tone of the community, though marked
on tlie whole by devotion and even an austere piety,
was lowered in individual cases through lack of
Thus, a certain Shemariah
central administration.
b. Abraham dared to maltnjat the rabbi Benjamin
b. Shemariah and even to say things prejudicial to
Another, Solomon by name, stigthe community.
matized as apostates the Maranos who, fleeing from
Apulia, sought refuge at Arta. Finally, a certain
Manoali Politzcr (? IV^^Q), with the assistance of
two false witnesses, Abraham Turkia and Abraham
Tobiel, appropriated (about 1529) tlie legacy of R.
Abraham Sepliardi mentioned on page 143. In contrast to this darker side is the solidarity which
united not only the Jews living in Arta, but also the
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with those of the neighboring towns. Thus it
recounted that when some pirates robbed a certain Eliezer of Pola C^IDD) and sold their booty to
the Jews of En-Mavra, a notification from the rabbinical body of Arta was sufficient to cause the purchasers to restore the property to the owner in consideration of the expenses involved.
Rabbinic studies declined liere as in the Orient
generally.
By the seventeenth century the rabbis
for example, Eliezer Menahem were
Decadence obliged to seek their knowledge at the
in Seven- colleges of Salonica, as probably also
Raphael Cohen,
teenth.
R. Moses Jacob,
latter
is

—

Abraham

Century.

'Iton

(pt3J?),

and Shabbetliai

Russo, contemporaries of the chronicler David Conforte.
This decadence was doubtless
due in part to the political vicissitudes which successively befell Arta, such as the invasions of the
Venetians (1688), of the French (1797), of Tepedelenli Ali, pasha of Janina (1798), of the Greeks (1831),
and lastly of the Turks (1821).
Between 1854 when the town revolted against
the Turks, who reconquered it after a few months
and June, 1880, nothing of note occurred among
the Jews of Arta. Then, at the instance of some
public-spirited men, the Talmud Torah was reorganized so as to include both secular and religious

—

—

This reform went into
year later (June, 1881), accordTimes,
ing to regulations written in three
languages (Hebrew, Greek, and Italian), dated March 17, 1880, and signed by Julius
(Shabbetliai Ezra) Besso (president), Jacob Raphael
Mioni (vice-president), Moses Daniel Yeruslialmi
(treasurer), Michel Shabbetliai Besso (secretary), and
the inspectors Elie Joseph Cane, Moses Solomon
instruction.

Modern

effect a

Moses Zaflfo, and Abraham Shabbetliai
by Nacamulli, Corfu). i\Iention is also
made of two benefactors of the institutions, citizens

Battino,
(printed

of Corfu:

(1)

Abraliam Tchaki,

who

contributed

much toward

the success of the work, and (2) especially Solomon Abraham, who, in addition to funds,
gave a building of the value of 1,000 francs, which
he owned at Arta. Nicole Zanetti is mentioned as

professor of Greek.

Some time
Turks

to the

Arta was ceded by the
kingdom of Greece, conformably to

after (1881),

the Treaty of Berlin.

A. D.

G.

ARTABAN

V.: Last of the Parthian kings;
year 227. He was the son of Volageses V.,
whose throne he ascended about 216, after a struggle
with his brother Volageses VI. For many years lie
successfully conducted a war against the Romans,
defeating both Caracalla and his successor Mac(lied in the

rinus.

He

lost his life,

however, in his conflicts with

the Persians, 227.
This last ruler of the liouse of the Arsacids was
well inclined toward the Jews; Abba Arika, the
head of the academy of Sura, received signal marks
Thus he once sent to him a
of his friendliness.
number of valuable pearls as a gift, and received
in return from Abba Arika a mczmnli (door-post in-

with the remark that the word of God
of a higher value than all the gems of earth

scription),

was

—
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(Yer. Peah i. 1, p. 15d; Gen. R. xxxv., end; in both
places " Rabbi " is erroneously given in place of the
original "

Rab

").

When Arta ban died Rab exclaimed in sorrow," The
bond of friendship has been sundered!

"

p-nS; read pmx
dewan); Kohut, "Aruch Completum,"
106.

The

text has

('Ab. Zarah
(Persian Ari.

Bibliography: Dahne, Geschichtl. Darstellung, li. 200-203;
Freudenthal, Alexander Poluhixtor, pp. 14;j-174, 21.5, 231 el

W« et

seq.; Susemihl, Gench. der GriechiKdien Littratur. li.
neq.; Gratz, Gesc/i. der Jwden, 111. 60ti ; Willrlcli. Jwdoi

280).

Oriechen.

Historian lived in Alexandria
second century B.C. He wrote a history of
the Jews, parts of which have been preserved in the
writings of the church-fathers Eusebius ("Prseparatio Evangelica," ix. 18, 23) and Clement of Alexandria ("Stromata," i. 23, 154), as well as in those of
some later authors. Frevidenthal shows that both
Alexander Polyhistor and Josephus made use of
Artapanus' Avork. Tlie fragments that have survived enable one to form an opinion not a very
flattering one as to the merits of their author.
Artapanus evidently belonged to that narrowminded circle of Hellenizing Jews that were unable
to grasp what was truly great in Judaism, and,
therefore, in their mistaken apologetic zeal
for
even in those early days Judaism had its opponents
among the Hellenes set about glorifying Judaism
to the outer world by inventing all manner of fables
concerning the Jews. As an illustration of this
method, the following account of Moses will serve.
:

;

in the

—

—

—

—

According to Artapanus (Eusebius, ibid. ix. 27),
]\Ios(;s is Jie whom the Greeks called Mu.sjeus;
he
was, however, not (as in the Greek legend) the pupil,
but the teacher, of Orpheus. Wherefore Moses is
not only the inventor of many useful appliances and
arts, such as navigation, architecture, military strategy, and of philosophy, but is also this is peculiar
to Artapanus the real founder of the Greek-Egyp-

—

—

By the Egyptians, whose political
system he organized, Moses was called Hermes 6id
rijv ruv tepuv ypa/i/tarojv epuTjveiav ("because he extian worship.

pounded the writings of the priests").
The departure from Egypt is then recounted, with
many haggadic additions and embellishments. The
astounding assertion, tliat Moses and the Patriarchs
were the founders of the Egyptian religion, led
Freudenthal to the assumption that "Artapanus"
must be a pseudonj'm assumed by some Jewish writer who desired to be taken for an Egyptian priest,
weight to his words. This
Schurer points out, is
highly improbable, and fails to explain the remarkable phenomenon of a Jew ascribing a Jewish origin
to the Egyptian pantheon.
It is much more probable that Artapanus belonged to a syncretistic circle
of philosophers that saw no such grave objection to
a moderate idolatry as to prevent its being accepted
as of Jewish origin.
Having adopted the Greek
fables that derived the Egyptian cult from Grecian
heroes, and having identified these heroes with Biblical personages, he had no alternative but to trace
the idolatry of Egypt to a Jewish source.
[Or, Artapanus' position may have been somewhat as follows Thinking it necessary for the honor
of the Jewish people that they should be regarded
TI.— 10
in order to give greater

supposition, however, as

:

p.

111.

T.

L. G.

ARTAPANUS

Schurer, Gaich.

160;
further references.

iv. 281.

o.

I.

as the source of all religion, he chose to attribute to
them the origin of the Egyptian religion in spite of
difficulties that he may have felt in connection with
its idolatry.
t.]
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ARTAXEBXES I.
"

(surnamed Longimanus—
King of Persia ascended the throne

Long-Hand ")
and died
:

in 465 B.C.

,

;

in 425 B.C.

In the Persian

name

Artakhshathra ("he whose empire is perfected ") the
"thr" (written with a special sign in Persian) is pronounced with a hissing sound, and is therefore represented in other languages by a sibilant. Thus in Babylonian, Artakshatsu, Artakhshassu, and numerous
variations in Susie, Irtakshashsha Egyptian, Artakhshasha; Hebrew, NHK'tJ'nniK and NriDB^nmN (that
is, Artakhshasta) in Greek, Apra^taarjQ (inscription in
Tralles' " Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum," 2919),
and by assimilation with tlie name Xerxes 'ApTa^ep^rj^
and Apro^ep^r/c. According to the chronographic lists
of the Babylonians and of the Ptolemaic Canon, Artax;

;

'

;

'

erxes I. reigned forty-one j'ears, which includes the
short reign of his son Xerxes II., murdered after a
reign of six weeks. Some Greek authorities give him
only forty j'ears thus Diodorus, xi. 69,
Sources of xii. 64. (Concerning the chronology,
;

compare Meyer, "Forschungen zur
Alten Geschichte, " 1899, ii. 482. ) From
this period many dated archives are extant, found throughout Babylonia, but particularly
in Nippur, by the expedition of the University of
Pennsylvania (published by Hilprecht and Clay,
"The Babylonian Expedition of the University of
Pennsylvania," vol. ix., 1898). But there are no archeologicalremainsof the reign of Artaxerxes I. with
the exception of a single inscription on a building in
Susa and an alabaster vase in Paris which bears his
name in Persian, Susian, Babylonian cuneiform, and
All information concerning him is
in hieroglyphs.
derived from the accounts of Greek writers, especially
the fragments of Ctesias, and from the statements of
Josephus wrongthe books of Ezra and Nehemiah.
fully claims that the Ahasuerus (Xerxes) of the Book
of Esther is this Artaxerxes I., and also that the ArInfor-

mation.

taxerxes of Ezra and Nehemiah is Xerxes.
Artaxerxes was the second son of Xerxes, who was
murdered in the summer of 465 bj- his all-powerful
The murderer accused the king's
vizir Artaban.
eldest son Darius of the crime, with the result that
Darius was slain by his younger brother Artaxerxes.
who then mounted tlie throne. But Artaban sought
the crown for himself, and therefore aimed at the life
of the young king; the latter, it is stated, warned
by Megabyzus, his brother-in-law, rid himself of the
murderer by slaying him. with all his household and
partv, in open combat (Ctesias, "Persica." 29; Diodorus, xi. 69; Justin, iii. 1, according to Dinon; but
Aristotle, "Politics," viii. 8, 14 has a different ver-

mentioned also by
and in an Egyptian
inscription of the time of Ptolemy I., which ascribes
the deed to the vengeance of an Egyptian god on the
sion).

^lian

The murder

of Xerxes

is

(" Varia; Historiae," xiii. 3),

Artaxerxes I.
Arthur Leg^eud
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foreign king.
The Greek chronologists, evidently
through a misunderstanding, make of Artaban a Persian king and state that lie reigned seven months.
The Greeks gave Artaxerxes the surname MaKpoX^ip (Lougimauus, Long-Hand), asserting, probably
correctly, tliat his right hand was longer than liis
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was not contained

in the commission he had received
accordingly the Samaritans and their
governor, Rehuin, interfered antl addressed a letter
to the king, given in Ezra iv. 7.
The king, who had
no doubt been informed of the former importance of

from the king

;

and the danger which its refortimight threaten to his revenues, issued orders

the rebellious city

They uniformly describe him as a brave and
handsome man, a kindly and magnanimous ruler (NePlutarch, "Artaxerxes,"
pos, "De Regibus," ch. i.
ch. i.). The authentic narrative of Nehemiali gives an
accurate picture, showing him to have been a kindly

fication

monarch, who, noticing the sadness of his cupbearer,
asked him his wish and granted it. This characterization does not deny that he was

Kislew of the twentieth year (December,

left.

;

His

susceptible to harem-influence or that

he could become very angry when any
one appeared presumptuous. Ctesias
relates that he once sought to decapitate Megabyzus
because, on a hunting expedition, when a lion was
about to spring upon the king, Megabyzus slew
him without awaiting the royal spear-thrust. The

Character,

women

of the court interceded for the offender, and
his sentence was commuted to long exile upon an
island in the Persian gulf, whence he finally succeeded in escaping. He afterward secured the king's

pardon. The reverence with which the Persians regarded Artaxerxes may be seen in the fact that two
of his successors adopted his name.
His long reign was generally tranquil, the system
of government introduced by Darius working satisfactorily.

again
reign,

(as,
tlie

A

few satraps who rebelled now and

for instance, at the very beginning of the
governor of Bactria), were spcedilj^ sub-

On

the borderlands and in the mountainous
government may not
have been vigorously sustained, but every other re-

dued.

districts the authority of the

ligion under his sway in Asia may be said to have
enjoyed a period of peaceful growth. Artaxerxes I.
was, however, not a creative genius.
Fuller detailsare known concerning his relationship
to the Jews, toward whose development at a critical
juncture he contributed efficiently. Two documents

are contained in the Book of Ezra, ch. iv. (albeit
wrongfully placed by the editor of that work); and
there are also fragments of the memoirs of Ezra and
Nehemiali themselves. Both documents in ch. iv. and
the decree containing Ezra's appointment in ch. vii.

have been declared spurious. In addiattempt has been made fretions to the (piently to place Ezra's journey and
Jews.
reforms in tlie reign of Artaxerxes II.
but all such endeavors are critically
untenable (compare Meyer, "Entstehung des Judenthums," 189G).
In the seventh year of Artaxerxes I. (4.'58 B.C.) the
Babylonian Jews requested that permission should
be given to the priest Ezra to visit Palestine, with
full power over the Jews there, and to enforce the
book of the Law as the will of the king. How the
king acceded to this request, and how Ezra endeavored to carry out his mission, aie well known. Ezra
first took strong measures against the mixed marriages, coming thereby into conflict with " the people of the land," the Samaritans and their allies.
To
jirotect him.self against them, Ezra undertook to

His Rela-

tion, the

;

rebuild the walls of Jerusalem.

Permission for this

that the rebuilding of the walls must stop (iv. 17).
of the Samaritans was complete the
walls were torn down, and the gates were Ijurut (Xeh.

The triumph
i.

;

Such was the condition of the

3).

city

when, in
Nehe-

446),

the king's cupbearer, received information
it.
The Bible narrative tells how he succeeded in being sent as governor
to Judea, and how he immediately (summer of 44.'5)
set energetically to work to restore the fortifications,
thus enabling Ezra, through the influence of his
authority, to establish the book of the Torah as the
law binding upon the Jews. Nehemiali returned to
miali,

from

his brethren concerning

court in 433 (Neh. v. 14, xiii. 6), but was despatched
to Judea a second time to counteract certain evils

which had

arisen.

E. :me.

G.

ARTAXERXES

II. (originally Arsakes, surthe Greeks): The eldest S(jn of
Darius II.
succeeded his father in 404 u.c. (Diodorus, xiii. 108), and adopted the name of his grandfather Artaxerxes. He reigned until 859 that is, 4G
years.
Artaxerxes II. seems to have been of a noble disposition; but, despite personal bravery, he was
feeble in character, and under subjection to his imperious mother, Parysatis, who favored her j-ouuger
sou Cyrus to the extent of desiring the throne for

named

Mnemon by
;

;

After Cyrus' rebellion, and his death in the
Cunaxa (401 n.c), Parysatis ruled the king
completely and led him into the gravest crimes.
Owing to his weakness, he was not the man to save
the effete and dying Persian empire.
Immediately
upon his accession Egypt declared and maintained
His whole reign was filled with
its independence.
rebellions and uprisings by satraps, especially in
Asia Minor and Syria, though Palestine, then imder
the rule of the high priests, seems to have steererl
Nevertheless, the interclear of any participation.
nal distractions of the Greek world enabled him to
succeed in the main in asserting that supremacy
over Greece that Darius and Xerxes had vainly
aimed at. After having diverted the attack of the
Spartans by inciting their war against Corinth, he
succeeded, through conjunction with Sparta and
Dionysus I. of Sicily, in imposing his will upon the
Greeks by the celebrated "Peace of the King,"
in 387 u.c.
For decades thereafter, this "King's
Peace " was the law in Greece, against which no
state dared rebel.
him.

battle of

Bnn.iocuAPiiv: Greek
raphy of this kins, are

histories, especially Plutarch's liiogfull of information concerning Artaxhut the suggested connection with the history of
Kzra, made hy some historians, is without foundation.
o.
E. Me.

erxes

II.;

ARTAXERXES
He

III.:

A son of Artaxerxes IL

name which

in Babylonian
Uniasu " (and therefore in the Ptolemaic canon, as given by Elias of Nisibls, the form

originally

was written

"

bore a

D1DX is found). He was called Ochus by the Greeks.
After he had rid Iiimsolf of the rightful siux'essor,
Darius, he mounted his father's throne in the autumn
of 359 B.C., and reigned until the sununer of 338.
Hence the Babylonians and the Ptolemaic canon assign twenty-one years to his reign, while Diodorus
(xv. 93; xvii. 5), together with the Greek chronologies, wrongly extends his reign b}^ some years (see
Meyer, " Forschuugen zur Alteu Geschichte," ii. 466,
^Setseq., 496 et se(j.).
Artaxerxes III. Ochus was a cruel and bloodthirsty
despot.
He began his reign by murdering all relaHe was,
tives who might become dangerous to him.
however, a most energetic ruler, who allowed himself to be discouraged by no obstacle
or failure, but ruthlessly prosecuted his
His
Character, purposes. With the assistance of the
imscrupulous eunuch Bagoas and his
Rhodian captains of mercenaries. Mentor and Memnon fitting tools for his schemes he succeeded in

—

—

cementing the rapidly disintegrating empire of PerHe crushed
sia by bloodshed, treachery, and fraud.
several insurrections, notably that of the rebellious
Sidonian in 345-344; and after many imsuccessful
attempts he succeeded, in 343 or 343, in subduing

Egypt

Artaxerzes I.
Arthur Legrend
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also,

and made

it

suffer severely

for its

rebellion.

A certain

with his Jewisli subjects seems
Joseto have been connected witli these struggles.
phus ("Ant." xi. 7, § 1) relates that when the high
priest Judas ( Joiada) was succeeded by his son Jolianan (Jonathan or John; compare Xeh. xii. 11, 22), liis
brother Jesus (Joshua) sought to deprive him of the
office.
Jesus relied for support upon Bagoses, Artaxerxes' general (the Bagoas previously mentioned),
and so enraged Johanan that the latter struck him
down in the Temple. Bagoses seven years later
avenged the murder of Jesus by exacting of tiie Jews
a tax of 50 drachmas for eacli lamb offered at tlie daily
sacrifices.
He also unlawfully and
conflict

forcibly entered the Temple ]irecincts,
claiming that he was ])urer than the
murdering high priest Johanan. There
Jewish
History, is no reason to consider this account as
being in its essentials untrue (AVillrich,
" Juden und Griechen vor der Makkabilischen Erhebung," p. 89, declares the episode to be a misunderstanding of events which happened imder Antiochus
Epiphanes). It is probably to this episode that Eusebius refers in his "Chronicle" (under date of 1657
from Abraham that is, 360 B.C. which date is certainly erroneous; he is followed by Jerome; b}^
Syncellus, p. 486; and by Orosius, iii. 76), wiien he
relates that Artaxerxes III., upon his march against
Egypt, carried a number of Jews into exile in Hyrcania and Babylonia. Possibly one of tlie uprisings
alluded to above may have included a portion of
Jiidea. This is possibly also the explanation of the
strange statement of Justin (xxxvi. 3) that Xerxes,
the king of the Persians, conquered the Jews. Neither
of these statements is particularly reliable. The suggestion that the story of Judith is a reflection of these
events lacksall foundation. The statement of Solinus
(xxxv. 4) that Jericho was besieged by Artaxerxes
and destroyed by him, has been explained by Theodore Reinach ("Semitic Studies in Memory of A.

Connec-

tion with

—

—

Kohut," pp. 447 et seq.) to refer to the conquests of
the Sassanian king Artaxerxes I. (226-241).
In 338 Artaxerxes III., with most of his sons, was
murdered by Bagoas; one of his sons. Arses, was
elevated to the throne but after a reign of two or
three years he also was put to death by the mur;

derer of his father.

Me.

E.

G.

ARTEMION

Leader of the Jewish insurrection
in Cyprus against Trajan, 117.
There are but scanty
details of this revolt. According to Roman sources,
:

Jews destroyed the capital of the island of "^alamisand slew 240,000 Greeks. The revolt was (luciled
by Trajan's general Martius Turbo; and to judge
by the atrocities committed by him, the suppression
was attended with very sanguinary results for the
Jews. The law passed in Cyprus after the revolt,
the

that no Jew should set foot on the island, and tliat,
if cast there by shipwreck, he should suffer death,
shows the hatred felt by the Greek Cypriotes toward
the Jews.
BinLiOGRAPHY
Dion Cassias, History, Ixviil. 322 Gratz,
Gesch. dcr Juden, iv. 127-129.
:

;

L. G.

G.

ARTHUR LEGEND:

The cycle of stories clussemi-mythical hero King Arthur

tering around the
of England, and which finds its place in Jewish literature in a Hebrew translation entitled not;*n ~1SD
n^ljyn n^non ("The Book of the Destruction of

Round Table"), composed in 1279 by an author
whose name can not be ascertained. Onl}- a few
the

fragments exist in the Vatican manuscript eilited
by A. Berliner in "Ozar Tob," 1885, pp. 1-11.
"
Tliesc include passages from "The Life of Lancelot
"TheBirthof
Arthur,"
"Tlie
Quest
ni^^lVJ^),
^1
(pi?
Tiie
of the Grail" (^XNIJJD ^"T HD'C'P ^H I'M'b)original seems to have concluded with a sermon on
repentance, to wiiich the translator refers in his preface as one of his two motives for translating tlie
work, the other motive l)eing to drive away his own

melanchol3\ From the nature of the translation,
which includes several Italian words, Steinschneider
concludes that the original was in Italian and that
But the source from whicii
the writer lived in Italy.
the author drew his form of the story is no longer
extant; it was obviously merely a short abridgment
of the voluminous romance of chivahy out of which
While the
the Arthur Legend has been composed.

book throws no liglit upon the origin of the legend,
or even upon its later literary history, it is interesting for the contrast it presents between the scenes of
bloodshed and unchastity that constitute tlie romance and the Jewish ideals so opposed to the.se.
"The Quest of the Grail," though possibly in its
origin a Celtic legend, has become inextricably
associated with the Christian sacrament of the mass;
and it is therefore extremely curious to find it
The translator seems to have
treated in Hebrew.
felt this, and gives a somewhat elaborate apology
Judteo-German version of the
for translating it.
legend also exists among the manuscripts in the

A

library of the city of

Hamburg.

Bibliography: steinschneider, Hchr. Uehcr^. pp. 967-969;
idem. Hchr. Bihl. viii. 16; idem. Cat. Hamhiiru LUmvy,
No. 228 and p. 183.
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Articles of Faith

FAITH

ARTICLES

OF
:
In the same sense as
Christianity or Islam, Judaism can not be credited
with the possession of Articles of Faith. Many attempts have indeed been made at systematizing and
reducing to a fixed phraseology and sequence the
contents of the Jewish religion. But these have always lacked the one essential element authoritative
:

sanction on the part of a supreme ecclesiastical body.
And for this reason they have not been recognized
as final or regarded as of universally binding force.
Though to a certain extent incorporated in the liturgy and utilized for purposes of instruction, these
formulations of the cardinal tenets of Judaism carried no greater weight than that imparted to them
by the fame and scholarship of their
respective authors.
None of them
No
Fixed.
had a character analogous to that
Dogmas, given in the Church to its three great
formulas (the so-called Apostles'
Creed, the Nicene or Constantinopolitan, and the
Athanasian), or even to the " Kalimat As-Shahadat
The recital of this "Kaliof the Mohammedans.
mah " is the first of the five pillars of practical religion in Islam, and every one converted to Islam must
repeat it verbatim so that among the conditions required of every believer with reference to confession
is the duty to repeat it aloud at least once in a lifetime.
None of the many summaries from the pens
of Jewish philosophers and rabbis has been invested
with similar importance and prominence. The reasons for this relative absence of oflJicial and obligatory creeds are easily ascertained. The remark of
Leibnitz, in his preface to the " Essais de Theodicee,"
that the nations which filled the earth before the establishment of Christianity had ceremonies of devotion, sacrifices, libations, and a priesthood, but
that they had no Articles of Faith and no dogmatic
theology, applies with slight modification to the
Jews. Originally race or perhaps it is more cori-ect
to say nationality and religion were coextensive.
Birth, not profession, admitted to the religio-uational
fellowship.
As long as internal dissension or external attack did not necessitate for purposes of defense
the formulation of the peculiar and differentiating
doctrines, the thought of paragraphing and fixing
the contents of the religious consciousness coiild not
insinuate itself into the mind of even the most faithful.
Missionary or proselytizing religions are driven
to the definite declaration of their teachings.
The
admission of the neophyte hinges upon the profession and the acceptance on his part of the belief;
and that there may be no uncertainly about what is
;

—

and what

—

incumbent on
the proper authorities to determine and piomulgate
the cardinal tenets in a form that will facilitate
repetition and memorizing.
And the same necessity
arises when the Church or religious fellowship is
torn by internal heresies.
Under the necessity of
essential

non-essential,

it

is

(omljiiting heresies of various degrees of perilousness and of stubborn insistence, the

No Need

Church and Islam were forced to define
and otlicially limit their respective
in Judaism, theological concepts.
Both of these
for Creeds

less intense in

provocations to creed-building were
Judaism.
The proselytizing zeal,

though during certain

jk

liods

more active

tiian at
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on the whole, neutralized, partly by
inherent disinclination and partly by force of circumstances.
Righteousness, according to Jewish
belief, was not conditioned on the acceptance of the
Jewish religion. And the righteous among the nations that carried into practise the seven fundamental laws of the covenant with Noah and his descendants were declared to be participants in the felicity
of the hereafter.
This interpretation of the status
of non-Jews precluded the development of a missionary attitude.
Moreover, the regulations for the
reception of proselytes, as developed in couise of
time, prove the eminently practical that is, the noncreedal character of Judaism.
Compliance with
certain rites baptism, circumcision, and sacrifice
is'the test of the would-be convert's faith.
He is instructed in the details of the legal practise that manifests the Jew's religiosity, while the profession of
faith demanded is limited to the acknowledgment of
the unity of God and tlie rejection of idolatry (Yoreh
De'ah, Gerim, 268, 2). Judah ha-Levi ("Cuzari,"
i. 115) puts the whole matter very strikingly when
he says: "We are not putting on an equality with
us a person entering our religion through confession
alone [Arabic original, bikalamati
by word].
require deeds, including in that term self-restraint,
purity, study of the Law, circumcision, and the
performance of the other duties demanded by the
Torah." For the preparation of the convert, therefore, no other method of instruction was employed
than for the training of one born a Jew. The aim
of teaching was to convey a knowledge of the Law,
obedience to which manifested the acceptance of the
underlying religious principles; namel3% the existence of God and the holiness of Israel as the people
of His covenant.
The controversy whether Judaism demands belief
in dogma, or inculcates obedience to practical laws
others, was,

—

—

—

=

We

many competent scholars. Moses
Mendelssohn, in his "Jerusalem," defended the nondogmatic nature of Judaism, while Low among
others (see his "Gesammclte Schriften," i. 31-52, 433
Low made it
et seq. 1871) took the opposite side.
clear that the Mendelssohuian theory had been carThe meaning of
ried beyond its legitimate bounds.
alone, has enlisted

word for faith and belief in Hebrew (HJIOK) ha<l
undoubtedly been strained too far to substantiate
Underlying the practise
the Mendelssohuian thesis.
the

of the

Law was

assuredly the recognition of certain

fundamental and decisive religious principles culminating in the belief in God and revelation, and
likewise in the doctrine of retributive divine justice.
The modern critical view of the development of the
Pentateuch within the evolution of Israel's monotlieisin confirms this theory.
The controversy of the
Prophets hinges on the adoption by the people of
Israel of the religion of Yhwii, that excluded from
the outset idolatry, or certainly the recognition of
any other deitj' than
as the legitimate Lord
of Israel;
that, in its progressive
Evolution evolution, associated with
the
of
concepts of ho]ine.ss, justice, and rightJudaism, eousness; and that culminated in the
teaciiing of God's spirituality and
universality.
TIk; historical books of the Bible,
as recast in accindance with these latter religious

Ynwn

Ynwn

;
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ideas, evince the force of a strong

and

clearly ap-

prehended conviction concerning the providential
purpose in the destinies of earth's inhabitants, and
more especially in the guidance of Israel. The
Psalms and Wisdom books manifest the predominance of definite religious beliefs.
To say that
Judaism is a barren legalistic convention, as Mendclssoiin avers, is an unmistakable exaggeration.
Tlie modicum of truth in his theory is that throughout Biblical Judaism, as in fact througli all later
phases of Jewish religious thinking and practise,
this doctrinal element remains always in solution.
It is not crystallized into fixed phraseology or rigid
dogma. And, moreover, the ethical and practical
implications of the religion are never obscured.
This is evidenced by the Biblical passages that, in
the oi)inion of many, partake of the nature of Articles of Faith, or are of great value as

showing what,

in the opinion of their respective authors, constitutes

the essence of religion.
Among these the most noteAvorthy are Deut. vi. 4; Isa. xlv. 5-7; Micah vi. 8;
Ps. XV.; Isa. i. 16, 17; xxxiii. 15.

Whatever controversies may have agitated

Israel

during the centuries of the Prophets and the earlier
postexilic period, they were not of a kind to induce
the defining of Articles of Faith to counteract the influences of heretical teaching.

Dogmatic differences

manifest themselves only after the Maccabean struggle for independence.
But even these differences
were not far-reaching enough to overcome the inherent aversion to dogmatic fixation of principles;
for, with the Jews, acceptance of principles was not
so much a matter of theoretical assent as of practical conduct.
Though Josephus would have the divisions between tlie Pharisees and Sadducees hinge
on tiie formal acceptance or rejection of certain
points of doctrine such as Providence, resurrection
of the body, which, for tlie Pharisees, was identical
with future retribution
it is the
Discusconsensus of opinion among modern
sions and scholars that the differences between
Dog-matism these two parties were rooted in their
Disfavored, respective political programs, and im-

—

—

plied

and

;
:

anti-national

in

their

attitudes,

pliilosophical or religious

words of Sirach

respectively national
rather than in tlieir

dogmas.

20-23) are to be taken
as a criterion, the intensely pious of his days did not
incline to speculations on what was beyond their
If the

(iii.

powers to comprehend. They were content to perform their religious duties in simplicity of faith.
The Mishnah (Hag. ii. 1) indorsed this view of Sirach, and in some degree discountenanced theosophy and dogmatism. Among tlie recorded discussions in the schools of the Rabbis, dogmatic problems

commanded only a very

inferior degree of attention
controversy concerning the value of human life; Hag. 12a: concerning the order of Creation).
Nevertheless, in the earliest Mishnah is found
the caution of Abtalion against heresy and unbelief (Ab. 1. 11 [12]); and u>any a Baraita betrays
the prevalence of religious differences (Ber. 12b;
'Ab. Zarah lla).
These controversies have left their
impress upon the prayer-book and the liturgy. This
is shown by the prominence given to the Shema'
to the Messianic predictions in the Shemoneh-'Esreh
('Er. 136:

Articles of Faith

(the "Eighteen Benedictions"), which emphasized
the belief in the Resurrection; and, finally, to the

—

prominence given to the Decalogue though the
was again omitted in order to counteract the
belief that it alone had been revealed (Tamid v. 1
Yer. Ber. 66; Bab. Ber. 12o). These expressions of
belief are held to have originated in the desire to
latter

give definite utterance and impressiveness to the
corresponding doctrines that were either rejected or
attenuated by some of the heretical schools. But
while these portions of the daily liturgy are expressive of the doctrinal contents of the regnant party
in the synagogue (see Landshuth, in Edelman's
" Hegyon Leb "
and Liturgy), they were not cast
into the form of catalogued Articles of Faith.
The first to make the attempt to formulate them
was Philo of Alexandria. The infiuence of Greek
thought induced among the Jews of Egypt the reflective mood.
Discussion was undoubtedly active
on the unsettled points of speculative belief; and
such discussion led, as it nearly always does, to a
stricter definition of the doctrines.
In his work,
"De Mundi Opificio," Ixi., Philo enumerates five
;

embracing the chief tenets of Mosaism
and rules; (2) God is one; (3) the world
was created; (4) Creation is one; (5) God's providence rules Creation. But among the Tannaim and
Amoraim this example of Philo found no followers,
though many of tlieir number were drawn into controversies with both Jews and non-Jews, and had to
fortify their faith against the attacks of contempo-

articles as
(1)

God

is

raneous philosophy as well as against rising Christianit}^
Only in a general way the Mishnah Sanh.
xi. 1 excludes from the world to come the Epicureans and those that deny belief in resurrection or
R. Akiba would
also regard as heretical the readers of D^JlVnn D'IDD
certain extraneous writings (Apociypha or Gospels)
and persons that would heal through whispered formulas of magic. Abba Saul designated as
under suspicion of infidelity those that pronounce
Bj- implication the
the ineffable name of the Deity.
contrary doctrine and attitude may thus be regarded
On the
as having been proclaimed as orthodox.
other hand, Akiba himself declares
Philo and that the command to love one's neighbor is the fundamental principle of
Akiba.
the Law while Ben Asjii assigns this
distinction to the Biblical verse, "This is the book
Gen. R.
of the generations of man " (Gen. v. i.
xxiv.).
The definition of Hillel the elder, in his
interview with a would-be convert (Sliab. 31'0, embodies in the golden rule the one fundamental article
teacher of the third Christian century,
of faith.
R. Simlai, traces the development of Jewish religious jirinciples from Moses with his 613 commands
of prohibition and injunction, tlirough David, wlio,
according to this rabbi, enumerates eleven through
in the divine origin of the Torah.

—

—

;

;

A

;

with six; Mirali, with three; to Habakkuk,
simply but impressively sums up all religious

Isaiah,

who

faith in the single phrase, "Tlie jiious lives in his
toward end). As the Halakah enjoins
that one shall prefer death to an act of idolatry,

faith" (Mak.,

murder, the inference is plain
that the corresponding jiositivc principles were held
to be fundamental articles of Judaism.

incest, unchastity, or
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Articles of Faith

From Philo down to late medieval and even
modern Avriters the Decalogue has been held to be
in some Avay a summary of both tne articles of the
true faith and the duties derived from that faith.
According to the Alexandrian philosopher (see " De
Vita Mosis ") the order of the Ten Words is not accidentalr They divide readily into two groups: the
first five summarizing man's relations to the Deity;
the other five specifying man'sduties to his fellows.
Ibn Ezra virtually adopts this view. He interprets
the contents of the Decalogue, not
The
merely in their legal-ritual bearing,
Decalogue but as expressive of ethico-religious
as a
principles.
But this view can be

Summary,

traced to otlier traditions.
In Yer.
Ber. Qb the Shema' is declared to be
only an epitome of the Decalogue. That in tlie
poetry of the synagogal ritual this thought often
dominates is well known. No less a thinker than
Saadia Gaon composed a liturgical production of
this character (see Azhakot); and R. Eliezer ben

Nathan of Mayence enriched the prayer-book with
a piyyut in which the six hundred and thirteen commands are rubricated in the order of and in connection with the Decalogue.
The theory that the Decalogue was the foundation of Judaism, its article of
faith, was advocated by Isaac Abravanel (see his
Commentary on Ex. xx. 1) and in recent j'cars by
Isaac 31. Wise of Cincinnati in his " Catechism " and
other writings.
The only confession of faith, however, which,
though not so denominated, has found universal acceptance, forms a part of the daily liturgy contained
in all Jewish prayer-books.
In its original form it
read somewhat as follows: "True and establislied is
this word for us forever.
True it is that Thou art
our God as Thou wast the God of our fathers; our
King as [Thou wast] the King of our fathers our Redeemer and the Redeemer of our fathers our Creator
and the Rock of our salvation our Deliverer and
Savior this from eternity is Thy name, and there is
no God besides Thee." This statement dates probably from the days of the Hasmoneans (see Lands;

;

;

;

—

hutli, in

"Hegyon Leb

").

In the stricter sense of the term, specifications in

connected sequence, and rational analj'sis of Articles
of Faith, did not find favor with the teacliers and
the faithful before the Arabic period.
Saadia's, The jiolemics with tiie Karaites on tiie
Judah
one hand, and, on tiie otlier, the necesha-Levi's, sity of defending their religion against
and
the attacks of the philosophies current
Bahya's
among liotii Moliammedans and Jews,
Creed.
induced the leading thinkers to define
and formulate their beliefs. Saadia's
"Einunot we-Deot " is in reality one long exposition

main tenets of the faith. Tiie plan of tlie
book discloses a systematization of the dilTerent re-

of the

ligious

doctrines

that,

autlior, constitute tiie

in

sum

the estimation
total of his faith.

of

tlie

They

order of their treatment by iiim, the folTiie world is created; (2) God is one
and incorporeal; (3) belief in revelation (including
the divine origin of tradition); (4) man is called to
righteousness and endowed witli all uece.ssaiy ([ualities of mind and soul to avoid sin
(5) belief in reare, in the

lowing:

(1)

;
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ward and punishment:

(6) the soul is created pure;
leaves the body (7) belief in resurrecMessianic expectation, retribution, and

after death
tion;

(8)

it

;

judgment. Judah ha-Levi endeavored, in his
"Cuzari," to determine the fundamentals of JudaHe rejects all appeal to
ism on another basis.
speculative reason, repudiating the method of the
final

The miracles and traditions are, in
jMotekallamin.
supernatural character, both the source and
With them Judaism
the evidence of the true faith.
stands and falls. The book of Bahya ibn Pakuda
("Hobot ha-Lebabot"), while remarkable, as it is,
for endeavoring to give religion its true setting as a
spiritual force, contributed nothing of note to the
exposition of the fundamental articles.
It goes
witliout saying that the unity of God, His government of the world, the possibilities of leading a divine life which were never forfeited by man are
expounded as essentials of Judaism.
More interesting on this point is the work of R.
Abraham ibn Dautl (1120) entitled " Emunali Ramali"
(The High Faith). In the second diIbn Daud vision of his treatise he discourses on
the principles of faith and the Law.
and
Hananel These principles are: The existence
ben
of God; His unity; His spirituality;
5ushiel. His other attributes; His power as
manifested in His works; His providence. Less well known is the scheme of an African
rabbi, Hananel b. Hushiel, about a century earlier,
tiieir

—

—

whom

Judaism's fundamental articles
God; belief in prophecy;
belief in a future slate; belief in the advent of the
according to

number

four:

Belief in

Messiah.

The most widely spread and popular

of all creeds
that of Maimonides, embracing the thirteen artiWh3^he chose this particular number has been
cles.
Some have seen in
a subject of much discussion.
the number a reference to the thirteen attributes of
is

Probably no meaning attaches to the choice
number. His articles are: (1) The existence
of God; (2) His unity; (3) His spirituality; (4) His
God.

of the

(5) God alone the object of worship; (6)
Revelation througli His prophets; (7) the preeminence of ]\[oses among tlie Prophets;
The
(8) God's law given on Mount Sinai;
Thirteen (!)) the immutability of the Toiali as
Articles of God's Law (10) God's foreknowledge

eternity;

;

Maimonides.

men's actions;
(12) the coming of

of

(11)
tlie

retribution;

Messiah; (13)

This creed ^lainionides
very young man; it forms a part
of his Mislmah Commentary, but he never referred
to it in his later works (see S. Adler, "Tenets of
Faith and Their Authority in the Talmud," in his
"Kobez 'al Yad," p. 92, where Yad ha-Hazakah,
Tssure Biah, xiv. 2, is referred to as jiroof that Maimonides in his advanced age regarded as fundamentals of the faith only the unity of God and the prohibition of idolatry).
It did not meet universal
acceptance; but, as its jihraseology is .succinct, it
has passed into the prayer-liook, and is therefore
familiar to almost all Jews of the Orthodox scliool.
Resurrection.

wrote

The

wliile still a

successors of IMainionides, from the thirteenth

—

Nahmanides, Abba Mari
ben Moses, Simon ben Zeniah Duran, Albo, Isaac
to the fifteenth century

:
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Arania, and Joseph Jaabez
articles to three
lation);

and

in

:

—reduced

God

Belief iu

;

his

thirteen

in Creation (or reve-

providence (or retribution).

—
'

for his fundamentals;
less

while Jedaiah Penini, in the
chapter of his "Behinat ha-Dat," enumerated no
than thirty-tive cardinal principles (see Low,

Dogmen,"in "Gesammelte Werke," 1. 156
and Schechter, "Dogmas of Judaism," in
"Studies of Judaism," pp. 147-181).
In the fourteenth century Asher ben Jehiel of
Toledo raised liis voice against the Maimonidean Arti"Jiidische

et tseq.;

cles of Faith, declaring

them

to be only temporary,

and suggested that another be added to recognize
that the Exile is a punishment for the sins of Israel.
Isaac Abravanel, iu liis"Rosh Amanah," took the
same attitude toward Maimonides' creed. While
defending Maimonides against Hasdai and Albo, he

refused to accept dogmatic articles for Judaism,
holding, with all the cabalists, that the 613 commandments of the Law are all tantamount to Articles of Faith.
In liturgical poetry the Articles of Faith as evolved
by philosophical speculation met wnth metrical presThe most noted of such metrical and
entation.
rimed elaborations are the "Adon '01am," by an
anonymous writer now used as an introduction to
the morning services (by the Sephardim as the conclusion of the musaf or "additional" service), and
of comparatively recent date; and the other known
as the "Yigdal," according to Luzzatto, by R.
Daniel b. Judali Dayyan.

—

The modern catechisms abound

God

(4)

;

ets of the Biblical

Others,

David ben Samuel Estella, spoke of
seven fundamental articles, laying stress also on frceAvill.
On the other hand, David ben Yom-Tob il)n
Bilia, in his " Yesodot ha-Maskil " (Fundamentals of
the Thinking Man), adds to the thirteen of Maimona number which a conides thirteen of his own
temporary of Albo (see " Ikkarim," iii.) also chose
like Crescas ancl

last

created

is

formulated ArtiThe.se are generally intended to be
cles of Faith.
recited by the candidates for conlirmation, or to be
used for the reception of proselytes
Modern (see Dr. Einhorn's "'Olat Tamid").
CateThe Central Conference of American
chisms.
Rabbis, in devising a formula for the
admission of proselytes, elaborated a
set of Articles of Faith.
These modern schemes
have not met with general favor their authors
being in almost all cases the only ones that have
in

—

had recourse to them in practise. The points of
agreement in these recent productions consist in the
affirmation of the unity of God the election of Israel
as the priest people; the Messianic destiny of all
numauity.
The declaration of principles by the
Pittsburg Conference (IBS.')) is to l)e classed, perhaps, with tlie many attempts to fix in a succinct
enumeration the main principles of the modern Jewish religious consciousness.
;

The Karaites

are not behind the Rabbiiiites in the
elaboration of Articles of Faith. Tlie oldest instances

of the existence of such articles among them are found
in the famous work by Judali ben Elijah Iladassi,

"Eshkol ha-Kofer." In the order there given these
are the articles of the Karaite faitii: (1) God is the
Creator of all created beings; (2) He is premundane
and has no peer or associate; (3) the Avhole universe

Articles of Faith

Moses and the other Proph(5) the Law of Moses alone
(6) to know the language of

called

canon

;

true
the Bible
is

The

;

a religious duty; (7) the
is the palace of
the world's Ruler; (8) belief in Resurrection contemporaneous with the advent of the
Messiah; (9) final judgment (10) retribiition. The
number ten here is not accidental. It is in keeping
with the .scheme of the Decalogue. Judah Iladassi
acknowledges that he had predecessors in this line,
and mentions some of the works on which he bases
his enumeration.
The most succinct cataloguing of
the Karaite faith in articles is that by Elijah Bashyatzi (died about 1190).
His articles vary but little
from those by Iladassi, but they are put with greater
philosophical precision (see Jost, "Geschichte des

Temple

Karaites.

is

Jerusalem

at

;

Judenthums,"
Bibliography

:
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Articles: The thirteen Articles of Faith

mulated according

Commentary

—which have
of

39

1.

68, 255.

K.

Jews and

to

Maimonides

in his

for-

Mishnah

to Sanhedrin, Introduction to ch. ix.

been accepted by the great majorit)'
are found in the old prayer-book are

—

as follows
I. I firmly believe that the Creator— blessed be His name I— Is
both Creator and Ruler of all created beings, and that He alone
hath made, doth make, and ever will make all works of nature.
3. I firmly believe that the Creator— blessed be His name I— is
one and no Unity is like His in any form and that He alone Is
our (iod who was, is, and ever will be.
3. I firmly believe that the Creator— blessed be His name I—
Is not a body;
and no corporeal relations apply to Him and
that there exists nothing that has any similarity to Him.
4. I firmly believe that the Creator— bles.sed be His name I—
was the first and will also be the last.
5. I firmly believe that the Creator— blessed be His name !—
is alone worthy of being worshiped, and that no other l)eing is
worthy of our worship.
6. I firmly believe that all the words of the Prophets are true.
7. I firmly believe that the prophecy of Moses, our masterpeace be upon him !— was true; and that he was the chief of
the Prophets, both of those that preceded him and of those that
followed him.
;

;

;

8. 1

firmly believe that the

same that hath been given
him

to

Law which we

possess

now

Is

the

Moses our master— peace be upon

!

9. I firmly believe that this Law will not be clianged, and
that there will be no other Law [or dispensation] given by the
Creator blessed be His name
10. I firmly believe that the Creator— blessed be His name
knoweth all tlie actions of men and all their tliongliis. as it Is
" He that fashioiieth the hearts of them all. He that consaid
sidereth all their works " (I's. xx.xiii. 15).
II. I firmly helicve that the Creator -blessed be Hel-re-

—

I

I

:

tliat keep His commanchiienls and punisheth
those that transgress His coinmaniiments.
and al1»'. I
firmly believe in the coming of the Messiah
though He may tarry, I daily hope for His coming.
i;i. 1
firmly believe tliat there will take place a revival of
the dead at a time which will pU-ase the Creator— blessed be
His name, and exalted His memorial for ever and ever

wardeth those

;

!

According to Maimonides he that rejects any of
these articles is an unbeliever, and places himself
outside of the Jewish community.

"

"
:
:
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Artisans

Joseph Albo reduces the articles to three fundamental principles:
1. Exigence of God: Compiehenslon of God's unity, His incorporeality, His eternity,
of man's worship.
2.

Revelation: Comprehension of prophecy, of Moses as su-

preme
Law.
3.

and

and of the fact of His being the object

authority, of the divine origin

Retrihution:

and immutability

of the

Comprehension of the divine judgment

of Resurrection.

These three principles have, in the main, been
adopted also by modern theologians, both conservative and liberal, as the fundamentals of Judaism in
the religious instruction of children as well as in the
confession of faith to be recited by proselytes; some
(e.f/., Bildinger) laying especial stress on the immortality of the soul, others {e.g., Stein) on the priestly
mission of Israel, or the Messianic hope.
Einhorn posits the following five Articles of Faith
1.

God the

2.

Man

3.
4.
5.

Creator.

four (or

in

Proselyte Confession

"

God

ARTISANS. -In

j^

Bible and

in

bronze

(I

Kings

vii.

14);

and "ummanut" respectively (Song

and "harash

Sol. vii. 2,

"om-

").

Leaving to special articles a detailed description
of the various crafts and occupations mentioned in
Bible and Talmud, it will be sufficient to give here a
general summary of specialized occupations, whereconipletcness' sake, unskilled laborers are included.
The smelting of gold and silver is undoubtedly
one of the oldest crafts known to man. The " zoref "

in, for

(Judges

xvii. 4;

9, 14,

17,

li.

Isa. xl. 19,

in traditional

literature

"naggar," and

xli. 7, xlvi. 6;

and elsewhere) or "mezaref

"

Jer.

x.

(Mai.

iii.

goldsmith or silversmith.
The smelting was done in the "kur" (smelting-pot, Prov. xvii. 3, xxvii. 21) or the "mazref
(«/<.).
In traditional literature the " zahabi," Aramaic

2-3), literally "smelter," is the

mentioned the

As

spe-

"

"kazzaz" (feller of trees, Cant. R. ii. 2; Lev. R.
Carving is mentioned in I Kings vi. 29, and

" kiyyur " (paneling), in traditional literature (B. B. 535).
Workers in stone were the "hozeb" (quarrj-mau
or stone-cutter, I Kings v. 29). who hewed the
stone from the rock, and the "horesh

elsewhere

:

Workers in eben"

barzel," a worker in iron (II Chron. xxiv. 12).
From the same root is derived "haroshet," skilled
work, defined, as above, by the addition of "eben"
or " 'ez " (Ex. xxxi. 5).
In traditional literature the
terms for " artisan " and " handicraft " are " umman "

man

called

xxiii.).

Wood

Talmud: The

"
general term for "artisan " in liie Bible is "harash
or "horesli," which, derived from a verb meaning
"to cut," is applicable to any worker in a hard substance, such as metal, stone, or wood (compare the
use of this term in a general sense in II Kings xxii.
At times it is
6, xxiv. 14; Jer. xxiv. 1, xxix. 2).
used more definitely of a carpenter (Jer. x. 3; Isa.
xh. 7), of a metal-worker (Hosea xiii. 2), or of an
armorer (I Sam. xiii. 19). Usually,
however, the term is qualified by the
Terms.
addition of the material, as "harash
eben," a worker in stone (II Sam. v. 11); "harash
'ez," a worker in wood(ii.); "horesh nehoshet," a

worker

Low, in Krauss, "Lehnworter," ii. 277a; and Jastrow, "Dictionary," s.v. 'D"lt3, i-)The "harash 'ez " (worker in wood, Ex. xxxi. 5)

saddaah "
or "saddana" (maker of stocks, Pes. 28a) and the

Milwaukee, Wis., adopted the following
five) articles in the "

distinguished

smith, II Chron. xxiv. 12) is called in traditional
literature "nappah" (one who uses bellows) or
" pehami " (one who uses charcoal).
Mention is also
made of the "tarsi" ^chaser or embosser; C(mipare

cialists in this calling are

the Only One.
2. Man His image.
3a. Immortality of the soul.
3b. Retribution.
4. Israel's mission.
1.

is

•*

means "carpenter" as well as "joiner."

The Cential Conference of American Rabbis,
1896, at

"dahabi," "dahabana" (goldsmith),

from the " kassafi " or kassaf " (silversmith). Copper and bronze were worked by the "horesh nehoshet" (Gen. iv. 22; I Kings vii. 14). In tlie Mishnah he is called "mezaref nehoshet" (Ket. vii. 10);
in the Talmud "hashshaladude" (kettle-smith, Ket.
77«; see, however, ib., where " mezaWorkers in ref nehoshet" is differently explained).
Metal.
Iron, like gold, was smelted in the
"kur" (Deut. iv. 20; I Kings viii. 51;
The "harash barzel" (iron-worker or
Jer. xi. 4).

is

image.
Revelation (through Moses).
Judge.
the
God
Israel His priest-people.
in His
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and Stone,

(stone-polisher, II

Sam.

In traditional literature the
called "l.iazzab," the
(B.

M.

1186).

v. 11).
fii'st

is

latter "snttat"

Those who

chisel mill-

stones are called "nekorot" (Tosef., Kid. v. 14: Kid.
82a)
engravers in stone are "pattahe abanim " or
"mefattehe abanim" (Yer. Shek. iv. 48«; Kelim
xxix. 5).
\

The "boneh"

(builder)

is

called in traditional

litei"-

ature "bannai" (Kelim xxix. 3; Tosef., Kelim, B.
B. vii. 2; Yer. Hag. ii. 77i: B. M. 118/;), who is
differentiated from the "ardikal" or "adrikar' =
Assyrian "dimgallu"(the architect or eyestone-setter,
The specialized
B. M. I.e. Targ. II., Sam. v. 11).
term for wall-builders is " goderim " (II Kings xii.
To tiiis
13) or "harashe eben kir " (II Sam. v. 11).
trade belong the "pison " (mortar-maker, Kelim xx.
the "tah" (plasterer, Ezek. xiii. 11), and the
2),
"sayyad" (whitewaslier, lime-burner, Shab. 806).

The "yozer"

(potter) is in traditional literature

(Targ. Isa. xxix. 16).
As specialists in
this trade are mentioned the "kaddad " (jug-maker,
M. K. 136; Pes. 556, MS.M., ed. 113), the"godel
tannurim" (oven-maker), the "godel kele zuiali
(art-potter, M. K. Ikt; Yer. Sliab. vii. 10^/), and the
"kaddar" (maker of pots, Tohar. vii. 1). The "zaggag," Aramaic "zaggaga" (glazier, M. K. 136; Yer.
'Ab. Zarah ii. 40c), is specialized into the "nofeah
Here
kele zekokit" (glass-blower, Yer. Shab. I.e.).
belongs the "hofer shihin " (ditchWorkers in digger, B. K. 50a). The "buisi"
Clay,
(tanner or hide-dresser; see Krauss,
Earth, and "Lehnw5rter," s.v.) or "'abbedan"
(Kelim xxvi. 8) had as assistant the
Leather.
" shallaha "
(flayer,
skinner,
Shab.
As special496), who prejmred the hides for tanning.
ists in this line are found the " shakkaf " or " ushkafa"
"

pahara

"

"

;
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(shoemaker, Tosef., Kelim, B. B.
the "raz'an" (belt-maker, Pes. iv.
(harness-maker, Kelim xxiv. 8),

i.

Git. Q8b),

15;

the "sarag"
the "zakkak"
5), and the "sau6),

Mik. ix.
delar " (sandal-maker, Yer. Hag. Hi. 18(1).
In the textile industry a number of crafts are
mentioned, such as "zammar" (the wool-weaver,
'Eduy. iii. 4; Kelim xxix. 6); "pishtani" (the beater
of tlax, Yer. Yeb. xiii. 13c; Gen. R. xxxii.3); "ma'azela" (the spinner, Eccl. R. vii. 9); "azloya" (the
net-weaver, B. M. 24^;); "kiwwaah" (the common
weaver, Shab. 113«, 140*); "oreg"(the weaver, Yer.
Shek. v. 49«) " gai'di " (wool-weaver.
Kelim xii. 4); "tarsi" (the artistic
Textile
Industry, weaver, 'Ab. Zarah 176; Suk. 51A);

(maker of leather

bottles,

kar

" (cattle-raiser

Yer.

Bezah

"hammar"

v.

Artisans

and

M.

gammal

"

(ass-driver.

(carriage-driver or
B.

cattle-driver, Deut. R.

636),

Kid.

iv.

wagoner,

ib.

"

iii.

6;

(camel-driver),

14),

and "karar"

Bab. and

Yer.

vi. 1).

The demands of personal comfort, which in most
instances called for manual labor, though the occupations themselves were scarcely those
Other
Occupa-

of Arti.sans, were filled bj' the " ballan "
((iaTiaveix, bather, Sheb. viii. 5), with

tions.

his attendants, the " turmesar" (Bipfiai)

;

"sericarius" (the silk-weaver, Pesik.
R. XXV. Cant. R. viii. 11, where the word appears
in corrupted form); zabba', zabba'ah" (the dyer,
B. K. ix. 4; Git 526); "kobes" and "kazzara"
(the 'fuller, Ber. '28a; Tosef., Kelim, B. M. iii. 14;
Yer. Ber. iv. 7d). Connected with this are the occupations of the "hayyat" (tailor, Shab. i. 8), the
"godel miznefet" (turban- or cap-maker, Kelim xvi.
7); and the"ashpara" (clothes-cleaner, 'Ab. Zarah

the "oleyar," "olearius" (clothes-keeper, Yer. Ma'as. Sh. i. 52d), and tlie "udyatha" (the
female superintendent of the vapor-baths, Yer. Sheb.
the "sappar"
viii. 38a, "Zosime, the udyatha");
(hair-cutter, Kid. I.e.), and the "gara' " (barber and
The women had their " gadblood-letter, Kid. 82a).
delet," "godelet," or "megaddelct" (hair-dresser,
Kelim xv. 3; Kid. ii. 3).
In the interest of landowners worked the " kayj'al" (measurer, Yer. B. M. ix. 12a), and the "mashoah," "mashohaah" (surveyor, Kelim xiv. 3; B. M.
The care of the city required the labor of
1076).
the "ibbola'ah" (gate-keeper, watchman, Niddah

206).

676).

"Ma'aseh rokem" (the art of embroidery) and
"ma'aseh hosheb" (the art of fine weaving) were
known and already highly developed in Biblical
Mention is also
times (compare Embroidery).
made of the "sakkay" (sack-maker, Kelim xiii. 5),
and of the " sarad " or " saddar " (net-maker, Yoma
85a; Mek., KiTissa; Yalk., Ex. 327; Tosef., Kid.

Traffic and communication by land gave employment to the " kattaf " or " sabbal " (load -carrier, B. ^I.
1186; Yer. B. M. x. 12c); to the "iskundara," "baldara," "dawwar," " tablara " (the courier, Kid. 216;

;

;

V. 14).

;

Agriculture afforded work not only

to the field-

laborers but to the "tahona" (miller, Yer. Pcah i.
15c), and the "nahtom" (professional baker, Hal. ii.
The baker was the " kefela" (KdnriAog, restaurant7).
keeper, Tosef., B. M. xi. 30). The "kallay' " parched
"

the grain and offered it for sale, and the " garosah
or "dashoshah" (grist-maker) manufactured different kinds of groats or pearl-barley (Men. x. 4; M.
K. ii. 5). Cooking, in Talmudic times, developed
into an art, so that one boasted of knowing a hundred ways of preparing eggs (Lam. R. iii. 16). The
"megabben" (cheese-maker, Tosef., Shab. ix. [x.]
13) the " tabbah," " tabbaha" (butcher,
Workers in slaughterer, or "shohet," also profesAgricul- sional cook, Bczah 28a; Hul. 18a;
;

tural

Products,

Yer. 'Ab. Zarah i. 39d; Esther R. i. 8; Shab. 19a;
Targ. Prov. xxiv. 34; Pesik. R. xxi.), and to the
"ba'al aksanya," "ushpizkan," "diyyora," "punMeg. 26a;
daki" (the innkeeper, Pesik. R. xi.
Ta'an. 21r(; Git. viii. 9). Communication by water
was kept up by the "sappan " (seaman, Sheb. viii.
5), the "maliah" (sailor, Eccl. R. ix. 8), the "mabbora" (ferryman, Hul. 94a), and the "naggada"
The ship had also
(tracker of vessels, B. M. 1076).

Tosef.,

Ber.

iv.

10),

(meat-seller, 'Eduy.

and "kazzab"

viii. 2);

the "hal-

itar" (confectioner, Yer. Hal. ii. 58c);
"
the " sodani " (brewer, Ber. 446), and the " bassam
or " pattam " (manufacturer of spices, druggist,
Tosef., Kid. ii. 2; Yer. Yoma iv. Aid) supplied

other necessities of the household. Fish and game
were provided by the "haram" (fisher, Yer. M. K.
The
ii. 816) and the "rishba" (fowler, Hul. 116a).
hunting of deer is frequently mentioned in the Talmud and Midrashim (Shab. xiii. 5; B. M. 856).
"
Cattle-raising required the services of a "nakdnd
(herder. Lev. R. i. 9). ofa"ro'eh" (shepherd), and of

a "karzila" (assistant, B. K. 566). The "pattam"
fattened animals for the market (Tosef., Bezah, iii.
Other occupations dealing with cattle are
6).
" ahuryar " (equerry, Meg. 126 differently explained
in Jastrow, "Dictionary,".'?.?-.), "baham" or "bak;

an "amodaah" (diver, R. H. 23a).
Finally, mention must be made of the " zappat
(pitch-burner, Mik. ix. 7); the "dikulaah" (basketmaker, B. B. 22a); the "liblar," " libellarius,"
"sofer," "safra" (writer), who wrote dooiments as
well as books (Shab. i. 3; Git. viii. 8; 'Ab. Zarah
"
"
96) and the kabbora'ah (grave-digger, Sanh. 266).
;

In primitive society most of the handicrafts are
carried on by members of the family as occasion
demands. It is only with the advance
Handiof civilization that work becomes specrafts and cialized and a class of Artisans develWomen. ops. Thus even in Talm\ulic times,
side by side with specialized craftsmen, a great deal of work was done by the women
Tlie jNIishnah Kctubot (v. 5) sheds
of the family.
light on this subject:
following are the things which a wife is under ohllgathe grinding, baking, washing,
do for her husband
rooking, nursing her children, making the bed, and spinning
wool. If she has brought him one maidservant, she needs not
if she has brought him two
be obliged to grind, bake, or wash
maids, she needs not cook or nurse if three, then she needs not
make the bed or spin wool if four, then she Is at liberty to
spend her time sitting in the armchair. R. Eliezer says. Even
should be forced
if she has brought him a hundred maids, she
for leisure leads to Idiocy."
to spin wool

"The

tion to

:

;

;

:

;

Something similar
(Yeb. 63a).

is

found a hundred years

later

.

;
:

:

A

trade which would necessitate business intercourse with women is looked upon as improper
(Kid. iv. 14); for every one who deals with women has bad leaven in him, otherwise he would
not have chosen such a trade (Kid. 82a; compare
Jastrow, "Dictionary," s.v. niD)- But, like all theories, this rule was not always carried out in practise
even scholars disregarded it (compare Pes. 1136).

See also Labor.
Nevertheless there were several trades regarded
unfavorably by popular opinion. This is well expressed by R. Mei'r (about the year 140)
" One should teach his son an easy and
One should pray to Him to whom riches and

cleanly occupation.
possessions belong
for in every trade there is wealth as well as poverty ; but neither
wealth nor poverty is dependent on the occupation, but rather
on the meritoriousness of man " (Kid. iv. 14).

And

R. Judah ha-Nasi (about the year

" There

is

no occupation which

will disappear

200):

from

this world.

Happy he who has seen at his parents' home a fine trade; but
wo unto him who has seen his parents engaged in an unpleasant trade. The world can not get along without a manufacturer
of perfumes, neither without a tanner. Happy he whose trade
wo unto him who is a tanner"
Is manufacturing of perfumes
;

(Kid. 825).

Drivers of asses and camels, shepherds, sailors,
wagon-drivers, storekeepers, and crockerj'-dealers
are looked down upon, "for their
trades are robbers' trades " (Kid. iv. 14
Yer. Kid. iv. GQc et seq.). The following occupations are also looked upon
Trades.
with disfavor because they bring one
into contact with women, and neither king nor high
priest should be chosen from among those who follow them namely, the trades of goldsmith, carder,
millstoue-chiseler, pedler, weaver, barber, fuller,
leech, bath-man, and tanner (Kid. I.e.).
Classification by trade and the formation of gilds
Thus, gilds of goldare mentioned in the Bible.
smiths and perfumers are referred to in
Neh. iii. 8. Gilds of potters and weavGilds.
ers seem to be indicated in I Chron.
These gilds seem to have been hereditary,
Iv. 23.
similar to the later families of Garmu and Abtinas, who tenaciously retained in their respective
families the special knowledge of baking the showbread and preparing the holy incense (Yoma iii. 11).
The coppersmiths or embossers had a separate synagogue (Meg. 26a Naz. ^2((). In Alexandria there
was a perfect organization of the various trades. In
the synagogue the goldsmiths, silversmiths, smiths,
embossers, weavers, etc., sat each in a separate
group (Suk. T)!/^). Among some trades there existed

Estimation

;

of Certain

—

;

See also Aouialso mutual insurance (B. K. 1106).
cLi.TiKE, Bakinc;, Baths, Bottlk, Cookery, CorPKK, Cotton, Dveing, Embroidery, Engkaving,
Flax, Fulleis, Glass, Ihon, Lahoh, Leather,

Metals, Navigathjn, Pottery, Spinning, Weaving.
Bll!I,inr;RAPnY
7in((/,

:

Meyer. Arhrif

S.

Berlin, 187K

zur Zcit Jemi.

mid IfatiiUrnk

ini

Tal-

Delitzsch, Jltilifclics lldiiilU'crluTlcliiti
ed., Krliingcn. lH?.t; .1. S. Bloi-li. Dry Ardin I'ldd.^titictismi, (Iriicliiii uiid lii'i;

lid

heiterxtand hex
mrrn, Vienna. 1H82, Riegcr, Vrrsnrli eincr Ti rlinnUniir iiiiil
Trrtni))oli)(i}c ilir Jldudircrke i)i dcr Misrlnidh, lireshiu,
IHiM
(i. Liiwy, J>if Teclni(ilii{iii' iind J'rrwi)iitlimir dcr MidIi(ilihiui!<(lini Quelloi. Leipsic,
ler itiiil lUickrr in
1898 Schwab, Repertoire, ii., s.v. Metiers.
J. BK.
C. L.
;

;
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ARTISANS—

Medieval: So far as they were
allowed by the restrictions of the trade gilds, many
Jews of medieval times obtained their livelihood by
working with their hands. Benjamin of Tiideia
(1171) refers to many manufacturers of silk in the
Byzantine empire, to dyers in Syria, and glassmakers at Tyre. A little later King Roger of Sicily
brought Jewish silk-weavers to south Italy to found
In
that industry (Griltz, "Geschichte," vi. 2G3).
deed, the trade of dyeing seems to have been almost
a monopoly of Jews in southern Europe, and was
certainly their favorite form of industry, the tax levied on them being called " Tignta JudjEorum " (Glide-

mann, "Culturgeschichte,"

ii.

312).

.Jewish silk manufacturers of Italy were also
distinguished {ibid. 240). The Jews of Lyons, when

The

expelled in 1446, established an important silversmith business at Trevoux. In Sicily the Jews appeared to have almost a monopoly of handicrafts,
and the authorities in 1492 protested against the
edict of expulsion, because, as they said, "nearly all
Among the
the artisans in the realm are Jews."
Jews of Germany and north France in the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries are found masons, tanners,
card-painters, armorers, stone-engravers, glaziers,
and even makers of mouse-traps, while among the inhabitants of Spain before the fifteenth century weie
to be found shoemakers, silversmiths, weavers, mechanics, carpenters, locksmiths, basket-makers, and
About
curriers (Jacobs, "Inquiry," pp. xv, xxiii).
1620 the majority of the Jews of Rome earned their
Among the
living as tailors (Rieger, "Rom," 198).
Artisans mentioned in the inscriptions at the Prague
cemetery of the seventeenth century are furriers,
carpenters, locksmiihs, glaziers, potters, woodcutters, wheelwrights, and wagon-makers (Hock,
"Familien Prags"). When it is remembered that
many of these occupations could only be tilled by
persons who had entry to the gilds, which were religious fraternities as well as trade-unions, and did
not admit the Jews, there is a remarkable variety of
handicrafts in which Jews can be traced during the
Middle Ages; see the lists at the end of chapter
xii. of Abrahams' "Jewish Life in the Middle Ages."
There is, however, considerable variation in the
amount of handwork shown by the Jews in the MidWhere the
dle Ages according to place and time.
central government was strong an attempt was made
to use the Jews as indirect tax-gatherers, and here
very little handwork is found where, on the contrarj', the central government was not all-powerful,
tlie Jews had freer access to the more natural means
Of course, throughout Jewof earning a livelihood.
ish history a certain number of employments in
;

wliicii

them

handwork

is

re((uired

for religious piu'po.ses.

had

to exist

among

Thus they

require a
even of bakers, Avhile

and
have to be acquainted with JewThat the exclusion from the gilds
ish custom.
was the main cause of the relatively small numbers
of Artisans among the medieval Jews is shown by
tlie fact that, as soon as restrictions were removed,
handicrafts were adopted by the Jews. Thus within
fifteen years of tlie " Judenordnung " of Bohemia,
1797, wiiich opened all occupations to Jews, there
were over 400 Jewish Artisans in Prague (Jost, "Ge-

special class of butchers
their barl)eis also

..
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scliichte," ix. 167).

Ten years

after the first

Jewish

traiuiug-school for haudicraf ts was opened in Copenhagen in 1795, there were no less than 740 engaged
in handicrafts out of 1,170 adult males (Jost, ibid.

See Engraving and Enguavers; GoldAND Silversmiths.

x\. 5).

Bibliography: Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle
cli. xi.,

xii

Albert Wolf,

;

Etwa«

Ulicr-

.7 (i«ii,sc/ie

AgeJ<,

Kiinut u)id

AUeirJIldische KUnstler ; in Mittciluinjcndcr Gaselbichaft
flir Jllditiche Vulkskunde, Ix., 1902, pp. 13-74.
J.

A.

Modern — Statistics:

Frequent expulsions
and increased restrictions on residence during the lat-

Ages furthered the diversion of the Jews
and especially into pedling. But
two hundred years handicrafts have
found favor and have been taken up again, so
that to-day out of the 3,000,000 Jews who may
be regarded as of working age over 1,000,000 earn
In the East, Jews
their living by manual labor.
are frequently found as Artisans. Those in Morocco
boot-makers, and carpenters
include tinsmiths,
ter i\Iiddle

into commerce,
during the last

In Arabia they occur as armorers,
and masons; in Persia, as silk-spinners
Chubinsky declares
and glass - grinders (Polak).
that in Russia "Jews are prized as workmen owing
to their zeal and cleverness" ("Globus," 1889, p.
He gives the percentage of Jewish Artisans
377).
("maltzan").

silversmiths,

the southwestern provinces of Russia as forty
per cent of the total number of Artisans, and in
At Jerusalem,
the cities fifty per cent of the total.
in 1879-80, Sydney M. Samuel found 416 heads of
families pursuing 29 handicrafts, among whom were
tinkers, goldsmiths, watchmakers, smiths, turners,
and masons ("Jewish Life in the East," p. 78).
In 1881 Fresco reports 882 Jews of Damascus
earning their living at handicrafts, no less than 650
being weavers (Anglo- Jewish Association, " ReAmong the Russian Jews who
port," 1882, p. 78).
passed through Liverpool in 1882, 1.730 out of
1,843 were Artisans and agriculturists (Mansion
House Fund, "Report," p. 10). Nor is this a recent development.
As far back as 1840, of the
30,000 Jews of Berdychev 600 were tailors, 380
tin- and coppersmiths, 350 shoemakers, 200 carpenters and coopers, 160 furriers, 90 bakers, etc.
(Jost, "Geschichte," xi. 294?;).
In view of the antiSemitic attitude of Rumania, it is curious to contrast in the following list the number of Jews and
Gentiles engaged in different trades at Bucharest in
1879 ("Jew. Chron." Sept. 5, 1879):
in

Occupation.
Tinsniitlis

Tailors
Painters

Braidniakers
Silversmiths

..
.

Watchmakers
Coppersmiths..

Gen.

Artlsana
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Of the actual trades followed, the most popular
are the making of clothing and shoes, just as in the
The cigar and jewelry
non-Jewish population.
trades also are favorite occupations of the Jews;
thus over 60 per cent of the diamond-polishers
All these are
of Amsterdam are of Jewish faith.
mainly trades that can be followed at home in the
worlier's own hours, and are known to the economist as "domestic industries." Jewish workmen
drift into these naturally, as thereby they are enabled to refrain from labor on their Sabbath. Besides, the simpler processes of the tailoring and shoemaking trades are easily acquired, and therefore

prove attractive to the Russo-Jewish immigrants.
This has given rise to much so-called "sweating."
However, it is in Russia especially that the Jews
to manual indusof nearly 400,000 mentioned
in the foregoing table applies only to the fifteen
governments of the Russian Pale of Settlement in
1898, and must be supplemented by at least another
200,000 for Poland, where Jews are rapidly taking
In 1888, of the Jews of the Pale,
to manufactures.
12 per cent, were Artisans, which is a higher proportion than in the general communities of either France
or Prussia and the percentage had increased by 1898.
Despite the fact that there are so many Jewish
Artisans, the proportion of Jews earning their living
by manual labor is generally much less than that of
the general populations among whom they dwell.
This is mainly due to the fact that they are concenThe following table gives the
trated in the towns.
percentage of adult workers among the Jews and
the rest of the population for the countries and
towns mentioned at the time indicated:

have shown the readiest inclination
tries; tlie large

number

;

Place.

Italy....
Prussia..

do
Berlin...

Budapest

do

Vienna

..

Date.
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and three years afterward was made private secClerical attacks on Cavour
retary to Count Cavour.
included among the charges against
him the fact that his chief secretary
was a Jew. In reply, Cavour ex-

Private
Secretary
to Cavour.
Cavour,"

On

iii.

pressed the highest opinion of Artom's
ability (Chiola, "Lettere di Camillo

wished to

retire

Cavour (June 6,
from active political

Vapereau, IHct. des Contemprrraina, s.v.;
Gubernatls, Diet. International dea EcrivainH du Jour,
s.v.

F. S.

s.

in 1849; settled in Paris in 1871.

:

French adventurer; born

bribes of the

accompany him

to

as counselor of legation at Paris,

matic career,

first

and

Denmark. In
the peace negotiations with Austria,

later as minister plenipotentiary to

Artom and General Menabrea were chosen to represent Italy and on the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian war, in 1870, the former was sent on a diplomatic
mission to Vienna. From 1870 to 1876 Artom was
again connected with the ministry of foreign affairs,
ill tlie capacity of under-secretary of state.
He was
elected senator of the kingdom, March 23, 1877,
being the first Jew to sit in the Italian legislative
;

body.

Artom is favorably known as a writer both of
Of his verses many were inprose and of poetry.
spired by special occasions, his most effective literary effort of this kind being an ode upon the death
Among his prose
of, Victor Emmanuel (Turin, 1878).
essays are (1) "Relazioue Sugli Studii Superiori nell'
Universita di Heidelberga" (Bologna, 1868); (2)
" Vittorio Emanuele e la Politica Estera "
and (3) a
brief record of the Italian ministry of foreign affairs,
(published in the "IX Gennaio").
Other publications by Artom include a volume commemorating
the death of Victor Emmanuel II., Bologna, 1882;
and an Italian translation of Gneist's
Artom's " Rechtsstaat Lo Stato Secondo il
Literary
Diritto; Ossia la Giustizia nell' AmWorks.
ministrazione Politica," Bologna, 1884.
But the most ambitious and by far
the most important work of Artom is the biography
of his former chief and friend, Cavour.
This work,
written in collaboration with A. Blanc, and entitled
" L'ffiuvre Parlementaire du Comte de Cavour," Avas
pul)lished in Paris in 1862, and was soon afterward
translated into Italian.
As senator, Artom prepared
two reports one on the Italian treaty with Zanzibar (" Trattato di Commercio col Sultano di Zanzibar," Rome, 1886); the other on certain commercial
and maritime negotiations with France, Spain, and
Switzerland ("Facolta al Governo di Mettere in
Vigore il 30 Giugno, 1888, le Convenzioni di Com;

LEOPOLD
in

Strasburg

He was implicated

among statesmen and politicians the
Panama Canal Company, which sought

in distributing

Arese,

Soon after, however,
he resumed his diplo-

;

AARON),

life,

Paris and to accept the
post of secretary of
legation (1862). When
Pasolini was installed
minister
of
foreign
affairs, Artom was appointed chief secretar3^
Isaac Artom.

(formerly

EMILE

Artom
but was

dissuaded

to

—

1888).

BrBLiOGRAPHY:

1861),

by Count
who,
having
meanwhile been appointed ambassador to
France, induced Artom

1866, during

mercio e di Navigazione che Fossero per Concludersi
con la Francia, la Spagna, e la Svizzera," Rome,

ARTON

306).

the death of

Artisans

'Aruk

to secure the authorization of the Chambers for the
financial operations.
During more than

company's

four years the name of Arton was on all lips in
France. He was many times the object of violent
interpellations and stormy debates in both the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate, and was a steady
menace to the stability of more than one French
cabinet.
He fled in 1892; but the French police

never really tried to capture him until 1895, when
he was arrested (Nov. 16) in London, and extradited.
He was convicted by the Cour d' Assises of the department of the Seine (June 27, 1896) of defrauding
a dynamite company, and sentenced to six years'
imprisonment at hard labor. The judgment was

Cour d'Assises of the Seine-etMarne department condemned him to eight years'
seclusion wiiicli was considered less severe than
hard labor Nov. 6 of the same year.
While in prison he produced his famous "Notebook" ("Garnet des 104"), which contained, according to him, the names of the 104 deputies and senators

annulled, and the

—
—

he claimed to have bribed. A consequence
was a new interpellation in the
Chamber of Deputies to the minister of justice
(March 22, 1897). A legal prosecution w^as author-

whom

of his revelation

ized against three deputies, among whom was the
former friend of Arton, Alfred Naquet, and one
senator.
This proceeding reawakened the violent

A

passions believed dead.
new parliamentarj' commission d'enquete was established by the Chambers
June 29, in order to investigate the revelations of
Arton and this was followed by a new sen.sational
trial Dec. 18, 1897, which lasted until Dec. 30, and
resulted in the acquittal of all politicians accused
by Arton, who, a few months later, was himself
pardoned.
;

Bibliography: Meyer, KonverKations-Lerihon,

La Grande

Enci/clopedie, under

5th .ed.,
II.

s.

ARTJBOTH: A

s.v.;

Panama.
R.

south
of Judah, wiiere the son of llesed, a commissariat
officer of Solomon, had his headquarters (I Kings
district,

probably

in the

iv. 10).
J.

G. B. L.

JR.

'ARUK

(iny): Hebrew

expre.s.sion for "diction-

ary," corresponding with the Arabic "ta'alif." and
derived from " arak [millin] " (Job xxxii. 14), "ar'

ranged words" (A. V. "directed words").
A Biblical dictionary, under the title "Mahberet
ha-'Aruk" (Composition of tlie Dictionary), was
written by Solomon ibn Parhon of Aragon in the
twelfth century.

A Talmudical

'Aruk was first composed byZemah

;

Arumah
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Aryeh Loeb

Paltai, a gaon of Pumbedita, at the close of the
ninth century; but only traces of it have been preserved (see Rapoporfs biography of Nathan, the
author of the 'Aruk, in "Bikkure ha-'Ittim," x.

ben

and Kohut's "'Aruk ha-Shalem" [Aruch Com-

24;

pletum]

I.,

introduction, xviii.).

as " 'Aruk " is the
great Talmudical dictionary composed by Nathan
ben Jehiel of Rome, and completed in 1101. (See
Nathan b. Jehiel.) Of this greater work different
compendia were made later on for the use of larger

The work generally quoted

with the explanation in modem
languages of difficult words, under the title " Sefer
ha 'Aruk ha-Kazer " (The Smaller 'Aruk), and Avere
used by Sebastian Miinster, Reuchlin, and other
See J. Perles, "Beitrage zur
Christian scholars.
Gesch. der Hebraischen und Aramaischen Studien,"
K.
1-112, Munich, 1884.
circles of readers,

ARUMAH A

place in Ephraim not far from
Siiechem, where Abimelech, the judge, took refuge
(Judges ix. 41). It has been identified with El
'Ormeh on the hills southeast of Shechem.
G. B. L.
J. JR.
:

ARUVAS (AROVAS), ISAAC:

Rabbi and

author; son of R. Hanauiuh Aruvas; lived in the
seventeenth century. He filled the office of rabbi in
several African communities, and later settled in
He is the author of "Emet we-Emuuah "
Venice.
(Truth and Faith), a religious school-book published
in

Hebrew and

in Italian (Venice,

1672).

The work

contains the 618 precepts and prohibitions arranged
in the order of Maimonides' "Sefer ha-Mizwot," the
thirteen articles of faith of Maimonides, a number of
ceremonial laws modeled upon those of Joseph Caro
and several ritual laws. It is highly spoken of by
Moses Zakut and others. Aruvas was also the author
of "Zibhe Zedck " (Thank-Offerings of Righteousness), Venice, 1662, a rhythmical-alphabetical poem
on the ritual law of slaughtering, to which are apG.

:^i.

ARUVAS, MOSES BEN JOSEPH

:

A

K.

phy-

and translator; lived in Cyprus and Damascus
He transin the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
lated Aristotle's "Theology," a pseudepigraphic
work, from the Arabic into Italian. This translation, made at the request of Franciscus Roseus of
Ravenna, became the basis for Nicholas Castellani's
sician

book, " Sapientissimi Philosophi Aristotelis
Stagiritaj Theologia," which Roseus presented to
Pope Leo X. and published in Rome, 1519. Aruvas
afterward translated the Arabic text into Hebrew.
In Ins translation there was very little of the origiLatin

I

nal Latin.

BmLiOGRAPHY:

mun\i, Miianacx, pp. 248, 249; Steinsclineider.
ifchr. Ucbers. p. 244.

M. K.

G.

ARVAD (the classical ARADUS) A town men:

by Ezekiel

(xxvii. 8, 11) as

having contributed

commercial greatness. Men of
the ships and manned the walls of Tyre.
In the genealogical list of Gen. x. 18, and in the corresponding li.st of I Chron. i. 16, Arvad is given as an
offshoot of Canaan, hence tlie term " Arvadite." The
cit}', now. called Ruwad or Ruweida, was built on an
tnaterially to Tyre's

Arvad rowed

very small size of which compelled the
building of tall structures. It early gained prominence as a commercial center, and was able to withstand Thothmes and A.ssurbanipal; but later it became secondary to Tyre, and this was its condition
in the days of Ezekiel. It did not, however, lose its
prestige and importance, for it is mentioned in
I Mace. XV. 23 that Lucius the Consul writes to
Aradus ordering it not to oppress the Jews.
G. B. L.
J. JR.

island, the

ARYEH

(nnx, "lion"): A name commonly
found among the Jews. The first person known to
have borne it lived in the middle of the second century (Pes. 113b). His real name, however, was Judah;
and "Aryeh," or to give the more exact and fuller
form,"Gur Aryeh" (Lion's Whelp), was a complimentary addition to it (borrowed from Gen. xlix. 9).
There is no evidence of any other such use of the
word; but among Italian and German-Polish Jews,
on the other hand, frequent use was made of Aryeh
as a religious name along Avith the secular names
The form
Leo, Leopold, Lowe (Lob, Leib), etc.
" Gur Aryeli " is quite rare, and is to be found only

among the Italian Jews (compare, for instance, Finzi
Gur Arj'eh, seventeenth century; and Judah Gur
Aryeh in Michael's catalogue, "Ozerot Hayyim,"
MS. 37). Judah and Aryeh often appear as the religious names of persons whose secular name is Leon
L. G.

or the like.

ARYEH JUDAH
Jun.Mi

v..

B.

ZEBI HIRSCH.

See

Zi;r.i Iliuscir.

ARYEH LOEB

Dayyan of Lublin, Poland, in
He was the author of
the seventeenth century.
"Likkufc ha-Or" (Collection of Light), in two volumes, the second of which, " Ila-^Iaor ha-Gadol"
(The Greater Light), is as yet unpublished. The
" IIa-]VIaor hafirst, published under the title of
Katan" (The Lesser Light) at Lublin in 1667, con:

commentary on the laws
Hodcsh" (Consecration of the

tains a

pended commentaries.

tioned

168

^laimonides.
Bibliography
!,.

:

Michael,

of "

Kiddush haMoon), by

New

Or ha-nayiiim. No.

528.

J.

o.

L. S.

ARYEH LOEB B. ABRAHAM PORTSCHIronpovF.no, Arteh L5b.
NER.
ARYEH LOEB BEN ASHER: A rabbi and
!>eo

one of the most eminent Talnuidists of his age; born
in Lithuania at the end of the seventeenth century;
died at ]\Ietz June 23, 1785. He was rabl)i in Pinsk,
In
and, later, ju'csident of the yeshibah in Minsk.
1765 he was called as rabbi to Metz, then one of the
most important congregations in Europe. His election was confirmed by royal decree October, 1766.
While his confirmation was still pending, a serious
trouble broke out in the synagogue, which nearly
brought about his resignation. He opposed this prac-

On Pentecost it was customtise of the congregation
ary in ]\Ietz to recite the hymn Akdamut, after the
reading of tlie first verse of the Pentateuch-lesson.
Tlie rabbi objected to this interruption of Scripture,
reading, and ordered the reader to jiroceed, l)ut the
trustees defied his authority and insisted on the traA violent scene followed, and the
ditional usage.
He
ral)bi was compelled to leave the synagogue.
:

;

Arumah
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never afterward entered it except to deliver liis sermons, four times a year; but at the recjuest of members of tlie eongregation who regretted tlieir aetion
on tiie occasion of the discreditable disturbance in
the S3'nagogue, he remained in the lubbiiiate till liis

the Lion). His own works are of the usual scholastic
type.
Aryeh was succeeded by his son, Issachar
Berisch (1747-1807).
eulogy on him is found in

deatli.

Bibliography

Aryeh Loeb was considered one
casuists of his time (see Azulai,

"Shcm ha-Gedolim"

/'.

considered a ela.ssic in casuistic literature. It was published at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, IT."),'); Briinn, 1T9G;

with glosses by j\Ioses Aryeh Loeb ben
Joshua of Wilna, Josefow, 1855; and Wilna, 1874,
with additions from the author's manuscripts and
glosses by his son Asher Loew. In 1781 Aryeh Loeb
published a work containing glosses to the Talmudic
treatises Rosh ha-Shanah, Hugigah, and ^legillali,
together with miscellaneous casuistic novelhe, under
Slavita, 18:33;

the

title

"Ture Eben" (Rows of

Stones).

A

supple-

ment, containing gloi5ses to Ta'anlt, was published at
Wilna in 1863 luider the title "Geburat Ari " (Tlie
Strength of the Lion). Responsa of his are also found
in the collection on the divorce-suit of Cleve. He was
an advocate of the strictest orthodo.xy and a type of
the casuist that never can accept any exposition of
a passage but the literal sense. When the Talmud,
for exami)le, calls Nebuchadnezzar (Hag. ISa) "the
wicked, the son of the wicked, the grandson of
Nimrod the wicked," Aryeh Loeb would not accejit
the explanation that Nebuchadnezzar is called Nimrod's descendant on account of his being of similar
character, but insists that Nebuchadnezzar was, on
the maternal side, a descendant of Nimrod (sec " Ture
Eben," Idh).
Ar3-eh Loeb is ofticially called Lion Asser, which
means Lion (French for Loeb), sou of Asher. His
son, who was rabbi of Carlsruhe and died in 1837,
called himself Asher Loew. Of Aryeh Loeb's di.sciples the most notable were: Raphael Cohen, rabbi
of Altona, and Hayyim, the founder of the rabbinical
college of Volozhin.
BiULKXiKAiMiv

ll(i-Mcat>srf, ii. (U
Jost, Tsrnclitische An)inIni, ii. 18(); Michael, Or lia-Haiiuiin. p. 25:?; A. Kahn, Lcs
I{(ihl>ins (Ic JMctz, in licv. El. Juices, xii. '^X> ct acq.
:

"

'Olat Hodesh," Prague,

1793.
:

Buber, Aiushe Shem, pp. 43

et seq.,

Cracow,

of the keenest

"Shailgat Aryeh"). His yeshibah was well frequented; and he lectured even when, toward the
end of his life, he became totally blind. His chief
work, " Shaiigat Aryeh" (The Roaring of the Lion), is
«.

A

EleazarFleckeles' sermons,

;

D.

ARYEH LOEB B. BARUCH BENDET. See
J>Aiafii Bkndet.
LoEii
ARYEH LOEB B. HAYYIM BRESLAU.
See Hui'.si,.\r Loku iskn Hayyim.
ARYEH LOEB BEN JACOB JOSHUA:
B.

German Talmudist and author; born 1715;
Hanover March 6, 1789. He was a sf)n

died at
of tlie
author of " Pene Yehoshua'," who died as rabbi of
Frankfort-on-the-lMain 1755. In his j'outh he was
his father's assistant, and taught as such in the

yeshihah (academy) about 1745-1750 (see his letters in Israel Lipschlitz' responsa "Or Yi.srael,"
No. 57, Cleve, 1770).
Stdisecjuently lie was called
as rabbi to Skala in Galicia, and in 1761 to Hanover,
where he officiated until liis death. Aryeh edited
the fourth part of his father's work (Flirth, 1780),
and added to it his own novelhe on treatise Baba
Kamina under the title "Pene Arveh " (The Face of

D.

ARYEH LOEB BEN JOSHUA HESHEL.
JdsiiiA Hksiiki,.
See L<)Ki5
ARYEH LOEB HA-KOHEN OF STYRYJI.
See LoKH iia-Koiikn uv Styuv.h.
ARYEH LOEB HA-LEVI. See Loeij iiaLevi ok
ARYEH LOEB HA-LEVI HORWITZ. See
HoKwiTZ, AuYKii LoKi;.
ARYEH LOEB LIPSCHITZ. See Lipschitz.
H.

F.[{i)I)y.

Aryeh

Loeii.

ARYEH LOEB BEN MEYER. See Lou
Aryeh ben MeIr.
ARYEH LOEB MOKIAH. See Loeb
MoKIAIf.
ARYEH LOEB BEN MORDECAI HALEVI. See ErsTEtN LoKi: ben 3Ioia)ECAi.
ARYEH LOEB B. MOSES. See Loeb ben
^loSES IIA-KoilEN.
ARYEH LOEB OF POLNOI. See Loeb of
I'oI.NOI.
ARYEH LOEB B. SAMUEL ZEBI HIRZ.
See liOEB BEN Samuel Zebi Hihz.
ARYEH LOEB BEN SAUL ((ailed also
LEVI SAUL LOEWENSTAM)

:

Polish rabbi

born in Cracow about 1690; died at Amsterdam
He came of a famous family of rabApril 2, 1755.
His father Saul had been rabbi of Cracow; his
bis.
grandfather was Rabbi Hoeschl of Cracow. In 1707
he married Miriam, the oldest daughter of Zebi Ashkenazi, then rabbi in Altona; and continued his studies under his father-in-law, with whom he went to
Amsterdam, and thence to Poland. In the latter
country he was elected rabbi of Dukla. Through
the influence of his relatives lie then obtained the
rabbinical position in Taruopol, the former incumbent having been ousted by the officials of the
government to make room for liim. This interference on the part of the civic authorities naturally
aroused great opposition to him in the congregation,
and in a short time Aryeh Loeb was deposed. Subsequently he was elected rabbi of Rzeszow, and later
on of Glogau. In 1740 he was called to Amsterdam,
call was
where he remained until his death.
extended to him from Prague in 1751, but he did
It is doubtful whether he was rabbi
not accept it.

A

in

Lemberg, as stated by Buber ("Anshe Sheni,"

p. 38).

Aryehvdid not publish any books, and what there

—

of his exists in the works of others as in the
responsa of Zebi Ashkenazi, No. 76; in those of
Mordecai of Dlisseldorf (" Maamar Mordecai," Nos.
62, 63, Brunn,1790), and in the worksof his son Saul,
"Binyan Ariel" (Atnsterdam, 1778)—and shows no
He took an active part in the controoriginality.
versy between Jacob Emden and Jonathan Eybeschlitz, and sided with the former.who was his wife's
brother.
His letters on that controversy are full of
invectives against Eybeschiitz (see Emden's "Sefat
is

—
Aryeh Loeb
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According to the tesJacob Emden (see the
latter's autobiography, "Megillat Sefer," pp. 21, 68,
Warsaw, 1896), he was a man of mediocre abilities,
whose scientific attainments were not above the pracOf his
tical requirements for the rabbinical otfice.
sons, one, Saul Aryeh, was his successor, while the

Emet," p.
timony of

Lemberg,

16,

1877).

his brother-in-law,

who called himself Hirschel Lewin, was
The son of the latter was Chief
rabbi in Berlin.
Rabbi Solomon Herschell of London. See Amsterother,

dam.
Bibliography

:

Buber,

Anahe Shem,

pp. 37 et seq., Cracow,

1895.

D.

ARYEH LOEB OF SHPOLA. See Loeb of
ABYEH LdB TE'OMIM. See Te'omim, L5b

Shpola.

BEN Moses.

ARZA
in Tirzah,

:

The steward of King Elah at the palace,
killed by Zimri (I Kings

where Elah was

G. B. L.

JR.

ARZARETH

:
The name of the land beyond the
great river, far away from the habitation of man, in
which the Ten Tribes of Israel will dwell, observing
the laws of Moses, until the time of the restoration,
according to IV Esd. xiii. 45. Columbus identified
America with this land. (See Kayserling's " Christopher Columbus," translated by Dr. C. Gross, p.

15.)
it

.

.

.

.

.

(I.e.),

.

.

:

who

refers to Isa. xxvii. 13.

Bibliography
;

.

.

;

J.

:

Schlller-Szinessy, In

Neubauer, Jew. Quart. Rev.

Journal of Philology,

1.

111.

16.

JR.

ASA

K.

A Levite, father of Berechiah found
genealogy of the Levites in I Chron. ix. 16.
2. See Asa, Third King of Judah.
:

1.

;

in the

J.

king of Israel, under whom the superior strength of
the northern kingdom assumed a threatening aspect.
Baasha raised a fortress at Ramah, four miles from
Jerusalem and, in order to secure immunity from
his attacks, Asa was obliged to obtain the help of
Ben-hadad I. of Damascus, thus involving the Arameans of Syria for the first time in the affairs of
Israel.
Ben-hadad invaded the most northerly territory of Israel northwest of the Sea of Galilee, and
annexed it to his own dominions. The price paid
to the Syrian king by Asa was taken from the store
of silver in the Temple and the royal palace.
Baasha was forced to retire; and Asa, using the
material of the ruined fortress of Ramah, built Geba
and Mizpah for the defense of his northern frontier
(I Kings XV. 16-22).
Asa also repelled a raid of
;

Egyptians and Ethiopians under Zerah (Osorkon II.)
(II Chron. xiv. 9-15).
According to the narrator in
Kings, Asa was a religious reformer, putting down
impr'-" worship with an unsparing hand (I Kings
XV. 11-15); but, while he was on the whole a wise
and successful ruler, the picture given of him is
somewhat vague. His religious reforms, more particularly, can hardly have been thorough, in so far as
no traces of them are to be observed in the reigns of
his successors.
See Baasha and Ben-hadad.
J.

JR.

J.

McC.

F.

-In Rabbinical Literature According to the
Rabbis, Asa was one of the five men who were distinguished by certain physical perfections possessed
by Adam, but were, on account of their having
abused them, afflicted in these very parts of their
body. Samson was distinguished by his strength, and
behold, "his strength went from him" (Judges xvi.
19) Saul by towering with his neck above the rest,
and behold, " he took a sword and fell upon it " (I
Sam. xxxi. 4) Absalom by his long hair, and behold,
" his liead caught of the oak " (II Sam. xviii.
9) Zedekiah by his eyes, and behold, " they put out tlie eyes of
Zedekiah " (II Kings xxv. 7) Asa by his feet (compare as to Adam B. B. 58«; Tan., Ahare Mot, ed.
Buber, 3) and behold, "in the time of his old age he
was diseased in his feet " (I Kings xv. 23) that is,
he was afflicted with gout. And the reason for this
affliction of Asa was that, when enlisting the whole
of Judah in war he "exempted none " (I Kings xv.
nay,
22), but forced also the students of the Law
even newly married husbands, whom the Law (Deut.
XX. 7) exempts to march along (Sotah 10a). [Pirke
Rabbenu ha-Kadosh, v. 14, ed. Gruenhut,. p. 72, has
Asahel the light-footed (II Sam. ii. 18-23) instead
of Asa.
Compare Pirke R. Eliezer liii., where, instead of five, six are mentioned, Josiah being added
as the sixth, as boasting of and aflflicted in his nostrils (II Chron. xxxv. 22, 23; Ta'an. 226) whereas
Tan., Wa'ethanan, ed. Buber, 1, has seven instead
of five.]
The chronological discrepancy between II Chron.
xvi. 1 and I Kings xvi. 8 is readjusted by the interpretation That the thirty-sixth year of Chronicles
refers to the thirty-six years of the secession of the
nortlicrn kingdom, which was a punishment for
the thirty -six years of Solomon's marriage lo the
:

has been suggested by Schiller-Szinessy, is taken from Deut. xxix. 24-27, "Because they
and went and
forsook the covenant of the Lord
the Lord rooted them out
served other gods
and cast them into another land
of their land
This passage is made to
[erez aheret] as this day. "
refer (in Mishnah Sanh. x. 3) to the Ten Tribes (compare Tosef., Sanh. xiii. 12; Bab. ib. 110b; Yer. ib.
X. 29c; Ab. R. N., ed. Schechter, A, xxxvi. 108, and
Bacher, " Agada der Tannaiten," i. 143). But differ
ent opinions are expressed by Akiba and Eliezer
the traditions are rather confused as to the names
whether the Ten Tribes may be expected to return
or not, since this point is not determined in the
Scriptural verse.
One of them takes the words "as
this day" to signify that "as the day goeth, but
doth not return, so shall they who are cast off not return " the other explains the words " as the day begins with the darkness of the night, but turns into day,
so shall the darkness of their banishment be turned
into bright daylight" (Mishnah Sanh. I.e.).
The
fourth Book of Esdras took the latter view, which
was adopted also by R. Judah ha-Nasi in the Tosefta

The name,

114

7-9).
The most important event of his
was the deliverance of Judah from Baasha,

Kings XV.
reign

I

xvi. 9).
J.
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JR.
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—

ASA

(abbreviation of Asayah).
Biblical
Data Third king of Judah son of Abijam and
grandson of Rehoboam; reigned 917-876 b.c. (I
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

"

"

daughter of Pharaoli, and ended in reality in the
fifteenth year of Asa's reign, when Zerah the Ethiopian was vanquisiied by liim; the alliance between
ihe kingdoms of Israel and [Syria (I Kings xi. 23)
also lasted thirty -six years In obtaining an alliance
with the king of Syria against Baasha by giving
away the gold and silver treasures of the house of
the Lord (I Kings xv. 18), Asa sinned grievously,
for which Ilanani, the seer, sternly rebuked him
(II Chrou. xvi. 7) (Tosef., Sotah, xii. 1, 2; Seder
'01am K. xvi.).
Asa, having contracted a matrimonial alliance with
the wicked house of Omri, brought about the decree
of Heaven that after forty-two years both the houses
of David and of Omri should go down together,
which nearly happened in the time of Ahaziah,
wherefore the latter is said to have been forty -two
years old wlien he ascended the throne (II Chron.
xxii. 2) in contradiction with xxi. 20, and II Kings
viii.
26 (Tosef., Sotah, xii. and Seder '01am R.
xvii.).

Among the treasures which Asa took from Zerah
the Ethiopian, and which Zerah had taken from
Shishak (II Chron. xii. 9, compare xvi. 2), there was
also the marvelous throne of Solomon upon which
all the kings of Judali subsequently sat (Esther R.
while the other great treasures were given by
i. 2)
Asa to the king of Syria to obtain his alliance then
they were taken again by the Ammonites, to be recaptured by Jehoshaphat then they fell into the hands
of Sennacherib, from whom Hezekiah recovered
them, and at the capture of Jerusalem they came
into the hands of the Babylonians; then into those of
the Persians, and afterward of the Macedonians, and
finally of the Romans, who kept them at Rome
(Pes. 119rt; compare III Sibyl. 179 and 351; IV
;

;

;

K.

SR.

ASAD

of the two Arabian-Jewish rabbis
that are said to have instructed the Tobba' AbuKaribali (king of Yemen) in the tenets of the Jewish reThe name of the other was Ka'b; and both
ligion.
belonged to the tribe of the Banu Kuraiza. Ta:

One

bari ("Annales,"

1.

902),

who

relates this incident,

adds that they were the most learned Jews of their
It is, however, noteworthy that older histoage.
rians, like Ibn Ishak and Ibn Ilisham, do not mention their names (see Arabia).

Asaiah

(Treatise on the

Canons of Medicine); (2) " Kitab alof Pleasure), on the retleclion that the
eye beholds in the mirror; (3) " Kitab fi Mizaj Di-

Nazh" (Book

mashka" (Book Containing Three
"Masail Tabiyah

"

Treatises);

(4)

(Questions of Medicine).

BIBLIOGKAPHY: Ihu ahi Usaihia,*'A. Mullcr, il. 118; Carmoly,
HUiUiirc dcH Medccim, p. 71 Steiaschaeider, Hchr. JJilAio;

(iraphie, xv.

i;jl.

G.

I.

ASAHEL.— Biblical

Data

:

1.

Br.

Sou of Zeruiah,

Chron. ii. 10). He was noted as a
swift runner.
As one of the thirty heroes of David
(II Sam. xxiii. 24; I Chrou. xi. 26), he had command
of the army in thefouith month (I Chron. xxvii. 7).
After the defeat of the forces of Ishbosheth, he pursued Abner (II Sam. ii. 18, 19). Asahel was, however, killed by Abner, who in revenge was slain by
Joab (II Sam. iii. 27). 2. Father of Jonathan, who
opposed Ezra's policy of putting away foreign wives
(Ezra X. 15). 3. A Levite sent by Jehoshaphat to
teach the men of Judah the "book of the law of
God " (II Chron. xvii. 8). 4. A Levite assigned by
sister of

David

Hezekiah to

Temple
J.

(II

(I

collect the tithes

Chron. xxxi.

and offerings

in the

13).

G. B. L.

JR.

In Rabbinical Literature
Asahel, son of
Zeruiah, was so fleet that he overtook deer; and
when he ran over a field of ripening corn, the ears of
:

grain did not even bend, but remained erect as if
untouched. When his time had come, however, he
could not move an inch, and was slain by Abner
(See Joab.) To
(Eccl. R. ix. 11; Yalk., Jer. 285).
Asahel was applied the verse " I returned, and saw
under the sun, that the race is not to the swift
:

(Eccl. ix. 11).
J.

Sibyl. 145).
J.
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L. G.

SR.

ASAHEL, HAYYIM

:

Rabbi and author who

lived in Salonica during the first half of the eighteenth century. He was the son of Benjamin AsaHayyim Asahel
hel, the chief rabbi of that city.
was the author of a Hebrew work entitled "Sam

Hayyai "

(Spice of

My Life), a

collection of addresses

and responsa, which was published after his death
by his son Benjamin (Salonica, 1746). He lived for
some years at Jerusalem, and was commissioned to
collect subscriptions throughout Asia Minor for the
poor of Palestine. He died at Smyrna while on this
mission.

Bibliography

:

Gratz,

GescMchte der Juden,

v. 92.

PL HiR.

G.

AS'AD AL-DIN, YA'KUB IBN ISHAK
ALi-MAHALLI Egyptian physician; lived in
:

Cairo toward the end of the twelfth century and at
He was born in althe beginning of the thirteenth.
Mahallah, a city between Cairo and Damietta. Ibn
Abi Usaibia, in his history of the Arabic physicians,
praises As'ad highly and speaks of him as one of
the most renowned scholars and physicians of that
In 1201 As'ad went to Damascus, where he
time.
engaged in many controversies with the local physicians, among whom wasSadaka ben Munajjali, the
Samaritan. He returned to Cairo, where he died.
Ibn Abi Usaibia mentions the following works
of As'ad: (1) "Makalah fi Kawanin Tabiyah

IL— 11

Bibliography: Azulal, Shem ha-Gedolim,
Michael, Or ha-Hayiiim, No. 895.

11.

s.v.

""nDD;

M. Fr.

G.

ASAIAH:
who, with

1.

A prince

others, attacked

of the tribe of Simeon
and captured Gedor, and

2. Servant of
settled there (I Chron. iv. 36).
he Avas sent, in company
by

Josiah,

whom

King
with

Ahikam, Shaphan, Achbor, and Hilkiah, to inquire
concerning the book of the Law that had been found
in the Temple (II Kings xxii. 12, 14; II Chron.
xxxiv. 20). 3. A Levite appointed to take part in
bringing back the Ark and in the service of song
after its return (I Chron. vi. 15 [A. V. 30] xv. 6,
4, A Shilonite residing in Jerusalem (I Chron.
11).
identical with Maaseiah (Neh. xi. 5).
ix. 5)
;

;

J.

JR.

Cr-

B. L.

"

Ascarelli

ASAPH:

A

son of Berechiali or Berachiah.
1.
2. The fatlier of
(See AsAiMi ben Berechiah.)
Joali, chronicler at the court of Hezekiah (II Kings
xviii. 18, 37; II Chron. xxix. 13; Isa. xxxvi. 3, 22).
3. Tiie keeper of the forests of Artaxerxes, probably
in Palestine, in the time of
J.

Nehemiah (Neh.

ii.

The name

is pre4. Eponym of a musical gild.
fixed as the title of authorship to twelve psalms (1.
Ixxiii.-lxxxiii.) in the second and third books of the
;

The name appears only

in the later histor-

In the original documents of Ezra and
Nehemiah (Ezra ii. 41 Neh. vii. 44—about 400 B.C.)
the singers are all designated as "sons of Asaph,"
and are distinct from the Levites. In Neh. xi. 22,
however, the overseer of the Levites at Jerusalem
is described as "of the sons of Asaph, the singers."
According to the chronicler (about 250 B.C.), the
sons of Asaph were Levites, and there were three
bands or gilds of singers descended respectively from
ical writings.

;

Asaph Heman(Ps. Ixxxviii.) and Ethan (Ps. Ixxxix.),
Jeduthun (I Chron. xv. 17, xvi. 41, xxv. 1-6; II
Chron. v. 12, xxxv. 15). The chronicler further represents Asaph as a contemporary of David, and as
or

the founder of the gild of Asaphite singers (I Chron.
See Ethan,
xvi. 4-7; Ezra iii. 10; Neh. xii. 46).

Jeduthun, Psalms.
J.

J. P-

JR.

ASAPH

("

Mar Rab")

"Mar Rab," he was

:

To judge from

o_ne of the

Geonim

(see

P-

the title

Gaon).

and, presumably, lived about the middle of the ninth
century. The name occurs in a Cairo Genizah fragment, whose author was possibly Judah b. Barzilai
This Asaph may be identical with
of Barcelona.
the Asaph who figures as one of the transmitters of
the Massorah traditions (anonymous chronicle in
Neubauer, "Medieval Jewish Chronicles," i. 174;
here DDK is very likely a misprint for f]DX): but
there are no grounds for connecting him with the

physician Asaph.
Bibliography: Jewish
J.

Q^iai-terlu

Review,

ix. 675-678.

L. G.

SH.

ASAPH BEN BERECHIAH

One

:

of the cap-

tive Levites carried off to Assyria (I Chron. vi. 24

[A.V. 39]), and whom Arabic and later Jewish legend
says was Vezir of Solomon (Al-Nadim, "Kitab-alFihrist,"

i.

19; Jellinek, "B.

H."

v. 23).

To him

is

ascribed a very remarkable treatise on medicine,
called "Sefer Asaf," "Midrash Refu'ot," or "Sefer
Refu'ot" probably the oldest treatise of its kind in
Hebrew manuscripts of which exist in the libraries

—
—

of Florence, Paris, Munich, Vienna (Piiisker 15, fragmentary), London (Almanzi collection; see Stein-

Hebr. Bibl." v. 23), and Oxford. The
contents of these manuscripts vary but, in general,
they contain treatises on the Persian months, l)hysiology, embryology, the four periods of man's life,
the four winds, diseases of various organs, hygiene,
medicinal ]ilants, medical calendar, the j)ractise of
medicine, as well as an antidotariuin, urinology,
aphorisms, and tlie Ilippocratic oath.
The introduction is in the lorin of the later ]Mid-

schnci<ler, "

;

and ascribes the origin of medicine to Sheni,
the son of Noah, who received it from the angels.

rash,

The only authorities cited are " the books of tlie wise
men of India," and a "book of the ancients." from
which the [)resent work was translated. Mar Mor,
the Christian of Salerno; Mar Joseph, the physician;
Boufils,

the physician

;

Rudolf,

the

physician in

Worms; Samuel, the physician, etc., occur in adSteinditions made to the Oxford manuscript.
schneider and L5w, however, have shown that the

8).

G- A. B.

ju.

Psalter.
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Asapli

of medicinal plants goes back to Dioscorides:
and the aphorisms can only be a working over of
In other
the well-known treatise of Hippocrates.
list

places, Steinschneider has suspected the influence of

Galen.

There are

verj'

few indications affording any clue
and place in which he

to the author or to the time

wrote.

The author's name

varies:

"Asaph

ha-

Yehudi " (Asaph the Jew), "Asaph
Katan" (Asaph the little). "Asaph liaOn the
Author's Rofe " (Asaph the physician), "Asaph
he-Hakam" (Asaph the wise man). In
Name.
the Bodleian manuscript this name is
coupled with that of Johanan ha-Yarhoni, which
Furst takes to mean " of Jericho." In the Paris manuscript (No. 1197, 7) the name reads "Asaph ben
Berechiah ha-Y^arhoni" (Asaph the astronomer). In
one place in the Bodleian manuscript Judah haY'arhoni is mentioned, and in a later part Samuel
Yarhiuai.
A Johanan ben Zabda is mentioned together with Asaph in connection with the Ilippocratic oath.

In the quasi-historical introduction, Asaph is
Rapplaced between Hippocrates and Dio.scorides.
oport saw in the name Asaph a corruption of either
^sop or ^sculapius, and thought that the author
might be identical either with Shabbethai Donnolo
Neubauer (" Orient und Occident,
or Isaac Israeli.
ii. 659, 767) held that Asaph was a Christian of the
eleventh century, who wrote origiuully in Arabic,
and whose work was translated into Hel)rew fi'om
The more correct view seems to be that
the Latin.
it was translated from some Syriac original, as Steinschneider holds. Hebrew, Aramean, Persian, Greek,
This would
and Latin technical terms abound.
place its composition somewhere in northern Syria
or in Mesopotamia, rather than in Palestine, as Zunz
thought.
In this connection it is interesting to note

Solomon ben Samuel of Urgendsh (Gurgany)
makes free use of Asaph's list of plants in the Persian-Hebrew lexicon which he composed in the fourteenth century (Bacher, "Ein Hebriiisch-Persisches

that

Worterbuch,"

p. 41).

of composition can only be determined
in a general way from the quotations of the work in
Jewish literature. Donnolo (born 925
Date of in Oria), if Kaufmann is right ("Die
Composi- Sinne," p. 150), is the oldest known

The date

authority who quotes the work; and
till Gedaliah ibn Yahya (sixteenth century) there were about a dozen authorities, among
tiiem Hai Gaon and Rashi, who mention Asaph's
book. The date of composition would thus be in
the ninth or tenth century, about the time at which
Dioscorides was translated into Syriac. There is a
legend that Socrates was a pu])il of Asaph (Stein.schiieider, "Hebr. Uebers." p. 870).
A Latin rendering of a portion of the work is to
tion.

"

be found in a Paris manuscript (No. 655,
the

Asaph

Steinit has been published by Neubauer.
schneider suggests that the name occurs in a corrupted form in a Greek manuscript, "Viaticum"
(Paris, MS. No. 2241), as 'Aaitl) vtof 'I/ja«/ou."

nata";

book with any special religious character, but to
prevent the publication of any work that was likely
afterward to be destroyed by the censor appointed
by the Inquisition. It would also serve the purpose

A oomplete description of the work is piven by
Steinschneider in Hthr. Bibl. xi.x. 35, M. 84, Wt. The introduction has been printed bv .lellinek in Bet ha-Midrash, iii.
155, and the Hippucratic oath by Fuenn in KarmrU i. 239,

BiBLlOGR.\PHY

:

in .U(ll/a^s^c/^n7^ viii. 2(Ci; compare SteinA number of quotations will be found in
I.e.
Kaufmann, Die Shnie. Index, .v.r. The Aramaic terniinoloKy

and bv Dukes

In later
of safeguarding the author's copyright.
times the license was transformed into a recom-

schneider,

has been studied

Liiw in Anunilisclir I'tlaiiziuiianifu,

l)y

(ouipare also \V(jlf, i{i7)/. Hehr. iv. 789;
p. 24 ct i>a.-<!<iin.
idem, Jcwiah LitSteinschneider, Dinniiih) (18t)8). jxi.-'siin
Rapoport, in Ozar Iin-lJ<ihinali, ed. J. Baerature, p. 'M7
(ieiper's
Jlid. Zcit18.t6);
Zunz,
in
(Vienna,
rasch, p. iii.
fichrift, iv. 199, reprinted in his Gemmintltr Sclirifteii, i.
t).J9,
7(17
Occident,
ii.
idem.
<_»-ie)it
uitd
in
Neubiiuer,
169;
Cat. Bodl. Hchr. MSS. No. 2i:i8 Furst, Gesch. dcr Karacr,
277.
vi.
Mduatssclirift,
pp. 24, 139;
:

:

:

;

G.

L. G.

ASAHAMEL A

name

:

meaning
The readthe name of a
is the name or

of uncertain

and intent occurring in I IMacc.
ing, as it has come down, gives

xiv. 28.
it

as

place; but it is possible that it really
a title of Simon. In support of the first view it has
been suggested that it is a corruption of "Hazar
'Am El " "(Court of the People of God). Wernsdorf,
Grimm, and others see in the word the title of Simon,

"Sar 'Am El

"

JK.

or

ASHARELAH

A.saphites appointed
ice,

according to

I

by David

Chron. x.w.

to the
2).

mendation.

One of the
Temple serv:

In veise 14 the

same personage appears as " Jesharelah." The readings " Asarelah " and " Jesarelah " (with s) seem preferable.
The variation in the initial syllable has a

Bibliography

ii.

13).

The name

itself

may be

('t^'^^<,

I

ASCAMA (nrD3Dn

;

plural

ASCARELLI, DEBORAH

:

Tiie

now exist. The ascamot of the
English communities, framed in 1004, were translated
from the original Portuguese into English in the year
They correspond somewhat to tiie " tekanot
1819.
of the Ashkenazic communities, though the latter
are more limited in their scope, and more like "decisions in council " on certain affairs of communal
these communities

interest.

Among

the

Ashkcnazim the word

form of "Ascama")

is

"

haskamah

Italian

poetess,

seventeenth century.
x\s early as loOU Deborah was

known

in

Rome

as

She translated into Italian verse
a poetess of talent.
the second section of part two of Moses Rieti's "Mikdash Me'at," which, under the title "Me'on ha-Sho-

was recited in the Italian synagogues.
"Teinpio di oratori" commenced as folloAvs:

alim,"

This

di chi chiede em fin perfetto
Di chi ricerca sol gratia e aniore
E da vita il tuo fronto benedetto."

"Tempio

It

was published

in 1601-2

by David

del la

Rocca

;

name

given by Spunisli and Portuguese Jewish communities to the laws governing their internal adThese laws, ap]iroved and accepted
ministration.
as binding by the members, called in general " Yehidim," were, for the most part, framed upon ancient
models. They are a survival, to a certain extent,
of the old internal admini.stration of the Jewries of
Spain and Portugal. Originally written in Spanish
or Portuguese, they have been translated into the
respective vernacidars of the countries in which

(correct

:

(Venice, 31 pp.), together with Deborah's translation
of Bahya's "Tokehah" (Admonition to the Soul);
Rabbenu Nissim's " Longer Confession " the Seph-

Jr.

See Asiikelon.

Ascamot)

W. Popper, The Censorshi}} of Hebrew Bfiokit,

M. Ga.

Chron.

plus an emphatic ending "ti." See Kittel's note in
"S. B. O. T." to Chron. iv. 16.

ASCALON (ASKELON).

:

D.

a distortion of Israel

J.

—

1899, pp. 39, 44, 94, lUO.

parallel in "Jesse," usually written "Yisliai" (^C"),

but which appears once as "Ishai"

—

Formerly the Mahamad that is, the governing
of the Sephardic communities also claimed a
similar right to grant the licen.se for any book pubHakam David Nieto
lished under its jurisdiction.
published his "Matteh Dan " in London (1714) without any haskamah, but "con licencia de los Senores
del Mahamad " (with the license of the Mahamad).
In the same manner every local authority claimed
See
the right to grant or to refuse such a license.
Approbation, Censorship.

body

and wife of Giuseppi Ascarelli; lived at Venice at
the end of the sixteenth and at the beginning of the

^Prince of the People of God).
G. B. L.

ASARELAH

Ascarelli

the sense of approbation, and is chietty employed as
the name of a permit for the publication of a book.
This haskamah or license had t(j be signed by at
The first instance of this kina
least three rabbis.
of censorship seems to have occurred in \~)~A in Italy
(see I. Abraham's "Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,"
pp. 69 et seq.), not for the purpose of stamping the

under

6),

"Distinctio Mundi Secundum Ma.t^istrum
Ilcljra'Uiii, Qualitcr Terra Permauet Ordi-

title

J.

Asaph
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"

used exclusively in

ardic 'Abodah for the Day of Atonement; some
and an anonymous
original poems of Deborah,
poem, supposed to have been written by the editor.
The work was intended for liturgical purposes, and

Deborah's
the Hebrew originals.
translations keep close to the Hebrew text, but are
spirited and full of real poetic fire. Nothing further

contained also

is

known

of her

life.

(?f.s Juifa. Ix. 31, 8tW;KayFraiioi. pp. 159, a-)4; Mortara, InCat. Bodl. col. Iii88;
Steinschneider,
dicc Alt'aheticiKs.\-.;
idem, ^i[llnats.'<cl^rift. xliii. 92; (ihitz, Gcsch. der Jndcii. .id
Rmn, ii. 194 ; Vogelin
Gc.-'cli.dcrJuden
ed., p. 132 ; Berliner,
stein and Rieger, Get^ch. dcr Jndcii in Rom, ii. 2t}4. 2tV).
Bit.
I.
G.

Bibliography: Basnape, HiMnirc
serlinfr.

Die JUdisclicii

ASCARELLI, MOSES VITA (JEHIEL):
Physician at Rome; died Dec. 11, lSb9. He received
his early education at the Talmud Torah in that
city, and later studied medicine at the University of
Rome. During the cholera epidemic in 1867 he
distinguished himself by his disinterested labors, in
recognition of which he received a medal from Pope

Ascari
Asceticism

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Ascarelll took an active interest in tlie
organization of the Jewish community in Rome, and
was one of tlie founders of tlie " Societa di Fratellenza," for the dissemination of education among
poor Jews and the development among tliem of a

Pius IX.

and

taste for art

Amid

tlie

professions.

many

occupations, Ascarelli found time
Jewish literature, and was a frequent contributor under the pseudonym "Emet lehis

to contribute to

Ya'akob" to the Hebrew journal "Ha-Maggid," for
which he wrote many poems and articles on the condition of Italian Jews under Pope Pius IX.
Ascarelli translated from Hebrew into Italian the work
"Nahalali le-Yisrael " (A Heritage unto Israel), a responsum sent by the chief rabbi, I. M. Hazan; in
connection with a disputed inheritance in the GalAscarelli translated also, from French
lichi family.
into Hebrew, under the title "Sefer'Am Polanim
we-Gere Polanim," the work of the Po]i.sh poet
Mickiewicz, "Le Livre de la Nation Polonaise et des
Pelerins Polonais. " He u.sed to preach in the Catalan Synagogue; and one of his sermons has been
printed under the title "Panigerico sull' Elezione
d'Israele nel Tempio I.sraelitico di Koma il Sciavuot
5640 [May 17, 1880] per I'lniziazione alia Maggiorita
Religiose del Figlio Angelo Raffaele e altri Giovanelli della

Communione."

Bibliography

Rom,

li.

Voselstein and Rieger, Gescli. dcr Jvdcn in
Zeitlin, Bibliotheca Hebraica,
Bibliographisches Lexicon, p. 566.
:

380, 405, 408, 409

p. 6; Lippe,

;

8.

I.

Br.

ASCARI or AZKARI, ELAZAR BEN
MOSES BEN ELAZAR Rabbi and author of
:

the sixteenth century; styled by Azulai "Ir weKaddish " (Angel and Saint); a pupil of R. Joseph
Sagis, the colleague of Joseph Caro. He lived at
Safed.
Ascari was a founder of the "Sukkat Shalom"
(Tabernacle of Peace) a society devoted to religious
meditations and wrote in its interest in 1585 his
work " Haredim " (The Devout Ones), which deals
with the three principles of religious devotion: the
knowledge of God, the strict observance of His
commandments, and penitence. The section on the
Commandments deals separately with the mandatory
and prohibitory laws, and includes also those that
can be observed only in Palestine. In the section
on penitence, Ascari expresses his opposition to imnecessary fasting as a means to repentance. The
work is permeated by a spirit of broad humanity

—

—

coupled with humility and holiness.
Although Ascari understood the Cabala, and was
personally acquainted with Isaac Luria whom he
describes as "our holy cabalist, on whom the Holy
Spirit rests, as he speaks .so wondrously "
lie can
not be counted among the cabalists. A.scari's commentary on the treatis(! Berakot of the Talmud
Yerushalmi was published in the Jitomir edition

—

—

of the latter

Willawski's

work (186G), and was reprinted
new edition of the same.
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ASCENSION The translation to heaven of a
few chosen ones, either to remain there in lieu of
dying, or merely to receive revelations and then to
return to earth. The ascensions of Enoch (Gen. v.
:

and Elijah

164

Kings ii. 11) were of the former
the Babylonians and the classic
peoples of antiquity the belief was wide-spread that
extraordinarily pious men who had led blameless
24)

(II

Among

nature.

were permitted by God to leave the world
without sullering death. Tiie Babylonian legends
tell of Xisuthros that he was caught up into heaven
because he found favor in the sight of God (Berosus,
ed. Ilichter, 1825, p. 57; Eusebius, [Armenian] ed.
Mai, p. 14), and of Etana-Gilgamesh riding on an eagle
to heaven, "whence the earth appears as a hill and
the sea as a basin " (see Harper, in Delitzsch and
llaupt's "Beitriige zur Assyriologic," ii. 391-408;
and Jastrow, "Religion of Babylon and Assyria,"
pp. 520-522); the latter reappears in the Alexander legend (see Yer. 'Ab. Zarah iii. 42c; Meissner,
"Alexander und Gilgamos," p. 17). The Biblical
accounts of the ascensions of Enoch and Elijah do
not therefore contradict the different theories on
death found in Genesis (compare Death), which
latter do not exclude exceptions.
In addition to the
tirst two mentioned, other personages are spoken
of in post-Biblical accounts as not tasting death
The apocryphal literature includes
(II Esd. iv. 26).
Baruch among such men (" Apocalypse [Syriac] of
Baruch," xiii. 3), and so does the rabbinical literature
(compare Baruch, in Rabbinical Literature), as
lives

well as Ezra (II Esd., end) and Moses ("AssumpMosis," X. 12), and this notwithstanding that the
latter's death is definitely mentioned in the Bible.
The following list of persons who were taken up
into heaven is found in rabbinical literature: Enoch
Elijah (Biblical); Eliezer, Abraham's
(Biblical);
steward; EbedMelek, Zedekiah'sEthiIn Rabbin- opian slave, who rescued Jeremiah
from death (Jer. xxxviii. 7 et seq.);
ical
Literature. Iliram of Tyre, the builder of Solomon's Temple; Jabez (I Chron. iv. 10
et seq.); Serah, Asher's daughter; Bithiah (I Chron.
Pharaoh's daughter, the foster-mother of
iv. 18)
Moses; and of later times the amora Joshua b. Levi,
and a grandson of Judah ha-Nasi, whose name is not
given (Yalk., Gen. 42; Ezek. 367; Derek Erez Zutta
i.
end; compare Epstein, "Mi-Kadmoniyot," pp.
Ill, 113, and Kohler, "The Pre-Talmudic Haggada"
According to
in "Jew. Quart. Rev." v. 417-419).
the Rabbis, all these personages are in paradise,
which in later times was supposed to be heaven;
therefore, the Bible may well say that Elijah ascended into heaven; see also Jonah, in Rabbintio

;

ical Literature.
In addition to these there are others who a.scended
heaven temporarily, returning after a time to
The Biblical prototype of theseis Moses,
the earth.
who went up unto God in order to receive the Torah;
and the later legends mention several pious men,
who, like Moses, received instruction and revelation
ill heaven, accounts of which arc given in the apocryphal works Tnio Apocalypse ok Ahhaiiam, Testament OK Abraham, Apocalypse [Greek] op
Baruch. In post-Biblical times, also, jiersons rePaul is not the only
ceived revelations in paradise.
one who believed himself to liave been taken up into
heaven for a generation later the Jews spoke; of the
four rabbis who entered paradise. Although variinto

;

ous attempts were made to interpret

tliis

passage

(Hag.

p. 14b; Tosef., ib.

ii.

ratively, as early as the

3) allegorically or ligu-

gaon Samuel

b.

Hopbni,

was followed, mutatis mHtdudin, by Griltz in
moilcru times, the expression DTlD? DJDJ ("to enter
wiio

paradise")

— exactly corresponding to the phrase DJ3J

py P^ ("to enter the garden of Eden") (compare
Ab. K. N. XXV., ed. Schechter, p. 40) means nothing else than that these four men, Elisha b. Abuyah,
'Akil)a, Ben 'Azzai, and Ben Zoma, actually entered
into the heavenly paradise.
Later Midrashini mention the Ascension of Ishmael
b. Elisha, said to have been one of the martyrs during the Hadrianic persecutions. These
The
men, together Avith Akiba and his
Later
teacher Nehunyah b. ha-Kaneh, were
Midrashim. known in the mysticism of the time
of the Geonim as the triumvirate of
the naDIKJ
("the riders in the heavenly chariot"),
llai Gaon narrates that during this period a
certain class of mystics Avere able, by various mauipuhitions, to enter into a state of autohypuosis, in
which they declared they saw heaven open before

—

mv

tbein and beheld its mysteries.
It was believed that
he only could undertake this " j\Ierkabah-ride " who
was in possession of all religious knowledge, observed all the commandments and precepts, and
was almost supcrhumanly pure in his life (" Hekalot
Babbati," xiii., xiv., xx.). This, however, was regarded usually as a matter of theory and less perfect men also attempted by fasting and prayer to
free their senses from the impressions of the outer
Avorld, and succeeded in entering into a state of ecstasy in which they recounted their heavenly visions.
A more modern form of this kind of Ascension is
the nOtJ'J rchv (Ascension of the Soul) of the Hasidim. The founder of Hasidism, Israel
Hasidism. Baal Shem-Tob, speaks of his Ascension a belief that appears still more
;

—

pronounced among later representatives of that sect,
who, in their state of ecstasy, either believed or pretended to believe that they had been caught up into
lieaveu. Compare Cab.\la, Enoch, Hasidism, ]\IerKABAII-RIDERS,
Bibliography
note

7

;

:
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Charles,

Apocalypse of Baruch,

1896, p. 73

Bloch, in Monatsschrift, xxxvii. 20-25.
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ASCENSION OF ISAIAH.

—

pose was forbidden "Hukkah hakkakti; we'enattem reshuyim leharher ahareha " (I have decreed the

but j'ou are not permitted to inquire into its
Yoma676; Sifra, Ahare, xiii.).
At all events, Judaism is of a temper which is fatal
to asceticism; and the history of both Judaism and
the Jews is, on the whole, free from ascetic aberrastatute

;

reasons;

Fundamental to the teachings of Judaism is
the thought that the world is good. Pessimism has no
standing-ground. Life is not under the curse. The
doctrine of original sin, the depravity of man, has
tions.

never had foothold Avithin the theology of the synagogue. It never held sway over the mind and the
In consequence
religious imagination of the Jcavs.
of this the body and the flesh were never regarded
by them as contaminated, and the appetites and passions were not suspected of being rooted in evil.
The appeal to mortify the flesh for the sake of pleasing Heaven could not find voice in the synagogue.
Asceticism is indigenous to the religions which
posit as fundamental the Avickedness of this life and
Biuldhi.sm,
the corruption under sin of the flesh.

than of Catholic Christianity. The as.sumpfound in the views of the Montanists and
others, that concessions made to the natural appetites may be pardoned in those that are of a lower
degree of holiness, Avhile the perfectly holy Avill
refuse to yield in the least to carnal needs and de-

and to be ascetics. In this usage
the twofold application to the mode of living and
the results attained which marks the later theological implication of the term is clearly discernible.
ascetic training,

—

—

From

the arena of physical contests the word easily
passed over to that of spiritual .struggles; and preCliristian writers S]K'ak of the "askesis" of the soul
or of virtue— the discipline of the .soul, or the exer-

But the physical idea, no less than
underlies tlie meaning of the term in
medieval Christian parlance. The monastery, as the
place Avhcre the required life of abstemiousness is
lived under rigorous regulation and discijiline, becomes the "asketeriou," a word which to the clascise in virtue.

the moral,

ascription of utility, either moral or material, to the
divine laws. They were simply divine commandments, and to inquire into their origin or their pur-

term derived from the Greek
meaning "to practise strenuously," "to
Athletes were therefore said to go through
:

exercise. "

;

the "ascetikoi," the ascetics, under discipline attaining unto the perfect practise.
It is thus seen that both the term and the idea
which the term expresses are of non-Jewish origin
and implications. Judaism can not
Nonbe said to encourage Asceticism, even
Jewish.
in the restricted sense of discipline.
Rationalists have indeed affected to
construe the ritual legalism of both the Pentateuch
and the later rabbinical codes as a disciplinary
scheme, devised by God or man with the view of
bringing men under rigid restriction of freedom of
action, in the satisfaction of the appetites and the
control of the passions, to a higher degree of moral
perfection.
But even before comparative studies
had shown that most, if not all, of the so-called disciplinary contrivances of the Mosaic scheme rest on
notions altogether other than those assumed, the
rigorous constructionists among Jewish theologians
put themselves on record as utterly inimical to the

therefore, as Avell as Christianity, leads to ascetic
Monasteries are institutions of Buddhism
practises.

ASCETICISM A
(iffww,

Greek conveyed only the notion of a place reserved for physical exercise while the monks were
sical

See Isaiah, As-

cension OF.
verb

Ascari
ABceticism
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no

less

tion,

detected also in some of the teachings
The ideal of holiness of both
the Buddhist and the Christian saint culminates in
poverty and chastity: i.e., celibacy. Fasting and
other disciplinary methods are resorted to to curb
Under a strict construction of the meanthe flesh.
ing of Asceticism, it is an error to assume that its
sires, is easily

of

Gautama Buddha.

history
in

may

be extended to embrace also certain rites
to fetishism and nature-

vogue among devotees

^Mutilations, the sacrifice of the hair,
Avorship.
dietary observances and prohibitions, Avhich abound

Asceticism
Ascetics

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

in all forms of religion at a certain stage of development, do not spring from the notion of the sinfulness of tlie natural instincts aud of

Torture
of
the Flesh.

Nor is the sacrificial scheme in
life.
any Avay connected with Asceticism.
The

idea of privation
If the offering

it.

is

was a

foreign

to

gift to the

Deity and as such entailed upon the offerer the parting with something of value, the expectation which
animated him was invariably that of receiving rich
But whatever theory must be accepted in
return.
explanation of the various rites of mutilation, and
of the sacrificial ritual, certain it is that Judaism
from the beginning set its face most sternly against
Mutithe one, and materially restricted the other.
lations for whatever purpose and of whatever charFuneral horrors
acter were absolutely prohibited.

and superstitions were not

tolerated.

The

Levitical

code restricted sacrifices to one place. The priests
only were entrusted with the office at the altar. And,
if the Prophets are the truest expoimders of the
ideals and ideas of the religion of Israel, even the
sacrificial and sacerdotal system, with its implications of extraordinary and precautionary cleanliness
and physical abstemiousness, was of little vital moment.
Fasting, which plays so essential a part in the
practises of a.scetics, found otficial recognition only

development of the Day of Atonement. The
Prophets, again, had little patience with fasting.
There are some obscure allusions to fast days of popular observance but the Prophets of exilic and postexilic days insist on the futility of this custom.
Isaiah (Iviii.), while appealing for a broader charity and deeper sense of justice, maintains that these,
and not fasting, are the expression of a will sanctiIt is characteristic of the attitude of
fied unto God.
later Judaism that this very chapter has been assigned for the Ilaftarah for the Day of Atonement,
the one penitential fast-day of the synagogue.
Nevertheless, fasting among the Jews was reThe Book of
sorted to in times of great disti'ess.
Esther, of late date, illustrates this
for the period included in the Biblical
Fasting,
canon. Rabbinical sources prove the
growing tendency to abstain from drink and food
whenever memories of disaster marked the days of
the synagogal calendar, or instant danger threatened
In the scheme of the synagogue
the community.
the one fast-day of the Bible received no less
than twenty-two as companions (compare Fasting).
Still, it maj' be doubted whether this multiplication
of fast-daj-s can be taken as a sign of an increased
tendency to Asceticism. Probably the theory of
Robertson Smith ("The Religion of the Semites," p.
411?) still holds good to a larg(! extent in ex])lauation

in the

;

of

many

of the t'ast-ol)servaiKcs of later Judaism, as

undoubtedly

it does for the voluntary and occasional
fast-days meiitioncjd in the historical books of the
Bible; namely, that Oriental lasting is merely a
])reparation for the eating of the sacrificial meal.
The rabbinical injunction, not to eat too late a meal
on the eve of the Sabl)aMi(lay, so as to enjoy all

the more that of the Sal)batli, tends to corroborate
the theory.
Perhaps this also underlies the rabbinical report that some examples of rabbinical
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piety fasted every Friday (in preparation for the
Sabbath).
Among tlie Rabbis some are mentioned as great and
Rabbi Zeira especially is rememconsistent fasters.
bered for his fondness of this form of piety. Yet to
make of him an ascetic would transcend the bounds
of truth.
He fasted that he might forget his Babylonian method of teaching before emigrating to PalesThe story continues
tine (B. M. Sr)i().
Ascetics
that he abstained from drink aud food
in Talmud, for the period of one hundred days, in

order that hell-fire might later have
no power over him. Simon ben Yohai is depicted
as an ascetic in the traditions preserved in rabbinical
literature.
But exposed to persecutions under the
Hadrian regime, and often in danger of his life, his
whole mind was of an exceptionally' somber turn for a
Jewish teacher. Moreover, his ascetic practises were
not inspired by a consciousness of the futility of this
life and its sinfulness, but by the anxiety to fulfil to
the letter the Law, to ponder on the Torah day and
night.
He begrudged the hours necessary for the
care of the body as so many precious moments stolen
from the study of the holy Law. He envied the generation of the desert who had been fed on heavenly
manna, and were thus absolved from the care for
their daily bread; an echo of this sentiment may be
detected in the petition of Jesus for daily bread (on
Simon b. Yohai, see Bacher, "Ag. Tan." ii. 70-149).
Still, with all these seeming leanings to ascetic
conduct, these rabbis did not encourage individual
The community in distress did indeed profasting.
claim a public fast; aud it was the duty of the loyal
member to participate. For he who would not
share in the distress would have no part in the conThe habitual
solation of the people (Ta'an. 11 (0This judgment was
faster was called a sinner (ib.).
enforced by an appeal to the Biblical text in connection with the "Nazir's" (Nazarite's) expiatory sacRabbi Zeira would not permit
rifice (Num. vi. 11).
his discii^les to indulge in extraordinary practises of
self-restraint, if they presumed thereby to refieet on
the piety of others saner than they. The title apjilied to such an adept at saintly practises is characteristically deprecatory for his attitude of mind: his
conduct is declared to smack of conceit, if not of
hypocrisy (Yer. Ber. ii. He/).
The attempt has been made to explain the Biblical
Nazaritesas forerunners of monastic orders addicted
Peiitateuchal
to the ])ractise of ascetic discipline.

concerning them shows them to have
merely tolerated. IModern criticism explains
their peeuliarilies as arising from motives other than
The
those that determine the conduct of ascetics.
Biblical Nazirs, forerunners of the Nebi'im (Prophets), were ]"irotestants against the adojition of the customs and the religious rites of tiie Canaanites. In
llieir dress and mode of life the)'' emphasized their
loyalty to Yirwir, enthroned on the desert mountain.
AV'ine and the crown of hair were .saci'ed to the gods
Their very appearance emphasized
of the land.
And in later days
deities.
tlieir rejection of the
legislation
l)een

ww

took the; Nazarite vow was
One is inclined to the opinion
that no case occurred in which the Pentateuchal provisions became elTeetive.

the

number

of lliose
exceedingly small.

tiiat

Nor juay the Esseuos be classed amoug the order
While some of tiieir institutions, notaof ascetics.
bly celibacy, appear to lend support to the theory
that would class them as such, their fundamental
doctrines show no couuectiou with the pessimism
that

Essenes
not

of the pure

is

icisni.

tists;

the essential factor in Ascet-

They were

political indilTereu-

they were but

little, if

at

all,

under the sway of national aspirations.

Ascetics,

They stood for
They
just.

and

a universal fellowship
set

but

little

store

by

the goods of this earth, and were members of a communistic fraternity. But it is inadmissible to construe from these elements of their hopes and habits
the inference that in them is to be found a genuine
Jewish order of monks and ascetics.
stronger case against the theory tiiat Judaism
is a very uncongenial soil for the growth of Asceticism might be made out by an ai)peal to the later
Jewish mystics, the Hasidim and Cabalists of vari-

A

ous forms,
that

Asceticism
Ascetics
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all ecstatic fantastics,

must not be overlooked

and

— more

—

this is a point
or less strongly

under the iuHuecce of distinctly non-Jewish conceits.
Looking upon this life as essentially good, accord-

nmst take account.
The two great rabbinical
schools of tlie first pre-Christian century, the
yiianunaites and the Hillelites, debated the question whether life was worth living or
Shamnot
"tob le-adam shenibia mishelo
maites and nibra " ('Er. Vdh), and there was an unHillelites. niistakable element of austerity in the
teaching of many a Shammaite that
favored asceticism (compare II Esdras iv. 12). While
one teacher would say, " The Shekinah rests on man
only amid cheerfulness that comes from dut}' well
performed " (Pes. ii. Ha), another held the view that
" there should be no unrestrained laughter in this

—

world

"

(Ber. Shi).

was particularly with the view of fitting
the soul for communion with God, or for the purpose of keeping the body sufficiently pure to allow
it to come into contact with .sacred objects, that
many strove to avoid things that either cause intoxication or Levitical imi)urity, the drinking of wine
But

it

(Lev. X. 9; Num. vi. 3; Amos ii. 12; Judges xiii.
14), or sexual intercourse, which was forbidden to
the people of Israel, in preparation for the Sinai
Revelation (Ex. xix. 1.')), and to Moses during the life

communion with God

ing to Gen. i. 31 upon the human body as a servant
of the spirit, and therefore not C()rrui)t; upon the
joys of earth as God-given and therefore to be cherished with gratitude toward the divine giver; Iiaving a prayer for every indulgence in food and drink;
a benediction for every new experience of whatever nature, gladsome or sad the Jew partook with
genuine zest of the good cheer of life, without, however, lajising into frivolity, gluttony, or intemper-

of

ance.
His religion, that taught him to remember
his dignity as one made in the image of God, and
to hold his body in esleem as the temple of God's
spirit Avithin, a dwelling of the Most Holy, "a host,"
as Hiiiel ]iut it, "for the guest, the soul," kept the

Contemplative Life," p. 266) says: "Philo's ideal
was to die daily, to mortify the flesh with fasting;
he only insisted that the seclusion from social life
should take place at the age of fifty, the time when

Jew

Temple

;

—

equidistant from the polo of self-torturing pessimism, from the mortification of the Hesh under the
obsession of its sinfulness and foulness, and from the
Never inother pole of levity and seusuousness.
temperate in drink or food, he sought and found
true joy in tlie consecration of his life and all of its
oiii)ortunities to the service of his God,
wlio ha(l caused the fruit of the vine; to grow
and the earth to give forth the bi'cad, a God who
created the light and sent the darkness, a God who,
as a Talnuidical legend one of the many with Elijah
for their subject
has it, reserves paiadise " for them
that cause their fellows to laugh " (Ta'an. 22r0- The
most beautiful saying of the rabbis about Asceticism is: "Man Avill have to give account in the

powers and

a

God

—

—

future for every lawful enjoyment offered to him
which he has ungnitcfuily refused" (Kab in Yer.
Kid., at the close); compare Tanh.. end. "The
wicked in his life is considt'red as one dead," etc.
Bnai(ii;i!.\ruv

:

Lazarus, Etliicsof JuiUtimn, §S

E. G.

K.

ASCETICS
ism

24I5-2.")G.

is

:

While

oplimism, faith

tlie

in a

II.

dominant note of Juda-

God who

deliglits in tlie

hai)pin<ss (if llis creatines and expects their gratesee Abstinkxce
ful appreciation (if Ills lidimtics
there have, nevertheless, been prevalent in Jewish
life ceitain ascetic tendencies of which tlie historian

—

—

(Deut. ix. 9, 18; I Sam.
According to this principle the
life of the ancient Hasidim or Perushim (Pharisees)
and Zenu'im (Essenes) was regulated. At the same
xxi. 5; Shab. 87^/).

time these devotees of holiness, making "askesis"
(the practise of fortitude) their special object of life

Mangey, "De Vita Contemplativa,"
were naturally led to view sensual
Conybeare ("About Philo's
as contaminating.

(see Philo, ed.

4To, 477, 482),

ii.

life

the Lcvites retired frcmi the active duties of the
service " (see all the passages in Conybeare,

I.e.

pp. 265-273, 315).

This was exactly the view of the Essenes and
TheraiK'Utte also, in whatever connection they stood
to Jonadab ben Rechab and the Kenites (see Mek.,
regarding "the water-drinkers" (.^/itde
Y'itro,
2,
mayim), as some of these are called). Banus, the
eremite saint with whom Josephus passed three
years of his life (Josephus, "Vita," §2), was cerLikewise were John the Bajjfist
tainl}- an ascetic.
(Matt. iii. 4 and i)arallels) and the early Christians,
Jesus and Paul included, in so far as they shunned
marriage as a concession to the flesh (Matt. xix. 1012; I Cor. vii. 28-38), imbued with ascetic views.
It was exactly in o]>position to this tendency, so
marked in early Christianity, that the Talmudists

denounced fasting and penitence (Ta'anit lla, b)
and accentuated the duty of cheerfulness in the

Upon the destruction
Elijah legend (Ta'anit 22/0of the Teniple in the year 70, a veiitable wave of asceticism swept over the people, and in tribute to the
national misf(>rtune various ascetic rules were instituted (see B. B. 606; Tosefta Sotah. end; II Esdras ix.
compare Bacher, " Agada der Tannaiten," 164).
mysticism, which goes hand in hand with
Judah
asceticism" always had its esoteric circles.
ha-Nasi, called "the saint." was an ascetic (Ket.
^Lii-, the sou of Rabina, fasted throughout
104<024;

Still,

i.

—
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Aschenbure:

the whole year with the exception of the holy days
and the eve of the Atonement Day (Pes. 68b). For
the sake of communing with the upper
Mysticism world, the lower one was despised by
the elect few who preserved the traand
Asceticism, dition of the gnosis and the apocalyptic mysteries.
So did the followers
of Obadiah Abu-Isa, the Isawites, and of Judali
Yudghan, the Yudghanites, at the close of the
seventh century and at the beginning of the eighth,
the forerunners of the Karaites, and many promi-

nent Karaites themselves lead ascetic lives; abstaining from meat and wine, and spending much of their
time in meditation and devotion, partly in order to
obtain a deeper knowledge of the Scriptures, partly
as mourners over Jerusalem (see Shahrastani, "Book
Religions and Philosophical Sects," Haarof
brticker's translation, i. 254-257; Gratz, "Gcsch.
der Juden," iii. 417 et srq., 446 et seq. Jost, " Gesch.
des Judenthums," ii. 350 et seq.; Abele Zion and
;

Karaites).

To some

extent, therefore, all the mystics of the

Middle Ages were Ascetics, assuming or accepting
for themselves the title of "Nazarites," or being
This is escalled by their contemporaries "saints."
pecially true of Abraham b. David of Posquieres and
his circle in the thirteenth century,

whose

relation to

the beginnings of the Cabala can hardly be denied.
Further, the currents of thought which, emanating
from India, created Sulism in Persian and Mohammedan circles in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
exerted considerable influence upon Jewish thinkers,
as may be learned from Bahya, whose ethical sys-

tem, "Hobot ha-Lebabot," oscillates between asceticism and Jewish optimism, with a decided leaning
to the former.
Even such thinkers as opposed the ascetic view
could not extricate themselves entirely from the
meshes of Neoplatonic mysticism, which beheld in
the flesh or in matter the source of

Abraham

evil.

Thus Abraham ben Hiyya

ben

strongly refutes the Neoplatonic conception of evil as being identical with
Asceticism, matter, and maintains against Bahya
that indulgence in fasting and other
modes of penitence is not meritorious, since only he
who is ruled by his lower desires may resort to asceticism as the means of curbing his passion and disciplining his soul, whereas the really good should
confine himself to such modes of abstinence as are
Nevertheless, Abraliam b.
prescribed by the Law.
Hiyya claims a higher rank for the saint who, secluded from the world, leads a life altogether conHe goes even so far
secrated to the service of God.
as to advocate the state of celibacy in such cases;
referring to the example of Closes who had to
abandon intercourse with his wife when receiving
the laws on Sinai to the majority of the prophets
(who were, as he thinks, luimarried), and to Ben
'Azzai (according to Yeb. 0:!/;). Like Bahya, he
considers that the ascetic, while leading a purer and

Hiyya on

—

—

holier

life,

retiuires

"Hegyon ha-Nefesh,"

less

ed.

legal

restraint (see

liis

Reifman, 16a, S2a,Sln;

Rosin, "Ethik des Maiinonidcs," pp. 15, IG; Glidein "Monats.schrift," 1900, pp. 19G-216).
Of Asher, the son of Meshullam b. Jacob in Lunel,

man n,
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Benjamin of Tudela ("Travels," ed. Asher, iifj) relates as eye-witness that he was an ascetic (" parush ")
who did not attend to any worldly business, but
studied day and night, kept fasts, and never ate
His brother Jacob bore the title of Nazarite,
having also been an ascetic abstaining from wine
(see Zunz's note in Asher's "Benjamin of Tudela,"
ii.
Gratz, "Gesch. der Juden," vi. 240,
11, 12;
meat.

241).

Also the whole family of Judah, the " hasid " of
Regensburg, of the twelfth century, his father,
Samuel, and his grandfather, Kalonymus of Speyer,
grandson of Eliezer the Great of Worms, seem to
have been a family of Ascetics (see Michael, "Orha-

Hayyim," Nos. 433, 990, 1174, 1200).
The subsequent development and growth of the
Cabala produced other forms of asceticism. In
fact, the Hasid and the Zanua' of the medieval apocalyptic literature being a survival of Essenism, ablutions and fasting were resorted to by the adepts of
the Cabala as means of attaining communion with

Some of these Hasidim would
the upper world.
spend the whole week without or with interruption, according to their physical endurance
in fasting, rendering only the Sabbath a day of comfort
and joy (see Hasidism). The object of their penitences and fastings was to bring about the time of
divine favor, the Messianic era. Every Messianic
movement had therefore Ascetics as leaders, such
as were the Shabbethaians (see Gratz, " Gesch. der
Juden," iii. 307) and others (see Abraham b. Samuel Cohen of Lask). Others would refrain from
'ehei' min ha-Hajj
and, like the
eating animal food
Buddhists or the Pythagoreans of old, live on vegeThe same is related by Epiphanius of
tarian diet.

—

—

—

the Dosithean sect.
Against all these ascetic views and tendencies
Maimonides raised his powerful voice; and his sober
view maintained the upper hand. He

Maiadmits the wholesome influence on
monides those needing much discipline of the
on Fasting, soul of fasting and vigils, of .sexual and
etc.

social

abstemiousness, the self-torture

of the hermit, and of the penitent

who

dwells in deserts and uses onlj^ coarsi' liaircloth for
but he declares the conthe covering of his flesh
stant use of what can at best be only a remedial
;

measure in abnormal and unsound conditions of

life

to be a great folly and injurious extravagance.
Maimonides, Avhile adopting the Aristotelian

maxim

of

tlie

golden middle

way

in all things, finds

in the various restrictions of the dietary

and mar-

riage laws of the Torah a legislative system of training the people to a sobriety which makes superfluous
such asceticism as the monks and the saints of other
nations indulge in; nay, sinful indeed, according
to the rabl)inical interpretation of Num. vi. 11,

whi(!h says that the priest shall " make an atonement
for him [the Nazir] for that he has sinned against
the person [in making his vow of abstinence]" (see
Ned. \()a; Maimonides, " Yad," De'ot, iii. 1, vi. 1).
Jewish hermits, living in a state of celibacy and
devoting themselves to meditation, are still found
among the Fat.asiias. They claim that Aaron the
liigli priest was the first Nazarite who from the time
of his consecration separated from his wife to live

;

only in the shadow of the tabernacle. Accordingly
they join the monastic order after they have been
married and have become fathers of children (Halevy,
" Travels in Abyssinia," p. 230).
According to Flad
(" Abyssini.sche Juden," pp. 32 et seq.), the order
founded by Abba Zebra (Halevy, "Abba Sura")
Thiswoiild indicate
consists altogether of eunuchs.
non-Jewish influence, of which the Falashas show

many

traces.
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ABRAHAM:

German rabbi and auASCH,
thor born at Posen ofliciated as rabbi of Zell towaid
He descended
the end of the eighteenth century.
from a learned family which traced its pedigree to
Meir of Lublin. His father, Joseph, was rabbi of
Dessau and one of his relatives was the scholarly
Asch wrote " March Esh " (The ApIsaiah Berlin.
pearance of Fire), published posthumously by his
It contains critical notes
son, Moses Jacob, in 1803.
on the te.xts of various Talmudic treatises. Probably
Asch is not identical with Abraham Asch, author
;

;

;

of

"Torah Kullah" (The Whole Law),

Berlin, 1796,

"who agitated against the custom of hasty burials.
Bibliography :Steinschnelder, Cat. BodL

col. 666.

P. B.

L. G.

ASCHAFFENBURG

Important town on the
Jewsin Ascliafright bank of the Main in Bavaria.
fenburg are first mentioned in the thirteenth century, when reference is made to a Rabbi Abraham
In the reports of the persecution
of Aschaffenburg.
:

which the Jews had

to suffer in the year 1849, at
the time of the Black Death, Aschaifenburg and its
Records exist
neighboring towns are mentioned.
of Jewish inhabitants in the following towns of the
diocese of Mayence, called later the principality of
Aschaifenburg: Buchen, Kiilsheim, Babenhausen,

Steinheim, Seligenstadt (1292), Miltenberg (where a
large cemetery existed as early as 1336), Amorbach,

and

Ascetics
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Walldl'irn.

In documents of 1344-45 mention is made of the
scholar of Aschafsynagogue of Aschaifenburg.
fenburg, R. Meir, is quoted in the fifteenth century
by Joseph Kolou ("Responsa," No. 1). In the sixteenth century mention is made of a Rabbi Simon
ben Isaac ha-Levi, author of " Debek Tob " and
"Massoret ha-]\Iikra"; and in the seventeenth century of R. ^leir Grotwohl. During the seventeenth
century, Aschaffenburg had a Jewish congregation
of considerable size, as is evident from various documents. In 1698, with the consent of the princeelector, a new synagogue was built; but in the beginning of the eighteenth century the congregation

A

had dwindled down to twenty members.

From

this

time onward the religious leaders of the community
can be enumerated.
In 1719 the various congregations that had the
right to use the cemetery of Aschaffenburg founded
These congrea charitable and burial society.
gations were: Goldbach-Hosbach, Grossostheim,
Kleinwallstadt, Mommlingen, Hofstetten, Gross-

Aschenburg'

wallstadt, Niedernberg, and Hausen.
In the records
of the burial society tiiere are some regulations by
Isaac Seckel Ethausen, author of iix

Rabbis
and

("Or Ne'elam"), wlio signs as
rabbi of the district of Aschaffenburg.
In 1723 he left Aschaffenburg, in order
to accept the position of chief rabbi
ch]}^

Teachers.

In 1769 a convention, presided over
of Mayence.
by the chief rabbi, D. M. Scheuer, was held, which
devoted its attention almost exclusively to the methods of improving religious instruction. Seiigmann

Sulzbach is mentioned as teacher in the Talmud
Torah, in 1779: he was a son-in-law of ]\Ieir Barby,
rabbi at Piessburg, in wlio.se work, "Hiddushe Meharam Barby," he is quoted. His successor, in 1784,

was

Israel

Isserlein,

who

calls

himself "Rabbi

In 1786 IlilUl Wolf Sondheimer,
of Eibenschutz."
who had been assistant rabbi at Furth, was elected

rabbi of Aschaffenburg; but officiall}' he was called
"teacher" {SchuUehrer). In 1803, when Aschaffenburg was separated from Mayence, Sondheimer was
made chief rabbi of Aschaffenburg. He officiated
in that capacity up to 1832, and died on March 3 of
His successor,
that year, aged eighty -three years.
Gabriel Neuburger, was elected April 13, but was
only considered as a deputy, in which capacity he
Later he resided as a private
officiated up to 1845.

member of the congregation in Aschaffenburg, where
he died in 1888. He was succeeded by district rabbi
Abraham Adler, who officiated until his death in
Adler was succeeded by Simon Bamberger,
1880.
who had formerly been rabbi in Fischach. Bamburger was at first appointed deputy, but in 1888
was made district rabbi. He died Dec. 9, 1897.
The synagogue, erected in 1698, had to be demolished in 1887, when a new one was built. The congregation maintains a school for religious instruction, and has a separate cemetery besides the one
used by the smaller congregations of the district.
In the last century the community po.ssessed a JewThere are several Jewish charitable
ish hospital.
associations, which have an income derived from
The congregalegacies; there is also a social club.
tion, the members of which are mainly merchants,
numbers 130 families.
Bibliography:
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ASCHE, TOBIAH BEN EZEKIEL
also as

Ba.

(knowm

Tobiah Schlochow that is, of Schlochow,
German Talmudist; rabbi
;

near Stolpe, Germany):

of Zempelburg at the beginning of the nineteenth
His "'Et Barzel" (Iron Pen) is an excentury.
planation of halakic legal themes, and was published
posthumously (Berlin, 1832) by his son Gershon,
To his fatiier's work Gershon
rabbi of Prenzlau.
appended his own "Nikrat ha-Zur" (Cleft in the
Rock), al.so of halakic character, and the funeral
oration delivered by him at Tobiah's grave.
Bihi.iograpiiy: Steinschneider, Cat. Bndl. col. 748; Fiirst,
Bihliotheca Judaica, iii. 276; L. Levin, in Zeitschrift der
Histor. Gesellsch. far die Provinz Posen, 1900, xv. 9i.

P. B.

L. G.

ASCHENBURG, SIMON
LEVI:

B.

ISAAC HA-

Talmudic scholar; lived at Frankfort-on-

Asche^
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the-Main, later at Jerusalem, at which latter place
He was the author of a useful
supercommentary upon Rashi's Pentateuch commentary entitled " Debek Tob " (A Good Bond). This
work, often reprinted later, was published for the

from nervous debility incurred by his irregular life
and by overexertion in his musical studies. Many

time by the author himself at Venice in 1588.
BiBLiooRAPHY Rossi, Diziiniarin Storico, transl. by Hamberger, 2d ed., p. 47 Conforte, Kore ha-Dnrot, p. 446; Stein-

etude, "LesGouttesd'Eau." Besides these, he wrote
more than a liundred galops, nocturnes, mazurkas,
transcriptions, and etudes, and a considerable number of drawing-room pieces.
His song, " Alice,
Where Art Thou? " is still a favorite at concerts.

he died about 1598.

first

:

;

Frumkin,

schneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2599;
pp. 65. 66, Wilna, 1874.
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ASCHEB, ANTON:

German actor; born at
Dresden July 15, 1820; died in Meran April 24,
Trained for the stage by Ludwig Tieck, he
1885.
made his debut in 1838 at Hainichen, Saxony, playing the same year also at Merssen, Bautzen, and
In 183b he appeared at Wiesbaden, going to
Zittau.
He
the Hoftheater, Dresden, a few months later.
remained there luitil 1844; went to Hamburg in
1845; Konigsberg and Cassel in 1846; and Potsdam
From i"848 to 1860 he played bon-vivant
r61es at the Friedricli-Wilhelm Theater, Berlin and

in 1847.

;

toward the end of the engagement he had charge of

From 1866 to 1872 he was director of the
the stage.
Carl Theater, Vienna. His best roles were Thorane
in "Der Konigslieutenant," Boh in "Die Journalisten," Zimhurg,

Bibliography:
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Fliiggen,
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ASCHER, BENJAMIN HENRY:

Hebrew

scholar and author; born in 1812 at Peisern (grand
duchy of Posen); died Feb. 24, 1893, in London.
His father, a corn-merchant, gave his son a careful
In 1840 Ascher
religious and secular education.
went to England, where he soon mastered the English language, and, in 1843, was elected "kabranim
rabbi " (funeral preacher) of the Great Synagogue.
In 1847 he pul)]islied a new edition of the wellknown " Sefer Hayyim " (The Book of Life), with
an English translation. In 1859 he published Solomon ben Gabirol's "Mibhar ha-Peninim" (A Choice
of Pearls), embracing a collection of ethical aphor-

maxims, and reflections, accompanied by an
English text and explanatory notes. He wrote two
other works of minor importance, "Initiation of
Youth " (1850), a small catechism, and the ritual for
the " Dedication of the House." In 1884 he resigned
his office, which he had held for over forty years.
Ascher obtained from Sir George Grey several concessions for Jewish prisoners, to enable them to ob-

isms,

serve their religion.
BIBLIOORAPIIY: .TcM\ Chnm. March 3,1893, p. 8; H. A. Linvy,
CotdUmxe of Ili'lirairn mid Judnica in the G^iildhall
147, London, 1891.
Lihrnni, pp.
B. B.
J.
!).'},

ASCHER, JOSEPH:

Composer and

jiianist;

born at Groiiingcn, IIoUuihI, June 4, 1829; died in
London, June 20, 1869. He was a son of Simon
Ascher, reader of the Great Synagogue, London,
and studied music under Moscheles, whom he followed to th(! Conservatory at Leipsic, where he beIn 1S49 lie went to
a pupil of ]\Iciidelssolin.
Paris and subsequently received an appointment as
pianist to tlie empress Eugenie.
The emperor of
Austria also made him court pianist; and he was

came

During
decorated by ex -Queen Isabella of Si)ain.
the last two and a half years of liis life he suffered

of his shorter pieces evince a decidedly original turn.
Among his best-known compositions are two mazurkas, "La Perle du Nord" and "Dosia," and an

Bibliography: Jewish Record. June,
Musicia7is, s.v.;
Grove, Diet, of

Musiklexikon,

1869: Brown, Diet, of
Encyclopedia, of M\isic, s.v.;
Music and Musiciaiis, 1. 97; RiemaDU,

Champlin,

s.v.

G. L.

J.

ASCHER, SAUL

:

German author and

transla-

tor; born at Berlin Feb. 8, 1767; died there Dec.

He began

8,

an advocate
of Jewish emancipation; gradually extending his
1822.

his literary career as

activities to general topics, chiefly historical, political,

and

religious.

iiber die Blirgerliche

His works are: "Bemerkungen
Verbesserung der Juden, Veran-

der Frage: Soil der Jude Soldat Werden?"
Frankfort-on-tlie-Oder, 1788; "Scholien, oder Fragmente der Philo.sophie und Kunst," Berlin, 1790;
the same under the title " Philosophische Betrachtungen iiber Empfindungs- und Erkenntnisskraft,"
"Leviathan, oder liber Religion in
Berlin, 1793;
lasst bei

Riicksicht des Judenthums," Berlin, 1792; "Eisenmenger der Zweite nebst einem Vorangesetzten
Sendschreiben an Ilerrn Professor Fichte in Jena,"
;

"Graf von Thein

Berlin, 1794;

ein

Wundarzt,"

in

the Berlin "Monatsschrift," Berlin, 1794; "Napoleon, oder iiber die Fortschritte der Regicrung,"
1808; "II. Gregoire: die Neger, ein Beitrag zur
Menschen- und Staatskunde," translated from the
"

French, 1809 " Biographiscli-Histoiische Skizzcn
"Theodiskus, Unterhaltuiigen in den
(2 vols.);
;

Abeudstunden

"

(2

"Die Germano-

1813);

vols.,

manie," 1815; a translation from ]\Iandeville'3
"Fables of the Bees," with a commentary, 1817;
" Die Wartburgfeier, " 1818 " Idee einer Pressf reiheit
und Ccnsurordnung, " 1818; "Ansichtvon der Zukuiift des Christentums," second edition, 1819;
" Der Geistesaristokratismus," 1819 " Europa'sPolitischeruiid Ethischer Zustand seit dem Congress von
;

;

Aachen," 1820.
BinLioGRAPiiv J. S. Mensfl, Das Gclclirtc Tridschhuid oder
Le.rieon der Jetzlhln-iideu TcidscJioi ScJiriftstedrr, i. 9^;
:

der Jiideti.

(initz, (iesrli.

~'d

ed.. xi.

New

i;5t>,

155, 229, ;«!;

Dictionarn,

(ieneral Biouraijitical
Bibl. Jud. i. .57.

ii.

248;

W. S.— M.

s.

ASCHER, SIMON

:

Hazan

;

Rose,
Fiirst,

B.

born in Holland,

He was
1789; died at London December, 1872.
reader and cantor of the Great Synagogue, London,
AVith the aid of
for a period of thirty-seven years.
]\[ombacli, the well-known composer, he may be
have systematized English synagogue-music;
and memories of his fine voice are still a tradition
among English Jews, who recall his clear tenor and
florid style of recitative with frequent roulades.
said to

Bini,io(iRAPHY

:

Jewish Chronicle, Dec. 6 and

ASCHIAN.

13, 1872.

G. L.

.).

Sec Ashyan.

ASCOLI, DAVID D' Italian writer; lived
about the middle of the sixteenth centurv. He was
:

;

Ascber
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the author of "Apologia Hebraeorum," published at
Strasburg in 1559, in which he protested against the
decree of Pius IV. commanding all Jews in Catholic
countries to dress in orange or yellow to distinguish

At Milan Ascoli

them from Christians. Both Ascoli and Cinelli, who
praised the book in the "Bibliotheca Volante," suffered a long term of imprisonment for their free
criticism of the ecclesiastical authorities.
Bibliography: Didot et Hoefer, Nouvclle BingrapMe UniWolf,
verseUi\in. 422; Nouveati Larousse /Uti.stn', i. 502
Rossi, Dizionario Storico, translated
Bihl. Hehr. iii. IHl
by Hamberger, p. 49 Vogelstein and Rleger, Gesch. dcr Juden in Rom, ii. 153.

oblivion.

;

;

;

W.

G.

ASCOLI, GIULIO

:

S.

mathematician
Reared
1843; died in Pisa.
Italian

born in TriestNov. 20,
in a city with a large Italian-speaking population,
a natural inclination drew young Ascoli to Milan,
where, from 1874 until 1879, he taught mathematics
In the latat the Reale Istituto Tecnico Superiore.
ter year he was appointed associate professor at the
polytechnic school of Milan, and was elected corresponding member of the Reale Istituto Lombardo di
Scienze e Lettere.
Ascoli 's contributions to mathematics, which belong principally to the domain of the theory of functions, and deal particularlj^ with Fourier's series,
have been published in Brioschi's "Annali di Matematica," the reports of the Reale Istituto Lombardo,
Battaglini's "Giornale di Matematica," the "Mathematische Aunalen," the transactions of the Reale
Accademia dei Lincei, etc. Brief notices of Ascoli's
mathematical papers may be found in the pages of
the "Jahrbuch uber die Fortschritte der Mathe" (Berlin).

matik

Poggendorfl,
Bim.iofiRAPHY:
HandwOrtcrlnich.

Biographisch-Litterarischcs

A.

s.

ASCOLI, GBAZIADIO ISAIAH:
philologist;

born July

S.

C.

Italian

16, 1829, at Goritz, Austria.

who had made a fortune in the manufacture of paper, died while Graziadio was an infant.
Graziadio devoted himself at an early age to the
study of languages, especially to comparative philology, to Avhich latter he became passionately atAt the age of sixteen he made a sensation
tached.
in jihilological circles by a comparative study of the
Friulian dialect and the Wallachian
His father,

tongue (" Sull' Idioma Friulauo e sulla
sua Affinita con la Lingua Vallaeca;
Schizzo Storico-Filologico," Udine,
1846) a masterly work, considering that the subject
had never before been treated, and that the boy philologist had not even a suggestion from a teacher.
Ascoli thenceforth devoted himself with enthusiasm to the promotion of the study of philology in
Italy
and in 1854 he founded the first linguistic
journal in his country under the title of "Studii

First

Work.

—

;

Orient ali e Linguistici." The vast erudition exhibited by the brilliant editor of the two volumes
that appeared between 1854 and 1855
Appointed won for him the chair of comparative
Professor philology at the Accademia Scieutificoin Milan. Litteraria of Milan. There he began
his "Corsidi Glottologia," afterward
published and translated into English and German,
and awarded the Bopp prize by the Berlin Academy.

Ascoli

realized his life-dream of reviving
the study of languages in Italy and of reawakening the taste for the Oriental tongues, which, since
the death of the two Assemani, had almost sunk into

All the philologists of any importance in" Italy
have been the disciples of Ascoli. He is one of the
few really great pioneers that have given the study
of language its present strictly scientific character;
and he has left the impress of his genius on almost
every branch of linguistics. In comparative philology, in the study of Oriental languages and of the
tongues and dialects
of Europe, in the science of phonology in

—

these his richly
creative and original

all

mind, combined with
an unparalleled erudition

of

and a rare sense
penetration,

has

achieved brilliant and
His
lasting results.

"Fonologia Comparata

del

Sanscrito,

del

Greco e del Latino"
(Turin and Florence,
1870;

translated

Ascoli.

into

German by Bazzigher and

Schweizer-Sidler, Halle,

followed in 1877 by tlie " Studii Critici " (Turin
and Florence translated into German by Merzdorf
and Mangold, Weimar, 1878) at a time when the
discussion of phonetic principles was most active
wrought a revolution in comparative Indo-Germanic philology. In particular, his distinction between the velar and the palatal gutturals as for
instance between the sounds of "kite" and "quite"
solved many of the difficulties found in the application of Grimm's law in its cruder form.
Ascoli is the author of many important discoveries in the science of phonology, he having been
the first to formulate many of the
Contribu- laws of phonetic change: both in Italy
and abroad he is deemed one of the
tions to
Philology, greatest authorities on all questions in
this important brand! of linguistics.
Hardly less great is Ascoli's reputation as an authority on Romance philology; and his "Saggi
Ladini " (Vienna, 1872 reprinted in vol. i. of the
" Archivio Glottologico Italiano") was epoch-making
in the study of Italian and the more closely allied
Romance tongues, and brought forth a mass of important and valuable researches, published in the
"Archivio Glottologico Italiano" founded at that
time by him.
Ascoli is also the author of: "Lettere Glottologiche " (Turin and ]Milan, 1881-86), to which the In1872),

;

—

—

—

;

France awarded the Volney prize, and
which, like most of Ascoli's larger contributions,
have been translated into German (by Giiterbock,
Leipsic, 1887); "II Codice Irlandese dell' Ambrosiana," edited and illustrated by him.self, containing
deep and fruitful researches on the Celtic tongues
(published as vols. v. and vi. of the "Archivio Glottologico Italiano"); the "Saggi Indiani." an important contribution to comparative Indo-Germanic phi
stitute of

;
;
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Asenath

published ia the " Archivio Glottologico
the brilliant researches on the Gipsy language, which appeared under the title, "Zigeunerisches," and especially an appendix to Pott's work,
lology

"

")

;

Die Zigeuner in Europa und Asien

"

(Halle, 1865),

and other works.

The greater part of Ascoli's scientific papers may
be found in his journal, the "Archivio Glottologico
which 15 volumes had
appeared up to 1900. But he has also
Italiano," of

Scientific

contributed largely to the following
"Archivio
journals among others:
Storico Italiauo," the "Crepuscolo," the "Atti dell'
Istituto Lombardo," the "Rivista di Filologia," the
"Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgeulandischen Ge-

Papers.

zur Vergleichenden
"Beitrilge
the
His paper in the
Sprachforschung " (ed. Kuhn).
" Atti del Quarto Congresso degli Orientalisti " shed
unexpected light on the origin of the Sassanian coins
in the Naples Museum, and supplied a long-felt
want by a brilliant interpretation of important medisellschaft,"

eval inscriptions in

Hebrew discovered

in southern

Zunz, Liiteraturgesch.

p. 52;^

;

Mortara, Indice Alfahetica,

s. V.
li.

I.

G.

ASEFAH

:

Br.

Technical term for the meetings of

members of the Jewish communities of Poland
and Lithuania. In cases of importance, the director
of the "kahal" ("parnes hodesh") gave the order
the

"shammash"

of the "kahal-stubel" (the serthe prominent members of
All the important
the "kahal" to a conference.
affairs of the community, the internal as well as the
external, including in the latter communications
from the government authorities, were brought beto the

vant of the

office) to call

fore the Asefah.
Bibliography: M.Berlin, Ocherk Etnografii Yevreiskavo
Narodonaneleniya v Rossii, p. 54, St. Petersburg, 1861.

H. R.

Italy.

Probably the only work of Ascoli's that did not
receive universal favor was his investigations on
proto-Aryan tongues and the affinities between the
Aryan and the Semitic languages. In Italy his
work "Nesso Ario-Semitico," 1863-64, created a new
school, which has many adepts among eminent scholars; but European and American philologists are
divided as to the merits of Ascoli's theory.
Ascoli has received many honors and distinctions
He has been
in his professional and literary career.
repeatedly elected president of the
Honors
Reale Accademia Scientitico-Litteraria
and Dis- of Milan, and is a member of the Higher
tinctions. Council of Public Instruction cavalier of the Order of Merit of Italy;
knight of several foreign orders member of the Institute of Lombard}' and of the Accademia dei Lincei
honorary member of the Asiatic Society of Italy
corresponding member of the Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres of Paris; member of the academies of Berlin, Vienna, Budapest, St. Petersburg,
and of every philological society of importance
etc.
in his native country and abroad.
The long-expected appointment of Ascoli to a
senatorship in tlie kingdom took place Jan. 25, 1889.
;

;

;

De Gubernatis, Dictionnnire International
Ecrivains du Jimr, Florence, 1888-91
G. Vapereaii,
Dlctionnaire Utiivcrxcl di's Cnntemporains, Paris, 189;j,
8.11.; Larousse; Lri G'ni/Kfc KncjiclopMic; BTockhaus, Konversations-Lcricon, 14th eii.; Meyer, Konversations-Lexicon, .5th ed.; Wursbach, liidnrapliisclu's Lexicon dcs Kaiserthums Oesterreicli, Vienna M. Reines, Dor wa-Haka-

Bibliography

:

(Uh

;

;

maw

Redeemer spread a tabernacle of peace over the
people that Ho hath chosen among all peoples").
In signing these " reshuts," Ascoli added to his name
the word 'ni, which seems to correspond to the verse
of Psalms >"'< -|"tDn 'JX3''l ("Let thy mercies also
come unto me, O Lord," Ps. cxix. 41).
Bibliography: Landshutb, 'Ammude ha-''Ahodah, p. 104;
the

(first

Italiauo
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(Hebr.), 1890, pp. 21-27.

A.

8.

ASCOLI, JACOB

ASENATH. — Biblical

Data:

Daughter of
Poti-pherah, priest of On, and wife of Joseph (Gen.
The name is apparently Egyptian but no
xli. 45).
;

satisfactory explanation has yet been proposed.
.J.

G. B. L.

JR.

That Joseph,
called "the righteous" (Book of Wisdom x. 13; Ab.
R. N. xvi.,and elsewhere), should have married a
heathen wife seemed objectionable to the Rabbis;
and they consequently state that she was the child
of Dinah, the daughter of Jacob, born after violence
had been done her by Shechem, the son of Hamor
(Pirke R. El. xxxviii. Midr. Abkir, quoted in Yalk.,

In Rabbinical Literatxire

:

;

Gen. 146; Targ. Yer. Gen. xli. 45, xlvi. 20; Midr.
Aggadah, ed. Buber, i. 97). When her brothers
had learned of the birth of an illegitimate child in
their family, they wanted to kill the child in order
But Jacob placed upon
to prevent public disgrace.
the child's ncckatalismanic plate engraved with the
name of God, and— according to one version— left her
exposed imder a thorn-bush (nJD, "seneh," wlience
the name of the girl, "Asenath"), and the angel Gabriel carried her to the house of Potiphar in Egypt,
where the latter's wife, being childless, reared her
According to another version
as her own daughter.
(Midr. Aggadah, I.e.), Jacob had the child exposed
under the walls of Egypt. Her crying attracted the
attention of Potiphar,

who was

Stories about Asenath,
rashic traditions, are

somewhat
found

in

pa.ssing at the time.

similar to the IVIidSyriac and Arabic

literatures.
S.

C.

BEN ABRAHAM ROFE

BiBLiooRAPHV
Smith,
:

Physician and i)ayyctaii lived at ('iiMiciiiKi, Italy,
perhaps at Ascoli, in the second half of the fifteenth
century.
Two Reshuts for Nishmat of his are
printed in the Muh/.nr Romania (1) For the Day of

:

Perlps, in Rev. Et. Juives, xxii. 87-02; Payne
Syriaciis, s.v. Dinah: Sachan, in Kurzes

T/i('.srtHri(.s

dcr Sac)iou.\^ciirn Sammluno, V>. 7, for the
and Goldziher, in Jescfmrun, viii. 84, fur the Arabic.

Vcrzriciinistt

Syriac

;

;

—

Atonement: •'H h^ i? 31:^6 JM miO jV^y -Ir^E^6 HV,
etc. ("They will prais<!Tliy name, () Most High, who
showest the road by which every living being will
return to Thee"); (2) For the Feast of Tabernacles:
D^oy ^3?D -inn

dj;

hv

di^jc'

nao

SxiJ

t:'-iD'

("May

J.

K.

su.

ASENATH

(in

Greek

'AaevtO),

CONFESSION OR PRAYER

LIFE
OF: A

AND

Greek
Apociyplia of pronounced Jewish character, with
only one small Christian interpolation. It contains
a Midrasliic story of \\u\ conversion of Asenath, the
wife of Joseph, and of her magnanimity toward her
enemies. For a long time known only through an

:

:

abridged Latin translation embodied in Vincent of
Beauvais' " Speculum Ilistoriale," ch. cxviii.-cxxiv.,
it was lirst published in lull by P. Batillol, after four
manuscripts, in liis"Studia Patristica," Paris, 1889A fragment had
90, with a valuable introduction.
previously appeared in Fabricius, " Codex PseudepigraphicusVeteris Testament!," ii. 85-102. A Syriac
translation of the sixth century, discovered by Assemani(sec Wright, "Syriac Literature," in "Encyc.
Brit." xxii. 8~)')etse(j)., is published in Land's " Anecdota Syriaca," iii. 18-46, and rendered into Latin
by Oppenheim, "Fabula Josephi et Asenatluc Apocrypha," Berlin, 1886.
An Armenian translation
appeared in "Revue Polyhistoire," 1885, 200-206,

and

1886, pp. 25-34,

and

in the

"Armenian

Collec-

Apocrypha

of the Old Testament," Venice,
1896.
On the Slavonic version, see Bonwetsch, in
Ilarnack, "Gcsch. d. Altcliristl. Literatur," 1. 915;
on the Ethiopic version, Dillman, in Herzog-Plitt,
tion of

"Real-Encyklopiidie," 2d ed.,

xii.

366.

Neither the

rabbinical nor the patristic literature has preserved

any trace of the story.
The book consists of two parts. The first, which
is the larger, and wiiich has given it the name of
"Prayer or Confession of Asenath,"
Model of a presents Asenath as a model of a JewProselyte, ish proselyte in the light of Hellenistic
propaganda. Asenath, the daughter
of Potiphar (Pentephres), priest of Heliopolis (On),
a rich man and chief counselor of Pharaoh, far surpas.sed the Egyptian maidens in beauty; for she was
"tall like Sarah, handsome like Rebekah, and fair
like Rachel," and the fame of her beauty filled the
Reared in great luxury but in entire secluland.
sion, a worshiper of idols, she thinks only of marrying Pharaoh's son; and when her father proposes
to her that she become the wife of Joseph, "the
mighty man of God," who honored him with a visit,
she proudly refuses because he has been a slave and
owes his release from prison only to liis skill in interpreting dreams.
But on seeing Joseph's beauty
when sitting alone at table (compare Gen. xliii. 32,
reversed in the spirit of Dan. i. 5), she falls in love
with him, as do all the Egyptian women (compare
Yalk. and Targ. Yer. on Gen. xlix. 22; Koran, sura
xii. 30).

Joseph, on learning from Asenath 's father that
she is a pure-minded woman who has never seen
a man before, gladl}'^ receives her like a sister, but
refuses to kiss her, saying
"

not befitting a pious man who blesses the living God
lips, who eats the blessed bread of life, drinks of the
blessed cup of immortality, and anoints himself with the oil of
jncorruption, to kiss a foreign woman who blesses dead and
dumb idols with her lips, eating the bread of death from their
table, drinking of their libations from the cup of treachery, and
anointing herself with the ointment of perdition. In fact, a
pious man kisses besides his mother and his sister only his own
wife nor does a pious woman kiss a strange man ; for this is an
abomination before the Lord God."
It is

with his

:

When

Asenath bursts into tears, Joseph compasliis hand upon her head, praying that

sionately lays

the

Ascoli
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God of
who

his father Israel, the Creator of the Uni-

men from darkness to light, from
and from death to life (comi)ar(' Philo,
"De Pcenitentia," i. and ii. "De Nobilitate," vi.),
may renew her with His holy spirit that she may
verse,

calleth

error to truth,

;

Asenath

eat of the bread of His life, drink of the cup of His
blessing, and join her to the number of His people
He had chosen before the Creation of the universe, so
that she may partake of the bliss prepared for His
chosen ones in the life everlasting. A.senath returns
to her rooms, and with bitter tears, repenting of her
idolatrous practises, spends eight days in fasting
and penance; putting on sackcloth, strewing ashes
upon lier head, lying on the floor .strewn with ashes,
and foregoing sleep at night. She takes her costly
robes and jewelry and throws them down on the
street, in order that the poor may sell them for their
needs; destroys all her idols of silver, gold, and precious stones in accordance with rabbinical law (see
'Abodah Zarah 43/^-44), and casts them to the needy
for their use w-hiie all the edible things prepared for
her gods she throws to the dogs. Being
Asenath's well-nigh exhausted from fasting and
Penitence, weeping, she at first feels utterly forsaken, having brought the hatred of
her parents and kinsmen upon herself by despising
their gods; yet she lacks the courage to pray with
polluted lips to "the jealous God of Joseph, the God
who hates idolaters." Finally, the thought that He
is also a merciful and compassionate God, the Father
of the orphaned, the comfort of the broken-hearted,
and the helper of the persecuted, fortifies her to offer
a supplication, echoing the deepest longing of a Godseeking soul, full of saintly humility and contrition.
The prayer, which is a long one, shows indisputaAsenath begins with
ble elements of Essene lore.
an address to God as " Creator of the
Universe, who fastened the foundationThe
Prayer,
stones of the earth upon the abyss so
that they do not sink who spoke and
all things were made; and whose word is the life of
all creatures."
She then makes a confession of her
sins in words familiar to the Jew acquainted with
the ancient liturgy
;

;

"

Have pity on me,
Lord ; for I have greatly sinned, transand done evil. Knowingly and unknowingly, I have

gressed,

sinned by worshiping Idols and by polluting my lips by their
sacriflcial meal.
I am not worthy to open my mouth to speak
to Thee, O Lord— I, the wretched daughter of Potiphar, once so
proud and haughty."
Still

"

more

characteristic

is

her petition

:

take refuge with Thee, O Lord. As the little child flees
in fear to the father, and the father takes it to his bosom, so do
Thou stretch forth Thy hands as a loving father and save me
from the enemy who pursues me as a lion, from Satan, the
father of the Egyptian gods, who desires to devour me because
Deliver me
I have despised his children, the Egyptian gods.
from his hands, lest he c*st me into the Are lest the monster of
the deep [leviathan] eal me up, and I perish forever. Save
me ; for my father and mother deny me, and I have no hope
nor refuge but Thy mercy, O Lover of men. Helper of the
broken-hearted
There is no father so good and sweet as Thou,
O Lord. All the houses my father gives me as possessions are
for a time and perishable ; but the houses of Thy possession, O
Lord, are indestructible and last forever."
I

;

!

On the morning of the eighth day an angel appears to her resembling Joseph, but with a face like
lightning, and with eyes like beams of fire, the capHe tells her
tain of the host of the Lord (Michael).
to wash, and to exchange her garments of mourning for garments of beauty for as a pure virgin she
needs no veil and then announces to her that "from
that day on she should be reborn, while eating the
blessed bread of life, and drinking the cup filled with

—

—

"

"
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immortality, and anointing herself with the blessed
oil of incorruption, and that her name should be
written in the book of life never to be effaced."
She should no longer be called "Asenath" (nJDX),
but City of Refuge ("Manos" D1J0), for through
lier many Gentiles {Wvr/) should take refuge under
the wings of the divine Shekinah (compare Rev.
xiii. 6), and under her walls those that turn to
God, the Most High, should find protection in repentance. (This is clearly the meaning of the original text and what follows defies explanation. ) The
angel then prepares her for the arrival of Joseph as
her bridegroom, and tells her to put on her bridal
gown, "prepared from the beginning of the world,"
which glad tidings she receives with a prayer of
thanksgiving to the Lord "who rescued her from
darkness and led her from the deep abyss unto light.
She then orders bread and wine to be set before
the angel; but nothing is said of the eating of the
bread and the drinking of the wine to Avhich Joseph
and the angel had both alluded in connection with
her looked-for conversion. Instead of tliis, a mirachoneycomb of wondrous
ulous incident is told.
odor is provided by the angel— prepared, as he says,
by the bees of paradise from the dew of the roses,
as food for the angels and all the elect
Christian ones of God. The angel puts some
Interinto the mouth of Asenath, saying:
"Behold, thou eatest the bread of life
polation.
and drinkest the cup of immortalit}-,
and art anointed with the ointment of incorruption.
Behold, thy tlesh shall bloom with the fountain of
the Most High, and thy bones fatten like the cedars
thy youth shall not see old
of the garden of God
age and thy beauty shall never vanish but thou
Shalt be like the walled mother-city for all (Syriac
Version, "who take refuge with the name of the
Lord God, the King of all the worlds "). Here again
allusion is made to the Hebrew noun " manos" (refuge)
Then, in several manuscripts and the
for Asenath.
Syriac translation, the story is told that the angel
makes a cross over the honeycomb with his finger
and the same is turned into blood. Another miracle
Some bees are slain by the angel, but rise
follows.
again, thus symbolizing the resurrection. Obviously,
this episode is an interpolation by a Christian writer,
who removed the passage relating to the eating of
the covenant bread and the drinking of the covenant
wine alluded to afterward. Asenath, however the
main story continues tells the angel to bless also
her seven virgins; and he does so, calling them seven
columns of the "City of Refuge," and wishing them
;

A

;

;

—

—

also to attain eternal
fiery chariot

life.

drawn by

He

tlien

disappears in a

lightning-like horses.

Asenath tiien washes her face with pure water
from the Avell, and behold! her whole being is transformed. She is amazed at her own beauty; and
when she goes to meet Jo.seph he does not recognize;
her.
She tells him " I have cast all my idols from
me; and, behold! a man from heaven came to me today and gave me of the bread of life, and I ate, and
I drank of the blessed cup, and he gave me the name
:

'City of Refuge,' saying, 'In thee many licathcn
will seek refuge in God.' " Joseph, in return, blesses

"God has laid the foundation of thy
walls; and the children of the living God shall dwell

her, saying:

;
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thy refuge, and the Lord God will be
forever."
They then kiss each other.

in the city of

their

King

symbolism contained in the narwhich says that Joseph kissed her three times,

(Tlie rather strange
rative,

tliereby giving her the breath of

life, tlie

breath of

wisdom, and the breath of truth, is hardly part of
the original story.) Joseph accepts Asenath's invitation to partake of the meal she has prepared,
Asenath insisting upon being permitted to wash his
feet.
Asenath's parents and relatives also come to
partake of the meal, and, greatly amazed at her un" the Lord who reviveth

connnon beauty, they praise
the dead.

The wedding- feast is not given by Potiphar, who
wanted Joseph to stay with Asenath at once, but by
Pharaoh himself, who places golden
Wedding-- crowns upon their heads, " such as were
Feast
in his house from of old " (that is long
Given by jjrepared by God), and makes them
Pharaoh, kiss each other while he blesses them
as father.
He has all the princes of
the land invited, and proclaims the seven days of
the nuptial festivities to be national holidays, decreeing that whosoever should do any work thereon

should be put to death.
It is obvious that this is, to all intents, a tj'pical
story of the conversion of a heathen to Judaism.
There is no other savior or sin-forgiving power mentioned throughout the book than the God of Israel.
In fact, the conception of the Shekinah under whose
wings the heathen came to take refuge, of the power
of repentance by which all impurity of the soul is
removetl and eternal bliss is secured by

Typical
the heathen, is so thoroughlj^ Jewish
Story of that the Christian copyists seem to
Convert to have been puzzled by it and thus led
Judaism, into confusion and error, as the manuscripts in ch. XV. show.
But the leading idea of the story becomes clear and intelligible
only by recurrence to the Hebrew name, "Asenath,"
which, by a transposition of the letters, is made to
read "nasat" (she has fled) from her idolatr}', and
which also suggests the idea of "manos" (refuge)
and " nas " (to flee), also taken as " refuge " (Ps. lix.
17; II Sam. xxii. 3; Deut. xix. 3; and Ex. xvii.
Compare also Tan., AVayera, ed. Buber, ii. 110,
15).
where "nisah" occurs in Gen. xxii. 1, and "nes" in
Ps. Ix. 6; and Yalkut, Judges, iii. 1, where the word

—

"lenassot" is taken in the sense of "refuge": "God
refuge to His worsiiipers; while from the wicked
Every proselyte
the refuge departs" (Job xi. 20).
is, according to Pliilo ("De Monarchia," i. ^ 7; "De
Victimas OtTerentibus," §10; " De Septenario," ^ 2;
" De Creatioue Priucipum, "
§ 6 " De Caritate, " g 12
"De Po'nitentia," §§ 1, 2; " De Execratione,"'§ 6;
"Fragmenta ad Ex. xxii." § 20; compare Num. R.
viii.), witliout a natural jiroteetor, because he has
left Jiis parents and his parental faitli, and therefore
seeks refuge under the wings of God as his Protector
(Huth ii. 13). This view of the proselyte claiming
l)n)teetion in souie city of refuge, empliasized by
Philo, lias found expression also in the Ilalakah (see
Sifre, Deut. 259; Targ. Yer. on Deut. xxiii. Ifi, 17).
Asenath is presented as tlie type of a true proselyte
who, finding herself forsaken when renouncing her
idolatry, seeks and finds refuge in God.
It .seems
is

;

"

.

;
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when the view

that

of Asenatli's having been a prose-

was superseded by the theory that she was tlic
daugliter of Dinah (see Asknath), Pharaoh's daughlyte

the foster-mother of Moses, replaced her in rabShe was represented as a proselyte
who went to wash herself clean from the idolatry of
her father's house, and became Bithyah, " the daughi.
ter of the Lord" (Sotah 12/^; Meg. 13«; Ex.
Lev. R. i.).
The second part of Asenath's Life and Prayer is
of a different character.
It resembles the heroic
legends told of the sous of Jacob in the Testaments
of the Twelve Patriarchs and in the Book of the Jubilees; and its lesson is simj)]}' ethical: the pious ought
On the
to show magnanimity toward his enemy.
twenty-tirst day of tlie second month in the second
year of the famine, Jacob went with his family to
ter,

binical tradition.

R

Goshen, and Asenath went to see him because
he was to her as a father and as a god. But she was
amazed at his beautiful appearance, as he, with his
thick snow-white hair and long white beard, resembled a robust youth with arms and shoulders like an
angel (Gen. R. Ixv.), and with the thighs, legs, and
feet of a giant.
Jacob blessed her and, according to the Syriac
translation, said to her, " Thou art like one who returneth from the battle-field after a long absence.
Batiffol thinks that this refers to the rabbinic view
that she was the daugliter of Dinah; but the allusion is rather vague.
More striking is it that Simeon
and Levi, the two avengers of Dinah, accompany
Asenath and Joseph, and play a prominent part as
the protectors of Asenath in the event that follows.
Levi, "whom Asenath loved more than all the other
brothers of Joseph because as a prophet and a
saint he read the heavenly writings and disclosed
them (in true Essene fashion) to Asenath in secret,
having seen her place of bliss in a diamond-walled
went to the right of
city in the highest heaven "
Asenath, and Simeon to the left as
Jacob's
they journeyed home. But the son
Heroic
of Pharaoh, on seeing Asenath, fell
Sons.
in love with her, and sent for Simeon
and Levi, offering them great treasures
if they would aid him in obtaining Asenath, who
was, as he says, betrothed to him before Joseph took
her to wife; but they refused to do so. When Pharaoh's son unsheathed his sword to kill them, Simeon
intended to slay him but Levi restrained his impetuosity, whispering to him, "We are God-fearing
men and it is not befitting that we should requite
evil for evil."
The son of Pharaoh fell into a swoon
when he saw drawn from their scabbards the swords
with which the two brothers had avenged the violence perpetrated by Shechem against their sister.
But he succeeded in winning, by some tale of
falsehood, the sons of Bilhaii and Zilpah to aid him
Dan and Gad at once agreed, and
in his plans.
started that same night, each with five hundred warriors at his side, and with fifty spearmen on horses to
form the vanguard. Naphtali and Asher followed,
though they had at first tried to dissuade their
brothers from acting so wickedly against their father
live in

—

—

;

;

and brother.

The son of Pharaoh, angry at his father's love for
Joseph, made an unsuccessful attempt to slay his

Asenath

He

then went with six hundred spearmen
Joseph had gone to the capital
to sell corn, and Asenatli was left with six hundred
men as her body-guard, Benjamin being at her side
in the chariot, when suddenly, from behind the
tiiicket at the roadside where the}' had lain in ambush, the spearmen of Pharaoh's son came forth and
began an attack upon Asenath's bodyAttack on guard. A.senath, when she saw PhaAsenath's raoh's son, called upon the name of
Bodythe I/)r(l, and fled from her chariot;
Guard.
but Benjamin, a lad of nineteen with
the power of a young lion, leaped
from the chariot, and filling his hand with stones
gathered from a ravine, cast one (like David) against
the right temple of the son of Pharaoh, inflicting a
deep wound which threw him from his horse to the
ground half dead. Then he wounded in like manner fifty of the spearmen who were with Pharaoh's
son and thc}^ fell down dead before him.
In the meantime Levi, who by his prophetic power
realized Asenath's danger, called his brothers, the
sons of Leah, to arms; and they pursued the men
who lay in wait for Asenath, killing them all. The
sons of Bilhah and Zilpah, however, fled before
them, and with drawn swords hurried toward Asenath and Benjamin, intending to slay them; but at
the prayer of Asenath, behold their swords fell out
of their hands to the ground and were turned into
ashes.
The sons of Bilhah and Zilpah implored her
forgiveness, entreating her to save them from the
hands of their brothers; and she pardoned them and
told them to hide behind the thicket until she had
succeeded in pacifying their brothers. This she did,
telling them to spare their brothers and not to requite
evil for evil
and when Simeon in his violent rage
wanted to be the avenger of wiong, she entreated
him again, saying, "Do not requite evil for evil, let
the Lord avenge the wrong, but do j-ou show forgiveness." Meantime the son of Pharaoh had risen
from the ground, blood issuing from his mouth and
forehead, and as Benjamin was about to strike him
down, Levi seized his hand, saying, "Do not do this,
brother, for we are pious men and it does not befit
us to requite evil for evil, or to smite a fallen enemy.
Assist me in healing his wounds; and if he recover,
he will be our friend, and his father, Pharaoh, will
be our father." Levi then lifted the son of PharacJi
from the ground, washed and bandaged his wound,
placed him upon his horse, and brought
Levi's
him to Pharaoh, who received him with
Maghis paternal blessing.
On the third
nanimity. day after his arrival the son of Pharaoh died, and his father, who was 109
years old, overcome with grief, soon followed. Pharaoh bequeathed the crown to Joseph, who ruled over
Egypt forty-eight years, and then left the throne to
Pharaoh's j-oungest son, who, being an infant at the
time of his father's death, was left in charge of Joseph, who became a father to him.
This .second part of the book has, as far as can be
seen, left no trace either in rabbinical or patri.stic
literature.
The role played by the sons of Bilhah
and Zilpah is, however, the same as is ascribed to them
in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs (Test.
Patr., Dan. 1 and Gadl; but in Gen. R. Ixxxiv.
parent.

to capture Asenath.

;

!

;

^
Ash
Asbdod
Jer.
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Peah

i.

1,

p. 16rt;

Targ. Yer. to Gen. xxxvii.

2,

At any rate the etliical maxim,
soniewluit different).
not to requite evil for evil, but to be magnanimous
toward the enemy, is decidedly Jewish. A Christian writer would most certainly have emphasized
the teaching: "Love your enemies" (Matt. v. 44).
The book as a whole belongs to the Hellenistic
propaganda literature by which Jewish writers endeavored to win the non-Jewish world for the Jewish faith, while at the same time eagerly representing
their Hebrew ancestors as physical as well as moral
K.
heroes.
See Pkoselytes.

ASH

of the Hebrew " oren"
R. V. has "fir-tree." According to
Tanhum (quoted in Gesenius, "Thesaurus," under
pK), the word was used in later Hebrew in the sense of
" mast. " The plural, " oranim "
for which Hai Gaon
uses the Aramaic form " ornan " is mentioned in the
Mishnah (Parah iii. 8) between cedars and cypresses.
The tree belongs to the family of the conifers, has
hard wood, and a tall, smooth, straight stem. This
:

The A. V. rendering

(Isa. xliv. 14);

—
—
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Meir Ash, who.se official family-name was Eisenstaedter, author of "Imre Esh" (Words of Fire),

otlier

Unghvar,

1864.

He was

as "fire " may also
underlie the titles of the works of tlic first Meir Ash,
as, for instance, his "Panim ]\Iei'rot" (The Shining

Face).

See Names.

ASH,

ABRAHAM JOSEPH:

Cantor &

/

(Congregation

recite

till

" dofi," when Cantor proceeds.)
dim.

con brio.
-G>-

V—
-

nu,

;

congbegation.

Largo.

sham

Talmudist born

Semyatitch, Russia, about 1813;

Cantob,

t.--

D.

died in New
York city May 6, 1888. Coming to the United
States in 1852, lie helped to organize, in New York
city, the first Russian-American congregation, Bet
ha-Midrash ha-Gadol, and eight years later he was
elected its rabbi.
In this capacity he served till his
death, with the exception of brief intervals in which
he made futile attempts to engage in business, seeking to free himself from dependence on the rabbinate
for a livelihood.
He strenuously opposed the endeavor by some of the Reform rabbis in 1886 to deliver lectures in Orthodox congregations, and he
wrote an open protest headed with the Talmudic
in

ASHAMNU
P

rabbi of Unghvar, and died

The pun on ^"n

Dec. 27, 18G1.

ba

-

-

^*-^

-f-

I

:

when the congregation had subsided into silence, to complete the section liiniself in
a nielisniatic solo after the manner shown on page ITG.
F. L. C.
A.
sitive verbs, and,

ASHAN
XV. 42), but

Town

:

in

which was

the

domain of

xix. 7; I

;

G. B. L.

.iH.

ASH'ABITA: Mohammedan

theological

sect,

beginning of the tenth century by
Abu el-lla.san al-Ash'ari (" the Hairy "). Its aim was
to combat doctrines taught by the Rationalists (3Iotazilites), and at the same time to moderate the uncompromising rigidity of the views of the Orthodox
party.
The principal points of controversy between
the Orthodox and the Motazilites were: (1) the preexistence of the Koran, (2) predestination of human

founded

acts,

at the

and

(3)

the divine attributes.

Koran was created, the
Orthodox held that the Koran existed before the
creation of the woild (compare the same view lield
by the Rabbis regarding the Torah Sifre, 'Ekeb. 37;
Tan., Naso, 19;
Pes. 54rt; Ned. S%; Gen. R. i.
Tanna debe Eliyahu 1. 31; and Pirke R. El. iii.).
;

an intermediate party, maintained tiiat if the book, in tlie form in which it is
transmitted, had been created, still its principles
must have existed before the world. Again, while
the Orthodox, taking the Koran literally, believed
that human actions were determined by the will of
God, as laid down in an eternal law, the Motazilites,
Tlie Ash'arij^a, as

refuting this doctrine as being contrary to the spirit
of divine justice, insisted on man's perfect freedom
to do either good or evil, which accordingly meets
with reward or punishment hereafter. The Ash'arij-a, ascribing divine authority to the word of the
Koran, could not but give their adhesion to the bebut, in order to preserve a
lief of the Orthodox
semblance of freedom for man, and of justice for
God, they conceded to man the benefit of making
the first efforts toward the realization of the predestined plans of God for good and evil a theory declared by Aaron ben Elijah the Karaite (" 'Ez Hayyim ") to be unintelligible. In opposition to the
Motazilites, the Ash'arij'a asserted the existence of
attributes distinct from God's essence; still they differed from the Orthodox in admitting that tlie anthropomorphisms found in the Koran are not to be
;

—

taken literally.
In discussing the questions of the divine attributes,
many Jewish philosophers were influenced by the
Ash'ariya (compare Hasdai Crescas, "OrAdonai,"
pp. 22 et seq.), but not so in regard to the freedom of
man's will, as they all strove as far as possible to
reconcile the omniscience of God with man's absofor
the Ash'ariya found few adherents
while the Orthodox objected to the concessions made
to the Motazilites, the more enlightened element felt
dissatisfied with the meager results of the compro-

II.— 12

by Maimonides ("Moreh,"

;

i.

72,

iii.

The Ash-

17).

'ariya likewise j)roclaimed the real existence of the
negative attributes. For instance, according to this
sect, weakness is not mere a1)sence of strength, but
a positive (juality (compare "Torot ha Nefesh," iii.,
where Bahya concurs in this idea, basing it on the
Biblical verse, " I form the light, and create darkness: I make peace, and cieate evil" [Isa. xlv. 7]).
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Br.

ASHBEL A .son of Benjamin (Gen. xlvi. 21, and
:

in the genealogical list of I

gentilic
J.

Chron.

viii.

1).

The

name " Ashbelite " is found in Num.

xxvi. 38.
G. B. L.

JR.

ASHDOD (Assyrian Asdudu, Greek Azotes)
The northernmost of the five royal cities of the Philistines, two to three miles from the seacoast, about
half-way between Gaza and Joppa. In I Sam. vi.
mentioned first among the principal Pliilisand the Ark of the Lord is brought first
to that place as a trophy (I Sam. v. et seq.).
Amos
17

it is

tine cities;

(iii.

9)

gives

listine cities,

Ashdod as the representative of all Phibut Ashdod is placed second in the list

Amos, i. 8, and fourth in Zech. ix. 6. Judah's
claim upon Ashdod (Josh. xv. 46) is to be considered as merely theoretical, as Josh. xiii. 3 proves.
The capture by King Uzziah (II Chron. xxvi. 6) is
usually treated by modern critics as probably unhistorical.
It is not certain that the petty king Daganin

takala of the El-Amarna tablets resided in Ashdod.
Asdudu led the revolt of Philistines, Judeans, Edomites, and Moabites against Assyria after expelling
the king Akhimeti, whom Sai-gon had installed inGath (Gimtu) belonged
stead of his brother Azuri.
But the
to the kingdom of Ashdod at that time.
Assyrian general subjected Ashdod in 711 b.c. (compare Isa. XX. 6, and "C. I. O. T." pp. 87 et seq.), and
Mitinti was king in the
the usurper, Yawani, fled.
time of Sennacherib Akhimilki in the reign of Esarhaddon. Psammetichus of Egypt is reported to
have besieged the great city Azotus for twenty-nine
The reference to " the
years (Herodotus, ii. 157).
remnant of Ashdod " (Jer. xxv. 20; compare Zeph.
In
ii. 4) is interpreted as an allusion to this event.
Neh. iv. 1, the Ashdodites seem still to represent
the whole nation of the Philistines, as well as in Neh.
xiii. 23. so that xiii. 24, the "speech of Ashdod"
(which the younger generation of the Jews began to
;

would be the Philistine dialect. Winckler
("Gesch. Israels," p. 2'24) explains the use of that

adopt),

name by

lute freedom of action.
first

Bakillani taught the existence of atoms and of the
severely attacked

vacuum— theories which were

While the Mo-

tazilites asserted that the

At

mise.
In the course of a century, however, the Ash'ariya triumphed over the Motazilites.
Abu Bokr
al-Bukillani, as the liead of the school, systematized
the doctrinesof the Ash'ariya, laying the foundation
of the new Kalam, or scholastic theology.

Ju(l;di (Josli.

in the actual possession of

Chron. iv. 32). Priests also
tliough in
in Ashan (I Chron. vi. 44)
the corresponding pas.sage of Josh. xxi. 16, "Ain"
(wliicli may simi)ly be a corruption of "Ashan") is
given instead. Chor-ashan(or, rather, Bor-ashan) of
I. Sam. x.\x. 30 is perhaps the same as Ashan.

Simeon (Josli.
had residence

.).

Ash
Ashdod
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tlie

fact that

Ashdod was

nearest to Jerusa-

lem of the Philistine cities. Yet the simplest explanation seems to remain, that Ashdod was still the
leader among those cities even in Greek times. Judas
Maccaba;us does not seem to have conquered Azotus

Ashdod

THE JEWISH

Asher

itself (I

Mace.

iv. 15, v. 68),

hut

,I<.iiallian (ih. x. 84,

and biinicd tlie old temple of
Dagon (compare 1 Sam. v. 2, 3; .see also ih. xvi. 10).
According toJoseplnis, "Ant." xiii. 15, § 4, Alexander Janniuus possessed it (contrast "B. J." i. 7, ^7).
Pompey restored its independence ("B. J." i. 6, § 4),
which apparently means only that lie reconstructed
It belonged to the dominion of Herod and
its walls.
Salome ("Ant." xvii. 18, i; 9). Vesi)asian had to take
it by force ("B. J." iv. 130): so that the Jewish inThe
habitants must have been in the majority.
New Testament mentions Azotus in one passage
only (Acts viii. 40). The modern Esilud is an inxi. 4)

destroyed

it

GEXER.il,

E^XYCL()PE1)I.V

t
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Koyal ('ollege of Surgeons, Edinburgii.
subsequently visited Paris, ]>cr)in, and other

late of the

lie

European cities, activuring professional experience.
Ashenheim practised for some time in London, lecturing friMpiently and Ix'ing an active contributor to
lie enugrated to Jamaica
the Anglo-Jewisli press,
in 1843 and settled at Kingston, where he practised
till 1850, when he removed to Fahuouth, a i)ort on
In addition to his practhe north cf)ast of Jamaica.
tise, and lectures more or less connected Avith his
profession, he addressed the public, through the
press, on sanitary reform and on compulsory vaccination, of which he was an able advocate.
At Fal-

VIKW OK MODKRX ASIIDOD.

(Friim a jihotograph by Bonfik.)

signiticant village nearly four miles

mouth he rendered valuable

To

break of cholera.

from the sea.
the west of the woo(led height on v.-hich the village stands, traces of the ancient harbor now known
The statement
as Minet el-Kal'a can still be seen.
of Ptolemy and Josephusthat it was a maritime city,
is explained by the possession of a harl)or on the
shore, which is called "Azotus by the Sea" ("Ant."

—

—

xiii. 15,

the

parison
.T.

ij

4).

Tins

i)lace

has been compared with
Sargon, but the comSee Philistines.

Asdudimmu mentioned by
is

hardly

justified.
'

W. M. M.

.T15.

ASHDOTH-PISGAH

:

The

declivities of the

Pisgali lange on the east of the Jordan, wliicli

handed over to the Reubenites (Deut.
Jos.
•T.

xiii.

iii.

were

17, iv.

49;

20) (see Pisgaii).

G. B. L.

JR.

ASHENHEIM,

LOUIS Scotch physician and
surgeon; born at Edinburgh 1^17; died at Jamaica
Nov. 26, 1858. Educated in his native city, he obtained honors at the university, and became a licen-

services during an out-

BiBUor.nAPHY: Falmmith Advert isn\
Po.vt, Oct., 1S58

;

Oct., IS.xS;
Jcivitih C/muiicle, Dec. 3 and 10,

Fnlmnuth
IMS.

G. L.

J.

ASHER. -Biblical

Data: The eighth

son of
the patriarcli Jacob, and the traditional progenitor
He is represented as the younger
of the tribe Asher.
brother of Gad; these two being the sons of Zilpah,
the handmaid of Leah (Gen. xxx. 10 ct ser/., xxxv.
Four sons and one daughter were born to Asher
26).
in Canaan, who went down with him to Egypt (Gen.
xlvi. 17).
See Asnp:R, Tribe and Tf:rritorv; and
on the general view to be taken of the tribes of
Israel, Tribes, Twelve.
J.

J. .JR.

In Rabbinical Literature

:

:

F. :\IcC.

For a time Asher

not on good tcimswith his brothers, because he
had informed them of Heuben"s sin again.st his stepmother Bilhali, and they would not believe him;

was

;

Not until
reproached liim instead.
his crime did they
From the first
realize their injustice toward Asher.
indeed

the}'^

Reuben repented and confessed

in
evil intentions against Reuben
the verj' one whose endeavor it had
always been to reconcile the brothers, especially
when they disputed as to who among them was deslie

liad liad

fact

uo

;

was

lie

tined to be the ancestor of the priests (Sifre. Dent.
In the Test. Pair., A.sher, 5, Asher is regarded
355).
as the example of a virtuous man who with singlemindcdness strives only for the general good.

Asher married twice. His first wife was 'Adon,
a great-granddaughter of Ishmael; his second,
Iladurah, a granddaughter of Eber and a widow.
By her first marriage Iladurah had a daughter
SEi{.\ir, whom Asher treated as affectionately as if
she had been of his owm flesh and blood, so that the
Bible itself speaks of Serah as Asher's daughter
(" Sefer lia-Yashar, Wayesheb ").
According to the
Book of Jubilees (x.x.xiv. 20), Asher's wife was
named "lyon" (probably nJV, "dove").
Asher's descendants in more than one regard deserved their name ("Asher" meaning "happiness").
The tribe of Asher was the one most blessed with
male children (Sifre, I.e.); and its women were so
beautiful that priests and princes sought them in
marriage (Gen. R. l.xxi., end). The abundance of
oil in the land possessed by Asher so enriched the
tribe that none of them needed to hire a habitation
(Gen. R. I.e.); and the soil was so fertile that in times
of scarcity, and especial!}' in the Sabbatical year,
Asher provided all Israel with olive-oil (Sifre, I.e.
Men. 85b Targ. Yer. on Deut. xx.xiii. 24). The Asheriteswere also renowned for wisdom (Men. I.e.).
;

J.

L. G.

SR.

ASHER,
Data

The

Tribe

and Territory.

— Biblical

Asher is foieshadowed in
the Blessing of Jacob, where it is said: "Asher, his
food shall be rich, and he shall yield the dainties of
Until the settlement
a king " (Gen. xlix. 20, Ilebr.).
Of its lot in
in Canaan, the tribe stood in honor.
Egypt there is no record; but after the Exodus
:

fortiuie of

its

men numbered 41,500 strong (Num.

and at the close of the desert
march the census showed that it had
reached 53,400 (Num. xxvi. 47). During the journey ings the tribe had its station between Dan and
Naphtali, north of the Tabernacle (Num. ii. 25 et
It also had its representative among the tribal
seq.).
chiefs sent to spy out the land of Canaan (Num.
Situation,

xiii.

i.

41);

13).

The

blessing of Moses,

delivered, according to
march, is put forward as
partlj' predictive: "Blessed be Asher with descendants, and let him be pleasing to his brethren, and let
his foot be dipped in oil" (Deut. xxxiii. 24, Hebr.).

tradition, at the close of the

The

material portion of this aspiration, like that of
Jacob's blessing, was iu large measure fulfilled.

The
was

Ashdod
Asber
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to Asher (Josh. xix. 24-31)
coast-land extending from Dor (Tanturah)
on the south to Sidon on the north.
It thus included, north of INIount Carmel, the territories of
Accho, Achzib, Tyre, and Sidon.
The coast-land
west of the shoulder of Carmel, though assigned
to Asher, was occupied by Manasseh (Josh. xvii.
territory allotted

tlie

The tribe was thus settled on the western
11).
slopes and valleys of Upper and Lower Galilee
and on the Pheiiician jjlain. Here was some of
the most productive land in Palestine pasture,
wooded hills, and orchards noted especially for the
abundance and richness of its olive-oil. On account
of its remoteness from the centers of national life,
and its facility of communication with the Phenician
markets, as well as the ease with which it could
supi)ort itself, the tribe speedily beRelations came dissociated from the rest of Isto Other
rael, so that it took no part against
Tribes.
the Canar.nites with Barak and Deb-

—

—

orah (Judges v. 17). Yet it joined
pursuit of the Midianites after the victory of
Gideon (Judges vii. 23). It is also said (I Chron. xii.
36) that a great host of Asherites offered their support to David when he succeeded to the kingdom of
Saul, and that some men of the tribe "humbled
themselves" in the reformation of Hezekiah (II
Chron. xxx. 11).

in the

J. F.

JR.

J.

Critical
tinct

View

:

A.sher is one of the

and elusive of the

tribes of Israel.

McC.

most

indis-

It is diffi-

cult to fix the boundaries of the tribe's possessions;
it is not even certain that it inhabited any ex-

and

tensive continuous territory.
There is, as mentioned
above, no trace of its clansmen south of Carmel and
it is not clear in what sense this district
Boundw-as assigned to them.
Possibly the
aries.
tradition is based on some migration
of Asherites northward through that
region.
Many of the towns allotted to them north
of Carmel can not be identified.
But those whose
sites are known (among them Cabul, Achshaph,
Helkath, Neiel) suggest by their location a distribution of settlements rather than a compact and welldefined tribal possession.
Besides the Phenician
coast cities (Accho, T^'re, Sidon), Beth-dagon further
inland was probably' never Asherite.
Asher appears to have had at no time a close conIt had more at stake
nection with the body of Israel.
than any other tribe in the common struggle with
In
the northern Canaanites, and yet it held aloof.
the light of this outstanding fact, it is not easy to
understand how it could have become so lo^-al at
any later date as to send 40,000 men to join the
standard of David (I Chron. xii. 36). The probability of such a statement is lessened bj'^ the fact that in
the tabulation of the several contingents (verses 2338) the largest quotas are said to have come from the
:

were most remote from the centers of the
and activity of Israel. On the whole tlie conclusion is irresistible that Asher consisted of certain
clans that were affiliated with portions of Israel, but
were never incorporated into the body politic.
Critical opinion is divided as to whether Asher
was a name originally Israelitish, or whether it was
adopted by certain of the outlying
Name and triliesmen from a Canaanitic source.
tribes thai
life

"What light does the story of the birth
of Asher throw on the question? He
was the fuli brother of Gad, and the names have the
same meaning. Gad is a Cauaanitish god of fortune,
and Asher is from a root meaning "prosperous,"

Origin.

"

;

Abraham

Asher,

Asher

b.
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David

"happy," wlience the great Assyriau god Asshur.
But how was this uame Asher suggested? A eluc
is perhaps afforded iu the faet pointed out by W.
Max Muller ("Asien und Europa," p. 236), tliat
" Aseru " appears ou Egyptian monuments as tlie
name of a land and people in western Galilee in the
fourteenth century B.C.

It is conceivable that Is-

raelitish settlers in that region

adopted

in this

modi-

Such a
fied form the uame of their new residence.
thing was not iu iLself impossible, since there is evidence that several of the tribes had territorial designations given to them after the Hebrew occupation
of Canaan.
There is, however, still the possibility that this
" Aseru " w^as itself the name of a Hebrew settlement
existing from olden time in Palestine and kept up
independently of the sojourn in Egypt which ended
with the Exodus. In considering these possibilities
a good deal must depend upon the analogy of the
history of the other tribes and their current designations a matter which is itscilf still very obscure.
JasStill another hypothesis has been offered.
trow suggests ("J. B. L." xi. 120) that the clan
Heber of the tribe Asher (I Chron. vii. 31) represents the Chabiri of the El-Amarna
tablets, and the brother-clan Malchiel,
The
Asherite the Milkili, who figure iuthe same iuscrlptions.
If this should be correct,
Clan
the conclusion would be drawn that a
Heber.
formidable body of people was pressing upward from southern Palestine two hundred
years before the Exodus, and that they finally setleaving perhaps a trace of
tled in western Galilee
their temporary settlement in the towns south of
Carmel referred to above as being finally occupied
by Mauasseh. This hypothesis has to contend
against the opinion, now somewhat widely held, that
the Chabiri were the Hebrews themselves.

—

;

Bibliography

:

Besides the most recent commentaries on the

Biblical passages cited above, see Kittel, Gcsch. der Hchrlier; Meyer. G6sc?i. des AUcrtlnuns; Wellhausen, Jsrot!Stade, Gcsch.
itteche und Judische Gesch. pp. 15 et seq.
Eutatcliuny dcs VoJkcs
des Volkcs Israel, i. 172 et acq.
Jastrow, in
Israel, in Ahad. Redcn u. Ahhandhuincii
J.B.L. xi. 1~0; Barton, i/jwl. xv. 174; Hernh. Luther, Die
Israel. Stdinme, in Stade's Zei(sc/tri/(, 1901, xxi. 13 et seq.,
18 et seq., 41 et scq., 51.
;

;

;

J.

JR.

ASHER,

F.

J.

ABRAHAM

McC.

(ADOLF) Publisher,
bibliographer, and editor; born at Kamniin, Prussia,
Aug. 23, 1800; died at Venice, Sept. 1, 1853. He
was destined for a commercial career, and was sent
:

He settled afterward
for this purpose to England.
as a jewelry merchant at St. Petersburg, Russia
but on one occasion he happened to buy an old
This decided his later career.
He gave
library.
up his former business and devoted himself enIn 1830 he
tirely to bibliography and publishing.
removed to Berlin and established himself as a bookseller and publisher; in the former capacity obtaining the valuable agency for the purchase of foreign
books for the British Museum. A branch of the firm
It was
was accordingly established in London.
through the influence of Asher that Jo.seph Zedner
was appointed curator of the Hebrew books of the

Museum.
Asher was the author of: "Bibliographical Essay
on the Collection of Voyages and Travels Published
British
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15'J«-1600 by L. Hulsius," Berlin, 1839; and " Bibliographical Essay on the Scriptores l{(;rum Germani-

Among

carum," Berlin, 1843.

the

works issued by

as publisher are two iu particular, for which
he earned the gratitude of Hebrew scholars: (1)
Benjamin of Tudeia's "Masa'ot" (Travels); (2) Con-

him

"Kore ha-Dorot" (Literary History). The
he edited, vocalized, and provided with an exhaustive index of the geograpliical names (Loudon,
1840); the same in an Enghsh translation, with critical notes and conunentaries by him, by Kapoport
and Zuuz (2 vols., Berlin, 1840-41). He thus made
accessible to the modern Anglo-Jewish reading public a work that is quite a phenomenon in Hebrew
At Asher 's initiative and expense, David
literature.
Cassel revised, edited, and indexed CJonforte's "Kore
ha-Dorot" a biographical and bibliographical lexicon of Jewish scholars, and one of the very few literary sources for the life and activities of Oriental
and African scholars in the two centuries after the
Spanish expulsion. It was published at Berlin in
forte's
first

—

1846.

Bibliography

Zeitlin,

:

Bibliotheca Hebraica,

p. 7.

M. B.

J.

ASHER, ANSHEL BEN ISAAC

:

Preacher

at Preuzlau, Prussia, and teacher in the school
founded there by his father. In 1701 he published
at Dessau a collection of discourses under the title
of "Shemenah Lahmo" with reference to his name

—

"Asher" (lon^ HJOC' ItTKO; see Gen. xlix. 20)—
consisting of two parts: the first containing some
homilies on the Sabbath and the holy days, including
Hanukkah and Purim and the second on the seven
solemn occasions of man's life; viz., circumcision,
;

redemption of the

first-born, "

bar mizwah

" (relig-

ious majority), marriage, ordination, burial, and resurrection.
Bibliography: Michael, Or ha-IIatiyim, No. 545; Steinschneider, Cat. Dodl. s.v., p. 748.

K.

h. G.

ASHER, ANSHEL BEN JOSEPH.

See

Anschel.

ASHER, ANSHEL BEN MOSES BAER:
Talmudist lived in the second half of the eighteenth
He wrote two works: "Ben Emunim
century.
(Son of Faith), Fiirth, 1785: and "Hiddat Shimshon " (Samson's Riddle), Fiirth, 1785. Tiie former
is a homiletic commentary on the Bible; the latter
an ethical work, divided into three parts.
;

Bibliography Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.
Cat. Hebr. Books Brit. Mies. p. 61.
:

col. 752

;

I.

L. G.

ASHER, ASHER:

Zedner,

BU.

Physician; born Feb. 16,
1837, at Glasgow, Scotland; died Jan. 7, 1889, at
London, England. He was educated at the high
school and university of his native city, and was the
first Jew in Scotland to enter the medical profession.
In 1863 he went to London and became medical oflicer of the Jewish Board of Guardians, and in 1866
was appointed secretary of the Great Synagogue.
About this time the idea of a union of the various
London synagogues had been put forward, chiefly
and Asher devoted himself to
liy Lionel L. Cohen
In March. 1871,
the project with intense energy.
he l)ccame first secretary of the United Synagogue,
contributing largely to the success of that institu;

"

1
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tion ho wrote the introduction to the by-laws of the
constituent synagogues, and practiealiy foinidcd its
Tliis ollice he retained till his
visitation coininiltee.
death.
Owing to Asher's intimate relations with the
Rothschilds, in his capacit\' of medical attendant,
unofficial almoner, and personal friend, his advice
was generally followed by them in coinnmnal matters.
He was connected with a large numbi'r of in;

stitutions in the Lon-

don

may be regarded as one
In
of its organizers.
company with Samuel
Montagu he undertook, in Jewish inter-

journeys to Pak sAmerica, and
Russia. After the visit
to Palestine he wrote a
report on the condition
of affairs in Jerusalem,
ests,

estiue,

effected

;

don, 1873.
BiBUOHRAPiiv Jewish Chronicle, Jan.
:

home

Kirkland,

vol.

lii.,

11, 1889; E. Lynn Linch. 4 (description of Dr.

life).

J.

ASHEB, DAVID:

German

educationist and
philosophical writer; born at Dresden Dec. 8, 1818;
died in Leipsic Dec. 2, 1890.
He received his early
education at the Jewish school of his native city, and
subsequently entered the gymnasium there, being one
of the first Jews admitted to the institution.
As his
mother was unable to support him, his stay there was
short.
Asher then learned the trade of carving and
gilding, thereby supporting himself as a journeyman
artisan during his travels to various cities of Germany and Austria. On the invitation of a wealthy
relative he went to London, where he learned English at a private school
subsequently becoming assistant teacher there
and at the same time assiduously studied philo.sophy, philology, HebrcAv, and
modern languages. Later, Asher held various offices
in the Jewish congregation and was tutor to the
children of the chief rabbi of England.
Upon his
return to Germany he obtained the degree of doctor
of philosophy at the Berlin University.
Settling in
Leipsic, he soon acquired reputation as an English
instructor, having among his pupils many persons
of high rank.
For seven years he held the post of
English master at the Commercial School; and for
eight years that of examiner of candidates for higher
schools at the university.
He was also a member of
the Academy for Modern Languages, in Berlin, and

—
—

the Royal Law Courts of Leipof the first order, he was engaged in

official interjireter to
sic.

A linguist

literary

work

• Athenaium,"
"Academy," and "Jewish Clirouicle."
For the last he translated Dr. Dollinger's "Address
on the History of the Jews of Europe."
Asher distinguished himself as an interpreter of
the philos()i)liy of Sch(»peidiauer; and as an ardent
champion of his own coreligionists, energetically
combating anti-Semitic attacks.
The more important of his numerous works and
articles, original and translated, are: "Outlines of
the Jewish Religion " " England's Diclitcr uud Prosaiker der Neuzeit"; "A^Manual on the Study of
Modern Languages in General, and of the English
Language in Particular," with a preface by Dean
French; " OlTenesSendschreiben an Arthur Schoi)enhauer"; "Arthur Schoi)enhauer als Interpret des
Gothe'schen Faust"; "Der Religiose Glaube; eine
Psychologische Studie"; "Arthur Schoi)cnhiiuer;
Neues von Ihm und liber Ihn"; "Das Endeigebniss der Schopenhacur'schen Philosophic"; "Exercises on the Habitual Mistakes of Germans in English Conversation," etc.. 3 vols.
"Die Wichtigsten
Regeln der Englischen Syntax " " Entertaining Library for the Young, with Explanatorj' Notes and
Complete Vocabulaiies," etc., 2 vols. " Ueber den
Unterricht in denNeueren Sprachen " "Die Grundzuge der Verfassung Engiands"; "Die Kunst zu
Lesen " " Selihot, with a new English Translation "
" Biidinger 's Way of Faith, or the Abridged Bible,
translated from the German; Buckle's "Essays,"
;

Dr. Asher Asher.

him

most of the j'oung men of ability of the rising generation, and upon them he exerted great influence.
Asher wrote much for the Jewish press, chiefly under
the pen-name "Aliquis." The only book he published was "The Jewish Rite of Circumcision," Lon-

Asher's

David

;

good. His sympathetic

ton, (liristiipher

Abraham
b.

;

much

uatiu-e attracted to

Asher

;

community, and

which

Asher,

of varied character,

and diligently con-

tributed to most of the leading German journals,
as well as to the English periodicals the "Times,"

;

;

'

'

German " Contributions to the History of the Development of the Human Race," by
Lazarus Geiger, translated from the German; "Das
Naturgesetz in der Geisterwelt," by Henry Drummond, translated into German.
Bibliography: Jew. Chrou. Dec. 5, 1890, p. 8; Dec. 12, 1890.
translated into

;

p. 9.

B. B.

.1.

ASHER BEN DAVID A sou of Abraham ben
:

David of Posquieres flourished about the middle of
the thirteenth centuiy.
He was a pupil of his uncle,
Isaac the Blind, and one of the earliest cabalistic
3"' JJ'II^D or
writers.
He was the author of
ppn (Explanations on the Thirteen Attributes of
God; Ex. xxxiv. 6, 7), and Tin^H D (Explanation
The relaof the Tetragrammaton and the Sefirot).
;

nno

tion of these two works to each other, however, can
not be definitely stated, since onlj' a small part has

been printed, in

"

Ozar Nehmad,"

iv. 37,

and

"

HebrS-

Probably he tried
ische Bibliographic," xii. 80, 113.
to justify the number (ten) of the Sefirot as seemingly not in harmony with the thirteen attributes of
God assumed in the Talmud. He identifies, on the
one hand, tlie ten Sefirot witli the ten spheres of the
philosophers, and, on the otlier, explains the thirteen
attributes of God as derivations of the three middle Sefirot:

mNDD, nini H^HJ

(love, justice, mercy),

or

D^Om, p. IDU

which he designates as

nnX

(fundamental principles).
Asher Avas taught by his father, whom he calls a
learned man; and he had verbal intercourse with
Jacob ben Samuel of Anduze, with Meir ben Simon,
and with Abraham ben Isaac of Carcassonne.
Heh. Bihl. xii. 80 et seq. ; Gross, Gallia
p. 4.50; Bloch, Entrciclichiiio der Kahbala, etc.,
[Michael (Or ha-Hamiinu No. 53tj) doubts whether he
the sod of Abraham h. David of Posquieres.

Bibliography

:

Judnica.
p. 42.

was
K.

P. B.

Asher, Ensel
Asher b. Levi
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ASHER, ENSEL

B.

JUDAH LOEB

Chief

:

of the bet din at Sloniin, Litiiuania, in tlie beginning
He wrote two works:
of tlie eighteentli century.
" Ototle-3Io'adini" (Signs for the Feasts) and " Baruk
mi-Banim Asher" (Blessed Be Asher Above Sous;
Deut. xxxiii. 24). The former contains a novella to

Pesahini

and

ix.,

also the laws of the festivals

The

half festivals.

latter

comprises

and

homiletic

a

commentary on the Pentateuch. Both were published at Zolkiev, in 1749 and 1752 respectively.
Bibliography

:

15; Benjacob,

Walden, Sliem ha-Gedolim he-Hadash,
Ozar ha-Scfarim, pp. 31-83.

L. G.

ii. 7,

Br.

I.

ASHER BEN HAYYIM OF MONZON

:

Spanish lilurgist of the fourteenth centuiy. He was
the author of a book entitled " Ha-Pardes " (Paradise), the ten sections of which are devoted to an exhaustive discussion of the benedictions, the results
being epitomized in a single extract entitled "Terumot haPardes " (The Heave-Offerings of Paradise).
Azulai saw the manuscript in Italy, and made extracts from it, which he afterward published in his
commentary " Shiyure Berakah " to the Shulhan
'Aruk, Orah Hayyim.
The manuscript in question
was probably identical with that now preserved in
the Bodleian Library.
The latest authority cited in
it is

Yom-Tob

b.

Abraham

of Seville.

Shem ha-GerloUm, ed. Wilna, ii. 61
Michael, Ur ha-Hamiim, p. 540 ; Neubauer, Cat. Bodl. Hchr.
No. 799 Zuaz, Ritus, p. 30.

Bibliogr.^phy: Azulai,

MSS.

;

;

L. G.

ASHER BEN IMMANUEL SALEM.

See

Salem.

ASHER, JACOB ABRAHAM BEN
LOEB KALMANKES Cabalistic and
:

ARYEH
rabbinical

author; born probably in Lemberg about the beginning of the seventeenth century died there April 3,
1681.
He wrote (1) " Sefer ha-Eshel " (The Book of
the Grove), a volume of homilies, of which the lirst
part, on Genesis, containing also some homiletical
remarks by his grandfather, Joseph Kalmankes,
was printed in Lublin, n.d. and (2) "Ma'yan haHokmah " (Fountain of Wisdom), an introduction to
the Cabala, drawn chiefly from the works of Isaac
Luria.
This latter work was first printed in Amsterdam, lGo2, then in Koretz, 1684, and lastly under the
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especially severe upon the "men of France and the
Islands of the Sea," complaining that they had tampered with the liturgy, in some places omitting words
and in others adding to the received te.xt. Asher is
best known as the author of the small edition of the

'Aruk contained in MS. Berne, No. 200, which lie
compiled in the year 1290 within the space of five
weeks for his nephew Isaac ben Eleazer ha-Levi.
This recension contains 142 folios, and follows in
the main the Regensburgcr MS. of the same work.
Asher has, however, inserted into his edition a number of words dealing with the liturgy that are not to
be found in the large 'Aruk. This manuscript served
as the basis for Buxtorf's "Lexicon Hebraeo-Chaldaicum."
Asher must not be confounded with a man of the
.same name who lived during the twelfth century,
and perhaps belonged to the same family and who
corresponded with Eliezer ben Nathan (|"2N"1), and
lived in Worms or that neighborhood.
According
to Gross ("Magazin," x. 76), this latter Asher was
the son of Jacob ben Isaac ben Eliezer of ^V^orms
(Zunz, "L. G." p. 156). Peries thinks that Eleazer
ben Asher ha-Levi, who collected the valuable " Sefer
Zikronot," was his son (Neubauer, "Medieval Jewish
Chronicles," i. xx.
Gaster, "Chronicles of Jerahmeel." p. 1). From the similarity in names, Peries
argues that the family of Asher ben Jacob ha-Levi
must be connected with the older Ha-Levi family of
which Zunz has given ("Literaturgesch." p. 156)
the pedigree (compare also Salfeld, "Nurnberger
;

Memorbuch," pp.
Bibliography

104, 361).

Zunz, Ritus, p. 195 Peries, in Monatsschrift,
and in Juhelschrift zum Siehzigsten Gehitrstdge
;

:

XXV. 373,
des Prof. Dr. H. Griltz, pp. 1 et seq. Kaufmann, in Monatnschrift. xxxiv. 185 et seq.; Weiss, in Moimtsschrift, xli.
146
Neubauer, Catalogue of Hebrew Manuscripts of BodL
Libr. col. 311.
;

;

;

;

title "

Tob we-Yashar

" (Good and Right) in
Berlin,
Moses ibn Zur put it in rimed prose under
the title "Mebo Sha'ar ha-Sliamayim " (The Way
to the Gate of Heaven), but this was never pub-

1706.

lished.

Bibliography:

Biiber.

ha-Scfarinu pp.

Anshe Shem,

p. 45;

Benjacob, Ozar

55, 350.

L. o.

U.

ASHER BEN JACOB HA-LEVI

:

Talmudic

lexicographer; lived in Osnabrlick, Prussia, toward
the end of tlie thirteenth century.
His father was
probably the "Jacob ha-Levi" mentioned by Eliezer

ha-Darshan as his teacher, and his nejihew was
Isaac ben Judah ha-Levi, author of XP nJVQ (Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl." col. 1127).
Asher was the
pupil of Samuel ben Baruch of Bamberg. He wrote
explanations of various parts of the Mahzor, to be

found
a.s

in

MSS. Munich, No. 423. Bodleian, No. 1102,
MS. in the librarv of David

well as in a private

Kaufmann

(in

"

Monatsschrif t, "

xli.

146).

He

is

I..

G.

G.

ASHER BEN JEHIEL

:

Eminent Talmudist;

born in western Germany about 1250 died in Toledo,
Spain, 1328.
His family was prominent for learning
and piety his father having been a learned Talmudist, and one of his ancestors (not his grandfather)
having been Eliezer ben Nathax (J'3X^)
Asher ben Jehiel was the most prominent disciple of Meir b. Baruch of Rothenburg, and, like his
;

;

teacher, was in all probability the victim of blackmail by the government, which desired to deprive
him of his fortune. His emigration from Germany
was probably involuntary for, according to his own
statement, he possessed considerable means while in
Germany, but in later years could not assist his son
Jacob, whose poverty prevented him
Settles in from honoring the Sabbath with speToledo.
cial garments and meals ("Tur Orah
Hayyim," § 242). Moreover, Asher "s
son Judah testifies to the fact that lie died in poverty
("Bet Talmud," pp. 372-375). After leaving German}' he settled first in southern France, then in
Toledo, of which latter city he became rabbi on the
;

recommendation of Solomon Adret.
In his religious attitude he resembled his teacher,

Meir of Rothenburg, representing the rigorous school
which was averse to lenient decisions in legal matters, even when theoretically justified ("Responsa,"
xlvi., c. 2).
He was also opposed to secular knowl-

"

Asher, Enael
Asher b. Levi
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edge, especially philosophy; thanking God for having saved him from its intluence, and boasting of
His
possessing no knowledge outside the Torah.
position was clearly defined by him when he stated
that philosophy is based on critical research, and
religion on tradition; the two being incapable of

harmonization.
truly stated,

Of

"None

i)hiiosophy, he said,

that go unto her

it

may

may be
return"

("Kesponsa," Iv. 9). Asher, however, had the courage of an independent opinion and laid down the
principle: " We must not be guided in our decisions
by admiration of great men; and in the event of a
law not being clearly stated in the Talmud, we are not
bound to accept it, even if it be based on the works
of the Geonim " (Weiss, "Dor Dor we-Dorshaw," v.
His liberalism, however, is some63).
times orthodoxy in disguise. He deHis
Relig-ious clares, for instance, that the liturgy of
Attitude, the Geonim does not fall under the Talmudic rule forbidding change in the
wording of the traditional prayers (Maimonides,
" Yad, " Berakot, 1.16). Similarly, his decision against
praying more than three times a day ("Responsa,"
Iv. 13) is really on the side of rigorous orthodoxy.
His assertion that the words ^J>DO HtJ'D^ HD^H ("an
oral law revealed to Moses on Sinai ") do not always
bear a literal meaning, but signify, in general, a universally adopted custom, must not be taken as a liberal interpretation bearing out the theory of oral tradition (so Z. Frankel, in " Darke ha-Mislmah," 20),
but as an apologetic attempt to uphold rabbinical
The latter view is borne out by the ,conauthority.

Mikwaot 1, in the twelfth volume of
usual Talmud editions).

text (Ililkot
the

;

Asher possessed vast Talmudic knowledge, methand systematic, and was distinguished for
terseness in summing up long Talmudic discussions,
His
the final results of which he indicated clearly.
attitude, however, toward secular knowledge made
his influence on the Spanish Jews a narrowing one.
He espoused the cause of the anti-Maimonists even
becoming their leader and desired the sj'nod to
issue a decree against the study of non-Jewish learnTogether with his sons he thus transplanted
ing.
the strict and narrow Talmudic spirit from Germany
to Spain, where it took root and turned the Spanish
Jews from scientific research to the study of the
Talmud.
Asher's extant works are a commentary on Zera'im, the first order of the Mishnah, with the exception of Berakot; a commentary on the sixth order
(Toharot); on the treatises Nedarim (third order),
and Tamid glosses like the Tosafot on several Talmudic treatises; a volume of responsa; and an abHis fame
stract of the Talmudic laws (Halakot).

odical

—

—

:

;

on the last-mentioned, constructed on the plan
Omitting the liaggadic portions
of the Talmud, and all the laws not practised outside
of Palestine, such as the sacrificial, criminal, and political ones, Aslier made an abstract of the practical
Halakah, leaving out the discussions, and concisely

rests

of Alfasi's work.

His "Works,

stating the final decisions.
this respect he follows the

Though

in

example of

from him in quoting
notably Alfasi, Maimonides, and

Alfasi, he differs
later authorities,

the Tosafists.

Asher's

work superseded

Alfasi's

within a short time. It became so popular that it
has been printed with almost every eclition of the
Talmud under the title " Rabbenu Asher," abbreviated :^ x~i (Rosh).
His son Jacob compiled, under
the title " Piske ha-Rosh," a list of the decisions found
in the work. Commentaries on Asher's Halakot were
written by a nmnbcr of later Talmudists, among
whom were: Yom-Tob Lipman Hki.i.kk, who wrote
"Ma'adane Melek," "Ma'adane Yom-Tob," " Lehem
Hamudot," and "Pilpela Harifta" Nathaniel Weil,
who wrote " Korban Nethanael"; and Phineas Selig
of Lask, who wrote " 'Ateret Paz." Compare Beu;

Saul b. Zkiu Hiksch.
Asher had eight sons, of whom the most prominent were Judaii and Jacob.
LiN,

Bibliography: Azulai. Shem ha-Gednlim,

s.v.
Michael. Or
ha^Hainiirn, No. 543; Sleinschneider, Cat. BmU. col. 74^;
Gratz, Gesch. der JuOen,
ed. vii. 233 et seq.; Weiss, Dor

Dor we-Domhaw,

;

M

v. 61-70.

D.

L. G.

ASHER BEN JOSEPH. See Anschel.
ASHER BEN JTJDAH LOEB LANDAU.
See Landau, Asher.

ASHER

KTJBO.

See Covo, Asher.

ASHER, LEMEL HA-LEVI
mudic scholar;

:
Polish Tallived at the end of the eighteenth

Together with his two sons, Yehiel Michel
ha-Levi of Glogau and Moses ha-Levi of Glogau, he
wrote homilies on the Pentateuch, published in 1820
under the title " Hut ha-Meshullash " (The Threefold
century.

Cord).
Bibliography Zedner, Cat. Hehr. Books Brit. Mua.
Beniacob, Ozar Jui-Sefarim, p. 171.
:

H. R.

ASHER, LEON
April

13,

:

German physician

1865, in Leipsic.

He

p. 61

Br.

I.

;

born

the son of Dr.
secretary to Chief
is

David Asher, for many years
Rabbi Nathan M. Adler in Loudon. Leon Asher,
after graduating from the public school in Leipsic,

studied medicine at the university of that city
from 1885 to 1890, and received the degree of M.D.
Having worked in the line of medical and psychical
research, he went in 1891 to Heidelberg, where he
was engaged as laboratory assistant with ^V. Kiihne
and G. Quincke. In 1894 he became assistant at the
Bern Physiological Institute in Switzerland, and in
1895 privat-doceut at the university. He spent the
summer vacations of 1896-98 in the laboratory of
the physiologist Hering in Leipsic, and in 1901
was appointed professor of medicine in Bern University.

Asher's researches cover a wide field in nervous
and muscular physiology, including the physiology
of the sense functions and of the transformation of
Aided by the Berlin Royal Academy of
tissue.
Sciences, he experimented considerably in the direction of ascertaining the qualities of lymph and the
precise mode of its formation; the majority of his

conclusions are now accepted in the medical world.
He edits, together with K. Spiro, an annual entitled
" Ergebnisse der Physiologic.
F.

s.

ASHER BEN LEVI (known
Masih)

:

DE

also as

S.

M.

<Abd

al-

Legendary boy convert and, subsequently,

;

Asher
Ashes
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Christian martyr; lived toward the end of the fourth
century in Siujar, between Nisibis and Mosul in
Mesopotamia. He was born of Jewish parents. As
a boy he lived all alone and was shunned by his
One day he
Christian and Zoroastriau companions.
begged to be allowed toeatwitli the Christian boys;
but they refused to allow him to do so until he became a Christian. As the church of the village was
at some distance, the boys themselves baptized him;
performing all the necessary ceremonies and giving
him the name " 'Abda da-Meshiha " (Servant of the

the same time Asher was not hostile to philosophy. Jiidah ibn Tibbon, in a letter to Asher, praised
his fondness for science, and in his testament exhorted his son to cultivate Asher's friendship.
Asher's alleged leaning toward the Cabala, mentioned by Graetz, is not proved; the fact that he

They even pierced his ears, and hung in
Messiah).
the right ear an earring, a custom not observed by
Asher's mother hid him from his father,
the Jews.
who was a rich man and head of the Jewish community, fearing his wrath if the story should become

than strictly philosophical, in its tendencies.
A.sher was the author of several Talmudic works,
of which the following are cited by title: "Hilkot
Yom-'Tob," rules for the holidays; " Sefer ha-Matanot," a work referring perhaps to the tithes payable
to the priests.
Neither of these writings seems to
have been preserved. According to an entry in the
manuscript of the small "Midrash 'Aseret ha-Dibberot," Asher was its author, but the statement is
not veritiable. Compare Miduasiiim, Minor.

known.
Tlie boy then had

visions of Jesus, of hell, and of
happening to be in the
On a Sabbath-day, when his
village, blessed him.
father held a feast, the boy's conversion became

own

his

death.

A bishop,

because he refused to eat with Jews. Asher
ran off to the well where he had been baptized, but

known
was

killed there

by

his father.

The boys who had

A

few
baptized him found the body and buried it.
days afterward a company of merchants camping
near by saw a light burning over the grave and smelt
fragrant odors coming from beneath the stone. They
were Christians and took the body away, a rich man
promising to build a church in the boy's honor.
Over the place where the grave had been a little
church was built, with the inscription, "This is the
place of martyrdom of the Messiah's martyr, 'Abd
al-Masih." After a time the father grew old and
was troubled by evil spirits. He had to be taken to
the place where his son had died, and together with
The day
all his household embraced Christianity.
of A.sher's martyrdom is given as the twenty-seventh
of

Tammuz
is

The text of this Svriac legend was first published with a Latiu translation by Corluy in Analecta Bollandiana, 1886, v. 5-5:J: and the text alone was republished in Bedjan's Acta jSIartwum et Sanctorum, i. 1T3
et acq., Paris, 1890. Compare also Zeitxchrift fUr Katholviche Theologle, 1887, ii. 1%; Wright, Catahgue of Sy7-iac
Manu>icripts, p. 1146; Steinschneider, Polem. und Apolog.
Lit. p. 11.5; Assemani {liihliotliera ChicvtaUn. Ul. i. 28.5)
mentions an Arabic aci'ount of Asher's conversion ; according
to J. Bollig, however, the manuscript does not contain it. But
in MS. Arab. No. 145 of the Vatican Library there is a. Tractatxis
de Animo KntUtnnli. Avctorr. Alidelniesi^ia Israelita. und
also by the same author, Art icvH Breves de Trinitate et Unitate Dei, composed in 1~41 at Cairo. Steinschneider has confounded the two 'Abd al-Masihs.

Bibliography

:

G.

T.

ASHER B. MESHULLAM

was responsible for the translation of Gabirol's
"Tikkun Midot ha-Nefesh " is no proof for or against
his cabalistic leanings.
The cabalists had a strong
leaning toward Gabirol's mysticism; and, after all,
the above-mentioned work of Gabirol is moral, rather

Bibliography
Griitz,

:

Talmudist

;

flour-

ished at Luuel in the second half of the twelfth century.
He was a son of the well-known scholar
Meshullam ben Jacob, and a pupil of Joseph ibn
Plat and Abraham b. David of PosquiSres, whose
Benjamin of Tudela,
ascetic tendencies he shared.
in the first part of his "Travels," says that Asher
lived in complete seclusion, wholly devoted to the
study of the Torah, and that he never tasted meat.

:

Azulai,

Shem ha-GedoUm.

Oesch. der Juden. 3d

jH(/(H'ca. pp. 280-281 ; Renan
Juifs FraiiQais, pp. 468-469;

yah.

p.

ed.,

ed. Wilna, p. 34
303; Gross, Gallia

vi.

and Neubauer, Lcs Kcrivainn
Reifmaun. Toledot R. Zeroh-

48; Literaturblattdes Orients, 1849, p. 481; Michael,

Or ha-Hayyim, No.

552.

L. G.

K.

ASHER BEN SAUL (Ha-Kohen) OF
LUXEL French writer on ritual lived in the four:

;

teenth century. He wrote a work upon the various
rites current among the Jews, entitled, " Sefer haMiuhagot," which exists in manuscript in the Cambridge (England) University Library (MS. Add. Do.
Asher is mentioned in the responsa of Solo5, 38).

mon ben Simon Duran (Responsum, No.

195, ed.

34«); in the "Kol Bo,"
cites certain extracts on the blessings (§ 24);
the manuscript, " Sefer Asufot " (No. 48).

Livorno, 1742,

p.

which
and in

Renan and Neubauer, Lcs EaJihini^ Frani^ais,
511; Gross. Gallia Judaica. p. 281: Michael (Orha-HayUim, p. 5.52) confounds Asher ben Saul with Asher ben
Meshullam.
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probably no historical background to the
story, as the Arabic form of the name, " 'Abd alMasih," shows that it is of much later origin than
the text would have us believe. In the Syriac,
"'Abda da-Meshiha" does not occur as a proper
name.

There

At

I

p.

G.

ASHER SOLOMON MARGOLIOTH.
JuDAH Lob BEN Asher Margoliotji

ASHER BEN SIMEON

:

See

(vol. viii.).

Religious poet of Ger-

He
at a period not later than 1546.
wrote a selihah (penitential poem) entitled mnC'K
many, who lived

\vbv ^i^ T'JQ. which is not to be confounded with
a similar selihah by Kalonymus ben Judah (Zunz,
In this poem, which consists of
"S. P." p. 255).
fifteen five-lined strophes, the author prays for the
welfare of the king of the land in which he lives.
Zunz claims some connection between Asher ben
Simeon and Asher of Frankfort, who was author of
" widdui" (confession) mentioned by Joseph
ben Phinehas Hahn in his " Yosif Omez," § 483, p.

a short
58b.

Bibliography: Zunz, Literaturgeseli.

p. 390.

G.

ASHER ZEBI BEN DAVID

:

Hasidic rabbi of

Koretz, Volhynia, and later "maggid " (preacher) of
Ostrowo, government of Lomza in Russian Poland;
flourished at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
He was a pupil of Israel Baal-Shem's successor,
Baer of Meseritz. Asher is the author of "Ma'ayn

;

Asher
Ashes
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(Spring of Wisdom), Korets, 1817
lioniilies on the Pentateuch
and otlier bool<s of tlie Bible. Zweifel in his work
in defense of Hasidism ("Shalom al-Yisrael," pp. 81,
but is fair
82) quotes aphorisms from this work
enough to conclude with one tiiat shows Asher's
contempt for those who study the laws of nature or

ha-Hokmali"

— conUiiuiug cabalistic

;

secular science.
BiBi-iociRAPiiv: Sefer Seder ha^Dorot

mUTalmide

lia-Detht,

p. 'Mb.

P.

L. G.

ASHEBAH

(m:^X):

A Hebrew word

fre(iuently in the Bible (R. V.)

Wl.

occurring

and signifying, ex-

cept in a few late passages noted below, a wooden
post or pole planted near the altars of various gods.
In the Authorized Version the word is rendered
"grove."
It has often been inferred from Deut. xvi. 21 that
the Asherah was originally a tree, but the passage
should be translated "an asherah of any kind of

Possibly a trace of this goddess is to be found ia
an inscription from Citium in Cyprus, which dedicates an object to " My lady mother
Asherah Ashera" (compare Schroder, "Z. D.
the Name M. G." xxxv. 424). Many scholars,
of a Syrian however, interpret the passage otherGoddess,
wise (compare Moore, I.e.). llommcl
has recently announced ("Expository
Times," xi. 190) that he has discovered in a -Mina'an
inscription a goddess Athirat. phonetically eqiuvalent to Asherah.
This would indicate that Asherah
was a name for an old Semitic goddess long before
the fifteenth century li.c.
but for the present this
must be regarded merely in the light of a possibility.
The relation of this goddess to the pole called Asherah
The name in the
in the Bible is a difficult problem.
Bible is masculine; the plural " A.sherim" occun-ing
sixteen times, and the plural "Asherot" but three
times. The latter is clearly an error. Asherah nui.st be
a nomen ttniiatis. G. IIoiYmaun has shown (" Ueber
Einige Phonizische Inschriften," pp. 26 et seq.) that
;

Bibl. " and Budde,
World," viii. 734), since the sacred tree had
a name of its own, el, elah, elon, and the Asherah was
sometimes set up under the living tree (II Kings

these posts originally marked the limits of the sacred
precincts, and that in the INIa'sub inscription it is
the equivalent of "sacred enclosure." Moore finds

This pole was often of considerable size
(Judges vi. 25), since it could furnish fuel for the
It was found near the altars
sacrifice of a bullock.
of Baal, and, down to the days of Josiah, near those
of Ynwii also, not only at Samaria (II Kings xiii.
6) and Beth-el (II Kings xxiii. 15), but even at Jerusalem (II Kings xxiii. 6). Sometimes it was carved
in revolting shapes (I Kings xv. 13), and at times,
perhaps, draped (II Kings xxiii. 7). It is most often
associated in the Bible with the pillars ("mazzebot")
that in primitive days served at once as a representation of the god and as an altar (AV. R. Smith, " ReIt was proligion of the Semites," 2d ed., p. 204).
scribed in the Dexiteronomic law and abolished in
Josiah 's reform (II Kings xxii. 23).
In a few passages (Judges iii. 7; I Kings xviii.
19; II Kings xxiii. 4) Asherah appears to be the
name of a goddess, but the text has in every case
been corrupted or glossed (compare Moore and
Budde, as cited above). In the first of the three
passages the name Ashtaroth should stand, as it does
elsewhere, in the case of similar charges of defection
from Yinvii (compare Judges ii. 13, x. 6; I Sam.
In the other two passages, the term
vii. 4, xii. 10).
Asherah is superfluous. These passages may indi-

Assyrian {ashirtu,

wood" (compare Moore, "Ency.

"New

xvii. 10).

cate, as

Moore suggests, that the Asherah became

in

some localities a fetish or cultus god.
Asherah was also the name of a Syrian goddess.
In the El-Amarna tablets of the fifteenth century
B.C. her name appears with the determinative for
deity as a part of the name Arad-Ashirta (or 'EbedAsherah). It also appears inaSumerian hymn published bj' Reisner ("Sumcrisch-Babylonische Hymnen," p. 92), on a hematite cylinder ("Zeit. f. Assyr."
vi. 161), and in an astronomical text of the Arsacide
period {ih. vi. 241).
She appears to have been the
consort of the god Amurru, a Baal of the Lebanon
region (compare Jensen, "Zeit. f. Assyr." xi. 302305). Arad-Ashirta in the El-Amarna tablets represents not only a sheik, but a clan, and is possibly the
one which afterward became the tribe of Asher.

in this fact the explanation of the use of the

word

in

anJirdti ; eshirtu, cn/D-dti), in tlie

Hommel fancies that he sees in
sense of sanctuary.
the original form of the ideogram for Islitar (compare
ThureauDangin, "L'Ecriture Cuneiforme," No.
on which hangs the skin of an animal.
Quite apart, however, from Hommel's somewhat
imaginary conjecture, the Assyrian and Phenician
use of the word in the sense of "sanctuary," taken
294), a post

with the Arabian and Syrian use of it
of a goddess, indicates that the posts
were used at the sanctuaries of the primitive Semitic
mother-goddess, and that in course of time their
in connection

as the

name

name attached

itself in certain quaiters to the goddess herself, and has survived in South Arabia and
When, therefore, the late editors of the Old
Syria.
Testament books made of the Asherah a fetish or
cultus god, history was but repeating itself (see AsnTOKETii; Worship, Idol; Mazzeb.^ii; Phenicia).
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ASHERI

(^"IC^X,

"the Asherite"):

which AsHKU BEN Jehiel

A

name by

frequently cited in
rabbinical literature, especially in halakic discussions. Modern historians use the expression " Asherides" when speaking of the sons and descendants of

Asher
T.

is

b. Jehiel.

L. G.

SR.

ASHES.— Biblical

Data: The

usual translation of the Hebrew "efer" which occurs often itt
expressions of mourning and in other connections

":

Ashes
Ashi
It is

ii
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symbol of insignificance or notliingucss

persons or words (Gen.

xviii. 27; Isa. xliv. 20;

in

Mai.

iii. 21 [iv.
3]; Job xiii. 12, xxx. 19).
In the Red Heifer ritual, for purification from defilement by contact with a

Use.

corpse (Num. xix.), the Ashes of the offering are to
be put into water, some of which is then to be
sprinkled on the unclean person; their virtue is,
of course, derived from the sacred material of the
oftering.

A

mourner

Sam.

xiii. 9),

iv. 3)

in

26; Ezek. xxvii. 30)
for the

for " dust " is " *afar," a form which
Aramaic, Hebrew, and Arabic (it does not
occur in this sense in the current Ethiopic texts)
its primary
meaning i.s, perhaps, "a minute thing, a bit." Probably the
primary signification of " efer " is the .same outside of Hebrew it
is found only in African Semitic dialects (Ethiopic or Amharic),
where (in the form "afrat") it signifies "dust" (DiUtnann,
"Lexicon .^thiopicum "). Each of the terms might thus be
used for any finely divided thing, as "du.st," or "ash," or
"refuse." The Septuagint employs a number of words in
rendering " efer" and " 'afar," varying the word according to tbe
connection. In " 'afar " there is a trace of the sense " fat " Ethi"
opic
efrat," "unguent" (Dillmann); Arabic "ta'affara,"
"become fat" (Lane); compare also Assyrian "ipru," "food"
(Friedrich Delltzsch, "Assyrisches Worterbuch "). Whether
there is any connection between this sense and the Hebrew use
of " deshen " for " ashes " is not clear.

(or dust).

vi.

The rendering "ashes"

"dust"; so where a person is said to eat, feed on,
in, lie, or wallow in the "efer"; or put it on his
head or where it is used to represent finely attenuated matter (Ps. cxlvii. 16).
Its use appears to be
substantially identical with that of the word " 'afar,"
sit

;

commonly rendered "dust."
is

The

sense of humilia" 'afar " or

expressed by sitting or rolling in the

Micah i. 7, vii. 17; Ps. Ixxii. 9);
and suffering by putting dust on the head
(Josh. vii. 6; Job ii. 12).
The word symbolizes attenuation and annihilation or extinction (Job xxx.
19; Ps. xviii. 43 [42]); it is even employed to designate the burnt remains of the Red Heifer (Num. xix.
The two words are synonyms, and in the ex17).
pression " dust and ashes " are combined for the sake
of emphasis (with paronomasia: "'afar we-efer.").
There is, however, a difference in the usage: in expressions of mourning it is only the latter ("efer")
that occurs in combination with " sackcloth " (Jer. vi.
26; Isa. Iviii. 5; Dan. ix. 3; Esth. iv. 1, 3), while the
former is used for the physical material of the soil
(Gen. ii. 7; Job xx. 11, and elsewhere).
The word
dust

;

representation of dust as the ff)od of the inhabitants
of the underworld ("Descent of Ishtar").

;

Hebrew word in question is, however, in some cases
doubtful.
In a number of passages in wliich it occurs (in all, indeed, except those relating to the Red
Heifer), it might as well or better be translated

tion

and trodden under foot, might well .symbolize tlie
downcast slate of the aftticted; and, as misfortinie
was regarded as tlie result of th(' displeasure of the
Deity (Ruth i. 20; Job vi. 4, ix. 17), the sulferer
would humiliate himself by prostration thus also
rei)entance would be expressed (Job xiii. Cj.
To
tliis, no doubt, there was added tiie idea that man
was made of dust (Gen. ii. 7), and was to return to
the dust of the grave and of Sheol (Gen. iii. 19; Job
vii. 21; Ps. xxii. 16 [15]).
Compare the Babylonian

cast Ashes (or dust) on his head (II
or sat (Job ii. 8 Jonah iii. C) or lay (Esth.

or rolled him.self (Jer.

Ashes
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The ordinary Semitic term

is

found

in Assyrian,

;

;

:

'

(Isa. xlvii. 1;

grief

("deshen") in the sacrificial ritual rendered in A. V.
"ashes," means "fat"; so in I Kings xiii. 3, 5; Lev.
i. 6, iv. 12, vi. 3, 4 [10, 11];
and also in Jer. xxxi.
40, whence it appears that sacrificial Ashes were carried to the valley .south of Jerusalem.
Still another
word translated by "ashes" in A. V. (Ex. ix. 8, 10) is
" piah, " which appears to mean " soot " (of a furnace).
It is not clear what was the precise idea or feeling
which it was intended to express by the use of dust
(or Ashes) in acts of mourning.
The
Symbolical custom in the Old Testament may be
Signifiancient, and the result of the convercance in gence of several sorts of procedure.
Mourning'. It is a well-known usage in some savage tribes, in mourning for the dead,
to smear the body with clay, the purpose being, perhaps, merely to have a visible sign of grief as a mark
of respect for the deceased.
Possibly, at a later
time, the dust of mourning was taken from the
grave in token that the living felt himself to be one
with the dead (compare W. R. Smith, "Religion of
the Semites," 2d ed., pp. 322-336, and Sciiwally,
"Leben nach dem Tode," p. 15). When religious
ideas became more clearly defined, the old customs

were naturally interpreted in the light of the newer
conceptions.
The dust, occupying the lowest place

Biblioc;r.\phy Schwally, Lchcn vnch dctn Tcidc, 1892; W. R.
Smith, RcUpionof the Semitc.% 1S9-J Benzinger, HehrUUche
Archill iloqie, 1894; Nowack, Lchrlnich der Hehrdischen
Archdoloyic^ 1894; Frey. Torf, Seclcnglauhe nnd Scclenkult im Alten Imael, 1898; Griineisen, Ahncnkult viid die
Urreligion IsraeU^ 190() Talmud, Ta'miit. For Greek usage
[Pseudo-] Lucian, De Luctu, 12. Jastrow, Earth, D^ist, and
Ashes a.s Sjimhols of Mourning Amang the Ancient Hebrews, in Journal of American Oriental Socieh/, xx. 133:

;

;

150.

J.

T.

JR.

In Rabbinical Literature The Midrash remarks (Gen. R. xlix. 11; Hul. 88/>), in reference to
:

—

the only use of Ashes in the Biblical rittial namely,
the Ashes of the Red Heifer (Num. xix. 9 et seq.)
God said toAbrahain: "Thou spakest in thy lifetime, I am but dust and ashes [Gen. xviii. 27] but
just these things shall serve as means of atonement
for it is written, 'And a man that
for thy children
is clean shall gather up the ashes [Num. l.c.'\.'
Ashes were also used to cover the blood of slaughtered fowl, for the Rabbis maintained that in the
Biblical passage referring to the ordinance (Lev.
xvii. 13) the word "isy signified earth and Ashes
(Hul. I.e., an interpretation ascribed to Hillel's
school compare also Bezah i. 2).
Authentic records testify to the use of Ashes as a
sign of grief in Talmudic times.
In the Mishnah
(Ta'an. ii. 1) it is recorded that during the fast-daj's
proclaimed in consequence of drought the Ark of
the Covenant, as well as the people participating in
the procession, were sprinkled with Ashes a custom still prevalent in the fointh century in Palestine, where earth could be used as a substitute for
Ashes (Ta'an. 16^; Yer. Ta'an. ii., begiiuiing; Gen.
On such occasions as public fasts. Ashes
R. I.e.).
were strewn upon the lioly Ark set up in the public
place and upon the heads of the nasi and the ab bet
din, while the rest strewed them upon their heads
themselves. That part of the forehead where the
phylacteries were placed was selected (Ta'an. 16a).
The reason given for covering oneself with Ashes is
either that it should serve as an expression of self-

—

'

'

;

;

;

—

"We

arc bcfDic thee as
or it is to bring
before God tlio memory of Abraliani, Aviio said, "I
am but dust and aslies" (Gen. .wiii. 27), ortlie )nemor}' of tlie olfering of Isaac, whose Ashes, according
to tlie rabbinical opinion, lay i)i]ed up before God

humiliation, as

ashes" (Gen.

if

to say,

xviii. 27;

Job

xiii. 6),

ujion the altar as if he had actually been sacrificed
as a holocaust (Ta'an. 1G«; Yer. Ta'an. ii., beginning; Gen. R. I.e.). It is difficult to say wliether
the remark of Tos. Ta'an. 1.%, IQa, that the Ashes

such cases should be of incinerated
beings, rests on tradition or on imagination.

to be used in

human

Asiies. as a symbol of mourning, were also sprinkled upon the bridegroom during the wedding ceremony, in order to remind liini, at the height of his
felicity, of the destruction of Jerusalem (B. B. 60/^).
This custom is even to-day observed among some of
the orthodox.
In memory of the same national
disaster the Jews also ate bread sprinkled with
Ashes at the last meal before the fast-day of the
Ninth of Ab (Yer. Ta'an. iv. 69c; Lam. R. to iii. 16;
Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 552, 6 gloss).
Raba says that if sifted Ashes are strewn round
the bed, the footprints of night-demons can be observed in them in the morning (Ber. Qa). Unworthj'
disciples are called "white pitchers full of ashes"
(ib.

Ashes
Ashi
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28a).

J. SR.

L.

G.— K.

ASHI: A celebrated Babylonian amora; born
352; died 427; reestablished the academy at Sura,
and was the tirst editor of the Babylonian Talmud.
According to a tradition preserved in the academies
(Kid. 726), Ashi was born in the same year that Raba,
the great teacher of Mahuza, died, and he was the
first teacher of any importance in the Babjionian
Simai, Ashi's father,
colleges after Raba's death.
was a rich and learned man, a student of the college
at Xaresh, near Sura, which was directed bv Papa,
Raba's disciple. Ashi's teacher was Kaliana, a
member of the same college, who afterward became
president of the academy at Pumbedita.
While still young Ashi became the head of the
Sura Academy, his great learning being acknowledged bj' the older teachers. It had been closed
since Hisda's death (309), but
His
old importance.

all its

under Ashi

it

commanding

regained
personal-

his scholarly standing and wealth are sufficiently
indicated by the saying then current, that since the
days of Judah I., the Patriarch, "learning and social
distinction werei never so united in one person as in
Ashi" (Sanh. 36^0- Indeed, Ashi was the man destined to undertake a task similar to that which fell
The latter compiled and
to the lot of Judah I.
it}',

edited the Mishxaii Ashi made it the laljor of his
life to collect after critical scrutiny, imdcr the name of
"Gemara," those explanations of the ]Mishnah that
;

had been handed down

in the Babylonian academies
since the days of Rab, together with all the discus-

sions connected with them, and all the halakic and
haggadic material treated in the schools.
Conjointly with his disciples and the scholars who
gathered in Sura for the " Kallah " or semi-annual
The
college-conference, he completed this task.
kindly attitude of King Yezdegerd I., as well
as the devoted and respectful recognition of his

authority by tl»e academies of Nehardea anu Pumbedita, greatly favored the undertaking. A particularly important element in Ashi's
Compiles success was the length of his tenure of
the
office as head of the Sura Acadenij',

Gemara.

which must have lasted fifty-t woyears,
but which tradition, probably for the
sake of rotuid numbers, has exaggerated into sixty.
According to the same tradition, these sixty years are
said to have been so symmetrically' ajjportioncd that
each treatise required six months for tlie study of its
Mishnah and the redaction of tiie traditional exjiositionsof the .same (Gemara), thus aggregating thirty
years for the .sixty treati-ses. The same process was
then repeated for thirty years more, at the end of
which period the work was considered complete.
The artificiality and unreality of this legendary
account are made clear by the facts that the treatises
are of diflerent degrees of length and
Varying difficulty, and that a large number of
Accounts them pos.scss no Gemara whatever,
of His
Probably all that is historical in this
Work.
statement is that Ashi actually revised
the work twice— a fact that is mentioned in the Talmud (B. B. lolb).
Beyond this, the
Talmud itself contains not the slightest intimation
of the activity which Ashi and his school exercised
Even the
in this field for more than half a century.
question asto whether this editorial work was written down, and thus, whether the putting of the Babylonian Talmud into writing took place under Ashi
or not, can not be answered from any statement in
the Talmud.
It is nevertheless probable that the
fixation of the text of so comprehensive a literary
work could not have been accomplished without the
The work begun by Ashi was conaid of writing.
tinued by the two succeeding generations, and completed by Rabina, another president of the college
To the work as the lastin Sura, who died in 499.
named left it, only slight additions were made by
To one of these additions that to
the Saboraim.
an ancient utterance concerning the " Book of Adam,
the first man" the statement is appended (B. M.
86(7), "Ashi and Rabina are the last representatives
of independent decision [horaah]," an evident reference to the work of these two in editing the Babylonian Talmud, Avhich as an object of sttidy and a
fountainhead of practical "decision" was to have
the same importance for the coming generations as
the Mishnah had had for the Amoraim.
Ashi not only elevated Sura till it became the intellectual center of the Babylonian Jews, but contributed to its material grandeur also.
Restored. He rebuilt Rab's academy and the
Sura's Im- synagogue connected with it sparing
portance. no expense, and personally superintending their reconstruction (Shab.
As a direct result of Ashi's renown, the exilllrt).
arch came annually to Sura in the month after the
New-Year to receive the respects of the assembled
representatives of the Babylonian academies and
congregations. To such a degree of splendor did
these festivities and other conventions in Sura attain, that Ashi expressed his surprise that some of
the Gentile residents of Sura were not tempted to

—

—

;

accept Judaism (Ber.

176).

.

Ashima
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Ashirah

Sura retained the prominence conferred on it by
Asbi for several centuries; and only during tlie last
two centuries of the Gaonic period did Pumbedita
again become its rival. Aslii's son Tabyomi always spoken of as " ISIar (Master), the son of Kab

—

Con

Spirito,

ad

lib.

ous confusion has been made by some of the later
conunentators even by Abraliam ibn Ezra who
mistake the idol Asliima for tlie Samaritan appellation for God, Asliima meaning "the Name"; just
as tlie Jews are accustomed to speak of the Deity as

—

—

ASHIRAH

(A)

noi

Lord,
3

ah:...
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ki
oh
ga
for He hath been high
.

ly

ga

-

ex

-

^
Ashima
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from Eliin and encamped by the Red Sea"(Nimi.
xxxiii. 10), or similar details of a military movement. Such modulations are known as "nedarim."
So, wlien the cantillation of tlie lessons from the nota-

ishes are

still,

Ashirah

to a certain extent, fluid, not

any

strictly crystallized into

having

definite set of notes.

1) would be given as opposite (A).
the Sopliardim musical tradition lias, on the

Ashirah (verse

With

ASHIRAH

(C)

Allegretto moderato.
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who gradually elaborated the old martriumphant flourishes rather beyond the
vocal capacity of an ordinary congregant. These he
would alternate with the normal cantillation, and
would employ them for the special emphasizing of
the "hazan,"
tial call into

more striking verses of the song.

Such

flour-

Zeh

'ah;

-

e

?^^
-^^-dhe

a

-

bi

wa

-

-

Synagogal) had become crystallized in its various forms, the trumpet was
still imitated whenever the Song of Moses was read.
But the song was also recited in morning prayer;
and, however much the length of the set service
might cause it to be still more hurried through on
week-days, yet on Sabbath and festivals attention
would be paid to rabbinical exhortation that it
should be chanted "standing, and with melody, and
"
with gladness." Among the Ashkenazim " melody
came more and more to mean the solo intonation of

shn

-

11

li

^^^

tion of the accents (see Music,

the

-

a

-

ro

-

me

be

-

Yam

-

men

-

hu.

whole, inclined to congregational singing rather than
to the vocalization,

however edifying, of any

indi-

The whole assemblage shared in the chanting of the Song of Moses, in its place in the morning
vidual.

Hence the development of the origsupposed trumpet-call proceeded in a different
It became a formal melody rather than a
direction.
dramatic improvisation, rhythmic rather than free,
and settled down into a fixed tune as distinct from
a recitative. In Italy a simpler chant is utilized for
week-days; but on Sabbath and festivals Ashirah
service at least.

inal

is

rendered as in (B).

This, as transcribed by Professor F. Consolo in
"Libro dei Canti d'lsraele," is perhaps the
freest among the versions of the Sephardim and the
his

;

variant preserved among Turkish Jews is veryBut more effectively' developed is the
similar to it.

Ashirah
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C, handed down by the Portuguese
and transmitted to the daughter congreTlie French rengations by Amsterdam especially.
dering (compare Naunibourg, " Agudat Sliirim," No.

version

marked

triidition,

60) is a variant Avhicli establishes the original identity of the Italian and of the Dutch, the latter being

the source of the English and tiie American forms.
The essential notes of all of them, despite several
characteristic phrases of tlie Sephardic "hazanut,"
recall those of the trumpet-call here suggested as
The rhythmic clearness and tuneful
their original.
detinitenessof the Portuguese variant result from

its
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" Askaruni," among the cities revolting against Rameses II. (see illu.stration, p. 192) and Meneptaii in
the P^lAmarna tablets, the prince Yitia of Askaluna
Ashkelon
is mentioned as being obedient to Egypt.
never seems to have been in the hands of the Israelites, though hard pressed by Samson (see Judges xiv.
19; I San'i. vi. 17; Josh. xiii. 3; II Sam. i. 20, etc.).
In Judges i. 18, it is stated that " Judah took Ashkelon with the border thereof"; but this statement
is in contradiction to the Septuagint, in which the
verse states what Judah "did not take."
The Ass3'rians fretpiently mention Iskaluna (or
;

developed struc-

Askaluna). Tig-

ture (similarly to
other
any
chants of the
Sephardim, as in

lath- pileser

m

subjected it, and
about 732 B.C.,
Rukibti
made

their versions of

king instead of

Ps..\ix.andx(ii.)
in the binary or

i\I

two-part

form.

The two

sym-

II.

Seni t i n t
nacherib, in 701
i

B.C.,

Sidka,

.

captured
he
a usurper

whom

metrical yet contrasting musicsentence,
al

calls

marked a and b

ludari, the.son of

preceding

Rukibti, again in

in the

transcription

and
put

The
place.
kingdom of Ash-

first

kelon comprised
at that time Jop-

the fitting of the
chant to sentences

of

Bet-Dagon,
Bene-Barak, etc.
]\[itinti was king
in the time of
pa,

varying

length and outline in the te.xt

Esarhaddon and
Assurbanipal.

itself.

This

was

melody

first

Herodotus

tran-

scribed

about

l^.-jfihy

Emanuel

105)

martial conception has been

Bible] plundered
the temple of the
"

Plan of the Axciext City of Ashkelon.
(From

'*

Zi-'itschrift

B.C.

melody has Ijeen applied by the Sephardim, according to their custom, to many other texts, particularly the psalms of the H.vli.el; and it has also been
associated by the writer with Thomas Moore's " Scmg
of .Miriam," to form a hymn. It has been further utilized by Asger Ilamerik, a Norwegian composer,
formerly director of the Peabody Conservatory at
Baltimore, >Id.. as one of the three Hebrew themes
of his admirable "Sinfonia Trionfale," entitled a
"J(!wi.sh Trihjgv."
'
F. L. C.

A.

Palestine.

It

heavenly Aph-

rodite" in Ashkelon about 620

des Dtutsc hen Paliistiuens. Vereius. ")

interestingly emphasized in its adoption for the
" Parade INIarch" of tlie Jewish Lads' Buigadf:. The

ASHKABAH.
ASHKELON:

(i.

.narrates

that the Scyth[that
is,
ians
Cimmerians; or
Ashguzi (Ashkenazim) of tiie

Aguilar for the
Rev. D. A. De
Sola's ' Ancient
Melodies of the
Liturgy of the
Spanish and Portuguese Jews."
Quite recently
its

Sharru-

his

of

four
verses, permit of
the

and

rebel,

See Hashkaijaii.

City on the southern coast of
occurs in Egyptian texts twice as

The

prin-

Ashkelon was the fish goddess Derketo
(=Atargatis?), to whom fishes were sacred; some
were kept in a tank near the city (Diodorus, ii. 4;
Pausanias, i. 14, 6). Her daughter, "the heavenly
Aphrodite," wJiose sacred animal was the turtledove, was sometimes called Semiramis. " Zarifa, " the

cipal deity of

general name for a building with a cone-shaped roof,
occurs as the name of a temple at Ashkelon ('Ab.
Zarah lU).
According to Scylax ("Periplus "), the Tyrians
Although thorheld Ashkelon in the Persian time.
oughly Ilellenized, it surrendered twice easily to

Jonathan- the Maccabee (I Mace. x. 86, xi. 6(1), and
Strabo (vii. 59) still
later to Alexander Jannanis.
Herod the Great, who, accalls it "a small city."
cording to some traditions (Justin, " Dialogus cum

—
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Tr3'plK)nc "), was
coiisidcmbly, uiid
(.J()sci)liu.s,

tioii, llic

Ijoiii

"B. J."

ii.

Jews seem

in Aslikclon, cnibc'Ilishcd it

sister

lii.s

G,

;;

ISiiloiuc

In

:5).

liie

to ]ia\ I'uttaclscd

ic-sidcd tiicrt'
i;rc!it

it

icvoiu-

witlinul stic-

Asnirab

Ashkenaz

question.

Ptolemy's statement

13) liiat

was a maritime

city

(v. 10, 2;

may

viii.

20,

understood
as lii-oadly as in llie case of several neighboring cities.
The site of Ashkelon proper is placed by some .scholars near the village ElMejdel, northwest of Askalau.
It may be mentioned that the onions of Ash
kelon,

it

Ite

famous in antiquity (Strabo, Stei)hen Byzangrow wild on tlie fertile spot (see Phi-

tinus), still

listines).

Bibliography: Memoirs nf the Sitrrcu of

^^'c.•>lel•)l I'alcgIC; (iuthp. In Ziit. Dcutscli. I'fih'lsl. Vir.
raliliiiiical n-ffivnct's
II. Hililfslit-iiuer,
Gcdiji Ujiliic l'alUstiitn.'<, pp. 1 it m >/

ti)ie. vol. Iii., slH'ct
ii.

Itl4

.scf/.

it

licil)(l{jc

J.

Inluiltitauts of Aslikelon.
(Fruni S:iyie, "

cess (coiilmst "B.

R;u.--'i i.f llie

01.1 Teslainetil.")

IS, 5; 1, with iii. 2, § 12).
period of Ashkelon was duriug
the later division of the Koiiuin control, when it was
afree rei)uhlie(Plin3', "Ilist. Nat." v. (iS), I'aniovisfor
the literary taste ridinij: there.
Ainniianus ^Marcelliuus, xiv. 8, 11, sjteaks of it as a cou.siderable place.

Tlie

most

J.'' ii.

tloiirisiiiiig

THK

zur

For

:

W. M. M.

JK.

ASHKENASY, EUGENE: Botanist; born at
Odessa May 5, 1845; died, July 24, 1903. He held the
honorary professorship of botany at the University of
Heidelberg, Germany. In 1871 he wrote "Beitriige
zur Kritik der Darwinischen Theorie." A considerable number of his articles have been i)ublished in
the "Botanische Zeilung," the "Botanischer Jahresbericht," and in the "Bibliotheciue de I'Uuiversite
S.
de Geneve," Ivi., Iviii., Ixii.

ASHKENAZ

A

people traced back
(rjDK'N):
(Gen. X. 3; I Chron. i. (i) through Gomer to Noah's
In Jer. Ii. 27, 28, it is mentioned
third sou, Japheth.

Ull.NS OF ASllKKLON.
(.Xftcr a ]ihotograph.)

In the Crusades its possession jiassed frc(iuently into
the hands of the Christians and the jMoslems alterSince its demolition in
nately (1154, 1187, 1192).
Whether the extensive
1270 it has remained a ruin.
ruins of the medieval " Ascalon," west of the village
El-Jora, cover exactly the site of the ancient city or
onl}^ the portion referred to as "

that

is,

Ascalon

the suburb with the so-called

"

Maiuinas

port— is an

(v-cn

connection with the kingdoms of Ararat and
and with the ISIedes as being hostile to Babylon. TheTargum to the passages in Gen. and Chron.,
in

.Minni

the Talmud (Yer. Meg. i. 71/^ and 3Iidrasli (Gen.
K. xxxvii.) identify it with Asia; that is, the Roman
province {Asia propria or procoiifnilaris), consisting
mainly of the districts of Lydia, Phrygia, and Caria.

Targum

Yer. has, instead of

it,

"

Adiabene"

(that

is.

/.'hkenaz

Ashkeuazi
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the district of ancient Assyria), with which the Talmud aud Midrash connect Ripliath (apparently according to marginal reading Diphatli in Cliron. i. 6).
While in the Targum, Talmud, and Midrash, Togar-

mah

is

identified

with Germania (the identification,

three instances in all, being clearly based on similarity of sound), tiie medieval Jews (as, for example,
Yosippon) understood by Ashkenaz the Teutons.
Eusebius liad also made this identification, while, ac-

192

spread through Mysiaand Phrygia, and subsequently
settled in western Armenia (Ashkhen is an Armenian proper name). Assyriologisls identify Ashkenaz with a people named Asliguza whose aid was
sought by the Mannai when they revolted from Esarhaddon; both were settled near Lake Urumiyeh.
This view agrees better with the passage in Jeremiah.
Bibliography: Dillmann, Comm. nn Geu.,Y,np\.
327

;

C. J. U.

ASHKELON Besikged BY Rameses

II.

(See

T.

293

ii.

;

see

also

trans). , p.

the commentaries

of

p. 190.)

(After Lepsiua, " Denkmaler.")

cording to Baadia, the Slavs are meant. Josejjhus
identifies Ashkenaz with the Ehegines, a people
otherwise unknown. Modern scholars since Bochart
have connected Ashkenaz with Ascanius, which occurs as the name of a Mysian and of a Phrygian
in Homer as the name of a river also;
likewise a district Ascania inhabited by
Phrygians and Mysians; and an As(;aiiian lake was
Accordingly,
located in Phrygia and in Bitliynia.
Ashkenaz is said to be the old name of a people who

prince,

there

and

was

(innkel, Strack, Franz Belitzscli. etc., on Gen. x.; Neubauer.
Genoraphie du Talmud, p. 433; Friedrich
Deiitzsch,
Lag das Paradicsl p. 246; Jastrow, Diet,

La
Wo

p. 370.

J.

M. L. M.

SR.

ASHKENAZ

:

Germany

:

name applied gen-

rabbinical literature to that
this particular is obscure.
Among the sources quoted by Zunz ("Ritus," p. 66)
the ritual of Amram Gaon (about 850) is perhaps
Its mention there proves nothing, as the
the oldest.

erally

in

country.

medieval

Its origin

in

WDik

lias bcfii iiitcrpdlateil

by

later authors.

Kuf-

cicuces to Asliki'iiaz in Yosippon and Hasdai's letter
to the king of tiie Chazais would bring the inquiry
down to the tenth century, as would also Saadia

Gaon's Conunentary on Dan.

vii.

«.

The

epi-stle

of llasdai is, however, of disputed authenticity,
while the commentary of Saadia is certainly a work
of much later date (see Kapoport, in "Bikkure ha'Ittim," i\. 84, Vienna, 1828; Steinschneider, "Cat.

Bodl." col. 21'J."J). In a genuine work of Saadia the
word, liowever, is also u.sed, as it seems, in the same
sense (Ilarkavy, "Aleasef JS'idahim," pp. 1, 90).
In the fust lialf of the eleventh century Ilai Gaon
refers to religious questions that had been addressed
to him from Ashkenaz, by which latter term he undoubtedly means Germany ("Sha'are Zedek," No.

Rashi in the latter half of the
eleventh century refers to both the language of Ashkenaz (Commentary on Deut. iii. 9; idem on Suk.
Dur\l(i) and the country of Ashkenaz (Hul. 93r<).
ing the twelfth century the word appears quite frequently.
In the "Mahzor Yitry " (ed. 8. Hurwitz,
pp. 113, 392, Berlin, 1892), a liturgical work, the
kingdom of Ashkenaz is referred to chiefly in regard
to the ritual of the synagogue there, but occasionally also with regard to certain other observances
99, Leipsic,

{ib.

18.'38).

p. 129).

Eliezer ben Nathan, in his history of the persecution during the Crusades ("Quellen zur Gesch. der
Juden in Deutschland," ii. 36, Berlin, 1892), men-

mob

of Zarfatim (French) and Ashkenazim
Avords are used by Solomon
ben Simson {ib. p. 1). German as the language of
Ashkenaz is frequently referred to in the anonymous
tions

Ashkeuazi
Ashkenazi
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a

(Germans).

The same

"Asufot" (Gudemann, "Geschichte des Erziehungswesens und der C'ultur in
Frankreich und Deutschland," 1880, pp. 113, 131;

work on

who

of Ashkenaz,

one of the descendants of Jafound in the Midrash, where R.
Berechiah .says: "Ashkenaz, Riidiath, and Togarmah are N^p'^JOIJ " (Gen. R. xxxvii. 1;, which evil)heth (Gen. x.

is

3), is

German tribes or German lands. It
corrcsjiond to a Gieek word TipuaviKia that
may have existed in the Greek dialect of the Palestinian Jews, or the text is corrupted from "Germau-

dently means

would

This view of R. Berechiali, again, is based on
the Talmud (Yoma \i)(( Yer. :\Ieg. 71^), where Gomer,
the father of Ashkenaz, is translated by " Germamia,"
which evidently stands for German}', and which was
suggested by tiie sinularity of the sound. Tlie explanation of N^DOIJ as a Mesopotamian district ( Xeubauer, "La Geograjdiie du Talmud," p. 421, Paris,
ica."

;

1868; Fl'irst, "Glossarium Grieco-IIebra^um," p. 92,
Slrasburg, 1891; Krauss, " Lateinische und Griechische Lehnworter ") is forced. Not better is the derivation by Elijah Levita from the Talmudic p-|J
"fair" (seeTislibi, r. ,and "Monatsschrift," xxxviii.
peculiar usage of the word is found in the
260).
dictionary of Samuel ben Solomon of Urgenj, who
interprets Ashkenaz as Khwarizm (see Bacher, " Ein
Hebrilisch-Persisches Worterbuch," pp. 19, 31, Buda-

=

.s.

A

pest, 1900).

In later times the word Ashkenaz is u.sed to designate southern and western Germany, the ritual of
which sections differs somewhat from that of eastThus the prayer-book of
ern Germany and Poland.
Isaiah Horowitz, and many others, give the piyyutim
according to the Minhag of Ashkenaz and Poland.
The neo-IIebraic writers, mostly of Russian and
Polish origin, have coined a verb, TJ3t^'Nn^, " to ape

modern

social

manners."
D.

ritual, called

see also pp. 50, 276).
In the literature of the thirteenth century refer-

ences to the land and the language of Ashkenaz
See especially Solomon ben Adret's
often occur.
Responsa (vol. i., No. 395); the Responsa of Asher
ben Jehiel (pp. 4, 6); his "Halakot" (Berakot i. 12,
ed. Wihia, p. 10); the work of his son Jacob ben
Asher, "Tur Orah Hayyim" (lix.); the Responsa of
Isaac ben'Sheshet (Nos."l93, 268, 270). It is strange,
however, that Mei'r of Rothenburg, a prominent
German rabbi of the thirteenth century, does not
seem to employ the word at all, while he quotes the
German word Putz as the language of Canaan (Responsum. No. 30, p. 8, ed. Bloch, 1891 see also
p. 10, where the Avord ''2Y\\> is evidently a misprint),
and speaks of " our kingdom " [" be-malkutenu "], as
His
distinguished from England and Normandy.
contemporary Samuel ben Samuel, liowever, employs this word in a letter addressed to R. !Meir in a
context Avhich renders it difficult to decide what he
meant by it ("Monatsschrift," xviii. 209). It is also
curious that ^Icir ben Solomon of Perpignan, who
was a younger contemporary of jNIeir of Rothenburg,
speaks of the latter as the greatest of all the rabbis
in Zarfat ("Bet ha-Behirah," 1854, p. 170)— a usage
which may have originated in the age of Charlemagne, when Germany was part of the Frankish
;

kingdom.

The reason

for this rather peculiar identification

II.— 18

ASHKENAZI, ABRAHAM:

Chief rabbi of
Palestine '{Vv!? pti'X"!), born at Janishar, near Salonica, in 1813; died at Jerusalem Jan. 22, 1880.
At
the age of fifteen he was taken by his father to
Jerusalem, where he studied rabbinical literature in
The Turkish rabbis, in conthe various colleges.
sulting him at the age of thirty-five on matters of
In 1850 he
religious law, addressed him as " Gaon."
was appointed dayyan of the Jewish community of
Jerusalem; and in 1869 the rabbis of Jerusalem
elected

him

as their chief in succession to David
in that year.
The sultan, in con-

Hazan, who died

firming Ashkenazi's election, conferred upon him the
title of "Hakam Bashi," whereby he became chief
rabbi of Palestine, which post lie held for about
twelve years. The sultan also bestowed upon him
the medal of the Med jidie and Emperor Franz Josef
of Austria, Avlien at Jerusalem, decorated him with
Ashkenazi was very popular
the Franz Josef medal.
among Christians and Mohammedans as well as
among Jews; and at his funeral most of the foreign
;

consuls were present.
Bibliography: Habazelct,
No.

1880, No. 16;

Ha-Zefirah.

1880,

7.

H. R.

s.

ASHKENAZI, AZRIEL

B.

JOSEPH

(called

Printer at Naples, 1491Gunzenhauser)
From his printing-house the first editions of
92.
Avicenna's " Canon " and Bahya's "Hobot ha-Leba
also

bot

:

"

were issued.

"

;

;

Ashkeuazi, Azriel
Ashkeuazi, David
Bibliography: De
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Mortara,
Indite
p. 177 ;
schnelder, Cat. Bodl. col. 2843.
etc.,

;

G.

I.

ASHKENAZI, AZRIEL

B.

Br.

MOSES LEVI

:

Preacher at Tarnogrod, government of Lublin, PoHe was the author
land, in the seventeenth century.
of "Nahalat 'Azriel" (The Inheritance of Azriel),
Frankfort-on-the-Oder, 1691, a work comprising
homilies and

comments upon parts

Bibliography:
ir.

of the Bible.

Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 754.

R.

I.

ASHKENAZI, BAEBMANN

or

Br.

BAER

Issachar ben Naphtali haKohen) Poli.sh commentator on Bible and Midrash
lived in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

(Hebrew

name,

:

Though

the foremost of all Midrash commentators,
the only fact known about him is that he lived in
It is also certain that he died in this
Szczebrzescin.
place (after 1608), and not, as is maintained by all

from Conforte to Zunz, in Hebron.
Ashkeuazi is the author of the following works:
(1) "Mar'eh Kohen" (Appearance of the Priest),
Cracow, 1589; Amsterdam, 1673. This work is divided into two parts the first on seventeen topics
of Jewish theology, chiefly of a moral and exegetic
character; and the second is an index to all Scripture passages outside the Pentateuch that are mentioned in the Zohar.
(2) "Mattanot Kehunnah
(Priests' Gifts), Cracow, 1586 revised edition, Cracow, 1608; and in most editions of the Midrash Kabbah.
This is a commentary on the Midrash Rabbah.
scholars

:

;

Ashkenazi's epitaph refers to a lengthy commentary
of his on the Bible, not elsewhere mentioned, and
very probably lost.
Ashkenazi's great merit lies in the fact that he
was the first and almost the sole commentator of the
Midrash Rabbah (on the Pentateuch and the five
Megillot)who combined extensive knowledge of the
subject with sound critical judgment. He considered it of primary importance to render the Midrash

The material upon
acumen consisted not
alone of the texts that had been printed up to that
time, but also of a number of manuscripts.
Thus,
text as correct as possible.

which he applied

his critical

he had three different manuscripts of the Jerusalem
Talmud, one of which was provided with vowelsAshkeuazi also cites Midrashim on Isaiah, Job, and
the minor prophets, of which nothing further is
known, but which probably came from the Yalkut
Moreover, he availed himself of a text of
Makiri.
the 'Aruk essentially differing from the usual one.
Next to the correctne.ss of the text, Ashkenazi devoted his attention to the "peshat," or simple explanations of the subject and the meaning of the words,
without indulging in the prolix discussions then
customary. As regards subject-matter, Ashkenazi's
explanations were usually correct; but they were
less

happy

in linguistic questions.

astray, especially

when he

lie often

went

tried to elucidate obscure

passages in tlie Midrasli by means of Arabic.
In
he was frequently misled by some one who was
believed to know Arabic.
Ashkenazi seems also to have occupied himself
witii medicine and phy.sics; and possibly he possessed the book "Asaf," so that many of his statethis
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ments from the DIXlDt '•"ISD (Medical Books) may
have come from this source.
Ashkenazi was a brother of Lsaac Cohen of Ostrog,
author of "Kizzur Mizrahi " and great-grandfather
of Abraham b. Eliezer ha-Kohen.
Bibliography

:

Briill, in Ozar
it). 2-18.'

ha-Sifrut,

18-20; Buber, ih.

i.

87-90; Reifmann,

K.

L. G.

ASHKENAZI, BAERUSH

(DOB): Rabbi

at

Slonim, Lithuania, later at Lublin, Poland; born
about 1801 died in Lublin March 6, 1852. He was
the author of: (1) "Noda' ba-She'arim " (Known in
the Gates), containing responsa on the "Eben he'Ezer"; novella on the Talmudical treatise Gittin;
rules concerning the laws of Majority and possession and, at the end, homilies arranged in the order
of the Sabbatical sections.
This work was published
by the brother of the author, Abraham Aryeh, Warsaw, 1849. (2)"Sha'are Yerushalaim " (The Gates
of Jerusalem), containing a commentary on the Seder
Zer'aim of the Jerusalem Talmud notes and novelise
on various treatises of the Jerusalem Talmud; notes
and novellas on different treatises of the Babylonian
Talmud and on the work of Isaac Alfasi. This
also was published by Abraham Aryeh, Warsaw,
;

;

;

1866.

Bibliography Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael, p. 178 Benjacob,
Ozar ha-Scfarim, p. 393; Nissenbaum, Le-Korot ha:

Yehudim

;

he- Lublin, pp. 126, 127.

L. G.
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ASHKENAZI,
(better

fendi)

or

known under his popular name
:

Government

BU.

D'ALMEYDA, BEHOR
official

in the

of

Behor Ef-

employ of the

Ottoman empire born 1840. He received his early
education at the Institution Camondo, and, after
filling several subordinate positions, was appointed
by Sultan Aziz, in 1869, a member of the council of
state {Choural-Devlet), which contained two Jews in
a membership of forty. On the accession of the
present sultan, Abdul Hamid II., Ashkenazi became
a member of the Ottoman parliament, as a delegate
of the Jews. He then became " vice-prefect " of Constantinople, a position which he held for several
j'ears, making, however, many enemies by reason of
his steadfast integrity.
In 1896, in recognition of his
services, the sultan again made him state councilor
and only lately (1899) he has been placed upon the
;

retired list after thirty yeaxs, of loyal

and

efficient

service.

Ashkenazi has repeatedly been president of the
central consistory of the Jews of Constantinople;
also, by reason of his public position as vice-prefect,
he has frequently been able to render considerable ascistance in the collection of the communal revenues
derived from the sales of meat, wine, brandy, etc.

BiBLiO(iRAPHY

:

M. Fratico, Histoire des Israelites.

s.

M. Fr.

ASHKENAZI, BENJAMIN:

Russian communal worker and philanthropist; born in 1824;
died at Grodno in 1894.
He was the sou of Joshua
Heschel Ashkenazi, rabbi of Lublin, who was a deAshkenazi settled at
scendant of Hakam Zebi.
Grodno, where he became the leading spirit in com-

munal affairs. On liis initiative a hospital was built
and, later, a home for the aged.
The government,
in recognition of his services, bestowed upon him

;

TIIK
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his childreu hereditary honorary citix.enship.
In 1882 Aslikenuzi was scut as delegate to the rabbinieal convention at St. Petersburg; and in 1883
lie was one of tlie few Jewish representatives wlio attended oiricially tiie coronation of Alexander III. at
Moscow. In 1884 he was appointed chairman of the
committee on prisons of the government of Grodno.

and

Bibliography: Ahiasaf,

1894-95.

M. B.

n. K.

ASHKENAZI, BENJAMIN

ABRAHAM.

See Slonik,

AARON

B.

Benjamin Aaron ben

Akhaii.vm.

ASHKENAZI, BEZALEL

:

One

Ashkenazi, Azriel
Asbkeuazi, David
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of the lead-

ing Oriental Talniudists and rabbis of his day;
born toward the end of the sixteenth century. Descended from a family of German scholars, he was
probably born in Palestine. The greater part of his
life was spent in Egypt, where lie received his Talmudic education from David b. Solomon Ibu Abi ZimDuring the lifetime of his
ra and Israel de Curial.
teachers, Ashkenazi was regarded as one of the highest authorities in the Orient, and he counted among
his pupils such men as Isaac Luria and Solomon
Adeni. The reputation of Ashkenazi in Egypt was
so great that he could take it upon himself to abrogate the dignity of the nagid, which had existed for
centuries and had gradually deteriorated into an
When, in 1587, a
arbitrary aristocratic privilege.
dispute occurred in Jerusalem over the point whether
scholars not engaged in business should contribute
to the taxes paid by the Jewish community to the
pasha, and to what extent, Ashkenazi, together with
several other rabbis, took the stand that Jewish
scholars, being usually impelled by love alone to
emigrate to Palestine, and being scarcely able to
support themselves, should be relieved from all
taxes.

In the same year, Ashkenazi himself traveled to
and settled in Jerusalem, where he was
recognized as their chief by both the Sephardim and
The conditions in Jerusalem were
the Ashkenazim.
and it was mainly due
at this time very critical
to Ashkenazi's influence that the congregations of
The German Jews,
the city were not dissolved.
who ordinarily did not recognize the jurisdiction of
the Sephardim, and who, being largely scholars, refused to pay the Jews' tax, nevertheless bowed to
Palestine

;

The great value of the "Shittaii " lies principally in the fact that Ashkenazi gives therein nu-

terial.

merous excerpts from Talinudic commentaries which
have not otherwise been preserved.

The

"

Shittah

"

contains expositions of the

Talmud

taken from the works of the Spaniards Nahmanides,
ben Adret, and Yom-Tob of Seville, and from those
of the Frenchmen Abraham b. David, Baruch ]j. Samuel, Isaac of Chinon, etc. The study of the "Shittah,"
is particularly valuable for understanding tiie "Tosafists, because the work contains some of the older
and inedited Tosafot; besides, glo.sses of K. Asher
b. Jehiel and of the disciples of R. Perez are partly
contained in it. Ashkenazi designed the " Shittah "
to cover the whole Talmud; but only the following
tracts were interpreted: Bezah, the three Babot,
Ketubot, Nedarim, Nazir, Sotah, and the order of
Kodashim (excepting llullin) the last-mentioned in

—

Romm

Talmud.

Ashkenazi is
which
appeared after his death (Venice, 1595). His " Methodology of the Talmud," and his marginal notes to
the Yerushalmi, which were still extant at the time
of Azulai, are preserved in manuscript at Jerusalem.
the

edition of the

also the author of a collection of responsa,

BiBLior.RAPHT: Azulai,
36;

Eben ShcmveJ,

1874; Miehael,

lem,

ii.

Shem

ha-Gednlini, ed. Benjacob, 1.
(see index in Cassel ed.) ;
pp. 67 et fCf].. 125 et geq., Wilna,

Korc ha-Dnrot

Confortp,

Frumkin,

Or ha-Hayyim, No.

613; Luncz, in Jerusa-

23-27.
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ASHKENAZI, DAVID TEVLE

B. JACOB
3Ioravian rabbi and author; born at the beginning
of the eighteenth century died July 16, 1734.
Ashkenazi was rabbi of the communities at Aussee and
Gewitsch, and lived at Aussee, the home of his
father-in-law, Israel Aussee, one of the wealthiest
and most influential Jews in Moravia. But this
very wealth of his father-in-law gave rise to active
hostility toward Ashkenazi in his congregation.
The following episode is characteristic of tiie state
of affairs at that time in many small Jewish communities in Moravia. Ashkenazi was so little respected by his people that he had to applj' to the
He secured an
authorities to enforce his rights.
order threatening the congregation with a large fine
if they did not show their rabbi the honors due to
Next day, when Ashkenazi went to the
his station.
:

;

early

morning

service,

he found his seat framed with

The Ashkenazim had to
Ashkenazi's authority.
contribute to the Jews' tax one-sixth of the sum
that was sent from Europe for their support (compare Halukkah); otherwise the Sephardim, who
were on the verge of penury, could not have remained in Jerusalem under the merciless exploitation
This peaceable arrangement
of the Turkish pashas.

the handles (called "ears" in German) of broken
potterj'.
In Judoeo-German "Ehre" (honor) sounds
the same as "Oehre" (ears), and these were the
"honors" shown him. It is not known whether
Ashkenazi gave up his position after this. He died
at Boskowitz, where his son-in-law was ecclesias-

between the Ashkenazim and the Sephardim was
due solely to the personal influence of Ashkenazi
for immediately upon his death the Ashkenazim
refused to keep their pledge (Responsa of Yom-Tob
Zahalon, No. 160).
To posterity Ashkenazi is known principally as

Ashkenazi wrote a curious little book entitled
"Bet David" (House of David), AVilhelmsdorf, 1734.

the author of the " Shittah

Mekubbezet " (Gathered

This work, as its title indicates, is
Interpretation).
a collection of glosses on the greater part of the
Talmud, after the fashion of the Tosafot and in it
;

Ashkenazi combined much original and foreign ma-

tical assessor.

The

first

part contains casuistic expositions of the

Talmud, and illustrates better than almost any other
work the degeneration of casuistry. The second
half is a collection of popular cures and incantations,
wliicli is of great value for the study of Jewish
folk-lore.
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Ashkenazi, Eliezer
Ashkenazi, Joseph
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ASHKENAZI, ELIEZER (LAZER)B. ELIJAH: Talimulist, nihbi, i)liy.siciiui, and many-sided
bom iii 1512; died at Cracow Dec. 155, 1585.
of a German family (according to some, the
relative of Joseph Colon seeMortara, "IndiceAlfabetico," s.r.), he was probably born in the Levant,
and received his Talmudic education under Joseph
Taitazak in Salonica. Ashkenazi first became rabbi
in Egypt 15;!8-G0, probably at Fostat, where, by his
scholar;

Though

;

he became widely known.
Compelled by circumstances doubtless of a politto leave Egypt, he went to Cyprus, reical nature
maining there for two years as rabbi at Famagusta.
A desire to visit foreign lands and to observe forlearning and wealth,

—

—

eign peoples impelled

him

He went

to give

up

this position

Venice; but a disagreement with the rabbis, Mcir Padua and his son
Judah Katzcnellenbogen, caused him to leave the
city and in the same year to take up his residence at
Prague (1561). Here either because he was a rabbi,
or, at all events, because he was a leading authority
his was the first signature appended to the constitution of the burial society of the congregation.
After leaving Bohemia and proceeding eastward as
far as the Crimea, Ashkenazi returned to Italy, not
While rabbi of Cremona he published
before 1570.
there (1576) his work, "Yosef Lekah " (Increases
Learning; compare Prov. i. 5), dedicated to Joseph
Nasi, duke of Naxos, Avhich was several times reprinted.
Four years later he was again in eastern
Europe, as rabbi of Posen. In 1584 he left that city
to take up his abode in Cracow.
Ashkenazi's printed works, besides the "Yosef
Lekah," are the following: (1) A commentary on the
Book of Esther; (2) " Ma^ase ha-Shem"
(The Works of God; Venice, 1583;
His
several other editions), a commentary
Works.
on the historical portions of the Pentateuch, written for the instruction of his son Elijah,
and containing also a complete commentary on the
Passover Haggadali, which has frequently been published separately: (3) eight "selihot" (penitential
prayers), included in the Bohemian liturgy; (4) a
"tokahah" (homily), published by his sou. His

and

to travel.

first to

—

—

to Nahmanides, and his critical
marginal notes said to number one thousand on
Joseph Caro's" Bet Yosef," have not been preserved.
Though Ashkenazi can scarcely be said to have
exercised an influence either on his own or on later
times, his ])ersonality was an extraordinary one for
that age.
He may be called the last survivor of a
most brilliant ei)och in the history of the Sephardim.
During a period when, in Germany and Poland, the
hair-splitting dialectics of Jacob Polak could achieve
a triumph, and, in P>gypt and Palestine, the mysticism of Isaac Luria could confuse the clearest intellects, Ashkenazi preserved an impressive independence of Ihought. Although educated by a fanciful

supercommentary

—

—

and a fellow-pupil of Moses
Alshech, yet he was a student if not
viduality. a deej) one of philosophy and physics.
As a Talmudist, such men as
Joseph Caro, Moses Iss(!i'les, and Solomon Luria
considered him of eijual authority with themselves;
but when the rabbinical decisions of tlie old rabbis
ran counter to sound judgment, he never sought a
cabalist,

His Indi-

—

—
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sophistical justification for them, as

was then

the

custom, especially in Poland.
Valuable material for a correct estimate of Ashkenazi may be found in several of his decisions preserved in the responsa litei'atuie of the lime. In
Venice he decided that a man could be forced to a
divorce, if, l)y immoial conduct, he had incurred his
It was
wife's aversion (Isserles, Kesponsa, No. 90).
probably this decision which brought niton him
the opposition of the above-mentioned Venetian
for
rabbis, though he was connected with them
Ashkenazi's son was Katzenellenbogen's son-in-law.
From the standpoint of strict Talmudic interpretation, Ashkenazi's opponents w'ere in the riglit; since
his sentence contravened that of the Tosafists, who
for the German -Italian Jews constituted, as it were,
a court of last resort.
The Jews of Poland were still less capable of comprehending such a personality than Avere those of
Italy.
The following occurrence affords a striking
instance of this fact: The "roshe yeshibot" (heads
of academies) had forbidden their pupils to establish a rival academy in close proximity to their own.
;

Ashkenazi declined

when

requested.

At

assent to this resolution,

to

the

same time, he complained
Joseph b. Gershon ha-

in a letter to

Misunder- Kohen,

the " rosh yeshibah" at Cracow,
although the decision of the Polish rabbis was based upon the authorPolish.
Rabbis,
ity of Maimonides, yet he considered
it irreconcilable with freedom of inHow little he was
struction among Jewish rabbis.
understood by his Polish colleagues is fully displayed in the reply of the rabbi of Cracow, who at
great length vindicates Maimonides' standpoint by
erudite and astute references to the Talmud (Joseph
b. Mordecai Gershon, "She'erit Yosef," No. 19).
Consequently, J. S. del Medigo is justified in his
remark that Ashkenazi remained unknown to the
Poles, and he applies to him wittily, if somewhat
audaciously, the verses " Thou hast brought a vine
out of Egypt: thou hast cast out the heathen, and
planted it," etc. (Ps. Ixxx. 9 [A. V. 8] to 13 [14]).
Ashkenazi had come from Egypt and had to live
among the uncultivated Poles.
Ashkenazi's wife, Rachel, died at Cracow April
Her epitaph, still extant, bears witness to
3, 1593.
her piety and benevolence ("Monatsschrift," xliv.
liis son Elijah published the liturgic collec360).
tion, "Zibhe Shelamim," and wrote a short elegy on
his father, which was used as the latter's epitaph.

stood

by

that,

:
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ASHKENAZI, ELIEZER

B.

SOLOMON:

Kabbiiiical sclioiar; born in Poland about the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century, and resided afterward in Tunis. He published at Metz in 1845,
under the title "Dibre Hakamim " (The Words of
the Wise), a selection of eleven ancient manuscripts:
(1) "Midrash Wayosha'," on the Pentateuch; (2)
Joseph Caro's Commentary on Lamentations; (3)

Muinioiiiik's' " Hokmat lia-'Ibbur," u treatise on the
computation of the intercalary month; (4) Abraham
bar Iliyyah's seventli "gate" of the tliiid treatise on
the computation of the intercalary month, witli a
rcsponsum by Ilai (laon on the calculation of the
j'cars since the Creation; (5) ]\b)ses JS'arboni's

"Maa-

marba-Behiraii," a treatise on free-will; ((i) "Nnssah
Ketab," a letter fi'om Joshua Lorki on religion; (7)
Isaac Anlotiel's "Melizah 'al ha-'Kt," a ]m)se ])oem

on

tlie

i)en;

(8)

David

b.

Yom-Tob's

"

Yesodot

lia-

oMaskil," thirteen articles of belief of an enlightened

man; (!)) "Ha.MHa.M," a letter from ]\Iaimonides addressed lo Kabbi Japliet tlie Dayyan (10) a letter by
Elijah of Italy, written from Palestine to his family
at Ferrara, in 1438; (11) Jacob Provencal's "BeDebar Linmiud ha-Hokmah, " on the study of science.
S. Munk has written an introduction to this collection, which contains also, as an appendix, a
French translation of " Yesodot iia-Maskil " bv
;

"H. 15."
Ashkenazi published

also "Ta'amZekenim " (The
Taste of Old Men), edited by II. Kircldieim, a collection of old manuscripts and prints dealing with Jewish literature and history in the Middle Ages(Frankfort-on-the-.AIain, 1854)."
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Zedner, Cat. Hehr. Boohs Brit. Mus. pp.
Bibliotheca Hcbraica, p. 7.

G.

I.

ASHKENAZI, ELIJAH.

Br.

See Levita, Eli-

ASHKENAZI, GERSHON

:

Polish Talmud-

born in the second decade of tlie seventeenth
century; died at Metz March 20, 1693. His family
name was really f|''^1N, " Ulif," "Olive "(?), the surname " Ashkenazi " being usually bestowed in Poland
upon families of German extraction. Gershon Ashkenazi was also named " Poss " not " Fass " after
his rich father-in-law, Loeb Poss, of Cracow.
He
was dayyan in Cracow, possibly his birthplace, at
all events the place where he obtained his Talmudic education from Joel Sarkes and Joshua Harif.
From 1649 to 16o9 lie was rabbi at Prossnitz, from
1659 to 16G0 at Hanau, and from 1661 to 1664 at
Nikolsburg, where he succeeded his father-in-law,
Menahcm Mendel Krochmal. For the next five
years he was rabbi at Vienna, but was forced to
Thence
leave owing to the banishment of the Jews.
he went to Metz in 1670, where he remained until
ist;

—

—

his death.

Although rabbi of large communities and head of
a yeshibah, Ashkenazi found time for literary activOf his numerous works, the following have
ity.
"
been printed: (1) 'Abodatha-Gershuni " (Gershon's
Service), containing his responsa to the piincipal
Talmudists of liis day. The number of these responsa is 124; and they contain much information
upon the condition of the Jews in Poland, after the
persecutions by the Cossacks; (2) "Tiferet ha-Gershuni " (Gershon's Ornament), midrashicand cabalisBoth books were
tic expositions of the Pentateuch.
published at Fraukforton-the-Main in 1699.
(3)

"Hiddushe ha-Gershuni" (Gershon's Novella?),
Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1716. containing remarks
and explanations concerning the third and fourtli
books of the Shulhan 'Aruk, in which the author
severely criticizes the Aharonim.

Even in his lifetime Ashkenazi was recognized as
an authority in Talmudic lore, and especially as a
most eminent dialectician. His works .scarcely justify this opinion; for they are not much above the
general average of the rabbinical literature of his
time.
His inlluence was, nevertheless, considerable,
and was

du(' to his personality.

The many

ritual

while rabbi of Metz from
western Germany and Alsace-Lorraine show that
after his advent in that city he was really the spiritual and intellectual authority for the Jews of those
countries.
It was mainly in Metz that he exercised a many-sided influence as teacher.
Ashkenazi
was deeply revered and loved by a large number of
pupils whom he had the power to attract to himself.
Chief among these was David Oppenheim(er).
Ashkenazi was the father of four learned sons,
in([uirics directed to liim

Nahum, and Joel, of whom the
first-named gained piominence as a Talmudist and
cabalist.
He died March 22, 1691, at Nikolsburg.
Moses, Nathan,

Bibliography:

Caben, in Rev. Et. Jnive.t, vlii. 25.5-2-57;
Dembitzer, Kelilat Yofi, ii. 92a-107b, llla-112a; Kaufmann,
Letzte Vertreihuiig der Judcn aus TKien, pp. 224-228; Michael, Or ha^Hainiim, No. 074.
L. G.

ASHKENAZI, ISAAC BEN JACOB

:

Rabbi

at Byeltzy, Bessarabia; lived in the middle qf the

eighteenth century.
He is the reputed author of a
cabalistic work, "Berit 'Olam" (Everlasting Covenant), containing cabalistic explanations of the letters, with some concluding chapters on ethics.
This
work, found among Ashkenazi's papers, was published under his name by Isaac Hayyim of Byelostok,

Wilna, 1820.
Bibliography: Walden^ Shem'ha-Gedolim he-Hadash,
Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Bonks Brit. Mus. p. 57.
ii. 15

i.

3-\

;

K.

I.

ASHKENAZI, ISAAC BEN ZEBI
and author; born

in

:

Br.

Rabbi

Russia about the middle of the

eighteenth century, and officiated as rabbi in Cliodorow and Lemberg, in which latter place he died ]\Iay
He was the author of the Hebrew works,
5, 1807.
"Or ha-Ner" (Light of the Lamp), a commentary
on the Haggadah, Lemberg, 1788, and "Torat haKodesh " (Law of Holiness), a commentary on Zebal.iim, ibid.,

1792.

Bibliography

:

Walden, Sheni ha-GedoUtn he-Hadash, No.

224, who erroneously gives the date of Ashkenazi's death
as 1811; Buber, An'she Shem, p. 122, Cracow, 1895; Steinschneider. Cat. Bodl. col. 1094.

H. R.

ASHKENAZI, ISRAEL BEN SAMUEL.
See

IsR.\F.i>

BEN

Sa.mi-ki,

Askenazi of Sklov.

ASHKENAZI, JACOB ISRAEL BEN ZEBI
HIRSCH.

See Embden, Jacob Israel.

ASHKENAZI, JOSEPH:

Critic of the IMish-

nah; resided at Safed, Palestine, and died there between 1575 and 1582. Though Ashkenazi came to
Palestine from Verona for which reason he was
also called Joseph of Verona— it is by no means impossible that he was born and bred in Germany.
This is attested, not by his surname, "Ashkenazi"
(this being a family name adopted by many families
of German origin), but bj' the fact that he was the
Kaufmann
son-in-law of Rabbi Aaron of Posen.
surmises that he is referred to in the following couplet of the Judaeo-German song, in which as the most

—

:

Asbkenazi, Joseph
Asbkenazi, Meir
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learned Jew he is mentioned with Mordecai Meisl, a
of Prague of princely wealth

Jew

" Icb mucht so wol lernen als Rabbi Josef Ashkenas,
Oder mucbt also reich sein als Meislein was."

Some

insight into Ashkenazi 's mental activity is
gained from his brief and fragmentary glosses to the
Mishnah, as published in Solomon Adeni's work,

"Meleket Shelomoh,"

which Ashkenazi's emendaIn these glosses Ashkenazi

in

tions are considered.

He

displays great critical ability.

treats the text in

a wholly unprejudiced and purely scientific manner and, disregarding tradition, deletes unsparingly
whenever, in his opinion, such elision is justified by
the import of the text, and in similar manner separates

compound words

into their

component

parts.

In his opinion the vocalization and the accentuation
of words are not side issues, but worthy of the special attention that

he bestowed upon them.

Ash-

kenazi's observations are of especial value, being
based upon a manuscript Mishnah in his possession,
dating from about 700. He is said to have written
critical

comments

also on the

Babylonian and Jeru-

salem Talmuds.
Bibliography: Azulal. Shem ha-Oedolim, ed. Benjacob, 1.
39; Kaufmann, in Monatsschrift, xlii. 38-46; Sambarl, In
Neubauer"s Medieval Jeu-ish Chronicles, i. 151 Shibhe ha;

Ari, ed. Leghorn, 44b, from which
lived and taught in Egypt too.

it

appears that Ashkenazi

L. G.

ASHKENAZI, JOSEPH BEN, OF PADUA.
See Joseph Shallit.

ASHKENAZI, JOSEPH EDELS
ian

commentator and

:

cabalist; lived at the

Palestin

beginning

of the nineteenth century at Jerusalem and Padua;
died at Safed. He was sent as European agent (" meshullah ") from Palestine to collect money for the Palestinian poor.

On

his travels he

remained at Padua,

where he became the teacher
of Mordecai Samuel Ghirondi.
According to this
source, Ashkenazi was a prolific commentator of Biblical and Talmudical subjects, but published nothing
beyond a small commentary on the " Sefer Yezirah,"
to which he appended many of his observations on
Bible and Talmud.
Italy, for a certain time,

Bibliography

:

Nepl-Ghlrondi, Toledot Gedole Ywrael,

I- o-

p.
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ASHKENAZI, JOSEPH
LEVI:

b. Hayyim of Worms, Joshua Moses b.
mon Luria, and David Blum of Sulzberg.
From Bonn, where Ashkenazi held his first

Jacob

tion as rabl)i, he

The epithet "Divine Tanna," conferred upon Ashkenazi by his contemporaries and by men of later
times, clearly indicates the main point in which his
strength lay. Next to Elijah b. Solomon of Wilna,
Ashkenazi is probably the most careful student of
the Mishnah, itself the spiritual product of the "Divine Tannaim." Even Isaac Luria, the creator of
the new Cabala, did not disdain to receive instruction from him upon the Mishnah.
When Teblin of
Jerusalem, a pupil of Ashkenazi, went to Europe
he imparted to the well-known Mishnah commentator Yom-Tob Lipman Heller many of his teacher's
explanations of the Mishnah.

B. ISAAC HATulinudist and rubhi; born in Germany

about 1550; died at Frankfort-oii-thc-Main 1628.
His first teacher was the Frankfort rabbi Eliezer
Treves, after whose death (about 1507) he completed
his Talmudic studies under Hayyim b. Bczalel,

108

went

to

Metz (about

Soloposi-

Here
the prohibition against the residence of Jews, which
had been in force for two hundred years, had been
removed, and a community of 120 persons had recently been formed.
The subsequent growth of
this community was in no slight degree due to the
activity and devotion of Ashkenazi, its first rabbi.
By 1618 it had increased threefold; and in that year,
through the efforts of Ashkenazi, a synagogue was
erected.
He also bent his energies toward obtaining
a Jewish cemetery, in connection with which he
founded a " hebra kaddisha " which was also a study1595).

circle.

Ashkenazi is specially known through his dispute
with one of the first rabbinical authorities of the time,
Meir b. Gedaliah of Lublin. AshkeHis Dis- nazi was a type of the rigorism characpute with teristic of the German rabbis. On a
Meir b.
certain occasion Ashkenazi gave the
Gedaliah. decision that geese whose entrails had
not been examined after slaughter
must be accounted "trefah" (forbidden), because
such an examination, though unknown to the Talmud, was customary in Germany and Poland. This
decision was disputed by the rabbi of Worms, Moses
b. Gad Reuben, and was finally submitted to Meir
of Lublin.
The Polish rabbis, holding themselves
the superiors of their German colleagues, considered
Ashkenazi's opinion extreme; and Meir of Lublin
insisted that he should avow his error openly.

Though Ashkenazi was by nature mild and yieldhe could not prevail upon himself to act contrary to the custom of his teachers.
The dispute
now became general; and the scholars of Posen,

ing,

Cracow, Brest-Litovsk— in short, all the Talmudists
and Russia were drawn into

—

of Poland, Lithuania,
the conflict.

Since Ashkenazi abided by his opinion, in spite of
the decision of so many prominent rabbis, and thus
unintentionally created the wide-spread impression
that the latter had yielded, Meir sent a very abusive
letter

concerning Ashkenazi to the community at

He denounced Ashkenazi as impertinent,
presumptuous, and ignorant, and requested the Jews
of Worms to remove him from his position, adding
that he himself could have had him removed through
the Council of Four Lands were it not beneath
him to have dealings with such a man.
AshkeAshkenazi's answer(onlyrecently pubnazi's Rare lished) shows his true magnanimity.
MagHe does not indulge in one word of perWorms.

nanimity.

sonal reproach against the man
had so grievously insulted him,

who
but

contents himself with merely defending his own
standpoint.
The dispute lasted from about 1610 to 1618, and
ended with Meir's death.
source of satisfaction to Ashkenazi was the decision of Isaiah Horowitz, author of the " Slielah " and a pupil of Meir,
who declared himself against his own teacher, and
ordered the omission from the collecrtion of Meir's
responsa of the passages insulting Ashkenazi. The
Venice edition (1618), in which these passages are

A

—

—

"

Ashkenazi, Joseph
Ashkenazi, Meir
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obliterated, affords a rare instance of

Jewish censor-

Talmudic

several

treatises.

See also Ashkenazi,

Raphael bkn Judah.

ship.

Ashkenazi also had a dispute witli his congregawhich ended seriously for him. He was as
severe and uncompromising in his decisions of civil
alfairs as he was rigorous in the decision of ritual
questions; and, since the community of Metz consisted of a few large families, he demanded that,
to avoid partiality, outside judges should be called
The community resisted; and the
in in civil suits.
breach finally brought about his dismissal (1627),
Moses ha-Koiien of Prague becoming Jiis successor.
Ashkenazi considered the procedure against him
and in a letter dated Dec. 14,
illegal
1627, and addressed to the governor of
Is
Banished. Metz, Prince de la Vallette, he asked
tion,

;

the latter to sanction his plan regarding the judges. The prince did not act with impartiality, but referred the matter to the dayyanim
Alexander Levi and Mordecai (Maharam) Zey, whose

toward Ashkenazi was known. They
Ashkenazi and his followers continued in their opposition, they should be banished from
On Jan. 24, 1628, the governor carried this
the city.
decision into effect, and Ashkenazi went to Frankfort-on-the-Main, where he died the same year.
hostile attitude

decided that

if

Bibliography: Cahen,

In

216; Cannoly, in Jost's

Rev. Et. Juives,

Rev. Et. Juives,

Annalen,

vli.

1840, p. 63;

108-116,204-

Kaufmann,

In

xxii. 93-103.

Bibliography: Zedner, Cat. Hchr. Books Brit. Mu».
Walden, Slicm ha-Gedolim he-lfadash.

p.

M.

L. o.

58;

B.

ASHKENAZI, JUDAH SAMUEL B. JACOB A commentator, ritualist, and liturgical edi:

born

tor;

tury

;

in the

lived

at

second half of the eighteenth cen-

Tabareeyeh

(Tiberias),

Palestine,

whence he was sent as communal traveling agent to
Europe. He afterward settled at Leghorn, where
the following of his works were published: "Yissa
Berakah" (He Shall Receive a Blessing), a commentary on Jeruham b. Meshullam's "Sefer Mesharim"
(1822); "Geza' Yisliay " (The Stem of Jesse), a collection of rites and laws, alphabetically arranged, of
which the first volume alone, containing the letters
X to ^, was published (1842). He further edited and
annotated a prayer-book according to the Spanish
rite, "Tefillot lekol ha-Shanah" (Prayers for the
Whole Year), divided into five parts: (1) "Bet
'Obed" (The House of the Serving), containing the
prayers for the week-days; (2) "Bet Menuhah
(The Hou.se of Rest), for Sabbaths; (3) "Bet Mo'ed "

(The House for the Feasts), for the three festivals
Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles; (4) "Bet
Din " (The House of Judgment), for New-Year and
(5) "Bet ha-Kapporet " (The House of Forgiveness),
;

Day of Atonement (Leghorn, 1843-1855).
Costa edited and arranged Ashkenazi's work. He
is the author, also, of " Gebul Yehudah " (Judah's
Territory), containing novelise on the Talmud.
for the

L. G.

D.

I.

ASHKENAZI, JOSHUA HESHEL

B. MERussian Talmudist and rabbi of the
nineteenth century died Feb. 10, 1867, at Lublin.
From 1852 till his death he was rabbi of Lublin, his
predecessors being first his father, and afterward his
cousin Baerush Ashkenazi. The community owed
much to Joshua Ashkenazi, who was indefatigable
in promoting its spiritual as well as its material wellHis house was open to every needy person.
being.
Because of his philanthropy he was also highly esteemed by his Christian fellow-citizens and distinguished by the government with the title of an honorary citizen, a rank which carried with it certain

SBTULliAM

:

;

privileges.

Ashkenazi left ten posthumous works on both
haggadic and halakic subjects, which, however,
were destroj^ed in a conflagration some years ago at
Grodno. Several of his responsa are contained in
Baerush Ashkenazi's "Noda' ba-She'arim."
Nissenbaum,

Bibliography:

LuMin,

Le-Korot ha-Yehudim

be-

1899, pp. 127, 128.

L. G.

Bibliography: Zedner, Cat. Hehr. Books
Nepi-Ghlrondi, Toledot Gedole Yisrael,

Brit. Mus., p. 58;

P- 214.

M. B.

L. G.

ASHKENAZI (TIKTIN), JUDAH B. SIMON
SOFEB FRANKFURT Polish commentator on
:

the Shulhan 'Aruk officiated as " dayyan " (assistant
rabbi) at Tikotzin, Poland, in the first half of the
eighteenth century. He wrote DD'H "1X3 (" Explaining Well "), Avhich comments briefly on the first three
similar commenparts of the Shulhan 'Aruk.
tary on the fourth part of the Shulhan 'Aruk
vvas written
that is, on the "Hoshen Mishpat"
;

A

—

by Moses Frankfurter, dayyan of Amsterdam.
Ashkenazi's work Avas appended to the Shulhan
'Aruk in the editions of Amsterdam, 1753 and
and went through many editions.

1760,

Bibliography: Benjacob, Ozar Ita-Sefarim.

Fiirat,

Bihl. Jud.
L. G.

i.

62, 63;

p. 58*5

;

Steinschnelder, Cat. Bodl. col. 1292.

M. B.

ASHKENAZI, MEIR, OF KAFFA (CRIMEA) Envoy of the Tatar khan in the sixteenth
:

ASHKENAZI, JTJDAH
ish

Talmudist

;

JOSEPH:

Turkborn at Smyrna, where he became
B.

He wrote: (1)
chief rabbi; died there about 1812.
"Malmeh Yehudah " (.Tudah's Camp), Salonica, 1793

— discussions

on the "Tur" and on "Bet .Joseph,
Hoshen Mishpat"; (2)'"Yad Yehudah" (Judah's
Hand), Salonica, 1816 notes on the Talmudic treatises Shebuot and partially on Megillah, Yoma,
Pesahim, and Baba Batra; (3) "Gebul Yehudah"

—

—

(Judah's Boundary), Salonica. 1821 on the treatises Gittin, Ketubot, Baba Kamma; (4) "Kehal
Yehudah " (Judah's Congregation), Salonica, 1825
novellae on the Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, and

century; killed by pirates on a voyage from Gava
(near Genoa) to Dakhel (probably Dakhel or Dakleh
in the western oasis of Upper Egypt), between the
15th and the 25th day of Tammuz (July), 1567. From
the testimony of the witness Elias ben Nehemiah,
given before the board of rabbis in Safed in the case
of the widow and heirs of the slain Meir Ashkenazi,
it was made evident that he was an inhabitant of
Kaffa; that his parents were still living there; that
he had a brother who was a student in the rabbinical
college ("yeshibah") of Brest-Litovsk that he had
brought to Gava prisoners of war from Egypt; that
he was appointed envoy of the khan of the Tatars
;

"

;

Ashkenazi, Meir
Ashkeuazi, Zebi
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iind that on tlie way from
to the king of Poland
Gava to Dakliel he was slain by pirates with all the
;

passengers on the ship.
BiBL'OGRAPiiv

:

Moses of Tranl, Rcsponxa. part 2,

§ 78.

H.

s."

ASHKENAZI, MEIR BEN MOSES
HEN),

also

KaZ,

ealled

tiie

initials

R
(CO-

of "Koiien

Zetlck" (priest of righteousness): Polish Tahnudist
born about 1590 at Frankfort-on-the-Main; died
about 1645 at Mohilev on the Dnieper. His father
was dayyan at Frankfort and, later, rabbi at Danhausen, Bavaria. When a youth JMeir went to Lublin, Poland, where he was the pupil of Meir Lublin.
He became ral)bi at Amstebowy, and afterward at
Mohilev, thus reaching White Russia, at that time
forming the eastern limits of the Polish kingdom.
In Poland, Mei'r was considered a Talmudic auis known chiefly as the
father of Shabbethai Cohen, author of tlie -\"^, the
initials of the words "Sifte Kohen " (The Lips of the
Nine of Meir's responsa were published by
Priest).
Isaac, a great-grandson of Mei'r, as a supplement to

thority; but to posterity he

a work of Shabbethai Cohen, "Geburat Anashim."
Most of them deal with marital questions. In his
teachings Meir based his opinions on the most recent
authorities (Ahakonim); only in the case of an
'Agunaii he Avas very liberal (''Geburat Anashim,"
32ffl,

nSn).

Meir also wrote some verses (preface to " Sifte
Kohen ") in honor of hisAvell-known son Shabbethai.
In his poetry as well as in his responsa he displays
a good style, and employs the pure Biblical language of a thorough master. This talent was shared
b}' his son Shabbethai.
Meir is the earliest Jewish author in the province
of

"Toledot Adam" is prefaced with
legal (juestions.
an approbation by Jacob of Lissa, and with another
l)y Jacob Orenstein.
Both of the.se eminent Talnnidi.sts regarded Ashkenazi as their peer; Orenstein
speaks of him as "schoolmate."
Ashkenazi's second work, "Beer Sheba' " (Well of
the Oath),

:

Selawim,

p. 33.

L. G.

I.

BeK.

ASHKENAZI, MESHULLAM ZALMAN

:

Polish nibl)i and man of letters; born in the second
half of the eighteenth century; died at Lublin, Poland, May 1, 1843.
He was the son of Rabbi Meshullam Zalman of Pomarin, whose family name was
Orenstein, under which appellation his brother,
Rabbi Mordecai Zebi of Lemberg, is also known.
Meshullam Zalman the elder, who died before the
birtli of his .soi., was a grandson of Hakam Zebi.
Meshullam the younger held the oftice of rabbi at
Cazimir and Naselsk, and from 1826 tintil his death,
at Lublin.
He wrote glosses to the Mishnah, published in the

Wilna

edition, 1869.

H. R.

a collection of homiletic discjuisitions

is

on the Pentateuch (Jerusalem, 1852). In the preface
he says that he had been in the Holy Land for nine
years, consequently, the date given by Benjacob
(" Ozar ha-Sefarim," p. 618) is incorrect.
An approbation to it was written by Abulafia, hakam bashi
of Jerusalem.

Ashkenazi's father, Asher, was a prominent Talmudist; and the two sons of Ashkenazi, Joel and
Solomon, were rabbis in Galicia. The former son,
who left no work, is quoted in "Toledot Adam," 2a
and 98a while Solomon wrote a book entitled " Kotnot Or " (Gai-ments of Light). Solomon died in Jerusalem, February, 1862.
;

Bibliography: Benjacob, Ozar lia-Sefarims

p. 618.

Gru.

L. G.

L.

ASHKENAZI, MOSES ISAAC.

See Tede-

sciii,

MosKs Isaac.

ASHKENAZI, NAPHTALI

B. JOSEPH:
Preacher at Safed in the si.xteenth century died at
Venice in 1602. He wrote a work, entitled "Imre
Shefer" (Words of Beauty), containing homiletic
and e.xegetical dissertations on the Bible. The edition of this work published at Venice, 1601, includes
several funeral sermons by him.
;

Bibliography: Steinsohneider, Cat. Bodl.

KOTC ha-Durot,

col. 2020;

Conforte,

ed. Casi^el, p. 43i(.

K.

I.

Br.

ASHKENAZI, NISSIM ABRAHAM:

White Russia.

Bnii.iociRAPHY Friedberp, Kcter Krlmniiali, pp. 4-6, Drohoby<z, 1898; Fuenn, Kiriiah Ne'onaiiah, p. 74; Dembitzer,
KeUlat Yofi, ii. lib; Harkavy, Ha-Yehudim u-Sefat ha-
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mudic author;

lived in the

first

Talhalf of the nine-

teenth century in Smyrna, where he officiated.
He
was the author of "Nehmad le-Mareli" (Graceful
of Appearance), which contains methodological
rules on the treatises Berakot and Seder Zera'ira in
the Jerusalem Talmud, as well as decisions of the
older and later authorities concerning the Halakot
treated therein (Salonica, 1832-46).
Bibliography

:

Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefartm, p. 397.

M. B.

L. G.

ASHKENAZI, RAPHAEL BEN JUDAH
(known

also as

Raphael Naphtali Ashkenazi)

:

A

He
rabbi of Smyrna, where he died in 1830.
wrote: (1) "March 'Enayim" (Sight to the Eyes),
Salonica, 1816 an inde.x to the Talmtid and to
Rashi and Tosafot, after the model of Benvenisti's

—

" Sefer Keneset ha-Gedolah "
(2) " ]\Iareh ha-Gadol
(The Great Vision), Salonica, 1829 containing homilies on the Pentateuch; (3) "Doresh Tob " (Seeking
the Good), a continuation of the preceding work,
Salonica, 1831 appended to it is Jiidah Ashkenazi's
work, "Seride Yehudah " (Judah's Remnant); (4)
":Mareh ha-Nogah " (The Vision of Glory), containing observations on the works of Maimonides, Salo;

ASHKENAZI, MOSES.

See Spaeth,

Johann

Petkk.

ASHKENAZI, MOSES DAVID:

Tahnudist
about 1778; died at
Safed, Palestine, in 18r)7.
After holding the oflice
of rabbi at Tolcsva, Hungary, from 1803 to 1843,
he emigrated to Palestine, settling ])ermanently at
Safed.
In 1844 he ))ul)lishe(l at Jerusalem liis chief
work, " Toledo! Adam" (Generations of Adam;
"Adam " |DTXl being the initial letters of his name),
containing iiovelhc on several treatises of the Babylonian Talmud and two decisions on complicated

and

autlioi';

born

in

(Jalicia

—

;

nica, 1840.
Benja.^oh, Oznr Iw-Slrfarim. p. 370; NepiOMvmiU. Tiilr<hit (Icdole Vi'>rrt(7, p. 314 Franco, ITistiiirc
des Isriu'liirs de V(Mr.nt; Mortara, Indire AIfalietief),s.v.;
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Fiirst,

L. G.

Bihlwthcca Judaica,

lii.
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BEN

ASHKENAZI, REUBEN SELIG
ISRAEL ELIEZER: llahlii and aiiilior;
Kiissia
"

bcn

iil)i)Ut

ITSO.

lie

pidilislicd "

lived in

Mahanch Ucu-

(Canij) of Kcubcii), a coiniiicntary

mud, Lc^'horn,

on the Tal-

:
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G.

K,

ASHKENAZI, SHABBETHAI BEN
MEIR.
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Sii.vi;i;i:tiiai

ukn .Mkiu iia-Koiikn.

ASHKENAZI, SAMUEL
Author

of novella' to the

ELIESER

B.

Talmud;

lived at

:

Opatow,

Poland, in the second lialf of the sixteenth century.
He was a i)upil of Mcir b. Gcdaliah of Lublin and
Avrote "Iliddusliini," novelbe on the Talniudii' treatises Kctubot and Kiddushin, especially on Rashi

and the Tosafot. Asld<enazi's novellaj were culled
from the responsa literature (Prossnitz, 1G02).
Binr.iooRAPHV:
ha-Scfdrun, p.

Fiirst,

B'M. Judaica,

i.

64; Benjacob,

Ozar

183.

L. G.

i\r.

ASHKENAZI, SAUL COHEN:

B.

Religious

name

philosopher of

German

cates; born in

Candia 1470; died at Constantinople

May

28,

1528.

descent, as his

He was

indi-

a disciple of Elijah Del-

medigo, who induced him to devote bis attention to
philosophy. His principal works are: (1) "Sheelot," a philosophic treatise, in the form of questions
addressed to Isaac Abravanel, published together
with the hitter's replies and with philosophic essays
by various other authors, Venice, 1574, and (2) an
epilogue to his master's chief work, "Behinat haDat," Basel, 1629.
Bibliooraphy: GeiRer, Melo Hofnanim, x.\ii. 64, 66, 72, Berlin.

1840 ; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2507.

D.

ASHKENAZI, SIMON,

OF

GALICIA

tically

managed

grand vizier

When

to his side.

Henry, afterward

BinLiocRAPMY: Benjacob, Ozar ha-Scfarim,
Shem ha-Oednlim hc-Hadixsh, i. 128.

p.

397; Walden,

M. B.

K.

ASHKENAZI, SOLOMON BEN NATHAN

:

Court physician of King Sigisnnmd II., Augustus
of Poland (1548-72), and Turkish diplomat; born
probably about 1520; died 1602. A descendant of a
German family .settled in Udine (Italy), he came in
his early youth to Cracow, probably in the train of
the Italian wife of Sigismund, Bona, and owing to
Lis ability obtained the position of first physician
Later he removed to Constantinople,
to the king.

where he displayed great

skill in

diplomatic affairs

member of the staff of Grand Vizier Mahomet
Sakolli, who entrusted him with many delicate commissions.
During the Turkish war with Venice
as

for the possession of C'yprus (1570), Ashkenazi was
engaged in the preliminaries for a treaty of peace.

the election of the Polish king in 1572,

Turkey

of Poland,

Ashkenazi wrote to him: "I have rendered to ^our
Majesty most important service in securing your
election.
It was I who effected all that was done
here " (Charriere, p. 932, note).
It was jnirtly due
to Ashkenazi's influence that the decree of banishment of Jews from Venice was revoked, July 19,
1573.
In 1576 lie was appointed envoy extraordinary of the Porte to Venice, with full power to con
elude peace. But the republic was unwilling to
receive the Jew, Ashkenazi; and not until the grand
vizier insisted Avas he finally acknowledged.
Thereafter the Venetian authorities paid him great honor
and attention. He was received in slate audience
and signed the act of peace in behalf of Tiukey.
He left three sons: Nathan, Samuel, and Obadiah.
His wife seems to have had some knowledge of
medicine.
After Ashkenazi's death she was called
to the sick-bed of Sultan Mohanuiied HI., and cured
him of smallpox. Asldicnazi's son Nathan came
from Constantinople to Venice in 1G05, and was
treated by the doge Grimani with great consideration.

BiBLiOfiRAPnv The fliUa for the biotrraphy of Aslikenazi are
to be found chiefly in tlie reports of tlu' French anil)assador to
the Poi'te, and of M. de Ferriers, French aniliassador to
:

Venice (publislied t)y Charriere, JS'iyocuitio)i.^ iic hi tjuitie
da)is Ic Lrvoit, vol. iii., p(fssitn), a.s well as in tlif reports of
the Venetian ambassador Marcantonio iJarbaro (.\lberi. Relazioni dcfiU AiDhnsciatorh Vciicti. vol. xvi., Florence,
1803). See also Joseph ha-Kohen. ''Ktnrk lin-Tinhnh. cd. I.citeris,

Cracow,

ISO"),

p.

167.

Ziinz, ^Tr

ha-Zrdrk. <onfounds

the subiect of this notice with Solomon of Kalah<ii-ra ipp. (iS ct
Griitz, Gcscli. <lcr Jiidcn, i.x.. jja-sM/o, and note 7 (also
the Hebrew translation by Rabinowitz, vol. vii. 4~0)
M. .K.
Levy, Du)i Jiisciili Nasi, etc., Breslau, 1859, 8.

seq.).

;

D.
:

Rabbi of Dobromil and Jaroslav (Galicia) at tlie end
of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineHe was a disciple of R. Jacob Isaac
teenth century.
of Lublin (died 1815), and carried on a learned corresjiondence with Jacob Meshullam Orenstein, chief
Ashkenazi wrote
rabbi of Lemberg (died 1839).
"Nahalat Sliim'on" (Simon's Inheritance), a series
of cabalistic dissertations on the Pentateuch (1815;
2ded., Lemberg, 1848).

At

Ashkenazi, who then practhe foreign affairs of Turkey, decided in favor of Henry of An jou, and won over the
liad i^out rful influence.

King Henry HI. of France, became king

1777.

I{eni;iroh, Ozar lia-Srfnriw, p. ^21; SU-insclnuidtT, Cut. liudl. col.:iVM\ Zetiner, Ca(. Jlcbr. lioaks
Brit. Mus. |). 050.

Bini,i()(ii!Ai'nv
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Ashkenazi, Meir
Ashkeuazi, Zebi
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ASHKENAZI, ZEBI HIRSCH (HAKAM
ZEBI) B. JACOB: Rabbi; born 1658 in Moravia;
May 2, 1718, at Lemberg. He was descended

died

from a well-known family of scholars. AVhen a boy
he received instruction from his father
Early
and from his grandfatlier, Ephraim haLife and
Kohen, then rabbi at Alt-Ofen, and
Education, later went to Salonica, where for some
time he attended the school of Elihu
There, also, he witnessed the deplorable aberrations which had grown out of the schisms engendered by the Shabbethai Zebi movement; and tliis
experience became a determining factor in his whole
career.
During his stay at Salonica, Ashkenazi devoted himself mainly to an investigation of the
Sephardic methods of study. Upon his return journey to Alt-Ofcn he seems to have stayed some time
(probably till 1679) at Constantinople, wliere his
learning and astuteness made such an impie.ssion
that, though a Polish scholar, he was termed "hakam," which Sephardic title he thenceforth retained
and by which he is known in history. Shortly after
his return he married the daughter of a prominent
citizen of Alt-Ofen.
When, in 1686, Alt-Ofen was invested, Ashkenazi,
after seeing his j'oung wife and daughter killed by
a cannon-shot, was compelled to flee; thus becoming separated from his parents, who were taken

Cobo.

captive by the Prussians.

Proceeding to Sara.ievo.

Ashkenazi, Zebi Hirsch
Ashkinasi, Mikhail Osipovich
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received an appointment as rabbi, in wliich post
be remained until 1689. He probably resigned on
account of some contention with certain members
of his congregation, and left Sarajevo
Arrival in for Germany. In Berlin he married
Germany. Sarah (died at Lemberg Jan. 23, 1719),
the daughter of Meshullam Zalman
lie

Mirels Neumark, chief rabbi of Altona, Hamburg,
and Wandsbeck.
On the advice of liis father-in-law he went in 1690
to Altona, where the leading members of the congregation founded a study-house (Klaus) and inHis school became
stalled Ashkenazi as rabbi.
celebrated, and pupils assembled from all parts to
hear him; but his income as rabbi of the Klaus was

only 60 thalers annually, so that he was compelled
to defray his living expenses by engaging in various

202

magnitude of which becomes evident

in

view of the

fact that fifty years later 375 guilders was the usual
UnsciJisli and
salary of the chief rab))i of Berlin.

independent by nature, Ashkenazi renounced the
perquisites of liis office, such as fees in civil suits,
etc., in order to maintain his independence, and accepted the high position only upon
Becomes the condition that under no circumstances was he to be required to subChief
Rabbi of ordinate himself to the congregation,
Amor to be obliged to receive gifts, and
sterdam.
that he should be permitted to preserve absolute freedom of action on all
From the very beginning he encountered
occasions.
ho.stile party, whose principal leader
Aaron Polak Gokkes. Indeed, the
difficulties with the directors became so serious that,
on May 26, 1712, it was decided to dismiss the chief
rabbi at the end of the term (three years) mentioned
Ashkenazi announced
in his letter of appointment.
that he would not under any circumstances accept
Serithis dismissal, which he regarded as unjust.

in

Amsterdam a

Avas a certain

ous

difficulties arose.

seem

The

rabbi's salary does not

have been paid, for in the register of the records of the congregation the present writer has found
an entry to the effect that on Saturday, Nisan 4,
5472 (April 12, 1712), the parnasim sent a secretary
and two attendants of the congregation to Ashkenazi
to inform the latter that upon the return of the letter of appointment he would be paid the money to
which he was still entitled. Ashkenazi, however,
to

naturally declined to return this piece of evidence,
a copy of which has been preserved among the official documents of the congregation.

But worse was still to come. On June 30, 1713,
Nehemiah Hiyya Hayyun arrived at Amsterdam and
requested permission of the Portuguese congrega-

which
Ashgational kenazi thought Hayj^un was an old
Differences, enemy of his from Sarajevo and Salonica, and at once requested Solomon
Ayllon,hakam of the Portuguese congregation, not to

Congre-

tion to circulate his writings,
had been published at Berlin.

accord patronage to the stranger, who was unfavorably known to him. Ashkenazi believed himself
*'

Transactions of

tlie

business piusuits (dealing in jewelry, etc.). After
the death of his father-in-law, whom Ashkenazi had
latterly aided in his official duties, one party in the
to

have Ashkenazi

in-

stalled as rabbi of the three congregations; while
another party favored the election of Moses b. Alex-

ander Ilothenburg. Finally it was decided that both
candidates should serve, but alternately, each for a
period of si.x months. Naturally, friction and strife
over religious questions ensued, and finally became so
intense that in 1709 Ashkenazi deeiued it advisable
to resign and resume his duties as rabbi of the Klaus.
Ashkenazi was not, however, destined to remain
in Altona long; for on Jan. 10, 1710, he received a
apj)ointment to the chief rabbinate of the
Ashkenazim congregation of Amsterdam. In addition to free residence, the oflfice carried with it a
yearly salary of 2,500 Dutch guilders a sum the

letter of

—

making

congregation and

Jewisli Historical Society, " London.)

Jewish community wished

demand, as the Portuguese
rabbi had, from the beginning,
treated him most courteously, and had already, during his term at Altona, repeatedly sent to him from
justified in

Zebi Hirsrh Ashkenazi.
(From the

the Sephardim of

don

this

its

Hamburg, Amsterdam, and LonHay-

religio-legal questions for his decision.

yun theieupon called on Ashkenazi personally and
made an explanation; whereupon the rabbi retracted
his accusation, stating that it was a case of mistaken
JMeanwhile several members of the Portuidentity.
guese congregation had submitted Hayyun's writings to the judgment of Moses Hagis, a messenger
from Jerusalem then sojourning at Amsterdam, who
immediately discovered their Shabbethaian prinHe also
ciples and tendencies and gave the alarm.
called the attention of Ashkenazi to the dangerous
doctrines published in Hayyun 'shook, whereupon the
rabbi again warned the directorate of the Sephardim
congregation not to support tlie author. Ashkenazi
rejected a proposition to designate the objectionable
passages, and declined to act as member of a com-

niittcc of investigation, because he did not regard
Ayllon, tlie rabbi of the Sephardini, as a competent
authority on such (juestions. Thereupon a tierce
contention ensued, during tlie progi'ess of uliieh
Ilagis fouglit valiantly beside AsliOpposition kenazi. A great number of pamphlets,

of them now (piite rare, were
issued by both sides, in wiiicli the contestants indulged in the most veiiement abuse of

to

Hayyun. some

each other. On July 23, 1713, Ashkenazi placed
Hayyun under the ban, because the investigating
conmiittee appointed by the Sephardic directorate
had not yet made its report. In consequence of
this measure, both Ashkenazi and Ilagis were subjected to street attacks, more particularly at the
liauds of the Portuguese, who threatened to kill
them. In the midst of the constantly increasing
bitterness and animosity, the report of the committee,

Ashkenazi, Zebi Hirsch
Ashkinasi, Mikhail Osipovich
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which had been prepared by Ayllon alone, was

publicly annoimced. It was to the effect that the
writings of Hayyun contained nothing which could
be construed as offensive to Judaism. It was publicly announced in the synagogue that Hayyun was
to be exonerated from every suspicion of heresy, and
on the following day a public reception was tendered liim at the synagogue, on which occasion unNaturally, the
paralleled honor was shown him.
Sephardic opponents of Ashkenazi had found excellent support among the rabbi's adversaries in his
own German congregation. The controversy was
now waged so fiercely that even the family -life of
the comnmnity became affected, and all peace vanished from the otherwise model congregation of

Amsterdam. Ashkenazi was deserted, except for a
few friends that remained faithful to him. When,
finally, he was summoned by the directors of the
Portuguese congregation to appear before their tribunal which, of course, had no jurisdiction he refused to do so, as he anticipated that he would be
asked to retract and to praise and recommend Hayyun. Through a Christian advocate the directorate
again summoned Ashkenazi to appear, Nov. 9, 1713;
and when he again refused, he and Moses Hagis
were formally placed under tlie ban
Placed
by the Portuguese community. AshTJnder the kenazi was temporarily placed imder
probably to
arrest in his own home
Ban.
protect his life— by the municipal authorities, who had been influenced against him by
Ayllon and the Portuguese leaders; and the whole
matter was brought before the magistracy in order
to secure Ashkenazi 's deposition and banishment
from Amsterdam. The magistrates thereupon sought
the opinions of certain professors at Leyden, Utrecht,
and Harderwyk, including Willem Sureuhuis and
Adrian Reland, on the dispute but their decision,
if given, has not been made known.
Ashkenazi forestalled the magisterial action by
resigning his office and fleeing, in the beginning of
1714, from Amsterdam, perhaps secretly, with the
aid of his friend Solomon Levi Norden de Lima.
After leaving his wife and children at Emden, he
proceeded to London at the invitation of the SephIn 1705 he was
ardic congregation of that city.
invited to pronounce a judicial decision concerning
the orthodoxy of the rabbi David Nieto, who, in

—

—

—

;

a certain sermon, had given utterance to Spinozistic
views.
In London Ashkenazi found many friends,
and received man}' tributes of regard. Even before
this he had been invited to take the rabbinate of the
Sepliardic congregation, but refused.
His
It .seems that liis portrait in oil was

Sojourn in

he had refused, on
account of religious scruples, to have
his bust .stamped on a coin.
In the
following spring he returned to Emden, and proceeded thence to Poland by way of Hanover, Halberstadt, Berlin, and Breslau, stopping at each place
After roaming about in the vicinity
for some time.
of Opatow, Poland, be was called to Hamburg to
serve as member of a judicial body convened to
settle a complicated legal question.
Upon the death of Sindiah Cohen Tiapoport, in
1717, Ashkenazi was called as rabbi to Lemberg,
where he stood in high repute, both in bis congreFour mouths
gation and in the community at large.
after entering upon this office, he died.
Of a firm and unselfish but abrupt and passionate
disposition, Ashkenazi everywhere aroused the disi)ainted here, after

London.

content and hatred of the rich and the scholarly.
Extensive learning, keen intelligence, and exceptional linguistic attainments, all combined to make
him one of the most distinguished men of his day.
All his contemporaries, even those
Praised by who knew him only as the head of the
Contem- Klaus at Altona, unite in praising his
profound learning, his astuteness, his
poraries.
clearness of exposition, which never
degenerated into the subtleties of the pilpul, and his
absolute disregard for the influence of money. He
would suffer serious deprivation rather than accept
pecuniary assistance; and this characteristic, interpreted by the wealthy of that day as obstinacy and
arrogance, became to him a source of much sufl'ering and enmity.
Of his works, only a part of his responsa have
been printed, under the title "Responsa Hakam
Zebi " (Amsterdam, 1712, and since frequently reThey are distinguished by lucidity of
published).
treatment and an undeviating adherence to the
subject.
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ASHKINASI,

MIKHAIL

Vn.

OSIPOVICH

:

born at Odesoa
French and Russian
April 16, 1851. Having graduated from the Odessa
High School, he studied medicine at the Academy
of St. Petersburg and at the University of Kiev.
Writer

Ill

in

health forced

;

him

to discontinue his

studies.

While recuperating he visited, in turn, Italy. Switzerland, and Nice. In the early eighties he published
in " Nedyelya " and in " Novorossiski Telegraf " a
series of articles on the Jewish question, in which
he advocated a change in the economic mode of Jewish life, and suggested agriculture as a means of

—
"

Ashmodai

:
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Ashteroth

Tammuz, who, from the e])ithet "Adon,"
"Lord," was called by the Greeks "Adonis." See
Tammuz and ^Esiima.

At that time Ashkinusi conducted the
livcliliood.
Later he
Jewisli tradescliool "Tnid" of Odessa.
established a model farm-school for Jewish children
at Fiodorovka, near the same place.

for

Son.

Baethgen, Bcilriluc zur

HiBLiOdRAPiiY:

G. A. B.

Jii.

J.

—

ASHMURAH A

term (compare "a
watch in the night," Ps. xc. 4) in the synagogal rile
of Avignon, denoting the early morning service on
Iloshana Rabbah, the seventh day of the Feast of
:

which were the "Athemeum," "Siecle," "Independance Beige," and many others. At the same time

special

he published at Paris: "La Terre dans le Roman
Russe " "La France Jugee par la Russie " "L'Allemagne Jugee par la Russie " " Nos Amis les Russes.
The western European public became acquainted
with Russian literature through Ashkinasi's trans-

Tabernacles.
Bibliography: Zunz, Ki'ms dcr Sunaooge
AUg. Zcil. des Jud. 1839, p. 118.

French of several of Tolstoi's works
Enfance et Adolescence " and " Napoleon et la Campague de Russie," besides Shchedrin's "Za Rubezhom," under the title, "Berlin et Paris"; Goucharov's " Obryv, "under the title "La Fautc de la
Grand'mere," 1885; and Dostoyevski's "Podrostok,"
under the title "Mon Pere Naturel," 1886; some
novels by Garschin; "Samson the Powerful," by
Orzhesko and Lazhechnikov's " Le Palais de Glace,"

chadnezzar (Dan.

;

;

;

J.

1885;

He

En Russie, " in the " Bibliotheque Uni verselle,
"La Chasse aux Juifs"; and "Les Victimes."

a frequent contributor to the Russian period"Nedyelya," "Novosti," and others, and since
1889 has been a regular contributor to "Paris," under
the pen-name "Michel Reader."
is

icals

H. R.

ASHMUN

See Asmodeus.

ESHMUN

(pC^X) The name of
a Phenician god woi'shiped at Sidon and Carthage,
or

Cyprus and in Sardinia.
from the latter island ("C.

:

A trilingual

in

I.

—

inscription

being thrice blessed by the recitation of a P.salm
containing so fervent a praise of God before offering
prayer as does the one hundred and forty-fifth Psalm.
K.
See Tanya ii. in the name of Rashi.

him

S." 143) identifies

with iEjculapius, the Greek god of healing. Near
Sidon, Eshmunazer built for him a temple on a mountain, and consecrated to him a spring and a grove (" C.
This is the ^sculapius grove of Strabo
I. S." 3).
(xvi. 2, 22).
The large number of proper names in
the inscriptions from Citiumand Idalium in Cyprus
into Avhich Ashmun enters prove the popularity of
his worship there.
At Carthage, Tanith (Ashtarte)
and Baal were worshiped in his temple ("C. I. S." p.
252); and the inscriptions from North Africa contain
many names compounded of his, which also prove
how extensively he was worshiped. His close connec-

'==1k:

l-^HMl

_

How

-

yo

re

hap

The

C-iL^'N):

initial

and

word of the
which

cxliv. 15,

verses
verses

are always prefixed to Ps. cxlv. in its recital in the
In the northern liturgies these
synagogal service.
opening verses are associated with a chant transferred direct from the Sabbath cantillation (where
it forms the coda, or concluding strain, of each read-

ing in the lesson) as illustrated below
F. L. C.

A.

-

py

-

she
the

-

be.

.

.

.

dwellers in

-

*—
be

Thy

-

te
tern

and Carthage with Baal and Ashtarte,
his importance where worshiped, and the fact that in
many proper names, especially in Cyprus, he is designated "Adonis " (compare " C. I. S."" 10, 42, and 44),
indicate that Ashmun may have been a local name
tion at Sidon

ASHRE

Ps. Ixxxiv. 5 [A. V. 4]

ASHRE

Con moto.

Ash

G. B. L.

—

18S9, xi.-xii. 37-38.

ASHMODAI.

3).

JR.

which it is said: " AVhosocver recites Psalm cxlv.
three times a day may feel certain of having a portion
The three Ashre or
in the life to come " (Ber. 46).
beatitudes in the two introductory verses some
added also the Ashre of Ps. cxix. 1, and more verses
beginning with Ashre (see Tosafot Ber. 32//, and Beer,
prayer-book " Abodath Yisrael," p. 68, note; Zunz,
"Ritus," 59) were selected to express the idea of

Bibliography: Vengerov^Kritico-Biograficheski Slovar Russkikli PisateleU s.v.; S. G., Lit ci'atur nana Spravka, in
Voskhod,

i.

eunuchs of Nebu-

:

French by Ashkinasi

original novels in

Cliief of the

:

ASHRE (YOSHEBE

;

"

in

BETEKA): The opening worils of Ps. Ixxxi V. 5 [4] " Blessed are they who
dwell in thy house: they will be still praising thee.
[In A. v.] Selah." This verse, interpreted by Joshua
ben Levy to signify that those who sit pondering on
the greatness of God before offering their praj'er in
the house of God are the really "blessed ones " (Bcr.
32//), is, together with (the closing words of Ps. cxliv.
15) "Ashre ha-' Am," "Happy the people to whom
this is allotted [A. V., "that is in such a case"],
happy the people whose God is the Lord," recited
three times a day, twice in the morning antl once in
the afternoon prayer before Ps. cxlv., concerning

1889.

:

Avinnoiu

D.

ASHPENAZ

"

Among

voii

A.

lations into

are

Udiijiona-

(j6S(h. pp. 44 et scq.

In 1887 he settled permanently in Paris, where he
contributed either in his own name or under the
pseudonym " Michel Delines " articles on Russian
literature to various publications, i)rincipal among

—
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-

-^-

:^q^=1^

^-^-

—^—'

^

^-^

ka,

'od

-pie,

for

ye- ha
for-ev

-

la

-

er

ASHRE HA-'AM

-

lu
they

:X

^-'
-

ka:

may

7z)—
se

-

I

lah!

praise Thee!

(Dyn •'IK'N): Ps. Ixxxix. 16,
prefixed to "AsiiHi<:" on the Day of Memorial, or
New-Year, immediately after the sounding of the
Shofar.
Tt is then associated in Ashkenazic congregations witii a beautiful and typical melody, of

:

.

incdicval
of

tlic

Ashmodai
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(k'.HTcc l)cl()\v

iiR'lody

is

fourth

in llic

oriii;iii,

(Jrcgorian
till'

(

from

iiR'diaul to tlic

now one

of the

tiftli

tli(;

foiirtli

above.

Tliis

" r('i)rc'sciilativ('

tanuiit ])rriod only one
"

tlicines"

Misic, .SvNAdociAL) of the i)eiiitential season;
bein^ lieard as an unlicipatory aniioiuicenient in the
(sec;

clianting of the Seliiiot wliich jjrecede it, and ai^aiii
in lie Confession of Faith (Siii:.MA'),\\hieh eh)ses it at

(the inscription of

the end of tin; Da}' of Atonement.
It aiVords one
of the best examples of that characteristicallj' Oricutal cadenee, deseending the interval of a fourth on

ters;

which

III.

[W. Max

Jldller,

p. 102], and El-Amarna letSchrader, " K. B." v. (see p. 20(5) Nos.

compare
and Sayce, "Patriarchal Palestine," pp.
153) mention but one place, and that the Bib-

142, 237;
133,

material is sill of such a nature as to make the
supposition of two places unnecessary.
The question can not be actually determined till the sites arc
explored.

so frequently closes with their

lical

own

peculiar flavor many of the older medieval
chants in the German and Polish tradition.
A.
F. L. C.

ASHRE
Andante con

Thothmes

"Asien und Europa,"

t

to the tinal note,

Ashieroth

city, known variously as
Ashtaroth," " Ashteroth Kaiiiaim," and " Karnaim,"
and that the statement of Eusebius is due to the interchange which some of the names of the region underwent in the later lime. This conclusion seems justilicd from the fact that the sources wliich are really old
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Bibliography: Schumacher, Across the Jordan, pp. 121-147;
Merrill, East of Jordan, 329 et seq.; and the bibliography
under Ashtorkth.
G. A. B.
J. JR.

city east of the Jordan on
the table-land of Gilead.
It was the capital of the
kingdom of Og, king of Bashan (Josh. ix. 10),
though it would seem from other passages (Deut.
i. 4; Josh. xii. 4, xiii. 12 and 31) that Edrei shared
The two cities seem to have constituted
that lionor.
his kingdom.
Afterward Ashtarotli was one of the
Levitical cities (I Chron. vi. 56 [A. V. 71]). Its name
appears in the Old Testament as a plural, but it was
no doubt originally simply "Ashtart, " derived from
the old Semitic goddess, whose temple it no doubt
contained.
The relation of Ashtaroth to Asutekoth

and G. A. Smith, ad loc), in I Mace. v. 43, and II
Mace. xii. 21, 26. The first element in the name was
derived from the goddess Ashtart, wdiose temple was
The last
situated in the town (II ^Macc. xii. 26).

Kakxai.m

part of the

:

is

obscure.

Lagarde, ccix.

Eusebius

(" Onomastica," ed.
gives two trans-Jordanic
Buhl (" Geographic," pp. 248

61, ccxiii. 39)

places called Ashtart.
et seq.) holds that there were

two

places,

and

identi-

Tell-Ashtereh with Ashtaroth, and El-]\Iu7.erib
with Ashtoreth Karnaim. Similarly, G. A. Smith in
1895 ("'Historical Geography," map) identified Ashtaroth with Tell-Ashtereh, and Ashteroth Karnaim
with Tell-Ashary, but has since found reason to discard this view.
It seems probable that there was in the Old Tes-

fies

ASHTEROTH KARNAIM
A

(D^Jip

mnC'V)

east of the Jordan (Gen. xiv. 5 " Onomastica," ed. Lagarde, 209, 61, 213, 39); called simply
" Karnaim " in Amos vi. 13 (so Wellhausen, Nowack,

town

;

name has been

variously explained.

understands "the
horned Astarte" to be a moon goddess, the horns
referring to the crescent of the moon; Barton in 1894
("Hebraica," x. 40) explained it as an Ashtart represented by some horned animal, a cow, bull, or ram
Moore ("Jour. Bibl. Lit." xvi. 155 ), on the basis of
Baal-Karnaim, whose temple near Cartnage was on a
mountain formed by two peaks sepa^ated by a gorge,
interprets the name as " the goddess of tlie two-peaked
mountain." This last is the probable solution.
Stade

("Zeitschrift,"

vi.

323)

;

"

Ashtoreth
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Ashura

The town was very

old.

It

mentioued by

is

compare
III. (thirtecntli century u.c.
JMl'iller, " Asien uiid Europa," p. 162) and in

Tliothmes

Max

;

El-Amarna tablets

(foiirteentli

century B.C.

;

W.
the

compare

Schrader, " K. B." v., No.s. 142, 237; Sayce, "PatriIt has been identiarchal Palestine," pp. 138, 158).
fied by Dillmann (on Gen. xiv. 5) with the mound
of Tell Ashtereh; by G. A. Smitli ("Hist. Geog."
map) with Tell Ashary and by Buhl ("Geog." pp.
248 et seq.), whom Gunkel (on Gen. xiv. 5) follows,
;

with El-Muzerlb (see also Buhl, "Zur Topographic
des Ostjordanlandes," pp. 13 et seq. "Zeit. Deutsch.
The real site can
Palast. Ver." vols, xiii., xv.).
not be determined until some of these mounds are
excavated. See Ashtaroth.
G. A. B.
J. JR.
;

ASHTORETH
tament

:

The name given

in the

Old Tes-

to the old Semitic mother-goddess, called in

Phenicia, Ashtarte; in Babylonia, Ishtar; and in
Arabia, Athtar. (For her worship among the Hebrews, see AsTAitTE.) Ashtoreth is derived from
Ashtart by a distortion after the analogy of " Bosheth" (compare Jastrow, "Jour. Biblical Litera-

ture" xiii. 28, note).
Ashtarte was the chief goddess of the Sidonians,
among whom she was worshiped as an independent
divinity, and also under the name
"Ashtarte of the name of Baal," as a
The
Goddess in counterpart of Baal (compare " C. I. S.
Phenicia. i. 3 and "Hebraica," x. 33). A fragment quoted in Philo Biblos connects
the worship of Ashtarte with Tyre (compare also
Josephus, "Ant." viii. 5, §3; "Contra Ap." i. 18,
who quotes Menander), wlule Lucian ("De Syria
Dea," §§ 6-9) describes in some detail her worship
at Gebal (Byblos), in which the wailing for Tammuz
was a prominent feature. As a part of this ritual,
women were obliged to sacrifice either their hair or
their chastity.
A shrine of this goddess was found
also in the city of Askelon in Philistia (Herodotus,
i.

105), in

of Gilboa

which the armor was hung
(I Sam. xxxi. 10).

The Phenician

after the battle

the worship of
Ashtoreth into the Mediterranean. In Cyprus she
colonies carried

had important temples at Citium and
In
Paphos, and left a deep impression
Phenician on its civilization (compare "Heb." x.
Colonies.

42-46 and "Jour, of Hellenic Studies,"
1888,

pp. 175-206).

It

also

left

its

Heb. " x. 46-49). From
to Corinth and other
parts of Greece, wheie it corrupted the simple
purity of the old Greek family life (compare Farnell's "Cults of the Greek States," xxi.-xxiii.).

impress in Malta and Sicily
Cyprus her cult found its

("

From

way

Sicily

it

made

its

way

to

some extent

into
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Ishtar at several different shrines, in each of wliicii
the goddess possessed slightly varying characterErech was one of llu; oldest and
istics.
In
most important of these shrines, where
Babylonia, slie was called also Nana, and generally appears as the goddess of sexual love and of fertility.

At Agade she; was wonshiped as tlu^ spouse of
Shamash (" Ilel). " x. 24-26), and at Babylon as that of
Marduk. At the latter shrine, where she was called
Zarpanit, she was tlu; goddess of fertility for both
plants and animals.

According to Herodotus (i.
every Babylonian woman once in her life was
compelled to offer her person at Zarpanit's slirine
(compare "Heb." x. 15-23).
From Babylonia, emigrants carried her worship
to As.syria, as represented in the Assyrian inscriptions.
In Assj'ria, at Nineveh, and Assur she was
regarded as the spouse of Assur and the mother
of gods and men.
With the god Assur she was
supreme, although other gods were worshiped.
Another shrine of hers of high antiquitj^ was at
Arbela. From the reign of Sennacherib onward the
Ishtar of Arbela is regarded as distinct from the
other Ishtars.
She had no spouse, was mother, and
a goddess of war. Probably her worship there had
never been united with that of a male deity (compare "Heb." ix. 131-155).
In Arabia she was known as Athtar,and in southern
Arabia at least was changed into a masculine deity.
199),

An

interesting inscription ("Jour. Asiat." 8 ser.

256

et seq.)

,

ii.

exhibits this transition in

In Arabia,

process (compare "Heb." x. 204). As
a goddess Athtar was a mother, and
was bifurcated (rather than transformed) into a masculine and feminine deity, the father and the mother
of mankind (compare Mordtmann, " Himyaritische
Inschrifteu und Alterthlimer," No. 869).
The father
was known as Athtar, or by such epithets as " Ilmaqqahu," "Talab Riyam," etc. the mother, as Shams
(compare Barton, "Semitic Origins," pp. 129 et
;

seq.).

As a god, Athtar was the god of fertility. From
southern Arabia his worship was transferred to Abyssinia, where he was known as Astar, and where many
features of his worship still survive
in the rites of the Abyssinian church
In
Abyssinia, (compare "Epigraphische Denkmiiler
aus Abessinien " Bent, " Sacred City
of the Ethiopians " and Glaser, " Die Abessinier in
Arabien und Africa ").
In northern Arabia the name Athtar does not appear; but there are two goddesses, Al-Uzza and AlLat, who are shown elsewhere as goddesses of fertility scarcely disguised under these ejuthets (compare
;

;

"

X. 58-66). Al-Uzza was worshiped especially
Nakhlaand Mecca, and Al-Lat at Taif and by the

Heb."

Italy.

at

In North Africa, Ashtoreth was known as Tanith
"Semitic Origins," p. 253, note 6), to
which is frequently attached the epithet " Face of
Baal," showing that slie was often regarded as subordinate to that god.
She was also called Dido
(Love), and was, as Augustine says ("De Civitate
Dei," ii. 4), worshiped with olxscene rites (compare

Nabata-ans (compare "C. I. S." ii. Nos. 170, 183,
She is mentioned by Herodotus, iii. 8.
183).
This cult thus presents an underlying unity
throughout the Semitic world, with many local difVarious animals were sacred to this deity
ferences.
in different places, while slu^ was frequently pictured
Thus, at Eryx she was thought to
in their form.
assume the form of a dove, and of a dove and a
At Arbela she was conceived by
gazelle at Mecca.

(see Barton,

"Heb."

X. 48-53).

In Babylonia and Assyria she was worshiped as
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Assurbanipal as a warrioress, behuug with bow and
quiver ("Hcbraica," ix. 162); while Zidonian coins
picture her standing on the prow of a galley and
pointing forward as though guiding the vessel on
Other local circumstances gave lier many
its way.
other forms. Thus, in Sabaea she was identified
with the sun and the morning star; at Mecca and
in Assyria, with Venus; and at Zidon, with the

moon.
Schradcr ("C. I. O. T." 2d ed.), Sayce ("Hibbert
Lect." 253), and Driver (Hastings' "Diet, of the
Bible ") hold to the non-Semitic origin of this cult.
Paul Haupt ("Z. D. M. G." 34, 758 et seq.), Zimmern
("Bab. Buss." 38), Friedrich Delitzsch ("Assyrian
Grammar," p. 181), Moore ("Encyc. Bib."), G. Hoffmann (" Ueber Eiuige Phonizische Inschriften," 22«),
and Barton ("Ileb." x. 69 et seq.) have argued on the
other side. It is hardly possible that the most universally worshiped of Semitic divinities should have
been of non-Semitic origin. It appears plausible
to assume that the goddess originated in Arabia in
primitive Semitic times in connection with the culture of the date-palm, and that, as the Semites migrated, she was transplanted to the different countries
(compare Barton, " Semitic Origins," ch. iii.-v.). See
AST.\UTE.
Bibliography:

Movers, Die PhOiiizicr, 1850, i. 5.59-6.50;
znv Scmitischoi Reliyionsfieschichte,
1HS8; VV. R. Smith, RcUijUni <if the Scrnitef^, 2(i ed., 1894, pp.
310. ;j;55, 471 et sey. ; Barton, Ashtoreth and Her Influence
in tlic Old Testament, in j(nirnal of Biblical Literature,
x.7'.i et seq.; idem. The Semitic Ishtnr Cult, in Hchraica,
ix. i:j;3-16;j, x. 1-74; idem, Sketch of Semitic Origiiis, 1903.
Bai'tligen, BcUrlf<ic

G. A. B.

J. .IK.

ASHTUMKAR, REUBEN DHONDJI
Israel, soldier;

:

Beni-

born near Bombay, India, about 1820;

He

entered military service in the Eighth Regiment
native infantry on ]\Iarch 5, 1839. He participated
in the pursuit of the rebel army under Tantia Topee in Gujarat, 1857-58.
He was present at the
engagement of Hykullze, and served with a field
force against the Niakara Bheels in tlie Rewa
Kanta district in 1857-58. He served in the Sind
campaign in 1842, including the march to Kandahar.

He was

Ashtumkar was
subedar on June 7,

also in Al)yssinia.

appointed jemidar Jan.

1, 1856;
1858; and was raised to the rank of subedar-major
He was decorated with the Order of
Jan. 1, 1870.
British India of the second class, with the title of
bahadur on Oct. 27, 1872, and the same Order of

Ashtoreth

Ashura

They answered, It is an "excellent day," tlie day
on which God saved Israel from tlieir enemy, whereupon Moses fasted.
Said he, I have a nearer claim
to Moses than you have '; then he fasted and com'

'

'

manded

others to fast also

"

(Bukhari, ed. Krehl,

i.

497).

jMohammed fixed upon the tenth of ]Muharram as
the Ashura day.
This leaning toward the Jews was
evidently displeasing to some of the followers of the
Prophet.
"They said, O Prophet, it is a day celebrated by Jews and Christians (the last two words
are a senseless addition of later times).
He answered, Then, let us celebrate it on the ninth, in
order to distinguish ourselves from the Jews
but
the next year at this time the Prophet was already
dead." Some say that, in order to distinguish it
from the Jewish fast, ^lohammed said, "Fast on the
ninth and the tenth"; according toothers, "Fast on
Ashura, but fast also on the day before and the day
'

'

'

'

;

after."

Another tradition

is

that he

Conflicting' did not want it celebrated in as joyous
Traditions, a manner as did tlie Jews, who were
accustomed to deck out their wives
with their finest jewelry and dresses.
But there were those who, according to the commentators to the Koran (sura ii. 46), connected the
original celebration of Ashura with Noah, who was
said to have landed on Mt. Judi on the tenth of
IMuharram and, out of thankfulness, to have fasted
on that da J' (Baidawi, Comm. on Koran, i. 435;

Zamahshari, " Al-Kashshaf," i. 614). Still others,
according to traditions gathered by Al-Biruni, said
that on this day God took compassion on Adam;
Jesus was born; Moses was saved from Pharaoh,

and Abraham from the
Jacob regained

fire

his eyesight;

of Nebuchadnezzar;
Joseph was drawn out

of the ditch Solomon was invested witli the royal
power; the punishment was taken away from the
people of Jonah; Job was freed from his j)lagues;
the prayer of Zacharias was granted, and John was
born to him (Al-Biruni, " Al-Athar al-Bakiyyah," ed.
;

Sachau,

p. 326).

"When Mohammed, at a later period, turned away
from the Jews and instituted the Ramadan fast as a
counterpart of the Christian Lent, the Ashura be-

came a non-obligatory

fast-day.

As such

it is still

of Atonement, celebrated on the tenth of Tisliri
(Lev. xvi. 29, xxiii. 27). The name is an Aramaic
form of the Hebrew word "'Asor" (tlie tenth), still
to be found in a liturgical jxH-m for tlu; Day of

celebrated in INIohammedan countries,
Becomes and is called "The Little Fast." In
nonEgj'pt the "blessed storax " is .sold on
Obligatory, the streets, and the venders cry, " A
New Year and a blessed Ashura
It
is the season for giving alms; and the belief is that
"Upon him who gives plenty to his household (m
the day of Ashura, God will bestow plenty throughout the remainder of the year." The day is held in
especial honor b}' (he Shiites as the anniver.'iary of
the battle of Kerbelah (680), on which day the protomartyr Al-Husain was killed, and the moon shone
for seventy-two hours (Browne, "New History of

Atonement (non

the Bab," 1893, p. 195).

the first class with the
Jan. 1, 1877.

title

of sirdar bahadur from

1

J.

J.

Hy.

ASHURA (the "tenth" day): A fast -day among
Mohammedans, observed on the tenth day of the
month Muharram, and derived from the Jewish Day

the

"11S3^ "it^^'y nvnX, M. Sachs, "Festgebete der Isracliten," 4th ed., ])t. iv. 88).
Mohammedan tradition is a unit on the assertion
that the Pro])het knew nothing of the Atonement
Day until he came to ^Medina in 622. "When :\Iohammedcame to ^Medina, he saw that the Jews fasted
upon the day Ashura. Said he, What is this?
'

'

'"

liim.KxJU.vriiY
Biitinri, Al-.Ta)iti^ nl-Sahih. ed. Krelil, i. 2Ni.
473.47:!, 497: Muslim, ^fnt n nl-S(tliih\ iii.'.ts lli:i. (niro. 1Sfi7:
Malik ilm .\n:is. .\I-M\iiratta\ p. '91. I.iu-know. 1879: AlK;isV.\];\n\. Irsliad al-Xari.m.'4^-'.. Hnlak. ISfiS; Al-Tiniiidhi.
Shdiiia'il ai-X(ilii. i. 145, Biilak. 1875; Al-Miriini. Al-Atli<ir
:

(il-H(ihi!i!iah, fil. Sacliaii. pp. ;!39 el sc<i. (Knfr. transl. iip- :*3(i
ct ,x((/."). rcpnidiiccd liv Al-Kazwini, .itiiar nl-liilad. i. tu rt
Compare
seq. ((ierman tran.sl. by Etlie. pp. 139 ct seq.).

Ashyan
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Geiger, Tl'a.s hat Miihammed aim clem JudenUnune Aufiinioinmt n y p. 38 Hirscbfeld, BeLtriloe zur ErkUlruno des
Koran, p. 77; Sprenger. Das Lehcn Mohammcd.s, iii. 55;
(iriuime, Moliaiinned, i. 55; Pautz, MuhamriuuVs Lehre
roH der Offenbarung, p. 131 and especially Goldzlher. in
Revue Etudes Juives, xxviii. 8:i ct »cq. For the modern
celebration, see Lane, Modern Egyptians, i. 343, li. 165
;

;

et scq.

G.

K.

ASHYAN

The name

:

The earliest record that makes mention of the
Hebrew people the triumphal stele of Pharaoh

—

Meneptah, of about the middle of the thirteenth century B.C. shows Israel installed in some district of
southern Syria, which can not now be precisely
located, among peoples and cities of varying importance Hittites, Canaan, Gezer, AskeThe
Ion, Yenu'amu.
Three centuries later,
Jews in in the list of cities of Judea taken by
Palestine. Shishak, Israel reappears among the
conquered.
Momentous events had
occurred in the meantime, of which only the Biblical books give an account.
Palestine had been conquered by the various tribes; a relatively powerful
kingdom having Jerusalem for its capital had been

—

—

of several Palestinian

one, probably Babylonian, amora.

amoraim and of
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Ashyan, "the Carpenter (Naggara)," of the third
century, who handed down certain utterances of
Ixxxii. 5,
Johanau (Yer. 'Ab. Zarah iii. 426; Gen.
in which latter passage the name has been cor2. Amora in the fourth century, belonged
rupted)
to Aha's circle, and handed down utterances of
1.

R

CniES OF ASIA SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OK THE JEWS.
(Drawn

especially for

**

Ala; Yer. Yoma viii. 45b). 3.
of the end of the third century,
wlio belonged to Assi's circle (Yer. Yeb. xi. 12a) and
is perhaps identical with the Ashyan named in Ber.
4. Ashyan b. Nid14a, us lie father of li. Isaac.
bak, i)i()l)aljly of Baliyloniun origin, whose father-inlaw, Yeba, transmitted an utterance of Rab (B. B.
22/>), and who himself repeated another of Rab's
teachings (.Men. 29a, according to the better reading,

Jonah (Yer. Ter.

i.

Ashyan bar Jakim,

1

ll;ibbiiio\vicz, "

Dikduke Soferim," ad

Zc^c,

note 60),

while Zeira taught in his name (Yer. Meg.
wiicn; Nidbah stands for Nidbak).
iJiHi.ioiatArii V
J.

:

Fraiikcl, Mtlxi,

t>5rt it

W.
largest continent,

B.

and the most an-

cient .seat of civilization, constituting the

part of the Eastern hemisphere.

71c,

seq.

SK.

ASIA: The

1.

greater

The Jewish Encyclopedia.")

established and, during the very lifetime of Shishak,
the rupture of the union that had existed but a short
time under David and Solomon, and the separation
of the kingdoms of Judah and Israel, had occurred.
;

Menaced in turn by the Canaanites and the Arameans of Syria, by Egypt, and, above all, by the
powerful Semites of the valleys of the Tigris and
the Euphrates, the two states successively disap-

—

the northern one in 722 B.C., under the attacks of the Assyrians; tlie southern, 135 years later,
under those of the Babylonians.
Sargon transported 27,000 inhabitants of Samaria
to the Balikh and the Khabur, and to the frontiers
Nebuchadnezzar carried off from Jeruof Media.
salem somc^ 20,000 J(!ws who in the land of exile
awaited the fall of the second Chaldean empire.
During the reign of the first king of the dynasty of

peared

—

Ashyan
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the Achoemcnid.T, a small select number of poor,
fervent Jews were allowed to reenter Palestine,

organized a community
with the restored Temple as a center.
Under the guidance of a hierarehj^ of
high priests the jx-opic enjoyed wide
toration.
internal liberty; but, disturbed at the
outset by religious reform, they did not always bear
Persian domination with patience, and, about 350,
Artaxerxes Ochus deported a group of Jews that
had revolted to Hyrcania.
The Macedonian conquest (333 n.c.) put an end to
In the i)artition that
the empire founded by Cyrus.
followed the death of Alexander, Palestine fell to
the share of the Ptolemies, who retained it during
Clever politicians,
the third century.
Greek
they knew how to deal with national
and Roman, sentiment and to render Greek civiliDomzation accessible to a sensitive people.
ination.
The Seleucidai, succeeding the Ptolemies in 198 B.C., desired to hasten the
work of Ilellenization. Antiochus Epiphanes, by
his fanaticism, provoked the revolt of the Maccabees,
whose success was the triumpli of the cause of independence after more than four centuriesof subjection.
This independence, however, lasted but a short
while.
From 63 B.C. the intestine quarrels of the
Ilasmoneaus, who had become kings, placed the little state at the mercy of the Romans.
Pompey entered Jerusalem, and Gabinius placed Judea under
However, a cqntury had to pass before defitribute.
Rather than adnite annexation could take place.
minister the ungovernable and stricken country directly, the Romans handed it over to the Idumean
Herod and his descendants.
In the course of this last period Judaism had
overstepped the limits of its ancient centers and had
spread over the whole of western Asia.
Western During the first century of the comAsia.
mon era it not only kept the positions
in the region of the Euphrates, which,
apparently, it had not ceased to possess since the
exile, but also scattered thence in all directions.
To
the south it reached IMesenp; and around Nehardea,
during' tlie reign of Tiberius or thereabouts, Jewish
influence liad been strong enough to permit the
maintenance for some thirty years of the open revolt
of Anilai and Asinai against the Parthian king.
To

where they

Exile
and Res-

the north, Avith Nisibis as its capital, Judaism conquered Adiabene through the conversion of the royal
house.
In the extreme north it penetrated Armenia;
to the east. Media.

It is

singular that from Mesopo-

tamia, under Antiochus the Great (200 B.C.), went
forth the first Jewi.sli colony having Asia Minor as
destination.
The colony must have been followed by a nimiber of emigrants, who formed flourishing communities in nearly every important city

its

of the coimtry.
Northern Syria, too,

was invaded by numerous
Jewish colonies, especially at Damascus and Antiocli
and the petty dynasties of Emesa and Cilicia
were influenced by Judaism. In the epoch of the
Mishnah, Jews existed among the nomad Arabs; a
little later, through
immigration and especially
through conversion, the Jewi.sh religion jicnctrated
into the center and to the south of the Arabian peuinII.— 14
;

Asia

When in the course of the early centuries of
the common era these movements were completed,
Asiatic Judaism embraced a domain that has not
sula.

since been exceeded to any extent.
In contra.st with this expansion

was the

simulta-

neous disappearance of the centers of Jewish national
and religious life Jerusalem and the Temple. When
the Romans decided to place Judea under the direct
jurisdiction of the empire, incompatibility between
suzerain and subject induced the formidable revolt (67-70) that was terminated by the systematic
destruction of the capital, followed by the edict
forbidding Jews to return thither, and by the establisliment in the country of Greek and Roman colonies, which were destined to destroy all possibility
of reconstructi<m.
Despite these precautions, there
occurred under Hadrian (131-135) the sanguinary
revolt of Bar Kokf)a.
Depopulated and politically
enslaved, Judea played a smaller and smaller role in
the destiny of Judaism.
The religious center rather than the national
gradually shifted its location.
The .schools first
placed at Jabneh (Jamnia), south of Joppa (Jaffa),
were afterward removed to Galilee that is, to Usha,

—

—

;

Seppharis, Shefar'am, and especially to Tiberias;
and in these schools the Talmud known as the Jerusalem Talmud was elaborated during
Epoch of the third and fourth centuries. The
the
triumph of Christianity must have
Talmud, been fatal to Galilean Judaism, that,
with the suppression of the patriarchate (about 425), lost the autonomy which it had preserved till then.
The communities beyond the Euphrates gained in
importance Avhat Palestine lost. The foundation of
the Academy of Sura (219) nearly coincides with the
advent in Mesopotamia and Iran of a new dynasty,
that of the Sassanids.
At first hostile, this dynasty
l)ecame (piite tolerant^toward Judaism, which gained
Then rivals of
adherents even in the royal house.
the Academy of Sura sprang up and flourished the
schools of Nehardea. Pumbedita, and ]\Iahuza: and
from them proceeded the Babylonian Tabnud. In
the sixth century the Jews on both sides of the Euphrates were pensecuted; but a new religion, arising
in central Arabia, was destined to deprive Byzantines and Sassanids of domination in western Asia
(see ACADE.MIES IN Babyi.om.v, Academies in Palestine).
A Jewi.sh ])opulati()n of real importance had been
Proselytism,
established in the Arabian peninsula.
rather than immigration, had introduced Judaism
into the tribes of northern llijaz. about
Tainia, Khaibar, Fadak, and Yathrib
Arabia.
(now ^ledina), and those speaking the
Sabean language and inhabiting the present Yemen. Among the last- mentioned, according to a
somewhat doubtful tradition, Judaism, under the
Himyaritic king Dhu Nuwas, obtained political su-

—

premacy.
In his eaily discourses IMohammed made advances
Jews of llijaz, whose religion had furni.shed
him with the essential elements of the one he himBut lie experienced a repiil.sc, which
self founded.
to the

exiilains

the

Jews

the

hostility

(lis|>laye(l

after the battle of B.ulr,

by him toward
and which was

—

Asia
Asia Minor
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destined to have far-reacliing consequences. As soon
as lie became victoj', Mohammed expelled from
Hijaz the greater number of his adversaries (who
went to Syria); issued severe decrees against Jews
and Christians; declared war without quarter upon
those refusing to submit to Islam; and
Under Mo- ordered a special tax, the "jizj-ah," to
hammedan be imposed on the vanquished. The
Rule.
inferior position of the Jews resulting
from these acts was not regulated till
later.
To one of the immediate successors of Mohammed, the calif Omar, is generally ascribed the
decree (" kauun ") unfavorable to the Jews that
precisely defined their status (see Mohammed Omar,
Resckipt of). The decree is probably of later date.
It must be remembered that Islam assured the Jews
a "guarantee " ("dhimma "), conferring the right of

—

—

gensburg it is evident that a part of the Caucasus
had been conquered by Judaism towaid the end of
the twelfth century.
The Persian or-

The

In general, the Moslem conquest of Syria, Mesopotamia, and Iran was at first advantageous to Judaism.
The prohibition against residence in Jerusalem was maintained but a short time. At Bagdad,
under the Abbassid califs, who, with rare exception,
were not fanatical, the Jewish communities, full of
vitality, enjoyed real prosperity.
Though troubled
by internal religious dissensions that originated and
developed out of Karaism in the seventh and eighth
centuries; by personal and local dissensions, such as
those which in 940 led to the suppression of the
exilarchate; by Messianic preachings in Syria in
727, and, four centuries later, by David Alroy in
northern Persia: yet Asiatic Judaism threw out one
last gleam in the epoch of the final efflorescence of
the schools at Sura and Pumbedita under the geonim

igin of the colonies

Caucasus, by

is

attested not only

but by the Persian
dialect preserved to the present day
among Jewish mountaineers in the Caucasus.
The closing of the academies at Sura and Pumbedita (1040), nearly coincident with the end of the
local tradition,

temporal power of the Abbassids, marks the point
which Asia ceased to be an intellectual and national center of Judaism.
Among the Arabs began
oppressive and restrictive legislation, summed up in
the so-called "kanun " of Omar.
In all countries in
which Arabic or Persian was spoken, Jews led an
obscure, dependent, and lumiiliating existence.
It
at

of little significance that, at the end
of the thirteenth century, a Jewish

is

End

free >vorship.
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of

the Middle

Ages.

became prime minister to
khan Argun, sovereign of Persia
and Irak, inasmuch as the khan was
pliysician

the

migrations carried Judaism to the confines of Asia.
A community in India, the Beni-Isiiael at Bombay,

a Mongol, a stranger to the ideas controlling Islam.
The establishment of Ottoman supremacy, however,
in regions where the central authority was effective,
induced notable improvement in tlie situation of
the Jews: its first result, after the conquest of Asia
Minor by the Byzantines, was the permission of the
free reconstitution of the ancient communities.
This humane and tolerant policy displayed itself
most brightly at the time when the expulsion of
the Jews from Spain brought to the Orient large
numbers of refugees, of whom Asiatic Turkey received her share.
In the course of the sixteenth
century many communities, with the
Modern help of this fresh element, regained
Times.
some of their old importance, as at
Smyrna, Manissa, and other cities in
Asia Minor at Damascus, Safed, Tiberias, and Jerusalem, in Syria and in Palestine.
Later arrivals from Europe modified further the
physiognomy of Judaism in some of these cities. In
the eighteenth century began a constant innnigraspeaking
tion of Jews
especially from Poland

was founded by David Pabban, who
India.
left Bagdad in 900.
Another group,
distinct from this one, exists at BomIt is divided into blacks and
bay and at Cochin.

JudiPO-German, who superimposed Ashkeuazic on
Sephardic communities, and in time became numerically preponderant in Jerusalem, Hebron, and Safed.
A last wave from the same source, in the latter half

blacks being the olfspring of intermarDespite their assertions to the contrary, these
communities do not seem to have been of nuieh
earlier date tlian the; Beni-Israel.
According to a tradition, tlie .Tews in China emigrated from Palestine, after the fall of the Temple,
during tin; reign of ]\Iing-tse (70-75); but tliis is
liighly impn)l)able.
Other sources of information
more r('lial)le but not altogether trustworthy state
that in 879 there were .Tews at llanChina.
kow, a village no longer to be located
with certainty, I)ut probably on the
Yang-tse-Kiang. But it is only in the time of tlu;
Song dynasty (9G0-ll'2(i) that Jews, coming from
Indiii, brought to the Chinese court as a tribute
tissues from the v/estern seas.
It is lobe noted that

of the nineteenth century, brouglit to the coast
plains of Palestine and to parts of Galilee, Russian,
RuuKuiiaii, Galician, even Bulgarian, immigrants,
who created the villages of Rishon le-Zion, Zikron

Saadia, Sherira, and Hai.
Unlike Islam, the Christianity of this period instigated violent persecutions.
In the eighth and ninth centuries the Byzantine
emperors forced conversion upon the Jews of Asia

Minor; and in 1099 the Crusaders, on entering Jerusalem, massacred the Jewish population.
From the domains under Abbassid rule various

wliites, the

riage.

the .lews (the

China is historically estaiilisiied) came by sea and not by land.
From.Benjamiu of Tudela and Pethahiah of Refirst wiiost;

arrival in

;

—

—

Ya"akob, and Rosh Pinah.
Formed of diverse elements some native; others,
the. niiiKnity, of Euro])ean origin, and subject to

—

the historic infiuences of their respective countries
Asiatic Judaism presents a wide variety of aspects.

The comnnuiities

of

Yemen,

of northern Syria,

and of lh(' valleys of the Tigris and the Euphrates
employ Arabic as the vulgar tongue. In Ivurdistan
and around the lakes of Van and rrniiah a XeoAramaic dialect is preserved, sjioken es]H'cially at
Zakho, Unniah, Salamas, and Bash-Kala. It is a
valuable

relic of

the dialects peculiar to the po]iulaIn Asia Minor
the chief language is Ladino, or ,Iuda'o-S])aiu'sh,
which in Palestine is employed along with Judtcotions prior to the Arabian con(|Uest.
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German and Arabic. Pt;rsian is tlic language of the
Jews not only in Persia proper, but in a part of
Turkestan and

Lan-

in the Caucasus, with
exception of a small Georgian
In
group which uses Kartvelian.

the

guages.

these countries the

knowledge of

Ile-

—

chictly
brc'W has persistctd up to the present time
in Yemen and Palestine, where in certain places it

The case is
bids fair to become a living language.
In India, Mahratti is
(luite different in farther Asia.
the language of the ritual in Cliiua, about the middle of the century, no one knew how to read the
;

Bible,

and the name

" Israel "

was corrupted

to

"Yeseloni."

Owing

to the absence or the scarcity of precise

statistics on the subject, it is impossiDisble to give definite information contribution cerning the different groups of Jews
of Jews in in Asia. The figures in the followAsia.
ing table are approximately correct:

Jews in Asia.
Asia Minor

Asia
Asia Hinor

;

Asia Minor
'Asiyah
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before the common
Laodicea, Miletus, and
Ephesus irritating measures, such as the seizure of
moneys collected for the Temple, the prohibition of
the exercise of the Jewish religion, and even threats
Caesar and Augustus, however, asof expulsion.
sured to the Jews the rights of sojourn and of free
worship yet it is improbable that in the Greek
towns they possessed the right of citizenship and a
corresponding share of pubhc honors. On the other
hand, they enjoyed freedom from conscription, the
exemption from which was conferred on them by
Dolabella, proconsul in Asia (43 B.C.).
Roman offi-

second half of the

era provoked

at

first

ceutmy

Tralles

;

cials

seem

to

have departed from their benevowhen, in 62 B.C.,

lent policy in only one instance

—
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lenism.
At the end of the first century Ptolema,'ua
of Tlos offered to the Jewish community, as a thankolfering for having raised him to the dignity of
archon, a burial-ground, which bore
The
the pagan name of "heroon." This

Birth of was in conformity with the practise
Hellenisra. known as the " honorarium decurionati " (present of one who has become a
decurion), modeled after the political organization of
the city. Only the ordinary formulas of Gi'eek epigraphy are seen in the epitaph of Rufiua of Smyrna
and in the inscription of Tation of Phocsea, who
erected a synagogue, in return for which he received
a crown of gold from the community. Record exists of the marriage of a Jewess to a Greek at Lystra.

Ancient Jewish Communities in Asia Minor.

Modern
(Drawn

citii-namcs in

especially for

Apamea,
Adramyltium, and Pergannis money intended for
Jerusalem
He had to answer for the illegal act beL. Valerius Flaccus confiscated at Laodicea,

fore the courts
If the sums .seized by Valerius Flaccus really represented the didrachma tax for one year, it might
be concluded, according to the calculation of Theodore Rciuacli, tlial there were at tiiat time 180,000
Jews in Asia Minor. I'.ut this number is possibly
ten times too Inrge; for, ;iiaoiig nearly 20,000 Greek

inscriptions fonnd in Asia IMiiior, .scarcely twenty
can be attributed douldless to Jews.
From the beginning of the coinnion era, jiopular
hatred toward tlie Jews secimed to dirninisli, doubtless thro.ugh their gi-adual

assimiiatioii

witii

Roman

type.

" The Jewish EncycIopedU.")

Ilei-

As Judaism became
and

aiTected

by outside influences,

surrounding society, various liybrid groups grew up side by side with the
relatively orthodox elements.
Such were the Judaizing pagans: Julia Severa of Akmonia, benefactress
of the .synagogue and high priestess of the imperial
religion; the Porphyrabaphoi of Ilierapolis, who
mixed practises of entirely Hellenic origin with the
observance of the feasts of Passover and Pentecost
and the Hyiisistarians, or Adorers of the Supreme
God. The Sabbat ists of Cilicia and the followers of
Sambathe at Tliyatira were also more or less under
the iiillueiice of Judaism.
Powerful though tlie effect of (he surrounding
Hellenism was, the Jewish connnunities displayed
in turn influenced the

;

a remarkable vitality. Even in the third century,
the Jewish colonies of Smyrna and Hierapolis preserved a racial feeling sufficiently strong to cause
them to call themselves "laos" or "ethnos "(people)
About the same time,
of the Jews.
the colony of Apamea invoked a parStrong
ticular statute, administered under a
Racial

Feeling of law ("nomos").
These groups of Jews, however,
Jews.
seem to have lost all connection with
the Jewish centers of Palestine and of Babylonia.
The Talmud ignores them completely. According
to a doubtful tradition, R. Akiba and K. Meir went
to Mazaca in Cappadocia; and, according to the
Pesikta, an obscure haggadist, Nahum, preached
M. Jastrow disagrees with Koliut and
at Tarsus.
Neubaucr, in identifying the Biblical Ludim with
Joseph Halevy has raised strong obthe Lydians.
jections to the identification of Phrygia with Prugita, the wine of which, says the Babylonian Talmud, separates the Ten Tribes from their brethren.
Cappadocia seems to have been an exception to the
rule, and not to have lost all contact with Talmudic
Judaism. Two scholars, Samuel and Judah, are
and in an inscription at
styled " of Cappadocia "
Jaffa occurs the name of a Cappadocian Jew called
Jacob, at a time when members of the Asiatic communities generally bore Greek names.
Cliristianity at first affected tlicse little Jewish
colonies less than one would have expected.
The
preaching of Paul, himself a Jew of
Advent of Tarsus, does not seem to have been
Christivery successful, save, possibly, at Iconium.
anity.
Where defections occurred,
they were merely individual cases.
;

The

texts of the tliird century, cited above,

show

that the Jewish elements continued, without serious
impairment, up to the triumph of the new religion
and the establishment of the Christian empire.

Information concerning events later than this
epoch is very scarce. The Jews of Asia IVIinor
probably shared the vicissitudes of their coreligionists in Oriental Christendom; undergoing, like them,
the changes of an increasingly harsh legislation, and
the persecutions of Justinian, Justin, Phocas, and

A

Heraclius.
false tradition makes certain Jews of
Syria who bad fled to Isauria the instigators of the
struggle of Leo II. with the Iconoclasts.
It is, however, certain that Leo in 722 forced the entire body
of Jews to embrace Christianity.
The measure nuist
have been merely nominal in its effects for in the
following century various emperors passed many
similar ordinances.
Turkish rule initiated an era of comparative tolerance for the Jewish communities, though they had
doubtless become greatly reduced in nimibers.
In
the reign of Sultan Orkhan (132(5-1360) a group of
;

immigrants from Syria reinforced

tlie

In
population of Brusa and at tlie end of
the Middle tlie fifteentii century and later, the cornAges,
numities of Amasia, Tokat, ]\Iagnesia,
Syria, and Smyrna were augmented
;

by a

Asia Minor
'Asiyah
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fresh contingent of immigrants, refugees from
whose language soon superseded Gi'eck,

Spain,

which had probably remained from ancient times
the language of the old indigenous communities.

The

colonies thus formed liave passed through the
few centuries witliout either disturbance or distinction; having lived in accord with the Turks,
but at times less harmoniously with the Greek Christians. The only noteworthy incident in modern times
was the excitement aroused by Shabbethai Zkbi.

last

Official statistics give the following figures for
the Jewish population of Asia Minor, including the
Armenian provinces:

Jewish Population of Asia Minor.
Vilayets of Trebizond, Krzpnim. Angora, Seevas, KoDia,
Diarbekr, and Kastamuni
Vilayet of Van
Vilayet of Brusa
Vilayet of Constantinople (Asiatic dependencies)
Vilayet of Smyrna
Sanjik of Iniidt
Sanjik of Biga

Total

3.170
5.<t00

3,226
6.070
2-',516

2jm
:i.H«8

46,069

The Jews form an active, industrious class, following minor trades and handicrafts. The foundation of the agricultural

"Or

school,

Israel," near

Smyrna, by the Alliance Israelite Universelle and
the Jewish Colonization Society will doubtless cause
the migration into the agricultural regions of aniunber of Jews concentrated in cities.
The Alliance
has contributed also to the moral and
Trades and material improvement of the Jews in
Schools.
the provinces bordering on the ^gean
Sea, by the erection of schools and
workshops for apprentices in Smyrna (1878), Darda-

Cuscunjuk

nelles (1878),

(1879),

nesia (1892), Aidin (1894),

and Syria

Brusa

Pergamus

(188G),

Mag-

(1896), Casaba,

(1897).
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ASIEL

Found only

i.

2

Ly.

I.

the genealogy of
of tlie five skilled
writers who wrote the law for Ezra (II Esd. xiv.
3. Ancestor of Tobit (Tobit i. 1, It. V. A. V.
24).

Simeon

(I

:

1.

Clirou. iv. 35).

2.

in

One

;

reads " Asael").
.1.

G. B. L.

.TH.

'ASIYAH (" world of making ") The last of the
four spiritual worlds of the Cabala Azilut, Beriah,
Yezirah, 'Asiyah based on the passage in Isa. xliii.
According to the " Maseket Azilut," it is the
7.
region where the Ofanim nde and where the}- promote the hearing of prayers, support human enTheir ruler is Saiulalphon.
deavor, and combat evil.
According to the system of the later Palestinian
Cabala, 'Asiyah is the lowest of the sjuritual worlds
conlaining llie Ten Heavens and the whole system
The light of the Setirot emaof mundane Creation.
nates from these Ten Heavens, wln'eh are called the
:

—

—

and through them spiriand piety arc imparted to th(^ realm of matter
the seat of the dark and impure powers (Cordovero, "Pardes Kimmonim," chapter y^^^X [initials

"Ten

Setirot of 'Asiyali":

tuality

—

Aekanazy
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Asmakta

of Azilut, Beriah, Yezirah, 'Asiyah]). (Vital, " Ez
Payyim," chapter y 'aN) Compare Aziltjt.
P. B.
K.
'

ASKANAZT, MAX:

German physician; born

He reat Stalluponen, East Prussia, Feb. 24, 1865.
ceivedhis education at thegymnasium inKonigsberg,
Prussia, and at the university in that city, studying
medicine at the latter, and graduating in 1890. In
the same year he became assistant at the pathological institute of his alma mater, and in 1893 was admitted to the medical faculty of the university as
Askanazy is the author of several essays
lecturer.
on clinical and pathological-anatomical subjects,
among which are " Kasuistisches zur Frage der Alo:

pecia Neurotica," in " Archiv fur Dermatologie und
Syphilis," 1890, xxil. 523; " Uebcr BothriocephalusAnaemie und die Prognostische Bedeutung der Megaloblasten im Aniimischen Blute," in "Zeitschrift
lilr Klinische Medizin," 1895, xxvii., parts 5 and 6;
" Ueber den Wassergehalt des Blutes und Blutserums bei Kreislaufstorungen, Nephritiden, Anae-

mien und Fieber Nebst Vorbemerkungen ilber die
Untersuchungsmethoden und ilber den Bef und unter
Physiologischen Verthiiltnissen," in "Deutsches Archiv fur Klinische Medizin," 1897, lix. "Ueber die
Diagnostische Bedeutung der Ausscheidung des
Bence-Jones'schen Korpers durch den Uriu," ib.
;

1900, Ixviii.

F. T. H.

s.

ASKANAZY, SELLY

:

German physician;

berg, Prussia, and later the university in that city,
graduating as doctor of medicine in 1892. Joining
the staff of the university medical hospital as junior
assistant in the same year, he became in 1894 first
He held this position until 1899, when he
assistant.
resigned owing to his increasing private practise.
In 1897 he was appointed lecturer in the university.

Askanazy has contributed several essays

to tlie

med-

journals on the examination of patients for accident insurance, clinical diagnostics, etc.

ical

F. T. H.

s.

ASKENAZY, SIMON

Polish historian born
in 1867 at Zawichwost, government of Radom, in
Russian Poland; studied at the universities of Warsaw and Gottingen. graduating from the latter with
In 1897 he was
the degree of doctor of philosophy.
appointed lecturer, and in 1902 professor extraordinary on universal history to the University of
His principal works are: "Die Letzte
Lemberg.
Poinische KiJnigswahl," Gottingen; "Studja HistorycznoKrytyczue," Cracow, 2d ed., 1897; "Dzialalno.sc Ministra Lubeckiego," 1897; and "Minister;

:

jum Wieihorskiego," 1898.
Many of Askenazy's historical

treatises were pubBibliotekaWarzawska " and in " KwarThey deal mainly with Polish
talnik Historyczny."
histor}' of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

lished in the "

Bim.iofiRAiMiy

Warsaw,

:

S.

Orgelbrand, Encyklopedya Powsiechna,

18i)8, s.v.

ASKNAZI, ISAAC

in 1870 as a day -scholar, and was regisIn the latter year he was
tered as a student in 1874.
awarded the second silver medal for a sketcli, and

Academy

in 1875 the silver

LVOVICH

:

H. R.
Russian

painter; born at Drissa Jan. 28, 1856; died Dec. 21,
He entered the St. Petersburg
1902, ali Mcscow.

medal for a drawing.

In 1877 he

received the first silver
medal for a sketch, and
tlie

second gold medal

for a study,

"Abraham

Expelling Hagar with

Her Son Ishmael."
Asknazi was awarded
in 1879 a silver medal
for a sketch, "The Publican and thePharisee,"
and the first gold medal
for a study, "

The Wo-

man Taken

in Adul-

tery."
lican "

"The Pub-

Isaac Lvovich Asknazl.
the
Pharisees surrounding
Jesus, as pious, God-fearing Jews, each wrapped
in a "tallit"and with head-ornaments ("tefillin").
For this work the artist was granted a traveling
scholarship for four years to enable him to complete

represents

his studies.

Before his departure from St. Petersburg in May,
Asknazi completed his painting "The Wife of
the Marano." This work he left with the academy
for exhibition at the Art Exposition in Moscow but
1880,

;

was

exhibited at the St. Petersburg Academy in 1881, under the
Early
changed title "In Prison." The alterWorks.
ation of title was probably due to the
anti -Jewish riots of 1881, at which period the authorities did not consider it politic to bring the martyrdom of a Jewess before the eyes of the public.
In November, 1880, Asknazi, on his way to Italy,
visited the galleries and studios of the capitals of
it

born Sept. 8, 1866, at Stalluponen, East Prussia.
He attended the Kneiphof Gymnasium at Konigs-

214

first

While in Vienna he began
"Maria of Egypt Reflecting upon the
Sins of Her Life," and his sketches "John the Baptist in Prison," "John the Baptist's Head on the
Charger," and "The Poet Jehuda Halevi," after
Heine's well-known poem. Here he profited greatly
by the advice of Hans Makart, Avho admired his talIn Decement and took a great interest in his art.
ber Asknazi arrived in Rome, where
Influence he began his painting "Moses, the
Shepherd of Jethro, in the Desert,"
of Hans
which, together with "John the BapMakart.
tist's Head," he sent in June, 1885,
to the St. Petersburg Academy, and for which he
was granted tlie degree of Academician of Arts.
Both pictures were exhibited at the exposition of
the academy in 1886; the latter picture being purchased by the academy, and "Moses" by the wellknown collector and art-patron S. M. Tretiakov, of
Moscow. At the same exposition four other paintings by Asknazi were exhibited: "Playing Dice,"
a picture of two Italian boys; "Snow and Frost."
representing a thinly clad and shivering Italian boy:
"Head of an Italian Woman," and "A Woman
Knitting." All four paintings show the influence

Austria and Germany.
his painting

of the old Italian masters on Asknazi's work.
In 1886 Asknazi exhibited in St. Petersburg "The
Old Shoemaker " in 1887, " Bad News, " a picture of
;

a

and in
Jewisli lifo, and the " Portrait of L. P. "
1888, " Sabbath Eve," representing a Jewess praying
over the Sabbath taiiers. This latter painting merits
Tlie iiglit of tbe canities, mingled
description here.
with the tv/ilight, illuminates the table with its snow;

white clotli. The eniblcniatic buds and flowers embossed on the Sabbath lamps are reflected on the
shining surface of the stove. The attitude of the
woman, clad in lier holiday dress; the exi)ression of
her face, full of devotion and piety and every deall suggest the
tail of the painting
Influence glory of the approaching day of rest.
of OpIn this work the influence of Oppen;

—

penheimer.

lieimer is distinctly noticeable.
Tlie
picture was exhibited at the Columbian Exposition at Cliicago in 1893, and is now (1902)
in the St. Louis (Mo.) Museum of Art.

In 1890 Asknazi produced "The Bridegroom Examined by the Kabbi." A young Talmudist is being
examined by tlie rabbi in tlie presence of the future
He is clad in a
father-in-law and motlier-in-law.
long coat, after the old Polish fashion and two long
curls, lianging down from under his cap, encircle his
;

He seems to be quite certain of success
examination yet it is evident tliat his heart
is palpitating, and bashfulness is expressed on his
face, he being aware that all his utterances and
pale face.

in this

movements

Askanazy
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;

are

closelj'^

watched by

his future rela-

although the joy in their faces is proof of their
great satisfaction as the examination nears its end.
Asknazi exhibited with this painting "Old Age"
and "The Female Friends." In 1891 he painted
" Amram and Jochebed, Parents of Moses. "
In 1892
lie exhibited "Asking a Favor," "The Morning Call,"
and "In Hesitation," and in the following year "A
Jewish Wedding." The wedding occurs in a small
Polish-Russian town. The bridegroom, in a liigh
liat, with a long overcoat, and the bride in a white
dress, her liead covered with a thin veil, are just
coming out from under the canopy, accompanied by
groomsmen, bridesmaids, and wedding-guests. The
rabbi and the servant of the synagogue turn to the
right, all the rest walking in the middle of the
street.
Preceding them are four Jewish musicians:
an old cellist, another old man, evidently the leader
of the band, playing the cymbal
His
large kind of zither and two young
" Jewish men, one playing the fiddle, the other,
Wedding." a retired soldier, playing the flute.
The "1)adchan," or merrymaker, in
front is directing the music while the little sexton
tives,

—

—

;

away the street-boys from the route of the
procession.
Especially effective are the merry faces
of the three women that are dancing in the throng.
Other paintings of this same period are: "Youth

drives

and Old Age" and "The Last

in

Church."

In 1897 Asknazi produced "The CJellist," representing a handsome old man with a violoncello between his feet, sitting in the middle of a luxuriously
furnished room, and playing from notes lying open
on a magnificently carved stand. The strong light
thrown on the figure, the richness of the furniture,
the graceful face of the attentive old musician, all
produce a striking effect. In 1898 Asknazi exhibited: "Boy Preparing His Lesson," "Housewife
Grinding Coffee," and "Over the Last Crumbs";

Asmakta

in 1899, the portraits of the architect A. Hamnierschmidt, of Miss P., and of I. Kabbinovicz, the
translator of the Talmud into French.
A.sknazi's latest and best work is " Ecclesiastes " or
"Kohelet," which was exhibited at the Paris ExIt represents Kohelet ben David,
l)osition of 1900.
king of Jerusalem, sitting on his throne, lost in the
dismal thought, " Vanity of vanities, all is vanity."
Kohelet's face expresses complete resignation: he
has evidently no solution for the diflicult question,
"What profit hath he that worketh ia
"Kobe- that wherein he laboreth?" Lonely
let."
sits the king, long deserted by his

and

whom he had said, "Reman, in thy youth, and let thy heart
cheer thee," etc. But two loyal servants from his
body-guard and his secretary remain with him,
bound to him by genuin*! affection. They are paying the closest attention to every whisper coming
from his mouth. The secretary is writing down on
a tablet the utterances of the wise king; and the
servants, lying on the floor near the throne and leaning on their elbows, are looking at the king, who
children, to

joice,

O young

relates to

them episodes of

his

life.

Jew
among the Russo-Jewish painters. While at the
Academy of St. Petersburg, he was the only student
who was excused by the authorities from working
Asknazi

considered to be the most devout

is

on the Jewish Sabbath and on holidays. Most of
his paintings deal with Jewish life and history; and
on several occasions the authoiilies of the academy

made him

feel their dissatisfaction

wilii

his pro-

nounced emphasis of national Judaism.
BulRakov, NfVihi Khiidozlmihi. i.; Sobko,
Vjjcstiiik IziioKliudnzlikikov, s.v.
IKMi, v. 41S-419; Niva. 18'J-', No. Hi; Heport (if fhe St. Peli-yshinn Academn of Fiiir Arts for
18r3-9()
Catahxjue of tin: St. Peterslmra A (-(Klnnu of Fine
Arts for 1881-93; David Maggid, Asknazi iu Scfcr Ha-

BHiLiOGRAPiiv

:

Lek.sikini Husxkihli

;

shchnykh Iskmstv,
;

shanah, Warsaw,

1901, pp. 65-73.

II.

ASMA

R.

contemporary with Mohammed daughter of Marwan was married to an
Arab of the tribe of the Banu Hatmah. After the
murder of the Jewish poet Abu 'Afak, who, in spite
of his great age, had instigated the members of his
tribe against Mohammed, Asma composed some
verses condemning the deed. JMohamnied despatched
'Umair, the only member of her tribe who had embraced Islam, to punish her; and he assassinated her
while asleep, surrounded by her children.
:

Arab

poetess,

;

;

Some Moslem traditionists, in order to excuse the
murder, make Asma a Jewess. It is, however, very
doubtful that she was one, although Griitz ("Gesch.
der Juden," v. 144) accepts this assertion as a fact.
Bibliography: Ibn Hlshain, Das Lclien Muhammccl'', ed.
Hirschfeld, in Rcvitc Etudes Jiiives,
Wiistenfeld, p. IKIo
;

X.

1(5.

G.

ASMAKTA

II.

Hill.

(xriDODK): AAVord meaning "sup-

port," "reliance" (Ket. G7^); hence it is used to
designate a Bible text (juoted in support of a rabbinical enactment (Hul. 646; see Jastrow, "Diet."
s.r.).

In civil law Asmakta (surety) is a contract whereone of the parties promises without consideration
to suffer a certain loss, or obligates himself to pay
an unconscionable penalty, upon the fulfilment or
in

—

Asmakta
Asmodeus
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nou-fultilmeul of u eertaiu condition; wliicli promor obligation is not enforceable at law.
"An
asmakta does not give title," is the principle adopted
for the Halakali (B. B. 168^/). The reason is that the
one who binds himself is presumed to have done
so because he certainly expected that
Leg'al
the condition, upon the happening of
Meaning, which the obligation was to be complete, would not happen
and, from
the nature of the obligation, the law presumes that
the serious deliberate intention to be bound b}' it is
lacking.
An Asmakta may be made a perfectly
valid contract if it is made clear that it was intended
to be one
and the manner in which this may be
done will be set forth liereafter.
Maimonides is of the ojjinion that every contract
in which the condition is expressed by the use of the
word "if"(DN), even though reduced to writing
ise

;

;

an Asmakta (Yad ha-Hazakah, MekiThe contract takes effect only from
the time when the condition is fulfilled; and this
shows that the obligation was not assumed with serious intent, but that the promise was given only because the promisor certainly hoped that the contract
would be nullified by the non-performance of the

and

attested, is

rah, xi. 2, 3,

6).

condition (Sluilhan 'Aruk, Hoslien Mishpat, 207, 2).
For instance, if A says to B, "I will give you my

house if [ua] on a certain day you accompany me
to Jerusalem," or "if jou bring mea certain thing,"
even though B fulfils his condition, the contract is
void, because it is an Asmakta (Mekirah, I.e.).
A sells goods to B and receives nuniey on account,
and they agree that if li does not complete the purchase, the earnest-money shall be forfeited to A, and
that (/ A docs not deliver the goods, he shall pay
double the amount of the earnest-money to B.
B is in default, the earnest-money is forfeited to A,
because he already has it in his possesAsmakta sion and if A is in default, he uuist
Not
return the earnest-money to the purBinding, chaser, but need not give him double
the amount, because it is an Asmakta
(B. :M. 48/y; Mekirah, xi. 4; Hoshen Mishpat, 207,

H

;

11).

According to Rashi the earnest-money gives the
buyer the right to claim an eciuivaicnt portion of
the goods sold (B. M. 486).
If a delator has paid a jjortion of the debt, and lie
and th(! creditor deposit the instrument of indebtedness ("shetar") in the hands of a third person with
the debtor does not i)ay the balance of the debt within a certain specified time, the
creditor shall be eutitled to i)ossession of the shetar
and to the entires amount of the debt, without allowing any credit to tlie debtor for tlu; amount althis condition:

7/"

on account

rcad}' paid

— in

such case, even though

the debtor docs not pay within tlic time six'cilicd,
the ci'cditor is not entitled to possession of tlie inNor isthcdcbtoroliligcd
sti'ument of inil'ljtcdncss.
to i)ay that portion of the delil w hieli he has alicady
paid; becaus(' this is an AsniaUta, since; the delitoiis presumed to ha\'e consented tn the condition oidy
because he was certiiin th;il, lie wnnld he able to pay
tlu!
5,

money

witJn'n the time specified (Misli.

]iat,

/.(•.

12).

P..

H. \.

Judah .MeUirah, \'].~t: Ilnsheii .MisliThe eai'ly 'J'almudists still (•<iiisi(lered

o|)inion of U.

;
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this a debatable question, but Rab, following the
opinion of R. Judah, decided as above (Ned. 270).
As stated above, Maimonides considers that every
condition introduced by the word "if" constitutes
the contract an Asmakta; but later authorities distinguish three classes of conditions (Gloss to Shulhan
'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, I.e. 13):
(1) If the fulfilment of the condition depends in
part, but not entirely, upon him who assumes it, it
is an Asmakta
as, for instance, if
agrees to purchase goods for B and binds himself that if he does
not buy them he will pay B a certain sum. The
fulfilment of thiscondition not dependThree
ing entirely upon A, he must be preconditions sumed to have known that it might be
of Inimpossible for him to buy the goods,
validity,
because the owner might refuse to sell
them to him (B. M. 73^; Tosafot to B.
M. 14(1, a.v. " Ilaka," and to mb, s.v. " Wei " see also
Tos. to Sanh. 2Vj, s.v. "Kol.")
(2) If the fulfilment of the condition depends entirely upon the person who assumes it, and it is not
iuiconscionable,it is not an Asmakta as, for instance,
if
leases a piece of ground to B, to be farmed on
shares so thata definite share of the product shall be
turned over to A, and B promises that, if he allows
the field to lie fallow, he will pay to
the complete
value of his lease, this is no Asmakta; because the
working of the field lies entirely in his own power,
and he has oul}' bound himself to pay the actual
damage to
resulting from the neglect to till the
field (]Misli. B. M. ix. 3).
If, however, he has bound
himself to pay a penalty far exceeding the value of
the lease, it is inequitable and will not be enforced

A

;

;

;

A

A

A

(Hoshen
(3)

]\Iishpat, 328. 2).

If the fulfilment of the condition

depends on

chance, the contract is no Asmakta: this is the case
in games of chance.
But the contract is valid only
any loss
.so far as the amount at stake is concerned
exceeding the amount actually staked can not be
claimed by the winner (ba.sed on Sanh. 2i!j).
Asmakta may be validated (1) by the use of the
form " from now on " (" me'akshaw ") (2) by the
use of the form "on condition that"
Asmakta ("'al menat"); (3) by actual i)0ssesValidated. sion; (4) by judicial act; (o) b}' the
disgrace suffered by one if the other
refuses to perforin the contract; (G) by a vow, etc.
" (me'akshaw) are
(1) If the words "from now on
;

;

used, there

gages his

is

no Asmakta.

B upon

For instance,

if

Amort-

condition that if the loan
be not repaid within three years, the field shall belong to B " from now on " i.e., from the date of the
mortgage then if the money is not repaid, the condition is fulfilled, and, as it is retroactive. B is consideretl the; owner of the field, not from the date of
the fulfilling of the condition, but from the date of
the mortgage (B. M. O.V', (iO/v; Mekirah, xi. 7; Ho.shen .Mishpat, 207. 9, 14).
If A had not intended to
enter ui)on the contract seriously, he would not have
e\|U('sse(l his intention by tlu; use of tlu' retroactive
words " from now on."
(2) The form "on condition that" is the legal
.Vccording
e(|uivalent, of the form '"from now on."
to tlie opinion of Hablii Solomon ben Adret, the
mere use of tlie form "on corKlition that" does not
field to

—

determine the question and he distinguishes the
case in which it is used ior the purpose of cousuni;

from the case

in wiiicli it is for
breacliof the conIf A gives his
tract (Gloss to Hoslien Mislipat, I.e.).
liousc to B " on condition that " he marry a sister of
A, the intention of A is that B sliall receive tlie liouse
only after he has married his sister and therefore
nialing- the contract
tlie

impcjsilion of n jKiudtt/ior

tlie

;

the phrasci " on condition that " is equivalent to
" from now on," and there is no Asmakta.
If A and
wishes to buy B's
are adjoining landowners and

A

B

land for the purpose of preventing it from falling
into the hands of a third person, but B refuses to
sell, and, for the purpose of pacifying A, declares
that he will not sell his land without first offering it
to A, "on condition that" if he breaks this promise
he will pay A a certain sum of money, this condition
is merely a penaltj' for breach of promise, and is not
like the form "from now on," but is like tlie form
"if," and it is an Asmakta ("Bet Yosef " to Hoslien
Mislipat, 207, 14; responsa of Solomon ben Adret,
Nos. 917 and 1149).
(3) If the subject of the contract is real estate, and
possession of it is taken at the time of the contract,
in such case, even if the condition is in the form
"if," there is no Asmakta (Mekirah, xi. 3, according
to Kesef Mishneh, ad loc).
(4) If the contract is concluded with KntvAN (ceremony of symbolic seizure) in tlie jjresence of a tribunal of three judges learned in the law, and the document is deposited in court on condition that it is
to be delivered to the debtor in case the creditor is
not able, within a certain specitied time, to establish
his claim, then there is no Asmakta, no matter how
Unless the creditor is
the condition is expressed.
prevented from appearing within the time fixed, by
sickness or some other imavoidable occurrence, the
debtor is entitled to delivery of the document (Ned.
2Ti; Mekirah, xi. 13, 14; Hoslien Mishpat, I.e. 15).
case is cited in the Talmud in which two parties
had a lawsuit, and A moved the court to grant a
continuance of thirty days in order to enable him to
bring his proofs. The court sus])ected that the demand for continuance Avas merely for delay, and
should deposit
granted it only on condition that
iu court all the documentary evidence which he had,
with the understanding that if he did not appear
within thirty days, the continuance was to be con-

A

A

sidered null

and void.

The

thirty days pas.sed,

and

A

did not appear. The question arose as to the
legality of the condition made by the court, it being
argued that this was an Asmakta, inasmuch as the
condition was only accepted by A because he cerThe
tainly lio]K'd to be able to appear in time.

Talmud answers
case,

problem by saying that in this
inasmuch as the proofs were deposited in
this

court, the non-fultilment of the condition

was

taiita-

mouiit to a icliiKiuishment of the claim, and there
was no Asmakta and it was established as a general
proposition of law that if the contract is concluded
with Kinyan in the juesenee of a learned court of
three judges, and the creditor is not prevented from
fullilling the conditi(jn b}^ an unavoidable occurrence, there is no A.sniakta (Ned. 27", b).
;

(.-))
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It

is

customary

to fix

breach of contract of marriage.

certain penalties for

In such cases, even

is an exceptionally large one, it
not to be considered an Asmakta; and it may be

though the penalty
is

by law as damages for the shame suffered
by the innocent party, for which no amount may be
collected

And furthermore, iu this case,
considered too high.
as in the case of gambling contracts, the conditions
are mutual and reciprocal, and hence there is no Asmakta (Hoshen Mishpat,

I.e.

16).

A

coudititmal promise strengthened b}' a vow,
an oath, or a hand-clasp is not an Asmakta {ih. 19);
hence the rule of Asmakta does not apply where
objects are conditionally dedicated to religious or
charitable uses, these being considered as vows {ib.
19, gloss; Shulhan 'Aruk, Yore De'ali, 258, 10).
If a contract is an Asmakta, a notice in the deed
that " this shall not be considered an Asmakta " is of
(6)

effect (Hoshen jNIishpat, I.e. 18): the substance
of the contract determines its legal character, irrespective of what the parties choose to call it.
Bibliography Mo.ses Mend(>ls.sohn, liitualficaetzc dcrJuclcn,

no

:

iv. 3, §'); Z. Frankel, I)n- (lcric)itli(lie Beivci.s iiacli MusaU'tch-Talmudi-'iclicm liechtc. iip. Tiiiy ct scq. M. Blofh, Dcr
Vertrag nach Mosaiich-Talmudischem Rcclite, pp. 20 et acq.
;

J.

D.

SH.

ASMODEUS,
DAI]

('Aff/iorVitof,

or

\y.

A.

ASHMEDAI [ASHMA-

'NlDt^'X)

:

Name of

the prince of

The meaning of the name and the identity
of the two forms here given are still in dispute.
Asmodeus first appears in the Book of Tobit. According to Tobit iii. 8, vi. 14, the evil spirit Asmodemons.

'

deus

Book

of
Tobit.

husband.

— "king

of the demons," in the

Hebrew and Chaldaic

In the

—

versions,

a

is

love with Sarah,
the daughter of Baguel, and for that
reason prevented her from having a
After killing seven men successively on
later addition

fell in

the nights of their marriage to her, he was rendered
harmless when Tobias married her, following tlie
Asinstructions given him by the angel Raphael.
"fled into the utmost parts of
the angel [Raphael] bound him " (ib. iii.

modeus

Egypt and
8, vi.

14 et

seq. viii. 2-4).

Akin

to this representation in

Asmodeus

Tobit

is

the descrip-

Testament of
Solomon, a pseudepigraphic work, the
In
Testament original portions of which date from
of Solomon, the first century. Asmodeus answered
King Solomon's question concerning
his name and functions as follows:
" am called Asmodeus amonR mortals, and my business is to
plot against the newly wedded, so that they may not know one
tion of

in the

I

And 1 seviTtliem utterly by many calamities; and I
.
waste away the beauty of vii-frins and estraiit.'e their hearts.
I transport men into tits of madness and desire wlien they have
wives of their own. so that they leave tliem and go olT by night
and day to others that belong to other men with theresidt tlial
they commit sin and fall into murderous deeds."— Test, of
Solomon, transl. in "Jewish Quarterly IJeview," xi. 20.
another.

.

.

;

Solomon obtained the further information that it
was the archangel Raiihael who could render Asmodeus innocuous, and that the latter could be i>ut to
flight by smoke from a certain fish's gall (compare
Tobit viii. 2). The king availed himself of this
knowledge, and by means of the smoke from the
liver and gall he fi"ustrated the " tmbearable malice"
Asmodeus then was compelled to
of this demon.
hclji in

the building of the Temi>le; and, fettered in
worked clay with his leet, and drew

chains, he

-
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Asmodeus

Solomon would not give him his liberty
fierce demon Asmodeus knew even

water.

path, and a similar kindness he did for a drunkard.

He wept when

a wedding company passed them,
who asked his shoemaker to make
him shoes to last for seven years, and at a magician
who was publicly showing his .skill. Having finally
arrived at the end of the journey, Ashmedai, after
several days of waiting, was led before Solomon,
who told him that lie wanted nothing of him but
the shamir. Ashmedai thereupon informed the king
where it could be obtained.
Solomon then questioned him about his strange
conduct on the journey. Ashmedai answered that
he judged persons and things according to their real
character and not according to their appearance in
the eyes of human beings.
He cried when he saw
tlie wedding company, because he knew the bridegroom had not a month to live; and he laughed at
him who wanted shoes to last seven years, because
the man would not own them for seven days; also
at the magician who pretended to disclose secrets,
because he did not know that under his very feet
lay a buried treasure.
Ashmedai remained with Solomon until the Temple was completed.
One day the king told him that
he did not understand wherein the greatness of the
demons lay, if their king could be kept in bonds by
a mortal.
Ashmedai replied that if Solomon would
remove his chains and lend him the magic ring, he
(Aslunedai) Avould prove his own greatness. Solomon agreed. The demon then stood before him with
one Aving touching heaven, and the other reaching
to the earth.
Snatching iip Solomon, avIio had
parted Avith his protecting ring, he flung him four
hundred parasangs aAvay from Jerusalem, and then
palmed himself otf as the king.
iVfter long Avanderings Solomon returned to reclaim his throne.
At first the people thought him
mad; but then the Avise men decided it Avould be
Avell to regard Ashmedai more closely.
It appeared
on inquiry that not even Benaiah, the first in the
service of the king, had ever been admitted to his
presence, and that Aslunedai in his marital relations
had not observed the JcAvish precepts. .Moreover,
the declaration of the king's Avomen that he always
wore .slippers, strengthened suspieion; for demons
Solomon, provided
proverbially had cocks' feet.
Avitli anotlier inagic I'ing, at length suddeidy appearetl bcfoie Ashmedai, Avho thereupon took flight
(Git. OH; ])arallel passages, j\Iidr. Teh. on Ps. Ixxviii.
45: Yalk, ii. 1S2; compare Num. B. xi. 8; Targ. on
Eecl. i. 12, and the extract from a manuscript Midrash in "Z. D. M. G." xxi. 220, 221).
Altliougli the number of incidents concerning

"because that

and laughed

the future " (ib. p. 21).
Thus, in the Testament of Solomon, Asmodeus is
connected on the one hand with the Asmodeus of
Tobit, and possesses on the other many points of
contact with the Ashmedai of rabbinical literature,
especially in his relation to Solomon and the buildiug of the Temple. The Haggadah relates that Sol-

omon, when erecting the Temple, did
Hag-gadic not know how to get the blocks of

Legend,

marble into shape, since, according to
the law (Ex. xx. 26), they might not

be worked by an iron tool. The wise men advised
him to obtain the "shamir" n^OK'), a worm whose
mere touch could cleave rocks. But to obtain it was
no slight task; for not even the demons, who knew
so many secrets, knew where the shamir Avas to be
found. They surmised, liowever, that Ashmedai,
king of the demons, was in possession of the secret,
and they told Solomon tiie name of the mountain on
which Ashmedai dwelt and described his manner of
On this mountain there was a well-head from
life.
which the arch-demon obtained his drinking-water.
He closed it up daily with a large rock, and .secured
it in otlier ways before going to heaven, whither he
went every day in order to take part in the discussions in the celestial house of study ("Metibta").
Thence he would presently descend again to the

—

—

earth in order to be present invisibly at the deThen, after
bates in the earthly houses of learning.
investigating the fastenings of the well, to ascertain
if they had been tampered with, he drank of the
water.
Solomon sent his ciiief man Benaiah ben Jelioiadah to capture Ashmedai. For this purpose he provided him with a chain, a ring on which the Tetragrummaton was engraved, a bundle of wool, and a
skin of wine.
Benaiah drew ofE the water from the
well through a hole that he bored, and, stopping
up the source with tlie wool, tilled the
Benaiah well witli wine. Wiien Ashmedai deCaptures scended from heaven, to his astonish
Ashmedai. nient he found wine instead of water
in
the well, although
eveiything
seemed untouched. At first he would not drink of
it, and cited the Bible verses against wine (Prov. xx.
1, and Ilosea iv. 11), in order to inspire himself with
moral courage. At length Ashmedai succunibed to
liis consuming thirst, and drank until liis .senses
Avere overpowered and he fell into a deep sleep.
Benaiah tlicn threw the chain about the deuKm's
neck.
Ashmedai on awaking tried to free liimselF,
but Benaiah called to him: "The Name of thy Lord
is

upon

Ashmedai

Elements

to be

of the

unresistingly, he acted

woman's entreaty]

A blind

Haggadah is fairly large,
must not be disregarded tliat
many details grouped about him are
by

this

Legend.

'? " (Prov. xxv.
astray he set in the right

breaketli the bone

man going

of later origin

and do not pertain to
Ashmedai, as the
a Babylonian clabo-

Ashmedai- Ashmedai at all.
Solomon false; Solomon, is

;

15).

one

the fact

most peculiarly on the
way to Solomon. He brushed against
Ashmedai's a palm-tree and ui)rooted it; he
Journey knocked against a house and overto Solomon, turned it
and when, at the request
of a ])oor woman, ho was turning aside
from her hut, hv. broke a bone, and asked with grim
humor: "Is it not written, 'A soft tongue [the
of!"

at

iclated

thee."

Though Ashmedai now permitted himself
led

218

|

ration of the

Palestinian

Haggadah

concerning Solomon's punishment for
his .sins, Avhich i)unishment consisted in the assumption of the throne by an angel; Solomon mcamvhile
hiiving to Avander about as a beggar (Yer. Sanh. ii.
6: Pesik.. ed. Buber, 109^^ Tan., ed. Buber, iii. 55;
Eccl. K. ii. 2; Simon b. Yohai of the middle of the

"

:
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is quoted as the authority).
-SimiAshmedai's service in the construction of the
Temple is probabl}' an echo of the elaborate legend
in the Testament of Solomon, according to which
the demons were the chief laborers at the building
of the Temple.
This cycle of legends in the Testa-

second century
larly,

ment of Solomon is the source also of the myth concerning the wonderful ring whose inscription tames
the demons, as well as of the incident that by virtue
of the ring the demons were forced to assist in erecting the Temple. (Test. Solomon v. compare vi.
"Throw this ring at the chest of he demon and say
to him, In the name of God, King Solomon calls thee

AsmodeuB

"Originally a mere epithet of the storm flend, jEshma was
afterward converted into an abstraction, the demon of rage and
anger, and became an expression for all wickAsmodeus, edness, a mere name of Ahriman [" IntroAshmedai, ductlon to Vendldad." iv. 22]. This description
and
of Jishma, as he appears in the Zend-Avesta,
JE^shma.
tallies with the dominant conception in Pahlavi writings.
Thus in Dabistan, i.. Dint,
xxxvli. 164: 'The impetuous assailant. Wrath (^shm), when
he does not succeed in causing strife among the righteous,
flings discord and strife amid the wicked
and when he does
not succeed as Ui the strife even of the wicked, he makes the
;

demons and the

flends flght together.'

;

'

hither.'")

Furthermore, it is improbable that the shamlr
legend was originally an element of the Ashmedai
The Tes*^ament of Solomon (ix.) narrates
legend.
liow a demon, forced by Solomon to hew stones for
the Temple, was afraid of the iron instruments; and,
as Conybeare rightly observes ("Jew. Quart. Rev."
xi. 18), the fear of iron on the part of evil spirits is
a feature common to both old and recent folk-lore.
In the Talmud this fear is given a Jewish setting by
connecting it with the legal precept against the use
of iron tools, and by causing the demons to render
the blocks of stone fit for use in the Temple structure without the use of iron.
A comparison of the Ashmedai legend with the
Testament of Solomon reveals also that manj' other
points in the representation of demons by the former
Thus Ashare general characteristics of demons.
medai's wings correspond to the wings of Ornias in
Ornias likewise daily visited
the Testament (x.).
heaven; and just as Ashmedai learned the fate of
Jiuman beings in heaven, so, according to the Testament (cxiii.), did all the demons. Consequently,
Ornias could laugh at the king who was on the point
of condemning a youth to death who was destined

end of three days(cxi.), just as Ashmedai laughed at the man who ordered shoes to last
seven years, when he had not seven days to live.
to die at the

follows that the passage in the Talmud
provides little information concerning the more particular characteristics of Ashmedai.
That he overturned a house and uprooted a tree indicates nothing for with any demon, however insignificant, such
things are trifles. Ashmedai is not represented as
doing these things from a mere desire to destroy,

Hence

it

;

but apparently through carelessness. The common
opinion that in the Talmud, Ashmedai is depicted as
particularly lustful and sensual, has no suflicient

The Talmud simply states that Ashmedai,
while playing the part of Solomon, did not observe
the Jewish precepts pertaining to the separation of
women (mj), and that he attacked Bath-sheba, SolThese facts, in reality, were to
•onion's mother.
prove only that Ashmedai was not Solomon.
The question now arises whether Asmodeus and
Ashmedai may be considered as closely allied with
sach other, and identical with the Persian arehiemon, ^siim.v or ^shma-dteva, as was first suggested liy Benfey, and developed by "Windischmann
basis.

and Kohut.
frequently mentioned
in the Zend-Avesta and the Pahlavi texts, Darmes-

In regard to

teter says:

^shma, very

In "Shayast ha-Shayast" (xviii.) ^Eshm is described, quite unlike Aliriman, as the " chief agent of
the evil spirit [Ahriman] in his machinations against

mankind, rushing into his master's presence in h«ll
to complain of the difficulties he encounters."
A consideration of the linguistic arguments does
not support the hypothesis of an identification of
Ashmedai with ^shma-dava, as "dai" in Ashmedai hardly corresponds with the Persian "doeva,"
in view of the Syriac form "dawya" (demon) with
the consonant " w " nor is there any instance of the
linking of "^shma" and "da;va" in Persian texts.
The Asmodeus of the Apocrj-pha, and ^-Eshma, however, seem to be related.
In the Testament of Solomon Asmodeus appears as seducing man to unchaste
deeds, murder, and enmity, and tlius reveals many
points in common with ^shma.
The " Bundehish "
(xxviii. 15-18) furnishes the most striking resemblance: "There, wherever ^shm lays a foundation,
;

many

creatures perish."
of the Solomonic legend, on the other
hand, is not at all a harmful and destructive spirit.
Like the devil in medieval Christian folk-lore, he
is a "king of demons" (Pes. 110a), degraded and
no longer the dreaded arch-fiend, but the object of

Ashmedai

popular humor and irony. The name
" Ashmedai " was probably taken as
signifying "the cursed," HDt^ (compare Noldeke, in Euting's "Naba-

Ashmedai
and
Shamdon.

tiiisehe Inschriftcn." pp.

"lain"

as

Thus

the

(the cursed), is the Arabic

name

"

Shamdon

"

(poO,

is

31, 32), just

name

of Satan.
in Pales-

found

tinian Midrashim.

Shamdon that at the planting of
by Noah he helped with the work, but
" I want to join you in your labor and
share with you; but have heed that you take not of
my portion lest I do you harm" (Gen. R. xxxvl. 3);
It is related of

the first vine
said to Noah

:

legend in Midrash Abkir, and cited In Yalk. i.
Satan figures as the chief personality. The second thing told of this Shamdon is that in the Golden
Age he had an encounter with a new-born child
wherein he was worsted (Lev. R. v. 1, according to
the reading of the 'Aruk, s.v. "IB').
in the
61,

In later sources, Shamdon is held to be the father
of Ashmedai, whose motiier they say was Naainah,
sister of Tubal Cain (Nahmanides on
Ashmedai Gen. iv. 22; from this comes the same
statement in Bahya b. Asher, Zioni.
in Later

Sources.

in their commentaries.
This legend of Ashmedai's

and Recanati
(id lor.).

birth tallies with the assertion of Asmodeus in the
Testament of Solomon: "I was born of angel's .seed
by a daughter of man" (xxi.). In the Zoliar, Ashmedai is represented as the teacher of Solomon, to

:

Ass

wliom he gave a book of magic and medicine (Zoliar
Lev. pp.

19(«, iSit; ib.

Num.

more recent Midrash

In a

1996, ed. Wilna).
Ashmedai is identified

"svitli

(Midr. Shir ha-Shirim, ed. Grunhut, 296;
a story similar to tlie one here given of Solomon's
ring and the fish is found in "Emek ha-Melek," \in" Maasebuch "
the
15a, and in the Judaio-German

Shamdou

;

A

story is reprinted in Jellinek, "B. H." ii. 86).
recent source gives the following legend cited by tlie
Tosafists in Men. 37rt from an anonymous Midrash,

which has probably been

lost

from the earth a two-headed man,
who married and produced both normal and two-headed chil-

"Ashmedai brought

forth

dren. When the man died a quarrel arose among the children
concerning their inheritance, the two-headed ones demanding a
double portion." (This legend is given at length in Jellinek,
"B. H.'Mv. 151,153.)

Later cabalists held the theory that Ashmedai was

king of the demons for only a limited time, and that,
on his death— demons are mortal (Hag. 16rt)— he was
succeeded by Bildad, who in turn left his dominion to Hind (see Jos. Sossnitz, "Ha-Maor," p. 84).
Benjamin of Tudela (ed. Margolin, 68, 65) mentions
a certain local legend about Baalbek, whose temple
was erected by Ashmedai, on Solomon's bidding,
for the king's favorite, the daughter of Pharaoh.
Concerning the many points of resemblance of the
Ashmedai -Solomon legend with Pei-sian and classic
legends, see Shamiu, Solo.mon in Raubinical
LiTKKATUUE, and ^siima.
Bini.ior.RAriiv: Benfev, 3/oiinf.<))a))ie», p. 2<il; Eisenmenger,
Entdivktcs.Jiiil, iilli'iiiii, i. ;5oO-:?<)0, 833; Glvi'tTtr, JalirJiuii(Icrt iU:g Hcilx. 1. -114 rt .scr/. ; (iriinbaum, in Z. D. M. G. xxi.
21)3-331. ;5ir-;j3l : idem, A'cHc Bcitnlijr zur Scinitischcn
Hamburger, Ii. B. T. ii.
Sa(iciikiiiiil<\ is'.i:i, pp. 331 ct ,st'<;.
74-7<J; HaU'VV, In llrnir ^^I'mitiijicc, viii. 43; 1). Joi-l, Dcr
ifc.s
Jiiitiiitliviiis
zu DcmsdAhcrtihiiihc ii)i<J die Stclhiiiii
t)cn, 18.si,p. 83,; Alex. KttUut. i'llnr iliv Jiidi^chr Aitgrlohigic
identlflcafion
-Sil
the
of
(liere
vud D('iiiiii)iii!(i(iii\ P11.
Samael with Asliincdai is derived from Elijah l?:ihur's TMihi,
./l/W.
Zi'it.
x.
Geiger's
idem,
in
S.V., and Is quilt' erroneous);
Rapoport, 'Erck
53; idi-m, in 'A)iitli Comiihtuin, s.v.
313-3r)(i;
I'arsianius
Hiiiilusn
dcs
atifdas
stave,
MiUiii, pp.
Juilciitlium, p. 3t>i; Wiiidisclmiann. Zt>r<iafttris<}ir Stiidkn,
pp. ]3'.i-UT; Weber, .Tihiisclir Tlicohmic, pp. 351, 257; and
concerning ,T;sbma, the indexes to vojmnes v., xviii., xxiii.,
xxiv. of Sarrrd HdiiI.s iif tlie East, containing the ZendAvesta and the Pahluvi texts.
;

who lived in six houses close together in the center
In the house of one Marco Koen a
of the town.
room, fiu-nished with some scrolls of the Law, was
devoted to religious meetings. Of the 37 Jews in
had attained their religious majority
BauMizwaii); and as there were also several
Cohanim (see Cohen), the divine services of this
question, 14
(see

small congregation were as well arranged as they
could be. The Asolo Jews possessed a cemetery,
of whicli only two tombstones remain now preserved
There were at least four
in the ptiblic gallery.
Jewish pawnbrokers: Anselmo, Marco, Jacob, and
Moise.
On Nov. 22, 1547, while Francesco Nani was
mayor of Asolo, and Renier of Treviso was governor
of the surrounding district, 30 men, armed willi
cudgels, a.\es, clubs, and knives, and led bj' one Antonio Parisotto, attacked the Jews in broad daylight,
killed 10 of them, wounded 8 others, and, having
taken rich booty, fled in great haste. Five J(;\vish
Some of the
families were left entirely destitute.
robbers were brought to justice, and were either
put to death or exiled. Of the Jesvs who survived
this attack some remained in Asolo, while others

enngruted to safer places.

The Cantakixi family, which gave to Italian
Judaism many prominent rabbis and physicians, had
origin in Asolo.
Marco Osimo, IVar?-a2(o?ie dcUa stiniic comliihi ml I'll,: vmiUit iili Ebrei d''Asi)ln c Cemii Binipatici

its

BiBi^ioiiRArnv

L. G.

K.

ASMONEAN. See Peuiodicals.
ASNAPPER A person who transplanted
:

the

mixed multitude of tribes from Babylon to Samaria
It has
after the fall of the latter city (Ezra iv. 10).
been coiijcctiu'cd that this word is a misreading for
A.ssurl)aiiii)al, though the reference in Ezra iv. 2
Esarhaddon.
The reading Asbacaphath in
Esdras v. G9 suggests that a 3 ("bet") has fallen

is to

I

conjecture is correct the word " Ascontains the only reference to the Assyrian
king Assiubanipal in the Bible. In the Revised
Version the forui '• Osnapiiar " is preferred.
If this
"

napper

.1.

J.

.IK.

In Rabbinical Literature

:

The Tahmid

iden-

tilies Asnappcr willi Scniiaclierili. who is said to
have had eight names, like his opponent Ilezekiali

(Saidi.
.(.

i)Aii).

L. G.

sH.

ASOLO Town in

the province of Treviso. Italy.
A Jewisii congregation existed there in the middle
of the sixteenth century, perhaps (!ven at the end of
the fifteenth
In 1547 thero were in Asolo 37 Jews,
:

:

FaDiifilia Kacti-Cantaririi oritjiiiata
Axiitaiiii, (.'asale-Monferrato, 1875.

delta

da un

iicci:<o

F. S.

P.

ASPALATHUS

:

A

word found only

in

the

From the
(Ecclus. [Sirach] xxiv. 15).
context it ajipears to be the name of a fragrant
wood. It is impossible, however, to identif}' the
Apocrypha

plant.
.T.

;

out.
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Asmodeus

G. B. L.

.TK.

ASPHAR A pool

Tekoah,
where Jonathan and Simon Maccabeus pitched their
:

tents
(I

§

when they

Mace.
2).

ix.

The

33;

in the wilderness of

fied before the armj^ of

Bacchides

compare Joscphus, "Ant."

identification of the i)lace

is

xiii. 1,

uncertain,

though the evidence points in favor of associating
the pool with the modern Bir-Selhut (Smith, " Historical Geography of Palestine," s.r.\ see, however,
Buhl, "Geographic des Allen Paliistina,"

ASRIEL

ji.

l.")8).

G. B. L.

J. .TU.

Eponym of the family of Asrielites,
the genealogy of ^lanasseli (Niun. xxvi.
In I Chron. vii. 14 the A. V.
31; Joshua, xvii. 2).
reads ^'Ashriel."
.T. JR.
G. B. L.
found

:

in

ASS.— Biblical Data: The

Bible

knows both

the wild and the domestic As.s.
(1) The wild Ass
(" pere " or " 'arod ") generallj' roamed about in herds,
and is associated with the wilderness (Job xxiv. 5).
The character of the wild Ass gave occasion for ap])lying the term figuratively ("wild ass") to one who
in tml)iidl('(l opposition had his hands ever turned

against his fellows (Gen. xvi. 12, R. V.).
domesticated Ass ("hainor," "aton"
(2) The
[fern.], "'ayir" [young Ass]) was ])ut to various
uses; (a) for riding (Num. xxii. 21 II Kings iv. 24;
Judges X. 4, xii. 14), in which the young Ass and
;

Astnodeus
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she-ass were mainly employed (b) for carrying burdens (Gen. xxii. 3, xlii. 26); and (c) for plowing (Isa.
XXX. 24; Deut. xxii. 10), in which theyouug Ass and
;

Ass

child (B. K. Ma).
The Ass is not particular in its
food, eating such tilings as brush and thistles, and

when hungry

known to eat fish (B. K.
provender for a young Ass
should be opened out, a labor permissible on the
Sabbath (Shab. 155a). The slie-ass produces no
j^oung before lier third year (Bek. 196). A strap
it

has been

196); nevertheless, baled

made either from ass-hide or calf-hide was employed
in judicial scourgings, a fact which was thus wittily
applied by an itinerant preacher in expounding the
well-known words of Isaiah (i. 3): "The a.ss knoweth his master's crib, but Israel dotli not know;
therefore, let him that doth not know be chastised
by the hide of him that doth know " (Mak. 23^*).
No other animal is perhaps so frequently men" Where our
tioned in popular proverbs as the Ass.
forefathers were angels, we are but

In
men where they were men, we are
Proverbial only asses " (Shab. 1126 and often elseUse,
where), a saying which shows that
even in those days the Ass was considered an example of stupidity (B. B. 74a).
Its
stupidity and insensibility are expressed in the proverb, "The ass freezes even in July" (Shab. 5iia).
To be called "an ass" was therefore an insult: "If
one hath called thee ass, go and get a halter for
thyself" (B. K. 926). A variation of this is found
;

Syrian Ass, Showing

Manner

(From a photograph by

of Biding.

in the Palestinian saying, " If a

Bontils.)

The Deuteronomic code forhe-ass were utilized.
bids the harnessing of the Ass with the ox (Deut.
xxii. 10); the explanation u.sually offered being that
as their strength and weight are so unecjual, the
harnes.sing of the two would entail annoyance and
It may be, however, that back
suffering on both.
of the curious prohibition lies some obsolete super-

the injunction resting on an omen that was
no longer intelligible to the compiler of the code.
G. B. L.
J. JU.
stition,

In Rabbinical Literature

"The ox

for

plowing, the ass for carrying burdens," is the reason
given in the Talmud for the creation of these animals ('Ab. Zarah 5b; Tanna debe Eliyahu R. ii.).
As regards species, a distinction is drawn between
the wild and the domesticated Ass, the former,
"
'arud," being reckoned among the wild beasts of
the li eld (Kil. viii. 6); hence the Biblical precept is
applied to it (Kil. i. 6) forbidding it to be crossed
with the domestic variety. The most valuable species is declared to be the Libyan, distinguished for
its size and strength (Bek. 5b); but which, on account of its fiery character, must be driven with a
However, Immanuel
powerful bit (Shab. 5\b).
Low asserts that this description applies not to the

Libyan Ass, but to the Lycaoniau varietj-, which is
mentioned in old sources (Mishuah Shab. v. 1), and
which, according to the testimon}^ of Greek and
Latin writers, was frequently partially tamed for
crossing with the mare (Krauss, "Lelmworter," ii.
The meat of the Ass is said to have the
3017).
same specific gravity as human fiesh ('Ar. 196); and
the blood of a foal is held to be a remedy for jaundice (Shab. 1106).
The bite of an Ass was accounted
more dangerous than that of a dog, for it miglit
break a bone (Pes. 4%). a case being cited wiiere an
Ass completely crushed with its bite the arm of a

man

say imto thee,

pay no heed to him but if
two say it to thee, go and get thee a saddle right
away" (Gen. R. xlv. 7). Other proverbs are, "The
pace of the ass depends upon its barley [its food] "
(Shab. 516); and "Many young asses die and their
skins serve as trappings for their mother" (Lev. R.
Concerning the color of
XX. 10; Gen. R. Ixvii. 8).
thou hast

asses' ears,

:

asses, the following is found: "Thou sayest thou
hast seen a black ass ? Then thou hast seen neither
a black one nor a white one, for there are no black

Alphabet " of Ben Sira, letter 8).
The Ass employed by Abraham when he traveled
to the sacrifice of Isaac was declared to be the same

asses " ("

animal which later bore Moses' wife and her sons into

.\ss

(From a Phenician terracotta

(Ex.
is

"

riding
is

Museum

of Art,

Kew

iv. 20); and it is declared that the
also to serve the ^Messiah, who is to

Egypt
animal

Ass

with Panniers.

in the Mctroixilitan

same
come

(Zech. ix. 9). The mother of this
have been the one \ipon which Balaam

upon an ass "

said to

York.)
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Ass-Worship

and whicli was created at the close of the sixth
day of Creation at dusk (I-'irke K. El. xxxi.). The
rode,

old sources, as Abot v. 6, speak only of the creation
of the "mouth of the ass" (Giuzberg, "Die Haggada bei den Kirchenvatern," pp. 49, 50; see Ba-

laam).

When

the Ass of Phinehas b. Jair, or, some say,
of Hauina b. Dosa, was once stolen, she refused to
eat the fodder laid before her because the tithe upon
it had not been paid to the priest, whereupon the
thieves set her free and she returned to her master

Dem. i. 2UI, below compare also Hul. lib
The
Ab. R. N. viii. for variations of the legend).
Ass of Rabbi Jose would not enter his stall until a
pair of shoes which were lying upon his back, and
which did not belong to his master, had been re(Yer.

;

moved

;

(Ta'au. 24a).

Ass -drivers were held

in small repute the current
opinion being that the majority of them were rascals
An "ass(Kid. iv. 14, 82a; but see Niddah 14«).
driver's question" is equivalent to a "stupid question" (Yer. Sanh. vi. 236).

Bibliography
23, 140-143

;

Lewysohn, Die ZonJnoie des Talrmids, pp.
Rubin, Tehillat ha-Kesilim, pp. 47-53.

;
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when Antiochus Epiphaues
conquered Jerusalem in the year 168 B.C. and entered the Temple, he found in the Holy of Holies the
image of a man sitting upon an ass {Ka^r//xevov eir' ovov)
and holding a book in his hand; the king understood

(died about 51 B.C.), that

In addition to the
the statue to represent Moses.
association of this story with an historical personage,
Antiochus Epiphanes, and to tlie mention of a statue,
this account is further distinguished by the element
that not the head alone but the whole animal is reApion combined these
ferred to, just as in Plutarch.

accounts in stating that the Jews had in their Temple an ass's head set up, which was discovered when
Antiochus Epiphanes penetrated into the sacred precincts (Josephus, "Contra Ap."ii. 7; all the passages
referred to are given by Th. Reinach, " Fontes Rerum Judaicarum," i., Paris, 1895). Reinach (p. 131)
remarks that it is clear from Josephus that Apollonius Molon, too, was acquainted with the calumny.

22,

L. G.

ASS-WORSHIP:
worshiped

made by

thea.ss

was

that Jews
for four centuries persistently

The accusation

certain Greek

and Latin

writers.

of Patras (second century B.C.) is
quoted by Josephus (" Contra Ap." ii. 9) as claiming
tliat the Jews worshiped the head of a golden ass
Tov Kavdiovoc Ke({>a?.r'/v).
The word Kav&uv,
(;i;f>V(T7/i'
]\Inaseas

(1)

.

.

.

Various
Authors of
the

instead of the usual bvog, suggested by
its similarity to the Kdvdupoc (the scarabs), worshiped in Egypt, l)etrays the
Egyptian standpoint of the author, it

Calumny,

being also used to denote the sign upon
the tongue of the Egyptian god Apis.
similar charge is made by Dainocritus (Sui(2)
das, s.v. AafjoKpiTog), whose period is undetermined,
but who certainly preceded Josepiuis. In his book
"About the Jews" Dainocritus asserts that the Jews
reverenced the head of a golden ass {xP^<^^v bvov
KF<pah'jv npoaeKvi'ovv), to whicii every seven years they
sacrificed a foreigner, wlioiu they seized for that
purpose, and cut his flesh into small pieces. Suidas
{s.v. 'Io/'f?«c Kcil 'Invihln^) places the interval between
these ritual-murders at three years instead of
seven.
i'S) The next writer is Plutarch (46-120), wlio, in
his "Qtuestiones Conviviaies," iv. 5, states that the
Jews abstained from eating the flesh of tlie hare hecause it resembled the ass, wiiieh is an animal worshiped by tliem.
(4) Julius Florus, who lived under Antoninus
Pius, s|)eaks of the conquest of Jerusalem by Pompey, and mentions a secret place discovered in the
Temple on tiiat occasion, wliich contained, he saj's,
an ass under a golden vine ("sub aurea vitecillum ").
But the word •'cillum," the; most important word in
the passage, is only a guess at a very much disflguii'd text, which, in its received form, gives no sense
at all.
This author's testimony, therefore, liaidly
deserves eonsideration.

A

(.))

diifereiit
" Eclogae,"

(^iiitc

Diodorus,

from these accounts is that in
^ 34, by Posidonius of Apama'a

-OeQ/V
"The Mocking
(From

(iarrucci,

Crucifix."

" Arte

Christiana.'*)

As was the case with many another calumny
against the Jews, Christianity, the daughter-religion of Judaism, was likewise charged
Same
witli Ass- Worship (see IMinucius Felix,
Accusation "Octavius," ix., xxviii.). As Ter-

Against
Early

tullian

tersely

("Apologia," xvi.) remarks
and truthfully, the same accu-

sat ion was made against Christians
because theirs was the nearest to tlie
Jewish religion (" ut Judaica' religionis ])roi)inquos").
Writing against the heathens, Tertullian further
says, "Certain people out of your midst have
dreamed that an ass's head is our God " (see also
"Ad Nationes," i. 11). lie (|Uotes Tacitus, who, as

Christians.

well known, contrilnited most to sjireail false
Tacitus' story runs
reports concerning Judaism.
(" Historia'," v. ;{) that the Jews sulTered from thirst
in the wilderness, and that they followed a herd of
is

;
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Avild asses which led them to a spring of water; in
recoguition of tiiis l)C'iiL'tit they made tlie domestic
the object of their worass
its nearest congener
similar account is lound in Plutarch {I.e.
ship.
Tiiese accounts are essentially dilTcrcnt
iv. t^ 5).

—

—

A

from the preceding ones, for they endeavor to
supply some cause for such a remarkable form of
worsliip.

Josephus knows nothing of any such alleged reaHe takes ("Contra Ap." ii. 7) the whole story
as a stupid calumny, all the more desJosephus' picable as it seeks to detract from the
Disproof sanctity of the celebrated Temple.
^Vith clever irony he remarks that it
for
the Jews, ill betits Apion the Egyptian to bring
forward such an accusation, for nothing can be more absu 1(1 than the Egyptian animalworshij).
The falsity of this shameful charge is established by facts: for AntiochusEpiphanes(Theus),
Pompcj' the Great, Licinius Crassus, and lastly
Titus, who all entered the Temple, found nothing
there of that kind, but found, instead, the purest
forms of divine adoration. Tacitus, as quoted by
Tertulliau, expressly states that Pompey found no
image or idol in the Temple. Although this disproof seems quite suflicient as defense, it gives no
clue concerning the origin of such a report. Tertulliau indicates that he considers the calumny as
simply the offspring of malevolence, for it was in
like manner, he relates in his "Apologia," xvi., that
son.

a rascal in his town (in ''Ad Nationcs," i. t4, he is
described as a Jew), avIio had to take cai'eof the wild
animals intended for the are-ia, would carry around
an image with the inscription "Onokoites, the God
of the Christians." The image had ass's ears, a hoof
on one foot, and it carried a book and
Mockery a toga. The meaning of the word
of Chris- "Onokoites" is not clear. But it is
tianity.
very evident that the image must have
been intended for the amusement of
the crowds, and that the intended mockery of Christianit}' must have been understood as referring to
one of the best-known dogmas of Christianity. The
word ovoKoirT/^, formed after the analogy of TvapaKohriq
though not strictly according to jihilological rules
caused Tertullian to observe "risimus et nomen "
(the very name of it made us laugh).
It probably hints at something like c.r, concidiitu a^ini {et
feinino') jvocratftis, and is thus a malicious insidt
upon the Christian God, claimed to be a compound
being, both God and man (H. Kellner, "Ausgewilhlte Schriften des Septimius TertuUianus," i. 62,
This anecdote, however, can not be taken
1871).
as indicating that the Jews transferred the reproach
under which they had suffered from themselves to
the Christians; for it is siiui)ly the silly wit of a

—
—

coarse hireling that had deserted the Jewish faith
to become ciiami)ion tighter with wild beasts, as
Tertullian himself states.
The Rabl)is explain "tartak " (II Kings .xvii. 31) as
the image of an ass (Winer, " B. K."ii. C()."3); but Tartak is not described as a god of the Samaritan.s, and
the Samaritans therefore are not accused by tlie Jews
of worshiping the ass, as is wrongly stated by Roesch
("Theol. Studien luul Kiitiken," 'lM«2, p. 52;]). That
the Christians were accused by the Jews of this cult

Ass-Worship

also without foundation, for neither Justin ("Dia-

is

logus

cum Try phone,"

pp.

10,

17,

108,

and 117)

nor Origeues ("Contra Celsum," vi.
Real
27) mentions anything of the kind.
Foundation On the other hand, it is quite true
in a
that the Christians accu.sed some GnosGnostic
tic .sect of their own of Ass- Worship,
Sect.
and, it appears, with full juslitieaiion.
The supreme spirit is called Onoel

According to
ass-l-7X, God) by the Gnostics.
the Gnostic work Tfi'va JIa/j/V/f (Epiphanius, " Ha-res."
xxvi. 12), Zachariah saw in a vision a man in the

{di^'oc,

Temple at Jerusalem who had the form of an
Some Gnostics ascribed to the demon Sabaot an

ass.

ass'

shape, others that of a pig {i/j. x.xvi. 10).
Here may
also be mentioned that according to a l)araita in
Yoma 19h, a Sadduceaii high i)riest is said to have
died in the Temple, and the imjjrint of a calf's foot
to have been found between his shoulders.
Now all these varying accounts are remarkably

by a gratlito found in Rome in 1856, representing a man bearing the head of an ass, and
nailed to across, before whom another man kneels
in the attitude of adoration (F. S. Kraus, "Das
Spottcruzilix." Freiburg, i. Br. 1872).
Origin in .\notlier gralHto, found likewise on the
the
Palatine in Home, depicts the same
Egyptian man, and designates him as "tidelis"
Typhon- (faithful); so that this is not intended
Worship, for a caricature, as usually claimed,
illu.stratcd

but for an earnestl}' intended symbol
of faith (Wlinsch, "Sethianische Vertluchungstafeln
aus Kom," p. 112, Leipsic, 1898). From the circumstance that at the right of the ass's heail (.see p. 222)
there stands a Y, Wlinscli deduces that it is a symbol
of the TyphonSeth worship, for on the numerous
curse-tablets in Rome the same symbol always stands
It is
at the right of the ass's head of TyphonSeth.
the religious symbol of the Gnostic sect of the Sethbut also from Seth,
inai (from Seth, son of Adam
the surname of the Egyptian god Typhon); and
they in their turn derived the ass's head as shown
from
in the above-cited quotation from Epiphanius
the representation of the "Jewish god Sabaoth."
Wiiusch is therefore inclined to consider the cult of
the ass as having foundation in fact and not merely
;

—

in

—

calumny.
course quite correct to say that the ass-cult
connected with the Egyptian god Typhon (.Elian,

It is of
is

"V.

Plutarcii relates

11." X. 28).

("De

ride," ch. xxx.) that'in

Iside et Osi-

Egypt

the ass

was considered of "demoniac" natiire
Jews
Can Not Eg {iUu/wi-ckov, on account of its reseniConnected blance to Typhon (compare ib. xxxi.
M. Wcllmann, " .Egyptisches," in
with
Typhon- " Hermes," 18'J0, xxxi. 242). But this

Worship,

would not exjilain the story of its
by Jews. Plutarch brings

adojJtion

Jews into direct connection with Typhon by making him beget " Hierosolymus" (Jerusalem) and
"Judivus," after having tied upon an ass sub.se(juently to the war with Jupiter ("De Iside et OsiRoesch, referride," ch. xxxi. Reinach, I.e. p. 137).
ring to the Talnuidic account, that in the Second
Temple the so-called foundation-stone (irnC PK)
took the place of the Ark of the wilderness, thinks that
the

;
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meant by Posidonius and others by
The upper millstone being also

this stone is

their "ass' statue."

metaphorically called "the ass," the enemies of the

Jews took advantage of this circumstance to accuse
them of worshiping a veritable ass. He claims also
that a four-cornered stone is the determinative for
Typhon in the hieroglyphs. But this explanaticm is
too far-fetched to be acceptable; besides, it must not
be forgotten that Mnaseas, tlie oldest authority for
the legend, does not call the ass ovof, but ndvduv. An-

other suggestion, tliat of Michaelis, that the enemies
of the Jews may have seen a cherub in the Temple
with an ass's head, is negatived at once by the fact
that the cherubim were certainly never so repreNone of these attempted explanations is
sented.
based on facts. Nor are Pliilo's statement (i. 371)
that the Jews' golden calf represented Typhon (see
Winer, "B. R.," s.v. "Kalb"), and the connection of
the ass-cult witli that of Seth-Typlion asserted by
Movers ("Die Phonizier," i. 297, 365), and by W..
Plcyte ("La Religion des Pre-Israelites," Leyden,
1865, p. 143).

For explanation of the supposed Ass-Worship, the
Dionysos-cult must be taken into consideration.
Dionysos, or Bacchus, was, under the
Origin of name of Sabazios, worshiped by the
Accusation Phrygians according to some, Dionysin Alleged, os himself was Sabazios, according to
Bacchus- others Sabazios was his son. DionysWorship. OS was ideutitied witli the Semitic divinity Adonis, which easily suggests
It is said that
the name of the God of the Hebrews.
Dionysos encountered Aphrodite and Adonis in
Lebanon; he loved their daughter Beroe (Nonnus,
" Dionysiaca," xlvi.).
Dionysos is identified with
pretty nearly all Oriental deities, as, for example,
with Moloch, Baal, Melkart, and Hadad. F. Lenormant says, therefore, in the " Dictionuaire des Anti;

"Bacchus":

"The

quites,"

s.».

marked

to identify the son of

disposition

was

so

Semele (Bacchus) with
the various deities of the Orientals tliat it was even
pushed to the extreme of asserting that the Jews
likewise worshiped Dionysos (Plutarch,
Symposiaca, iv. 6), an assertion based upon nothing further than the similarity of sound between the name
Jehovah, Sabaoth, and that of Sabazios (Valerius
Maximus, i. 3, § 2; other passages at Lenormant),
likewise upon the existence of the golden vine in
the Jerusalem Temple (Josephus, 'Ant.' xv. 11,
§ 3)." The similarity of the names Sabaoth and Sabazios, and the existence of the golden vine in the
Temple, were then sufficient to suggest to the heathens, who knew very little about Jewlsli worsliip,
that the Jews, like many other nations, cherished
some kind of a Dionysos-worship. It is known that
the excessive hilarities at the so-called "Feast of the
Water- Drawing " at the Festival of Tabernacles gave
'

'

cause to the accusation that the Jews celebrated Bacchanalia (see Z.Frankel,"Ju(l('n und Judeiithinn nach

R5mischerAnschauung,"in"Monatsschrift,"1860,ix.
12^ etseq., and Buchler, in " Rev. Et. Juives," xxxvii.
Now, the ass was sacred to Bacchus and an
181).
unfailing member of his train the god is often represented as riding upon one.
Note the alleged statue
in Jeru.salem of Moses riding upon an ass, mentioned
above. Silenus, Bacchus' constant companion, also
;
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upon an ass. Creuzer ("Symbolik," i. 480)
remarks that Silenus in the ass. The ass was considered a phallic animal, and when once the Jews
were accused of the cult of Dionysos, it was not
going very much further to accuse them of sexual
rides

them capable of
every shamef ulness. One charge involves the other,
and calumniators of the Jews would not be likely to
hesitate at an additional falsehood or two.
The fables additionally connected with the asscult, such as the fattening of a Greek every seven
years for an offering to the ass-god the attempt of
Zabid of Dora to rob the Jews of this god; Tacitus'
story of the finding of the water-springs by the wild
asses: all of them follow from the idea that the
Jews worshiped Dionysos. Everything additional
is the offspring simply of the hatred that the world
For this hatred there
of antiquity bore to the Jews.
is no explanation.
[Tacitus' story of the finding of the water-springs
rests on a genuine Idumean narrative found in Gen.
xxxvi. 24, according to which "'Anah (= the ass),
son of Zibeon the Horite, found the hot springs
(D^D^) iu the wilderness while feeding the asses of
excesses, as Tacitus does, holding

;

The whole story, accordingly, points
where the first ass-cult legend as told by
Josephus ("Contra Ap." ii. 10) originated according
Apollo, the god of the Idumean city of
to Mnaseas.
Dora, represented by Zabidus the Idumean, carrying
the golden head of an ass at the battle of Dora, is
Baal Anah, who probably became afterward the
Gnostic god Anael. It was the identification of the
Jews with the Hyksos by Manetho that occasioned
the Jews to be accused of Ass-Worship that is,
his father."
to Idunura,

—

See J. G. Muller, "Des
Seth-Typlion worship.
Flavins Jo.sephus Schrift Gegen Apion," p. 258;
Schurer, and "Gesch." i. 3, iii. 104.— k.]
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ASSAULT AND BATTERY An English law
:

—

term for injury to the person a crime recognized
fiom the earliest stages of human law. Disputes
about property, about contracts, or about the rights
of man in the family or iu society, arose later in the
course of social evolution but from the earliest times
personal injuries gave rise to disputes which had to
be .settled by some tribunal or arbiter.
In ancient law, redress for injuries to the body
;

;
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form of coinpoiisation to tlie person
tlie
wronged, not of pnnislinient in the name of tli'j
state; and tiiis princii)k' is found througiiont Die
Taimudic jurisprudence. Many nations of anticjuity and the Germanic tribes as late as tiie eailier
IMiddle Ages allowed even the guilt of the slayer to
be atoned by llu' payment of " wergild "—that is,
takes

man-money — to

tlie lieirs

of the slain;

])ut

here the

calls a lialt with its stern conunand,
take no ransom for the lifeof a mauslayer "
(Num. XXXV. 31, K. V.).
The passages of Scripture from -which the law of
Assavdt and Battery is derived are Ex. xxi. 18, 19
and 22-2.>; Lev. xxiv. 19, 20; Deut. xix. 21 (indiAccording to the literal
rectly), and XXV. 11, 12.
interpretation, these passages teach
The
the law of retaliation: eye for eye,
of Retalia- tooth for tooth, as the redress for
tion,
mutilation or, tct hnically speaking,
mayhem; bruise for bruise, stripe for
stripe, etc., as the redress for the infliction of ]>ain;
and cutting olT the olfendcr's hand as the i)unishnicnt for disgracing another by violent means.
It
seems that the Sadducees, when in jtower, conformably to their love for tiie letter of the law in all matters, followed these passages literally.
At least the
Mcgillat Ta'anit (ch. iv.) asci'ibes this practise to
the "Boelhus men," with whom the Sadducees are
often identified; and the varied cfTorts of many
sages lo give good Scriptural grounds for their own
theory (IJ. K. 83/;) indicate that tliei'e were some who
The
dissented from the Pharisaic interpretation.
liability for bodily violence is stated in the Mishnali
(15. K. viii. 1) as follows:
He that injures his ncigldjor is lialile to him on
five grounds: (1) damage; (2) jKun; (3) stop[)ag(' of
work; (4) cost of cure and (•")) siiame.
Five
In dealing with this iiropositiou the
Grounds of Gemara (B. K. HSbct «y/.) tirst discusses
Liability, why the literal rule of eye for eye
must yield to the more Ininiane law
Refei'ring to the ]>asof comiiensation in money.
sagi; iu Lev. xxiv. 17 et xiq., wiiere the smiting of a
man is treated along with the smiting of an animal,
it is argued that, as payment is made for the latter,
so payment should be made for the former, except
in the special case in which the man is killed, inasmuch as the Lawgiver says (Num. xxxv. 31), "Ye
shall take no ransom for the life of a mauslayer "
which shows that for the murderer there is no ransom
or satisfaction, but that there is a ransom for him
that takes anything less than life, as, for instance,
the principal lindis, which, when removed, never
grow again. Again, if a blind man put out the eyes
of a man possessing sight, what can be done to tiie
offender in the way of retaliation? Nevertheless tlie
Law says, " Ye shall have one manner of law " (Lev.
xxiv. 22); hence redress must be adjudged in money
against all alike.
Further, stress is laid on tlie term
"tahat" (for, in place of) which is applied to animals, as, "he shall surely pay ox for ox " (Ex. xxi.
36), and again in the phrase "ej-e for [in jilace of]
eye " {ib. 24) still greater stress is laid on the verb

Mosaic law

"Ye shall

Law

;

;

"natan"

(to

give),

wliicli is

used

in

Ex. xxi.

22,

wliere nothing but a money reward can be meant,
and is again used in the rule in Lev. xxiv. 20, which

II.— 15
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literally translated reads,

"as he giveth a blemish

ui)on man, so shall it be given upon him."
The iuteriuetalion of "eye for eye" being thus established
to the satisfaction of the rabbis, there is

for

them

to

monc}' for the
inlliction of

no reason

" bruise for bruise "

doubt that

means
and does not mean the
However, tiie ])osition is

jiain sulfered,

like pain.

strengthened by the passage in Deut. xxii. 28, 29,
where he who forcibly seizes a damsel not betrothed
and lies with her, is mulcted in the sum of tifty shekels, because (tahat aslier) "he hath humbled her."

The

separate elements of liability are:

Damage Proper

(Xezkk):

The

Mislinali says

the damage is appraised by ascertaining how much
the person injured would have been wortli as a slave
in the market before the intlietion of the injury and
liow much he is worth after it; the ditTerence repre-

damage. But if the result
of the injury has been to render its
victim deaf, he is considered worth
nothing whatever, and the damage
is accordingly equal to the whole of
sents the

Damage,

How
Appraised,

his former value.

Pain, "as when

lie

has singed him with a spit or

spike, even on his finger-nail,

Here the question

arises,

where no mark

is left."

should the judges ask them-

selves (ti) how much money would "such a man "^
that is, one as strong or as delicate as the injured
man be willing to take to submit to the pain, or
rather (b) liow much would he be willing to pay

—

to forego the pain?

named

The former measure, though
(iemara deemed in-

in the jMishnali, is in the

admissible; for many people would not take all the
money in the world and willingly submit to the
jiain: the latter measure is held to be more reasonable.
Where the pain is incident to a mutilation, the
judges should say: "Suppose the wounded man to
have been .sentenced to have his hand cut off, how
much would he be willing to pay to have it taken
off under the influence of a drug [an anesthetic],
rather than have it rudel_v hacked off; and this
amount would serve to represent the damage " (B.

K. 85,0.

Stoppage of Work The i^Iishnah allows to the
injured man his wages only as a "watcher of cucumbers" that is, such wages as he can earn in his disabled condition " because he has already been paid
the value of his eye or the value of his hand "; for
tlie action might be brought at once when the injury
was done, and the judges Avould estimate the loss of
time beforehand. This estimate sliould be paid in
full, though the injured man should recover sooner
:

—

—

than was expected (B. K.

An example

is

put,

S5b).

where violence

may

bring

about stoppageof work alone, without mutilation or
pain or need for cure: it is iu the case of unlawful
imprisonment (ib.).
Cost of Cure: As the Scripttne says, he "shall
cause him to be thoroughly healed " (Ex. xxi. 19),
the infeience is that the guilty party shall pay for

He may

not offer his
be; nor
can he avoid the outlay of money by finding a physician that will do the healing work free of charge.
Should ulcers arise in consequence of a ound, the
the services of a physician.

own

services,

no matter what

his

.skill

may

;
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cost of healiugsucli ulcers also falls on the assailant
but if ulcers arise from other causes for instance,
because the wounded man disregards the orders of

of the child or children that were destroyed by the
miscarriage, should be paid to the husband of the
woman by the man causing the damage. The

not to be

standard authorities are almost silent on the subject
(B. K. V. 4; Gemara, 49a).

—

his physician
asscsseti.

— the cost of

healing these

is

The wound may disappear and break out

again and again the cost of cure will still rest on
the assailant but if it be once fully healed (literally,
"to its full need"), the liability comes to an end
The occasion for cost of cure may
(B. K. viii. 1).
exist without any of the other elements of damage;
for instance, where one has forcibly thrown chemicals
upon another, giving to his skin the whiteness of
:

;

leprosy, it is his duty to pay the cost of having the
skin restored to a health}' color (B. K. 856).

Shame

Here it is impossible
or Humiliation
to lay tlown haid and fast rules; for, as the Mishnah
says, "it all depends on who is put to shame and
who it is that puts him to shame." But for certain
acts of violence that involve very little jniin and
no permanent disablement, but mainly disgrace, the
sages fixed a scale of compensati<m, namely: for a
stroke with the fist, one sela or shekel (nominally 60
cents); for a slap with the open hand, two hundred
zuzin (1 zuz = 15 cents); for a back-handed slap,
or for pulling a man's ear or hair, or
Scale of
tearing off liis cloak or a woman's
Compensa- headgear, or spitting at a person if the
:

spittle reaches his flesh, four hundred
zuzin (§60 nominal) (B. K. viii. 6). A
kick with the knee costs three selas; with the foot
five selas; a stroke with an ass' saddle thirteen
According to Maimonides
(B. K. 27b, Rashi I.e.).
(Yad ha-Hazakah, Hobel u-Mazzik, iii. 8-10), each
But he also
slap, kick, or stroke counts separately.
says (following B. K. 36/0 that these sums are not
meant for the full-weight or Tyrian coins, but for
the "country currency," worth onlj' one-eighth of
the Tyrian.
These liquidated damages cover only pain and
shame: if sickness ensue, stoppage and cure have to
be paid for sepai'ately.
Although K. Meir's opinion (B. K. 86rt), that all
Israelites are to be treated as freemen and as freewomen, as ''the descendants of AbraIsraelites ham, Isaac, and Jacob," and are therefore entitled to the same compensation
to Be
Treated as for disgrace, has not been accepted
Freemen generally, yet where the sum has been
and Free- fixed by the sages, as shown above,
women.
no reduction is made on account of
the poverty or low degree or even of
the lack of self-respect of the party insulted.
There is a sixth element (which arises, however, but
rarely); namely, the " price of children " (Ex.xxi.22):
" If men strive together and hurt a woman with child,
so that her fruit dei)art, and yet no mischief follow,
he shall iiay as the judges determine." Something is to be paid over and above damage, pain,
etc., which is hard to determine; for a woman delivered of her child is, general!}' speaking, not made
the worse thereby; though in the special ca.se she
may be much debilitated. Her loss of health and
strength would fall under the head of damage proper
("nezek").
Another view is, liowever, expressed in the IMishnah to the effect that the "deme weladot," the price

tion.

.

.

.

A

human being

is always "forewarned "
that is,
forewarned ox," liable for full damage,
whether awake or asleep, whether willing or unwillBut if a man in his sleep or unwillingly (as
ing.
by falling from a roof) hurt another person, he is

he

is,

;

"

a

like

not

Human

liable

might

for

the

" disgrace "

that

such person's
Beings Are clothes should be torn from him and
" Forefor inif A hurt B by pure accident
warned." stance, if he be thrown upon him from
a roof by a sudden gust of wind he
is liable only for damage, but not for pain, healing,
or stoppage (B. K. viii. 1; Gemara 86i).
Deaf-mutes, insane persons, and infants are " pegi'atan ra'ah" (bad to meet); he who hurts them is
liable for full compensation; but if they commit an
Howassault, they are not liable at all {ib. viii. 4).
ever, no compensation for shame is made to the insane {ib. 8Qb). When an injury is done to an infant
girl, the compensation for "damage" and loss of
time is payable to her father (ib. Hla et sc(j.).
A married woman or a slave is also " bad to meet,"
as full compensation must be paid for any injury
done to either of them. According to the better
opinion, the assailant of a slave must pay even for
The compensation for
the disgrace put upon him.
injury to a married woman, for pain and shame, is
result,

say,

if

;

—

—

paid toiler; for loss of work and healing, to her husfor damage proper, according to one opinion,
For
to her, according to another, to her husband.
an injury to a slave the whole comWhen
Persons
pensation goes to the master.
" Bad
an injury is done to an infant boy still
to Meet." at the father's board, the compensation should be invested in land, of
which the father will receive the rents and profits
When a
till
the boy attains full age (thirteen).
father injures his infant daughter, he pays pain,
cure, and shame to her at once, but neither damage
nor loss of time. A married woman is excused from
payment only because she has no property under
her own control; a slave, because he can not own
property hence, when the woman, by the death of
her husband or by divorce, comes to her own, or
when the slave is manumitted, she or he may be
sued for the injury done while under disability (ib.

band

;

:

viii. 4).

When

a

man

does an injury to his

own

wife, he

pay her for her damage, pain, and shame
at once, in such a manner as to give her the free disHe needs not pay for loss
position of the money.
of work and for her healing he is bound as her husband. The wife, if she injure her husband, is liable
for full compensation (iSIaimonides, "Yad," Hobel
u-Mazzik, iv. 16-18). For the manner of its collecis

bound

to

;

tion see Kktuijaii.

A

not responsible for assaults committed
or bondwoman, nor for injuries done
!)} them to the property of another.
A master injuring a Hebrew servant is liable for all the elements

by

master

his

is

bondman

—

"

;
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of damage except that of stoppage of work, that
being a loss to him ouiy (li. K. viii. 3).
Self -defense is a full jiistitication for an assault
that is not continued after the u(;cessity has ceased.
But if two men strike each other at the
Selfsame time, each is liable to the other,
Defense a and the excess in damages must be
Justifica- i)aid (Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen ^Mishtion.
pat, 421, vi).

Where one enters upon tlie grounds
of another without his pernnssion, the owner of the
ground may order him olT, and may even remove
him by force; but if lie strike him or harm him
otherwise than in forcing liini away, he is liable like
any other assailant (B. K. 4H<i).
Should the injured party die before he recovers
judgment for the assault, the right of action is cast
upon his heirs; and in like manner if the assailant
die before satisfaction is made or before it is adjudged, the action for the wrong done may be
brought against the heirs, and it may be satisfied
out of the estate descended to such heirs.
To this rule there is one very rare exception
namely, where one puts a di.sgrace upon a sleeping
person (say, by exposing his nakedness), and the
sk'ejx'r dies without finding it out, the action for
the disgrace does not pass to his heirs (B. K. 865).
The maxim of the common law, that a felony
merges the civil remcd}-, was also known to the Rabbis.
When a man strikes his father or mother so as
to leave a mark ("habburah"), or when lie wounds
any one on the Sabliath, he can not be sued for compensation; for he is deserving of death.
"While it
was very unlikely that the ofl^^ender would be put to
death for long before the days of the jVIishnah capital punishment under the Mosaic law had ceased
still this excuse of the lesser offense by the greater
was held good. But where the act is punishable by
stripes only, such as Avounding a person on the Day
of Atonement, the civil remedy is available (B. K.

—

—

viii. 3, 5).

The payments

damage and for pain are in the
and can be adjudged only upon
But in the absence of witnesses

Asser, Carel

him with excommunication ("nidduy";; and this
course would generally have the ilesired ellect. But
lo.ss of time and cost of cure, being elements sounding in money, ami not in the nature of penalties,
can only be determined by judges having ordination
(Maimonides, "Yad," Sanh. v. 10, 17).
Although the remedy for assaults was altogether
pecuniary, yet to strike a fellow-Israelite was always deemed a sinful and forbidden action. As
the Law strictly forbids the giving to a convicted
criminal a single blow beyond the lawful nmnber
(Dent. XXV. 3), the sages concluded that a blow
given to any one, except by authority of law, was
forbidden by Scripture; an(l they held that, though
the assailant had paid all diimages, he shoidd ask
forgiveness from tli(! injured part\', and that it was
the duty of the injured, when earnestly entreated,
not vindictively to withhold his forgiveness (B. K.
viii. 7).

When damages which

usually follow a striking

without actual contact with the bodj' of tiie injured person for instance, if one frighten liis neighbor, or yell into his ears in such a way as to deafen
him or otherwi.se make him ill the wrong-doer is
"free from human judgment," but liable to the punishment of heaven (B. K. 5)1")The pas.sages in Sciiptureon which the law of Assault and Battery is grounded speak of a man and
his brother, or a man and hisneighlior;
These
hence they can not be and were not
arise

—

—

Laws Not
for

which either party
Whatever redress was

api)lied to affairs in

was a

Gentile.

given in such cases bj' Jewish courts
was only a matter of equity, or, as
the Rabbis say, by reference to Prov. iii. 17, "for the
sake of the ways of peace.

Gentiles,

all of tlie Talmudic law collerted In
article is to be fouiut in tlie eiKlitli chapter of Baba
Kainnia. the (ieiiiara on which runs from p. «:>/) to 'Jlid. The
sub.iect is treated by Mainioniiies in Fic/ lut-Hdzakali, Hithel
ii-Mazzik, in the Tur, and in the Slinlluiti' 'An'tk, Hiislien
Mis}i)JOt, under the title Hohcl ba-Habcro, ch. 420-424.

BiBLiOfJRAPHV: Nearly
this

J.

SK.

L.

N. D.

for

nature of penalties,
proof by witnesses.
the assailant can, u]i(in his own confession, be ordered to pay for loss of woi'k and cost of cure
which elements arc in the nature of a debt and for
the disgrace sulfered, on the ground that by his own
confession he publishes the humiliation of his victim (Maimonide-s, "Yad," HoIh'I u-:\lazzik, v. 0, 7).

—

Only a court of "ordained " judges could try an
action for injury to the person, aceoidiiig to the
rules laid down above, and give judgment for a
definite sum; and as judges could not be lawfully
ordained, except in the Holy Land, judgments for

damage and pain could not be
Procedure

Assault and Battery

col-

Babylonia (B. K. 84tt).
in
But, as a matter of necessity, a system
Assault
was worked out which soon spread
Cases.
over all countries in which the Jews
enjoyed any sort of autonomy. "\V hen
parties complained of injuries, the judges, after hearing their allegations and the testimony of witnesses,
lected, evi'u in

indicated the sum that in their opinion the assailant
should pay, and, upon his refusal, would threaten

ASSEMBLY, THE GREAT.

See Synagooue,

TUE G III: AT.

ASSEB, CAREL: Dutch jurist; son of Moses
Salomon Asser; born at Amsterdam, Holland, Feb.
1."), 1780;
He studied 'law and
died Aug. 3, 1836.
philology at the Athenieum at Amsterdam. After
obtaining a doctor's degree, Jidy 3. 1799, Asser
devoted himself to the i)racti.se of law in Amsterdam; he and his friend Jonas Daniel Meyer being
the first Jews to become lawyers after the establishment of the Batavian republic.
The defense of a certain Mascel of Dordrecht, accused of blasphemy for having manifested doubts
concerning the divinity of Jesus and
the Trinity, brilliantly conducted by
Early
Asser and Meyer, drew upon the young
Success.
men the attention of M. C. F. van
later, minister of justice.
In spite of his absorbing ju-ofessional duties, religious matters did not fail to receive Asser's considerWhen he was only sixteen, he and his father
ation.
shared in the founding of the Felix Libertate, a society which had for its aim the emancipation of the
Dutch Jews; and he was among the signers of a

Maanen, chief attorney and,

;

Asser
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petition to the States General (March 26. 1796), praying for their enian(i])ation. This step was vigorously opposed by Daniel Cohen d'Azevedo, rabbi of
the Portuguese, as well as by Jacob ^Moses b. Saul
Lowenstamm, rabbi of the Ashkenazini, who were
afraid that political enuuicipation woidd result in
the disintegration of Judaism.
As a result, the National Assembly passed a law conferring on them
citizens' rights.
In the struggle that
Active
now began between the Orthodox
in Jewish party, led by the rabbis, and the more
progressive generation of the commnComnity, Asser took a prominent part and
munity
.

;

when
a new

the diiferences led finally to

llie

formation of
congregation, Adat Jesurun, he
became a leading member.
In 1807 Asser was one of three delegates sent l)y
the new congregation to the Sanhedrin in Paris.
On liis return home he was commissioned by Napoleon to write a report of the condition and wishes of
the Jews in Amsterdam, having regard to the possibility of the reunion of the two congregations.
On
the recommendations contained in this report, a central consistory for the Jews ih Holland was authorized by royal decree Dec. 17, 1808.
In the same
year Asser was appointed director of the second division of the ^Ministry of Public WorIn Public ship, and in tlie following year, after
Office.
the abrogation of that office, he became
chief of the bureau in the Board of
Accounts. In 1811 A.sser was made justice of the
peace in the tirst district of Amsterdam, and soon
became an authority in matters relating to the office.
He translated from the French J. J. Barbedette Chermelais' work, "Traite des Attributions des Juges de
Pai.\ " (2 vols., 1812),

which

e.xerted great influence

in Holland.

In the mean time he had become a member of the
consistory of Amsterdam; and after Holland had re-

gained her independence (1813), he was appointed a
of the commission to draft regulations for

member

the Jewish

community.

For twenty-one years Asser held the post of referendary of the first class in the Department of Justice
at The Hague, to which he was appointed in 1815;
and for five years befoi-e his death he performed the
duties of secretary to the Department of Justice.
The decoration of the Order of the Netherlands Lion
was conferred upon him.
His wife was Ko.se Levin, sister of the well-known
Rahel Varnhagen von Ense. For the latter he wrote
"Precis Historique sur I'Etat des Israelites du Koyau7Tie des

His
Works.

Pays-Bas," 1827, a historical

review of the condition of the Jews
in Holland, not yet publislied.
Asser
was also the author of the following
works " Verhandeling over de Verantwoordelijkheid
der Ministers, volgens iiet NederlandscJic Strafregt,"
The Hague, 1828, an anonymous treati.se on the responsibilities of ministers according to Dutch constitutional law; "ApoIogi(. dc la Peine de Mort,"
Brussels, 1828; "Verhandeling over de vraag, of
bij liet Wetboek van Strafregt tegen liet snocijen
van geldniunten straf is bcpaald?" The Hague,
]8;{(), a treatise! on tlic; penalty attached to the clipping of coin; and " VergeiijUcnd overzigt tusschen
:
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het Fransche en Nederlandsche Burgerlijk Wetboek." The last, his largest work, was published
after his death by his son Louis Asser and his nephew
Asser.

CD.
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ASSER, CAREL:

Dutch jurist and scholar;
born at The Plague, June 1, 1848; died at Leyden,
He was a son of Louis Asser, judge
Dec. 10, 1898.
of the district court at The Hague, and grandson of
Carel Asser, referendary in the Department of JusHe received his education at
tice at The Hague.
the gymnasium in his nalive city, and at tin; University of Leyden, obtaining a doctor's degree at tlie
age of twenty-three. Appointed judge of the district court of The Hague in 1878, he retained the
position until 1892, when he was made professor
The estiof civil law at the University of LeydCn.
mation in which he was held by the Dutch government is shown by the fact that lie was appointed on
a commission to investigate the need for the revision
of the national statutes and to prepare a plan for
Asser married a Christian, but he rethis purpose.
mained in touch with the Jewish community and
continued to display an interest in his coreligionists.
Among Asser's works are: His doctor's dissertation,
"De Telegraphic en hare regtsgevolgen,"
1866 (awarded a gold medal by the Groningen University); " Wetenschap en Wetgeving," 1892; and
" Ilandleiding tot de beoefening van het Nederlandsch Burgerlijk Pecht," an unfinished work on

He also contributed to periodicals many
Asser was not
technical articles of legal interest.
only known as a scholar and writer, but also as a
civil law.

musician.
BiBLiocRArHY:

Students''

Almaua!;, Levden,

1900.

J.

s.

ASSER, MOSES SALOMON:
born

in

Amsterdam Aug.,

1754;

Dutch

Vr.
jurist;

died there Nov.

Although originally intended

for trade, he
took up the study of commercial law and so successful was he in his new career, that on becoming
l>rocurat()r in Amsterdam he gained the rei)utati()n
In
of being one of the best lawyers in Holland.
1798 he was appointed member of the legislative

4,

1826.

;

conunission which met in Amsterdam for the purpose of readjusting the laws of Holland to the new
conditions arising from the change of tiie L^nited
Provinces into the liatavian Pcpublic, under tiie
In 1808, when Napoleon
protectorate of France.
insisted upon the adoption of his code throughout
his dependencies, Asser, together with Johannes van
der Linden and Arnoidus van Gennep, was conunissioned by King Louis Bonaparte to draft a conunercial

code as a

i>art

jH-ojected for the

of the uniform system of laws

kingdom.

Soon after the Restoration Asser took an active
the conunission of 1814; and his work ultimately formed the basis of the conunercial code of
In
1838, the greater part of which is still in force.
jiart in

recognition of his services he was deeoruted by WillI. in 1819 with the Order of the Xetherlaiuis
Lion, being the lirst Jewish recipient of such a dis-

iam

tinction.

Asser was the founder of the Felix Tiibertate—
a society having for its object the eniancii)ation of
the Jews and the author of the nieinorial addressed
to the States General, March 26, 1796, urging the
removal of Jewish disabilities. A leader of the opposition which resulted in the splitting up of the
Jewish comnundtyof Amsterdam, Asser's name was
the first mentioned at the election of wardens by the
members of the new community, Adat Jesurun. He
took an active part in the ]irogressive movement,
at the head of which stood his son Carel (see Asseij,

—

Cakel).
BiBLior.RAPiiv

:

T>iK

KuTKen

(in

Yiddisli),

:

relative

to

flie

iH'twecn the two communities llocsfs Lrltrrhoil<\
Notices fmm a family chronicle; Winkler Prins, (.'ti/-

striipglf!
i., ii.

;

lufttrccrdc Eni-uhUnniiHc, 1881,

.s.r.

A.

S.

ASSER,

TOBIAS

S.

C.

MICHAEL CAREL:

born at Amsterdam April 28, 1838.
His fatiier was Carel Daniel Asser (1818-S.-)). His
inotlier was a sister of Godefroi, Dutch minister of

Dutch

jtu-ist;

Justice.

Asser studied jurisprudence at the Athen.-vum at

:

;

and has contributed many articles
But his two principal works are

a doctor's degree, after defending his dissertation
on "Het Bestur der Buitenlandsch bctrek kingen
In the
volgens het Nederlandsche Staatsrecht."
same year the government appointed him a member
of the international commission to negotiate concerning the abolition of tolls on the Rhine. He wrote
on the subject the following two pamphlets: "lets

REVENrK

" and "De Kluisters vaudenlliju,"
Gids," 1861.
In May, 1862, he was called to the chair of jurisprudence at the AthenaHuii, and delivered an inaugural
address on " Handelsrecht en HanAppointed delsbedrijf." When the Athcna'um
Professor liecame a imiversity (1876), Asser conof Juristinued his teaching there; though, in
prudence, order to retain liis practise as attorney
to a number of trade companies, he
remained only in the capacity of extraordinary pro-

"Dc

department of international and comFrom 1862 Asser took an active jiart
mercial law.
in conferences on international law, and, together
with Rolin Jacqtiemyns, afterward Belgian minister
of the interior, and the English jurist, JohnWestlake,
he founded, in 1869, the "Revue de Droit Internafessor of the

In 1875 he became assistant secretary of state, and performed the duties of
the office, along with those of his professorship, until
May 5, 1893, when he was appointed
Member of member of the Cotmcil of State, the
Council
highest body in the Dutch administration.
The high estimate of A.sscr's
of State,
authority in the domain of international law is attested by the fact that he is permanent chairman of the diplomatic congress on international civil law, established chiefly through his
tional,"

which he

edited.

to legal journals.

" Schets van het
Internationaal Privaatrecht," 1879; and "Schets van
het Nederlandsch Handelsrecht," 1873. The first of
these has been translated into nearly every European
language, and the last reached its seventh edition

in 1897.

over den Ilyntol

Asshur

instrumentality.
Asser was delegate tf) the Peace
Conference held at The Hague in 1899, in consequence of the appeal made by Czar
Delegate Nicholas II., and presided over the
second division of the .second section.
to Peace
Conference.
He lias been the recipient of the following decorations, viz. Cross of a
Conunandcr of the Order f)f the Netherlands Lion;
of the Order of Orange-Nassau; and of the Baden
Order of the Lion of Zilhringen Order of the Crown
of Italy; and the Luxemburg Order of the Oak
Crown. He is also ofiicer of the Belgian Order of
Leopold, and Knight of the Legion of Honor.
His wife is the datighter of Louis Asser, only son
of the elder Carel Asser, and sister of Prof. Carel
Asser of Leyden.
Besides tlie works already mentioned, Asser has
written "Legislation Uniforme sur la Lettre de
Change," 1864; and " Handelsreclitelyke Aanteekeningen," "Remarks on Commercial Law." 1868-69-

Amsterdam, and as early as 1857 was awarded the
gold medal offered as a prize by the university at
Leyden for a competitive thesis on " Over het Staathuishoud kundig begrip van Waarde " (On the Economic Conceptiou of Value). In 1860 he received

in

Asser
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ASSHUR.— Biblical Data: Name of a city
once the capital of Assyria. Asshur was apparently
the first important town built by the early colonists
of the country, who probably came from Babylonia.
One

of the earliest

known

rulers of Assyria,

Sham-

(about 1820 B.C.), erected in the city of
Asshur a temple dedicated to Anu and Adad and
Asshur may be regarded as having been, even at

shi-Adad

I.

;

that early date, the capital of the newly founded
About 1300 B.C. the capital
principality of A.ssyria.
was removed by Shalmaueser I. to Calah, and two

centuries later the suiiremacy of Asshur had vanished
so completely that the city had to be rebuilt when
Wlien
Tiglath-pileser I. again made it the capital.
the capital was finally removed to Nineveh, the city
fell into an honorable decay, revered as the ancient
metropolis, and dignified as the site where the national

god Asshur had

his

famous temple E-Kharsag-

buried beneath a mound
as Kalah Shergat on the Tigris, which here
The ruins of its ancient
divides into three arms.
temple rise high above the remaining mound, and

Kurkurra.

The

city is

now

known

have been slightly pierced by excavations undertaken especially by Rassam and Ainsworth but the
;

has never been systematically explored.
Assyria and the bibliography there given.
site

.1.

R-

.TK.

In Rabbinical Literature

:

W.

See
R.

Asshur was one

of the few pious men of the generation of the Tower
In order to avoid participation in that
of Babel.
sinful project, he left the land of his fathers and
settled in the neighborhood of Nineveh, in reward
for which action he received the cities mentioned in

;
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Assignment

Gen. X. 11, 13 (Gen R. xxxvii. 4). The Targum
Yeruslialmi on the passage considers the name " Asshur" not as that of a person, but as meaning "Assyria," and takes "Nimrod " to be the subject of tlie
See Ginzberg, "Die Haggada bei den
sentence.
Kirchenvatern," pp. 88, 89.
J.

G.

L.

JK.

ASSHURITES.— Biblical Data A nation
:

de-

scended from Abraham and Keturah (Gen. xxv. 3).
In prophetic literature the nation is mentioned as
being engaged in making benclies of ivory for Tyre
(Ezek. xxvii. 6). The Asshurites in 11 Sam. ii. 9can
not refer to the same people as Gen. xxv. 3, or to the
Either we have here a text corruption
Assyrians.
for Geshurites (Ewald, Wellhausen), or the name is
to be explained according to Targum Jonathan as
the Asherites.
J.

G. B. L.

JR.

In Rabbinical Literature

:

The

Palestinian

exegetes consider Asshurim, and also Letushim and
Leummim in the passage Gen. xxv. 3, to be appellatives of the nations recorded as the children of
Dedan; and explain Asshurim as "merchants," or
more exactly as " those who travel with their wares
from place to place" ("ashur" = footstep). Similarl}% Letushim are those who sharpen weapons,
from "latash," to whet; Leummim are the chiefs
of peoples (" leilm " = people), or island-inhabitants
(Targumim on the passage Gen. R. Ixi. 5). In the
Onkelos passage, according to Jerome, ad loc,
\''y\}U (for pjiatJ') should be read (see Ginzberg,
"Haggada bei den Kirchenvatern," p. 117).
J. SR.
L. G.

ASSI ( Assa, Issi, Jesa, Josah, Jose, sometimes
pra,'^D31, a contraction of Rab or Rabbi Assi):
nomen of several amoraim, which, with its variants,
is a modification or diminutive of " Joseph " (compare
Bacher,"Ag.Tan."ii.371; " Ag.Pal. Amor."ii.l51,8).
" Assi " is of Babylonian origin, while

A

Name.

Hence

other forms are Palestinian.

Babylonian Talmud, except in
cases of clerical error, " Assi " is the only form used
whereas in the Palestinian Talmud and Midrashim
all forms are used indifferently, two or even more
appearing in a single passage (for instance, Yer. Kil.
ix. 326) or in parallel passages (compare Yer. Er. vi.
2M\ Yer. Shek. ii. AM, vi'i. 50r; Yer. Naz. iv. 53i).
As to the bearers of the name, most of those having additional patronymics or cognomens are better
known by the appellation of "Jose." Tlie two that
are best known by their simple pntnomen, without
further designation, are considered here. Great care
is requisite in determining the authorship of doctrines and sayings bearing the above name.
Both
the A.ssis are halakic authorities, are native Babylonians, and are cited in both Talmudim, and they
flourished within about half a century of each other.
They can therefore be distinguished only by observing the persons with Avhom they are associated or
who transmit their opinions. Thus, where Assi appears in company witii Rab, with vSamuel, or with
their contemporaries, Assi I. is meant but where tlie
in the

'

;

associates an; members of a later generation, it is
Assi II. Again, where Iluna I., Judah b. Ezekiel, or
their contemporaries or predecessors cite the name, it
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Assi I. but where their disciples, or their younger
contemporaries or successors (particularly in the Palestinian Talmud and Midrashim) report, it is most
Where, finally, none of these
frequently Assi II.
landmarks is present, a positive determination is
well-nigh impossible, nor can the presence or absence
of the titles Rab and Rabbi, on which (according to
Tos. Hul. \^a, s.v. Amar) many rely, be accepted as
a clue.
is

;

A

Babylonian amora
Assi (Assa, Issi) I., Rab
of the first generation, third century contemporary
of Rab (Abba Arika) and his equal in dialectics,
though inferior to him in general knowledge of
the Halakah (Sanli. 366). But even
Status.
in the latter branch Rab manifested
great deference for Assi's opinions,
often adopting these in preference to his own (Meg.
Socially, also,
5a; Kid. 456; Sanh. 296; B. B. 62«).
Rab treated Assi as an equal (Shab. 1466). Mar
Samuel, also, treated Assi with great respect (B. K.
80a et seq.). Rab Assi is better known in the field
of the Halakah than in that of the Haggadah, where
he is found in association with Kahana and putting
questions to Rab (Git. 88a; compare Lam. R., In:

;

"

trod. 33;

Yoma

10a).

According to a Talniudic narrative combining fact
and fiction, Assi's end was precipitated by grief.
Gommissioned by his dying teacher
Death..
and friend, Rab, to bring about Shela
b. Abuua's retraction of a certain decision on the ritual, Assi visited the latter, when the
following conversation took place: Assi: "Retract
thy decision because Rab has retracted his opinion
on which thy decision was based." Shela: "Had
Rab renounced his opinion he would have told me
so himself." Assi, misunderstanding the instructions
of Rab, thereupon excommunicated his colleague.
Siiela: "Does the master not fear the fire for abusing a scholar? " (compare Ab. ii. 10.) Assi " I am a
mortar [" Asita," a play on his name] of brass, over
which decay has no power." Shela: "And I am an
iron pestle that may break the brass mortar." Assi
soon after sickened and died; whereupon Shela, to
prevent nis adversary from carrying evil reports of
him to Rab, prepared his own shroud and died also.
At the double funeral it was observed that the myrtle
branches which lay on the two biers leaped from one
to the other, whence it was inferred that the departed spirits had become reconciled (Niddah 366 et
the names Isib. Judah, etc., used in Assi's reply
seq.
to Shela are a glossator's interpolation borrowed from
Of Assi's last hours the Midrash relates
Pes. 1136).
the following: As liab Assi was about to depart
from this world, his nephew entered the sick-room
and found him weeping. Said the nephew: "My
master, why weepest thou? Is there any part of the
Torali which thou hast not learned or taught? Look
at the disciples before thee.
Is there any one good
deed tliat thou hast not practised? And does not
above all thy noble traits stand the fact that thou
hast never acted as judge and hast never permitted
thyself to be appointed to public office? " Then answered Rab Assi: "My son, this is just the reason
why I am weeping. Perhaps I shall be re(iuired to
answer for being ifble to administer justice and not
doing so, thus exemplifying in myself what the
:

;

";;

;

Tlie
Scripture means by saying (Prov. xxix. 4),
king by judgment establisheth tlie eartli but the man
that hokletli himself aloof ["' terumah " = separaSome
tion] overthroweth it " (Tan., Mishpatim, 2).
writers regard this scene as occurring at the deatii of
but the concluding words of the vLsitor's
Assi II.
address, as well as the dying teacher's reason for his
anxiety, are entirely inconsistent with the career of
Assi II., whose activity as judge is a prominent feature of his life.
(Yer. Shab. i. Sa Yer. Shek. vi. 50/;
Yer. Suk. i. 52a; Yeb. Vjh; Ned. 21/>; Yer. Ned. iii.
37d; Yer. Git. ix. 50rf; B. B. 126«; Shebu. 26n, 4\a;
Hul. 19a, 20a).
'

;

'

;

;

Biblio(;raphy
Hi. 97,
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Hoilpriii, Seder ha-Dorot, 11.
Halevy, Dorot ha-liU<honim,

Assi (Assa,

A Palestinian

Issi, Jesa,

s. v.;
11.

Weiss, Dor,
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Josah, Jose)

R.:

aniora of the third generation, third

emigrated in consequence of domestic trouble.
had an adventure
with a ruffian, which ended disastrously for the lat-

later

his arrival in Tiberias, Assi

was making his way toward the baths,
when he was assaulted by a "scorner." He did not
resent the assault, except by remarking," That man's
ter.

Assi

is too loose," and continued on his way.
happened that an archon was at that very hour
trying a thief, and the scoffer, still laughing at the

neck-band
It so

adventure with Assi, came to witness the trial just
when the judge interrogated the culprit as to accomplices. The culprit, seeing the man laughing, thought
that it was at his discomfiture, and to avenge himself pointed to the ruffian as his accomplice.
The
man was apprehended and examined. He confessed
to a murder he had committed, and was sentenced to
be hanged with the convicted thief. Assi, on returning from the baths, encountered the procession on
its way to the execution.
His assailant on seeing
him exclaimed, "The neck-band which was loose
will soon be tightened " to which Assi replied, " Thy
fate has long since been foretold, for the Bible says
(Isa. xxviii. 22),
Be ye not scorners lest your bands
be made strong " (Yer. Ber. ii. 5c).
Assi became a disciple of R. Johanan, and so distinguished himself that R. Eleazar called him "the
prodigy of the age " (" mofct ha-dor" Hul. 1035), and
Concerning the futile
as such legend pictures him.
longings of many to communicate with the departed
spirit of R. Hiya the Great, legend relates that R.
Jo.se fasted eiglity days in order that a glimpse of
R. Hiya might be granted him. Finally tlie spirit
of the departed appeared but the sight so affected
R. Jose that his hands became palsied and his eyes
dim. "Nor must you infer from this," the narrator
continues, "that R. Josah was an unimportant individual.
Once a weaver came to R.
Legend,
Johanan and said, In a dream I have
etc.
seen the skies fall, but one of thy disWhen asked
ciples held them up.'
whether he knew that disciple, the weaver replied
that he would be able to recognize him.
R. Johanan
;

'

'

thereupon had all his disciples pass before the weaver,
who pointed to R. Josah as the miraculous agent
(Yer. Kil. ix. 32h; Eccl. R. ix. 10).
Another adventure, which, however, bears the impress of fact, ia
related of him, wherein he was once abducted in a
riot and given up as lost, but R. Simon ben Lakish,
the former gladiator, rescued him at the risk of his

own

life

(Yer. Ter.

viii. 46/^).

Assi's professional career in Palestine is so closely
intertwined with that of R. Ammi that the reader
may be referred to the sketch of the latter for infor-

mation on that subject.

R. Assi was very methodmaking no digressions to answer
questions not germane to the subject under discussion and whenever such were propounded to him,
ical in his lectures,

;

II.,

and fourth centuries; one of the two Palestinian
scholars known among their Babylonian contemporaries as "the Palestinian judges" and as "the distinguished priests of Palestine," his companion being
R. Ammi (Git. 596; Sanh. lib). Assi was born in
Babylonia, where he attended the college of Mar
Samuel (Yer. Ter. i. 40a; Yer. 'Er. vi. 23d), but

On

Asshurites
Assigrnment
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he put off reply until he reached the subject to which
they related (Yer. Shab. xix. 16fZ; Yer. 'Er. vi. 24a).
R. Assi is frequently quoted in both Talmudim
and in the Midrashim. Profound is his observation:

"At

first

the evil inclination

is

like

Wisdom

of a shuttle-thread (or spider-web), but
Assi
eventually it grows to be like a cart
;

His Death,

rope, as is said in the Scriptures (Isa.
'Wo unto them that draw iniquity with cords of vanity, and sin as if it were with
a cart rope ' " (Suk. 52a). An anecdote characteristic
V. 18),

sympathy for inferiors and domesties is
thus related The wife of R. Jose had a quarrel with
her maid, and her husband declared her in the wrong
whereupon she said to him, " Wherefore didst thou
declare me wrong in the presence of my maid ? " To
which the rabbi replied, "Did not Job(xxxi. 13) say,
If I did despise the cause of my manservant or of
my maidservant, when they contended with me, what
then shall I do when God riseth up? And when
of rabbinical

:

'

He

sliall I answer Him?'" (Gen. R.
Assi died, R. Hiya b. Abba, who
had been his associate as judge and as teacher, went
into mourning as for a relative (Yer. Ber. iii. (ia).
The day of his death is recorded as coincident with
a destructive hurricane (M. K. 26i^).

visiteth,

xlviii. 3).

what

When

The suggestion may here be offered that R. Assi, before his
emigration to Palestine, was known as Assi (Issi, Jose) b.
Nathan, the one that is met with in an halakic controversy
with Ulla (b. Ishmael, Ber. 62a), propounding a ritual (luestion
to Hiya b. Ashi (Shab. 53a), and seeking an interpretation of a
Baraita from the mouth of Rab Sheshet (Ned. 78o; B. B. 121fl).

Bibliography: Gratz, Gesch. der Judcn, Iv. SCX'-SOT, 2d ed.
Frankel, Mebn, 100a (here some of the references undoubtedly point to Assi I.) Weiss, J)or, iii. 97; Bacher, Ao- Pal.
Amor. 11. 143-173 (here some sayings of Assi I. are attributed
to Assi II.); Halevy JJorot ha-Rishouim, ii. 23:i.
;

J.

SR.

S.
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;

;
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ASSIGNMENT

According to common law,
"the transferring and setting over to another of
some right, title, or interest in things in which a
third party, not a party to the assignment, has a concern and interest "(.I. Bacon's" Abridgment," p. 329).
Strictly speaking, according to Jewish law there can
be no Assignment of claims or rights in a thing, but
only an Assignment of the thing itself (Shulhan
'Aruk, Hoslien Mishpat, 66, 1). In this respect the
early Jewish law and the common law agree, although they differ in their reason for the rule.
The common law assigns as a reason that to allow
the granting or Assignment of a " chose in action " (a
right to receive, or recover a debt, or money, which
can not be enforced without action) to a third person
:

:
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Assigmuent
would Ik;
and suits.

occasion of multiplying contentions
According to the Jewish law, the relation of debtor and creditor gives the latter rights
against the person of the former (jus in personaiii)
secured by rigiits against his property (jus in rem).
tlie

The right of the creditor to seize the person of the
debtor can not be assigned and the debtor is justified in resisting tlie claim of tlie creditor's assignee,
;

the ground tiiat he, the debtor, was willing to
give his creditor certain rights against his person
which he would have refused to give to the creditor's

upon

assignee (Me'irat 'Enayim to Hoshen Mishpat, l.r.2'3).
Originally a " shetar " (an instrument in writing)
of indebtedness was not assignable, according to
Biblical law, because it is not a thing, but merely evidence of a right (Maimonides, "Yad," Mekirah, vi.
With the beginning, however, of commercial
12).
life, the strictness of this ancient rule of law had
Therefore, if the Assignment of the
to be modified.
claim was made by the creditor in the presence of
the debtor and assented to by him, it w\as valid (Git.
13b).
This rule, however, Avas felt to be a concession, and could not be used as a basis for the further
extension of this principle (i\Iekirah, vi. 8). If the
debt which had thus been assigned in the presence
of all three parties interested was secured by a shetar,
it was held, even by the later authorities, that, although the Assignment was valid, the assignee could
not compel the creditor to deliver the shetar to him
(Hoshen Mishpat, I.e. 19); although if the debtor
paid the assignee, he (the debtor) could compel the
creditor to surrender the shetar (ib.).
The shetar of indebtedness can be assigned only
by "writing and delivery "; that is to say, it must
be delivered by the creditor to his asMethod.
signee together with another instruof Assign- ment in writing, setting forth the fact
ment.
of the Assignment (ib. 1
and see the
cases mentioned in §§ 2, 3, 4, 5, 13).
This question was debated in the Talniufl and
the opinions of the authorities differed to such an extent that the question as to what constituted a valid
Assignment was long left in doubt. Rabbi Judah
ha-Nasi was of the opinion that the meie delivery
con.stituted a valid Assignment of the shetar (Sanh.
Sill)
and the amora Ameniar was of the same opinion (B. B. lid).
The majority of the sages, however, were of the opinion that a shetar could not be
legally assigned without writing (I'b. Tfii'r). the reason
for which is given by Kab Ashi, who called attention
to rhe fact that there was a great difi'erence between
the shetar of indebtedness and other things, because
a shetar is, after all, oidy a promise to pay mere
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which was the best evidence of the claim or contract,
do not sufiice to give the assignee title; and the law
required a formal As.signment in writing. Thus,
early in the Talmudic era are encountered tiie underlying principles of the law relating lo negotiable
instruments which occupies so large a part of modern legal systems, and has such an important bearing

on modern commercial activity.
In the case of a shetar of pledge, where the debtor
has given the creditor possession of a piece of land
as a pledge or security for a debt (the creditor to repay himself out of the fruits of the land), aiul has
accompanied the delivery of the land by an instrument setting forth the debt and the
Classifica- fact that the land is pledged for it,
tion of As- this instrument or shetar may be assignments, signed in the same maimer as a simi)le
shetar of indebtedness.
This rule,
however, was modified by the Geonim to this extent,
that if the creditor gives the assignee a written instrument setting forth the Assignment, and also gives
him possession of the pledged, or, as Ave should say
in modern legal phraseology, mortgaged land, the
Assignment is valid even though he retain possession of the original shetar of pledge (Hoshen Mishpat,

I.e.

8).

In the case where movable propertj' is pledged
for the debt, the rule is still further modihed, so
that the debt may be assigned simply b}' transferring to the assignee possession of the movables
l)ledged and this constitutes a valid Assignment of
the debt, even though the shetar of pledge be not
delivered or any instrument in writing given to the
;

as.signee

(ib.).

A woman who

words and " words can not be acquired by words "
they must be written down (ib. Ila). According to
Itab Papa, the instrument of Assignment must con-

owns a shetar and who afterward
marries and delivers the shetar to her husband as
part of her marriage portion, need not execute an
instrument of Assignment to him (ib. 12).
Where a shetar of indebtedness is assigned by the
creditor on his death-bed, the usual formalities are
dispensed with {ib. 42). This modification of the
rule Avas made in order that the sick man might not
be distressed by doubts as to the legality of the Assignment tluis made by him, and that he might be
comforted by the assurance that liis purpose, although not expressed Avith the usual legal formalities, Avould be carried out (B. B. lAlb).
A further modification of the rule exists in the case
Avhere the creditor, in addition to assigning the shetar
of indebtedness, also transfers real estate to his assignee, the transfer of the real estate and the As.signment of the instrument being simultaneous. \h\h
lluna Avas of the opinion that the title to the instrument passed to the assignee Avithout a deed of Assignment, ])rovided that the title to the land jiassed lawfully to him at the same time (I>. B. l~ni ct scq.;

tain these words,»," acquire it |tiie .shetar of indebtedness] and all rights uiidei- it" (Kid. 47i).

opinions to

;

;

;

—

—

Maimonides sums uji the matter thus: A shetar of
indebtedness can not be assigned merely by delivery
to the assignee, because tlie slietar is simply evidence
of a del)t; it is not the thing itself; and "evidence"
can not be lawfully ac(iuired by the process of
manual seizure; (Mekirah, vi. 101 The mere intention, therefore, to transfer or assign a claim or contract, and the actual delivery of the instrument.

and although there

Avere .some
the later authorities,
the Shulhan 'Aruk slates this rule; of IJah Iluna to
be the law provided, according to IJabbenu Asher,
the assignor uses the woi'ds, "ac(|uire this shetar
]\Iekirah,

vi. 14);
tlu;

contrary

among

;

rights under it," at the time when he hands
and when, at the same time, the
assignee is acquiring possession of the land (Iloslien
m).
Mishpat, ()(), 10; see Sifte Kohen, ad lo

and
it

all

to the assignee,

As

stated above, the essential Avords of

Assignment
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are "acquire

lowing form:

it

riglils

aiul all
'"I,

,

sell

under

it."

Tlie fol-

to you,

—

—

and

,

slietar of inilebtedness

against

under it," is suggesleil
Mishpat (Lr. 1).

in Me'irat 'Enayini to

,

debtor and creditor is not transferable, and although the creditor is allowed, under certain regulations, to transfer the right in the claim which lie
inal

tins

all rijilits

noslun

has against the debtor, the original

heirs may, in spite of the fact that he
has sold and assigned his claim, release the original
debtor.
If he does exercise this right, he is responsible to his assignee not merely foi' the amount wliicli
the assignee paid to him in consideration of the Assignment, but for the entire amount of the debt set
forth in the shetar which has been a.ssigned (Ket.
85i et scq. Ho.shen Mishpat, I.e. 23, 32).
Maimonides is of the opinion that this riglit of the
creditor to release tlu; debtor continues, becau.se the
right to assign the shetar is iiie';ely the result of
rabbinical legi-slation, which modified but did not
repeal the older Biblical law, according to which a
shetar is not assignable (Mekirah, vi. 12).

instrument of indebtedness made payable to bearer,
and could be assigned by delivery without writing
(gloss on Iloshen MisiiiKit, l.r.).
In case the Assignment is defective— as, for instance, where the instrument is delivered to the assignee without any accompanying
Defective writing and the assignee lias i)aid its
value to the assignor, he is entitled to
As-

—

;

have the Assignment set aside, and
have his money refunded to him and
;

he may retain possession of the shetar until the
monc}' is refunded. In case the assignor is unable to
refund to the assignee, the money is taken from the
debtor and jiaid over to the assignee, even though
the latter has not lawfully acquired the instrument
(gloss, ib.).
If the assignor has undertaken to guar-

Rabbi Abraham ben David

antee the payment of the shetar in case the assignee
is not able to collect it from the debtor, lie is bound
by his guarantee, even though the Assignment has
not been legally perfected (gloss, ib.).
If the assignee has lost the deed of Assignment,
but still has po.ssession of the oiiginal document of
indebtedness, he must prove the AsLost Deed signment if the debtor claims that he
has paid the debt, he may call upcm the
of Assignment. creditor to take an oath. If the creditor swears that tiie debt has not been
If
paid, the debtor is obligetl to i'a\' the assignee.
the creditor refuses to take the oath, the debtor is
If
released ami the creditor must pay the assignee.
the creditor be dead at the time when the assignee
claims payment from the debtor, the heirs take the
"oath of heirs" (that their father has not told them
that the debt was settled), and the debtor must pay
the assignee (Hosheu Mishpat, l.r. 11).
In case the assignee claims that the deed of Assignment was lost, but that a valid Assignment had been
made to him by the cieditor, and the creditor meets
tliis by taking an oath that there was no Assignment,
both tiie delitor and the creditor are released (Hk).
If the shetar has been properly assigned, the assignor can not raise the claim of "overreaching" (sec
AccErT.xNCi':) on the ground that the i)rice paid for
Some authorities, however, are
it was inadequate.
of the opinion that if the inadequacy of consideration amounts to a sum greater than half the value
of the shetar, the Assignment may be set aside on
:

that ground {ih. 38).
A shetar executed in a non-Jewish court of law,
but drawn so as to be valid according to Jewish law,
may be actiuired by wilting and deAssign- livery in the same manner as a shetar
ments in executed under rabbinical supervision
;

and likewise, a deed of A.ssignment
drawn in a non-Jewish court, if it contains language equivalent to that required by the Jewish law, is valid (ih. 6).
The privity of contract existing between the origGentile
Courts.

re-

Release of latioii of debtor ami creditor is not enDebtor by tirely dissolved; and according to the
Assignor, opinion of Samuel, the creditor or his

Where the original shetar of indelitedness contained the words, "I am indebted to you and to any
one producing this," it was etpiivalent to a modern

signment.

Assignment

(KABaD

II.) is

of the

opinion that llie reason for this right of the creditor
to release the debtor consists in the fact that the
privity of contract which exists between them is
The dei)tor mav sav that he connon-assignable.
tracted the debt only with the creditor, and not with
any third person to whom the creditor may choose
to assign the claim and therefore, if the A.ssignment
is made without the consent of the debtor, it has not
For instance, the assignee can
perfect legal effect.
not levy upon the property of the debtor which is
no longer in the debtor's possession, but which has
been transferred to a third person, whereas the original creditor would have had this right (Rabad on
;

]\Iekirah,

I.e.).

Rabbi Jacob "Tam assumes the following legal
fiction for the purpose of explaining the right of
the creditor to relea.se the debtor after he has assigned his claim:
The creditor has a double right against the debtor
a right to seize his person and a right to levy on
The right to levy on his property is
his property.
subsidiary, the property being simply surety for
the person; but the right of property is assignable,
and the right against the person is not assignable:
hence the creditor may release the debtor because he
Since
still retains the right to the debtor's person.
by such release he practically releases the debt, it
cuts the ground from under the feet of the assignee,
who by the Assignment became owner merely of
the subsidiary right against the creditor's property

—

(Asheri to Ket. 85, 86).

According to some

later authorities, the creditor

can not release the debtor if the creditor is without
means and unable to reimburse his assignee and they
hold that the debtor is responsible to the assignee in
the first place, because the assignee is the creditor
They invoke the rule of Rabbi
of his creditor.
Nathan: "If A has a claim against B, and B has a
claim against C, take the money from C and give it
to A" (Ket. \9a)\ but other autiiorities deny this ap;

plication of the rule of

Rabbi Nathan

(Fraiikel,

"Der

Gerichtlichc Beweis," p. 37")).
In oriler to provide against the danger of a release
of the original debtor by the creditor in disregard of

Assignment
Asson
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the riglits of the assignee, it was ordained that at
the time of the Assignment the assignee must ask
the debtor to give him a shetar directly
Declara- acknowledging liim to be tlie creditor,
tion of No or to acknowledge him as creditor
Set-Off.
by the ceremony of Kinyan, or in

This
the presence of two witnesses.
procedure was equivalent to a declaration on the
part of the debtor that he had no set-off to the creditor's claim; and it prevented him from afterward
setting up a release of the claim by the creditor, as
No agreement
against the claim of the assignee.
between the creditor and a.ssignee could bind the
debtor, unless the latter joined in any one of the
methods which are mentioned above (Hoshen Mishpat,

I.e.

23).

;

;

Deed of
Assignment,

henceforth belongs absolutely to C, the
I), and his heirs, together with all rights
under it, and that no man shall hinder him
therein." And, furthermore, the said A, the son <if B, said unto
us, the subscribing witnesses, "1 bind myself under penalty of
the ban of exccjitiiiiunication, and by the oath of the law, as to
a completed contract wliicli can not be disturbed or set aside,
made publicly, and especially for the benefit of C, the son of D,
who buys this instrument of indebtedness, that neither I nor my
heirs will give any acquittance or release to the debtor or his
heirs for any portion of the debt, under this instrument of indebtedness; and this shall not be considered an Asmakta or a
mere form " and thereupon we (the vvitnessesi tools Kinyan of
;

garment by means

J.

(1) If the Assignment is made in the presence of
the debtor {ib. 29).
(2) If the debtor acknowledges the
assignee to be his creditor {ib. 23).
Loss
of Rig-ht to
(3) If the debtor himself executes a
.shetar in favor of the assignee {ib.,
Release,

based on Ket. 86^).
the original shetar of indebtedness reads that
the debtor is bound to his creditor or his assigns
(4) If

(5) If

the creditor

is

at the time of the

Git. 136).

in possession of a pledge

Assignment he gives

to the
assignee (Hoshen Mishpat, I.e. 30).
(6) If the creditor is a married woman who has
brought the shetar of indebtedness to her husband
as a part of her marriage portion {ib. 28).
(7) If the creditor is a non-.Iew and lie assigns the
shetar to a Jew.
The reason assigned is that, according to the law of the Gentiles, the creditor has no
right to release the debtor {ib. 25).
(8) If the creditor assigns the shetar on his deathbed, his heir loses the right to release the debtor.
The reason given in this case is that the sick man
may die in peace, knowing that his will will be carried out (ib. 27).
(9) If the assignee assigns the shetar to another,
or reassigns it to the assignor, lie can not release the
original debtor, because the privity of contract existing between the original debtor and creditor does
not exist between the original debtor and the creditor's assignee; and therefore, when the latter has
assigned the claim to a second assignee, he has no
such interest as will enable him to release the debtor
(ib. 31).

The following is the form commonly used for a
deed of Assignment of an instrument of indebtedness
("shetar mckirat shetar hob"):
A memorial of the testimony deposed before us. the witnesses
hereunto subscrii)e(i this
day of
in the year
There appeared before us A, the son of B. and he said unto us,
" Be ye witnesses that I have sold unto C, the son of D, this in,

that is above set forth, by the use of a
which Kinyan may lawfully be taken.
and fixed and determined.
(Signed by two witnesses.)

all

of

established

D.

su.

W.

A.

ASSING, DAVID ASSUR

In the following cases the creditor loses the right

on

all Is

J. G. C. Adler, Sammluuq von GericlitUclien
JVidischcn Cnntracten, Hamburg and Biitzow, 1773; Frankel,
Der GerifhtUclie Beweis, Berlin, 1846; Bloch, Dnr Vertran,
Budapest, 1893.

to release the debtor:

to Mekirah, vi. 12. based

it

son of

A. the son of B, for

as

(Rabad

that

Bibliography:

33).

which

strument of indebtedness against E. the son of F, absolutely and
freely and that henceforth neither I nor my heirs or representatives have any rights in this instrument
Form of of indebtedness against E, the son of F but

And

Although the law provides that the creditor must reimburse
his assignee in ease he has released the debtor, yet, if the
debtor refuses to pay the assignee, in reliance on political protection, or on the plea that he is too poor, or on the claim that
the shetar is a forgery, the creditor is not obliged to reimburse
the assignee, because, even though the creditor had not released
the debtor, the assignee would not have been able to collect the
claim because of the other defenses set up by the debtor iih.
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.

David Assing)

:

(generally known
German physician and poet;

born at Konigsberg in 1787; died April 25, 1842.
He studied at the universities of Tubingen, Halle,
Vienna, and Gottingen. He received his doctorate
from the University of Gottingen Aug. 26, 1807 (according to some authorities, from Konigsberg University); his thesis being "Materia^ Alimentaria; Lineamenta ad Leges Chemico-Dynamicas Adumbrata"
(Foods and Their Relation to Chemico- Dynamical
Laws). This was published at Gottingen in 1809.
Three years later he went to Hamburg Avith the intention of settling there as a practising phj'sician;

but hardly a year passed before the war occurred
for the liberation of Germany from Napoleonic rule,
and he entered the armj'., joining a regiment of cavalry in the capacity of phj'sician.
He served first in
the Russian, then in the Prussian, army.
In 1815
he returned to Hamburg on account of his love for

Rosa

^Nlaria

of that city,

Varnhagen, the daughter of a physician
and sister of the famous author. He

married her the following j-ear. About this time,
Assiug embraced Christianity and discarded his midHe was known as a student of
dle name Assur.
Greek medicine, making a special study of Hippocrates.
He also contributed lyric poems to the
"ilusenalmanach," published by his friends Kerner
and Chamisso; to the "Tiibingcr MorgenblaLt " in
" Isidorus
After the death of his
Hesperiden."
wife, June 22, 1840, he published, "Rosa IMaria's
Poetischer Nachlass," Altona, 1841. The last years
of his life were passed in solitude.
;

Bibliography: Allg. Dentsche Biographie.
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BriJmmer. Deutsclies Dichter-Li.riro)!. p. 22; Schroder,

haus, CdnvcrsatidU.i-Lcricnti,
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Lcxico)i der

ii.
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Schriftstellcr, p. 105.

W.

8.

ASSING, LUDMILLA:
born

German

S.

authoress;

Feb. 22, 1821; died ^larcli 25,
Florence, Italy.
She was the daughter of
Dr. David Assixr, and Rosa JMaria Assing, sister of
Varnhagen von Kn.se. After the death of her i)arents .she removed 1o Berlin to reside with her uncle
Wliile in his house she formed the
Varnhagen.
in

1880, in

llaiiil)urg

;
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acquaintance of several noted men and women of that
time, among whom were Alexander von Humboldt,
Prince Plickler-Muskau, Bettina von Arnim, and
many others. In IbOl she took up her residence in
Florence, where she passed the rest of her life.
She
married a lieutenant of the Italian army, Cavaliere
Grimelli, from whom she was divorced two yeai'S
Ludmilla founded in Florence a publater (1875).
lic

which instruction

school, in

Toward

pulsory.
afflicted

in

German was com-

the close of her

life

she became

with brain trouble, from which she never

recovered, her death occurring in the insane asylum
of San Bonifazio, Florence.
As a writer, Ludmilla Assing belonged to the
Her literary activity was
school of Varnhagen.
She translated
chiefly directed toward biography.

from the Italian Mazzini's works (Hamburg, 1868,
She wrote
2 vols.), and the works of Piero Cironi.
also in Italian.
The posthumous works of her uncle
were edited by her, and for this she was sentenced,
in 1863, to eight months', and again, in 1864, to two
years', imprisonment by the Prussian government
for disrespect to the king and queen, because the
works of Varnhagen that were published under her
direction disclosed some scandals of the court.
As
she was residing in Florence at that time, the intended
punishment did not affect her.
She was pardonetl,
however, in 1866, but she preferred, nevertheless, to
remain in Italy. Her biographical works include the
lives of: "Grafin Elise von Ahlefeldt," Berlin, 1857;
"Sophie von La Roche, die Freundin AVieland's,"
Berlin,

"Fiirst

1859;

Hamburg,

Hermann Plickler-Muskau,"

" Piero Cironi, ein Beitrag
zur Geschichte der Revolution in Italien," Leipsic,
1867; "BiograpfiischePortrats," Leipsic, 1871. She
published in Italian: "Vita di Piero Cironi," Prato,

1868, 2 vols.

;

1865; "La Posizione Sociale della Donna," Milan,
1866; "In Memoria di Giovanni Grilenzoni," Genoa,
1868.
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ASSIB:

S.

A

son of Korah, a Levite (E.\. vi.
2. Son of
24, and in the list of I Chron. vi. 7).
Ebiasaph and great-grandson of Assir, son of Korah
3. Son of Jecoiiiah, found in
(I Chron. vi. 8, 22).
the genealogical lists of the kings of Judah (I Chron.
" Assir " is interpreted by the R. V. as " cajiiii. 17).
tive"; but the rendering "Jeconiah the captive " is
most improbable.
G. B. L.
J. JR.
1.

OF

JEWRY

An e.xpression used in
ASSIZE
the thirteenth century in England for the laws and
customs regulating the relations between Jews and
Christians in that country, and especially binding
:

upon the decisions of the Exciiequeu ok the Jews.
Like most early English law, it was never officially
compiled, being derived partly from written and
partly from unwritten sources. The former consisted

and of agreements between the
king and the Jews, formulated in specific ciiarters.
An attempt at reconstructing the Assize of Jewry
for the twelfth century will be found in Jacobs,
of church ordinances,

Assi^niuent

Asson

"Jews

of Angevin England" (pp. 329-336).
Tlie
for the thirteenth century has not yet been
collected.
a.ssize

ASSON, MICHELANGELO:
cian and medical autlu^r; born at
1803; died at Venice Dec. 2, 1877.

Italian physi-

Verona June

21,

As.son's father
infant, the family

dying while

his sou was still an
such straitened circumstances that an
uncle undertook Asson's education. The latter attended the academy of his native town and the universities of Padua and Pavia, taking a postgraduate
course at Milan. After graduating as doctor of
medicine in 1825, Asson returned to Verona and
practised tiiere as a physician until 1831, when he
removed to Venice. There he built up a large practise, becoming one of the leading surgeons of northern Italy.
During the cholera epidemic in 1835 he
opened an auxiliary hospital at St. Toma, and was
one of the organizers of tlie municipal hospital there,
the chief surgeon of which he became in 1840 in succession to Rimas.
During the rebellion against Austria in 1849 Asson
was exceedingly active in medical work, being appointed chief surgeon of the military hospital of
Chieri, and doing medical duty at tiie battle of Novara, and in the war between Italy and Au.stria,
1859-60. From 1857 he had been professor of anat-

was

left

omy

at the

in

Academy

of Art, Venice, and in 1863

was

appointed professor of surgery in the newly founded
medical and surgical school of the municipal hosi)ital in that city.
His long and very successful medical career was ended in 1872 by a paralytic stroke,
after which he lingered for five years.
Asson was a member of several medical societies,
both native and foreign, including those of Genoa,
Bologna, Constantinople, and Berlin.
Asson was a prolific medical author, having written about 120 essays and books.
He was not, however, very original, and his works, though very interesting as they give an insight into the medical,
especially the anatomical and suigical, knowledge of
the Italy of his times are not of lasting importance.

—

—

He

tran.slated into Italian Bichat's

"Anatomic" and

contributed articles to Falconetti's " Euciclopedia
e Dizionario di Conversazione."
Among his many
essays and works the following may be mentioned
(1) "Storia Siugulare di un Calcolo Vescico Uretiale," in "Aunales Univ. di ^Mediche," June, 1827,
No. 126; (2) " Considerazioni Teoretico-Pratiche
suir Arteriotomia," Venice, 1831; (3) "Sopra un

Spostamento della Lente Cristallina," in
"Antologia Medica," April, 1834, Venice; (4) "Dizionario Enciclopedicodelle Scienze Mediche," Venice,
1834; (5) "Intorno alia Prima Invasione del Cholera
Morbus in Venezia," a report on the cholera epidemic, jointly with Cortese, Fario, and Pancrazio,
in "Ann. Univ. di Mediche," Milan, 1836; (6) " Osservazioni Anatomo-Patologiche e Clinichc Intorno all'
Arteriasi Cronica o Arterolitiasi," in "Memoriale
della ^Medica Contempor.," Nos. 3-6, Genoa, 1839;
(7) "Bibliografia Chirurgica," in "Memoriale della
Medica Contempor.," Genoa, 1841; (8) " Osservazioni
sopra un Angina di Petto: Ossificazionedell' Arteria
Coronaria sinistra con Alcune Riflessioni Intorno
I'Arterolitiasi ed Altri Casi Practici," in "Giornale
("aso di

"
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Assyria

e della TeraAuatoino, Patologiclie
Chirurgiehe Malattie," Veuice,

ProgressidoUa Patologia

per Servile

al

pia," 1842;

(9)

" Aimotiazioiii

e Praticbe Intorno le

1842-44; (10) "Coiisiderazioui Auatonnche, Fisiologiclie, Patologiclie e Cliirurgiche lutonio la Milza," in
" Giornale Veueto di Scieuze Mediche," Venice, 1848;

"Sulla Fratturadel CoUo del Femure," ih. 1855;
"Suir Eruia dell' Intestino Cieco," ib. 1860;
"Casi Pratici ed Osservazioni di Clinica Chinirgica,"
in " AttidelRealelstituto Vencto," vii., viii., Venice,
1862-65; "Sulla Piemia," in "Giornale Veneto di
Scienze Mediche," Venice, 1867-68.
In addition to liis medical studies and practise he
devoted himself to classic literatui-e, and at times
published essays, especially on Horace and Dante.
(11)

(12)
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ASSUMPTIO MOSIS.

See Apocalyptic Lit-

EIIATUIIE, §4.

ASSYRIA

The name

" Assyria " is the Greek
Asshur," the city on the west of
the Tigris, near its confluence with the Lower Zab,
from which the kingdom, and finally the empire, of
Assyria Avas named. "Assyria's relaName
tions to the people of Israel are of chief
and Origin, concern in tliis article yet a brief
statement^is necessary regarding its
position among the nations of the ancient East, in
whose history it is such an important factor.
After the city of Asshur had been founded at an
unknown early date, perhaps by colonists from Babylonia, the settlement gradually spread till it extended to the mountains of Kurdistan forming the
:

form of the native

"

;

boundary of the kingdom, which
stretched along both sides of the Tigris.
During the
long period when Babylonia controlled the whole of
the region from the Persian gulf to the Mediterrahistorical eastern

Assyria was its dependent. But about the
sixteenth century B.C. it rose into independence as a
rival of Babylonia; and thenceforth Syria and Palestine were left free from the aggressions of either
power. Thus Egypt was given opportunity to secure a footing in Asia, which she maintained for the
greater part of three centuries, though toward the
end of the fourteenth century she had to relinquish
Syria to the Hittites.
At length the dominion of
both Egyptians and Hittites in w:estern Asia was
ended, partly through invasion from
Rise
the northern coastlands of the Mediof Assyria, terrauean; but, on account of mutual
hostility, neither Assyria nor Babylonia was in a position to occupy the country.
In
consequence, the Arameans " from over the river
made a permanent settlement in Syria; and the Hebrews, having escaped from Egypt, reclaimed their
old tribal seats in Palestine, and at last became masters of most of the Canaaiiite territory.
After the
settlement, Israel was not disturbed by any power
greater than tlu; small countries of the neighborhood,
whose attacks mark the period of the Judges. Thus

nean

sea,

arose the possibility of the Hebrew monarchy, as
well as of the powerful Aramean kingdom of Damas
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cus.
But the subjection of Syria and Palestine to
an Eastern power was only a question of time. From
about 1100 B.C. Assyria's superiority became evident,
and for nearly five centuries Babylonia ceased U> be
a power in Asia. Assyria, however, was not in a
position to subdue Syria completely till the middle
of the ninth century; and then the con(iuest was
not permanent.
Palestine proper was not invaded
till 738 B.C.
The history of Assjn-ia may accordingly
be treated for the present purpose under the following periods: A. To 1500 B.C., period of quiescence.
B. To 745, period of extension.
C. To 607, period
of sui)reinac;y.
The first period was of no significance for Israel the second was of much direct importance; the third was of supreme importance,
direct and indirect.
This division should be supplemented by one having special regard to the history
;

of Israel, as that history was affected by the policy
of Assyria, and dealing only with the latter part of
Band with C. These divisions are: (1) Epoch of
the Syrian wars; (2) decline and fall of the ncn'thern

kingdom; (3) vassalage of the kingdom of Judah.
(1) a. Ahab, son of Omri, while usually subject
to Damascus, gains some relief through an Assyrian
invasion under Shalmaneser II. about
854 B.C., which causes a temporary
of Syrian league among the western states, Ahab
Wars.
and Ben-hadad II. of Damascus fighting side by side against the iuvadei-.
h. Jehu, the usurper, submits to Assyrian suzerainty
about 842, but gains only a brief advantage; for Assyria, which has been pressing Damascus, after 839
i-etires for a time, and gives Hazael of that kingdom
opportunity to ravage most of Palestine, c. Joash
of Samaria (799) is successful against Damascus because the Assyrians have reappeared. They take
Damascus in 797, and receive the homage of Phenid. The proscians, Philistines, and northern Israel,
tration of Damascus is followed by the quiescence of
Assyria for forty years, during which time both

Epoch

Israel

and Judah expand under Jeroboam

II.

and

Uzziah.
(2) a.

Tiglath-pileser III. (Pul) reorganizes the
and carries out the policy of pro-

Assj'iian empire,

Subject states
gressive reduction of western Asia.
are spared complete extinction only on condition of
submitting to severe terms of probation to test their
fidelity

to

Assyrisi's

Northern and

rule.

middle

Syria are annexed (743-738 B.C.). Uzziah of Judah,
their ally, is humbled while Menahcm of Israel buys
In 734 Aliaz
oil Tiglath-pileser with a heavy price.
seeks help from Tiglath-pileser against
;

Fall of

Kingdom of
Israel.
in 733,
is

Samaria and Damascus, and becomes
an Assyrian vassal. Galilee is annexed
and some of its people are deported.
Pekah of Samaria is dethroned and slain

and ITosea

taken in 732.

;

is

made

b.

Ilosea,

Damascus
by Egypt,

vassal king.
instigati'd

now under tiie Etliiopic dynasty,

rebels in 724 against

Shalmaneser IV. of Assyria. Sargon II. who comes
to the throne at the end of 722, takes Samaria and
,

deports 27,290 of the people to Mesopotamia and
IMedia.
(3) n. Sargon II. (722^705 B.C.) consolidates the
Assyrian power. In 711, when Aslidod revolts (Isa.
XX. j, Judah is threatened for intriguing with Egypt

;

and the

Pliilislines.

h.

The

policy of llezekiah (719-

with Egypt aud assist in a general
conibiiiiition against Assyria after the accession of
In 701 yenuacherib invades
Seuuaeherilj (705-081).
Palestine, devastates Judah, and deports many i)eople, but is diverted from the siege of Jerusalem by
a plague in liisarmy, so that he leaves
Vassalage Palestine and does not return, c. Esarhaddon, the best of the Assyrian kings
of
It rel)els
(6S1-G08), conciuers Egypt.
Judah.
and is reconquered by Assiirbanipal
Judah
(668-626), but regains its freedom about 645.
aud the West generally remain quiescent. In 650 a
great revolt against Assyria rages from Elam to the
690)
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is

to treat

Mediterranean, in which Manasseh of Judah joins
(according to II Chron. xxxiii. 10-13), and is made
captive for a time. d. Assyria declines rapidly. Cimmerians and Scytlmxns invade the empire. The Medians, assisted by the Chaldeans, finally
Destruc- destroy Nineveh and divide the empire
between them. Before the catastrotion

of Assyria, phe, Pharaoh Necho II. of Egypt invades Syria. Josiah of Judah (639608), who proceeds against him, is slain at Megiddo.
The official and to some extent the popular religion
of Judah was greatly atlected by Assyrian influence,
especially under Ahaz and Manasseh.
Assyria occupies a prominent place both in the
historical and in the prophetical literature of the Old
Testament. The narrators were well informed as to
the Assyrian events to which they refer and are
most discerning aud explicit in regard to occasions
;

on which the religion of

Assyria

and

ttwenced

by

Israel

was

in-

Assyria, as in the innova-

tions introduced by Ahaz and Manasseh (II Kings xvi. 18; xxiii. 11, 12), or

tlie O. T.
Literature, when a great deliverance was wrought,
as under Hezekiah (II Kings xviii.,
xix.), or when Israel's independence or actual existSince
ence was imperiled (II Kings xv. 29, xvii.).
the historians wrote under the influence of the view
of Hebrew history taken by the Prophets, Assyria is
regarded by them from the prophetic point of view.

But the Hebrew narrative is usually so objective that
any higher purpose involved in the part played by
the Assyrians is not specially indicated, except in the
general statement with regard to the guilt of Samaria
(II Kings xvii. 7 ct scq.).
The Prophets, on the other hand, are international,
or rather world-wide, seers, and connect all events as

they occur with the controlling divine purpose. In
their theory of affairs, wiiile Israel as
the chosen iieojile was always the s]ieAssyria
and the cial object of the Lord's care- and inProphets. tercst, the other nations are not beyond
His regard and their ])olitical and military movements which concern the weal of- Israel

Assyria

nations of the earth (Amos ix. 7), based his warnings to his people on the ground that God was to raise
up against them a nation that would carry them captive beyond Damascus aud lay waste their whole
country (v. 27, vi. 14); indicating that the Assyrians
were to take the place in the discij)line of Israel formerly held by the Aranieans of Damascus, and to
outdo them in the work of [)unishmeut. This attitude toward Israel with its threat of a national catastrophe was consistently maintained by succeeding
prophets until the end of tlie Assyrian empire.
As political complications increased, the Prophets
were led to play not merely a thecjretical but a practical part.
In their cajjacity as political mentors they
rebuked their people for intriguing with Assyria
(Hosea v. 13, viii. 9), and foietold the
Amos,
consequence (viii. 10; ix. 3, 17; x. 5 et
Hosea, and .sec/.). They thus assumed a twofold
Micah.
attitude toward the great Assyrian
problem. On the one liand, it was necessary to warn their people against entanglement
with Assyria, because (1) it would only result more
surely in their absorption by the stronger power, and
(2) it would bring Israel under religious as well as
political subjection to the suzerain power.
On the
other hand, it was equally necessary to point out the
inevitable loss of home and country at the hands of
When the prophetic lessons
the Assyrian invaders.
had been thrown away upon northern Israel, and
Samaria had become an Assyrian province, the admonition was impressed more strongly than ever
upon the kingdom of Judah (Micah i. Isa. xxviii.).
When, under Tiglath-pileser I. Sargon, and Sennacherib, Judah, after the first false step of Ahaz (II
Kings xvi. 7), became bound hand and foot to Assyria, and her end seemed near, it was the task of
Isiiiah to show how these antithetic points of view
were reconciled in the great doctrine of God's justice
;

,

supreme overall. That is to say, divine justice was
bringing Israel under the Assyrian rod, and would
finally call the oppressor himself to achis allotted work should

Isaiah and count when

Nahum.
nacherib,
(II

be done (Isa. x. 5 et seq.). The scourging of Judah and Jerusalem by Sen-

and the

Kings

retreat of his plague-stricken army
were partial demonstration of

xviii., xix.),

the truth of the prophetic word, whicli was fully
vindicated at last by the destruction of Nineveh and
See the articles Asthe fall of Assyria (Nahum).
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ASSYRIOLOGY AND THE OLD TESTA-

MENT

The

Assyriology (the interprewhich has originated and developed with such marked rapidity
within the past lifty years, stands in intimate relaThe history, philoltions with the Old Testament.
ogy, and archeology of Assyria are valuable aids to
The most sathe student of the ancient Hebrews.
lient allusions in Assyriology to events and customs
mentioned in the Old Testament may most conveniently be divided into the following periods: viz.,
the antediluvian, the patriarchal, the Egyptian, the
early regal, the last century of Assyria, and the new
Babylonian.
The Antediluvian Period The Genesis records
of the antediluvian period are paralleled by a number of traditions and customs found in the cuneiform
:

scieuce

ol'

tatiou of thecuueiform inscriptions),

:

records of Mesopotamia. These are: (1) Thoroughly
Semitic traditions of the creation of the world and of
life; (2) traces of the observance of a seventh day,
not unlike the Hebrew Sabbath (3) references to a
sacred garden; (4) possible similarities between the
cherubic guardians of Eden and the colossi of Babylonia and (5) remarkable resemblances between Genesisand the Babylonian traditions of the Deluge.
;

;

The Patriarchal Period

:

The remarkable list of

nations enumerated in Gen. x. is helpfully elucidated
by the ethnological revelations of the cuneiform records.
Ur of the Chaldees has been definitely located
at the modern mound Mugheir, on the right bank
of the Euphrates, about one hundred and fifty miles
above the Persian gulf, though in ancient times it is
supposed to have been a seaport city. The patron
deity of Ur, as of Harran, to which Abram migrated,
was the moon-god Sin. Abram's journey to the
West-land was made along one of the regular caravan routes of that day. The fourteenth chapter of
Genesis has also received interesting confirmation of
its historical basis in the facts: (1) That such raids
as are there mentioned were made many centuries
before Abram's day, and (2) that names discovered
on the monuments, if not identical with those of this
chapter, contain some of their elements.
The Egyptian Period The discovery at Tell
cl-Amarna in 1887 of more than three hundred cuneiform documents correspondence between the kings
of Asia and Egj'pt belonging to the fifteenth century B.C. has disclosed some startling facts. It is
learned from these that the civilization of Babylonia
had swept westward as far as Egypt, and had so
impressed itself upon its western subjects that its
language was adopted as the medium of diplomacy.
These letters also reveal with considerable detail the
political and social conditions and relations in western Asia in this hitherto obscure period.
glimpse
is obtained of the peoples who were settled in Canaan, and who constituted the background of the
earliest settlements of Israel in this land.
Joshua's
conquests were made in the face of strong cities and
great fortifications.
The Early Regal Period Though the early influence of Babylonia-Assyria is evident in the life and
customs of the Hebrews in Canaan in the time of
:

—

—

A

:
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its first direct and potent bearseen in the treaty made by Ahab with Benhadad (I Kings xx. 26-34). This was a wi.se stroke
of statesmanship on the part of Ahab, in that it put
the Syrian army in the foreground to withstand the
invasion of the oncoming hosts of Shalmaneser II.
of Assyria.
Damascus and the Syrian army now became Ahab's advance guard. Tlie full import of
this mysterious league is seen within a few years at
the battle between Shalmaneser II. and the combined
allies of the West.
At the famous battle of Karkar
(854 B.C.) Shalmaneser II. liad to face among other
forces" 1,200 chariots, 1.200 honsemen, 20,000 men of

David and Solomon,
ing

is

Ben-hadad of Damascus,

men

of

Ahab

of Israel."

.

.

.

2,000 chariots, 10J)00

The Old Testament does

not mention this battle, nor is any intimation given
This same Assyrian king,
of its disastrous results.
in his records of a campaign twelve
Shalyears later (842 B.C.), says: "At that
maneser II. time I received the tribute of the Syrians, the Sidonians, and of Jehu, the
son of Omri." According to this .statement, the
kingdom of Israel was probably still paying the trib"Jehu,
ute originally levied on the defeated Ahab.
the son of Omri," was doubtless u.sed in the sense of
"successor" on the throne of Israel.
Within a few years Shalmaneser II. turned his attention to other quarters; and the new king of Damascus, Hazael, entered upon ambitious designs in
It was not until 797 B.C. that another
the West.
Assyrian king, Adad-uirari III., grandson of Shal-

maneser II., set out on a western campaign. He
conquered Damascus, and brought to his feet Samaria, Edom, and Philistia, and made them tributary
provinces of Ass3'ria.

The power

of Syria

was

so

broken by this campaign that she never recovered
her former strength, nor thereafter proved so formidable an enemy of Israel. Assyria's political power
gradually receded toward the Tigris; and the two
kingdoms of Israel and Judah were left free to expand luitil they reached the limits of the Solomonic
kingdom.
The liast Century of Assyria After forty
years of comparative peace and prosperity (783-743),
the two kingdoms heard a rumor of the approach of
Assyrian hosts. Tiglath-pileser III. (Pul) crossed
the Euphrates; and he recounts "nineteen districts
of the city of Ilamath, together with the towns in
their circuit, situated on the sea of the setting sun
[the Mediterranean], which in their faithlessness had
joined faith with Azariah, I restored to the territory of the land of Assliur." In another fragment it
In
is stated that tiiis was "Azariah the Judean."
his list of kings paying tribute are found Hiram of
Tyre. Uezon of Damascus, and Menahem of Samaria
In one of these campaigns, at
(II Kings XV. 19).
the end of a two j^ears' siege, Damascus fell (733
B.C.), and Samaria likewise experienced the vengeance of the Assyrian king. One of the king's
records says: " Pekali, their king, they overthrew
Hoshea, I appointed over them" (compare II Kings
.\v. 30).
In a list of petty tributary kings of the
:

east coast of

tlui

^Mediterranean sea, Tiglath-pileser

mentions Aha/, of Judah. In all, this monarch of
Assyria mentions in his fragmentary annals three
kings of Israel and two kings of Judah.
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Tlie u(;xt dctinite statement relating to
is found in tlie reeords of bargon

Testament

the

tirst

tlie

Old

In
year of his reign (722 u.c.) he
II.

Records of says: "The city Samaria I besieged,
Sargon II. 27,290 of its inhabitants I carried away
took for
allowed
The depopulated territo retain their possessions."
tory was repopulated, according to his own records
captive; fifty chariots iu

it I

myself; but the remainder [of the peoijle]

I

as well as those of the Old Testament (II Kings
xvii.), by the importation of peoples from several
This combination of strange races
foreign countries.
formed the basis of the later Samaritans. This Sargonll., mentioned but once iu the Old Testament

XX. 1), "was a shrewd and powerful monarch.
carried out a successful campaign against Ashdod
of Philistia, as one of the chief cities involved iu a
wide-spread coalition to throw off the yoke of As(Isa.

He

The foe was completely
x.x.xi.x.).
routed and Sargon proceeded to Babylon and completed his victory.
Upon the death of Sargon II. (705 B.C.), his son Sennacherib ascended the throne. His first movement
affecting Palestine occurred in 701
Sennach- u.c. and he gives an admirable record
He i)ressed
of the whole campaign.
erib.
forward from Nineveh to the Mediterranean sea, and thence down the coast-line to Philistia, where he encountered determined resistance.
He overran the land of Judah, captured forty-six of
its strong fortresses, and carried off 200, 150 captives.
Hezekiah, king of Judah, was shut up in Jerusalem.
Lachish and Libnah were taken after siege, and the
Egyptian ally of Judah appeared on the scene. Sennacherib met, and claims to have defeated, their
great army, but apparently took no advantage of his
victory. Strangely enough, Sennacherib's next statesyria (compare Isa.
;

;

Astarte

queror and ruler. Babylon was his throne, and the
world his realm. The captive Jews were
his subjects, and served as his menials and vassals.

civilized

The

of his forty-three years' reign

clf)se

was

fol-

lowed by a period of anarchy, until Nabonidus(555538 B.C.), the last king of the declining Babylonian
monarchy, secured the throne.
The ri.se of Cyrus in the East presented a new problem.
Tribes, peoples, and kingdoms fell before him
Its ])opuIauntil he reached the walls of Babylon.
tiou, weary of neglect during the reign of Nabonidus as well as of his faithlessness to the great gods
of the city, threw wide open the city gates to welcome the advent of so benevolent and liberal a ruler.
Cyrus paid his devotions to the gods of the land, and
implored them to aid and promote his plans. Cyrus'
decree, authorizing the

Jews

to return to Jeru.salem,

was

in full accordance with the general policy inaugurated throughout his realm a policy designed

—

every M'ay to conciliate his subjects.
Other Points of Contact: In addition to this
vast mass of historical data illustrative of the Old
Testament, there is found much valuable material.
The archeological facts of the Old Testament are invested with a new interest the geography of those
old lands is now a new theme; the chronology of
Israel's history, alwaj's difficult, has lo.st some of its

in

;

and the ethnography of the earl}' settlements has already become a fascinating study.
The linguistic and exegetical value of the cuneiform
documents is far beyond the most sanguine expectaAltogether the science of Assyritions of scholars.
ology has opened up to the student of the Old Testament a new world which he must explore before

uncertainties;

he can appreciate

many of

its

most interesting

parts.

Botta, Monument de
For discoveries:
Ninive, 1847-50; Layard, Nineveh and Its Remains, 1849;
Nineveh and Bahi/lon, 1853 Loftus, Chaldcea and Susiana,
1857; G. Smith, Af<t<urian Dij<cnverics. 1875; Ansqrnhttnqen
inSendschirli, 1893; J. P. Peters, JVipjJKr, 1897-98; Rassani.
AssMir and the Land of Nimrod, 1897 Rogers, Historif
On Monuments
of Babt/lonia and Amn'ia, 1901, i. 1-348.
F. McCurdy, Histonu
J
relative to the Old Testament
Prophecy, and the Monvments. 1894-19()1 Sayce, Higher
Criticism and the Monuments, 1894; F. Vigouroux. La
Dihle et Ics Decmivertes Modernes. 5th ed., 1889; Ball, Linht
from the East, 1899; Price, The Monuments and the Uld
Testament, 3d ed., 1903 Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und

Bibliography:

;

ment

is

after

him

to the effect that
to Nineveh.

Hezekiah sent tribute, etc.,
mention is made of any

No

;

disaster or of his return.

It is interesting in this con-

nection to note that, although Sennacherib reigned
twenty years after this (to 681), he records no furIn a Babylonian
ther movements tow^ard the west.
chronicle it is recorded that " Sennacherib, king of
Assyria, was murdered by his own son in an insurAs a result of
rection " (compare Isa. xxxvii. 38).
this uprising, Esarhaddon seized and held the throne,

and ruled from 681 to 668 B.C.
In a list of twenty-two vassal kings on the Mediterranean coast, Esarhaddon mentions Manasseh of
Judah. His son and successor, Assurbanipal (668626 B.C.), likewise mentions the same king in his list

:

.

;

;

das A.T.26.
J. JR.

ed., 1901

;

Delitzsch,

Babel und Bihcl,
I.

1903.

M. p.

ASTARTE WORSHIP AMONG THE HE-

BREWS

:

Astarte

is

the Phenician

name

of the

of vassals. In 647 a general revolt against the king
of Nineveh probably included Manasseh, who was
Upon
carried to Babylon (11 Chron. xxxiii. 11-13).
his submission he, like Nechoof Egypt, was restored
This closes the contact between Asto his throne.
syria and Judah, and leaves upon the known documents of Assyria the names of ten kings of Israel and

Judah.

The

New

Babylonian Period:

The

great

founder of the new Babylonian empire was NebuThe inscriptions amply confirm the
chadnezzar.
Old Testament pictures of his greatness and devoHe w^as a shrewd gention to the gods of his land.
eral, a wise administrator, and a world-wide con-

(From

Prisse

Astarte as a Sphynx.
dWrennes, " Hisloire de I'Art

Egj'ptien.'")

primitive Semitic mother-goddess, out of which the
most important of the Semitic deities were developed. She was known in Arabia as " Athtar, " and in

;

Astarte
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Iler uainc appears in the

Bal)ylonia as "Ishtar."

Old Testament

(I

Kings

xi. 5;

II

Kings

" Aslitoreth," a distortion of "Aslitart,"

xxiii. 13) as

made

after

liy

240

the Proj)h('rs, had a profoimd eflVet

upon

llie

nioral life of Israel (see "Jour. Bil)l. Lit." x. 72-91;

Budde, "Religion of Israel," ch. ii.-v ). Jeremiah
(vii. 18; xiiv. 17, !«) and Ezekicl (viii. 14) iittest various forms of this wonship in their time, which may
refer to a direct importation from Babylonia.
The
sacriticial

use of swine's blood

(Isa. Ixv. 4, Ixvi. 3)

may l)e a reference to a form of the cult similar to that
known in Cyprus, where swine were sacred to Astarte
(•'Jour. Biljl. Lit."x. 74,

Astarte as the Goddess of Love.
(From

the analogy of

Ball, " Light

ASTI

from the East.")

(compare Jastrow, in
"Jour. Bibl. Lit." xiii. 28, note). Solomon is said to
have built a high place to her near Jerusalem, which
was removed during Josiah's reform (I Kings xi. 5,
33 II Kings xxiii. 12). Astarte is called in these passages " the abomination of the Zidonians, " because, as
the inscriptions of Tabnith and Eshmunazer show,
she was the chief divinity of that city (see Hoffmann,
;

and "C.

I. S." No.
In Phenician countries she was the female
counterpart of Baal, and

57,

3).

was no doubt worshiped
with him by those Hebrews who at times

be-

came

his devotees. This
proved by the fact that
Baalim and Ashtaroth
are used several times
(Judges X. 6; I Sam. vii.
4, xii.
10) like the Assyrian " ilani u ishtarati "
for
"gods and godis

desses.

"

fertility

and sexual

love.

A

trace of

among

the

Hebrews ap-

pears in Deut.
xxviii.

4, 18,

lambs

are

vii.

this

13,

where the
called

the

"ashtarot" of the flock.
It is usually assumed that
Astarte Worship
was
always a foreign cult

among

the

Hebrews

but analogy with the development of other Semitic deities, like the Phe-

would lead
supposition that
Astarte Worship before
the days of the Propliets
may have somewhat pre j udiced that of Yhwh.
nician Baal,

to the

Astarte with Duvu.
(From a Phentcian

t*rra-colta in the

MiiKte du Louvre, Paris.)

The problem

is a difficult one, the references to the
cult in the Old Testament being .so few and so vague.

The

reaction against Baal

x.

4.-),

47).

and Astarte, inaugurated

E.

Town

on the

in

the province of Alessandria,

left

Lob, in "Gratz-Jubelschrift," pp. 39 et seiy. ) took refuge there, and adopted the French ritual called (from
the initials of Asti, Fassano, and Monclavo, where it
is employed) "Rite Afm," which has been retained
to the present day.
The eighteenth of lyyar is especially celebrated in Asti,

on which day hymns

A

compo.sed by Joseph Conzio are recited.
special
Seder for Passover evening service for Asti was written by Elia Levi.
Asti was the birthplace of many Jewish scholars,
among whom were: Isaac Santon d'Hugeli (1576),
Judah b. .Jacob Poggetto (sixteenth century), Elijah
b. David Finzi (1643), Joseph b. R. Gehereseia Conzio and Joab b. Isaac Gallico (seventeenth century),
David Mordecai Terracina (nineteenth century).
Bibliography:
Luzzatto,

Gesch. der Juden, 3d ed.

Gratz,

viii.

Meho le-Mahzor Miiihag Bene Roma,

Zunz, Ritii^,

Astarte, wherever worshiped, was a goddess

of

:

:

bank of the Tanaro; population
32,000.
Although now of no great importance, in
the Middle Ages Asti was a center of commerce and
tlie capital of one of the most pow^erful republics of
northern Italy. Owing to the relative freedom that
prevailed in Asti, the major part of the French Jews
expelled in 1322 by Charles IV. (compare Isidore
Italy,

" Boslietli "

"Phonizische Inschrif ten, "

and"Hebraica,"

Meyer, Axtartc, in Roscher, Lcrikmi der
(iiii rliisrliin und
Honiisclien MjitliDlniiic;
IJailon, ia
Hc})iaica, ix. 13:5-1()5, x. 1-74; idem, Semitic Onyi//.s, ch.
vii.; W. IJobertson Smith, Religion of the Semites, Index.
See also Ashtorkth.
J. JK.
G. A. B.

Birlio(;kai'IIY

70;

p.

7;

p. 64.

L Br.

G.

ASTRAKHAN

Capital of the government of
the same name in Russia, situated on the left bank
of the Volga, about sixty miles from the Caspian
sea.
It is generally supposed to have been built
near the site of Atel (or Itil), the ancient capital of
the CiiAZARS.
The only fact known concerning the Jews of Astrakhan, from the destruction of the kingdom of
the Chazars by Prince Svyatoslav of Russia (969) to
1804, is that Jewish merchants carried on a considerable trade there.
In 1804 Emperor Alexander I., by the "Regula
tions" of Dec. 9, permitted Jewish agriculturists,
artisans, etc., to settle in the province of Astrakhan;
but the law was repealed under Nicholas I. in 1825.
In 1883, probably as a result of the May Laws.
the authorities of Astrakhan issued an order henceforth limiting to three days the sojourn in the city
The
of all Jewish merchants not of the first gild.
Christian merchants applied to the governor, urging
him, in the interests of the commerce of Astrakhan,
They showed that the sales of
to repeal the order.
tish to Jews amounted to more than five million
rubles a year; that the Russian importers numbered
:

—

:
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not more tlian 5 per cent; tliat the Jews bought
hirgc quantities of special koslier fisii called "Jewish lisii," which coukl not be sold to any one else;
and that without the Jews the business of Astrakhan
would be ruined. The governor extended the time
limit for the Jewislnnerchants to a month, but many

were actually no Jewlsli astrologers either in the
Holy Land or In Babylonia; and the art, togetlier
with those who practised It, was condemned, although its reality was as little questioned then as it
was by the rest of the world up to the seventeenth

them had already left the city. The price of
fell 50 per cent, and many of the Astrakhan

gin,

of

fish
fi.sh

merchants were ruined (" Ila-Zefirah," 1883, No. 23).
In the city of Astrakhan the births among Jews
Avere 49 males and 62 females in 1897; deaths, 28
males, 13 females; the excess of births over deaths
being 70, while that in the general population was
but 6 per cent. The general death-rate was 45 per
thousand, while that of the Jews was but 27 per
thousand. The marriages among Jews numbered 13.
In 1899 the Jewish population of Astrakhan was
1,575 in a total population of 117,772.
The Jewish
poj)ulatiou in the whole government, including the
city, was 1,667.
In addition, there were 15 Karaites
in the city, and 10 in the government ("Pamyatnaya
Knizhka Astrakhanskoi Gubernii," 1900).
Theie are two sj^nagogues one for the Ashkenazim, the other for the Sephardim. The rabbi of both
synagogues is Boris Moisejevich Schucher.
:

It was indeed considered of celestial oriand as having been revealed to mankind by the
rebellious angels.
Barakel (Rakiel: Greek text)
taught star-gazing; Kokabel (the Star of God), As-

century.

trology; Shehakeel, the science of the clouds; Arklel
(the Earth of God), the signs of the earth Samsiel
(the Sun of God), the signs of the sun; and Scuriel,
Sahiiel (the Moon of God), the signs of the mooa
;

(Enoch

to its Importance for reckoning times

H. R.

ASTROLOGY,— Biblical.

See

Astronomy,

Biblical.

In the Apocryplia and in the Talmud
Neither U''r2'C' nnn (Isa. xlvii. 13), which the Greek
translation renders "astrologers," nor jntJ (Dan. 11.
27 et seq.), the technical designation for the Chaldean

casters of horoscopes, nor

Ter-

(Dan.

N3TO ^"imn

explained "astrologers"
minology. (Cant. R. to vii. 9), is found In ancient
Jewish traditions. Even the Hebraic
name D^2333 ilTn, " star-gazer " (Isa. xlvii. 13), occurs
onl}^ in the

iii.

27),

commentaries on the Talmud.

Tlie cus-

tomary names are D1J17TIL3DN ("astrologer") in Paland ''S1^3 ("Chaldeans") in Babylonian
sources expressions originating in the Greco-Roman
world, where XnPirfaiof and " Chaldaei " are found

estinian

—

as early as the beginning of the common era, exclusively applied to astrologers.
Whether any etymological relation exists between DIJlisiltDDN and the
appellation pjaoVN, or pjLSDX, a word used in connection with the Egyptian rulers (nyiD ^J'JJLDVN. Sotah
126) and identical in meaning, can not be definitely
The art Itself goes by the name of
ascertained.

N^JI^I-lDDS (Astrologia).
These foreign terms suffice to show that the " Chaldean science " was not introduced into Judea directly,
but through the medium of syncretic

Dis-

Hellenism, wherein, in the course of
centuries, it met with an ever-widening acceptance. The Sibylline Books
praise the Jewish nation because it " does not meditate on the prophecies of the fortune-tellers, magicians, and conjurers, nor practise Astrology, nor
seek the oracles of the Chaldeans In the stars " (lil.
227); and Josephus censures the people for ignoring
the visible signs and indications foreshadowing the
destruction of the Temple (" B. J. " vl. 5, § 3). There

tribution.

n.— 16

so

much

and seasons

—

although as such held in high esteem as to its supposed power of forecasting the future. Enoch ordained the jubilees, year-weeks (" Jahrwochen "),
months. Sabbaths (weeks), and days, and " all that
was, that is, and that will be he saw as in a vision,
even the destiny of the children of man from gener-

Judgment Day: everything he foresaw and apprehended, inscribing his
testimony upon the earth for the benefit of mankind

ation to generation to the

and

Bibliography: Pamyatnaya Knizlika Astrakhanskoi Gubentii, 1899, 1900.

viil. 3).

The admiration for Astrology Avas due not

Chro-

all

their posterity " (Jubilees Iv.

According to the same book (viil.
nolog'y and 3), such prediction Is Inscribed upon
Astrology, t he rocks. The same view, with a Jew19).

ish monotheistic coloring, is expressed
In the rabbinical legend, according to which God
showed to Adam all the future generations, inclu-

ding their

scribes, scholars, and leaders ('Ab. Zarah
Abraham, the Chaldean, bore upon his breast
a large astrological tablet on which the fate of every
man might be read for which reason according to
the haggadist all the kings of the East and of the
West congregated every morning before his door in
5a).

;

—

—

order to seek advice. It is to this tablet that the
words (Gen. xxiv. 1), "the Lord had blessed Abraham in all things," are said to allude (Tosef., Kid.
Abraham himself saw in it that
V. 17; B. B. 166).
he would have no second sou, but God sjiid unto
him, "Away with your astrology; for Israel there
Elsewhere it Is declared
Is no planet " (Shab. 156a).
that Abraham was not an astrologer at all, but a
prophet, inasmuch as only those beneath 'the stars
could be subject to their Influence; but that Abraham was above them (Gen. R. xllv. 12). It is also
stated that Joab refused to join the conspiracy of
Absalom, because he had seen David's favorable
nativity (Sanh. 49a and elsewhere).
Like the Assyrio-Babylonian monarchs, who received from their astrologers a monthly forecast of
coming events (Isa. xlvii. 13 and cunelAstrology form inscriptions; e.g., Rawlinson,
"Cuneiform Insoiptions of Western
in
the Roman Asia," iii. 51), the Roman emperors
believed in the all-powerful influence
Empire.
of the stars upon the destinies of man
and nature. Tiberius was a master in the art of casting a horoscope, and regulated all his actions in accordance with his astrological deductions (Josephus,
"Ant." xvlii. 6, § 9). The Roman empire boasted a
complete system of Chaldeo-Greek literature, which
was zealously cultivated by the members of the
!
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and private life being
under the influence of these pseudo-prophets, Avho
received substantial rewards in gold.
These conditions are reflected in the parables of

astioloi^icalscliools; all public

the Talnuid, Avhicli vividly illuminate the astrologJethro advises
ical belief from every ])oint of view.
Moses (iMek., Yitro, 'Amalek, 2) to select the men

whom

he wishes to coopei-ate with him by means
which the kings arc accustomed

of the mirror into
to gaze.
"A

who had no

son said to his attendants, Buy pen and
and tlie people look tlie kin;^ to be a great asink for my son
trologer for how could he have ordered pen and ink for his son,
had he not belield beforehand that tie was to have one? The
same applies to God, who foresaw tliat He would, at some future
time, give Israel the Torah " (Gen. R. i. 4).
"The question is asked, AVhy did (iod proclaim His law amid
Are and darkness (Deut. v. 20), and not by the light of day ?
And the answer is given in the form of a parable: 'A king,
who was a great astrologer, gave his son in nuirriage, and hung
black curtains before the bridal chamber, saying, "I know that
my son will not abide by his nuptial promises longer than forty
days let not the people, in days to come, say that an astrologer
The
such as I did not know what was to happen to his son."
astrologer is God, his son is Israel and the bride is the Torah,
longer
than
forty
days (from the
by which Israel abode no
revelation to the making of the golden calf) " (Pirke R. El. xli.).
" A ruler sentenced a man to death by fire but when he perceived by means of astrology that the condemned would beget
a daughter destined to become the king's wife, he said, This
man must be saved for his daughter's sake.' Thus did God
save Abraham from the fiery furnace, because of Jacob " (Lev. R.
xxxvi. 4).
" A man to whom a son was born was met by an astrologer
who, on seeing the child, declared that he was destined to become a bandit-chief (apxiAt)<rT»js) and must be put out in the
desert. The father of the child refused until the astrologer's
father told him to do just as his son had ordered. The father
of the astrologer is God; the astrologer is Sarah the child is
Ishmael and the father of the child is Abraham " (Deut. U. Iv
5, referring to Gen. xxi. 10-12).
kinf?

'

'

:

;

'

'

;

'

:

;

'

;

;

When

Pharaoh made Joseph vice-regent, his asWould you elevate this slave, purchased for twenty pieces of silver, to
Court As- be ruler over us?" and Pharaoh an-

trologers asked, "

trologers.

" I see

swered,

the colors of rulership
(Sotah 366). Here, as elsewhere, colors play an important part in Astrology.
In reference to a request of King Solomon for laborers on the Temple, Pharaoh directed his astrologers
to select workmen who were to die within the year,
and send them to tlie Jewish monarch, who, however,
seeing the ruse through the medium of the Holy
Spirit, sent them back again clad in shrouds (Pesik.
in

him

"

iv. 34«).

Mesha, king of Moab, asked his astrologers, "Why
I unable; to vanquish the Jews?" and they answered, " Because of the merit of Abraham, who
was ready to sacrifice his own son " whereupon the
king did likewise {ib. ii. V6a).
When a pagan wanted to buj' a slave, he first consulted an astrologer.
It was through this art that
the wife of Potiphar learned that she
was to have a son by Joseph and it
Astrological was for this reason that she regarded
Errors.
him with favor.
It was an error,
however; for the prognostication referred to her daughter, who subsequently became
Joseph's wife (Gen R. Ixx.w. 2, Ixx.wii. 4).
Pharaoh's astrologers perceived that the mother
of the future redeemer of Israel was with child, and
that this redeemer was destined to suffer punish-

am

;

;
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ment through water.
deemer was to be an

Not knowing whether

the

re-

Egyptian, ami
being desirous to prevent the; redemption of Isiael,
Pharaoh ordered that all ciiildren born hen(;eforth
should be drowned; but when the Egyptians remonIsraelite or tin

(Num.

against this edict, lie restricted it to Israelitish
But the astrologers erred in their deducfor the reference was to the waters of Meribah
XX. 13), and not to the Nile (Ex. P. i. 18;

Sanh.

lUl/*;

strat(!d

infants.

tions

;

compare

also Ber. A(t).
that the astrologers could control
the planets prevailed everywhere among the nations
of anti(juit_y.
Thus Ilanian regulated the time for
the extinction of the Jews by means of astrological
calculations (Pirke R. El. 1.).
barber, who was
also an astrologer, ijcrceived that the Jews wotdd

The conviction

A

shed his blood; consequently lie imu'dered bU or,
according to soine, 300 of those who visited him professionally.
But he erred for the reference wiis to
the blood which he was to lose at circumcision ou
his conversion to Judaism (Y'er. 'Ab. Zarah ii. 41f«).
The astrologers were wont to sit at the entrance
to the liarbors and predict how every parcel of merchandise woidd be disposed of (Eccl.
Special
R. i. 14; Midr. Panim Aherim to Esth.
Features, iii. 7, ed. Buber, p. 46). They could
determine by lot under what planet
and in what month and on what day a people was
to be attacked (Sanh. 95fl).
On one occasion they
prophesied to a uou-PIebrew that his fortune would
fall into the hand of a pious Jewish Sabbath observer.
The fortune was thereupon invested in a
diamond and worn by the possessor; but it fell into
the water and was later found by a Jew in the stomach of a fish that he hail bought for the Sabbath
meal (Shab. 11 9«). An astrologer predicted of a
new-born male infant that he was destined to become
a thief; for which reason the mother always kept the
head of the child covered in order that " the fear of
the heaven be upon him," and admonished him constantly to pray for divine grace.
In spite of all, the
covering fell from his head upon one occasion, after
he had grown to manhood and had attained to the
dignity of a teacher of the Law, and he fulfilled the
sinister prediction by plucking and devouring the
fruit of a tree which did not belong to him (Shab.
;

Another teacher of the Law declined the
head of the school because a
Chaldean had predicted that he should occupy the
chair for only two years; and this proved true, when
he finally accepted the position twenty-two years
Two students of the Talmud went
later (Ber. 64rt).
out to fell timber, and an astrologer declared that
they would never return; but they were saved because of a benevolent action which they performed
An astrologer became a proselyte
(Yer. Shab. vi. M).
and conse(juently abandoned his art; but he relied
on God, and in a critical moment he was saved (//'.).
\oQb).

profl'ered position of

To

resist the influence

of the

"Wisdom

of the

was not an easy task. NeverTalmudists theless there was but one teacher of
Talmud, Samuel of Babylonia
and
tlie
Astrology, (about 250), who became an adept in
Orient

"

Astrology, and even he, quoting the
words (Deut. xxx. 12), "It [the Law] is not in the
heavens," says, "Torah can not go together with

;
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tlic

art tliat studies tlie

heavens"

(I)eiit.

H.

viii. 0).

A siiiiiliir remark is made by tiie Babylonian Jose of
Hu/al: "We are not permitted toajipeal to the Ciialdeans, for it is written (Deut. xviii. i;j), Tliou slialt
be perfect witii tiie Lord thy God " (Pes. 1 13A). In
accordance wit li Jer. x. 2 is another declaration by P.
Johaiian, tlie Palestinian ainora, to the effect that
"there are no planets for Israel, but oidy for the nations which recognize the validity of astrology."
This opinion is shared by Pab (Abba Arika, Shab.
156(0- These utterances, however, do not go uiidisI)uted; and it may be added that, more paiticularly
during the fourth century, the belief in the influence
of the constellations at conception and birth was general (rt.).
Every person had a particular star as a
guardian spirit, with which his fate was closely interwoven. The stars of the proselytes were already
witnesses of the revelation on Sinai (Shab. 146a).
Animals liave no stars, and are therefore more liable
On the other hand, every
to injury (Shab. 536).
blade of grass has its own particular star which bids
it grow (Gen. P. x. 6).
Causeless fear in ma*n is a
sign that his star sees danger (Meg. 3rt).
The first
day of illness is concealed from mankind in order
that the influence of cue's star may not be weakened
and the setting of one's star betokens that one's
death is near (Ber. 55b). Raba (lived H50) says,
"Duration of life, progeny, and subsistence are dependent upon the constellations " (M. K. 28a). God
tells Eleazar ben Pedat, an indigent teacher of the
Talmud, that He would have to overturn the world,
Mvere lie to release him from poverty, he having been
born in an unlucky hour (Ta'an. 25a).
The most popular form of astrological superstition
'

'

—and

one which still survives among uncultured
people is the selection of propitious
Selection days. According to it, certain periods,
of Days.
j'ears, months, days, and hours are regarded as lucky or unluckj'. Akiba
contends against the superstition that the year be-

—

is exceptionally blessed.
The belief
condemned that no business should be begun
on the new moon, on Friday, or on Sabbath even-

fore the jubilee
is

;

also

ing (Sifre, Deut. 171
Sifra, Kedoshim, vi.
Sanh.
Despite these authoritative doctrines, however,
65).
an announcement is found to the effect that it is
dangerous to drink water on Wednesday and Friday
evenings (Pes. 112a). Samuel, teacher of the Law,
physician, and astrologer, taught that it was dangerous to bleed a patient on IMonday, Tuesday, or Thursday, because on the last-mentioned day Mars reigns
at the even-numbered hours of the day, when demons
have their play. It was considered equally dangerous to undergo this operation on a Wednesday falling on the fourth, the fourteenth, or the twentyfourth of the month, or on a Wednesday occurring
within less than four days of the new moon. The
new moon was likewise regarded as an imfavorabie
season for bleeding, as were also the third of the
month and the day preceding a festival (Shab. 1296).
In consequence of religious anti-Biblical influences,
some of these pagan views gradually acquired a
Hebraic tinge. Of two horoscopes which have been
preserved, however, onlj'- the earlier bears a Jewish
stamp. On Joshua b. Levi's "tablets" (third century)
it is stated that men born on Sunday will be distin;

;

guished, on

Astrology

Monday

wrathful, on Tuesday wealtliy
on Wednesdaj' intelligent and eidightcncd, on Thursday benevolent, and
Two Horo- on Friday pious; while tJio.se l)orn
scopes.
on Saturday are destined to die on
that day.
Only four of these predictions are based upon the days of Creation; from
which it would appear that the conclusions here are
not those of Joshua b. Levi, but originated rather
with Amoraim, wlio add other remarks.
Pabbi

and

.sensual,

llanina said to his pupils:

"Go

to the .son of Levi,

and tell him that the fate of a person is not decided
by the constellations of the day, but by those of the
hour" in other words, it is not the birtliday, but
the natal liour, that decides.
Those born while the
sun rules in the heavens have a brilliant career before them, and they will eat and drink f)f their own
substance; but their secrets will be divulged, and
they will never prosper by theft. Those born under
the dominion of Venus are destined to wealth and
sensual enjoyment, because fire is suspended on this
star; while birth under the planet Mercur}' foretokens intelligence and enlightenment. Mercury being the scribe of the sun. Tlie hapless born under
the reign of the moon, however, will suffer much
sorrow they will build and demolish, demolish and
build, and they will eat and drink not of their own
substance but their secrets will be safe, and should

—

;

;

they will escape detection. The plans of
those born under the reign of Saturn will be destroyed; while the righteous or the charitable
(" zaddikim ") are born under the reign of Jupiter
("Zedek"), and the shedder of blood under Mars;
but this prognosticon, says Ashi, may also refer to
surgeons and butchers (Shab. 156a).
When the vernal equinox occurs during the hour
of Jupiter, the power of the fruit-trees is broken
and when the winter solstice falls within this hour,
the seeds of the field dry up.
In this case, however,
it is necessary also that the new moon should appear
during the moon or Jupiter hour ('Er. 56a). An
eclipse of the sun is an evil omen for the nations,
while an eclipse of the moon is a particular fatality
for Israel, Jewish reckoning of time being based
upon the phases of this planet (Mek., Bo, i. Suk.
29a G. Brecher, " Das Transcendentale, IVIagie und
Magische Heilarten im Talmud," p. 157, Vienna,
they

steal,

;

;

1850).
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In Medieval Times: Astrology,

"hok(wisdom of prognostication), in
distinction from "hokmat ha-hizzayon " (wisdom of
star-seeing, or astronomy), was practised by Jews
throughout the IVIiddle Ages, both as a professional
Coming from the East, they
art and as a science.
were looked upon as heirs and successors of the
Chaldeans, and, probably for tliis reason, were regarded by the Occidental world as skilful masters of
the art of Astrology; their supposed power over
destiny filling the multitudes with awe and fear
(Bedarride, "Les Juifs en France," pp. 49, 454, note

mat ha-nissayon

called

"

21; Basnage, "Histoire des Juifs," iv. 1212; P.
Cassel, "Juden," in Ersch and Gruber's "Encyc."

"

,

Astrology
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pp. 16, 17;

.

note

07,

notes 50 and 51;

115

171, 224).

Jewisli cosmology in the Middle Ages, tlieiefoie,
accords to Astrology a. distinct place, as may be
learned from the " Sefer Yezirali," v. 4, vi. 2-4, where
the zodiac and the dragon as " the king " are represented as cosmic factors; and fi'om the astrological
Baraita of Samuel, belonging to the
T^~
begnining oi the ninth century (Ziinz,
A t nln
Astrology.
.

.^

pp. 15

steinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl." 1862,
tlie Cabala, in the Zohar

Afterward,

et scq.).

and in the Book of Ilaziel, exhibits a thorough knowledge of Astrologj'; and liturgical poetry, through
Kalir and
Ibn Gabi-
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ums

of such, writing under their own names as
"Astrologers."
Thus, Shabbethai Douolo, 913-970, ac{)uircd fame
both as physician and astrologer; and his commentary on the " Sefer Yezirali " is declared by him to
be the result of extensive astrological studies (Griltz,
"Gescli. derJuden," iii. 292 et seq.).
Abraham b.
Hiyya, the great mathematician and astronomer of
Barcelona, of the twelfth century, was also a believer in Astrology, and intended to write a work on

though, on account of its hypotlietical character,
he would not accord it the rank of a .science (sec his
"Zurat ha-Arez," Introduction, and Freimaiin's Introduction to "Hegyon ha-Xefesh ").
it;

Abraham

ibn Ezra was the most
enthusiastic
follower
and

("Keter
]M a 1 k u t " )
rol

propagandist of Astrology, which he calls "a
sublime science."
^^
Besides translating Mashallah's
^fX

gives it recognition
(S.
" HaSachs,

Yonah,"i.5993;

\o\

M. Sachs,

"Questions "
and a o t h e r

"Die Reli-

11

work

giose Poesie,"

of

this

1845, p. 250).
Indeed, in the

author on the

eighth and

moon from

ninth
ries,

eclipse of the

centu-

Arabic

the

into He-

Jews

w he

were t h e i«^
foremost

^

masters

tivit}-,"

"Elec-

tions,"

"Sen-

Itre

,

wrote " Na-

in

Astrology.
Jacob ibn

tences of the
C o 11 s t e 1 1 a -

Tarik, called

by Ibn Ezra

tions,""Re.sh-

an astrological

it

authority,
recorded by

is

Hokmah
(Beginning

the

of

Wisdom),

same writer as hav-

"Book

ing imported the astronomical tables of the

World,"

Hindus to Bagdad under
Almansur in 777 ("Z. D. M.
G."xxiv. 332-354). Hiscontem
porar}' was Mashallah, the famous
court astrologer of Almansur and Mamun (about 800), some of whose works

the "Planets,"

a

treatise on
a treatise on

the "Lu-

w^

^
AX Astrolabe.

Bishr al-Israeli in 820, called also Eabban al-Tabari
"rabbi of Tabaristan," whose astrological works still
exist partly in the original, and were translated into
Hebrew and Latin (ib. pp. 003-607; idem, in "Jew.
Quart. Rev." xiii. 108-109).
Ibn Ezra mentions
also as the greatest Jewish astrologer Andruzagar
ben Zadi Faruk, probably a Persian (Steinschneider, in "Monatsschrift." 1884, p. 479; idem, "Hebr.
Uebers." p. 854, note 54A).
As a matter of fact,
most of the works on Astrology composed by
Mohammedan scholars those ascribed to Ptolemj%
and those of Abu Maashar, Al-Kabisi, and Abu al-

—

liijal
were translated by Jews into Hebrew and
partly into Spanish (Steinschneider, "Hebr. Uebers." pp. 525-578), or they composed compendi-

*^"'^

'^^

and

finally

^^^^

"Causes"

('

minaries,"

Ha-Te'amim

'),

a horoscope, see Steinschneider, "Berlin Cat. Hebr. MSS." pp. 136150; "Hebr. Uebers." pp. 600 et seq.; Rosin, in
"Monatsschrift," 1898, p. 250). He often refers to
Astrology in his Bible commentaries. To him heaven
with its constellations is "the book of life," in which

(From ''Ma'ase Tobia,"

Ibn Ezra translated from the Arabic into
Hebrew (Steinschneider, "Hebr. Uebers." pp. 599Another Jewish astrologer of note was Sahl b.
608).

—

of the

iioT.)

man's destiny is written, and against which there is
recourse to God as "the Almighty," who overrules
all these influences (commentary to Ps. Ixix. 29;
Gen. xvii. 9; Ex. vi. 3, xxxiii. 21; Rosin, Lc. p. 251;
Zunz, "G. S." iii. 93). Abraham ben David of Posquieres, in his critical notes to Maimonides' "Yad."
Teshubah, v. 5, also asserts the influence of the
stars upon destiny, while contending that by faith
in

God man may overcome this influence.' Judah
(" Cuzari," iv. 9), Abraham ibn Daud (" Emu-

ha-Levi

nah Ramah,"

p.

86;

see

Kaufmann, "Geschichte

der Attributenlehre inder Jlidi.schen ReligionsphilosophiedesMittelalters," p. 247), and Albo (" Ikkarim,"

could not tree tliemselves altogether from the

tliickness.

belief in the "deerccs of the stars"; uor could Nahmauides {comnientiuy to Gen. i. 16; Lev. xxiii. 24,

set in the

and elsewhere), Isaac Arania ("Akedat Yizhak,"
xxxiv., Introduction to Ex.), Solomon b. Adret
As(Kesponsa, jSo. 052), and others.
trology was made the basis of MesThe
sianic calculations in almost every
Basis of
Messianic century (see Ibn Ezra to IJan. xi. 2'J;
Abravanel, "Mashmia' Yeshu'ah";
Calculations. A/.ariah dei Rossi, " Meor Euayim,"

it

iv. 4)

xliii.
Zun/, I.e. Steinschueider,
cli.
"Jildische Literatur," in Erseh and Gruber's "Encyc." p. 441, notes 80, 81).
Maimonides was the; only authoril}' that opposed
Astrology encrgeticall}'. He found it forbidden by
the Law in the verse, "Ye shall not observe times"
("lo te'oncnu ") Lev. xix. 20. in accordance with R.
;

;

Akiba, Sanh. 08^* ("Yad," 'Akkum, xi. 8), and deit, Talmudical utterances notwithstanding, to
be bordering on idolatry, "a disease, not a science, a
tree under the shadow of which all sorts of superstitions thrive, and which must be uprooted in order
to give way to the tree of knowledge
Opposed and the tree of life " ("Letter to the

clared

by Mai-

Steinschncider,
^Meu of Marseilles "
"Cat. Bodl." col. 1903; idem, "Ilebr.
Uebers." p. 931). However, the belief
was too deeply rooted to be abandoned by the great
majority of thinkers (see Low, in "Ben Chananja,"
As the last important prominent
1803, pp. 430-434).
follower of Astrology may be mentioned David
Gans, the astronomer and historian, and friend of
Tycho de Brahe, the contemporary of Wallenstein,
;

monides.

whose historical work, "Zemah David" (see introduction to vol. ii.), lays great stress upon the influence of the constellations upon history.
Modern science has abolislied Astrology. Only
the formula of congratulations, " Mazzal tob " (Good
luck), is a survival of the old belief, as is the rejecdays in the week or the month for
weddings or new ventures (see Shulhan 'Aruk,
Yoreh De'ah, 179, 2).
tion of certain

Bibliography Steinschneider, JUdischc Literatur, in Ersch
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;
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;
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tier
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ASTRONOMY.— Biblical Data: Biblical Astronomy, in the broad sense, includes the views taken
in the books of the Bible of the position of the earth
in the universe, the designation of the stars, planets,
stars, and the views held regarding them.
material for the subject, except so far as the
earth is concerned, is very meager, dependence for
the most part having to be placed on ambiguous
In the
references chiefly in the poetical sections.
present article the stars, planets, and fixed stars in
general are dealt with. (For the earth, sun, and moon,
The sky, the abode of
see CosMOGONy, Sun, Moon.)

fixed

The

is described as a "rakia' " (ypl, a- ph^te);
a rigid, broad, solid plate possessing a certain

the stars,
that

Astrolog'y
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According to Gen. i. G, this rakia" was
midst of the waters, and it divided the

waters above from those beneath.
God " made "
of matter already existing at the time of Creation; that is, He did not "create" it at that time.
The rakia' representing the sky in Ezek. i. 22 re-

sembled ice; therefore it is quite po.ssible that the
author of Genesis, like Ezekiel, regarded the sky as
being composed of solidified water or ice. Such a
sky, being transparent, would permit tlie stars, whic^
are located above its vault, to be seen through it.
The heavenly bodies, according to Gen. i. 10, were
also made (not created) from existing material, afler
light had c'ome into existence. Tiiey

The Four
Elements

made

of the mateiial of
the vault of the sky
in Genesis, was made out of water-material, and
the human soul from air (Gen. ii. 7),
and all things living upon earth from earth (Gen. i.
All these were made of the four element.s,
24).
light (or fire), water, air, and earth; only those
creatures which subsist in air and water tliat is, in
other elements than those of which they are composed were created while man, the image of God,
although living on earth and being of the earth, was
"created and made" (Gen. i. 26, 27; but see ii. 7).
The stars were supposed to be living creatui'cs.
If the difficult passage (Judges v. 20) may be legarded as other than a poetical figure, the stars
" walk on the way "
they "come out " in the mornBy a miracle, sun and
ing, and "go in" at night.
moon are made to stand suddenly still (.Josh. x. 12).
They fight from their courses like
warriors on the march (Judges ih.);
Stars
the Hosts the poet perhaps thinks of falling
of Heaven, stars. In later times the stars are
spoken of as "the hosts of heaven."
This conception is accurately paralleled among the
Assyrians, kinsmen of the Hebrews, who likewise
conceive of the stars as soldiers serving the god of
heaven, Auu, and probably also the somewhat
similar god Ninib, whose abode was the planet
Eabani (?)is compared in the Gilgamesh
Saturn.
epic (tab. i. col. 5, 28, 40; see Schrader, " K. B."
vi. i. 130 et seq.) with an army of Anu and falling
were; certainly
light, just as

—

—

;

;

stars or (tab.

i.

cols. 11, 33,

3.");

see

ib. p.

120)

with

The stars stand in
of Anu and Ninib.
God's presence, to the right and the left of His throne
(I. K. xxil. 19; II Chron. xviii. 18); they serve Him
the

army

(Neh.

ix. 6;

Ps.

ciii. 21),

and praise Him

(Ps.

ciii. 21),

Like the kings of earth, they may be
consigned by God's judgment to the nether world

cxlviii. 2).

(Isa. xxiv. 21 et seq.); and God will in future execute judgment among them as among the nations of
Reverence is offered
earth (Isa. xxxiv. 4 et seq.).
to them as living creatures, even in later times (Jer.
viii. 2), and quite naturally upon the housetops
(Jer. xix. 13, xxxii. 29; Zeph. i. 5). in the same manner as the Assyrians worshijx'd the sun (Gilgamesh
epic, iii. 2, 7 (15); Schrader. "K. B." vi. 1, 146).
At the head of this starry host stands a "captain

army" (X2Vn n:^. Josh. v. 14; Dan. viii. 11);
according to the passage in Daniel, he was the star
highest in altitude as well. By this designation
probably Saturn was intended, the farthest removed
from earth and therefore the highest in the heavens,

of the
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and

wliicli is licld l)y the Assyrians to he the "hellTliis stany anny l)elonga to
wotlier" of the (lock.
Yiiwii; liencetlie frequent expression
"Captain "Yiiwii of hosts" or "God of hosts"

of

Army."

(niNaV[n]

M^x, niN*aV|n]

cates that lie

is

indi-

the aetnal leader of

According to a

heavenly array.

'••)

later view,

tiie

however

2, 10), the seven planets are evidentl}termed the "seven eyes of God " (Sniend, " Alttestamentliche Keligionsgesch." p. 343, note), just as the
planet Saturn was the eye of Ann, lord of heaven

(Zech. iv.

among

It would appear, therethey were no longer considered independent
beings, and of course the other stars likewise.
This
passage has probably no reference whatever to the
seven-armed candlestick of the Temple; and it has
no connection with what the Hebrews may or may
not have conceived concerning the planets.
As regards the individual stars, current opinion
holds to-day that four to six, ])erhaps seven, are
named in the Old Testament. Such are: "Kesil"

the Babylonians.

fore, that

Amos

(p^DD> Isa. xiii. 10;

v. 8;

Job

xxxviii.,

ix. 9,

understood generally to be Orion; "Kimah"
Job I.e.), identical with Sirius or
(niD''3, Amos I.e.
the Pleiades; " 'Ash " or " 'Ayish " (t:"j;, I^'j;, Job ix.
9, xxxviii. 32), po.ssibly the Great Bear, possibly the
Hj^ades or Pleiades " Mazzarot " (nntD, Job xxxviii.
32), either the Pleiades or Hyades, or possibly the
Northern and Southern Crown. Another is mentioned, "Hadre Teman" (JDTl ''"nn, Job ix. 9) but it
is doubtful whether or not a constella31),

;

;

Individual
Stars.

tion is meant by this at all
see G.
Hoffmann, in "Zeitschr. Alttestament;

liche Wissenschaft," ii. 107, who holds
Orion; Kimah, Sirius; 'Ayish, the Hyades; Mazzarot, the Pleiades; and that pTl ''"nn is
to be amended to read poXD '')"in ("' chambers of the
Twins," Gemini).
According to this view, all the fixed stars and constellations mentioned in the Old Testament would
lie in one region of the stellar hemisphere
and according to Stern (Geiger's "Jiid. Zeit." iii. 258),

that Kesil

is

;

these, and these only, are mentioned because the}'
serve to indicate the seasons of the calendar.
These
identifications, however, admit of no positive proof;
for a disconnected tradition can Iiardly be considered
a demonstration.
The only case in which anything
approaching proof can be adduced is that of 'Ash or
'Ayish by means of the Talmudic word ^nV, " yuta"

(mentioned with this star and perhaps etymologically related to it)— in Syriac, Nmy; in Arabic, D''^
(" iiiiu ")
which would agree with the idea of tlie
constellation of the Hyades, tlie "rain-stars." It
should then be punctuated to read " 'ayush" (Hofimann).
"Mazzarot," in Job xxxviii. 32, may perhaps, by
comparison with Job xxxvii. 9, where "mezarim"
(nnTD) is parallel(;d by "hcder" ("nn, "chamber"),
be explained as identical with " Hadre Teman" (chambers of the south) (.Job ix. 9) or etymologically referred to the Assy i-ian " massart u" (Babylonian " mazzartu"), a place wlu^re something is watched.
But
it is just as likely to be, as tradition already has it,

—

a variation of "mazzalot"

—a word

(nii^TD.

H

Kings

xxiii. 5)

of uncertain meaning, varying as its
explanations do between "planets," "constellations
al.so
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of the zodiac-," and "stations of the moon."
If tjie
word were indisputably of Assyro-Babylonian origin
and related to " manzaltu " or "mazaltu," either of

the

two

would proi)ably be the
"manzaltu " means "stand "

latter .signitications

correct one, seeing that

or "station,"

synonym,

"

is

also ai)plied to stars, and, like its

manzazu," denotes probably some one or

otiier of the zodiacal constellations.
" Kesil,"

remarkably enough, is found in the plural
where " the stars of heaven and its [or
their] kcsilim " are spoken of.
This is commonl}'
translated "their Orions," and isexplained as meaning "their larger constellations"; but the plural of
such a proper name is very hard to understand.
One would hardly speak of "the Siriu.ses" or "the
Greater Bears " of the heavens. It is probably to be
luiderstood as a generic term, not a proper name at
all, and to be translated "stars" instead of "Orions."
A corollary herefrom would be that " 'Ayisli " and
" Kimah " would then also be generic names and not
proper ones, a supposition which their exclusive occurrence in the singular would not disprove (compare
the generic singulars in Is<i. xxx. 6). And when God,
in Job xxxviii. 31 et scq., is said to bind Kimah, open
Kesil, and lead 'Aj'ish, these proper names maj- well
in reality mean nothing more than planets, meteors,
or comets, and thus tlie word "Kesil " (fool) be a not
inappropriate name for tlie vagrant comet, the roving
planet, or the headlong meteor.
It is true, liowever,
in Isa. xiii. 10,

would arise when considering the
"children of 'Ayish" and various other points in
connection Avith these names; and altogether this
remarkable plural of Kesil in Isaiah, with its usual
translation, must remain a bone of contention.
That " nahasli bariali " (m3 EJTIJ, " fiying serpent "),
Isa. xxvii. 1 and Job xxvi. 13, denotes a constellation, as has been claimed, rests upon no evidence.
Of planets, as far as ascertainable with any degree
of certainty, only two are mentioned in the Old
Testament: Saturn, called by liis Assyrian name
that difficulties

"Kevan" (IV3) in Amos v. 26; and "Meleket haShamayim" (D"'OL*'n n^i'^D), "the queen of heaven,"
That the
means Venus is shown b}'- the
cakes which are said to have been baked
Jer. vii. 18, xliv. 17, 25, etc.

Planets.
for

lier.

Among

the Assyro-Babylonians the cake" the bread of Ishtar " (Venus).
usually claimed that by the word "Helel"

olferings
It is

latter

were called

"son of the morning," in Isa. xiv. 12, the
morning star, or, more correctly, one
Helel,
of the two morning stai's, is meant;
Son of the and the analogy with ^^r\ (" to glitMorning. ter ") seems to favor the view. Closely
considered, however, there is little

(^P^^),

foundation for

supposition, since Isaiali gives
is a star (Gnnkel,
"Schopfung mid Chaos," jip. 132 et seq.).
The suppositicm that "Gad" (nj) in Isa. Ixv. 11
means " Jupiter, "the god of Fortune, and that " Meni"
(^JD), in the .same veree, means "Venus" (if these
readings be correct), rests upon mere hypothesis.
"
If it wen; not that the late-Hebrew name "Zedek
(p^^f =^ " j'lstice ") for "Jupiter" betrays, not an
A.ssyro-Babylonian origin, btit rather a late Jewish
one for among the Assyro-Babylonians Saturn is
the star of justice it might be accepted as an early
tlie

no intimation whatever that Helel

—

—

"
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Jewish name for thai planet; but to cndoavor to
connect this with the Ohl Testament proper names
" Me'ichizedek " and " Adoniz.edek " is, to say tlie
least,

hazardous.

The Ohl Testament contains no more than the pre
ceding concerning Hebrew Astronomy. Of Hebrew
astrology l)efore the Babylonian exile, it contains not
a word; for the i)assage Isa. xlvii. 13, wherein astrologers are evidently meant by "the astrologers,
the star-gazers, the monthly prognosticators," is regarded by most scholars as post-exilic. This may
perha[)S indicate that the ancient Hebrews possessed
no astrology at all events, what is known of the
;

astrology of the later Hebrews shows Assyro-Babylonian influence, as is illustrated by the fact that
Mercury, for instance, is called "the star," just as
the Assyro-Babyloniaus designate
" the planet.

him simply

as
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In the Talmud The study of the universe as
a whole was, like all other sciences in olden times,
held in closest connection with religion, and was
The starcultivated in the interest of the latter.
world was to the heathen an object of worship, but
not to the Jews, whether national or Hellenized.
With tills reverence there was connected a superstition that the stars determined the destiny of man.
The computation of time also depends
Ancient upon a knowledge of the heavenly
Conception bodies; and this again was closely connected with religion. It is obvious,
of Astronomy. therefore, that the Astronomy of the
Talmudists could not be an independent science any more than that of the Babylonians,
the Egyptians, the Greeks, or of all other nations of
antiquity or of the medieval ages: it was a department of knowiedge belonging to theology. Only
those data which are purely astronomical are dealt
with here for the rest see Astrology, Calendar,
and Worship, Idol. Nor can those cosmological
speculations whicli were prevalent among all
nations of antiquity be discussed in this article.
The facts handed down form, however, only a
fraction of the astronomical knowledge of the Talmudists for in their academies they toiiched upon
scientific problems only so far as they related to religious questions, and exercised great reserve regarding their stellar investigations, so as not to betray
:

;

;

the secrets of the festival calendar, an important
privilege of the house of the Palestinian patriarch
and of his tribunal. For these two reasons the following account will naturally give only an inadequate idea of the knowledge of Astronomy among
the Jews during the lirst centuries of the common

Furthermore, these fragments do not emanate
from one homogeneous system, as they are the accumulations of at least foTir centuries, and are traceable to various authors, Palestinian and Babylonian,
among whom some were inclined to mysticism.
The high value of astronomical knowledge is
era.

ABtronomy

already demonstrated by the astronomical section of
tlie Book of Enoch (about 72-b!0), as well as by such
sayings as those of Eleazar Hisnia (about 100), a
profound mathematician, who could
Astronomy "count the drops in the ocean" (Ilor.
a Re10*0, and who declared that "ability to
ligious
compute the solstice and the calendar is

Study.

the dessert [auxiliaries] of wisdom "
(Ab. iii. 18).
Among the sciences that
'

'

Johanan ben Zakkai mastered was a knowledge of
the solstices and the calendar; i.e., tlie ability to
compute the courses of the sun and the moon (8uk.
Later writers declare that " to him wlio can
28a).
compute the course of the sun and the revolution of
the planets and neglects to do so, may be applied the
words of the prophet (Isa. v. 12), They regard not
'

the work of the Lord, neither consider the opeiatiou
of his hands.'" To pay attention to the course
of the sun and to the revolution of the planets is a
religious injunction; for such is the import of
the words (Deut. iv. 6), "This is j-our wLsdom and
your understanding in the sight of the nations"

(Shab. Tort).
Despite the general importance and religious significance attached to Astronomy in the Holy Land,
no scientific discoveries were made there. Astronomical observatories and instruments are nowhere
mentioned, unless among the latter are included a
chart illustrating the various phases of the moon(R.
H. ii. 8), and a sort of telescope for the calculation
of air-line distances ("mezofot," Yer. 'Er. v. 22d;
The starry heavens
"shefoferet," Bab. 'Er. 43/^).
of Palestine interested the Jews, indeed, as creations
of God, as means to determine the
holidays; but for a better knowledge
No
of them the Jews were undoubtedly
Scientific
Discoveries indebted to the Babylonians and their
Hellenic pupils, as evidenced by the
in Palforeign term "gematria," used to desestine.
ignate the computation of the calenPossibly this word represents a transposition
dar.
" arithmetic, mathematics " (Sachs,
of ypaiifiaTEia
"Beitrage," ii. 74) "a sister science of astronomy
from the earliest times, but destined as the mathematical element to obtain adequate importance only

=

in later periods"

—

(Pauly-Wissowa, "Realencyklopa-

die der Classischen Alterthumswissenschaft." 1831,
Most of the observations of a scientific nature
ii.).

were transmitted by Samuel (250), who attended the
schools of the Babylonians, and who claimed to possess as exact a knowledge of the heavenly regions
Certain
as of the streets of his own city Nehardea.
rules must nevertheless have existed; for the patriarch Rabban Gamaliel (about 100), who applied
the above-mentioned lunar tablets and telescope,
relied for authority upon such as had been transmitted by his paternal ancestors (Yer. R. H. ii. 58b;
Bab. R.

As

II.

2rM).

in the Bible, so also in the

Talmud, heaven and

earth designate the two borders of the universe.
The former is a hollow sphere covering the earth.
It consists, according to one authority, of a strong

and firm plate two or three fingers in thickness, alwavs lustrous and never tarnishing. Another tannaitic authority estimates the diameter of this plate
as one-sixth of the sun's diurnal journey; while

a

;

:
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another, a Bubj'louian, cstiiiiatcs it at 1,000 paraAccordiiiij; to otlicis, the (liauK-ter of the tirsangs.
nuuneut is e(iual to the distauee covered in 50 or 500
years; and this is true also of tlie eartli and tiie large
sea ("Telioni") ni)()ii which it rests (Yer. Ber. i. 2r;
Targ. Yer. Gen. i. 0). The distance of the tirniament fri>ni the earth is a journey of 500 j'ears
distance ecjuivalent to the diameter of the tirmament, through which the sun must saw its way in
Pes.
order to become visible (Yer. Ber. i. 2c, bot.
The tirmament, according to some, consists
94^^.
of tire and water, and, according to
while the stars
Conothers, of water only
ceptions of consist of tire (Yer. R. II. ii. 58^/).
Heaven East and west are at least as far reand. Eartli. moved from each other as is the firmament from the earth (Tamid. 3'2i().
Heaven and earth " kiss each other " at the horizon
and between the water above and that below there
are but two or three fingerbreadths (Gen. R. ii. 4;
Tlie earth rests upon water and
Tosef., Hag. ii. 5).
According to other concepis encompassed by it.
tions the earth is supported by one, seven, or twelve
These rest upon water, the water upon
pillars.
mountains, the mountains upon the wind, and the
wind upon the storm (Hag. 12/^; Yer. Hag. ii. 77rt).
The nations of antiquity generally believed that the
There is also
earth was a disk floating on water.

—

;

;

;

mentioned the terrestrial gl(;be, " kaddur," though
ma)' also be translated as "disk." When Alexander the Great attempted to ascend to heaven he rose
even higher and higher, until the earth appeared as
a globe and the sea as a traj' (Y^er. 'Ab. Zarali iii.
it

Tiie earth is divided into three parts,
habitable land, desert, and sea.
It was assumed that our present earth w^as preceded by many others which were not good in the
eyes of the Creator, who traverses in all 18,000 worlds,
and for this reason is fre(iuently styled "Lord of the
Worlds "(Gen. R. iii. 7, ix. 2; Midr. Teh. x.xxiv.).
The ocean also is mentioned in the Talmud, and the
whole world is said to drink of its waters (Ta'an.
%). According to mystic speculation there are seven
heavens, the first of which is called "velum" (cur42c, bot.).
viz.,

the second, "firmament," etc. (Hag. 12b).
these worlds are similar to ours is not
stated.
The correct impression concerning the infinitude of the starry host is expressed in the following sentence of R. Simeon b. Lakisli (about 250)
"Tiiere are twelve mazzalot [signs of the zodiac],
each having thirty armies; each army, thirty camps
each camp, thirty legions [com[N"IDDJ = cttiiira]
pare Matt. xxvi. 53]; each legion, thirty cohorts;
each cohort, thirty corps [compare Krauss, "Lehnworter," s.v. JIDml and each corps has 305,000 myriads of stars entrusted to it" (Ber. 32A).
tain);

Whether

;

;

The Talmud subscribes, as do all astronomers before the time of Copernicus, to the geocentric worldconception, according to whicli the stars move about
the earth.
The conceptions of this motion were
variou.s.
Aristotle believes that the stars have no
motion of their own, being firndy attached to circles
of rotation
and he further ascribes to every circle
containing a star a sphere of motion whose center is the earth (Pauly-Wissowa, "Realencyklopiidie
der Classischen Altertlnunswisscnschaft," 1841, ii.).
;
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wonderful Baraita Pesahim diO gives
expression to this idea in the following: "The
learned of Israel say,
The S]iliere
Motions stands firm, and IIk; i)lanets revolve';
of the
the learned of the nations say, 'The
Heavenly sphere moves, and the i)lanets stand
Bodies.
lirm.' Tiie learned of Israel say, 'The
sun moves by day beneath the firmament, and by night above the firmament'; the
learned of the nations say, The sun moves by day
beneath the firmament, and by nigiit beneath the
earth.'" The patriarch Judah L (about 200) believed
that in the first instance the Jewish, and in the
second the non-Jewish, conception was correct. The
sun travels in four directions.
During Nisan,
lyyar, and Siwan (spring) it travels in the south,
in order to melt the snow dui'ingTammuz, Ab, and
Elul (summer), directly above the earth, in order to
ripen the fruit during Tishri, Heshwan, and Kislew,
above the sea, in order to absorb the waters: and in
Tebet, Shebat, and Adar, over the desert, in order
tliat the grain may not dry up and witlier (i//.).
The sun has 305 windows through which it
emerges; 182 in the east, 182 in the west, and 1 in
the middle, the place of its first entrance.
The
course described by it in a year is traversed by the
moon in 30 days. The solar year is longer by 11
days than the lunar year (Yer. R. II. ii. 58^/). The
sun completes its course in 12 months; Jupiter, in
12 years; Saturn, in SOj'ears; Venus and 3Iars, in
480 years (Gen. R. x. 4); however, an objection
is raised liere (in a gloss) against the last-mentioned
number. King Antoninus asked the patriarch why
the sun rises in the east and sets in the west.
At
the time of the Deluge it traveled in the opposite
direction (Sanh. 915, 1085).
Every 28 years it returns to its original point of departure, and on Tuesday evening of the spring solstice it is in opposition
with Saturn, altliough Plato maintained tliat the
sun and planets never return to the place whence
they started. This is the cycle of 28 years (Ber. 595)
the moon-cycle of 19 years may have been meant in
the Targ. Yer. Gen. i. 14.
The four solstices (the Tekufot of Nisan, Tammuz,
Tishri, and Tebet) are often mentioned as determining the .sea.sons of the year; and there are occasional
references to the rising-place of the sun ('Er. 50*/).
Sometimes six seasons of the year are mentioned
(Gen. R. xxxiv. 11), and reference is often made to
the receptacle of the sun {vapBi/mov), by
Six
means of which the heat of the orb is
Seasons, mitigated (Gen. R. vi. 6, and elsewhere). The revolutions of the moon
Perlia])s the

'

'

;

;

were undoubtedly known; for "Israel computes by
the moon, the other nations by the sun" (Suk. 29«,
and elsewhere). God expressly |)rohibits the revealing of the secrets of chronology (Ket. 112^). Samuel
sent to R. Johanan a list of the leap-years for siyty
years, which tin; latter did not regard as exhilr.ting any remarkable mathematical skill (Hul 1)5/A.
"The moon begins to shine on the 1st of tiie inonili
;

its

light increases until the 15th,

when

the disk

|

DIpD"!

(J/ff/cor)] is full; from the 15fh to the 30tli it wanes;
and on the 30th it is invisible " (Ex. R. xv. 26).
From the names of the seven planets were derived
the names of the days of the week
and each day
;

;
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Tin:

was consecrated

because of

durini;

star).

to the jiiirticiilar iihuiet tliiit ruled
Tiie Talearly hours of the inoniiiiiz:inudists were iiiiiiiiiar wilii the planets

llie

Seven

and

Planets.

Astkolonly the week-days were

their cliaracteristics (see

o(!y);

l)ut

counted, whilt! the Sabbat h had a name
The uaniesof the seven planets are: (1)
of its own.
"Shabbetai," Saturn; {2) "Zedek," Jupiter; (IJ)

"Maadini," Mars; (4) " llainniali." the sun (.-))"Kokebcl" or"Nogah," "KokabrNoirah," Venus; (0)
"Kokab," INIereury; (7) " Lebanah," the moon. According to the thst letter of each of their names, they
are called " SlieZaM HeNKaL" (Shab. 129//, \r>()<i
;

Pesik. K.

x.\.

Pirke R. El.

;

vi.).

The

worsiiip of

mentioned (Pesik. K. xxxi., ed. Friedmaim,
p. 143rt), and warning is given not to confuse it with
the dawn (X"in::n i<n^"X; Yer. Eer. i. 2c).
The twelve constellations of the zodiac are: Aries
("Taleh"), Taurus ("Shor"), Gemini ("Teomim"),
Cancer ("Sarton"), Leo("Ari"), Virgo ("Betulah"),
Libra (" .Moznayim "), Scorpio ("'Akrab), Sagittarius, Archer ("Kasshat"), Capricornus ("Gedi"),
Aquarius ("Deli "), and Pisces (" Dagim "). Accord-

Venus

is

ing to the
called

first

letter of each,

thev are collectively

"TeSHeT," "SaAB," "Ma'AK," "GeDaD"

(Pesik. R.

;.r.,

and Pirke R. El. I.e.
and elsewhere).

;

Rashi on B. M.

The

three
The Zodiac, are in the east, the second three in the
south, the third three in the west, and
and all are attendant on
the last three in the north
According to one conception, Aries, Leo,
the sun.
and Sagittarius face northward Taurus, Virgo, and
Capricornus westward; Gemini, Libra, and Aquaand Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces
rius southward
eastward (Yalk., Ex. 418; Kings 185). According to
the tannaitic view, Taurus ('"Eglah") is in the
north and the Scorpion in the south ('Er. 56«; Pes.
Charles's
9in).
[Some read '"Agalali" (Wagon
Wain), see Tos. to Pes. I.e.] Each constellation
rules for one month; viz., Aries in Nisan (March),
lOGb,

first

;

;

;

=

Taurus in lyyar (April), etc. (Pesik. R. xxvii.,
Friedmann, p. 133//; Pesik. R. K. xiii. 116rt).
That the zodiacal circles were generally known is
evident from the frequency of their interpretation in
sermons and from their liturgical application in postTalmudic times. An allusion to Aquarius is found
also in a Babylonian incantation (Git. G9a).
The Milky WXy is called "Fire-Stream," a name
borrowed from Daniel vii. 10 ("Nehar di-nur"),
where it may possibly have had the same signification.
ed.

The statement

made that the sting of Scorpio
be seen lying in the Milky Way
(Hag. ISb; Ex. R. xv. 6, t^•N "IHJ;
is

also

may

Other
Stars and

Comets.

Ber.

58/)).

said " We have it
no comet ever passed

Samuel

as a tradition that

:

across the face of Orion [" Kesil "] for
if this should happen the earth would be destroyed."
When his hearers objected to this .statement, saying,
"Yet we see that this occurs," Samuel replied: "It
;

only appears so; for the comet passes either above
or below the star. Possibly also its radiance i^asses,
but not its body." Again, Samuel says: "But for
the warmth of Orion, the earth could not exist, because of the frigidity of Scorpio furthermore, Orion
lies near Taurus, with which the warm season beThe comet,
gins (Yer. Ber. ix. Idc; Bab. Ber. b8b).
;

Astronomy-

its tail, is

Joshua

called

"kokbade-shabbit " (rodfamous teacher of

llanaiiiali, the

1).

the Law (about lUUj, declared that a star api)ears
once every seventy years and leads mariners astray;
hence they shf)uld at such time lay in a larger store of
I)rovisions (ilor. UUi).
Rapoport endeavors to prove
that the path f)f llalley's comet had been computed
by a wise lablji (Ei)istlc to Sionimski in " Toledot
haShamayim," War.saw, 183!S). Samuel .said: "I
know all the paths of heaven, but nf)thing of the
nature of the comet."
The following Biblical names of constellations are
mentioned and explained: no'3 = HNDD. Pleiades [a
cluster of] about a hundred stars, and for the muchdisijuted \^']}. its e(|ually obscure Aramaic etjuivalent Nnv (MS. M. NflX), Syriac NDVy, is given (Ber.
58/;).
The following two .sagas also have reference
When R. Jacol) died, stars
to natural pheufimena.
were seen by day Avhen R. Hiyj'a died, stones of fire
The latter may posfell from heaven (M. K. 25/>).
sibly be a reference to meteors.
BiBUOr.RAPHY: Winer. Ti. R. li. 526-529. Lelpslc, 1848; Ham;

burger, R. B. T.
J.

ii.

77-81, s.v.
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In Post-Talmudic Times: With

R.

the revival

of Greek science which took jilace in Islam, Jews
were intimately connected, and the "Almagest" is
said to have been translated by Sahal ibn Tabari as
early as 800, Avhile one of the earliest independent
students of Astronomy among the Arabs was ]Mashallah (754-873?). Jews .seem to have l)een jiarticularly concerned with the formation of astronomical
Sind ben
tables of practical utility to astronomers.
AH (about 830) was one of the princiiial contrilmtors
to the tables drawn up under the patronage of the
Sultan ]\Iaimun. No less than twelve Jews were
concerned in the Toledo tables, drawn up about
1080 under the influence of Ahmad ibn Zaid, and the
celebrated " Alfonsine Tal)les " were executed under
the superintendence of Isaac ibn Sid, while Jews
were equally concerned in the less-known tables
of Pedro IV.
Isaac al-Hadib ccnnpiled astronomical tables from
those of Al-Rakkam, Al-Battam, and Ibn al Kam-

Joseph ibn Wakkar (1357) drew up tables of
the period 720 (Heg.); while i\Iordecai Comtino and
MattathiaDelacrutconunented upon the Persian and

mad.

Paris tables respectively the latter, were commented
Aliraham ibn Ezra
also by Farissol Botarel.
translated Al-Mattani's Canons of the Khowarezmi
Tables, and in his introduction tells a remarkable
;

upon

story of a Jew in India who helped Jacob ben Tarik
to translate the Indian astronomical tables according
Other tables
to the Indian cycle of 432,000 years.

were compiled by Jacob ben

]\Iakir.

Emanuel ben

Jacob, Jacob ben David ben Yom-Tob Poe! (1361),
Solomon ben Elijah (from the Persian tables), and
Abraham Zaculo of Salamanca (about 1515).
The earliest to treat of Astronomy in Hebrew on

was A7?r.\ham bar Hivva, who
Discussions on
wrote at Marseilles, about 1134.
astronomical points, especially with regard to the
spheres, and disputed points in calculating the calendar occur frequently in the works of Judali haLevi, Abraham ibn Ezra, and Maimonides, while a
new system of Astronomy is contained in the " Wars
a systematic plan

.

Astronomy
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Astruc, Elie-Aristide
of the

LdhI" ("^Milhainot Adonai

")

of Levi

ben

Jews were especiuliy helpful in tiie progressof the
science b}' their Avork as translators: Moses ibn Tibbon translated from the Arabic Jabir ben Adah's
acute criticisms of the Ptolemaic system, an anticipation of Copernicus, and thus brought them to
Il)n alllaitham's Arabic
the notice of Maimonides.
compendium of Astronomy wasa particular favorite
of Jewisii astronomers; besides being translated into
Spanish by Don Abraham Faquin, it was turned into
Hebrew l)y Jacob ben Makir and Solomon ibn Pater
Cohen and into Latin by Abraham de Balmes. Other,
translations from the Aral)ic were by Jacob Anatoli,

Moses Galeno, and Kalonymus ben Kalonymus, who
thus were the means of bringing the Greco-Arabic
astronomers to the notice of western Europe. Jacob
Anatoli, for example, translated into Hebrew both
the" Almagest" and Averroes' compendium of it, and
this Hebrew version was itself translated into Latin
by J. Christmann. Other translators from the Hebrew into Latin were Abraham de Balmes and Kalonymus ben David of Naples, while David Kalonymus ben Jacob, Ephiaim Mizrahi, and Solomon
Abigdor translated from the Latin into Hebrew.
The well-known family of translators, the Ibn TibIn practical
bons, may be especially mentioned.
Astronomy Jewish work was even more effective.
Jacob ben Makir (who is known also as Profiat
Tibbon) appears to have been professor of Astronomy
at Montpelier, about 1800, and to have invented a
quadrant to serve as a substitute for the astrolabe.
Levi ben Gershon was also the inventor of an astronomical instrument, and is often ti noted with respect
under the name of Leon de Banolas. Bonet, de Lattes
Abraham Zaalso invented an astronomical ring.
cuto ben Samuel was professor of Astronomy at Salamanca, and afterward astronomer-royal to Emanuel
of Portugal, who bad previously been advised by a
Jewish astronomer, Rabbi Joseph Vecinho, a pupil
of Abraham Zacnlo, as to the project put before him
by Columbus, who, in carrying it out, made use of
Zacuto's "Almanac" and "Tables."

the Renaissance, Jewish
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Jewish name, that of Sir William Hkuschel
whose Jewish origin is acknowledged
by his biograi)her. His systematic survey of the
heavens, continued and completed by his son John,
his catalogues of nebuke and clusters, and his discovery of the planet Uranus, may be clas.sed among the
greatest exploits in the history of Astronomy.
He
gr(!at

(1738-1H22),

(Jcrslion.

With

.

work

in

Astronomy

Europe could revert to the
Greek astronomers without it. The chief name connected with the revival of astronomical studies on
the Baltic is that of David Gans of Prague (d. 1613),
who corresponded with Kepler, Tycho Brahe, and
Regiomontanus; he was acquainted with the Coperlost in importance, as

nican system, but preferred that of Ptolemy, while
as late as 1714 David Nieto of London still stood
out against the Copernican system. Altogether, in
reviewing Jewish Astronomy in the Middle Ages,
one can not claim that Jews themselves made many
contributions to the science; but by making the
Greco-Arabic Astronomy accessible to Europe, they
aided in keeping the interest in the subject alive,
and prepared the way for the revival of the science
in the sixteenth century.
On the practical side of
the science, their chief contributions were of more
value: almost all the tables used by astronomers and
navigators were their work, while they introduced
several improvements in astronomical instruments.

See also Calendar.
The modern epoch of ^he science begins with a

also started the investigation into the constitution

universe, determined the path of the sun
toward the constellation Vega, and in innumerable
ways started this science along the lines on which it
developed up to the time of the discovery of spectrum analysi.s.
He was as.sisted throughout his
of the

work by

his sister Caroline Ilerschel (1750-1848).
Since his time no very great Jewish name has been
connected with the development of astronomical
science, but no less than fourteen of the asteroids
were located by H. Goldschmidt 1802-66)— at a time
when the discovery of an asteroid was by no means
so easy a task or so frequent an occun-ence as it is
nowadays and W. Beer (1797-1850), the brother of
]\Ieyerbeer, was the first to di'aw an accurate map
of the moon.
Of contemporaries, the most distinguished is Moritz Loewy (b. 1833), director of the
Paris Observatory, and the inventor of the coude or
elbow telescope, by which the stars maybe observed
without bending the neck back and without leaving
the comfortable observatory.
The following list of Jewish astronomers of the
]\Iiddle Ages, with the approximate periods of their
activity, arranged in alphabetical order of first
names, some of wdiom are mentioned elsewhere in
this work, may l)e of service in drawing attention
to the minuter details:
(

—

Abraham de Balmes.
Abraliamibn Ezra (1093-1168).
Abraham liar Hiyya (1130).
Abraham of Toledo (127S).
Abraham Zacuto ben Samuel
(16th cent.).

Andruzapar ben Zadi Faruch.
Augustlnius

Rlciiis (1521).

Sklow (circa 1777).
Baruch ben Solomon ben Joab
I'.aruch

(1457).

Bianchino (15th cent.).
Bonet de Lattes (1.506).
Caleb Afendopolo (15th cent.),
navid Gans (died 1613).
David Kalonymus ben Jacob

(972)

Elia Misrahl (died 1526).

Emanuel hen Jacob

(1346-65).

Epliraim Mizrahi.

(12;52).

Lyons (died

Israel

1775).

Israel Satnosc (died 1772.)

Jacob
Jacob
ben
Jacob

Anatoli (1232).
Caret (Jacob al-Corsono
Ahi Alirahain Isaac, 1376).
ben David ben Yom-Tob

Poel

(I3(il).

Jacob ben Elia.
Jacob ben Judah Cabret (1382).
Jacob ben Makir, Proflat Tibbon
(1289-1;K)3).

Jacob ben Samson (1123-42).
Jacob ben Tarik (9th cent. ?).
Jeremiah Cohen of Palermo
(1486).

ben

Joseph

(14(54).

David ibn Nahmias.
David Nieto (died 1738).

Dayyan Hasan

Isaac ibn Sid

Eleazar

(14th

cent.).

Joseph
ibn

ben Isaac

Wakkar

hen

(about

Moses

13.57)

ben Israeli ben Isaac
(died VXiU.
Joseph ibn Nahmias (1300-30).
Joseph

Moses Botarel (1465). Joseph Parsi.
Hananeel ben Hushiel (died Joseph Taytazak (about 1520).
Judah Farissol (1499).
102*1?).
Judah ha-Levi (1140).
Hayyim Lisker (1613-36).
Hayyim Vital Calabrese (died Judah lien Israeli (1339).
Judah ben Moses Cohen (1256).
1620).
Judah ben Rakuflal (before
Isaac ben Aaron (1368).
1130).
Isaac Al)U al-Khair ben SamJudah ben Samuel Shalom (15th
uel (1340).
cent.).
ben Baruch
Isaac Albalia
Judah ben Solomon Cohea
(10;V>-94).

Farissol

'

Isaac Rm al-Hiidib (1370).
Isaac Israeli ben Joseph (131030).

Isaac ben Meir Spira.
Isaac ben Moses Efodaeus,

ProflatDuran {139'^1403).

(1247).

Judah ibn Verga (1457).
Kalonymus ben David of Naples (1528).

Kalonymus
(130^723).

ben

Kalonymus

.

;

.

Levi hon Atiraham ben Hiiy-

Levi l)en (icrstion
Hanolu-s),

Rapluu'l Lfki

Hannover

(17.34).

Salial iltal>bau) al-Tabari (WK)).

yiiii (I^y'J-lUlli).

(Leon de

Samuel

ilni

Abbas ben

Jiidali

(llii:i).

(i;!:i7-4-t).

Maiiiioii of Montpellier.

Saiiiuel AbiilaOa (1278).

Manoali ben Slieiuariyah (died

Samuel Ha-I,evi (1280-84).
tiamuel ben Judab of Marseilles

Iiil2).

Mashallah (754-813).
Matlatliia Delacrut (eir. 1530511).

MeierNeumark

(171B).

Meir Spira (14th eent.

Menahem

?).

(ICmanuel)

Zion

(Vm).
Shalom ben Joseph (145(Wi(i).
Shalom ben Solomon Yerushalmi (1482-87).
Sheshet ben Isaac ben Gerundi
(i:!2(l).

Sind

Porlc; (U*i(i-40).

Meshullam Kalonymus.
Comtino
Mordecai

(i;«)l)).

Solotnon Davln of Rodez (14th

cent.).
Mordeeal Finzi (1440-46).
Moses ben Abraham (Nismes). Solomon ben Elijah (1344-86).
Solomon
about
Esobi (A zubius),( 16:3:}).
(d.
Almosnino
Moses
Solomon ben Moses Melgueil
IfjHO).
(1250).
Moses Galeno ben Elia (Kith
Solomon ibn Pater Cohen of
cent.).
Burgos (1322).
Moses Goli ben Judah.
Solomon Shalom ben Moses
Moses Handali.
(1441-86).
Moses Isserles (d. 1573).
Tobias Cohen (1708).
Moses ibn Tibbon (1244-74).
Nathan Hamati ben Eliezer William Raimund de Moncada

(end 15th cent. )

1279 83)
:

502-649.

J.

ASTRUC A prainomeu used frequently by Jews
:

France and eastern Spain; used to this
day as a family name in France. It is derived from
the Provencal uitnic, " happy " (compare benastruc
and vKilaatvuc, and the Spanish astrugo, from the
Lai in ((ster, a star). In the dialect of Lauguedoc, Astruk signified " born under a favorable star " (Genin,
in soiitlieni

"Recreations Philologiques," li. 79. Paris, 1856).
This confirms the supposition of Dukes that the
name represents the Hebrew y\\^ ?TQ (" good luck ");
and a MS. which formerly belonged to the Almanzi

was written by .a "Rabbi IJ, who is called
Astruc bar Jacob" (Steinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl."

collection

in its Roman form, Asterius ('Affrepif,
occurs not only on Christian inscriptions
of Spain (Illibner, "Inscript. Hispan. Christian.
Supplem." Berlin, MC.M., p. 70) and of Gaul (Le
Blaut, "Inscript. Cret. de la Gaule," ii. 445), but also
on the Jewish catacombs of Rome (Garucchi, " Cimitero degli Antichi Ebrei," 1862, p. 24; Schurer,
"Gemeindeverfassuug der Juden in Rom," 1879,
p. 14; Berliner, " Gesch. der Juden in Rom," i. 74).
In a Latin-Jewish inscription the name of " Claudia
Aster" of Jerusalem occurs (Mommsen, " Inscr. Neapol. Lat." No. 6467).
A certain Bonastruc Abigedor translates his name into " Fortunio Avigdor " in
MS. 2233 of the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Neu"Catalogue," col. 770; compare Steinbauer,
In Heschneider, "Hebr. Uebers." pp. 965, 977).
brew MSS. the name is written p'linc^'N. pllUDX

Even

V. 47).

Astruc, Elie-Axistide

and StruclHis(" Revue Etudes Juives,"

'Aarepia), it

xl. 170).

document of tlie year lOfil relating to certain
Jews in Mannheim, "Abraham and Moise Astroucg "
occur (Linvenstein, "Gesch. der Juden in der K arpfalz," p. 80; compare Kalnian Astruc in the Worms
Memorbuch, cd. Berliner, p. 4«). The name occurs
in Italian in the form Astruccio (V'ogelstein and
Rieger, "Gesch. der Jutlen in Rom," ii. 438).
The
feminine form of the name is Astruga ("Revue
Etudes Juives," xxxix. 265). In com])osite names
In a

the forms

Bon Astruc (compare Bonenfant,

and Sen Astruc.
the martyrs of Cologne in 1096, the name
of a certain Astorio (V"linti'X) occurs, which may
possibly be a form of tiie Latin Asterius (Salfeld,
Bonfil, Bonisac, etc.)

Among

"

Niirnberger IVIemorbuch,"

j).

It is

110).

doubtful

whether the name Estori ha-Parhi (lived in Provence
and Palestine, fourteenth century) ought to be cited
in this connection (Steinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl." xv.
108; "Hebr. Uebers." 977, note 45).
The earliest mention of the name Astruc seems to
be that of Mai- Astrug {i.e., ]^Iiles Astrug) of Mar-

A

the 3'ear 1040.
document of the year
1231 mentions a Solomon "filius Astruc" of Megueil.
Abba Mari l)en Abraham (d. about 1240) was called
Don Astruc des Gabbai (Gross, "Gallia Judaica,"
Judah ben Astruc is mentioned in a Barcep. 103).
lona document of the year 1287 as interpreter of
King Alfonso of Murcia. In 1435 a Rabbi Astruch,

seilles in

Biiii.iofiHAPHY Steinschneider, Jewish Literature, §§ 21, :}0
(includes astrology and calendar); Uehersetzutigcn, pp.
G.

161),

we have

Ijen Ali (829-83;5).

Solomon Abigdor ben Abraham
(14(iO-

85).

(

Astronomy
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"Maitre de

la

Synagogue," was burned at Palma in

the Balearic Islands.
During the jNIiddle Ages the Astruc family seems
to have lived chiefly in the comtat of Avignon.
When in 1550 permission was given the Portuguese
Jews to settle in Guienne, the Astrucs were among
the first to avail themselves of the privilege.
The
earliest ancestor of the modern Astruc family in
Bordeaux was Israel bar J(;suan Astruc, about the
year 1660. The sketch-pedigree given on page 253,
in which, however, some of the branches have not
been indicated, will show the descent of the family.

Bibliography: Korting, Lat.-Tiomani.'<chcs WOi-terlmch, p.
Zunz, Namra der Jndeii, p. 42; Dukes, Salomon
78, 1891
hen G((7)i;o!, p. 61 Kayserling, Die Jiideii in KovaiTa, p.
;

;

161: Briill, JatirhUchc'r, 1. 95; Steinschneider, ife?)r. Bihl.
xli. 60, XV. 108; LOb, in Revue Etudes Juices,iv. 68; Salfeld,
Das Marlipiiloijium dcs NVirnlmruer Mcmorhuches, p. 387;

Jacobs, Sources of Spanish-Jewish Historn. Index, .s.r.
Cardozo de Bettencourt, Notes Historique^ et Geni'aloQiquea
sur la Famille Astriic, Paris, 1895.

G.

ASTRUC CRESCAS. See Crescas.
ASTRUC EN-DURAN. See Abba ]VUri

ben

MOSKS OK LCNKL.

ASTRUC, ELIE-ARISTIDE
and author;

He

born at

Bordeaux,

French rabbi
Nov. 12, 1831.

:

received his early education in his native city

Jlin^K, plinC,

and took a course of study at the rabbinical college
of Metz, to which he was sent with a scholarship by
On the comthe community of Baj-onne in 1852.

niiriDJ, pnnCi'J, and ip'nri^i'J ("Ecnvaius Juifs,"
p. 549) in non-Hebrew documents, Astruch (" Revue

pletion of his studies in 1857, he was appointed
assistant to the chief rabbi of Paris, and became

(Steinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl."

I.e.),

;

Etudes Juives,"

"Zur Gesch."

Astrug {ih.), Astruz (Zunz,
Astrugo (Jacobs, "Sources,"

iv. 68),

p. 478),

S.V.), Astrugon (Gross, "Gallia Judaica," p.
Asdrach ("Revue," iv. 6), Nastruch (Kayserling, "Juden in JSTavarra," p. 161), Strug ("Jew.
Quart. Rev." viii. 493), Struch (Kayserling, I.e. p.

Index,
342),

chaplain of the Paris lyceums of Louis

He was one of

le

Grand,

the six founders of the Alliance Israelite Universelle (1860), and
in 1865 was delegate from Bayonne to the convention
In
for the nomination of chief rabbi of France.
1866 he was elected chief rabbi of Belgium, and was

Vanves, and Chaptal.

"
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authorized by a special decree of the emperor to accept the office thougii remainiug a French citizen.
While holding this position, he took part in the
synod of Leipsic (June 29 July 4, 1869).
During the Franco-Prussian war (1870-71), Astruc
distinguislied himself both as a French patriot and
as a Jewish minister.
He was a member of
the comite du pain,
whose chairman, the
Merode,
Comte de
leader of the Belgian
Catholic party, cared
In
for the wounded.
his capacity of secretary to the "Belgian

—

committee for the

lib-

eration of the territory
(Alsace and Lorraine),

Astruc revisited Metz
an absence of
twenty years.
In 1879 Astruc re-

after

signed the chief

ral)-

binate of Belgium to
return to his native
country.
Before his departure the King of the
Belgians created him a knight of the Order of
Leopold. After officiating as chief rabbi of BayElR' Ari.stkle Astruc.

onne from 1887 to 1891, he retired to private life.
Astruc is a successful writer. The first of his
works was a French metrical translation of the principal liturgical poems of the Sephardic ritual, entitled " 'Olelot Eliahu" (Ella's Gleanings), published
In 1869 he published " Histoire Abregee
in 1865.
des Juifs et de Leurs Croyances, " a small book Avhich

caused a sensation at the time, on account of the auAs Astruc said, he wished " to septhor's boldness.
arate the kernel from its shell " that is, to disengage
the great ideas of Judaism from venerable but parA second edition of the
tially legendary traditions.
;

work was

issued in 1880.
In the pulpit Astruc displayed the same independent yet moderate views, and always boldly
proclaimed his moral convictions and his attachment
His more important sermons
to the Jewish faith.
were collected and published under the title "EnIn 1884 he wrote
tretiens sur le Judaisme," 1879.
"Origines et Causes Historiques de I'Anti-Semitisme," which was translated into German and HunHe contributed to various reviews among
garian.
others, the "Revue de Belgique," "Revue de Pedagogic." and the "Nouvelle Revue "—a number of
articles in which he endeavored to impress non-Jews
with correct views of the history and doctrines of
Israel also essays on the political societies of Bel-

—

;

gium, on Pope Leo XIII.,

etc.
J.

8.

—

;

W.

ASTRUC DES GABBAI, or ABBA MARI
BEN ABRAHAM Provencal scholar; lived at
:

Beziers toward the end of the thirteenth century and
Nothing is known
the beginning of the fourteenth.
of his life and Ids scientific activity. Plis name was
transmitted l)y his relative, or perhaps by his grandson, Abraham Bedersi, who in an elegy composed on

252

tiie death of Don Bonafos Rogut.'t
bewails also Astruc des Gabbai, who died several
years l)efore.
llenan-Neubauer, Les Rabbins Franqaig,
Hnu.iofiRAniY

the occasion of

:

p.

7Ki; Gross, Gallia Judaica, p. 103.
I.

G.

ASTRUC, JEAN

Bk.

Physician and founder of
modern Pentateuch criticism; born at Sauve,
France, March 19, 1684; died in Paris May 5, 1766.
His father was a Huguenot, but became a Catholic.
He studied medicine and became professor of anatomy in Toulouse, in Montpellier, and finally in Paris.
Astruc owes his prominent place in Biblical literature to his work entitled "Conjectures sur les Me
moires Originaux dont II Paroit que Moyse s'cst
Servi pour Composer le Livre de la Genese," publislied anonymously at Brussels in 1753, which furnished the starting-point for the modern criticism of
the Pentateuch.
Long before Astruc, certain Jewish scholars
among them Ibn Ezra and Baruch Spinoza not being satisfied with the summary reply of the rabbinical commentators, " The Torah does not arrange its
facts chronologically " (minaimXOI DnpiD px, Yer.
Sotah viii. 22d), had dealt more or less critically with
the anachronisms and chronological incongruities of
Astruc's immediate predecessoi's
tiie Pentateuch.
were Le Clerc (Clericus), Richard Simon, Fleury,
and Francois; but none of these went beyond the
:

—

generalization that the Pentateuch
different documents.

was composed

Astruc was the

of

first to offer

an explanation of the character and mutual relations of these documents.
Struck by the fact that in some portions of Genesis the divine name " Elohim" (Engl, version, " God ")
was used, and in others the divine name "Yuwn"
(Engl, version, "the Lord"), he advanced the hypothesis that there had originally existed a number of isolated documents, the mateiials
of which ;Moses separated and then rearranged, and into
which confusion was

subsequently

duced

by

intro-

copyists.

Thus (from

the method of Moses and the

work of

the copyists)

he accounted for the

two

lines of narrative

and Jahand for the
repetitions and an(Elohistic
vistic)

tichronisms.

Astruc

assumed two principal documents: the
Eloiiim nariative, A
the Yiiwii story, B,

and some ten fragOn
mentary ones.

Jean Astruc.
(After a drawing by

Wgte

in

" Diop-aphle

Universeile.'*)

the basis of this conjecture he rearranged (in two
columns, A and B) Genesis and the first two
To the Elohim narrative he
cliapters of Exodus.
assigned Gen. i.-ii. 3; v. vi. 9-22; vii 6-10, 19, 22,
24; viii. 1-19; ix. 1-10, 12, 16, 17, 28, 29; xi. 10-26;
;

o2
s
a
cap*

1-H

--

o

^^•3

;

:

xvii. 3-27; xx.

ASTRUC DE PORTE. See Naii.ma.muks.
ASTRUC RAIMUCH (FRANCISCO GOD-

1-17; xxi. 2-;}2; xxii. 1-10; xxiii.;

XXV. 1-11; xxx. 1-23; xxxi. 4-47, 31-.j4; xxxii. 1-3
v. 1-27; xxxvii.
(1, 2), 25 (24)-33; xxxiii. 1-16; xxx
To the Yiiwit
xl.-xlviii. xlix. 29-33; 1. Ex. i. ii.
source belong ii. 4-iv.; vi. 1-8; vii. 1-5, 11-18, 21,
xi. 1-9,
24; viii. 20-22; ix. 11, 13-15. 18-29; x.
xv.-xvii. 2; xviii.-xix. 28; xx.
xiii.
27-32; xii.
18; xxi. 1, 83, 34; xxii. 11-19; xxiv. xxv. 19-34;
XX vi. 1-33; xxvii.-xxviii. 5, 10-22; xxix. xxx. 2443; xxxi. 1-3, 48-50; xxxii. 4-24 (3-23); xxxiii. 1720; xxxviii. xxxix. xlix. 1-28. To a third column,
;

;

FLESH, DIOSE CARNE).

ASTRUC, ZACHARIE:

French sculptor,
and author; born at Angers, department of
While still a l)oy he left
Maine-et-Loire, in 1839.
his native city to seek his fortune in the French
painter,

;

;

;

In 1859 he founded, in coUaboratioii
with Valery Vernier, the "Quart d'Heure Gazette
des Gens a Demi-Serieux " devoting him.self, at the
same time, with great zeal to the study of art. He
was commissioned in 1874 to make a reproduction of
the famous statue of St. Francis of Aspisi, which had
been jealouslj'^ guarded from the envious eyes of all
He was
artists in a shrine of a monastery in Toledo.
thus enabled to carry out of Spain the first .sculpturally exact and faithful copy of Alonzo Cano's
masterpiece. It was exhibited in 1875 at the Exposition des Beaux-Arts, Paris, and the numerous copies
taken from that exquisite model have made it a familiar subject with all lovers of art.
Astruc is a member of the Society of French Artists, and has been for many years a faithful and
metropolis.

;

;

;

;

C, he assigned various repetitions (vii. 20, 23, 24;
fourth division, D, supposed to conxxxiv. [?]).
tain material foreign to Hebrew history, he subdi-

A

vided into eight columns, as follows: E, xiv. F, xix.
29-38; G, xxii. 20-24; H, xxv. 12-18 (and perhaps
1-7); K, xxvi. 34, 35; xxviii. 6-9; I, xxxiv.; L,
XXXV. 28, 29; xxxvi. 1-19, 31-43; M, xxxvi. 20-30.
He assumed also a few additions by the compiler,
and some glosses. As authors of the documents he
;

suggested

Amram (who drew

this last

from Jacob,

perhaps from Levi,
and Abraham),

Isaac,

genealogies

in

H,K,L,M), and the Moabites and Ammonites (for

F).

Joseph,

Midianites

the

(for

the

Astruc's hypothesis was accepted (or, perhaps, independently jeached) and further developed by Johann Gottfried Eichhorn, who made it the foundation of what he was the first to designate as " tlie
Higher Criticism." The chief advance of modern
Pentateuch criticism has been to divide Astruc's
Elohistic source into two— one of which (P) is the

—

Hexateuch to distinguish
the Deuteronomistic writings, and to define the literary characters and the historical and religious
While certain
points of view of the documents.
of the details of Astruc's analysis have not stood
the test of time, his general critical principles have
been retained substantially as he held them.

latest constituent of the

Bibliography Herzog, Real.-Encyc. Carpenter and HartCheyne,
ford, Hexateuch, London, 1900, pp. 33 et seq.
Founders of Old Testament Ci-iticism, London, 1893; Briggs,
1897.
York,
New
3d
ed..
Hexateuch,
the
Hiaher Criticism of
M. B.
T.
;

:

;

ASTRUC KALONYMUS. See K.\lonymus.
ASTRUC HA-LEVI OF DAROCA Tal
:

scholar; lived in Spain at the end of the fourteenth and at the beginning of the fifteenth century.
He was a delegate to the famous disputation at
Tortosa, in 1413, under the presidency of Pope Benedict XIII. at which he displayed great energy and
breadth of mind. Attacks having been made on the

mudic

,

Talmud, based on some extravagant haggadic sentences, Astruc handed to the assembly a written declaration, in which he denied any authority to the
Haggadah, and utterly renounced it.
another occasion, Astruc dared even the anger
Benedict XIII. having pointed out the
of the pope.
improbability of the haggadic legend that the Messiah was born on the day of the destruction of the
Temple and was now in paradise, Astruc said
"Lord and Pope, you believe so many improbabilities about your Messiah, let us believe this single
one regarding ours."
Bibliography: Ibn Verga, Shehet Yehudah, ed. Wiener, He-

On

brew

text, pp. «8, 74, 76, 77

Gratz, Gesch. 3d ed.,
L. G.

:

Sec Haimltii.

;

;

and
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Astruc

Asusa

Kobak's Jeschurun,

vl.

45 et seq.

viii. 120, 121, 406.

I.

Br.

;

prolific contributor to the

Salon of the

Champs

Ely-

where his works have always called forth faHis talents are as varied as
vorable comment.
they are excellent, and he wields a brush as readily
Particularly noteworthy among his
as a chisel.
sees,

paintings are his large panels in water-color, of
which a series of six was purchased by the state and
placed in the museum of St. Etienne. As a sculptor
his reputation is even greater, and won him a prominent place among the best modern French artists.
Eewarded at the Salons of 1882, 1884, 1885, 1886, as
well as at the Universal Exposition of 1889, he is
now " hors de concours." In 1890 he w'as decorated
with the Cross of the Legion of Honor.
The principal art works of Astruc are: "Mars et
Venus," plaster group, 1886; "Hamlet," 1887; "Le
Roi Midas," statue in bronze, 1888; "Portrait de M.
le Comte Fabre de I'Aude," bust in bronze, 1888;
"Perce-neige," statue in plaster, 1889; "Portraits
Masques," 1889; "Le Repas de Promethee," plaster
statue. 1891; "Le Moine: L'Extase dans le Sommeil," marble statue, 1893 (bought by the government); "Barbey d'Aurevilly," bust in bronze;
"L'Enfant jVIarchand de Masques—-now in the gardens of the Luxembourg; "Le Saint-Franyois d'Ascopy of the original of Alonzo Cano
.sises," statue
described above "Manet," bust in bronze; "L'Aurore," bronze relief, now at the Ecole de Saint Cyr;
" Le Sar Peladan," salon of 1899; decorative figures

—

;

for the exposition at Nice, etc.
Astruc is, moreover, a litterateur of

no mean repuBesides his early venture as editor of the
" Quart d'Heure," he has written: " L'Histoire Funebre de Faubert"; "Les Onze Lamentations d'Eliacin " " Le Recit Douloureux " " Les Quatorze Stations du Salon de 1859," a collection of art criticisms published in one volume, with a preface by
George Sand. He has also contributed, as an art
critic, to "Le Pays," "L'Etendard," "L'Echo des
He is
Beaux-Arts," "Le Peuple Souverain," etc.
the author of several novels, short stories, and
plays, among which may be mentioned: "Bugtation.

;

;

;

]\Iug." a short story wliicli jippfiired in the pages
of the "Opiniou Rationale"; •Sonir .Marie Jesus."
a novel published in the "Revue Gernmuique "
and "L'Arnie de Femnie," a comedy pubiislied in
tiie

"Krvuc

ed "Le
art,

In 186;i, in colhiljoiaInternationale."
^vriters of the day, Astruc foundSalon," a journal devoted exclusively to
which api)eared daily during tiie annual ex-

with the great

tion

Astruc
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and

position.

It lasted

In 1870

only for a short time.

founded in Madrid another art journal, "L'Espagne Nouvelle," and wrote several sketches for

lie

different contemporarj'- reviews, descriptive of his
sojouin in Spain. Astruc was the author of a novel

Homancero de I'Escurial." which he wrote
and which was published in Paris by
Charix-ntifT in 1884, followed by its sequel, "Le
Generalite." He is also the author of a volume of
Spani.sh poems. "Les Aliiand)ra."
entitled "

in Spanish,

Bibliography:

Dictioimairos Dcpartementanx (DepayieLa Grande Eiicuclnpedk,

vient dc 3/a()ic-ef-ioire), 1894;
8.V.

A.

6.

ASUFOT:

"Collection"; that

is,

the

S.

name

C.

of a

medieval compilation of laws, customs, habits, and
practises of a religious character, similar to other

medieval compcndiums of a legal character. It is
preserved in a uuiiiue manuscript (No. 115) in the
Montefiore College Library, Ramsgate, England.
The author, who lived at the beginning of the fourteenth century, collected from numerous authors, of
whom he mentions a large number, a rich store of
information from lialakic decisions, special "minhagiin," and popular customs; and the collection
throws light upon the ordinary life of the Jews in
the Rhine country during the twelfth and thirteenth

The manuscript is almost throughout endowed with vowel-.signs. It is probably the only
centuries.

non-liturgical

and Hon-Biblical text that has these

signs.

The author had

Asusa

cluding directions for the ceremony under the canopy laws ami formulas (jf divorce; me/uzot; a condensed form of the prayer-book; formulas and types
of numerous commercial and religious contracts, and
of various forms of excominuniialion as well as of
repentance, followed by slujrt chapters recapitulating and supplementing the subjects already treated.
The vocalization of tiie manuscript is als(j important, showing, as it does, that the pronunciation of
the Jews of that period was much akin to the socalled Sephardic pronunciation.
;

A full description of the work, as well as blbllrffcn>n<-i'S to the writers that liave had a cress to
ami iiiailf use of it, tupt'ther with a series of abstracts of
the more important passages, such as the Sedt-r ritual, the
short prayer-book, superstitions, customs, ete.. is Kiven by M.
(iaster In lictjart of the Judith Mnittefiure OiUeye for the
Year 18'J2-03, London, 1893, pp. 31-74.

Biiu.iOGRAi'iiv

:

(iKr;ip'i''"il
II

I..

G

M. Ga.

ASUTA

^

A

ASUSA,
"health! "):
sen(xniDX
timent expressed toward one who is sneezing. In
Tosef., Shab. vii. (viii.) 5 it is declared to be a forbidden heathen (Amorite) practise to wish one health
(" marpe "), whereas R. P^liezer b. Zadok, of the first
century, says: " It is forbidden only in the schoolhouse, as causing a disturbance during study "; to
which is added: "Those of the house of Rabban
Gamaliel would not .say marpe.' " In Ber. 53rt the
reading is " Those of the house of Rabban Gamaliel
avoided saying marpe in the schoolhouse." Maimonidcs (Talmud Torah iv. 9) follows tlie Talmud,
prohibiting the saying of "refuah " (healing) only
during study. So also Sliulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah,
246, 17; but tlie later annotators are inclined to permit it during study. In Yer. Ber. v. 10^/, R. ^lana
teaches that while eating one should not say D", explained by Frankel, Levy, Koliut, and Kranss as Idai^
("healing") or as ^D^ C may He heal! ''). 'Aruk reads
tDT, interpreted by Frankel and Kohut as C'/"" (" may
lie live " !) both readings explained by Jastrow as abbreviations either of nyo ''"'(' llie Lord my help'') or
'

:

'

'

;

at his disposal very rich literary

and displays more interest in every
branch of religious life than the majorit}' of similar
resources,

compilers.
He has a peculiar gift for
noting down local customs and even
superstitions, a feature that greatl}'
enhances the value of the book. Another important characteristic is the accuracy with which he
Man}'
indicates tlie sources of his information.
fragments of literature and many a name have been
.preserved by these quotations.
From a philological point of view the book possesses considerable interest, from the fact that numerous German glosses are found in the text that
explain diflicult or obscure terms, and some that
show, incidentally, the intimate knowledge of German possessed by the Jews of that time.
The contents arc, in brief, as follows: the laws
relating to the ritual slaughtering of animals; laws
concerning the observance of Passover, with a description of the ritual of the Seder;
Contents, laws relating to the New-Year, the
fast-days, and to all the feasts, including the semi-festivals; law-s concerning the observance of the Sabbath laws about proselytes; a string

Character,

;

of medical prescriptions and cliarms;
burial customs; marriage ceremonies

mourning and
and laws, in-

of n31t3^ '"I^IT (" my sneezing be for good "), as there
In PirkeR. El. lii. and Yeis the danger of choking.
lamdenu to Toledot, quoted in 'Aruk. & r C*\2V (compare Yalk., Gen. 77), the story is told that until Jacob's time man, at the close of his life, sneezed and in!

stantly died but Jacob prayed to God to grant him
time to prepare for his deatli by making his will.
This, to the surpri.se of all, was granted to him ;indso
" Behold thy father is sick " (Gen.
it was told Jo.sepli,
Henceforth it became the rule that illness
xlviii. 1).
should precede death. For tliis reason when one
;

;

sneezes lie should wish himself "hayyim " (for life!)
or "hayyim tobim " (for a happy life!) so that the
sign of deatli was transformed into a sign of life,
according to Job xli. 10 [A. \. 18J.
The wish " Asuta" is often given in the vernacu" or " God bless thee " " God help
lar, " Your health
;

!

thee!"

To

!

children, people

would

say,

"Good

anr".

old and fair until your hundredtii year! " The one
who sneezes usually cites from Gen. xlix. 18, "For
thy salvation I wait, O Lord!" and in response to
the wishes offered by his neighbor, he would sjiy in
Hebrew, " Be thou blessed " (" baruk tiheyeh " see
;

Solomon Luria,
64:

The

"

Yam

shel Shelomoli"; B. K.

"Magen Abraham Orah Hayyim."
cii.stom of

uttering

viii.

230, note 6).

some prayer or wish

at
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on the other hand, refusing

sneezing was universal among ancient and is also
observed among modern nations it originated in the

shall be spared; .loab,

of the spirits, good or evil
(see section on " Sneezing " in Tylor, " Primitive Culture," i. 97-102).
Bibliography A. Lewysohn, Mekore Minhagim, 1846, pp. 111-

Solomon, on the sacred spot.

;

belief that

it

was

the

work

:

113;

und Redetisarten DeutKch143; Berliner, ^i« dern Lehen

Tendlau, Sprilchivdrtcr

jadischer Vorzcit. 1860, p.
der DcnUchen Juden im. Mittelalter,
Ttilimid JrntslKilmi Seder- Zera'im,

1900, p. 95; Frankel,
i.

39/);

Levy,

Neuhe-

briiischcsnud Cli(dd<lisclics H'lirf c?/ruc/i, and Jastrow, Diet.
Kohut, 'Arult, s.v. n:3 t; Blau, Dan Altjus.v. DM and j;
diache Zauberwenen, pp. 163, 164.
;

J.

K.

SR.

ASVERUS.

See Severus.

ASYLUM.— Biblical

Data

(davlov,

"inviola-

A

place of refuge for slaves, debtors, politble"):
ical offenders, and criminals; a sacred spot, a sanctuary, altar, or grave, protected by the presence of a
deity or other supernatural being, and sharing his
In many cases there was attached to
inviolability.
the sacred place a larger or smaller area within
which it was forbidden to shed the blood of man or
beast or to cut down trees or plants (so in the harem
or sacred enclosure of Mecca), and where the fugiThe custom was one
tive might dwell in comfort.
of the earliest developed in society; it is found

among very low tribes (Australian and others), among
some of

whom

the guilt or innocence of a fugitive

was determined by a

tribunal.

It is

Origin and probable that this character of refuge
Character, belonged originally to all sacred places,
the degree of security being in proportion to the sanctity of the spot, the shrines of the
more powerful deities naturally having greater poInto such a system, abuses, of course, crept:
tency.
some shrines were nurseries of criminals; and it
often became necessary to limit the number of asylums.
In Athens only certain sanctuaries were
recognized by law as refuges (for example, the temple of Theseus for slaves) in the time of Tiberius
the congregations of desperadoes in shrines had become so dangerous that the right of Asylum was
The sanclimited to a few cities (in the year 22).
tuary did not always protect a refugee if the law
were not explicit, or if the man were already condemned or believed to be guilty or dangerous, he
was sometimes taken from the sacred spot, or even
put to death there; such cases were, however, ex;

:

ceptional.

Asylum probably existed
but there is no record of it
before the days of Solomon. Possibly an allusion
to it is involved in the story of Cain
Early
(Gen. iv.): Cain, as murderer, would
Hebrew in any case be exposed to the attack
Custom, of the avenger of blood, but his situaIn Israel the custom of

from the

earliest times,

tion is

made

liarder

by the

fact that

banished from the land and the worship of
Yhwh, and therefore can not take refuge in a sanc-

he

is

Absalom, after the murder of Amnon, fled
tuary.
the country (II Sam. xiii. 37), and took refuge with
his mother's father.
The first distinct notice of the
right of Asylum is contained in the narrative of the
attempts to place Adonijah on the throne
i.,

ii.):

come

forth

till

(I

Kings

the altar and refu.ses to
he has Solomon's word that his life

Adonijah

flees to

to leave the altar, is slain,

by special command of
There was thus at

this time a recognized right of Asylum for offenders
(in this case political offenders), whicli, however,

The right was denied Joab,
absolute.
probably, not because he had murdered Abnc-r and
Amasa (I Kings ii. 29-34), but because he was a dangerous conspirator, and Solomon had absolute authority over the royal shrine of JeruDoubtless every sanctuary in
salem.
Josiah's
Attempts the land was an Asylum (Ex. xxi. 14,
was not

at Reform, compared with Ex. xx. 24), and this
state of things continued down to
(and probably after) the reform of Josiah, when the
attempt was made to abolish all sanctuaries except
the

Temple

of Jerusalem.

The plan was not

car-

ried out at that time; the provincial shrines continued to exi-st (Jer. ii. 28; vii. 9, 18; xi. 13; Ezek. vi.

and later all reforms were interrupted by the
capture of Jerusalem and the consequent confusion
It may thus be
that reigned throughout tlie laud.
assumed that down to the time of the Babylonian
Exile all Levitical settlements had the privilege of
Asylum for certain offenders, such as homicides and
political disturbers, but whether it was also extended
The area of proto slaves and debtors is not clear.
tection probably included all the land attached to
3, 4),

the sanctuary.
The right of Asylum was defined gradually by
custom and law. In Solomon's time, as just noted,
a distinction, based on regard for the safety of the
throne, was made between refugees.
As the legal organization of society
Legwas more and more worked out, the
islation.
just distinction between the innocent
and the guilty came to be recognized. This distinction is made definitely in the earliest law-book (Ex.
xxi. 13, 14, eighth century): He who slays unintentionally is to be protected from the avenger of blood
by the sanctuary, but the wilful slayer is to be ta-

ken from the altar and put to death (that is, delivered over to the avenger of blood). Further details
are not given nothing is said of a tribunal to try
the case, or of the duration of the fugitive's stay in
the sanctuary; these points were, however, probably settled by the existing custom. The first modification of the old usage is made in the Book of Deuteronomy (xix. 1-7, 11-13). As the rural shrines
were abolished by the law of that book, it became
necessary to make other provisions for the innocent
homicide that lived too far from Jerusalem to find
shelter there; and accordingly three cities were appointed (their names are not given in the text) to
which such a person might flee and within their
In any one of these a homiboundaries be safe.
cide might take refuge and remain secure till his
The decision was made by the
case was decided.
in general, it may be
elders of the refugee's city
supposed, by the legal authorities [elder.s] of the
place where the homicide was committed. If he
proved to be innocent, he was, of course, under the
protection of the authorities of the city of refuge;
but it is not said whether or when he was allowed
If he was found guilty, the elders of
to go home.
his own city sent and fetched liiin, and he was put

—

:

;

Asverus
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The tliree cities
to death by tlif avenger of blood.
referred to in Dent. xix. were, no doubt, on tlie
west of tlie Jordan. The measure was preliminary
or tentative, and the trans-Jordauic region, at that
time toward the end of these ventii century loosely
connected with tiie west (which was really the seat
of the nation), was either not thought of, or was

—

—

future legislation. At a later time, probably
during or after the E.\ile, the sense of the ecclesiastical unity of the land grew stronger, and it was
thought proper to set apart three cities on the east
of the Jordan or it may be that this step was merely
The
the natural completion of the lir.st measure.
first intimation of this extension of the law is found
in Deut. xix. 8-10, which, as it stand.s, is an interruption of the legal statement, and is manifestly an
interpolation by a scribe who wished to bring the
Deutcronomic law up to the later usage. In this
paragraph it is merely said that three additional
cities are to be appointed, but their names are not
given; we find them, however, in Deut. iv. 41-43,
which, likewise, is an exilic or po.st-exilic editorial
addition to the text, intended, perhaps, as the hisThe regulation is stated
torical sequel to xix. 8-10.
more fully in Josli. xx. (post-exilic): The fugitive,
standing at the entrance of the city-gate, is to lay
liis case before the elders, who then protect him till
he can be tried before the congregation. If he is
adjudged innocent b}' the congregation, he is at liberty, on the death of the high priest of the time, to
go to his own house, and can not then be called to
account by the avenger of blood. Presumably, if
he is adjudged guilt3^ he is handed over to the
avenger. It is expressly stated, in accordance with
the humane spirit of the period, tiiat this law is to
apply to the resident alien as well as to the native
inhabitant.
The two new points in the regulation
of Joshua (the congregation as tribunal, and the
death of the high priest as usheiing in the period of
liberty for innocent homicides) belong to the post-exilic ecclesiastical organization of the Jewish commuSubstantially the same form of the law is
nity.
given in Num. xxxv. 11-32, where also the fact is
emphasized that, up to the death of the high priest
within whose reign the offense was committed, the
fugitive is safe only within the borders of the city
It thus appears that the movement of
of refuge.
legislation Avas in the direction of exact justice; the
object was to take the decision respecting homicide
out of the hands of the angry avenger whose function was doubtless necessary in a certain stage of
society and assign it to an impartial tribunal.
The
important specifications in the latest form of the law
are The abolition of the right of Asylum in sanctuaries, and the appointment of cities, in which presumably an innocent fugitive might have a house and
live comfortably with his family the determination
of the tribunal that was to try the case and the
fixing a day when the man might go freely and
without fear to his own home. The six cities of
refuge named are Kedesli in Naphtali, Schechem
in Ephraim, Hebron in Judah, and, on the cast
of the river, Bezer in Reuben, Ramoth in Gad.

of a right of sanctuary for fugitive debtors and
slaves; the reference in Deut. xxiii. 16 [15] is to
foreign fugitives, and these are protected by residence an3where in the land.

As

to

how

force there

far this post-exilic law

is

—

—

:

;

;

in Manasseh.
The first three were old
sacred places, and so, probably, were the second
three. In the texts referred to there is no mention

and Golan

II.— 17

no

was actually in
Under the

definite information.

and thellasmoueans,
Judean state never had control of
the whole of tiie old territory.
If the

rule of the Persians, the Greeks,

the

left for

;

Asylum

Later
History,

may be trusted (I Mace. x.
43; Jo.sephus, "Ant." xiii. 2, ij 3) that
the Seleucid Demetrius I. (about 152 u.c.) olfered to
make the Jerusalem Temple an Asylum, the natural
inference will be that it was not then so regarded;
statement

the offer seems, however, not to have been accei)ted.
of Asylum doubtless continued, though

The custom

the function of the avenger of blood ceased the six
may have retained their legal privilege, and
possibly the right of Asylum Avas extended to the
other Levitical cities.
Under the Greek and Roman rule a number of cities in Syria enjoyed this
privilege (lists are given in Barth, "De Gra-corum
Asylis").
;

cities
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:

Biblical or-

dinances on Asylum are formulated and developed
into a complete system in the tannaite tradition.
As in many other instances of the Halakali, the law
on Asylum is in its main features merely theoretic
at the same time the tannaite sources often hand
down actual facts, as, for example, the regulation
of the right of Asylum in tiie period between 100
15.C. and 30 c.e., especially that which is mentioned

by Eliezer ben Jacob

(Tosef., iVIak.

iii.

[ii.]

5;

Mak.

lOa et seq.). Eliezer was a tanua who, shortly- after
the destruction of the Temple in 70, set himself the
task of studying and arranging the laws and customs
that

had

lost their force

with the

fall

of the Jewish

state.

Although nothing

Asylum

else is

known about Jewish

in Palestine (Josephus,

"Ant."

xiii. 2,

g

3,

does not mean Asylum in tlie Jewish sense, and furthermore the passage is of doubtful historic value
in view of I Mace. x. 31 et seq.), the authority of
Eliezer is sufficient to prove its existence in Palestine
at the beginning of the common era, especially since
the validity of his statements is proved by the account of actual conditions in the cities of refuge
handed down by tannaim of Akiba's school (Mak.
Jewish tradititm fixes upon the year 30 as
ii. 6).
the time when the Jewish courts were deprived of
to inflict capital punishment (Sanh.
the remark found in a Baraita (Sotah,
486), that after the destruction of the first Temple
the Levitical cities ceased to exist, it does not follow
that the cities of refuge, Avhich formed part of them,
also passed away; the remark simply means that

their

power

41(0-

From

there were no longer any Levitical cities laid out in
the manner prescribed in Num. xxxv. 2-5 (compare
also Sifre, Num. 161, where it is expressly stated

;

Asylum
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that the cities of refuge are not dependent ou the
existence of the Temple).
Changed political conditions, it is true, occasioned
a modification also in the location of the cities of
refuge.
The country east of the Jordan was in later times

:

no longer looked upon as

Israelite terri-

tory nor could Shechem (Sebaste), the seat of the
Samaritans, or the Idumean Hebron which even
after its capture by Judas Maccabeus was not really
a Jewish city be considered a city of refuge.
It was therefore resolved, and perhaps also partly
carried out, that not only the six cities of refuge
named in the Bible could be regarded as asylums,
but also all the forty-eight Levitical
cities enumerated in I Cliron. vi. 39-66
Cities
of Refuge. (A. V. 54-81). The difference between
the six cities expressly mentioned in
the Bible and these forty-eight cities lay in the fact
that the Levitical cities could be used as asylums only
;

—

—

with the consent of the inhabitants (nyi?, Mak. 10a
to be explained this way, not as Rashi has it compare Jastrow, " Dictionary," s.«'., where several examples are given of this meaning of the word nj/T),
while the cities of refuge always afforded protection.
Nor did these six cities of refuge always need to remain the same as designated in the Biblical law
others might be substituted, provided the number
were kept up, and their situation conformed to the
Biblical law with regard to distances and geographis

;

ical relations (Tosef.,

Mak.

iii. [ii.J

4).

For instance,

the distance between the southern boundary of Palestine and its nearest city of refuge was exactly the
same as that between the northern boundary and the
city of refuge nearest to it, and the same distance
was maintained between every northern and southern city of refuge and those lying between, so that
they were evenly distributed over the country and
easily reached.
It is even asserted (Tosef., Mak. iii.
[ii.] 2; Sifre, Deut. 180) that the cities of refuge on
the east of the Jordan and those on the west were
parallel to each other an assertion that does not
exactly conform to the facts.
Corresponding to the care for the proper location
of these cities were the other ordinances referring to
them. The roads leading to them were marked
by sign-posts at the crossroads, with the inscription
"Miklat" (Refuge); the roads were very broad 82
ells, twice the regulation width
smooth and level,
in order that the fugitive might not be hindered in
any way (Sifre ?.c. Tosef. I.e. 5; Mak. 106; B. B.
lOOi).
The cities chosen must be neither too small
nor too large in the former case a scarcity of food
might arise, and the refugee might consequently be
forced to leave his Asylum and imperil himself; in
the latter case the ci'owds of sti'angers would make
it easy for the avenger of blood to enter undetected.
There were other measures of precaution in favor
of the refugee.
Dealing in weapons or imi)lements
of the cliase was forbidden in tlie cities of refuge.

—

—

—

;

:

Furthermore they had

to be situated in a populous
a violent attack by the avenger of
blood might be repelled, if necessary (Sifre, Num.

district, so that

159; Tosef., Mak. I.e. 8; Mak. 10«).
Besides the six cities of refuge mentioned in the
Bible and the forty-eight Levitical cities, the rabbinic law, basing upon Ex. xxi. 14, also recognized
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the altar as an Asylum, although only for the of!iciuting priest wiio had acciilentally committed man-

slaughter; but compare Yer. Mak. ii. 13k/, where R.
Johanan denies that the altar can afford protection.

The

priest could not remain at the altar, however,
but had to be taken to a city of refuge (Mak. 12«).
The altar according to the Talmud only the one at
Jerusalem afforded in a way more protection than
the cities of refuge; since a political refugee became
inviolable as soon as lie had touched the altar (Maimonides, "Yad," Rozeah, v. 14, probably after an
old source, based on I Kings ii. 28, that, however,
is not found in extant literature).
The rabbinical law concerning Asylum devotes
much space to an exact determination of the cases

—
—

which the Asylum shall offer protection
man slayer, and of those in which he must
in

and remain

to the
flee to

it.
Deliberate murder is of course
excluded: that crime can be atoned
TJnprefor only by the blood of the murderer,
meditated The following three grades are distinHomicide, guished in unpremeditated homicide:
Accident. (1) grave carelessness (2) contributory
negligence; and (3) complete innocence.
Only in the second case is exile to the cities
of refuge prescribed.
Complete innocence that is,
a mere accident or an extraordinary occurrence that
could not be foreseen— needs no atonement
but
grave carelessness is not sutficiently punished by
such exile. The Talmud gives manj' examples illustrating these grades of homicide, among them the
following

in

;

—

;

" Any one who neglects the necessary precautions In a coiir1>
yard or a shop, so that a person entitled to admittance there
killed, can not atone by going to the city of refuge [i.e.,
banishment is not sufiticient] (B. K. 32b) but if he who was
killed was a trespasser and had no right in such a court or shop,
the owner goes free, as he can not be held responsible for accidents on his private property when he did not anticipate the
possible presence of strangers" (Mak. ii. 2, 8a).
is

;

Next to the cases of innocence that do not require
atonement are those where death has been occasioned

A

of professional or other duties.
teacher punishing his pupil, a father compelling
the obedience of his son in learning a trade or in attending to the study of the Law, a servant of the
Law scourging an offender according to the instructions he has received (Deut. xxv. 2 et seq.), are not
banished to the city of refuge in case the person disciplined should die under their hands for they were
but fulfilling a duty incumbent upon them (Mak. ii.
Only in such cases as those mentioned
2, 8a et seq.).
in Deut. xix. 4 et seq., where one negligently commits
homicide during an act that is permissible but not
commanded by law, does an atonement become necin the course

;

es.sary.

Although many of the rabbinical ordinances

re-

garding the asylums are directed chiefly to securing
]irotection for the refugee, the

Asylum

is,

neverthe-

according to the rabbinical law, not a place of
protection, but one of expiation.
If the homicide
die after receiving his sentence, but before reaching
the city of refuge, his body must be taken there.
If he die before the high priest he must also be
buried there imtil after the high priest's death. Asylum ("galut"= exile) and death of the high priest
have together the atoning power (" kapparah ") which
less,

"

to relieve the liomicide's conscience (Mak. \\b;

compare Tosafot, s.r. n''D). Therefore tlie banisliment to the Asyhim must not be interAsylum nipted: the condemned man may not
a Place of leave the Asylum under any circumExpiation. stances, not even should the interests
of the state demand it (Mak. IIA). The
consciousness of having taken a human life must
never leave the homicide. When,therefore,the inhabitants of a city of refuge wish to honor such a man,
he must declare to them that he is a honiiciile and
unworthy such honor; but should they still persist,
lie may accept it (Muk. ii. 8; on the confession of
crime as part of the atonement, compare ConfesEven the death of the high priest does not
sion).
entirely wipe out the homicide's guilt; for a man
to Asylum may never fill an ollice, since
he has been the cause of an accident {I.e. compare
the opinion of K. Judah b. Il'ai, which Maimonides,
Hilkot Rozeah, vii. 14, thinks the correct one).
The Rabbis so strongly emphasized the guilt of a
man who became a homicide against his will, not
only because they held that a man is responsible
even for his involuntary actions (compare Sin), but
also in accordance with the following theories as
expressed by Philo:

condemned

;

" God, the all-merciful and gracious, neither delivers a wholly
innocent man up to death nor will He suffer a man who committed a deed entirely against his will to go into exile. The
ordinance of Ex. xxi. 13 must be interpreted as follows When
a murderer has escaped from human justice, God assumes the
offlce of judge, and brings it about that the murderer is killed
inadvertently by some one else. God chooses as His executioner a man who has also sinned in some way and is in need
of atonement. This homicide is therefore exiled to a city of
refuge, where he must remain until the death of the high priest,
in expiation of some sins that he must have committed, because
an entirely innocent man is never chosen as the instrument of
another man's death" ("De Specialibus Legibus," § 20; ed.
Mangey, ii. 319; compare "De Prufugis," § 13; ed. Mangey, i.
555 etseg.).

Biblical

Asylum law

is

explained in almost

the same words as these of Philo in Mekilta (Mislipatim iv.) and the Talmud (Mak. 10b).
The Talmudic sources agree also with Philo in explaining why the death of the high priest releases
Philo saj's that, since the high
the exiled homicide.
priest

Death

is

was immaculate and

fitting that

sinless, it

he should abhor

{i.e.,

of the High, not suffer in his presence) those who
had even involuntarily killed a man,
Priest.
since the}' themselves were not entirelj'
ed.
sinless ("De Specialibus Legibus," xxiii., xxiv.
Mangej', ii. 322). Rabbi gives the following explanation " The murderer pollutes the land, and drives
away the Siiekinaii but the high priest brings it
about that the Shekinah dwells in Israel. It is therefore not fitting that he who pollutes the land .should
appear before him who brings the Shekinah among
This explanation,
the people" (Sifre, Num. 160).
however, does not tally with that given by the Halakah, that even the death of a dispensed high priest
releases the exile (Mak. ii. 6); and the phrase, frequently recurring in the Talmud, " the death of the
high priest atones " (]\Iak. lib), really shows that,
according to the opinion current among the Rabbis,
the chief factor was the death with its atoning power.
This is easily explainable from the point of view
;

:

;

Atarah

of rabbinical theology, since in general the death of
the pious acted as an atonement for Israel (Yer.

Yomai.

38b; M. K. 28a; and the many parallel passages in Rubers' Tan. iii. 66, notes 140-142), and
the death of tiie high priest all the more possesses
power of atonement (approximately so, Ibn Ezra on
Num. xxxv. 2')). ISIaimcmides' explanation (Moreh
iii. 40), that the death of
the high priest was an
event that moved the entire people so much that no
thoughts of vengeance could arise in the avenger of
blood, conforms as little to the spirit of the early
rabbis as to that of the Bible.
The tradition found in the ]\Iishnaii may l)e mentioned namely, that the motiier of the high priest
supplied food and clothing to homicides, in order
that they might not wish for the death of lier son
(Mak. ii." 6). The Talmud thinks (Mak. 11^0 that
such wishes might have been efficacious against the
high priests, because they had omitted to implore
God's mercy for their contemporaries, that no such
hapless events might occur.
Compare Avenger
;

OP Blood.
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Gros.s-Kanisza, 1870; Ohlenburg, Die Bihli.'<c)ien A.^nlc ini
Talmndischen Geicande, Munich, 1895; Hitter, Pliilo xtud
die Halacha, 1879, pp. 29-32; Saalschiitz, Das Mosai.-<che
Recht, ii. 535; Salvador, Histoirc des Distitutions de 3/o'i.ve,
p. 13.

:

The

Asylum
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is

"

J.

L. G.

SK.

ASYLUMS

(CHARITABLE

INSTITU-

TIONS).

See CiiAuiTY.
A place on the eastern .side of the Jordan where Jacob's funeral cortege stopped and
mourned for him (Gen. 1. 10, 11). Tradition (Gen.
ib.) as.signs to this circumstance the change in the
name of the place to Abel Mizraim, "mourning
of Egypt," though in reality the element "Abel

ATAD

signifies "
J.

:

meadow.
G. B. L.

JK.

ATAKI Town
:

in the province of Bessarabia.

on the right bank of the Dniester, opposite
Mohilev. Of the 1,000 families composing its jiopulation, 832 are Jews, that liave a synagogue and
Formerly Ataki was a flourtiiree prayer-houses.
ishing town but the opening of the Novoselitz railroad in 1893 destroyed all its business, while the
population was increased by the expulsion of Jews
Ru.ssia,

;

from surrounding villages and their .settlement in
Those who had the means emigrated to the
Ataki.
United States of America. During the famine of
1900 the Jewish Relief Committee of St. Petersburg
gave assistance to 109 families of Ataki but a
See Besfar greater number remained destitute.
;

sarabia.
Bibliography

:

Entziklopediche^ki Slovar, ii.,

St.

Petersburg,

1893; Voskhod, 1900, No. 27.

H. R.

ATARAH.—

Data A wife of JerahOnam (I Chron. ii. 26). If

Biblical

:

meel and the mother of
Jerahmeel, as seems probable, is the name of a clan,
the expression " wife " might point to an alliance (or
in the case of "wives" alliances) with other clans.
J.

JR.

G. B. L.
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Atareratis

Athanasius

In Rabbinical Literature

:

was

Ataiali

a

Canauuite woinau of rank, whom Jcrahiiiecl married in order " to be crowned " through her that is
to say, to be raised to nobility (mtsy, "crown,"
"decoration").
But she brouglit evil upon liim,
and was then^fore called "the mother of Onam";
that is, "the mother of mourning" (DJ1N = pIX,
" mourner ").
On account of this irregular marriage,
a portion of the tribe of Judah did not recognize
the children of Jerahmeel as of pure descent (Yer.
Sanh. ii. 20b; Ruth R., end).
.1.
SK.
L. G.
;

ATARGATIS A
A

Syrian divinity referred to in
temple of Atargatis existed in
the Apocrypha.
Carnion or Carnaim (1 Mace. v. 24; II Mace. xii. 26),
on the east side of the Jordan. Just what goddess
is meant by the name has not as yet been definitely
The first element of the name is eviascertained.
dently the Aramean eqinvalent of Astarte the second
element may be the name of another goddess, Atlie or
:

;

who

Athah,

has been found in Phenician inscrip-

The chief temple of Atargatis in Palestine was
At Carnaim she had another,
the one in Ascalon.
and it was in that sanctuary that Judah Maccabeus,
tions.

without regard for the sanctity of tlie place, slew
The
the inhabitants that had fled there for refuge.
temple with all its objects used in the cult was
burned by him.
Bibliography: Biithgen, Bcitrugc zur Semitisclicn RcUBaudissin, Atar(linnsgeschicJite, pp. 68 et seq., 350 et seq.
i/atiii, in Herzog-Plitt, Rcal-Eticiihlopiidic fVir Pmtestan;

Theologie ; Robertson Smith, Religionof the Semites,
2d ed., pp. 173-175.
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numcnous mounds covei'ing the right

G. B. L.

JR.

ATAROTH

:

District in Palestine, east of the Jor-

This place is mentioned along with Dibon and.
Jazer as a very fertile tract of land and good for
Reuben and Gad both asked for the
raising cattle.
dan.

Gad

land.

city there
J.

received

(ib.

it

(Num.

xxxii. 3)

and

built a

34).

G. B. L.

JR.

ATAROTH

The name of several towns in Palestine: 1. A city on the eastern side of the Dead Sea
in the laud taken from jVIoab and given to Gad
(Num. xxxii. 3). From Num. xxxii. 34 it appears
that the city was rebuilt by the Gadites: a fact
which the Moajsite Stone (line 10) confirms. It
has been identified with the modern Attarus (Buhl,
:

"Geographic," p. 267).
2. A town on the border line between Ephraim
and Benjamin (Josh. xvi. 3), though Buhl {ib. 172)
disputes the site.
3. Ataroth Addar:
(Josli. xvi.

oth,

5,

xviii. 13),

A

border town of Ephraim
perhaps the same as Atar-

2.

4. Ataroth beth Joab Mentioned in tlie list of
the dcsccndaiils of (aid) (1 Chron. ii. 54).
5. Ataroth Shophan:
city in the domain of
the Gadites (Num. xxxii. 85).
J. JM.
G. B. L.
:

A

ATBASH.

Sec Gematria.

ATEL
zars

(Idl, Itil, Etel)
in the tenth century;
:

The capital of

the Chasituated about eiglit

English miles from Astrakhan.
city of Balanjara,

ancient times,

it is

Together with the

which was equally renowned in
now buried under the h-.ghest of

tlie

the river, and the others to the stei)pes.
Here lived
the hakain of the Chazars, whose palace was the

only building of brick in the city. The rest of the
inhabitants dwelt in liuts, or in tents of felt. Mas-

however, states that the palace of the hakams
was situated not in the western part of the city, but
on an island, and the city consisted of three parts.
Tiie eastern part, called Khazaran, was inhabited by
'udi,

merchants of various

nationalities.

Atel had a large poi^tdatlon of

Mohammedans,

Jews, etc.
The Turkish and Chazar
languages predominated. Some of the inhabitants
were called "blacks," and the others "whites," according to their complexions. The hakan and his
staff were Jews.
His suite, numbering fully 4,000
Christians,

persons, was composed of representatives of different races.
In 969 the Russians destroyed the city.
Bibliography: D. I. Chwolson, in Zhurual MiniMerstra
NaroiDiavo Pra-svuefilicliemua. 18t)8, cxl. Vostulu IWO, Xo.
1, 1807, No. 2; Astrakhanski SpravocJiny Listok, IHUiJ, Nos.
;

131, i;5;3; Astrakhajiakiiia Guhcuiskiiia Viir<li>mosti, issi, No. 80; Reqestti
jyailpisi, etc., Nos. 145, 150,
151, 15:3-1.55, St. Petcrshurp, l«f)l»; Kiitzikloijcdichcskl SJonir,
ii., St. Petersburg, 189:3; Oassel, Magyai-ische AUkerthiimcr,
p. 311.

34, 27,

52,

i.

ti.sT/ic

J.

baidv of

Volga, called also Atel (^ns, "Sefer ha-Kabbalah,"
in "Med. Jew. Chron." i. 7S, liW).
Accortliug to the Arabic writeis, Ibn Fudlaii, Ibn
Haukal, Ibn Kaldun, Mas'udi, and dilicrs, Atel was
situated about sixty miles fioiii the mouth of t];e
V^olga. The western j)art of the city was surrounded
by a wall with four gates, one of which led to

H. R.

o.

ATER

A

family that returned with Zerubbabel (Ezra ii. 1(5; Neh. vii. 21), the head of which
.signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Xeh. x. 18).
In I Esd. V. 15, Ater is called Aterezias.
2. Doorkeepers of the Temple, who returned
with Zerubbabel (Ezra ii. 42; Neh. vii. 45); called
" sons of Jatal " in I Esd. v. 28.
J.

:

1.

JR.

G. B. L.

ATHACH A town in Judah, to the inhabitants
:

of wiiich

David sent a part of the
(I Sam. xxx. 30).

the Amalekites

definitely identified.

ach
but

(inj?) the

spoil taken

from

has not been
Several scholars consider Ath-

same as Ether

It

("inV; Josh. xv. 42);

be Ether, it is quite impossible to decide
Avhich reading is correct.
The manuscripts of the
Greek versions to the passages in question furnish adif it

ditional variants.

Bibliography: Wellhausen, Text der Bi'icher Samiirlis;
Budde, Josua und Ricliter; Driver, Notes on the Books of
Samuel.
J. JR.
G. B. L.

ATHALIAH

:

Daughter of Ahab

(II

Kings viii.

presumably, of Jezebel; also called the
daughter of Omri (II Chron. xxii. 2). The political alliance of Jehoshaphat, fourth king of Judah,
with Ahab, king of Israel (I Kings xxii. 2-4; II
Chron. xx. 35), resulted in a domestic alliance also
between his son Jehoram and Ahab's daughter Atlialiah (II Kings viii. 18-27; II Chron. xxi. 6).
The
death of Aiiaziah, the only sinviving son of Jehoram and .\thaliah (II Chron. x.\i. 16, 17), at the
hand of Jehu (II Kings ix. 27; II Chron. xxii. 9),
opened the way i'or the (lueen-mother to assert herscdf.
She inunediately slew "all" of ro3'aI blood
20) and,
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(II Kin.ii-sxi.

1

;

II Cliron.

quc'on of Judali.

Her

wii.

10), iuid

iiithioiicc,

miuleliorsflf
siuco her iiiurriiige

witli Jcliorain, liad fostered Baal-worsliii) iu Judaii,

and temporarily

tlinist into tlic background tliu
woisiiip of Yinvii (II Cliron. xxiv. 7).
Her six
j-ears (842-83G a. v.) of rule doubtless led to a vigor-

ous cultivation of the I5aal cult. But in her seventh
year the stalwart high priest Jehoiada brought
from Ids hiding-place a yoiuig claimant to the
throne, Joash, son of Aliaziah (see JoAsir).
Athaliah, being apprised of the great and enthusiastic
coroiialion-asseml)ly at the Temple, rushed into the
editiee, apparently unattended by her guard.
As
soon as she .saw the iiewly crowued king, she rent
lier clothes iu des])air, and cried deliautly, " Treason
Treason " Jelioiada ordered that she be taken forth
through the ranks, and he also pronounced a deathsentence upon any who should espouse her cau.se.
!

!

"So tliey made way for her, and she went to the entr}'
tile hor.se-gate by the king's house: and they slew
her there " (II Kings xi. 4-20; II Chron. xxiii.'l-lO).
of

J.

.IK.

31.

T.

P.

ATHANASIUS:

Bisiiop of Alexandria; born in
298, probably in Alexandria; died there 3Iay 2,373.
Athanasius was the greatest combatant of the Old
Clnirch.
No less than twenty out of the forty-seven
years of his oflicial life (he was made bishop in
32G) were passed iu exile, owing to the activity of

—

—

enemies personal, religious, and political lie had
made. With the extremes of courage and of obstinacy, he united a certain pliability of character,
which naturally made him one of the foremost
leaders in the religious contests of his time.

His writings resembled his life; for the greater
part of bis literary productions have the polemic
character strongly marked.
His very first woi'ks,

an "Address Against Heathens" and
"Address on the Incarnation of the
Polemics. Logos," are devoted to an attack upon
heathenism and a refutation of JudaFrom the outbreak of the Arian disputes to
ism.
the campaign against which and all kindred heresies Athanasius devoted his life
he concentrated his
literary activity upon one field, that of the defense

A Writer of an

—

—

of orthodoxy, thus earning for himself the

title

of

"theFather'of Orthodoxy." Of his work of this
nature maj^ be mentioned his " Defense Against the
Arians," his "Pastoral Letter," and "Four Speeches
Against the Arians." Of his other writings, his socalled "Exegetical Essays on the P.salter," in expla-

"A

nation of the P.salms;

Letter to ]\Iarcellinus,"

and "Arguments and Explanations of the Psalms
are woithy of mention.

"

Athanasius' historical importance is neither as
an author nor as a theologian; his works were for
the most part born of passing circumstances and
filled no literary want
and his dogmatics can not
be considered original, as they are almost identical
with those of Alexander, liis predecessor in the bishopric of Alexandria.
It was Athanasius nevertheless who actuall}' enabled Nicene Christianity to triumph over Arianism and kindred heresies, and who
for more than a thousand years shaped the course of
the Christian Church so absolutely that he rightly
deserves the titles of " the Great " and " the Father
;

Atargatis

Atbauasius

of Orthodoxy," bestowed upon liim by grateful
Catholicism.
Athana.sius, as the chief representative of Nicene
Christiaiuty, removed from Christology every trace
of Judaism and gave to it a Hellenic cast; so that,
curiously enough, at the very time
Attitude
hat the CJreek world was surrendering
t

Toward
Judaism.

earthly dominion to Christianity,
Hellenism was asserting itself spiritu-

its

ally.
The Christology, which began
with John's doctrine of the Logos and reached logical
completion iu the Nicene confession, and was opposed
to the Jfoiuorli/ioi SdhclUnn idea of the person of
Jesus which attained fulness in the doctrines of Ariu.s,
reflects fundamentally the identical opposition between the strictly Jewish conception of the ^Messiah
as a human, moral ideal, and the Hellenic, according
to which Jesus is a metaphysical religious principle.
In illustration of Athanasius' j)ositi()n, the following
sentences placed by him at the head of his polemic
against the Arians may serve: "He, whom we acknowledge, is an actual and genuine and real Son
of the Father, whose Being belongs to him likewi.se.
He is neither creature, nor made, but the product of
the Essence of the Father; wherefore is lie truly
God, because of similar being with tlie true God "
("Orationes Contra Arianos," i. 9).
Jesus is for
Athanasius not only the true and real Son of God,
but he is al.so of similar essence (Jiomoitsiiin) and of
like eternity, but in sueii fashion as to permit of a

duality of tlie divine personages.
This, of course,
is contradictory not only to the ruling idea of strict

monotheism among the Jews, but also to the teachings of the Old Testament; and the Arians therefore
rightly asked

{lb.

iii.

7)

how Athanasius

could har-

monize his doctrine with such Avords of Scripture as
"The Lord our God is one Loid " (Deut. vi. 4); "See
now that I, even I, am he, and there is no god with
me" (Deut. xxxii. 39), and similar passages.
A lack of all critical sen.se marked both Athana.sius and Arius, and prevented them from realizing
that their mutually contradictory conceptions of

The O. T.
with
Atha-

the person of Jesus lay in the divergout presentation of the same by the
Jewish synoptic gospels contrasted
with that of the Greek writer of the

fourth Gosi)el and of the Epistle to the
Athanasius did not jicrHebrews.
ceive how far removed he really stood from the Old
Testament conception of God. In his controversj''
with Arius lie had no scruple in making the fullest
use of the Old Testament. The following are illustrations of his explanations and api>lications of such
Proof of the eternity and intinity of the
passages.

nasius.

Logos

is

found by him

in Isa. xl. 28.

"the everlast-

ing God," and in .ler. ii, 13, "they have forsaken
Tlie
me, the fountain of living waters " (/A. i. 19).
immutability of the Logos he finds expres.sed in
Deut. xxxii. 39, "See now that I, even I, am lie."
and in ]VIal. iii. 6, "I am the Lord. I change not."
In such fashion, liy simply applying to the LogosChristus all Bible passages relating to God. it was
not a very diflicult task for him to found his whole
system of dogmatics upon the Old Testament at
The unity of revelaleast to his own satisfaction.
tion in both Testaments is an essential principle with

—

Athanasius
Atheism
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term derived from the Greek,
a God." As or-

ration as "Manichean" and "Jewish" {ib. iv. 23).
This peculiar method of Old Testament exposition, which was the customary one in the Christian
Church even before Athanasius, was also employed
by him in replying to Jewish attacks upon Chris-

meaning

In
tianity by means of Old Testament teachings.
a polemic against the Jews upon the incarnation of
the Logos (" De Incarnatione Dei Verbi "), he endeavors to reply to the arguments of the Jews against
the Incarnation, as being something
unworthy of the God-Logos, and parChristicularly against the Crucifixion (ch.
tianity
xxxiii.), by observing tliat nothing is
Versus
Judaism, easier than to confxite the Jews: "Out

It was in this sense that Socrates was accused and
convicted of Atheism. The same note is dominant
in the oft-quoted dictum attributed to Polybius, that
reverence for the gods is the foundation of all public order and security.
The Hebrew dictionary has no word of exactly
similar import.
The reasons for this are notditiicult

of their

own Holy

Scriptures in which

they daily read, they can be controverted." It is
true, he promises more than he performs; for when
he discovers the doctrine of the Incarnation of the
in Num. xxiv. 5 and Isa. viii. 4, or finds that
the Virgin's conception is predicted in Isa. vii. 14,
it is easily understood why his Jewish opponents
were so "prejudiced that they prefer their own ex-

Logos

Athanasius
position of the passages" {ib. ch. xl.).
nevertheless sets up the reasonable hermeneutic
principle, that both the time and the person to
which a passage applies, as well as the circumstances
originating such passage, must always be taken into
consideration

("

Orationes Contra Arianos,"

1.

54&) in

expounding it. This rule seems to have been derived by him from Jewish sources where it was long
recognized, for it is frequently noticeable that he
willingly has recourse to Jewish authority in Scripture explanation, just so soon as his dogmatics permit him to do so. His canon of Old Testament
books ("Festal Letters," ii. 1176) excludes Wisdom
of Solomon, Ecclesiasticus, and Tobit, which certainly is an approximation to the autlioritative JewHe gives the Jewish view concerning
ish canon.
the collection of the Psalms and their superscriptions, that a Babylonian prophet, living in the Exile,
collected them, and put them together as he received
them. The anonymous psalms were written by this
prophet. Although called "the Psalms of David,"
many of them are not by the Jewisli king; but their
authors were chosen by him to write tliem, aud the
whole may tliusbe considered asoriginating with him.

Contact with Jews made Athanasius acquainted
with many rabbinic legends, as for instance that of
Isaiah being sawn asunder (" De Incarnatione Dei
Verbi," ch. xxiv.), as well as with tlie interpretation of many proper names, such as David " the beAthanasius did not luiderstand Hebrew;
loved."
thus, for instance, he had only " heard " that the number of letters in tlie Hebrew alphabet was twenty-

two ("Festal
Bibliography

Letters,"

I.e.).

Best edition Mlgne, Patroloqia Orrecn-Latina, xxv.-xxix.; German translation In SUmmtlichc IVcrhe
:

KirchemiUter. xiv.-xvlii., Kempten, 1836; partly also in
Bihliothek der KirchcnvUter, 1872; English translation,
AthaDaxiun, Select Writings and Letters, by Archibald
Robertson, in Nicene and, Post-Nicene Fathers, 2(1 series,
Iv.; J. A. Mahler, Athanasius der Grosae, Mayence, 1827, 2d
fler

ed.. 1844; H. Voiftt,

Lehrc des Athanasius, Bremen,

1801

;

K.

Flalon, St. Athanasc, Paris, 1877; K. Hass, Stvdien liher
Atha)ia-'iins, Frelbiiru in Baden, 18119.
Compare the
.
copious bihlioprraphlc lists in the Real'K)i(iikl<ip(idie fUr
Protest ant ische Thcolooie und Kirche, 3d ed., under Atha.

.

nasius and Arianismus.
G.

I;.

G.

literally the "di.sbelief in

in tlie writings of the people that
carried the implication of non-recognition of the God or the gods acknowledged as supreme, aud therefore entitled to worship by the state.

used

iginally

coined

it

it,

Atlieism, in the restricted sense of
the Greek usage, could not find expression among
the Hebrews before they had come into contact and
conflict with other nations.
As long as their tribal
to establish.

consciousness was strong and supreme
Impossible among them, recognition on the part
in
of all members of the clan or tribe of
Ancient the god to whom the family clan or
Israel.
tribe and people owed allegiance was
this field

spontaneous.
Recent researches in
have established beyond the possibility of

doubt that

this sense of family or tribal or national

aflinity is focal to all primitive religion.

Sacrifice

and all other features of private or public cult center

The deity is entertained by the members of the family at the sacrificial
meal. Even some institutions of the Israelitish cult,
such as the Pesah meal, reflect the mental mood of
this original conviction. Denial of the family or tribal or national deity would have amounted to relinquishment of one's family or people; and such abandonment is a thought of which man is incompetent
before a long stretch of historical experience has
in this all-regulating sentiment.

his whole mental attitude.
In the development of the Jewish God-idea, as
traced by modern Biblical criticism, the conflict
between the Prophets and their antagonists pivots
not so much around the controversy whether God
be or be not, but around the recognition of Yhwh
as the only and legitimate God of Israel.
Even they
who opposed the Prophets were not atheists in the
modern acceptation of the word. They may be so
styled, if the implications of the term be restricted
to the original Greek usage.
According to prophetic
preachment, Israel owed allegiance to Yiiwii alone.
This is the empliasis of their oft-repeated statement
that it was Yiiwii who led the people of Israel out
of Egypt.
The first statement of the Decalogue is
not a protest against Atheism in the modern sense.
It posits positively the prophetic thesis that no other
God but YiTwii brought about Israel's redemption
from Egyptian bondage. The force of this prophetic
contention is Avell illustrated by the counter or
corresponding claim advanced in behalf of the dei-

changed

Dan and Beth-el
Withall thestrenuousnessof their
insistence upon the sole supremacy and legitimacy of
Yiiwii as Israel's God, tlie Prophets never went the
length to call their opponents atheists. That the
gods whom the followers of the false prophets worshijx'd were not gods is a conviction that appears
only in later prophets, and then not in a very violent
emphasis. Jeremiah resorts to mild sarcasm (Jer. ii.
ties
(I

nationalized b.y Jeroboam at

Kings

xii. 28).

"
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The second Isaiah

27, 28).

heaped upon

is

more pronounced

in liis

worsliipers of idols.
Yet
the quarrel is uol because some or many denj"- God.
Their censure is evoked by the fact that some or
many worship gods that have no claim upon the
recognition of Israel, the people of Yinvn.
ridicule

tlie

Again, Atheism always is the result of criticism
and skepticism. Both in the individual and in the
No people
race it is, as it were, an afterthought.
The original religiou.sness
starts out with Atheism.
of man is always spontaneously thei.stic in one form
or another.
And as long as the religious consciousness of man is in its prime vigor, there is no provocaPeriods of
tion for critical analysis of its contents.
decline in religiousness produce skepticism, which,
Up to the Exile the conin turn, breeds Atheism.
were lacking in
in this sense
ditions for Atheism
Even the Exile, though fatal
Israel.
Atheism to the religious fervor of a great numthe Result ber as is apparent by a study of the
of Skepti- " 'Ebed Yiiwir " hymns, portraying as
they do the indignities and ridicule to
cism.
which a pious minority were exposed
at the hands of their compatriots brought to bear
upon the minds of the Jews influences much more
potent in the opposite direction. Contact with the
Babylonian-Assyrian, and shortly after with the Per-

—

—

—

—

had a pronounced tendency to develop an abiding predisposition toward mysticism,
In this
which is always fatal to sober Atheism.
connection it is well to remember that Jewish angelology and demonology took their rise in the Captivity and certainly an age susceptible to suggestions
of the order vocalized in the belief in angels and
their counterparts is not very propitious for the culsian, civilization

;

tivation of atheistic proclivities.

The

literature as-

signed to the Exile evidences the prevalence of the
very opposite inclination. It is safe to hold that
anterior to the Greek period there was but little
cause among the Jews to pay attention to atheistic
This fact accounts for the absence of
enunciations.
a term to denote both the profes.sor and the system
of Atheism.
Psalm liii. preserved in a double version (in Ps.
xiv.), mentions the speech of one who maintains
The professor of this belief is
that there is no God.
styled " nabal," and in the context is contrasted with
the " maskil " (verse 3); wherefore the word was understood to be "fool," or, as Ibn Ezra has it in his
commentary, the contrary of "hakam" (Avise). This
meaning the Targum to Psalm xiv. also accepts,
Other commentators
rendering it by "shatya."
hold that the psalm does not register a general proposition, but records the iitterances of some definite
person Titus or Nebuchadnezzar. From the character of these men it may be inferred that the interpreters who refer the expression in the Psalm to them,
took the word " nabal " in the secondary sense of
"knave," implying that foolishness which always
"Nabal "
characterizes a corrupt or pervert mind.
would thus be a sj^nonym of "rasha'" or "zed."
The nearest approach to a phrase which might be
considered the equivalent of our modern "atheist " is
the rabbinical "kofcr be'ikkar," one who denies a
fimdamental tenet of the Jewish religion namely,
the existence and then the unity of God. Of all
,

—

;

AthanasiuB
Atheisxa

the other designations applied in rabbinical writings to heretics, none other seems so directly to suggest or to stand for avowed and open
Talmudic negation of the Deity's existence and

Des-

supremacy (B. B. Wj; Posik. p. 163).
Atheism is included among the heresies
charged against the " minim " (Shab.
116ft; and Maimonides, Yad ha-Hazakah, Teshubah,
iii. where he enumerates among the heretics " minim,
" those that declare that there is no God and that the
world has neither governor nor leader ").
ignations.

,

But as in the case of the Biblical "nabal," so in
the descriptions of the atlieist by the Rabbis it
would appear that Atheism was much more a matter
of perverse and inunoral conduct than of formulated
philosophical or metaphysical assertion and conviction.
At least it is from the conduct of man that his
Atheism is inferred.
Observance of the Sabbath
was regarded as evidence of belief in the Creator;
while neglect to keep the day of rest holy gave
point to the presumption of atheistic leanings. The
passage in Sifra, Behukkotai, iii. 2, shows that the
observance or the rejection of the "laws and ordinances " was the decisive factor in the attribution
of Atheism, according to rabbinical understanding.
Adam is said to have been an atheist for in hiding
himself to escape, he gave proof of his belief that
God was not omnipresent (Sanh. 38ft).
How far the term "Epicurean," D"l"np^QN (see ApiKOROs), served to denote an atheist, is not very clear.
It is patent that by this name were designated men
who denied the doctrine of resurrection and revelation.
As both of these may be said to be involved
in the (rabbinical) doctrine concerning the Godhead,
the appellation " Epicurean" may in a loose way have
been synonymous with the k.l-^r-day atheist. Connecting this Greek word with the Aramaic root " pakar " (to free oneself), the rabbinical sources —even
Maimonides assumed as the characteristic trait of
an Epicurean's conduct disregard of all that made
" Scoffer " might, therefor reverence and decency.
fore, be suggested as the best rendering in English.
As one that would scoff at the words of the learned
and wise, of the God-fearing and pious (Ned. 23a;
Sanh. 99ft), the Epicurean naturally created the impression by his conduct that he shared the views of
the " nabal " and was under suspicion that in his insolence he would go so far as to denj- the existence of
God and to stand in no awe of His providential guidance of life and the world. Hence the advice always
to be ready to refute the arguments of the Epicurean (Abot ii. 14).
Strange to say, the Jews often had to defend themselves against the charge of being atheists, though,
in the conception of the Prophets, Israel's history
was the convincing proof of God's providence. Is;

—

The prime solicrael was chosen to be His witness.
itude of Moses (Ex. xxxii. 12, 13) lest the "Egyptians " should put a w^rong construction on the events
of Israel's career and become confirmed
Jews
in their false conceptions of Israel's
Accused of God, is also, as it were, the "leitmotif "
Atheism, of the theology of later Biblical writers. The appeal of the Seventy-ninth
Psalm is for God to manifest Himself in His avenging splendor, lest, from the weakness of Israel, the

"

;

Atheism
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Athenians

"nations" might infer that He liad abdicated in
undoubtedly
favor of tlieir idols. Psahn cxv. 2seq.
of the Maccabean period expresses the same anxiet y
but on a higher and more spiritual plane. It reHeets
the arguments and conceits of even (he enlightened
among the Greeks. Tlie invisible God of the Jews
was beyond the range of the ancient world's intelligence.
A visible God alone was entitled to recog-

—

—

nition.

may

same fact. Mohammed, incensed at the
tli(! Jews to acclaim him as the expected
final prophet, pours out over them the
Attitude of vials of his wrath and abuse. Though

trales Ihe
ictiisal

and Philo.

still

re— according to the Midrash (Ex. R.
the anti-Jewish attitude of the
Greco-Roman period — in refusing to recognize Yii wii

reason,

v.),

flecting certainly

for the reason that his
official

"the

list

name was not included

in the

it did erect an altar to
(Acts xvii. 23), as, in fact,

of deities, yet

unknown God"

the hospitality of the Pantheon

was

clastic

enough

admit every new deity. Still, two considerations
dominated the judgment of the Greek world on the
religion, or, according to them, irreligion, of the
The Jews believed in an invisible God;
Jews.
therefore, according to the Greek mode of thinking,
Secondl}^ the Jews refused to join them
in no God.
in their worship, though the Greeks were prepared
These
to pay honor to the gods of other nations.
two complaints are at the bottom of the accusation
of Atheism against the Jews which is very frequent
and violent in the writings of Alexandrian detractors
and Roman historians.
The philosophers among
the Greeks, indeed, furnished many an argument in
defense of the excellence of Jewish monotheism
but the vast multitude was still addicted to the
grosser notions.
If the Jews were citizens of the
towns where they resided, as they claimed to be, why
did they not join in worshiping the communal gods?
This was the burden of the popular prejudice
against them; and Apion (Josephus, "Contra Ap."
ii. i^ 6), Posidonius, and Apolloniiis Molo made thc:;!selves the willing mouthpieces of popular distriist.
Here was proof that the Jews were really atheists.
In tlie Roman empire they refused to pay religious
honoi's to the statues of the emperors.
This fact
sufficed, in the ej^es of Tacitus and Pliny, to accuse
them of despising the gods and to describe them as
to

atheists, as a

people void of

all

virtue (Tacitus, " His-

"Gesch." 3d ed., iii. 417).
The same feeling that 'ed the Greek and Roman
enemies of the Jews to accuse them of irreligion is
potent in the modern charge brought against them
of unbelief.
Atheism is indeed a relative term.
The Mohiunmedan regards both the Christian iuid
the Jew as intidels; and the Christian is not slow
to return the compliment to the follower of the
Prophet.
Refusing to accepl^ the construction of his
history that Christian theology puts on it, and declining to subscribe to many of the Christologieal interpretations of his Bible, the Jew is under the sus])ieion of irreligion and Atheism.
The "amixia," the
stubborn defense of his historical identity, and his
right to maintain his religious distinctness, whicli
puzzled and angered the Greeks (compare Ilaman's
argument in Esther iii. 8, the precipitate of the Maccabean era), is still a pretext for denying to the
Jew genuine religious feeling, and a provocation (o
tori;e," V. 5; see Schiirer,

class

him among the wanton deni(!rs of (Jod.
attitude toward the Jews in the Koran

The

illus-

"the people of the book," they have
falsified it.
They claim to believe, and
arc unbelievers.

him, simply because he believes in
not (Koran, suras ii. 70-73, IIG;
ix. 30).

raoh did

of

Mohammed

not have gone so far as Pha-

Greek thought
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They disavow
God and they do
v.

48,

49,

C4-C9;

That there were atheists among the Jews stands to
and is made evident among other things by

the tenor of the Book of Ecclesiastes, which, without the later additicm of the saving conchiding
verses, is really an exposition of the skepticism that
had impregnated the minds of the higher classes
during the Greek fever preceding the ]\Iaceabean rebellion.
In Alexandria, too, Jews must have been
openly or tacitly inclined to accept the philosophy
of negation.
Philo takes occasion to discuss Athe-

He ({uotes the arguments advanced in its defense by those who maintain that nothing exists but
the perceptible and visible universe, which had never

ism.

come

into being and which would never perish, but
which, though unbegotten and incorruptible, was
witluMit pilot, guardian, or protector (" De Sonmis,
ii. 43).
He does not state that they who advance
these theories are Jews; but as he mentions others
who embrace a pantheistic interpretation, and describes them as C'lialdeans (" De Migratione Abrahami," p. 32), it is not improbable that "the others"
may have been of his people. To Atheism he opposes the doctrine of Moses, " the beholder of the
invisible nature, and seer of God" (" De Mutatione
Nominum," ^ 2), according to which the Divine exists, and is neither the cosmos nor the soul of the
cosmos, but is the supreme God.
The religious philosophy of the Middle Ages has
no occasion to deal tlircctly with formulated Atheism.
Its preoccupation is largely apologetic, not so
much against the attacks of formal and formidable

Atheism as against certain

theistic or semitheistic
schools or other controverts: first Karaite, then Arabic, and, still later. Christian theologians.
But in
their discussions of the fundamentals of faith the

problem of theism versus Atheism in one way or
another is involved. The contentions of the Dahri,
ISIohanunedan atheists, believing in the eternity of
matter, and the duration of the world from eternity,
and denying resurrection and

final judgment, as well
as the theories of the i\Iotazilites, the Mohammedan
freethiidicrs, rejecting all eternal attributes of God,
furnish the text for a large portion of the speculation of the Jewish philosophers.
The one objective

point of all medieval Jewish philosophy is the clarification of the concept of the Godhead by the removal
of every form of anthropomorphism and anthropop-

and to vindicate to human reason concordance with the true intents of the revealed word of
God. Tlie question which Mohammedan Atheism
raised regarding the eternity of matter is in the very
center of polemic debate.
But in the later speculation, the system of Crescas, for instance, the eternity
of matter, is admitted without reservation.
This throws light at once on the problem whether
Spinoza should be classed among the athcoi. From
atliism,
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flic Jcwisli point of view tliis must ht' denied.
Under close analysis, Spino/a does not uo beyond tlie
)»osit

ions maintained on

on more

l)y

some

jjoints l)y ^laiinouides,

He eanies

Creseas.

to its fuitliest con-

Jewish soliciliide to divest tlic idea of
Godhead of anthropomoiphic associations (on

se(iiiences liie
llu!

this ])oint see Joel,

"Znr Genesis der

T.eiire

Spino-

za's," Ih-eslaii, ISTl).

]u

modern Judaism, as

is

cviiiecd l)y ]irinteil ser-

mons and

olher i)ul)lieatioiis. Atheism of evei'y kind
Jias found voice and adherents.
The intluence of he
natural scienecs, and the uiiwai'i'anted conclusions
now I'ceo.Lini/.ed as such by none inoi'c I'eadily than
by the thinkers devoted to the exploration of nat

ture's domain, have also left their mark on Jewry.
Both the idle At heism of conceit and the more serious

Atlieism of reaction against the douniatism of anteI'ior days ha\'e had exponents in the circles g'l'oupcd
around tlie synagogues. As elsewhere, evolution
was invoked to dethrone God, and therefore, departing from the methods of scholasticism, thcargunuMits
ba.sed on evolution were not ignored by the dcfench'rs
of theism in the pulpil.
In the discussion two lines
were more especially followed. Atheism was tested
as to its lationalily, and was found of all irrational
theories of tlu; world and life the most irrational.
JMind prcsupi)o.ses mind.
Tlic ga]) between thought
and matter has not been bridged by natural selection
or by evolution.
Du IJois-Heymond's agnosticism
left the domain of faith to religious cultivation.
Wliatever dilliculties from a materialistic point of
view the doctrine of God as th(; Creatcn- and guide of
world and of man, as the Author of life, and as the
Ultimate Reality underlying the All may picsent and
must present ^for to know God as lie is man would
have to be God the divine element in man, his
con.science and self-consciousness, his moral jiowcr
and experiences, are inexplicable and unreadable riddles to the materialist.
Materialism has no key for
their solution.
History, especially the history of
the Jews, witnesses to a will which is not ours, but
ma)' be made ours to the potency of purposes which
arc not ours, but may be followed b}' us; to laws in
liarmony w ith which alone man can attain unto happiness and preserve his dignity.
To these facts and
factois the Jewish thcist lias pointed in defense of
Ins theistic interpretation of life and its phenomena,
while always ready to modify the symbolism into

—

—

;

which he would

cast the

supreme

thoiight.

The

old

demonstrations of (lod's existence indeed, after Kant,
can not be said to be cogent. But the moral proof of
theism in refutation of Atheism has taken on new
strength in the very searching by Kant's master
criticism.
The theism of Israel's religion has been

by the facts and forces of Israel's hisloi-y, as
the "witness to Yiiwn."

verified

Bnn.iofjRAntv: S.Uivsch^Dii Humaiiitfit aUIiclininii, Ipctiire
il. Trier IHJS; I. M. Wise, Tlic Cosmic Goil, Ciiieinnati, 1S70.
E. G. H.
K.

ATHENIANS in Talmud and Midrash

:

The

Jewish folkdoreof Palestine was fond of contrasting
the inhabitants of Athens and of Jerusalem, and of
opposing the Babbis to the Attic sages. Greek ]ihilosopliy and esthetics did not greatly impress the
Jewish people, who thought tliemselves far superior
to the Greeks in wit and wisdom.

Atheism
Athenians

In tl;e Ilaggadah occur a number of wit-combats
between Jews and Athenians, in which their ipiickiiess at repartee and skill in propoun.ling and solving ju-olilcms are displayed in rivalry.
Thus an
Athenian arriving at Jerusalem met a child, and,
giving Iiim a small piece of money, asked him to buy
him something to cat, from which he could sjitisfy
himself and yet have enough left for tlie rest of liis
journey.
TIk; child brought him salt.
Anotiier
Athenian coming to Jerusalem and visiting a school
found the childien in recess, and amusing themselves
with gues,sing riddles. Kecpicsted to ask him a riddle, they put to him the following enigma: "Nine
pass by, eight come, two jiour out, one drinks, and
twenty-four serve." The Athenian declared liim.sclf unable to solve the riddle, of which the solution
is "Nine months of pregnancy, eight days until circumcision, two breasts, the boy's mouth, and the
twenty-four months until he is weaned " (Lam. R. to

Buber, p. 48).
anecdotes of this cycle have passed into the
Hlerature of the Arabs, the Persians, and a number
of Euroi)ean peoples.
The first of these is about an
Athenian's one-eyed Jewish stable-boy who, despite
his intirnnty, could tell what kind of camel was
passing at a distance of four miles, and what it was
carrying (Lam. R. l.r. 12).
The second tells of the
wisdom of four men of Jerusalem who came to
Athens, and of their acutcness in guessing at the
true character of the objects and jiersons about them
(Lam. R. I.e. 4).
These two anecdotes, with the
details ada])fed to Arabic taste, occur in many Persian and Arabic works; and the Italians learned
them from the Arabs. This latter fact is attested by
the appearance of the anecdotes in "II Xoxcllino"
or "Cento Novelle," a collection of storiesof the thirteenth century.
Either through the Italians or
through D'llerbelot they became known to Voltaire,
ami were used by him for the first chapter of his
"Zadig."
An Athenian Avanted to make sport of a tailor at
Jeiusalem, and lianded him a broken mortar, asking
him to sew it. The tailor gave him a handful f)f
sand, asking him in turn to spin thread out of it
with which he might sew the mortar (Lam. R. I.e.
Again, an Athenian asked a boy of Jcru.saleni,
8).
i.

1,

ed.

Two

who had brought him eggs and

several

balls

of

him which cheese was of the milk of
a white and which of a black goat. The boy ju-omi.sed to answer if the Athenian, being the older,
would first tell him which was the og<r of a white
and which of a black hen (Lam. R. I.e. 9; comiiarc
cheese, to tell

also 'Ab. Zarah

17//).

two

witticisms, slightly changed, occur
also in the Talmud in the account of the disjiutation
between Joshua ben Ilananiah and the wise ini'ii or
Tlie last

It
elders of Athens, " Sabe de-be Atuna " (Bek. Hb).
may be assumed as tolerably certain that " be atuna "
is

merely an Aramaic form

refer to the

and Berliner

Athcneum

at

for Athens,

and does not

Rome, as Dubsch,

Griitz,

believe.

The Talnuid (Hek. I.e. ct seq.) gives an account of
the disputation between these wise men of Athens
and Joshua ben Ilananiah. The Ca^Siir (Hadrian),
when discussing a point of biology with Joshua,
mentioned that the sages of Atliens held a dilTercnt

;

;

Athenians
Athias
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opinion from the Rabbis. Joshua declared the Rabbis
wiser than the Greeks, and promised to prove this
Joshua, going to Atlieus, went to a
to the emperor.
butcher as he was dressing tlie liead of an animal.
" What will you sell your head for? " asked Joshua.
When the butcher told him the price, which was
agreed to, the rabbi insisted that the butcher had
Joshua, however, agreed to
sold his own head.
cancel' the bargain if the butcher would show him
the way to the wise men.
Now, the wise men had forbidden any one, on
penalty of death, to point out where they lived.
When the butcher remonstrated that the wise men,
surrounded by a strong guard, had given orders to
kill any Athenian that should betray their meetingplace, Joshua taught him a trick by which he could
signalize the place without being exposed to danger.
When Joshua after another trick had safely passed
the guard and surprised the Athenian sages, the contest of wit against wit was undertaken on condition
that the defeated party should be left entirely to the
mercy of the victor. Joshua, in the first place, had
to answer various philosophical questions put to
him by the sages. This he did to their satisfaction.
They then tried to drive him to bay by proposing
riddles to him.
Their first question was: "If salt
has lost its savor, wherewith shall it be salted " (that
His
is, be made tit for use; compare Matt. v. 13)?
answer, " With the afterbirth of a mule, " shows that
to an impossible query he had ready an equally
impossible answer (compare Ahikar).
Joshua won the contest, and then conveyed the
wise men on a ship to Hadrian. The emperor delivered them into the hands of Joshua, who poured into
a vessel some Avater taken from a whirlpool and
having the peculiar quality of absorbing other water
"
He then directed the sages to fill
(vh2, swallow ").
the vessel, and they proceeded to do so; but after
wearying themselves vainly in their attempted task,
had to give it up in despair (probably an echo of the
Danaid myth).
In later times, when it was thought impossible
that a sacred book like the Talmud should contain
anything amusing, much ingenuity was displayed
in order to read into these jests a deep and secret
significance.

Besides the commentaries to the Haggadot in the
(see Jacob ibn Habib, "En Ya'akob," ed.
Wilna, ad loc), there are about a dozen works devoted to tlie " Sabe de-be Atuna " (elders of Athens).
Bibliography: Bacher, in 3Io)ia^s8c?in7f, xix. 68-72; Perles,
ibid. xxii. (i2-67 Berliner, Getich. <ler Juden in Rom, i. 31

Talmud

;

Dubsch, in He-Hahiz.

WOrterhurh,u\. i&ih\

W), IBl ; Gratz, in Levy's Neiihehr.
Griitz, Die JudL^'chen Prnselyten, p.

ii.

28 ; Rapoport, 'E)-ek Millin, pp. 252, 2.53 Wiinsche, Die Rdthaelwei^hcit bei den Hchrdern, pp. 39 et »eq.y pp. 42 et »eq.
;

J.

L. G.

SR.

ATHENS, ANCIENT

:

The

principal city of

Greece, situated five miles from its seai)ort, Piraeus,
on the Saronic gulf. When, as a result of the Persian wars, Athens attained the liegemony of the eastern Mediterranean, it was already one of the most
important commercial cities of antiquity. It retained this commercial supremacy in times of political decay, far into tlie period of the Roman emperors. Hence numerous foreign merchants did bu.siness
in Athens, and some of them settled there, form-
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ing close corporations whicii mutually supported
each other, and at the same time retained their
respective national religions.
The; practise of their
religions and the building of temples were not permitted in the city of Athens, but these privileges

were allowed in the Piraeus. As early as 333 B.C.,
the Egyptians possess(;d a temple of Isis there.
There, too, permission was given to the KLTitlq (merchants from the city of Citium in Cyprus) to build a
temple to Aphrodite and somewhat later the Sidonians erected one to tlieir god, Baal-Sidon (Schiirer,
;

"Gesch." iii. 58).
Together with the wealthy Egyptian and Phenician wholesale merchants, many Jews settled in
Athens for commercial reasons and organized a community. The residence of Jews in AtFirst Jews tica in general is testified to by Pliilo
in Athens. (" Legatio ad Cajum," p. 36 ed. Mangey, ii. 587). From the Acts of the
Apostles (xvii. 17) it is certain that there was a Jewish sj'nagogue in Athens.
Among the Greek inscriptions found in Athens are some of Jewish origin.
"Corpus Inscriptionum Atticarum," iii. 2, contains
three, numbered 3545, 3546, and 3547 respectively.
In the first two the seven-branched candlestick is
depicted.
No. 3545 reads "This is the resting-place
of Eutychia, mother of Athenaos and Theoktistes "
No. 3546 " This is the resting-place of Theodula and
Moses"; and No. 3547: " [Jacjob and Leontius, descendants of Jacob of Ca^sarea. " This Jacob probably
came from Palestine for Caesarea means either CsesaThe Jews not
rea Stratonis or Caisarea Philippi.
only worshiped in their accustomed manner in Athens, but appear to have made proselytes among the
heathen population there. Just as the Egyptians
and Phenicians successfully introduced their particular cults in Athens, so the Jews gained many adhe;

:

:

;

rents in the chief city of Greek culture b}'' their
preaching of the spiritual adoration of the one true
God who must be without pictorial representation.

These "devout persons"

(uefio/uevoi,

Acts

xvii.

17)

joined themselves to the Jewish community as a first
step.
They attended the Jewish services, but did
not observe the Law in its entirety, only obeying
certain of the more elementary commands, such as
Sabbath-observance and the most important laws
of purity.
As far back as the first century B.C., there existed
official relations between the authorities of Athens
and certain Jewish princes. Among the documents
preserved by Josephus is an interesting decree by
the people of Athens in favor of the Jewish high
priest Hyrcanus (Josephus, "Ant." xiv. 8, § 5).
Omitting the introduction, it reads:
"Since Hyrcanus. the son of Alexander, high priest and
ethnarcli of the Jews, continues to bear good-will toward the
people [the Athenians] in general and to each one of the citizens in particular, and treats them with great consideration
and most kindly welcomes those Athenians
who come before him, either as ambassadors
or on their own private affairs, and displays
by Athens, thoughtful care concerning the safety of their
return ; now, therefore, having had several
former testimonies ami on the report of Theodosius [other
manuscripts have " Dionysius"], son of Theodorus of Sunium,
who has reminded the people of the virtues of this man, and
that he has always endeiivored to do all the good that lay in his
power, be it resolved, that this man be honored with a golden
crown according to the law, that a statue of him in bronze be

Hyrcanus
Honored

;

of Demos and of tlie
set up in the district wlien- was tlie temple
be uiade at tlie Uio(iraces, and tliat aiinouncemenl of this
represeiitiUioii of the iiew
nysiaii f.'stivai in tli.- theater, at the

tragedies,

Athenians
Athias
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and

at the

Panathenieau and Eleusinian games,"

ete.

rabbi, but a Turkish "hakam" held
The majority
services in very unsuitable (luarters.
of the Athenian Jews are of Levantine-Spanish extraction, and reside close together they are mostly

synagogue nor

;

From its iutroductoiy formula, this decree appears
Agathoclcs.
to have been issued under the archon
think, toIf he ruled, as many modern autliorities
ward tlie end of the second century u.c, this resoliiBut it is
tion must have referred to llyrcanus I.
not at all certain that Agathocles is correctly astherein
signed to that time. Besides, Hyrcauus is
II.
llyrcanus
only
but
Alexander":
of
"son
styled
was a son of Alexander; and there being no reason
text, it is
to doubt the correctness of the received

more probable that the Athenian resolution had

ref-

erence to llyrcanus II. (see especially Th. Eeiuach,
This
in " Kevue Etudes Juives," 1899, xxxix. 16-27).
would bring it to about 47-40 u.c, at which time

Hyrcanus, by Ca'sar's appointment, was " high priest
and ethuarch of the Jews." It appears, then, that
ambassadors from the Athenians and Athenian merchants were in the liabit of coming to Judea and
were well received by Hyrcanus, and that the Athehim
nians expressed their appreciation by voting to
a gold crown and a bronze statue.
Similar friendly relations existed in the time of
Herod and his descendants. Josephus ("B. J." i.
the cities which
21, § 11) mentions Athens among
" are full of gifts from Herod. " The Athenians seem
similar to that
to have honored the latter in a manner
probable
in Avhich they honored Hyrcanus; for it is
of a
that an inscription wiiich describes the erection
Great.
statue in honor of Herod refers to Herod the
"The People [the Athenians] honor,
It reads:

tlirough the erection of this monument, the king
Herod, the friend of the Romans, for kindly acts
"
performed by him and for his friendly disposition
inscription
Another
550).
("C. I. A." iii. 1, No.
which deserves notice on account of the variation

Herod
in the title refers to another Herod, probably
who
of Chalcis, a grandson of Herod the Great,
ruled over the little kingdom of Chalcis in the Lebanon about 41-48. It reads " The people honor King
Herod the Pious, the friend of Caasar, on account of
his virtue and benevolence" {I.e. No. 551).
The last Jewish princess, Berenice, whose name is
associated with that of Titus, was honored in a simithe
lar way " The Council of the Areopagus and
Council of Six Hundred and the peoOther Jews pie of the Athenians honor, by the
:

:

erection of this statue, Julia Berenice,
the great queen, daughter of King Juwho
lius Agrippa, and descendant of great kings
were benefactors of the city. Erected under the su-

Honored,

pervision of the governor of the city, Tiberius Claudius Theogenes of Paeania" {I.e. No. 556). The description of Berenice as the "descendant of great
kings who were benefactors of the city " corresponds
with the statements of Josephus and with other inscriptions.

E. Son.

Q

ATHENS, MODERN
of Athens

is

:

hardly thirty

The Jewish community
One of the
years old.

that of Max Rothsto Greece in 1833
community had neither

oldest families, if not the oldest,
child, a

with

Bavarian Jew,

King Otho.

is

who went

The

artisans or pedlers. Those in better circumstances
are mainly of German descent, though some of those
from Chalcis and Zante have means. In 1^99 the
of Athens, on the initiative of M. Haim Cohen
of Smyrna, appointed a committee to revise tlie communal constitution, and, if possible, to lind means to
erect a modest synagogue. He succeeded in hiring a

Jews

hall for prayers

and obtained from the government a

conc(!Ssion of land for a separate cemetery. The Jews
had previously been buried in a corner of the ordinary cemetery. Mention may be made in this con-

nection of the celebrated duchess of Plaisance. This
rather eccentric woman— who, though not of Jewish
origin, had a strong interest in Judaism— in 1855 left
as a legacy to the community a large tract of land
for the erection of a "temple to the God of Israel."
Either because the land was far from the city— close
to the Olympia grounds— and of small value then,
or possibly because the community was not at that
time actually organized, the legacy was forgotten

and, remaining unclaimed for tliirty years, it was forfeited by law. [Paul Lucas, who was at Athens early
Jewin the seventeenth century, found only 15 or 20
ish homes ("Rev. Et. Juives," xviii. 105).— g.]
^1-

D.

C.

ATHIA A

Spanish fam:
or
distinguished by the great number of its scholars
and promoters of learning. The name is spelled in
Hebrew variously, n^ny, HN^tiV, DK^tOy, C'K^Oy.

ATHIAS, ATIAS,

ily

Arabic word meanD"tOy, KTDK. n^ry, n"'nN(fioman
ing " present," " gift "). As early as the sixteenth century some of its members lived in Italy and Palesof
tine while another branch settled in the cities
Hamburg, Amsterdam, and London. In addition to
those mentioned below, the following names are
found in the list of the members of the Portuguese
;

community at Amsterdam in 1675: Abraham Atias,
Abraham Atias," el viejo," Hayyim Franco Atias,
JahaIsaac de Semuel Atias, Isaac de David Atias.

"De
cob Atias, Jahacob Costa Atias (De Castro,
Syn. der Portug. -Israel. Gem. te Amsterdam," pp.
"Jewish Quarterly
xlviii. et seq.\ Steinschneider, in
Review,"

xi. 480).

Publicly burned, together
with Jacob Rodriguez and Riichel Nunez Fernandez,
on
on July 9, 1667, by the Inquisition at Cordova
account of his refigion (Kayserliug, "Sephardim,"
Juden," x. 270).
p. 263; Gratz, "Gesch. der

Abraham Athias

:

(Hisquia)
Amsterdam, 1728-41 (SteinTvpographie" inErschaudGruber,

Abraham ben Baphael Hezekiah

Athias:

A

printer in

schneider, " Jiid.

"Encyklopiidie,"
Bodl." No. 7830).

11.

sec. J. 28, p.

67; idem, "Cat.

David Israel Athias Hakam of the Portuguese
community at Amsterdam from 1728 till his death
March 22. "l 753.
David ben Moses Athias :\Ierchant, born at
lanLeghorn. He was master of several modern
Turkish,
guages, among them Servian, Russian, and
which he learned during his short stay at Constanti:

:

nople.

He

wrote a book containing proverbs, fables,

Athias
Athletes
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and sympathetic remedies, whicii was published in
Hebrew characters under the title " La Guerta de
Oro, o sea Tratamiento Gustoso, Saberoso y Provechoso, " Leghorn, 1778. The book also contains " Lettres-Patentes du Roi Confirmatives des Privileges,
dont les Juifs Portugais Jouissent en France Depuis
1550," with a Ladino translation and the outlines of
a method of learning Italian and Greek in a short
time contains also "sympathetic" remedies, a treatise on physiognomy, etc. ("Hebr. Bibl." xvi. 114).

mens
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Hebrew presswork; and

of

so great a reputation that he
into the Printers' Gild

(March

it

won

for Athias

was thereupon taken
31, 1661).

;

Immanuel Athias Printer at Amsterdam till
1707; son and business successor of Joseph Athias.
The most elegant editions of Hebrew works, among
:

them Maimonides' " Yad ha-Hazakah," etc., were
issued by his office (Steinschneider, in Erscli and
Gruber, "Encyklopiidie," IL sec. J. 28, p. 66).
Isaac Athias Hakam of the first PortugueseJewish congregation in Hamburg, and after 1623
He was a pupil of Isaac
at Venice, where he died.
Uzziel, and wrote in Spanish " Tesoro de Preceptos
Donde se Encierran las Joyas de los Seyscientos y
Treze Preceptos que Eucomendo el Sefior a su Pueblo
Ysrael," Venice, 1627; second edition, Amsterdam,
:

1649.

exists in manuscript (see Gratz, " Gesch. der Ju-

den," X. 20,

23).

Isaiah Athias

A

on
His
halakic, exegetical, and homiletical topics.
works, seven in number, were published at Leghorn— 1793, 1821, 1828, 1825, and 1831.
:

Italian writer

prolific

Hayyim

Athias Wrote notes to
Isaiah ben
the ritual codes and sermons of Caro, and published
them under the title "Bigde Yesha'" (Garments of
Salvation), Leghorn, 1853.
On another Isaiah Athias,
see Jellinek,

first

1842.

:

"Kontres ha-Maspid," p. 28.
Rabbi at Bayonne, France, during

Jacob Athias
the

Mark

of Joseph Athias.

Other works published by Athias were: Pentateuch, with Megillot and Haftarot,1665 the Psalms,
with a Dutch translation (proof-reader J. Leusden),
1666-67 the second edition of his Bible, 1677, more
;

The first edition is dedicated to Elijah Aboab at
Hamburg, and contains also " Dinim de DegoUar por
un Estilo Facilissimo y Breve." In 1621 he translated
"Hizzuk 'Emunah," a polemical work in defense of
Judaism by Isaac Troki, a Karaite, which translation
still

Printer's

:

half of the nineteenth century.

See "Voice of Jacob,"

i.

He

died in

198.

Jacob Hezekiah Athias Member of the Talmudical academy " 'Ez Hayyim " at Amsterdam from
the year 1737. He was a son of David Israel Athias.
:

M.

G."

Joseph

Abraham Athias

K.— G.

Printer and publisher; born in Spain, probably at Cordova, at the
beginning of the seventeenth century died at Amsterdam, May 12, 1700. When very young he was
sent by his father to Hamburg in order to receive a
Jewish education. Somewhat before 1658 he seems
to have gone to Amsterdam, where he established
himself as a printer and publisher for
His
in the following year there was issued
Printing- from his press " Tikkun Sefer Torah "
Press.
(Onha- of the Book of the Law), with
an introductory poem by Solomon de
During the next two years he was enOliveyra.
gaged on his well-known edition of the Bible, the
proof-reading for which was entrusted to John Leusden, professor at Leyden.
As Steinschneider says,
the admirable mechanical execution of the edition
entitles it to rank among the most beautiful specib.

:

;

;

;

and with still more
For this edition the
States General of the Netherlands awarded him a
gold medal and chain worth 600 Dutch florins. On

carefully prepared than the first,
beautiful type and decorations.

This edition
the title-page is a cut of the medal.
gave occasion for a small broadside by Athias, entitled "Ccecus de Coloribus, contra Reprehensiones

Sam. Maresiide ed. Bibl." Amsterdam, 1669. Athias
published also "En Ya'akob " (1684-85), as well as
prayer-books and liturgies according to the Portuguese and German rituals.
Athias' printing-establishment was one of the
His wealth enabled
best equipped in Amsterdam.
him to lavish money on the cutting and casting of
type, and to demand artistic work of his designers

and die-sinkers. The edition of Maimonides' Yad
ha-Hazakah, with "Lehem Mishneh," 5 vols., Amsterdam, 1702-3, begun by Athias and completed
after his death by his son Emanuel, is, as Steinschneider says, one of the most elegant and most admired
products of the Hebrew press. At the end of the
work the fact is mentioned that on July 9, 1667,
Athias' father was burned as a Marano at an auto
da fe at Cordova. The molds and letters used by
Athias came into the possession of the printing-house
of Proops.

One ugly

feature in Athias' business career

was

the circumstance connected with a Judreo-German
The printer Uri Phoebus,
edition of the Bible.
grandson of Moses Uri Levi, the first Scphardic
rabbi at Amsterdam, employed a certain Jekutiel
Blitz to write a Judaeo-German translation of the
Bible; and, before he began to print it, he obtained
from the Polish Council of the Four Lands the privilege that for ten years all reprints wcjre to be proThe rabhibited and laid under ban (Nisan, 1671).
bis of the Portuguese and German congregations of

Amsterdam and elsewhere confirmed this privilege.
Pho'bus, whose entire fortune was risked in the
undertaking,

felt

himself under the necessity of

;

Athias
Athletes
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tiikin.irtwoCliristian partners,

Blau and the

jurist

iiillueiiee

lie

tlio

alderman "Willielm

Through their
obtained from John HI.

J.auiens

IJall.

hem

Athias (see Steinschueider, "Cat. Bodl." No.

6215).

K— G.

M.

<i.

labor.

Israel Athias Was the first rabbi of the
-Maiano congregation in London; that is, of the secret synagogue which existed in 1658 in Cree Church
Lane, where he and his wife Sarah resided. He was
a cousin of the wealthy and respected Antonio Fernandez Carvajal, who mentioned him generously
in his will ("Transactions of the Jewish Historical

sen, himself

Society,"

Judaeo-

Sohiesid of Poland the further priv-

German

ilege that this

Bible.

lion

was

to

Judieo-German ti-ansiahave copyright in Poland

The
for twenty years (C3ct., 1677).
work was not completed, when one of his compositors, impelled by envy, robbed him of the fruits of his
This compositor, Josel (.losepii) Witzeuhaumade a translation for which he secured
Athias through
Athias as printer and publisher.
his wealtli possessed certain advantages over his

and was also able to obtain privileges for his
from Holland and Zealand, and even succeeded, through a Jewish agent of the Polish crown
in Holland, bimou by name, in gaining still more
favorable protection from the Council of the P'our
Lands (Jaroslaw, Sept. 21, 1677; Lublin, April 27,
Although Witzenhausen was warned not to
1678).
compete with Phrebus and Blitz (Oct. 13. 1676),
neither he nor Athias paid any attention to the injunction, and they began to print as early as Dec. 5,
The edition of Pha?bus appeared at Amster1678.
dam in 1678; that of Athias, in its complete form

rival,

translation

The latter contained a Latin preface dedicated to the Great Elector, in wdiich Athias praises
the condition of the Jews in Prussia.
justitication for Athias' conduct was claimed
in the fact that ten years had elapsed between the
first and second approbations given by the Council

in 167'J.

A

Four Lands.

Whether Meyer

Moses

:

55).

i.

A contemporary of Joseph Caro
and Moses de Trani, with whom he corresponded;
He wrote
lived at Nicopolis, Bulgaria, about 1550.
indices to Maimonides' Yad ha-Hazakah, ]\Iantua,
Samuel Athias

Solomon ben Shem-Tob Athias

was Yom-Tob Athias.

dcr Judcn in

Wolf, BihJiothcca Hchnva, iii. 944; PteinCat. Bodl. Nos. 5886, 78»'8; Kayserling, Bihl.
Eapan.-Poi-tvg.-Jnd. p. 14; Gratz, Gesch. dcr Jxidcn,
:

schneider.

M

ed., X. 244, 299; T. Tal, in Wnord en BceM, Sept., 1897, pp.
316 ct scq.: Jaarhoeken voor de Israi'Utcn, 1K5.5, iv. 29;
Koenen, Oesdiicdcnis dcr Jodcn in NcdcrJaitd, p. 326.

J.

G.

Menahem Athias

:

Pabbi at Leghorn,

Vr.

Italy, in

1728.
:M.

G.

K.

:

He was a brother of Samuel Athias, and disciple of
Joseph Fazi of Salonica, Abraham Shamsuli, and
Levi ibn Habib. For several years he followed a
mercantile career, but did not succeed and became
reduced to poverty.
He then returned to the pursuit of learning, and
wrote a commcntaiy on the P.salms which is, in the
main, a compilation of Rashi and David Kimhi (VenIn the preface he tells of his travels in
ice, 1549).
Turkey and Italy, as well as of the scholars with
whom he had come in contact. His contemporary
Bibliography:

BiBMOciRAPHY

(Athia. riTiy)

Lived in Jerusalem during the sixteenth century.

Frankfort-on-the Main, then chief rabbi of the German community at Amsterdam, was proof-reader
for Athias' edition as well as for that of Phcebus, and

whether he thus lent his countenance to the unjustifiable wrong done to the latter, is uncertain, despite
Witzenhausen's mention of him as proof-reader for
The matter has been so fancifully disAthias.
cussed, and so much that has been written concerning it is such pure invention, that nothing can now
be accurately determined. The literature on the
affair is now rare, having consisted mainly of loose
leafiets and broadsides.

He

1563 (see Steinschneider, " Cat. Bodl. " No. 7008).
of Shem-Tob Athias.

was contt'mporaiy

Stern, first at

of the

:

Rossi, Dizionario Storico, transl. b.v Hamberger, p. 50; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. No. 69(KJ; Zedner,
Cat. Hchr. Bonks in Brit. Mxis. p. 126; Azulai, SUcm
ha-Gcdoliin, i. 171, 176; Cod. Oxford 1208 on Rieger, Gesch.

Rom,

ii.

80, 97.

M.

G.

Yom-Tob ben Levi Athias

:

One

of the Spanish translation, from the

K.— G.

of the editors

Hebrew, of the

Pentateuch, known as the Ferrara Bible, which
was printed at Ferrara, Italy, in 1553, he having,
together with Abraham Usque, established there a
On the colophon of the work, his
printing-office.
name is given in full as " Yom-Tob Alias, hijo de
Levi Alias, Espanol." Nothing is known of him
beyond the fact that he helped defray the cost of this
Griitz ("Gesch. dcr Juden," ix. 562) and,
Bible.
following him, Steinschneider and Kayserling identify Athias with Jeronimo de Vargas, another name
mentioned in some of the copies of the Ferrara Bible
but such an identification is entirely unwarranted.

W. M.

G.

ATHLETES, ATHLETICS, AND FIELDSPORTS ]Meii who perform feats of strength, or
:

Michael Athias:

Jewish merchant; born at
Though engaged in com-

Constantinople, 1858.
He
merce, he applied himself to literary pursuits.
is the author of a Jewish-Spanish translation from
the Arabic of a novel entitled "Saif Dhu-1 Yazan,"
treating of the manners and customs of the Arabs

and Abyssinians (Constantinople,
Bibliography

:

1873).

Franco, Histoire des Israelites.

M. Fk.

s.

Mordecai ben Isaac Athias Author of " ]\Ior
Deior " (Pure Myrrh), a commentary on the Talmud,
Smyrna, 1730. He was a contemporary of ]\Iena:

practise

games and sports the pursuit of Avhich

pends on physical strength; the

feats,

de-

games, and

sports themselves.

Long before the Greeks made
Biblical Data
Athletics a compulsory branch of their curriculum,
" giants " and " mighty hunters," whose achievements
the Greeks even with their training could not excel,
are mentioned in the Bible, such as Nimrod, the son
of Cush, "a mi.ghty hunter before the Lord" (Gen.
of the
X. 9); and Esau, "a cunning hunter, a man
In his "Jewish Life in the
field" (Gen. xxv. 27).
:

Middle Ages,"

Israel

Abrahams says

(p.

375):

"

"
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"Already in the Bible the figures introduced as
devoted hunters Nimrod and Esau are by no
means presented in a favorable light.
Notable
Of Esau it is safe to assume, from the

—

—

"Mighty"

characterization of him recorded in
27, that he was regarded as
more crafty in the chase, though less renowned, than Nimrod. Jacob, Esau's brother, although a quiet man dwelling in tents (Gen. ib.), is
represented as having possessed great strength for

Men.

Gen. xxv.

;

the daughter of Laban, come to
water her flock, he rolled away a great stone that
was upon the well's month (Gen. xxix. 10). It
was he who also Avrestled with a man "until the

when he saw Rachel,

breaking of the day

"

(Gen. xxxii. 25 [A. V. 24]).
Undoubtedly the greatest of all the mighty men
of Biblical times was Samson, who, soon after he
had reached man's estate, rent a lion "as he would
have rent a kid " in the vineyards of Timnath
(Judges xiv. 6). His might is attributed to spiritual strength, not to "brute natural strength" (FausThis is shown in the
set, "Bible Cyclopedia," s.v.).
Book of Judges, which introduces his achievements
with the words "and the spirit of the Lord came
mightily upon him" (xiv. 6); and the same words
are u.sed in verse 19 (A. V.).
Other Biblical mightj^ men were Shamgar (Judges
iii. 31), Saul, Jonathan, David, Joab, Abishai, Asahel, Jashobeam the Hachmonite, Eleazar, and Shamnah. Saul is said to have gathered around him strong
and valiant men, and encouraged physical development among his subjects.
The career of Jonathan embodies a noteworthy incident of his entering the camp of the Philistines accompanied only by an armor-beaier. Here on a " half
acre of land which a yoke of oxen might plow, " he
and his companion fell on the enemy, "and that first
slaughter, which Jonathan and his armorbearer

made, was about twenty men " (I Sam. xiv. 14).
Jonathan is also described as an expert archer
(I Sam. XX. 20), where he says to David: "I will
shoot three arrows on the side thereof [of the stone
Ezel], as though I shot at a mark," and again in the
lamentation of David (II Sam. i. 22): "From the
blood of the slain, from the fat of the mighty, the
bow of Jonathan turned not back, and the sword of
Saul returned not empty."
His skill was also
acknowledged in David's words, "How are the
mighty fallen, and the weapons of war perished!"
{ib.

i.

27).

In his youth David showed himself "mighty, valand withal "prudent" (I Sam. xvi. 18). Before he set out against the Philistine Goliath, David
said to Saul, in reply to the latter's warning that he
(David) was but a youth, and his opJonathan ponent a man of war: "Thy servant
and David, kept his father's sheep, and there came
a lion, and a bear, and took a lamb out
of the flock: And I went out after him, and smote
him, and delivered it out of liis mouth: and when he
aro.se against me, I caught iiim by his beard, and
smote him, and slew him. Thy servant slew both
the lion and the bear" (I Sam. xvii. 34-;J6).
Of his
lieetness and strength David himself sang praises to

iant,"

"He maketh my feet like hinds' feet, and setme upon my high places. He teacheth my hands

God.
teth

to war, so that a

bow
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of steel

is

broken by mine arms

"

(Ps. xviii. 33, 34).

Biblical references to running point to the swiftness
In II Sam. i. 23 David laments the
of the Israelites.
deaths of Saul and Jonathan, who were " swifter than
eagles"; in Ps. xix. 6 [A. V. 5] the reference is "rejoiceth as a strong man to rim a race"; but the
Preacher declares " that the race is not to the swift
(Eccl. ix. 11).

After the defeat by Joab of Abner's armj' at GibAbner retreated, he tried in vain to deter
Asahel, Joab's brother, from pursuing him, as he
shrank from a blood-feud with Joab. Asahel, howand Abner " with the
ever, would not be deterred
hinder end of the spear smote him under the fifth
rib, that the spear came out behind him " (II Sam.
eon, as

;

23).

ii.

Jehu was an expert archer who " drew a bow with
his full strength and smote Jehoram between his
arms, and the arrow went out at his heart" (II
Kings ix. 24). The tribe of Benjamin was re-

nowned

for the dexterity of its left-handed slingers,

whom

" there were seven hundred chosen men,
everyone could sling stones at an hair breadth,
and not miss " (Judges xx. 16), and for the efficiency

of
.

.

of

.

its

archers

(I

Chron.

xii. 2).

Swimming was known among the ancient Hebrews
and practised by them (sometimes with the aid of
skins) according to the hahd-over-hand method (see
" And he shall spread forth his hands
Isa. xxv. 11).
midst of them, as he that swimmeth spreadeth forth his hands to swim," which Fausset [I.e.
under "Swimming," p. 667, col. 2] interprets " the
swimmer beating down with his hands; i.e., bringing
in the

down each hand

forcibly."

Evidence that racing also was practised is found
in Jer. xii. 5: "If thou hast run with the footmen,
and they have wearied thee, then how canst thou
contend with horses? "
F. H. V.

E. c.

Post-Biblical,

Times: The
Greeks,

Medieval,

Modern

be traced to the
bodily strength and agility

origin of Athletics

among whom

and

is to

were so highly esteemed that in their society the
athlete held a prominent position.
With the spread of Hellenism among the Jews the
first to feel its effects were the upper classes, whose
more ambitious members strove to remodel Jewish
life

according to Hellenistic principles.

The first attempt in this direction seems to have
been made by Menelaus, brother of Jason, the high
who, in order that he might ingrahimself with the king Autiochus Epiphaues,
established a gymnasium, modeled on
Gym- the Greek plan, close to the Temple at
nasium at Jerusalem, where men and boys might
Jerusalem, practise wrestling, boxing, ball-playing, throwing, slinging, archerj^ jumping, riding, swimming, diving, etc., under the supervision of a gymnasiarch.
The opposition of the conservative element among
the Jews to the gymnasium became, however, so
strenuous tliat devout Jews began to look upon the
exercises with horror, especially because most of
them were practised "in puris naturalibus," and the
Covenant of Abraham had become an object of deripriest (170 B.C.),
tiate

A

;

,
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Nevertheless, for a time at least, the rage for
Athletics spread even to the priests, who. Hamburger
says ("R. B.T." ii. 436, 1320), neglected spiritual duIndeed, so far did
ties to take part in gymnastics.
the contestants go that it is said they wore the broadbrimmed petasus of Hermes, the pagan god of gymsion.

nastic science, as an emblem of their prowess.
Much of the strength of the Hasmonean rebellion
has been attributed to the bitter opposition which

the introduction of the gymnasium in Jerusalem
brought about. "PugiUsm," says Hamburger (/.r.),
"has perhaps never exercised a greater influence in
the development of spiritual life than it did at Jeru-

salem."

The Hasmonean rising wiped out every vestige of
Hellenism, but scarcely a centurj'^ passed before the
influence of the

Romans was

felt; instead,

however,

of the gymnasium, the circus was introduced, and
with it the gladiatorial contests, which no doubt offended the religious feelings of the Jews, for the Rabbis prohibited attendance at both circus and theater
(Targ. Yer. Deut. xxviii. 19; Pesik., ed. Ruber, 119/^;
Lam. R. '66c Ab. Zarah 18b). Indeed, a rabbi of the
first century decreed that any one who attended a
circus was a murderer (Yer. 'Ab. Zarah 40-/).
Herod the Great was responsible for the reintroduction of Athletics to Jewish life; "for, in the first
place, he appointed solemn games to be celebrated
'

;

fifth year in honor of Cajsar, and built a
theater at Jerusalem, as also a very great amphitheater in the plain" (Josephus, "Ant." xv. 8, § 1).
These were both costly works, erected by Herod for
the purpose of securing the good-will of Emperor
Augustus (7 B.C.) but even though Herod strove to

every

;

dle Ages," p. 375),

i.

of Jewish youth and among them was Gamaliel II.
the patriarch, who favored the introduction of the
gymnasium as a means of preparing the Jews for
their intercourse with the Roman rulers (Sotah 4%;
;

Notwithstanding the fact that some
B. K. 83«).
looked on Athletics with favor, and that amphitheaters had been built at Jericho, Tiberias, and Taricheae, shortly after the Roman wars the sports became repugnant to the Jews, and \iltimately they
were no longer followed. Resh Lakish was noted
however for his gladiatorial skill and strength and
instances of Jews hiring themselves to the masters
of the games for exhibition were not rare (see Jastrow, "Diet.".-}. V. D^lli')The lifting of heavy weights was practised at
an early date by the Jews, as is attested by Jerome
(cited by Israel Abrahams, "Jewish Life in the Mid;

visiting

21,^ 13):

"They saw him throw

the javelin directly

forward, and shoot the arrow upon the mark. " Abrahams (I.e. ) says " The Palestinian Jews were wont to
practise archery, probably as a form of recreation "
and he cites in a note W. Bacher's article. "Uue
VieilleControverseau Sujet dcX"lt20 (Lam. iii. 12),"
in "Revue Etudes Juives," xxvi. 63-68.
Here
Bacher challenges the interpretation of K~it2D, which
he claims should be translated as "arrow " and not
as "javelin," which view is maintained in the Authorized Version ("and set me as a mark for the
arrow "), and does not admit the correctness of
:

Levy's ("Neuhcbr. Worterb."
"I

was

set there as a

i.

1306) interpretation,

buckler to be pierced by the

javelin."

Juggling also was known among the Jews and
practised by the Rabbis for of Simon ben Gamaliel,
who perished at the destruction of the Temple by
Titus in 70, it is said that on the occasion of one of
the Tabernacle feasts he astonished those present by
juggling with eight burning torches. Rabbi Judah I.
witnessed a similar feat with eight knives, which was
performed by Levi b. Sisai. Samuel, the physicianastronomer, exhibited his dexterity in this direction before Sapor with eight goblets; and Abaye
;

was able

to juggle with four eggs (Tosef.,Suk. iv. 2;
Yer. Suk. v. 55c.; Tosef., Suk. iv. 4; Bab. Suk.

swimmer

of gymnastic exercises for the physical development

when

That archery was practised is seen from the record
of Herod's achievements cited by Josephus (" B. J."

Some

to appreciate the value

relates that

.strength."

53a).

"Greek wisdom," learned

who

Judean towns in the fourth century he saw "large,
heavy stones which Jewish boys and youths handled
and held aloft in the air to train their muscular

dazzle the Jews by the magnificence of the sports,
and though he appointed every fifth year for the
celebration of Olympic games, yet these were " looked
on by the sober Jews as heathenish sports, and tending not only to corrupt the manners of
Herod
the Jewish nation, and to bring them
Reintro- in love with paganish idolatry and
paganish conduct of life, but to the
duces
Olympic dissolution of the law of Moses, and
accordingly were greatly and justly
Games.
condemned by them" (Josephus, ib.,
But this was not the universal opinion.
note).
rabbis, wlio considered Athletics as a part of

Athletes

That the Jews were strong swimmers is proved by
Josephus, who relates that in his tweut^'-sixth year
he "came to Rome, though it were through a great
number of hazards by sea; for, as our ship was
drowned in the Adriatic sea, we that were in it, being about six hundred in number, swam for our lives
all the night," and "I and some others, eighty in
all," were taken aboard a ship of Cyrene (Josejihus,
"Vita," § 3). According to some tannaim, it is the
duty of every father to teach his son to swim (Kid.
the amora Simeon ben Lakish was a noted
29«)
;

(B. M. 84n).
Although permitted

arms and to hold imduring the fourth century,
the Jews were prohibited from doing so, and, in
fact, were excluded from all military service in 418.
portant military

to bear

offices

Under the Assize of Arms issued in England by
Henry II. in 1181, by which every freeman was compelled to serve in defense of the realm, Jews were
prohibited from keeping with them mail or hauberk,
and were ordered either to sell them or to give them
(Stubbs, "Select Ciiarters," pp. 155-157; see
"Jews of Angevin England," p. 75).
Witii the notable exceptions of tlie cities of Worms
and Prague, where the Jews were efficient in the

away

also Jacobs,

bearing of arms, these restrictions seem to have been
])ut upon them Avherevcr they dwelt; so that possibly such restrictions were chiefly responsible for the
neglect of hunting, in which weapons were needed.
Abrahams quotes Meir of Rothenburg as opposed to
hunting. Meir declared that " he who hunts game
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Athletes
Atlas
with dogs
Leviathan

.

.

.

Nirdamim,

p. 7,

joy of the

shall not partake of the

" (Mei'r
t^

of Rotheuburg, Resp., ed. Mekize
'Ab. Zarah (186) forbids hunt27).

ing; nevertheless, there were Jews who disregarded
the prohibition and were reproved for it (Or Zarua',
Of their actions in this regard
Alfab. No. 47).
Abrahams {:ib. p. 376) says: "Jews did at least occaNor are indications
sionally participate in hunting.
throughout the
wanting that this was the case
.

.

.

Middle Ages. Zunz cites an instance" ("Z. G." p.
Abrahams, citing Nowack ("Lehrbuch der
173).
Hebriiischen Archaologie," i. 367) as authority, says
the ancient Jews were never noted riders but, quoting Berliner ("Aus dem Innern Leben," p. 17), he
adds that in Provence " the Jews possessed trained
falcons, and used them in hawking, themselves ri;

ding on horseback."
Joseph Jacobs ("Jewish Ideals," p. 226) cites from
the Forest Roll of the county of Essex for 1277, a
document in which reference is made to an improvised hunt near the city of Colchester in 1267, in
which several Jews took part, but afterward suffered
for having thereby been guilty of a breach of the
Abrahams {op. cit.), in a note on this
forest laws.
event, refers the reader for other records of Jewish
hunters to "Hatam Sofer," resp. xiv., §§ 52, 53; J.
Reischer, "Slieuut Ya'akob," ii. 63.
Among other exercises popular with the Jews
were ball-playing, the tourney, and dueling. The

was chiefly practised by the young women, and
some measure resembled tennis but it brought
upon them the displeasure of certain rabbis, who
condemned its indulgence, especially on the Sabfirst

in

;

bath, as one of the causes of the destruction of

Temple

distracted
life

tlie

Lam. R. ii. 4), and probably because it
attention from the more serious duties of

(see

(Yer. Ta'anit, iv.

to

the Jews, especially to those of Spain and Italy.
In
those countries it was the custom of the Jewish boys
to attend mimic tourneys, at which they fought on
foot, while the men, mounted on horses, rode to the
tilt-yard and there displayed their skill in tilting
witli blunted wooden lances at suspended effigies.
Sometimes at these sports the cavaliers were escorted
by mounted buglers, and tlieir approacli was heralded
by a fanfare of trumpets. It has been suggested
that in the fourteenth century the Jews also took
part in actual tourneys, tlie suggestion being based
on a fracas that occurred at Weissenfcls in 1386;
but according to Berliner ("Aus dem Innern Leben,"

and Zunz ("Z. G." p. 184) tlie incident was a
genuine case; of attack by marauders against the
Jews, who merely defended themselves (Abrahams,
p. 16)

I.e.

transaction of such business as the laws of the countries in which they dwelt allowed, and to the' protection of their lives.
Under such conditions athletic exercises and sports did not flourish among
tlieni; but toward the close of the eighteenth century in tolerant England a small band of Jewish
pugilists stepped into the ring, and once more the
Jew took an active part in the athletic life and exercises of the country in which he dwelt.
Tlie most
notable of the English fighters of this period were

Jews, and among them were Daniel Mendoza, champion of England from 1792 to 1795; Solomon Sodickey, Isaac Bittoon, and Samuel Elias, better known
"Dutch Sam." For nearly thirty years these

as

men and

their descendants

"

(Samuel Evans,

Dutch Sam," Abraham and

Young

Belasco, and
others), steadily maintained the position of their race
in the prize-ring; and they were succeeded in the
Israel

nineteenth century by others equally skilful.
But it is not in the prize-ring alone that Jews have
become prominent. Muscular Judaism lias asserted
itself also in field and athletic sports.
Athletic clubs
and "Turnvereine" have been formed in most of the
large cities where there are many Jews.
A special
journal devoted to Jewish Athletics is published in
Berlin, and nearly all Jewish papers devote space to
the reporting of events in the fields of gymnastics,
sports, and games.
The sjjirit of physical development has so permeated the Jew of modern times
that there is now no branch of Athletics in wliicli he
does not take a part. On the roll of fame may be
noted the names of Jewish men who have defeated
all comers in open competition when they met the
Athletes of the nations of the world, as at the recent
revival of the Olympic Games in Greece and at the
Paris Exposition of 1900.
Jewish athletic association has been formed
recently in London, England, which embraces all
sports.
The membership rolls of the principal yachtclubs bear many Jewish names. In the boating-clubs
are to be found many expert Jewish oarsmen.
The
Jew is an enthusiastic cyclist, and has shown his
dexterity at tennis, baseball, and cricket.
There are
few cricket-clubs in England that have not one or
tAvo Jewish members.
In the United States one of
the ]irominent baseball teams has a Jewish jiresident,
while a number of Jews play the game throughout
the country.
On the football field the Jew has
shown his strength and nimblcness, and on the runRecently a Jewish student
ning-track his fleetness.
at Cambridge University, Raphael, was selected to
pla3' football for England in the International games
and cricket in the inter-university sports. As a
jumper few competitors can excel the Jew in fact,
the world championship at the running jump was
held by Meyer Prinstein, a Jew. The holder of the
world's amateur record for heavy-weiglit lifting is

A

5).

The tournament was not altogether unknown

272

xxi. 378).

Tiiat Athletics were not always unpopular with
the Rabbis is shown bj' tlie various references found
in rabbinical literature.
In Gen. R. (l.wvii. 2) there
is a comparison of "an athlete engaged in battle with
the son of a king," and in E.\. R. (xxi. 10) is another:

"as two athletes, one weak and one strong: one overcomes the other and places a wreatii on liis head."
Tlie persecutions to Avhich tlie Jews were subjected
in ahnost every country during tlie Middle Ages restricted tlieir movements and tlieir lilierty to such a
degree that most of their time was given up to the

;

E. Lawrence Levy.
There have been, and jirobably
there are still, Jewish jockeys.
David Adler, wlio
(lied in 1900 at Buluwayo, South Africa, proved conclusively that the Jewish jockey is a capable horse-

man.

As a swimmer the Jew's power and endurance are
l)robably not so marked as his quickness in covering
short distances; nevertheless, there are many strong
swimmers among the Jews, and there is little
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doubt
would

number

tliat iu this

liold

own

their

found men wlio
competition with non-

are to be

in

Jews.
Henriques Valentine, Athletes of the
JSililc: Israel Abrahams, ./cici'.s/i Life in the Middle Afjes,
mki, pp. 375, 37<i; llaiiilmif."'!', li.B. T. Nowack, LeJirhuch
der llcbrditfclicii Arcliilntiioit' Berliner, Auti deiii liniern
Lehcn; Ziinz, Znr Gcsvhichtc: R. K. ¥ox, Sportiim An')iunl; Y<num Ixracl, London, 1897; Jfwish Chir»iich\ London, VMO; Jewi-sh Woiid, London, 1901; JiJUlische TurnA.

;

;

zeititiiy,

Nos. 1-3, Berlin, 1901.

F.

A.

ATHRIBIS

A city,

:

during

tlie

V.

II.

Ptolemaic pe-

Lower Egypt on the Damietta arm of the
Nile near the present Beuha (Benha al-Asi), southwest of Zagazeeg. On the hill near Benha there are
riod, iu

vestiges of the old city of Athribis.
A Jewish colony must have dwelt here, as is proven b}' two Greek
inscriptions which were discovered on the hill in
1876.
The first reads, "In honor of King Ptolemy
and of Queen Cleopatra, Ptolemy, son of Epicydus,
chief of the guards, together with the Jews resident

God

in Athribis [consecrate] this place of prayer to

The second

"In
honor of King Ptolemy and of Queen Cleopatra and
of their children, Hermias and his wife Philoteraand
their children [consecrate] this exedra and this place
of prayer. "
It seems probable that all the persons
mentioned here were Jews. The expression " God
]\Iost

the ]M()st

High."

High

" is

iuscription reads,

the equivalent of the

Hebrew " El

"

(compare Eusebius,"PrfEp.Evan." i.lO,'E;ifovv 6 vfiamc).
The word used for " a place of prayer "
(KpooEvxij) occurs iu this same sense in other Jewish
inscriptions, in the New Testament, Josephus, Philo,
The exedra mentioned in the second Inscription
etc.
was probably a hall or an arcade u.sed for religious
or philosophical discussions (=")Vn, LXX. to Ezek.
xlii. 4; "the hall of the schoolhouse," HDEJ'!', B. B.
Hi; see Ja.strow, "Diet." s.?'. N-lTDDN). It is impos'Elyon

Abba Sakkaua,

of the insurrection,

exact date of these inscriptions, as

sible to tell the

Ptolemy V. VI. and VIII. had each a wife whose
name was Cleopatra. S. Reinach thinks it probable
that Ptolemy V. is intended, who died in 181 B.C.
,

,

Bibliography: Bidletin de
1889, xiii. 178 et
ct scq.

scr/.;

S.

Correspondaiwe Helleniquc,
Reinach, Rev. Et. Juives, xvii. 23.5

G.

K.

ATHRONGES

:
Leader of the Jews during the
insurrection under Archelaus (4 b.c.-G c.e.).
shepherd and bold adventurer, without any other claim
to power but that of gigantic strength, and stature,

A

he managed, in common with his four brothers of
equal size and vigor, to rally large bodies of men
around him, and, after assuming the royal title, to
wage war both on the Romans and on the forces of
Archelaus. After a protracted and brave struggle,
he and his brothers were defeated. Rapoport has
explained the name " Athronges" by the Hebraized
Persian Avord jnriN. NJilinX. "orange," or "melon "
(see Fleischer iu Levy, "Neuhebr. Worterb." i. 77),
and identified it with Ben Batiah, "Son of the Cucumber" (that is, like a encumber), the popular hero,
the size of whose fist [P|1~|JN] has become proverbial
in ancient rabbinical literature (Kelim xvii. 12;
Tosef., Kelim, B. M.vii. 2); the form of his hand having, as Rapoport thinks, given rise to both terms.
At a later time, legend identified him with the leader

II.— 18

the

nephew

of

Johanan ben Zakkai.
Bibliography: Josephus, Ant.
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ATLANTA

Since 1868 capital of the State of
Georgia in the United States. The city was caplured and burned by the United States troops in
1864, and all of the civic and congregational records
were destroyed.
From the best tradition obtainable, it appears that
the first Jewish resident of Atlanta was Jacob Haas,
who, with his family, settled there about 1846, to
be followed soon after by Moses Sternberg. The
daughter of Jacob Haas was the first Jewish child
born in the place. She married her cousin, also
named Jacob Haas.
:

The Hebrew Benevolent Congregation was formed
during the war, and held services on holidays in the
Masonic Temple, located on Decatur street. It is
now the leading Jewi.sh congregation in the place.
Other religious organizations are the Ahawat Achim
and Gemilath Che.sed. In 1867 a social organization,
the Concordia, was founded, in 1870 the Hebrew
Ladies' Benevolent Association, and later the Hebrew
Relief Association.
In 1889 there was established here, by District
Grand Lodge No. 5 of the Independent Order of
B'nai B'rith, the Hebrew Orphans' Home, of which
the Hon. Simon AVolf of Washington is president.

In 1900 it cared for sixty-eight inmates.
The rabbis of the community have been the Revs.
Borcheim, Henry Gersoni, E. B. M. Brown, J. S.
Jacobson, Leo Reich, and David Marx.
Atlanta has furnished two Jewish members to the
Georgia legislature namely. Col. Samuel Weil and
Adolph Brandt. David Mayer, one of the earlier
settlers, was instrumental in the organization of the
public-school system of Atlanta, and was commonly
known as "the father of the public schools."
In a total population of 100,000 there is an estimated Jewish population of 1,500 to 2,000. Jews
are engaged on a large scale in the manufacture of
paper boxes and other goods made from paper, also
furniture, machiueiy, and cotton goods.
A cottonmill ow^ned by a Jewish family has the unique dis;

making bags from cloth woven in the
same building, in Avhich the cotton was also spun.
Jews are also engaged in the manufacture of harness,
tinction of

candy, crackers, paints, matti-esses, spring beds, iron
bedsteads, clothing, stationery, and leather.

A.

ATLAS, ELAZAR (LAZAR)
son of David Atlas; born March

:

."),

Literary critic;
18.")1,

in Beise-

government of Kowno, Rus.sia. His
early years were spent at Novo Zhagory in the study
In 1884 he arrived af AVarsaw and
of the Talmud.
became one of the chief contributors to the year-book
"Ha-Asif," which N. Sokolow then published. In
1888 he edited the year-hook "Ila-Kerem," of which
gola, in the

only one

number appeared.

Next, he collected a

of literary esFays. which he had published
from time to time in " Ha Zefirah." and i.ssued them

number

under the tiile "iinx^ HDI D'JD^ HQ ("What Is Proand What Retrogressive," Warsaw, 1898).

gi-essive

;

Atonement

" Sefer balie again coutributed to Sokolow's
Shauah."
In 1895
Atlas' occupation is that of a bookkeeper.
Grodno,
lie settled at Byelostok,in the government of

lu 1900

Kussia.

When

practically

unknown

the

in

liter-

ary world, he was entrusted with the criticism of
such important works as Herzberg's "Handelsgeschichte der Juden des Allerthums " and the third
volume of I. H. Weiss' Vtjnni "IH "IH (History of
Jewish Tradition), besides six other works of minor
This
importance ("Hu-Asif," i. 24-37, 239-250).

work brought him into prominence.
The review of Herzberg's book is practically a
sketch of the progress of trade among the ancient
Hebrews, following in the main the outline of Herzberg, but showing, nevertheless, independent reasoning and fearless criticism, and proving that the critic
was as much at home in the subject as the author.

His criticism of Weiss showed that he was iu his
element when dealing with Talmudic literature.
Atlas' critical studies iu the second year of the
"Ha Asif" range over works widely divergent in
The " Bet Talmud " of Weiss, a Hebrew
character.
"
periodical devoted to rabbinic lore the " Ha-Shahar
of Smolenskin, a periodical of a general character
two Russian monthlies (" Voskhod " and "Evreiski
;

Obozreuie"). and Griitz's "Monatsschrift,"
his review.
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Atlas

The wide

learning, the critical

all

pass

acumen,

the lucid style, and the sound reasoning displayed in
these studies at once place him among the foremost
living critics in Hebrew literature.

He next ventured on editorial ground, and his
"Ha-Kerem" showed that he had a following, for
we find among his coworkers such men as Epstein,
Mandelkern, and Reifmann.

Of

his

own

contribu-

volume we may say that they all attest
and erudition. Whether reconstructing the order of Isaac ben Shesheth's Responsas ("Ha-Kerem," pp. 6-9), or treating of the
Masoretic work ,1^33X1 n^DN {ib. pp. 27-32), he shows
that he has the whole rabbinic literature at his command. His review of S. J. Fuenn's ^NIC*'' nDJ3, the
first comprehensive biographical dictionary in Hebrew, is worth the study of all editors of similar works
tions to that

to his originality

His criticism of Radner's translapp. 258. 259).
tion of Cassel's " History of the Jews " proves how severe one may be in criticism without being offensive.
He hoped to continue the publication of the " Ha{ib.

Kerem "

{ib. p. 24), but his hopes were not fulfilled.
In the writings thus far discussed, as well as in his
criticism of Ha-Levy's D'JIt^'Xnn
(HJtJ'n "IQD.
pp. 102-124), War.saw, 1900, Atlas appears only as
the student of history.
It is in his article on the
yeshibah of Wolozyn ("Ha-Kerem," pp. 77-82), and
especially in his collected essays, that he siiows liimHis views on current
self the man of the Avorld.
questions are stamped with the same originality as his
discussions in history.
Tiie study of Jewish history
is to him not an end in itself, but a means of getting
at the proper sj'stem of education ("E.ssays," p]).
62-64).
Hence he advocates the establishment of a
premium liy some representative Jcwisli body for the
encouragement of historic work done with this end
Zionism is an economic
in view ("Essays," p. 74).
question with iiim ("Ha- Asif," i. 245).
Religious
reform sliould not be the product of a few scholars,

min

fashion the law after their own heart.
true reformers are the people themselves. When
a certain law has been hopelessly infringed by the
people, it is time then for the rabbi to find a legal
Such was
fiction as an excuse for tlie infringement.
the origin of manj^ reforms, which are now accepted

who would
The

bv Orthodox Judaism, e.fj., lending money on
est and the like ("Essays," pp. 22-26).
Bibliography

:

Sokolow, Scfer Zikkaron,

ofintphigclies Lexican, 2(i series, pp.
Zcman pp. 182, 183, Warsaw, 1896.
L. G.

ATOMISM

(from

Greek

The theory concerning atoms.

inter-

p. 6; Lippe, JJi7(/(-

15,

aro/zof

16; Goldin,
I.

Ha-

D.

= indivisible):

Two

opinions of the
nature of matter were professed in the Greek philosophical schools. The Eleatic school asserted that
matter is infinitely divisible. Democritus, Leucippus, and Epicurus maintained, on the contrary, that
in the repeated division and subdivision of anj'thing
a point is reached when, by no conceivable means,
can it be divided in two; the molecule being a real
unity, not compounded of separable parts; in other
words, it is an atom. On this idea of indivisibility
of matter, Democritus founded hiscosmological system. In his opinion, nothing exists but atoms of
different shapes and forms, and a vacuum in which
The atom possesses, besides the
the atoms move.
property of solidity, that of movement. The vacuum is nothing by itself; it is only the absence of
any impediment to the movement of the atoms. Genesis and destruction proceed from the aggregation
and disaggregation of atoms that existed from all
eternity (compare Lucretius, "De Rerum Natura,"
i. 601 etseq.).
This theory which in ascribing the existence of
the whole universe to a fortuitous combination of
atoms was intended to exclude all intelligent principle from the world-formation was later adopted,
with many amendments, by the MoteThe Mote- kallamin as the basis of their dogma
kallamin. of creation ex nihilo. The universe,
they asserted, is composed of atoms

—

—

(-Lr^'

^9-^

or

jry^*), which, on account of

indivisible.
An atom has no
magnitude but when several atoms combine the sum
has a magnitude, and thus forms a body. Atoms were
created, and are not as was supposed by the Greek
atomists always numerically the same in the order
of things; but are created anew whenever it so

their smallness, are
;

—

—

pleases the Creator; their annihilation being imposAccording to ]\Iaimonides, the ]\Iotekallamin

sible.

extended the theory of atoms even to space and
time.
Having seen that Aristotle had proved that
space, time, and motion could be divided into parts
standing in such relations to one another that if one
be divisible the others must be correspondingly divisible, they maintained that space could not be continuous, but that it was comiiosed of indivisible elements; and tliat time likewi.se was reducible to
corresponding indivisible time-elements.

Although the Kalam exercised a great influence
on the earlier Jewish ]ihilo.sopliy, AtSaadia.
oinism found nothing but adversaries

among the Jewish jihilosophers. Saadia rejects the theory of atoms on the ground that
it is impossible to imagine that atoms, having no

magnitude, could become dimensioual bodies ("Al
Imanab weal-I'tikadat," ed. Landauer, p. 48; He-

brew

text, ed. Slutzki, p. 23).

atom of

ides.

supposed

space,

and these atoms are

to be equal, the velocity of

moving bodies must be the same, which is absurd.
In the revolution of a millstone, for example, each
point in tiie extreme circumference of the stone describes a large circle in the very same time in which a
point nearer the center describes a smaller circle; the
velocity of the outer circle is therefore greater than
that of the inner circle (" Moreh, " I. Ixiii.).
Among the Karaite philosophers Atomism found
no more adherents than among the Rabbinites. Aaron
ben Elijah of Nicomedia fully explains the views of
and, except Levi ben
the atomists (ipnDn "'C^'JX)

all

;

who may

possibly have been an atomist, all
other Karaite philosophers quoted by Aaron ben Elijah vi'ere against Atomism ("Ez Hayyim," ed. De-

Jefet,

litzsch, iv.).

Bibliography:

Lafaist (Lafaye), Philosophic Atnmistiqtie,
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I.

ATONEMENT
ation, of

two

Bu.

The

setting at one, or reconciliestranged parties translation used in
:

—

the Authorized Version for "kapparah," "kippurim." The root "1D3 ("kipper"), to make atonement,

explained by

W. Robertson Smith (" Old Testament

Jewish Church," i. 439), after the Syriac, as
meaning " to wipe out. " This is also the view taken
by Zimmern ("Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Babylonischen Religion," 1899, p. 92), who claims Babylonian origin for both the term and the rite. Wellhausen ("Composition des Hextateuchs," p. 335)
"
translates " kapparah " as if derived from " kapper
(to cover).
The verb, however, seems to be a derivative from the noun " kofer " (ransom) and to have
meant originally "to atone."
Just as by old Teutonic custom the owner of a
man or beast that had been killed was to be pacified
by the covering up of the corpse with grain or gold
("Wergeld ") by the offender (Grimm, "Deutsche
Rechts-Alterthlimer," p. 740), so Abimelech gives
to Abraham a thousand pieces of silver
Original
as a "covering of the eyes," in order
Meaning, that his Avrougdoing maj' be over-

in the

looked (Gen. XX. 16, R. V. A. V., in" Of whose hand have I
correctly " he " for " it ").
received any [kofer] bribe [A. V. " taken a ransom "]
to blind my eyes therewdth?" says Samuel (I Sam.
;

,

xii. 3).
" Kofer "

death (Ps. xlix. 8, Hebr. A. V. 7). At the taking
of the census " they shall give every man a ransom for liis soul unto the Lord
half a shekel"
(Ex. XXX. 12, Hebr.). Similarly, Jacob, in order to
;

term for the propitiatory
gift or ransom in case a man was killed by a goring
ox: "If there be laid on him a [kofer] ransom [A.
v., inaccurately, "a sum of money "] (Ex. xxi. 30):
but this "kofer nefesh " (ransom for the life) was
not accepted in the case of murder (\um. xxxv. 31.
The dishonored husband " Avill not regard any
32).
ransom" (" kofer " Prov. vi. 35). Xo man oiin give a
kofer for his brother to ransom him from inipeiiding
;

.

.

make his peace witii his brothei' Esau, says, "I will
appease ["akapperah "] his [angry] face with the
present " (Gen.xxxii. 21, Hebr. [A.V. 20]); that is, "I
When the blood of the murdered
will offer a kofer."
Gibeonites cries to heaven for vengeance, David says:
shall I make atonement ["bammah
akapper "] ? " that is, " With what kind of kofer shall
" The wrath
I make atonement? " (II Sam. xxi. 3).
of a king is as messengers of death: but a wise man
will [by some propitiatory offering or kofer] pacify
it" (Prov. xvi. 14).
Every sacrifice may be consid-

"Wherewith

ered thus as a kofer, in the original sense a propitiatory gift; and its purpose is to "make atonement
["le kapper"] for the people" (Lev. ix. 7, x. 17).
In the priestly laws, the priest who offers the
sacrifice as kofer is, as a rule, the one who makes
the Atonement (Lev. i. -v., xvi., etc.); only occasionally is it the blood of the sacrifice (Lev. xvii. 11), or
the money offering (" kesef kippurim,"
Connection Ex. xxx. 15, 16; Num. xxxi. 50), that
with
makes Atonement for the soul while
Sacrifice,
the act of Atonement is intended to
cleanse the person from his guilt (" mehatato," Lev. iv. 26, v. 6-10).
In the prophetic language, however, the original
idea of the kofer offering had become lost, and, instead of the offended person (God), the offense or
guilt became the object of the Atonement (compare
Isa. vi. 7, Hebr. " Thy sin [" tekuppar "] is atoned for
;

:

[A. v., " purged "] " Isa. xxvii. 9, Hebr.
"By this,
therefore, shall the iniquity of Jacob be atoned for
[A. V. " purged "] " I Sam", iii. 14 " The iniquity of
;

,

;

:

:

house shall not be atoned for [A. V.," purged"]
with sacrifice nor offering for ever"; Prov. xvi. 6:
"By^mercy and truth iniquitj' is atoned for [A. V.,
"purged"]"); and, consequently, instead of the
priest as the offerer of the ransom, God Himself became the one who atoned (Deut. xxi. 8, " Kapper
"
le'amka Israel," "Atone thou for thy people Israel
[Driver, Commentary, "Clear thou thy people";
A. v., "Be merciful, O Lord"]; compare Deut.
xxxii. 43, "And he will atone for the land of his
people" [Driver, Commentary, "Clear from guilt";
A. v., "will be merciful unto his land, and to his
people"]; see also Jer. xviii. 23; Ezek. xvi. 63; Ps.
Ixv. 4, Ixxviii. 38, Ixxix. 9; II Chron. xxx. 18).

Eli's

Thus there is in Scripture a successive spiritualiFollowing the
zation of the idea of Atonement.
common view, David says (I Sam.
Atonement xxvi. 19): "If the Lord have stirred
Idea

thee up against me, let him accept
an offering [to appease the anger of
God]." But while this cruiier view of
sacrifice underlies the form of Avorship
Semites (see Robertson Smith, "Religion

Spiritualized.

was the

Atonement

.

Maiinonides devoted a whole chapter in his " Guide
of tlie Perplexed" to combating the theory of atoms
as that theory had been elaborated by the MotekalIf every motion, he says, is to be resolved
lamiu.
into a series of successive motions of
Maimon- single atoms of substance, through one

is

Atlas
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legal

among

all

of the Semites," pp. 378-388), the idea of Atonement
in the priestly Torah is based upon a realizing sense
of sin as a breaking-away from God. and of the need
of reconciliation with Ilim of the soul that has sinned.

Every sin— whether it be "het." a straying away
from the path of right, or "'avon," crookedness of
conduct, or " pesha","— rebellious transgression— is a

"

:
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severance of the bond of

life

which unites the soul

with its ]Maker. "The soul that siuneth, it shall
die, "says Ezek. xviii. 20 (compare Deut. xxx. lo-l'J;
Ps.

i.

G; Jer.

ii.

It is the feeling of estrange-

lo).

ment from God that prompts the sinner

to offer ex-

piatory sacritices— not only to appease God's anger
l)y a propitiatory gift, but also to place his soul in a
For tliis reason the blood,
different relation to Him.
wliich to the ancients was the life-power or soul,

forms the essential part of the sacrificial Atonement
This is the interpretation given
by all the Jewish conunentators, ancient and modern, on the passage; compare also YomaS^;' Zeb.
Qa,
X^sX mai |''X='' There is no Atonement except with blood," with the identical words in Heb.
ix. 22, K. v.: "Apart from shedding of blood there
The life of the victim
is no remission [of sins]."
was offered, not, as has been said, as a penalty in a
juridical sense to avert Heaven's punishment, not to
have man's sins laid upon it as upon tlie scapegoat
of the Day of Atonement, and thus to have the animal die in his place, as Ewald thinks ("AlterthUmer," p. 68), but as a typical ransom of "life by
life"; the blood sprinkled by the priest upon the
altar serving as the means of a renewal of man's
covenant of life with God (see Trumbull, " The Blood
Covenant," p. 247). In jMosaic ritualism tiie atoning blood thus actually meant the l)ringing about of
a reunion with God, tlie restoration of peace between
the soul and its 3Iaker.
Therefore, the expiatory
sacrifice was accompanied by a confession of the
sins for whicli it was designed to make Atonement
(see Lev. v. 5, xvi. 21; Num. v. 7; compare Maimonides, "Yad," Teshubah, i. 1): "no atonement
without confession of sin as the act of repentance,"
or as Philo ("De Victimis," xi.) says, "not without
the sincerity of his rejientance, not by words merely,
but l)y works, tlie conviction of his soul which healed
(see Lev. xvii. 11).

mi

him from disease and restores him
The sacrificial Atonement, based
symbolic offering of

awful

Atonement
for

the Whole
People.

wlK)le

life

for

life,

good health."
it was on the
assumed a more
to

as

when a
community was concerned in
or somber character

the blood-guiltiness to be atoned for.
While, in the time of David, people in
their terror had recourse to the pagan
rite of human saeriti<'(' (TI Sam. xxi.

1-9), the Deuteronomic law })rescril)ed in such a case
a nuld and yet rather uncommon foini of expiation
of the munh'r; namely, the breaking of the neck of

a heifer iis a sul)stitute for the unknown murderer
(Dent. x.\i. I-!)).
To the .same class belongs the goat
the annual Atonement ritual (Lev. .\vi. 7-22).
Avhich was to cairy away all the sins of llu; children
of Israel into an luiinhabited land and was sent out
in

AzAZKi,

while another goat was
blood sjirinkled to make;
Atonement for Die sanctuary, cleansing it of the un-

to

killed

as

in the wilderness,

usual,

and

its

nW the transgressions of the children of
In the case of the on(! goat, the doom ema-

cleainiess of
Israel.

nating from

unknown and

therefore une.\i)iated sins
of the jieople was to l)e averted; in tlu' other case
tiic wralh of God at the delilement of His sanctuary
whicli often implied the penalty of death (Num.
i. rj:})— was to be
jiacitied.
Tlie very idea of God's
holiness, wiiicii made either the ai))iroacli to -Mt.

—
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God (Ex. xix.l2), the Ark (II Sam.
or even the mere sight of God (Isa. vi. 5;
Judges xiii. 22), bring death, rendered the ritual of
the Day of Atonement the necessary culmination of
the whole priestly system of expiation of sin.
Yet, while the sacrificial rites were the only means
of impressing upon the people God's holiness and
the dreadful consequence of man's
Repent- sinfulness, the idea of the Atonement
ance and assumed a far deeper and more spiriAtonetual aspect in the lives and teachings of
ment.
the Prophets.
Neither Ilosea, Amos,
and Micah, nor Isaiah recognizes the
need of any means of reconciliation with God after
estrangement by sin, other than repentance. " Take
with 3'ou words, and turn to the Lord say unto him,
Take aw^ay all iniquity and receive us graciously
so will we render as bullocks the offerings of our
lips" (Hosea xiv. 2, Hebr. compare Amos v. 22-24;
Isa. 1. 13-17, and the well known passage, ]\[icah vi.
" Shall I come before him with burnt offerings,
6-8)
with calves of a year old?
Shall I give my firstborn for my transgression, the fruit of my body for
the sin of my soul? He hath shewed thee, O man,
what is good; and wliat doth the Lord reipiire of
thee but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk
Sinai, the seat of
vi. 7),

;

;

:

.

.

.

humbly with thy God?").

—
purity than other prophets —

But the prophet Ezekiel a priest and therefore
more deeply penetrated with the sense of sin and
not satisfied with the
Repudiating, like Jeremiah, the idea held by his contempois

mere negation of

ritualism.

laries that men undergo punishment
on account of their fathers' sins, he
lays the greater stress on the fact that the fruit of
sin is death, and exliorts the people to cast away
their sin and, returning to God, to live (Ezek. xviii.
4-32).
For him Atonement is wrought by acquiring "a new heart and a ne\v spirit" {ib. 31).
In
striking contrast with the other prophets, Ezekiel
combines the belief in a complicated atoning ritual
(as mapped out in Ezek. xl.-xlvi.) Avith the prophetic liope in the redeeming power of God's sjiirit
which sliall cleanse the people from their imiuu'ities
and endow them with " a new heart and a new spirit

Ezekiel.

(xxxvi. 26).
In no one, however, does the most elaborate ritualism of the Atonement sacrifice appear so closely intertwined with the profoundest spiritual conception
of God's atoning jiowers as in ]\Ioses
Moses.
the
lawgiver Jiimself.
When the
worship of the Golden Calf had provoked God's wrath to such a degree that He said to
."Moses, "Let me alone
that I may consume
them; and I will make of thee a great nation" (Ex.
x.wii. 10), the latter, desii-ous of making an Atonement for their transgression, asked the Lord to forgive the people's sin, oi' else; to blot i\Ioses' own
name out of His book (the book of life); and he
.

pei'sisted in

had

said,

.

.

imploring God's pardon even after

"Whosoever hath sinned against

blot out of

my

nie,

He

him

book." until finally, in anglory of God, His
comiiassionate mercy, His long-suffering and forgiving love, Aveie revealed and Moses' prayer for
the people's pardon was granted (E\. xxxiv. 1-9:
will

swer

I

to ."\Ioses' entreaty, the full
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Num.

xiv. IT-'iO).

There Moses'

own

abnega-

self

ting love, -which willingly oll'ered up his life for his
people, disclosed the very qualities of God as far as
they touch both the mystery of sin and the divine
forgiveness, and this became the key to the comprcThe exliension of the Biblical idea of Atonement.

would be incompatible with a good and
Ills long-sulfering, which waits
for the sinner's return, and His condoning love,
which turns man's failings into endeavors toward
abetter life. Each atoning sacritice, therefore, must
istence of sin

holy God, but for

be understood both as an appeal to God's forgiving
mercy, and as a monition to the sinner to repentance.
"Let the wicked forsake liis way and the unrighteous man his thoughts: and let him return unto the
Lord, and he will have mercy upon him and to oiw
God, for he will abundantly pardon " (Isa. Iv. 7).
It was quite natural that, during the E.xile, when
no sacrifice could be oflfered, other means of obtaining forgiveness and ])eace shoidd be
Substitutes resorted to. First of all, prayer rose
As Moses
in value and prominence.
for
interceded for his jjcople, praying and
Sacrifice,
fasting for fort j' days and forty nights
in order to obtain God's pardon (Ex. xxxii. 30; Deut.
ix. 18, 25), so did every prophet possess the power
Abraham,
of obtaining God's pardon by his prayer.
as a prophet, prayed for the life of Abimelech (Gen.
XX. 7); Pharaoh, after a confession of his sin, asked
Moses and Aaron to pray to God for the withdrawal
;

of thei)lague of hail (Ex. ix. 27, 28); acknowledging
their sin, tlie people ask Samuel to intercede for
xii. 19);
and Jeremiah is expressly
"Pray not thou for this people, neither
lift up a cry or prayer for them" (Jer. xi. 14; comSee Prayer.
pare ib. XV. 1).
The great dedicatiou prayer of King Solomon re-

them

(I

Sam.

Avarne(l:

quires on the part of the sinner only a turning of
the face in prayer in the direction of the Temple in
order to meet with a response from heaven and with
forgiveness of Ids sin (I Kings viii. 30, 33, 35, 48-50).
The very idea of sacritice is spurned by the Psalmist
(Ps. 1. 8-14, li. 12-20 [A. V. 11-19]): "Sacrifice and
offering thou dost not desire "(xl. 7 [A. V. 6]); "The
sacrifices of God are a broken spirit" (li. 18 [A. V.

Throughout the Psalms sincere repentance and
17]).
prayer form the essentials to Atonement. Prayer is
"as incense" and "the evening sacrifice " (Ps. cxli.
2); with the Lord is forgiveness, "He shall redeem
FastIsrael from all his iniquities " (Ps. cxxx. 4-8).
ing especially appears to liave taken
Fasting,

Almsgiving-,

Suffering,

the place of sacrifice (Isa. Iviii. 1-3;
Zach.vii. 5). Anothermeansof Atonemcnt in place of sacrifice is offered
to King Nebuchadnezzar by Daniel:

"Break off thy sins by almsgiving
["zedakah" (A. V., "righteousness")], and thine
ini([uities by showing mercy to the poor " (Dan. iv.
Most efficacious seemed to be
24, Hebr. [A. V. 27]).
the atoning power of suffering ex^ierienced by the
righteous during the Exile. This is the idea underlying the description of the suffering servant of God
in Isa. liii. 4, 12, Hebr.:
" The man of sorrows and acquainted with prief
he hath
borne our pains [.\. V., "griefs"], and carried our sorrows.
Rut lie was wounded for our transgressions, bruised for
.

.

.

our

.

inicjuities

..."

.

.

Atonemeat

"The

chastisement for [A. v., "of"] our peace was upon
and with liis stripes were we [A. V., "we are"] healed."
;
" All wi! lik(! shee|) had [A. V., "have"] gone astray; we had
[A. v., " have"] turned every one to his own way."

tiini

"And

the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all."
olT out of the land of the living
for the transgression of my people was he stricken."
" II(^ lian^ the sin of many and made intercession for the transgressors."

"

He was cut

:

Wiioever may have formed the subject of this
song whet iter Zerubbabel or .some other
martyr of the Babylonian Exile tlie seer, in embodying it in his message of comfort to his ]ieo))lc,
desired to assure them that of greater atoning power
than all the Temple sacrifices was the suffering of
the elect ones who were to be servants and witnesses
of the Lord (Isa. xlii. 1-4, xlix. 1-7, 1. 6).
This
idea of the atoning power of the suffering and death
of the righteous finds exjjression also in IV Mace,
vi. 27, xvii. 21-23; :\[. K. 28^/; Pesik. xxvii. 1746;
Lev. K. XX. and formed the basis of Paul's doctrine
of the atoning blood of Christ (Rom. iii. 25).
It was

—

tragic

—

;

the ins]iiration of the heroic niart3-rdom of the Hasidini or Essenes (Ps. xxix. 2, cxvi. 15; Pliilo. "Quod
Omnis Probus Liber," ^ xiii.). The principle of

Atonement by sacrificial blood was, on the whole,
adhered to during the second Temjile. Job's intercession on behalf of his friends is acconi]ianied by
their burnt ollering, which is to atone for their sins
xlii. 8; compare i. 5).
In tiie Book of Jubilees
Noah and Abraham make Atonement for tlie earth

(Job

and

man by means

of sacrificial blood (vi. 2, vii.
In Siliyilines iii. 626 etscq., the heathen
are told to offer hecatombs of bulls and rams to obtain God's pardon for their .sins (conqiare Ps. Ixxvi.
12; Isa. Ivi. 7); but in Sibyllines iv. 29, 161, the Esseue view, deprecating sacrifice, seems to be exNevertheless, the conception of Atonement
pressed.
underwent a great change. The men
of the Great Synagogtie disciples of
PostBiblical
the Prophets and imbued with the
spirit of the Psalms
Atonehad made jirayer
an essential element of the Temple
ment.
service; and whereas the Ilasidean liturgj', accentuating divine forgiveness and liuman
repentance, took little notice of sacrifice, theLevites'
song and the prayei's introduced as parts of the worship lent to the whole sacrificial service a more
symbolic character. Accordingly, each of the two
lambs ("kebasim") offered every morning and evening as a burnt-offering (Niun. xxviii. 3, 4) was declared by the school of Shammai to be "kobesh,"
intended "to subdue" the sins of Israel (see ^licali
3,

for

xvi. 22).

—

—

vii. 19: "Yikbosh 'avonotenu " = "He will subdue
our iniquities," A. V.) during the year tintil tlie
Day of Atonement should do its atoning work. By
the .school of Hillel the lamb was to be "kobes," "to
wash Israel clean" from sin; see Isa. i. 18: Jer. ii.
22; Pesik. vi. 61/^ Pesik. R. 16 (ed. Friedmann, p.

and 81, p. 195; and more especially the notes by
Buber and Friedmann, ad loc. Conijiarc also the
expression "Behold the Lamb of God, Avhich taketh
away the sin of the world " (John i. 29). " The morning sacrifice atoned for the sins committed during
84)

the previous night, the afternoon sacrifice for the
sins committed in the daytime" (Tan., Pinhas, 12).
The whole idea of sin was. in fact, deepened. It
was regarded rather as a breakiug-away from the

—
"
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man as tlie child of God
whicli state must be restored— tlian as a wrong committed against God needing covering up. The ex"
pressions " temimim " (spotless) and " ben shanah
(of the first year) (Num. xxviii. '6), suggested the
thought that sin-laden man should become "spotless
original sinless state of

one year" (Pesik. R. I.e.; compare
Shab. 89^»). Of course, as a symbolic rite, this mode
of cleansing oneself from sin could be, and actually
was, replaced by daily baptism and fasting such as
were practised by the Hasidim those heroes of
prayer who in time of national distress made intercession for the people far more eifectively than did
the priests in the Temple (Josephus, "Ant." xiv. 2,
§ 1; xviii. 8, § 4; compare Ta'anit 19a, 20a. 2Sa).
Still the words of Simon the Just, "The world
rests on the Law, worship, and works of benevolence" (Ab. i. 2), relained their validity likewise for
the Hasidim, who felt the need of an atoning sacriIt was especially owing
fice (Ned. 10a; Ker. vi. 3).
like a child of

—

to the assistance offered by the "ma'amadot," the
chosen representatives of the people, with their fasts

and

assumed a more
was applied the pas-

pra3-ers, that the daily sacrifice

spiritual character, so that to

it

"If my covenant be not maintained day and night [by the service] I would not
have made the ordinances of heaven and earth
(Meg. 316; Ta'anit 27/v).
The cessation of sacrifice, in consequence of the
destruction of the Temple, came, therefore, as a shock
It seemed to deprive them of the
to the people.
Hence many turned ascetics,
divine Atonement.
abstaining from meat and wine (Tosef. Sotah, xv.
11; Ab. R. N. iv.); and Joshua ben
After the Hananiah, who cried out in despair,
Fall of the " Wo unto us
What shall atone for
Temple.
us?" only expressed the sentiment of
all his contemporaries (IV Esd. ix. 3():
"We are lost on account of our sins "). It was then
that Johanan b. Zakkai, pointing to Hosea vi. 6 (R.
v.), "I desire mercy and not sacrifice," to Prov.
xvi. 6, "B}' mercy and truth iniquity is purged
[atoned for]," and to Ps. Ixxxix. 3 (A. V. 2), "The
world is built upon mercy, " declared works of benevolence to have atoning powers as great as those of
sage

(Jer. xxxiii. 25):

,

!

sacrifice.

This view, however, did not solve satisfactorily for
the problem of sin the evil rooted in man froni
the very beginning, from the fall of Adam (IV Esd.

—

all

iii.

Christian
Idea
of Atone-

1)er

20, viii. 118).

Hence

Jews accepted the Christian
in tlie Atonement by the blood

of

faith

"shed for many for the remission of
sins" {Ma\t. xxvi. 2S; Hrh. x. 12; Col.
i.
20) or in Jesus as "tlie Lanil) of
God" (John i. 20; Apoc. of John vii. 14, and elsewhere).
It was perliai)s in opposition to lliis movement tiiat the Jewish teachers, after tlie hojie for the
rebuilding of the 'i'einple in the second century had
ended in failure and wo, strove tO(levelo])and (lee|)eii
the Atonement idea.
R. Akiba, in direct opposition
to the Christian Atonement by the blood of Jesus,
adilressed Jiis brethren thus: "Happy are ye, Lsraelites.
Before whom do you cleanse yourselves, and
wlio cleanses you? Your Father in heaven; forit is
:

'

I will

sprinkle clean water

be clean;
cleanse you.
shall

A

upon you, and ye

278
from

new

all

your

filthiness

,

.

.

will I

give you, and
a new spirit will I put within you " (Ezek. xxxvi.
26); and again it is said that the Lord, "the hope of
Israel " (Jer. xiv. 8), is also a " fountain of water " (a
play on the Hebrew word "mikweh"). "As the
fountain of water purifies the unclean, so does God
purify Israel " (Yoma viii. 9). This doctrine, wliich
does away with all mediatorship of either saint, high
priest, or savior, became the leading idea of the Jewheart also will

I

'

ish

Atonement.

Accordingly, Atonement in Jewish theology as developed by the Rabbis of the Talmud,
Elements has for its constituent elements: (a)
of Atone- on the part of God, fatherly love and
ment.
forgiving mercy; (h) on the part of
man, repentance and reparation of
wrong.
The following exposition Avill serve to
enlighten the reader on these elements
(a) While God's quality of justice ("middat hadin"), which punishes the wrongdoing, would leave
no hope for man, since "there is not a righteous man
upon earth that doeth good and sinneth not " (Eccl.
R. v.), God's quality of mercy ("middat ha") has from the very beginning provided
repentance as the means of salvation (Gen. R. i., xii.;
Pesik. xxv. 1586; Pesik. R. 44; Pes. 54rt.) "Thou
hast mercy upon all; thou condonest the sins of
men in order that they should amend " ( Wisdom
" Wherever there are sins and righteous
xi. 23).
deeds set against each other in the scale of justice,
God inclines it toward mercy " (Pesik. xxvi.
vii. 20,

rahamin

167r0.

Far from being merely judicial compensation for
an outward act, as Weber ("System der Alt -Synagogalen Theologie," pp. 252, 300-304) asserts, the
divine mercy is expressly represented by Hillel as
working in favor of pardoning those who have no
merit: "He who is plenteous in mercy turns the
scale of judgment toward mercy" (Tosef., Sanh.
This quality of merely is sure to
xiii. 3; R. H. 17a).
prevail as soon as it is appealed to by
Divine
the mention of the thirteen attributes
with which the Lord apjteiired to Moses
Mercy.
in response to his prayer for forgiveness after the sin of the Golden Calf (R. H. lib). No
matter how vile the sinner lie he as wicked as
Mauasseli or as Ahab the gate of repentance is open

—

—

to

a large niuu-

ment.

said

:

"

him

(Pesik. xxv. 1606, 162«).

Human Wisdom,

sinner

V

replicth,

Projiliecy.

when

wlicn asliod,
'Evil

asked,

'

'

What

piirsueth
What shall

replieth, 'Ttie .soul that sinneth,

it

shall

be done with the

sinners'
l)e

done

(I'niv.

willi

shall die'

xiii.

21).

the sinner?'

(V^zek. xviii. 4).

The Law, when a.sked, What shall be done with tlie sinner?'
replictti,
Let him Imns a jjruill-otTering and the priest shall
atone tor him' (Lev. i. 4 [Ilebr.]). God liimself, when asked,
'What shall be done witli the sinner V replieth, 'Let him repent, and he will h(; atoned for; was it not said: "Good and
'

'

is the Lord: therefore will he teach sinners in the way
repentance" (Psalms xxv. 8). For, my children, what do I
me and live"'" (Pesik. xxv. I.j87);

upripht
of

require of you? "Seek
Yer. Mak. ii". ;il(0.

Upon these ideas, which can be traced through
the entire Ajiocryphal literature, was based the
liturgy of the fast -days, and that of the Day of Atonement in particular; they are probably best expressed
in the Nk'ii.aii jirayer of the latter, which, going
much further back than the second century (see
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Yoma 87i^, where Rab of Bal)ylonia and R. Jolmnan
of Palestine refer to some portions of it), contains
sucli sentences as the foHowing:
"

Thou offerest thy hand to transgrfssors, and Thy right hand
stretched out to receive the repentant " (Pes. llOa). " Not in
reliance upon our merits do we lay our supplications before
Thee, () Lord of all the world, but trusting in Thy great mercy.
Thou dost not find delight in the perdition of the world, but
Thou hast pleasure In the return of the wicked that they may

Is

live."

The sajing of the Rabbis, " Higher is the station
of the sinner wlio rcpenteth than that of him who
has never sinned "(Ber. 34i; see Pes. 119r/; Lukexv.
10), emanates from tlie same principle of God's redeeming grace:
says,

'Open

'

shut the door upon all penitents ' ; and He bored a hole under His
throne of Glory to hear his supplication " (Pesik. ih. lG~b).

On

(h)

the

first

outward

the part of man Atonement is obtained in
place by repentance, which consists of an
Confession of Sins (" widdiii," Lev. v. 5;
xvi. 21) prescribed for the

Repentance.

high priest

on the Diiy of Atonement (Yoma 36^),
and for the criminal before his execution, to expiate his sins (Sanh. vi. 2);

and recited on

penitential

and

fast

days and by prose-

lytes at the time of their admission into the Jewish
fold (sec "Prayers of Asenath," xiii.-xiv.) also by

the dying ("Ebel Zuttarti," in BrliU's " Jahrb." i.ll).
is to be the expression of self-reproach, shame,

This

They must

shame throughout
their whole soul and change their ways; reproaching
themselves fur their errors and openly confessing all
their sins with purified souls and minds, so as to exhibit sincerity of conscience, and having also their
tongues purified so as to produce improvement in their
hearers " (Philo, DeExccratione," viii.). The verse,

and

contrition.

"

feel

''

"He who sacrifices thank-offerings [A.V., "praise"]
me " (Ps. 23), is taken by the Rabbis as signify ing, " He who sacrifices his evil desire while offer-

glorifies

1.

ing his confession of sin ["zobeah todah"] honors
God more than if he were praising Him in the world
that now is and in the world to come " (Sanh. 43^;).
" He who feels bitter shame and compunction over his
sins is sure of obtaining pardon " (Ber. 12i^; Hag. 5(0But the main stress is laid upon the undoing of the
wrong done. "No sin that still cleaves to the liand
of the sinner can be atoned for; it is as
Reparation if a man would cleanse himself in the
of Wrong, water while holding the contaminating
object in liis hand tlierefore it is said,
He that covereth his sins shall not prosjU'r, but
whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall have
mercy" (Prov. xxviii. 13; Ta'anit 16a). If a man
steal a beam and use it in building, he must tear
down the building in order to return the stolen thing
to its owner: thus of the men of Nineveh it is said,
"Let them turn every one from his evil way, and
from the violence that isin [cleaves to] their liands"
(Jonah iii. b; Yer. Ta'anit ii. (i.V^; Bab. B.K. (Ki/y).
Further, repentance consists in aliandoning the
old ways, and in a change of heart; for it is said
" Rend your heart and not your garments, and tinn
;

'

unto the Lord your God " (Joel ii. 18) that is to say,
" If you tear your heart, you need not tear your garments over a loss of sons and daughters" (Pesik. XXV.
161^; Yer. Ta'anit, I.e.).
"They poured out their
hearts like water before God" (Yer. Ta'anit ii. 6od).
"He who says, 'I will sin and rei)ent; I will sin
again and rejient again,' will never be allowed time
to repent " (Yoma viii. 9).
Repentance rests on selfhumiliation.
"Adam was too proud to humiliate
himself, and was therefore driven from Paradise"
(Num. R. xiii. 3). "Cain who humbled himself was
pardoned " (Pesik. xxv. IGOab; Gen. R. xi., xxii.).
"Great is the power of repentance; for it reaches up
to the throne of God
it brings healing (Hosea xiv.
5 [A. V. 4]); it turns .sins resulting from ill-will into
mere errors (according to Hosea xiv. 2 [A. V. 1]);
nay, into incentives to meritorious conduct " (Yoma
SQnb).
"He who sincerely repents is doing as much
as he who builds temple and altar and brings all the
;

;

for me a gate no wider than a needle's
eye, and I will open for you a gate through which camps and
" When the angels
fortillcat ions can pass'" (Pesik. x,\v. li>i/;).
wanted to shut the windows of heaven against the prayer of
Menasseh, saying, 'Can a man who set an idol in the Temple
repent V' (iod said, If I receive him not in his repentance, 1

"God

Atonement

sacrifices " (Lev. R. vii.

Hand

in

;

Sanh.

43/j).

hand with repentance goes prayer.

"It
takes the place of sacrifice" (Pesik. xxv. 1656, according to Hosea xiv. 3 [A. V. 2]). When

God appeared to Closes after the sin
of the Golden Calf, He taught him liow

Prayer,
Fasting,

and

to offer prayer on behalf of the sinladen community (R. II. lib). That
prayer is the true service ('Abod.\h) is
learned from Dan. iv. 24, there having been no other
service in Babylonia (Pirke R. El. xvi. Ab.R. N. iv.).
" As the gates of repentance are always open like the
sea, so are [holds R. 'Anan] the gates of praver"

Charity,

;

(Pesik. xxv. 157A).

But repentance and prayer are as a rule combined
with fasting as a token of contrition, as is learned
from the action of King Ahab recounted in I Kings
xxi. 27, of the

and of
R. El. XX
iii.

7,

men

Adam

of Nineveh referred to in Jonah
in Vita Ada? et Evic, 6; Pirke

'Er. 186.
Fasting was regarded like
"offering up the blood and fat of the animal life
upon the altar of God " (Ber. 17(;; compare Pesik.,
Willi these is, as a rule,
ed. Buber, p. 1656, note).
connected charity, which is " more accepfcible to the
Lord than sacrifice " (Piov. xxi. 3). On every fastday charity was given to the poor (Sanh. 35a; Ber.
" Prayer, charity, and repentance, these three
66).
together, avert the im]X'nding doom " (Yer. Ta'anit
"Repentance and works of benevolence
656).
ii.
;

are together the paracletes [pleaders] for man before God's throne (Shab. 32rt), and a shield against

punishment" (Abot iv. 11).
Another thing considered by the Rabbis as a means
of Atonement is suffering. Suffering is more apt than
sacrifice to win God's favor and to
Suffering atone for man (Mek.,Yitro, 10; Sifre,
as Means of Deut. 32; Ber. ba). Poverty also, in
so far as it reduces man's physical
Atonestrength, has atoning power (Pesik.
ment.
xxv. IGoa). Similar power was ascribed to exile (Sanh. 376); also to the destruction of
the Temjile, which was held asa security a play on
the word pL"0— for Israel's life (Gen. R. xlii. Ex. R.

—

;

Lev. R. xi.). Above all, death atones for sin
(Sifre, Num. 112; Mek.,Yitro,7). "Let my death make
atonement for all my sins," .say men when dying or
in peril (Ber. 60a Sanh. vi. 2). Particidarly the death
xxxi.

;

;

;;
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the case also with the change of name or loheart (Pesik.
classical pas-

of the righteous atones for the sins of tlie people.
" Like the sanctuary, he is taken as security [" mash"
kon "] for Ihe life of the coninuuiity
x\.\v.
R.
4;
E\.
Wayakiiel
9;
(Tau.,
SuflferingThat the death of tlie
or Death of Lev. R. ii.).

This

righteous atones is learned from II
the
Righteous. Sam. xxi. 14, which says that after
the burial of Saul and Jonathan " God
was entreated for the land" (Pesik. xxvii. 174/j).

"Tliere aie four different modes of Atonement. If a man
the duty incumbent upon liim in ease of a sin of
omission, for him repentance sulflces, as .Jeremiah (iii. ~_') says,
ye
backsliding children, and I will Ileal your U»clvReturn,
sliding.'
If he has transgressed a prohibitory law— a sin of
commission— the Day of Atonement atones: of him the I., w
'
says, 'On this day He sliall atone for your sins to cleanse yo\
If he be guilty of crimes such as entail th
(Lev. xvl. ISO)
death penalty and the like, repentance and the Day of Atone
ment can not expiate them unless suffering works as a purifying factor to this the I'salmist refers when lie says, 'I will visit
their transgressions with the rod and their iniquities with

when combined with change of
XXX. 191rt; R. H. 16//). The following

sage eluculates the rabbinical view as taught by R.
Ishmael (of the second century; Y''oma bCrt):
falls to fulfil

'

"Where there are no righteous men in a genei'ation
to atone for the people, innocent school-children are
taken away " (Shah. mii). So also does the suffering

*

.

of the righteous atone; as in the case of Ezekiel
R. Judah ha(Sanh. 39ff) and Job (Ex. K. xxi.).
Nasi's suffering saved his contemporaries from
God is the King whose
calamities (GenT R. 9(5).
wrath is, in Prov. xvi. 14, referred to "as messengers of death," and the wise man who makes
Atonement for it is Moses, who pacifies Him by
prayer (Ex. R. xliii.). The death of Israel at the
liands of his persecutors is an atoning sacrifice
(Sifre,

:

;!3 [A. V. 32]).
And if the crime amount
to a desecration of the name of God and the doing of great
harm to the people at large, nothing but death can be the
penalty as Isaiah (xxii. 14) says, 'Surely this iniquity shall not
be atoned for you [A. V. "purged from you"] till ve die, saith

stripes' (Ps. Ixxxi.x.

;

the Lord

Deut. 333).

The meritorious
Tan., Wayishlah, vi.).
especially possess a great
atoning power (Ex. R. xlix.). The Holy Land itself
has atoning qualities for those who inhabit it or are
buried in its .soil, as is learned from Deut. xxxii. 43,
which verse is interi)reted "He will make His land
;

is

regeneration

whole congregation according to Xum. xv.
All the greater emphasis is laid on sincere repentance, without which the Day of Atonement is

inefficient

God,

" (R. II. 11<i
'Ar. 15/^). " As vessels
of gold or of glass, Avhen broken, can be restored
by undergoing the jtroccss of melting, thus does

called " tekanah

Atonement
Is

the disciple of the law, after having
sinned, find the way of recovering his
state of purity by i-epentance" (R. Ak-

Regenera- ibaiiiHag.
tion,

{'xi).

Therefoi'e he

sumesahigh public office
fession of his sins in

who

as-

after the con-

"made;
from sin like aciiihl " (Sanh. 14*'
compare j\Iidr. Sam. xvii., "Saul was as one year
old"; I Sam. xiii. 1, A. V. "reigned one year'" R.

a

new

V.

tlie jiast is

creature, free

"was

thirty years old

In fact, the Ral)bis declare (hat the scliolar, the bridegroom, and the N.^si,
as well as the i)ro.selyte, on ent(;ring tluiir new station
in life, ai'e freed from all their sins, because, having
i)y confession of sins, fasting, and prayer prepared

(Maimonides," Yad," Teshubah,

3).

22; Lev. xxiii. 84, xxv. 9,10; E/ek. xL
Whereas Ezekiel (xlv. 18-20) intended to liave
the first and the seventh day of the first month rendered days of Atonement for the year, the Mosaic
1).

,

law ordained that the new moon of the .seventh

month should

lie

a Sabbatli (Lev.

xxiii. 24),

heralding

more solemn sotuids than
on other new-moon (lays (Num. x.lO) tlie holy month
and this was to be followed by the day which was
to consecrate both the nation and the siinctuary by
imposing atoning rites. These; rites were of a twoAtonement for the jieojile was made
fold character.
in a form without any parallel in the entire sacrificial
forth with the trumpet in

;

system, Lev. xvi. 7-22, or Deut. xxi.
cejited.

'").

themselves for the new i^tate, they are, as it were,
born anew (Yer. Bik. iii. Goc, d; IMidr. Sam. I. c).

i.

All the various elements effecting Atonement are
in a marked degree combined in the Day of Atonement, to make it the occasi(ni of the great annual redintegration of man.
It is called "Shabbat Shabbaton," the holiest of rest-days as the Shabbath of
the Sabbatical month (Lev. xxiii. 32),
Annual because it was to prepare the jieople
Redinte- for the festival of harvest joy, the
gration of Succoth feast at the close of the agriMan,
cultural season (Ex. xxiii. 16, xxxiv.

— restoiation

in his relation to

1-0).

26.

;

man

i.

to the

an Atonement for His people " (see Sifre, Deut. 333
Gen. R. xcvi. Ket. lll^f Yer. Kil. ix. 32r). On the
other hand, the descent of the wicked (heathen) into
Gehenna for eternal doom is, according to Isa. xliii.
(A. v.), an atoning sacrifice for the people of Israel
(comi)are Prov. xxi. 18).
"I gave Egypt for thy
ransom [kofer], Ethiopia and Seba for thee" (Sifre,
Deut. 333; Ex. R. xi.).
The whole idea imderl3'ing Atonement, according
to the rabbinical view,
of the original state of

Mishnah Shebu.

of

is that just as the scapegoat atoned for all
the sins of the nation, whether committed involuntarily or wilfully (Shebu. i. 6), so also does the Day
of Atonement, true repentance having the ]iower of
turning all sins into mere errors, such asare forgiven

lives of the Patriarclis

;

Day

ing opinion

the poor received their share atones for
man's sins in place of the altar (see
;

5o«

of Hosts' " (compare

Atonement atoned only for
sins committed in error and ignorance or involuntarily (Ileb. ix.7;, or also for those committed wilfully
with a high hand (Num. xv. 20, 30), whether only
after due repentance or without it, is discussed by
the Rabbis (Shebu. 13«; Y'oma 856); and the result-

the Torah, Altak) the wife being the priestess
who makes Atonement for the house
(Ber.

God

Whetlier the

Atoning powers are ascribed also to the study of
the Law, Avhicli is more effective than sacrifice, especially when combined with good works (R. H. ISa;
Yeb. 105'/; Lev. R. xxv.). The table from which

Study of

is

cality

Day
of Atone-

ment.

A

sca])egoat.

4,

perha]>s exthe

upon which

high priest

was sent

laid tlic sins of the people,
forth into the wilderness to

Azazel (a demon, according to Ibn Ezra
on Lev. xvi. 10, related to the goatlike demons, or satyrs, referred to in Lev. xvii. 7; coml)are Yoma67A);and its arrival at the rockof Hadudo,

"
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wliere
as the
ple

it

precipice, was signalized
of the granting of pardon to the peowaving of a wisp of snow-wliite wool in

was cast clown thn

moment

by

tlio

place of one of scarlet, over tlie Temple gate, crowds
of j'oung people waiting on the hills of Jernsaleni to
celebrate the event by dancing (Yoma iv. 1-8; Ta'anit iv.

was not of late origin,
by modern critics, but was a concession

Obviously this primitive

rite

alleged
as
rather to ancient Semitic practise, and its great i)opularity is shown by the men of rank accompanying
it, ])y the cries with which the crowd followed it,
and by tales of a miraculous chaiacter related in
is

the Mishnah and the Gemara (Yoma 6(5a, 67^f, GSb).
On the other hand, the sprinkling by the liigh priest
of the blood of the bullock, the ram, and the second
goat, consecrated to the Lord, was in full keeping
with the usual Temple ritual, and distinguished itself
from the sacrificial worship of other daysonly by the
ministrations of the high priest, who, clad in his fine
linen garb, offered the incense and spriid^led blood
of each sin-ofl'eriug upon the Ilolj-of Holies and the
veil of the Holy Place for the purification of the
whole sanctuary as well as of his own liousehold
and the nation. The impressivcness of these fimctions, minutely described in i\Iishnah (Yoma ii.-vii,
has been vividly pictured by Ben Sira, whose words
in Ecclus. (Sirach) 1. were embodied in the synagogue liturgy at the close of the 'Abodah. But
while, according to Scripture, the high priest made
),

Atonement (Lev.

xvi. 80), tradition transferred the

atoning power to God, as was expressed in the high
priest's prayer conunencing, "Kapper na" (O Lord,
atone Thou for the ini(juities, the sins, and the transgressions,"

Y'oma

iii.

interpreting the
that day He, the

8, iv. 2, vi. 2);

verse (Lev. xvi. 30): "Through
Lord, shall atone for you " (Yoma

iii.

8

;

Sifra,

Ahare

Mot, viii.).
Great stress was laid on the cloud of incense in
which the high priest was enveloped when entering
the Holy of Holies; and many mystic or divinatory
powers were ascribed to him as he stood there alone
in the darkness, as also to the prayer he oifered, to
the Foundation Stone ("Ebeu Shetiyah"), on wliich
he placed the censer, and to the smoke of the sacri-

(Yoma, 53a, b etseq. Tan., Ahare B; Lev. R. xx.,
compare Book of Jubilees xii. 16). The prayer
offered by the high priest (according to Yer. Yoma
v. 2; Tan., 'Ahare 4; Lev. R. xx.) was that the year
might be blessed with rain, heat, and dew, and might
yield plenty, prosperity, independence, and comfort
fice

xxi.

;

;

In the course of time the whole Temple ritual was
taken symbolically, and more stress was laid on the
fasting, the prayers, and the supplications, to which
the people devoted the whole day, entreating pardon
for their sins,

and imploring God's mercy.

This at

the view expressed by Philo (" De Septenario,
23), even if it was not yet shared by the people in
general, when the Epistle to the Hebrews (ix.) and
It was after
that of Barnabas (vii.) were written.
is

the destruction of the Temple, and through the synagogue, that the Day of Atonement assiuned its
high spiritual character as the great annual regenerator of Jewish life in connection with New -Year's

Day.

judgment was mainly eschatological

Day
of Sealing'

God's

in character, as

the soul

deciding

tiie destiny of
rather than of men
But under the inliuence of

altci' deatli

on earth.
lialiylonian

mythology, which spoke

—

of the beginning of the year "zagmuk" on the first day of Xisaii, as tlie time when
the gods decided the destiny of life (Jensen, " Kos-

—

mologie," pp. 84-86, 238), the idea developed also in
Jewish circles tliat on the first of Tishri, the sacred
New-Year's Day and the anniversary of Creation,
man's doings were judged and liis destiny was deand that on the tenth of Tishri X\nt decree of
cided
heaven was sealed (Tosef., R. II. i. 13; H. H. 11a,
16a). a view still unknown to Philo (" De Septenario,"
Thus,
22) and disputed by some rabbis (R. II. 16a).
the first ten days of Tishri grew to be the Ten
Penitential D.\ys of the year, intended to bring
about a perfect change of heart, and to make Israel
Lev.
like new-born creatures (Pesik. x.xiii., xxiv.
R. xxix.), the culmination being reached on tlie Day
;

;

when religion's greatest gift, God's
condoning mercy, was to be offered to man. It Avas
on this day that Moses came down from Mount Sinai
with the Tables of the Law received in token of
God's pardon of the sin of the golden calf, while
The
the whole congregation fasted and prayed.
Day of Atonement was thenceforth made the annual
day of divine forgiveness of sin, when Satan, the
accuser, failed to find blame in the people of Israel,
who on that day appeared pure from sin like the
angels (see Seder 'Olam R. vi. Tan., Ki Tissa, 4;
Pirke R. El. xlvi.). According to Pirke R. El. xxix.,
the circumcision of Abraham took place on the Day
of Atonement, and the blood which dropped down
on the very spot where the altar afterward stood in
the temple on IVIoriah is still before the eyes of God
to serve as means of Atonement.
Far from being the means of " pacifying an angry
God," as suggested by Cheyne ("Encyc. Bibl." s.v.),
or from leaving a feeling of uncertainty and dread
of suspense concerning God's pardoning love in the
heart, as Weber (" Altsynagogale Theologie," p. 321)
maintains, these ten days are the days of special grace
when the Shekinah is nigh, and God longs to grant
pardon to His people (Pesik. xxiv.). Tlie Day of
Atonement is the "one day" prejiared from the beginning to unite the world divided between the light
of goodness and the darkness of sin
Day of (Gen. R. ii., iii.), "aday of great joy to
Confiding God" (TannadebeEliyahu R.i). "Not
depressedandinsombergarnientsasthe
Joy.
suppliant appears before the earthly
judge and rider should Israel on New-Year's Day
and on the Day of Atonement stand before the Ruler
and the Judge on liigh. but with joy and in white
"
garments betokening a cheerful and confiding spirit
Only later generations regarded
(Yer. R. II. i. blh).
these white garments, the Sargenes— in which
also the dead were dressed in order to appear before the Judge of all flesh full of gladsome hope
as shrouds, and considered them as reminders of
of Atonement,

;

A

to the inhabitants of the land.

least

Down to the first century, in Apocalyptical as well
New Testament writings, the idea of the divine

as in

Decree.

8).

Atonement

—

death (Yer. R. II. I.e.; Eccl. R. ix. 7; Gen. R.
Brueck, " IMiarisilische Volkssitten, " 1368). " The

I.e.;

first

—I
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day of Succoth is called the first day [Lev. xxiii. 35]
because on it a new record begins, the sins of the
"
year having been v^iped off on Atonement Day

The sins of the preceding year
unless they liave been repeated, should
not be confessed anew (Tosef., Yoma, v. 15; Yoma
866; Ex. K. lii.).
(Tan., Emor., 22).

therefore,

and the Day of Atonement shall
him the Day of Atonement is of
no avail. Only such sins as concern man's relation to God will
be pardoned. Sins committed by man against his fellow man
are pardoned only after his fellow man's pardon has been obFrom all your sins before the Lord ye
tained for it is said

"Hewbo

says, 'I will sin,
for me,' for

make atonement

:

;

man " (Yoma

'

(Lev. xvi. 30), thus excluding sins before

shall be cleansed'

viii. 9).
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seducer to lewdness (Meg. Sla Tos. ad loc. Yoma
(j76), and as Haftarah, the Book of Jonah, containing
the great lesson of God's forgiving love extended to
This is followed by the
Gentiles as well as to Jews.
Ne'ilah service, in which the main ideas of the day
are especially emphasized repentance conditioning
;

;

—

forgiveness,

and God's sealing the decree of man

for

The service ends with a solemn
the ensuing year.
invocation of God's name, the Shema ', and the sevenfold exclamation, "The Lord, He is God" (compare
Kings xviii. 39), forming the climax of the continuous devotions of the day. As a signal of the close
of the sacred day, so that the people may know that
they can work or eat (Tos. to Shab. 1146), or for other
reasons (see Kol Bo, Ixx. Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 623, 6; Tur Orah Hayyim, 624), the trumpet
is blown once, or, as in Palestine, four times
"Teki'ah, Shebarim, Teru'ah, Teki'ah" (see Mal.izor
;

Atonement has thus a double characboth a fast-day and a festal day. It com-

The Day
ter;

it is

of

prises the elements of the great fast-day of the year,

on Avhieh are prohibited all those things from which
the people abstained on any other public fast-day,
such as eating and drinking, bathing and anointing,
the wearing of sandals or shoes, etc.
Both Fast- (Yoma 766 and 77a). Any other mode
Day and of affliction or penitence, however.
Festal Day. is prohibited (Yoma 746; Sifra, Ahare,
There were likewise embodied
vii.).
in the liturgy of the Day of Atonement all those
forms of supplications and portions of the liturgy
used on public fast-days (Ta'anit iv. 1), including
the most characteristic portion recited at sunset,
NE'iLAH("the closing of the gates of the sun").
Of these the confession of sins forms the oldest and
most prominent part of each portion of tlie day's
liturgy,

tlie

alphabetical order in the catalogue of sins

having originated in Hasidic circles (Rom. i. 29 e.t seq.
Didache v.
Shab. 54'<) rather than in tlie Temple
liturgy (Sifra i. Yoma iii. 8). This is to be followed
by the "Selihot," the appeals to God's forgiveness
;

;

;

as expressed in the thirteen Attributes of

God

as Pie

appeared to Moses on Sinai, promising "Salahti,"
"I have forgiven " (Num. xiv. 18-20). The reading
from the Law of the chapter on the Atonement
Lev. xvi., in the morning portion, is
followed by the reading from the prophet Isaiah (Ivii.
15-lviii. 14) as Haftarah, which has been significantly chosen to impress the worshipers with the
lesson that the external rite of fasting is valueless
sacrifice in

without the works of rigliteousness and beneficence.
DilTciing in this respect from any other fast-day,
and resembling all Sabbath and festival days, the
celebration of the Day of Atonement begins in the
.synagogue on the preceding evening, in conformity

with Lev. xxiii. 32 (Yoma 816"). It probably did so
during the time of the Temple (Yoma 196), but not
in the Temple itself (Yoma i. 2).
This evening servcalled Koi.-NiDKK from its opening formula,
ice
which canceled rash vows with its strongly marked
melodies and songs, assumed in the cotnse of time a
very imi)ressive character. On tlie Dayof Atonement itself, tlie noon or"musaf" (additional) service

—

—

— presenting

as its chief feature; tlie 'Ar.onAir. a
grapliic description of the wliole AloiiemeiU service
of the Temple— is followed by tlie afternoon or

"Miiihah" service, which begins with the reading
from tlie Law of the chapter on incesiuous marriages,
with a ftide-refereuce, as it were, to A/azel, tlie

Yom

Vitry, pp. 345, 356; Abudraliim, " Seder Tef.
Kippurim "). Either in the Kol-Nidre service, as in
Jerusalem, before the main prayers (Schwartz, " Das
Heilige Land," p. 336), or after the morning service
d. 353; Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Haythe dead are commemorated, and gifts
are offered for their salvation (see Tan., Haazinu, i.
ed. Vienna, 1853, p. 28; Pesik. xxvii. 1746, and Ro-

(Mahzor Vitry,

yim, 621,

6),

keah, quoted in Beth Joseph to Tur Orah Hayyim,
I.e.)
a custom which in the Reform liturgy has been
made a more prominent part of the service. In
preparation for the Day of Atonement it is usual
to ofl'er gifts of charity, according to Prov. x. 2,
"Righteousness [charity] delivereth from death,"
and to go to the cemetery to visit the graves of the
dead, a practise taken over from the fast-days (Ta'anit 16'^
Yer. Ta'anit ii. 65^0The custom of bringing candles to hurn in the
synagogue the whole day, in memory of the dead,
may have originated in the desire to light up the
otherwise dark synagogue for the recital of prayers
and psalms by the pious during the entire night.
This is the one view expressed in Kol Bo Ixviii. but
other reasons of a mystic nature are given for it
there as well as in Mahzor Vitiy, ]i. 340 Abudraliim,
I.e.
and Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 610.
Very significant, as showing a deep-rooted desire
for some form of atoning .sacrifice, is the custom
known already in the time of the Geonim, and found
in Asia and Africa (see Benjamin II. " Aclit Yahre
in Asien und Africa," 1858, ]). 273), as well as in
Europe (Aslieri Yoma viii. 23; ]\Iahzor Vitry, p. 339;
Kol Bo Iwiii. Shulhan 'Aruk, Oiah Hayyim, 605),
thougli disapproved by Nal.imanides, Solomon ben
Adret, and Josei)h Caro (\\\v Orah Hayyim, I.e.)
of swinging over one's head, on or before the eve of
Atonement Day, a fowl, usually a rooster or hen;
soleiiudy i)ronoun(ing the same to be a vicarious sacrifice to be killed in place of tlie Jew or Jewess who
might be guilty of death by his or her sin. Fishes
and jdants, also (see Raslii, Shab. 816), perhaps originally only these, were used in the gaonictime.
The
slaughtered animal or its eqiuvalent was then given
Another custom of
to the poor (see Kaim'.mjot).
similar character is the receiving on the eve of Atonement Day, eilher in the .synagogue or at home the
latter is usually the jilace in .lerusalem (see Schwartz,
I.e.)
of thirty-nine stripes at the hand of aneigiibor

—

;

;

;

;

,

;

—

—

—

"
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as penalty for one's sins, according to Deut. xxv. 3,
•while reciting tiie Confession of Sins. (See Mahzor
Vitry, p. 344; KolBo, Ixviii. Shullian 'Aruk, Orah
;

man may appear pure in both body and
God on " the great day.
The Karaite Day of Atonement with

V>A\ OK Ato.nkmknt IX TiiK SY.NAGoGiK (OnttT).
1.

"Malkiit."

2.

'"iVshubali."

3.

Visitinptlie graves.

KiTKS
4.

(Frolu Boilrnahatz, " Kinhliche

Hayyim,

G07.) According to Benjamin II.. I.e.. people in Persia strip themselves totiic loins in order to
receive these stripes on the naked body (see ]\Ialkl'T
Sciilagen).
This is followed by bathing, so that

o.v

Atonement
soul before
its

liturgy

Trkckdi-Ng Day cSurrouniiiiig).
in graveyard. 5. " Kapparah.'

"Zedakah "
Verfa-isiiiii:.)

is to a great extent similar to that of the Rabbinitc
Jews. It also begins half an hour before siinsct of
tiie preceding day, and lasts until half an hour after

sunset of the day itself (see Kauaites).

The Samaritans, also, adopted the custom of preparing for the day by a purificative bath and of
spending the night and the day in the synagogue
with prayer and fasting, singing hymns, and reading
from the

Law

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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(see

Samaritans).
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ATONEMENT, DAY OF

(DnSDH DV,

Yom

—

In Bible, Talmud, and Liturgy
ha-Kippurim)
The term -|1D3 DV, "Yom Kippur," is late rabbinic.
The Biblical laws relating to it are
found in Lev. xvi. (ceremonies); ib.
Biblical
tb. xxv.
xxiii. 26-32 (list of holidays)
Data.
:

;

9 (ushering in the

jubilee);

Num.

xxix. 7-11 (sacritices).
The Day of Atonement, according to Biblical tradition, is one in the cycle of holidays instituted by
Moses. It occurs on the tenth day of the seventh
month, and is distinguished by abstaining thereon
compare Isa. Iviii.
from food (" afflicting one's soul
The details
3, 5) and by an elaborate ceremonial.
of the ritual, in accordance with rabbinical interpre'"

;

Mishnah and
GemaraYoma; "Yad "Hil. 'Abodat Yom ha-Kippu-

tation (Sifra

and Rashi on Lev.

xvi.

;

rim; Asheri), proceed about as follows: In the early
morning the high priest, in his robes

Ceremonies
According
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of office (described Ex. xxviii.,xxxix.).
offered the daily morning sacrilice

and (Num. xxix. 11; Ex. xxix. S8 et seq.)
Mishnah. and performed the ordinary morning
rite of dressing the lamps, which was
accompanied by an offering of incense (Ex. x.xx. 7).

to Bible

Next in order was the festival sacrifice of a bullock
and seven lambs (Num. xxix. 7 et seq.). Then
began the peculiar ceremonies of atonement, for
which the high priest put on special vestments of
linen (Lev. xvi. 4). With his hands placed on the head
of a bullock (contributed from his own means), he
made confession of his own sins and of those of his
The two goats
nearer household (verse 6, see Rashi).

contributed by the people (verse 5) were placed before him, being designated by lot, the one for a sinotlering " for the Lord, " and the other to be sent away
Once
into the wilderness " for Azazel " (verses 7-10).
more the high priest made confession over his own
bullock, for himself and his wider household his
After killing the animal
brother priests (verse ll^^').
(verse 116) and receiving its blood into a vessel, he
took a censer full of live coals from the altar of
burnt offering (Ex. xxvii. 1-8) and two handfuls of
fine incense into the sacred recess behind the curtain, tlie Holy of Holies; there he placed the incense
on tiie coals, the cloud of incense enveloping the socalled "mercy -seat" (verse 12 et seq.), and offered a
He returned for the vesshort prayer (Yoma v. 1).
sel containing the blood of the bullock and reentered,
sprinkling some of it with his finger eight times between the staves of the Ark (verse 14; Ex. xxv. 13l.")).
He then left th(! sacred compartment to kill the
people's goat (marked "for the Lord"); with its
blood lie reentered the Holy of Holies, there to perform the same number of sprinklings la the same
place (verse 15).

—

By

these rites the most holy place was rendered
all impurities attaching to it through the
intentional or unintentional entrance

from

free

of unclean persons into the sanctuary
Process
of Purifica- (verse 16, see Rashi; Num. xix. 13,

tion.

see Rashi).
lock's blood

By
and

sprinkling

tlie

bul-

similarly th.^t of the

goat eight times against the curtain, the entrance to
the Holy of Holies was purified (verse 10/^, see Rashi).
No one was permitted to remain in the sanctuary
while the high priest officiated in the Holy of Holies
The high priest then mixed the blood of
(verse 17).
the bullock and goat, and put some of it on the four
corners of the altar of incense (Ex. xxx. 1-10); he
furthermore sprinkled some of it with his finger
seven times on the surface of the altar, cleaned of
its coal and ashes (verse 18 et seq.), while the remainder was poured out at the base of the altar outThe live goat was now brought
side (Lev. iv. 7).
forward. The high priest laid his hand upon its
head and confessed " all the iniquities of the Israelites,

and all their transgressions, even all their sins,"
which were thus placed upon the goat's head. Laden
with the people's sins, the animal was sent away into

The high priest then
the wilderness (verses 20-22).
took those portions that belonged on the altar out of
the bodies of the bullock and the goat, and placed
them temporarily in a vessel the carcasses of the animals were sent away " to the place where the ashes
are thrown out " (Lev. iv. 12) and burned there (verse
Clothed in his ordinary robes, the
27; Yoma vi. 7).
high priest offered another goat for a sin-offering
(Num. xxix. 11), and two rams for a burnt offering,
one of which was contributed by himself (verse 24).
;

altar portions of the bullock and goat were now
burned on the altar (verse 25; Yoma I.e. see Bertinoro), and the daily evening sacrifice was offered
(Num. xxix. 11; Ex. xxix. 41). Once more the linen
garments were put on, for the high priest again repaired to the Holy of Holies in order to remove
thence the censer; the sacred vestments were then

The

;

deposited in the sanctuary. In his ordinary robes,
the high priest closed the service with the evening
rite of lighting the lamps, which was accompanied
by an offering of incense (Ex. xxx. 8; Yoma vii. 4).
In the Mishnah the ceremonial is further enriched
by elements having no Scriptural basis. Thus, before removing his linen garments for the first time,
the high priest read to the people portions from the
Pentateuch relating to the Day of Atonement (Yoma
vii. 1).
The Mishnah reproduces the exact wording
of the three confessions (iii. 8, iv. 2, vi. 2); it states
also that as often as the high priest
Talmudical uttered the divine name (TetragramAmplifi- maton), the assembled multitudes outside, while prostrating themselves, recations,
sponded " Blessed be the name of the
glory of His kingdom for ever and ever " (vi. 2).
Much is also said about the preparations which the
liigh priest was to undergo during the week preceding the fast-day, and the night previous to the great
:

how he was to guard
So great, according to the
Mishnah (vii. 4), was the dread that some mishap
might befall the high juiest while officiating in the

(lay in particular;

against pollution

Holy of

(i.

especially
1-7).

Holies, that at the conclusion of the service

"

:
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he was escorted home and congratulated by his
whom in turn the priest was wont to entertain in the evening at a feast.
Mirtli was indulged
in by the people in general; the young men and
maidens enjoyed themselves by dancing in the vineyards (Ta'anit iv. 8).
friends,

The Day

of

Atonement

the kej'stone of the sac-

is

system of post-exilic Judaism. In the belief that the great national misfortunes of the past
were due to the people's sins, the Jews of post-exilic
times strove to bring on the Messianic period of redemption by strictly and minutely guarding against
all manner of sin.
The land being defiled by the sin
of the people, the pollution must be removed lest
the Divine Presence withdraw from among them.
Hence the sacrificial system with its
Place in
sin- and guilt-offerings.
While proPost-Exilic vision was made for the expiation of
Judaism, the wrong-doings of individuals by
rificial

private offerings, the public sacrifices
atoned for the sins of the community. Especially
dangerous seemed the errors unwittingly committed
On the Day of Atonement such sins
(Ps. xix. 13).
as may not have been covered by the various private
and public expiatory sacrifices were to be disposed
of by a general ceremony of expiation.
In this
elaborate ceremonial, as described, the ordinary rites
of the sin-offering are to be discerned in an intensiIn every sacrifice there is the idea of subfied form.
stitution; the victim lakes the place of the human
sinner.
The laying of hands upon the victim's head
is an ordinary rite by which the substitution and the
transfer of sins are effected
on the Day of Atonement the animal laden with the people's sins was
sent abroad (compare the similar rite on the recovery
of a leper, Lev. xiv. 7; see Azazei,).
The sprinkling of the blood is essential to all sin-offerings. By
dipping his finger in the victim's blood and applying it to a sacred object like the altar, the priest reestablishes the union between the people that he represents and the Deity.
In rabbinic Judaism the Day of Atonement completes the penitential period of ten days (^D^ Dl^]}
n^lEJTl) that begins with New-Year's
Place in
Day, the season of repentance and
Rabbinic prayer; for though prayerful humiliaJudaism. tion be acceptable at all times, it is peculiarly potent at that time (R. H.18a;
;

Maimonides," Yad," Teshubah, ii. 6). Itiscustomary
to rise early (commencing a few days before NewYear); the morning service is preceded by litanies and
petitions of forgiveness (nirivD, "solihot") which,
on the Day of Atonement, are woven into the liturgy

(Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 581; Zunz, "S. P."
New-Year's and Atonement days arc
76 et seq.).
days of serious meditation (D'NIIJ D''OV "awful
days," Zunz, "S. P." 82. note). The former is the
annual day of judgment (jnn DV), when all creatures
pass in review l)(;fore the searching eye of OmnisAccording to the Targum, the
cience (R. H. i. 2).
day of the heavenly session in Job i. G et seq. was no
other than tiie fir.st of the year (xntT ^'>'\, resli
shatta
see also Zohar Ex. 326, ed. Wilna, 1882).
Accordingly, the Divine Judge receives on that day
the report of Satan, arch-fiend and accuser in heaven
the othet angeLs, it is presumed, are friendly to the
;

;
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accused, and plead their cause before the august
tribunal.
The sounds of the "shofar" are intended
to confuse Satan (R. H. 166).
There is, indeed, in
heaven a book wherein the deeds of every human
being are minutely entered (Abot ii. 1, iii. 16; a
book of record, "book of remembrance," is alluded
Three books are ojjened on the first
to, Mai. iii. 16).
day of the year, says the Talmud (R. H. 166); one
for the thoroughly wicked, another for the thoroughly pious, and the third for the large intermediate class.
The fate of the thoroughly wicked and
the thoroughly pious is determined on the spot; the
destiny of the intermediate class is suspended until
the Day of Atonement, when the fate of eveiy man
is sealed (R. H. 16«).
In the liturgical piece "Unetanneh Tokef," ascribed to R. Amnon of Mayence

(Zunz, "Literaturgesch." p. 107), a
is

weirder scene

still

unfolded

"God, seated on His throne to judge the world, at the same
time Judge, Pleader, Expert, and Witness, openeth the Book of
Records it is read, every man's signature being found therein.
The great trumpet is sounded a still, small voice is heard the
angels shudder, saying, this is the day of judgment for His very
ministers are not pure before God. As a shepherd mustereth his
flock, causing them to pass under his rod, so doth God cause
every living soul to pass before Him to fix the limit of every
creature's life and to foreordain its destiny. On New-Year's
Day the decree is written on the Day of Atonement it is sealed
;

;

;

:

;

who

shall live

and who are

and charity may avert the

to die, etc.

But penitence, prayer,

evil decree."

All depends on whether a man's merits outweigh
the demerits put to his account (Maimonides, " Yad,"
Teshubah, iii. 3). It is therefore desirable to multi-

ply good deeds before the final account on the

Atonement (ib.
worthy are entered

of

iii.

4).

in the

Day

Those that are found

Book

of Life (Ex. xxxii.

32; Isa. iv. 3; Ps. Ixix. 29 [A. V. 28] Dan. xii. 1;
Hence
see Charles, "Bookof Enoch," pp. 131-133).
the prayer: "Enter us in the Book of Life" (lJ3n3,
"inscribe us"; but IJ^nn, "seal us," that is, "seal
our fate " in the closing prayer on the Day of
;

—

Hence also the formula of salutation
on New-Year's Eve: "May you be inscribed [in
Atonement).

the Book of Life] for a happy year." In letters
written between New-Year and the Day of Atonement, the writer usually concludes by wishing the
recipient that God may seal his fate for happiness

n^Tin IDJ)- Thus, in late Judaism, features
that were originally peculiar to New-Year's Day
were transferred to the Day of Atonement. The belief tliat on the first day of the year the destiny of
all human beings was fixed was also that of the As(n31t3

Marduk is said to come at the beginning
of the year("rish shatti") and decide the fate of
one's life (Schrader, "K. B." iii., second div., 14 et
syrians.

seq.).

The Day of Atonement survived the cessation of
" Though no sacthe sacrificial cult (in the year 70).
rifices be offered, the day in itself efRabbinic fects atonement" (Sifra, Einor, xiv.).

Aspects of Yet both Sifra and the ]\Iishna!i teach
Atonethat the day avails nothing unless
ment.
repentance be coupled with it (Yoma
viii. 8).
Repentance was the iudisjiensable condition for all the various means of atonement. Repentance must unquestionably accompany
a guilt- or sin-olTering (Lev. v. 5 Maimoiiides, " Yad,
T(-shubah, i. 1).
Penitent confession was a requisite
;

?i
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2«8

for expiation through capital or corporal punishment
"The Day of Atone(Sanh. vi. 2; Maimonides, ib.).
ment absolves from sins against God, but not from
sins against a fellow man unless the pardon of the

hatred, ill-feeling, and all ignoble thoughts, seeks to
be occupied exclusively wilii tilings spiritual. However rigorously tlie rabbinical law mny insist on tlie
outward manifestation of contrition, the corrective

offended person be secured " (Yoma viii. 9). Hence
the custom of terminating on the eve of the fastday ail feuds and disputes (Yoma 87r« Maimonides,
Even the souls of tlie dead are Included
ib.'n. 9 et seq. ).
in the community of those pardoned on the Day of
Atonement. It is customary for children to have
public mention made in the synagogue of their de-

is

;

parted parents, and to make charitable gifts on behalf of their souls (Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim,
But no amount of charity will avail the
621, 6).
soul of a wicked

Yoreh De'ah,

man (Ture Zahab to Shulhan

249, note

'Aruk,

;

votion, kindliness, and penitence.
The serious character impressed upon the day from the, time of its
institution has been preserved to the present day.
No matter how much else has fallen into desuetude,
so strong is its hold upon the JewLsh conscience that
no Jew, unless he have cut himself entirely loose
from the synagogue, will fail to observe tlie Day of

Atonement by

resting

from

his daily pursuits

Sins in

the Prayer "Ashamnu"

in

a

New York

and

With a few

attending service in the synagogue.

5).

Jews Confessing Their

provided for in the lessons from the Prophets (Isa.
Jonah; see Ta'anit ii. 1), which teach that tiie
true fast-day in which God delights is a spirit of deIviii.

(East Side) SYXAfiOGUE.

(From a photograph by Mandclkern.)

The

synagogue opens

service in the

with the

in the

evening

KoL Nidre.

The devotions during tlie
day are continuous from morning until

The

evening. Much prominence is given
Liturgy, to the liturgical pieces in which the
Temple ceremonial is recounted (' AboD.\ii service
Zunz, "Literaturgesch." pp. 27 et seq.,
64 et seq.). Ibn Gabirol's m^^O "iriD ("Crown of
Royalty ") skilfully deals with the problem of sin it
is appended to the Sephardic liturgy for the evening
service, and is also read b}' the more devout in the
Ashkenazic synagogues. In the center of the older
" For we are not so
liturgy is the confession of sins.
bold of face and stiff-necked as to say to Thee,
are righteous and have not sinned but, of a trutn,
;

:

We

;

are sinners.
May it be Thy will that I sin
no more; be pleased to purge away my past sins, according to Tliy great mercy, only not through severe

we

.

.

.

chastisements." The traditional melodies with their
plaintive tones endeavor to give expression alike to
tlie individual's awe before the uncertainties of fate
and to a people's moan for itsdc^parted glories. On
the Day of Atonement the pious Jew becomes forgetfu' of the flesh and its wants, and, banishing

exceptions, the service even of the Eeformed synagogue is continuous through the da}'.
Critical View The Pentateuchal references to
tlie Day of Atonement cited in the preceding belong
to tlie Priestly Code, but by no means to one and the
same stratum. Lev. xvi., which is entirely devoted
to the subject of the fast-day, is apparently composite
in origin, as is shown by the incongruity at the beginning: "Aaron shall not enter the Holv of Holies
at all times" (verse 2); he may, liowAnalysis of ever, it may be inferred, go in at stated
Sources,
intervals.
But the immediate sequel
(verses 3 ct sf*?.) rather says With such
:

:

and such ceremonies Aaron may go in only toward
the end (verses 29-34) reference is made to the annual
celebration of a Day of Atonement.
The rabbinical
interpretation is obviously harmonistic (see Rashi on
;

verses 2 et seq.); yet there are dissenting voices (see
Lev. R., ^ 21; Ex. R., § 3S) which maintain that,
Avhile entering the Holy of Holies is obligatoiy on
the Day of Atonement, the high priest may go in at
all times i)rovide(l lie carry out the ceremonies pre-

Observe also the repetitions in verses Gaud
Ihi; hence the duplicated confession in the Mishnah,

scribed.

;
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verses 29a and 34a.
According to tlie analysis of
Benzinger(inStadc's"Zeitschrift," 1889, pp. 65-89),
the chapter is made up of three dis-

Analysis of

tinct strata: (1) verses 1-4, 6, 12, 13, 346
(omitting several glosses), dealing with
the manner (no matter what the occasion) of Aaron's entering the Holy of Holies; (2)
verses 2%-M<i, a law very much like that of Lev.
xxiii. 26 et seq., prescribing the annual observance
of a day of fasting and rest, on which the sanctuary
and the people are to be purified, presumably by such
simple rites of atonement as those carried out on the
occasion of the dedication of the tabernacle (Lev. ix.
the Day of Atonement is thus au annual occasion of
rededication) (3) verses 5, 7-10, 14-28, of later date
than (2), ordaining a more elaborate ceremonial.
With (3) goes Ex. xxx. 10. Lev. xxv. 96 is probably
a gloss (the surrounding text mainly belongs to H).
No mention is made of the Day of Atonement in the
older codes, J, E, and
(Ex. xxiii. 14-17; xxiv. 18,
22 et seq. Deut. xvi. 1-17).

assumed in the times subsequent to Ezra. See also
Liturgy, Sin.
BiBLiOGRAPnr: Yoma: MIshnah, Talmud, and Asherl- Malit

monfdes, ^^'V ninp, -\^Z'y nnoi:', and ^^ibt fur and Shulhan 'Aruk,Orah Hamiim, 88 6(12-624 Nowack, Hebr. ArchO;

;

Lev. xvi.

;

D

;

Atonement, Day of
Attar, Ibn

oUigie, 1894, 11. 18»-f94
Driver, LeiHticun, English transla^
tlon and notes. In S. B. (J. T.\ Jastrow, In Avxerif.an Journal
of Theology, 1898, 1. 312 et seq.-, B. Wechsler, Zur Gfnchichte
der VergOhnunosfcier, In Gelger's
Zeit. l&a. pp. 113125; S. Adler, In Stade's ZeiUichrift, 11. 178 et neq., 272.
;

JM.

J-

JR-

M. L. M.

ATTAH HORE'TA

(nx-in HflN) (Deut. iv. 35):
The first of a series of versicles, seventeen in number, chanted on the Rejoicing of the Law in the
Northern ritual, before the scrolls are taken from the
Ark for the "hakkafot" or processional circuits.

The chant resembles a Gregorian psalm-tone in structure, and falls in the first ecclesiastical mode (D to
D on the natural notes). But the intonation, mediation, and ending of the Hebrew chant diverge from
the rules of the plain-song, and show that it is simply another utilization of that antique and peculiarly
Oriental cadence around the fifth degree of the minor

ATTAH HORE'TA

»

:J^
zzz.

At

-

tab hore'ta la

The beginnings

321

(«)at
-

da

of the institution

'at

-

may

Ki Adonai hu ha-elo - him,
in the

crit-

view be sought for in Ezekiel. In addition to the
festivals of Passover and Tabernacles,
History of the prophet ordains two days in the
year on which the sanctuary may be
the Institution. cleansed, by the sprinkling of a bullock's blood, from all impurities occasioned through inadvertence: the first day of the
first month, and the first day of the seventh (so read
with LXX; Ezek. xlv. 18-20); that is, with the beginning of both the civil (in the spring) and the ecclesiastical year (in autumn).
It appears (from Lev.
xxv. 9; Ezek. xl. 1) that the new-year was then
made to begin with the tenth day of the month. In
ical

the Pentateuchal legislation the second alone of Ezekiel 's Days of Atonement is kept; it is at the same
time transferred to the tenth day of the month, while
the first day is made into New- Year's Day, the two
days changing places. From the simple rites prescribed by the prophet of the Exile to the elaborate
ceremonial of the latest strata in P, there is, however, a lengthy process.
Stated days of fasting,
mentioned for the first time by Zechariah (vii. 1-5),
clearly refer to the anniversaries of national calamities (the murder of Gedaliah took place i n the seventh
month; Jer. xH. 1). No other regular day of fasting
was known to the prophet; otherwise he would have
mentioned it when he reiterated the indifference of
the old prophets to outward ceremonial.
Even when
Ezra comes to Palestine in the year 444, a day of
fasting is observed, not on the tenth but on the
twenty-fourth of the seventh month, and by no
means according to the ceremonial of Lev. xvi. (Neh.
ix. 1).
The law of Ezra may have contained the
simpler prescription of Lev. xxiii. 26 et seq., and the
corresponding stratum in chapter xvi. the day was
certainly not considered then of the importance that
;

IL— 19

which

en

'od

I

j^ir*-

mil - I'ba

-

do.

is
with the Feast of
Tabernacles; and it appears also in the melody sung
by the cantor while waving tlie palm-branch (Lulab)
during the Hallel on the first days (see Music,
Synagogal), and in the melody for the Rain-Prayer
(Geshem) introducing the Musaf of the eighth day
(Shemini 'Azeret). By some Polish cantors this
characteristic cadence is further freely employed in

scale

closely associated

the services of the

Days

of Penitence.
F. L. C.

a.

ATTAI

Son of the Egyptian Jarha, to whom
Sheshan the Jerahmeelite gave his daughter to wife
:

1.

Chron. ii. 35, 36).
2.
Gadite chieftain who joined the forces of
David at Ziklag (I Chron. xii. 11).
3.
son of Rehoboam, and Maachah, the daughter of Absalom (II Chron. xi. 20).
G. B. L.
J. JR.
(I

A
A

ATTAB, IBN A

family name among the SephIn Arabic the word "attar" means
" apothecary " or " spice-dealer "
but it is found
Hebraized, and applied in its original sense as an
epithet, as early as 1150 (Harkavy, "Meassef Niddahim," p. 83; compare also Zunz, "Z. G." p. 521;
t'JIN'^0 "lOy occnirs in Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr.
MSS." No. 2142, 32, "Raba Attare"). From the
fourteenth century (see No. 11, below) the prefix
"ibn" is employed with "Attar," although "Attar"
alone coexists as the name of a possibly different
family The Attars were especially numerous in
northern Africa; and among the Sephardim in
Amsterdam, Italy, and Palestine to-day the name is
represented by such forms as "Abenatar," "AbeaIn Hebrew the name usually
tar," and "Benattar."
takes the form loy px. also -i{<tDiS"3i< (Halberstamm, "Cat. Hebr. Haudschriften," p. 80, line 2),
:

ardic Jews.

;

:

which

latter is not

a clerical error, as Steinsclmeider

form of the name borne by many indi"
viduals, as is evident from the spelling "Abcatar
in De Castro's epitaphs (see his " Keur van GrafThe Amsterdam branch of the
steeneu, " pp. 25, 26).
family has frequently intermarried with that of
Melo," although the exact relationship of these famThe coimection of the
ilies is by no means clear.
thinks, but a

various individual bearers of this name is also at
times obscure, although the majority of them probably belong to the same family. The following
list enumerates twenty-two Attars distinguished in
literature from the fourteenth to the eighteenth

century
1.

Abraham Abenatar Melo:

Student at the

rabbinical academy Keter Shem-Tob, in Amsterdam,
toward the end of the seventeenth century; probably a nephew or a son of Emanuel Abenatar (Kayserling,

2.
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Attar, Ibn
Attestation

"Sephardim,"

Abraham

b.

p. 175).

Jacob ibn Attar:

and Talmudist; flourished

Cabalist

in ^loroeco in the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century. He was the grandfather of Judali b. Jacob ibn Attar I. (Nacht,
"^k'knr Ilayyim," p. 34).

Amram

Meshullam b. Jacob Attar: Al3.
Luzzato ("Ozar Tob," 1880, p.
gerian payyetau.
64) calls ium "Amar," for which Steinsclmeider
reads "Attar," in "Jew. Quart. Rev." xi. 342.
Lived in Amsterdam at
4. David Abenatar
the beginning of the seventeenth century (De Castro,
I.e. p. 24).
(A David Benattar was rabbi in Tunis
about the middle of the nineteenth century. Gazes,

"Attar's lieart pulsated with Talmud; he uprooted
mountains like a resistless torrent; his holiness was
having severed all
that of an angel of the Lord,
connection with the affairs of this world."
He published (1) " Hefez Adonai " (God's Desire),
Amsterdam, 1732 dissertations on the four Talmudic treatises Berakot, Shabbat, Horayot, and
Hullin. (2) "Or ha-Hayyim" (The Ligiit of Life),
Venice, 1742 a commentary on the Pentateuch after
the four methods known collectively as Pardes; it
was reprinted several times. His renown is based
chiefly on this work, which became popular also
with the Hasidim. (3) " Peri Toar " (Beautiful Fruit),
uovelhe on tlie Sliulhan 'Aruk, Yoreli De'ah, dealing
especially with Hiskiah de Silva's ctmimentary
" Peri Hadash," Amsterdam, 1742
Vienna and Lemberg, 1810.
(4) "Rishon le-Zion," Constantinople,
1750 consisting of novella; to .several Talmudic
treatises, on certain portions of the Shulhan 'Aruk,
on the terminology of ]Maimouides, on the five Megillot, on the Prophets and on Proverbs. (5) Lender
the same title were published at Polna, 1804, his
See
notes on Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Isaiah, etc.
.

.

.

:

—

—

;

—

KuTTOWER, Abraham Gersuon.
BUiLiOGRAPTiY Michael, Or ha-Hainiim, No. 894; Benjacob,
Ozav ha-Scfnrim, p. 541; Liincz, in .fcntsalenu i- 1~~ (epitaplis); Naclit,, Mrluir Hi njni in, Ui'hri^w biography of 'Attar,
:

Drohobvcz, IS'.iS; Azulai, ^liein
dcs I^rarlitcs {I'Oriott.

ha-Gedoliin

;

Franco, His-

tiiifc

L.

M. B.

(i.

:

—

"Notes Bihliographi(iues," p. 195.)
See Melo, David
5. David Abenatar Melo.

Abenatar.

Hayyim

ibn Artar:

JMoioccan rabbi, faphilanthropy, and piety. He
tlourishcd in Sale toward the end of the seventeenth
century, but left that town, on the occasion of a
rising against the Jews, and settled in Miguenez,
where a college was established for him by the
leurnc'd and wealthy INIoses b. Isaac de Avila, from
wliicii institution many learned rabbis were gradu6.

mous for

his learning,

One of his grandsons was Haj'yim b. JMoses
ibn Attar (No. 7); compare Nacht, "Mekor Hay-

ated.

yim," pp.
mentioned

(A payyetan, Hayyim Abeatar,
Halberstamm, I.e. p. 88, line 2.)

2, 3.

in

is

L. G.

G.

Hayyim ben Moses

ibn Attar: Talmudist
and cabalist; born at Mequenez, iMorocco, in 1690;
died at Jerusalem July 31, 1743.
He was one of the
most prominent rabbis in INIorocco. In 1733, he determined to leave his native country and settle in Palestine.
But he was detained in Leghorn by the rich
mcnilicrsof tlie Jewish congregation tlieie whoestablislicd a V(^sllil)ah for liim, which was i'reciuented b_v
many piii)ils who later bccauK; pronnnent, and furnislied him willi funds to i)rint his " Or lia-Hayyim."
Ho was eveiywliere received with great honor,
due to his wide learning, keen intellect, and unusual
7.

In tlie middle of 1742 he arrived at Jerusalem, where he presided at the l)et ha-niidrash Keneset Yi.srael.
One of his disciples there was Hayyim
piety.

Joseph David Azri.Ai, who seems to liave been completely overwhelmed by tlie excellencies of his master.
In a trulv Oriental strain Ik; wrote of him:

8. Isaac Attar
century, mentioned

:

Talmudist of the eighteenth
by Abraham Ankava in his

"Kercm Hemed," Nos. 155, 167.
9. Jacob Abenatar: Member

of the governing

body of the Spanish-Portuguese congregation in
Amsterdam in the year 1749 (De Castro, I.e. p. 39).
10. Jacob b. Abraham ibn Attar: Earliest

known member

of this famih'.
He wrote a sui)erRaslii to the Pentateuch, com-

commentary upon

The mamisciipt is preserved in
pleting it in 1436.
the Leuwarden Library, Holland (see Neubauer, in
Roest's "Letterbode," ii. 83).
11. Jacob ibn Attar: Died ]*Iarch 24, 1583.
Saadia Longo composed a poetical epitaph on Jacob
Dibre
which was published by Edelman in his
Hefez," p. 14, and which described Jacob as a great
He is perhaps identischolar and influential man.
cal with Jacob, the father of Abraham b. Jacob ibn
Attar (Nacht, l.r. p. 34).
12. Joseph ibn Attar: Leader in the Jewish
connniniity ot Lisbon shortly lielore the exi)ulsion
of the Jews from Portugal (Samuel b. Moses de
L. G.
iVIedina, Responsa, No. 371).
13. Judah ben Jacob I. ibn Attar: Rabbi and
author; lived at Fez in Morocco toward the end
of the sevenleenth and the begiiuiing of the eightHis name is fotnid attesting a
eenth century.
pamphlet in the year 17(H). He was chief rabbi of
Fez and enjoyed the reputation of a i)rof(nnul TalPopularly he was supmudist and .^aiully man.
)i()sed to ha\(' wielded miraculous powers; his biograjjlier, Azulai, narrates that, being thrown once
into a cage of lions, he remained there for twentyfour hours and then left it unharmed. He wrote in
1715 a work entitled "Miiihat Yehudah " (Judah's
Offering), containing jNIidrashic exphuiations to various passages in the Penlateuch, portions oidy of
'"

;

:

wliicli liave

been published by Judah Koriyyat in

his "iMa'or we-Slicmosii," 1838,
Azulai, Shcin hn-GcdoUm,
BiBLiOfiRAPiiY
mini rnj-:; steinschneider, Cat. Badl. No.
xvi. tiU; Naclit,

s.v.,

i.

:

Hehr. Bihl.

ot^H.-)

Mcknr Hamjim,

:

11.

s.i\

same,

tht;

pp. 34-40.

K.— G.

M.

Eciually renowned as a
Taliiiudist unci secular scholar; nourished, probably
al the end of the fourteenth century, in Spain. The
Greek Joseph Kilti (or Kelti) dedicated to him a
philosophical work, " xMiuhat Yehudah " (Zotenberg,

Judah

14.

b.

Jacob II

:

"Cat. des ^lanuscrits liebr. de la Bibliotheiiue ImCarnioly (In Jost's " Annalen,"
1839, p. 163) designates him as a Spanish e.xile, but
without reason, for Kilti, in his dedication, speaks
of him simply as " the Sepliardi " (compare "Literaperiale," No. 707, 3).

turblatt des Orients,"
15. Mordecai b.

\.

7()S)

Reuben ibn Attar

:

Ar-

wilii the printer Proops of Amsterdam to
print tiie " A/.liarot" of Solomon ibn Gabirol and of

ranged

Reuben; they were accordingly published
(Steinschneider, "Jiidische Typographic,"
He is probably distinct from the IMordecai
p. 72).
ibn Attar mentioned in the Responsa, "]\Iishpatim

Isaac

presence of the witnesses to deliver their testimony
orally was relaxed, and a written instrument setting
forth the fact and subscribed by two witnesses was
considered evidence of ecpial validity. In Jewish
law a written instrument by which a person bound
himself to do or pay .something was usually prepared l)y the witnesses or under their direction, and
not by the person charged thereby; nr)r did the
debtor or obligor, as a rule, sign the instrument.
The distinction, therefore, between the attestation of
witnesses in Jewish law and in modern law lies in
the fact that in the latter the suiisciibing witnesses
attest the genuineness of the signature of the debtor,
whereas in .Jewish law they attest the fact that the
transaction purported in the instrument to have occurred actually did occur. It is the sul)stance of tiie
instrument, and not the signature of the obligor, that
is proved by the attestation of the subscribing witThe formula of attestation varies. An apnesses.
proved formula is the following:

1).

in 1721

Yesharim," of Raphael Birdugu, p. 102.
16. Moses b. Hayyim Talmudislof Miguenez,
Son "of Hayyim (No. 6) and father of
al)0ut 1700.
the celebrated Talmudist and cabalist Hayyim (No.
His (laughter married t^amuel b. ]\I()sesde Avila.
7).
17. Moses b. Shem-Tob ibn Attar TalnuidJVIoses,
ist and philanthropist; died in Fez 1725.
a man of great wealth and learning, distinguished
himself by his philanthropy in founding schools for
He was the
poor children, which he maintained.
father-in-law of Hayyim b. Moses ibn Attar and the
:

:

son of .Shem-Tob, who was the brother of Hayyim.
18. Obed b. Judah ibn Attar: Flourished in
the .sevenleenth century; son of Judah (No. lo).
He wrote a preface to his father's work, "Shir Miktam," and narrates many details of the hitter's life.
19. Samuel ibn Attar: Published in KiO.") the
well-known little book, " Hilil)ar 3Ia'asiyot " (CollecHe is eironeously considered the
tion of Stories).
author of the work "Zarzir Matuayyim" (Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl." col. 2408).
20. Shem-Tob ibn Attar: Talmudist, menPerliaps identical
tioned by Ankava, I.e. No. 23.-).
with Shem-Tob ibn Altar, the brother of Hayibn Attar, eiiually renowned as Tabmidist and
philanthropist. When he died (1700) theeomnnmity
of Fez sent a letter of condolence to his brother
Hayyim, which is still existing in the Berlin Library

yim

(Naeht,

l.r.

p. 8).

21. Solomon ibn Attar: Distinguished and
learned Tunisian; lived at the end of the eighteenth
He is mentioned in Jacob Fetussi's work,
cent my.
"Berit^Ya'akol)," Leghorn, ISOO (Cazes, I.e. p. 183).
Naclit, .M(knr Hinpiim,
liitrodiiclin}! ti'i the' Arahic

Bliu.iofJiiArnv
scliiiciiliT,

J(

Attar, Ibn
Attestation
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:

in.Jciv. Qu(i)t.

irs,

Her.

.\i.

pp.

2,

Stein-

;i41-o43.

L. G.

«.

ATTESTATION OF DOCUMENTS
mah)

34;

Literature of the

(Hati-

that a fact
can be established only by the testimony of two witWith the introduction of writing and the
nesses.
:

Tlie general rule of evitleuce

custom of making written records

oi

is

the transac-

tions, the strictness of the rule requiring the actua'

"We

witnesses] have taken s.vmboUc possession ["Klnthe son of
, according
wiiicli is written and expressed above, with an article that
day
be used for taking symbolic possession, this
[tlie

yan siidar "] from
to all

may
of

;

and

"
"

,

,

An
"

tlxed
the son of
the son of
all is

and established.
,

a witness.
a witness."

older formula reads simply

We

have written and signed our names here on
and all is tlxed and established."
[Names of witnesses.]

this [date]

Inasnuich as the testimony of the subscribing witnesses goes to the sub.stauce of the in.strument, the
formalities recpiired are numerotis; and great strictness is observed in enforcing them, altiiough such
relaxed in the cases of bills of divorce
of slaves.
The witnesses nuist read the document word for
word before they sign it. It is not sufficient if some
one else reads it to them, though some authorities
are of the opinion that it may be read to them by f'ro

strictness

and

is

bills of nianumi.s.sion

other persons.

document is prepared in a lanone of the witnesses, and has

If the

guage ind<nown

to

been translated for him, the document is valid (Shulhau 'Aruk, Hosheii Mishpat, 45, 2).
Mode of The witnesses must know both parties
and their names, or have them i)roiK'rly
Attestation, identified by otheis, bn- the obvious
reason that in the absence of the signature of the party boinid, fraud in the preparation
In the
of the instrument would be moie jiossible.
case of a bill of sale or an instrument of indebtedrule, and
ness, the later law somewhat relaxed the
provided that the witnesses need know only tlie
persons to be
seller or the del)tor, these being the

bound respectively by these instruments
According to Maimonides. however, the

(//>.

49, 2).

strict rule

know both parties can
The witnot be relaxed (" Yad," Malweh, xxiv. 3^.
witnesses nuist sign their own names; and illiterate
thus, even
nesses, unable to write, are incompetent;
for the witif some one have traced the signature
over the
letters
the
wiitten
have
latter
the
and
ness
authorities are
tracing, it is invalid; although some
is conof theOpinion that in such cases the witness
bills of
sidered competent, especially so in cases of
reciuiring the witnesses to

divorce.
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Attorney

Aa attestation in the form " A. B. has authorized
nie to sign for him" is invalid, because of the general reason that the subscription of the witness is
equivalent to testimony delivered in open court, and
hence must be direct, and not hearsay. In some
communities it became customary for public scribes
to prepare all documents; in such cases the wit-

purpose of collecting his claim, even though the
property has been transferred to third persons bona

nesses appeared before the scribe and, if illiterate,
directed and authorized the scribe to sign for them.
The formula in such cases was: "A. B. has authorized me to sign this document for him " and where
such custom prevailed, such attestation was consid-

cation of the debt as to be legal notice to all the
world (B. B. x. 8).
The rule of law providing that at least two witnesses must subscribe does not imply that the document has greater validity if more than two subscribe.
It is simply a rule providing for a proper form of
attestation and two witnesses are sufficient. An in-

;

ered valid (Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 45, 5).
peculiar rule of the Jewish law was that the
signatures of the witnesses must be affixed at a distance of less than two lines from the body of the instrument. The history of this rule is interesting.
The older Talmudic law, which had no special formula for documents whereby the end of the body of
the document could be fixed beyond
Connection the danger of any addition thereto
with Body after the witnesses had subscribed, attempted to prevent the addition of such
of Deed,
matter by the rule quoted by Rab

A

Amram, "The
162a)

last

meaning that

;

line
if

proves nothing"

(B.

B.

any matter of importance was

brought into the last line of the document, it signified nothing, because it was presumed that this last
line had been interpolated, as the witnesses rarely
signed their names so closely to the body of the document as not to leave a space wide enough for an
interpolation.
Another rule

is cited in the name of Rabbi Joof the substance of the document is
repeated in the last line " (B. B. 1616). Thus, by
summing up what had already appeared in the body
of the document, the last line becomes of no importance whatever except as an indication of the end of
If, therefore, the signature of the
the instrument.
witness is at a distance of a line or a little more than
a line from the body of the instrument, no interpolaBut if the signatures are two
tion could take place.
lines distant, then interpolation could take place, because in the first of these two lines some matter of
importance could be added, and in the second the
formula of repetition could be written. Hence the
necessity for the rule that, in order to prevent any
interpolation of this sort, the witnesses nuist sign
within the distance of two lines fi'om the body of
the instrument, or the instrument is absolutely void
(Hoshen Mishpat, I.e. 6). The formula " Everything

hanan

is

:

fixed

"

Some

and established

" (D^pl 1"'"IC^

sally recognized as the

end of

tiie

^DHI) is univerinstrument, and,

as anything appearing thereafter would b<! immediately recognized as an interpolation, the strictness
of the above rule seems to be imnecessary yet the
rule was nevertheless not n-laxed, upon the ground
that that which is not done; ac(;ording to the ordi;

nance of

sages is not valid (" Be'er ha-Golah " on
Ho.shen Mishpat, I.e.).
An instrument of indebtedness duly attested by
two witnesses is in some respects equivalent in its
effect to an instrument which has been made a matter f)f ])ut)lic record at modern law.
Tlu; debt thus
secured beeomes a lien on the property of tiie debtor;
and the creditor may follow such property for the
tin;

fide,

Deeds of

all persons are presumed
such property subject to the
of the debt, since the instrument

because

to take

Indebted-

lien

of indebtedness attested by two witnesses is deemed to be such publi-

ness.

;

strument attested by only one witness is equivalent
to the oral testimony of one witness; and if the obligation is repudiated by the person bound by the instrument, he is obliged to take the oath of purgation
For although
(B. B. x. 1 Hoshen Mishpat, 51, 2).
the instrument does not create a perfect obligation
by reason of the fact that there is but one witness, it
nevertheless raises the presumption of indebtedness,
which the debtor is obliged to meet by taking the
oath that he does not owe anything.
If a duly signed instrument is delivered in the
presence of two witnesses, even though they are
not the signers of the document, the creditor
may follow the property of the debtor {ib. 7) although some authorities do not concede the same
;

;

document that is delivered in the
presence of two as to the one that is subscribed by
two ("Beer Heteb" on Hoshen Mishpat, I.e.). If a
document is signed by a number of witnesses, some
of whom are incompetent, some authorities require
evidence that the witnesses last subscribing are competent (t6. 45, 12, gloss); but the general rule seems to
be that if there are among the signers two witnesses
who are competent, the instrument is valid, no matter in what order they have signed, unless it can be
proved that all the signers have been simultaneously
If there are
called to sign the document {ib. text).
only two witnesses, and one of them is incompetent,
the instrument is invalid, even if it has been delivered in the presence of two qualified witnesses (Maimonides, "Yad," 'Edut, xiv. 6; see Shulhan 'Aruk,
validity to the

Eben

ha-'Ezer, 130,

17).

According to the Talmudic principle, where Jewish and non-Jewish laws differ, and the Jew is subrogated to the rights of the non-Jew, the case is decided according to the non-Jewish law hence, if a
non-Jew has sold an instrument of indebtedness to a
Jew, it is the prevailing opinion of the jurists that
the rights of the Jew are determined according to
If
the non-Jewish law (Hoshen Mishpat, 66, 25).
such instrument of indebtedness is signed by the
witnesses at a distance of more than two lines from
;

the

body of the instrument,

this does not invalidate

such instrument, if the same
non-Jewish law {ib. 45, 17).

is

valid according to

As stated above, the strictness of the rules concerning attestation of instruments is somewhat relaxed in the cases of bills of divorce and bills of manumission of slaves, since these instruments were
always construed liberally in favor of the slave to
be freed from bondage or the woman to be freed
from matrimony. The subscription of the witnesses

;
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to the Get was ordained by Kabban Gamaliel as a
matter of public policy, in order to facilitate the
proof of legal documents (Git. iv. 3);
but after this ordinance it was still for a
Bills
of Divorce long time maintained by the authorities
and Manu- that where there were no subscribing
raission.
witnesses, but the get had been properly delivered to the wife in the
presence of witnesses, it was valid, and could be
proved by the witnesses of the delivery {ib. ix. 4).
Although the general rule required that the witnesses
should be personally acquainted with the parties,
yet in cases where the exigencies of the situation
made it impossible to follow the usual formalities, a
bill of divorce was permitted to be delivered to the
wife, even though the witnesses did not personally

know

the parties (Git. 66a).

If the witnesses did

not sign their full names, or omitted the words " a
witness," following their names, it was nevertheless
presumed that they wrote their names with the intention of being witnesses to the document, and
hence the attestation was deemed valid {ib. ix. 8).
There was one exception to the general rule that
two witnesses are sufficient to attest any instrument:
this was a curious form of a bill of divorce known
as "the folded get." It was prepared in the following manner: A line was written, the parchment
was then folded and fastened, and a witness signed
on the back of the fold then another line was written, and the parchment again folded and fastened,
and this fold likewise attested by another witness
and as there were not less than three folds, there
could not be less than three witnesses (B. B. x. 1, 2),
because of the rule that the folded get must have as
many witnesses as it has folds and if one fold was
blank, the get was called " a bald get, " and was void
(Git. viii. 9, 10).
This form, however, was no longer
used in Talmudic times. Such instruments are
declared absolutely void by the later law (Hoshen
Mishpat, 42, 1, gloss).
Bibliography Frankel, Dcr Oerichtliche Beweis, pp. 399 et
;

;

:

Bloch, Die Civil^Process-Ordnung, pp. 53 et seq.;
Klein, Doft Ocsetz Uber das Gerichtliche Beweisverfahren,
of Divorce, pp. 171 et
pp. 17 et seq. ; Amram, Jeivish
seq.
See also the articles Divorce, Deeds, Documents,
seq.;
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ATTIA, ISAAC

B.

ISAIAH

:

W.

Talmudic

A.
schol-

Aleppo in the nineteenth century. He
the author of the following works, published in
Leghorn, 1821-31 (1) " Eshet Hayil " (A Virtuous
Woman), explaining Prov. xxxi. (2) " Wayikra
Yizhak " (And Isaac Called), annotations on the
Pentateuch, divided into three parts, the last two of

ar; lived in

was

:

;

which are entitled " Doresh Tob " (He Who Preaches
Well) and " 'Ekeb 'Anawali " (For Modesty's Sake);
" Mesharet Mosheh " (The Servant of Moses), con(3)
taining novelise on Maimonides' Yad ha-Hazakah
and its commentaries (4) " Rob Dagan " (Abundance
of Corn), with an appendix, " Ot leTobah" (A Sign of
Good), on different halakic subjects, divided into two
parts and arranged in alphabetical order (5) " Tannia
we-Shayar" (He Taught and Left Unexplained),
and (6) " Pene ha-Mayim" (The Surface of the Water)
two volumes of annotations on the Pentateuch.
;

;

Bibliography

:

Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Boohs Brit. Mus.

Bibliotheca FriedlaiuiuiiM, p.
L. G.

p. 63
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I.

Br.

Attestation

Attorney

ATTORNEY A
:

legal representative,

empow-

ered to plead on behalf of the person represented.
Attorneys at law are unknown in Jewish law. The
examination and cross-examination of the witnesses
were conducted by the judges and in criminal cases
the law imposed upon the judges the duty of carefully guarding the prisoner's rights.
Attorneys in
fact were permitted to appear for their principals and
conduct litigation, subject to certain restrictions.
Attorney for Plaintiff: The Talmudic law on
the subject is found in the treatise Baba Kamma (70a).
According to this passage, an Attorney was authorized to represent his principal only for the purpose
of receiving property from a bailee or trustee, when
there was no dispute concerning its ownership.
If
there was a contest as to the title to the property,
the Talmudic law did not authorize an Attorney to
appear.
At the law academy in Nehardea it was taught
that an Attorney could appear only for the purpose
of taking possession of real estate, but not to recover movable property. The Geonim, however,
moditied this Talmudic principle, and permitted attorneys to appear in contested cases also.
Kabbi
Hananeel of Kairwan, who lived during the eleventh century, reports that in his time it was lawful
to appoint attorneys in all cases, whether the controversy was concerning movable or immovable
property, and whether there was a contest or not
;

(Tosafot, B. K. 70a,

|''i3to!?LDOK)

;

and

this opinion

was generally accepted in the later law (Shulhan
'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 123, 1).
The power of Attorney had to be in writing, and
to contain the words " proceed, litigate, acquire, and
possess for thyself and compel the adversary to give
and if such
is due, " or words to that effect
words were not used, the defendant was not obliged
to answer the Attorney, and could plead in bar of the

up what

;

Attorney's right (B. K. I.e.; Maimonides, "Yad,"
Sheluhin, iii. 1 Hoshen Mishpat, 122, 4).
It was at first thought that the relation of Attorney
and client was like that of partners, and that the Attorney could retain one-half of what he collected;
but the final decision was that their
;

Relation of

Attorney

and

relation is like that of principal and
Agent, and that the Attorney was
obliged to account to his principal for

that he had done or received (B.
K. I.e.). The principal was obliged
to pay all the expenses of the Attorney and to indemnify him for all outlays; and all poT.#ers of Attorney were customarily drawn with a provision to
that effect (Hoshen Mishpat, 122, 6).
Any person could act as Attorney for another.
Even women and slaves could be empowered. The
principal's own slaves, however, were

Client.

all

Persons
aualifiedto
Act.

not permitted to represent him {ib.
123, 13); and, subject to certain rcgulations, even non-Jews were authorized to act as attorneys for Jewish

claimants {ib. 14).
Unless specially authorized to do so, the Attorney
could not appoint another Attorney in his place and
the principal could revoke the power of Attorney at
;

his will

(»i.

123. 4; 123, 3).

In case the principal appointed another Attorney,

;

:
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AttorneyAttributes
this

was an implied revocation of

the

to the first one, unless the second
simply intended as a precautionary

power granted

appointment was
measure whereby

the second Attorney was substituted only in case the
could not act {ib.).
If the subject of contention was a debt, the death
of the principal revoked the power of Attorney but
first

;

Attorney had been
given authority through the ceremony of symbolical
seizure (Kinyan), the death of the principal was not
a revocation of the power {ib. 1).
A luisband could act as Attorney for his wife without any special power given to him, in controversies
concerning those portions of his wife's property in
which he had usufructuary rights; but he had no
such implied power in matters concerning those portions of her estate the fruits of which she enjoyed

was

if it

real estate, or if the

Hoshen Mishi)at, I.e. 8).
Members of a partnership or heirs of an estate
which no partition had been made could appear
(Git. 486;

of
as

attorneys for their copartners or coheirs without any
special power given to them, because, their interest
being joint, each is authorized to act for the others.
If, however, one of the coheirs or copartners
was absent in another city, and unable therefore to
intervene personally in the case, if he so chose to
do, he was not bound by the action of his coheir or
copartner; and it was a rule, therefore, that in cases
where a coheir or copartner appeared to represent
the estate, the defendant might demand a production of the power of Attorney from absent parties
interested (Ket. M<i\ Maimonides, "Yad," Sheluhin,

iii.

Hoshen

3;

Mislipat,

Attorney

I.e.

9).

for Defendant The defendant was
not entitled to be represented at court by an Attor-

ney (Hoshen
appears,

:

]\Iishpat,

known

124,

1).

The only

to the Talmudists, in

case,

which

it

was

it

assumed that an Attorney (ipDJX. firoAf/'c) might
eventually be ]iermitted to appear for the defendant,
was one in which the high priest was sued (Yer.
Sanh.

ii.,

beginning

19(?)-

principal reason for compelling the defendant
to appear in person seems to have been the feeling
that if he were obliged to face the pluintitT in open
court, there would be a slighter probability of false
plea or concealment of the truth on his part (Hoshen

Beer ha-Golali, ih.).
"Women of standing and scholars were respected
to tliis extent, that they were permitted to make
I.e.;

their statements in their

own homes

in the presence

of the plaintiff; and the record of their statements
was taken by the othcial recorder and presented to
the court (Asheri Sheb. iv. 2; Hoshen Mishpat,
See AcKNCV, and Attokxev, Powkk of.
^.c).
J.

«H.

D.

ATTORNEY, POWER OF

W.

(Harshaah)

A.
:

An

cnipowcring an agent to act on iK'half of
Tlie following formula of a Power of
a j)rincipal.
Attorney is taken from "Nahalat Shib'ah," chap.
insti-iimcnt

-xliv.

"A

memorial

of tcsliiiioiiy takcii licfdre
Ix-low.
On the

names are subseribed

ii.s

witnesses whose

flay of ttu^

month

of
in the year
of the creation, there eaine before us
A, the son of H, anil lie salil unto us, He ye witnesses and acquire from Mii'liysymholi(rselziire (" kinyan "] and sipn this and
give It into lie liands of C, the .son of D, that It may he unto him
'

I

for a testimony and as proof that I do this voluntarily and of
my own free will. I have Kiven to the said C, the son of D, four
ells of ground, and through them and through the aforesaid
symbolic seizure, I empower and authorize the said C, the son of
D, to be my attorney and representative [" mursliah " = empow-

and "enlelar" = €i'ToAev?, mandatfjry], that he may have
liower and authority to demand and collect the amount which E,
the son of F, owes me on a certain Instrument of indebtedness
which I have transferred U) him [my attorney] "and now acquire It for thyself and all rights under it; and tliy hand shall
be as my hand and thy mouth as my mouth ; and thy act as
my act and thy release as my release; and everything that
thou Shalt do concerning the aforesaid debt shall be done as
though I had done it myself '" ; and thus the aforesaid A, son
of B, .siiid to the aforesaid C, son of D, 'Go litigate and acquire
and lay out whatever is necessary for thy expense, and whatever shall be decided for thee in court I shall accept whether in
my favor or against me, nor shall I have the right to say to
thee I have sent thee to benefit me, and not to harm my cause'
and he shall also have power and authority to summ«m the debtor
to court or to compromise with him or to extend the time of payment and to give acquittance. To all the above, the said A, son
of B, bound himself by symbolic seizure and by the four ells of
ground as aforesaid, and by a hand-clasp, and by an audible
statement, and by a lawful oath, and under the sanction of the
heavy ban to approve and ratify everything that the attorney
may do. This letter of attorney shall not be invalidated nor
shall its power be minimized by anything wrongful or detrimental forever; but it shall have permanent force and elTect
according to the effect of all letters of attorney that are customarily made among Israelites, according to the regulation of our
sages of blessed memory, not as a mere ' asmakta ' nor as a mere
form. And we have taken symbolic possession from A, son of B,
on behalf of C, son of D, according to everything that is written
and expressed above by an object through which symbolic possession may lawfully be taken and all is firmly fixed and established."
(Signed by two witnesses.)
ered,

;

;

;

;

The Power of Attorney is, like most documents in
Jewish law, prepared and signed by the witnesses
and not by the parties. By the ceremony of symbolic seizure and by the conveyance of four ells of
ground to the attorney, the latter became invested
with all the powers specifically defined in the instrument.

The foregoing

fornuila contains all the neces.sary

and formal words required by the law. It enables
the attorney to expend money on behalf of his jirincipal in the prosecution of his claim, and whether
well or ill spent, he is entitled to be repaid and it
;

The

Mishpat,

294

furthermore authorizes the attorney to bring suit, to
compromise, to grant an extension of time of payment, and to give a receipt or acquittance to the
debtor.

For further explanation of the terms and phrases
1.1 Uiis iiiniiula, see articles Shetar, Asmakta,
Attorney. Deed.
US1..I

.1.

D.

su.

ATTRIBUTES

:

W.

A.

The fundamental and perma-

substance, so-called by logicians
in contradistinction to accidents, which are modifications representing circumstantial properties only.
Aristotle makes the distinction between "fundamental being" (-d iv rfj ohaiu oit«) and its fiuulamental
properties (rd av/jpcpi/Kdra; "Metaphysics," iv. 30,
l()2rK/, ;5(); and " De Animaliiun Par(ibus,"i. 3. 643^,
Similarly the Ainhian Jewish pliilosopliers dis27).
criminate between "iNin. "attribute." and mpO,
"accident"; and the typical defenders of the Attriimtes, the Sifatiya, are called by these i)hilosop]iers

nent

iiioiierties of

Dnxrin

''bv2.

of Atti'ibutcs
tlic

The theory

was always an important

jiroblein of

Ix'cause of its intimate connection
Christian doctrine of the Trinity.
It came

.scholastieisin.

with

"aceeiiters of attributes."
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into prominence with Saadia's work, "EmunotweDeot" (ii. 5, 53), in which the doctrine of Attributes
isemp]o3'('(l directly against tiie dogma of tlie Trinity.
Saadia, wiio denies the positive attributes of God,
with tlie exception of existence, unity, power, and

wisdom, places the following alternative before Christian Trinitarianism: "God is either corporeal or incorporeal.
If He be considered corporeal, positive
attributes would indeed be possible, but then tlie
idea of God would be open to the grossest anthropo-

morphism of the ignorant masses.
liand,

God be

If,

considered incorporeal.

no attributes (positive

])n)i)erties), for

session of attributes dilleiences in

on

tlie

He can

other

pos.sess

with the posbe ad-

God must

mitted, and ditfereuces can be predicated of tliat
alone which is corporeal, not of that which is incorporeal." From this comparatively clear statement
of the problem of Attributes it is apparent that it
It is intertouches the veiy core of scholasticism.
esting, therefore, tointpiire what altitude is assumed
toward it by Judaism, with its fundamental and constant insistence on the unity of God, who possesses
manifold spheres of work; witli its many-sided
forms of revelation; with its all-wise, all-good, allpowerful, all animating God.
Aiititlietically exprc-^sed, what is the relation of unity to multiplicity?
Logically formulated, what is the relation of the
individual to its species, of the species to its genus?
Sociologically stated, Avhat is the relation of human
personality to the communit}^ and of the community, on its part, to the state?
It is evident from the preceding that the question
of the Attributes of siib.stance be this substance
God, Nature, Atom, ]\Ionad (/ ml ~av). Idea, AVill,
the Unknowable concerns the very Iiighest problems of human intellect; the question being intimately entwined witli the fundamental jiroblems,
not only of scholastic, but of all philosophy, witli
It is therefore
the problem, indeed, of imivcrsals.
not surprising that in the Arabian-Jewish jihilosophy there should be a division between the defenders and the opponents of the doctrine of Attributes;
or that within the field of attril)ute-conception the
most minutiose attemptsat adjustment are evolved,
as was so ably shown in the pioneer literary production of David Kaufmann, " Attributenlelire in der

—

1^

—

Judischen Kcligioiisphilosophie," Gotlia, 1877.
Though the problem of Attributes merited the
most earnest consideration of the loftiest minds,
the treatment it actually received was barren and
unsatisfactory in the extreme.
How great was the
need for a scholarly consideration of the problem of
Attributes is shown by the fact that as late as the
seventeenth century much of the thought of a Descartes, a Locke, and a Spinoza Avas devoted to it,
and that even in the nineteenth century there could
occur such a vigorous discussion concerning the
proper interpretation of Attributes as that which
took place between J. E. Erdmanu and Kuno
Fischer.
Descartes (in his "Principia Philosophia',"
i. 53, 1044) had drawn the distinction between "attributuin " and "modus"; but Spinoza was the first to
set the doctrine of Attributes in the very center of
a system.
"By attribute I understand whatever
the mind conceives as constituting the essence of
substance" ("Ethics," i., def. 4). God therefore is

Attorney
Attributes

conceived as containing infinite Attribiitcs, each one
of which expresses His eternal e.s,seuce (ih. prop,
xi.).
Of all of the divine Attributes, however, the
human mind conceives but two, thought and extension ("Ethics," ii., prop. 1 and 2). While Erdniann
exi)lained the.se Attributes of Spinoza as being
merely the modes of cognition in the mind considering them, Fischer maintained that they were real
and .separate forms of the substance's existence.
This modern example will serve to show that speculative metaphysics still has its attribute-inoblem.
Indeed, even the natural sciences of to-day have, on
their metaphysical .side, attributive imiilications.
Witness, for example, Hilckel's naturalistic monism

Ludwig Stein, in "Archiv fiir Geschichte der
Philosophie," ii. 319, 1898; idem, " Sociale Fragen
im Lichte der Philosophic," p. 516, 1897; ukm, "An
der Wendc des Jahrhunderts," p. 894, 1899). The
historical continuity of jihilosophy is evidenced by
the fact that old problems are continually being revived and modified through the influence of new
ideas. Each succeeding age jiresents for its own consideration the problem of Attributes though clad in
its own scientific phraseology.
With scholasticism
the problem of Attributes was a theological one;
with Spinoza it was a mathematical one (the relation
of the One to the Many); with Iliickel it is a biological problem (the relalinn of the Organic to the Inorganic).
Ilackel's monistic conception of the universe (calling it "the conception of coming ages") is
in substance that the forms of organic, as well as
those of inorganic, matter are the necessary products
of natural forces.
It is readily seen, however, that
his "natural forces " of the underlying substance are
in truth just as attributive as any of the fundamental
qualities of a Spinoza or of any section of scholas(see

—

ticism.

Certain basic problems of metaphysics recur at
intervals throughout the ages, clothed always in the

and receive more or
adequate formulation according to some one or
the other of the dominant scientific tendencies of the
scientific dress of the i)eriod,
less

day.
K.

L. S.

It is difficult to determine whether it was the influence of the Motazilites or the desire to convince
his Karaite adversaries of the danger of always taking Biblical words literally, that actuated Saadia in
raising the question of the divine Attributes.
He

was, however, the first among Jewish writers to do
and the question having been propounded, it
was thereafter considered b}' all the philosophers,
each making an effort at its solution according to
so;

his respective .school.

Saadia, like the Motazilites, denies all Attributes
save those of existence, unity, power, and wisdom,
inasmuch as these four, expressing as they do the
very essence of God, involve neither
Saadia.
multiplicity nor variety in Him; and
furthermore because each of these four
essential Attributes being necessitated by, or implj'ing, the other, they can be reduced to one attribute.
No other divine attribute found in the Bible can be
taken literally without surrender to coarse anthropomorphism ("Kitab al-Imanat Wal I'tikadat," ed.

;

Attributes
Auer, Leopold
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But Saadia, in admitting
these four Attributes, did not foresee the objection
of Maimonides, that these Attributes either add to
the essence of God and in that case they ascribe to
Him accidents, which ascription is inadmissible or
Indeed these Attributes are
are useless repetitions.
in such predicament that if the question be asked,
Landauer, pp. 80-90).

—

—

"
should be answered, " God is God
(compare "Moreh," i. 52). This objection did not
escape Bahya, whose theory of Attributes is accordingly more precise. The author of " Duties of the
Heart" divides Attributes into two
classes, those that indicate God's esBahya.
sence ("dhatiyat") and those that exThe essential Attripress His actions (" fa'iliyat ").
butes are those of existence, unity, and eternity,
which, being every one of them necessitated by the
However, in describing
others, are in fact but one.
God by these Attributes, it must be borne in mind
that they do not present Him as an existing, eternal,
and unique being, inasmuch as the sense generally
attached to these expressions can not be applied to
God, who is beyond our conception they simply
negative the possibility of His having the opposite
Attributes ("Duties of the Heart," x.).
With Judah ha-Levi the question changes. While
Saadia admits without reserve four essential Attributes, and while Bahya does not object to three,
provided they be taken negatively, and
Judah
while both refuse to admit any other
ha-Levi. Attributes than these, Judah ha-Levi
sees no harm in Attributes other than
essential, provided they be used negatively.
Accordingly he divides all Attributes found in the

"

What is God ?

" it

;

Bible into three classes, namely into active
yah "), such as rich-making ("i^tJ'VD
he
:

=

poor-making (K^niD

(" taziri-

maketh

=

he maketh poor), etc.
into relative ("idafiyat"), such as blessed ("1113),
merciful (Dim), etc. and into negative (" salbiyah "),
which comprise all essential Attributes, inasmuch as
all essential Attributes must be taken negatively.
The names of God found in the Bible are all, except
the Tetragrammaton, Attributes belonging to one or
another of the three classes mentioned ("Cuzari,"
pp. 73 et seq., ed. Hirschfeld).
Abraham ibn Daud, like Judah ha-Levi, admits all
rich),

;

As for the essential ones, there
are eight by which God can be described, for the
simple investigation of their mutual relations shows
that they have not the same significations as are genrelative Attributes.

erally attached to them.

These eight are unity, exknowledge, power,

istence, immutiibility, truth, life,

and will (" Emunah liamah," pp. 54 et seq.).
Maimonides, On this question, adopts the theory
of Aristotle.

four classes:

Maimonides.

He divides

tlie

positive Attributes into

Those that include all the essential
properties of an object.
Such Attributes, however, can not be applied to
God, because, as all philosophers agree,

(1)

—

God can not be defined definition
being established only by giving the genus and the
specific differentia.
(2) Those that include only a
part of the essential properties.
Neither can these
Attributes be applied to God, who, being incorporeal,
has no parts. (3) Those that indicate a quality.
These latter also are inap[)licable to God, who, hav-
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ing no soul,

is not subjected to psychical affections,
that indicate the relation of one object to another.

At first
(4) Those that express actions or effects.
sight the two last-mentioned Attributes can be applied to God, because, having no connection with His
essence, they do not imply any multiplicity or variety in Him but on closer examination it will be seen
;

that even these present many difficulties.
There is
only one kind of Attributes by which God can be
described, and those are negative Attributes.

Spinoza follows Maimonides to a certain degree.
Like him he says that the essential Attributes of
power and will do not exist in reference to God for
He can not have power or will as regards Himself
(compare "Cogitata Metaphysica," part ii., ch. viii.
§ 2). He agrees with him likewise in declaring that
God's essence is not complex but simple (ib. v., vi.).
But while Maimonides concludes from this conception that all positive Attributes must be banished
from God, Spinoza makes a distinction between
proprieties and Attributes, and maintains that God
is conceived by an infinite variety of Attributes,
every one of which expresses His eternal essence
;

("Ethics," part
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Kaufmann, Attributenlehre in der

Jil-

dischen ReliginnupMlosophie.
K.
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AUB, HIRSCH

:

1796, in Baiersdorf, a

Rabbi and Talmudist
small

;

born,

town near Erlangen,

the birthplace of a number of prominent Jews;
died at Munich, 1876. He studied in Prague and
became known as a Talmudist. In 1827 he was
elected chief rabbi of Munich, which position he
His congregation was
tilled for forty-nine years.
composed both of Orthodox and of Reform Jews,
but he held its various elements together by his love
of peace, gaining through this strongly marked trait
the name of "ba'al sholom " (peacemaker). In 1848
he was one of the principal workers for the emancipation of the Jews and the abolition of the law under
which only a limited number of married Jews were
allowed to live in each town.
Aub was held in
high esteem and favor by three kings of Bavaria,
Ludwig I., Maximilian, and Ludwig II. The lastnamed decorated him, on his seventieth birthday,
with the Cross of St. Michael.
S.

AUB, JOSEPH:
May

Oculist;

13, 1888, at Cincinnati,

born in 1846; died
He attended the

O.

Talmud Yelodim

Institute and the public schools,
and later entered the Ohio Medical College, from
which institution he was graduated in 1866. He
then went to Erlangen, Bavaria, where he received
the degree of M.D.
After serving for a short time
in the Austro-Prussian war, he studied at Paris and
Berlin under the eminent oculists Liebreich and
Albrecht von Grjlfe, and then became assistant to
Dr. Knapp in Vienna.
On tlie latter's removal to
New York, Aub settled permanently in Cincinnati,
where his remarkable success as an operator soon

insured him a large practise. Aub was one of the
first to use the electromagnet for removing foreign
bodies from the eye.
He was oculist to the Cincinnati Hospital, and for five years professor of ophthalmology at the Cincinnati College of Medicine

"
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He was

and Surgery.

a frequent contributor on

this subject to medical periodicals.

Bibliography

:

JeioUsh Chronicle, June

1,

1888, p. 7.
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Auer, Leopold

Paris "(J. des Ursins, "Histoire de Charles
VI.")
Without waiting for the king's action, "some of the
lower classes
ran about the city,
entered
about forty of the Jewish houses, robbing them of
plate, jewels, clothes, and bonds" (ibid.).
For four
days the dwellings of the Jews were attacked and
.

.

.

.

B. B.

A.

AUB, JOSEPH: German

rabbi; cousin of
born at Beiersdorf, in Bavaria, 18U5 died
May 22, lb80. He held various rabbinical posts for
fifty years, first in Baireuth (1830-00), then in Maycnce (1850-65), and, finally, in Berlin from 1865 until
his death.
Joseph Aub was distinguished as one of
the first Bavarian rabbis who delivered their sermons
Hirscli

Aub

;

German and

;

them

pamphlet
form. He was a partizan of the Reform movement,
but without losing the historic ground of Judaism.
He founded a weekly entitled "Sinai" in 1846, but
this independent organ met with mediocre success
in

publislied

later in

Among his writings on theological questions
maybe mentioned: "Betrachtungen und Widcrleonly.

gungen, " in two parts, 1839 " BibHsches Sprachbuch
den Vorbereitenden Unterricht in der Mosaischen
Religion," 1868; "Grundlage zu einem Wissenschaf tlichen Unterrichte in der Mosaischen Religion.
;

flir

Bibliography: AUyemcbw Zcitung des J^identfmms,

1880,

p. o59.

A.

s.

S.

C.

AUB, LUDWIG:

Author and poet; born Aug.
4, 1863, in Munich, Germany.
He is a grandson
of the rabbi Hirsch Aub, of Munich. When his
father. Max Aub, a lawyer, was recalled to Munich
from the little town of Uffenheim, Franconia, where
he held an office under the government, Ludwig entered the gymnasium of his native city.
From early boyhood he gave evidence of that allabsorbing love for books which afterward led him
to seek employment with different firms of booksellers in Vienna and Leipsic, until he himself became a dealer in rare books. This occupation gave
him a comprehensive knowledge of modern German
literature and, at the same time, put him in touch

with men calculated to stimulate his literary tastes.
Unfortunately a serious affection of his eyes not only
forced him to give up his business, but has seriously
interfeicd with his literary career.
Aub has occasionally championed Jewish interests against antiSemitic attacks.

His first attempt as author was with "Abriss
der Deutschen Literaturgeschichte," Leipsic, 1888.
The "Miinchner G'stanzln," a book of poems in the

North-Bavarian dialect, which appeared in 1889,
met with pronounced success. In the same year
Aub, in collaboration with Thom, published a colaphorisms and epigrams under the title of
"Gnomen und Kobolde."
Aub is president of the Orion Literary Association
In Munich, which he founded, and is a regular contributor to German periodicals and newspapers.
lection of

Bibliography: Eckardt, Die Didakfische Literatur; Hinrichsen, Da* Literarlsche Deutachland (Index); Briinner,
Schj-iftstellerlcxikon, s.v.

A.

s.

AUBRIOT, HTJGUES: A

S.

C.

provost of Paris,

France; born at Dijon; died in Burgundy in 1382.

He was

in office at the accession

of Charles VI.
the populace, irritated beyond endurance by the taxes levied upon them, demanded of
the king that "Jews and usurers be expelled from
(1380),

when

.

.

thus pillaged. The mob rushed upon the terrified
Hebrews, cut their throats and tore from the arms of
mothers infants whom they hurried to the churches so
that they might be baptized (Halphen, "Legislation

Concernant les Israelites," Introduction). Aubriot
earnestly pleaded the cause of the Jews before the
king, and through his influence succeeded in obtaining a royal decree, ordering the restoration of the
children to their mothers and the restitution of all
property taken from the Jews.
For thus championing the cause of the Jews, Aubriot incurred the hostility of the Church, which denounced him as being secretly a Jew, and accused
him of various crimes, including that of immorality
with Jewesses (J. des Ursins, I.e. compare Sauval,
"Antiquites de Paris," ii., book x.). Aubriot was
finally compelled to do penance and was condemned
to perpetual imprisonment on bread and water.
He was confined in the Bastile, but about a year
later (1382) was released by the mob, during the riots
of the " Maillotins. " Unfortunately for the Jews, the
rioters, unrestrained in their fury (Felibien, "Histoire de la Ville de Paris"), fell upon them, massacring great numbers, and pillaging their homes (" Ordonnances des Rois de France," vi.).
Of the survivors of this massacre some fled, while
others were baptized the moneys and other valuable
property being given to the Chapel of Vincennes
(Leon Kahn, "Les Juifs a Paris," p. 31).
;

;

Bibliography Gratz, Oesch. der Juden, vlil. 39; B^darrldes,
Les Jin/.s en France, p. 248; Depping, Les Juifs dans le
Moyen Age, p. 184.
:

G.

S.

AUER, LiEOPOIiD

:

Hungarian

violinist

K.
;

son

of a poor house-painter; born in Veszprim, Hungary, June 7, 1845.
His musical talent manifested

When only four years old he marched
the revolutionary troops, beating the
drum, and exciting patriotic enthusiasm among the
spectators.
He received his first musical education
from Ridley Kolene at the Conservatory at Budapest; then went to the Vienna Conservatory, where
he studied under Dont (1857-58); and completed his
studies with Joachim at Berlin. He was musical conitself early.

in front of

ductor at Dusseldorf from 1863 to 1865, and at

burg from 1866

to 1868.

On

Ham-

the invitation of the St.

Petersburg Musical Society he succeeded Wieniawski as professor of the violin at the conservatory
there.
Appointed soloist of the imperial theaters
(1873), with the title "court-soloist to the Czar," he
conducted the concerts of the imperial court-singers
(1880-81), and later led the concerts of the Russian
Imperial Musical Society (1887-92). Auer still occupies this last position "(1902).
From 1881 to 1888
he made a number of tours through Europe as a solo
violinist, and participated in the musical festivals at
Carlsruhe (1885) and Diisseldorf (1888).
His eminence as a talented musical instructor is

by the many renowned violin-players that
have been among his more than forty pupils; of
attested

—

"

Auerbach
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Auerbach, Benjamin

them Kolakovski, soloist of tlie Imperial Theater at
Moscow; Krasnokutski, Pusternakov, Galkin, Mlynarski, K()rgu3'ev, and Kriiger, tlio last four soloists
of the Imperial Musical (Society of St. Petersburg,
and many more celebrated artists of the imperial
Some of his compositheaters of St. Petersburg.

and
and
transpositions for the violin, have been published by
Bote and Back in Berlin, and by Fr. Kistncr in
tions, among them "Tarantelle de Concert"
" Rhapsodic Hongroise " for violin and piano,

Leipsic.
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AUERBACH
itor of

A family of scholars, the progenwhich was Moses Auerbach, court Jew to
:

One of his
the bishop of Regensburg, about 1497.
daughters, who went after her mairiage to Cracow,
is the reputed ancestress of the celebrated R. Moses
Isserles (N'OI).

Another branch of the family

A near

relative,

settled at Vienna.

Meshullam Solomon Fischhof-

Auerbach, occupied such an eminent position in
the community of Vienna tliat he married ]\Iiriani,
the daughter of a well-known rabbi and physician
Leo Lucerna (Judali Lob Ma'or-katon). She died
July 29, 1654 (Frankl, "Inschrifteu," No. 202). In
it was his misfortune to be driven from
and exiled (1670) with his coreligionists. Before his death (1677) he had the satisfaction of seeing
his sous occupy honorable positions. Nearly twenty

his old age
A^'ienna

years before, his sou Menahem Mendel Auerbach
was called as rabbi to Reussnitz. Moravia, after havmg officiated as assessor to the rabbinate at Cracow.
The pupil of such men as Lipmann Heller, Joel
Sarkes, Joshua b. Joseph, at the Talmud school in
Cracow, Menahem Mendel attained such a reputation
as a Talmudic authority that the rabbis of large foreign communities submitted difficult questions to
him for decision. (For detailed account of his career
see separate article.)
The best known among Mendel's brothers is Simon, who at the age of 28 wrote a penitential poem,
on the occasion of an epidemic that broke out among
children in Vienna, in 1634.
This poem passed
through several editions, under the title "Mish'on
(mc) la-Yeladim " (Support to Ciiildren), Frankforton-the-Main, 1711. The author died March 11, 1638,
Tlie poem was printed by the
at Eibenschiitz.
gmndson of the author, Meshullam Solomon Fischhof, who added a commentary, " Rab Shalom
(Much Peace). He also published several prayers
and Jiyinns of Israel Nagara, with additions of his
own (P'rankfort-on-the-Main, 1712).
Hayyim, a .second brother of Menahem Mendel,
settled at Cracow, but later returned to Vienna as
assessor of tiie rabl)inate, dying there Oct. 7, 1665.
A third brother, Benjamin Wolf, settled at Nikolsburg, and was held in high esteem as elder of the community, even officiating temporarily as chairman of
the college of the rabbinate. His testament, printed
together with the work "Mekor Hokmah " (Source
of Wisdom), which contains an abundance of
worldly wisdom and pious rctleetion, was jiublished

by

his son,

Meshullam Solomon,

assessor of the
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rabbinate at Nikolsburg, who published an ethical
work at the same time. Menahem Mendel's successor as rabbi of Krotoschin was his grandson who
bore the same name (the son of Moses Auerbach
died May 9, 1739), and was president of the congregation of Krotoschin and of the Synod of the Four
Lands. He was the sou-in-law of Rabbi Saul of
son of the Simon Wolf mentioned above
Cracow\

A

was David Tebele, suruamed "Ha-Kadosh" (the
Holy), who di(Hl as rabbi of Prague.
His name was
commemorated by his son Samuel, the author of
"Hcsed Shemuel" (Samuel's Charity), Amsterdam.
A member of the .same family was Phineas Auerbach, president of the Jewish court at Cracow
(1695), and author of "Halakah Berurah " (Lucid
Law), a commentary on Orah Hayyim.
Hirsch Auerbach belongs to another branch of
the family.
He was first assessor of the rabbinate
at Brody, fleeing thence to Germany with a part of
the community to escape exorbitant taxation and the
machinations of informers. After Avandering from
one place to another he settled at Worms, Avhither
he had been called in 1733 to R. Lob Sinzheim's college, and was appointed rabbi in the same community in 1763. He died at Worms May 8, 1778, iu the
88th year of liis life, his pious wife Dobresch (daughter of the president Isaac at Brody) dying a fcAv
weeks before him. His son, born at Brody, Abiezri
Selig:, was at first rabbi at Edenkobeu, then at Buxweiler, where he died 1767 his Avife was the daughter
of Isaac Sinzheim, rabbi at Trier and Niederehnheim.
;

L. L.

D.

ATJERBACH, ABRAHAM BEN ABIEZRI
SELIG German rabbi born at Buxweiler, Alsace,
:

;

the middle of the eighteenth century; died at
Bonn Nov. 3, 1846. Being a descendant of an old
rabbinical family, he Avas destined from his childin

for the rabbinate, and Avas educated first by his
grandfather at Worms, and later by his uncle, David
Sinzheim, subsequently president of the central conUnder the latter's direction, Auersistory at Paris.
bach acquired not only extensive Talmudic knowlWhen, OAving
edge, but a secular education as Avell.
to the efforts of Cerfberr of ^ledelsheim, a Jewish
community had been formed at Strasburg, Auerbacli
At the outAvas charged Avith its administration.
break of the Reign of Terror in France, Auerbach, on
account of his connection Avith Cerfberr (avIio as
former contractor to the royal army Avas suspected

hood

by the revoluticmists), Avas thrown into pri.son
Avhere he remained a Avhole year.
On leaving Strasburg he Avas appointed rabbi at Forbach, then at
NeuAvied, and in 1809 at Bonn.
In 1837 he resigned
the latter position, ostensibly ou account of his great
age, but really to have his son succeed him in his
place.
Auerbach Avas the author of several liturgical
poems and prayers, and of a poem on the abolition of
the poll-tax, entitled " Dibre ha-Mekes Ave-Betuloh "
(Hi.story of the Tax and its Abolition), still extant
in inanuscrii)t.

berr,

Avho

abolition.

by

A

Fuenn, Avho

Auerbach

The poem

Avas dedicated to Cerf-

brought about the
specimen of the poem Avas given by
his intervention

A\'as

left

the possessor of the manuscript.
among whom the best

seven sons,

Auerbach
Auerbach, Benjamin
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known was Benjamin

Ilirscli

Auorl)a(li, raljhi at

Darmstadt and Halberstadt, who died

in the latter

city Sept. 30, 1872.
IJiBLiOGRAPiiY Fucnn, Keiieset Yisraeh p. 277
Zcituny dcx Jntloitliutiiv, 1839, No. 9H, p. 593.
:

;

AUgemcinc
I.

L. G.

Bh.

AUERBACH, BARUCH Educator and pliilanlliiopisl
burn m Inowrazlaw, in tlie provineeof
:

;

Posen, Prussia, Aup;. 14, 1793; died at Berlin, Jan.
He was the founder and life-lon.tr director
22, 1864.
Being tlie
of the Jewish Orphan Asylum, Berlin.
son of a poor rabbi, the days of his boyliood Avere

The institution has since
been moved to tlie Schouhiluserallee, Berlin. Nearly
300 children were cared for during his lifetime;
and on the day of his death there were 70 orphans in
the asylum, while the total amount of funds collected
by Auerbach's indefatigable efforts reached the sum
of 000,000 thalers (about §450,000), in addition to the
beautiful and valuable grounds of the asylum.
Nothing gives a clearer insight into both tlie spirit
of the institution and the character of its founder
than his own oft-repeated words: "Orphans are not
merely poor children, but children without parents;
to raise and bring them up, an orphan asylum should
give those children not merely liread and a shelter,
burgerstrasse, Berlin.

but parental love

also,

and practical training."
II.

s.

Ba.

AUERBACH, BENJAMIN HIRSCH:
of the most prominent leaders of nu)dern

orthodoxy; born at Neuwied

in 1808;

One
German

died at Hal-

His father, Abraham
Auerbach a descendant of an old rabbinical family
which traced its origin back to Meuaiiem Auerbach,
one of the exiles of Vienna Avas on the maternal
side a nephew of Joseph David Sinzheim, the first
president of the French Sanhedrin, and after having
berstadt

Sept.

30,

1872.

—

—

held various rabbinical positions became rabbi of the
Benjamin received his first inconsistory of Bonn.
struction from his father, subsequently studying at
Well equipped
the yeshibot of Krefeld and Worms.
with Talmudic learning he entered the University
of 3Iarburg, where he studied from 1831 to 1834.
Immediately afterward lie was calknl to the rabbinate

of Hanau, but declined, preferring the call to Darmstadt, as chief rabbi (Landesrabbiner) of the grandduchy of Hesse, for wliich olhce no less a personage
than Zunz was liis competitor. His po.sition was,

however, very diflicult, as he was strictly Orthodox,
while the majority of the congregation were Liberal.
He remained for twenty-three years, but was forced

He went to Frankfort-on-theresign in 1857.
where he busied liimself with literary work
until, in 1863, he was called as rabbi to Halberstadt,
in which post he served until his death.
to

]Main,

scholar and author, Auerbach ranks among
He was among the first Orin his party.
thodox rabbis that preached in pure German and
his text-book for religious instruction enjoys de-

As a

tlie first

;

Baruch Auerbach Orphan Asylum, Berlin.
(After a photo;j:r:iph.)

spent in the study of the Talmud and other Jewish
literature.
In 1817 he went to Berlin, following his
elder brother, Dr. I. L. Auerbach, Avho at that time
enjoyed some reputation in the Jewish connnunily
After pursuing his
as a minister and preacher.
studies at theiuiiversity, wliere lie paid special attention to the classical languages, he became, in
1829, principal of a school for Jewish boys in Berlin.
In 1833 he took under his care, into his own house,
four orphan children, for whom no special provision
had been made; and from tliis small beginning grew
the noVile institution now connected with his name.
15 boys were under Auerbach's
some Jewish girls left without parents into liis house, and ten years later the institution had grown so much that 50 boys and 26 girls
were housed in a special building in the OrauienIn

1843.

when

care, lie took also

In the controversy aroused by
served popularity.
the publication of Zacharias Frankel's "Darke haIVIishnah," he naturally sided with Frankel's opponents, defending the view of the divine origin of the
Besides numerous sermons, lie pubrabbinical law.
lished: (1) "Lehrbuch der Israelitischeu Religion,"

3d ed., by his son Selig Auerbach, Giessen,
1893; (2) " Berit Abraham, oder die Beschneidungsfeicr und die Dabei Stattfindendeu Gebete und GeIn"s Deutsche Uebersetzt und mit einer Aussjinge.
1839,

f iihrlichen

Literarliistorischen Einleitung Versehen,"

Frankfort-on-tlie-:^Iain, 1869, 2d ed., 1880; (3) "HaZofeh 'al Darke ha-^lishnah." a criticism of Frankel's "Introduction to the Mishnah," Frankfort-onIhe-Main, 1861; (4) "]SIishnat R. Nathan," notes

on the
fort,

]\Iislinah,

written by Nathan Adler of Frank-

who had been Abraham Auerbach's

Frankforton-the-Main, 1862;

(5)

teacher,

"Sefer ha-Eshkol,"

;
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Auerbach, Berthold

an edition of the ritual code of Abraliam of Narbonne, Halberstadt, 1863 and (6) " Geschichte der
;

Israelitischen

Gemeinde Halberstadt," Halberstadt,

1866.

AUoGejger's JUd. Zeit. 1. 127, 195, 253
Jud. 1857, pp. 269, 282; Dr.B. H. Auerhach, tin
Lebembild, in Meyer's Kalender for 5645, Halberstadt, 1884

BIBLIOGRAPHY

;

:

Zeit. d.

various reports in the newspapers of his time also private
rommunications from his grandson, Dr. Isaac Auerbach, at
Leipzig. Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. 1. 72; Jost, Annalen, 1839, Nos.
33, 37, 43 ; Jost, Neuere Geschichte der Israeliten von 1815
his 1SU5, 1. 17, iii. 160 Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael, p. 279 ; Zeitlin,
Kin/at Sefer, 8.
;

;

D.

s.

AUERBACH, BERTHOLD
German author; born

(BARUCH)

:

the Black Forest village
of Nordstetten, Germany, Feb. 28, 1812; died at
Cannes, France, Feb. 8, 1882. He was one of eleven
in
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of

liis

former literary attempts.

In

tlie

interval be-

tween these two works, Auerbach published a

trea-

tise descriptive of his literary methods, "Scliriftund
Volk, Grundzlige der Volksthlimlichen Literatur,
and from 1845 to 1848 issued a very popular calendar, called" Gevattersmann.
In Breslau, in 1847, he married Augusta Schreiber, who died the following year in childbirth.
This
bereavement prevented him from taking any very
active part in the Revolution of 1848.
He nevertheless went to Vienna, where he witnessed the October days, and described his impressions of those
stormy scenes in his "Tagebueh aus Wien; von
Latourbis Windiscligratz," Breslau, 1849. He married again in Vienna soon after, espousing Nina
Landesmann, a sister of the poet Hieronymus Lorm,
and in 1849 settled in Dresden, whence, ten years
later, he removed to Ecrlin, which then became his
permanent abode. There he came into contact with
the foremost writers and artists of the Prussian capital, and was received at court; but spent every
summer in his native village in the Black Forest,
seeking there recuperation and new inspiration lor
''

his literary labors.

A couple of plays produced by him, a tragedy,
"Andreas Hofer," and a drama, " Der Wahrspruch,"
Leipsic, 1860, were not at all successful; nor did
he have better fortune with his next novel, a tale of
modern life, entitled "Neues Leben," Mannheim,
1851.
He therefore reverted to his village tales;
publishing "Barfiissele" in 1856 (30th ed., 1896; illustrated by Vautier, 1872), "Joseph im Schnee" in
1861 (illustrated by Kindler, 1867), and "Edelweiss"
in the same year.
From 1858 to 1869 he edited a
" Volkskalender," which numbered among its collaborators the most famous writers.
He then again
essayed a romance of modern life, this time most
successfully and to-day his " Auf der H5he," Stuttgart, 1875, and "Das Landhaus am Rhein," Stutt;

gart, 1868, are

numbered among the

German prose fiction.
Auerbach was a fervent German

best

works of

patriot,

and took

attached to the headquarters of the
grand duke of Baden (a great admiPatriot.
rer of the poet), and gave vent to his
patriotic enthusiasm first in his" Wieder Unser! <3edenkblatter," Stuttgart, 1871, and
again in his novel, "Waldfried; eine Familiengeschichte " (1874). He again resumed his "Dorfgeschichten " in " Nach Dreissig Jahren " (1876).
The productions of the last four years of Auerbach's life show some traces of increasing age. To
this period belong "Landolin von Reutershofen,"
Berlin, 1878; " Der Forstmeister, " 1879; "Brigitta,"

As

the

zel,

list

added:

Abende," a number of speeches and
gart, 1866;

of his wri-

"Deutsche

lectures, Stutt-

"ZurGutenStunde, "illustrated by Men-

Kaulbach, L. Richter, and IMeyerheim, Berlin,

1872;

and"Tausend Gedanken

eiues Collaborators,"

1876.

Attitude

Toward
Judaism,

national idea, a wave of pessimism followed closely on the nation's victories.
Private troubles may have contributed
their share to his unrest: his second

marriage liad not brought him happiphilosophy and life in ominous
opposition, which, to one of his gentle mold, was a
deep disappointment. For many years Auerbach.
at least publicly, held somewhat aloof from Judaism,
ness.

He found

though always a Jew in heart and soul. But
aroused in his last years, by Theodor Billroth 's antiSemitic work, " Warum Studiren Unsere Juden Medizin?" he openly took up the defense of his coreligionists.

When the blood -accusation was revived in Russia,
Auerbach issued an appeal, " An Alle Manner der
Wahrheit und Sittlichkeit " ("To All Men of Truth
and Morality "), and he also addressed an open letter
of thanks to Dr. von DOllinger, president of the
Academy

of Sciences in Munich, for his courageous
speech in behalf of the Jews. In 1880 (July 14) he
had the satisfaction of attending the unveiling of
the Spinoza monument at The Hague.
Auerbach,
who had devoted his entire life to the glorification
and realization of German ideals, lived to hear himself stigmatized by the Judoeophobes as a foreigner,
without share or interest in anything German. The
anti-Semitic agitation, then centered in Berlin, and
family cares broke down the health of the poet.
In the fall of 1881 he went for his health to Cannstadt, but, becoming worse there, he removed to the
milder climate of Cannes.
There he died, just as
extensive preparations were being made to celebrate
his seventieth birthday.

The inner life of Berthold Auerbach is abundantly
by his works; but it receives its fullest

and interpretation in his " Briefe an Seinen Vetter, Jacob Auerbach," issued by the
His
latter (in accordance with the author's
Letters.
request) in 1884, with a preface by
Spielhagen.
These letters extend
over a period of 52 years (1830-82), and contain in
Auerbach'sown words "all tiiat was most important
in the development of his general and individual
They form a mirror, in which his every mood
life. "
is reflected, and wherein his genuine nature is depicted with an artlessness and naturalness typical of
the man. They form the best commentary upon his
philosophy, politics, and religion; and throughout
them all, two points are constantly expressed; viz.,
love for the Black Forest and enthusiasm for Israel.
Auerbach always possessed a love for dramatic
art, and at his death there was found among his papers a series of studies relating to the stage. These
were published under the title "Dramatische Einlight

drlicke," Stuttgart, 1892.
complete edition of Auerbach 's works in 22 volumes was published at Stuttgart in 1863-64 the most
His
recent edition is that of 1892-95 in 18 volumes.

A

;

Auerbach 's altitude toward Judaism receives ample illustration from many a character and passage
in his stories.

sentiments among those of all creeds. His worldphilosophy was a species of exalted patriotism, conjoined with a pure idealism; but it was destined to
suffer a severe shock when anti-Semitism aro.se in
Germany, and, despite the triumph of tiie German

illustrated

the deepest interest in the imification of Germany.
During the Franco-Prussian war (1870-71) he was

Stuttgart, 1880.
To complete
tings, the following may be

Auerbach, Berthold

He

strove to diffuse the kindliest

posthumous works were acquired in 1897 by the
Sehwabische Schillerverein, and deposited in the

;

,
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Auerbach, Eleazar
Auerbach, Leopold

A

biography of Berthold
(1902) being prepared by Arnold
Auerbach is
Bettelheim, of Vienna.
BIBLIOGRAPHY Allg. Zeit. des Jud. xlvl. 126, 157; Fnedrich
archives of Maibacli.

now

:

Theodor Vischer, Berthold Atierhach, em Naehruf, l»».i
Wilhelin Goldbaum, in Westermann's Monatsheften, Jso.
Zabel, Berthold Axierbach, 188^; Lud305, pp. 606 ct gcq.
wiK Solomon, Berthold Auerbach, eine Biographie, iSS~
Ludwig Stein, Berthold Auerbach und das Judenthum,
Gedenkrede,
1883; Ed. Lasker, BeHhold Aiierbach, eine
luNaBerlin 1883; D. Frischmann, Berthold Auerbach,
SchwdKrauss,
Rudolf
1.59-171;
Yahudi, He-Asif, 1889,1.
passim.
biische LiteraturaescMchte, 1899, li. 388, 399, and

"Mayim Hayyim" (Living Waters), by his father,
Hayyim Auerbach, and additions and notes by the
author's brother Eliezer.
Bibliography: Zedner, Cat. Helyr. Books Brit. Mus. s.v.
preface to tbe author's Dibre HayyimA. R.
L. G.

;

;

A.

g

S.

I.

AUERBACH, ELIEZER BEN HAYYIM.
See AuEUBACii,

bex IIayyim.
German physicist born
He was only twenty
Berlin.

Is.'vac

AUERBACH, FELIX

Nov.

12,

in

1856,

;

:

years old when he graduated from the university of
his native city, and received the degree of Ph.D.
upon the presentation of an excellent thesis, "Unter-

suchungen.uber die NaturdesVokalklanges," which
appeared in Poggendorff's " Anualcn der Physik und
Chemie" for 1876. Continuing his studies at the
University of Berlin until 1879, he was in that year
appointed assistant in the Physical Institute of the
University of Breslau. In 1890 Auerbach was appointed assistant professor of physics in Jena University, which position he continues to occupy.
Among Auerbach's scientific contributions is a
treatise on hydrodynamics, " Die Theoretische HyNach dem Gauge der Entwickelundrodynamik.
^

gen in der Neuesten Zeit in Kiirze Dargestellt,"
Brunswick, 1881, which received the prize of the
Keale Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti,
and was subsequently translated into Italian (Milan,
Auerbach is also the author of numerous pa1882).
pers of a more technical nature in the " Archiv f lir
Physiologic," in Poggendorff's " Annalen der Physik
und Chemie," in the "Nachrichten der Koniglichen
Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften und der GeorgAugust Universitat zu Gottingen," etc. Short notices of his scientific contributions may be found in
the annual "Die Fortschritte der Physik," G. Reimer, Berlin.
Bibliography:

PogRendorff,

Bwgraphisch

-

Litei-arisches

B.

ISAAC:

Rabbi

and author of the first half of the
nineteenth century. He was the contemporary and
friend of R. Akiba Eger of Posen and of R. Solomon

at Leucziza, Russia,

;

He wrote "Dibre Mishpat"
Posner of Warsaw.
(Words of Judgment), published at Krotoschin, 1835
a halakic work, with additions by his sons Meuahem and Isaac. Compare Aueubach, Isaac b.

—

H.WYI.H.
Bibliography
L.

:

Shem ha-GeditUm he-Hadash,

AUERBACH, ISAAC
rablii; lived in

tury

;

Plock

was
;

1.

letter n.

P. B.

G.

first

later he

HAYYIM:

Polish
the first lialf of the nincleeuth cenrabbi at Dobria, near Kalisz, then at

B.

succeeded his father,

Grammarian, and exponent of
as Reis)
Rashi flourished toward the beginning of the eighteenth century at Furth, Amsterdam, and Frankforton-the-Main. The works of Auerbach, which are
enumerated below, are particularly interesting because of the history of their origin, which curiously
:

;

illuminates the educational condition of the German
Jews of the period. Auerbach, who, Uke all Jewish
scholars of his time, devoted himself exclusively to
the study of the Talmud, relates that, as regards
certain passages, Rashi's commentary on the Bible
was to him a closed book, because even the simplest

elements of

Hebrew grammar were unknown

to him.

scholars of Fiirth, however, were not only
incapable of expounding the diflScult passages in
Rashi, but ridiculed Auerbach's peculiar taste for

The

He thereupon left Furth and
philology.
Amsterdam, Avhere for ten years he studied
Hebrew grammar with Samuel Posen. As the fruit

Hebrew
went

to

of his labors he published (Wilmersdorf, 1718) " Girsa
de-Yanuka" (The Boy's Study), an elementary
grammar with paradigms in Hebrew and Judseo-

elementary Hebrew
such success,
particularly in Frankfort, where Aueriiach had
meanwhile settled, that the author soon afterward
published his second Judieo-German grammar
(Furth, 1728), entitled "Shuta de-Yauuka" (The
Boy's Talk). The Hebrew and German elementary
book of Baruch (Bendet) b. Michael Moses Meseritz
(Altona, 1808; Breslau, 1814), entitled "Girsa deYanukta" (The Study of Childhood), is based on
excerpts from these two works.
Auerbach had not forgotten that he had been first
stimulated to the study of grammar by the works of
Rashi and he now published his comments and explanations on Rashi's commentary on the Pentateuch (Sulzbach, 1730 Furth, 1762), under the title
"Beer Rehobot" (Well of Enlargement); also reissued, after the death of the author, by his son
Aaron and extended by him to the Fivti Rolls. This
book may be ranked among the best supercommentaries that have been written on Rashi's Bible commentary, and has proved of great benefit both to

German.

This— one

of the

first

Jew— met with

grammars written by a

;

Handwttrterbuch, Leipsic, 1898; Deutscher UniversitdtsKalender, ed. Ascherson, Berlin.
A. S. C.
s.

AUERBACH, HAYYIM

AUERBACH, ISAAC (p^^X) B. ISAIAH (also
known

Hayyim

Aiier-

badi, as rabbi of Lencziza, government of Warsaw,
Poland. He wrote "Dibre Hayyim" (Words of
Life). Breslau, 1852, a pilpulistic disquisition on the
Shulhan 'Aruk, and on oilier rabbinical codes (" posHis work includes a pilpulistic treatise.
Ijim").

;

Auerbach also translated
teachers and to pupils.
into Juda^o-Germau the "Behinat '01am" of Jedidiah b. Abraham Bcdersi, which, under the title
"Zaplinalh-paaneah" (Gen. xli. 45, "revealer of se-

LXX, "savior of the world "), was first published at Sulzbach in 1743, and has since been freAppended to this work is Auer(luently reprinted.
of Bedersi's
translation
baeli's' Jiuhvo-German

crets "

"

;

Bakkasliat ha-Memin."

Auerbach's father was a martyr; but the occasion
on which he met death is not known.
Bibliography:

Fiirst, BibliothecaJudaica, i.
.589; Steinsclinoider, Cat.
143.

Kciicuct l'|.smr^ p.

73,73; Fuenn.
Bodl. t'Ol.908;

idem, Bibliouraphischcs llandbucli. No.

L. G.

AUERBACH, ISAAC LEVIN: A
piX'aclicr, tduciilor,

and author;

l)()rii

Gcnnuii

at Jnowra-

claw, Prussia, Marcli 21, 1791; died at Dessau July
He was tlie sou of Levin Isaac Auerbacli,
1853.
ral)l)i of Inowraclaw, and brother of Baruch Auerbacli, the well-known founder of tlie Jewish Orphan
Isaac belonged to that small
Asylum in Berlin.
band of Jewish young men in Berlin who, in the
first quarter of the nineteenth century, paved the
way for reforms in Judaism. After receiving an
education in Bible and Talmud from liis father and
5,

at Lissa, he went to Berlin, where he devoted himHis atself to the study of languages and science.
tainments and abilities must have been considerable,

was api)ointed preacher at the Jacobsen temwhich also Kley, Glinsburg, and Zunz delivHis next position was
ered their German sermons.
for he

ple, in

on the teaching stall' of the Jewish girls' .school of
Berlin, and finally he was called to the temple of
Leijjsic, where he officiated for more than twentyAuerbach's activities were chiefly directed toward
a reform of the divine service. He considered it first
an exigency of changed conditions; secondly, the
most potent factor in the improvement of the whole
Likewise he pointed out
religious and ethical life.
the necessity of establishing schools, and pleaded for
a spirit of toleration in all religious and political
These ideas pervade his works and sermatters.
mons, of Avhich the following were published: (1)
" bind die Israeliteu Verpflichtet Ihre Gebete Durchaus in Hebriiischer Sprache zu Verrichten?" Berarguing on rabbinical grounds for the
lin, 1818
introduction of the German language into the service; i'i) ' Die Wichtigsten Angelegenheiten Israels,"
containing nine sermons; (3) "Die
Leijisic, 1828
Aufnahme Israels in die Grosse Gemeinschaft der
Nationen," Leipsic, 1833; (4) "Israels JiingsteHeimsuchung," Leipsic, 1840 on the Dama.scus affair;
on
(5) "Das Verstilndniss der Zeit," Leipsic, 1845
the reform tendencies in Judaism.

—

—

—

—

BiDLioGRAPHY: Kayscrllng, Bihliothek JUdischer Kanzcli.
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AUERBACH, JACOB:

Educator and author;
born at Enuneudingen, Baden, Nov. 14, 1810; died
Oct. 31, 1887.
He received his early education in
Carlsruhe, where, in the autumn of 1837, he met his
cousin and, later, brother-in-law, Berthold Auerbach, the famous novelist, with whom he formed ties
"When, on account
of close and lasting friendship.
of straitened circumstances, Jacob was compelled to
abandon his studies at the University of Heidelberg,
In Wiesbaden,
Berthold came to his assistance.
where the young scholar was called to occupy the

position of a religious teacher after his graduation
from the university, he became one of the most intimate friends and enthusiastic followers of Abraham

Called to Frankfort-on-the-3Iain in 1842,
for nearly forty years with
his duties as religious teacher in the Jewish community and (after 1848) at the gymnasium, and with
occasional sermons at the " Andachtssaal." He was
pensioned by the government in 1879; and, in recognition of his services at the Frankfort G\'mnasium,
he was decorated with the Order of the Red Eagle.

Geiger.

his time

Among Auerijach's contributions to Jewish history and literature are his essiiy on " Le.ssing and
Mendel.ssohn," 1807, and a "History of the Jewi.sh
Community of Vienna from 1784." His most valuable work, however, was the publication of the
letters received by him from Berlhold Auerbach,
covering the period from the time of tlie separation
of the two friends at Carlsruhe in April, 1830, to
the death of the novelist, Feb.

8,

1H83.

Tliese

was occupied

let-

which appeared in two volumes under tlie title
Berthold Auerbach Briefe an Seinen Freimd Jacob
Auerl)ach," Frankfort-on-thc-.Main, 1SH4, and in
which the whole character and individuality of Bertlujld Auerbach were unconsciou.sly revealed, form
an excellent autobiographj' of the; writer.
Jacob was also the author of several educational
works and of the "Schul- und Hausbibei," 1858,
which had a wide circulation in Jewish conmiunitiea
in Germany.
ters,

"

:

A.

s.

C.

S.

AUERBACH, JOSEPH DANZIGER

five years.

rcdncr,

Auerbach, Eleazar
Auerbach, Leopold
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:

Au-

thor of " Darke Yesharim " (Paths of the Kighteous),
a treatise on ethics and morals in the Yiddish dia-

published in Amsterdam in 1758.
Bibliography Zedner, Cat. Hchr. Books Britiih Mw<cum,
p. t)3; Benjacob, Ozar lia-Sefai'im, p. 120.
D.
A. R.

lect,

:

AUERBACH, LEOPOLD:
and

German i)hysician
biologist: born at Breslaii April 27, 1828; died

He studied in Breslau, Leipthere Sejit. 30, 1897.
The
sic, and Berlin, receiving his doctorate in ls49.
following year he began the practise of medicine in
Breslau, and at the same time devoted himself, under the direction of Purkinje, to the study of histology and neuropathology. In 1863 he became docent
at Breslau University, and remained in that position
nine years, when he Avas promoted to the rank of
assistant professor of general biology

which he held

and histology,

for a quarter of a century.

His chief contribution to science is in the domain
of cellular biology and histology, in wliich he atThe results of his
tained considerable eminence.
weighty studies on the cell are embodied in the " Organologische Studien" (parts 1. and ii., Breslau,
1874), which treats of the structure, chemical constitution, and life-history of the cell-nucleus. and of the
early stages of development of the fertilized ovum.
Auerbach belongs to the class of modern biologists
whose investigations not only paved the way toward the elucidation of important problems in biology, but raised w^ holly new (juestions regarding the
mechani.sm of the development and role of the cell
His researches have
in hereditary transmission.
materially advanced tlie knowledge of cell-life and
According to Oscar Ilertwig. Auercell-structure.
bach established satisfactorily that during cell-divi-

become dissolved, but beAuerbach also made the im-

sion the nucleus does not

comes metamorphosed.

portant discovery that during conjugation the nuclei
of oval eggs rotate so that the axis of the sjiindle coincides with the longest diameter of the ogg.
To his cytological researches must be added his
investigations on the lymphatics of the intestines
as well as his discovery of the cellular structure
of the capillaries and his work on the physiology of
muscle.

Besides

his " Organologische

Studien,"

;

wliicli he piiblislied separately, Auerbach contributed a number of papers to medical and biological
journals and to the transactions of several scientific
During half a century of active scientific
societies.
work he published: "De Irritamentis Nervorum,

Studia Critica," Berolini, 1849;

"

Ueber Psychische

Thiitigkeiten des Riickenmarks," in Gunsberg's
•Zeitschrift fur Medicin," 1853, iv.; "Ueber die
Erscheinung bei Oertlicher Muskelreizung," in " Abhandlungen der Schlesischen Gesellschaft flirVaterlandische Cultur," 1861, pp. 291, 326; "Ueber Perkussion des Muskels," in "Zeitschrift fur Ratiouelle

Medicin," 1862;

"

Bau der Blut- und Lymph-Capil-

laren," in " Centralblatt fiir die Medicinische

Wis-

Lymphgefasse des Darmes," in
"Ueber einen
Virchow's "Archiv," 1865, xxxiii.
senschaft," 1865; "

;

Plexus Mesentericus," Breslau, 1862; "De Ventriculo Carnoso Avium," 31 pp., Breslau, 1863;
"Wahre Muskelhypertrophie," in Virchow's "Archiv," 1871 "Ueber den Einfluss Erhohter Temperatur auf die Nervosen Central Organe," 28 pp.,
;

Heidelberg, 1880.
Auerbach is the author also of several scientific
monographs which appeared iu the " Zeitschrift f ilr
Wissenschaftliche Zoologie," in Reichert-Du Bois'
" Archiv "
in the " Verhandlungen der Berliner
Medicinischen Gesellschaft" in the " Verhandlungen
der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu
Berlin"; and in Ferdinand Cohn's "Beitrage zur
Biologie der Pflanzen."
Bibliography Antou Bettelbeim, Biographisches Jahrbuch
;

;

:

und Deutscher Nekrolog,

1898,

li.

35; J. Pagel, Biogra-

Lexicon der Hervorragenden Aerzte des 19ten
Jahrhunderts, p. 59; A. Weraich and A. Hirsch, Biographijicfies Lexicon HcmoTragcnder Aerzte Aller Zeitenund

j)hisches

1. 226 ; Jos. Tyson,
The Cell Doctrine, 2d ed., Philadelphia, 1876 Ed. B. Wilson, The Cell in Development and
Inheritance, 2d ed., pp. 5, 106, 127, 132, New York, 1900;
Quarterly Journal Microscopical Science, 1876, xvl. 131;
Hertwig-Campbell, The Cell, pp. 199, 218, 219.
S.
8.

Vrilker,

;

W.

AUERBACH (JUDAH), LOEB B. ISRAEL

:

Galician Talmudist of the second half of the eight
eenth century. He is the author of "Mehokek Yehudah " (The Lawgiver of Judah), Lemberg, 1792,
a commentary on those sections of the Orah Hayyim
of Joseph Caro's Shulhan 'Aruk which treat of
The work consists of
the regulations for Passover.
two distinct parts, entitled respectively (1) "Hukke
'01am " (Eternal Laws), which gives the halakic decisions briefly, and (2) " Hukke Da'at " (Laws of
Knowledge), which gives discussions of the preceding.
Bibliography: FQrst, Bibl. Jud. 1. 73; Zedner, Cat. Hebr,
Books Brit. Mux. p. 337.
L. G.

AUERBACH, MEIR B. ISAAC Talmudist
and chief rabbi of the Ashkenazim in Jerusalem
born Feb. 10, 1815, at Dobria near Kallsh, Russian
Poland died j\Iay 8, 1878, at Jerusalem. He was
rabbi at Kalisii when, in 1860, actuated by his love
for the Holy Land, he removed to Jerusalem, where
he organized the congregation and yeshibah Ohel
Jacob, and subsequently became chief rabbi of the
Ashkenazim.
He also organized an independent
board of Sheliitah for tlie Ashkenazim. This action
was opi)oscd l)y tlie "hakam bashi," David Hazan,
and his Sepiiardic congregation, who controlled the
They were upheld by the Mussulmans,
Shehituli.
:

;
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Auerbach, L.oeb
Auerbach, Simon

wlio favored the Jewish mode of killing animals,
which corresponded with their religi(jus belief and
custom, and who would not eat meat slauglitered by
Christians or by Ashkenazic Jews, tiie latter not
being recognized by them as sons of Abraham. This
greatly hampered the undertaking of the Ashkenazim, as none but Christians would buy the surjjlus
of the Shehitah, and, being excluded from the ]\Iussulmans' trade, the Ashkenazim found the Sheliitah
Auerbach appealed to the hakam
quite expensive.
bashi to intercede on behalf of the Ashkenazim, and
requested him to obtain from the Turkish government the recognition of the Ashkenazic Jews as sons
The hakam bashi hesitated, and Auerof Abraham.
bach threatened him with excommunication for refusing to perform his plain duty and to do justice
At last in 1864 the hakam bashi
to the Ashkenazim.
was not only obhged to remove his objection, but

actually compelled to establish the fact before the
Ottoman authorities that as regards their religion
there was no difference between the Sephardirn and

Ashkenazim.
Auerbach and Rabbi Samuel Salant in 1866 organized the Central Committee known as the "Wa'ad
ha-Kelali " in Jerusalem, as an agency for the distribution of funds from the charity-boxes all over
the world for the Ashkenazic poor in Palestine, the
income from which from the United States alone
amounts to about $20,000 per annum. In 1875, on
the occasion of the visit of Sir Moses Montefiore to
the Holy Land, Auerbach protested in an open letter addressed to Montefiore (in Hebrew and English,
London, 1875) against the charges of unfair manipulation of the gifts sent to the poor in Palestine.
ziuerbach is the author of " Imre Binali " (Words
of Understanding), novelise on Orah Hayyim and
YorehDe'ah, and responsa on Hoshen Mishpat, Jerusalem, 1871-76

Hayyim," and

He

left

;

of annotations to his father's " Dibre
to

Loeb Guenzburg's "Ture Eben."

many manuscripts on Talmudical

which are

still

unpublished.

subjects,

Auerbach was known

as a great pilpulist.

A "bet
lem

ha-midrash" has been founded in JerusaAuerbach 's memory.

to perpetuate

:
J. Schwartz, Tebuot ha-Arez, ed. Luncz, pp.
500,501; A. Amshewitz, iV/o8?iewe-rents?iaJaj/i/ri, pp. 81-96,
Warsaw, 1879; M. N. Auerbach, Zekut Abot, Jerusalem,
1895, Introduction; AUgeyneine Zeitung des Judeiithums,

Bibliography

1878, p. 363.

L. G.

J.

d; e.

AUERBACH, MEN AHEM MENDEL BEN

MESHULLAM SOLOMON:

Austrian

rabbi,

banker, and commentator; born in Vienna at the beginning of the seventeenth century; died at KrotoHe was descended from
schin, Posen, July 8, 1689.
the well-known Auerbach-Fischhof family, both his

Meshullam Solomon, and his maternal grandRabbi Judah Loeb Rofe, being members of
the Vienna Ghetto.
Auerbach received a Talmudic education, and was
a pupil of Joel Silrkes (n'3), of Joshua ben Joseph
of Cracow, and of Menahem Mendel Krochmal of
Nikolsburg. He married the daughter of Judah
Loeb Cohn of Cracow (died 1645), and then settled in
Cracow witli his brother Hayyim. For many years
Auerbach held the position of dayyan of the C'racow
community, being at the same time engaged in the

father,

father.
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banking business with his brother. Later, both returned to Vienna, where ]\Ienuheni remained after

up to the expulsion of
Jews from Vienna by tlie emi)eror Leopold I. in
Benjamin Leb (Wolf) Fischhof, probably the
1670.
youngest of the brothers, was also expelled at the
same time, and became rabbi in Nikolsburg.
After the e.xpulsion Auerbach became rabbi at
Rausnitz, Moravia, and in 1G73 of Krotoschin, where
brother's death in 10G6,

liis

the

for si.\teen years and until his death he occupied the
double position of rabbi and parnass of the district
In Krotoschin he established a yesliibah,
of Posen.
which soon became known througliout Poland, and
to which he devoted much of his time and energy
(Eliakim ben Meir, "Ilesponsa," § 61). His son
Moses was parnas of the district of Posen, one of
the leaders of the Synod of Great Poland, and presiThe foldent of the Assembly of Kobylin in 1733.
lowing pedigree exhibits the relationship of this
branch of the Auerbach family:

Judah Loeb Rofe,
Rabbi of Cracow
Daughter m. Meshullam
Solomon Auerbach

Judah Loeb
Cohen m. Lissa

I

Daughter m. Menahem Mendel
Hayyim, Dayyan
at Vienna
(d. 1606)
Saul ben

Benjamin Leb
(Wolf)

Ezeklel
I

Miriam m. Moses Isaac ha- Levi,

Daughter m. Moses

rabbi of Zlotow

I

Menahem Mendel,

Auerbach, Loeb
Auerbach, Simon

the.seventeenth and begiimingof the eighteenth century.
He was chief of the court of j ustice at Cmcow
(•' bet din"), but on account of
the persecutions of the

Jews

in Poland he was forced to leave his native
country (1714), settling later at Frankfort-ontheMaiu, where he married the daughter of the rabbi,
Joseph Samuel. He is tlK; author of "Halakah Hcrurah " (The Clear Law), aconunentary on the Shulhan
'Aruk, Orah Hayyim (Wilmersdorf, 1717).
This
work contains, mainly, solutions of questions on
whiclithe Ahauonlm had widely divergent opinions.

Bibliography: Stelnsohneider, Cat. Bodl.

L.

A. R.

G.

AUERBACH, SAMUEL

TEBELE

:

;

:

.

L. G.

K.
"

Auerbach was the author of 'Ateret Zekenim
(The Crown of Old Men; compare Prov. xvii. 6), a
commentary on Orah Hayyim, a division of the Shulhan 'Aruk, printed at Dyhernfurth, 1720, and repubHe also left in
lished in most editions of that work.
manuscript "'Akeret ha-Bayit" (The Barren One of
the House compare Ps. cxiii. 9), a commentary on
another division of the Shulhan 'Aruk; namely,
"

;

Hoshen Mishpat.
;

Da'at ^edoshim, passim,

St.

Petersburg, 1897-98.

H. R.

G.

AUERBACH, MESHULLAM SOLOMON.
Menahem Mendel, and Auerbach

Family.

AUERBACH, PEREZ

B.

MENAHEM

NA-

Polish Talmudist flourished in the first half
He was the author of
of the eighteenth century.
the work, " Peer Halakah " (Ornament of the Halakah), Zolkiev, 1738, which contains novellte to the
Talmud, to the commentaries on the Talmud, and
The section in
to Maimonides' Yad ha-Hazakah.
the treatise Pesahim (14«, 21a), known as the " section
of R. Hanina, the chief priest," is treated in a par:

;

ticularly exhaustive

manner.

BiBMOCxRAPHY Benjacob, Ozar ha-Scfarim,
Cat. Hcbr. Buoha Brit. Mus. p. 64.
:

p. 455

;

Zedner,

L. G.

D.

AUERBACH, PHINEAS

WOLF

:

AUERBACH, SIMEON.

See

Auerbach

Family.

AUERBACH, SIMON (ZE'EB) WOLF B.
DAVID TEBELE Talmudist and rabbi of sev:

communities; born at Posen about 1550;
died Nov. 12, 1631, at Prague. His father was either
rabbi or, at least, an eminent Talmudic authority
in Posen and his father-in-law was Solomon b. Jehiel
Luria, whom he succeeded, after the latter's death,
Before this,
in the rabbinate of Lublin (1578-84).
however, he had officiated as rabbi of the communiAt Lublin he
ties of Turbin and Lubomil, Poland.
had a bitter quarrel with the celebrated Talmudist
The
of that town, Meir b. Gedaliah (Maharam).
latter apparently had at this time no official appointment at Lublin, but was the leader of one of the
largest yeshibot; and by virtue of his great Talmudic authority, he had it in his power to make it
very unpleasant for the rabbi of his community.
Although the two men had been friends before
Auerbach entered upon his office (compare MaHaRam, Responsum No. 27), this relation was disturbed when Auerbach, as rabbi of the community,
eral large

;

BiBLiOGU.\PU Y: Kaufmann, Die Letzte Verti-eibung der Juden
«!(»• iricH, pp. 172 et scq., Vienna, 1889
H. N. Dembitzer,
Kelilnt Fo^ passim, Cracow, 1888; I. Eisenstadt-S. Wiener,

HUM

DAVID

B.
A cabalistic commentator on tlie Bible;
UourLshed in the seventeenth century.
His father,
David, died as a martyr during the persecution of
the Jews in Poland, and he himself narrowly escaped
a similar fate, first at Lublin, Oct. 16, 16.55, and then
Auerbach was the author of
at Reisen, near Lissa.
a work entitled " Hesed Shemo El " (Mercy, Its Name
Is God, the letters of "Shemo El" corresponding
with those of "Samuel," the author's name). This
work, published at Amsterdam in 1699, contains
Midrashic and cabalistic explanations of Genesis, of
no value whatever. However, of considerable value
to the historian, as records of an eye-witness, are the
numerous scattered references to the persecution of
the Jews of Poland during the years 1648 and 1655.
Bibliography Gurland, Le-Komt ha-Gezerot, v. 75 Steinschneider. Cat. Bodl. col. 2409; Zunz, Literatxirgesch 439.

rabbi of Krotoschin (1732).

See AuEiiBACH,

Nos. 6750, 7196;

Wolf, Bihliothcca Hchra-d, iii. ]843/(; Azulai, Shcm ha(Irdiiliw.a.y. I'iiilKts; Aufrhavh, Gesch. der InratlHii'chen
Gcmeiiidc Halhcrstiidt, p. o^i.

Rabbi and Talmudist
II.—20

;

BEN SIMON
lived at the end of

In addition
became the superior of MaHaRam.
there was an ancient feud between Luria and Maharam's father, which passed over to their sons.
Auerbach left Lublin, in order to accept the rabbinate of Przemysl, retiring after a few years to
Posen, as he had private means. In 1621 he was

appointed chief rabbi of his native place.
Auerbach's great reputation is evident from the

;

;

Auerbach

THE

Augury

fact that

till'

coinimmity of Poscii

JKWI.SII

set aside in

liis

favor the stututoiy law uiuler whicii no native of the
In Posen, also,
city could be appointed chief rabbi.
Anerbach's position was not entirely pleasant; for,
while he was chief rab1»i, Ben janun of Moiawczyk
Avas the "rosh yeshibah " (iiead of the college), and
Hence
dilKculties freciuently arose l)etween the wo.
Auerbach, who had refused a call to Vienna as rabbi
in 1028, accepted that position in the following year.
He did not stay tiicro long, however, being ai)i)ointed
chief rabbi of Prague, and district rabbi of Bohemia.
While in ollice at Pragnu; lie had a (piari-el with his
predecessor, JJppmanu Heller, avIio hail been ret

moved from

oMice bj^ tlie government.
Auerbach wrote several works, none of whicii
has been preserved, nor are any of the names of his
many imjiils known. According to the testimony

of his contemporaries, Auerbach was not only a
renowned Talmudist, as is evidenced by the; positions he held in the largest coimnunit}^ of Poland
and of Austria, but a man of inl1e.\il)le and fearless
character, as his controversies with man}' of his col-

leagues have demonstrated.
BlOfI), i>iiiii)n, Wolf Aiirfhinli, (thcrmhhUH'v
:
vitu (ivnssiiiilni, ill ijidciiklmcli ziir Kriiuiirniifi <in Davi<l
Kai(fni(tini. Hvi'shw, H)()() ; Lewinstein, in ] fa-Gaii ii,i. ii-V^^
(iiiaiiy (if wliosc statenit-nts are inafcuriitc ; c.;/., there was in
Aiiistenlaiii no Solomon At)oal), wlio is alleireil r,o liave lieen
ttie umpire in a eontrovcrsy between Aiierl)acli and Maliaram)
Lielieii, (lal-Kil. pp. 7"), Tti (epitaph), (ierman part, p. (i^; Nisseiil)aum, Lc-Komt lin-l'chutlii)i hc-Lvhliii. pp. :i:{, 24, Lublin, IS'J!) (.see also the remarks therein.of Haikavy, Biiber. and

BlBLlOfJR.vPIIY

Lewinstein it is doiil)tful whether tlie period siven byNissenbauin for Aueii)ach\s activity at Lublin is correct).
;

K.

G.

L.

AUERBACH, SOLOMON HEYMANN:

He

brew

.scholar; born at Poseu at the eiid of the eighteenth century; died there in 1836.
He translated
Habakkuk into German with explanatory notes
(Breslau. 1821).
He also collaborated in the translation of the Bible undertaken by Zunz, for which lie
furnished the translation of Ecclesiastes, on which
book he wrote also a Hebrew commentary (Breslau,

1837).

BniLiOGRAPHY:
and Wunsche,

Steinsclineuler, Cat. liodl. col. 763;
JlidiacJic LUeratur, iii. 745.

L. G.

AUGSBURG

I.
:

Winter

Br.

Capital of the districts of Swabia

and Neuburg, Bavaria.

According to tradition, it
is
one of the oldest
Jewish communities in
Germany. The first documentarj' menti(m of the
city is in 1359; but individual Jews of Augsbui'g
are spoken of earlier.

Of

the six houses belong-

ing to

tlie

church-chap-

and mortgaged in
1259 by Bishop Hart1"^"'" ^\ Augsburg, one
IS oescribed as "a Jewter,

Seal of the. Jow.s of Aujfsburg, 1298.
(Frf,in"uurnturi,h,itdi-,oritnui.")

ish house."
In 1276 the congregation possessed a synagogue
and a cemetery. The chief occupation of the Jews
of Augsburg was money-lending; trade in meat and

wine was also permitted with certain limitations.
In 13H) the Jews of Augsburg must liavc been attluent, for the city oP Munich mortgaged its revenues
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Tliirlccn ycai's later the Jews
the revenues froiii them) \\ci'e pledged by
the empei-or to the counts of OctAffluence tingen. and liy the latter to the family

to Ihcin for six years,

(that

is,

of Jews.

ol'

lloheneck.

In

1304 thecouncil of

A iigsliurgaciiuired possession of thcin.
Thecit^'

them

owed

large

sums

to the

Jews, and to

liijui-

fiom the
(ati/ens.
Tlu; bishop's debts to the Jews wcic canceled in part by Charles IV.
Wlicu tlicBhick Death
raged in 13-18, and tJie Jews in Augsburg were mas(late

instituted, in 13II, forced loans

sacred, the emi)eror jiardoned the burghei's for the

In 134'J the bishop again received Jews into
the city, but six years later transferred to the city
council both the duty of protecting themaiid tlu' privilege of taxing them.
The emperor demanded Kf.OOO
ci-inie.

gulden (I gulden = 41} cents) from the Jews of Augsburg ill 1373; and the council vainly souglit to ])rotect them from this amercement.
In 13S4 they had
to pay to the council 22,000 gulden; and in 13H,"j King
Wenzel canceled all debts owing to the Jews. King
Sigismund, in 1429, pledged them to Count von Pappenheim, to whom they had to pay 200 gulden yearly.
The council bought back this right from Papjieiiheim in 1439. A year later 300 Jews were expelled
from the city, and the gravestones in their cemetery
were used in the construction of a city hall. In 1456
Frederick

III.

demanded

"all his privileges";

that the city deliver to

he was appeased by the

him
jiay-

ment of 13,000 gulden,
tlie

for which the city retained
right to admit or to expel Jews.
From that time

no Jews were permitted to dwell in Augsburg. In
1540 the council decided that Jews might sta}^ no
longer tlian a day and a night in the town; and they
had to pay the olllcer who accompanied them during
their stay one " sechser " for the service.
In 1601 it
was forbidden to borrow money of Jews.
During the Thirty Years' war some Jews came
to Augsburg.
These Avere officially plvmdered from
time to time under threat of being expelled; in 1649
they were again driven out; and in 1680 the former
edicts of expulsion were revived and intensified.
While the War of the Spanisli Succession raged, a
few Jews again ventured into the city
The Jews and in 1704 there were 63 families resPersecuted, ident there. In 1718 even their temporary sojourn was again forbidden.
From 1741 to 1745, Jews were again permitted to
dwell in Augsburg on account of the War of the
Austrian Succession. In 1743 they were 36 families; but tliey were driven out again in 1745.
The
council made an agreement with the Jews of the
surrounding villages in 1751 to the effect that for the
yearly payment of 1,100 gulden they might liave
free admission to the city for trading-purposes.
In
the years following, the council endeavor(?d to restrict their commercial undertakings; but in 1791
edicts were issued, protecting the Jews against illtreatment and pillage. They were again in the city
during the French war of 1796.
Of interest is the medieval seal of the congregation,
with its inscription, partly in liatin and partly in
Hebrew, surrounding a two-headed eagle, and with
a conical hat above all (•'Literaturblatt des Orients," 1842, col. 73).
In "Monatsschrift," 1861, (p.
280) mention is made of a " Jewish congregational

;

dance-house"

brew

Auerbach
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Augsbnrjr

in

(1290).

distiniriiislied

l)Ooks,

for

Numerous Hetheir

beiiutiful

typography, were printed there bctween the years 1514 and 1543.

Ancient
Congrega-

Of the various rabbis of IIk; eongrcgatiou of Augsburg mention must be
made of the venerable Senior, wlio in
DanceHouse.
i:>48, an eighty-four-year-old sage, was
assassinated while poring over liis
Elijah of Augsburg wrote a commentary
books.
upon Moses of Coney's "Sefer IVIizwot Gadol"
(Semag), which exists in manuscript in tlie Vatican
library Jacob Weil, son of Judah, one of the most
djstingnislicd rabbis in Germany in the liftoentli cenThe cemetery adjacent
tury, was also of Augsburg.
to the town served as the burial-place for five communities of Swabia. The new congregation has been
tional

;

In 1862 Dr. Ilirsclifeld was
and he was succeeded by Heincongregation now (1900) numbers

in existence since 1861.

appointed rabbi
rich Gross.

;

The

1,156 members.

Hebrew typography is coeval with the study of
Hebrew language in Germany. In 1514 Erliard

the

Oeglin printed the Decalogue and several parts of
the New Testament in Boeschenstein's
"Elementale lutroductorivun in HeEarly
Hebrew brseas Literas," which is embellished
Printing, with an elaborate border, falsely ascribed to Hans Holbein. Actual printing in Hebrew was practised by the traveling printer
Hayyim Schwarz, who in 1533 completed the Megillot and Rashi's Commentary on the Pentateuch as
the lirst printed production in Augsburg. On Jan.
19, 1534, the Passover Haggadah was completed
and in the same year there was published at Augsburg by an anonymous author a guide to correspondence which became very popular during the seventeenth century. Previous to 1536 there successively
appeared a daily prayer-book ("teflllaii"), a festival
prayer-book (" mahzor "), and a penitential prayerbook ("selihot"), all according to the German ritual.
With his son Isaac and his son-in-law Josef b.
Yakar, Schwarz in 1540 published the "Turim" of
Jacob b. Asher, and " Abkat Rokel " (The Merchant's
Spicebox), a work ascribed to one Makir.
These
were followed by the Book of Kings (1543), and the
Book of Samuel (1544), both in Juda'o-German rime.
All of these tj-pographical productions are exceedingly beautiful, and may be classed among tlie rarest
specimens of the printer's art. In 1544 Paulus yEmilius, later

professor at Ingolstadt, edited at

Augsburg

a Judajo-German Pentateuch.
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AUGURY:

Originally, prophesying by the flight
of birds; but later the term was applied to all forms
avi-gur, oiwwc, oluvicrrai, etc.).
of foretelling {nugur
Augury was first systematized by the Chaldeans.
The Greeks were addicted to it; and among the

=

Romans no

Augury

importJint action of slate

was under-

lakcn witliout tlieadvireof theaugurs.

In fact, the
existed at all times, among the
uncivilized as well as the mo.st civilized nations, to
the pr(!scnt day, the wish to know the future continually giving ri.se to some art of peering into it.
Tlic varif)us species of Augury, however, depend
on the contlitions of external nature, race peculiaribelief in

ties,

and

told

by

augury

lias

The future was foreaspect of the heavens (AsTitoLooy); by
dreams, lots, oracles, and such things;

historical intluences.
tlie

Kinds of
Augury,

orspirits were invoked (Nixuoma.ncy),

and the Tkhaphi.m and Uhim axd
TiiUMMiM were questioned. As these

forms of prognostication, as well as the jiagan
mctliod, Divination, are treated under their several
headings, this article Avill be devoted to Augury in
the strict sense of the word, including, however, all
])redictions dependent on chance liappenings.
All
signs and intimations coming under the concepts
"nihush" (whisper) and "siman" (omen) l)elong to
Jewish Augury, the history of which may l)e divided
into Biblical. Talmudic,

and medieval

period.s.

In Bible Times: The observation of

the (light
of birds for the pur])ose of prophesying, or as a
prognostication, is not expressly mentioned in tlie
Bible.
That it was not unknown, however, is shown
in Eccl. X. 20, " for a bird of the air shall cany the

and that which hath wings shall
the matter." This knowledge may
also be assumed in view of the fact
voice,

Flight of
Birds.

tell

among the Arabs the raven was a
The Greek version several times translates "nahash" by oluvhc; but this word, like the
Latin "augurium," means any kind of prognostication, and not merel}' that by the flight or the cry of
that

bird of omen.

birds.

a curious fact that tradition

It is nevertheless

also originally applied the prognostication designated
by nahash to the omens derived from animals. Jo-

soph practised hydromancy. He divined (nahash) the
future by pouring water into a cup, throwing little
pieces of gold or jewels into the fluid, observing the
figures that were formed, and predicting accordingly'

(Gen. xliv.

5,

according to Dillman's commentary).

Laban found out in a similar way (nahash) that God
blessed him on account of Jacob (Gen. xxx. 27).
King Manasseh also practised this species of divinaAnother
tion (II Kings xxi. 6; II Chron. xxxiii. 6).
metliod consisted in observing the signs from staves
planted upright or flung on the ground (" Cyril of
Alex." in Winer, "B. R." ii. 073), a
method that is not identical with the
Hydromancy,
arrow oracle (Hosea iv. 12; perhaps
Rhabdo- Ezek. viii. 17; compare Num. xvii.
Ezekiel (xxi. 26 [A. V.
16 H srq.).
mancy,
and Bel- 21]) speaks of the arrow oracle of the
omancy. king of Babylon but the prophet
Elisha also directs the Israelite king
Joash to shoot two arrows through the window in
order to find out whether Joash will vanquish the
;

Aramaic king

(II

Kings

xiii.

14-19).

Accidental occurrences (ttt/'''A'") are of great importance in divination, and may be taken as omens (a>!ftela

" I

— "siman ").

Eliezer,

stand at the well

I shall say.

Let

.

.

.

down thy

Abraham's servant, said:
and the damsel to whom

pitcher, I

pray thee,

tliat I
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drink and she shall say, Drink, and I will give
thy camels drink also, let the same be the wife appointed by God for Isaac" (Gen. xxiv.
12-19). Jonathan, when he is about to
Omens,
Accidental attack the Philistines, says " Behold,
and Others, we will pass over unto these men, and
we will discover ourselves unto them.
to
If they say thus unto us, Tarry until wc come
you; then we will stand still in our place, and will
But if they say thus, Come
not go up unto them.
up unto us; then we will go up: for the Lord hath
and this shall be a
delivered them into our hand
The prophet
sign unto us" (I Sam. xiv. 8-11).
Isaiah even gives to the pious king Hezckiahasign,
as an indication that he will get well (II Kings xx.
The Lord connnands Gid^'on to choose those
9).
warriors who lap the water with their tongues like
a dog, but to reject those who get down on their
knees to drink (Judges vii. 5). The diviners advised
the Philistines to send back the Ark of the Lord in
order that the deaths among them might cease:

may

;

:

;

" Now therefore make a new cart, and take two milch kine,
on which there hath come no yoke, and tie the kine to tlie cart,
and bring their calves home from them. And take the ark of
the Lord, and lay it upon the curt and put the jewels of gold,
which ye return him for a tresii;iss offering, in a coffer by the
and send it away, that it may go. And see, if
side thereof
Beth-shemesh, then
It goeth up by the way of his own coast to
he hath done us this great evil but if not, then we shall know
was
a chance that hapus
it
that it is not his hand that smote
And the kine took the straight way to the way
pened to us.
of Beth-.sheraesh, and went along the highway, lowing as they
went, and turned not aside to the right hand or to the left"
(I Sam. vi. 7-13).
King David listens to a sound in the tops of the
trees when he asks God whether he shall go against the
;

;

:

;

.

.

.

Sam. v. 24), a fact that reminds us of
and " sihat dekalin " (compare below also
"elon me'onenim," Judges ix. 37; and Baudissin,

Philistines (II
(pv?x>/j.avT£ia

;

"

Studien zur Vergleichenden Semitischen ReligionsTlie incident of Balaam, who
" ii. 194, note 4).
attempted prognostication on a hill, refers perhaps
to some divination of this kind, since he too uses
gesch.

the characteristic word "nahash" (Num. xxiii. 23).
It is higidy improbable that the Hebrews prognosticated from the drifting of tlie clouds, as has been
assumed from piytD (derived from py, cloud); nor
was any attention paid to the lightning flash, which
belonged to Augury among the Romans.
The Law strictly and repeatedly forbade all Augury (Lev. xix. 26; Deut. xviii. 10, etc.). The interpretation of .signs, however, as in the case of EUezer
and Jonathan, wliere nothing was done in the way
of con ju rut inn, was not considered to be Augury.

The Talmudic Period

:

Augury

is

more

fre-

quently referred to in post-Biblical times, but it
would be rash to assume therefore that it was more
widely practised. As among the classical peoples
of antiquity and among tlie Germans to-day, the arts
of Augury proved eJTeetive onl}' with the person
who believed in them, and only such a person was
injured by them (Yer. Shab. 8d; Bab. Ned. 32^; L.
Blau, " Das .Ml ji'idische Zauberwesen," |). 77, notc4).
Tlie prohibition in J^ev. xi.\. 20 (IKTUD ith, "neither
shall ye use enchantment ") is referred by Sifra on
that passage (ed. Wei.ss, p. 90) to divination by means
of weasels, fowls, and stars, meaning Ik; omens found
t

in the flight

and

cries of birds

and

in similar signs;

while Sifre, Deut. 171 takes it in a still more general
" Who is a menahesh [en(!hanterj V He,
for instance, who says: 'My bread fell out of my
or 'A snake
mouth' or iMy staff out of my hand
crept to my right'; 'A fox ran to my left and his
furthermore, he who says:
tail crossed my path
Do not begin anything to-day, because it is the new
moon or It is Friday' or It is the Sal)bath evening.' " In the parallel passage, Sanh. 6.%, other evil
omens are added; namely, if a man's son calls after
him; if a raven croaks at him, or a deer gets in his
way and more explicitly, if one avoids being the
sense, saying

:

'

'

;

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

pay the

first to

The

tax.

belief in

animal omens was widely spread

the Babylonians, who also divined by the
behavior of ti.sh, as was well known (Lenormant,
"Die Magie und Wahrsagerei der Chaldiier," p. 473;

among

Blau, I.e. pp. A'ietseq.; Pauly-Wissowa, "Real-EncyklopadiederClassischenAlterthumswissenschaft,"
Snake and cloud omens were
iv. 1397, txf^vnfxavTha).
also known (Levy, "Chal. Worterb." ii. 102b).
Augury proper was known among the Jews, but
Avas considered as a foreign Roman or Arabic art.
Josephus narrates ("Ant." xviii. 6, § 7; xix. 8, § 2)
that a bird (an owl) alighted on the tree against which
Agrippa was leaning while a prisoner
Flight and at Rome; whereupon a fellow prisoner, a German, prophesied that lie
Cries
would become king, but that if the
of Birds,
bird appeared a second time, it would
mean he would die. The third of the Sibylline Books
(line 224) says about the Jews: "They do not consider the omens of flight as observed by the augurIn the account of the martyrdom of Isaiah
ers."
(" Ascensio Jcsaiaj," ii. 5) it is stated that in the time
of King Manasseh not only magic and other crimes
increased, but also Augury by the flight of birds,
which is denoted by " we-nihesh " (II Kings xxi. 6).

According to the Aristeas Letter (§§ 165 et seq.), the
weasel is the symbol of the informer. This apparently has some connection with the avspicium.
Augury and astrology are "the wisdom of the
East," mentioned in I Kings v. 10 (Pesik. 33^;, D^yil'
the "bird of the air"
in Augury, says a
Palestinian teacher of the Talmud of the third century (Lev. R. xxxii. S; compare 'Aruk, s.v. nt ")"t3
pT-'tOnnrDinamiyn; Blau, i.e. p. 48, note 2). The
Arabic expression it.self, as well as the mention of
the raven, the bird of omen of the Arabs, proves

T-itOn

D''ni-lj;"l

(Eccl. X. 20) is

that Arabic

m^rroa).

bV

meant the raven,

Augury

is

here referred

to.

When Rab

man who

understood the language of the birds interpreted to him the cry of a
raven as meaning "'Ilish" (flee!), "'Dish" (flee!).
Rab paying no attention the raven being proverbially a liar a dove addressed him, and when her
cry was interpreted in the same Avay, he obeyed the
'Ilish

was

in prison a

—

—

warning and escaped, since the dove means Israel;
that is, the dove is Israel's bird of omen (Git. Aoa,
bottom). The place where the flight of birds was
observed is also mentioned (NJII^D Targ. Yer. to
Num. xxxi. 10; compare Sifre on the passage, and
Levy, I.e. ii. 157ffl). With one exception the doves
of Ilerod cried Kiipie^ K /'/Me (lord, lord!); and when
this one was taken to task bj^ the others, she cried
Xeipie that is, " Herod was a slave "
whereupon she
;

;

—

;
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H. Kahana
killed h}' the followers of Herod.
understood this conversation (Hul. 1S%; 'Aruk, s.v.
-)p; Levy, I.e. ii. 324^0The Romans also understood the language of tlie

was

birds (Paul^^-Wissovva,

I.e. i.,

Ixxvii. 51

;

Ixxxvi. 29).

Judah does not dare, even in a whisper, to advise
the emperor Antouiuus to proceed against theuohles
of Home; for the birds carry the voice onward ('Ab.
Zarah lOA; compare Lenormaut, I.e. p. 451). God
is angry each day for one minute (Ps. xxx. 6) during
three hours; that is the time when the comb
of the cock turns wliite, or when not a single red
stripe is to be found in liis comb, and he stands on
one leg. R. Joshua ben Levi, who wanted to seize
this moment to curse a heretic who had offended
liim, tied a cock and watched him intently, and in
the

lirst

doing so he involuntarily fell asleep (Ber. 7rt 'Ab.
Zarah 4f>; Sanh. 105^).
The Babylonians divined also by flies (Lenormant,
In this connection arose perhaps the
I.e. p. 472).
saying that no fly alighted on the table of the prophet
Elisha (see Beelzebub). The language of trees,
which Uie ancient peoples, especially the Babylonians, are said to have understood, was probably
known to the Babylonian Jews as early as the eighth
century (Blau, I.e. p. 47; "Knistern des Lorbeers
Gliickbringend," in Pauly-Wissowa, I.e. i. 66, note
Thus Abraham learned from the sighing of the
24).
tamarisk-tree that his end was nigh (see Abraham,
;

Testament

Lev. xix. 26, IJJiyn iO
of).
by the Septuagint K^^T/dovit^eadai i.e.,
by sounds and noises (compare Griinbaum,
M. G." xxxi. 2rVSetseq.).
lated

;

is

trans-

to divine
in "Z. D.

To interrogate Chaldeans (Pes.llSJ, etc.) or to
He
practise divination in general is not permitted.
who abstains from so doing is admitted into a section
of the heavens which even the ministering angels
may not enter (Ned. S2a). But since desire often outbalances precept,a fundamental difference was made
by setting up the rule: "There is no such thing as
divination, but there are prognostications" {yn^
^D'y'K, JD'^D K'^ t^nj, Yer. Shab. 8c; Bacher, "Ag.
The Romans also distinPal. Amor." 11. 25, note 5).
guished between greater and lesser divinations, calling the latter signs ((T?7/u«a, "signa," |D^D; see Dereubourg-Saglio, " Dictionnaire des Antiquites Grecques
Such, for instance,
et Romaines," ii. 2936, bottom).
are the signs of Eliezer (Gen. xxiv.), of Jonathan
(I Sam. xiv.), and also Gen. xxxviii. 11, and xlii. 36;
the last-named also leading to the conclusion that
every sign had to be repeated three
Prognosti- times. In consequence of this distinction even the most eminent amoraim
cations.
made use of certain signs. Rab looked
upon it as a favorable omen if the ship that ferried
him came to meet him, but as a bad omen if it was
not ready. Samuel opened his Bible for a chance
intimation.
Johanan made a boy recite a Bible verse
with the same purpose. When in passing a school
he heard a boy say " Samuel has died " (I Sam. xxv.
1), he took it as an omen and did not visit the amora
The expresof that name as he had intended to do.
sion "a house, a wife, and a child give signs" must
that signs may be taken from them, Rashi to
the contrary notwithstanding (Yer. Shab. 8c, bottom
Hul. 956; Gen. R. Ixxxv. 5, commentaries).

mean

Aug-ury

Boys were often used by diviners

to peer into the

future, being for that purpose bewitched

by magic

formulas (Pauly-Wissowa, I.e. iv. 1399). The Taljnud says, curiously enough (B. B. 126, where two
cases are cited): "Since the destruction of the Temple, prophecy has been given into the hands of the
insane and of children." The Jewish view is not
far removed from the Greco-Roman one; namely,
that the insane were possessed by demons.
Bewitch-

ment was strictly forbidden, as was generally the
interrogation of demons, except by means of oil or
eggs, to find a lost article but " the princes of oil and
of eggs lie" (Sanh. 101a; compare Demonology and
Divination). This view of R. Johanan (died 279)
explains that he often sought advice from boys with
the formula, " Tell me thy verse " meaning the verse
which the boy had just learned, or which came into
his nund at tliat moment (Hag. 15a; Meg. 286; Git..
57a, 68a, etc.
Horowitz, " Sammlung Kleiner Mid;

1

;

rashim," p. 69, "mah pasukekem").
The sjime
teacher of the Talmud says that if any one happens
to remember a verse of the Bible early in the morning, it is a prophecy in miniature (Ber. 576),[the prophetic element being in such cases the accidental.
He looked upon a voice which he heard accidentally
behind him as being a divination, and followed it;
for it is written (Isa. xxx. 21), "Thine ears shall
hear a word behind thee, saying. This is the way,
walk ye in it." But, saj's the Talmud, the voice
must be an unusual one, such as a man's voice in
a city, or a woman's voice in a desert (Yer. Shab.
Other teachers of the Talmud
8c; Bab. Meg. 32a).
also paid attention to this kind of voice, which was
Two persons intending to visit a
called Bat Kol.
sick teacher said, "We will be guided by the Bat
Kol," whereupon they heard one woman say to anThen they said,
other, "The light has gone out."
"It shall not go out, and may the light of Israel
never be extinguished " (ib.). As among other peoples, the Jews also considered the last words of the
Thus Eliezer ben Hyrkanus
dying as divinations.
and Samuel ha-Katan prophesied the martyrdom
of several scholars (Sanh. 68a and 11a; Pauly-Wissowa, I.e. i. 92, note 11).
Some other omens must be mentioned, called
"siman," although not all strictly belonging to the
subject in hand. It is a bad sign for any person to
make a mistake in his prayers, but a good sign to

know them
Other

Omens.

fluently (Mishnah Ber. v.,

compare Talmud 346, bottom,
and 246, top). It is a bad sign for the

end;

remainder of the j'ear if it rains after
Nisan or at the Sukkot festival; or if the wine does
not turn out well or if the Feast of Weeks fall on
If there is tine weather on
the fifth of the month.
the day of that feast it is a good omen for the world
(Mishnah Ta'anit 12a, 2a; Ab. R. N. i. 4; Tosef.,
'Ar. i. 9; see Ab. R. N. ii. 33 and Sifre i. 112, and in
general Levy, "Neuhebr. Worterb." and Krauss,
"Griechische und Lateinische LehnwOrter." under
It is a good sign for sick people to
the word p'^D).
;

sneeze (Blau. I.e. p. 163; Tylor, I.e. i. 98-100, German ed.). Generally much attention was paid to
omens (x^n xn^D NJO'^D an omen is a thing to be
In order to find out if one will live the
considered).
year through, one must take a candle during the ten

between New-year and the Day of Atonement,
and light it in a house where there is no draft; if the
candle burn to the socket, tliat one will live the year
In order to know if some matter of busithroiigli.
ness will succeed, one must feed a hen if slie grow
In
fat and plump, the matter in lumd will succeed.
order to know if one will retuin home from a journey, one must go into a dark room, and if one see
there the "shadow of tlie shadow," one will return.
The Talmud discourages, however, recourse to tliese
oracles given by R. Ami, as a person becomes lowspirited if they are unfavorable (Ker. 5b, bottom;
Hor. 12</). The tirst form of Augury reminds of
(lays

;

the second, of tlie feeding of chickens
" of tlie Romans).
In the Middle Ages It may be said in general
that the philosophers were averse to Augury, as

pyromancy
(the

;

"tripudium

:

well as to any other form of superstition. This is
true especially of Maimonides, who, although bound
by the Talmudic tradition, was not inclined to make
an}' concessions on this point (Hilk. 'Ab. Zarah xi.
The Talmudists, again, for whom the Tal4, 5).
mud was the decisive authority, could not accept

found therein. Hence
a curious discrepancy between theory and practise
arose, as indeed is found in the Talmud itself. While,
on the one hand, everything that at all suggests idolatry is strictly forbidden, much, on the other hand,
all

is

the utterances

and

stories

permitted, or practised in spite of the interdiction,

probably in consequence of overwhelming popular
opinion (see Tur and Sliulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah,
178-179, together with the conunentarics). Expressly
heathenish practises, however, were mercilessly condemned. The mystics readily accepted all such beliefs, since all sujierstitious practises coincided with
^Moreover, a part of the
their views of the world.
people could never wean itself from these views.
As Giidemann has shown in his "Gesch. der Cultur der Juden in Frankreich und Deutschland," the

Jews of Europe were greatly influenced by the superstitions of the peoples in the

were

A

living.

midst of

whom

they

few examples only may here be

given. Judah the Pious (died 1216 at Kegensburg),
who Avas highly venerated by his contemporaries,
and especially during the thirteentli century, gives
in his "Book of the Pious" a mass of superstitions.
He condemns on the whole the " interpretation of
signs, which to-day is so much practised in Lsrael,"
and declares that the choosing of a day
Germany (for instance, starting ciiildreu in their

and France,

.schooling only on the

new moon)

is

He

admits, however, that
there are certain reliable signs, of which he would
ralJier not speak in order not to lead others into
superstition.
Thus the itching of the foot indicates
that one will go U) an unknown place; of the ears,
that one will hear something new; of the eye, that
one will see or read soujclhing new; of tlie liand,
that one will receive money (Giidemann, I.e. i. 200 d
idolatry.

and

This superstition is so firmly
102).
given cn^dence to-day. Any one who,
during tlie night or Die day, sees his own sliadow or
fonn witli closed mouth and eyes will die soon (I.e.

*«?-.

^^

'59

rooted as to

%
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Augrury
August!

lie

.'547).

R. Moses of

D'ODp (Deut.

(V)ucy (about ]2r)0) explains DDp
a form of divination

xviii. 10) to Ijc

still

practised in Slavonia at his time.

Slivers of

wood, from which the bark hafl been removed on
one side, were thrown into the air, and according as
they fell on the peeled or on the barked side, the
omen was favorable or unfavorable. Flames leaping
up on the hearth indicated that a guest was coming.
Cup and nail divination was practised. Children
were made to look into glasses filled with water, into
crystals, etc., while invoking a demon, the i)ictures
they saw being then interpreted. For nail divina-

upon the finger-nail (Giidemann, I.e. %^ 82 and 208, note 1). Asher ben Jehiel
thought it jiermissible to find out a thief by means
of divination (Yoreh De'ah, 179), a proceeding that
elsewhere is described in detail (Gudemann, I.e.
In France and Germany in the thir^ 208, note 1).
teenth century the future was foretold by means of
tion the children looked

the " name of interpretation " ( " shem ha-meforash "),
a species of the name of God, to the astonishment of
the Spaniard Nahinanides {I.e. % 222).

The book "iNishmat Ha3^yim," by Manasseh ben
a celebrated Dutch rabbi, is a mine of infor-

Israel,

mation respecting all kinds of superstition. Although a highly educated man, well versed in the
knowledge of his time, one who could even enter into
negotiations with Cromwell regarding
" Nishmat the return of the Jews to England, the
Hayyim." author believed in every superstition.
In the nineteenth cha]iter of the third
rejects the opinion of 3Iaimoiiides, who declared all the black arts to be lies and
deceptions, and refers for the veracity of rliabdomancy even to the Chinese and the wild Africans.
He knows the kinds of divination mentioned above,
and speaks also of chiromancy and others.
treatise of his

book he

The cabalistic works,

to

which

]\lanasseli's

book be-

include of coiu'se also other directions for foretelling the future, a practise that obtains even to-day
among the uneducated and among persons given to
mysticism. In Baden, Germany, coins and beans arc
used, the diviner prognosticating according to their
An earlier form
))osition and the stamp on the coins.
of divination, for finding a drowned person, was to
Wherever it
let a wooden bowl float on the water.
stopped, the coipse lay on the bottom (Griuiwald,
" Mitteilungen," i. 111).
On pagan methods of proglong.s,

nostication {imt' e^oxyv), see Divination.
BinLiof;i!,\PitY

:

Winer, D. B.

ii.

672; Hamburger,

li.

B. T.

suiipleiiK^nt :J ; A. Dilliiiann, Haiidliuch der AlttcMamnitlii-licit TlKiiliKjic, Leipsic, IS'.);'); K. Smend, Lehrhuch
der Jllle.'<taiiu)itUilir)i. Belidiniistjeseli. Lst ed., lS9;i, 2d ed.,
1W)9; T. W. Davk's, M(t(iic, Diviii(itii>ti, and Dcnuiuolotui,
iii.,

London and Lcipsic, ISilU; I). J(^el, Dir Aherijlauhe uud die
SlellKiiij lies .fiideutJnimn zi( Demsclhi)), Breslaii, 1H81 ; L.
Ulau, I ills Altjitdi.^ehe Zfii(/)(')i(v>T)i, Strasbiirg. 1W)S ; Giidemann, (lescli. der Cidtnr der Jiideii in Fratd.reieli unel
Deidscldniid, Vienna. ISSO;

I.enorniant,

Die Magie

und

U'dlnsaaerei der Ch<ddi'ier; Dareiiilicrg-Sajrlio, Dictionvairc des Antinnitetf Grer<iiies et Jloninines, i. ."mO; PaulyWissowa, Benl-Kneiihlnj'iidie der i'lassifelien AUerOiumswisscnselidft, ii. 2:!i;i Eimemdser, (iiseh. der Ma<jie, p. 1-12;
E. B. Tvlor, Primiiice Culture, s.v. Aii{jury.
K.
L. B.
;

AUGUSTA

Richmond county,
Jewish settlers about 1825,
when a Mr. Florence arrived with his wife. About
a year later, Isaac and Jacob Moise and Isaac Hendricks and liis wife came tliere from Charleston; their
iiuml)er was added to by others fiom the same place,
and subsequent to 1844 Jews from Germany began
:

The

capital of

(Jeorgia, received its fiist
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to tind their way to Aiisjusta (Markeiis, "Tlic Hein Ainericii," p. 118).
It lias a c-()ii.i,MCi,''ati()ii,
Cliildreii of Israel, organi/ecJ in IH^tO.
'I'lie relii,^-

Augrury

August!

(ailed Adas Jeschurun: this synagogue is <iii Tenth
ami Oreene streets.
Prominent Israelites of Augusta have Inen Samuel Levy, who was judge of the probate court from
1806 to 1877; I.siuic Levy, who held the i)ositif>n of
sheriir for many years; Hon. Adolph Brand, wlio
was a memixr of the Georgia legislature.
The Jewish popidation of Augusta numbci-s aliout
600 in a total of 47,000. The Israelites are mostly

brews

:

ious services were orii;inally held in a iiall, where
tlie Sunda}' seliool eiiildren also received their inThe fli'st rabbi was Hev. H. S. Jacobs,
struction.
who held that position from IWiO to lbG5. During
the Civil war many Israelites from Charleston came
to Auiiusta, thus considerably increasing the memDuring that time a cemebers of tiie congregation.
tery was ac(iuired and a benevolent society formed.
Henry S. Jacobs was called to 2Sew Orleans, and
was succeeded by Kev. Fisher-Fu.\, 18(59. liev. A.
Blum was called to the pulpit, and he succeeded in

merchants, l)ut there are some cotton brokers anil
lawyers.
A.

A. B.M.

AUGUSTI, FRIEDRICH ALBRECHT (originally Joshua ben Abraham Herschel)
(ierman
:

author; born at Fiankforton-lhc-Oiler
at Eschberge

I

j

May

18, 1782.

He

in 1691;

died
received the usual

Jewish education of that time. According to a
biography, printed anonymously during his lifelime and probably inspired by him, he left home
very young in the company of a meshullah. or collector of alms for the poor of Palestine of the name

accompany him to the
Holy Land. While on the way Augusti was taken
captive by Tatar robbers and sold as a i?lave in Turkey. He was ransomed and set free at Smyina l)y
a wealthy Jew from Podolia, and went to Polanfl,
spending several years in Pintzov, which is now
in the government of Kiel^e, in Russian Poland.
Here the Jews and Socinians lived on terms of intimate friendship, and through them young Augusti became accjuainted with secular knowledge,
of Yekutiel, intending to

especially Latin, an

Jew

a

in

uncommon accomplishment for
He visited Cracow

Poland at that time.

and Prague, and, returning
from there on a journey to

to Frankff)rt, stalled
Italy.

While living

Soudershausen in 1720, he was maltreated by a
gang of rolibers that broke into tlie house in which
he resided, and was found apparently lifeless on
the following morning.
He recovered, however,
and during his convalescence became acfpiainted
with a clergyman of that place, who succeeded in
converting him to Christianity. "With mudi pomp
and ceremony Augusti was baptized on Chiistmas
day, 1728, in the presence of the duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha and other notables, and soon after began to study tlieology at the Seminary of Gotlia.
In 1727 he went to Jena and afterward to Leipsic.
He was appointed assistant professor at the
Gymnasium of Gotlia in 1729. and in 17;W became
minister of the j)arish of Eschberge. in which position lie remained until his death. The famous theologian Johann Christian Wilhelm Augusti was liis
in

Synagogue

at Augusta, Ga.

(From a photograph.)

getting a permanent building.
Until then the servwere strictly orthodox, a mi.xture of the Portuguese and Ashkenazic rites. In the fall of 1 870 tiie
synagogue was completed and dedicated by its minister.
Family pews were iutroduced, an organ and
mixed choir took the place of the old chanting, tiic
Jastrow prayer-book was adopted, and the Simices

day -school placed on a modern footing. Rev. Levinson was minister, 1871-76; E. S. Levy, 1876-8(;;
Leo Reich, 1886-87. In 1887 A. Blum was recalled,
but remained only one year. J. H. M. Chumaceiro
Avas minister from 1888-94; the present rabbi is J.
has, besides the benevolent so-

and a Sunday-school with
attended (1900) by fifty pupils. 'J'here
also a Russian Polish congregation in Augusta,

ciety, a ladies' aid society,
five teachers,
is

Augusti published several works in Latin and
German, of which "Das Geheimniss des Sambatliian "

(The ]\Iysterv of the Sambathian), the fabmentioned in Talmudic literature,
which casts stones during six days of the week
and rest son Saturday, is probably the most curious.
His work on the Karaites, mentioned V)y F'i'lrst in
ulous

river

his "Gescliichte des Kariierthums," vol.

iii.

(\(\.

67,

which the full title is " Griindliche Xachrichten
von den Karaiten, Ihre Glaubens-Lehren, Sitten
und Kirchen-Gebriiuche " (Erfurt. 1752), is full of
Bauminacciuacies and extravagant statements.
garten, in his "Nachrichten von MerkwUrdigcn
of

Feuerlicht.

The congregation

grandson.

—
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Aug'ustine

Blichern," vol.

341-851, exposes

i.

many

of

tliese,

and justly refuses to believe Augusti's claim that his
souices were rare manuscripts which, after he had
used them, were partly burned and partly stolen,
and of which no duplicates remained. The best
proof of his negligence or ignorance of the subject
that he wholly ignores the ''aTiO 11 (Dod Mordecai), the full description of the Karaites and Karaism which was written by the Karaite Mordecai
ben Nissim, at the end of the seventeenth century
for Prof. Jacob Trigland of Leyden, and published
with a Latin translation with Trigland's "De KaAugusti
raiis " by Johann Christian AVolf in 1714.
also confuses Judah ben Tabbai, who lived at least
a century before the common era, with Judah haKasi, Avho flourished about three hundred years later.
The '"Life of Augusti," bj' an anonymous author,
is

published in 1751
severely criticized

by Weber, is also reviewed and
by Baumgarten in the volume

above Cpp. 337-340). The Christian critic displays sufficient familiarity with Jewish affairs and
customs to disprove the biographer's claim that Augusti, before his conversion, was a rabbi at Sondershausen, and proves that in reality he was a schoolmaster and possibly a slaughterer of animals or
"shohet." Several other biographies of Augusti
were written, mostly for missionary purposes, one
translated into English by Macintosh, London, 1867.
Bibliography: Delitzsch, in Saatauf Hoffnung, 1866; Mccited

Clintock

and Strong, Cue. Supplement.
P.

G.

AUGUSTINE

:

Wl.

The greatest and most important

of the Latin church fathers born Nov. 13, 354, at
Tagaste, a town of Numidia; died at Hippo Aug.
After a riotous youth as a heathen, he be28, 430.
came first a devotee of the Manichean confession,
and then after nine years was converted to Christian;

His
Complex

ity by Ambrosius, in 386.
He became presbyter in 393 and bishop in
395, and eventually the greatest pil-

Character.

lar of the Catholic Church.
This remarkable round of religious experience
indicates very well the complexity of Augustine's
character; for in it were combined qualities the most
opposite, such as overexuberance of fancy and
sharpest critical acumen; vehement prejudice and
delicate consideration; romanticism and scholasticism; glowing sentimentalism and hair-splitting
casuistry.
As a result, Augustine's writings are
sometimes introspective in the extreme, frequently

soaring into the heights of religious adoration of the
Divine Being; at other times he concentrates attention upon the Christian dogma, and attacks with
pitiless logic, sometimes indeed with subtle casuistry, ail deviations from the strict and rigid faith of
the Church.
Of introspective writings are his " Confessions," a work translated into nearly all the languages of civilization of quite another kind are his
letters and sermons, his dogmatic and exegetical
treatises, and his polemics.
These curious psychological contrasts in Augustine— who was too sensuous for a philosopher and too precise for a poet
make it impo.ssible to discern any definite system in
iiis writings, ins doctrines having no common
foundation, being, indeed, for tiie greater part mutually
contradictory.
On the one side he may be said to
;
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have been a forerunner of Descartes and of the
of perception and i)sych(jl(jgy, and
jet, on the other side, he leaned toward mysticism.
One might just as easily find connecting-links between Augustine and Luther as between the former
and the fathers of the Inquisition. This confiict in
Augustine's principles is perhaps nowliere more
strikingly revealed than in his attitude toward tlio.se
two constituents of Christianity, Hellenism and Judaism. His conception of the Deity reveals thiough-

modern theory

out a strongly marked trace of Hellenism, derived
by way of Neoplatonism and j'et, on the other hand,
one can not help noticing his stringently legalistic
Jewish views, which, curiously enough, are most apparent when he is endeavoring to combat Judaism.
The foundation of his doctrine concerning man
was that he is a "massa poccati," incapable of raising himself to virtue, and can find the means of approaching God through the mediation
His Theory of Jesus alone. This doctrine is so foreign to the essential spirit of Judaism
of Man.
;

that

it

may

serve to indicate the ex-

treme point in the divergence of Christianity from
its origin in Judaism.
Yet grace, according to Augustine, is the result of faith and love; and these,
inconsistently enough, he interprets in true Jewish
fashion faith as involving adherence to the law and

—

love as combined Avith fear.

" Quaj caritas tunc peromnis absces.serit, " is his
expression ("Perf. Just." x. 22), which recalls tlie
terse saying of the Talmud. " Where joy [the feeling
of communion with God] is, there also must be fear "
(Ber. 30/^.
Another specifically JewOfthe
ish conception, dominating Augustine
Church.
as none other of the church-fathers, is
his doctrine concerning the Church a
conception which indeed has exerted signal and
decisive influence upon the whole development of
Christian theology.
The system of Jewish theocracy, by which the welfare of the individual was conditioned by his reception into the community through
the sacrament of circumcision, was turned into a
Christian form by Augustine in the conception of

fecta,

cum

poenalis timor

;

the holy institution of the Church, upon incoi'porawhich the salvation of the individual is

tion with

made dependent.

Connected with his doctrine of the
well-known theory of predestinaSince the Church is the only means of salva-

Church
tion.

is

also his

not belonging to it ("civitas
as Augustine calls it, in contradistinction to the "civitas dei") are excluded from salvation.
The old particularism of Judaism, without
which the Christian Church would never have spread
among the heathen, thus survives in somewhat modtion, it results that all

diaboli,"

ified

form

in the teachings of the greatest Christian

The fact that Augustine, in the
presentation of his tenets, very frequently arrives at
conclusions opposed to his principles,
Of
is partly owing to his very sweeping
Scripture, theory of inspiration. Scripture, including the Greek translation that
legacy from the Alexandrian Jews to the Churchhas, for Augustine, divine dignity as well as authority.
As a consequence he considers a thing true because it is stated in the Bible, and it is stated in the
Bible because it is true.
In this tenet, moreover, he

genius of

all time.

—

—

TUK

813

encyclopedia

.ip:wisii

no distinction between the Old Testament and
" Novum testamentum in vcteii
vetus in novo patet"; that is, the Old Testa-

niiikcs

the

New 'rcstanient:

latet,

the New is the revealed
Ildw little may he exin-cted exeiretically from
Old.
such a standi)oiut can be easily understood.
Not infrequently he gives rationalistic explanations of Bil)lical anthroponiorpliisms, which appro.ximate closely to the teachings of both older and later

ment

is

the concealed

New,

Thus, for instance,
the statement that Creation took ])lace
tionalism. all at once, and not in six days
that, in other words, "before" and
"after" can not be jjredicated of the Creator, but

Jewish scholars.

His Ra-

only of things created

—

("

De Genesis a

Lit." iv. 5G, v.

Jewish sources (Tan., ed. Buber, i.
2) ascribed to K. Nehemiah, a tanna of the middle
He explains God's
of the second Christian centiu-y.
speaking, as a voice " per aliquam imperio sue subditam creaturam " (I.e. ix. 3), and the same is said by
IVIaimonides ("^loreh," ii. 38), and similarly before
him by Saadia Gaon ("Emunot we-De'ot," lii., ed.
Leipsic, p. 77; compare also Schmiedl, "Studien
12)

is

found

in

liber Religionsphilosophie," pp. 253-25G), who is
followed by the majority of Jewish religious philosophers.
Rationalism, Iiowever, constitutes the
smallest portion of his exegesis, which is super-

abundantly allegorical
learned

much

or

typological.

Having

from Amsame time he

of his allegorical conception

brose, Origen,

and Philo, while

at the

not disinclined to allegorize for himself, the curious result is that he interprets the same image
dilTcrently, even contradictorily, in divers passages.
Thus the moon is indifferently explained as representing either carnal man, the Church, or mortality
the clouds are prophets and teachers, but also dark
is

;

He gives much room
the typological interpretation of

superstitious.

His
Typology,
Testament.
contained in

to

the Old Testament, which, as mentioned, contains and conceals the New
Biblical history, as well as the laws
it,

is

transformed by Augustine into a
and its tenets. Thus, Abel,

history of Christianity

Selh, and Joseph represent different aspects of
Jesus: as crucified, as risen from the dead, and as
translated to heaven.
Noah's Ark is the Church in
the two lower stories are Jews and heathens; in the
third, faith, hope, and love.
Augustine's lack of critical conception of the Old
Testament is shown by his opposition to Jerome's
undertaking to make a Latin translation of the Scriptures from the Hebrew.
To portray as
Augustine vividly as possible the dangers of such
Opposes an innovation, he informed Jerome in
Jerome.
a letter of the fierce tumult which had
arisen in an African congregation,
when the bishop adopted the Vulgate, rendering
"ivy " instead of the Septuagint "gourd " (in Jonah
iv. 6)
and what was even of deeper importance, as
he narrates, the bishop had had to declare Jerome's
translation faulty upon appealing to the atithority of
a certain Jewish scholar ("Epist. Aug." 171). When,
on the other hand, in another letter (82) to Jerome,
Augustine suddenly declares himself convinced of
the necessity for his undertaking, this must not be
;

;

considered as a change of conviction on his part, for

same

the

ill

Church

Aug-uBtine

he declares tliat the ruling
"gourd," nuisl be maintained
ernjiieousness.
He foresaw tliul he

epistle

translation,

in spite of its

would have to yield sooner or later in a struggle
against a man of such upright ciiai-acter and learning as Jerome was acknowledged to be.
On the other hand. Augustine did not despise as-

—

from African Jews who however, were
the most learned of the race— upon obscure passages in the Old Testament.
Informa- Altliough the passages in which lie
tion from (piotes directly from such Jewish

sistance

not

among

Jews.

sources are few, much that is of liaggadic and even lialakic origin jjoints
to at least oral communication with Jews.
His remarks about the material of Jewi.sh tradition are important, "(|uasiion scrii)tas habent, sed memoriter
tenent, et alter in allerum loqueiido traiisfundit, (pias
Deuteroses vocant " (c. Advers. leg. ii. ?). This would
indicate that the Jews of Africa in the beginning
of the fifth century possessed only an unwritten
Mishnah (I)euterosis), and Itabbi's Mishnah could
not therefore have been written down. The only

two Haggadot mentioned by Augustine

as definitely

of Jewish oiigin are a legend concerning

Adam's

ond wife

(see

Ginzberg,

"

sec-

Die Haggada bei den Kir-

chenviitern," p. 61) and the story of Abraham in the
fiery furnace.
The latter, however, he may jjossibly

have drawn from Jerome ("Qua-stio"

Of

the

many rabbinical

in

Gen.

ix.).

traditions that he does not de-

examples may serve:
Light created by God on the first day of Creation is not
the earthly light (De Gen. v.) the same view is given
by the Baraita in Hag. 12 and Gen. R. iii. 6. The
moon was created when full, because God created
nothing imperfect (Gen. ii. 31); wherefore also Adam
was created as a perfectly developed man (I.e. vi.
23), which is identical with an old Haggadah ascribed
in the Talmud (Hul. 30«) to R. Joshua b. Levi, who
Augustine's teaching that
flourished about 230.
Adam was created by God Himself directly, and not
by God's word as everything else was, is also of
Jewish origin (see Ginzberg, ih. p. 21).
His remarks on the Heptateuch contained much
that is rabbinical, but he may have received it from
His rationalistic exthe Roman deacon, Hilarius.
planation of the "sons of God" (Gen. vi. 2) by riri
scribe as Jewish, the following

;

of R. Simeon b. Yohai (flourished
(For the rabl)iiiical
R. xxvi. 5).
sources of his statements that Noah was a hundred years in building the Ark; that he, Ncah. possessed such control over the animals therein that
even the lions lived on hay; that Rebecca before the

justi

150;

is

see

that

Gen.

birth of her sons inquired of Melchizedek concerning
herself, see Ginzberg, ib. pp. 75. 77, 118.) Rjibbinical
influence is also recognizable in the statement that
Rebecca, by means of her prophetic powers, discov-

ered Esau's plans of vengeance against .Tacob (compare "Qmest." 81 with Gen. R. Ixvii. 9); and also
in the interpretation in Gen. xxxvi. 31, of the word
"king," as meaning Moses (I.e. cxxi.), which coincides with the rabbinical interpretation of Deut.
xxxiii. 5, where also the word "king" is applied to
Moses. Augustine gives interpretations that can
be described as halakic (I.e. Ex. 162); in agree-

ment with the Rabbis (Bab.

Pes. 5b), he interprets

Augustus
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Augustine
II.

Ex. xxiii. 18 as a prohibition against liavlugleavoucd
bread in one's possession when bringing the paschal

lamb into the house.
sons of Aaron (Lev.

The

oiTen-se

committed by the

understood by Augus-

x. 1) is

being their use, in their sacriand not from
fices, of tire from some outside source
the altar; following in this interpretation Akiba's
teaching (Sifra, ad loc), which is the accepted one
among tiie Jews. In this same passage Augustine
has a rabbinical interpretation received from his Jewthe
ish teachers, which, as now evident, is obviously
result of a mistake either in writing or in compreThe Rabbis very ingeniously connect
hension.
the passage Leviticus x. 3 with Ex. xxix. 43: but
Augustine's Jewish teacher confused the word 'rnyjl
('•and I will meet"), with which this verse begins,
with the word "-jnyTin ("Thou hast let me know "),
occurring in Ex. xxxiii. 12; and thus gave foundatine (Lev. X. 31) as

tion for Augustine's polemic.

His dependence upon Jewish tradition did not,
however, prevent him from reproaching the Jews
for not understanding, or not Avishing to understand,
the O. T. In his "Tractatus Ad versus
Polemic Judasos" he endeavors, as his main
Against object, to prove from Scripture that

the Law is fulfilled in Jesus, and that
Jews.
therefore Christians may rightfully
have recourse to the O. T. even if they do not observe the Law. His endeavor to prove the Messianic
character of Jesus from Psalms xliv., xlviii., and Ixx.
as well as his plea for the reis very far-fetched
jection of the Jews, based on Isaiah ii. and Mai. i.
He says on this point, "If the Jews in the
10, 11.
Isaiah passage [verse 5] understand the house of
;

'

Jacob' to be equivalent to 'Israel,' because both
names were borne by the patriarch, they only show
how incapable they are of comprehending the true
contents of the O. T. " " The house of Jacob " means
the rejected Jews, while " Israel " designates the
The results of such polemics which,
Christians.
however, belong to the weakest and least imporwere, of course, quite
tant productions of his pen
Jewish natural intelligence sufficed
inconsiderable.
to warn them against such conceptions of Scrip-

—

—

of

trine

Church,

the

the

see

articles
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Kircli<:)ir('il(')\

Keiupten,

im'.l

(contains transla-

of the more important works, upon which see Hcnl;ir),S).
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tions

English, }V<)rk>i()f Antjustinc, by Marcus Dods, Kdinbnrfrh,
1871-7t), in I.') vols, (almost complete; ondts only exepetical
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Buffalo, ISSt; (contains some of the exefretical writings).
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Si/strm viid Seine lietidionsijIiUdsopliiscIic Aiiscliauuni),
1873; (). Uothinanner, Dcr Anoustinixnnix, 1892.
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AUGUSTINUS RICIUS. See Ricius.
AUGUSTOW: Di.strict town in the government
of Siivalk, Russian Poland, on the River Netta
the Ltike Biale. In 1887 the Jewish population
nearly 5,500— about half the total population.
Entzihlopcdichrslci Slovar,
Ha-Eshk(il, Warsaw, 1887.
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AUGUSTUS

i.,

St.

and
was

PetershurR,
jj

jj

Caius Julius Csesar
Octavianus) The first Ilomtiu emperor that bore
the honorary title of " Augustus " born Sept. 23, 03
died at Nola, Campania, Aug. 19, 14 c.e. He
B.C.
was the son of Caius Octavius. In his attitude toward
the Jews he continued the friendly policy of his uncle,
Julius Ctesar, who had made him his sole heir. With
a great anxiety to arouse and to further jit Rome interest in the national religion, he combined a broad
(called later

:

;

;

Though he sanctioned
tolerance for other faiths.
the course of his nephew Claudius, who, while touring the Orient, had neglected to sacrifice at the Temple of .Jerusalem, he showed his sympathy clearly on
other occasions, both by sending gifts to the Jewish
sanctuary and by causing the daily sacrifice to be
offered

up

in his

name.

Ausrustus renewed the edicts which Julius Ca'sar

had promulgated in behalf of tlie Jews
living at Cyrene and in Asia Minor,
granting them perfect freedom of wor-

ture.

His Edicts,

In view of the almost exclusively Aristotelian
character of the Jewish philosophy of the Middle

ship, sanctioning the

Ages, Augustine's Neoplatonism remained entirel}'
unknown to them. As Kaufmann

Temple, and proclaiming as inviolable their sacred
books and synagogues (Josephus, "Ant."xvi. 6,

Jewish

('

References

is

Attributenlehre," p. 41) observes, it
highly improbable that Saadia's
to
i>olemic against the Chi'istians, who
Augustine, desired to prove the Trinity from the
personification of the divine attributes
(Being, Living, Knowing), was directed against the
Augustinian doctrine of the Trinity, the viemoria,
intelligentia, and roluntaa of God.
The agreement
of Saadia and Augustine concerning the creation of
time (Kaiirmann, l.n. 307) is based uj)on the fact
that both depend upon the Platonic sentence, "Time
came into l)eing witli the lieavens" ("Tima^us").
Judali lioniano (born 1292) and Isaac Abravanel
(died 1508) cite Augustine by name, as. do likewise
a number of anonymous writers about the same period.
Fortlie relation of the Keneset Yisrael (Jewish Churcii of till- Cal)alisls) to Augustine's doc-

collection of

money

for the

^§ 1-7). Particular regard was paid to their Sabbath; neither on that day, nor on its eve after the
ninth hour, could the Jews be required to appear in
court; while in Rome, if a public distribution of
corn occurred on a Sabbath, needy Jews were enThe
titled to claim their share on the day following.
contemporary Jewish population of Rome was quite
considerable, as appears beyond question from the
several synagogues the origin of which may be
To one synagogue the
traced to the Augustan age.
name "of the Augustesians " {avvayuy Avyvarriaiuv)
was given, in honor of the emperor.

The

friendship between

Augustus and Herod the

Great began after the victory at Actium (Sept. 2,
31 B.C.), wiiich rendered the former sole ruler of the
Roman domain. Herod lost no time in passing over
to the side of the victor, to wliom he proffered all
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tlie homage and loyalty whicli thitherto he liacl
yielded to Antony. Augustus. aeeei)ting tiie oircr,
eonlirnied the ro^'al position of Herod

Friendship and bestowed upon him, aftei' th(!
suicide of Antony and Cleoi)ati-a,all tiie
with
provinees of whieii he hacl been bereft
Herod.
througli tiie inlluencc of the hitter (.loHe tried also to aid
sephus. "Ant." xv. 6, t? 7).
tiie harassed JeAvish king in his domestic troubles,
by elfecting a tciuiporary reconciliation between him
and the two sons of J\Iariamne, Alexander and Aris-

Herod showed his ajjprecitobuliis {ih. xvi. 4, t^ 4).
ation of his patron's favors by nannng his new capital, built lip out of Samaria, "Sebastii" (Greek lor
" Augustu.s," which title the emperor had just then
assumed), in honor of the emperor, and its magnificent seajjort, which occupied twelve j'cars in the
building, "Ca^sarea" (/A. xv. 8, i? 5; 9, S <J)Under Augustus, moreover, .Tudea forfeited the?
actual or nominal independence it had possessed for
a century and a half, and was made a Roman province.
After the death of Herod (8 c.E.), an embassy
of lifly prominent men from Jerusalem betook itself
to Rome to protest against the continuance of the
t3-rannical rule of the Herodian dynast}', and to plead
with Augustus for the annexation of
Judea
Judea to Syria, and the appointment
During- His of a mild magistracy which would

Reign.

leave

to Jiuiea internal

autonomy.

About 8.000 Roman Jews joined the
delegation, which was received hy the emperor at
The preliminary result of
the Temple of Apollo.
this movement was that Augustus divided Herod's

—

realm between Archelaus whom he appointed etlinarcli, promising him the kingly title if good conduct should warrant such reward and Philip and
Anti]ias making liberal i)rovisions. also, for Salome,
Herod's .sister, and for his two daughters (//^. xvii.
At this juncture AugiLstus rendered an11, ^ o).
other good .service to Judea by unma.sking and punishing a pretender to Herod's throne, who, emerging
from Sidon, liad passed for Alexander, one of 3Iariamne's slain sons, and who, on his triumphal journey
from Puteoli to liome, had gained many a follower
among the credulous Jews (ib. xvii. 12).
The rule of Archelaus, however, was tyrannous;
and about ten years after his accession anotiier embassy of leading Jews appeared before
Augustus Augustus with an arraignment of his
Banishes cruel despotism. The emperor there-

—

;

Archelaus. upon summoned him to Rome, and
banished him and his Avife, Glaphyra,

now in the Isere department, Fi'ance. His wealth was confiscated, while
Quirinius, a prominent senator, accotnpanied by Coponiiis, was delegated to Syria and Judea (G-7 c.E.)
for the piu-pose of taking a cen.sus of those provinces
and of introducing the Roman system of poll and
jnopcrty taxation, as well as of making the proper
disjiosal of the Ijelougings of Archelaus.
The census proved highly unpopular, particularly
among the Zealots, a band of resolute republicans
led by Judas the Galilean, or the Gaulanite, and by
Zadok, who saw in this innovation a menace to national and personal liberty, and opposed it accordingly, though without permanent success.
In some
to Vienne, a citj' of Gaid,

lilaces

Aug^ustine
Aug^ustus II.

open resistance even

(Josephus, "Ant." xviii.

may have

occurred

s^l;

xx. 5, t; 2; iilun,
B. J." ii. H, t; 1
17, i; 8; Luke ii. 1-3; Acts v. :i7).
Judea thus became wholly a Honmn province of tlie
second order, not incor|)orated into Syria. asj(jse|)hu8
says, l)ut having an imperial representative in the
l)erson of u procurator, who lesided ut Ciesiirea.
New marks of loyalty were .sliown to Augustus
1.

••

;

by

Herodiau proteges. Antipas furtilied Sej)the chief city of Galilee, dedicating it to tl>e
emperor; while the new fortress at Bctiiaramptha
he named "Julias." after the emperor's wife. Similarly, Philip built an important city at the liea<l of
the Jordan valley, styling it "C'a-san-a Phili|ipi." in
his

piioris,

fiom its name.sjdie built by llerod the
Great; while he eidarged and embellished IJethsaida,
near the Lake of Gennesaret, and called it also "Judistinction

lias," after

"Ant."

the daughter of

xviii. 2,

Augustus

(Josepliu.s,

^1).

ZS
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II.

AUGUSTUS

THE STF.ONG

G. E.

Elector of
Saxony 1G'J4-17;J8, and fnjm lOUT king of Poland
with tlie title Frederick Augustus I. l)orn at Drestlen May 12, 1(370; died at Warsaw Feb. 1, 17:^.3.
He confirmed the privileges of the Jew.s, following
the example of his predecessor, John Sobieski (167490); but while that monarch always manifested a
friendly disposition toward them, Augustus II., with
which impoverished Poland
his lavish expenditures
and laid the foundations for her future misfortunes
was quite indill'erent to the condition of the Polish
Jews, who had hitherto always been protected by
ThisindifTerence was in face of the fact
the throne.
that the Jewisii bankers Oppenheimer of Vienna,
Liebmann of Berlin, and Meyer and
Assisted Lehmann of Dresden furnished the
in Election greater part of the lO.OUO.OOO tlialers
by Jews, used by Augustus to buy up the Polish nobles f<;r the purpose of securing
Another Jew, Berend Lehmann (b. 1G")9
the throne.
at Halberstadt), furnished the money necessiiry for
his coronation at War.saw, and in order to do this lie
negotiated the sale of the hereditary estate of Quedliuburg to Brandenburg for 340,000 thalers (according
II.,

:

;

—

—

—

—

to Veh.se

and

Grctschel).

But

with

this indifference

regard to the protection of the Jews

may

be ex plained
by the fact that Augustus was also indebted to tlie
Jesuits of Vienna, who furnished a part of the funds
for the purchase of the Polish throne, taking his jew"With the aid of the Jesuits he atelry as security.
tempted to corrupt the inconstant Poles witii money,
for
to keep them in dependency
purpose he even tried to change the electorate

and by intrigues
this

;

to a hereditary order.

That he personally favored certain Jews is evident
from his letter dated Sept. 23, 1707. in which he
])raises Berend Lehmann for his services, fidelity,
and good character. The sjime friendly tone marks
a letter of pI'^tection dated ^March 27, 1708, authorizing Berend Lehmanns family and .servants, and
also his brother-in-law, Jonas Meyer of Hamburg,
to settle at

Dresden

(see

Berend Lehmann).

Aug-ustus
Auspitz
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During his reign the discipline in the Polish army
became very lax, and the Jews suffered much from
the violence and robbery of the soldiers. The Catholic clergy ordeied the

enforcement of the decree of

the Council of Basel instituting conversionist sermons
in the synagogues, -which decree had hitherto remained a dead letter. In vain did the Jews ask to
be relieved from such sermons, pointing out their
Often this preaching could be maintained
futility.
only with the aid of military force, as, for instance,
The land-owners, synods, and
at Lemberg in 1721.
courts took energetic measures against the renting
The poll-tax was collected from
of inns by Jews.
the Jews through their " kahals " with more energy
than ever before, even after the long wars with
Charles XII. of Sweden had ruined the Jews. At
the Diet of 1717 in Warsaw, the JewMeasures ish poll-tax was still more increased.
Against The gentry {shlyaklita), the merchants,
the Jews, and the gilds soon observed that the
Jews no longer enjoyed the favor of
the throne, and their attitude toward them became
more and more hostile. The ordinances of the Catholic Church exceeded in hostility to the Jews those
passed in the seventeenth century. The animosity
between the Jews and the Christians at this period
"was more of a religious than of an economico-social
nature, as had been the case in the preceding period.
The persecution of the adherents of non-Catholic
creeds, of dissident Christians and Jews, was the
predominating polic)' of Poland in the time of Augustus II. The Catholic synod of 1720, held at Lovicli,
passed an edict, "that the Jews shall not dare to
build new synagogues or to repair the old ones,"
threatening them with the courts of the Church.
At the end of his reign Augustus II. abandoned
himself to a life of pleasure, and his last years, characterized as they were by boundless luxury and corruption of morals, hastened the downfall of Poland.

Bibliography:
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on every Jew passing through Dresden
(Codex Augustus, iii. 10). Only on a petition of the
Jews of Dresden, presented by their delegate, Elias
Berend Lehmann, children under ten years of age
were exempted by virtue of an edict issued Sept. 24,
In Poland, in the same year, the synod of
1733.
Plotzk endorsed the medieval dictum, " that the Jews
ought to be tolerated in Christian countries only to
remind us of the torments of Christ, and with their
wretched position of slaves to serve as an example
of God's just chastisement of the unbelievers."
The reign of Augustus was very unfortunate for
Blood -accusations and destructhe Jews of Poland.
tion of Jewish property, sj-nagogues, and cemeteries
were of frequent occurrence; and in the courts the
cunning lawyers of the Catholic Church always succeeded in convicting the innocent victims of the
Jesuits.
In vain Baruch Yavan, agent of Count
Bruhl, appealed to that obdurate statesman for aid
in behalf of the unfortunate Polish Jews.
The minister made liberal promises, but referred Yavan to
the nuncio of the pope.
From 1758 to 1760 the pontiff repeatedly instructed his representatives in Poland to prevent the spread of these accusations (the
falsehood of similar ones had been stated as eaily
as the thirteenth century by a bull of Innocent IV.);
but it proved easier to inculcate such prejudices in
the masses than to root them out.
During this reign the Frankists appeared in Poland, and caused great disturbances among the Jews,
enjoying the protection of the clergy, and even of
the king himself.
At the same time Dembovski,
archbishop of Lemberg, with the aid of the clergy,
police, and the Frankists, began to confiscate copies
{Leihzoll)

Talmud and works of rabbinical literature,
which were gathered in Kamenetz-Podolsk, and
burned by the thousands. This hostility to the Talmud, which extended throughout the country as
far as Lemberg, lasted till Dembovski 's death (Nov.
17, 1757).
In Dresden an order was issued Aug. 16,
1746, restricting their right to trade in that city and
prohibiting them from building sj^nagogues and from
meeting in any place for prayer. See Frankists.
of the

:

Bibliography

AUGUSTUS III. Elector of Saxony, and as
such Frederick Augustus II., king of Poland; son
of Augustus II., "the Strong"; born at Dresden Oct.
17, 1696; died there Oct. 5, 1763.
Like his father,
he was brought up in the Protestant religion, but
secretly embraced Catholicism in 1712, although he

himself by the splendor of his feasts and the extravliis court.
Like his predecessors, he continued the privileges of the Jews in Poland; but
under him they became but a dead letter. Neither
he nor liis favorite. Count Briilil— who was the actual
ruler of both countries— did anything to protect the
Jews from the attacks of the Catholic clergy and the
('hristian merchants.

agance of

Soon after Augustus had ascended the throne
4, 17a3), he issued an edict, levying, almost
without distinction of age, sex, or state, a special tax
(April

Alphonse Levy, Gesch. der Juden in Sachsen,
;

:

did not formally announce his conversion until 1717.
Without the abilities of his sire, he inherited his
passions, and, following his example, distinguished

:

pp. 63-66, Berlin, 1901 Sidori, Gesch. der Juden in Sachsen,
p. 73; E. Vehse, Gesch. der HOfe des Hauses Sachsen. vi.
Hamburg, 1854 ; S. M. Dubnow, Yevreiskai/a Istorim (after
Back and Brann) ii. 360 et scq., Odessa, 1897; Griltz, Gesch.
der Juden, x. 428, Leipsic, 1882.
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H. R.

AURANITIS.

Hauran.

See

AURUM CORONARIUM A

:
tax paid to the
provinces.
Originally it
was a voluntary contribution toward the golden
crown to be offered to those to whom a " triumph "
was given, and to the emperors (compare Cicero,
" In Pisonem," xxxvii.)
but later it became a statutory tax.
The emperors who displayed moderation

emperor by

all

the

Roman

;

— Augustus (compare Dio Cassius, book 51, p.
ed. Hanover, 1606), Hadrian, and Antoninus
Pius — were much praised on that account by the

in

it

458,

Augustan

historians.

The Romans also applied the term " Aurum Coronarium"to the yeariy tribute paid by the Jews of
Rome for the maintenance of the patriarchate. The
name of the tribute was of itself objectionable to the

Roman

emperors, as imjjlying regal rights in the

! :;

";

:

AugruBtus n.
Auspitz
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and they sought in every way to prevent
payment: even Julian the Apostate, otlierwise

ical science are: "Anatomic des Blatternproctsses,"
in Vircliow's " Archiv," 1«63; "Die Leliren

friendly to the Jews, asked the patriarch Jul us to
absolve the Roman Jews from paying it.
The Aurum Coronariuni i)ressed heavily upon the
Romans, and still more upon the Jews in Palestine,

Contagium," Vienna, 18(55; " Die ZellenIntiUratiouen der Leth-rliaut bei Lupus, Syphilis, und

patriarch,
its

where the Roman functionaries could imi)ose

it

arbi-

The Talmud relates that at the time of the
patriarch Judah I. all the inhabitants of Tiberias
trarily.

avoid

fled in order to

8n,

where

it is

tlie

i)ayment of tliis tax (B. B.
See ArosTOLfi.
^J21)-

called ^^••^3

Bibi.iograpiiy: Zornius, Historia Find J^ulaici. pp. 408 ft
gcq.; Codex Theodoshui de Judwis, xvi. 8; Kubitschek, in
Pauly-Wissowa, Real-EncuklupUdie, s.v.; Griitz, Gcifclt. dtr
Jiiden, iv. 324.
I. Bk.
G.

AUS OF KURAIZA: A

poet belonging

to

AVhcii this
the Jewish tribe of Kuraiza in Medina.
tribe was besieged by Mohammed, the wife of Aus
saved her life by embracing Islam and summoned
He refused to follow
her husband to do likewise.
her example, improvising the following verses:
" When next

we

met, she bade

me

turn

My

faith to hers, but I rteclined
Come back, then, false one, to the fold,

To

"By

Israel's

law by God dedned

we live,
commandments will we walk

:

faith is bad in sooth
'Tis nothing but insensate talk.

regard to

in

How good is the reThe second verse now
Mohammed," but such an alteration is common in antagonistic poems handed down by Moslem
litterateurs.
To the same poet is attributed another
poem of similar character.
reads, "

ligion of

Bibliography Noldeke, Beitriifjc zxir Kenutniss der Pnesic
dcr Alten Araher; p. 76; Hirschfeld, in Rev. Et. Juivcs,
:

X. 25.

H. HiR.

(translated into

und Therapie

" (vol. xiv.).

Bibliography A. Hirsch, Biographisches Lexihon der Hervorragenden Aerzte.

A.

at Budapest,

Austrian dermatoloborn at Nikolsburg, Moravia, Sept. 2, 1835;

Hungary,

died May 23, 1886, at
two
Vienna, barely
years after succeeding

Auspitz acmedical
training at the University of Vienna, where
he was a pupil of
Briicke, Skoda, Rokitansky, Oppolzer, and
Hebra and upon being

Zeissl.

his

;

received as privat-docent at his alma mater,
in 1863, lectured on

dermatology and syph-

He was ajipointed
Vienna in 1872, and,

ilis.

director of the general clinic of

as soon as a vacancy occurred in the faculty of the
university, he was promoted to the position of associate professor in 1875, having still charge of the

courses in dermatology and syphilis.
Among his most iniportant contributions to med-

S. C.

Geographical writer

;

lived

in the first quarter of the nine-

He was the author of "Befirhateenth century.
Luhot" (Exprauation of the Tablets), con.sisting of
five Biblical maps, copied from a Latin source, and of
copious annotations of the same. The maps represent: (1) The spread of mankind after the Deluge;
(2)

the migrations of the Hebrew tribes in the desert
camps; (4) the ]\Iediterranean and the pro-

(3) their

jected division of Palestine; (5) Palestine, according
The work was pubto Jewish and Gentile sources.
lished at

Vienna
:

in 1818.

Benjacob, Ozar hOrSefarim,

p. &4.

M. B.

:

Heinrich Auspitz.

this true

" Traite de Pathologic et de Therapeutique Generales
des Maladies de la Peau," Paris, 1887. The same
excellence of treatment and originality of thought
characterize the chapter (on general pathology and
therapeutics of skin-diseases) that H. Auspitz prepared for Ziemssen's " Handbuch der Speciellen Pa-

Bibliography

quired

is

"System der Hautkrankheiten
French by Doyon under the title

his

AUSPITZ, JACOB:

To be the truest, straightest road
That one is right whose natal faith
Doth guide him to the blest abode."

gist;

Especially

and lasting contributions.

s.

" Both we and he believe our own

AUSPITZ, HEINRICH

—

:

Mohammed's

G.

Sy-

Skrophulose," in "Mediein. Jalirbikiier," Vienna,
1866; "System der liautkrankiieiten," Vienna, 1881,
besides a great number of papers and articles which
have appeared on the pages of the " Viertel jaliresschrift fiir Dermatologie und Syphilis"— a journal
founded (186!i) and edited by liiin and which had
con.siderable intiuence on the pathology of skindiseases.
He became a convert to Christianity.
His views, often novel and striking, rai.sed no little discussion and deliate; but it is univt-rsally conceded that dermatology is indet)ted to him for a beneficial and fruitful impetus, and for man\' important

thologic

Moses and his code

In his

vom

pliilitisclien

s.

RUDOLF

Austrian member of parAUSPITZ,
liament and leading manufacturer born at Vienna
July 7, 1837. He is a member of one of the oldest
and most prominent Jewish families of ]\Ioravia,
which settled in the city of Auspitz, whence it de:

;

One of his ancestors, Abraham Auchief rabbi of Moravia during the latter
part of the eighteenth century his grandfather, Lazar Auspitz, Avas the founder of the well-known firm
of L. Auspitz (at present [1901] "Auspitz Enkel ").
manufacturers of woolens, the leading members of
rived

spitz,

its

name.

was

;

which are Rudolf and bis elder brother Karl Auspitz, Elder von Artenegg.
Auspitz received his early education in his native
To
town, attending the Technische Hochschule.
Paris,
complete his education he visited Berlin and
returned
being interested in the natural sciences, and
active part
to Austria in 1858. He has since taken an
country.
in the industrial and political life of his
When, in the middle of the last century, the manuinto
facture of beet-sugar was being introduced
the first
continental Europe, Auspitz was one of

;

Auspitz
Australia
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large landowners and leading capitalists to encourage the industry, ("onibining business enterprise
with capital and knowledge, he founded in 1868 a
company for the production of sugar from beets.
In this undertaking he was very successful; and in
1862 his company absorbed the great sugar manufacturing concern of Count Chorinsky in Bisenz.
By this transaction his lirm, under the style of "Die
Rohatetz-Bisenzer Zucker Fabriken Rudolf Auspitz
und Co.," became the only sugar manufacturers in
Ilis grandfather having made
uortiieru Moravia.
the name Auspitz prominent in the woolen ti'ade,
Rudolf lias now made it e(iually prominent in the
sugar trade. Not only iu the business world was he
conspicuous, but also in the political field which, he
entered in 1871 as the successful candidate for the
Jloravian Landtag, representing the district conipri.sing the cities of Gaya, Butschowitz, and Wischau
from 1871 to 1884, and from 1884 to 1900 the chamber of commerce of Briinn. In 1873 he was also
elected a member of the Austrian Reichsrath for the
He was also a member
district Auspitz-Wischau.
of the chamber of commerce for Lower Austria from
1888 to 1892, and since 1900 he has been trustee of
the Jewish congregation of Vienna.
Auspitz has always belonged to the German Liberal party, iu whose caucuses he has taken a prominent part, and whose platforms have been ably advocated and successfully defended by him. He has
been very active in the meetings of the houses of
which he has been a member.
Auspitz 's wide knowledge of economics, his sagacity and enterprise as a merchant and manufacturer,
and his manifold connections in the export and import trade have made his advice much sought after in

and national legislation. During the controversy between Austria and Hungary in 1898 he was
one of the mediators through whose untiring energy
the seemingly irreparable breach between the two
constituents of the dual monarchy was finally and
state

satisfactorily healed (1901).

In 1899 Auspitz was a member of the house committee of the Reichsrath for the investigation of the
anti-Semitic movements in Holleschau and Wsetin,

Moravia; and in 1900 he was chosen speaker of
the committee of leading Jews of Vienna, which
waited on the Austrian mini.ster-president Freiherr
von KOrber, to protest against the anti-Semitic excesses in Austria.

Auspitz, in spite of his political and other duties,
has still found leisure for scientific researches, the

which are embodied in his well-known work
jointly with R. Lieben), "Ucber die Theorie

fruits of

(edited

des Preises."
BiBLiofiRAPHY: Kohut, Dcrahmte IhTaelitische Milnnerund
Frauen. No. 17, p. 371 ; private sources.
«

F. T. II.
Moravia, Austria. It had
a Jewish community in tlie seventeenth century. In
1622 Emperor Ferdinand II. presented the town to
Prince Karl of Lichtenstein, on condition that none
but Catlif)]ics shouUl be permitted to reside there
and as late as 18;:54, out of a population of 4,51^, only
24 were Protestants. In 1688 the dean of Mliglitz

AUSSEE: Town

in

gave orders for the erection of a synagogue at AusThis building was destroyed "in 1722 under the

see.
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During the services on
Catholic priest entered the
synagogue and began to preach a nussioiuuy sermon
to tiie people assembled for worship.
The otlicers
of the congregation asked him to withdraw; but he
persistentl}' refused to do so, and they were C(jmpelled to eject him.
Wiicn tiie Jeusljroughtciiarges
against the priest for disturbance of the peace, lie
claimed that they had assaulted him. After a protracted lawsuit a decision was rendered to the elfect
that the sj'nagogue be destroyed antl that no other
be built. Of those charged by the priest with assault three men were branded with a hot iron and
exiled; Avhile the fourth, a man seventy-four years
old, was sentenced to work u]iou a Catliolic cliureli
tlien in course of construction.
Thirty-two years
elaji.sed before permission was granted the Jews to
establish three places of worship; and none; of these
was allowed to bear the name or to have the ap]icarance of a synagogue. It was not luitil 17n8 that
permission was given to build a regular synagogue
(Abraham Broda, "Megillat Sedarim ") and when
this was dedicated Abraham Prostiz was chosen
rabbi.
Other rabbis were Israel, brother of II. ManVi
Fuchs, of Kromau; Loeb Pollak, and ^l. Dusehak.
David ben Jacob Szczebrszyn, author of notes on
the Targumim. is said to have occupied the rabbinate in the seventeenth centur}^
Under the law of oSIarch 21, 1890, relating to the
legal conditions of the Jewish congregations iu Austria, the community of Aussee was amalgamated
Avith the neighboring conmiunities; and, through
personal and local considerations, Mahrisch-Schiinberg became the seat of the Jewish communal
f()lh)\viiig

tii<!

eve of

circumstances:

Yom Kippura

;

district.

BiDLiOGRAPiiY

:

Wolnv, Die Markgrafscliaft M<nn-ni,yo\.v.

Briinn, 1839; Abr. Broda. Mcu'dlat Sedarim, ed. E. Baiimsarten, Berlin, 189.5; N. BruU.Zur Geachichte dci- Jiiilcn in
Miihrcn, in Wiener Jahrhuch fUr Im-aeliteii, 1867; and
private sources.

D.

E. B.

AUSTERLITZ

:

Town

in

Moravia,

Austria.
one of the oldest in the

Its Jewish congregation is
province according to some historians, dating from
the beginning of the twelfth century.
Records seem
to point to a tribute paid by the Jews to King Wenzel iu 1288, which revenue he presimiably turned
over to the Teutonic Knights when they obtained
possession of the domain. The paj'Jewish
ment of this tribute was continued to
Comthe successors of the Knights, the
munity in counts of Kaimitz.
record in the
Tw^elfth
archives of the present congregation
Century, of Austerlitz shows that the Jewish
tribute for the year 1757 included pepper, ginger, and other spices.
The Jewish merchants
visited all the Mediterranean ports, and dealt extensively in the natural and artificial products of the
Orient and it was for this reason that the tribute
mentioned was exacted from them, not onlj^ by the
;

A

;

local secular

and

the papal court

ecclesiastical officials,

but even by

itself.

The fact that as late as 1798 the Jewish commuwas ordered, under penalty of legal enforcement, to pay arrears amounting to 503 florins, 3
nity

kreutzers = $200, indicates that this tribute had been
exacted from them for a considerable period.

;

cxistin.iz; betAvecu Jews and ChrisDurinsi; the Hussite
times friendl}'.
niovenient, which in 1550 had its heail((uarteis at
Austerlitz, no chanu:e in the friendly relations between Jews and Christians had occurred at least
the movement was not provocative of any ill-feeling
A striking testimony of tiiis
toward tiie Jews.
fi'iendly feeling even at a much later date is the fact
that on the occasion of the closing of themouasteries
by Jose]ih H. {17S(»-!)0), an abbot deposited his valuables with a poor Jew, who later, on liuding with
no littk; dilliculty the dwelling of the depositor, returned to him intact ail he had received from him.
The main occujjation of the Jews was trading,
and the chief articles sold by them were starch and
In connection with this fact it
lime.
"Known as is interesting to note that in Jewish
" the
records still extant Austerlitz is called

The

tians

Au spitz
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all the persons so named belong to one familv.
denotes that an ancestor of the person came from
that j)lace or was for some time a resident there.
In
the tombstone inscriptions of the old cemetery at
Prague this name occurs after 1620. The name is
also found in Prague among tho.se of Jews banished

that

relations

were

It

at all

;

White

"'Tr

Laban"

(the

White

from Vii'ima in 1670, and in r)ther localities in Ausand Hungary. (){ the members of this family
known in literature and communal life, the follow-

tria

ing

be

ineiit

b.

ioned

:

Meir Austerlitz

:

hjecrctary

the

to

rabbinate of Berlin, 1775.

Baruch b. Solomon Austerlitz: Rabbi in Cologne and preacher at Prague at the beginning of
the eighteenth century grandson of Baruch, au e.xile
from Vienna. He was son-in-law of the "primator"
(president of the congregation), Samuel Tausk, ftr
Taussig, of Prague.
He wrote approbations ("haskaniot") to an edition of the ]Midrash Rabbat [uinteil
;

Jewish iidiabitauts nund)ered about
445 individuals, occupying thirty-four
one of which l)ears the inscription "Moses

at

City."
liouses,

may

Aaron

The

City).

Australia

Abraham

in the year 15'28."
Maria Theresa issued the edict restricting
the number of Jewish families in the province of
Moravia to 5,100 (later to 5,400), Austerlitz was permitted to shelter 72 Jewish families. Chaiitable so-

Fraidvi'ort-on-the-Oder, 1705,

and

to

the 'Aruk

ha-Kazer, Prague, 1707. One of his sermons was
jiublisiied in Prague, 1713.
His daughter became
the second wife of R. Moses Harif (Brandeis).

cieties for the sick

Hirschel Austerlitz A communal leader exiled
from Vienna in 1670. In 1675 he, together wiih
Hirz Coma, Max Sehle.siuger, Solomon Wolf, and
Solomon Auspitz, signed a petition to Emperor Leopold I., praying that the Jews might be allowed to

lished

resettle in Vienna.

the following ministers ofticiated at Austerlitz as
rabbis: in 1560, R. liob, a contemporary of K. ^Slo.ses
Isserles, with whom he was in correspondence for

gary; was one of Hildesheimer's

When

and needy, and schools, estababout that time, are still in existence.
According to manuscripts left by K. Jo.sef Weisse,

Mayer Austerlitz: Now

some time; in 1570, Jacob, sou of Moses, a contemporary of Rabbi Loewe ben Bezalcel; in 1594, Hayyim ]\Ieling, sou of Rabbi Isaac IMeling, of Prague
in
in 1620, Baer Eilenburg; in 1643, Joel Glogau
1659, JNIordecai; in 1690, Abraham, son of the author
of " Bet Yehudah " in 1703, Nathan Feitel in 1770,
SimhaLeipnik; in 1780, Elijah Hirsch Istels; in 1790,
Jacob Gleiwitz; in 1811, Gerson Buchheim, greatgrandfather of Dr. Gustav Karpeles, editor of " Die
Allgemeine Zeitung des Judenthums " at Berlin and
in 1845, Hirsch Duschak, who had received a thorough rabbinical training, and possessed wide secular
;

;

;

;

knowledge.

now embodied
Jewish
Synods
Meet at

regulations)

niJpn H ''^
Takkanot).

in the

(see

noteworthy incident took place in
when a French officer of high
Austerlitz. asked the rabbi to summon ten
that he might say " kaddisli " for

member
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A

1805,

rank

Jews
a de-

of his family.

Bibliography N. BriUl, ZnrGcsch. drrJmlcn in Milhrciu in
Wiener Jahrhuch der Ii^raeliten, 1807 David (Jans, Zrmnh
David; Depping, Die Judcn im Mittelaltcr, SUiUgart, IKU
Joseph von Hermann, Gesch. dfr I»raditfii in B(}limiii.
Vienna, 1818; Hieronymus von Scan", S!iMcmatisc)ir Ddistcl:

;

;

ikr (Idictze fUr <lic Jiiden Mdhrcns uud Sclilrsiciix,
Briinn, isaj; G. Wolf, Die Alton Statutcn, 1880; Wolny, Die
Marligrafschaft Mlihrcn, Briinn, 1836; private sources communicated by R. Josef Weisse and S. Diamant, Austerlitz.
E. Ba.
D.
luiid

AUSTERLITZ Name
:

is

rabbi in Eperies,

the case with all

of a Jewish family.

names derived from

surname "Austerlitz" does

nc*^

As

places, the

necessarily signify

Hun-

earliest pujiils.

A scholar and
Moses b. Joseph Austerlitz
promoter of Jewish learning; lived in Vienna, but
when the .Tews were expelled from that city and
from Lower Austria (1669), he removed to Nikolsburg, Moravia. His house was the resort of .scholThus
ars, especially after the tire of Prague in 1689.
he helped to support the cabalist INIoses ben Meiiahem Graf, author of "Wa-Yakhel Mosheh " (And
Moses Gathered); Judah b. Nisim, author of "Bet
Yehudah " (The House of Judah) and Isiiac Zoref,
author of "M'ozene Zedek " (Just Scales), all of
whom speak highly of him.
:

;

Bibliocraphy: Kaufmann. Die Letzte Vertrcihung der

Jit-

(lenavs }Vien, Vienna, 1889; Steinsclineider, Cat. Bodl. col.
772; Hock, Die FamiUcn iY(i(/\s', ed. D. Kaufmann. Presburg, 1892.

In 1662 and in 1734 Jewish synods held their sessions at Austerlitz, passing the important resolutions

ceased

:

D.

^^-

^

AUSTRALIA:

The island-continent between
In more senses than
the Indian and Pacific oceans.
one it has been a land of sunshine to the Jews.
Nurtured and reared on British traditions. Australia
has inherited the national chantctcristics of the
mother-country. The spirit of democracy, so strong
in Australia, has always manifested itself as a unified
current that absorbs in itself all the varieil eleReligious freedom acments of race and religion.
cordingly has always been granted in full measure
as soon as the colonies received legislative indeiu'iidAmid such conditions it was only natural that
ence.
the Jews who settled there should find a cordial wel-

a hospitable home.
Australia offered its great undeveloped resources
Many
to all who were willing to develop them.
Jews embraced the opportunity and prosj^ered.
Though the Jews of Australia have never aggre-

come and
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Australia
Austria
gated

much more

of three

and a half

than 15,000 out of a population
millions, they have appreciably

assisted in the development of the
Social Po- country, and many of them have
gained distinction. A few have desition.
voted themselves to agriculture; but
the majority found here as elsewhere that manufacturing and trade offered inducements well suited
Industry has been largely deto their capabilities.
veloped by them; and in the raising of sheep and
In
cattle they have been particularly prominent.
science, art, and literature Jews have been active

participants;

and

in the

government of the colonies

they have had an honorable share.
As Australia itself has been developed in but little
more than a hundred years, it is not surprising that
the formation of the earliest Jewish community was
not accomplished before the end of the first quarter
of the nineteenth century. Sydney, the capital of
the mother-colony of New South Wales, contains the
oldest

Hebrew congregation. Its early history is recorded in "Sydney in 1848," which

Earliest

Jewish
Con-

states that there were about twenty
in the colony in 1817, and that
these were " little versed in the faith

Jews

gregation. of their ancestors. " Nevertheless, they
were sufficiently attached to their religion to form themselves into a Jewish society for
the purpose of attending to the interment of their
In 1820 the Jews obtained their own " bet hayor burial-ground by applying to the Rev. Dr.
Cowper, who allotted to them the right-hand corner
The death of one Joel
of the Christian cemetery.
dead.

yim "

Joseph prompted the application; and he was the
During the next ten years
first Jew buried there.
there was no great increase in membership and the
services of the societ)^ were not called for more than
once a year. The account continues:
;

" In 1837 and 1838 the worldly condition of the Hebrews in
the colony improved considerably, in consequence of the great
and this, with other circuminflux of respectable merchants
stances, has raised the Hebrews in the estimation of their fellowcolonists. About this period Mr. P. J. Cohen having offered
the use of his house for the purpose, divine worehip was perfonned for the first time in the colony according to the Hebrew
fonn, and was continued regularly every Sabbath and holiday.
From some difference of opinion then existing among the
members of this faith, divine service was also performed occasionally in a room hired by Messrs. A. Elias and James Simmons. In this condition everything in connection with their
religion remained until the arrival of Rev. Aaron Levi, in tlie
year 1830. He had been a dayyan, and, duly accredited, he
succeeded in instilling into the minds of the congregation a
;

ta.ste

for the religion of their fathers.

A

Sefer Torah [scroll of

the Law] wsis purchased by subscription, divine service was
more regularly condu(;ted, and from this time may be dated
the establishment of the Jewish religion in Sydney.
they formed themselves into a proper congregation,
pointed J. B. Mont«llore as the first president."

In 1832

and ap-

in

Victoria,

congregations sprang up in the towns of Melbourne,
St. Kilda, Geelong, Bendigo, and Ballarat (1853).
The congregations of Geelong and Bendigo are now
(1902) extremely small, in fact all but non-existent.
In South Australia, Jews settled considerably later
than in Victoria; and it was not till 1871 that they
were numerous enough to erect a synagogue in the
Somewhat
capital city of Adelaide.
later still, the Brisbane (Queensland)
Congregations congregation took form. For more
and Syna- than twenty years (1865-1886) they
continued to hold services in the Magogues.
sonic Hall; and at the end of that
period they were able to build a commodious synagogue in Margaret street, with a seating capacity of
400.

The youngest of the Australian communities is
that of Perth, the capital of AVest Australia, the formation of which in 1892 was due to the gi'cat influx
of people into the western colony after the discovery
of gold in the nineties. The Jewish congregation
grew rapidly; five years after the first "minyan"
(the minimum of ten males over thirteen years of age
necessary to form a congregation for divine service)
gathered in the colony, a handsome synagogue was
built and consecrated in Brisbane street. Each of the
colonies, except South Australia, has witnessed the
In New South
rise and decline of a congregation.
Wales there was at one time a fiourishing community
synagogue was built there in 1879;
in Maitland.
but owing to adverse circumstances most of the
Jews left for other parts, and now little more than
sufficient to form a minyan remains.
The same
fate has befallen the congregation of Toowoomba in
Queensland, where in 1879 the Jews built a beautiful
house of worship on their own ground, and under
such favorable conditions that within a few years the

A

synagogue was entirely free from debt. It is now
used only on the high holj"^ days by the few living at
Toowoomba.
Rockhampton, also in Queensland,
has suffered similarly.
Perhaps the shortest career was that of the Cool-

community in Western Australia. In Is-.Ci
a number of Jews, attracted by then,
Decline of gold-fields, were in that city, 'iliev !.t
Cononce obtained a grant of land from

gardie

li

1

1,>-

gregations. government, collected subscriptions,
and forthwith proceeded to builtl ;i
sj^nagogue.
Within three years, however, sr.cli a
thiuuing-out had taken place that the remainiuii:
members were unable to pay the debt on the synagogue; and the building was sold by the creditors
to a Masonic body and converted into a Masonic
hall.

Jews have been mayors

In the same year the first Jewish marriage was
celebrated, the contracting parties being Moses Joseph and Miss Nathan. Three years later a Mr. Rose
came from England and acted as the hazan, shohet,
and mohel. lie w^s succeeded by Jacob Isaacs.
The condition of the Jews impi'oved to such an extent that in 1844 they erected a handsome synagogue
in York street, in whif;h they continued to worship
for more than thirty years.
Following upon the formation of the Sydney com-

munity, Jews began to as.semble
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and

of nearly all the capital
well as of many smaller towns.
The title of justice of the peace, which is only conferred upon men highly respected by their fellowcitizens, has been gained by a very large number
of Jews, as many as tliirteen receiving that distinction at one time (1897) in New South Wales
cities of Australia, as

alone.

The Hon. H.

Sydney

;

E. Cohen is on the bench in
and the appointment of chief justice was
olfered to, accepted and held by. Sir Julian Salomons. The agent-generalship of New South Wales,
the premier colony, has been administered by two
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sir Siiul Samuel, Bait., K.C.^I.G., one of tlic
most proiniucnt and successful Jews in Australiuu
politics, aiui Sir Julian Salomons.
Jews
A goodly number of Jews have sat
in tiic various parliaments and, in proin Public

of

original lioyal Hotel in George street and he
up the sah)on of that establishment as a theater,
where the tirst representations of the
Jew Es- legitimate drama in the colony were
tablishes given. The encouragement that this
the First undertaking received induced the enTheater,
terprising proprietor to enlarge liis

Jc'^vs,

;

Life.

sphere of action. He built a theater
called the Theater Koyal, which was opened in 1833.
In the course of the half-century of eonnnunal life
Australia, four important Jewish journals appeared: "The Australian Israelite" was issued from
1870 to 1882 in ]\IeIbourne, and was edited by S. Jo-

in

was also premier for man}' jears.
The foiemost among the Jews that have figured

land,

as pioneers in Australia is Jacob .Montefiore, a cousin
South Australian historjof Sir Moses Montefiore.
records him as one of the founders of the colony;
and he was selected by the British government to
act on the tirst board of connnissiouers, appointed
in IKio to

conduct

its alfairs.

His portrait hangs

in

National Gallery, and his memory is perpetuated
by ]\Iontetiore Hill, one of the leading thoroughfares
of Adelaide.
J. B. Montetlore's activity was not
With his brother Joeontined to South Australia.
seph he gave an impetus to, and left liis impress
upon, the progress of New South "Wales. Jacob
owned one of the largest sheep-runs in the colony,
and founded and for many years acted as director of
til' IJaids of Australasia. The firm that the two brothits

ers established in

Sydney

days ranked among the

Dis-

in its early
first

of the

tinguished

bu.siness houses of that city.
The
in Politics, close connection of these brothers with
the colony is further evidenced by the
township of Montefiore, which stands at the junction
of the Bell and .Macquarie rivers in the Wellington
Joseph Montefiore was the first president of
vallej'.
the first Jewish congregation formed in Svdnev in

1832.

Solomon of Adelaide is rememuseful work he achieved in exploring

The Hon. V.

L.

bered for tiie
the vast northern territory of his colony, the interM. V.
ests of which he represented in Parliament.
Lazarus of Beudigo, known as Bendigo Lazarus,
also did much to open up new parts in the back
countiy of Victoria. The coal industry of Victoria
received a great impetus from the ]:)ersistent advocacy of the Hon. Nathaniel Levi, who for manv years
urged the government of Victoi'ia to develop it. The
cultivation of beet-root for the production of sugar
and spirits likewise owes its existence as an industr}In his labors on beto Levi's ceaseless efforts.
half of this industry he published in 1870 a work of
2.')0 pages on
the value and adaptability of the
sugar-beet.
In western Australia the townships of
Karridale and Boyanup owe their existence to the
enterpri.se of M. C. Davies, a large lumber merchant.
It is noteworthy that in the theatrical history of
Australia a Jew, Bai-nett Levy, stands as the pioneer.
A record of that fact is found in the following
entry in ''Sydney in 1848," a work published in that
year: "In the late twenties His Excellency Sir R.
Bourke granted Barnett Levy a license for dramatic performances, with a restriction that he.should
confine himself to the representation of such pieces
only as had been licensed in England by the Lord
Chamberlain." Levy was at that time the owner
J

I— 21

tlie

fitted

;

portion to the population, a large percentage have held ministerial portfolios.
Indeed, the highest olliceattainalile was held
by a Jew, when, for a short time in 1H99, V. L. Solomon was premier of South Australia. Sir Julius
Vogel, whose history, however, belongs to New Zea-

Australia
Austria

.seph,a i)ractised jouinalist, wjio alsocfHiducted

Tamworth News "

"The

"The Jewish Herald"

of Melbourne has been published, first weekly and then
fortnigiitly, from 1885 onward, under the joint editorship of Rev. E. Blaubaum and Maurice Benjamin " The Australian Hebrew," conducted by Jacob
Goldstein, appeared for oidy eighteen months in
1895-OG; "The Hebrew Standard" was first published in 1897, under the directorshii) of Alfred
;

;

Harris.

In the domain of art

two Jews, E. P. Fox and
good work. Paintings by
both these artists have been hung in
Journalism the Melbourne National Gallery. In
and Art. the Adelaide Gallery hangs a tribute

Abbey

Alston, have done

to the memory of H. Abrahams for the
services he rendered to the progress of art in AusTwo .lews of Australian birth have attained
tralia.

some

to

—

S. Alexander and
During the South African war Jews

distinction as writers

Joseph Jacobs.

contributed their quota to the Au.stralian contingents
The numbers of Jews in the
to the number of lo.
Australian colonies at the census of 1891 were as follows:
S4
Tasmania
New South Wales
5, 484
Victoria

(J,4.")i)

Soiitti .Australia

S40

Queensland

Stft)

Western Australia
New Zealand

129
1,4<>3

Total

l.'>,208

The following

estimate has recently been given of
the Jewish population of Australasia for 1899: New
South Wales, 8,140; Victoria, 5,820; South Australia, 1,110; Queensland, 930; Tasmania, 550; Western
Total, 19,G70.
Australia, 850; New Zealand, 2,270.

See Adelaide,

Melbourne, and Sydney.
D.

J.

I.

F.

AUSTRIA :*

Empire in Eurojie now united with
Hungary; its territorial extent has

the kingdom of
changed considerably during the

past

thousand

j-ears.

From the Earliest Times to the Charter of
Frederick II. (1238) The date of the first settlement of the Jews in Austria, like that of almost all
ther European countries, is enveloped in obscurity.
Folk-lore speaks of a Jewish kingdom supposed to
:

(

have been founded
Deluge, by a

Jew

in Austria. 859 years after the
or pagan called Abraham, who

came from the wonderland "Terra Ammiracionis"
to Auratim (Stockerau) with his wife, Susanna, and
present article no reference is made to Iluntrary or
former Italian provinces of Austria or to tlie Austrian
Netlierlaniis; Rolieniia. (;ali<ia, and the other outlvinp provinces of contemporary Austria are only treated in so far as tbey
are connected with tlie history of the monarchy as a whole.
*

In

to the

tlie

—

two
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Austria

his

;

sons, S;iliiu

and

Ataiiii.

This couutry was

ruled over by seveuty-two princes down to 21U n.c.
It is possible that the Je\»s themselves in Austria, as
in other countries, invented such fables in order to
free themselves from the accustition of having- participated in the crucitixion of Jesus; but more likely
the whole story is an invention of the chroniclers,

who wanted

to present to their i-eaders interesting-

llerum Auslriacarum," i. 1046
quoted by Scherer, "itechtsverhilltnisse der
Juden," 1901, i. 112). The tirst reliable report of the
existence of the Jews in Austria is found in a law
respecting tolls issued at Kaffelstiitten during the

.

sense

tales (Pez, -'Scriptores
etseq.,

reign of Louis the Child, 899-911, article 9 of which
reads: "Lawful merchants— /.f., Jews and other
merchants whencesoever they come, w hetlier from
this or any other country, shall pay a just toll on
their slaves and on other merchandise, as has been

—

the case under the former kings " (Pertz, " :\Ionumeuta Germanise," Leges, iii. 480). From this statement it would appear probable that Jews lived in

those days in Austria.

The

first

documentary

evi-

dence comes, however, from the twelfth century.
Duke Leopold V. (1177-94), who did a great deal for
the development of conunerce in Austria, had a
Jewish "mintfarmer" (master of the mint) called
Shlom, who Avas engaged in a litigation with a
Vienna monastery about the possession of a vineShlom was assassinated by a mob of Cruyard.
saders, because he had had arrested a servant of his
who had stolen some money and had subsequently
tiiken the cross ("Quellen zur Gesch. der Juden in
Deutschland," ii. 92; "Emek Habaka," ed. Wiener,
A synagogue in Vienna is first mentioned in
p. 87).
1204; somewhat later appear Krems, AV'iener NeiiAs in all German
stadt, Tulln, Klosterneuburg.
settlements (" Judendorf," " Vicus
cities, Jewish
Juda?orum ") were found in Austria in those days.
Vienna must have been a considerable community
for in the first half of the twelfth century one of tlie
most prominent rabbis of the time, Isaac beu ]\Ioses,
author of the compendium on ritual "Or Zarua',"
lived there, as well as Abigdor ben Elijah ha-Kohen
and his brother Eliezer. At the same time Moses ben
Hasdai "ipn (of Tachau?) was living
Important in Wiener Xeustadt. Others are menRabbis,
tioned in ^lordeeai ben Hillel's (died
Aug. 1, 1298) glosses to Alfasi. During the first half of the twelfth century the Jews of
Vienna must liave l)e('n a very influential factor in
commercial and ])olitical life, because Duke Frederick H. the Belligerent (1230-46) prohibited on
their advice the exportation of corn and wine from
Austria during his war with Hungary (Pertz. I.e. ix.
706); and, if the statement of this chronograi)her be
exaggerated, it is certainly significant that in the
cliaiter which Emperor Frederick II. granted to the
citizens of Vienn;i (1287) he slioidd have agreed that
no Jew should henceforth hold office. The emperor,
who was at war with the duke and who naturally
desired to have the good-will of the citizens of
Vienna, must have made this concession upon the
complaint of the (ritizens. That the sentiment with
regard to the Jews was far from friendly appears
from the fact that the emperor expressly states that
th<' .lews, b<-cause of their crime
i.e., for havinjj:

—

should be held in everlasting serviLidicis indixtude ("cum inipciiaiis au(:toritas
A year later the emerit i)erpetuam servitutem ").
peror granted to tlic Jews of Vienna a chaiter in
wiiich till- Jews aiccaHed, for the first
" Servi
time in Germany, the emjx'ror's serfs
("sei-vicanicni'nostrie"); and although
Camerae
Nostras." tiiis expression is meant in tin- first

killed Jesus

to

assert

.

.

the empero!-'s right

regard to the fact that tJie
emperor considers them as coiidennied to eternal
servitude, a matter of some importance.

over the Jew.s,

it is,

witii

Charter of Emperor Frederick II. (1238):
The jurisdiction over llie Jews, like many otiier
fiscal rights, was a subject of controversy 1)etween
the emperor

and the feudal

lords.

While Em|)eror

when he had conquered Vienna, catered
burghers by excluding tlu; Jews from i)uli-

Fretlerick,

to

tlie

he also wished to attach them to his
and therefore defined their rights in a cliarier
which is, in its most important features, a repetition
of the one granted to the Jews of Germany in 1230.
The charter ccmtains ten sections, and states first
that the Jews shall be under the emperor's protecThey are exempt
tion ("servi camene nostra'").
from the duty to furnish vehicles and horses for tiie
lic

ofiices,

cause,

If stolen property is
they have merely to swear
how much thej' have paid for it in order to receive
The baptism of
that sum from the lawful owner.
Jewish children without the consent of their parents
is expressl}' prohibited; and a heavy tine is impo.sed

royal retinue ("hospites").

found

in their possession,

on transgressors of

Baptism of the slaves

this law.

Converts shall be
given three days during which the sincerity of their
In
desire to embrace Christianity shall be tested.
of

Jews

civil law'

is

similarly prohil)ited.

Jews and

Christians are treated as ecpials;

but a Jew can not be forced to the ordeal and can
.lews
free himself by oath from any accusation.
can not be condemned on the testimony of Christians
Their lives are under the protection of the
alone.
law, and for killing or assaulting a Jew a tine is imposed, which, according to the views of the time, is
In their internal
the reparation for such a crime.
affairs they have perfect autonomy and shall be
judged by their rabbis and communal officers
only in important mat( "coram eo qui preest eis ")
In conters jurisdiction is reserved to the emperor.
nection with the commercial activity of the .Jews,
dealing in wines, paints, and antidotes is especially
mentioned; some of them must, therefore, have been
physicians.
;

Charter of Duke Frederick II. of Austria
(1244): After Frederick II. had regained possession of his country he vigorously' asserted his rights,
although he made some concessions to the states
(" Stiinde ").
Thus, he confirmed to the citizens of
Wiener Neustadt the privilege that the Jews should
not be placed in office, just as Emperor Frederick
liad confirmed it to the citizens of Vienna; but, on
the other hand, he regulated the position of the
•Tews, and evidentlj' with a bencv<Jeut intention.
He says that he grants this charter in his desire to
give to all those who are living within his dominion
a share in his grace jind benevolence. This law is a
classic type of tlie legislation on the Jews during

;
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and tlu- two subsequent centuries. It
remained in force until the expulsion of the Jews
from Austria in U'20, and was more or less literally
copied in the hiAvs of the folio win^^ rulers: Hela
IV. of Hun.ffary, 1251: Przemysl Otiocar H. of
Bohemia, l'2'A: Boleslav of Kalisz, 1264: and Bolko
The most im])ortaut feature of tiiis
of .Silesia, r2!t."j.
charter is the large space given to money-lending;
no fewer than ten of its thirty sections dealing with
questions of interest, pledges, and the like, in additlie tliiitccntli

tion to the .sections dealing Avith the jurisdiction
over the Jews. Of greatest importance is tlie fact
that the didce claims the Jews as his own subjects,
which is the lir.st instance in which they arc claimed

by the emjK'ror.
Jews are permitted to
receive as interest eight denars a week on the talent,
a rate of 17:3.33 per cent per annum. If any pledge

by the
It

territorial ruler instead of

may

also be noted that the

unser genad

funden

luid giitwilligkait

The only

").

Austria

difi'crcnce

of Ottocar and that of Frederick

tailheftig

werden

between the

ciiarter

is

that Otiocar ]no-

hibits taking sacred vestments as |)le(lges.
ther,

He, fur-

exempts the Jews from returning pledges on

their holy days, does not

limit the rate of interest,

and protests against the Bi.ood Accl"s.\tiox, referring to the papal decrees on that subject.
These insignificant dillerences can scarcely liave been due
to a change in jjolicy: they were most likely caused
by emergencies of the intervening period. It seems
that these charters were not respected; for, on Ids
return from the crusade against the heathen Prussians, Ottocar again renewed the grants to the Jews
(March 8, 1255). Further, he did not enforce the
ordinance excluding Jews from puldic office; for. in
a document dated 1257, two Jews are mentioned a.s

prove to have been stolen, the Jew has merely trt
swear how much he loaned on it, and that he did

the king's financiers ("comites camera.'").
The Church, then at the height of her power, had,
since the Lateran Council of 1215, attemj)ted to cir-

not know that it was stolen, in order to receive its
value from the owner. Everything may be accepted
as pledges, with the exception of bloody or wet garments and in case of loss by fire or robbery the oath

cumscribe the position of the Jews; but her decrees
were not carried into effect. Pope Clement IV.,
therefore, sent Cardinal Guido, a Cistercian monk,
as his delegate to northern Europe to enforce eccle-

It is
of the Jew is sutlicient to prove his assertion.
expressly stated that Jews may lend money on real
estate; but it is uncertain whether, in cases of foreclosure of their mortgages, they may possess them.

siastical discipline.

;

For the murder of a Jew by a Christian the death
penalty is inflicted; while for manslaughter and injury a fine is impo.sed, part of which is to be paid to
Capital punthe duke, part to the person wounded.
ishment is also the penalty for desecration of a Jew-

damage

ish cemetery; while for
fine of

two talents

is inflicted.

to a .synagogue a

Abduction of a Jew-

ish child is punishable as theft.
conducted in the duke's court,

Their lawsuits are

and he appoints a
special judge for JewLsh affairs ("judex Judjcorum"). There is also a "magister Juda?orum," a
rabbi or overseer of the congregation, elected by the
Jews and confirmed by the duke he is their legal
representative, and has authority to administer their
;

Like the imperial law, that of Duke
Frederick also states that a Jew can not be condemned unless there is a Jewish as well as a Christian witness against him but it differs from the imperial law in that the duke permits Jews to challenge
an evil-doer to the ordeal. It is, liowever, most
likely that in such a case the Jews hired achampion.
The Interregnum (1254-1276) Duke Frederick fell in battle June 15, 1246; and as he left no
children, his dominion became the bone of ccmteution
for variaus claimants, from whom King Przemysl
Ottocar II. succeeded in 1251. The new ruler naturally sought to gain the good-will of the citizens
in his newly acquired territory, and, therefore, soon
after the occupation of Austria, he confirmed to the
cities the privilege granted to them by Duke Frederick of the exclusion of Jews from iniblic office.
His political plans required for their accomplishment a great deal of money, and this was evidently
the reason that he renewed (]\Iarch 29, 1254) the
privileges granted to the Jews by Duke Frederick

internal affairs.

;

:

In this capacity Guido ])resided
councils which discu.ssed,
among other matters, the enforcement of the law
Such a council was held in
against the Jews.
Vienna May 10-12, 1267. The canons of this coun-

over various diocesan

enjoin the distinctive Jewish dress, and the payment by the Jewish inhabitants to the priest in
whose parish they dwell of an annual sum equal to
that which he would receive were Christians living
Jews are prohibited from frequentin their places.
ing bathing-houses and taverns of Christians, from
employing Christian domestics, from acting as taxcollectors, and from holding any other public office.

cil

A Jew cohabiting with a Christian woman .shall be
heavily fined while the woman shall be whipped
and expelled from the city. Social intercourse between Jews and Christians is strictly prohibited, and
Christians shall not buy meat or other food from
Jews, as the latter are likely to poison it. If a
Jew exacts exorbitant interest from Christians, he
shall be excluded from all intercourse with Chris"When the host is carried through the streets,
tians.
the Jews shall close the doors and shutters of their
;

houses and shall remain within. A similar duty is
enjoined for Good Friday. Jews shall not discuss
matters of religion witli the common peoi)le, shall
not prevent the wives and children of converts from
embracing Christianity, nor convert a Chri.stian to
"^

proclaiming, like his predecessor, his desire to show
his good-will to all his subjects (" Wann wir wellen,

Judaism. They shall not attend Christian patients
nor call upon them. They shall not build new synagogues, and when they repair an old synagogue
On days of abstinence
they shall not enlarge it.
they shall not carry meat in the streets uncovered
(Pertz, I.e., "Scriptores,"ix. 699 et se(/.\ H. Baerwald, "Die Beschliisse des Wiener Conciliums fiber
die Juden aus dem Jahre 1267 in Wertheimer's
Ottocar reJahrbuch," 1859-60. pp. 180-208).
newed this charter of 1254 on Aug. 23, 1268. Coml^laints by the ecclesiastics, that the Jews kept
Christian servants, sliow that the canons of the
Vienna council remained to a great extent a dead

das allerlay lent dieinunserherrscheftwonundsind,

letter.

;
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Under the House

of

Hapsburg( 1276- 1420):

the treaty of Nov. 21, 1270, the Austrian
territories were ceded to Rudolph of Hapsburg as a
vacant vassalage, which lie later transferred, in his

Through

capacity as

German emperor,

to his sous Albrecht

I.

and Rudolph (Dec. 27, 1282). He at once asserted
his rights by granting a new charter to the Jews,
because in this respect, as in many otiiers, he was
anxious to emphasize the fact that Ottocar's dominThis charter, dated
ion was not a legitimate one.
March 4, 1277, was also, in its principal points, a
reproduction of that issued by Frederick II. in 1244,
although Rudolph issued it not as duke of Austria,
but as German emperor. It was not until 1331 that
the dukes of Austria received the right to keep Jews.
Another important dillerence lies in the fact that the
charter of Rudolph was limited to the Austrian possessions, while in Bohemia the regulations of OttoRudolph, who naturally,
car remained in force.
like Ottocar, wished to attach the cities to his government, also confirmed to several of them the privilege of excluding Jews from public office; however,
he refused to confirm forged privileges of Wiener
Neustadt dating from about 1270, and which were
Under his sucstill more unfavorable to the Jews.
cessor, Albrecht I. (dvike of Austria from 1282; German emperor from 1298; assassinated 1308), the Jews
while, in his own
were protected in Germany
dominions, Albrecht connived at the outrages committed upon them by mobs or by princes. The sen;

timent of the populace with regard to the Jews may
be judged from the verses of the contemporary poet,
Seyfried Ilelbling, who complains that there are too

many Jews

and that thirty Jews are
the largest city with "stench and unbelief."
lie therefore advises that all the Jews be
burned, or sold at the rate of thirty for a penny
(Haupt, "Zeitschrift fiir Deutsche Alterthlimer,"
iv.).
In 1293 the Jews of Krems were accused of
having murdered a Christian; two were broken on
the wheel, and the others had to pay heavy ransom

enough

to

in the country,

fill

for their lives.

The

i)ersecution started in Franconia

FLEiscii also

showed

its elTects

by Rind-

in Austria,

and

in

various cities the accusation was made
Perthat the Jews had desecrated the host
secutions. so that while Albrecht fined the cities
in Franconia heavily for outrages committed against the Jews, the Jewish inhabitants of
Korneuburg were killed or expelled (1306). There
is no report of any punishment of the participants
in the massacre, although it had been proved by the
bishop that the miracle of the host was a fraud perpetrated by a priest who, after dipping a host in
blood, claimed that it bhd because the Jews had
pieiced it.
Only from St. Foelten is it reported that
Albrecht threatened tlir city with destruction for an
outrage conunitted against the Jews, and that the
city had to ir.iy n ransom of 3,500 talents.
Under
All)recht'9 successor, Frederick (1308-30), the only
event of imiH)rtan(-e is his assignment of the Jewi.sh
taxes to the arehbislinpof Sal/i)urg for services rendered in the war against liis rival, Ludwig of Bavaria.
Frederick levied taxes on the Jews in Austria on the basis of his rights as German emperor;
he ai.so canceled the debt of Albert von Rauhenslein
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Jewish inon(!y-lender, the first instance of a
usage that became frequent in later times (see TiiTniiiEF).
Frederick's order, that no
The First Jew should engage in tailoring or iu
selling cloth ("Gewand-Sehneiden ")
Totbrief.
in the city of Wiener Neustadt, is a
further evidence of the growing hostility of the
to a

municipalities toward the Jews and of the disposition of the rulers to yield to them.
Under Albrecht II. (1330-58) and Otto (1330-39),
brothers and successors of Freijerick, the right to
keep Jews was expressly granted by the emperor to
the dukes of Austria by the treaty of ]\Iunich, May
4, 1331 (" Dar/u sollen sie die Jnden, die hinter in gcsessen seindt, in alien den Rechten und Gewohnheiten
haben und niessen, als sieoder ir Vordern herbracht
haben "). It became the custom in those days for
the emperor, in order to obtain the good-will of his
powerful vassals, to transfer among other royal privileges the right to keep Jews; that is, to tax them.
In spite of the greater interest which the territorial
rulers took in their Jews,

when they became

their

taxable property, the persecutions, begun under
AuMLKDER in Alsace in 1338, had their counterparts in Austria.
In Retz, Znaim, Horn, Eggenburg, Neuburg, and Zwetl the Jews were massacred, and in the first-named city, where a desecrated host had performed the usual miracles, a
church of the " Holy Blood " was erected in commemoration of it. Evidently because of their fear
of similar massacres, the Jews of Vienna voluntarily
reduced the rate of interest from 173.33 per cent, to
which they were entitled under the charter of 1244,
to 65 per cent on large and to 86 per cent on small
loans.
This document, written both in Hebrew and
in German, is preserved in the municipal archives of
Vienna (Wolf, " Studien zur Jubelfeier der Wiener
Universitiit," Vienna, 1865, p. 170).
The desire of
Duke Albrecht II. to protect the Jews against mob
violence, for which the desecrated host furnished
pretexts, is evident from the fact that he wrote to
Pope Benedict XII. asking him to order an investigation of alleged miracles in connection with a
desecrated host in Pulka, which, according to the
opinion of some, were merely a pretext to pillage
the Jews.
The pope, in an ambiguous reply dated Aug. 29,
1338, directs that an investigation be made; but of
the result nothing is known.
New sufferings came upon the Jews of Austria
with the appearance of the Black Death (1349),
though not to so great an extent as elsewhere in
Germany. In various cities the accusation Avas
spread that the Jews had caused the plague by poisoning the wells; and in Krems, Stein, Mautern, and
other places the Jewish communities were massacred.
For tills infringement of the public peace and for
the destruction of the duke's property the cities were
fined, three of the mob leaders were executed, while
others had to pay ransom for their lives.
Contemporary clironographers call the duke for this act of
jusliceaparti/.an of the Jews("faulor Juda'orum").
A report, first found in an old manuscript, "Wiener
(ieserah" (Steinsclmeider, "Cat. Bodl." col. 537;
Griltz, "Gesch. der Juden," 3(1 ed., vii. 344, wrongly
based on Pez, I.e. i. 541), ac(!ordiug to which the

;
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Jews
upon

of Vicniiii killrd tlicinst-lvos in tlicirsynago^^if
the advice of tlieir iubl)i Jouali, is unfounded

Aibrecht.'s successor,
Scherer, l.r. p. 371).
Rudol))!) IV. (1358-65), forged the .so-called "Privilegiuni luajus," according to which Emperor Frederick I. had in 1156 given to the dukes of Austria
(sec

TUiusual jirivileges,
keej). lews

and

among which was

" pul)lic

the right to

EmiK-ror Karl IV.
confirmed the right of tiie Austrian didics to keep
Jews in all i)laces in their dominion, and made a
treaty with tlie didces of Austi'ia, in liis capacity as
king of Bohemia, that neither party would allow
Jews Avho had left their country to settle in that of
This measure was adopted
the ot her (Dec. 13, 1360).
in order to prevent Jews Avho might endeavor to
escape from extortions from seeking another liome.
If a Jew found another home, liis bonds were invalidated.
Such " Totbriefc " issued by Rudolpli are
The same conditions
e.xtant from the year 1302.
prevailed under Rudolph's brothers and successors,
Albrechtlll. (1365-95) and Leopold III. (1365-86).
When Jews had left the country, those who remained had to indemnify the duke for the loss which
he had sulfered. In 13(J7 several Jews, jirobably the
usurers."

rejiresentatives of their coreligionists,

made a

treaty

with the dukes, promising to pay 20,000 florins for
two Jews, Musch and Chadgim (Hayyim), who had
left the Austrian territory
in consideration of which
pa^'ment the dukes allowed them to take all of the
fugitives' property.
In 1366 the dukes issued an
and two
order that no Jew should engrave a seal
years later they prohibited dealing in gold and silver
and money-changing by Jews, restricting them to
About
lending money on pledges.
Restric1370 all the Jews in the Austrian territions on Oc- lories were imprisoned by secret order,
cupations. and their property was confiscated.
One report has it that the object of
this outrage was to convert the Jews to Christianity.
However this may have been, the attempt failed
onlj' two, a man of forty and a young girl, were baptized, the former of whom returned to Judaism and
was burned at the stake. At a subsequent period,
probably in 1378, a new charter was granted to the
Jews. The deed is not now e.xtant; but from quo;

;

documents it is learned that the Jews
were given a renewed assurance of the ducal protectations in later
tion

;

the right of residence in

was accorded

them

all

the ducal lands

they were to be assisted in
and the dukes undertook to
The Jews were not
issue no letters of invalidation.
to be blackmailed by loans and taxes beyond those
stipulated by their charters, and accusations against
them must be proved by the testimony of honest
(" unversprochenen ") Christians and Jews.
Notwithstanding the promise that they should not
be trovd)led Avith demands for loans by the dukes,
to

;

collecting their debts;

the latter in 1379-80 exacted another loan of 10,000
pounds of Vienna pennies, assessed under the penalty of excommunication against all the Jews of
Austria.

Similarly, in spite of the promise granted
dukes in 1383 remitted the inter-

in the charter, the

Vienna owed to the Jews
order of 1371 prohibits the sale of
wine and grain by the Jews of Styria; yet the Jews
of Vienna are expressly exempted from the impost
est

which the

on loans.

An

citizens of

laid

Austria

by the municipality of Vienna on wiue brought

into the

cit}-.

How did

the Jews, who in 1370 were robbed of all
their property, levy ten years later the sum of 10,000

l)ounds of i)ennies on the

munity?

This

is

members of
when

their

com-

easily answered,

the fact is
considered that the confiscation did not include the

bonds which they had in their hands and which constituted the greater part of their pos.sessions.
Thus
the condition of the Jews under rulers who were
considered i)artial to them was rather precarious;
but their situation became worse under the succeeding dukes.
Of the Jews under Albrecht IV. (13951404), son of

Leopold

Albrecht

III.,

III. (1395-1406),

and Wilhelm, the son of

who

ruled over Austria in

common, very little is known. The charter granted
to the Jews of Cariuthia and Styria Oct. 23, 1396,
which states that the privileges granted them in
1377 shall be confirmed, is merely a confirmation of
the " Handfeste " (charter) described alx)ve. Restrictions, such as the prohibition of dealing in any merchandise in the city of Linz (1396), or of holding real
estate, even where it had been obtained
Further
as a foreclosed mortgage, are based on
Restricthe principle that Jews should be retions.
stricted to money-lending.
Of particular interest is the fact that a Jew,
named Guntzenhauser, had to sign a promise that he
would not practise medicine (1403). This was evidently done upon the demand of the university,
whose professors frequently complain of the competition of Jewish physicians.
The invocation of the
"great Jew Czaphonas Paneach," found in that document, is evidently not, as Scherer {I.e. p. 403) and
Wolf ("Studien zur Jubelfeier der Wiener Universitiit," p. 16, Vienna, 1865) interpret it, a mystic formula: it refers to the Aramaic version of Gen. xli. 45,
and means, therefore, an oath in tlie name of Him

who knoweth

all secrets.

The hostility
manifested

of the general population to the

itself in 1406,

when

a

fire

Jews

broke out in the
used the oppor-

synagogue of Vienna and the mob
The worst, howtunity to sack the Jewish quarter.
ever, was to come under Albrecht V. (1404-39), who,

when

at fourteen he Avas declared of age, succeeded
and the hitter's cousin, Leo-

Ids father Albrecht IV.,

pold IV. Albrecht was a religious fanatic; and the
popular prejudice, Avhich declared the Jews responsible for every evil, had at that time accused the
Jews of having caused the Hussite schism. This
fanaticism found soon a pretense of justification in
the circulation of tlie story that a rich Jew, Israel of
Enns, had bought of a sexton's wife a consecrated
host in order to profane it. Under the
order of the duke, all the Jews of AusHostTrag-edyof tria were imprisoned (May 23, 1420);
the poor among them were expelled
Enns.
from the country; and the well-to-do
were kept in prison, and their property was confi.sSome, in order to save their lives, cmbniced
cated.
Christianity, but of these the majority returned to
Judaism and were burned at the stake. Otliers committed suicide; and this probably gave rise to the
legend that R. Jonah and the whole congregation of
Vienna killed themselves in the synagogue. The
only result of an appeal to the pope (Martin V.) by

the bull of Dec. 23, 1420, dfcrt't'ing that Jewish children under the agcof twelve
should not be baptized. The fate of the Jews he
either could not or would not alter, although in his
Indl of Feb. 12, 1418, he had continued to them the
tlie

Jews
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Austria

of Italy

was

whole of the privileges which they had possessed in
Germany. All the Jews who had not professed
Christianity were burned near Vienna, March 12,
1421; the duke couti.scated their property; their
houses were either sold or donated to persons of distinction and the synagogue was destroyed, and the

chief rabbi of

(May

3,

1407),

the

Jews

which

most

all

in

the

likely

German

emi)ire

meant that he

should be resijonsiblt; for the collection of taxes
The
(Gratz, "Gesch. der Judeii," 3d ed., viii. 102).
assumption that Israel was from Kremsier (FraukelGriin, " Ge.sch. der Juden von Kremsier," i. 15, Breslau, 1896) is improbable (see "Deborah," 1902, p.

The Jews refused

132).

to

From the Expulsion
1670
57),

:

submit to him.
of 1420 to that of

All)rerht's ])osthumi)ussoii, Ladislaus(1440declared of age in 1452, was a religious

who was

:

and in the treatment of the Jews followed
In charters granted to
the example of his father.
the municipality of Vienna (June 0, 1453, and Sept.
27, 1455) he confirmed his father's law, that no Jew
should liave the right to reside in that city. He
fiuther declared that loans contracted by his sub-

The children of
materials given to the university.
the Jews were placed in monasteries to be educated;
and the duke made a treaty with his cousin Ernst of
Styria that the Jews in the latter's dominion slioidd
have no dealings with his subjects. Even in his own
dominion, however, he could not enforce his law%

fanatic,

for in 1438 he issued a safe-conduct to a Jew, named
basing this favor on the fact that the latter
was innocent of the crime for which the Jews iiad

jects

Isserlein,

been punished. His epitaph, however, praises him
for the cremation of the Jews ("Jussi Juditos ante
cremare meos ").
While the number of Jews in Austria
Culture
must have been considerable, and some congregations, as those of Vienna, Wiener Neustadt, and
Krems, had contained Jewish settlements as early as
the cities along the Rhine, and while Eliezer of
Bohemia speaks with an expression of pity of tlie
:

spiritual conditions

among

the

1895), little is

Jews

known

of this country.

of

Hungary

p. x,

Cracow,

Jews

and Poland (Buber, "Anshe Shem,"

of literary activity

among

the

Of the fourteenth century

is

Meir ben Baruch ha-Levi in Vienna, who is reported
to have introduced the title Mohenu as license for

Among
the exercise of the rabbinical prerogative.
his contemporaries were Aliraham Klausner, ShaTheir
lom of Neustadt, and Aaron of Neustadt.
activity is chiefly in the field of the minutise of law,
in which Shalom's disciple, Jacob ha-Levi (Maharil),

became specially prominent. The latter has preserved to us the fact that as early as the fourteenth
century the Jews of Austria had their own ritual and
their peculiar melodies in public worship ('']Minhag
Bene Oesterreich " see INIaharil, in "Laws of Yom
Kippur," ed. Warsaw, 1874, p. 47). Ileligious practises in Austria must have been so developed in the
twelfth centvuy that Isaac of Durbalo, a Frenchman,
thought them worthy of his special attention, and
he quotes what he has heard al)out tlieni in Olmlitz
(Mahzf)r Vitry, p. 338, Berlin, 18()r)-y7).
There
must, however, have been some participation in the
spiritual life of their neighbors, as Jewish physicians are frequently mentioned, and their j)ra(tise
seems to have aroused the jealousy of their Christian
competitors.
It is further probable that G. Wolf is
right when he tliinks tliat tlie title " Morcnu " was
introduced by li. .Meir ha-Levi in imitation of the
conferring of degrees in the University of Vienna
founded in 13(55 ("Sludien ztir Jubelfeier der Wiener
Universililt," p. 15, Vieiuia. 1805).
The only Talmudic scholar of great literary reputation was Lsrael
TssKKi, K.I.N of Marburg, Styria, author of "Tc^rumat
;

lia-Deshen," who lived in the first half of the fifteenth century. The groat-grandfather of Isserlein,
Lsrael of Krems was appdiiited 1)y F,Mi])eror Kupert

from Jews residing elsewhere should be inhad in 1423 made an agreement with his cousin, Ernst of Styria, that the Jews
living in the latter's dominion should not be pervalid, just as his father

mitted to lend money to the sul)j<'cts of Albrecht.
The physicians of Vienna complained that a Jew
who had a safe-conduct from the German emperor
Frederick III., Ladislaus' cousin, practised medicine
The young king's enmity toward the Hus(1454).
sites was even more bitter than that of his father;
and under his protection the fanatic
monk Capistrano preached against
Perthe heretics, arousing the population
secutions
Capistrano. against the Jews. They were expelled
from Ohniitz, Brlinn, Znaim, Neustadt, Breslau, Schweiduitz, and other cities of Sile:

sia (1454-55).

Ladislaus died when only seventeen years old
(Nov. 23, 1457), and his lands passed into the possession of Frederick V. of Styria, who was also German
emperor after 1440. Frederick was always in financial difficulties, and therefore needed the Jews;
but he was also favorably inclined to them from
humanitarian reasons, so that people gave him the
nickname "King of the Jews." Probably because
of the attacks on them by Capistrano, Frederick obtained from Pope Nicholas V. a bull (issued Sept.
20, 1451) granting him express permission to allow
Jews to reside in all of his dominions, which included Austria, Carinthia, Carniola, Styria, Tyrol,
and Alsace (Vorder-Oesterreich). This permission
is explained by the fact that the Jews were tolerated
for the benefit of the inhabitants needing moneylenders (Christians not being allowed to engage in
this business), and, further, because tradition had
from time immemorial sanctioned this toleration. A
When
correct text is found in Scherer {I.e. p. 436).
Frederick succeeded to the possessions of Austria,
the states (" Stande ") petitioned (1458) that the ex])ulsion of the Jews from Upper and Lower Austria
be enforced. The petition was renewed in 1460,
and in his reply (March 23, 1460) in which he grants
the petitioners' rcfpiest and states that

Jews

shall

except where they
have been permitted to reside before, he repudiates
the rumor thai he favored the Jews: " Wiemansein
settle

nowhere

in his territories

genad beseliulldig, sein genad halt hye hew.ser vol
Judeii iHid time den gnadig schub und furderung,
etc., wolt sein kay. gn. gern soldier ziclit vcrtragcn
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si'iii

von

(Icn

die cs ordt'iickcii. iiaclidt'in sciu kay.

sion of the

(larau zuiiial uimiitlicli bcscliicliL " (ScIrtci', I.e.
The coiiiplaiiits auaiiisl tlie icsidfiice of
427).

gii.
\).

Austria were Ircqucutly repeated in sjiitc
emperor's assunuice that they would not he
allowed to settle there; so tiiat in his reidy, dated
Dec. i;], 140:!, he makes tlic remark thai while lie
was willinir t<> carry out his ])romisenol to allow any
Jews to settle in Austria, he could not, in his capacity as king of tlie Romans, refuse them permission
to come to his court Avheuever they
Petitions had husiness to transact tiiere. For
Against some years this seems to liave sulTiced
hut in 1479 the com]ilaint is repeated,
Resettlement, and tlie emperor is petitioned to issue;
a decree that no debt shall be valid
unless the bond is signed in the presence of a judge.

Jews
of

in

tile

:

The hostility to the Jews was constantly fomented
by the clergy, who refused to give absolution or to
admit to connnunion any judge or other official who
should render sentence in favor of the
In order to stop this agitation, Frederick ob-

in a litigation

Jews.

taine<l from Pojie Paul II. the bull " Scdis apostolicjie
copiosa benignitas" (May 81, 1409), in Avhich the
pope declared that tlie Jews had a claim to be treated
The emperor also intervened in favor of
justly.
the Jews of Endingen, who had been accused of the

murder of a Christian child (see Bi.ood Accusation
JosKL OF Kosheim); and he took similar action

a;id

of a like nature were made in Trent
and Regensburg (1478). The animosity of
When the Hunthe citizens remained unabated.
garian king ^latthias Corvinus captured Vienna in
14S,j, tlie citizens petitioned him that "in consideration of theirdisgraceful action toward God Almighty,

when charges

(1476)

the

Jews should be

e.\])elled.'"

The king

gi'anted

The hostility of the population is furthe petition.
ther manifested in various polemical works of tlie
period (Scherer, l.r. ]i. 488).
Tlie death of Frederick (Aug. 19, 1493) at once
changed the condition of the Jews. His successor,
Ma.ximilian (1493-1.119), seems, as heir presumptive,
to have tried to induce his father to change his attitude toward the Jews. When 3[a\imilian took possession of the throne, conditions

changed

to

some ex-

tent in favor of the Jews, because hisjiolitical ambi-

of France
tions — esp(>cially his wars with Francis
— forced him to protect the Jews, who furnished
I.

liis

only reliable source of income. As under liis father,
the states (" Stiiiide '') of Austria constantly complain
that, contrary to their privileges, Jews are tolerated,
^la.ximilian alwaj's answers by referring to the temporary character of his grants to the latter. Still,
as can be seen from his attitude toward the charges
made by the convert Pfi:ffki!koi?x, avIio demanded
the confiscation of all rabbinical books, the emjieror
was not favorably inclined to the Jews. When,
therefore, the states in Carinthia and in Styria declared their willingness to indemnify
Exhim for the taxes of the Jews, he depulsions
creed their expulsion from those provCarinthia inces (Carinthia, March 9, 149G Styria,
and Styria. ^Marcli 12, 1496), which, partly under
his father, partly under his own reign,
had been united with the Austrian possessions. The
states of Styria paid for the privilege of the expul:

;

Austria

Jews 38,000 pounds

of Vienna pennies;

while those of Carinthia ])aid 4,000 Rhenisii llorins
(the text of (his decree was published in " Alig. Zeit.
des Jud. " 1849, !>. 23). The motives a.ssigued for the
expulsion are ])artly religious, arising from alleged
insults to tlie sacrament, and partly economic, in
view of the Jews' usurious and fraudulent business i)iaclises.
Carniola had only one Jewish settlement, in Laibach, and the citizens of that town
also obtained a decree ordering the expulsion of the

Jews

(Jan.

1, 1.515).

In

all

of these territories

Jews

had existed since the thirteenth century, aixl probal)ly earlier, as is indicated by the names of many
places; e.g., Judenburg, Judendorf, etc.
The decrees of expulsion, with very few exceptions, remained in force until the new era following
the year 1848.
In Austria proper the petition of tiie
states for the expulsion of the Jews, thougii often
repeated, was never fully granted; and in 1.518 tlie
emperor, in replying toa petition forcx])ulsioii, stated
that, while he Avas willing to expel the Jews from
Vienna and from the ])rovince of Austria, it was not
his intention to expel them from the province at once.
He, therefore, permitted them to reside in the cities
on the border, Ei.senstadt, iSIarchegg, etc. where they
should have a chance to look for a place of definite
settlement.
This policy the emperor maintained to
Shortly before his death (Jan. 12, 1519),
the last.
he, in reply to repeated complaints of the states,
announced that Jews who had been expelled from
his various dominions would be allowed to reside in
the border towns; and he further exemi)ted from
the expulsion the Jew Hlirschl, who had been permitted to reside in Vienna 0<h\\ 24. 151.^). This is
]yiaxthe beginning of the era of the CounT Ji:ws.
imilian was succeeded by his grandson Charles V.
(1519-56), who, in his capacity of German emperor,
,

exercised a considerable influence upon the condition
The frequent exi)ulsions at
of the Jews in Austria.
the end of the fifteenth and at the beginning of the
sixteenth century had made it imperative for the
German emperor (who, in his illusionary cajiacity as
Roman emperor, considered himself as the jirotector
of all the Jews, and w ho, as such, derived an income

from the Jewish taxes) to i)rovide some remedy.
Charles, therefore, at the commencement of his reign
confirmed the privileges of the Jews (1.520), among
which was the important sti]>ulation that they should
not be expelled without his consent fiom jdaccB
This charter
Avlierc they had been allowed to settle.
he confirmed after his coronation as Roman emperor
In the
18, 1.530), and again on April 8, 1.544.
latter document he also declared against the blood
The policy of maintaining the Jews
accusation.
where they had once lieen tolerated and of prohibiting their settlement elsewhere remained in general
the policy of the Austrian rulers after
his time, although this rule was not
General
AVhen. in 1.525,
without exceiitions.
Policy.
the states of Austria again demanded
that Jews should not be jiermitti-d to reside in
any part of Austria. Ferdinand (to wliom, in 1.522,
Charles had assigned Jiis Austrian possessions) emphatically replied (Feb. 23. 1.526^ that he Avould al-

(May

low them to live in any part of his pos.sessions where
Jews had previously dwelt. On May 28, 1529, he
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again confirmed the charter of the Jews in Austria.
Individual Jews occasionally received special favors,
as, for example, the physician Lazarus, whom the
tutor of the emperor's children commends highly for
services rendered to the imperial household (1534),
and the Jew Moyse, who had distinguished himself
by services rendered to the mint (1542). The latter
was granted, as a special favor, permission to deal
in all kinds of merchandise, though he was prohiljIn spite of his
ited from lending money on interest.
promises to allow Jews to reside in places where they
had been tolerated, Ferdinand ordered an expulsion
The order
of the Jews from Austria (Jan. 31, 1544).
An expulsion from
was, however, never executed.
Bohemia, decreed by Ferdinand in 1561, was repealed
owing to the efforts of Mordecai Meisels, who went
to Rome and obtained from Pope Paul IV. the absolution of the emperor from his vow.
Under the successors of Ferdinand, Maximilian II.
(1564-76), Rudolph II. (1576-1612), and Matthias
(1612-19), the conditions remained the same. Expul-

and revoked taxes were imposed on every occasion and petty persecutions, especially in regard to the distinctive Jewish costume or
badge, were the key-note of the legislation. In 1567
a charter granted to the Jews of Bohemia confirms
sions were threatened

;

;

the right of residence to the Jcavs of Bohemia " for
time " while in the following year it is decreed
that they shall not be permitted to reside in the rtii-

all

;

ning towns. From these latter they remained excluded until the new constitution of 1848 abolished their
disabilities.
Another decree of expulsion followed,
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rum") disturbs the church services ("AUg. Zeit. des
Jud." 1887, p. 30). In spite of liis religious prejudices, however, Ferdinand treated the Jews with
comparative fairness. When the town council of
Vienna ordered landlords having Jews as tenants to
require them to vacate the i)remises, the emperor at
once intervened, enjoined the council from disturbing the Jews, and also took measures to jjrotect them
against further disturbances by allotting an area in
one of the suburbs of Vienna to be set ai)ai t for the
habitations of the Jews, in which they would be
permitted toacquire real estate(1624). Ina cliarter,
dated Dec. 6, 1624, the Jews have assured to them
undisturbed residence in Vienna; they are permitted
to enter the city without the badge; the population
is warned not to molest them; they are placed exclusively under the jurisdiction of the
The Vienna imperial authorities; and their houses
Ghetto.
are exempted from the obligation to

On

the other hand,
ordered that both in
Vienna and in Prague Jews should be forced to attend a mission service on every Sabbath, when a
Jesuit would preach to them on the truth of the
Catholic religion (1680).
The policy of Ferdinand seems to have been to
exempt individual Jews from the disabilities imposed upon the Jews as a class. Thus, he gave to
Jacob B.\ssEvi hereditary nobility, and to the court
Jews of Vienna a privilege which exempted them
from the jurisdiction of the congregational authoribillet

Ferdinand, as a

soldiers.

strict Catholic,

suspended in the following year, but seems to have
been finally executed in 1575 or 1576. This expulsion, like that decreed in 1561 in Bohemia, must
either have been revoked or, more probably, became
again a dead letter owing to the exceptions in favor
of the court Jews, who had the right to take other
Jews into their employ; for in 1597 the states of
Lower Austria again demand the expulsion of the
Jews from the province, and, as if they knew that
such a decree would not be carried out, they demand
the enforcement of the decree compelling Jews to
wear a badge. Rudolph II. took a great interest in
the Jews from a scientific point of view also.
Being
an alchemist, he, like many others at that time, be-

This privilege and the immunity of the Jews
from communal taxes and from the jurisdiction of
the municipal authorities proved bones of contention; and after the death of Ferdinand (1637) the
Jews of Vienna compromised with the citj' autliorities, offering to pay the sum of 6,000 florins into the
city treasury.
This offer had not, however, the desired effect.
The municipal authorities of Vienna
demanded of the new emperor, Ferdinand III. (163757), the expulsion of the Jews from Lower Austria;
and the emperor acceded to the extent of ordering
that Jews should not be permitted to keep stores in
the city, and that their exemption from municipal
jurisdiction should cease (1638).
A year or two later
this law was revoked.
In 1641 the
Immunity status quo of 1624 was restored, and in

lieved that cabalistic literature contained information on the mysteries which he was studying, and

City Taxes, the Jews

for the

Jews

of

Lower

Austria, in 1572, which

therefore he called Rabbi
castle in

Prague

Lowe ben

(1592) to give

was

Bezalel to his

him the much-desired

information ("Zemah David," ed. Frankfort-on-theMain, 1692, p. 666).

Ferdinand II. (1619-37) was a bigoted Catholic and
a disciple of the Jesuits, who, in their desire to crush
out all lieresy, were naturally enemies of the Jews.
As during the sixteenth century complaint was
made that the Jews sympathized with the Turks and
served them as spies, .so after the battle at the White
Mountain near Prague (1620), which restored Bohemia to the house of Hapsburg and to Catholicism,
the charge was made that the Jews favored Protestantism.
Thus, the dean of Teplitz complains in a
report to the arclibishop of Prague that the Jews
receive Protestants into their houses, and that the
noise of tJieir synagogues ("rugitus et mugitus illo-

ties.

from

recognition of the services rendered by
to the imperial treasury during the severe crisis which the war

with the Swedes had brought upon Austria, the
former privileges were confirmed in 1645. Although
the Jews had been accused of secret complicity with
the enemy, they suffered terribly during the Thirty
Years' war.
In various congregations of Moravia
Jewish houses were pillaged, and in Kremsier seventeen people were killed and a considerable number
wounded (June 26, 1643) (Frankl-Griin, "Gcsch. der
Juden in Krem.sier," pp. ^(Sctseq.). The heavy taxes
exacted from the Jews, in consequence of the depletion of the imperial treasury during the jirotracted
war, and the constant quarrels in the overburdened
Jewish communities, induced the emperor to give to
the Jews of Vienna a new con.stitution (1646) which
should enable the ofiiccrs to enforce their authority
(Meynert, in Wertheimer, ".Jahrbuch flir Israel iten,"
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V. ^2).
The t'lifoicfiiit'iit of a decree of expulsion
against the Jews of J^ower Aiistiia in 10.">2 could
only be averted by the payment of u contribulion of

treacherous calumny and liad to leave the country,
liefore him K. Lowe ben Bezalel (d. 1609) occupied
a very prominent position in Prague.
The mas-

S.j.UUO tlorins.

by the Cossacks in Poland (1648-.JG) also
brought many learned fugitives to Austria, like
E|)liraini Cohen, ^•habi)elhai (-'oiii;.\, Samuel K.\iu.vNuvKU, and others. Meiiahem .Mendel Knocii.MAii was ral)l)i of Nikolsi)urg, where he died in 1661,
and was succeeded by his .sonin-law, Gershon AsiiKENAZi, who was the last ofliciating rabbi of Vienna
before the expidsion.
Prague was the hrst town in
Germany in which a printing-press was established
Jewish physicians were always to be found
(1513).
sacres

Ferdinand's son and successor, Leopold I. (IGoT170.")), had originally been destined for the jniestliood, and only the death of liis elder brother Ferdinand placed him on the throne. Of deeply religions
characler and a blind admirer of the Jesuits, he was
only too eager to listen to the ever-ieuewed complaints of the citizens of Vienna.
At the beginning of his reign he confirmed the i)rivileges of
the Jews (lOoS); and repeated his assurance of their
protection, when the municipal council of Vienna
ordered an appraisement of the hou.ses and other
proi)ert3' of the Jews, though they were not subject
to municipal taxation (June 21, IGCl).
He also successfully checked the mob when, in lOCo, the body
of a murdered woman most found in tlic ghetto,
and a rumor was spread that the Jews had committed the crime. His attitude soon changed, however.
]n IGOO he had married Margaret Theresa, a
Spanish princess, and her intluence was strongly
brought to bear against the toleration of the Jews,
for to this fact she ascribed the misfortune of the
death of lier first-born. To this was added the influence of the patriotic but fanatic bi.sliopof Wiener
Xeustadt, Count Kollouitsch
and at length the
emperor yielded to the demands of the citizens of
Vienna, and ordered the expidsion of the Jews from
the city and from the provinces of Lower and Upper
Austria (Feb. 27, 1670).
All Jews
Expulsion were required to leave the capital by
from
July 25, 1670, and tliose living in the
Vienna.
country were expelled in the following spring. The synagogue of Vienna
was converted into a church (Aug. 18, 1670), which,
in honor of the emperor, was named after his patron
saint, Leopold.
The persecution of the Jews soon
bore fruit. The city could not, as it had promised,

Vienna, successful rivals of their Christian colIn the sixteenth centur}' occurs the name
of Leo Lucerna, called " ."^laor Katon
in the seventeenth century, those of Leo (Low) Winkler, who
graduated in Padua in 1629, and of his two sons,
Jacob and Isaac, who were graduated there in 1669.
Acquaintance with German seems to have been rare,
for the documents signed by the Jews are signed in
in

leagues.

''

;

Hebrew. Still, the knowledge of spoken German
was evidently very general, for the Jesuit priests
who preached the mis.sion sermons for the Jews were
instructed to preach in German.
Some Jews could
write in German, as is seen from a letter addressed
to W.\GENSEiL by Enoch F'rilnkel, one of the exiles

who

;

pay the taxes of the Jews in addition

tests

is

also interesting

the Jews hate
any reason why the

against the accusation that

professors of different religions should not be tolerant toward one another (Kaufmann, " Die Letzte
Vertrcilnuig dcv Juden aus ^Vi(•n." p. 197).
From the Expulsion of 1670 to the Toleration Edict of Joseph II. (1782): As has been
stated above, the needs of conunercial life made the
expulsion from Vienna a dead letter. The Jews went
to the city on business, and the only ditference was
Even
that they were not permitted to reside there.
this proliibition was soon disregarded in exceptional
The war with the Turks, who in 1683
instances.
nearly captured Vienna, required large means: and
among those who furnished the army with provisions
and the treasury with money was Samuel OppeniiiciMER, a Jew from Heidelberg, who was given
the right of residence and even that of acquiring
His right of residence dated
projierty in Viemia.
from about 1685. Through him other members of
his family were permitted to dwell in the city, either
as members of his household, or as his employees.

to those wliich

Prominent among them was Samson Wkhtheimeu
Others followed, such as Simon 3Iichael of Presburg, who had deserved well of the
imperial treasury by furnishing gold and .silver for
the mint; .so that in a comparatively short lime the
(1658-1724).

Wischau, ]\roravia, for their resettlement in
the capital did not lead to the desired result nevertheless, not long after the expulsion Jews again appeared in Vienna.
Cultvure
Though the Jews of Au.stria were not
very prominent in rabbinical literature and other
spiritual activities, the two congregations of Vienna
and Prague, and, later on, that of Kikolsburg, contained quite a number of important Talmudists.
exiles at

;

city liad again a Jewisli congregation, only with the
dilterence that it possessed no corporate rights as

such.

:

them had come from Germany, like YomTob Lipmann Heli,ek, rabbi in Nikolsburg, Vienna,
and Prague, who in 1630 became the object of a

This letter

Christians, as he can not see

they had paid before; and many citizens complained
that the connnerce of the city Iiad sulTercd through
the emigration of such a large number of consumers.
Leopold then adopted a milder policy. He not only
allowed the exiles to settle in his other provinces,
notably in ]\Ioravia and Bohemia, but further permitted (1673) Jews to visit the fairs in the province
of Lower Austria, whence they had been expelled.
]\Ioreover, when in 1680 the ghetto of Prague was
destroyed by incendiaries, he refused to listen to the
entreaties of the nuniicipality of Prague, who wanted
to use the opportunit}- to expel the Jews altogether.
Negotiations with the representatives of the Vienna

Many

settled in Fiirth.

from the broad-mindedness of the author, who pro-

Court

short reign of Leopold's son and successor, Joseph I. (1705-11), brought
Jews, no change in their condition. Under
Charles^ VI. (1711-40). a brother of

The

Leopold, the traditional policy was also maintained.
About 1725 there came from London to Vienna as a

of

comt Jew Diego D'Aorn.AU. who farmed
|

the to-

bacco monopoly, and who, according to the

testi-

"
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niouy of Maria Theresa, had a chiiiu ou her gratitude because of his disinterested services.
The malignant fanaticism of the clergy continued.
Typical for their position is the case of the congregation of AussEE, when its synagogue was destroyed
and three members were e.\iled ou the charge of the
local priest, who asserted that they had assaulted
him, when he (contrary to the law) had entered their
synagogue ou Yom Kippur and preached ChristianIn Brium, whence Jews had
ity to them (1722).
been expelled through the efforts of Capistrano in
1454, one Solomon Deutsch in 1706 held services in

paternal legislation in the administration of Jewish
The duties of the district rabbi, the mode
affairs.
of his election, and even the course of Talniudic
She examined
studies were regulated in detail.
personally the bill of the delegates to the election of
the Jewish representatives (1751), and demande/
that a Jesuit should be a member of the commission
which should examine all Hebrew books. Her special confidence was enjoyed by the Jesuit Franz
Haselbauer (1677-1756), who in 1726 brought the

became known the repetition of

Catholic religion ("Zeit. fur die Gesch. der Juden in
Deutschland," ii. 388). In 1760 she issued an order
that all unbearded Jews should wear a yellow badge

an

inn.

When

this

such an act was prohibited under a fine of 100 reichsOn the application of Deutsch permission
thaler.
was, however, given to read prayers, but not to use
a scroll of the Law ("cum res sapiat synagogam,"
"Tagesbote aus Mahren," Nov. 7, 1901). The taxes
were very heavy. Charles demanded of the Jews of
Vienna 148,000 florins to defray the expenses of
In 1717 they had to lend
his coronation (1711).
1,237,000 florins, toward which Samson Wertheimer

charge against a Jewish calendar, ])rinted in Amsterdam, that it contained blasphemies against the

on their

left

restrictions placed

may

—

buy fish is sometimes altogether prohibJewish druggists are not permitted to buy
herbs at the same time with Christians (" Allg. Zeit.
des Jud." 1887, pp. 676 et seq.). The taxarion was
o'clock; to

On the other hand,
contributed 500,000 florins.
these court Jews used their influence in the interest
of their coreligionists elsewhere when the latter were

ited;

was due to Samuel Oppenheimer's inwork " Neu Entdecktes Judenthum,
by J. A. Eisenmenger, was prohibited. They also
tried, though in vain, to obtain a repeal of the cruel
sentence against the Jews of Aussee mentioned
above. The treatment of the Jews was still guided
by the principle that they were a nuisance which
required constant watching, lest it became perniThus Charles issued an order that of every
cious.

exorbitant.

in trouble.

It

fluence that the

Jewish family only one member should be considered
"pro incola," which meant that only one should be
permitted to marry (Sept. 23, 1726). Jews were
expelled from Breslau in 1738 upon the demand of
the merchants.

Maria Theresa (1740-80),

For instance,

it

was decreed

in

1744 that

the Jews should pay a special tax of 40,000 florins
for the right to import their citrons for the Feast of
Booths (see Etrog). Upon the petition of the Jews
Only occathis tax was reduced to 4,000 florins.
sionally

was

the empress

humane

in her treatment

Thus, on Feb. 15, 1769, she ordered
of the Jews.
that no Jewish child should be baptized against the
will of its parents; and in a special case she decided
against the Church (Wolf, " Judentaufen in Oester-

An evident
reich," pp. 55 et seq., Vienna, 1863).
intention to improve the material condition of the
Jews is found in her orders (1) that the Jews may
new garments made by themselves, against
which the gild of tailors had protested (April 10,
1772); (2) that Jews may engage in jewelers' work,
although they must not keep an apprentice (April
and (3) that they may keep tanneries
24, 1772)
imder certain restrictions (Sept. 20, 1775).
Culture
The mental activity among the Jews dursell

who was very

bigoted,
During the war

was especially hostile to the Jews.
with Frederick the Great the rumor spread, as had
been the case during the war with the Swedes and
with the Turks, that the Jews liad betrayed the
country to the enemy. The empress imposed upon
them a contribution of 50,000 florins, and in 1744
issued an edict that all the Jews in the kingdom of
Bohemia, including the provinces of
Under
3Ioravia and Silesia, should be ex-

Maria

arm.

on tlie Jews a specimen
be given from a petition of the community of
Prague. They complain that they are not permitted
to buy victuals on the market before a certain hour
vegetables not before 9, and cattle not before 11

Of the

Only after great efforts by
various i)hilanthropists and foreign
ambassadors did she consent to suspend the edict for len years for an annual payment
of 3,000,000 florins (Aug. 5, 1748). Later on the matDuring the seven years' war
ter was abandoned.
with Prussia the empress permitted the statement to
be published that the suspicion against the Jews was
unfounded. In 1756 the district rabbi of Moravia,
Moses Lemberger, upon the demand of the empress
pronounced an excommunication against all traitors.
In spile of lier aversion to tiie Jews, the empress
took a deep interest in all matters pertaining to tlie
administration of Jewish congregations. Her statute
for tlie Jewry of Moravia, " Ocneral-Polizcy I'rocesspellcd.

Theresa,

und Kornmerzialordnung fl'ir die Judenschaft im
Marggraflhum Milhren " (1754), is a classic type of

;

:

ing this period

is still

almost exclusively restricted

Talmudic literature. Higher literary aims were
pursued by David Oppenheim, nephew of the court
Jew Sanuiel Oppcnheimer, who was rabbi of Nikolsburg 1690-1705, and of Prague 1705-36. His rich
and well-selected libraiy could not, however, be
brought into Austria on account of the severe cenThe movesorship, then in the hands of the Jesuits.
ment of Sliabbethai Zebi agitated the Jews of Austria to no small degree; and some of the mystics
to

who

followed the pseudo-^NIessiah Avere Austrians,
Pkossnitz; or they found a fertile soil
in Austria in men like Nehemiah H.vvvun and Jacob Fii.vNK. The controversy between Jacob E.mDEN and Jonathan EvBEScni^TZ also caused a great
commotion in Austria, where the latter had spent a
great part of his early life and where, also, Eniden
liad lived for some time in the house of his fatherin-law, Mordecai ha- Kohen, rabbi in Ungariscli Brod.
Meml)ers of the AiTEitn.xcii family who had lived in
Vienna and in Nikolsburg were called to important
like Loebele
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rahbiuical i)<)sitioiisin Poland; otlitTs, likt'SchiUflkc
lIoKow IT/., lablii ill Nikolshiiru' (d. 1 7T.S). and Ezekicl Landai'. cliicr ral)l)i of Prauiic ( 7."i4-'J3), were
1

Pioiniiicnt men from
Poland.
Austria tilled positionsin (leniiany, c.n., Banicii ben
i)a\id 'rK"().Mi.M-Fi!.\-NKi:i.. the JJa<iiaiia( lis, Jac'ob
Main, and ,)a<()H
Fraiikfoit-oii-tiic
in
I'di'i'ii;-natives
];i:i-i iii.K in .Met/, butli the laticr liciim
'I'd linlicniia, as Die counl rv of their
of i'rauui'.

callid

ti)

Austria

I'loiii

names ot Horowitz and i^ipseiiiitz,
from Liebesclu'itz in lioiiemia.
knowledue bei^aii to spread in Austria,

naliv ity. jioint tiie

ihr

deiixcd

latiir

en -~ceular
lie seen from tlie physicians Abraiiam Kiscn,
tiie teaeiier of .Mendelssohn, and Jonas Jkittklks
(17;i")-lH()(5), who had studied medicine in Halle.
From the Emancipation Edict of Joseph II.
i;\

as i.M\

Undir .Maria
of 1848
and sucrcessor, Joseph II. (1T80-U0), a
new era be^an for the Austrian Jews. Joseph was
an admirer of Voltaire and a disciple of the school
of cidi.ii'hteiiment, and he, therefore, adojited an attitude toward the Jews dilferin<^ from that of his
mother and considered it his duty to improve their
One of the first acts of liis goverumeut
condition.
was the abrogation of all the laws reciiuriug the
Jews to wear a distinctive dress (Oct. 31, 1781).
Tiie enlightenment ("Aufkliirung") of the JewsAvas
one of Joseph's cherished plans. To this cud he de-

Revolution

the

to

:

Tlicresa's sou

manded

that the

Jews should

as.similate them.selves

adopt the language of the
country, and establish schools according to the ])lan
of modern pedagogy (" Xormalschuleu "). that they
should be allowed to enter all high schools aud universities (which, as he expressly states, had Jjceu at
no time directly prohibited), to lease lands for agricultural purposes (if they worked it with Jewish
hands), to engage in all mechanical trades, arts, and
to their surroundings,

wholesale commerce (Oct.

19, 1781).

He

abolished

the poll-tax (Dec. 19, 1781), directed the authorities
to treat the Jews like fellow-men ("Xebenmenschen '"), and commanded that Jewish children in the
public schools should also receive proper considera-

Joseph's views are most clearly expressed in

tion.

what

is

called the

He

introduces this

Ins

aim

Tolkuanzp-Vtext (Jan. 2, 17S-2).
law Avith the statement that it is

to permit all his subjects, Avithout distinct ion

and nationality, to participate in the Avelaud freedom of his government; and, although

as to creed
fare

the restrictions on residence in the other provinces
in-ohibitiou to reside in LoAver Austria arc;
expressly maintained, the laAv breathes the spirit of

and the

a Dt'W era.

The

specitic ecclesiastic

restrictions,

dating from the time of the Vienna council, })rohibiting JcAvs from l)eiug abroad before noon on Sundaysand Catholic holy days, and from
Beginning vi.sitiug places of amusement, areabol-

of a

NeAV Era.

ished.

He

the Jews
names (17'^7)
in each
the army

also compelled

to asstune fixed family

—

and to serve in
case the first instance of the kind in Eurojie.
The short reign of Leopold II. (1790-93). brother
aud succes.sor of Joseph, Avas too uneventful to
leave any traces in the history of the Austrian Jcavs;
but it may be mentioned that upon his ascent to the
throne the bishops jn-esented a petition asking that
the laAvs of Joseph II. relating to the Jews be abro-

Austria

gated, and thai the Jews be again declared crown
vassals (" Kammerkueclite ") wliose iJo.siti()n desolely on llie good-will of the inouardi.
Leopold replied evasively that the times were too
troublous to allow him to take any d<'cisive steps
lieiided

Francis II. (1792-18130), Leo|)old"s
son and successor, reigned during tlie most critical
jieriod of Austria's history.
He Avas a man of narrow views, atypical Philistine; and his conception
in the matter.

of the political and economic situation of the Jews
was in harmony Avilh his general policy. When, in

Baron von Saurau, one of the highest ollicials,
a motion to aliolish a special department of
the police, the "Judeuamt," an invidious distinction
against the Jcavs, the emperor agreed that the department slnmld be called acouunission. Economic
and social restrictions Avere mnnerous. The ))riucil)le of improving the condition of the Jews by opening to them new Avays of activity, as Joseph H. had
179;j,

made

intended, Avas given up.
Agriculture, Avhich Joseph II. endeavored to introduce among tliem, Avas
restricted.

They

Avere jtrohibited

property.

Only

in the case of the estates of noble-

men

from farming rural

Giiter") Avas an exception made
and even then hereditary tenancy

(" Laudtilfiiche

(March

39, 1793);

or accjuisitiou Avas prohibited.

Similarly, a

Jew

could foreclose a mortgage on real estate only under the condition that he should not buy it or lake
it under his administration (Oct. 38, 181G. and July

The Jews

of Vienna Avere especially reemperor wrote Avith gnat indignation
to one of his ministers stating that he had heard that
the Viennese Jcavs bought houses in the names of
Christians, and that this scandal ("L'nfug") Avould
not be tolerated (.May 27. 1814). A law of 1804

30, 1837).

stricted: Tiu!

prohibited dealing in saltpeter; one of 1814, in sjdt

Although Simon von Laaimkl, a favorof the emperor, petitioned to have the last-mentioned act repealed, the emiH'ror refused (1819).
hiAV of 181S (repeated in 1829) prohibited Jews from
establishing themselves as druggists; only one exception being made; namely, in favor of Michael
and grain.
ite

A

Perl, the son of

Joseph Pekl, Avhose father had

in the cause of education among
In 1802 it Avas decreed tiiat
the Jews of Galicia.
thenceforth no Jew should ol)lain a "Toleranz." or
grant, to reside in Vienna, whieii law Avas later
amended in favor of the Avealthiest. The law that
Jews should not keep Christian donu'stics. dating
back to the Council of Vienna, 1207, was repeatedly

done good service

Typical for the
reneAved betAveen 1803 and 1817.
condition of the Jews and the ]-i()licy of the authorities is the case of Abraham Heimannand his family,
natives of Bavaria, avIio during the French occuimti<m (1809) had settled in Laibacli, Avheiice the Jcavs
had been expelled since 1515. As soon
as the Vienna congress (1815) restored
the former conditions, Heimann reHeimann. ceived an order of expulsion, and until
1848 he had to light in the courts for
The
tiie most natmal rights of a human being.
highly interesting details of this struggle are de-

Case of

Abraham

by a member of the family in " Allir. Zeit.
Isiiac Samuel Hmicio,
des Jud." 1849. pp. 41 ct scq.
who during the French occui)ation had been professor at the Lvcee in his native toAvn, Gorice, Avas
scribed
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discharged

when Austria again took

possession of

Illyria.

Tlie ecclesiastical laws were also applied with regard to the internal affairs of the Jews. The latter
were not permitted to have any music in Advent,
which generally occurred during Hanukkah; and an
order was issued that Christians should not be permitted to dance at the balls of the Jews on Purim
How little the Jews were under(1806 and 1824).
stood can be seen from the fact that when the
assembly of Jewish notables convened in Paris, an
order was given to watch the correspondence of the
Jews, so as to ascertain whetlier they were plotting
against the government. The police soon reported
that, aside from some insignificant letters, which
some Jews received from their relatives living in
France, no interest was taken b}' them in the proceedings of the assembly and of the subsequent
Sanhedrin (1806). The only Austrian Jew who received an invitation to attend this meeting, Bernhard
von Eskei.es, loyally turned over his invitation to

Another ecclesiastical restriction against
the police.
the Jews was the prohibition of the assumption of
names of Christian saints as first names (Nov. 6,
1834), wdiich was evidently a reflex of the similar
There
prohibition issued in Prussia Dec. 22, 1833.
was somewhat of the humorous in the report of
a court councilor upon the synagogue which the
Jews of Vienna desired to build: he expressed the
fear that, if the Jews should have an attractive
building and good sermons, the synagogue would
soon be better frequented than the church (1824)
(Wolf, "Gesch. der Juden in Wien," p. 133).

On the other hand, it must be acknowledged that
Francis had the intention of being in a measure just
to the Jews, and that he sincerely wished to improve
the desolate condition of their religious organization.
It is certainly a notable sign of
Interest in progress that as early as 1810 a Jew,
Communal Honig, member of a family of famous
financiers, was appointed an officer in
Organization. the army except in France, the first
case of the kind in Europe.
Even a
tyrannical measure, such as that requiring everyone
who wished to marry to pass an examination in religion (based on Herz Homberg's text-book, "Bene
Zion," 1810), was well meant, although its maintenance down to 1856 was vexatious. As early as 1795
the emperor had busied himself with a scheme to
improve tiie spiritual condition of the Jews. He
intended to establish a rabbinical seminary; and the
failure of the scheme was due to the opposition of
rabbis of the old school, like Eleazar Fleckeles,

—

Samuel Landau, and Mordecai Benet. It certainly is creditiible to him that he declined to entertain the propositions of narrow-minded rationalists
like Herz Hombeug and Peter Beek— who dc
nounced tiie labbis as ])lind fanatics, and the Talmud as the source of all evil among tiie Jews and
it is especially creditable that he did not reward
Homberg's defamations of Judaism witii the much-

—

coveted "Toleranz."
The next result of tiie investigations of the spiritual condition of Judaism was tlie "Patent" for Bohemia, issued Aug. 3, 1797, which stated the principle that it was the emperor's object ultimately to
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remove all Jewish disabilities, altliough for the present the only tangible progress was the law requiring
every rabbi to take a course of ])iiilosoi)hical studies.
Tliis law was repeated loi' the other provinces of
Austria (Jan. 22, 1820, and Jan. 29, 1826). It remained for a long lime a dead letter, and even today (1902) it is not fully carried into practise. Next
followed the establishment of the first scientific
institution for the education of rabbis, opened in
Padua (then under Austrian dominion) Nov. 10,
1829.
It also redounds to the emperor's honor that
he refused to entertain the proposition made by
three Jews to pay into the treasury the annual sum
of 150,000 florins, if they were given the right to
levy a tax on Etrogim. The emperor considered it
wrong to impose a tax on a religious practise (Dec.
12, 1799) ("Israelitisches Familienblatt," Hamburg,
Oct. 10, 1901).
It showed also considerable progress
when the Jews in Vienna obtained permission to
build a "Tempel," named so after the one founded
in

Hamburg,

1817.

This name

is in

itself signifi-

cant for in 1620 the citizens of Vienna complain tliat,
while the emperor had given the Jews the right to
build a synagogue, they had erected a "Tempel."
On the other hand, the name " congregation " was
still denied to the Viennese Jews
they
The Vienna were merely "the Jews of Vienna,"
"Tempel." and their representatives not a board
of trustees (" Vorstand "), but merely
delegates (" Vertreter "), their rabbi an inspector of
"kosher" meat, and their preacher (I. N. Manniieimer) merely a teacher of religion.
Francis was succeeded by his son, Ferdinand I.
(1835-48), an invalid of no brilliant intellect, and
practically without influence on the affairs of the
government. The ministers who ruled for him were
bent on maintaining the patriarchal state of affairs
which had existed under Francis I., and which was
considered by the leading statesman, Metternich, to
be the best safeguard of public order. Still, the
progress of the age demanded here and there a
milder interpretation of the existing laws. Thus,
when the administration of Count Salm's estate in
Raitz prohibited the giving of a night's lodging to
Jewish pedlers, the authorities of the central government set aside the order (1836). The position
of the Jews of Vienna was somewhat improved.
Those that possessed the right of residence were allowed to transfer it to their children, and strangers
were pennitted to remain in the city two weeks.
Further, the police did not carry out these restrictions rigorously; and sometimes they became a dead
letter.
Those not having the right of residence had
merely to have their passports revised, as if they
had left the city. Immediately after having passed
the gate, they returned and applied for a new permission to reside in the city two weeks (Wolf,
"Gesch. der Juden in Wien," p. 142). Here and
there senseless restri(;tions were introduced, probably
upon the complaint of some overzealous official or
of an unsympathetic population, as when (Jan. 31,
1836) a prohibition against pedling in the border
districts was issued because the Jewish pedlers were
supjiosed to be responsible for smuggling, or wheu
(1841) the Jews of Prague were prohibited from
spending the summer in the suburb of Bubentsch,
;

:
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thf policy of the government
Thus un order of June 4, 1841,
permitted tlie i)ossession by Jews of rural estate
wiien they worked the faniis themselves; and the
restrictions (dating from the beginning of the eighteenth century) against the number of Jewish marriages, anil which even Joseph II. would not remove,

Hermann Jkllinek was

Teachers and
rabbis were i)ermitted to marry, even when there
was no vacancy in the number of legally jMiinitti'd
Similar favors were bestowed on manufamilies.
facturers, on the owners of large estates, and on
prominent .scholars. The need of a revision in the
legal status of the Jews is strikingly illustrated by

young emperor was soon

the fact that in 1847, avIicq the famous composer
IVIkykhijkku visited Vienna, the government had to
issue an order declaring him to be a '"cavalier" and
not a Jew, so that he might be exempt from the tax

ministrative authorities still interpreted tlie laws iu
a liberal sense, the right of the Jews to accpiiie real
estate and the abolili<m of the restriction on marSigns of reriages being expressly acknowledged.
The clergy
action were, however, not wanting.
agitated against the abolition of Austria's character
as a Roman Catholic country, and petitioned (April
18, 1850) the emperor to appoint no Jews to any
The popidation, on the other hand, was also
office.
unAvilling to allow the Jews an extension of their
former rights. In cities where they had been excluded, the population woidd not have them admitted; and in cities where their light of residence
had been restricted to certain quarters.

But,

(111

made

tlic

-wliolc,

Avere

more

liberally

One

Ferdinand, who was too weak to remain at the
hilm of the state's shiji in such critical times, abdicated, and was replaced by his nephew, the present empeior, Francis Joseph, wJio, at the age of
eighteen, ascended

interpreted.

which every non-resident Jew had
iting the city.

great

mark

to \n\y

when viswas the

of progress

Oath (Aug. 18, 1846), in
matter Austria preceded most of the German
Another important step was the law of
states.
March 24, 1841, for Galicia, which promised certain
vvliich

Signs of
Progress,

for the

Jews

of that jirovince

who

should dress in European costume and
acquire a knowledge of either German
or Polish.
For the same reason the
government established there county
The government also
Kreisrabbiuate "

).
rabbinates (•'
took a great interest in the reform of pviblic worship
and the authorities of Prague ostentatiously took
part in the dedication of the new "Tempel flirGeregelten Gottesdienst " in that city, which was dedicated on the emperor's birthday, April 19, 1837.
Similarly it encouraged the endeavors to induce the
Jews to devote themselves to agriculture and meThese endeavors are treated bechanical pursuits.
;

low under Culture.
From the Revolution of 1848 to the Present Time: The revolution in France awakened an
echo everywhere in Europe. In Vienna tumults
occurred ^larcli 13, and one of the first victims of
the revolution was a Jewish student, Heinrich
Legislation
Spitzei', who was shot by the troops.
relating to the Jews was at once revised in a liberal

new

constitution of April 25 the free
was granted; and the special
Jewish taxes were abolished Oct. 28. For the first
time in the history of Austria, Jews were appointed
sense.

In the

exercise of religion

e.r/., Jacob GoldknVienna and Wolfgang AVessei,v in Prague,

professors in the universities;
Tii.M. in

both, however, as assistant professors in Semitic
languages. Jews took a prominent part in the I'cvolulionary movement. To the first parliament, as-

sembled first in Vienna and later on in Kremsier,
Jewish deputies were elected: Adolpli FisciiHOP, who had always taken a prominent posit'on,
and was one of the most popular men in Vieima;
Joseph Goldmark, also from Vienna; Abraham
Halpern from Stanislau I. N. ]Manniieimf.1{, the
and Biir ]Meiski,s,
Vienna preacher, for Brody
Another Jew
rabbi of Cracow, from that city.
who had taken an active interest in the revolutionary movement was one of the victims of reaction, when Prince Windischgriltz captured Vienna.

five

;

;

the throne Dec. 2, 1848.
TIjc
prevailed upon to adopt a

more autocratic policy. The Reichstag of Kremsier
was suddenly dissolved, and a constitution, j)roclaimed by the emperor without the consent of tiie
parliament, was promidgated (" Octroyierte Verfa.ssung") March 4, 1849. This constitution still retained the principle of religious liberty, and tiie ad-

abolition of the Jewish

improvements

shot as a rebel Nov. 23,

1848.

lor iwogress.

Reaction,

objections were

made

to their

removal

Even

into forbidden districts.

before

the constitution of April 25, 1848, had been pronndgated there were excesses in Piague, which spread
over various parts of the country and assumed very
The city of Sternserious proportions in Hungary.

berg, Moravia, jiassed a resolution that at no time
should a Jew be given the city's franchise; and the
council of Laibach excluded the Jews from the right
In Prague the burgomaster
to acquire real estate.

demanded that the Jewish congregation should jirevail upon its members to close the stores which they
had rented outside of the ghetto (1849). The govto favor this agitation for, Avhen a
for a position in the postal service, he

ernment seemed

Jew applied

;

was told that he must bring a certificate from the
rabbi that he was permitted to write on the SabOfiicially the reaction was introduced when
bath.
the government repealed (Dec. 31, 1651) the constitution of March 4, 1849, although even then it was
declared that religious libeity should not be disThis provision, however, had hardly any
turbed.
As the civil code had provided that
practical value.
a Jew who married had to show permission from the
authorities, and this clause had not been abrogated,
the government decided that a Jew who wished to
marry had to bring a special license, a view which
changed the former status only in so far as the numAt the sjune
ber of marriages was no longer limited.
time the right of the Jews to hold real esUite in all
parts of the country was suspended, and the prohibition (1817 and 1834) against keeping Christian
domestics and against assuming the names of ChrisIn a new
tian saints was^renewed (Oct. 2, 1853).
regulation concerning notaries public (May 21, 1855),
In the same spirit in
the Jews were excluded.
which, under Francis I., the Jews were suspected of
conspiring against the government, an order was

;

issued that the Jews of Austria should not be \n'vmitted to have any dealings with I.udwig Pmimpi'80N, nor to join his society for tiie promotion of

Jewish literature (Aug. 5,
The Concordat of Aug.

1855).
18, 1855,

which delivered

Austria altogether into the hands of tlie clericals,
had its effects upon tlie conditiou of the Jews. They
were excluded from positions as teachers in elementary and high scliools, and, contrary to tlu; spirit of
the' legislation of Joseph II., the government wished
even to exclude Jewish children from the public
schools, which were to be exclusively Catholic.
Count Thun, minister of public education, attempted
to force the congregation of Vienna to establisli a
Jewish scliool. Jewish house-physicians in the Vienna hospital were to be limited in nund)ers (1856);
and even the farming of rural estates was jirohibited.
The language of some of the governmental orders is
for instance, one was issued to
the administrative authorities requiring them to see
that the Jews "who have sneaked into Christian real
Returning
estate are removed " (Marcli 23, 185G).
to the policy of 1670, the government prohibited the
establishment of Jewish congregations in the provin itself significant;

Lower Austria (April 28, 1857), and restricted
the appointment of Jewish veterans to civil positions
to towns where Jews possessed the right of residence
Tlie commercial high school (" Ilaudelsaka(1858).
ince of

Vienna, established from funds approwhom were quite a
number of Jews, could not be opened because the
minister insisted that no Jew should be appointed to
a position therein. Some municipal authorities fol-

demie

") in

priated

by merchants, among

lowed the example of the government in their own
way. The burgomaster of Saaz, Bohemia, on the
strength of the privileges granted to the city in 1561,
ordered that all Jews should leave the city within two
weeks and the municipal authorities of Marburg, insisting on the legality of the edict of expulsion issued in 1496, ordered a Jew who had lived in that
The
city for nine j'ears to leave within a fortniglit.
defeat of Austria in the Italian war of 1859, terminated by the peace of Villafranca (July 11, 1859),
brought a change of policy. As late as June 6, 1859,
the prohibition against keeping C-hristian domestics
was reenforced, and on June 17 the marriages concluded without special license were declared void
but on Nov. 29 these restrictions were removed, and
on Aug. 22 a liberal legislation on the position of
the Jews was promised.
This legislation was promulgated Feb. 18, 1860.
It gave to the Jews of most of the Austrian provinces full right to hold property.
In
Da"wn of Galiciaand in tlie Bukowinathis right
Freedom, was limited to those who possessed a
certain education; while Upper Austria, Styria, Carinthia, Tyrol, and Vorarlberg were
excluded from the law, and in these provinces Jews
were not permitted to liold anj"^ real estate until the
new constitution, Rtaatsgrundgesetze of Dec. 21,
1807, abolished all disabilities on the ground of religious differences.
In the population the new condition of affairs aroused enmities, and again occasional
disturbances occurred, as in Trebitsch, Moravia, and
Lemberg. The clerical party also protested against
the admission of the Jews to the full rights of citi;
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Noteworthv

zenship.
suit
ncr,

in this

connection

is

the

lii)el

brought against Kih.vnd.v by Sebastian Hrunthe anti-Semitic editor of the " Wiener Kirclien-

zeitung," IVIay 10, 1860, thougli it was dismissed.
At the election to the new parliamentary bodies, the
"Landtage," a number of Jews were returned, two
of whom, Kuranda and Wixtkustein, weic delegated by the Landtage to the Ileichsrath. The cmjieror called into the House of Ijords Baron Aus<'lm
von Rothschild, which is perhai)S the first case of a
Jew being made a peer. The constitution of Dec.
21, 1867,

finally

removed

all

disai)ilities,

and from

that date the political history of the Jews in Austria is limited to their treatment by the administrative authorities and to the position of the several
political parties, on which subject information will

be found under Anti-Semitis.m.
The government of Austria has always taken great
Even under the
interest in internal Jewish affairs.
clerical minister of public instruction.

Count Thun,
was made

religious instruction in the high schools

compulsory (Feb. 11, 1852). At a later period the
government paid the teachers' salaries. On March
21, 1890, a law was issued which regulated the conIt makes it comdition of Jewish congregations.
pulsory for every Jew to be a member of the congregation of tlie district in which he resides, and so
gives to every congregation the right to tax the individual members. In elective bodies and in governmental positions since the beginning of the constitutional era the Jews liave always held their own,
especially in the army, where some of them have
even risen to the rank of general. The Reichsrath
has since its inception had its quota of Jewish members, and the House of Loids has always numbered
Jews among its members; at present there are three,
the two brothers Go.mim:uz and Baron von OppenAs soon as the new era began I860), Jews
heinier.
were appointed to positions in the universit}^ The
first regular professor in the University of Vienna
was the dermatologist Zeissl, and in Prague in the
same year Wolfgang Wesserly was appointed full
(

professor of criminal law.
The intentions of Joseph II. to raise the
Culture
intellectual and moral status of his Hebrew subjects
awakened an echo in the hearts of the Austrian
Jews. In towns where there were already centers
:

of civilization, as in Triest and Prague, Jewish
Other
schools (" Normalschulen ") were established.
places followed, especially after the awakening of
In
the modern spirit in Austria (about 1830-39).
Galicia this movement was not very successful, although even there some men like Peul obtained
good results. In Lemberg, Abraham Kohn died a
martyr to the cause of education and progress (Sept.
The movement to lead the Jews to me6, 1848).
chanical and to agricultural occupations was very
energetically reciprocated by the Jews of Austria.
The noble and active philanthropist Joseph von
Wertukimeii founded the Society for the Promotion
of ]\Iechanical Occupations in Vienna, 1840; and
similar societies followed in other parts of the counWerthcimer was also instrutry, as in Prague, 1846.

mental in introducing the Kindergarten in Austria.
Hirsch Kolisch in 1844 established in Nikolsburg the
first Jewish institute for deaf-mutes, wliich in 1853

;
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was transferred
forts of

to Vienna.

There,

Ludwig August Fkankl,

tliroviffh

the ef-

Jewish
blind was founded
the

tirst

institute for the education of tlie
An institution for the training of rabbis,
in 1870.

wiiich at the end of the eighteentli century had already engaged the attention of the government, was
finally opened in Vienna, 1894.
In religious matters Austria has always l)een conservative.
The tirst introduction of any changes in
the service took place in Vieima, where M. L. Bii>
dp:umanx, the moving spirit of the congregation,
hoped to introduce the reforms of the Hamburg
temple; but Mannheimer, who had himself i)articipated in these services, felt that for
Relig-ious Vienna a more conservative spirit was

Con-

TJie latter, therefore, lini-

necessary.

the reforms to the omission of
some PiYYUTiM, to a trained choir, to
decorum in service, and to the introduction of a
German sermon. This type of temple, dedicated
1826, was introduced everywhere in the civilized

servatism.

ited

parts of Austria, and also in Galicia, where, in Taruopol, Lemberg, and Brody, the cultured element of
the community founded what was called a"Chorschul." From Brody this type of reform was even

introduced to Odes.sa,

Brody had

where

many

people from

settled.

Secular education had made rapid progress after
the decree of Joseph II., although, owing to the fact
that the practi.se of medicine was the only field open
for .Jews through academic education, the students
could not be numerous. The events of 1848 inIn 1851 the number of Jewcreased this number.
ish students in the high schools of Austria was 1,598
The increasing
in 1857 they had increased to 2, 143.
number of students in the secular schools drove the
yeshibot out of existence and so the Talmudists of
the old school, with the exception of those of Galicia,
To the first
liave almost completely disappeared.
part of the nineteentli century belong: Eleazar
Fleckeles(d. 1826), rabbi of Prague; Ephraim ZalmanMargulies in Brody (d. 1828); Marcus Benedikt,
district rabbi in Moravia (1753-1829); Jacob Orn;

Lemberg (d. 1839); Xahum Nehemiah
Trebitsch, district rabbi in Moravia (1777-1842);
Hirsch Cliajes, rabbi in Zolkiev (d. 1855); Solomon

stein. rabbi in

Brody (d. 1869); Marcus Wolf Ettinger
and Joseph Saul Nathan.sohn (d. 1875),
both in Lemberg; and Aaron Kornfcld in GoltschJenikau (d. 1881). The Jewish .scholars of a more
modern tyjie are so numerous that only the most
prominent names can be quoted liere. Among those
who belong to the school of the BiURiSTS must be
mentioned Ilerz llomberg (1749-1841) and Peter Beer
Kluger

in

1863)

(d.

lUilians

Reggio (1784-1855). Jose|)h Almanzi

S.

I.

Austria
Authentication

and

D. Luzzatto (l800-(55). all of whom
under Austrian dominion. Of pnnninent poets and authors those may first be mentioned
who liave written on Jewisli subjects: viz., Ix-opold
Kompert (1822-86), Leo II(;rzberg-Frilnke! (1). 1827),
Karl Emil Franzos (b. 1848), L. A. Frank! (1810-94).
Moritz Rai)paport (1808-80), Seligmann Heller

(1801-60),

S.

si)ent Iheir life

Klapp (d. 1888), J. L. 1.^-derer
and Moritz Hartmann (1821-73^ The
pianLst Ignaz Moscheles (1794-1870) and the actor
Adolph Sonnenthal (b. 1834) are distinguished and
to them may be addc'd the regeneratcjr of synagogue
nuisic, Solomon Sulzer( 1804-90); the mathematician
Simon Spitzer(1826-87); the chess-player W. Steinitz
(d. 1900); statesmen like Kuranda.Fischhof.and Winterstein; scientists like Jacob Fischel, an authority
on p.sychiatry(d.l892); the dermatologist Zeissl, and
others, too numerous to mention, show liow, in a
comparativel}' short lime, the Jews of Austria have
risen to the level of their non-Jewish fellow-citizens.
(1831-90), Michael
(1808-76),

;

BiBLiocRAPUV

f'nr tlie earliest poriod of the history tn-alfd
the best sutirce i.s J. K. Scherer; Die Urrlilxveiiii'lH iiissi- ihr
Juiliii ill lien I)eiitsi}i-()isli iri-irlii!<ilieii Liiiuierii, I^eipslf,
:

ISXIl; [Joseph von Wertlieliner) Dif
VOID StaiKlintiiliti' lies Hi lilts luni

Jwkii in (hflnirich
lies Sliiatsvurllieil!', 2
(appeared aiioiiviiioiisly) (i. Wolf. Gesrh. ilcr
Juden ill Willi. Vienna. ISTti; Jinlrntniifeii in Oeslerreirh,
Vienna, ist;:i: D. KaufiMann, Sniiisuti ]\'i itlu imrr. ihr
Olierliiiffartor rtnd Luiulesnililiiner, Vienna, l^W; idem,
Urlniiiilliclies aiis deni
Lelicn .sVo/ismi ^^'e^^llll iiner's,
Vienna, ls'.i:i; idem. Die Letzte Verlieilnniii iler Jmli ii itns
Wicniiiiil nor rr)r(;f.s(//i(7(N'. Vienna. IHSi). a liihliotTaphy
of the essays which appeared in periodicals treaiintr of the
history of tiie .lews in Austria will l)e found in /a it fiir die
vols.,

i7).

1S4:J;

.

Gescli.

der Juden in Dentseldand.
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AUTHENTICATION

OF

DOCUMENTS

(Kiyyum, Asharta, Henpek): An

ollieia! cer-

genuineness. This is either the result of
actual litigation on the subject, in which case the decision of the court is the otlicial authentication, or
where the i)roper persons appear before a competent
tribunal, which takes their testimony and otlicially
authenticates the instrument for the purpose of |)ieventing litigation concerning it. The use of authenStrict law
tication is well known in Talnuidic law.
does not require the authentication of an instrument
in order to give it validity, because, according to
Resh Lakish, the attestation of subscribing witnesses
is c(iuivalent to the testimony of those who have
been examined in court (Git. 3(0- The reason for
this rule is obvious: there may be danger of fmud
and forgery in the case of an instrument signed by
tificate of

the debtor, l)ut such danger is far removed in the
case of an instrument which is .signed by two disinAn instrument is considered jtiterested witnesses.
dicially authenticated (1) if the judgt's themselves

In the school of systematic scholars
Frankel (1801-75) deserves the first rank. The
Polish circle counts Xachmau Krochmal (1789-1840),

lecognize the handwritings of the subscribing witnesses; or (2) if the witnesses sign in tlie presence of
the coiut: or (:'.) if tlie subscribing witnesses appear

Bapoport (1790-1867), and Isaac Erter (d.
The succeeding generation has Solomon
Buber (b. 1827) and S. H. Ilalberstamm (1832-1900).

before the court and acknowledge their signatures,
stating that tliey witnes.sed the tmnsMethods action; or (4) if other witnesses appear
of Authen- and testify that they recognize th<handwriting of the subscribing wittication.
nesses: or (5) if the CDurt. after comparison of the signatures in issue with the signatures

(1758-1838).
Z.

S.

L.

^.851).

One

of the best-ktiown writers of the jiresent histor-

ical school is

pold

Low

[.

II.

Weiss

(1811-75),

31.

Others are: Leo(1). 1815).
Steinschneider (b. 1816). II.
I. Kiimpf
David Kauf-

B. Fassel (1802-83), A. Jellineki 1821-94), S.
(1815-93),

manu

Nehemias

(1852-99).

Briill (1843-91),

Further might be included the

two other instruments, reaches
elusion that the signatures are genuine.
in at least

tlie

con

:

Authentication

:
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In the latter case, the instruments with which the
is to be made must be at least three
years old (this being the period in which prescriptive
rights to real estate may be obtained), and must be
instruments of conveyance of real estate in the hands
of the persons in open and undisputed possession of
such -estate. If the instruments with which the
comparison is to be made are in the possession of the
person Avho is interested in having the signaiures
authenticated, they can not be used for such purSome authorities are of the opinion that a
poses.
comparison with the signatures in a letter or with
the handwriting of the author of a book in manuscript is not permitted (Shuliian 'Aruk, Hoshen

comparison

Mishpat, 46, 7, gloss).
Frankel ("Der Gerichtliche Beweis," p. 415) reduces these five cases to three fundamental principles
(1) Acknowledgment by subscribing witne.s.ses;
(2) the testimony of third persons who know the
signatures of the subscribing witnesses and (3) comparison of handwritings.
As to the acknowledgment of their signatures by
tlie subscribing witnesses, the Mishnah provides
(Ket. ii. 4) that if one witness says, " This is my signature, and the other signature is in the liand writing
of my associate, the second witness," and the other
witness testifies in the .same manner, their testimony is
sufficient for authentication.
If the one says, "This
is my signature," and the other likewise says, "This
is my signature," a third person must be called who
recognizes both signatures, in order that there may
be two witnesses for each signature.
This is the
decision of Rabbi Judah; but the Sages say that a
third pci'son need not be called in, because it is suftiCient if each one proves his own handwriting.
The point raised here touches the very essence of
attestation of documents.
According to Rabbi Judah, the witnesses admitting their own handwriting
are testifying merely to that fact, and not to the
substance of the document; whereas, according to
the Sages, the testimony of each of the witnesses
acknowledging his own handwriting is to the substance of the document; hence, according to tlie
latter, there are in fact two witnesses attesting the
fact in issue; namely, the substance of the document.
Therefore, it is unnecessary to call in a third person
wiio is familiar with their signatures.
Proof of the handwiiting of the witnesses is alluded
to in the ^Slislmali above cited and in the Baraita
(Ket. 10//).
In this case, eacli of tlie signatures must
be proved by two witnesses, because
Proof
tiie testimony is not as to tiie subof Hand- stance of the instrument, but as to tlie
writing.
genuineness of the signature. If one
of the subscriliing Avitnesses admits liis
signature, and he and a tliird person prove tlie signature of tlie other suliseribing witness, this is not
sufficient, because thereby the instrument is proved
for tlie greater part by one witness; to wit, the subscribing witness, wlio admits liis own signature and
proves the signature of Die other. The Talmudic
law requires that in every case the testimony of the
;

witnesses, in order to estahlish a fact, must goto the
entire matter; and a fact is not proved if the testimony of one of the witnesses proves more than that
of the r.thci- (>•((• Ket. 2\<i !}. B. 57//).
;
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On

the question of comparison of liandwritings
purpose of proving the signatures, the rule
seems to be that tlie comparison may be made with
two other instruments, as above stated; but comparison may also be made with an instrument the
for the

vahdity of which has been attacked and which has
been judicially declared genuine (Ket. 1%), and such
a judicially authenticated instrument is for this purpose as good as two ordinary instruments (Hoshen
Mishpat, I.e.).
In authenticating the document, it is customary
to mention the mode of authentication {ib.).
The
Shulhan 'Aruk simply prescribes that, if the court
merely writes, "In the presence of us
Examples three sitting together, this instrument
of
w^as authenticated," this is sufficient,
Formulas, although they do not state in what

manner it was authenticated. The

fol-

lowing formulas are customarily used:
(1) Wlien the subscribing witnesses themselves
admit their signatures:

We three sat together in court and considered the aforesaid
document to which there are subscribed two witnesses A, the
son of B, and C. the .son of D. These two witnesses came before
us and acknowledged their signatures, and admitted that they
were their own handwritings. Therefore, we, as is proper,
liave found them to be genuine and authentic.
(Here follow
tlie date and the signatures of the three judges.)
:

(2) When other witnesses testify to the signatures
of the subscribing witnesses

We three sat together in court and considered the aforesaid
document to which there are subscribed two witnesses A, the
son of B, and C. the son of D and there came before us two
E, the son of F. and (i, the son of H
other witnesses
and they
:

:

:

;

us concerning the signatures of the aforesaid
witnesses who have subscribed these documents, and they made
clear to us that the said signatuies are in the handwritings of the
said witnesses. Therefore, we, as is proper, have found them
to be genuine and authentic.
(Here follow the date and the
signatures of the three judges.)
testified before

The formula in each case is varied to suit the
nature of the proof brought before the court. A list
of such formulas may be found in Nahalat Shib'ah,
xxvi. see also "Seder Tikkune Shetarot," bv J. G.
;

C. Adler,

As a

Hamburg,

1773.

rule, the signatures of the three

judges are

required but it is sufficient if the authentication is
signed by two of them (Hoshen Mishpat, 46, 29).
The tribunal authenticating the docuTwo
ment need not necessarily be learned
Judges
in the law, nor is it necessary that the
Must Sign, debtor or the person to be charged by
this document be present; indeed, the
authentication may take jilace even if the debtor
deelaix's the instrument a forgeiy (rt. 5).
The
authentication is simply a judicial afiirmation of the
correctness of the signature of the subscribing witness, and the truth of the facts set forth in the document is iu)t directly in issue (Ket. 109A, top; Hoshen
;

]Mishpat,

I.e.

20).

might be no danger of tlie
authentication being used for some other instrument,
the rule was adopted that no space must be left
between the document and the autlieiitication. hut
that the latter must be written immediately under
the signature of the witnesses, or on the back of the
instrument immediately behind the writing (B. B.
WSd; Hoshen Mishpat, 46, 31). If, however, the
In order that there

:

space between the signatures of the witnesses and

up by

and dots, it is
Maiinonidcs (" Yad," Malseq.).
and Caro (Hoshen Mishpat, I.e.) seem

the iiuthcntieation
suHicient (^ib. 33 et

is filled

lines

weh, xxvli. 6)
to have l)L'cn of the opinion that the autlicntication could be written alongside of the document.
Although an authenticated document 'was in the
nature of a public record, and had all the faith and
credit given to it as such, nevertheless the ciuestion
If any such
of its genuineness could be raised.
question arose,

it

Avas sufficient for

two

of the sub-

scribing judges to acivnowledge their signatures to
the authentication. Other rules concerning tlie proof
of authenticated instruments, wlien the same are
attested, are stated

by the Shulhan 'Aruk, Iloshen

Mishpat, 46, 14-16, 37, 38.
18Z)-22a; B. B. 159«, 163a ct hcq.; Maiinonides, Yad. 'Edut, vi.-viil.; ShuHuDi 'Ai-iik, Honhcn
jkistipat, i(>- Zacharias Frankel, TMr (jvric)itlivhe Beweis,
pp. 414 'ft ,s('(/.; Talmiidic Lexica, s.v. A><harta^ Henpek,
Kiiyjytu/i; Moses Bloch, Die Civil Pi-ocessordnung, pp. 59 ct
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AUTHORITY, RABBINICAL:

A.

power

Tiie

or right of deciding the Law, in dubious cases, or
of interpreting, modifying, or amplifying, and occasionally of abrogating it, as vested in the Rabbis
as its teachers and expounders.
In Biblical times the Law was chiefly in charge of
the priests and the Levites and the high court of
justice at Jerusalem, wliich formed the highest tribunal to decide grave and difficult questions, was
also composed of priests and Levites (Deut. xvii. 9,
18; xxxi. 9; xxxiii. 10; Jer. xviii. 18; Mai. ii. 7; II
Chron. xix. 8, 11; xxxi. 4). In the last two preChristian centuries and throughout the Talmudical
times the Scribes ("Soferim"), also called "The
;

" (" Hakamim "), who claimed to have received
the true interpretation of the Law as "the tradition
of the Elders or Fathers " in direct line from Moses,
the Prophets, and the men of the Great Synagogue

Wise

Josephus, "Ant." xiii. 10, § 6; 16, § 2;
"Contra Ap." i. 8; Matt. xv. 2), included
people from all classes. They formed the courts of
justice in every town as well as the high court of
justice, the Sanhedrin, in Jerusalem, and to them

(Abot

1;

i.

x.4,%

1;

was applied the law, Deut.
unto the judge
come

xvii. 8-11,

"Thou

shalt

that shall be in those
and thou shalt do according to the senshall show thee;
thou
tence which they
shalt not decline from the sentence which they shall
show thee, to the right hand, nor to the left." This
is explained thus: Whosoever the judge of those
days may be, if he be recognized as competent and
.

days,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

blameless, Avhether he be a Jephthah, a Jerubhaal,
or a Sanuiel, he is, by virtue of his jiosition as chief

of

tlie

court of justice, invested with the same autlior-

ity as :\I()ses (Sifre, Deut. 15:5; M. II.

2'yi/)).

Even

amplify the Law either by prohibitory statutes for
the prevention of transgressions ("gezerot") or by
mandat<jiy sUitutes for the improvePowers of inent of the moral or religious life of
the Rabbis, the i)eo])I(! (" takkunot "), and by the
to

minhagim

new

i.

57^;

the Rabbis

is

and thereby evolve

(3)

tiie

Law;

to

;

cation in cases when their ruling was disregarded
as was exercised by Ezra (see Ezra x. 8; Git. 366).
As to the validity of the decisions of the Rabbis,
the following rules are to be considered
"No rabbinical court [bet din] can impose laws or
institute forms of practise which the majority of
people can not without great hardship accept and

observe" ('Ab. Zarah

36rt, B. B. 600).
rabbinical court can al)rogate laws and institutions made by any other court, unless it is superior

"No

both wisdom and number" ('Eduyyot i. 5). If,
however, such a prohibitory law has
Dissenting been accepted by the entire Jewish
people, no rabbinical court, even
Rabbis.
though superior to the one that introduced it, has the power of abrogating it ('Ab.
Zarah 366; Maimonides, "Yad," Mamrim, ii. 4).

in

In case two rabbis, or two rabbinical courts, differ
in their opinions, the rule is that in (questions concerning ]\Iosaic laws the more rigid decision should

prevail; in (juestions concerning rabbinical laws the
more lenient decision siiould be followed (Ab. Za-

"After one of rabbinical authority has
rah 7^0declared a thing to l)e unclean, no one else has the
power to declare it clean after one rabbinical author"
ity has forbidden a thing, no other can permit it
If a teaclier dissents
(Baraita in Nid. 206; Ber. 036).
from the decision of the highest court, he may slate
his dissent and teach accordingly but he is not allowed to op])ose the authority of tlie court in practise, in which case he falls under the category of a
;

;

"zaken mamre "
'Eduvvot v. 6;

(a rebellious elder) (Deut. xvii. 12;
B. 31. 596; Yer. 'Ab. Zarah ii. 42f/;

()3<0.

Asa

matter of course, the Rabbinical Authority

leuislativc ])ower rested with the entire

body of

Mak.

the court of justice or rabbinical academy, and not
with the president or patriarch only. Still, the more
eminent the latter in knowledge and wisdom, the

a threefold one: (1)

better he succeeded in making iiis opinion or propositions prevail in the deliberation; and so the new

compare

also

22h).

The power of
11—22

(2) to

impart additional instruction
But the Itabbis were also
based upon tradition.
empowered on ciitical occasions to abrogate or modify the Law (see Aukogation ok Laws and Accommodation OF THE Law). In many instjinces wliere
greater transgressions were to be prevented, or for
the sake of the glory of God, or the honor of man,
certain Mosaic laws were abrogated or temporarily
dispensed with by the Rabbis (Mishnah Ber. ix. 5,
Yoma 69rf; compare also Yeb. 90/y).
54rt, 63rt
In matrimonial matters the piinciple adopted is
that, .since marriages are, as a rule, contracted in
accordance with the rabbinical statutes, the Rabbis
have the right toannid any marriage which is not in
conformity with their ruling (Yeb. 90^). In money
matters the Rabbis claimed the same right of confis-

and

II.

;

statutes as implied in the letter of

and, finally,

Heaven
ment, they nuist be obeyed (H. II. 2.^0.
itself yields to the authority of the earthly court of
justice as to the fixing of the calendar and t lie fes11.

")

certain rules of hermeneutics,

Ber.

davs (Yer.

new rites anil cust<jni9
expound the Law according to

introducti<jn of
("

when they decide tiiat left should he right, or right
left, when they are mistaken or misled in their judg-

tival

Authentication
Authority
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measure or institution was ascribed to him, or to him
and his bet din (R. H. ii. 5-9, iv. 1-4; Yeb. lie. and
At any rate, the Nasi,
elsewhere).
Authority or patriarch, announced the decision,
proclaimed the New Moon, and repof Presiresented on all official occasions the
dent or
Patriarch, whole rabbinical body as its highest
authority.
The power of investing
others with Rabbinical Authority was therefore presumablj' his exclusive privilege. It is known that
from the beginning of the third century before the
common era, rabbinical authorization by the patriarch consisted in tlie bestowal of authority and
power ("reshut'") to teach, to judge, and to grant

regarding '"the forbidden tirst-born
("yore yore, yadin yadiu, yattir
But it is obvious tliat this is
bekorot," Sanh. 5c/).
no longer the original form of rabbinical authorizaFar more significant and expressive of the
tion.
idea of Rabbinical Authority are the woixls used by
Jesus wlien ordaining Peter as chief apostle, or liis
disciples as his successors, and undoubtedly taken
from Pharisaic usage: "I will give unto thee the
keys of the Iciugdom of lieaven: and Avhatsoever
thou shalt bind on ea:tli shall be bound in lieaven
and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be
This
loosed in heaven" (Matt. xvi. 19, xviii. 18).
corresponds exactly with what Josephus, or rather
his source, tells of the Pharisees in the time of Queen
Alexandra: "They were the real athnini-strators of
the public affairs; they removed and readmitted
whom they pleased they bound and loosed [things]
The terms
at tlieir pleasure" ("B. J." i. 5, § 2).
" bind " and
loose " (" asar we-hittir "), employed by
the Rabbis in their legal terminology, point indeed
to a sort of supernatural power claimed by the Pharisees for their prohibitory or permissory decrees,
probably because they could place both men and
things under the ban, or "herem."
See Binding
AND Loosing.
But there are other expressions which were presumably used in the old formula of rabbinical ordi" Elijah," says Johanan ben Zakkai ('Eduy.
nation.
viii. 7), "does not come to declare as clean or unclean and to separate or bring nigli."
This was
indeed a very important function at the time Avhcn
the Levitical laws of purity and the questions of
family or purity of blood ruled the entire social life
Here the authority of the Pharisees
of the Jews.
permission

among animals"

;

;

"'

made and unmade men and iiomes; and it is to this
that Josepluis (Lc.) possibly refers in saying, "They
removed and readmitted whf)m they pleased."
When with the Bar Kokba war tlie solenm act of
ordination ceased. Rabbinical Authority changed its
charaf:ter also, inasmuch as the continuity of tradition was no longer its basis and safeguard.
Hence
the greater learning became the chief source of
anthorily.
Tims, for instance, Rab's authority was
decisive in ritualistic questions and .Samuel's in legal
matters.
From Al)aye and Raba onward the latterday authorities were n-garded as of greater Aveight
than the earlier ones, beciiuse they could weigh all
sides

better.

In

the ^Middle Ages this attitude
of .self-conlideiice, and thert'spect

changed, from

laeic

for the formi

geiu-ration, wJiich

adorati(oi,

r

grew greatly

amomited

(see Ai.iako.m.m).

to blind

In fact,
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the great lack of a central
binical Authority

was

felt

body representing Rabmore and more, and the

attempts of Jacob Berab to reintroduce the ordinaSee SiiMiKAii.
tion, or Semikah, failed.
Thus Rabbinical Authority was transferred from
the personality of the teachers to the codes of law,
until finally the Shulhan 'Aruk became its embodiment, while Jewish synods in various coimtries
provided for temporarj' emergencies. Singularly
enough, the abolition of the power of excommunication, under the influence of modern times and
through the interference of the worldly government, marks the beginning of the decline of Rabl)inical Authority in occidental Judaism: while the
derogation of the Shulhan 'Aruk in the modern life
of the Jew practically hastened the process, ami led
to the convocation of I'abbinical conferences, synods
and like measures.
See Synod
Confkrences,
;

Rabbinical; Refoh.m Judaism; Halakaii; OkDiNATiON; Codification OF Law; K.araites.
lUBLioiiKAPMY

B. B. T. ii., s. v. (Jnlinatinji.,
and Binden und LCixeit.
K.

Hanihurirer,

:

liahhinisniHs.

Siiiii-ilriiiii,

AUTO DAFE: Portuguese form of the Spanish
"auto de fe"(in French, "acte de foi." from the
Latin "actus tidei "), the solemn proclam:uion and
subsequent executitm of a judgment rendered by the
Court of the Inquisition on "reos, " or per.sons condemned by

it
though in the ordinary acceptance of
the term it is applied to the carrying out of the sentence only. The expression is also erroneously, or perhaps metaphorically, applied to the burning of books
(the Talnuid. etc.) in the early Middle Ages.
;

The solemn proclamation was ordinarily made in a
church and on the first Sunday in Advent; becau.se
on that day the lection from the Gospel (Luke xxi.)
deals with the last judgment.
Some authorities held
that such sentences should not be publicly read in a
church because of the death-penalty connected with
many of them. Where this view was held, as in
Spain, some public place in the city was chosen
wliere a large estrade was erected so that a great
concourse of people could gather and Avitness the
ceremony; "for," .says Nicolas Eymeric ("flannel
des Inquisiteur.s." p. 143), "it is a sight whicli fills
the sjK'ctators with terror and is an awful picture of
the last judgment.
Such fear and such sentiments
ought to be inspired, and are fraught with the
greatest advantages.

Some time previous to the aiuo a formal proclamawas made before the public buildings and in the

tion

public S(juares of the city, which proclamation, in
the case of the auto held at ]\Iadrid in lOSO. was
worded as follows: "The inhabitants of the town of
are hereby informed that the Holy Oflice of
the huiuisitiou of the city and kingdom of Toli'do
will celebiate a general Auto da Fe on Sumhiy, the
oOth of June of the ]>resent year, and that all those
]\ladri(l

who shall in any way contribute to the promotion
of or be ]ire.senl at the said auto will be made partakers of all the spiritual graces u-ranted bv the
Pvoman Pontilf."
There were various kinds of autos: the "Auto
Publico General." which was surroiuided with iinich
pomp and was held in the ]iresenceof all the magistiates of the citv, often in celebration of the birth

An
(From a paintiug

in

AtJTO

DA

FE.

The National Gallerv, Madrid.)

—
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or marriage of a prince; the "Auto Particular," at
wliich the inquisitors and the ciimiual judges alone
were present; the "Autillo" (little auto), which was
held in the precincts of the palace of the Inquisition
in the presence of the ministers of the tribunal and
some invited guests and lastly the " Auto Singular,"
held .in the case of a single individual.
After liaviug been immured for months or even
years in the dungeons of the Inquisition, and after
the trial, the condemned persons whose sentences
were to be read were taken out of prison on the
:

night preceding the auto and led to a place where
special
thej' were prepared for the ceremony.
dress was given them, consisting of a
Costume of vest, the sleeves of which came down
the Conto the wrists, and a pair of trousers
reaching to the heels, both made of
deinned.
black stuff striped with white. Over
"
tliis was tlirown a scapular, called " sanbenito
usually made, for those accused of some crime
against the church, of j^ellow cotton marked both
on breast and back with the St. Andrew cross
painted in red. For those, however, who had been
convicted and avIio persisted in their denial, or who
had relapsed, the scapular was gray and was called
" samarra," and there was figured on it both in front
and behind the likeness of the prisoner resting upon
burning torches and surrounded by devils.
Often
the name of the prisoner and the crime for which he
was convicted were written beneath the picture.
For those who had accused themselves the flames
were inverted and for such as had been convicted of
sorcery a bonnet of paper in the form of a sugarloaf Avas also prescribed, upon which were figured
devils and flames of fire.
These bonnets were called
"carochas." The culprit's feet were bare, and in
his hand he carried a taper of yellow wax.
In the solemn procession wliicii was formed, the

A

;

banner of the Inquisition with

its inscription " Justi-

Misericoidia " was carried foremost then came
the olticers of the Inquisition and other dignitaries.
One or two citizens were assigned to each culprit to
tia et

;

act as godfathers,

whose duty

it

was

to see that those

charge were returned safely to the
linson. In the procession were also carried the bones
of those who had died before sentence could be pronounced upon tlicin; for, says Bcrnardus Comensis
("Lucerna Incpiisitor," p. .12), ".Mortui lueretici po.ssimt excommunicari et possunt lueritici accusari post
mortem
et hoc uscpie ad (|uadraginta annos."
The procL-ssion also included efligies of those who
had been condennicd /// aJmnitin. The reason for this
{ouise was because the Inipiisition, wlien it condennicd a ]ierson, WMsal)l<' to seiiuester his ])roperty.
As Hernard Gui exi)rcssly states in liis "Practica
IiH|uisiti<)iiis.'' "Tlie crime of lieicsy must be proceeded :igaiiist not only among the li\ing, but even
given

in their

.

.

.

dead, especially when it is necessary to
prevent their lieirs from inheiiting, because of the
lieliet's of those from wliom they inherit" (Molinier,
" li' Inquisition dans le ^Ii<li de la France,"
p. JJoS).
In the church elaborate iirejiarations had been

amoiii:' the

made

for the

Avitli

lilack

tliroii--^.

fni

(iiic

llie.l<iiig

ceremony. The great altiir was drajted
and u])on it were placed two

cloth,
for

tlie

or for

In<iuisitor-C!eneral.

some

hiiiJi

dinnitar\'.

tlie

otiiei'

A

lari^e
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was also erected: those to whom its face
was turned Avere to be spared while those to whom
its back was shown were to di(.'. Before
Procession the actual ceremou}^ took place the

crucifix

;

and

secular authorities had solemnly to
to lend all their aid to the Inquisition and to carryout its behests.

Ceremony, swear

A long

sermon was then preached for the purpose of
who still remained obdurate to confess, and of inciting the onlookers to the profession
of faith which was made at various intervals. Oa
this account the auto was sometimes called "sermo
iniblicus," or " sermo general de fide " (Molinier, ih. p.
A good example of this preaching may be seea
8).
in the sermon of Don Diego Annunciazaro Justinianus, at one time archbishop of Craganor (translated by Moses Mocatta, and published in Philadelphia, 1860).
A bibliography of such sermons
exhorting those

preached at the autos in Portugal is given by I. P.
da Silva (" Diccionario Bibliographico Portuguez,"
Lisbon, 18.58 et seq., s.v. "Autos da fe").
A chance was also given to those so inclined to
make abjuration of their heresies, this being done
at a table on which lay several open missals.
Two
clerks then read the report of the trial and the punishment meted out, the reading of which often occupied a whole da}'. As each report was read, the culprit was led out by one of the familiars of the
Inquisition into the middle of the gallerj', where he
remained imtil the sentence had been pronounced.
The same ceremony was gone through when the
service was held in a public square.
Here a large
amphitheater was erected with all the necessary
appurtenances for the service, and with temporary
dungeons beneath the platforms for the condemnecl.
The punishments meted out by the Inquisitioa
were of four kinds according to the ofticial eniunerCitation before the Inquisition;
performance of pious deeds;
Punish- lie pilgrimages, flagellations,

ation:

(1)

(2)
(3)

the

pub-

and the
Avearing of large crosses; and (4) confiscation of goods, perpetual imprisonment, and death. All those found guilty at the trial
were led back again in tlie same solemn procession;
the heretic penitent and relapsed, the heretic impenitent and not relapsed, the heretic "impenitent and
relapsed," the heretic negative (who denied his
crime), and the heretic contumacious, were all delivered over to the secular arm, as the Inquisition
itself technically refused to carry out tlie death-sentence on the principle "ecck'sianon sitit sanguiiiem"
(the Cinu'ch thirsts not for blood).
The various sentences of death always ended Avith some .such formula as " For tliese reasons we declare you relapsed,
Ave cast you out of the loruiii of tlie clnirch, we
deliver you over to the secular justices; praying
lliem, however, energetically, to moderate the sentence in such wise that there be in your case no
shedding of blood nor danger of death."
Bellarmin .says expressly, "That heretics deserve
the sentence is cl(>arly seen, or at least is referred to
in Dent. xiii. fi^/.vr/."
Tlie doctors of the Church
were merely divided on the (lucstion Avhelher those
com'icted should he jiiit to death by the sword or by
lire (compare Jiilieii Ilavet. " l/lleresic et le Bras Seculieraii .Moyen Age," Paris, ISSl).
Death by fire

ments.

,

:
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was

preferred as more in keeping with John xv. 6,
man abide not in me, he is cast fortli as a

that in Venice during the sixteenth century there
were 43 persons before tiie Holy Otlice for the crime
of "Judaismo," and in the seventeenth, 34.
Many

" If a

and men gather them and
is withered
them into the tire, and tliey are burned." Simanoas and Roias were even of opinion tliat the culprits ought to be burned alive; the only precaution

branch, and

;

cast

necessary being that their tongues be bound, or their
mouths stulTed, in order that they do not scandali/.e
The custom seems to have been that
the audience.
the penitent were first strangled and then burned,
while the impenitent were cast into the flames alive.
It was also held that the secular arm should not delay
too long in carrying out sentences of the Inquisition.
Innocent IV., in his bull "ad extirpanda," fixes five
days as the longest period of delay. In Spain it was
customary to carry out the sentence' immediately
after its proclamation, which was so timed as to occur upon some feast-day, when the populace would
be at liberty to witness the burning.
The same pomp which marked the public reading
of the sentence was observed at its execution; the
imposing procession wending its way from the
Inquisition dungeons to the "queniaExecution dero," the place where the scaffolds
were erected. The dignitaries of both
of
Sentence. Church and state were present; and
at the auto of June 30, 1680, in Madrid, which Charles II. held in honor of his newly
married bride, the king himself lighted the first brand
which set fire to the piles.
During the night preceding the carrying out of the
sentence a commission sat continuously to hear the
recantations of the prisoners, whenever they were
minded to make them. The victims were carried on
asses with escorts of soldiers, and accompanied by
priests who exhorted them to take the last chance of
becoming reconciled to the Church.
full report— called in Spain "Relacion," in Por-

A

Auto da Fe

—

tugal "Rela^ao" of the auto was drawn up and
often printed for the double purpose of inciting the
faithful to greater zeal and of bringing order into
the process of the ecclesiastical court (E. N. Adler,
These
in "Jewish Quarterly Review," xiii. 395).
reports were sent not only to the central organization of the Inquisition, but to other tribunals
as well.

The earliest record of the execution of Jews at an
Auto da fe relates to that held in Troyes (L'Aube)
Jewish accounts of
24, 1388.
given in the Hebrew selihot (penitential poems) of Jacob ben Judah, Meier ben Eliab,
and Solomon Simha, as well as in an old Provencal
account in verse by the aforementioned Jacob. This
execution called forth strenuous protests from Philip
le Bel (May IT, 1288), who saw in the actions of tlie
Holy Office an infringement of his own rights (compare A. Darmesteter, in "Romania," iii. 443 et scq.

on Saturday, April
this event are

Jews may even be comprised under tho.se who were
charged with "Maomedanismo."
Tiie Inquisition
worked its greatest havoc in Spain
Spain and and Portugal, in the Balearic Islands,
Portugal, in Spanish America (Mexico, Brazil,
Peru), in Guadelupe, and in Goa
In Spain autos were held from the time
that Sixtus IV. (1480) issued a bull empowering
Catholic kings to appoint inquisitors over all heretics, and in Portugal since 1531, when Clement VII.
issued the bull "cum ad nihil magis," which formally established the Inciuisition in Portugal (Hercu(India).

lano,

"Estab. da Inquisi(;ao,"

Office

was

i.

The Holy
by letters patent
The Inquisition in
Goa, in 1812. The
255).

established in America

II. on Feb. 7, 1569.
Venice was abolished in 1794; at
last auto held in Portugal was at Lisbon, Oct. 19,
1739; but as late as Aug. 1, 1826, in a short period
of reaction, an auto was celebrated at Valencia, in
which one Jew was burned alive ("Revue Etudes

of Philip

The Inquisition was finally abolJuives," v. 155).
In Peru the Holy
ished in Spain July 15, 1834.
Office had already been abolished on March 9, 1820,
at the earliest moment after the cessation of the connection with Spain.
It is impossible to tell the exact number of Jews
who met their death at the many autos da fe in
Spain and Portugal. They were usually charged
a charge which might have been
Avith Judaizing
made against Moriscos, or even against Christians
who were suspected of heres}'. This was especially
the case with the Maranos or ISTeo-Christians and
yet, from the documents already published, and from
the lists which are now accessible (see below), it is

—

;

that many thousands must have met their
death in this way. Albert Cansino, ambassador of
Ferrara, writes on July 19, 1501: "I passed several
"
days at Seville, and I saw fifty-four persons burned

known

According
269).
Spain dealt with 341,021 cases and over 30,000 people were burned (see
also Kohut, in "Proceedings Am. Jew. Hist. Soc."
According to another authority, during
iv. 109).

("Revue Etudes Juives," xxxvii.
to Llorente, the Intjuisition in

the two hundred and fifty years that the Inquisition
existed in America, 129 autos da fe were held.
From the details given by Adler the following
numbers can be given of the Jews condemned, not
always to death, so far as known. But in many
instances, especially during the sixteenth century,

no details are given
Fifteenth century, 1481-l.")0n
"
(number of "reos")
Sixteenth

Seventeenth "
Eighteenth "

3,881

868

^1
^''^

;

"Revue Etudes Juives," ii. 199; Sali'eld,
Marty rologi am des Niirnberger Memorbuches," p.
We have, however, little documentary evi162).
dence about the Jews of the Inquisition in countries
Most of the inforoutside of the Spanish Peninsula.

idem, in
"

mation relating to the Inquisition in its relation to
the Jews refers to Spain and Portugal and their
That Jews suffered, however,
colonies (see below).
from the tribunal in Italy may be seen from the fact

in all 6.448 of whom the names and fates can
be ascertained from the "relaciones" of 115 out of
464 autos da fe which are known to have taken place

Or

from 1481

to 1S26.

The following
tively

known

list

that

of autos da fe in which it is jiosiJews were concerned has been

from tho.se iicld by the Inqinsition the
thousands of vohimes of Iiu|uisitit>n reports in the
archives at Madrid, Seville, Simaucas, Lisbon, etc.

selected

:
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published, will doubtless add largely to the
number. As a basis the list drawn up by E. N. Adler
("Jewish Quarterly Review," xiii. 392), willi the additions made by the writer of this article {ih. .xiv. 80)
and S. N. Kayserling {ib. 136) has been made use
of wherever detiuite details are given, showing that
Jews or Judaism were concerned in the Auto da fe.

when

,

The

authorities are given in the articles mentioned.
Feb. 24, Cordova.

1288,

May

Cordova.

(),

Coiiiibra.

)ct. 2t),

(

.liinc

Cordova.

2i),

'I'dlt'do.

.June

Cordova.
Cordova.
Cordo\a.

7,

,Iul.v

ti,

.Inly

it,

Coi'dova.
'Pdlt'doV

Jidy

Cordova.

~'0,

Coiinbra.
Palllia.

i:i,

,I;iii.

Piihiia.

.April

I'),

.April

~:i.

I'alnia.

Palma.
Talma.

.\])ril :«>.

May
May

;!,

2S, Paliiia.

(let. 2S,

Miidrid.
.Madrid.

May

Lisbon,

Juiii>:!(i,

Id,

l.isbon.

(iianada.
(iranada.
.Majoi-oa.

Marcli

7,

March

II,

May
May

Paliii;i.

;l,

Nov.

Seville.

Pidiiia.

ti,

.Iiiiic

Paltna.

Paliiia.

1,

Valladolid.

:.'ll,

Seville.

(two), Lisbon.

.\ll!i'.

Oct. 2S. Seville.

March
Sept.

Dec.
July

Coimbra.

~,

Lisbon.
Lisbon.
Kvora.

i>,

ti,
.".'•"),

Dec. :U, Valladolid.
.luiie

.iMly

l>isb(ai.

:!ii,

Lisbon.

'.),

April
.lune

Cordova,

-t,

Coiinbra.

17,

,Iinie2'.), Seville.

May

IS,

Madrid.

Miiy
Sept.

IS,

Seville.
Piiluia.

L"),

Nov.

(Iranacla.

;!(),

Dec. U, Seville,

Madrid.

t'eb. 22,

Feb. 21, Si'ville.

March

Toledo.
Cordova.
Murcia.

I.'),

.April 12,

Miiy
M;iy

17,

P;dina.

:!l.

.liMie

.lidy

Ciieni;a.

,2!),

Seville.

i").

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

22. ('iieni;a.

.Ian.

I>I,

Sevilli''.

:!li,

Lli'l'elia.

:fll,

Seville.

Valencia.

I'eb. 21,

Marcli

14, Coiiiibrii.

March

iil,

Miirch

:!1,

Miiy

il,

,

lliircelona.

May

]:!,

.lune
.lune

li.

Valladolid.

.Iiiiie

ti,

Snrajrossa.

ti,

Murcia.
Seville,

Ciirdova.
.lune 20. Cninaila.
Oct. 10, Lisbon.

.luiii' Kf.
,

(iranada.

ueii(;a.

»
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as "the sages of Auxerie," were in corrcspondeuce
with Raslii (Geiger, "Melo Hofnayim," quoiwl by
Several of the
Gross, "Gallia Judaica," p. (il).
sages of Auxerre took part in the proeeediugs of the

synod eonvened by Habbeiiu Tani and Kaslibani in
Troyes about the nn'ddle of the twelfth century and
one of them, Samuel ben Jacob, was a signatory to
At this lime Auxerre had a Talmudie
the decisions.
school, over which llezekiah presided, a rabbi whom
Gross identities as the savant of that name mentioned
in one of H. Tarn's letters {op. cit. p. 61).
The Jews were always treated kindly at Auxerre.

Avenel

"Neue Labeckische Blatter" for 1841 and in the
"Volk.sbote" for 1850. They were answered by
Gabriel Kiesseu.

the

Biiii,1(»(;kai'1IY:

S.
Mi)i.iliini, n.

und

Carletiach, Gesch.
pusslin ; Hcbr.

cl.,

der Juden in Hlbeck

DM.

D.

s.

;

From a

letter written by Pope Innocent III. to the
bishop of Auxerre, it is shown that they enjoyed
the light to own farms, fields, and vineyards, for
which they paid tithes to the clergy. But in 1208,
emboldened no doubt by the protection granted
them by the lord of the manor, the Jews refused to
continue to pay the tithes. The bishop, having no
other alternative, brought his grievance before the
pope, who in turn could do no more than command
all Chri.stians, under penalty of exconnuunication, to
avoid intercourse with the Jews until the demands
of the clergy were satisfied ("Innocentis Epistohe,"
vol.

ii..

book

X., ep. Ixii., Paris, 1082).

There is preserved in the municipal archives of
Dijon a document, dated 1323, Avhich relates to the
contiscation of a house which belonged to a certain
Jew of Auxerre, named Jleliot (Gerson, ''Essai sur
les Juifsde la Bourgogne," p. 35).
In 1379 a certain
number of privileges were granted to the citizens of
Auxerre by the Countess Mahand and Count John of

Of

Chalons.

these privileges,

many

of

which

I'ela-

ted especially to the Jews, the eighteenth runs as

follows:
"Tlio ,lcws of the rountoss nro perinittpd to lend inojipy to
at the rate of tlircept'iice in the pound per week
upon indentiiics i)iissed under her seal <»r exeeute<l in the presence of two eitizens, said interest not to continue for more than
one year." (" Urdonnaiices des Rois de France," vi. 417.)
tlio citi/fiis

By the royal edict of Sept. IT, 1394. all Jews were
expelled from Fiance; and since that date there lias
been uo Jewi.sh communitv in Auxerie.

AVEN

1

:

.

One

of several

Egyptian

cities threat-

ened with God's vengeance (Ezek. xxx. 17). Tlie
name is evidently a corruption or an intentional
vowel-change of "On" (Gen. xli. 45), which is thus
made to signify " vanity." The Septuagint rendersit
" lleliopolis."
2. In llosea x. 8 ("the high piacesalso
of Aveii "), "Aven " pnJjably stands for Belh-aven
(Ilosea X.

Some

5),

by which name Beth-el is intended.
however (G. A. Sinitli, "The Twelve

scholars,

Proiihets," for extimple), are inclined to regard Aven
as a term for " false worship," and render the phrase
"high idaces of idolatry." 3. The "plain of Aven"

"valley of Aven "), mentioned in Amos i. 5,
applies to the valley of Code-Syria, between Lebanon ;ind Anti-Libanus, nfited for the idolatrous worship of the sun at the temple of Baalbek. The
vallev is now called "Beka'a" (Baedeker-Sociu,
"Palestine," p. 447).
.Ti:.
.T.
G. 15. L.
(R. V.

AVENEL, GEORGES:

French author; born
Cliaumont-eii-Vexin, department of the Oise,
France, Dec. 31, 1828: died at Bougival July 1,
187G.
He Avas a brother of Paul Avenel. Avenel
devoted the greater part of his life to a study of the
French Revolution. In 18()5 he ptililished his tirst
book, " Aiiacliarsis Clootz, I'Orateur du Genre IIuat

main," after which he plunged with renewed energy
The outcome of several
into historical researcli.
years of continuous study was the publication of
" Ltindis Revolutionnaires," Paris, 1875, a collection
of essays representing only a portion of his extensive
lie died before he could finish the secresearches,
ond series of his "Lundis." which was in process of

and in which the biography of Pache
occupy an important place. Of the tirst

])reparatioii,

was

to

one chapter litis been published separately
under the title, "La Vraie ^Farie Antoinette, d'apies
Avenel also
la Corresjiondence Secrete," Paris, 187G.
edited an improved and )io]>ular edition of the coniseries,

works of Voltaire, generally known as the
"edition du siecle," 9 vols., in lS()7-70.

])lete

Bmi.iOGRAPiiY:
Diet iiiinta ire

AVE-LALLEMENT, FREDERICK CHRISTIAN BENEDICT: Noled criminologist: horn
in Li-ibeek

May

23, 1809; died there

July

20, 1892.

"Das Deutsche Gauiierlum,''
he devotes a chapter to the Jews,
expresses views tinfavorable to their

In his standard work,
Leip'^ic. 1S."iS-r>2,

in wliieli

morality.

Lubeek

lie

In the jtrotracted struggle of the
for

emancipation,

himself with their op]ionents.

Jew had been

il

Jews

of

Ave-Lallement ranged
lie claimed

dangerous element

in the

tliiit

the

economic

HENRI MAYER

in

many ways,

appeared

in

C.

esiiecially

:

by the addition of

a polit-

Chansons et ChansonnieiV
song in all ages; "La
Loterie: Historiciue Critique de I'Organisation AcAvenel

tuelle;

Ilis articles

IS'.O.

S.

ical (leiiartnient.

cialism prevented him from achieving anything tangible, even in those branches of science for which
talent.

Vapereaii,

A.

French author;
AVENEL,
born in P:ii is. 3Iarcli 7. 1853. He is an adopted son
He began his career by e(litiiig
of Paul Aveiul.
"L'Evenemeiit." the daily jiolitieal P.iiisiaii paper,
and several departmentiil newspapers. In 1888 lie
look charge ofIlie"Aiuiuairede la PresseFriineiiise,"
founded by Kmile ^Mermet in 1880, and imjiroved it

(Paris,

showed decided

Kiirjicloprdie, s.v.;

s.

dev( lojuiient of the world, ever since the time of the
Patriarchs.
His nomadic nature and his commer-

lie

Ln Grande

l')iivrrscl dcs Ci>iitciiii)t>rni)i!<, Paris.

is

t

he iiul hor of

"

1880), a history of

" L'Ameri(iue
Projet de Reorganisation "
Latine " (Paris, 1890), with an interestin;: iutroduc;

and future prospects of

tion " on the present state

French commerce

in

America."

Bibliography: Dictionnmrcs Departementaux (DepartcVOise); Vapereau, Dictionnaire
Contetnpoi'ains, Paris, 1893, s.v.

ment de

Uiiiversel

des

A. S. C.

s.

AVENEIi, PAUL:

French author; born at
Chaumout-en-Vexiu, department of the Oise, France,
Oct.

9,

After a brief course in medicine at the

1823.

University of Paris, he, in 1850, abandoned his studBeies to devote himself exchisively to literature.
ginning as journalist, he became successively poet,
novelist, and dramatic author.
Among Avenel's dramatic worlvs, which number
more than fifty, are: "Lcs Chasseurs de Pigeons,"

farce-comedy in three

Dramatiques

drama

in 1860;

acts,

produced at the Folies

"La Paysanne des Abruzzes,"

in five acts, written in collaboration

with H.

de Charlieu and produced at the Theatre Beaumarchais in 1861; "Sayez done Concierge," farce-comedy, produced at tlie Folies Dramatiques in 1861;
"Un Homme sur le Gril," farce-comedy, produced
at the Theatre des Varietes; "L'Homme a la Fourchette," one-act comedy, 1874; "Les Plaisirs du Dimanche," comedy in five acts; "Le Saint Pierre,"
drama in five acts; "Mimi-Chiffon," comedy in four
acts; " Le Beau Marechal " "Le Paved 'Or," and the
;

comedy, "L'Antichambre en Amour."
Of Avenel's novels and short stories the following
are noteworthy: "Le Coin de Feu," 1849; "Les Tablettes d'un Fou, ou le Voyage Entre Deux Moudes,"
1852, and "Les Etudiants de Paris," reminiscences
of the Latin Quarter; "Le Roi de Paris," 1860; "Le
Due des Moines," 1864, and "Les Lipans, ou les Brigands Normands," 1868, three historical novels of the
time of the League; "Les Prussiens a Bougival," a
lyric

of stories of the Franco-Prussian war;
Amie Devouee, Moeurs Parisiennes," 1884, a

collection
"

Une

Parisian novel; "Le Docteur Halt," a novel of a
philosophical character, 1887; and "Lcs Calicots,"
scenes of real life, first published as a novel in 1866,
and afterward dramatized.
As an author of poems and verse, Paul Avenel

has published "Chansons de Paul Avenel," 1875;
"Chants et Chansons Politiques," 1869-72— in the
8th edition, 1889, figure the most prominent political occurrences from 1848 to 1860; "Alcove et Boudoir," a collection of verses, 1855, which was at
once suppressed by the French courts. Thirtj' years
later Quantin published an edition de luxe of the

condemned
Avenel

is

Societe des

verses.

a

member

of the following societies:

Gens de Lettres; Societe des Auteurs

Dramatiques; Societe des Auteurs, Compositeurs, et
Editeurs de Musique, of which he was president
from 1878 to 1881 and Lice Chansonniere, over which
he presided from 1892 to 1894. lie is also an honorary
member of the Caveau Sephanois, at Saint Etienne.
Bini.iofiRAPiiY: Dirtinunnirrx Drpnricmentanx (Drpartc;

mriit dc VOixr);

La

Grniidc EncuclopMie,

s.v.;

Vapereau,

Dirt ifni naive, Utiirersd dix Coo/cmpornii/.s-,, Paris, 18<j;t;
(iubernatis, Dictiinuiaire Intci'iiatii»ial des Ecrivaitix du
Jour, Florence, 1888-91.

A.

s.

AVENGER OF
(IIcl)rc\v
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Avenel
Avenger

"go'cl"):

man, "next of

The

kin,"

S.

C.

BLOOD. -Biblical Data:
Ilcltrew

upon

name

whom

for tlic clans-

devolved

tlie

duties: (1) of avenging, on the person of the murderer, the blood of a murdered kinsman— in this
capacity the more specific term "go'el lia-dum"
(blood-avenger) was generally u.sed— and (2) of redeeming the property or the person of a relative

that had fallen into debt.
(1) Among primitive peoples of low iwlitical development such as the ancient Greeks, Germans, and
Slavs, some North American tril)es, the modern
Sicilians, Corsicans, and Arabs— the clan or family
had to assume the right to protect

—

One of the most important
clan duties then was plainly for the
nearest of kin to hunt dow-n and carry
out the death-penalty on a person that
had slain a member of the sept or family. That this
idea of family retribution which even to-day is by
no means extinct in some comparativel}' civilized
communities was also current among the ancient
Hebrews maybe seen from Gen. xxvii. 45, where the
existence of the custom is clearly taken for granted.
It appears, furthermore, from Josh. vii. 24, and II
Kings ix. 26, that, in the most primitive period, such
a vendetta was extended to the entire family of the
murderer, as is still the custom among the desert

Among-

itself.

Primitive
Peoples,

—

—

Bedouins.

The Hebrew

religious justification for

the system of family blood-revenge was undoubtedly
the firm belief that God, in order to insure the sacredness of human life, had Himself fixed the deathLev. xxiv.
penalty for murder (Gen. ix. 5 et seq.
;

In the earliest times blood-money was not
accepted either for murder or for excusable homiSuch a payment would have made the land
cide.
" polluted by blood " (Num. xxxv. 31 et seq.).
Una
venged blood " cried out " for vengeance to God (Gen.
Job xvi.
iv. 10; Isa. xxvi. 21; Ezek. xxiv. 7 et seq.
The Avenger of Blood, tlien, was regarded as
18).
the representative, not only of the murdered man's
family, but of Yiiwii Himself, who was the highest
avenger (Ps. ix. 13 [A. V. 12]).
Such a stern system, however, could not, of
course, survive unmodified after the community had
begun to advance from the purely savage state.
Abuses of the privilege of blood-revenge must have
soon become evident to the tribal chiefs, as one finds
in Ex. xxi. 12 (compare Gen. ix. 6) that the commonly accepted formula that a life must be given
for a life is modified by a careful legal
17).

;

Modiflca- distinction between wilful murder and
In order to
tion of the accidental manslaur/liter.
System,
establish a case of wilful murder, it
must be shown that weapons or implements commonly devoted to slaughter were used,
and that a personal hatred existed between the slayer
and his victim (Ex. xxi. 12; compare Num. xxxv.
The law enumerates three
16; and Deut. xix. 4).
exceptions to this general principle:

{a)

The slaying

of a thief caught at virjld in flagrante delicto

is not
but if he is captured by day there
is blood-guilt which, however, is not liable to the
blood-revenge (Ex. xxii. et seq.). (h) If a bull gored
a human being to death, the punishment was visited

punishable at

upon

all

the animal,

;

which was

killed

by stoning.

Its

a case might not be eaten. If gross
contributory negligence could be proved on the part
of the aiiiniai's owner, he was liable only for bloodficsli ill

sucli
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money

(Ex. xxi. 2b).

(c)

Where

the master kills his

slave, the oflFense is punishable only

Avenel
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when

the latter
dies at onee, and then probahly not by the dcallipenalty, as some of the rabbinical writers thought

(Ex. xxi. 23).
The later codes develop at some lengtli the very
just distinction between wilful murder and accidenSix Cities of Kefugk
tal homicide (see Mukdek).
were appointed for the purpose of
Six Cities alfording an asylum to the homicide,
of Refug-e. where he might be secure from the
hand of the avenger (Dent. xix. 12)
until the elders of the cenununity of which the
accused was a member should decide whether the
nmrder was intentional or accidenUil (Num. xxxv.
According to
9-34; Deut. xix. 1-13; Josh. xx.).
the later procedure, at least two witnesses were necessary to establish a case of wilful murder (Num.

xxxv. 30; Deut. xix. 15). In case, however, it was
not possible to apprehend the murderer or mauslayer,
the adjudication might take place and a verdict be
rendered in his absence.
It appears from Josh. xx. 4 that the elders of the
city of refuge chosen by the slayer had the right to
decide as to whetlier he should be permitted to have
a temporary asylum or not. If the case were simply one of unintentional manslaughter the slayer
was inmiediately accorded the right of asylum in the
city of refuge, where he had to remain until the
death of the reigning high priest (Num. xxxv. 25),
whose death, in ancient Hebrew law, marked the end
of a legal period of limitation (Num. xxxv.; Deut.
xix. Josh. XX.). If the " go'el ha-dam " were to find
the slayer of his kinsman outside the limits of the
city of refuge, he had the right to kill him at sight.
;

Avenger

custom of blood-revenge by the " go'el " remained in
vogue among the Hebrews. According to H Chron.
xix. 10;
Deut. xvii. 8, tlie law of Jehoshaphat

demanded

that all intricate legal cases should come
before the new court of justice at Jerusalem.
It is
not probable, however, that this regulatiun curtailed
the rights of the "go'el ha-dam," which must have
continued in force as long as there was an inde]iendent Israelitish state.
Of course, under the Kr>n.ans, the right of blood revenge had ceascfd (John
xviii. 31).
(2) As indicated above, the term " go'el " had also
a secondary meaning. From the idea of one carrying out the sentence of justice in the case of bloodshed, the word came to denote the

The
kinsman whose duty it was to redeem
Redeemer the property and person of a relative
of His
who, having fallen into debt, was
Kinsmen, compelled to .sell either his land or himself as a slave to satisfy his creditors

(compare Lev. xxv. 25, 47-49). It would appear
from Jer. xxxii. 8-12 that the "go'el " had the right
to the refusal of such property before it was put up
for public sale, and also the right to redeem it after
it had been sold (see Ruth).
From the Book of Ruth (iv. 5) it would appear
that the duty of the nearest of kin to marry the
widow of his relative in case of the latter's dying
without issue was included in the obligations resting
upon the "go'el"; but inasnmch as the term is not
used in the passage in Deut. (xxv. 8-10) in which

to— the

this institution is referred

upon

marry

the brother to

widow — the testimony of so late a production as
Ruth can not be pressed. The usage in the book

In a case in which the verdict against the slayer
of wilful murder, the murderer incurred the
blood-revenge without an}' restrictions. If he were
already in a city of refuge, the elders
The Family of his own city were obliged to fetch
him thence by force if necessary,
Exeand to deliver him formally to the
cutioner.
Avenger of Blood, who thus became
little more than a family executioner (Deut. xix. 11

may not be legally accurate.
From this idea of the human

et seq.).

people was applicable to

was one

Two

very important restrictions should here be
noticed {a) Although the entire family or gens to
which the murdered man belonged were theoretically
entitled to demand the blood-revenge (II Sam. xiv.
7), still, in the practise of later times, only one member—for example, the next of kin, who was also legal heir might assume the duty of carrying it out.
According to the later Jewish tradition, when there
was no heir, the court had the right to assume the
{h) The law expressly states
position of the " go'el. "
that the blood-revenge was applicable only to the
person of the guilty man and not to the members of
his family as well (Deut. xxiv. 16; compare II
Kings xiv. 6). This is a most signiticant advan(;e on
the primitive savage custom that involved two
gentes in a ceaseless feud. Anent this advance, it is
interesting to note that, in the time of the kings, the
king himself, as the highest judicial authority, was
entitled to control tlie cour.se of the blood-revenge
(II Sam. xiv. 8 ft seq.).
It is dillicult to decide exactly how long the
:

—

obligation resting

his deceased brother's

" go'el " as a redeemer
of his kinsmen in their troubles, there are to be
found many allu.sions to Yinvii as the Divine Go'el,

redeeming His people from their woes (compare Ex.
vi. 6, XV. 13; Ps. Ixxiv. 2), and of the people themselves becoming the "redeemed " ones of Ynwii (Ps.

The reference to God as
cvii. 2; Isa. Ixii. 12).
" go'el " and as the one
would " redeem "

the

who

His
the relationship between

and Israel in the exilic period, when the people actually looked to their God to restore their land
for them, as the impoverished individual looked to
his kinsman to secure a restoration of his jjatrimony.
Hence, of thirty-three passages in which "go'el " (as

YnwH

a noun or verb) is applied to God, nineteen occur in
the exilic (and post-exilic) sections of Isaiah— the
preacher par excellence of "restoration"— for examSec
ple, in xlviii. 20, xlix. 20, Hi. 9, Ixii. 12. etc.
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Several primitive
social remilations loiiiliing the rights of the blood" (Avenger of Blood), are
relation, the "go'el ha-dam
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Avenger
Averroism

Biblical law (Num. xxxv. 19
Deut. xix. 12); although, according to the
higher conception of the Bible, a murder is not so
much a crime against tlie individual as against the
community. This conception is carried still further

so great that his books found their way during his
lifetime even into Egypt, where, in 1190, Maimonides made their acquaintance. As a
matter of course, Averroes' views freJewish.
Preserva- quently conllicted with those of his Mo-

by the rabbinical law, under which the avenging
The hunting down of a
relative has no rights left.

tion of His hatnmedancoreligionists,andhiswork3
Writings, were therefore extensively condemned

acknowledged by the
etseq.;

murderer is no longer the business of the avenger,
but of the state; accordingly, whether there is any
relative or not, whether the relative lodges complaint or not, the state must prosecute the murderer
Every
(Sifre, Num. 160 on xxv. 19; Deut. 181).
murderer, or one who had committed manslaughter,
fled to one of the cities of refuge before his case was
investigated; and there he was secure from any
attack on the part of the avenger, who was forbidden, under penalty of death, to assail such a fugi-

tive in his

asylum Olishnah Mak.

ii.

6; Sifre,

Num.

It was obligatory ujion the court
160 on xxv. 25).
of justice to arrest the fugitive there, bring him to
court, try him, and, if found guilty, to execute him.
If it Avas proved that the death was a case of carelessness and not of intentional murder, he was sent
back to the city of refuge in care of armed officers of
the court, so as to protect him from the avenger
(Mislmah Mak. ii. 5, 6). Should he leave his place
of refuge, the avenger had, according to R. 'Akiba,
the right and, according to R. Jose the Galilean,
the duty to slay him, but only when the fugitive
had voluntarily left his retreat (//>. 7). But even here
it is evident that the avenger enjoyed no peculiar
prerogative; for, should the fugitive be slain by a
disinterested party, the latter was not held accountable (ib.\ for the correct reading of this passage
compare Rabbinowicz, "Variie Lectioues," on the
One teacher, however, goes so far as to
passage).

—
—

maintain that neither the avenger nor, still less, a
third party can be permitted to take the man's life,
should he have left his asylum (Tosef., Mak. ii. 7;
Geniara ib. 12a).
All these details, hoAvever, are hardly to be considered as over having been matteis of actual
enforcement; for, although it is highly probable that
rabbinical tradition contained much concerning the
cities of refuge which existed during the second
Temi)le (see Asylum in RAr.niNicAL Literatuke),
the regulations concerning the Avenger of Blood are
ratlicr of an academic nature and are scared}' drawn

from actual

life.
Cx.

AVERROES, or ABUL WALID MUHAMMED IBN AHMAD IBN ROSHD Arabian
:

born at Cordova
Although himself a i)rolitic
in 1126; died in 119b.
writer on philosophy and medicine, his chief importance is as a conunentator upon tiie works of Aristotle, and for this reason he is often styled "the
c'mnnentator i)ar excellence." Like Avicenna, who
also conuneiitcd Aristotle, Avcri'oes wrote an oiiginal com])cii<liuin of idiilosDiih}' of his author, and, in
addition to this, wrote the so-called "^Middle Com])liil()s<)i)hcrol' tlic

twelftli cenlui y

;

mrntaries," which latter follow the text, with,
ever, the omission of passages liere

he made a

It is

owing to his Jew-

writings are preserved to-day,
for only in the shape of Hebrew translations or by a
transliteration of the Arabic text in Hebrew characters did they escape the fanaticism of the JNIoors.
As to the relation between Averroes and Maimonides, which has frequently been misconceived, it is
quite certain that Maimonides can not be called a
disciple of Averroes, nor Averroes a pupil of Maimonides. The latter read Averroes' writings far
too late to permit of his having used them in his own
works. Both, it is true, coincide on many points.
Both are strong Aristotelians and energetically opposed to the teachings of the Motakallemin ccnicerning atoms and the non-existence of natural law.s.
Both deny to the Deity the possession of " attributes.
Their theories of the intellect are identical, and both
take the same position as regards the relation of faith
and knowledge. It has j'et to be determined whether
these striking resemblances are not founded upon
some third or common source not yet discovered.
liis

In a letter to his favorite pupil, Joseph b. Judah
Aknin, dated Cairo, 1190, Maimonides writes: "I
have recently received Ibn Roshd's

Relation

Mai-

to

monides.

work upon Aristotle, besides the book,
De Sensu et Sensito and I have read
enough to perceive that he has liit the
'

'

;

truth with great precision but I lack
passage
the leisure now to make a study of it."
in a letter to Samuel Tibbon, 1199, in Avhich he recommends Averroes' commentaries, is not quite clear.
Less known than his commentaries upon Aristotle
;

A

own original Avritings, although they
indubitable traces upon Jewish tliought.
"
His essay on " The Relation of Faith to KnoAvledge
(published by Joseph Miiller Avith German transla-

are Averroes'

have

left

seems to have inspired (Shem-Tob
Fahuiuera to Avrite his "Iggeret llavikkuah." It is
extant in an anonymous HebreAV translation dated
1B40, as is al.so another Avork of Averroes of similar
tion, ]\Iuuich, 187."))

tendency, " The Book of tlie Revelation of the ^Method
of Proof Touching the Principles of Religion " both
Avorks Avere fauiiliar to Kalonyinus ben Kalon^vnius
and Simon Duran in 112;J. Belter known than these
is his reply to Gazzali's book, "A Confutation of
Pliiloso]ihers," Averroes calling liis "A Confulation
Kalonynnis, son of David b.
of the Confutation."
Todros, translated this book into IleOriginal brcAvinlo2y: and there is alsoanoMier
;

L.

K.

finally

and prohibited.
ish admirers that

full

how

and there; and

and copious exposition of every

Aristotelian slatcmeiit, incorporating the

iudistinguishably with his text.

sentcTice

His reputation was

by an unknown author.
Kalonymus gives a curious reason for
Knowing that Averroes is justly
luidertaking.

Works.
his

translation

condenuied as a denier of God, he jirotcsts that he
translates it only because it contains in its text the
Avhole work of Ga/'.zali, Avho defended religion; liad
he been able to i)roeure Gazzali's book, he avouUI not
have undertaken th(! ungrateful task or translated a
single word of Averroes' sjiecious argumentation.
Kalonynuis' translation Avas rendered into J^atin by

—

a Neapolitan physician, also named Kalonynius ben
David, and published in Venice, 1527.
This " Conlutatiou " contains a tew contradictions
of statements made elsewhere by him, but such inconsistencies are by no means infrequent in other
writings of Averroes. The change of views thus
evidencetl gave rise to the legend that Averroes had

and Mohammedansuccession, and that he wrote the notoiious

embmced Judaism,
ism in

Christianity,

Avork, " I)e Tribus Impostoribus."

In similar strain
the assertion by a writer of the seventeenth century, that tlie "Confutation of the Confutation " was
actually written by Gazzali himself, who thus seis

cretly fuiiiishcd a defense against his own attacks
u|)<)n i)hil()sophy, these attacks having been i)rel)ai'ed

at the

command

of a fanatical king.

Be

Admired
in Jewish

prevent their admiration of his genius.
When, however, Averroes tiercely asSiiiled Avicenna, Jewish authors are

sometimes found to side with the latter
as being nearer to Judaism; and Hasdai Crescas, wliomournfidly notes the havoc wrought
in Jewish circles by philoso])hy through la.xity of
Circles.

observance, vehemently denounces both Aristotle
and his commentator Averroes. Crescas must, liowevi'r, have been blinded by his zeal when he terms
Averroes a mere chatterei-. Levi ben Gerson and
Moses Narboni may Avith all propiiely be called followers of Averroes; for with them, too, the claims
of the peiipatetic philosophy as fonnulated by him
seem to be rated higher than tiieclaimsof revelation.
But Averroes' absolutesovereignty in the fourteenth
century was soon followed bj^ his decline. Platonism (lisi)laced Aristotelianism, and witli the latter
vanished all traces of Averroism.

A.

K.

AVEimOISM

Li).

Averroes, like his contem])orary
;Mainionides, was a strict Peripatetic; yet liiey difAVhile ^laimonfered greatly in matters of faith.
ides, with all his admii-ation for Aristotle, dared to
contradict his theories, or at least sought to attenu:

them when they were

in

direct ojjposition to re-

Averroes indorsed tiiem to their utmost extent, and seemed even to lake pleasure in em] )liasizing
them. "God," says Averroes, "has declared a tiiiih
for all Viien that ictpiires for uiuh-rstanding no inin a language that can be
telh'ctual sujM'rioiity
interpreted by eveiy human soul according to its
ligion,

;

capaliilily

and

tenii)er.

The

exjjositors of icligious

nietapliysicsaic therefore theenemies of true religion,
because tliey nimle it a matter of syllogism " (J. Mliller. '• Philosophic undTlieologie."' including (he Arabic

ti'xt, lip.

\0-l (f sff/.).

In

expounding what he

doctrines of Aristotle, it made no
whether they were or were not
Thus
in hannony with those taught by the Koran.
Av'crroes asserts again and again the eternity of the

thought to he

tlie

dilTercnci' to Avei-roes

allhough. as Ar;\inioni(les demonstrated in
(ii. iS,
l-^l-l'^T). Aristotle himself is
.\vei-roes goes still
not very decisive on this ]ioint.
further and declares that not only is matter eternal,
but that form even is potentially existent, otherwise there would Ik- creation (./• niltilo (" De C<elo ct

imiverse

:

his "(Juidc''

Mundo," p. iy7). Maimonides advocates man's absolute free-will, Ijut Averroes restricted that freedom. "Our soul," says the latter, ^ can have preferences indeed, but its acts are limited by the fatality
of exterior circumstances; for if its deeds were the
production of its will alone, they would be a creaindependent of the tirst cause, or God " (Joseph
ib. Arabic text, p. IIU).
Maimonides, like
Avicenna, places the existence of all creatures in the
category of the jw**/We; that of God, in that of the
necessary (" Moreh," ii., Introduction, propositions 19
and 20). AverroesconibatsAvicenna's classification
for the simple reason that, ever}' being having a
cau.se, its existence is necessary ("Destructio Destructionis" at the end of the "Disputatio," x.).
tion

]Muller,

However,

all

may, Averroes' importiuicc as a philosopher
was vuiiversally acknowledged by Jewish thinkers.
Not even his opinions antagonistic to Judaism could
this as it

ate

Avenger
Aveiroism
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it

was due

to

Maimonides

tliat

tlie ))lii-

losopln' of Averroes found admirers during four centuries among the Jews, who by their translations

and

connnentaries preserved his writings from
destruction and transmitted them to the Christian
world.
But if Averroes owed the preservation of his writings to the Jevv.s, Jewish literature, in its turn, is
indebted to him, directly and iudirectl}-, for many
valuable contributions. In addition to the translations of Averroes' woiks and commentaries on them
which in themselves form a fairlv large library
the thirteenth, fourteenth, and sixteenth centuries
witnessed the production of numennis essays and

—

The tirst to introtreatises insjjired by Averroism.
duce his philosoijliy to Jewish literature was ."^aniuel
ibn Tibbon, the same who translated Maimonides'
Tibbon published, at the begimiiiig of
"^loreli."
the thirteenth ccntui-y, an "Encyclopeilia of Philosophy," which frequently is nothing but literal extracts from Averroes, whom the author declares to
be the most reliable interiucter of Aristotle.
First
A little later, 1232, appeared
Transla- the first real translation, by Jacob beu
Abba Mari Anatoli, a son-in-law of
tors.
Ihn Tibbon. He was a Provencal, living in Naples, and engaged by Frederick II. to popIn 12G0, ]\Ioses ibn Tibbon
ularize Arabian science.
translated nearly the whole of the Short ConuneiiAbout the same time, SolonKm ben Josei>h
tary.
ben Job, originally from Granada, but living in
Beziers, translated of the Short Commentary that
on Aristotle's treatise, "De Cado et ^Mundo." under
lu 1284, Zerahia ben
tlie title of D^iyni D'OKTI.
Isaac of Baicelona translated of the ^Middle Commentaries that on Aristotle's "Physics." as well as

Averroes' treatises, " De Cieloet Mundo " and " Metaphysics." The same Anatoli translated in 1298 Averroes' "Abridgment of Logic," under the title of

tlVp P'-in and in VMM), under the title of D">'n "hv^ D.
the connnentaries upon books xi.-xix. of the "History of Animals."
Other writers of this century that expounded
Averroes were Judah ben Solomon Cohen of Toledo,
author of "Periiiatetic Encyclopedia." 1247: and
Shem-To)) ben Joseph b. Falaiiuera (1224-9.-)). who
inserts lengthy extracts from Averroes in his books,
:

the ":\Iorch ha-:>[oreh," "Hanhagat ha-Guf wehaNefesh." and the "Sefer Hama'alot."
The study of Averroism was so wide-spread that,

not content with the foregoing translations,

tlie tiret

Averroism
Avesta
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half of the fourteenth century produced a new series.
Kalonymusb. Kalonymus, sonof Mei'r of Aries (1277-

under the following titles,
" Organon" (JVJn),
the " Physics " (J?3t2n), the " MetaphysNew Series ics" (yatDH "inx:^ njo), and the trcaof Trans- tises "De Ca>lo et Mundo," "Generalations.
tiori and Corruption," "Meteors," "The
Soul," and "The Letter on Union,"

1330), translated, in 1314,

the

etc.

Grand Commentaries on the

R. Samuel

Judah

b.

b.

Meshullam of

JNIarseilles

translated the Short Commentary on the "Nikomacheau Ethics," under the title nnon 'D, and the paraphrase of Plato's " Republic, " under the title of njnjn
Todros Todrosi of Aries translated in 1337,
nj^lOn.
under the following titles, the commentaries on the
"Topics" (nnOXO), the "Sophisms" (nytonn), the
" Rhetoric " (nvf'nn), and " Poetics " (lic^n).
In addition to these a crowd of other translators of uncertain date likewise devoted themselves to the study of

the works of Averroes. Shem-Tob Isaac of Tortosa
translated the commentary on the "Physics," and
the treatise on the "Soul"; Jacob b. Shem-Tob, the
"First Analj'tics"; Judah ben Tallin Maimon, the

"Heaven" and on "Genben Tahora b. Samuel b. Shudai the
treatise on "Heaven"; Moses b. Solomon of Salon,
the " 3[etaphy.sics " Judah b. Jacob, books xi.-xix.
on " Animals " Solomon b. Moses Alguari, the trea"Physics," the treatises on

eration "

;

IVIoses

;

;

"De Somno et Vigilia."
The second half of the fourteenth century

tise

is

the

golden age of Averroism among the Jews. There
were no more translations, but scholars innumerable
vied Avith one another in commenting on the commentaries and applying the teachings of those commentaries to theology. Levi ben Gerson of Bagnols (Gersonides) wrote such commentaries, as well
as some upon the original works of Averroes, as,
for instance, on the "Substantia Orbis," the treatise on the "Possibility of Union," etc.; Joseph
Caspi, in the middle of the century, wrote a commentary upon Aristotle's " Ethics " and Plato's " Politics," after Averroes' method.
In 1344, Moses of
Karbonne (^lesser Vidal) wrote a commentary on the
"Po.ssibility of Union," etc.; and in 1349 on the
"Substantia Orbis," and on other physical treatises.

The

"

" Ethics," the comAlexander of AphroAg-e of
disias on the Intellect," underwent a
Averroism. complete remodeling at his hands. As
directly due to Averroism must be
mentioned The ethical and rhetorical work by Jedayah Penitn (12(51-1321), entitled "Behinat 01am"
(Examination of the World), and his"Iggeret haPlitna-zelut" (Letter on Self-Exculpation), defending
philosophy against the vehement attack of Solomon
I). Adret;
also Joseph Caspi's double conuuentaries
on Maimonides' "Guide"; Levi ben Gerson's philofioiihiral commentary upon the Pentateuch
wherein
the author admits the eternity of the universe, the natinal gift of proi)hecy, original matter without form,
and the imiwssibility of "Creation"; and finally,
Moses Xarboni's connnenlar}- upon the "Guide."

Physics," the

The Golden mentary upon

"

:

—

The

fifteenth century, tliough

still

rich in produc-

gave signs of decadence. Boldness had vanisheil from the world of letters, and
tions of Averroism,

every aifthor

felt

himself constrained to break a lance
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In 1455 Joseph ben Shem-'Tob of Sefor religion.
govia conunented on the "Ethics," according to his
own statement, to supply Averroes' omissions; he
likewise commented on the "Possibilitj' of Union,"
and on the analysis of Alexander's
Displaced, book on the Intellect. His .son Shemby
Tob, as well as Moses Falaquera and
Theology. Michael ha-Kohen, wrote Averroistic
treatises toward the end of the century.
Elia del Medigo, of Rome, the last representative of
Averroism among Jews, wrote in 1485 a commentary
on the "Substantia Orbis"; in 1492 a treatise on the
"Intellect," on "Prophecj'," and on various other
works. Of other Averroistic writings there were the
same Shem-Tob's commentary on the " Guide " Elia
del Medigo's "Behinat lia-Dat"
Abraham Shalom
ben Isaac's theological and philosophical dissertations; and the "]\Iiklal Yoti," by Menahem b. Abraham Bonfous of Perpignan.
In the sixteenth century Averroism gave place to
theology.
People read and studied Averroes, but
very evidently only to hunt out his weak points and
disprove him. Isaac Abravanel, largely indebted as
he was in his commentary on the "Guide " to Averroes, does not scruple to attack him frequently in his
" Shamayim Hadashim " and other works.
Abraham
Bibago, who commented on Aristotle's "Analytica
Posteriora," abuses Averroism in his "Derek Emuna." Moses Almosnino, about 1538, comments on
Al-Gazzali's "Happalat-ha-Filosotim" (Destruction
of the Philosophers), and uses it as a weapon against
the Peripatetic philosophy.
Many other, but more
insignificant, writers essayed to drag the colossus to
the ground, but the traces stamped by Averroes on
;

;

Jewish

literature are irremovable.
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;
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I.

AVESTA

The

Br.

canonical book of the religious
sect known as the Parsees, more frequently though
less precisely called Zend-Avesta
an inversion of
the Pahlavi phrase " Avistak va Zand, " the Scriptures
and the Commentary or the Law and Its Interpretation.
The Avesta is the Zoroastrian Bible supplemented by the Pahlavi, or Middle Pei'sian, writings,
as the Hebrew Scriptures are by the Talmud.
The Avesta has special claims upon the interest of
Jewish scholars, there being certain points of similarity between the Avesta and the Old
Jewish
as well as the New Testament, points
Interest,
that are striking or close enough to call
forth frequent comment.
In the next
place, the Avesta, as the sacred book of early Persia,
must command attention because of the historical
points of contact between tlu; Jews and the Persians.
Note espec:ially such passages as the following: Isa.
xlv. 1, 13, 28; II Chron. xxxvi. 23, 23; Ezra i.
1-11 V. 13-17; vi. 1-15; and perhaps Ezek. viii. 16.
Se(! Persi.vn Rkligion.
The Avesta represents the ancient luiestly code of
the 'Magi for Zoroaster, or Zarathushtra, as his name
is called in the original texts, has stood in history as
the typical Magiau, as the sage, priest, prophet, and
:

—

;

;

,

AverroiBm
Avesta
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lawgiver of ancient Iran. According to tlie more
recent views on the subject, wliicli agree with tlie
traditional date for his era, he tlourthough the
ished about 660-583 b.c.
The
common tendency is to believe that he
Typical
lived and taught at a much earlier
Mag-ian.
It is certain that King Artaxperiod.
erxes and the later Achaimenian rulers professed his
less certain is it according to some scholars
faith
whether Darius and Xerxes, and still less whetlier
Cyrus, were really followers of the Avesta and
genuine Zoroastrians, although much may be said
It is beyond doubt that they
in the affirmative.
were all worshipers of Ahuramazda, or Ormuzd, the
supreme God of the Avesta; and this makes the
passages in Isaiah (xliv. 28; xlv. 1, 13) relating to
Cyrus doubly interesting. In the Old Persian inscriptions the Mazda worship of Darius is most pronounced. For these reasons still more importance is
to be attached to the Avesta in the history of religious thought, especially when the power and the
wide-spread influence of the Persian empire in early
dmes are taken into account.
According to the book itself the Avesta represents
;

;

a direct revelation from Ahuramazda to Zarathushtra.
The sacred text (Vend. xxii. 19) mentions "the Forest

and the Mountain of the Two Holy Communing
Ones " Ormuzd and Zoroaster where special intercourse through inspired vision was held between the
Godhead and his prophetic representative on earth,
as between Yhwh and Moses on Sinai. Later tradition repeats the view that the sacred book was the

—

—

result of inspiration, for the Pahlavi texts (Dk. vii.

51-62; viii. 51; Zsp. xxiv. 51) recount not only
Zoroaster communed with Ormuzd, but like the
Zoi-oasti-ian Gathas they tell also of ecstatic visions
of the six archangels and of other revelations which
were vouchsafed to him. According to a tradition
preserved in the Pahlavi writings (Dk. Bk. 3, end,
quoted by West, " Sacred Books of the East, " xxx vii.
Introd. 30-32), the Avesta itself was committed to
writing at the instance of King Vishtaspa, whom
Zoroaster converted to the faith and who became
The king's own prime minister,
Zoroaster's patron.
Janiaspa, had a hand in the redaction as scribe, and
Zoroaster's mantle descended upon him, so that he
succeeded the great priest in the pontifical office on
the hitter's death (Dk. iv. 21; v. 34; vii. 5, 11).
It is said by Tabarl.and by Bundarl after him, that
Vishtaspa caused two copies of the holy texts to be
inscribed in letters of gold upon 12,000 ox-hides (see
Jackson, "Zoroaster," p. 97)— a tradition which is
confirmed by Pliny's statement that Zoroaster composed lio less than 2,000,000 verses (N. H. xxx. 2).

3,

how

These two arciietype copies,menti()ne(l
Traditions in the Dinkard, the Arta-Vlraf, and
About
the Shatroiha-i-Airan, were to serve
priestly codes of
Origin.
as the standard

The i'aitii Avas to
Vishtaspa's realm.
be promulgated throughout the world in accordance with the teaching of these. Tliere is likewise
a tradition (see Dk., references above) to the ctTeet
that one of these original copies came into tiie liands
of the Greeks and was translated into their tongue.
Support for tliis tradition may perhaps be found in
the Arabic lexicon of Bar-Bahlul (963), according to

wliich the Avesta of Zoroaster was composed in seven
tongues, Syriac, Persian, Aramean, Segestanian.
Mervian, Greek, and Hebrew. A still earlier Syriac
manuscript commentary ou the New Testament by
'Islio'dad, bishop of Hadatha, near Mosul (852), similarly speaks of tiie Avesta as having been written
by Zoroaster in twelve difTerent languages. As for
the otiier archetype copy, which seems to have been
the prinei|)al one, the direct statement, again of the
Pahlavi treatise Dinkard, says that it was burned by
Alexander the Great when he invaded Iran.
Wiiatever may be the value of these traditions regarding the Avesta, the fate of the sacred book was
connected with the history of the people, and with
the rise and fall of the fortunes of Iran. The five
centuries that followed the invasion of Alexander
with the government of tlie Seleucidte and tiie sway
of the Parthians were dark ones for Zoroastrianism.
Nevertheless, there is no reason for
making the strong claim that DarmeThe
Fate of the steter does to the effect that the tradi-

Avesta.

tion

was

lost.

It is

known

that

tiie

of the Parthian monarchs were
filled with the true Zoroastrian spirit; and it can be
proved from Greek, Latin, and other Avritings, that
last

the tradition of tlie wisdom of Zoroaster lived on
during the long period between Alexander and the
rise of the House of Sassan in the third and fourth
The entire Sassanian period was a most
centuries.
flourishing time for the creed wliiclx was now reBut in the seventh censtored to its pristine glory.
tury, with the ri.se of Islam, the Avesta gave place
in Persia to the Koran; Ormuzd sank before Allah;
and Zoroaster yielded to Mohammed. A number of
the faithful ciierishers of the sacred liie, however,
in flight from Iran and found refuge
in India, where they are still known by their ancient
name l\irsi it is they that are the conservators of

sought safety
;

the remnants of the old Avestan texts that have
passed through so many vicissitudes.

Much had been lost through Alexander, it was
claimed; but the number of texts that were still extant was nevertheless considerable, and they repi-eThe canon
sented the ancient Avesta fairly well.
was divided into twenty -one iiasks, or books. Tlicse
again were subdivided into three classes, each comThe flrst group ("Gatlia " or
prising seven books.
"Gasiin") was theological; the second ("Diit") was
legal; the third (" Thidhanulthra ") was of a someIn this threefold
Avhat miscelhuieous character.
of the nasks, Darmestetcr sought to
prove; Jewish influences at work upon the Avesta,
and he compared the classilieation of the Biblical
classification

texts into

and
is

"

"Torah" (Law), "Nebiim" (Proi)hets),
But of this Sassanian Avesta there

Ketubim. "

much

less

extant

now

because

of

the liavoc

wrought, directly or indirectly, iqion Zoroastrianism
and the Avesta by the :\[ohammedan concpiest and
To-day only two of the twenty-one
the Koran.
nasks are in any degree complete. These are the
Vendldad, or law against demons, and the Stot
Yasht, which answers to Yasna (xiv.-lix.), yet these
show signs of being very imperfect. There exists
also, i:i addition to these two remnants, an imjiortant part of another nask— this is the BaUfin Yasht;
and portions or fragments of otheis. There thus

"

-

Avesta
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Avierdor
exist specimens of about fifteen

of

tlie

original

This material, moreover, is supplemented
by various passages that have been translated from
the original Avesta into Pahlavi and are thus preserved; or by quotations of the Avesta text itself
All this
incorporated into the Pahlavi treatises.
bears but a small proportion to the Avesta of Zoroaster's time, and the remnant is but small in extent when compared with the Hebrew Scriptures.
What is still extant is commonly divided into the
following six classes: (1) Yasna, including the
Gathas, or Zoroastrian Psalms; (2) Vispered; (3)
Yashts; (4) minor texts; (5) Vendldad; (6) fragments.
The Yasna a liturgical work, comprising seventy
two chapters contains texts used by the "dastur,"'
or priest, in connection chiefly with
The Extant the sacrifice of "haoma." In the
Avesta.
midst of the Yasna the Gathas are
inserted.
These are the Zoroastrian
psalms, and they represent the verses of Zoroaster's
own preaching and teaching, embodying especially
nasks.

—

—

new and

the coming of
a Messiah, or Saoshyant the annihilation of Satan
and the evil principle, Angro-Mainyush, and the
Druj, " Falsehood " (see Ahuiman) and the general
restoration of the world for ever and ever.
For
theologians the Gathas are the most interesting
and important part of the Avesta but at the same
time they are by far the most difiicult.
Less characteristic is the short book known as
It consists of brief invocations and
the Vispered.
offerings of homage to "all the lords" ("vispe ratavo "), as the name implies. The Yashts, or Praises,
twenty-one in number, contain praises of the angels
or glorification of the spirits, and personified abstracThey are generally written in
tions of the faith.
meter, with some claim to poetic merit.
One of the
most interesting is the thirteenth, or Farvadin Yasht,
on the worship of the spirits (" fravashis "). The
doctrine of the ancient Persian faith, which this
his belief in a

better life

;

;

;

;

Yasht contains, has been brought by Paul de Lagarde into connection with the Purim festival. Another Yasht (Yt. 19) is in praise of the kingly glory
(" hvarcnah "), the halo, sheen, or majesty which
surrounds and protects the king as a mark of divine
favor (comijure Moses' shining face, Ex. xxxiv.

The Vendldad,

29).

twenty-two chapters, is an Iranian Pentateuch, and it contains numerous parallels
in

of interest to the Biblical student.
The real pioneer exegete at the end of the eighteenth century was Aiiquetil du Perron; then fol-

lowed Burnouf and Hask

later came Ilaug, Westergaard, Spiegel, Roth, lliibschmann, De Ilarlez; or
morc! recently. West. Mills (a stanch advocate of the
Pahlavi), and especially Geldncr and James Darmesteter.

The

hitter's

;

theory of

tlic late

origin of

tlie

Avesta (in" liC Zend-Avesta," iii.. Introduction, and
"Sacred Hooksof the East," 2d ed., iv., liitroducti(,n)
can not Ije .sjiid to liave found niucji favor among
specialists or support among those best qualified to
judge; but lie lias brought out numerous likenesses
between the Avesta and the Old Testament.
Bini.locRAPIIY
till

Li

:

Saord

Danncstcfer

Kiixl.W vols..

iHKll !I4

'/.itiil-Avisla. Tiiris,
triaclic Sliiilii II. licrlln,

;

iiml Mills In ttic
Bnohn of
nr Diirnicstclcr's Kri'iich version,
IMC'li:!; Winilischiiiiinn, Xoroo.xiwi;!;

SpieKel,

Eranisvhc Alter-

thumskunde,
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1^71-19,

i.-iii.;

idem. Avesta, 3

vols., Lelpslc,

W. Geiper, 0.s?i ran wc/ie KuUur, 1882 O. H. Schorr,
Hi-Hahiz, 1869, viii. 1-120: (ieldner, Awoita^Litteratur,
and Jackson, IraiiiscJic Religion, in the Grunilrixs der Iran.
Pliiloliifiie. Strasburg, 1896-99; Alex. Kohut, The Zcndaveata
and the Fi'/.sf Eleven Chapters of Genesis in J. CJ. R., ii. 223.
iai2-63;

;

in

A. V.

K.

AVIANUS, HIERONYMTJS

W.

J.

Christian Oriental scholar; lived at Leipsic at the end of the sixteenth and at the beginning of the seventeenth century.
He devoted himself to Hebrew versification,
and pulilished a work in two volumes, entitled,
:

"Clavis Poeseos Sacrae, Trium Principalium Linguaetc., ita Disposita ut Simul Lexici
Vulgaris Usum Admittat, Exhibens; qua Aperitur
"
via, etc., Omnis Generis Carmina, etc., Scribendi

rum Orientalium,

(Leipsic, 1627).

BIBLIOGRAPHY Steinschneidcr, BibUoaraph. Haiulhuch.
:

T.

p. 10.
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AVICEBRON, SOLOMON IBN GABIROL.
See Ibn Gabikol.

AVICENNA (ABU ALI IBN ABDAL-

LAH IBN

SINA) Physician and philoso])her
of note; born at Bokhara in 9S0; died in 108T.
His
works, which were brought to Spain about one hun:

dred years after their publication, exerted a great
influence upon Jewish thought in the i\liddle Ages.
His philosophical investigations are embodied in a

great encyclopedic

work

entitled " Al-Shafa'

"

(Heal-

term which in the Latin translation has been
corrupted into " Sutficentia." This Latin translation, prepared by the aid of Jewish interpreters, has
been frequently used by Jewish authors, notably
ing), a

Samuel ibn Tibbon

in his "

Yikkawu ha-Mayyim."

divided into four parts; namely, logic, physics,
mathematics, and metaphysics. In addition to the
"Shafa'," there is a smaller encyclopedia, "Al-lNajah," which, under the title "Healing of the Soul,"
was, in 1330, translated b}^ Todros Todrosi in Kome.
In regard to Avicenna's importance as a philosopher, Maimonides and Shem-TobFalaquera liave
both expressed their views. Maimonides says " The
works of Avicenna, although distinguished by tolerable accuracy as well as by subtlety of speculation,
are nevertheless inferior to those of Abu-XasralFarabi they are useful, however, and deserve to
be studied." This opinion is shared
It is

:

;

His
by Shem-Tob Fala(iueia, who declares
Importance that Avicenna's Avorks are "exact, but
as a Philosopher.

incomprehensible to tlio.se unfamiliar
with logic." Of greater imitortance
are the medical works of Avicenna,
and as an author he has been distin£ruished in this
domain by the honorary title of " Prince of Physicians. " His chief medical publication is the " CVnoii,
a complete system of medicine, which, in 1279, was
translated into Hebrew by Nathan ha-Meati ("of
Cento "). Parts of tlie work were translated alsD liy
two other Jewish scholars, and numerous eommeiitaries have from time lo time been written upon it.
In addition to this work, Avicenna has left a smaller
medical compendium in ten volumes, and has even
given expression to his medical knowledge in rime.
The last-mentioned |)ul)lieations were likewise per
petuated in Hebrew translations.

The "Canon"
est literary

("

Al-Kanun

fial-Tibb ") the greatis a colossal work.

production of Avicenna,
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was accepted

wliicli for five centuries

European

The
*'

as a guide in

and which was used as a textboolv in the universities of Louvain and
Montpellier until about 1650.
It con-

universities,

Canon."

subdivided into

sists of live l)ooUs,

fii-

niin or fen (sections), tractatus, sumnia,

and caput.

Of

these volumes the

first

and second

imtholotry, and hygiene; the
third and fourth, of tlie methods of treatinjr disease;
and the fifth, of materia medica. The many points
treat of physiolo^'-y,

of excellence possessed by the voluminous work and
admiral)le literary style make it possible to un-

its

great popularity

derstand readily the reason for

its

both in the Oriental schools and

among the Occidenwas among the lat-

It
Arabists of a later date.
rather than in Arabian Spain where the influence of Averroes was predominant that Avicenna's
works attained their greatest popularity.
In some respects the "Canon " of Avicenna is not
luilike the works of his predecessors Rhazes and
Ali. although excelling the "El-Hawi" (Continens),
or "Summary," of the former by greater exactness
of method.
This power of systematization Avas due perhaps
to his mastery of logic a domain in which his acquirements entitled him to be ranked
Logic and as one of the principal forerunners of

tal

—
—

ter,

—

Metaphysics.

Albertus

Magnus and

successors, all of

his

whom

immediate
were com-

pelled to draw their formulas largel\'
from Avicenna's works. The logic of Avicenna is
distinguished by great comprehensiveness of scope,
and by a scrupulously conscientious endeavor on the
part of the author who here evidently follows the
example of Al-Farabi to present the subject clearly,
comprehensively, and circumstantially.
As regards the fundamental tenets of his philosophy, Avicenna taught that matter, the principle of
individuation, does not directly emanate from the
Godhead, although it is in its primal origin eternal,
and includes within itself all possibilities of development. In other words, he held that while all
things are primarily traceable to the agency of an

—

—

imtnutable Deity, they can not owe their existence
to tiie immediate influence of such a Deity, inasmuch
as the immutable can not itself create substances
subject to the element of change. The first and only
inunediafe i)n)duct of God, therefore, is the worldsoul or world-intelligence, which unwinds an endless
chain of creation throughout all the celestial spheres
down to the earth. The cause that produces, however, must also conserve, for cause and effect are

from which it follows that the world itself,
God, must be eternal.
Avicenna's psychological views, expressed in the
sixth volume of his work on physics (the second part
of the "Shefa'," in the so-called "Liber Sextus Naturalium ''), exerted great infiueuceupon Jewish scholars.
In his preface to this book the
PsyLatin translator, Johannes Ilispalenidentical

;

like

chology.

sis.

declares that

it

contains "Quid-

suo de
de sensu et sensato et de intellectu et intelIccto."
In addition to this. Avicenna's principal
work on psychology, he wrote a number of dissertations on the soul, nearlv all ot which have been
(juid Aristoteles dixit in libro

anima

et

translated into

Avesta
Avi^dor
Hebrew; and althougli

))ascd ui)on the jisycliological

in

general

theories of Aristotle,
respects original.
Aa

Avicenna's views are in many
an example mention may be made of his division of
the soul's attributes into four classes; namely, the
external powers, or five senses; the internal powers;
the motive powers, and the intellectual powers.
Avicenna was also Die first philosopher after Galen
to indicate the three cavities of the brain as the seat
of tlie soul's functions; his opinions on this as oa
other subjects being later ado])fed by Jiwi'-h authors,
and more particularly by Shem-Tob P"aia(juera, who in
his work on psychology shows himself a true adherent of Avicenna. Like the latter, Falafjuera proceeds
upon the principle, "Have cognizance of yo\irself,
and you will have cognizance of your Maker," hereby establishing psychology as an introduction to
metaphysics.
The works of Avicenna not infre()uently contaia
conflicting theories a fact explained ]»y Averroes
(the keenest opponent of the great ithilosopher) upon
the ground that Avicenna was afraid to avow his
opinions, as he desired to preserve the favor of all
parties and to offend none.
Indeed, it was early
asserted that Avicenna's true views were not contained in the "Shefa'" at all, but were tr) he found
in the mystical work entitled "Oriental Wisdom or
Philosopliy " a work which now exists neither in
Arabic nor in Latin, only a fragment having been
preserved in a Hebrew manuscript (Steinschneider,
"Jiidische Literalur," p. 301).
Thus it appears that Avicenna's Xeoplatonic theory of evolution gradually led him to mysticism, and
as adherent of the new Platonic system the soul of
the rationalist and that of the mystic were strangely
blended in him, which cau.sed him to become the
originator of the ultimately fat^il doctrine of the
twofold truth a doctrine focused in the sentence

—

—

—

"Secundum fidem

verum;

secundum

rationcm
according
to reason), and later employed in defense of his
own bold opinions by Isaac Albalag (compare Joel,

falsum

"

(True according to faith

;

false

"Hasdai Crescas," p. 7).
Bibliography: Steinschneider. Hchr.

re/jfrs. pp. 17-20, 677701; Miink, Milan{ics de I'liiloxophir, pp. ajii-IWi; Kaufihn
Pakuda,
de.s
liahiia
Theologie
pp. 190-201 ; Carra
inann,
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AVIGDOR, ELIM

D'

:

Engineer and communal

worker (died in London Feb. 9, 1895); was the eldest
son of Count Salamon Henri d'Avigdor and of
Rachel, second daughter of Sir Isaac Lyon GoldHe was educated at University College, Lonsmid.
Having been
don, and the University of London.
articled to the engineer Hawkshaw, D'Avigdor in
iy(52 went first to Hull, then to Rangoon (Rurma)
He superin connection with his professional work.
vised the construction of railways in Syria and in
Transylvania, and of water-works in Vienna. It
was DAvigdor's railway experience added to his
interest in Palestine as chief of the Chovevi Zion
Association which led him to conti-act in railway
work in Syria and to form the Tyrian Construc-

Company. Gaining some exiierience in literary
work in connection with "Vanity Fair." he bought

tion

He subseriucntly brought out a
the "Examiner."
paper called the "Yachting Gazette." Under the

Avignon

returned to Paris, and became a personal friend of
Napoleon III., who conferred upon Jiim the title of

of "Wanderer," D'Avigdor published
stories of merit for which he was well
qualified, being himself an intrepid rider to hounds.
D'Avigdor was a warden of the Spanish and Portuguese synagogue, and served on several committees.
He was chief of the Chovevi Zion Association, in

pseudonym

many hunting

duke.

The countess took a deep

his death.

He married a daughter of Bethel Jacobs of Hull, by
whom he had one son and five daughters. The son,
Osmond d'Avigdor Goldsmid, inherited the Gold-

Dumb Home, and honorary secreWest End Charity also a member of the
committees of the Jewish Convalescent Home, of

Jews' Deaf and
tary of the

;

the workhouse committee of the Jewish Board of
Guardians, and of the West End Sabbath School.
Both the Bayswater schools and the Jews' Deaf and
Dumb Home owed their inception principally to her

Bibliography: Jewish Chronicle, Nov.

6

and

13, 1896.

G. L.

J.

AVIGNON

Capital of the department of Vaucluse, France; formerly seat of the papal court.
The first settlement of Jews in Avignon goes back

15,

1895.

G- L.

J.

communal

advocacy.

smid estates on the death of Sir Julian Goldsmid.
Bibliography: Jewish Chronicle; Jewish World, Feb.

interest in the

She was at
institutions of the English metropolis.
one time president of the Ladies' Committee of the

which movement he took the keenest interest; joining this in 1891 he helped to consolidate it, and was
instrumental in bringing it into connection with simHe was a memilar associations on the Continent.
ber of the council of the Anglo-Jewish Association
from 1871 until
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Avigrdor, Jacob

:

Chief rabbi ("hakam
bashi ") at Constantinople from 1860 to 1863 born
He was a capable Talmudist and
1794; died 1874.
conversant with several foreign languages. Avigdor
was instrumental in organizing several institutions in
the Turkish dominions, among them the Assembly of
Jewish Notables, which latter has introduced many
beneficial regulations. In 1863 a fanatical rabbi, Isaac

AVIGDOR, JACOB:

;

who had excommunicated Count Abraham
de Camondo, succeeded in so inciting the people
against Avigdor that in July of that year he was
compelled to resign his office. He was subsequently
Akrisch,

elected

"Rab

ha-kolel," or spiritual leader of the
office till his death.

community, and retained the

BiBLiOGR.\PHY: Franco, Histoire des Israelites
Ottoman, pp. 161 et seq.

deVEmpire

M. K.

s.

AVIGDOR, JTJLES

D': Banker, and member
of the Piedmont Parliament born in Nice died at
He was a grandson of Isaac
Paris February, 1856.
Samuel d'Avigdor, secretary of the Paris SanheHe was the first Jew elected
drin See Saxhedkin.
by his Catholic fellow -citizens to the lower house of
Parliament, February, 1854. He was, however, at
the same, time also Prussian consul at Nice, and as
such ineligible to Parliament his election, therefore,
was annulled by tlie house, but he was returned
again by an overwhelming majority, and, having
resigned the consulship, was admitted. Avigdor,
equally devoted to his religion and his country, died
in the prime of his life, and by his own last request
;

;

The Synagogue

;

;

was

interred at Nice.

M. K.

8.

at Avignon.

(From a photograph.)

probably to the second century of the common era,
a few years after the destruction of Betliar by Hadrian.
In 390 they were already sufficiently numerous to take a leading part in a revolt against Bishop
Stephen. As usual almost everywhere, they congregated in certain portions of the town, known later
as the Jewry, or " Carrieie des Juifs." It lay at first
on the banks of the Rhone, along the slope of the
Rocher, and exactly opposite the papa/
Early
]ialaee its narrow lanes are still called
the "Reille Juiverie " and the "Petite
History,
;

AVIGDOR,

RACHEL,

COUNTESS

D'

:

Comnuuial worker at London, England; born Sept.
She was the second
19, 1816; died Nov. 5, 1896.
daughter of Sir Isaac Lyon and Isabel Goldsmid, and
was privately educated by some of (lie most eminent

Rcille."
There are still shown the remains of an ancient building declared, with or without reason, to have been the first sj'iiagogue. But

teachers of the time, ineiuding Thomas Campbell,
In June. 1840, she was married to Count
the poet.
Salamon Hr'nri d'Avigdor, son of Ihe d'Avigdor
who was a iiicmlier of the Great Saniiedrin assemShortly after their marriage, the
bled by Napoleon.
count and countess d'Avigdor went to London,
where were born their tliree .sons and one daughter.
Her husband, from whom .she eventually separated.

having became too crowded, was demolished by
Louis VIII.. and the Jews were allotted a new and
more spacious location in theli(>ait of lie city, corresponding with the present Place de Jerusalem and
the Rues Abraham and Jacob. This location was covered with buildings, four, and .sometimes five, stories
higli, and was iiiterscetcd by narrow lanes, for the
most part niulcan, ami lacking air and light. Two

in the

course of the thirteenth century, this quarter,

t
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Avigdor, Jacob
Avig^uon

opened only in the daytime, comniuiiieated
with the outer woihl. The synagogue, or "eseole,"
was toward the southeast. It was burned down in

wide-spread. At this economic crisis, the population
of the Carriere was considerably increased by the arrival of Jews who had been persecuted in surround-

and the present building, of modern construc-

ing districts and sought refuge iu Avignon and the
county. These unfortimate refugees came from
Dauidiine, Aries, Mar.seilles, and the principality of
Orange, and naturally brought with them all the
energy and activity f)f their race. This was thought
sufficient ground to hold them responsible for the
deplorable situation iu the city. In the eyes of
the populace, it was the Jews who liad destnned
the conunerce of the country and, by their duliious
intrigues, had monopolized all its wealth.
A widespread outcry arose against them on every side;
which, being taken up by the representatives of the
city and the Three Estates, soon took tiie shape of
precise accusations against them, against their unscrupulous doings, their robberies, their usuries, and
soon; and also of deiuinciations of the liberty accorded to these formidal)le rivals. From that moment, the delegates of the city and tlie country incessantly clamored for harsh measures of repression
against the inhabitants of the Carriere.
The Jews had in no way deserved these attacks.
They certainlv formed the most miserable portion of
the population.
They were for the most part poor
people who lived from hand to mouth if some of
thein ))ractised usuiy, it Avas generally as brokers
for rich Lombard or Italian financiers.
Moreover,
all the usurers of that time were not Jews.
The registers of court indictments in the fifteenth century
are full of proceedings relative to loans on pledges.
]Men and women, clerics and laymen, all dabbled in
usury; and papal bulls were of no avail against it.
The accusation of monopolizing wealth had no
better foundation in fact. The " manifestcs," declared
each year by the Jews at the assessment for taxes,
fiu'nish complete evidence of the absurdity of this
charge. ]\Iore than once, the Carriere was upon the
verge of being foreclosed and sold bj' its creditors,
so difficult Avas it for the Jews to pay their debts
and nmnerous fines. If there were any monopolists
of wealth at tliis time, they were the convents and
churches.
In 1474 Sixtus IV. himself was compelled to issue a bull to restrain the constantly growing wealth of the Carthusian and Celestine monks;
nevertheless, in the seventeenth century they owned
houses in nearly every street in Avignon, and even
the synagogue and a large portion of the Ghetto.
However this may be, against Hic jiopular indignation the Jews had no protectors other than the sovereigns of the country; that is to say,
But the papal policy tothe popes.
Under
the Popes, ward the Jews was of a very capriIt knew no constant
cious kind.
]irinciple, but varied according to circumstances.
The Church defended the Jews when her interests
recommended such course; and, with a right-aboutface, she Sficrificed them when there was profit in
The Jews of Avignon furnished to the
tlieii; ruin.
popes both a soiuce of income and a means of cx])iating political mistakes; and thus it came about
that the same jiope jiroclaimed himself at one time
their defender, and at another their adversary.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the popes
generally welcomed the grievances of the populace.

gates,

1844,

tion, arose in its place.
AVitii regard to its internal administration, the
Carriere formed a sort of semi-independent republic,
although placed under the control of the i)rovost
representing the Holy Chair.
It convened its own
assemblies or parliaments, appointed its own magistrates and ollieials, made its laws, its statutes or

"ascamot," and regulated its taxes. Its population
was divided into three classes, according to their
property (jualitications each class being represented
parliament by five delegates or "ba3-lons,"
who were invested with both executive and legislative powers.
The taxes were pro rata; and every
one liable was required to declare each year upon
oath the actual amount of his property. The collection of the taxes was entrusted to both Jews and
Clu-istians; the school was supported at the common
expense; and instruction was obligatory and free.
Like every other government, that of the Cariiere
had its critical periods; the assessment and collection
of taxes especially gave rise to great difficulties and
numerous scandals; but, compared with other constitutions, that of the Carriere, taken all in all, was
;

in the

relatively just

and

liberal.

The history, properly so-called, of the Avignon
Jewry may be divided into two parts: the period
preceding the fifteenth century, and that following
Dui'ing the former period, the Jews of Avignon
occupied themselves peaceably in many trades. The
their neighcity autiioritics never disturbed them
bors looked upon them with no jealous eye; and as
farmers, laborers, pedlers, brokeis, money-lenders,
small merchants, matrimonial agents, sellersof books
and manuscripts, surgeons, barbers, and physicians,
the Jews wx-re to be found in every branch of huThe popes relied on them as treasnian activity.
urers, commissaries, and stewards; the magistrates
entrusted them with thea.ssessmentsof furniture and
it.

;

books and

utilized their

knowledge

in

making

in-

ventories of the estates of deceased j^erIn the
sons.
The university emploj'cd them
Fifteenth in the purchase of rare and precious
manuscrijjts; in short, every brancli of
Century,
the state testified to its good opinion
of the Jews of the city by the use it made of them.
Unfortunately, toward the second half of the fif-

teenth century, their position underwent a complete
change. From that ejioch dates an era of violence,
disorder, and persecution, which lasted luitil the
French Revolution. The causes of this transformation were manifold.
First there was the state of
general trouble and misery caused throughout the
countr}^ by the departure of the popes from Avignon; then the ravages caused by pestilence and
iniuulations; the ruin left behind them by the mercenary troo])s of Francis I. the egotism and the jealousy of the freshly emancipated bourgeoisie; finally
and especially, the ever-growing intolerance of the
Church. Avignon had lost a great portion of its
population; its commerce, always flourishing under
the popes, had come to a standstill business had
almost completely ceased; and discontent was
;

;

ir— 23

;

:
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the demand of the Three Estates, Pius II. in
1457 issued an edict forbidding Jews to sell grain
or other articles of food; to make contracts with
Christians, or to take mortgages ujjon their property.
Sixtus IV. renewed these restrictions Leo X. in 1513
prohibited them from acquiring stores of grain before the harvest, and from going into the fields.
Alexander VI., Clement VII., Paul IV., and Pius

On

;

V. renewed and intensitied these prohibitions, canceled all debts of ten years' standing owed to Jews,
and compelled them to wear, under extreme penal-

infamous Jew-badge. In
1567 the Council of Avignon gravely proposed noth-

ties for disobedience, tl)e

ing

less

than the absolute cessation of

between Jews and the

all relations

rest of the population.

It

forbade Christians, as the canon laws regularly did,
to accept unleavened bread from the Jews, to employ their physicians, to enter their bathing-houses,
to associate or to play with tliem, to be jiresent at
their marriages or their festivities, to enter their servIt also forbade masons
ice as nurses or servants.
to speak to them during their work, barbers to dress
Further, it forbade Jews to deal
their beards, etc.
in horses or mules; to pass the night outside the
Ghetto, or to go out at all on Thursday, Fridaj', and
Saturday in Holy Week to show^ themselves on the
street during the hours of church service; or to buj'
any articles pertaining to religious uses. Finally,
Pius V. issued a decree banishing Jews from his
dominions.
It is true, indeed, that a rigorous application of
the foregoing regulations would have rendered the
For the
bull of Pope Pius V. quite superfluous.
Jew^s, completelj^ paralyzed in all their commercial
activities, would have of necessity quitted the comte
to beg from more hospitable countries the right to
But in actual practise, the excessive harshness
live.
and alof these laws was considerably modified
though the situation of the Jews was always sufliciently precarious and wretched, there
Levies
were nevertheless moments when thej'
upon the were treated with a certain degree of
;

;

Jews.

toleration

—interested

toleration,

no

doubt, but the best obtainable.
For the right of sojourn in Avignon, Jews had to
pay a heavy tax to the representatives of the popes
and the city. From the papal legates down to tlieir
cooks, from the consuls down to their coachmen,
every official, and even the wives of certain otficials,
had the right to exact from them gifts and presents
upon certain occasions, which, added to the regular
taxes, must have amounted to very considerable
sums. Being poor, the Carrifire, to pay these, was
ol)liged to have recourse to loans from individual
Christians, convents, and churches, and sometimes
even from the city. But the shackles imposed upon
its conmierce, as well as the poor state of trad(! in
the country generally, prevented the Jews not only
from paying tlieir debts.but also the interest thereon.
Their obligations therefore increased from year to
year, and attained at time huge projiortions.
In
addition to the regular taxes, both papal legates and
the estates had no scrui)1es in levying extraordinary
contributions when tliey needed tliem.
Thus in the
aevcnteent}! century, after the sojourn of the troo])s
of .Marshal dt; Bellelslc in Un: county, tlu estates
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demanded of the Jews no

less

than 90,000 francs as

their share of the expenses of suj)porting the

army;

although, with the rest of the people of Avignon,
they had already contributed in advance. Naturally
they were compelled to boirow this large sum.
But these very debts which, as has been slated,
they contracted only under force and constraint,
turned out to be for their benefit and made tlieir
banishment impossilile. Their creditors, despairing
of ever getting back their money, protested against
the severity of these bulls and pontifical regulations,
Avhich hurt theni.selves indirectly, inasmuch as they
prevented their Jewish debtors from honoring their
They, therefore, insisted upon a less
obligations.
rigorous application of them, and opposed vehemently any idea of expelling the Jews.
The history of the Jews of Avignon in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries is one long struggle
between the city, the estates, and the Holy See.
These three powers could never agree upon measures
for or against the Jews.
When the papacy needed
funds, infractions by the .Jews of the bulls and regiilationsof the councils were tolerated so long as tlie
papacy profited by them. Thereupon, loud complaints from the populace would arise to lemind the
legates of their duty, and to insist upon the stringent
application of the old prohibitory laws or even upon
the expulsion of theinliabitantsof the Carriere.
On
the contrary, when the Holy Church laid too many fetters upon the commerce of the Jews, and threatened
their expulsion, the consuls flew to their aid, as is
proved b}' certain inedited extracts from the instructions which they gave to their agent at the papal
court.
In 1616, upon the demand of the estates, the
pope seems to have decided to order the expulsion
The tidings produced great disof the Jews.
quiet at Avignon, and the consuls, representing their
constituents, wrote to their delegates at Rome as
follows:
" We are determined to oppose this new movement, and the
petition which they are makinj^, or will make, in this regard,
as prejudicial to certain individuals and contrary to the public
weal. W'e desire that you oppose it in the name of our city,
demanding that we be heard."

In another letter addressed to the same, they said
In continuation of what our predecessors wrote to you,
concerning the Jews of the county, to insist that they shall not
*'

be expelled from the said county, we say to you that this city
has right on its side to maintain that the Jews shall not leave
this county, as well as to demonstrate that their residence in
seeing that the said Jews are inthe country is necessary
debted, both severally and as a community, in certain very considerable sums, as well to monasteries as to convents, noblemen,
another reason being,
citizens, and merchants of this town
that the said Jews comport themselves decently and obey the
rules of duty."
;

;

Thanks

to this

.

.

.

mutual antagonism of the three

powers, the Jews were able to pass through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries with expulsion
only hanging asa menace over their heads. If dealing in land and grain was forbiilden, if Jews were
excluded from the positions of tax-collector and from
other public offices, they continued to devote themselves, nevertheless, to small trading, pedling, and
dealing in liorses and mules.
But if their material exislence, so uneerlain and
so wretched, was on the whole endurable, their
innial condition was appalling.
The Church, which
Iierinitted Ihein to lixc, thought it neeessaiy to

;

Avignon
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degrade tliem

iu

its

own

interests.

Avila

A ntiquite et Organlaatinn dei* Juiveries du Comtat-Vcudiji-

The measures

In Revue Etudes Jiiiven, 1. 1(15 et xeq., 11. 199: idem. In
Revue lUatorUiue. I. For the orlffln and organization of the
Jewry of Avignon: Ren^ de Maulde, Lex Juif» dtnig If*
Etatg Fran(;aisdu Fape au M()uen-A{]e, In iff rue Ktuden
«i>i.

devised against them by the councils of the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries have already been mentioned
but it was especially in the second half of the seventeenth century that the intolerance of the Holy Office
smote them most harshly. From that epoch, up to
tlie French Revolution, the ordinances of legates and
cardinals followed each other with ever-increasing
rigor; and all former regulations were applied to the

For the policy of the Popes Israel
vll. 2*i7 et Heq.
L^vl. Clement Vll. et le« Juifn du Comtat-VinaisKin, lb.
xxxU. si et seq.; Lettres dejs Ommdit d'Aviu}to)i, In the
For
-4rc.^irc» Departmentnles de Vaucluse dnedlted).
Juives,

:

conversions In the eighteenth century: Jules Bauer. La
Peifte chez lea Juifs a' Avignon, in Revue Etudi k Juiveji,
xxxiv. 2.51 et «e(j. For the yellow hat: Idem, Le Chtijirau
Jaune Chez lea Juifx Contndins, in Revue Etudem JuiveK,
xxxvi. .53 ef seq. For the commercial life of the Jews: Roubln. La Vie Cnmmerciale des Juifs Omtadinii en Languedoc, ib. XXXV. 91 el seq.
J. Ba.
G.

letter.

The fanaticism of the Inquisition did not stop even
there it aimed at the voluntary, or involuntary, conversion of the Jews, and the disappearance of JudaTo this end Jews were forbidden to read the
ism.
;

AVILA

Talmud and other rabbinical books; Jesuits and
Dominican monks were appointed to hold discussermons, every Saturday in the
synagogue, where the presence of the Jews was absoBut these sermons did not prolutely compulsory.
duce the desired effect. Then the Church had resions, or to deliver

During part of the eighteenth
course to force.
century the plague ravaged Avignon. The Carriere

de

After the
ley it is now called " Cerca de los Osos. "
expulsion of the Jews their Catholic majesties " presented " it to the monastery of St. Thomas, which
purchased additional land with the proviso that
converts to Christianity or descendants of converts
should not be interred therein.
It was before the inciuisitional tribunal of Avila in
1491 that the celebrated trial took place for the alleged ritual murder of the afterward canonized
"child from La Guardia," a place that never existed.
A shoemaker named Juce Franco, his old father,
and his brothers were accused of this murder, and
were all put to death at the stake Nov. 16, 1491. As
a sequel to the trial and execution a popular uprising took place, and the Jews in Avila were massacred and plundered. To such excesses did the
popular fury give rise that a special edict had to be
issued by the crown (Dec. 16, 1491) taking the Jews
;

whom

they then forced into the pale of the
is nothing more moving than the
protestations as indignant as futile— of the Jewish fathers against such proceedings: a child once
touched by the waters of baptism had to remain a
Christian, and w^as lost to its parents and to its faith.
Avignon to-day contains about forty Jewish famiIt belongs to the Circomcription Consistorial of
lies.
Services are only occasionally held in
Marseilles.
the synagogue, a modern edifice erected by the mu-

There

stroyed by

—

which was

de-

fire.

Avignon formed with those of Carand Cavaillon the four communities
called " Arba' Kehillot " by Jewish authors of the
Middle Ages. These communities had a special liturgy of their own, called " Comtadin," from the name
formerly borne by the province in which these towns

The Jews

of

under royal protection.

pentras, L'Isle,

were included. This liturgy, while resembling
Portuguese greatly, is distinguished from it by
merous differences; a few only can be cited:
omission of the prayer '"Alenu,"

Avila "with

monasteries

were therefore inclined to religious mysticism. It
was in Avila that a man named Abraham appeared
Here, too,
in 1295 as Messiah and miracle-worker.
much attention was paid to the study of cabala and
many cabalists and scholars from Avila (or whose
surancestors had belonged to the town) took the

the

nu-

:

the
the

compositions and poems on Friday
evenings, which are not to be found elsewhere.
There are also reminiscences of the local history as,
for instance, ijon DVT nD^^J (the Nishmat for the
Day of the Shutting In), recited on the Sabbath of
the Christian Easter week in commemoration of the
prohibition laid upon the Jews against leaving their
quarters at that period, and the prayer Q'DJH pycial liturgical

;

For the rabbis and physicians bom at Avignon
Gross. Gallia Judaica, Index, s.v. Avignon; Leon Bardinet.
:

:

many churches and
;

;

Bibliography

its

was extremely ecclesiastical the Jews dwelling there

substitution of " Shalom rab" for " Sim
Shalom" the insertion of certain spe-

Liturgy,

fif-

The Jewish cemetery, which
la Encarnacion.
had a frontage of about 200 meters, lay in the val-

poor patients entrusted to their care.
These were for the most part children and old men
incapable of resistance. Stimulated by this semblance of success, the monks continued their exerAltions long after the epidemic had disappeared.
though the Church forbade it officially, they secretly
encouraged the carrying off of young Jewish chil-

nicipality to replace the older one,

Town in Old Ca.stile,

;

full third of the

Church.

:

One of them was on the
sessed several synagogues.
same spot in the Calle de Lomo on which the
Church of All Saints was afterward built a second,
not far from the former, was " presented " by the
government in 1495 to the monastery of Santa ^laria

had many victims, who were carried to the hospital
and nursed by Dominicans, who, by persuasion, by
promises, and by threats, caused to be baptized a

dren,

(n^MN, n^^ax)

In the Middle Ages it was
teen miles from Madrid.
one of the wealthiest and most flourishing cities of
Spain. Jews have resided there since lOHo, when
they dwelt in the street called "Calle de Lomo"
(now "Calle de Esteban Domingo"). In 1291 the
congregation w^as of such large proportions tliat it
It pospaid more than 74,000 maravedis in taxes.

name "de

Avila."
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SAMUEL DE

^•

AuB.
Rabat, Mothor of rabbinical works, and rabbi at
Avila
rocco; born 1714; died at Rabat Feb. 7, 1761.
was a scion of an illustrious family of scholars. His
Hayyim b.
father Samuel, his grandfather Moses.and
all promiwere
uncle,
maternal
his
Attar,
ibn
Moses
Like
nent Talmudists and well-known authors.

AVILA, ELIEZER

:

Avila
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his uncle Hayyim, Avila desired to see the Holy Land
and intended to settle in Jerusalem; but, owing to
an epidemic and a famine in Morocco, which lasted
a long time :.ud compelled liim to leave Rabat for a
while, he lacked the necessary means to do so.
Avila was a prolific writer, and among his manuscripts were foimd notes dating from his sixteenth
After his death the following of his works
year.
j\ppeared (1) " Magen Gibborim " (The Shield of the
Mighty), Leghorn, 1781-85, in two volumes; the first
containing novelise to the treatises, Baba Mezi'a and
Horayot; the second, no veil* to the treatises Ketubot and Kiddushin.
(2) " Milhcmet Mizwah " (The
War for the Law), ib., 1806, containing the principles of the Talmudic and post-Talmudic Halakah.
Some funei-al sermons are appended under the title
" Hesed we-Emet " (Kinilness and Truth).
(3) " Befir
j\layyim Hayyim" (A Well of Living Waters), ib.,
:

1806, consisting of thirty-six responsa, treating of

questions relating to jurisprudence and cases of
(4) "]Ma'yan Gaimim" (A Fountain of
Gardens), explanationsand elucidations of Jacob ben
JTehiel's " Turim," especially of the second and third
'Agun.vti.

parts

(?i.,

scholars, who. in the capacity of "Meshullahim,"
had the opponunity of becoming personally acquainted with him. It was to them that he owed
Among the scholars of Morocco, Avila,
this title.
with his avowed inclination toward the casuistic

'"an

treatment of the Halakah (Pilpui.), Avas a rare perThis tendency explains his independent

sonality.

attitude toward his colleagues, on

and

whom

his

keen

made a deep

impression, as
shown in his responsa. These responsa contain many
interesting items concerning the condition of the
Jews in Morocco ("Be(!r ]\layyim Hayyim," p. 71).
Avila left one child, a daughter, who married her
cousin Solomon de Avila, a man of wealth and a distinguished Tainuidist. The .sons by this marriage,
Moses and Samuel, were, in a way, the successors
of their grandfather, liotii being rabbis and Talnuidic
teachers in Babat. Joseph de Avila, son of Moses,
was the publisher of th(' works of his great-grandfather Eliezer.
brilliant intellect

:
For information eonofrninff Avila nnd his
tlu^ aii|iiol)iitioiis and prefaces to /{cfj- n/fn/i/Zyii
A7.uU\\, Slii'in lui-di'diiliiii.i.'S.i.h':): ii.77; Eleazar
ha-Kotien. Kiiiat Sulrriiii, p. 70, Lembeifr. lS",):i; Nepi-Gliirondi, Tolrdiit (Irdnlr Vixrdrl. j). 4(1 (where .\vila is erroneously (lesitrnated as the grandson of ttavyim ibn Attar); Zed-

Bn)i.i()(;K,\i':iY

family,

si-c

Hainiini-

ner. Cat. II, hr. liouUs lit
Sifariiii. \<\K :.".«;, '.m, :jl".).

it.

Mua.

p.'ci

;

Benjacob, Ozarha-

L. G.

AVILA, SAMUEL BEN MOSES BEN
ISAAC DE: KahLii and preacher at .Mecitienez,
]\Iorocco,

and

Morocco, born in the
1687 or 1688.
He publislied,
under the title of "Ozen Sliemuel," a collection of
sermons: Five on "Repentance," preached on the
Sabbath iircceding tiie Day of .Xtonement; ten on
"The Sal)ballis of tiie Lord." preached on the Sabbath preceding Passover ami tlicother festivals; and
first

named

later at Sale,

])lace in

sixteen funeral orations on some of his c<mteniporaries, Joseph b. Bahatit (1705), Ephraim ibn Laba,
(1705), Samuel Zarfati (1713), Isaac b. Amara (1713),
and others. The book was approved by Judah ibn
'xVttar, Abraham ibn Danon, and Jacob ibn Zur, and

prefaced and published at Amsterdam, 1715, by
Hananiah ibn Sikri. Sanuiel also published a work
entitled "Keter Torah" (The Crown of the Law),
pleading for the relief of scholars from taxation, uid
containing older regulations on the same subject as
well as ethical rules. Appended to it are notes on
Rashi, and Tosafot on the treatise Nazir, Amsterdam, 1725.
Bnii.iOGRAPHY: Fiirst, Bihliothcca JiuJaica,^!^; Benjacob,
Ozar ha-Scfariw, pp. 34, 2'>:l; Steinschneider, Cat. liodl.
No. 7011 Nacht, Mclior Hamiim, 3, 4, 5.
;

M.

K.

B.

AVILA, SAMUEL BEN SOLOMON DE

:

Talmudist;. lived at IMorocco in the eighteenth century.
He was the author of " 'Oz we-Hadar " (flight
and Splendor), Leghorn, 1855, containing novellaj
on the Talmudic treatises Shebu'ot, 'Abodah Zarah,
and Horayot.
BiBLiOGRAPUV

1806).

these works show, Avila confined his work in
In this provrabbinical literature to the Halakah.
ince at all events he was an undisputed master; and
his epithet, "Ner ha-Ma'arabi " (Light of the West)
was not vmdeserved. His greatness as a Talmudist
was recognized even by the most eminent Palestin-

As
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:

Benjacob, Ozar ha-Scfarim,

p. 433.

M. B.

L. G.

AVIMS, AVITES. See Avvites.
AVITUS OF AUVERGNE Bishop
:

of Cler-

mont-Ferrand, France, in the sixth century. While
the Roman bishops at that time generally treated
the Jews with great liberalit\', while Pope Gregory I.
exhorted the clergy and the princes against the
use of force in converting the Jews to Christianity,
and while his predecessor Cautinus of Clermont was
so favorably disposed toward the Jews that he paid
them high prices for rare goods and jewelrj', Avitns
was one of those insolent bishops who, with the increasing power of the clergy under the feudal system, were overzealous in making proselytes among
He rethe Jews by force or by any other means.
peatedly exhorted the Jews of Clermont to eml)race
The people
Christianity, but met with no response.
of Frankish Gaul at that time were entirely free from
intolerance, and associated Avitli the Jews without
prejudice, intermarriages being frequent among
them. Jews Avere among the shipowners on the
rivers of Gaul and at sea, and distinguished themThis did
selves as physicians, judges, and wariiors.
not please tlie bigoted bishop, who at last had succeeded in converting one Jew, who was baptized on
Easter Day, April 5, 576. When the new convert
went in a procession through the streets in his white
bajitismal robe, he was sprinkled with rancid oil by
a Jew. This act .so aroused the mob that they attemi)ted to stone the Jew, but were pi-evented fi'om
doing so by the bishoj). On Ascension Day, Maj' 14,
however, the mob demolished the synagogue. On
the following day the bishop gave the Jews a choice
between baptism and banishment. After hesitating
and delaying for three days, during which time
man}' were attacked in their houses and .some killed,
over five hundred asked to be bai)tized (May 18,
Those who remained true to their religion
576).
emigrated to IMai'seillcs.
Venantius Fortunatus, who at the nHpiest of the
historian Gregoiy of Auvergne, bishop of Tours
(544-595), wrote a poem on this occasion, hints at

;
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the fact that the

Jews only concluded

when they found out

that resistance

to be baptized

by arms was

impossible ("Carm." v. 5).
From Gregory's letters
to Virgilius of Aries and to Theodore of Marseilles,
it appears that the Jews who escaped to Marseilles
were later also forced to adopt Christianity.
Bibliography

Grepory of Tours, Histnire Ecdi'mnHtique dc
v. 11 (Taranries edition, ii. 191i, Paris, 181^7)
Dahri,
l/rprsc/nc/ite, iii. 177-179 Aroniiis, liciicntcti, p. 14; Griitz,
:

France,

;

;

Oesch. der Juden,

3(1

ed. v. 40.

H. R.

T.

AVLONA, AULONA,

or
of a

VALONA

Avila

Awani

("ordained teacher") to influence the obedience of
the Castilians.
The Sephardim, on the other hand,
laughed at the custom of ordaining rabbis (nS'DD)
as practised in France, Germany, and Italy.
They
claimed that the ceremony could only be legally per-

formed

in Palestine,

and that rabbis who performed

in other countries did so

it

only

in imitation

of

tlie

Moses ben Jacob Albelda, author of commentaries on various parts of the Bible, also lived
in Avlona toward the end of the sixteenth century
Gentiles.

"Kore ha-Dorot." p. 39a).
Bibliography Scheehter, NoteH mr Mrsser David L^on, In
Revue Ktvdes Jnivvs, xxiv. 128 et Htif. Kehod H<ihnmim,

(Conforte,
(njl^-'IK.

Vurying names
town and seaport of
Albania, on the Gulf of Avlona, on the Adriatic.
From early times there seems to have been a flourishing Jewish community iu the place.
Messer
David Leon, born about 1470, son of the philosopher Judah Leon, was in Salonica about 1510, when
he received an invitation to go toAvlonaand assume
charge of the three Jewish congregations there, with
an annual salary of 70 florins. He accepted the offer
because lie wished to go to Corfu, and Avlona was
on his way. David preached in the synagogues in
NJv^3N):

EiV CYCLOPEDIA

A quarrel breaking out among the various Jewish nationalities of the town, the Sephardim
(comprising under that name the Jews of Portugal
and Castile) separated from the Catalans and organized a praj'er-meeting in the house of Abraham Zarfati.
Toward the end of the second year of David's
stay dissensions broke out also among the Sephardim. David sided with the Portuguese, who, he
said, were "hot-tempered but obedient; they are
open and generous, and not hypocritical and proud
like the Castilians."
The Portuguese established a
synagogue for themselves; the Castilians demanded
that David should compel the Portuguese, under
penalty of excommunication, to continue to attend
the former common synagogue.
But David declined on the ground that the Portuguese were in
rotation.

the majority, and therefore had the right to separate
from the minority.
At this juncture there arrived at Avlona a Jewish
phj'sician of Lisbon, Don Solomon Cressente. Slowly
recovering from a serious illness, he offered, in testimony of gratitude to God. a gift of paraphernalia to
the Portuguese synagogue.
He intended by this to
bring about the reconciliation of the Castilians with
the Portuguese; and upon the sacred evening of Kol
Nidre (the eve of Atonement Day) he sent messengers to the Castilians in their synagogue to implore
them to pardon the Portuguese for any wrong which
the latter might have done them. But his exertions
were of no avail. The ne.xt day, the Day of Atonement, he reciuested David to intervene as conciliator;
but the Castilians refused to obej' David's summons
to come to him for a mutual explanation, and so the
strife grew warmer.
The Portuguese, with David
at their head, launched anathemas against the Castilians, who responded similarly.
At the head of
the Castilians at that time were Abraham de Collier
and Abraham Harbon, judge, the former an enemy
of David.
In the question of the conflicting synagogues,
however, Abraham Harbon, who was a friend of
David, pronounced against him, though among other
arguments David had instanced his title of "[tDDID

:

;

tlie Meklze Nlrdanrilm
1899; Ha-?efirah, xxvll., No. 71, p. 291.
G.

ed. S. Bernfeld, in

AVVITES, AVVA, AVVIM

Berlin.

eollt-cti<Jn,

A. D.

A. V. AVITES) 1. A people mentioned in Deut. ii. 23
as being dispossessed by the Caphtorim.
This,
however, could not have taken place before the days
of Joshua, for it is stated in Josh. xiii. 3 that the Israelites upon entering Canaan failed to conquer them
and their place of settlement is identical with the one
mentioned in Deut. ii. 23. Although settled in the
Philistine district, they do not appear to have had anything iu common with the Philistines; they resemble
rather the class of Bedouins who had made some
progress toward the stage of permanent settlements.
2. A city in the domain of Benjamin, which may
once have been a city of the Avvites(Josh. xviii. 23).
3. The place from which the king of Assyria
brought people, worshipers of Nibhaz and Tartak,
whom he settled in Samaria (II Kings xvii. 31).
Called "Ivvah" in II Kings xviii. 34, xix. 13; Isa.
(in

:

xxxvii. 13.
J.

G. B. L.

JR.

AWANI, ISHAK IBN AL-

Head of the
of Bagdad until displaced by a rival lived
in the thirteenth century.
He was a contemporary of
Al-Harizi, who seems to have made much fun of him.

Academy

:

;

Referring to his displacement from his academical
position, Al-Harizi accuses him of having paid for the
Awani "s poetry
chair then occupied by another.
finds no mercy at the hands of this rigorous critic.
who exhausts his supply of stings upon him. But
Al-Harizi's judgment upon Awani lias proved to be
a most unjust one, being simply the expression of
discontent and revenge for insufflcient payment of
his own poetic efforts, or possibly of merely wounded
Of aU Awani 's poems only one has been
vanity.
It
preserved, which has recently been published.
shows, however, sufliciently that the poet deserves a
"
place among the foremost masters of "muwashshah
"With regard to form, Awani
(])opular poetry).
His sofaithfully observes all the rules of the art.
called "girdle-poem," which isa poem on friendship,
metiical and fully rimed, and it shows the
In contents the poem is
author's name in acrostic.
Babylonian though
likewise of considerable merit.
he was, he knew and had a skilful mastery of all the
figurative expressions derived by the old Spanish
classical writers from the Arabs and adoptetl into
is strictly

The language is pure and free from
poetry.
harshness; the connection is well preserved: and
the whole is permeated by a genuine poetical spirit.
Hazardous as it may be to pronounce a final judg-

Hebrew
all

—

;

Awia
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Ay lion
ment concerning a poet based on a

single

poem,

duet ion

is

sufficient to

show

that he

was no bungler

in the art.
Bnti.i(ir;UAPHY: H. Brody, in Zfit. f. Hehr. Bihl.
Kuiifinann, ibid. p. 188.

ii.

157; D.

RAB

Babylonian amora of
or IWIA,
the fourth generation (fourth century), contemporary
of Abaye and Raba (Ber. 28b Shab. 46r0,and brotherin-law of Rammi b. Pappa (B. B. lOOb; Ket. 566;
:

;

compare "Aruch Completum,"

vii.

277,

s.v.

D31).

a disciple of R. Joseph, and very strict in
observances. An example of his extreme
scrupulousness is given in Ber. 28^*; and an instance
of Awia's rea<liuess in halakic argumentation is
quoted in Shab. 46a. He once visited Raba's school

He was

ritual

with dust on his shoes. The master intended to
punish him for his breach of etiquette by propounding puzzling questions to him that lie hoped Awia
would be unable to answer. Awia, however, stood
The audience
the test and came forth victorious.
sympathized with Awia, and Nahman b. Isaac exclaimed " Thanked be the Lord, that Raba did not
:

succeed in putting Awia to shame " (Shab. 22rf, 23a,
466, 63«; Bezah 136; Sanh. 14a; Men. 78rt; 'Ar. 116;
Ex. R. i. 11).
J.

S.

sK.

AWIA SABA (THE ELDER), RAB

:

Baby-

,

Rab Huna I., who considered him a
great scholar. The Talmud (Bezah 21a Hul. 1246)
records two instances in which Awia, by his profundity of reasoning, became troublesome to his
at the feet of

;

who, being exhausted by lecturing, broke

further discussion by the evasive remark, "A
raven has flown past." Awia was probably the father of Al.IA B. AWYA.

up

all

J.

su.

S.

AWIRA, RAB

M.

Babylonian amora of the third
and fourth generations (fourth centurj'); contemporar}- of Abaye and Safra
the latter speaking of
him as of " a scholar coming from the West " (Palestine).
'Awira had emigrated to Palestine, where he
'

:

—

usher at a college of " the great teacher "
(probably Ammi); but he returned to his native land
(Hul. -ylK), bringing with him many Halakot and
Haggadot of H. Ammi and of R. Assi, in transmitting which he frequently interchanged the names of
tlie authors (Ber. 206; Pes. 1196 [correct version in
MSS.]; Sotah 46; Git. 7«; HuL 846; see Ammi).
Besides those Aviiicli he reported in the names of
otiiers. there are some original homilies by Rab
'Awira.
"Come and see," he said -.nce, "how unlike liuman nature is tiu; nature of the Holy One.
Tlie man of higii standing looks uj) with respect to
a man iiiglicr placed tliaii liiinsclf, l)ut does not respect liis inferior; not so tiie Holy One: He is supreme and yet respects the lowly, as 8cri))ture savs
(Ps. cxxxviii. 6)
Tiiough tiie Loi-d is liigli, yet
liath He resjx'Ct unto the lowly " (Sotah Tia). [Others

officiated as

'

'

ascribe

tliis

to R. Eleazar.]

to

"The

tenqiter [evil inclination]
Tiie Holy One
is caUed by seven different names.
blessed be He! calls him simply P>il,' as it is said
b. LeviJ,

—

(Gen.

'

'The inclination of man's heart is
Moses calls him The uncircumcised, for so he

viii. 21),

'

'

;
'

says (Deut.
(" 'orlat ")

clean,

'

x. 16),

Ye

'

shall circumcise the foreskin

of your heart

'

for he prays (Ps.

;

David
li.

12),

hiin

calls
'

'

Create in

Un-

me

a clean heart,' whence it appears that there is an
miclean one Solomon calls him Enemy, for he says
(Prov. XXV. 21, 22), If thine enemy be hungry, give
him bread [religious nourishment] to eat; and if he
b(! thirsty, give him water [spiritual refreshment] to
drink,' etc. (compare Isa. Iv. 1, 2); Isaiah calls him
'Stumbling-block,' for he cries (Isa. Ivii. 14), 'Remove the stumbling-block out of the way of my
people'; Ezekiel calls him 'Stone,' for lie says
(Ezek. xxxvi. 26), I will remove the heart of stone
out of your flesh, and will give you a heart of flesh
Joel calls him 'Lurker,' for he says (Joel ii. 20,
'

'

;

'

'

'

Hebr.),

'

I will

remove far off" from you the "zefoui,"

'

which, in the Haggadah, is taken as a symbolical
name of the tempter who lies hidden (' zafun ') in
Pes. 1106 Ket. 112a
the heart of man " (Suk. r)2a).
B. B. 1316; Men. 43a; Hul. 426, 55a.
;

.1.

M.

lonian halakist of thetiiird amoraic generation (third
and fourth centuries) a contemporary of Rab Pappa
(the Elder) and of Rabbah b. Hauan(M. K. 246; Kid.
39a).
He was a Pumbeditau by birth, but often sat

teacher,

R. Joshua

evil

H. B.

<i,

AWIA

According to 'Awira [some ascribe the remark

it is

novertlu'k'ss true that tlic perusal of this one pro-
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SR.

S.

AXENFELD, AUGXJSTE

M.

French physician
1825; died at Paris Aug. 25,
:

born at Odes.sa Oct. 25,
1876.
He was a son of Israel Aksenfkld. After
completing his school education at his native town,
he went to Paris to study medicine, and in due course
received his diploma as doctor of medicine from the
Sorbonne. For his services during the cholera epidemic in Paris in 1849 and 1854 he was awarded tAvo
medals, and after having become a French citizen
he was presented with the great gold medal of the
"Assistance Publicjue."
In 1853 Axenfeld became lecturer at the Sorbonne,
and in 1857 was elected a fellow. Shortlj' afterward
he was appointed physician-in-chief at the hospital
Beaujiu, substituting as such professors Andral in
the Ecolede Medecineand Rostan in the Hotel-Dieu.
These positions he retained until 1871, when he was
attacked with the severe cerebral disease which
Anally caused his death.
Axenfeld contributed many essays to the publication of the Soeiete Auatomique, and was the author
of: "Des Influences Nosocomiales, " Paris, 1857;
"Des Lesions Ati<)i)hiques de la MolMle Epiniere,"
in "Archives Generales," 1863; "Trait6 des Nevroses," in Requin's "Traite de Pathologic Interne,"
published later (1883) by Henri Iluchard; "Jean de
Wier et les Sorciers," Paris, 1865; and jointly with
Jules Beclard, "liapport sur les Progres de la Medecine en France," Paris, 1867.
BiBi.iofiK.vpiiv
NouvcaiL Diet. Larousric IllKstrf,
PiiKi'l, liiininTphisvlics Lexikim, s.v., Vienna, liKil.
:

II.

s.v.;

F. T. H.

n.

AYAS, LEON:

Interpreter of the French army
the Algerian campaign against Abd-el-Kader;
died 1S46.
He received several wounds in theexpe-

in

(litions in

theOran, during

wiiicli

he captured one of

Ab(l-el-Kader's lieutenants.
At the battle against the Bou-^Iaza he

showed
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Arabs at a critical moand receiving wounds of which

special bravery; killing five

ment of the
he

battle,

following year.

(lied the

Feruuii, Leu Intcrjyixtex Aloi'i'iotx; Rcrue
Bini.iOGRAPiiY
Jost, Neiiere Gcucliiclitc dcr
iLtiutiix Juives, xxxiv. 51
IsracUteiu li. 212, Berlin, 1840.
:

;

J.

s.

*AYIN

sixteenth letter of the Hebrew alIn its
Its numerical value is seventy.
phabet.
earlier form it was a circle, a rude picture of tlie

The

:

(" 'Ayin " = "eye ").
This form
on the Moabite Stone, and also on
the old Hebrew inscription found in the Siloam Pool.
Its pronunciation in modern time ranges from no
sound at all, as in the JudteoGermau pronunciation,
to the nasal ng of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews.
One reason for this wide range in pronunciation is
that there were originally two distinct sounds in Hebrew, as in other Semitic languages, both represented
by an 'Ayin the one a rough breathing (still retained
in JMorocco and Syria), the other a soft palatal.
The
distinction between the two, still indicated in the
transliteration of proper names in the Greek version
of the Old Testament, was gradually lost; in certain

eye, hence its

name

to be seen

is still

Awia
Ayllon

Europe as a "meshullah " (messenger) from the Palestinian congregations to colled funds for tla- poor
of the Holy Land, leaving his wife and ciiildren
domiciled in Safed, and having apparently publicly
broken with Shabbethaism. From Leghorn, wJiere
he was in 1688 (Aboab, I.e. 329), he repaired to Amsterdam and thence to London, where, after a few
months' stay, he was appointed liahani June 6.
1689.
The very next year, however, lie was vigorously attacked by a member of the congregation,
named Ruby Fidanque, who had heard .sometliing of
Ayllon's antecedents. The Mahamad, caring more
for its dignity than for the truth, endeavored to suppress the scandal, but Ayllon's jiosilionwas sojiopelessly

undermined by the

exiiosuie, that all the really

:

districts the

Jews

retained in

their pronunciation

traces of the palatal (which accounts for the Sephardic

pronunciation), in others all traces of the letter dis-

appeared, and the rough breathing became purely
vocalic (see Zimmern, " Vergleichende Grammatik
der Semitischen Sprachcn," § 7). The letter 'Ayin,
along with the Aleph, Waw, and Yod, has been used
quite extensively in the Yiddish orthography as a

vowel
J.

letter,

indicating short

e.

JR.

G. B. L.

AYLLON (incorrectly also Aylion, Aelion,
Hillion), SOLOMON BEN JACOB
Ilaham of
:

Sephai'dic congregations in London and Amsterdam and f(jllower of Shabbethai Zebi born in
the Orient 166-1 (1660?); died in Amsterdam April

the

;

His name is derived from a town in the
10, 1728.
Spanish province Segovia of the name of Ayllon.
Ayllon was neither a general scholar nor a Talmudist of standing, as his responsa (found in Ezekiel
Katzenelleubogen's " Keneset Yehczkel," Nos. 3, 5;
in Samuel Aboab's "Debar Sheuuiel," Nos. 320, 324;
in Zebi Ashkenazi's "Hakam Zebi," No. 1; in Jacob
Sasportas' "Oliel Ya'akob." is^). 64) amply show.
See also the anonymous letter quoted by Griltz, "Geschichte," x. 482 (3(1 ed.). But his history is closely
interwoven with that of Shabbethaism in both the
East and the West.
Ayllon's youth was passed in Salonica, which was
probably his birthplace, although some persons assert that Safed was the place, becau.se many Shabbethaians claimed to be of Palestinian birth. He
associated with the Shabbethaian circles of Joseph
Philosoph, Solomon Florentin, and other leading
spirits of antinomiau and communistic tendencies.
There he is said to have married as his divinely appointed spouse a woman from whom another man

had separated Avithout the formality of a divorce,
only to experience tiiat she soon left him for a third
spouse, whose "atHnit\' " seemed holier to this strange
sect than the bonds of lawful matrimony (31. Hagis,
"Shebct Posh'im," 34;

somewhat

obscure).

A

the

jiassage

few years

is,

later

however,
lie

visited

Solomon ben Jacob Ayllon.
(From an engraving by

J.

Honbraken.)

members of the congregation would not submit to the new haham, which caused considerable
friction, in spite of a ])ronunciamento ("haskamah ")
issued by the jMahamad that under penalty of excommunication it was forbidden "to any one except the
appointed haham lo la}' down the law or to render
any legal decision." Ayllon, in a letter to Sasportas
("Ohel Ya'akob," No. 69) six years later (1696), still
complained bitterly of the unbearable relations between him and his congregation, and inasmuch as
his olden Shabbethaian proclivities began to rea.ssert
themselves, and the congregation just then began to
consider the propriety of asking for his resignation
(^M. Hagis, I.e.), he resolved to leave London, and was
glad to accept an appointment as associate rabbi of
the Sephardic eoiigregalion of Amsterdam, 1701.
Ayllon's first lilunders in his new home took place
when in 1700 he iironounoed as harmless a heretical
learned

work by 31. Cardozo (proliably the work " Bokf-r
Abraham," still extant in manuscript), wliich he had
been requested to examine by the Mahamad. This
latter body, however, was somewhat distrustful of
its hakam. and sought additional opinions from other
learned authorities. They gave as their opinion that

Ay lion
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Azankot

Cardozo's work merited public burning, and this
sentence was actually carried out. About this time,
too,

Zebi Ashkenazi came to

Amsterdam

as rabbi

of the Ashkenazic community; his advent was a
serious matter to Ayllon, as the former completely
eclipsed his Sephardic colleague by his superior learning and dignity of character; he was also a noted
heresy -hunter in the matter of the Shabbethaian
movement. The clash could hardly have been
averted, and Nehemiah Hayyun, a notorious Shabbethaian, precipitated

it.

At the request of M. Hagis,

Ashkenazi examined the works of Hayyun (1711)
and rightly denounced them as heretical; in addition,
he notified the Mahamad of the fact. This august
body, however, did not exactly welcome advice volunteered by a Polish-German rabbi, and replied that,
before taking action, Ashkenazi 's opinion would
have to be fortified by the assent of Ayllon and other
members of their own body. Ashkenazi peremptorily declined this

express invitation to

sit in

council

with Ayllon, for he was well aware both of his ignorance of the Cabala and of his suspected affinity with
Shabbethaism. Ayllon saw in this crisis an opporHe persuaded an
tunity to make political capital.
influential member of the Mahamad, a certain Aaron
de Pinto, to take up the matter as an attempt on the
part of the German rabbi to interfere with the autonomy of the Sephardic community. It is difficult to
discover whether Ayllon was actuated herein by
secret loyalty to Shabbethaism, or whether, for personal reasons, he merely sought to clear Hayyun from
the imputation cast upon him.
The adventurer was
well acquainted with Ayllon's antecedents, and it
would have been dangerous to make an enemy of
him. Be this as it may, De Pinto succeeded in having a resolution passed by the

Mahamad, declining

to

permit any such interference in their affairs by the
German rabbi, and requesting Ayllon to appoint a
committee to give an official opinion upon Haj'yun's
work. The finding of this commission was publicly
announced Aug. 7, 1713,in the Portuguese synagogue,
and it ran that Hayyun was innocent of the heresy
charged against him, and that he had been unrighteously persecuted. The committee consisted of seven
members, but its conclusions represented simply
Ayllon's opinion, for the other six understood nothing of the matter. The affair, however, could not
he considered closed herewith, for Ashkenazi and
Hagis had already, on July 23, pronounced the
ban of excommunication upon Hayyun and his heretical book.
In the protracted discussion which ensued between Ayllon and Ashkenazi, a discussion

which the rabbis of Germany, Austria, and Italy
were drawn, Ayllon made but a sorry figure, although, as far as Amst(;rdam was concerned, it might
be said to have ended triumphantly for him, seeing
that Ashkenazi was compelled to leave the city.
Not alone did Ayllon permit his protege, Hayyun,
into

men in Israel with foulest inbut he supplied liim with personal papers
containing attacks upon hisopponent Hagis, the unfounded nature of which he liimsclf had formerly
admitted and testified to. Ayllon was also no doubt
tlie rabbi who laid charges against Ashkenazi before
the Amsterdam magistrates, and thus made an internal dissension of tlie Jewish community a matter
to assail the foremost
sults,
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It is claimed that upon hearof public discussion.
ing of the death of Ashkenazi in 1718, Ayllon con-

had wronged the man. It is certain
that when, a few years later, Hayyun visited Amsterdam again, he found matters changed so much
that even Ayllon refused to see him.
fessed that he

Ayllon

left a cabalistic work, a manuscript of
preserved in the library of the Jews' College in London (Neubauer, Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS.,

which
No.

is

125).

Bibliography:
107-111;

3d

ed.;

Gaster, Hist, of Bevis Marks, pp. 23-:il,
Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, x. 305, 309-32.5, 482-487,
D. Kohn, NXi3, Ebcn-lia-Toin, pp. 64-74 (reprint

irom Ha-Shahar, ill.); Emden, MegiUat Sefer (see Index);
Wolf, Bibl. Hchr. Hi. 1026, iv. 974 Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.
No. 3112. See also Ashkenazi, Zebi; Hayyun, N.; Nieto,
David.
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;

AYYAS,

MOSES

JACOB
Son of Judah Ayyas; lived at Jerusalem, whence he was sent abroad
to collect money for the Palestine poor.
In 1783 he
visited Algiers, where he was received with great
honor. Following a call to Ferrara, he settled tliere
One of his pupils was Nepi,
as rabbi and teacher.
the associate author of "Toledot Gedole Yisrael."
Ayyas wrote " Derek Hayyim " (The Way of Life),
treating of annulment of vows, of the ceremony
known as Tashlik, etc., Leghorn, 1810.
:

Bibliography: Benjacob, Ozar ha^Sefarim,
L.

p. 116.

M. B.

G.

AYYAS, JUDAH A commentator and
:

casuist;

born in North Africa about 1690; died at Jerusalem
He pursued his Talmudic studies at
Sept. 11, 1760.
Algiers under the supervision of Solomon Zeror,
From 1728 to 1756 Ayyas officirabbi of that city.
ated as dayyan of Algiers, in which capacity he was
very popular and much consulted on ritual quesIn 1756 he went by way of Leghorn to Jerutions.
salem, where he spent the closing years of his life.
The chief motive for his departure seems to have
been the progressive spirit that began to make itself
Ayyas was a strict
felt in the Algerian community.
Talmudist, a keen casuist, but narrow-minded and
without any sympathy for questions outside tlie domain of Halakah. He wrote: (1) "Lehem Ychudah"
(The Bread of Judali), a commentary on Maimonides'
"Yad ha-Hazakah" (Leghorn, 1745). (2) "Bet Yehudah" (Judah's House), responsa on the four
" Turim " (Leghorn, 1746).
This latter work throws
some light on the social and economic conditions of
From
the Jewry of North Africa in Ayyas' days.
the fifth responsum in Eben ha-'Ezer, for instance,
it appears that cases of bigamy were not rare among
Oriental Jews of the eighteenth century. Appended
to it are the communal regulations of Algiers as laid

down by R. Joseph ben Sheshet(t^"T"l)aii(l R. Simon
ben Zemah Duran (|^' nt^'•^)• (3) " Wezot li Yehudah "
(And This Too

Is Judah's), commentaries on various
subjects (Leghorn, 1776). (4) "Bene Yehudah " (Judah's Sons), on the terminology and style of Maimonides, Tosafot and Mizrahi; this work contains
also some responsa; ai>i)ended to it is a treatise, "Ot
Beiit" (The Sign of tlie Covenant), on cirninicision
(Leghorn, 1758). (5) " Mattcli Ycliudaii " (The Tribe

of Judah) and

(6) "Shebet Yehudali " (Leglinrii, 1783,
containing novellic on Shulhan 'Ariik, Orah
Hayyim, and Yoreh De'ah. (7) ""'Afra de Ar'a"

17H8),

":
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(The Dust of tlie Eaitli), a commentary on Jacob
Algazi's "Ar'a de Ral)biinan" (Legliorn, 1783).
BiBUOGRAPiiY; Liteniturlilatt dcx

Orieiitg, ix. 585;

Bloch,

Insa-iptions Tumulaires, pp. 85 et seq.

M. B.

i>.

AZ SHESH MEOT

A

poem of
(niNO K'C^' TN)
three stanzas by R. Elias Priscus, introduced in the
northern liturgy at the conchision of the piyyutini
in tile Additional Service on the Feast of Weeks.
:

A

I)araphrase is given below of the two melodies associated with tlie poem: both are etjually quotations
from the music; of the Days of Penitence, and aflord
(the more usually followed intonation especially) an
excellent illustration of thehermeneutical feeling by

Ayllon
Azankot

and the persistence of the practise shows
that his
mtention was widely understood and
appreciated.
The melody transferred already contained within
itself a quotation, in tlie phrase
between the jioints
marked here " A " and " B." which hud been excerpted
from the melody of Kol Niduk. It had been
introduced because at that point in the original text mention was made of the Day of Atonement,
on which
alone " Kol Nidre " is sung.
For this employment
of a snatch of tune associated witli a particular
servtheme of some idea sugfrested
by that service or enshrined in the object of the occasion, see the general article Music, SvN.\f;o(iAi,.
ice as a represent<itive

A-

F.

L. C.

AZ SHESH ME'OT
Andante maestoso

eil

.

.

great

wliich so

much

of the

hazan has been guided

traditional

version here transcribed as
of the Feast of

Weeks

melody of the

The noble
the " musaf

in its shaping.

sung

in

quoted bodily from the
same service of the Days of Memorial and of Atonement, where it is associated with that second part of
the piyyut "U-netanneh Tokef," legendarily associated with II. Amxon of M.wence, in which the
Talmudical theory (R. 11. Wh) of the writing and
sealing of man's fate at the commencement and end
is

of the Days of Penitence is rhapsodically developed.
Reflecting that the destiny of man is in the end dependent upon his own obedience or disobcdicTice to
the Law, some old-time hazan considered that he
might melodiously emphasize this Jewish doctrine
of personal responsibility when singing of the giving of that Law.
With this object lie chanted " Az
Shesh ]\Ieot " to the melody of "U-netanneh Tokef "

AZAIi
xiv.

5).

gold!

Thy
Words pro

face!

seek

-

claimed.

A place near Jerusalem,
can not be determined (Zech.
supposed by some to be tlie same as

(R. V.

but the e.xact

fine

as

.

that.,

AZEL)

:

po-sition

It is

Beth czel (^licah i. 11). Clermont-Ganneau
it with the Wadi Yasul.
.1.

G. B. L.

ju.

AZANKOT
Orientalist of

identities

(DipjrX),

SAADIA

Morocco; lived

in

B.
Holland in

LEVI:
tlie tirst

He was teacher
half of the seventeenth century.
There exists a
of Jewish literature to Ilottinger.
versified paraphra.se of Esther by him. which was
printed under the title " Iggeret ha-Purim," AmsterThe Bodleian Library has two manubearing his name: one contjiining a transcription of Maimonides' "Dalalat al-Ha'irin" in
Arabic characters, Avhich Azankot made for Golius;
the other manuscript containing the Hebrew transladam,

1647.

scrijits

:

Azareel
Azariah
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tion of the "

Lamiat al-Ayam " of Husain b.
copy of the same.
BiBLiooRAPHY Neubauer, Cat. Bixll. Hehr. MSS.

pended

:

and

H',iS

;

Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.

H. HiK.

AZAREEL
One

(K. V.

of tliose

who

AZAREL, "God

is

:

Chron. xii. 7).
2. Son of Jeroliam, chief of the tribe of Dan when
David made the enumeration of the people (I Clirou.
3. A Levite, son of Heman, to whom
xxvii. 22).
fell the eleventh lot in the apportionment made by
David for the choral service of the Temple (I Chron.
4. One of the sons of Bani, who had
XXV. 18).
taken a foreign wife (Ezra x. 41). 5. A priest (Neh.
xi. 13, xii. 36) who played a musical instrument at

Here the name

is

spelled

"Azarael."
J.

G. B. L.

JR.

AZARIA BEN JOSEPH IBN ABBA MARI
(also called

Bonafoux

or

Bonfos Bonfil Astrue)

of the last Jewish writers coming from PerHe flourished in the tirst half of
pignan, France.

One

A

rising against the Jews
the tifteeuth century.
was the cause of his leaving his native city. Neubauer (" Ecrivains Juifs," p. 759; see also "Revue
Etudes Juives," v. 41) places this riot in the year
1414, when the friar Vincent Ferrer roused the angry
passions of the mob against the Jews for refusing
baptism (see Gratz, "Gesch. der Juden," viii. 123);
but Gross ("Gallia Judaica," p. 473) is rather inclined to place the date in 1420, when the Jews of
all manner of vexatious
by the Inquisition (" Revue Etudes

Perpignan were exposed to
proceedings

Juives," xvi. 14).
Be this as it may, Azaria had, in 1423, settled
with his son in Italy, where he translated from Latin
into Hebrew the following works: (1) " De Consolatione Philosophia) " of Boethius (lived 470-524).
Boethius was the only early Latin writer whose
works were translated into Ilebrew. Tlie preface
of the translator informs us that it was conunenced

Tebet28, 5183 (i.e., 1423) at Torre Maestratade Montclfelatra (probably Macerata di Monte Fcltro), in
the province of Urbino Pesaro, and finished the same
yearatCastel San Pietro, in the province of Bologna.
(2) A translation of the 28th book of the medical
work entitled " Liber Practicie," by Zahrawi (eleventh
century), after the Latin of Simon of Genoa, was
fim'shed November, 1429, at Senise in the province
of Basilicate. Neubauer maintains that Azaria made
his translation not from the Arabic original, .but
from a translation made by Abraham of Tortosa. son
of Sliem-Tob, son of Isaac, who translated, in 1254,
the whole work of Zahrawi at Marseilles ("Rabbins
Fran(;ais," p. 592).
(3) A translation from the Latin
of the second book of the "Simplicia" l)y the physician Dioscorides.
The following is Azana's brief
introduction to this translation (Neubauer, "Revue
des Etudes Juives," v. 46):
"It often liappcn.s that phy.siclans (Ind tluMnsclvcs in plarcs
tlii'.v can not procure
required dniRs except with preat
and hence are placed In preat eniharra.ssnient. Thi.s
Is particularly the caHe with those of our coreliKioni.sts
who are
obliged lo dwell In villages or in the mountains to pain their
living.
There are places where one can not rind a variety
Of drugs wherewith to make the necessary medicaments.

when-

<lllllciilly,

In addition to the works mentioned above, see
Steinschneider, Jlcbr. Uehers. pp. 4ti6, (350, 740.

BiBLiociRAPiiY

help ")
came to David at Ziklag (I

the dedication of the wall.

Therefore, I, Azaria, called Bonafoux in the vulgar tongue, have
translated this alphabetical table which I found in use among
Christians, entitled in (ireek lUpi rCif \vr>.fiaK\oixivuiv ["Book
of the Equivalents of Drugs "J, composed by the philosopher and
physician Dioscorides for his uncle."
'

Nos. 1240

col. 2227.

G.

1.

Ali, ap-

to a printed
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G.

K.

S.

AZARIA B. MOSES DE ROSSI. See Rossr.
AZARIAH. — Biblical Data: The name given
to twenty-six different pei'.sons in the

The most important

ment.

Old Testa-

are:

A

noble in the court of Solomon. According
iv. 2, he was the son of Zadok the priest.
I Chron. v. 35 [A. V. vi. 9J makes him the son of
Ahimaaz and grandson of Zadok. The same genealogical list (next verse) states that he in turn had a
gratidson bearing the same name who "executed the
priest's office in the house that Solomon built in Jerusalem. " Since Zadok figured as a prominent priestly
noble in tlie court of Solomon, it seems more likely
that not his grandson, but his son (as is stated by the
older narrative of I Kings), occupied a similar position, probably succeeding his father in the highpriestly office.
In that case the reference in I Chron.
would apply to Azariah, the son of Zadok, rather than
to Azariah's grandson. Similarity of name may have
been the cause of the displacement at the hand of
1.

to I

Kings

some

later copyist.

2.
reign

The grandson

of the Azariah of Solomon's

and father of Amariah, who was high
during the reign of Jehoshaphat (I Chron.
[A. V. vi. 10]; Ezra vii. 3).

priest
v.

36

3. The second Book of Chronicles (xxvi. 16-20),
in assigning a cause for the leprosy of King Uzziah,
states that the king impiously attempted to burn

incense on the altar, and that Azariah "the priest"
(that is, the high priest), with eighty attendant
priests, opposed him, warning him that he as a layman had no right to burn incense to Yiiwii. As

a punishment for his impiety and his anger against
the priests, Uzziah was at once smitten Avitli leprosy.
Josephus adds that an earthquake further evinced
the divine disapproval ("Ant." ix. 10, §4).
This
tradition, of Josephus clearly arose from an association of the earthquake in the reign of Uzziah, referred to in Amos i. 1 and Zech. xiv. 5, with the
story of the chronicler.

The

older narrative

of

Kings simply slates that "the Lord smote the king,
so that he was a leper " (II Kings xv. 5).
The genelist in I Chron. v. [A. V. vi.], purporting to
give the comi)lete line of high priests in Judah,
assigns to the reign of Uzziah none bearing the name
of Azariah.
The point of view of the entire story in
II Chronicles is not that of the days of the king(l()in,
when it was the duty of the king to present offerings
and burn incense (I Kings ix. 25), but of the late
post-exilic period when the chronicler wrote.
It has
a close kinship with other traditions peculiar to him
or to his age, and frequently introduced into his ecclesiastical history.
Its aim was clearly to explain
the hoiril)l(' afllietion of one who figures in the earlier nariatives as a just and benign ruler; and also
to point a priestly moral.
•I- -Tif
C. F. K.

alogical

In Rabbinical Literature:
identifies Azariah, chid' jiricst

The Ilaggadah
under Uzziah. with
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tlic

priest Azariah of

liigl)

special distinctiou,
ottiee in the

Chrou.

"

whom

He it is that

it

house that Solomon built
[A. V.

stated, as a

is

executetl
in

priest's

tiie

Jerusalem"

10]\ to indieate that he
guarded the sa;ictity of the Temple from the sinful
king Uzziah at the risk of his life (Sifre Zutta, cited
in Yalk., Num. 754).
(I

J.

V. 3()

Faith.

the people.
5. The Levite Azariah (probably distinct from the
preceding), whose son Joel is described b\' the chronicler (H ("hron. xxix. 12) as active in carrying out
the command of Hezekiah to cleanse the Temple.
6. Associated with the same traditional cleansing
of the Temple in the days of Hezekiah was a third
Azariah described as a Levite of the sons of Merari
ai Chron. xxix. 12).
7. Son of the high priest Hilkiah, who was connected witli the reformation of Josiah (I Chron. v.
39, 40 [R. V. vi. 13, 14]; in part. Ezra vii.
Avas his son Seraiah who was put to ileath bj'

chadnezzar.

name

Perhaps

it

was

1).

It

NebuAzariah who gave

this

to the priestly clan that figured in the ref-

ormation of EzraandNehemiah(Neh.

3 [R.V. 2]).
C. F. K.
8. Son of Nathan, chief of the officers of Solomon
.1.

x.

JU.

Kings iv. 5).
Son of Hoshaiah, one of the men who disregarded the words of Jeremiah, and persisted in going
to Egypt, taking the prophet along with them (Jer.
(I

9.

xliii. 2).

10. The Hebrew name for Abed-nego, the companion of Daniel (Dan. i. 6 et seq.).
J.

G. B. L.

JK.

In Rabbinical Literature
friends

Hananiah and

.Misluiel

:

Azariah and his

were of royal lineage,

like their colleague in the royal service, Daniel,

being

whom the prophet

Isaiah

(U'sceudants of Hezekiah, to

had announced concerning them

(Isa.

xxxix.

7),

"and

of thy sons there shall be eunuchs in the palace of
the king of Babylon" (Sanh. 93/>; Pirke R. Eliezer
in his Commentary on Isaiah; Origines
XV. 5; a dissenting view in the Talmud,'
Sanh. /.(•., contends that only Daniel was a Judean;
his friends belonging to other tribes).
The cau.se of
lii.

on

;

Jerome,

]\[att.

their having been eunuchs was the fact that the
enemies of the Jews had accused them before King

holy (Eliyaliu H. xxvi.
Sunh. I.e.).
Their faithfulness to the Jewish religiou was demonstrated by their refu;

His
Strength
and

L. G.

4. According to H Chron. xx.xi. 10, 13, a certain
Azariah of tlie house of Zadok was chief priest and
"ruler of the liouse of God" during the reign of
Hezekiah. During his high-priesthood, chambers
were built in the Temple to receive the oblaticms of

liis

(Sanh. I.e.).
Devoted to their mundane ruler, they
weree(iually faithful to their heavenly Father, obeying His connnauds strictly and keei)ing the Sabball

vi.

!>i!.

Azareel
Azariah

Sill

to

show homage

to tlie idol erected

by Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. iii), although it was in reality no i<lolatry that

was required of them, but ratherau act of lioniage to
kings statue. They gave tlieir lives for the glori-

the

lication of the Eternal, s^iying, "If soulless animals
like frogs hastened into the burning ovens of the

Egyptians (Ex. vii. 28). how much more rea.sou is there
do similarly " (Pes. 53i; comijare To.safot,
under the word no)- Azariah and iiis friends Hananiah and Mishael were the men chosen us Jewish
delegates to show homage to the statue, Nebuchadnezzar having commanded each nation to send three
envoys on this occasion. They came to Daniel for
advice; he sent them to the prophet Ezekiel, who advised them not to risk their lives, but rather to try to
evade the command by llight. Although the prophet
based his advice on the authority of Isaiah (compare
Isa. xxvi. 20), they determined openly to insult the
for us to

king's statue so that all the nations should sjiy,
" All peoples did homage to the image, Israel alone
refused!" As Ezekiel could not make them desist
from their plan, he bade them wait at least until lie
had questioned God; but the Almighty said to him:
"Let them not depend upon Me herein, for it is precisely through the sinfulness of such aristocrats as
they among My j)eople, that Aly liouse is destroyed,
My palace in ashes, and jM}- children exiled among
the heathens." This response, however, only continned their determination, and they each proceeded
to a different point and there proclaimed loudly,
"We will not serve thy gods, O king, nor worship
the golden image which thou hast set up, even
though God sustain us not " (Dan. iii. 18; verse 17,
however, explicitly expresses faith in God's assistance).
When they had thus proven their pious determination, it was revealed to the prophet Ezekiel
that God would nevertheless intervene in their behalf, the former reply having been simply to test
their fortitude (Cant. R. to vii. 8).
When brought before him, Nebuchadnezzar reminded the young men tiiat the Jews had freely
worshipeil idols before the destruction
of Jerusalem, thus affording them a
Opposes
precedent he also referred them to the
IdolWorship, words of Jeremiah (xxvii. 8), threatening destruction to all who should
;

Nebuchadnezzar of leading im])ure lives, especially
witli the wivcsof the noble Baljylonians, and in order
to show the falsity of this accusation they mutilated
tlicinsclvrs, and when arraigned before Nebuchadnezzar, tliey were not only able to refer to the Deeaalogue (Ex. xx. 14), which enforces chastity upon the
Jew, but were also able to prove how tmfounded
was the accusation (Midr. ,"\Iegillah, published by

as taxes

Gaster, in '•Semitic Studies," p. 17G).
Azariah and his frientls were able to control themselves even to the sup]n-essi(Mi of every lunnan inclination, and they weie eminently fit for the service of
the court (Dan. i. 4) because they did not jiermit
thenist'lves to be overcome by sleep or other needs

they could not obey. This defiance so eni-jiged the
king that he ordered them thrown into the fiery furnace (Lev. R. xxxiii. 6; compare aLso Tan.. Noah,
10; ed. Buber, xv., and the parallel pas.sages cited
by Buber in note 130). Cast into the furnace, the
men raised their eves to heaven and prayed, " Lord of

not obey Nebuchadnezzar; and appealing finally to
the prophecy of Moses himself (Dent. iv. 28), predicting that the Jews would serve idols when scattered
among the nations. But the threi' men rennuned
steadfast, and intimated to the monarch tiiat he

might connnand their full obedience in such matters
and imposts, but that in religious matters

Thou knowest we

did tliis thing not in
deeds, but in reliance
upon Thee, who wilt not permit the heathen to say,
Where is their God ? " (Tanhuma, I.e. the words here
ascribed to the pious victims are a paraphrase of Ps.

the universe,

upon our own good

reliance

;

1, 2, which psalm, according to Pes. 117re, was
composed by these three men compare also Ex. R.
The furnace into which they were
ix. 1, xviii. 4).
thrown was so well heated with naphtha, tow, tar,
and dry branches that the flames rose forty-nine
cubits above the furnace, destroying all Chaldeans
who were standing by (Septuagint and Theodotion
on Dan. iii.47; compare also Sanh. 92i; Cant.R.vii. 9.)
The angel of the hailstorm, Yurkami, craved

cxv.

;

divine permission to cool the furnace, but the task
was entrusted to the archangel Gabriel, who so
arranged matters that the interior of the furnace was
cooled, but its exterior was so furiously glowing
that all heathens Avho gathered to the spectacle perished (Pes. 118a, b\ different in Tan. I.e., which states
that God Himself delivered the victims; compare
In the midst of the flames,
also Ex. R. xviii. 4).
Azariah meanwhile intoned a penitential prayer and
confession of sins, in which his friends

acknowledging God's supreme
justice; and when presently a strong
Fiery
Furnace, wind, laden with moisture, blew
through the furnace, they broke into
a song of thanksgiving (Septuagint and Theodotion,

In the

joined,

extinction of the flames was
but one of six miracles happening upon that day,
which happened to be both the Sabbath and the Day
of Atonement. The fiery furnace, which had been
simk deep in the ground, rose upon its foundations and
its walls fell apart; four adjoining nations, hostile to
ib.

iii.

26-90).

;

and

from
it

sojourn in the furnace having remedied all their
physical deformities (Sanh. I.e. Ycr. Shab. vi., end,
M). Here they became the friends of the high priest
Joshua, and in view of their past they were considAnother
ered "men that are a sign" (Zech. iii. 8).
result of the deliverance of these

was

its

by

it;

this identical

wind-storm which

reanimated the dead of Ezekiel's vision (Ez. xxxvii.
9) at God's command (Sanh. ;.<-. Cant. R.Z.c). When
the furnace fell, the men refused obedience to the
angel's suggestion that they should leave the ruins,
saying that they would not leave until Nebuchadnezzar would order them to do so, as otherwise it
would look as if they had run away (Tan. I.e.).
When Nebuchadnezzar at length approached to bid
them come forth, he recognized in the fourth personage present the angel Gabriel, whom he had seen
previously, destroying the army of Sennacherib before Jerusalem (Yalk., Dan. 10()2).
;

The deliverance of these three men from the furnace made a deep impression upon tlu; surrounding nations, who came to them and remonstrated
with them: "You knew that your God could perform such great miracles; how, then, could you
through your sinfulness bring aboiit the destruction
"
of His house and the banishment of His children?
They then so forcibly expressed their contempt for
so rebellious a people, that the princes exclaimed, " O
Lord, right(K)usiiess belongeth to Thee, but imto us
confusion of face as at this day " (Dan. ix. 7)(Pesikta,
ed. Buber, xi. 99«; Sanh. 93rt).
According to one account, Hananiah, Mishael, and
Azariaii died on the spot; but, according to other
accounts, they left Babylonia and settled in Palestine, where they married and had descendants, their

that the

memory of the people, so that, for instance,
the supports of the order of the universe are
spoken of, these men are referred to as its pillars
in the

when

(Cant. R.

vii. 9).

Bibliography:

Briill,

Jahrbilcher,

viii.

22-27.

L. G.

SR.

J.

11. Son of Maaseian, wno rebuilt part of the wall
tne days of Nehemiah (Neh. iii. 23).
of Jerusalen
12 . .eader who came with Zerubbabel (Neh.
vii. ?).
In the parallel account of Ezra ii. 2 he is
.

called "Seraiah."

13. One of those

who

explained the

Law

(Neh.

viii. 7).

14. One of " those that sealed " the covenant with
Nehemiah (Neh. x. 3 [R. V. 2]).
15. A member of the tribe of Judah who took
part in the dedication of the wall (Neh. xii. 33).
16. Son of Ethan, mentioned in the genealogy of

Judah

(I Chron. ii. 8).
17. A Jerahmeelite (I Chron. ii. 38, 39).
18. The same as Uzziah, which see.
19. A Kohathite Levite (I Chron. vi. 21 [R. V.

vi. 36]).

A

20.

residing

priest

in

Jerusalem

(I

Chron.

ix. 11).

Nebuchadnezzar him-

fury, his statue being over-

men was

heathens broke up their idols and fashioned bells and
spangles out of them, which they hung around the
necks of their dogs and asses. The piety of Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah has remained imperishable

The

the Jews, were burned
self suffered

thrown
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JV.zariah

Jlzazel

21. Son of Oded, who, meeting the victorious

army of Asa at Mareshah, on its return from
campaign against Zerah the Ethiopian, urged

the
the

necessity of a religious reform (II Chron. xv. 1-8).
22 and 23. Two sons of Jehoshaphat (II Chron.
xxi.

2).

24. Son of Jeroham, captain of a hundred
Chron.

25. Son of Obed,
Chron.

(II

xxiii. 1).

also captain of a

hundred

(II

xxiii. 1).

26. Son of Johanan, an Ephraimite who refused
booty taken by Israel from Judah (II

to accept the

Chron. xxviii. 12).
In II Chron. xxii. 6 "Azariah"

is

an error for

"Ahaziah."
G. B. L.

J. .TK.

AZARIAH

:

A Palestinian scholar of the

fourth

amoraic generation (fourth century), often quoted
in conjunction with R. Aha (Lev. R. vi. 5; Cant.
Cant. R.
16), R. Judan (Gen. R. xlvii.
and R. Judah b. Simon (Gen. R. xv.
Cant. R. to i. 2). Although his name appears in
connection with some Halakot (Yer. Shab. vii. 96;
Yer. Pes. i. 2^(i), it is doubtful whether he ever became interested in legal topics; and the iialakic questions witii which his name is associated ]n-obably
belong to Ii. Ezra (compare Frankel, "Mebo," p.
Nor can the names of his teachers be defi120/>).
Azariah transmits Haggadot in
nitely ascertained.
the name of leading amoiaim of earlier generations.
R.

to

to v.

i.

4),

;

;

"

;:
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Azariab
Azazel

b. Pappa (Gen. R. xlv.
Caul. R. to ii. 14), Sinicou b. Lakisli (Ycr. Ber. i. 2(1;
Tan., Bereshit, ed. Buber, 15), and Johauan (Gen. R.
xcviii. 5) and lie also quotes his own conteniporaiies.
Kevertheless, the assumption that he was a disciple
of R. Maua II. (compare Bacher, "Ag. Pal. Amor."
iii. 449, 458) is untenable, because both R. Cohen and
R. Tuiihuma— the former a predecessor, the latter
a contemporary, of 11. Mana— report in the name
of R. Azariah, which shows that he was a prede-

ha-Katan's (his father-in-law's) "Shulhau 'Aruk,"
an extract from the first volume of the Shulhan
'Aruk, Flirth, 1696-97. Appended to this work is
Azariali's short connnentary on the thirteen hernic-

and of R. Maua (Ruth R. to i. 19;
For the same reason the identification of R. Ezra with R. Azariah (Bacher, I.e. 450)
The two names represent two disis inadmissible.

second edition of tliis translation was published at
Zolkiew, GaHcia, 1795.
Bibliography Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, pp. 303, .'iSS.

such as Hanina (Johauan)

;

cessor of both
Esther R. to i.

He

neutic rules.

later

removed to Amsterdam,
"Meziat 'Azariaii

where he published

in 1727 his

(Azariah's Find), a

JudieoGcrman

translation of

Moses Sulzbach's"Sam Hayyim" (Tincture of Life)
an ethical work in rimed prose, which he provided
with an exhaustive introduction and e|)ilogue. A

—

2).

:

I,.

M. B.

0.

tinct persons, wlio flourished in dilTereut generations,
and, it seems, occupied themselves with different

General in the army of Judas Maccabeus, who, together with Joseph, son of Zacharias,

branches of rabbinic lore (compare Ezra).
R. Azariah was a versatile haggadist, to whom
even single letters suggested ideas. Thus in the
trilitoral term "eshel" (^{^K = the tamarisk; which,
according to Gen. xxi. 33, Abraham planted at Beersheba), Azariah discovers three important duties
connected Avith hospitality the furnishing of the

was left in command of the Judeau ami}' (165 n.c.)
when Judas and Jonathan were absent in Gileadand
Simon in Galilee. Orders had been given to Azarias

AZABIAS

:

guest with meat (n^"'3N), ^vith drink (HTlti'), aiid
with an escort (nni?) (iMidr. Teh. ex. 1 see note in
According to him, the distinction coned. Buber).
ferred on the tribal princes of Ephraimaud Manas.seh
at the consecration of the Tabernacle— the former
;

offrring his gifts on the Sabbath day and the latter
immediately following him— was owing to the merits
The Lord said to Joseph
of their ancestor Joseph.
"Thou hast kept inviolate the seventh conmiaudment and the eighth commandment, in that thou hast
had no dealings with Potiphar's wife and hast not
stolen of Potiphar's goods, nor dishonored his house;
and a time Avill come when I shall reward thee;

when

come

the princes of the tribes shall

to conse-

crate the altar, the princes descended from thy two
sons will approach one after the other with their offerings, and none will intervene between them, even

as nothing intervenes between the two commandments thou hast kept." Therefore we find it written
the prince
(Num. vii. 48), "On the seventh day
of the children of Ephraim offered," and (ib. 54), "on
tlie prince of the children of
the eighth dav,
.

.

.

.

.

.

IManasseh" (Num. R. xiv. 7; Tan., Naso,
Biblical simile (Cant. ii.
among the trees of the

3),

"As

28).

The

the apple-tree

wood, so

my

is

is

beloved

explains (Cant. R. to I.e.):
its fruit only in the month
of Siwan, so Israel emitted sweet savor (uianifest
ripeness for the reception of the Law) in the month
of Siwan (Ex. xix. 1 et seg.); and as the ap])le-tree
occupies fifty days between budding and ripening

among the sons," he thus
"As the apple-tree ripens

so did Israel take fifty days between the
exodus and the reception of the Torah." (Tan., ed
Buber, Index :Midr. Teh., ed. Buber, Index Pesik-,

its fruit,

;

;

ed.

ma.

Buber, pp.
103/;,

la, 2b,

116*. 125^,

2Sh, dda, 42a, 50.(. n]a, CAa,
131/j,

VSQa,

Pesik. R., ed. Friedmann, Index;
"Ag". Pal. Amor." iii. 458-465.)

l6(ja, 179*.

S.

j:sk.

AZARIAH,

Id2b;

see also Bacher.

M.

MENAHEM HA-KOHEN

Author and

translator;

l)orn at Flirth.

flourished at

Amsterdam

in 1727.

He

:

Germany;

edited Eliezei-

:

remain passive and not to engage in battle before
Azarias, however, became
the return of the leaders.
restless upon hearing of the deeds of valor which
to

others had performed, and went out to battle with
the enemy at Jamnia.
He was nevertheless beaten
back by the Syrian general Gorgias, with a lo.ss of

two thousand men.
Bibliography

I Maccabees, v.
§6; Schurer, Gescliichte,

xii. 8,

:

18. 19,
164.

55-€2; Josepbus, .Int.

i.

G.

K.

AZAZ A Reubcnite,
:

Shema

(I

Chron.

AZAZEL

father of Bela

and son of
G. B. L.

v. 8).

(Scapegoat, Lev.

xvi., A. V.):

The

of a supernatural being mentioned in connection with the ritual of the Day of Atonement (Lev.

name

After Satan, for whom he was in some degree
xvi.).
a preparation, Azazel enjoys the distinction of being
the most mysterious extraliuman character in sacred
Unlike other Hebrew proper names, the
literature.
name itself is obscure.
Biblical Data : In Lev. xvi. the single allusion
to Azazel is as follows: On the tenth day of Tishri
(see

Atoxemext Day) the high

forming the prescribed

priest, after first per-

sacrifices for himself

and

his

family, jiresented the victims for the sins of the peooffering, and two
Having brought the
for a sin-offering.
"goats before Yiiwii at tlie door of the t<ibernacle, he
" and the
cast lots for them, the one lot " for
other "for Azazel." The goat that fell to Yiiwii
was slain as a sin-offering for the people. But the
ple.

These were a ram for a burnt

young goats

Ynwn

goat of Azazel (now usually known as the "scapegoat ") was made the subject of a more striking ceremony. The high priest laid his hands upon its liead
and confessed over it the sins of the people. Then
the victim was handed over to a man standing ready
for the purpose, and, laden as it was with these imputed sins, it was "led forth to an isolated region,"
and then let co in the wilderness.
.1.

.71!.

"

-^

'!'

^^fC.

In Biblical, Apocryphal, and Rabbinical
Literature: The Rabbis, interpreting "Azazel" as
"Aziiz" (rugged), and "el" (strong), refer it to the
rugged andrough mountain cliff from wliich the
goat was cast down (Yoma 67/»; Sifra. Aharc, ii. 2;
Targ. Yer. Lev. xiv. 10, and most medieval com-
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Azazel

Azban

Most modern scholars, after having lor
mentators).
some time indorsed the old view, liave accepted tlie
opinion mysteriously hinted at by Ibn Ezra and expressly stated by Nahmanides to Lev. xvi. 8, that
Azazel belongs to the class of "se'irim," goat-like
demons, jinn haunting the desert, to which the Israelites were wont to offer sacrifice (Lev. xvii. 7 [A. V.
"devils"]; compare "the roes and the hinds," Cant.
by which Sidamith administers an Oath
iii. 5,
ii. 7
daughters of Jerusalem. The critics were
probably thinking of a Roman faun).
Far from involving the recognition of Azazel as a
deity, the sending of the goat was, as stated by
Nahmanides, a symbolic expression of

to the

Azazel
Personification of

Impurity,

the idea that the people's sins
their evil consequences were to be
back to the spirit of desolation
ruin, the source of all impurity.
very fact that the two goats were

and
sent

and

The
pre-

sented before Yhwii before the one was sacrificed
and the other sent into the wilderness, was proof
that Azazel was not ranked with Yhwii, but regarded simply as the personification of wickedness
in contrast with the righteous government of Yhwii.
The rite, resembling, on the one hand, the sending
off of the epha with the woman embodying wickedness in its midst to the land of Shinar in the vision
of Zachariah (v. 6-11), and, on the other, the letting
loose of the living bird into the open field in the case
of the leper healed from the plague (Lev. xiv. 7),
was, indeed, viewed by the people of Jerusalem as a
means of ridding themselves of the sins of the year.
So would the crowd, called Babylonians or Alexandrians, pull the goat's hair to make it hasten forth,
carrying the burden of sins away with it (Yoma vi.
4, 666; "Epistle of Barnabas," vii.), and the arrival
of the shattered animal at the bottom of the valley
of the rock of Bet Hadudo, twelve miles away from
the city, was signalized by the waving of shawls to
the people of Jerusalem, who celebrated the event
witli boisterous hilarity and amid dancing on the
Evidently the
hills (Yoma vi. 6, 8; Ta'an. iv. 8).
figure of Azazel was an object of general fear and
awe rather than, as has been conjectured, a foreign
product or the invention of a late lawgiver. Nay,
more as a demon of the desert, it seems to have been
closely interwoven with the mountainous region of
Jerusalem and of ancient pre-Israelitish origin.
This is confirmed by the Book of Enocli, which
brings Azazel into connection with the Biblical
story of the fall of the angels, located,
Leader
obvio\isly in accordance with ancient
folk-lore, on Mount Ilermon as a sort
of the
Rebellious of an old Semitic Blocksbcrg, a gathering-place of demons from of old
Angels.
(Enoch xiii. compare Brandt, "ManAzazel is repredilische Theologie," 1889, p. 38).
sented in the Book of Enoch as the leader of the rebellious giants in the time preceding the flood; he
taugiit men the art of warfare, of making swords,
knives, shields, and coats of mail, and women the
art of deception l)y ornamenting the body, dyeing
tiie hair, and painting the face and the eyebrov.'s,
and also revealed to tiie people tlie secrets of witchcraft and corrupted their manners, leading them into
wickedness and impurity; 'intil at I:ist he was, at
;

;

366

the Lord's command, bound hand and foot by the
archangel Raphael and chained to the rough and
jagged rocks of [Ha] Duduael (= Beth Hadudo),
where he is to abide in utter darkness until the great
Day of Judgment, when he will be cast into the fire
to be consumed forever (Enoch viii. 1, ix. 6, x. 4-6,
5, Ixxxviii. 1; see Geiger, "Jiid. Zeit." 1864,
The story of Azazel as the seducer
pp. 196-204).
of men and women was familiar also to the rabbis,
as maybe learned from Tan na d. b. R. Yishma'el:
" The Azazel goat was to atone for the wicked deeds
of 'Uzza and 'Azzael, the leaders of the rebellious

liv.

Enoch " (Yoma 676); and still betfrom Midrash Abkir, end, Yalk., Gen. 44, where
Azazel is represented as the seducer of women, teaching them the art of beautifying the body by dye
and paint (compare "Chronicles of Jerahmeel,"
trans. Jjy Gaster, xxv. 13).
According to Pirke R.
El. xlvi. (comp. Tos. Meg. 31a), the goat is offered to
Azazel as a bribe that he who is identical with
Samael or Satan should not by his accusations prevent the atonement of the sins on that day.
The fact that Azazel occupied a place in Mandssan,
Sabean, and Arabian mythology (see Brandt, "Manhosts in the time of
ter

daische Theologie," pp. 197, 198; Norberg's " Ono
masticon," p. 31; Reland's"De Religione Moham-

Kamus,

medanarum,"

p. 89;
identical with Satan]

;

s.v.

"Azazel" [demon

Delitzsch, "Zeitsch.

f.

Kirchl.

Wissensch. u. Leben," 1880, p. 182), renders it probable that Azazel was a degraded Babylonian deity.
Origen ("Contra Celsum," vi. 43) identifies Azazel
with Satan; Pirke R. El. (I.e.) with Samael; and the
Zohar Ahare Mot, following Nahmanides, with the
spirit of Esau or heathenism; still, while one of
the chief demons in the Cabala, he never attained
in the doctrinal system of Judaism a position simSee articles Atonement and
ilar to that of Satan.

Atonement, Day

op.

Comm.on Leviticus, ii. 293 et seq.,
336 et xeq.; Cheyne, Dictionary of the Bible; Hastings,
Diet. liihl., Riehm, H. W. D. ; Hauck, R. E. ; Winer, B. R. ;
ilamburger, R. B. T. i. s.v.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

Kalisch,
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According to Talmudical interpretation, the
term "Azazel" designated a rugged mountain or
precipice in the wilderness from which the goat was
thrown down, using for it as an alternative the
word "Zok " (piV) (Yoma vi. 4). An etymology is
found to suit this interpretation. " Azazel " (PTXtyi
regarded as a compound of "az"
strong or rough, and "el" (fjx),
mighty, therefore a strong mountain.
This derivation is presented by a Baraita, cited Yoma
Cub, that Azazel was the strongest of mountains.
Another etymology (ib.) connects the word with
the mythological "Uza" and "Azael," the fallen
angels, to whom a reference is believed to be found
In accordance with this etymology,
in Gen. vi. 2, 4.
the sacrifice of the goat atones for the sin of fornication of which those angels were guilty (Gen. I.e.).
Two goats Avere procured, similar in respect of
ai)p('arance, height, cost, and time of selection. Having one of these on his right and the
The Rite, other on his left (Rashi on Yoma 39rt),
the high i)riest, who was assisted in
this rite by two subordinates, put both his hands
into a wooden case, and took out two labels, one
is

The Name.

{]]}),

—
"
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inscribed

"

and

for tlie liOnl "

tlic

other

"

for A/.a/.i-l."

The high priest Mien hiid liis liands with the labels
upon the two goats and said, "A sin-offering to tlie
Lord" — using tlie Tetragranunaton; and tlie two
men accompanying liini replied, "Blessed be tlie
name of His glorious kingdom for ever and ever."

He then fastened a scarlet woolen bread to the bead
of the goat " for Azazel " and laying his hands upon
it again, recited the following confession of sin and
prayer for forgiveness: "O Lord, 1 have acted iniquitously, trespassed, sinned before Thee: I, my
household, and the sons of Aaron Thy holy ones.
O Lord, forgive the iniquities, transgressions, and
sins that I, my household, and Aaron's children
Thy holy people committed before Thee, as is written in the law of Moses, Thy servant, for on this
day He will forgive you, to cleanse you from all
your sins before the Lord ye shall be clean.
This prayer was responded to by the congregation present (see Atonement, Day of).
man
was selected, preferably a priest, to take the goat to
the precipice in the wilderness; and he was accompanied part of the way by the most eminent men of
Jerusalem.
Ten booths had been constructed at
intervals along the road leading from Jerusalem to
the steep mountain.
At each one of these the man
leading the goat was formally offered food and drink,
which he, however, refused. When he reached the
tenth booth those who accompanied him proceeded
no further, but watclied the ceremony from a distance.
When he came to the precipice he divided
the scarlet thread into two parts, one of which he tied
to the rock and the other to the goat's horns, and
then pushed the goat down (Yoma vi. 1-8). The
cliff was so high and rugged that before the goat
had traversed half the distance to the plain below, its
limbs were utterly shattered. Men were stationed
at intervals along the way, and as soon as the goat
was thrown down the precipice, they signaled to one
another by means of kerchiefs or flags, until the
information reached the high priest, whereat he
proceeded with the other parts of the ritual.
The scarlet thread was a symbolical reference to
Isa. i. 18; and the Talmud tells us {ib. S9a) that during the forty years that Simon the Just was high
priest, the thread actually turned white as soon as the
goat was thrown over the precipice: a sign that
the sins of the people were forgiven.
In later times
the change to white was not invariable: a proof
of the people's moral and spiritual deterioration,
that w^as gradually on the increase, until forty j^ears
before the destruction of the Second Temple, when
the change of color was no longer observed (I.e. S%).
1

;

—

—

'

'

;

A

J.

SR.

I.

Hu.

Critical View
There has been much controversy over the function of Azazel as well as over his
essential character.
Inasmuch as according to the
narrative the sacrifice of Azazel, while symbolical,
was yet held to be a genuine vicarious atonement,
it is maintained by critics that Azazel was originally no mere abstraction, but a real being to the
authors of the ritual as real as Yhwh himself.
This relation to the purpose of the ceremony may
throw light upon the character of Azazel. Three
points seem reasonably clear.
(1) Azazel is not a
mere jinnee or demon of uncertain ways and temper,
:

—

Azazel

Azbaa

anonymous

an<I elusive (see Ani.m.m, WonsiiiP),
but
a deity standing in a fi.\ed relation to his clients.
Hence the notion, wiiich has become prevalent, that

Azazel was a "personal angel," here introduced for
the purpose of "doing away with the crowd of impersonal and dangerous Ke'iriiii" (us Clieyne puts
.scarcely meets the re(|uirements of the ritual.
Moreover, there is no evidence that this section of
Leviticusisso late asthe hagiological period of Jewit),

ish literature.
(2) The realm of Azazel is indicated
was the lonely wilderness; and Israel is

clearly.

It

representc-d

nomadic people in the wildeiness, though preparing to leave it. Necessarily their environment
subjected them in a measure to superstitious as.sociated with the local deities, and of these latter Azazel
as a

was the chief. The point of the whole ceremony
seems to have been that as the scapegoat was set free
in the desert, so Israel was to be set free from the
offenses contracted in its desert
main of the god of the desert.

life

within the do-

(3) Azazel would therefore appear to be the head
of the supernatural beings of tlie desert.
He was
thus an instance of the elevation of a demon into a

Such a development is indeed rare in Hebrew religious history of the Biblical age. but Azazel was really never a national Hebrew god, and his
deity.

share in the ritual seems to be only the recognition of
a local deity. The fact that such a ceremony as that
in which he figured was instituted, is not a contravention of Lev. xvii. 7, by which demon-worship was
suppressed. For Azazel, in this instance, played a
merel}-^ passive part.
Moreover, as shown, the symbolical act was really a renunciation of his autliorSuch is the signification of the utter separation
ity.
of the scapegoat from the people of Israe!
This interpretation is borne out by the fact that the complete ceremony could not be literally fulfilled in the
settled life of Canaan, but only in the wilderness.
Hence it was the practise in Jerusalem, according
to Yoma vii. 4, to take the scapegoat to a cliff and
push him over it out of sight. In this way the
complete separation was effected.
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AZAZIAH

J.

F.

McC.

A

Levite who took part in the
choral services on the return of the Ark to Jerusalem (I Chron. xv. 21). 2. Father of Hoshea, who
was the leader of Ephraim at the time that David
enumerated the people (I Chron. x.xvii. 20). 3. A
Levite who had charge of the offerings brought
to the Temple in the days of Hezekiah (II Chron.
xxxi.
J.

:

1.

13).

G. B. L.

JR.

AZBAN, MORDECAI BEN ISAAC:

CabaLeghorn; born in the interior oi
Africa died at Jerusalem 1740. At Leghorn he had
a controversy with Abraham Hayyim Rodriguez,
list

and rabbi

in

;

printed in the hitter's collection of decisions,
"Orah le-Zadik." He went as rabbi to
Aleppo, and later to Jerusalem, where he remained
"
Azban composed " Zobeah Todah
till his death.

which

is

entitled

Azbuk
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Azharot
(Thank

which contains a lengthy peniwiddui gadol ") with reference to

Offering),

prayer

tential

("

the various human organs so far as they lead man
This work was modto sin (Constantinople, 1733).
eled after Eleazar Ascarl's "Sefer Haredim." He
also wrote " Yissa Berakah " and other works of a

mystic nature.
Azulal, Shem ha-Gedolim, U. 38, 42; BenJacob, Oza7- ha-Sefarim, p. 154.
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AZBUK
J.

;

G. B. L.

ju.

AZEKAH A city in the Shephelah,

or plain of

:

about midway between Jerusalem and the
Philistine boundary, in a southwestern direction;
probably not far from Socoh or Shochoh (I Sam.
now Shuweikah with which it is coupled
xvii. 1)
Its exact site has not been ascer(Josh. XV. 35).
Eusebius relates that a village, Ezekah,
tained.
was to be found between Eluethe-ropolis and Elia.
Azekah existed before the conquest of Canaan by
Joshua, having defeated the five
the Israelites.
kings at Gibeon, followed them up to Azekah (Josh.
The Philistine army lay between Shochoh
X. 10, 11).
and Azekah, when David fought Goliath (I Sam.
xvii. 1).
Eehoboam fortified it (II Chron. xi. 9), and

Judah

—

four centuries

the reign of Zedekiah, the
forces at Azekah
After the return from the Exile it
the tribesmen of Judah (Neh. xi. 30).

later, in

Jews opposed Nebuchadnezzar's
xxxiv.

7).

was resettled by

Buhl, Geographic des Alien PalUstina, pp.
Mittheilungen tmd Nachrichten des Deutschen

Bibliography
90,

93;

:

PalUstinavereins, p.
J. JR.

AZEIi
Chron.
J.

:

A

26, 1896.

M.

Benjamite descended from

viii. 37,

B.

Saul

(I

—

and prohibiting any

furtlier accusations,

condemnations, or confiscations until the grievances
of the Maranos in that country should have been
investigated by a Roman court of inquiry.
Bibliography: Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, x.
Geschichte der Juden in Portugal, p. 315.

378; Kayserling,

:

—

1809 (eulogistic sermon, preached in the holy con-

Amsterdam,

1809.

M. K.

8.

AZEVEDO, DAVID COHEN
Amsterdam

D'

Hakam

:

of

in the eighteenth century; died in 1792.

devoted

himself

to

rabbinical

studies

and

Amsterdam in 1782. He published a sermon entitled "Triumphos da Virtude:
Sermao a Occasiao do Natalicio de Guillermo V.,
elected

hakam

in

Principe de Orange," Amsterdam, 1788.
D.

AZEVEDO, DAVID SALOM

M. K.

D.

AZEVEDO, MOSES COHEN

D' Haham of
London; son of Daniel Cohen d'Azevedo; born in

Amsterdam about

D'

:

1720; died in 1784.

:

He succeeded,

Moses Gomez da Mesquitta, his father-inlaw, as haham (hakam) of the Spanish and Portuguese congregation of London.

in 1761,

The only publications credited to him are two
sermons, one on the accession of George III., delivered December, 1760, before he was called haham.
They were delivered in Spanish, and published,
with an English translation, in 1776, containing
prayers for the success of the British arms: "Order
de la Oracion, en el Dia de Ayuno, 13 Deo., 1776,
Implorando ... la Divina Asistencia a las Armas de
su Magestad." One of his descendants died a few
years ago in Barrow's Buildings at the age of
ninety.
A portrait of the haham is the only relic
His son, Daniel, was hazan of the
left of him.
congregation from 1779 until 1812.
Bibliography: Catalogue of Anglo-Jewish Historical ExMarks

D' Hakam
Amsterdam; died in 1823; son and successor of
He is the
the hakam David Cohen d'Azevedo.
author of a sermon " Sermao Heroico pregado no
K. K. de Talmud Torah en Amsterdam," Aug. 3,
gregation),

—

;

Kayserling, JBibl. Espan.-Port.-Judaica, s.v.,
;
M. Gaster, History of the Bevis

and private information

G. B. L.

JR.

AZEVEDO, DANIEL COHEN

was

Portuguese

:

tlie

hibition, 1887

38; ix, 43, 44).

in

He

D'

seventeenth century. He was sent
in 1673 to Rome to implore the papal curia to curb
Well supplied
the inhumanity of the Inquisition.
with money, and seconded by the Jesuits who
were not in sympathy with the Inquisition he succeeded in exposing the cruelties of its procedure.
Clement X. thereupon issued a bull, dated Oct. 3,
1674, suspending tlie activity of the Portuguese
of

;

—

(Jer.

AZEVEDO, FRANCISCO
Marauo

Inquisition,

Father of Nehemiah assisted in repairing the wall at Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 16).
:
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Congi'egation, pp. 131 et seq.

M.

J.

AZGAD

:

AZHABiOT

(Exhortations) Liturgical poems
The Babylotreating of the precepts of the Law.
nian Talmud (Mak. 336) contains an utterance by
Simlai to the effect that " 613 commandments were
revealed to Moses: 365, equal to the number of
:

K

M. K.

days

in

248,

corresponding

synagogue of the Portuguese congregation in Amsterdam. Azevedo was renowned for his wisdom
and learning. His epitaph is to be found in D. H.
de Castro's "Keur van Grafsteenen, " p. 97.
D.
M. K.

L.

babel from the captivity (Ezra ii. 12; Neh. vii. 17).
Their number is variously given as 1,222 (Ezra ii
12), 2, 322 (Neh. vii. 17), 1,322 (I Esd. v. 13, where the
form given to the name is " Astad "). Subsequently
110 more came up with Ezra (Ezra viii. 12; I Esd
Azgad signed the covenant
viii. 38, "Astath").
with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 16).
G. B. L.
J. JR.

Diplomat,

of the seventeenth century; died 1699.
He was
minister resident at Amsterdam of the dey of Algeria, and in that capacity negotiated a commercial
treaty with the Netherlands.
He was also an energortic member of the building committee of the great

K— G.

The Bene Azgad returned with Zerub-

were negative precepts; and
to the number of the component' parts of the human body, were affirmative. "

number

the year,

R.

Hamnuna finds

a suggestive hint for this

in the alphabetical value of the

Hebrew

let-

composing the word nilD (" law " Deut. xxxiii.
4), which amount to 611, to which there are to be
added the first two passages of the Decalogue which
were spoken not by Moses, but by God Himself to
Israel. Although this enumeration repeatedly recurs
in Talmud and Midrash, even in the name of the
earlier teachers (compare Bacher, "Ag. Pal. Amor."
ters

;
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5.")8, note 2), and Liter saijcs discovered new intimations of the number in various passages (see Kaslii
on Num. xv. 39; sources in Buber,
i.

The

"Midrash A^'ada,"

"613"

further

material

p.

in

11.3,

note

24;

Steiusclmeider,

Constantinople,

Azbuk
Azharot

But Maimonides was not

1510).

Many sided with him, of
("Zohar ha-llakia' ") and Lsaac
dc Leon ibn Zur (".Megillat Esther") may be mentioned: the former writes in a conciliatory vein the
latter can not bring himself to admit that any opinion of ^laimonides could be wrong.
It will sutliee for present purposes merely U} mention the " Sefer ha-Hinnuk," which follows a method
of its own in enumerating the precepts.
For the
understanding of what follows, it must also be
stated that, in addition to the 613 Biblical precepts,
sometimes seven non-Biblical ones are added, making the total 620, which represents the numerical
destitute of champions.

whom Simon Duran

;

"Hebr. Uebers." p. 926, note 152), it
lias not always remained imdisputed;
Bahya, for instance (Hobot ha-Lebabot," Introduction), basing upon Ps. cxlx. 96, eliminates the
Nahmanides
"duties of the lieart " from these.
("Sefer ha-Mizwot," beginning) raises the question
whether this number has traditional authority or
whether it is merely an individual opinion of Simlai.
From Abraham ibu Ezra, who points out (" Yesod

Precepts.

Moreli," gate 2) that if all basic precepts and their
derivatives, and tho.se intended for all time, are considered, this number would be untenable, down to
Simon b. Zemah Duran ("Zohar ha-Kakia'," end),
who opines that Simlai counted the precepts after
his own fashion and not in a manner authoritative
for others, and that the number 613 is retained only
as being incidentally correct, similar objections have
repeatedly been made against the euunieration.
Many teachers, nevertheless, accepting the figure,
Lave busied themselves with the detailed enumeration.
The compiler of the " Halakot Gedolot " was
the first to attempt this in the introduction to his
book. He divides his whole material into two main
divisions, the first containing the prohibitive (negative) precepts, 71 of which are punProhibitive ishable with death, and 277 with
scourging, total 348; the second conand
Mandatory taining the mandatory (aflirmative)
Precepts, precepts, 200 in number, to which are
to be added 65 laws and statutes incumbent upon the Jews as a whole, thus making 613
in all ("Hal. Gedolot," ed. Berlin, pp. 8 et seq.;
compare Hildesheimer, "Die Vaticanische HandThere is
schrift der Hal. Gedolot " pp. 13 et seq.).
said to be a work in Arabic by Hefez b. Yazliah,
upon the same subject, but nothing further is known
of it. Maimonides does not agree with the author
of the "Hal. Gedolot"; in section 14 of his "Sefer
lia-^Iizwot " (Arabic original published by M. Bloch
under the title "Le Livre des Preceptes par Moise
ben Maimon," Paris. 1888; for Hebrew translations,
see Steiusclmeider, I.e. § 554, 2) lie lays down certain principles which must be the guide in the enu-

meration of the precepts, and then counts up 248
affirmative and 365 negative commands, amounting
to 613.
This division agrees only in its total with
that of R. Simlai in the Talmud, and in later times
has been made use of particularly by the cabalists.
It seems, however, to have remained unknown to the
author of the " Hal. Gedolot, " and is omitted in the
parallel passage in Tanhuma.
INIaimonides, indeed,
who found it necessary to revise his own work, is
not always consistent on this point; and his son
Abraham was called upon to defend his celebrated
father against the attack of R. Daniel ha-Babli
("Ma'ase Nissim," ed. B. Goldberg, Paris, 1866).
Maimonides also found a redoubtable opponent in
Nahmanides, who was, however, concerned not so
much to attack Maimonides as to defend the author
of the "Hal. Gedolot," whose words were accounted
"holy tradition " (" Sefer ha-Mizwot," first printed at

11—24

value of

("crown

the

letters

in

the

Hebrew word ina

").

It is this

enumeration of the precepts of the Torah

which furnishes the theme of

all the poems known
as "Azharot," a name derived from the first composition of this nature, which begins with the words

nnntK (" Of old Thou didst give
exhortations to Thy people"). The
The
Azharot are variously described, both
Azharot. in printed works and in manuscripts,
as "Exhortations of
the Rabbis,"
"Exhortations Formulated in the Academy," "Exhortations of the Holy Academies of the Rabbis in
Pumbedita," also " Exhortations of Elijah of Blessed
Memory " They are of great antiquity, and the
probability must be conceded that they emanated
from the academy of Joseph b. Abba Gaon of Pumbedita, concerning whom Sherira's " Letter " narrates
that his academy was at times visited by Elijah the
Prophet. Being of prior origin to the "Halakot
DDJ

"lOy^ n^t^'N'n

!

Gedolot " (the last line, niND K'CJ' TN, is found reproduced in the "Hal. Gedolot," ed. Hildesh. p. 9, and
all ancient Azharot contain it), these older compositions do not enumerate the individual 613 precepts,
and speak only in general terms of the 365 negative
and 248 aflirmative precepts, of their sources, contents, and of the manner in which they are derived
from the actual words of the Scripture text, etc.
Such specific enumeration was onl}^ possible after that
of the "Hal. Gedolot," and this is found in the Azha-

commencing lov!? miD D^njn nnX ("Thou
This compodidst grant a law unto Thy people ").
sition, which follows the "Hal. Gedolot" accurately,
is found sometimes with the superscription "Azharot

Rabbis of the Academy," sometimes " Azharot of Elijah (or Elijah the Tishbite ') of Blessed
Memory. " It has been erroneously ascribed by some
to Elijah ha-Zaken (sec below); while others have
considered Simeon ha-Gadol its author; it undoubtrot of the

'

edly originated in Pumbedita.
lowed by a host of imitators.

Its

example was

fol-

Saadia Gaon wrote
Azharot (beginning with n^31N ll'ii '3:K. " I am a

consuming

tire"),

and, in addition, summarized the

613 precepts in a piyyut beginning, "The Lord
thy God Shalt thou fear " (both printed in I. Rosenberg. "Kobez." ii. 26-54; the 613 precepts also by
J. Miiller in the Paris edition of Saadia's works, ed.
Derenbourg, ix. 57). The suggestion that Saadia
is not the author of these compositions is entirely
gratuitous, seeing that his name appears therein
Other Azharot, by Ismxc Gikatilla,
acrostically.
were 1.-P-— n to Moses ibn Tibbon, and are mentioned
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Azharot

by Isaac Petit b. Mordecai Kiinhi, but have not been
Perhaps tliey are identical witli the
preserved.
Azliarot comnieuciiig XIUH DtDII^ ^Ti TUHN (" 1
will gird me with strength to extol the Creator"),
which, according to Isaac b. Todros, were contained
in the "siddur" of Aniram Gaon; even the present
recension of this siddur contains pieces which are

Aniram's time.
Solomon ibn Gabirol was the next to treat of
the precepts in the Azharot commencing ^a "1\"I7X
n^31N ("Thy God is a consuming fire"), edited by
later than

Sachs-Halberstamm, "Kobez 'al-Yad," 1893; later on
he wrote complete Azharot to which reference will
be had in the following. Isaac b. Reuben Albargeloni is the author of the Azharot ny3 DIpD HT^'K
Elijah
(" Where is the abode of understanding? ").
ha-Zaken b. Menahem of Mans wrote the Azharot
^3n run' n?DX (" Truth shall my mouth indite "),
first published by Luzzatto in " Literaturblatt des
Orients," 1850, part 16, and later reprinted by RoMention may be made
senberg, I.e. pp. 55 et seq.
here of the piyyut by Eliezer b. Nathan, ''3J{<
nil^n^ t^K"), intended for the evening service of the
second day of Pentecost, which also treats of the
The Azharot commencing r\y2 ""JX
613 precepts.
nJ1V?D rUDIK* (" I, Understanding, dwell on high ")
were written by Isaac Petit b. Mordecai Kimhi.
Krespia ha-Nakdan wrote Azharot beginning with
the words '2^0 1 "|D01"IX (" I will extol Thee. O
Lord, my King "). A species of Azharot was composed by Joseph b. Solomon Y^ahya, but nothing
definite is known concerning it save that it was
Elijah ha-Kohen Tchelebi
lost in a conflagration.
(>2^V) wrote N"11J hiih "II^X ("I will bless the God
The Azharot "Pour forth Thy
Tremendous").
mercy " were written by Menahem Tamar. Menahem Egozi (Nut-Tree) entitles his Azharot,which begin n^KEJ'S n^yj nxo 'no, with a play upon his own
Dame HJX p ITID (" A blossom from the nut-garden ").
Similarly, those of Elijah Adeni (of Aden), which
begin with the words D3 ''J^^< (Amsterdam ed.,
Finally, men1688), were entitled by him nvi< "1^tion must be made of the Azharot of Joshua Benveniste, which are only known from Azulai's "Shem

ha-Gedolim"

{s.v.

m^On

mOK'D).

R. Simlai's utterance, quoted above, speaks of the
division of the Pentateuchal precepts into affirmative

and negative commandments (nU'V and DK'yn N?)The "Hal. Gedolot" observe this division; and, in
addition, they group the individual precepts as far
as

may

be according to their subject-matter.

The
Material

The

Azharot n^njn nnx do not observe
this method affirmative and negative
:

precepts follow each other in wild conand Its
fusion regardless of subject, entailing
Divisions, a great .sacrifice of perspicuity. Saadia, iu his "613 precepts," places, in
two divisions, first 97 duties of the person (niYD
t)"l3n), and then 58 and 45 atfirmative precepts referring to sacrifices, priests, and purification; in all, 200
aftirmative commands.
Then follow, in four divisions, 277 negative precepts (the specific enumeration is not correctly given in the present printed
texts, nor even by Zunz): 71 punishable with death,
and 65 sections pertaining to the community as a
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whole, amounting in all to 630. This clcaily shows
clo.sely Saadia adheres to the "Hal. (iedolot";
just so closely, too, does Isaac Albargeloni follow the
same authority; and, indeed, this is the rule, as
Maimonides remarks, with all Azhai'ot composed
down to the latter 's time. Gabirol deviates from
this practise only to the extent that Ik; observes the
Talmudic enumeration of 248 affirmative and 305
negative commands.
Krespia ha-Nakdan follows
Maimonides iu the enumeration, as do also ^lenahem Tamar and Joshua Benveniste. In his Azharot proper, Saadia tlisregards the strict demarcation
between affirmative and negative precepts. He adduces the precepts according to their derivation from
the Decalogue, an idea often imitated; by Saadia
himself again in his Y'ezirah Commentary, and
then, not only by later poets, but by writers on jurisprudence. Of examples may be adduced here the
" Ma'amar ha-Sekel " by an unknown author, and
the cabalist Ezra-Azriel in his commentary upon the
Song of Solomon. The attempt to establish such a
derivation was rendered all the more alluring by the
discovery of the fact that the individual letters
contained in the Decalogue number 620, thus corresponding to the 613 precepts and the seven addiFor further refertional ones mentioned above.
ences, see Zunz, "Literaturgeschichte," p. 95, and

how

Steinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl." vi. 125.
As I'egards the poetical form of the Azharot
The oldest pieces mriTS
there is little to be said.

n'K'NI and n^njn nnX are extremely simple in
composition the verses, which contain the alphabet
iu acrostic fashion, are two-membered and bare of
Rime
all poetic adornment, such as rime, meter, etc.
appears later, and a division into
Poetical
strophes becomes general the alphaForm,
bet, both in its usual order and inverted (p'l'E^'n), being given acrosticSaadia's
ally, as is also the name of the writer.
composition is more artificial, in that he not only uses
the opening words of each article of the Decalogue,
but interweaves therewith phrases from the Song of
Solomon and from the eight verses of Psalm Ixviii.,
which are associated by the Talmudists with the
Pentecost festival. The construction of these compositions is fully treated by Zunz, Sachs, and Landshuth.
Saadia's "613 precepts" are less artificial
;

;

in

construction, but possess rime,

strophes,

and

refrain.

Gabirol uses four-membered strophes, the first
three of which have changing rimes of their own;
the fourth, a rime running through the poem.
Tchelebi's Azharot are also metric, although halting
in many places; Tamar, whose Azharot are metrical
and resemble Gabirol 's in construction, endeavors to
find excuse for the halting

measure of

his predeces-

sors (Steinschneider, "Cat. Leyden," p. 396).
Isaac
b. Reuben closes his strophes most cleverly with a

verse from the Bible, greatly to the admiration of
Al-Harizi, who was him.self an adept in the ingenThe same is
ious application of Biblical passages.
true of the Azharot of Elijah ha-Zaken, whose Azharot consist of 176 four-membered strophes with
alphabets (backward as well as forward) and fre-

names as acrostics.
That such poems can not possess poetic value

(fuent interweaving of

is

—
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is too stifT; in form it must hv
and every deviation or imaginative tligiit
Tlieir dry enumeration of the precepts inis barred.
deed would compel the characterization whicii they
receive from Jair Hayyim IJacliarach (Kesponsa,
No. 51, applied to si)ecial Azharot, see below);
namely, that they read like a chapter fiom the Mishnah, save that their form and a certain clK^ice of expression in the earliest attempts remind one tliat

nutunil: the style

didactic;

they are to be considered as j)oetical compositions.
Fine passages are nevertheless to be found in the
opening or introductory poems (nnTlS, p^DTQ) and in

These poetical etloits were usuthe closing verses.
by the authors of the Azharot them

ally provided

some cases they have been added by
others; as, for instance, the introduction to Gabirol's
Azharot, written by David b. Eleazar Pakudah,
and the poems introducing the affirmative and the
selves; but in

negative precepts, respectively, in Kimhi's Azharot,
written by Levi b. Gershon.
As was to be expected, these poetical embodiments
of the 613 precepts were at intervals met with the
same violent remonstrance which greeted the computation of the number 613 for the
Protest
precepts. Abraham ibn Ezra (" Yesod
Against Moreh, " gate 2, end) remarks that the
Azharot. authors of Azharot in general resemble a man Avho counts the various
medicinal herbs enumerated in medical works without knowing anything of their virtues. Maimonides
also expresses his disapproval (Introduction to " Sefer ha-Mizwot"); but he excuses the authors as being " poets and not rabbis. " Dukes quotes from a
Malizor commentary that the Mayence sages express

themselves against the Azharot n?njn nriN because
various Biblical commands are therein omitted (" Literaturblatt des Orients," 1843, col. 714). Moses BOdingen (Mahzor, ed. Metz, 1817) gives a list of the
precepts omitted in these Azharot, and supposes
that the author must have written ten sections, of
which two were lost.
As early as the Tosafot
(Yoma 8a B. B. 1456; Nid. 30^/) attention was drawn
to the fact that Elijah ha-Zaken had not been sufficiently careful in harmonizing his statements with
the Halakah. Many similar protests might be adduced; but they all did not avail to prevent the incorporation of the Azharot in the ritIn the
uals of all countries, where indeed they
Liturgy, have maintained their position to this
day. It was for the Feast of Weeks
(Pentecost) especially, commemorating the Revelation on Sinai, that the Azharot were particularly
intended; and they were recited in the Musaf (Additional) Prayer of that day.
In some localities
probably at a later date, and in order not to prolong
unduly the morning service the Azharot were relegated to a position either before or after the Minhah
(afternoon) service.
When the Sabbath before this
;

—

festival

came

to receive

more regard,

like the so-

"Great Sabbath" immediately before the
Originally,
Passover, Azharot were read on it also.
the n^K'N"! mntX wen; read upon the first day of
the festival in Italy (Rome), Greece (Romania), Germany, Poland, Lorraine, and probably also in France.
Later these were generally displaced by the Azharot
n^njn nnx, but retained their places in Rome and

Azharot

Greece, though not in tlie first edition of the Mahzor
Romania. In the German and Polish ritual the
Azharot were postponed until the second day while
in France they were completely (iisj)liK-cd by tiie Azharot of Elijah ha-Zakcu. The n^n:n HflX is the fonn
retained in the German and I'(;lisli ritual for the tirst
day of the festival and in the tirst edition of tlic
Mahzor Romania in Rome only the tirst " Alphabet "
is used on the second day.
The whole of it was
there read in former times on the Sabbath before the
festival, but later on was displaced by Gabirol's Azharot.
Saadia's compositions are contained iu his
"Siddur" and also in the siddur of Solomon Sigelmessi.
Gabirol's Azharot were customarily read iu
Spain, Provence, Avignon. Palestine, Fez, Yemen,
and to some extent in Algiers, and are found in the
liturgy of the second day of the festival in the tirst
edition of the Mahzor Romania. Albargeloni's Azharot are contained in the rituals of Constantine,
Tlem^en, Tunis, Morocco (for the afternoon service),
Algiers,and Oran those of Elijah ha-Zaken in France
and, earlier, in Germany.
Tiie Azharot of Isaac
Kimhi are set down in the Mahzor Carpentras (Amsterdam, 1759) for the afternoon service, as they
were also in Avignon. Tchelebi's Azharot and
those of Tamarand Egozi are printed in the Mahzor
Romania, and those of Elijah Adeni, strangely
enough, in the Mahzor Cochin (China) for the Eighth
Day of Solemn Assembly ("Shemiui 'Azeret ").
Owing to their condensed style and didactic form,
it is not to be wondered at that the Azharot required
commentaries; indeed, some of the later authors
themselves recognized this need and
;

;

;

Comsupplied them as, for instance, Tamar
mentaries. and Joshua Benveniste. Explanations
of the Azharot are therefore to be
found in such Mahzors as aim at giving a commentary, and also separately in many varieties, of which
a few may be mentioned here. Azharot n'L*'N1 were
commented upon by Eleazar b. Nathan and Samuel
Albargeloni's Azharot were simib. Kalonymus.
larly dealt with by Moses Muesi (ntTD'T'K") and Saul
Gabirol's Azhaibn Musa ha-Kohen ("]'niXD 3^nJ).
rot, however, have always been favorite subjects for
commentation; thus, Moses ibn Tibbon, Isjiac Kind.ii,
Isaac b. Todros, Simon b. Zemach Duran (ypin lilT).
Joseph ha-Lo'ez (Barharo), Moses Pesjinte or Pisauti
(mVD IJ), Jacob (Isi-ael) Hagis (D^Dn ^TlD), Saul
ibn Musa ha-Kohen Ci'DlVD TnJ), Elia Benamozeg,
Translations, however, are
and numerous others.
(On a Persian translation, see " Jewisli
rather rare.
Quarterly Rev." x. 593, and M. Seligsohn, in " Revue
Etudes Juives,"xliii. 101; concerning a Juda'o-Siianish translation of Gabirol's Azharot and Shabbethai
Wita's ti'QJ riTCJ'O. compare M. Greenbaum, "Ji'id.;

Span. Chrestomathie," pp. 37, 109.)

Many commen-

on the Azharot of Elia ha-Zaken are extant in
manuscript form.
Besides the above-mentioned Azharot there are a
taries

called

Later
Elaborations.
proper.
betical

number of poetical elaborations of the
sjime material, which, however, are not
called Azharot, nor are they incorporated in any ritual. Some of them are

older than many of the later Azharot
The following may be enumerated in alphaorder:

^N'nip'

m by

Jekuthicl SUsskind:

—
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Aziel
Azriel

niX^QJ mrnn. by Muunes Hayyot; Dn~l3N n\ by
Abraluun Gubbui Isidro; DVJ? niyiV by Samson b.
Samuel Ycruslialmi; min "IDD, by David b. Solomon Wital; min "inD, by M. J. Stern; nODnn pj?D,
by Noah Hayyim Zebi Berlin l^on DJnS, by Uri
Plurbus b. Aryoli LiJb (Breslaur); niVD ''1''^, by
Jonathan Eybcscluitz; ncW m"'£;>, by Moses b. Mordecai Meisels; CDCTl "lyC by Jacob b. Sheshct;
D''T"nn2 niVO inn, by Moses b. Abraham Mat;
furtliermore a poem by the younger Gershom Hefez,
in which he recited the precepts in Maimonidcs'
enumeration (in the tirst edition of the D^mn 1^)In addition to Azharot which treat of all the precepts, there arose in the Middle Ages a species of
Azharot which confined themselves to only one pre;

or to a chain of precepts referring to one subject.
They were inSpecial
tended for recital on the great Sabbath
Azharot. before Passover, or on the Sabbath
immediately before one of the other
They accordfestivals, and on similar occasions.
ingly devote themselves to the consideration of the
regulations for Passover, of the precepts concerning
the shofar, the tabernacle, the citron and palm
branch, the fringes, the tefillin, and similar matters,
as well as the regulations for Hanukkah and Purim.
This is not the place to consider the special Azharot they belong to the halakic piyyut (see Piyyut).

cept in

all its details,

:
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AZIEL (" God
the

Temple;

Ethan

(I Cliron.

in

called "Jaaziel."

found in
J.

"

I

is

my strength ")

:

A Levite singer

Asaph, Reman, and
Chron. xv. 18 he is
The name of the gens Azieli is

assistant

Chron. xxvi.

to

In

xv. 20).

I

taken to mean " eradiation " (compare Zohar, Exodus Vitro, 86/;).
Later on the expression "Azilut" assumed a more
specific meaning, influenced no doubt by the little
work, "Maseket Azilut." Herein for the first time
(following Isa. xliii. 7: "I have created"; "I have
formed"; "I have made"; VJT'Ery, Vm^\ VDNI^),
the four worlds are distinguished: Azilali, Beriah,
Yezirah, and 'Asiyah. But here too they are transferred to the region of spirits and angels: In the
Azilah-world the Shekinah alone rules; in the Beriahworldare the throne of God and the souls of the just
under the dominion of Akatriel ("Crown of God ");
in the Yezirah-world are the "holy creatures"
(hayyot) of Ezekiel's vision, and the ten classes of
angels ruled over by Metatron; and in the 'Asiyah-world are the Ofanim, and the angels that combat evil, governed by Sandalphon.
The Zohar apparently did not know of this fourfold world for
there Azilut is taken to be simply the direct emanation of God, in contradistinction to the other emanations derived from the Sefirot.
Moses Cordovero and Isaac Luria (sixteenth century) were the first to introduce the fourfold world
as an essential principle into cabalistic speculation.
According to this doctrine the Azilah-world represents the ten Sefirot; the Beriah-world (world of
creation) the throne of God, emanating from the light
of the Sefirot; the Yezirah-world (world of becoming) the ten classes of angels, forming the halls for
the Sefirot and the Asiyah-world (world of making,
that is, of form) the different heavens and the mate;

;

rial

:

Cabalistic term for "

"Pirud" (Tn^sn

D?iy).

God. These difficulties are threefold: (1)
the act of creation involves a change in the unchangeable being of God (2) it is incomprehensible
how the absolutely infinite and perfect being could
have produced such imperfect and finite beings; (3)
a creatio ex nihilo is difiicult to imagine. The simile
used for the emanation is cither the soaked sponge
that emits spontaneously the water it has absorbed,
or the gushing spring that overflows, or the sunlight
that sends fortii its rays parts of its own essence
tion to

;

—

any

however
was the lastnamed simile that chiefly occupied and influenced
the cabalistic writers, Azilut must properly be
lo.sing

infinitesimal, of its being.

portion,

Since

it

by

Later

Sefirot,

the general

the

name

explain

cabalists

"Azilut" (according to Ex. xxiv. 11, and Isa. xli. 9)
as meaning "excellence," so that according to them
the Azilah-world would mean the most excellent
or highest world.
P. B.

K.

AZMAVETH:

emana-

"eradiation"; but philosophical authors
prefer " shefa' " or " hashpa'ah. " The word is derived
from "azal " in reference to Num. xi. 17; and in this
sense it was taken over into the Cabala from Solomon
ibn Gabirol's "Mekor Hayyim" (The Fountain of
Life), which was much used by cabalists.
The
theory of emanation, which is conceived as a free act
of the will of God, endeavors to surmount the difficulties that attach to the idea of creation in its relation " or

everywhere, without

In contradistinction to the Azilah-world,

three other worlds are called

G. B. L.
(nii5"'VN)

world.

which constitutes the domain of the

23.

JR.

AZILUT
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1.

The Barhumite; one

of the

David (II Sam. xxiii. 31; I Chron. xi.
His sons joined David at Ziklag (I Chron. xii. 3).
33).
2. A Benjamite; son of Jehoadah (I Chron. viii.
thirty heroes of

36, ix. 42).

Son of Adiel, who had charge of the treasuries
King David (I Chron. xxvii. 25).
4. A town in Benjamin, whence some returned
3.

of

from captivity along with Zerubbabel (Ezra ii. 24;
Nell. xii. 29).
In Neh. vii. 28, which corresponds
to Ezra ii. 24, it is called " Beth-azmaveth.
J.

G. B. L.

JR.

AZORES

Group of islands in the Atlantic
ocean, northwest of Africa, belonging to Portugal.
It was a place of refuge for the Jews expelled from
that country.
At present Ponta Delgada, the capital of the island of Sao Miguel, Fayal, Terceira, and
other islands have some Jewish inhabitants.
These
are engaged in exporting goods. They keep the Jewish religious observances, but intermarry with Catholics.
Christian women, when marrying Jews, often
enter the fold of Judaism.
Bibliography Allg. Zeit. des Judt. 1880, p. 439.
:

:

G.

M. K.

Aziel
Azriel
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AZOTUS:
and

in the

(Juditli

ii.

28;

of
I

Ashdod; found

Mace.

iv. 15, etc.)

New

Mount

2.

The equivalent

1.

Apocrypha

in the

Testament (Acts viii. 40).
of Azotus (I Mace. ix. 15), where Judas

Maccabeus was

Iviiled.

It

is

perhaps

identical

wit]' 1.

G. B. L.

8.

A

AZOV

town in the govern(Turkish, Azak):
meiit of Ekaterinoshiv, Russia, on the left bank of
the Don, about twenty-four miles from Rostov and
In ancient times it was an
five miles from the sea.
important business center, belonging to Greece and
known under the name of "Tanais." The Pontic
king Mithridates conquered it in 115 b.c. in the
fourth century of the common era it was destroyed
by the Huns; and in the eighth century it was rebuilt and passed into the possession of the Chazars.
;

In the twelfth century, when Azov was a store-city
for the trade with Indo-China, the Genoese carried
on a considerable trade there, at first recognizing the
sovereignty of the Polovtzy, whom in the thirteenth
century they drove out; and in 1471 they themselves
were conquered by the Turks, who in 1637 were for
a short time subject to the Cossacks. Since 1736
to Russia.
lived in Azov since they

Azov has belonged
Jews have

began

to set-

the Crimea and in the neighboring provinces,
probably in the first century B.C. In the time of
the Chazars they were largely interested in the com-

merce of Azov with Constantinople and Dankov.
From the latter the Russian products were transported down the Don to Azov, and all imported merchandise was forwarded from Azov to Dankov.
Azov is mentioned in an epigraph on the first page
of a Pentateuch written in Azak, stating that one
Shabbethai, son of Isaac, during his illness, on the
twenty-ninth of Marheshwan, 5035 [1274], presented this Bible (twenty-four books) to the "Ka-

Synagogue

in

Kirim"

(D.

Chwolson, "Yev-

Nadpisi," p. 217, St. Petersburg, 1884).
Another epigraph, written on a board in the Karaite
synagogue in Theodosiain 1404, relates to Isaac, son
of Moses, and Sarah, daughter of Moses, and to the
mother of their mother, Kellah of Azak (Azov), who
" have put up this board in the synagogue of the
community of Kaffa, the community of the Ka-

reiskie

raites"

{ib.

and called "The Saint"; born at Gerona in 1160;
As to the identity of Azriel and Ezra,
died in 1238.
taken for two brothers by Griltz C'Geseh." vii. 44*
et seq.) and Bloch (Winter and Wiinsche, " JUd Lit
eratur," iii. 261), compare Jellinek ("Beitrilge zui
Geschichte der Kabbala," i.41; Laudauer," Lit.-Bl."
vi. 196; and Michael, "Or ha-Hayyim," No. 1151).
Attracted by the mystical stutlies that had begun to
spread in Spain, Azriel went early to southern
France, and became there a pupil of the celeljrated
cabalist Isaac the Blind, the son of Abraham of
Later he left France and traveled all
Posquicires.
over Spain, making propaganda for the Cabala. He
endeavored to win the philosophers over to his mystic views, but did not succeed, as he himself confesses
in the introduction to his commentary ujioii the Ten
" For," says he, " the philo.sophers believe in
Sefirot.
nothing that can not be demonstrated logically."
He came back disappointed to Gerona, and there
founded a school in which Nahmanides received

by Ai)raham
Zacuto ("Yuhasin"), Meir ibn Gabbai, Ibn Yahya
Azriel's cabalistic instruction, as is stated

Shalshelet iia-Kabbalah"), and others (see Gratz,
Azriel wrote a commentary on the Ten
Sefirot in the form of questions and answers, following therein the speculative method of philosophy

("

I.e.).

tle in

raite

AZRIEL (EZRA) BEN MENAHEM (BEN
SOLOMON): Founder oi llic spoculativ.- Cabala,

p. 209).

by N. A. Goldberg, Berlin, 1850). Its title, not
given by the editor, was " Ezrat Adonai " (see Gratz,
He also wrote a commenI.e., following S. Sachs).
tary on "Shir ha-Shirim," ascribed often to Nahmanides, published under his name (Altona, 1764), in
which the 613 commandments are explained mysAzriel was,
tically as based upon the Decalogue.
"
further, the author of a commentary on Sefer Ye?irah," entitled "Sefer ha-Milluim," which was likewise ascribed to Nahmanides, and published under
Besides these he seems to
his name in Mantua, 171 9.
have written a cabalistic commentary on the prayers,
and a hymn with his name " Ezra " as acrostic. His
system rests chiefly on his Neoplatonic conception
of God as the "En Sof," the Endless One, Gabirol's
"EnloTiklah" (compare Joel, "Beitrage zur Geschichte der Philosaphie," Appendix, p, 12, "Lewi
ben Gerson," 1862.
God, be contends, can be dctermmed only in a
negative way: what He is not can alone be ascer-

(edited

Of the 25,488 inhabitants in 1892, about 600 were
Jews, who had a synagogue and a Talmud Torah.
Bibliography:
burg

1891;

Tana

G.

Entziklopedicheski Slovar,
Barbaro, Viawi Fatti da

«i Persia,

etc.,

Venice, 1543, passim

Ocherk TorgnvU Mnskovskavo

i.

St.

Petere-

Vtnetia Alia

Kostximarov,
Gosudarstva 1& Hi, \ ve;

kov, pp. ia-14, St. Petersburg, 1889.

H. R.

my

help"): 1. Father of
AZRIEL ("God is
one of the men deputed by Jehoiakim to capture
Baruch, the scribe of Jeremiah (Jer. xxxvi. 26).
2. Chief of one of the families of Manasseh, living on the eastern side of the Jordan (I Chron. v. 24).
3. Father of Jerimoth, the leader of Naphtali at
Chron.
the time that David numbered the people (I
xxvii. 19).
J.

G- B. L.

JR.

AZBIEIi
Trabot.

B.

HAYYIM TRABOTTA.

See

His
Doctrine
God.

All positive
tained; not what He is.
attributes bear the stamp of sensualof ism. The Being that is the originator
of all things can have no intention,
desire, thought,

is

infinite;

the

negation of

word, or action.

He

negations;

the

all

Endless.
of
After having stated this strange conception
this En-Sof
God, Azriel investigates the relation of
Has the universe been created
tiie universe.
to

No. Aristotle is perfectly right in
nothing.
saying that nothing can proceed from
in the Creator's
decrease
implies
a
creation
Moreover,
can not be
essence through subtraction, and that
universe
predicated of the En-Sof. Nor can the
eternally, as Aristotle asserts, because

from nothing?

have existed
the Planothing is eternal save God. Accordingly,
acceptable
not
is
matter
primary
of
a
tonic idea
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Azriel

Azulai

Azriel, iu order to solve the problem of
creation, has recourse to the theory of emanation,

AZRIEL

either.

wliich he develops as follows:
Tlie universe, with ail its multifarious manifestations, was latent iu tlie essence of the En-Sof, in
which, notwithstanding its infinite variety, it formed
an absolute unit, just like the various sparks and
colors that proceed from the one and indivisible flame
The act of creation did not
potential in the coal.
consist in producing an absolutely new thing; it

was merely a transformation of potential existence
Thus there was really no
into realized existence.
The efflucreation, but an efflux (see Azilut).
ence was effectuated through successive gradations
from the

world to the material, from the
the definite. This material world, being

intellectual

indefinite to

limited and not perfect, could not proceed directly
from the En-Sof; neither could it be independent
for in that case He would be imperfect.
of Him
There must have been, therefore, intermediaries between the En-Sof and the material world and these
intermediaries were tlie Ten Sefirot. The first Sefirah
was latent in the En-Sof as a dynamic force; then
the second Sefirah emanated as a substratum for the
intellectual world; afterward the other Sefirot emanated, forming the moral, tiie material, and the natBut this fact of emanation does not
ural worlds.
imply a prius or a posterius or a gradation in the
En-Sof ^a candle, the flame of which is capable of

—

igniting an indefinite number of lights, although,
The Sefirot, according to their
in itself, it is a unit.
nature, are divided into three groups: the three superior forming the world of thought, the next three
the world of soul, the last four the world of corpo-

depend upon one another, being
Each of them has
emanating and reThe first Sefirah is called by Azriel not
ceiving.
Keter, as the later cabalists call it, but Rum 3Ia'alah.
Griltz {l.r.) thinks that Azriel meant by that term
Ibu Gabirol's "Will" ("Hefez")— the highest dynamic force of the Deity. Indeed, Azriel's contemporary, Jacob ben Sheshet, called the first Sefirah
The second and third Sefirah
Razon ("Will").
were Ilokmah and Binali; the fourth, fifth, and
sixth, Hesed, Pahad, and Tiferet; the seventl),
eighth, and ninth, Nezah, Hod, and Yesod '01am;
and the tenth, Zedek. These Ten Sefirot were put
by Azriel into correspondence to the ten j^arts of the
human organism and to tlie ten different refractions
reality.

They

all

imited like links to the first one.
a positive and a passive quality

—

H.

HA-^LEVI.

See

Ashke

.MoSKS LkNI.

AZRIEL BEN MOSES MESHEL, OF WIL-

NA

(Jrammariau; lived at the end of the seventeenth and at the beginning of the eigliteentii cenAbout 1700 he left his native town, Wiliia,
tury.
and settled witii his family at Frankfort-on-theThei'ehe published, in 1704, in (•oHalKiration
]\Iain.
with his son Elijah, a prayer-book entitled " Derek
Siah ha-Sadeh " (Tiie Way of tlie Plant of tiie Field
Gen. ii. T)), according to the metliod of Shabbetliai
Sofer of Przemysl, with a commentary, "Mii>ra
Kodesh " (Holy Reading), containing the rules for
punctuation and reading.
second edition of tliis
prayer-book, with a German introduction, lefuting
the criticisms of Solomon Hanau on the first edition,
was iiublished by Azriel at Berlin in 1713, and a
:

;

A

tliird

He

;

;

MOSES

B.

NAZI, AZHIKl,
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at Wilhelmsdorf in 1721.
published also: "Pilpula Harifta" (Keen Dis-

on the order Xezil<in by Yom-Tob
Heller; and "3Ia'amadot," recitations after
the reading of the Psalms, by ]Menahem Lonzano,
with additions of his own.
cussions), novelUe

Lipmann

Bibliography: Fuenn, Kin/ah Xc\maiiah,

p. 102.

T.

I.

AZRIEL

YEHIEL ASCOLI.

B.

Bk.

See Tra-

BOT Family.

AZRIKAM
in

=

1. Ancestor of a Levite residing
Jerusalem iu the time of Nehemiah (Neh. xi. 15
I Chron. ix. 14).
:

2. Son of Neariah, occurring in the list of the descendants of David (I Chron. iii. 23).
3. Son of Azel in the genealogical list of Benjamin, descended from Saul (I Chron. viii. 38 =
ix. 44).

4. Governor of the palace under Ahaz, king
of Judah; he was killed by Zichri, an Ephraimite
(II

Chron. xxviii.

J.

7).

G. B. L.

JK.

AZUBAH:

Daughter of
of Jehoshaphat, king of Judah
1.

and mother
Kings xxii. 42 =

Sliilhi
(I

II Chron. xx. 31).

2. Wife of Caleb, the son of Hezron (I Chron.

ii.

18, 19).
.T.

G. B. L.

JR.

JOSEPH

NEHORAI

of light.

:
B.
Rabbi at
AZTJBIB,
At
Algiers; died at Blida, Algeria, January, 1794.
an early age he assisted his father iu his duties as
rabbi of Algiers; and at the death of the latter succeeded him. He published a work under the title

The whole system, with tiie exception of the
theory of the Sefirot, is derived from Ibn Gabirol's

for all the feasts; preceded

"

Mekor Hayyim," which

Azriel imitated, even as to
form, in arranging his conunentary upon the Ten
Sefirot, by putting it into questions and answers as
Azriel, however, liad the merit of
Gabirol did.
affording some guidance iu the labyrinth of mystiits

cism.
BiBMOfiRAPTlY:

Yaniim Ahadim

(Some Days), containing sermons
by a preface written by
Azubib
the bibliographer Azulai (Leghorn, 1790).
signed one of the approbations attached to tlie work
" Berit Abraham " of Abraham ben Raphael Jacob
"

"

Bush'arah, Legliorn, 1791.
BiBLioGHAPHY: Bloch, Iru^rriptinns Tunnilaires des Anciena
Cimetieres Israelites d'Alyer, pp. 83-85.

zur Gc^ch der Knhhaln,
KhrcDpreis, Dif Kiiticichehinu dcr Eiiuuiai. 01 («;, 11.152;
iUtnuUlne in (Jer Kahhala im Dreizchnicn Jnhrhundcrt^
pp. 23f(.sf//.; (iriitz, (loivli .<\cr Jw}n\,y\\. Wi-AS^; Landauer,
.lellinek, T}rUr!loe

G.

I.

AZUBIB,
at Algiers;

NEHORAI

B.

died October, 1785.

SAADIA

Br.

Rabbi
He composed sev:

In Liter at nrhlntt dcx f>rin)tt<, vi. liMJ; Myer, Qahtialah,
pp. 284 cf 8WV. Steinschneifler, ^V(^ Bodl. col. 755; Michael,

eral ]-)rayers for the anniversary instituted b_v the

Or hn-Hayyim.

coiiiiiiunily

;

No. 1151

;

Bloch,

DieJHdinche Mytitik und

KabbatfOi, in Winter and Wiinsche, Jlld. Literatur,

ill.

261,

262.

K.

I.

Bk.

in

commemoration

of the

repulse of

Some
O'Reilly's expedition against Algiersin 1775.
Arabic poems of his figure in the collection " Shibhe

:
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Elohim" (God's Praises), p. 173. published at Oran.
Azubib wrote also a short coniineutar}' on the " Kerobez

"

—colleetion of

liymns contained in the ritual

Azubib was
of Algiers, and published at Leghorn.
According to
celebrated for his disinterestedness.
Loeb (" Hev. Et. Juives," i. 74) the name TaiTX istlic
same as

^31TX.

Bibliography

:

Ulofli,

CimetifTOi Israrlites
Bodl. cols. 399, •Mi>'i).

Inscriptions Tvmulaires dcs Ancicns
d' Alger, pp. 66-68; Steinschneiiter, Cat.

Bu.

I.

G.

AZULAI, AZULAY: A family descended from
Spanish e.\iles who, after the expulsion of the Jews
from Spain in 1492, settled in the city of Fez, MoHayyim Joseph David Azulai (see No. 4)
rocco.
derives the family name from tlie initials of the Hebrew words

inp""

i6

r^hhn^ nJT

n^S ("They

shall

not take a woman that is a harlot, or profane," Lev.
xxi. 7). This derivation, however, is not at all probable; and it is to be presumed that the name refers to
a locality in Morocco or in Spain. The following
genealogical tree gives the principal members of the
family:
(1) Abraham
(9)

(3)

Mordecat

Abraham

ham Berak

of Gorice, in

i)iil)iished

"Cat. Bodl."

col. 666,

thinks the reverse.

A/uhii's

commentary on tiie Zohar, "ZoIkjic Hanimah " (Ways
of the Sun), was printed in Venice, 1654.
lie also
wrote: "Or ha-Lebanah" (Light of llie Moon).
" Ma'asse Hosheb " (Cunning Work), and "
Kenuf

Renanim" (Peacock's Wing).
Of the numerous manuscripts

that Ik; left and that
were in the hands of his descendant. Hayyim Jo.s<'ph
David (No. 4), some are still extant in various libraries.
Only one was published, acalialistic commentary on the Bible, under the title " Ba'ale Beiit Abraham " (Abraham's Confederates; see Gen. xiv. 13),
Wilna, 1873. His most popular work, "He.sed leAbraham," referred to above, is a cabalistic treatise

with an introduction. n'nt^'n \2H(" The CJorncrstone ";
Talmud Yoma 53/y)^ and is divided into seven
" fountains " (see Zech. iii. 9), each fountain being
subdivided into a number of "streams. " The contents of the work are hardly dilferent from the average vagaries found in cabalistic books, as evidenced
by the following specimen from the fifth fountain,
twenty-fourth stream, p. 57f/, of the Amsterdam
see

:

Daughter, married
David Isaaci

Benjamin Zebi

in

eaition
" On the mystery of metempsychosis and iw details Know
that God will not subject the soul of the wicked to more than

(died 1643)

Daughter, married

Azulai

Amsterdam, 1685. Another
Sulzbach in tlie same y<-ur,
seems to be a rejjrint, although St<'in8chucider, in
edition,

three migrations
Isaac

(5)

Azriel

;

for

it is

written,

'

Lo, all these things doth G<Ki

twice, yea thrice, with a man' (Job xxxlil. 29). Which
means. He makes him appear twice and thrice in a human incarnation but the fourth time he is incarnated as a clean
animal. And when a man offers a sacrillce. God will, by miraculous intervention, make him select an animal that is an Incarnation of it human being. Then will the sacrillce be doubly
profitable to the one that offers It and to the soul imprisoned la
the brute. For with the smoke of the .sacrifice the soul ascends
heavenward and attains its original purity. Thus is explained
the mystery involved in the words, O Lord, thou preservest

work

;

I

Isaiah
(died 173»')
(8)

(Abraham

Israel Zebi,
died 1731)

(Abraham
died

Isaaci,
1729)

(7) Isaac Zerahiah (died 1765)

(4)

Hayyim Joseph David

:

(died 1807)

*

man and
Abraham

(12)

Daughter, married

Raphael Isaiah

Abraham Pardo

beast' IPs. xxxvi. 7 [R. V. 6])."

BiBLiOGRAi'iiV: Azulai, Shein ha-Gcd<iUm, s.v.; Benjacob.
Ozar }ia-Srfarim. p. IW: Fiirst, BibliotUeca Judaica. i. 67;
M'ichael, Or ha-Ha\niim, p. 12.

I

(10)

(6) Isaac Leonini
Azulai (died 1840)

Moses

(Grandson, Moses
Pardo, died 1888)

I

Yom-Tob Bondy

Moses

Vital

(died 1898)

I

Raphael

David

Isaac

Rachel

Leon

Doris

Bella

(living in

London,

1901)

Abraham

Azulai, called "the illustrious
Babbi and author; born in the city of
Morocco; died there about 1745. He was popularly
supposed to possess miraculous powers. He is the
author of a Hebrew work upon the Cabala, "Mi^dash Melek," a commentary upon the Zohar.
BiBLior.RAPiiv: Azulai, Shcwha-OidnUm. s.v.
3.

cabalist"

:

Son of
4. Hayyim, Joseph David Azulai
Isaac Zeraliiah (No. 7); one of the most prolific of
rabbinic authors in the eighteenth century, and a
pioneer writer on the history of rabbinical literature;
born in Jerusalem about 1724; died at Leghorn
March 21, 1807. He studied under Isj\ac ha Kohen
Rapoport, Jonah Nabon, and Hayyim ibn Attar.
While in general a type of the Oriental rabbi of his
age, a strict Talmudist, and a believer in the Cabala,
:

Abraham Azulai:

Grandfather of Abraham
(No. 2), who speaks of him as having lived in Fez.
2. Abraham Azulai: Cabalistic author and
commentator; born in Fez about 1570; died at Hebron Nov. 6, 1643. The expulsion of the Moors
from Spain brought a great number of the exiles to
Morocco, and these newcomers caused a civil war
from which the country in general and the Jews in
1.

particular suffered greatly.

Abraham

;

his

Azulai, in

consequence of this condition of affairs, left his home
There he
for Palestine and settled in Hebron.
wrote a commentary on the Zohar under tlie title
" Kirjath Arba " (City of Arba Gen. xxiii. 2).
The
plague of 1619 drove him from his new home; and
while in Gaza, where he found refuge, he wrote his
cabalistic work "Hesed le- Abraham" (Mercy to
Abraham; Micah vii. 20). It was published after
the author's death by Meshullam Zalman ben Abra-

studious habits and stupendous

His Early memory awakened
Scholarship.

in

him an

interest

in the history of rabbinical literature
and in its textual criticism. He ac-

cordingly began at an early age a
eomiiilation of passages ut rabbinical literature in
which dialectic authors hud tried to solve questions

This comthat were based on chronological errors.
pilation he called
chv^ ("Some Oversights").

im

It

was never

printed.

—

"

Azulai
'Azzut Panim
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A/ulai's scholarship made liim so famous that in
1755 he was chosen as meshullah (emissary), an
honor bestowed on such men only as were, by their
learning, well fitted to represent the Holy Land in
Europe, where the people looked upon a Palestinian
rabbi as a model of learning and piety.
He traveled
in this capacity through Italy, France, Germany,
and Holland. On his return to Palestine he settled in
Hebron, where his ancestor Abraham Azulai (No. 2)
first settled when he came to Palestine.
Joseph David Sinzheim, in a eulogy on Azulai, states
that the latter left Palestine three times on his missions, in 1755, 1770, and 1781. His diary and his other
works are, however, not clear on this point. In
1755 he was in Germany, in 1764 in Egypt, and in
the year 1773 in Tunis, Morocco, and Italy, in which
latter country he seems to have remained until 1777,
most probably occupied with the printing of the first
part of his biographical dictionary, " Shem ha-Gedolim," Leghorn, 1774, and with his notes on the Shulhan 'Aruk, entitled "Birke Yosef," Leghorn, 177476.
In 1777 he was in France, and in 1778 in HolOn October 28 of the latter year he married,
land.
in Pisa, his second wife, Rachel his first wife, Sarah,
had died in 1773. Noting this event in his diary, he
adds the wish that he may be permitted to return to
This wish seems not to have been realPalestine.
ized.
At all events he remained in Leghorn, occupied with the publication of his works.
Azulai 's literary activity is of an astonishing
breadth.
It embraces every department of rabbinical literature: exegesis, homiletics, casuistry. Cab-

had

;

ala, liturgies,

and

literary history.

The

last

is,

as

"

;

876

In his diary he notes all the cabalistic recin manuscripts, and gives many
instances of the miraculous effects of
His Super- his prayers. In his religious attitude
he is a strict rigorist. He di.scusses
stition.
the question of early burial, which he
recommends chiefly on the ground of the cabalistic
doctrine that the delay of burial occasions suffering
to the dead, and actually writes: "If it should happen in one case out of ten thousand that one would
be buried alive, this would not be the slightest sin
for it was so foreordained in order to avoid the evil
that would result to the world from this man or his
posterity" ("Hayyim Sha'al," i. 25).
Azulai's exegetical works are of the same character, being filled with interpretations of numerals and
Instances of this kind are
of casuistic methods.
found on every page of his " Homat Anak " (Wall
Made by a Plumb-Line Amos vii. 7) and in his commentary to the Psalms, entitled " Yosef Tehillot
general.

found by him

ipes

;

Add

(To

Praise),

Leghorn, 1794.

a writer Azulai was most prolific. The list of
his works, compiled by Benjacob, runs to seventyone items but some are named twice, because they
have two titles, and some are only
His Works, small treatises. Still, his activity was
marvelous. The veneration bestowed
upon him by his contemporaries was that given to
a saint. He reports in his diary that when he learned
in Tunis of the death of his first wife, he kept it
secret, because the people would have forced him
Legends printed in the appendix
to marry at once.
to his diary, and others found in Walden's "Shem

As

;

has alreadj' been stated, the only department in
which he was original. A voracious reader, he noted
all historical references and on his travels he visited
the famous libraries of Italy and France, where he
examined the Hebrew manuscripts.
His notes were published in four booklets, comprising two sections, under the titles " Shem ha-Gedolim " (The Name of the Great Ones), containing

ha-Gedolim he-Hadash" (compare also "Ma'aseh
Nora," pp. 7-16, Podgoritza, 1899), prove the great
respect in which he was held. Even to-day a great
many Oriental and Polish Jews undertake pilgrimages to his grave or send letters to be deposited

the names of authors, and " Wa'ad la-Hakamim
(Assembly of the Wise), containing the titles of
works. They were, however, so unsystematically
arranged that the mass of facts contained therein
was of little value until Isaac Benjacob, in 1852,
published the work systematically arranged, with
copious cross-references.
This treatise has estab-

Bibliography

;

lished for Azulai

a lasting place in Jewish

litera-

It contains data
that might
otherwise have been lost, and it proves
"Shem ha- the author to have had a critical mind,
Gedolim." except when touching cabalistic doc-

commentary

him

well,

and that

to receive, in less than

two

this

years,

the whole Cabala from the lips of Isaac Luria (see

"Hayyim

Vital," in

A complete bibliographical list of his works Is
found in the preface to Benjacob's edition of Shem haOed(Mm, Wilna, 1852, and frequently reprinted Carmoly, in
the edition of Shem ha-Gedolim, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael, p. 343 Hazan, Hama'alot
1843
WShelnmoh, Alexandria, 1894; Walden, Shem ha-Gedolim
he-Hadash, 1879; and the diary Ma'agal Tob, edited by
Elijah Benamozegh, Leghorn, 1879; Michael, Or ha^Hayyim,
:

;

;

;

No. 868.
L.

5

D.

G.
.

Isaac Azulai

:

Noted

lived at Heson of Abraham

cabalist

;

Zebi, who was rabbi in Hebron (died 1731) and the
author of " Orim Gedolim " (The Great Lights) a

had drunk water from Miriam's
fact enabled

two sons, Abraham and Raphael
Of the former nothing is known.

some Tal-

to Chronicles or to

treatise (see " Rashi." in "

Nevertheless he firmly

left

Shem ha-Gedolim ").
believed that Hayyim Vital

trines.
By sound scientific methods
he investigated the question of the genuineness of

mudic

Azulai

Isaiah (No. 12).

bron in the seventeenth century
(No. 2). He wrote "Zera' Yizhak " (The Seed of
Isaac), a cabalistic work, now lost.
He died at
Constantinople, presumably while traveling as an
emissary for the congregations of the Holy Land.
One married Benjamin Zebi
Isaac had two sisters.
and was the mother of Hayyim Abraham Israel

ture.

His

Rashi's

there.

"Shem ha-Gedolim").

The amount

of blind superstition found in his
diary and other works is almost incredible in a man
of such admirable critical ability and his liturgical
works have greatly helped to make this superstition
;

;

—

treatise on rabbinical law
and of " Yemin Mosheh "
(The Right Hand of Moses), glosses to the Shulhan
'Aruk (The Hague, 1777). The other became the
wife of David Isaaci and their son, Abraham
Isaaci (died Jan. 10, 1729), was an eminent rabbi in
Jerusalem and the author of responsa entitled "Zera'
Abraham " (The Seed of Abraham), 2 vols., Constantinople, 1732, and Smyrna, 1733.
;
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Under the uaine
6. Isaac Leonini Azulay
"Joseph Leoniui " (Leoniiii was the family name of
his mother) he pubhsljd in Berlin in 1794 a Spanish comedy, " El Delinciucnte Ilonrado," on tiie titlepage of which he describes himself as "Teacher of
Princess Augusta and in the gymnasium of Berlin."
He is said to have traveled to Prague in order to
stud}' at the university there, but was robbed of his
money and found himself stranded in Berlin, where
he resorted to the; teaching of languages to gain a
Azulay sub.sequently settled in London,
livelihood.
where he married Bella Friedlaender, a cousin of
Chief Rabbi Herscbell. He died in that citv July
:

17, 1840.
:

1765.

8. Isaiah Azulai: Father of Isaac Zerahiah
(No. 7) and grandfather of Hayyim Joseph David
Died in Jerusalem March 3, 1732.
(No. 4).
Father of Abraham
9. Mordecai Azulai :
Lived in Fez toward the end of the six(No. 2).
teenth century.
10. Moses Azulai: Son of Raphael Isaiah
(No. 12). He edited some of his father's responsa in
the collection *' Zikron Mosheh " (Remembrance of
Moses), Leghorn. 1830, and made an epitome of
some of the works of his grandfather, Hayyim Joseph David (No. 4).

11. Nissim Zerahiah Azulai: Editor and annotator of Shabbethai Cohen's "ShuDian ha-Tahor"
(The Pure Table), a treatise on the 613 commandments, Safed, 1836. He perished in the earthquake
at Safed Jan. 1, 1837.
12. Raphael Isaiah Azulai Rabbi in Ancona,
where he died about 1830. One of his daughters
married Abraham, son of the renowned rabbi David
Pardo and her grandson Moses Pardo was rabbi of
Alexandria from 1871 to 1888. He was the author
of a number of responsa and decisions, which appeared partly under the title " Tiferet Mosheh " (The
Splendor of Moses), and partly in the " Zikron Mosheh " of his son Moses (No. 10).
Bibliography Azulai, Shem ha^Gedolim, s.v.; Zedner, Cat.
:

;

:

Hcbr. Books British Mii^eum
Kazan, Ha-Ma'alot liShelomoh, 1894; The Leisure ifour, London, Aug., 1886;
Allg. Zeit. des Judenthums, 1839, p. 60; private sources.
D.- A. P.
D.
;

or

false prophet,

xxviii.

2.

AZUR: 1. Father of Hananiah, a
contemporary with Jeremiah (Jer.

1).

A leader who

miah (Neh.

3. Father of Jfuizaniah, a prince of

nounced by Ezekiel (Ezek.
J-

xi.

1

tlie

JR-

'AZZUT PANIM
A term api)lied

people de-

tt luq.).

G. B. L.
"

brazen -faccdnity,
an impudent person. Tlie
phrase " 'az panim" occurs in Deut. xxviii. 50 ("a nation of fierce countenance "), and in Dan. viii. 23 ("a
king of fierce countenance"). " The brazen faced one
goestoGeheinia, the shame-faced, orliashful, to Can
'Eden," says R. Judah (Mas. Kallali, ii., and (hence
transferred to Abot v. 20; see Taylor, "Sayings of
the Fathers," i>. 96).
"He who has not bosliet
panim' [bashfulnessor shamefacedness] of a surety
his ancestors stood not on Mount Sinai " that is, he
has not the pure blood of the Jewish race in liim
(Ned. 2ii((; compare Mek., Yitro, 9 on "His fear
be upon your face that ye sin not," Ex. xx. 20).
One of the characteristics of the Jewish people, next
to their being compassionate and benevolent, is their
bashf ulness (Yeb. 79«). No greater insult can therefore be inflicted upon a Jew than to call him " 'Azzut Panim," in dialect also " Azzes Poniui." " Every
priest that shows 'Azzut Panim is surely a descendant of the slaves of Pashhur, the son of Innner, the
priest who smote the prophet Jeremiah and put him
in stocks [Jer. xx. 1]; these slaves having intermarried with priestly houses " (Kid. 706.) According to
"
R. Eliezer, R. Joshua, and R. Akiba, an " 'az panim
(shameless person) exposes himself to the suspicion
of being the ofispring of an incestuous marriage or
of some forbidden connection ("mamzer," or "ben
An " 'az panim"
ha-niddah"; Mas. Kallah, ii.).
may be called "rasha' "(wicked), in accordance with
Prov. xxi. 29 ("A wicked man hardeneth his face "),
or be hated, in accordance with Eccl. viii. 1 (which,
with the reading " yesunne," means " the boldness of
An " 'az panim "
his face causeth him to be hated ").
is sure of falling a victim to sin, and it is on account
of " 'azze fanim " (the shameless) in the land that
rain is withheld, according to Jer. iii. 3: "Therefore
thou rethe showers have been withholden,
fusedst to be ashamed" (Ta'an. lb).
At the close of his daily prayers Rabbi Judah haNasi used to say: "May it be Thy will, O Lord our
God and God of our fathers, to save us from 'azze
'azzut
fanim' [the shameless ones] and from
panim' [shamelessness] from an evil man, an evil
plague," etc. (Ber. 16/>)— a prayer which found a
place in the daily morning prayer of the common
ness"):

(D^JS

to

'

,

7. Isaac Zerahiah Azulai
Father of Hayyim
Joseph David (No. 4). Died in Jerusalem Jan. 16,

AZZUK

Azulai
'Azzut Fanim

x. 17).

sealed the covenant with Nehe-

;

.

.

.

'

'

,

liturgy.
J.

8R.

K.

:

.
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B
BA'AL

plural construct, Ba'ale, ""^ya):
owner of an object.
In connection with many nouns, it expresses some
Many
relation between the person and an object.
of these combinations are found in Bible phraseology,
and are still used, especially among the Polish-German Jews; e.c/., "Ba'al ha-Bayit" (master of the
house), corruptly pronounced " Baalboos. " In the
(f)yn;

Hebrew word

lor possessor or

idiom of the Talmud the words compounded with
Ba'al that arc especially used to designate th.e different classes among scholars are: "Ba'ale Geniara,"
or "Ba'ale Talmud," those versed in the Talmud;
"Ba'ale Mikra," those versed in tiie Bible; and
"Ba'ale Mishnah," those versed in the Mishnah.
Other compounds with Ba'al adopted from the Talmud, and still frequently used, are: "Ba'ale Hayyim," animals; "Ba'al Din," opponent, the plural
being "Ba'ale Din [in]," those engaged in a laAvsuit;
"Ba'al Tesimbah," the repentant sinner; "Ba'al
Yesurin," one afflicted witli pain " Ba'al Mum," one
liaving a bodily defect " Ba'al 'Ezah," counselor. A
curious use of Ba'al is found in the rabbinic, espeIt
cially tlie halakic, writings of the Middle Ages.
;

;

by the title of his bestBa'al is combined; ej/.,
"Ba'al
"Ba'al Halakot," meaning Isaac Alfasi
Hassagot," meaning Abraham b. David. Jacob b.
Asher is commonly cited as " Ba'al ha-Turim " another coditier, Mordecai b. Abraham Y^afe, as "Ba'al
ha-Lebushim," being the autliors of those works
respectively.
The critic Zerachiah ben Isaac is
called after his work " Ba'al ha-Maor"; and Moses
Isserles is known as " Ba'al lia-Mappah. "
The great
preacher Isaac Arama is very seldom cited imdcr
his own name, but as "Ba'al 'Akedah"; and the
lexicographer Nathan b. Jehiel is cited as "Ba'al
he-'Aruk." The Tosafists are called "Ba'ale haTosafot," an e.xpression that designates the school,
just as "Ba'ale ha-Melikar " is the term for philosophers (compare Me'iu B.\.'al Nes; Ba'al Shem).

consists in citing

an

autlior

known work, with which

;

Ba'al Hf.iirnn

;

dialect,

Bal hissaron

(a

man having some phys-

ical defect).

Hob

(debtor: though in the
ix. 2; Ned. 47/), and elsewhere).

Ba'al

Talmud

the creditor, Ket.

Ba'al Kahod: dialect, -Bal Kovod (a man who lays stress on
forms of respect).
Ba'al Koah (man of strength).
Ba'al Korch (the reader from the scroll of the Law).
Ba'al [Mahaloket] Maliahikcx (a quarrelsome man).
Ba'al MahaKhaholi [Maha!<habot] (a dreamer ; literally, a man
of thoughts).

Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al

u-Mattan (a business man).
Mazzal (man of good luck; a fortunate man).
Mcfuuiutk (a lover of comfort and ease).
Mclakah [Bal Mehiko] (a working man; a craftsman).
Mrt.s.sa

MUhamah

[Bal Milliomo] (a man of war; a soldier).
man of some physical blemish).
Ncs (a man who had some miraculous experience in life).
Nihush (a man of superstitious notions; a believer in

Mum

(a

omens).
Ba'al Nmayon

(a

man who

has been tried and has stood the

test).

Ba'al Scrarah (an aristocrat).
Ba'al Shalom (a man of peace).
Ba'al SItcm (master in the use of the Holy Name).
Ba'al TefiUah (the reader of the prayers on special occasions).
Ba'al Tcshuhah (the man of repentance one who has turned
from an irreligious to a religious mode of life).
Ba'al Tnbah (a man who loves to show kindness toothers).
Ba'al Torah (a man of learning).
Ba'al Uman [Talmudical, Ba'al Umanut'\ (a craftsman).
Ba'al Yctnirin (a man afflicted with pain).
Ba'al Zcdakah (a man of benevolence).
Ba'al Zikkaron (the possessor of a good memory).
;

K.

J.

;

BA'AL
Data

:

AND BA'AL-WORSHIP.— Biblical

The wide-spread and primitive Semitic

("ba'al")

may

root

be most nearly rendered in English

Bibliography: Kohut, Aruch Completnm, ii. 141-150; Levy,
Neuhehr. ir()r(eri>. 1. -'48-249 Jastrovv, Dicd'o/icui/, p. 182.
;

SR.

J.

L. G.

The following enumeration of the most popular
compounds of Ba'al that luive crept into common
use

may

be found useful

Ba'al ''Askau (a busybody).
Ba'al ha-Baiiit (master of the house)

;
dialect form, BaalhooK, whence Bal BulMc (mistress of the house).
Ba'al-licrit (the master of the covenant), name given to the
father upon whose child the covenant rite of circumcision

is

(After a photograph.)

performed.

Ba'al Dahar (compare Ex. xxlv.

14,

" Ba'al Debarim," the

man who
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al
Ba'al

Altar of Ba'al at Petra, Idumiea.

has a case before the court).
Darxlinii, or Ba'al Dcrush (the preacher).
Din (the man who has a litiuration at court).
(a man of fear ; a timid man).
'Krck (one who is assessed one well-to-do).
Kzah (a man of counsel an able adviser).
Gehurah (a man of strength a robust man).

Kmah

;

;

;

Halom (a dreamer)
Hen (a man of pleasing

manners).

The term "Ba'al," tlierefore, which
usually explained as moaning "lord," is properly "possessor" or "owner," and is so used in a
great variety of applications in common Hebrew
speech.
Thus we read of the "ba'al" of a house,
of land, of goods, of a woman (that is, as a husband).
It is also generalized so far as to be a
mere noun of relation. Thus a "ba'al of dreams"
by "possess."

is
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a " ba'al of auger " is an angry man a
wings " is a bird a " ba'al of edges " is twoedged; "ba'alimof a covenant" are allies; "ba'als
is

a

(Ireaiiicr

;

;

" ba'al of

;

Further, a "ba'al"
of an oatli " are conspirators.
may be tlie owner of animals (Isa. i. 3; Ex. x.\i. 28
et seq.),

but not of

men

as slaves or subjects,
for the phrase in Isa.
8, the "ba'alim"
of the nations, implies

xvi.

dominioa over regions
rather than over people.
"Ba'al" in Hebrew is tlierefore essentially
different from
"adon," which implies
personal sway and control.
When any divinity is called " ba'al " or

"a

ba'al," the designa-

must be understood to imply not a
ruler of men, but a
possessor or controller
of certain things. On
the other hand, the
Assyrian (Babylonian)
"bel," originally the
same w^ord, implies especially lordship over
tion

Ba'al as a Sun-God.
(From a Phtniiian

stele

i[i

the Louvre.)

men, though it is also,
as in all north-Semitic languages, used as a mere
noun of relation. In Arabic "ba'al," as applied to
persons, is confined to the meaning of "husband."

Worship of
Ba'al among the Hebrews can only be settled by tracing it among the Semites in general and especially
among the Babylonians. Here the name (Bel) is that
of one of the earliest and most honored of national
Bel was the special god of Nippur, perhaps
deities.

The question

Bel in

Babylonia,

as to the origin of the

the oldest of Babylonian cities. Nippur was in the earliest known times a
religious center, and the prestige of
Bel was so great that when the city

Babylon became supreme his name was imposed
upon that of Merodach, the patron deity of the capital, who was thenceforth known as Bel-Merodach
There is, howor simply Bel (compare Isa. xlvi. 1).
ever, nothing to show that Bel was a universal object of Semitic worship before he became the god of
of

Nippur. Moreover, Nippur, like other Babylonian
cities, had its own local deity under whose auspices
the city itself and its temple were founded, and who
seems to have received the name Bel, "lordly, dominant," by reason of the renown and influence of this
central shrine.
This, however, will hardly account for the place

held by Bel in the Babylonian pantheon, where he
appears as the god of the earth, distinguished from
Ann, the god of the heavens, and Ea, the god of the
lower world. Bel seems to have been honored on
similar grounds in Lagash in southern Babylonia,
and it is reasonable to suppose that it was a combination of the several leading cults of such Bels that
led to the unification indicated in the position of the
great Babylonian Bel
It appears probable that it

was

tlie

Ba'al

Ba'al-Worship

gradual assinulation of

cities

and petty

states that raised the leading local deities to national
prominence. Thereafter otiior inlluences, sacerdotal,
theological, and administrative, cooperated to make

a favorite cult predominant. Bel, accordingly, became a distinct national god, with a proper name, at
an early date, though at a comparatively late stage
of religious development.
In Palestine such a degree of syncretism in BaaiWorship was never attained. There were several
reasons for

this,

the chief of which

was

Jews
that political comljination of any sort
Advanced was diflicult in that singularly diverDevelop-

region, so that each city-state
the Canaanites retained its own

sified

ment

among

in
Palestine,

special divinity with its separate and
independent shrine. Yet when any
community came to exert a wide influence, as did
the city of Tyre, the worship of its deity extended
among the dependent cities and might even be
adopted elsewhere by virtue of alliances, political
or matrimonial, on the part of the rulers of the reSuch, for example, was the occaspective states.
sion of the degradation of worship in Israel in the
time of Solomon (I Kings xi. 1 et seq.) and of Ahab
(I

Kings

xvi. 31 et seq.).

The passage last cited is suggestive. There it is
stated that Ahab "took as a wife Jezebel, daughter of
Ethbaal, king of the Sidouians, and he went and
served the Baal and worshiped him and he set up
an altar to the Baal in the liouse of Baal which he
had built in Samaria." It is hardly likely that the
passage embodies a reference to a god Ba'al whose
;

worship was common throughout Palestine, for "the
Baal," according to the context, does not necessarily
mean anything more than Melkart, the deity specially

honored by the

Phenicians

and

(

Sidoni-

it appears that there were
many Ba'als in Palestine, each of whom
stood on an independent footing (compare

aus),

in fact

Baal-bekitii.Ba'al-

But Ahab
had no occasion to aggrandize any one of
these minor Ba'alim,
i.M, etc.).

he did not
gard them as at

.since

reall

serviceable.

To account for the
worship of these
Ba'alim we may refer
to the usage of the
word
noun.

as a

common

The supernatBa'al Hainon.

ural powers most ob(From a Ph»nlcl«n l»rr«-<i.tu In Uw UmrraO
vious to the imagination of primitive Semites were those which were
supposed to supply their most pressing wants, such

need of food and drink. Gatherings and
settlements were made where the soil was most inviting; that is, where it was perennially productive.
Such districts were regarded as being fertilized by

as the

—
Ba'al-Worship
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divine agency, and as each of them had its own
divinity or demon as the "owner" of tlie soil, such
a being was called its "Ba'al." The
Stages in usage, having thus begun in agricultiiral settlements, was naturally transBa'alWorship, ferred to the sites of cities, all of
which were in any case founded under
religious auspices. Hence the multiplicity of Ba'als;
and hence the proper names of places which have
" Baal" as the first element, such as Baat.-hazor,

Baal-hekmon, Baal-meon, Baal-pekazi.m, BaalsiiALisiiA, Baal-tamar, and Baal-zepiion. A second stage of development Avas reached when to
the Ba'al of a place was assigned a more abstract
character as a divinity of wider functions as Baala further step was taken
BEKiTir, Baalzebub.
when the name was used absolutely of a god Ba'al
without qualilications, used, for example, in antithesis to Yhwii and as the second element in names
of persons, in such forms as Ish-baal ("Man of
Ba'al ") or Hannibal ("Favor of Ba'al ").
It is not correct, therefore, to speak of Ba'al as being a universal Semitic deity, nor even as being the

On the
object of a common Canaanitish worship.
other hand, it can not be said that there was no god
Ba'al, as a distinct divinity among inland or maritime Canaanites, for later usage points clearly to
the use of the word as a proper name without any
definition whatever.
It would appear that the Hebrews first learned
Ba'al-Worship from the agricultural Canaanites.
Their life before the conquest of Canaan, whether
lived in or outside of Palestine, was nomadic, and
therefore kept them beyond the circle of religious
associations promoted by the cultivation of the soil.
After their settlement the Israelites
the began to live as did the people of
Hebrews the laud, and with the new mode of
Adopted industrial and domestic life came the

How

example and the incitement of the religious use and wont that were inseparable from the soil. The stated festivals, in
which the Ba'als of the land had drawn to themselves all the enthusiasm and devotion of an intensely
religious people, were a part of the fixed order of
things in Palestine, and were necessarily appropriated by the religion of Yhwh. With them came
the danger of mixing the rites of the false gods and
the true God; and, as a matter of fact, the syncretism did take place and contributed more than
anything else to the religious and moral decline of
the Cult,

Israel.

The noxious elements in such Ba'al-Worship were
not simply the degradation of Yhwh and the enthronement in his place of a baseless superstition.

The

chief evil arose from the fact that the Ba'als
were more than mere religious fan-

Dangers
and Evils

They were made

the symbols
powers of nature,
of the
and thus their worship ministered to
Worship, sexual indulgences, which it at the
same time legalized and encouraged.
Further, there was placed side by side with the Ba'al
tasies.

of the reproductive

a corresponding female symbol, the Ashtoreth
(Babyl. " Ashtar ") and the relation between the two
deities was set forth as the example and the motive
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of unbridled sensuality. The evil became all the
worse when in the popular view Yhwh liimself
was regarded as one of the Ba'als and the chief of
them (Hosea ii. 16). It was in northern Israel, where
agriculture was more followed than in the southern
kingdom, that Ba'al- Wor,5hip was most insidious and
virulent.
The Book of Hosea speaks
Popular eloquently and pathetically of the
and Official moral and religious ruin which it
Forms of wrought in the days just before the fall
the Cult, of the monarchy. It was to the Ba'als
that the popular worship of the high
places was paid; or, more frequently, to Yhwh
Himself with Baalish rites. In the kingdom of Judah
the inveterate evil was abated, if not at once quelled,
by the concentration of all religious acts in Jcru.salem and its Temple. More pernicious while it lasted
than this popular inland Canaanitic cult was the
elaborate olficial Ba'al-Worship of Ahab and Jezebel,
above alluded to, which was finally rooted out by
revolution and proscription (II Kings ix., x.). It
had prophets by the hundred, as well as priests, and
had the effect of virtually though not avowedly putting the religion of Yhwh under the ban.
It was
introduced into Judah by Athaliah, daughter of
Jezebel and its suppression there was also accompanied by a civil outbreak (II Kings xi. Aetseq.).
Ba'al-Worship did not play so great a part in the later
religion of Judah as did the adoration of the heavenly
bodies and related usages borrowed from Assyria and
Babylonia, ^et the customs native to the soil lingered on till they were obliterated by the Exile.
Apart from the offerings of fruits from the earth
and the firstlings of cattle, much is not known with
regard to the rites of the popular Ba'alRites and Worship. Self-torture and mutilation
Accom- characteristic of the Phenician type
paniraents. (I Kings xviii.28) were probably absent
from the simpler and freer usages of
the primitive local observances. It is also doubtful
whether the sacrifice of children, proper to the service of Molech, was ever a feature of inland Canaanitic Ba'al-Worship (.Jer. xix. 5 is to be corrected by
The shrines were little more than altars
the LXX.).
with the symbol of the Ashtoreth planted beside it
the sacred tree-stem or pole named from an old
Canaanite goddess, Ashera, with whom Ashtoreth
was identified. Near by sacred pillars were also
;

often reared.
It has been already indicated that the Ba'al plays
a great rfile in Canaanitic proper names. A curious
phase in the history of the cult in Israel
is shown in the substitution by later
Baal in
Personal editors of (nt^2), " boshet, " " the shameful thing," for Ba'al in such names as
Names,
comIshbosheth and Mephibosheth
pare "Eshbaal," I Chron. viii. 33, and "Meribbaal," I
name which could not be
Chron. ix. 40 (viii. 34).
thus treated was " Bealiah " (I Chron. xii. 6 [A. V.
;

A

5]),

which means "Jehovah

ef 86(7.;

is

Ba'al."

De Pw Sj/ri.s; Movers, PMnizier, 1. 169
Munter, RcUaion der Karthamr; Gesenius, The-
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Mohaminedan

McC.

Liiterature It is more
tliau doubtful wiiethor "Bual " appears in the Korau
as a proper came. Five times it is used in the sense
"liusband"; once in the singular (sura xi. 75), and
:

times in the plural (suras ii. 228, xxiv. 31).
used of a god (sura xxxvii. 125). In that
passage, according to the interpretation of Ibn 'Abbas ("Lisan al-Arab," xiii. C2), a cousin of the
prophet and the founder of Koranic exegesis (died
Sura xxxvii. 123687), it is to be rendered "Lord."
127 may be translated " And verily Elijah was one
of the divine messengers when he said to his people,
Will ye invoke a Lord [" Ba'l "]
'AVill ye not fear?

four

Once

it is

:

and abandon the best of creators, God your Lord
But they gave
and the Lord of your forefathers?
him the lie; and they, verily, will be brought to
judgment. " There seems little doubt that Ibn 'Ab'

bas' interpretation of "Ba'l," as equivalent to
"rabb" (lord) or "malik" (possessor), represents the

conception of Mohammed. It agrees with Arabic
usage (see "Lisan al-Arab," I.e., and Lane, "Lexicon," p. 228 b. c). But later Islam, with few exceptions, has united to interpret "Ba'l" as a proper
name. One exegete has said that it meant any idol
another, that it was any deity
for the great mass of Moslems,
Ba'l was an idol of gold worshiped by the people of
Bakk, a town in Syria, afterward called from it
"Ba'lbakk " (Baalbek). It was twenty cubits high,
("

sanam

") in

general

;

But

except God.

entered it and
according to the usual
Moslem idea. This was in the time of Ahab and
Jezebel; and Bakk was their capital. Others have
still others,
held that it was in the time of Jonah
that it was a woman whom the people of Bakk worshiped. For the later legend see Al-Tha'labi (died

and had four faces and
spoke to the people from
;

" devils "

it,

;

1036),

"Kisasal-Anbiya," ed. Cairo, p. 142, and refSee also Elijah in Mohammedan

erences above.

Literature.
J.

L).

JR.

BA'AL HA-BAYIT

(n^an

B. M.

^X?n, literally

"mas-

ter of the house" see Ex. xxii.7 [R. V.8] Judges xix.
"
"
"
22. In Talmudic usage owner, " landlord, " host "
;

;

see

Jastrow, "Dictionary,"

Balboos;

plural,

s.v. n''2-

In Yiddish,

Ba'ale Battim): In more modern

usage, the constituent members of a congregation as
contrasted with the " toshabim " (transient members
The Ba'ale Battim consist of those
or strangers).
members who pay over a certain amount for their
In return for this they
scats in the synagogue.
had special privileges, such as being elected bride-

groom of the Law, voting at elections, and certain
other advantages, on which account they are known
in England as "privileged members," as contrasted
with "seat-renters." They are also eligible for the
honorary offices of the synagogue, and can not
evade service except on payment of a fine.
Bibliography Jewish Ctironicle, Jan. 11, 1901, p. U.
:

Ba'al-WorBhlp

Baal-Hanan

Shechem (Judges ix. 4). The term " Ba'al " is shown
by the equivalent" El-berith " (Judges ix. 46, U. V.)
to mean " the God of the Covenant. "
In considering
what the covenant (or covenants) was over which
this Ba'al presided, it must not necessarily be concluded that certain definite treaties of the time were
alone referred to, such as the Caiiaanilic league of
which Shechem was the head, or the covenant between Israel and the people of Shechem (Gen.
xxxiv.).
The term is too abstract to have been occasioned by a single set of c(^nditious. Moreover,
the temple of the god (Judges ix. 4, 46) in Sliechem
implies a permanent establishment.
Probably the
name and the cult were wide-spread and ancient (see
Baali.m), though it happens to have been mentioned
only in connection with the aflfairs of Sliechem.
J.

:

Gideon, was identical, according to liie Kabbis, with
Baal-zebub, "the ba'al of flies," the god of Ekron
(II Kings i. 2).
He was worshiped in the shape of
a fly and so addicted were the Jews to his cult (thus
runs the tradition) that they would carry an image
of him in their pockets, producing it, and kissing it
from time to time. Baal-zebub is called Baal-berith
because such Jews might be said to make a covenant
(Hebr. "Berit") of devotion with the idol, being unwilling to part with it for a single moment (Shab.
According to another
836; comp. also Sanh. 636).
conception, Baal-berith was an obscene article of
idolatrous worship, possibly a miiulaci-um priupi
This is
(Yer. Shab. ix. Ud; 'Ab. Zarah iii. 43rt).
;

evidently based on the later significance of the
word "berit," meaning circumcision.
L. G.
J. SR.
place situated at the northern
limit of Palestine, in the valley of Lebanon, near
Mount Hermon (Josh. xi. 17, xii. 7, xiii. 5). Since
I Chron. v. 23 mentions Baal-hermon as the northern
limit of the tribe of Manasseh, it has been supposed

BAAL-GAD A
:

This
that Baal-gad and Baal-hermon are identical.
conjecture is quite possible, and more jilausible than

Raumer, Robinson, and others,
(Hermon) is identical
celebrated Paneas (Banias) for Paneas

that of Gesenius,

according to

whom 'Baal-gad

with the later
can hardly be said to lie in the valley of Lebanon.
Others have connected Baal-gad with HasbOja in
;

the Bika'.
J.

F. Br.

JH.

BAAL-HAMON: A
viii.

11,

in

which

have had a vineyard

place

passage
there; its

mentioned in Cant.
Solomon is said to
identity is unknown.

"
"
Graetz proposes to read " Baal-hermon for Baalhamon"; but this is mere conjecture. Biilamon
(Judith viii. 3), with which Delitzsch and otlurg
have sought to identify it, is apparently the Old
Testament Ibleam, or Biloam, and the modem
the
Bel'ame, a moderately fruitful valley south of
eliminate
great plain of Jezreel. Bickell and Chey ne

the word, to preserve the meter.
F. Bu.

J-

BAAL-BERITH.— Biblical Data
A

("

the Ba'al

form of Ba'al-worship prevailof the Covenant ")
ing in Israel (Judges viii. 33), and particularly in
:

McC.

J. F.

JR.

The idol Baal-In Rabbinical Literature
berith, which the Jews worshiped after the death of

BAAL-HAN AN:

An Edomite

king (Gen.
XXX vi. 38). He is called the son of Achbor but the
name of his native city is not given. For this and
1.

;

Baal-Hazor
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Ba'al Shexu
other reasons, .Marquart

("

Fuudameute

Israelitischer

supposes
"
a duplicate of " son of Beor

uiul JiidiselKT Gescli." 189(5, pp. 10 et mj.)

that " sou of Achbor " is
(Gen. xx.wi. 32), and that "Baal-lianan " in the
original text is given as the name of the father of
the next king, lladad.
Gederite who had charge of David's olive2.
and sycamore-trees in the low plains of Judah (I

A

Chron. xxvii.
J.

28).

F. Bu.

.ii{.

The context seems to favor
on account of the shameful liceutiou.suesa
into which many of the Israelites were there enBut all Ba'al-worship encouraged this .sin;
ticed.
and Peor may not have been worse than many other
for sensual indulgence.
his view,

shrines in this respect, though the evil there was
certainly flagrant.
In Hosea ix. 10 " Baal-jicor " is

same as "Beth-peor," and
"Beth-baal-peor."

the

J.

:

J.

F. Bu.

JR.

BAAL-HERMON
23)

:

J.

(Judges

iii.

3;

Chron.

I

v.

See Baal-gad.
F. Bu.

JR.

BAAL KOR^

"the master
(Slip
reading ") Term applied to the person who reads
the weekly portion from the Pentateuch usually
the hazan, though not necessarily so (see Cantili,ation; Hazzan; Music, Synagogal; compare
Dembitz, "Jewish Services in Synagogue and
hv^, literally

:

—

Home," pp.

70, 71, 262).

contracted from
J.

F. Mc-C.

of

exposing that part of tlic body
which all persons usually take the utmost care to
conceal.
It is related that on one occasion a strange
ruler came to the place where Peor was worshiped,
to sacrifice to him; but when he heard of this silly
practise, he caused his soldiers to attack and kill
the worshipers of the god (Sifre, Num. 131 Sanh.
106'0- The same .sources mention various other facts
concerning the cult, all of which give the impression
that it still existed at the time of the Tannaim.
That the statements of the Rabbis are not wholly
imaginative and do not take their coloring from the
rites of .some heathen or antinomian-Gnostic sects is
shown by the fact that the worship of Peor is ridiculed, but nowhere stigmatized as moral depravitj',
by the Rabbis, which latter might have been expected, had the assertions of the Rabbis been based
on the Gnostic cults mentioned.
this idol consisted in

;

J.

F. L. C.

A.

JR.

is

In Rabbinical Literature: The worship

BAAL-HAZOR A place situated near Ephraim,
where Absalom possessed an estate (II Sam. xiii.
It was there that during a sheep-sliearing fes23).
tival Amnon was killed at the instigation of his
stepbrother Absalom. Baal-hazor has, with some
degree of plausibility, been identified as the modern
It is
Tell 'Azur, east of Beth-el (see Ephraim).
perhaps the same as Hazor, mentioned in Neh. xi. 33.
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L. G.

SR.

BAAL-PERAZIM A

place mentioned in the
report of the battle between David and the Philistines in II Sam. v. 20 (compare I Chron. xiv. 11).
The Philistines encamped in the valley of Repiiaim,
while David withdrew to the hill-fortress of Adul1am and thence proceeded to Baal perazim, where
he defeated the Philistines. Consequently the place
must have been situated in the valley of Rephaim;
but more definite information concerning it can not
be found. One is tempted to connect it with Mount
:

BAAL-MEON, BETH-BAAL-MEON,
or BEON
A city in the eastern

BETH-MEON,

:

part of the Jordan district, which is designated in
Numbers (xxxii. 3, 38), Jo.shua (xiii. 17), and Chronicles (v. 8) as Israelitish (Reubenitish), and in Jeremiah (xlviii. 23) and Ezekiel (xxv. 9) as Moabitish.
According to the inscription on the Moabite Stone
(lines 9 30), this city was reconquered by King
Mesha after it had become, under Omri, one of the
cities of the Israelites.
The site of Baal-meon, which
is declared by Eusebius to be at a distance of nine
Roman miles from Heshbon, is marked by the ruins
of Ma'in.
The remains of buildings show the
Roman style of architecture. In a number of
houses the lower part is hewn out of the rock. As
Eusebius uses the name "Baian" ("Onomastica
Sacra," ed. Lagarde, ccxxxii. 40) for "Beon" (Num.
xxxii. 3), the word has been connected with the sons
of Ba3an (I Mace. v. 4 et seq.), who were punished
by Judas Maccabeus for their hostility toward the
Jews. The name of this same Bedouin tribe occurs
also in Arabic authors (Wellhausen, "I. J. G.," 3d
ed., p. 277).
J.

Perazim
J.

(Isa. xxviii. 21).

F. Bu.

JR.

BAAL-SHALISHA A

place mentioned in II
Kings iv. 42, and in the Talmud (Sanh. 12a). Eusebius identifies it with Baithsarisa, 15 Roman miles
to the north of Lydda.
This, however, is uncertain,
and there is much in favor of connecting Baal-shalisha with the ruins of Serisiyj'ah, lying on the western side of the mountains of Ephraim, or with the
ruins of the cities Kefr Thilth, lying somewhat to
the northeast.
According to the Talmud (loc. ctt.),
fruits ripened earlier at Baal-shalisha than elsewhere
:

in Palestine.

Bibliography
F. Bu.

JR.

BAAL-PEOR: Name
Peor was a mountain

in

of

a

Canaanitish god.

Moab (Num.

xxiii.

28),

whence the special locality Beth-peor (Deut. iii. 29,
etc.) was designated.
It gave its name to the Ba'al
who was there worshiped, and to wliose service
entrance into Canaan, was, for a
(Num. xxv. 3, 5; Ps. cvi. 28).
liimself also called "Peor" by abbrevia-

Israel, before the

brief time, attracted

The god is
tion (Num. xxxi.

16; Josh. xxii. 17).

It is

commonly

held that this form of Ba'al-worship espeeially called

tine, p. 351
J.

;

G. A. Smith, HistnricallOeographii of PalesBuhl, Geographie des Alten PaULstiiia, p. 2U.
:

F. Bu.

JR.

BA'AL SHEM

(D:;'

^2;

plural, "Ba'alei She-

mot," more correctly "Ba'alei Shem," i.e., Master of
tlie Name): Designation of certain people who were
supposed to work miracles through the name of
God. This belief in the miraculous power of the
Sacred Name is very old, having a history that cov
ers more than two thousand years (compare Shem
ha-Meforash and God, Names of); but the designation " Ba'al Shem " seems to have originated

:

;
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only with the Gcrnian-Polisli Jews wlien they beac(iuaiiitc(l with tlie practical Cabala of the
The payyetaii Ijciijaiiiiii 1). Zr.Mah
school ot Luria.
is intleed called "Ba'al iSheiii," wiiich, however, only
indicates that in his piyyutini he frequently alludes
The first one
to the various mystical names of Cod.
who is known to have borne this name, Elijah of
Chelm, flourished about loUO, at tiie period when
the study of the Cabala was wide-si)read in Poland.
The Ba'al Shcm, which first was undoubtedly applied

came

only as a special distinction to particular men who
were considered great saints and in whose miraculous powers the people believed, had two centuries
These "Ba'ale
later (U'veloped into a profession.
Shem" represented a mixture of quack doctor, phyThey wrote amulets, prescribed
sician, and cabalist.
em))irie medicines, with which they were avcU acquainted, and engaged also in casting out or summoning spirits. Their profession was such that they
incurred the hostility of physicians, with whom they
The followoften entered into serious competition.
ing i)rayer, composed by a Ba'al 8hem for himself
ins compeers, is indicative of the attitude

ami

rels;

pear.

toward

me from enmity and quarand may envy between me and others disap-

the physicians

"

:

Preserve

Let, on the contrary, friendship, peace, and
prevail between me and the physicians,

harmony

that I may be respected in their opinion,
that they may not speak evil of me or of my acSolomon
tions" ("Toledot Adam," Zolkiev, 1720).
Maimon speaks, in his autobiography (i. 217), of a
Ba'al Shem who possessed medical knowledge and
.

.

.

.

suf^cient a.stuteness to make
petitor of the physicians.

Following

is

.

.

him a formidable com-

an approximately complete alphaknown to have been Ba'ale

betical list of persons

Shem
Eltianan, rabbi in Vienna, seventeenth century (Dembit(2) Elijah, rabbi at Chehn (government cif I.,ublin), a progenitor of Zebi Ashkenazi. HourisliPii
about loOO (Responsa of Zebi Ashkenazi, No. 93 Eniden,"MeRillat Sefer," 4); (3) Ehjah'b. Moses Loans ( t .').>>- IKJtJ); (4) Falk,
(1)

zer, '"Kelilat Yofl," 7S/>);

;

Hayyiiii Samuel, 1708-1782; (5) Gedaliah of Worms, an eminent
falnuidist, died between 1622 and 1624 (Kaufmann, " Ya'ir Hayyim," Baoharach, p. 20, note 2); (6) Israel b. Eliezer (17(X»-

commonly known as Ba'al Shkm-Tob (see article)
Joel b. Isaac Heilprin, middle of the seventeenth century
(8) Joel b. Uri Heilprin, beginning of the eighteenth century;
(9) Selig of Lublin, begirming of the eighteenth century ( Kaliana
in the passage cited below, p. 0:5); (10) Wolf, who, like most of
the Ba'ale Shem, lived in Poland in the beginning of the eighteenth century (Kahana I.e.) : <11) Sekl Loeb Wormser (17iW1846), the Michaelstadter Ba'al Shem. still known in Germany

1760),
(7)

pp. 59-04

;

:

Kahana, R. Yisrael Ba'al Shem-Tub,

Dembitzer,

1900,

I.e.

L. G.

K.

BAAIi SHEM, ELIJAH. See Loans, Elijah.
BAAL SHEM, JOEL. See Heilprin, Joel b.
Isaac, and Hi-;ilpkin, Joel

h.

Uri.

BA'AL SHEM-TOB, ISRAEL

ZEB

which his later success was in great
measure due, now stood him in good stead for he
could win ciiildreii and altacli tiiem to him by expla;

nations suited to their understanding.
Later he bein the same community, and at
about eighteen he married. When his young wife
died he left the place, and after serving for a long
time as helper in various small communities of Galicia, he settled as a teacher at Flust near Biody.
On account of his recognized honesty and his
knowledge of human nature he was chosen to act

came "shammash"

and mediator for people conducting
against each other; and his services were
brought into frequent requisition owing to the fact
that the Jews had tiieir own civil courts in Poland. In

as arbitrator
suits

this avocation Besht succeeded in making so deep an
impression upon the ricii and learned Ephraim of
Kuty that the latter promised Besht his daughter
Anna in marriage. The man died, however, without
telling his daughter of her betrothal; but Avhen .she
heard of his wish, she did not hesitate to comply.
Besht's wooing was characteristic. In the shabby
clothes of a peasant he presented himself at Brody
before Abraham Gerson Kutower, brother of the
girl, and a recognized authority in the Cabala and
Kutower was about to give him
the Talmud.
alms, when Besht produced a letter from his pocket,
showing that he was the designated bridegroom.
Kutower tried in vain to dissuade his sister Anna
from shaming the family by marrying this" 'am haarez"; but she regarded her father's will alone as

authoritative.

After his marriage Besht did not long remain with
this aristocratic brother-in-law, who was ashamed of
(for

he kept

up

the pretense of being an igno-

and he went to a village in the CarpaHis worldly
thians between Kuty and Kas.sowa.
property consisted of a horse given him by his
Every week his wife took a wagoiibrother-in-law.
loiid of lime to the surrounding villages; and from
But the
this they derived their entire sui>port.

rant fellow);

SeeHASiDiM; Folk Medicine.
Bibliography

hard to arrive at the liistorical facts. He is said to
have been born at Akuf (PjipK). a border-city between
Poland and Wallachia; bui no such place is known.
From the numerous legends connected witlihis birth
it appears that his jiareiits were poor, upright, and
piou.s, and that wlien left an orphan he was taken
care of by the community in which he lived.
At
the "heder" lie distinguished himself only by his frc(luent disappearances, being always found in tlie
lonely woods surrounding the place, rapturously
enjoying the beauties of nature.
His benefactors gave up the hope of his ever becoming a rabbi, and m>ide him a "heljjer, " who t(K>k
the children to and from school and rehearsed short
benedictions and prayers with them.
Early Life. His tender, sentimental nature, to

him

under that name.

Baal-Hazor
Ba'al Shein

B.

ELIE-

(commonly known by the initial letters of his
name, tS':^*!?^, BEShT): Founder of the sectof Hasidim; born about 1700; died at Miedzyboz (MedzliiThe little biographical inforbozh). May 22, 1760.
mation concerning him that exists is so interwoven
with legends and miracles that in many cases it is

magnificent scenery in this, the finest region of the
Carpathians, and the possibility of enjoying it without the interruptions of city life, compensated him
Besht's condition was betfor his great privations.
tered when he took a position as shohet in KshiloThis position he soon gave
wice, near laslowice.
up in order to conduct a village tavern which his
During the many
brother-in-law bought for him.
years that he lived in the woods and came into

;
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contact with the peasants, Besht learned how to use
plants for healing purposes and to effect wonderful
cures.
In fact, his first appearance in public was
that of an ordinary Ba'al Shem. He wrote amuTo his credit be it said
lets and prescribed cures.
that he was far from practising the quackery of his
In treating, for instance, those
fellows in the craft.
who suffered from melancholy, or the insane, he
sought to influence their minds.
After many trips in Podolia and Volhynia as a
Ba'al Shem, Besht, considering his following large
enough and his authority established, decided (about
1740) to

expound

his teachings.

He

Appear-

chose for the place of his activity the
ance
little city of Miedzyboz
and the peoas Zaddik. pie, mostly from the lower classes,
came to listen to him. His following
gradually increased, and with it the dislike, not
to say hostility, of the Talmudists.
Nevertheless,
Besht was supported at the beginning of his career
by two prominent Talmudists, the brothers Meir
and Isaac Dob Margaliot. Later he won to his side
Baer of Meseritz, to whose great authority as a
Talmudist it was chiefly due that Besht's doctrines
(though in an essentially altered form) were introduced into learned circles. The antagonism between
;

Talmudism and Hasidism was apparent to the representatives of each at Besht's first appearance; but
the open breach did not come about until later.
In
fact, Besht took sides with the Talmudists in the
Frankist disputes, and was even one of the three
delegates of the Talmudists to a disputation between
the two parties held at Lemberg in 1759. It was
only in keeping with Besht's character that he felt
keenly upon the acceptance of baptism by the
Frankists, for it is related that he said " As long as
a diseased limb is connected with the body, there is
hope that it may be saved but, once amputated, it
is gone, and there is no hope." The excitement consequent upon the Frankist movement undermined
his health, and he died shortly after the conversion
of many Frankists to Christianity.
Besht left no books; for the cabalistic commen:

;

tary on Ps.

cvii.,

ascribed to

him

(Jitomir, 1804),

"Sefer mi-Rabbi Yisrael Ba'al Shem-Tob." is
hardly genuine. In order to get at his teachings, it
is therefore necessary to turn to his utterances as
given in the works of the old Hasidim. But since
Hasidism, immediately after the death of its founder,
was divided into various parties, each claiming for
itself the authority of Besht, the utmost of caution
is necessary in judging as to the authenticity of
utterances ascribed to Besht.
The foundation-stone of Hasidism as laid by Besh
is a strongly marked pantheistic conception of God.
He declared the whole universe, mind and matter,
to be a manifestation of the Divine Being; that this
manifestation is not an emanation from God, as is
the conception of the Cabala, for nothing can be separated from God all things are rather forms in which
He reveals Himself. When man speaks, said Besht,
he should remember that his speech is an element of
life, and that life itself is a manifestation of God.
Even evil exists in God. This seeming contradiction is explained on the ground that evil is not bad
in itself, but only in its relation to man.
It is wrong
:
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with desire upon a woman; but it is divine
admire her beauty: it is wrong only in so far as
man does not regard beauty as a manifestation of
God, but misconceives it, and thinks of it in reference to himself. Nevertheless, sin is nothing positive, but is identical with the imperElements fections of human deeds and thought.
of Besht's Whoever does not believe that God
Doctrines, resides in all things, but separates Him
and them in his thoughts, has not the
right conception of God.
It is equally fallacious to
think of a creation in time: creation, that is, God's
activity, has no end.
God is ever active in the
changes of nature: in fact, it is in these changes
that God's continuous creativeness consists.
This pantheism of Besht, of the consequences of
which he was not at all conscious, would have
shared the fate of many other speculative systems
which have passed over the masses without affecting
them, had it not been for the fact that Besht was a
man of the people, who knew how to give his metaphysical conception of God an eminently practical
to look
to

significance.

The first result of his principles was a remarkable
optimism. Since God is immanent in all things, all
things must possess something good in which God
manifests Himself as the source of good. For this
reason, Besht taught, every man must be considered
good, and his sins must be explained, not condemned. One of his favorite sayings was that no
man has sunk too low to be able to raise himself to
God. Naturally, then, it was his chief endeavor to
convince sinners that God stood as near to them as
to the righteous, and that their misdeeds were chiefly
the consequences of their folly.
Another important result of his doctrines, which
was of great practical importance, was his denial
" Whoever mainthat asceticism is pleasing to God.
tains that this life (ntn DpIJ?) is worthless is in error:
only one must know how
it is worth a great deal
From the very beginning Besht
to use it properly."
fought against that contempt for the world which,
through the influence of Luria's Cabala, had almost
become a dogma among the Jews. He considered
care of the body as necessary as care of the soul
since matter is also a manifestation of God, and must
not be considered as hostile or opposed to Him.
In connection with his struggle against asceticism,
it is natural that he should have fought also against
the strictness and the sanctimoniousness that had
gradually developed from the strict Talmudic standNot that Besht required the abrogation of
point.
any religious ceremonies or of a single observance.
His target was the great importance which the Talmudic view attached to the fulfilment of a law, while
almost entirely disregarding sentiment or the growth
;

While the rabbis of his day
of man's inner life.
considered the study of the Talmud as the most important religious activity, Besht laid all the stress on
"All that I have achieved," he once reprayer.
marked, "I have achieved not through study, but
through prayer." Prayer, however, is not petitioning God to grant a request, though that is one end
of prayer, but nip''31 ("cleaving ")— the feeling of
oneness with God, the state of the soul when man
gives up the consciousness of his separate existence,

"
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and joins liinisclf to the eternal beinp of God. Such
a state produces a species of iiidescribuble joy
(nnOK'), which is a necessary ingredient of the true
"worsliip of God.
It is remarkable that Be.sht, whose starting-point

was the same as that of Luria's Cabala, arrived at
exactly opposite results.
His conception of God
was pantheistic; while the school of Luria laid the
greatest stress upon the principle of
Opposition, emanation. Besht's fight again.st asto Luria's ceticism was directed more against
Cabala.
the school from whicii it sprang than
against pure Talmudism.
His teachings concerning nnotJ' ("joy ") were especially opposed to asceticism. The followers of Luria con.sidered weeping an indispensable accompaniment to
prayer; while Beshtconsidered weeping and feelings
of sorrow to be wholly objectionable. The sinner
who repents of his sin should not sorrow over the
past, but should rejoice over the Heavenly Voice,
over the Divine Power, working within him and
enabling him to recognize the true in admitting his
sin.
The function of joy in prayer is paralleled by
glowing enthusiasm and ecstasy (nun^Dn ="to become inflamed ") in every act of worship. Fear of
God is only an initiatory step to real worship, which
must spring from a love of God and a surrender of
self to Him.
In his enthusiasm man will not think
either of this life (nm ofjiy) or of the next: the feeling of union with God is in itself a means and an

Enthusiasm, however, demands progress, not
the mere fulfilment of the Law's precepts in a daily
routine which becomes deadening true religion con-

•end.

:

an ever-growing recognition of God.
The later developments of Ha.sidism are unintelligible without consideration of Besht's opinion concerning man's proper relation with the universe.
True worship of God, as above explained, consists
in nip'SI, the cleaving to, and the unification Avith,
God. To use his own words, " the ideal of man is to
be a revelation himself, clearly to recognize himself
as a manifestation of God." Mysticism, he said, is
not the Cabala, which every one may learn but that
sists in

;

sense of true oneness, which
unintelligible,

dancing

;

to

is

is

usually as strange,

and incomprehensible to mankind as
a dove. The man, however, who is

capable of this feeling is endowed with a genuine
intuition
and it is the perception of such a man
which is called prophecy, or "bat kol," according to
the degree of his insight. From this
Idea of the it results, in the first place, that the
" zaddik, " the ideal man, may lay claim
Zaddik.
to authority equal, in a certain sense,
to the authority of the Prophets.
second and
more important result of the doctrine is that the
zaddik, through his oneness with God, forms a connecting-link between the Creator and creation.
Thus, slightly modifying the Bible verse, Hab. ii. 4.
Besht said " The righteous can vivify by his faith.
Besht's followers enlarged upon this idea, and consistently deduced from it that the zaddik is the
source of divine mercy, of blessings, of life and that
therefore, if one love him, one may partake of God's
mercy.
Though Besht may not be held responsible for the
later conception of the zaddik, there is no doubt
;

A

:

;
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that

liis self-reliance was an important factor
iu winning adherents. It may, in fact, l)e Kiid of Hasidism that,with the exception of Jesusand the Juiiseo-

Christians, there is no other Jewish sect in which
the founder is as important as his doctrines.
Besht
himself is still the real center for the Ha.sidim; his
teachings have almost sunk in oblivion. As Schech-

("Studies in Judaism," p. 4) finely observes:
the Hasidim, Ba'al-Shem [Besht]
was the
incarnation of a theory, and his whole life the revelation of a system."
Besht did not combat the practise of rabbinical
Judaism; this seemed harmless to him it was the
spirit of the practise which he opposed.
His teaching being the result not of speculation,
Charbut of a deep, religious temperament,
acteristics. he laid stress upon a religious spirit,
and not upon the forms of religion.
Though lie considered the Law to be holy and inviolable, he held that one's entire life should be a
ter

"To

.

.

.

:

service of God, and that this would constitute true
worship of Him. Since every act in life is a manifestation of God, and must perforce be divine, it is
man's duty so to live that the things called "earthly"
maj^ also become noble and pure, that is, divine.

Besht tried to realize his ides^l in his own career.
His life provided the best example for his disciples;
and his intercourse with the innkeepers, a class of
people who nearly corresponded to the publicans of
the time of Jesus (a number of whom he raised to a
higher level), furnished a silent but effective protest
against the practise of the rabbis, who, in their inexorable sense of strict righteousness, would have no
dealings with people fallen morally. The Hasidim
tell of a woman whom her relatives sought to kill on
account of her shameful life, but who was saved in
body and soul by Besht. The story may be a myth
but it is characteristic of Besht's activitj' iu healing
those in greatest need of relief. More important to
him than prayer was friendly intercourse with sinners; though the former constituted an essential
factor in the religious life.
The story of Besht's
career affords many examples of unselfishness and
high-minded benevolence. And while these qualities equally characterize a number of the rabbis of
his day, his distinguishing traits were a merciful
judgment of others, fearlessness combined with dislike of strife, and a boundless joy in life.
Moreover, Besht's methods of teaching differed
essentially from those of his opponents, and contributed not a little to his success. He was certainly
not a scholar; that is, his knowledge of rabbinical
literature, especially of the Talmud and the ^lidrashim, was only that of an average " lamdan." He
was still less gifted as a speaker. But the lack of
scholarship and oratory was supplied by fine satire
and inventiveness in telling parables. There are
many satirical remarks directed against his opponents, an especially characteristic one being his designation of the typical Talmudi.st of his day as "a
man who through sheer study of the Ljiw has no

time to think about God." Besht illustrated his
views of asceticism by the following parable:

"A thief once tried to break Into a house, the owner of which,
cryinj? out, frightened tlie thief away. The same thief soon
afterward broke Into the house of a very strong man, who, on

:

:;

Baalbek

seeing liim enter, kept quite still. When the thief had coirie
near enoufrh, the man caught him anil put hirn in prison, thus
cieprivlng him o{ all (ipporiunity to do further hanti."
jSTot

by

floeitig

from earthly enjoyments

tIirou.<i:li

fear is the soul's power assui'ed, but by holding the
passions under eontiol.
]Mueh of P>eslit's suecess was also due to his firm
conviction that God had entrusted him with a speIn his enthusicial mission to spread his doctrines.
asm and ecstasy he believed that he often had lieav-

In fact,
enly visions revealing his mission to him.
for him every Intiution was a divine revelation; and
Accusdivine messages were daily occurrences.
tomed, through the influence of the Cabala, to use

mystic language, Besht frequently said with emphasis thathis teacher was Ahijah of 8hiloh,the piophet
who at God's bidding undertook to bring about
Beslit was
the breach between Judah and Israel.
fully aware of the opposition between himself and
And just as Ahijah's struggle
rabbinical Judaism.
with Judah ended in the victory of the golden
calves, so Besht's endeavors for reform ended in the
later Hasidism, a degeneration far worse than the

Talmudic-rabbinic Judaism against which lie had
contended.
Besht is quite naturally one of the most interesting
As a man of the
figures in modern Jewish legend.
people and for the people, it is not strange that he
should have been houoied and glorified in story and

Of the many narratives

in tradition.

that cluster

about him, the following are given as the most
characteristic

About
Eliezer,

his parentage, legend tells that

whose wife was

still

living,

was

liis

father,

seized dur-

But, being mindful of his
("[hf^h njt^D) ill marriage.
duty as a Jew and as the husband of a Jewess
in Wallachia, he married the princess oidy in
name. After being questioned for a long time as to
his strange conduct, he confessed his race to the
princess, who loaded him with costly p^^sents and

him

to escape to his

own

coiuitry.

On

the

way, the prophet Elijah appeared to Eliezerand said
" On account of thy piety and steadfastness, thou wilt
have a son who will lighten the eyes of all Israel

and

Israel shall

be his name, because in liim shall be

fulfilled the verse (Isa. .\lix. 3):

O Isi-ael,

whom

'

Thou

art

my

serv-

in

''

I will

;

"Always
nothing."

ai)pearance of the wolf, he assailed it so vigorously as
Now, says the legend,
to cause it to turn and flee.
Satan had been very much
this wolf was Satan.
perttubed when he saw that the piayeis of the children reached God, who took more delight in the
childish songs from their piu-e hearts than in the

hymns

of the Levites in the

Temple; and

it

was

for

Satan tiled to put a stop to Besht's
training the children in jirayers and taking them lo
synagogue. From this time on, successful struggles
this reason that

with Satan, demons, and all manner of evil spirits
were daily occurrences with Besht.
At this time, too, he leai-ned how to work miracles
with the name of God. The following is an instance:
In Constantinople, whei'e Besht stopped on his intended journey to Palestine, he was received with unusual hospitality by a worthy couple
In return for
Avho were childless.
His
Miracles, their kindness Besht, when dejiarting,
promised them that the}' should be
blessed with a son, and rendered this possible by the
utterance of the Sacred Name. Now, to do this was
a great sin and scarcely had the words of the incantation passed Besht's lips when he heard a voice in
heaven declaring that he had forfeited theieby his
;

Instead of feeling
share in the future life.
over such a fate, Besht called out joyfully

tmhappy
"

Blessed

Now indeed can
Thou, O Lord, for Thy mercy
I serve Thee out of jiure love, since I may not expect reward in the future world " This proof of his
true love for God won pardon for his sin, though at
the expense of seveie punishment.

art

!

!

Besht's miracidoiis power was so great that he did
not fear even the brigands who lived in the mounOnce,
tains, but dwelt cai-e-free in their vicinity.
when wiindering about, deeply immersed in thought,
he climbed a steep mountain an<l, without noticing
where he was going, reached a very dangerous spot.
Besht thought that his end had come, for he felt
himself slipping toward a deep precipice; but suddenly the opposite cliff approached and closed up
The robbers, who were looking on at a
the gap.
distance, doubted no longer that he was a man endowed with divine power.
BinLioGRAPav: The thief source for Besht's biogrraphy Is
Haer (Dob) b. Samuel's >!liihhe ha-Bislit. Kopys, ]S14, and
frequently republished. For Besht's methods of teaching, the
f()lk)\ving works are especially valuable: Jacob Joseph ha-

Ya'nUith I'o.sr/; Lihkutini [ LiTi/iK/cj Yea collection of Hasidic, doctrines; the works of lUEii
Critical' works on the subject are: Dubnow,

Kohen, Tnlcihit
/fn)i'/»,

OF Meskrit/,.
Yevrrifhaiiii,

M<»i(U

ii.

4:.'t)-4;}l

;

iiUiii,

in

VoxI.IkkI, win.

Nos. .')-10;'Gratz, Gcsch. dcr Jiideii, ~'d ed., xi. UI-98, 54(i')'A; Jost, Gcsc}i. ilcn Ji«lciit)ninis mtil Seiiirr Schtni, lii.
IS.") (7 sc(j.\ A. Kahana, Uahhi Yisracl Ba'al Sliriii. Jitoinlr,
l{odkinI'Mi; I). Kohan, in Ila-ShaJunw. .'iOO-.'jOl, 5"):i-Vit
so\u Tolcdat BaMIe Sli<'m-Tt}h, Kimigsberp, ISTii; scheciitor,
Stiulicn in Judaism. lW«i, pp. 1-4.5; Zvveifel, Slialntn VWI'lsirfcf, i.-iii.: Zedcrbauiu, Kctcr Kr)nnm}i, pp. 80-1 03 ;
Frumkin. 'yldaf Zaddikini. Lemberg, IStiO, 18W(?); Zangwill, Jmaiiirrs nf the (IhcUo, pp. ~'~l-288 (Action).
;

Eliezer
be glorified.'
and his wife, however, reached old age childless and
had given iip all ho]ie of ever liaving a child. But
when the}' were nearly a himdred years old, the
promised son (Besht) was born.
Besht's pai'ents died soon after his birth bequeathing to him only the deathbed exhortation of Eliezer,
ant,

'i'lius, on one occasion, when he was escorting
tidu.
school childien to synagogue, a wolf was seen, to
the terror of old and young, so that the children
were kept at home. But Besht, faithfid to the be(piest of his fullH'r, knew no fear; and, on the second

:

ing an attack (by the Tatars?), cariied
from his liome in Wallachia, and sold
In
Legend, as a slave to a prince. On accotmt of
his wisdom he found favor with the
prince, who gave him to the king to be his minister.
During an expedition undertaken by the king, when
other counsel failed, and all were disheartened,
Eliezer's advice was accepted; and the result was a
successfid battle of decisive importance. Eliezer was
made a general and afterwaid prime minister, and
the king gave him the daughter of the vice-king

aided
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believe that

God

is

witli thee,

and fear

Besht ever remained true to this injimc-

L. G.

K.

BAAL-T AMAR

A

place near Gibeah, mentioned in the aecoinit of the battle between the Benjamites and the other Israelites (Judges xx. 33).
Eusebius (*' Onomastica Sacra," 238, § 75) knew Baal:
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387
under

taiiiar

iiicsiiit (lav

llic
it

iianicof " Jk'th-tliainur"

but at

;

]U.

F.

.Hi.

.1.

tlic

can not ho located.

BA'AL TOKEA'
tt r

of lilow iuii ")
tiie SiioFAi!.
:

(ypin isyn. literally " the iiiasTeiiii applied to the iktsou wlio
F.

A.

BA/ L-ZEBUB.— Biblical

when Goilseut tlie tenth plague upon Egypt, which
not only brought death to men and animals, but also
destroyed the idols.
When Pharaoh overtook Isnul
at the sea, near Baal /.epliou (E.v. xiv. [}), he said,
"This

idol is indeed mighty, and tiie God of Israel
powerless over him."
But God intentionally
spared Baal zephon in order to strengthen the infatuation of the wicked Pharaoh (Mek., Beshallah, 2;
Bo, i:5).
sn.
.1.
L. G.

L.

Data: Name

c;.

of a

irod of ihe Fliili^tini' city of Fkroii, inenlioui'd only
conneclioii w ilh the illness of Aha/iah, kiwj; of

in

iM'ael. in

S42 n.c.

monarch

hiu)

on Ihe

been

much

As

the

(II

Kings

2,

i.

',',,

0,

pi(i-~peels of his reinveiy.

stands,

it

thi'

means

when

l(i),

Ekron

sent nu'sseniicfs to

specidalion as io

word

'I'here

characterof the

" IJaal

of Hies."

has

Elis in Greece as a disiierser
iii-iik: was worshiped at
of Hies, and further analogies drawn fi-om the occiu'reneeof " liv gods" among other nations (see Frazer's

note to his ed. of I'ausanias, v. 14) warrant us in retaining the common explanation until decisive jiroof
It has been sugto the contrary is forthcoming.
uesttd that the second I'lement of the name has been
modiried from an original "Zebul," or rather "both
Zebul." so that tiie name would mean "lord of the

hiuh-house " (compare I Kings viii. b!). The drojiping of " r>eih " is not Aviihout example (see J5.v.\i,i'i;oi;); but the warrant for assuming textual corrupIt was not unusual to call a
tion is not sullleienl.
god by the name of things that were particularly
troublesome, and which he was asked to destroy
(Xowack. • llebr. Arch." i>. o()4; compare A]ioll(i
Sminlheiis as the destroyer of mice among the
"Beel/.ebid)

"

([Matt. X. i'K etc.) is itrobably not based upon any
old Testament reading, btit is due to phonetic dis-

.1.

See Bkki.zkiui!.
J.

.in.

F.

McC.

BAAL-ZEBUB IN RABBINICAL LITERATURE.

See Ua.VI,

lU;i!llll

IN

IIaUUIMCA

BAAL-ZEPHON.— Biblical
tian locality

in

I,

LlTKKA-

Data: An Egyp-

the neighborhood of the

Red

Sea.

lu spite of all attempted combinations (DillmamiKysscll on Ex. xiv. 2) its situation is still unknown.
An Egyptian god, IVirati Dapuna that is, Ba'alal
Zaphon— is mentioned by the Egyptians themselves
(W. .Max :Mriller, " Asien und Europa." ]\ ol")). The

—

calls to mind the Phenician pc* ^yS. which
It particularly
designates both a god and a place.
signifies a city on ]\Iount Lebanon, which, in the
opinion of IT. Winckler, occurs also in the Old Testament for he in ti-r] nets,Tei'.x v. 12 (" Alttcstamcntliche
Vntersuchungen," p. 171)), as "iron of Baalzephon."
However, it is not certain whether the Egyptian
city and the Egyptian god Ba'alat Zaphon are
directly connected with the Phenician name of a god.

name

;

.T.

F.

.TK.

Bf.

IP;

;».

1

A

1,

:

Chron.

border town of .luilah (Josh.
called elsewhere Kiu.rATil-

xiii. G)

.IK.MU.M.

2.
3.

'I'hi-;

;

similation.

XV.

lkmI.

usually explained as the uod who expels or destroys Hies: thouuh it may also uu'an the jiatron or
The two explanations may be
controller of tiies.
combined in one, or rather the second may include
the first
for the i;od who has i)ower to drive away
any plague has also ]iower to send it. A / rf 'A-o-

The New Testament form

BAALAH

the

to consult

is

Greeks).

Shem-Tob

is

blows

sick

Ba'al

Baalbek

lield

Amouuton the bonier of Judah (Josh. xv.
A city in the south of Judah (Josh. xv.
by the Simeonites

(Josh.

xix.

:},

wliere

called Balah, while in the corresponding

Chron.
.r.

list

11).

29),
is

it

of I

iv. 29, it is called Bilhah).

G. B. L.

.IK.

BAALATH:

A

Danitecity (Josh. xix. 44).
2. A city built by Solomon mentioned in connection with Tadmor (1 Kings ix. 18; 11 Chron. viii. 0).
its site has not been determined.
1.

G. B. L.

J. .IK.

BAALATH BEER

:

A

(

ity in the possession

Sinii'on (Josh. xix. S): but in the

of

I
.1.

Chron.

iv.

'.id

corresponding

of

list

called "Baal."

G. B. L.

.III.

BAALBEK:

A

city situated at the base of the

western slope of the Anti-Lebanon,
It is the Ileliopolisof the

in a fertile region.

Greek and Rcnnan

writers,

magnificent ruinsof several temples a large one with a vast courtyard; a smaller
one (the Temi)le of the Sun): and a still smaller one,

and

is

famous

for

th(>

—

The last two buildelegantly built in 1(K()co style.
ings, distinguished not only for their large jiroportions, but also for tine detail work, were probalily
constructed in the second century; and information
from the seventh century indieati's that he large temple was erectetl by Antoninus Pius. In clas.Mc liteniturc the first mention of Heliopolis is in the third century; but coins found in the city show that it existed
in the first century, when it was a Boman colony.
Its origin, however, belongs to a still earlier period,
for it was the i)rincipal center of the Syrian sunworship. This is corroborated by the fact that the
name "Baalbek" is found among the Syrians and
The meaning of the sec'ond part of the
the Arabians.
name is inexplicable; but tiie first part suggests the
It is doubtful w lather this
old Semitic "Baal."
t

mentioned in the Old Testament. Some idenwith Baal-gad; but Baal gad could not have
Others think that it is Avon
lain so far north.
(Amos i. '>). because the Greek translation n-ndei-s
" Aven" by "On "
the \isual designation of" HeliopThe word " On." however, borrowed from the
olis."
Egyptians, can not with justiticution be applied to a
Syrian city: and the place mentioned by Amos is
und(Mibte(ily in the neighlunhood of Damasens.
Baalbek is mentioned several times in Tahnml and
Midrash compare Xeubauer, " G. T." i>. 2S(;; compare also Solomon in BAnmxic.\L Litkkati-ke.

city is

tify it

—

:

BinLiofiR\rnv: Robinson. DiWcnl na>fnrchcf>. 111. .W-.-)27;
Wood and Dawson, /fiu'ds vf Dnnlhic. 1"")7 Volney. » image
;

In Rabbinical Literature The idol at Baalzephon was the only one that remained unharmed
:

cnSiirk; Baedeker-Socin,
J. .IK.

Pnff.xtint, s.v.

F.

Br.

;

Baba

BAALE, JTJDAH.

BAALIM

"

:

;

Ba'al-WorThe true signification has been a matter of
One of the leading explanations is that the
dispute.
full discussion of the cult, see

8HIP.

expression is a "plural of majesty," equivalent to
"
" the great god Ba'al," after the analogy of " Elohim
and "Adonim." Apart from other objections, it
may be urged against this view that such phrases
always become proper names, and, unlike " Baalim,"
Hence other exare often used without the article.
planations are more plausible for example, that Baalim are images of the god Baal, or that they are the
various forms in which Baal is worshiped. Since,
however, there is no evidence of the formal worship
in Israel of any Ba'al at a common center, and as the
local Canaanitic deities were known as the "baals"
of their respective districts, and as Israel notoriously
;

addicted itself to the cult of such deities, it is altogether probable that the expression designates the
local deities to which such worsliipwas paid in vari-

ous places by the Hebrews in Palestine.

Among

38 is specially instructother passages. Judges
In connection with the lapse of
ive on this point.
the people of Israel into the worship of the Baalim, it
"
is there said that " they made Baal-berith their god
viii.

(see

Baal-berith).

J.

J.

JK.

F.

McC.

of the Ammonites, who was the
leading spirit in the murder of Gedaliah (Jer. xl. 14).
Wliile the first element in the name is clearly " Baal,"
the second is puzzling; and no satisfactory explana:

King

tion has as yet been suggested.
J. JR.

BAALTIS,

J.

D. P.

See Astarte.

BAANA

(K:y3): 1. Son of Ahilud, one of the
twelve commissariat otticers of Solomon. He had
charge of the districts Taanach and Megiddo (I

Kings iv. 12).
2. Son of Hushai, another of the commissariat
officers of Solomon placed over Asher and Aloth or
Bealoth (I Kings iv. 16).
;

3. The father of Zadok, one of the builders of the
wall at Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 4).
4. See Baanah (3).
G. B. L.
J. JR.

BAANAH

(njya) 1. Son of Riramon the BeerBenjamin, who, with his brother Rechab,
was an officer under Ishbosheth. He killed Ishbosheth and brought his head to David in the hope of
obtaining a reward; but instead of this, he and his
brother were put to death by David (II Sam. iv. 2,
:

othite, of

5, 6, 9).

2. Father of Heleb, one of the thirty men in the
body-guard of David (II Sam. xxiii. 29).
3. One of the "children of the province" that returned with Zerubbabel (Ezra ii. 2, and in the paralHe was among those
lel account of Neh. vii. 7).
that sealed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x.
27, 28 see also I Esd, v. 8, where the name is spelled
;

Baana
J.

JR.

American educator; born
Hanover, Germany. He

in 1826 at Stadthageu, near

received a preliminary education at the gynmasium
of Hanover, and, after graduation, took a course in
philology and theology at the University of GOtOn the completion of his studies he took
tingen.
a position as teacher at the celebrated undenominational school at Seesen, Germany, which he held eight
In 1857 Baar received the ministerial apyears.
pointment in the Seel street synagogue, Liverpool,
Loss of voice
in which office he spent ten years.
forced him to relinquish this post; and, believing
a change of climate advisable, he w^ent to New
In 1876
Orleans, La., where he directed a school.
he was appointed superintendent of the Hebrew
Orphan Asylum, New York city a position he
filled with great success till his resignation in 1899.
Baar is the author of "Homely and Religious
Topics" (two volumes of sermons to children), a
Biblical history, (part 1 published 1901), and of

—

numerous magazine

"

S,

articles.

BA'ARAS ("Ba'arah," "hot springs," from-|J?3,
")
A place in the ravine Zerka Ma'in above

burning

:

the city of Macherus on the northeastern shore of the
Dead Sea, where are, according to Josephus ("B. J."
Accordvii. 6, § 3), the so-called Iron Mountains.
ing to Eusebius ("Onomasticon," s.v. Kapiadel/ji), the
place called Baaru was near Baal ]\Ieon, nine miles
from Heshbon; similarly Jerome on Num. xxxii.

There are many hot springs at the place, some
containing sweet and some bitter water, and they
One spot is esare interspersed with cold springs.
pecially remarkable, containing a cave overhung by
a rock joining two projecting hills, from the one of
which issues a very cold spring, from the other a
very hot one and the bath composed of these waters
as they mingle is used as a remedy against many
maladies, and is especially efficacious for strengthening the nerves. In the neighborhood are mines of
sulphur and alum.
An interesting legend connected with these springs
" Beitrige
is related in the Midrash (see Epstein,
38.

BAALIS

"

BAAK, HERMAN:

See Kiiuath-Jearim.

Plural of Baal " occurs in the Bible
fifteea times, always used with the article; not
found in the Pentateuch nor in the poetical books.

For a
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Baale

").

G. B. L.

;

zur Jlidischen Alterthumskunde," pp. 107, 108; and
compare Buber's Tan., Wayeze, p. 146, note): Jacob
was pursued by Esau on his way along the Jordan,
but no sooner did he put his staff into the river
than the Jordan divided itself and he passed over.
Then Jacob came to Ba'arah (my3), a place like the
hot springs of Tiberias, and there took a bath; again
Esau followed him and besieged the place, so that
Jacob would have died there in these hot waters
had God not opened a way of escape for him in the
cold springs whither he went.

To

these miracles

prophet refers when saying of Jacob, "When
thou passest through the waters I will be with thee
when thou walkest through the fire thou shalt not
"
be burned neither shall the flame kindle upon thee
tlie

;

(Isa. xliii. 2).

Ba'aras

is

especially significant for a peculiar plant

same name which grows

there, deriving its
Ba'aras" (the burning one), from its flame-like
It was
color, which flashes at night like lightning.
used, says Josephus, " by exorcists to drive out the
demons from sick persons possessed by spirits of
wicked persons that enter living men and kill them

of the

name,

"
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unless some help is used against them." (Compare
Pliny, "Hist. Nat." xxviii. 23).
§ 3; Reland, Palestina,
Bibliography Josephus. B. J. vii.

Baale

Baba

pp. 3(«, 487, 611,881; Bottger, ToiJoyraphiHch-Hiiitdr. LexiBulil, Gcooraphie dea Alten
. .. Fl. JoKCphus, p. 47 ;

13-132), he during his forty years' rule restored the
pure worship on Blount Gerizim after having driven
off the Roman guard and destroyed the Roman eagle
set up there.
He reestablished schools for the study

PaUlMna,

of the

fi,

:

con zu

p. 123.

K.

BAASHA:

Son of Ahijah and king of Israel.
weakness of Nadab, tlie successor of
Jeroboam I., tirst king of Israel, Baasha was enabled
to seize the throne through the murder of his masThe conspiracy was carried out at Gibbethon
ter.
on the western frontier, which was held by the
Philistines and was being besieged by the Israelites.
The presence and apparent approval of the army
indicate that Baasha, like Omri later, must have
been a military leader. Ilis subsequent career conLike many military leaders,
firms this conclusion.
he appears to have risen from obscurity, as is suggested by the words of Jehu the prophet, " 1 exalted
thee out of the dust, and made thee prince over my
people Israel " (I Kings xvi. 2). In his complete extermination of the house of Jeroboam, who had
proved himself a loyal patriot, he revealed the cruel
The fact that he came from the
traits of his nature.
tribe of Issachar suggests that he may have repre0-sviug to the

sented a local faction.
Baasha's restless energy led him to wage a proHis aim seems
tracted war against Asa of Judah.
to have been not the complete conquest of Judah,
but the blockade and plunder of its northern towns.
To this end he built a strong fort at Raniah, and was
so far successful that Asa resorted to the dangerous expedient of calling upon the common foe, Benhadad of Damascus (I Kings xv. 17-20). The Ara-

mean king improved

this opportunity to

break his

treaty with Baasha, and invaded Israel, overrunning
its northern territory and annexing several towns.

Baasha was defeated by his powerful northern neighbor and was obliged to transfer his capital to Tirzah,
Asa of
east of Shechem, and to abandon Ramah.
Judah utilized the materials of this abandoned fort
for the fortification of his

own

frontier towns,

Geba

and jVIizpah.
Although the duration of Baasha's reign was
twenty-four years (I Kings xv. 33), and while he died
a natural death and was buried at the capital which
he had established, he never attained the popularity
or prestige that could assure permanence to his dyOn the whole, he brought disaster and weaknasty.
ness to Israel. His policy was not marked by any
redeeming qualities, and it received the bitter condemnation which the Prophets visited upon all of
Israel's purely military leaders (I Kings xvi. 1-7).
The nation showed its disapproval by the overthrow
of his dynasty in less than two years from the death
of

its
J.

founder.
C. F. K.

JR.

BAB Ali-ABWAB. See
BABA (THE GREAT)

Derbent.

Son of Nathaniel and
grandson of Akbun, the high priests; a prominent
leader and high priest of the Samaritans in the time
Acof the emperor Constantine (fourth century).
cording to Samaritan traditions (see Neubauer,
"Chronique Samaritaine," pp. 19-56, Paris, 1873;
Abual-Fath, "Aunaies Samaritani, " ed. "VVilmar, pp.
:

Law, and reorganized the priesthood, ujipointing twelve priests overan equal numberof districts.
The last chapter of the "Samaritan Chronicle,"
known under the name of the " Book of Joshua," contains in fragmentary form a legendary story of Baba,
according to which the Samaritans, during tlie time
of the Roman persecution, in order to escape the doath
penalty for practising circumcision, used to carry
their children in baskets covered with wool into a
cave, where, by the light of candles, the rite was performed (compare Yor. Ket. i. 4, 2.'jc; less correctly
Sanh. 32i, -|jn ")1N pn yutJ'). When the time came
for Baba to be circumcised, his father had him also
carried in the same manner to the cave by his maidservant.
German(us), the Roman (bishop), who was
stationed at the gate of Nathaniel's house, knew
what was intended, but allowed the maid to pass in
order that the child might be circumcised in defiance
Thenceforth it became cusof the imperial edict.
tomary at every Samaritan circumcision to recall the
name of German, the Roman.
When Baba became high priest he sent his nephew,
named Levi, to Constantinople to study. When the
latter, under the guise of a Christian, had been elevated to the rank of a Christian archbishop, he obtained permission to return to Nablus, Baba's cit)',
and visit there the church reared on Mount Gerizim
in place of the ancient Samaritan temple. The story
breaks off abruptly and it can only be inferred, from
what precedes, that, with Levi's help, Baba succeeded in demolishing the Roman eagle which had
been set up on the Mount (and which is said to have
been endowed with speech and to have denounced
;

"

any "Hebrew

who

ascended the

hill)

and

in restor-

ing the Samaritan cult. Regarding the authenticity
of the story or the underlying historical facts, see
the article Samaritans.
J. Juynboll, CTironicon Samarifnnum,
Leyden, 1848 (Arabic text, pp. 52-55 ; Latin tran.sl. pp. 190-193,
Viertdjahresachrift. iv. 386;
note, 344-3r>2); Heldenhelm,
Oliver Turnbull Crane, The Samaritan Chronicle Tranalated. New York, 1890; U. Kirchheira, Karme Shomron, pp.

Bibliography: Th. G.

90, 91, Frankfort-on-the-Maln. 1851.

K.

G.

BAB

BABA

or
(X33, 33): Originally, "gate."
a Talmudic technical term for section, part, or
single ^Mishnah may be divided into two
clause.

A

"
"
or three parts " resha " and " sefa, " beginning and
"begin"sefa,"
and
"mezi'ata,"
"resha,"
or
"end";
ning, " " middle, " and " end. " The contents of these
parts is referred to as "baba de-resha," "baba de"— " the clause of the
mezi'ata," and "baba de-sefa
and of
first part of the Mishnah, of the middle part,
the last part." The first section of the fourth order
of the Mishnah— "Nezikin," damages— is subdi"
vided into three massektas, which are called Bal)a
:

"first part"; "Baba Mezi'a," "the middle
and " Baba Batra, " " the last part. " AccordBaba Kamma, p. 102a, these three massektas

Kamma,"
part

"

;

ing to
were considered as one massekta called "Nezikin."
The author of Tosafot Yom-Tob, in his introduction

an analto Mishnah Baba Kamma, says: "There is
ogy to the tripartition of Masseket Nezil^in in the

;

Baba Batra
Baba Buch
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tripartition of Mas.sekot Kcliin, wliicli in tlic Tosufta
is divided into three Babas— Kainiiui, Mezi'a, and

Batra."

Seder

which are

'01am

tliirty

chapters,

M.

BABA BATRA

("The Last Gate

"):

The

F.
third

three Talnuidic tractates of the order Nezidealing with man's responsibilities and rights as

tlie

liin,

ground
nian

This
tlie owner of property, of a house or field.
"niassekta" (treatise) is not, like Bai$a Kamma and
Baba Mezi'a, tlie exposition of a certain passage
It is divided into ten chapters,
in the Pentateuch.
tlie contents of which may be described as follows:
(1) Regulations relating to propert}^ held by more
tlian one owner (ch. i.)
(2) responsibilities of an
owner of propertj' with regard to that of his neiglil)or (cli. ii.);
(;<) established rights of ownership
and riglits connected with property (ch. iii. ) (4) laws
referring to the acquisition of property by purchase
(ch. iv.-vii.); (5) laws of inheritance (ch. viii.-ix.);
(6) laws concerning documents (ch. x.).
1. Joint owners of property may dissolve partner;

if

the parties consent,

except in the case of a volume of the Scriptures,
which may not be divided under any circumstances.
Things which lose their value on division can only
be divided if all the owners consent. Except in
these cases, either party has a right to insist on a

Joint

division of the property.
In the case
where a courtj'ard (" hazer ") is owned

Ownership, by

several partners, each of

them has

to contribute to the usual requirements

of a court; if they divide it, a partition wall or fence
must be erected in accordance with certain rules.
The previous partners are now neighbors; and their
relations are described in chap. ii.
2. The fundamental rule about neighboring property is, that the owner of the adjoining property
must avoid everything that might prove a nuisance
to the neighbor, or a source of injury to the neighbor's property.
"The uoi.se of a smith's hammer,
of a mill, or of children in school, is not to be conDisputes as regards insidered a nuisance" (ii. 3).
jury or nuisance are generally settled by the fact of
prior or established rights (Hazakah).
3. "Hazakah" (established right, po.ssessiou de
facto) is proved by the undisturbed exercise of such
a right during a certain period (three years), in spite
of the presence of the rival claimant in the same
"land." In this respect Palestine was divided into
three "lands" or districts (iii. 2): Judali, Galilee, and

Peiwa

(ch.

iii.).

4. In the transfer of a house, a court, a Avinepress, a bath, a township, or a field, much depends
on the meaning of these terms, which are fully deIn the Mishnah similar definitions
fined in chap. iv.
are given of a boat, a cart, a yoke (-f oxen, and the
like (v. 1-.')).
In selling the produce
of the field care must be taken that
Acquisition of there be no deviation from the condiProperty, tions of the sale as regards quality and
(piantity, lest the sale be declared inVarious jiroblems
valid (" mekah ta'ut," v. (i-vi. ',^).
resulting from the sale of property, of a house, or of
a piece of land are discu.ssed in the Mishnah (vi.

the

.sale

of land for a burial-

i)r('paic

tf)

it

The

(vi. H).

burial-place

is

dc-

"A

cave hewn out in a rock 4
cubits broad and G cubits long (or, according to R.
Simeon, 6 by 8 cubits); along the length of the cave
on each side there arc tiirec graves of 4 cubits long,
1 cubit broad, and 7 liandbreadths ('lefahini ') high;
and 2 such graves in the back of the cave. In front
of the cave was the couit ('hazei") G by G cubits,
so as to alford sufiicient room for the bier and the
persons attending the burial."
5. The laws of inheritance are based on Num.
xxvii. 8-11, asinterpreted by tradition. Among these
is the rule that the husband inherits the property of
his deceased wife, her claim incase of the husband's
death being .settled in the marriage contract (KktuiJAii).

Laws

;

ship and divide the property,

tiicin

for a family, or the undertaking by a w(jrk-

sciilicd as follows:

in three "babas."
also groujied
'

SK.

J.

of

contains

among

4-vii.);
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Another rule gives

to the first-

born son a double share of his deceased

of

Inheritance.

father's property.
ters of

Thus

the daugli-

Zelophehad are said

to

have

claimed, as their father's property,
three shares of the Holy Land (which is assumed to
have been divided among the G00,000 men brought
out of Egypt); namely, the share of Zelophehad
and, as a first-born son of Hcfer, a double share of
These
the jiroperty of his deceased father (viii. 3).
laws do not interfere with the right of a man to
donate his property according to his pleasure (viii. 5).
Complicated cases are dealt with in chap, ix.; such
as the simultaneous claims of the heirs, the wife, and
the creditors of the deceased; or the conflicting
claims of the heirs of the husband and of those of
the Avife, where the husband and wife are found dead
same time; the heirs of the former contending
that she died first, and that by her death her property became the propert^-of the husband; while the
other party contends that he died first, and that the
at the

wife's heirs inherit her property.
6. As legal documents are of great importance in
the problems dealt with in the three Babas, a chapter is added, containing regulations concerning the

writing of such documents. Of these one peculiarmay be mentioned; namelj', the difference between "get pashut," a simple, unfolded document,
and "get mekush.shar," a folded document. The
latter was prepared in the following way: When a
line or two had been written the parchment was
fokled and one witness signed on the back of the
document this operation was repeated
Regas many times as the parties concerned
ulations
liked. This method, requiring a longer
About
time for the execution of the document.
ity

;

Documents,

is said to have been originally intioduced for the writing of a letter of divorce in the case of hasty and passionate husbands
(especially priests wlio were prevented by law from
remariying their divorced wives), in order to give
them time to calm down (B. B. IGO^-). The massekta
of the three Babas clo.ses with a general remark on

the educational value of

tlie

study of

civil law.

The Tosef ta has eleven chapters, which correspond
to the ten chapters of the IMislinahas follows: chap,
corresponds to chap. ii. of IMislinah; ii. to iii.; iii.

i.

to iv.
vii.

;

to

to v.

iv.
vii.

;

t-.");

v.

viii.-x. to ix.

to v. 6-11;
;

xi.

to x.

vi.

to vi.-vii.

;
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and explain
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ttic

laws of

the Misiaiah and add many trcsli proliluins, fspt-c-ially
The Palestinian Geniaia
tho Babylonian Gcnuira.
Tiie
is very short, and contains little new matter.
followinij; i)assagcs may tnid a place here:
Bab. 'S'j: One syuago.ii^uc must not be ])ulled down
Herod, by virtue of his
before another is binll.
autlioiity as kiniz:, ignoicd the rule, and jiulled down

The
the Temple before the new one was built.
story of Herod and ]Mariamne and a narrative of
otiier incidents of Herod's ri'ign are attached.
7/>: Every member of the community iscompelled
to contiiliute his share towaid the l)uildiniz:f'f gates,
walls, etc., of his place.
1()<^: Turnus
Bufus (Tyrannus Kufus) asked R.
Akiba. "If your God is a friend of the poor, why
ch)es He not give them sullicient to live upon comfortably?" To which K. Akiba rejoined, "That we

unity for good actions." There are
ten powerful things; and these are overcome by
stronger things: a mountain by iron iron by fire;
fire by water; water is borne by the clouds; these are
dispersed by the wind; the wind is borne by the

may liave

ojijiort

;

human body

Examples

;

tlie latter is

broken down

expelled by wine; wine
of Gemara. is overcome by sleep death is harder
than all these, and yet "charity " ("zedakah ") saves from death.
14h: The order of the Prophets is: Joshua, Judges,
Samuel, Kings, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, and the
twelve minor Prophets. Kings is followed b}' Jeremiah because Kings ends with the Exile, and Jeremiah deals witli the same subject; E/ekiel precedes Isaiah, because the former ends with the
rebuilding of the Temple, and Isaiah's prophecies
l)y fear;

fear

is

;

throughout contain comforting hopes and i)ronn'ses.
The order of the IIagiograj)ha is Ruth, Psalms,
Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Lamentations, Daniel, Esther, Ezra (including Nehemiah),
and Chronicles. Moses wrote his book, including
Josluia wrote
the section about Balaam, and Job.
his book and the last eight verses of the Pentateuch.
21(1
At lirst every father had to teach his children.
A large school was then opened in Jerusalem and
after that schools were established in every community.
At first they were attended only by youths
of sixteen or .seventeen years; but Joshua b. Gamla
introduced the custom that children of six or .seven
years should attend the schools: interesting regulations are added concerning the location of public
schools, the number of pupils for each class, and the
:

;

like.
58ft: The elders of the Jews say, "A judge who
has to be summoned to the court, and ordered by the
court to pay his debt, is vuitit to act as judge."
The wondrous tales of Rabbah bar
73ft ct seq.
:

Hanah.
74ft: Legends about Leviathan, and about the wonderful changes in the days of Messiah.
Connection of the celebration of the tifteenth
121'(
of Ab (end of IMishnah Ta'anit), with the reconciliation between the Benjamites and the rest of the
:

Israelites.

The Gemaras also contain the following interesting
homiletic interpretation of Biblical passages:
Zeph. ii. 1: "Hitkosheshu wakoshu " ("Gather

Baba Batra
Baba BucU

yourselves together, yea, gather lo-rether").

- Ka^Uazmeka, veahar kak kashsliet aluMini" (" Improve thy.self first, and tian ini|)rove others'")

shet

(01

(ft).

Num.

'27: " Al kenyonieru hammoslielini Ix'i'u
("Wherefore they tliut speak in proveri)s .say, 'Come ye to H'-shbon ";. "Tims sliull
they that control themselves .s;iy, 'Come, let uh
leckon and compare the material loss cau.sed liy a
good act with the leward, an<l the gain obtained
through sinning, with the punishment; then llioii
wilt be built up and tirndy established " (78ft. a |dav
on "mashall," which also means "to nile," and on
"heshbon "=- " reckoning ").
Piov. XV. 15: "AH tiie days of tiie ]ioorare lioub-

x\i.

II(slilion"

'

'

lesome — this ajiplies to
students of (Jemam
— "but he wlio of a cheerful heart hath a continual
"

tiie

is

— this applies to the students of

feast "

the Mishnah

(14.V0.

The commentary of Rashi on the Biibylouian Talnuid Baba Batra ends at the begiiming of chap. iii.
its place is taken b\' that of his gi.uidson, Ral)t)i
Sanuiel b. Me'i'r (" Uashbam ''), from th. iii. t(j the
end of the massekta.
BiRi.iofjRAPiiv Hiihlii>lif Crniiiiii on Baha Kainiiin (iml D.
:

3/(

3''((, Saliiiiica,

\'~X;

]liilil<i-<lii

Kdiid Kdiiniiii,

I'.erliii,

Mtlailiiiczct

lidliii

Baini:

(in

It.

Siiluiiinii

lT">i'>:
Be/alt-l
KniiiiiKt. JiaUd

Nat.iiiianiile.'^ (Raiiiliani.

U.

Ailrcl ou

.\>lik>'iicizi,

Shithih

Mi zi'n. miil liVihn
/J'i'wr nnlin; M<iiiiiiini<(cs.
xiii.: Jacot) ln-n .^slipri. Tur

Mislniili Tiira)i. Ixxik.s xi., xii..
HiixIkii Mi:<hiult. p. cxxxv. liM'iiil Most^* Benjaiiim. Mn'iiii h
J'ah. on T>ic Tales of liahhnh hen liaiiali ; E. tiiittiiiaehtr.
Zaiihciinth Pa'atirnh. on the same.
;

'

M. F.

su.

.1.

BABA BUCH:

Juda?o-German translation or ad-

adaptation by Elijah LLViT.-vof an Italian version of
the Anglo-Roman romance, "Sir Bevis of Hamton."

The

Italian version of this, entitled

was very popular

tona,"

His exact object

in

"Buovo d'An-

than thirty eilifive of tiiem before 1.")<I7,

known of it,
Elias Levita translattnl

tions being

when

— no

making

less

it

into Juda-o-German.

this translation is not

iiuite clear; it may have been merely as a pa.stime
or as a sort of literary curiosity, but it had become
recognized by the authorities in Rome that tlie German Jews could be reached only through their own
dialect; and there may, therefore, have been a conversionist motive at the root of this translation, as
well asof the J\idieo-German tran!5lationof the Bible

which was made simultaneously and among the same
However the case may be. the book juoved

circles.

very popular. After its first publication at Isny or
Venice about IMO, it was repid)lished at Prague in
1G60; and was reprinted at Frankfort -on-the-Main
Wilhelmsdorf in
in 1G91, at Amsterdam in 17'21. at
1724; and became esiK-cially i)opiihir among Jewish

women, for whom it was almost the sole romance in
any accessible literary form. To them it was fandlto the
iar as the "Bovo Buch," which was closer
Italian original, and is probably the true transliteiii"Baba
tion, though Stein.schneider transliterates it
Bucii" ("Cat. Bodl." col. 934). The source of this
popular work remained a literary puzzle until it was
solved by J. Zedner in 1^03. who gave conclusive
evidence of its derivation from the old English romance in its Italian form. Among other pieces of
of
evidence of its Italian origin he points out the use
the

word

"solfa," misprinted in the edition as HQ^It:-

'

Baba ben Buta
Baba Kamma'
The subject
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one of

is

;

curiosities of

tlie

Jewish

litera-

ture.
TUhl. Hchr. i. 1.55-159, lii. 99, iv. 782;
Steinschneider, in Scrapeiim, 1848, p. 321 ; 1869, p. 132; idem.
Ueher die Vnlkditcratur der Judeti, p. 18; Zedner, in

DM.

vi. 22.

G.

J.

BABA BEN BUTA:

Teacher of the Law at the
time of Herod, and perhaps a member of the prominent family known as "The Sons of Baba" ("Bene
Baba "), who, at the time of the siege of Jerusalem
by Herod (37 B.C.), resisted its surrender, and whom
Costobarus protected from the wrath of Herod for
ten years, until they were discovered and put to
death (Josephus, "Ant." xv. 7, § 10). But, according to a tradition preserved in the Babylonian Talmud (B. B. 3b et seq.), Baba ben Buta was the only
teacher of the Law who was spared by Herod.
According to this tradition it was Baba b. Buta, deprived of his eyesight by Herod, who advised the
latter to rebuild the Temple in expiation of his great
crimes.
The following conversation between the
king and the blind teacher, with its haggadic embellishments, forms the principal part of this tradition,

probably rests upon a historical foundation:
" One day Herod came to visit the blind teacher and, sitting
down before him, said, 'See how this wicked slave [Herod]
Said he [Baba] to him, What can I do to him ?
acts.'
Said

and

it

'

'

Curse him, sir.' Said he, It is written (Eccl. x. 20), " Curse
not the king no, not in thy thought."
But,' said Herod, he
Upon which Baba said, Let him be only a man of
is no king.'
wealth, it is written (ib.), " And curse not the rich in thy bedchamber" or let him be merely a chief, it is written (Ex. xxil.
27 [A.V. 28]), "Curse not a ruler of thy people."
'But,' said
Herod, 'this is interpreted to mean a ruler that acts according
to the customs of thy people; but that man [Herod] does not
act according to the customs of thy people.' Said he, I am
afraid of him,' to which Herod replied, There is no man here
for I and thou sit here alone.' Said he, It
to go and tell him
is written (Eccl. I.e.), "For a bird of the air shall carry the
voice, and that which hath wings shall tell the matter."
he,

*

*

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

"Herod now disclosed himself, and said, 'Had I known that
the rabbis were so discreet, I should not have put them to death.
'
What, now, can a man like me do to repair this wrong ?
He '
said Baba, ' has extinguished the light of the world [put to
death the teachers], as it is written (Prov. vi. 23), "For the
commandment is a lamp ; and the Law is light " ; let him busy
himself with the light of the world [the Temple], of which it is
written (Isa. ii. 2), "All nations shall flow unto it"' [a play on
nahar, which also means " light"]. Said Herod, ' I am afraid
of the [Roman] government.' To which Baba replied, Send a
messenger; he will be one year in going to Rome, will be detained there one year, and make his home voyage in one year,
and in the mean while thou shalt have torn down and built '
and Herod did accordingly."
'

'

•

In halakic tradition Baba
disciple of Shanimai;

and

b.

it is

Buta is recorded as a
said that he prevented

an opinion of Shammai concerning a question of
sacrifices from becoming a rule, because he was convinced of the correctness of Hillel's opposing opinion (Bezah 20« et seq.).
Baba v/as so scrupulous in
his religious observances that he brought a free-will
offering every day, for fear that he might have committed a sin requiring atonement. These sacrifices
were called " sin-offerings of the pious " (" hasidim ").
Baba was a member of the " bet din " and always

saw that

justice

(Git. 57a;

Ned.
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BABA KAMMA
series of three

("First Gate"):

Taimudic

The

first

B.
of a

treatises of the order Nezi-

Kamma

are contained in the following passages:
18, 19, and xxi. 24-xxii. 5 [A. V. 6].
And
the principle that underlies all the legislation in this
respect is expressed by the sentence, " He that kin-

Ex. xxi.

dled the fire shall surely make restitution" (xxii. 5
[A. V. 6]).
Baba Kamma is divided into ten chapters, which
may be grouped as follows: damage caused Avithout
criminality (chaps, i.-vi.); damage caused by a criminal act (chaps, vii.-x.).

Damage Caused "Without Criminality: (1)
Damage caused by agents in their normal condition;
damage caused by agents

in their abnormal coninstance of the first class of agents is an
ox treading upon things that are in his way and thus
(2)

An

dition.

damaging them, creating things that are

in his path.
instance of the second class is the case of a Goring Ox, as under normal circumstances an ox does

An

not gore.
(1) The Mishnah opens with the first class, and
enumerates four heads of damages, "abot nezikiu"
(literally, parents of damages), viz.
"Shor," "Bor,"
"Mab'eh," "Heb'er"(Ox, Pit, FeedDamage ing, Burning). These four agents of
by Normal damages correspond to those mentioned
Agents,
in Ex. xxii. 4 [R. V. 5], xxi. 33, 34,
xxii. 4 [A. V. 5], xxii. 5 [A. V. 6].
The law concerning the compensation in these cases
:

is expressed in the Mishnah (i. 1) thus: "These four
agents have in common the circumstance that they
usually cause damage; that the owner has the duty
to prevent the damage; and that if he fails to do
so, on damage being done he must pay full compensation, with the best of his property " (compare
Ex. xxii. 4 [A. V. 5]). Before, however, giving the
detailed regulations for these four kinds of damage,
the Mishnah proceeds to the discussion of the second
class of damages, those caused by agents in an ab-

normal condition.
(2)

The

distinction

principal point in the second class is the
made between "tam" (harmless) and

"mu'ad" (warned)

Damage by The
Abnormal
Agents,

(see

law of compensation

Accident).
in these

two

as follows In the case of an
animal previou.sly reputed harmless
(tam) the owner has to compensate
cases

is

:

for half the damage, unless half the damage exceeds
the whole value of the animal causing the damage.

In a case where the owner has been warned (mu'ad),
he must give full compensation for the damage,
without regard to the value of the damaging animal
(compare Ex. xxi. 35, 36).
The law of mu'ad applies to the four kinds of
damage done by animals or agents in their normal
condition.
In addition to these the Mishnah (i. 4)
enumerates the following: man, and wild beasts
owned by a man— such as the wolf, the lion, the bear,
and the leopard also the serpent. Of man it is said,
;

"Man

is

always fully responsible (mu'ad), whether

"

:
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he cause damage intentionally or unintentionally,

whether awake or asleep " (ii. 0). This rule is illustrated by various instances given in the third chapter (1-7).

Baba ben Buta
Baba Tf nmTiift

responds to x. 9-10 of the Mishnah. The enumeration
of the abot nezikin placed in the Mishnah at the
head of the first chapter is reserved in
The
the Tosefta for chap. ix. and instead
Tosefta and of 4 the Tosefta enumerates 13 (com;

The remaining part

of the third chapter, the
fourth, and part of the lifth (1-4), contain regulations concerning the compensation for
Damage by damage caused by a goring ox. FolPit, Burn- lowing the order of the abot nezikin
given in the beginning of the tractate,
ing, etc.
the damage caused by a pit is discussed in tlie second part of the fifth chapter; and
the sixth ciiapter is devoted to the remaining two
causes of damage, grazing (1-3) and burning (4-6).
Of the last section the following law is noteworthy
"If a camel laden with flax passes through a street,
and the flax catches lire from a caudle that is inside a
shop so that the whole sliop is thereby set on fire,
the owner of the camel is held responsible for the
damage; if, however, the candle is outside the
shop, the owner of the shop is responsible, except in
case of Hanukkah lights " (see Accident).

Damage Caused by Criminal Acts
theft (ch. vii.);

robbery

(2)

by violence

(ch.

:

(1)

By

viii.);

(3)

by

(ch. ix.-x.).

(1) " If a man steal an ox or a lamb and slaughter
the same or sell it, five cattle shall he pay for the ox
and four sheep for the lamb " (Ex. xxi. 37). The
regulations as to how to apply this law under various circumstances are contained in chapter vii. 1-6.
(2) The compensation for injuries as the result of
violence is discussed in chapter viii.
Such compensation includes five items: "nezek," for the permanent loss, if any, in the earning capacity " shebet," loss of time; "za'ar," pain; "rippuy," cost of
the cure; and "boshet," insult.
The scale of compensation for insult, as given in the Mishnah, seems
to indicate the maximum compensation, for the
jMishnah adds, "The principle is that the amount
depends on the injured man's station in life." Rabbi
Akiba, however, opposed this principle, and desired
practical case deto have one measure for all.
cided by Rabbi Akiba is then cited (viii. 7).
In addition to all the compensation paid, the offender
must beg the injured man's pardon.
(3) He who has robbed his neighbor, and desires
to make restitution, pays the full value of the thing
taken and a fine of one-fifth of its value (Lev. v.
21-24 [A. V. vi. 2-5]). If the things taken by robbery liave undergone a change, he pays according to
the value the things had at the time of the robbery
(ch. ix.).
The last chapter treats of cases in which
the things taken are no longer in the hands of the
robber, and concludes with the warning not to buy
things suspected to be stolen. With the exception
of chap. vii. 7 (on certain restrictions with regard to
the rearing of cattle or poultry in Palestine), there
are neither halakic nor haggadic digressions in this
;

A

tractate.

About the linguistic peculiarities in the beginning
of the tractate, see Frankel, "Darke ha-Mishnah,"
p. 13; and compare Bab. B. K. 66.
The Tosefta has eleven chapters instead of the
ten of the Mishnah; chaps, vii. and viii. corresponding to chap. vii. of the Mishnah, and chap. x. corresponding to chap. ix. and x. 1-8, while chap. xi. cor-

Mishnah.

pare Bab. B. K. 46, where Oslia'ya
enumerates 13 and Hiyya 24, while in
the Talmud Yer. B. K. i. 2(i, Hiyya has 13).
The two Gemara.s, as usual, discuss the laws of
the Mishnah; the Jerusalem Talmud rather briefly,
the Babylonian Talmud more fully.
The following
are a few of the principles enunciated in the Gemara:
—According to Symmachus (Sumkus): Property
concerning which there is a doubt whether it belongs to A or to B, is divided between A and Ii without either being compelled to confirm his claim by
oath.
The sages ("hakamim") hold that he who
claims what

is

in the possession of an-

The Two

other,

must prove

Gemaras.

46«).

A

his claim (B. K.
person attacked on his own
grounds may take the law into his
own hands, when the delay caused by going to a
proper court of law would involve great loss.
Whenever the whole value of the damaged object
is paid, the payment is considered as compensation
(" mamona ")
when onlj' half the value or a certain fixed amount is paid, the pdyment is considered
a fine ("kenasa ") (B. K. 106). The judges in Babylonia had no right to impose a fine for any offense;
the case had to be tried by qualified judges in Palestine.
The following incident will illustrate the last
two rules: A man was charged before Rab Hisdai
(in Babylonia) with having struck a fellow man with
his spade.
Rab Hisdai asked Rab Nahman how
much the offender had to pay. The latter replied
that no fine could be imposed in the Babylonian
courts, but that he desired to know the facts of the
case.
He ascertained that A and B had together a
well, each of them with the right of drawing water
on certain fixed days alone. Contrary to the agreement A drew water on a day that was not his. B
Rab
noticed it and drove him away with his spade.
Nahraan's verdict was that B might with impunity
have hit ^4 a hundred times with the spade, as any
delay would have involved a great loss to B (B. K.
It is noteworthy that two codes of law are
276).
mentioned: the legal one ("dine adam," literally,
judgments of man) and the moral one ("dine shamayim," literally, judgments of heaven). In some cases
the former absolves man of an obligation, and the
latter does not (Mish. vi. 4; Gem. 29(i, 56<j. and pasThere are comparatively few haggadic elesim).
ments in Baba Kamma. Some of these may be given
;

here:
(a) A"hasid" (pious man) noticed a man throwing
stones and rubbish from his own garden into the
public thoroughfare. The hasid reHaggadic buked him, saying, "Why do you
Elements, throw these things from a place that

not yours into a place that is yours?
learned the true
meaning of the question. For he had to sell his
property, and one day, walking in the street, he met
with an accident through these very stones (506).
tribes of
(6) Joshua, on dividing Palestine to the
Israel, made the tribes agree to ten conditions, the
is

The man laughed; but he soon

Baba Mezi'a
Babel, Tower of
most important of

wliicli are the

forests as pasture for cattle,

of fishing in
(r)

them

tlic

and

Sea of Tiberias

commou use of the
tlie commou right

(f^l'O-

Jizra introduced ten rules (" tei>anot "), among
the reading of a section of the Pentateuch on

Sabbath afternoon (" minhah "), on Monday and on
Tliursday, and tlie holding of the sittings of the
court (bet din) on Mondays and Tluirsdays {S2a).
(d) Two officers were once sent by the Roman
governor to Rabban Gamaliel to be instructed in the
Jewish law. When tliey had finished the study they
declared to Rabban Gamaliel tliat tiie laws (referring
probably to the civil code of laws) were all just and
praiseworthy, witli the exception of two that make
a distinction between Jew and heathen. The rabbi
thereupon ordered the inequality to be removed
(Bab. 38r^ and Yer. iv. 4b).
(e) Rabbi Johanan used to give to his servant part
of everything he was eating or drinking, saj'ing, "'Is
not his Creator also my Creator?'' (Job xxxi. 15;
Yer.
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nothing) in cliaps. i.-v.
(2) shomer sakar (keeping for reniuiieiation) in chaps, vi.-vii. (3) "shotd
(borrower) in chap. viii. 1-3; and (4) ".sakir" (a
Mishnah viii. 4 5
thing hired) in cliap. viii. 6).
are without connection with the main subject, and
owe their ])lacc here to .some accidental relationship.
;

"'

;

Shomer Hinnam ("honorary
He wlio finds lost projierty

i.-v.):

chaiis.
it

as

shomer hinnam " until he can restore it to the rightThe regulations as to
ful owner (Deut. xxii. 1-'.]).
what constitutes finding, what to do with the things
found, how to guard against false
Honorai-y claimants, how to take care of the
juoperty found, under wliat conditions
Trustee.
the finder of a thing is bound to take
care of it, and under what conditions he is not so
obligated all this is explained in the first two
chapters.
A trustee who takes no payment is onl}'
responsible for such loss of the entrusted property
as has been caused through the trustee's negligence
"

—

("

viii. Qc).

trustee,"

has to keep

peshi'ah

The mode of procedure

").

in

such cases,

(/) At the funeral of King Ilczekiah a scroll of tiie
Law was laid on the bier, with the words, "This
[man] fulfilled what is written in this [scroll]"

and the regulations concerning eventual

(Bab. 17«).

contained in

Some noteworthy explanations of Biblical texts
may be added. The words "ka'asher j-eba'er Iia-

Chap. iv. contains various laws concerning sale
and exchange. The mere payment of money does
not constitute the sale; and the buyer may legally
cancel the sale and claim the return of the money,
unless he has "drawn" the thing bought away from
its place: this "drawing" ("meshikah") makes the
Until such act is performed the seller is
sale final.
to some extent a shomer hinnam of
Sale and the money paid. Similarly may the
Trust.
buyer become a shomer hinnam of the
thing bought, if, on finding that he
has been cheated, he wants to cancel the sale, to return the thing bought, and to claim the money back.
What constitutes cheating ("onaali")is defined in
See Aliexation.
the course of this chapter.
Chap. V. treats of the law-s concerning interest,
which liave nothing in commou with the laws con-

galal" (I Kings xiv. 10) are quoted as meaning (Babli
3a; see Rashi, ad loc.) "as the tootli destroyeth" (A.
V. "as a man sweepeth the dung"). "Erek appayim" ("slow to anger," Ex. xxxiv. 6) is interpreted
" Icmg-sufferiug to both the lighteous and the
wicked " {ib. 50b), on account of the dual form.
A Biblical verse is quoted according to its sense and
not literall)', as, for example {ib. 816; compare B. M.
76fl), "mihyot tob al tikkare ra' " (when thou art
kind, thou shalt not be called bad); tlien the question is raised, "Is it written so?'' and the verse
Prov. iii. 27 is cited.
BiBLioGR.iPHY
J.

:

See

Baba Batra.

M. F.

SR.

BABA MEZI'A ("The Middle Gate"):

The secTalmudic tractates of the order Nezikin.
It treats of man's responsibilitj^ with regard to
the property of his fellow-man that has come lawfully into his possession for tlie present, and of
which he is considered as trustee. The tractate is
ond of the

tiiree

based on Ex. xxii. 6-14 (A. V. 7-15). In this passage four kinds of trustees are distinguished: (a)
One who keeps the thing entrusted to him without
remuneration (verses 6-8) (b) one who is paid for
keeping the trust (verses 9-12); (e) one who keeps a
thing entrusted to him for a certain time for his own
use without paying for its use (verses 13, 14rt); and
(d) a trustee who keeps a thing for iiis own use and
pays for using it (14/>). The text does not clearly
;

between the first
of trustees; but tradition bases this interpretation on the fact that the tilings mentioned in
verse 6 are generally entrusted to a friend who keejis

state the characteristic difference

two kinds

them witliout remuneration, while the trust described
in verse 9 is, as a rule, kept on tlie payment of a certain fee.
In the Mislinah of Baba ]\Iezi'a these four
trustees ("arba'ah sliomerim ") are treated in the following order: (1) "shomer liinnam " (koeiu'ng for

treated in

1; all other

iii.

sponsibilities

fines,

are

laws concerning the

re-

and the rights of the shomer hinnam are
iii.

4-12.

cerning shomer hinnam beyond the fact that taking
interest and cheating ("onaah" of chap, iv.) botli
consist of an illegal addition to what is actually due.
The laws prohibiting the taking of interest ai'e very
severe, and extend to all business transactions that
The
in any way resemble the taking of interest.
two terms for taking interest, "ucshek " (interest)
and "tarbit" (increase), used in the Pentateuch
(Lev. XXV. 36) are explained and illustrated by examples (v. 1-10). According to the Mishnah "the
lender, who takes interest, the borrower who pays it,
the witnesses, the security, and the clerk who writes
the docinnent, are all guilty of having broken the
law concerning interest" (v. 11). See also under
USITRY.
Shomer Sakar ("a paid trustee," chaps, vi.-vii.):
He is liable to j^ay for all losses except those caused
bj' an accident (" ones "). He has to swear that such an
accident happened, and is thereupon
Paid
free from payment (vii. 8-10). The exTrustee,
ample given in the Mishnah of shomer
sakar is that of an artisan who undertakes to produce certain work out of a given material.
If the material is spoiled, or the work produced

"

iicconliiig to a!L,nt'i'iiiciit, ho has to pay.
the hiivr ("sukcr") lias tlic same liability as the
shoiiier sakar, some laws relating to the soker are
From tiic paid trustee the
included in chap. vi.
is

111 it

As

jMisimali passes uver (in chaj). vii.)
(" jxt'el ") in geuerul,

the

ti)

workman

and regulates the working time,

the lood, and also the rights of the workman to i)artake of the I'ruit of the lield or vineyard while working there (Dent, xxiii. '2i), ^0).

Shoel ("borrower."

He

ciiap. viii. l-;3):

is

liable

every kind of loss, including loss through
accident, except "if the lender is with
Borrowing him" (Ex. .xxii. 14); that is, according

to ))ay for

and

to the traditional interpretation,

Hiring-.

Soker

if

the

was likewise at work with him,
payment or without i)ayment.

i.x.,

taking up again

the subject of liiring, regulate the various terms for
l)aying the due wages (based on Lev. xi.x. lo, and
Deut. x.xiv. 14, l.l). The last section of chap. ix.
delines the rights of the creditor in accordance with
Deut. xxiv. G and 10-13.

The concluding chapter (\.) regulates the relations
between joint owners and neighbors, in dwellings
and in fields. The last case mentioned is especially
interesting as showing a highly developed state of
agricultural jurisdiction in the Mishnaic days.
The Tosefta has many valuable additions to the
Mishnah. It is divided into eleven chapters, which
correspond to the ten chaptersof the Mishnah in the
foUowing way: Chaps, i.-ii. correTosefta
spond to chaps, i.-ii. of the jMishnah;
cliap.

iii.

to chaps, iii.-iv. of the ^lish

nah; chaps, iv.-vi. to chap. v. of the
which begins
Mishnah; chap. vii.
hires worknien " (" po'alin ") instead of " he

—

uho

hires artisans" ("umanin") to Jlishnah vi. 1;
and chap. viii. corresjiond to chaps, vi.-viii. of the
Mishnah; chaps, ix.-x. to chap. xi. chap. xi. to
;

chap.

X.

of the jMishnah.

in explaining the laws of the JMishnah, discusses a variety of kindred problems, especially the Babylonian Gemara; the Palestinian being

The Gemara,

very meager in this respect. Kab Zera, coming fiom
Babylonia to Palestine, is said to have fasted a hundred times within a certain period of time, praying
that he might foiget the Babylonian Gemara, and
fully grasp the teachings of Rabbi Johanan, the PalAccording to Kashi, the
estinian master (B. M. S~)a).
rabbis of Palestine were not of a contentious disj^osition,

and

:

The

disciples of Simeon b. Shetahoncc bought
from an Ishmaelitc; an ass for their master. Tiiey
di.scovered a valuable pearl on the ass, and joyfully
t(»ld their master that the treasure would enable him
" Does the owner know of it?"
to live without care.
asked the master. "No," was theauswer; "but we
need not return it." "What!" e.\clainied Simeon.
{")

"Am

I a barbarian?
treasures of the world

acknowledgment

valuable than all the
w(juld be the Lshmaelof the superiority of our holy
^Nlon-

me

t(j

that teaches us
(Ver. B. M. ii. «r).

:

one year's notice is required.
Sections 11 and 12 of chap,

who

worthy

ite's

;

he

"Are you from Pumbedita, where

p. 'SbO:

they make an elephant pass through the eye of a
needle?").
Uf the haggudie passages the following are note-

lender

("'hirer,"

and
Gemara.

(compare

for

chap. viii. (i) Tiie laws of .soker
having been given in chai). vi.. as far as movable
property is concerned, sections 0-1) of ciiap. viii, and
1-lU of chap. i.x. treat of the soker of inuiiovable
property of the relations between the tenant of a
house and his landlord, between the farmer of a field
and its owner. Among the laws that regulate these
relations are the following: H' the tenant takes a
house for a year, and the year hai)pens t(j be a leapyear, the tenant occupies the house thirteen montiis
for the same price.
The tenant can not be turned
out in the winter between Tabernacles and Passover,
unless notice be given one month before the beginning of the winter. In large towns and for shops,

"

Baba Me^'a
Babel, Tower of
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39;-

settled ditiictilties witiiout

much

discussion

religion,

(h)

of righteousucss

A man's house is blessed only for the .sake of his

wife (Bab. B.
(r)

ways

:Sl.

rtd.i).

There are three who cry, and no notice

is

taken

the three is lie who lends
money without witnesses (ih. T.Vy).
('0 Li ahalakic discussion between R. Eliezer and
R. Joshua, a " bat kol " (a heavenly voice) was lieard

of

in

their

One

crj-.

of

R. Joshua

favor of the former.

Sinai (Ex. xxiii. 2)
ing to the majority

.s<u'd

:

"The

bat

Law

given on .Mount
connnands us to decide accord-

kol does not concern us;

the

'

'

" {ih.

5'J/^).

(c) Resh Lakish was famous for his strength
R.
Johanan, for his stately figure. R. Johanan sjiid to
the former: "Thy strength is fit for those who study
the Law." The other replied: "Thy beauty is tit
for vomen," upon which R. Johanan said, "I have
a sister of renowned beauty; if you consent to turn
to the Torah, I consent to your marrying my sister."
This was done; and Resh Lsikish, who Jiad been a
gladiat(n', had many, sometimes vehement, halakic
When Resh
(liscu.ssions with his brotherin law.
Lakish died, R. Johanan was much distressed.
Rabbi Eliezer b. Pedat came to comfort him and
whatever R. Johanan said, his visitor found right,
and had a (juotation ready in support of it. R.
Johanan then mournfully said "Resh Lakish raised
many objections to whatever I said: I had to solve
the diflieulty, and thus the truth was found, mucli
better than i>y ready consent " (iO. ii4<i',
:

;

:

Bini.iociK.MMiv: See B.vB.\ B.vTR.*.
,).

M-

si:.

BABEL,

TOWER

!••

OF.— Biblical Data: The

story of the building of the city and the Tower of
Babel as found in Gen. xi. l-i) is briefly as follows:
The whole human race spoke one and the same lau-

This comnuipermanently in the land of ShiHere they
nar, not far from the Euphiates river.
built a city and a tower of such materials as a great
river-basin would afford and the genius of man couhi
manufacture. Apparently this was done to pre\ ent
their scattering abroad and losing their tribal unity,
to make a great center about winch they might
Ynwu
gather, and to obtain for themselves a name.
cuage, and formed one community.

nit.v'or clan settled

came down to investigate the juirpose of all this unusmd ente^prise. The selfcontidencc and unity of
Fearful
the iH'ople wore everywhere prominent.
that the accomplishment of this project might em-

bolden them to

still

more independent movements.

;

Babel,
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Tower of

"Let us go down, and there confound
Consequently theywere scattered
abroad upon the face of all the earth; "and they left

R. El. xxiv., it was mainly Nimrod who persuaded
his contemporaries to build the Tower, while other

was therefore

Nimrod separated from the builders (compare Giuzberg, "Die Haggada bei den Kirchenvilteru," pp.

Yhwh said,

their language."

off to

build the city."

The name of

called "Babel," because there
one language of the earth.
J.

it

Yhwh confounded the

rabbinical

sources

assert,

on

the

contrary,

that

88, 89).

JR.

I.

M. P.

In Rabbinical Literature The Midrashini
give different accounts of the real cause for building
the Tower of Babel, and of the intentions of its
It was regarded even in the Tanuaite trabuilders.
dition as a rebelHon against God (Mek., Mishpatiin,
20, ed. Weiss, p. 107; Gen. R. xxxviii. 9), and the
later Midrash records that the builders of the Tower,
:

nj^Sn "IH, "the generation of secession " in
God— has no right
the Jewish sources, said:
to choose the upper world for Himself, and to leave
the lower world to us; therefore we will build us a
tower, with an idol on the top holding a sword, so
"
that it may appear as if it intended to war with God
(Gen. R. xxxviii. 7; Tan., ed. Buber, Noah, xxvii. et
The building of the Tower was meant to bid
seq.).
called

"He—

detiance not only to God, but also to Abraham, who
exhorted the binlders to reverence therefore the Bible
:

Six hundred thousand

men

("Sefer

lia

Yashar, "

were engaged for forty-three years (Book of
Jubilees x.) in building the Tower.
Building of The To^^ er had reached such a height
the Tower, that it took a whole year to lioist
12rt)

up necessary building-material to the
top; in consequence, materials became so valuable
that they cried when a brick fell and broke, while
they remained indifferent when a man fell and was

They behaved also very heartlessly toward
killed.
the weak and sick who could not assist to any great
extent in the building; they would not even allow a
woman in travail to leave the work (Greek Apocalypse of Baruch iii.). God at first permitted the
people to continue with their work, waiting to see
whether they would not desist from their sinful undertaking, and when they still continued, He endeavored to induce them to repent (Gen. R. I.e. Tan.
;

Mek., Beshallah, Sliirah, 5), but all in vain.
The confounding of the languages— before that they
then compelled them to give
all had spoken Hebrew
up the work, many also perishing on the occasion;
for if any one received stones instead of mortar
through the misunderstanding of his fellow-workers,
he grew angry and threw the stones upon the one
who had given them ("Sefer ha-Yashar," 12/y). A
I.e.;

—

part of the builders were changed into apes, evil
demons, and ghosts walking by night (Sanh.
I.e.
Greek Apocalypse of Baruch ii.), and the rest
were scattered over the whole earth. The mighty

spirits,
;

Tower

Tower

of Babel.

(From the Sarajevo Haggadah.)

speaks of the D^nX Dn2n,"one speech,"
interpreted as signifying speech against " the
One," against God, and against His one, only fol-

(Gen.

xi. 1)

which

is

lower (compare Ezek. xxxiii. 24). The passage furthermore mentions that the builders spoke sharp
-words— D^Tn = DHriN against God, not cited in the
Bible, saying that once every 1,656 years according
to Seder '01am, 1,656 years elapsed between the
Creation and the Flood— heaven tottered so that the
water poured down upon the earth, therefore they
would support it by columns that there might not be
similarly
Tan. I.e.
another deluge (Gen. R. I.e.
Josephus, "Ant." i. 4, § 2). Some among that sinful generation even wanted to war against God in
heaven (Sanh. 109a, and the passage from the SibylThey
line Books iii. 100, cited by Josephus, I.e.).
were encouraged in this wild undertaking by the
fact that arrows which they shot into the sky fell
back dripping with blood, so that the people really
believed that they could wage war against the inhabitants of the heavens ("Sefer ha-Yashar," Noah,
According to Josephus and Pirke
ed. Leghorn, 126).

—

—

;

;

Avas

blown down by winds

(Sibyllines

I.e.

Josephus, I.e.; Mek., Beshallah, 4, ed. Weiss, 37);
according to the opinion of others, one-third of the
building was consumed by fire, one-third sank into
the earth, and one-third remained standing (Sanh.
In order to convey an idea of
I.e.; Gen. R. I.e. 8).
the height of the Tower, it is said that to any one
who even now stands upon the ruins, tall palmThis
trees below him appear like grasshoppers.
remnant of the Tower is said to be at Borsippa.
Although the generation of the builders of the
Tower was much more wicked than that which perished during the Flood, the punishment of the latter
was much more severe, because they were robbers,
while the former lived in peace with one another,
and peace is of such supreme importance that God
spares even idolaters so long as they live peaceably
(Gen. R.

I.e.

7).

Compare Languages, Seventy.

Bibliography: Ginzberg, Die Hagaada hcl den Kircheiii-atcrn, pp. 88, 91-94.
J.

L. G.

SR.

In

Mohammedan

Literature

:

That some

story about Babel had reached Mohammed appears
but it was in a singularly imperfect
to be certain
form and was confused by him with another story
about Khordad and Mordad, two of the Pars!
;

Amshaspands.
(sura

ii.

The one

reference appears in

Koran

96):

" But they followed that which the Satans recited against the
kingship of Solomon— and Solomon was no unbeliever, but the

;

;
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Satans are unbelievers, teaching men magic— and that whlcli
was revealed to the two angels in Babil, Harut, and Marut.
They do not teach any one until they say, We are nothing but
a temptation, so be not an unbeliever.' The people learn from
them that by which they may divide between man and wife,
yet they injure none thereby, save by the permission of God
they learn that which hurts themselves and proUts them not."
*

Here all that i.s left of the Babel story is the name
and the idea that there separation may be Ijrougiit
about. As to Harut and Marut, the Moslem commentators explain that they were two angels sent
down by God to teach men magic, in order to try
them and to show them the diffeieuce between magic
and miracle. It is a story of the Jews, continues
the commentator Baidawi {in Iom), but to be rejected, that they assumed flesh, were seduced by a
woman Zuhara into lust and rebellion against God,
and taught her how to ascend tip into the heavens.
But later Islam embraced this Jewish legend in its
full extent, and exhausted its imagination in portraying the well at Babil with the rebellious angels
hung in it by the heels and giving lessons in magic
to whomever would come to them (see Lane's "Arabian Nights," chap, iii., note 14, and Al-Tha'labi's
"Kisas al-Anbiyya," pp. 43 et seq.; compare Cairo
ed., 1298).

With so vague a reference in the Koran and with
a fundamental confusion like this to contend against,
the stories of the Tower and of the confusion of
tongues have left little or no mark on popular Islam; the "Arabian Nights " know nothing of them.

Some

of the historians

know

of the confusion of

tongues only. Thus in Yakut (i. 448 et seq. ) and the
"Lisan al-'Arab" (xiii. 72) God brought mankind
into the plain afterward called "Babil," by means of
winds sweeping them together. There He assigned
to each his separate speech, and the winds again
scattered them to their appointed lands.
In one place Tabari (" Annales," ed. de Goeje, i.

Nimrod ruled at Babil
and his people were Moslems. But he seduced them
to idolatry, and in a single day God confused their
220) gives a tradition that

speech, which had been Syriac, and they became of
seventy-two tongues.
In another place (p. 224)
Tabari tells the story practically as in Genesis. Ibn
Wadih (i. 17) has a longer narrative on the same
lines.
Abu 'Isa, the astronomer quoted by Abu al-

Fida ("Hist. Anteisl.,"

ed. Fleischer, p. 18), also tells

the Biblical story of the Tower and the confusion.
He adds that Eber alone, because he did not join the
others in their impious attempt, was permitted to
retain the original Hebrew language.
This is in
curious contrast with the other narratives, which
view Syriac as the original tongue. It is possible
that the belief, current in all the Moslem world, that
Syriac was the original language, is to be traced to
the influence of the Syriac " Cave of Treasures " and
the Arabic "Kitab al-Majall," with theiranti-Jewish
polemics.
J. Ji{.

D. B. M.

-Critical View According to the modern analysis of the Pentateuch, the section Gen. xi. 1-9 is derived from J, or the Jahvistic writer. The name is
there explained as from a stem-word " balal " (confound).
This is probably a folk-etymology founded
upon the similarity of the proper name to the Hebrew

Babel, Tower of

stem or to the event that occurred ut Babel.
The
Babylonian language, probably indigenous to this
region, gives the true

etymology of "Babel." It is
of " bab " (gate) and " ili " (God), literally, " the gate of God. "
It should Ix- noticed, too,
that this name was given to both the Tower and
the
city, and that the cessation of building
Etyoperations is referred to in connection
mology
with the city only, the tower not even
"Gate
being mentioned. The records of Gen.
of God."
X. give a i)icture of the settlement of
mankind upon various portions of the
earth's surface.
This "table of the nations" is an
ethnographical map of the ancient Oriental world.
The exact time of its preparation can not, with the
present data, be fixed.
The location of the great
majority of the peoples has been determined. It

compounded

:

has been noted, too, that the inhabitants of these
communities, districts, provinces, and cities spoke
different languages.
The questions, how men were
scattered from one common center to all these sections of the ancient world, and how they happened
to speak diverse tongues, are answered by the insertion, after eh. x., of Gen. xi. 1-9.
Up to the present time no ancient documents, giving a parallel legend, such as those of the Babylonian

accounts of the Creation and the Deluge, have been
discovered.
But another class of facts may point in
the direction of answering the above question.
Philologists have not yet solved the question as to the
common origin of all the languages of mankind;
but scientists agree that the physiognomy, the physiology, the psychology, and the religious nature of
man are practically the same all over the world.
This is not an absolute proof of the unity of the
race; but it points to a dispersion of men from a
common center, and as the descendants of a common
stock.

There is general agreement that the Tower of
Babel was in lower Babylonia, not far from the River
Euphrates. Two principal locationsare given in the

Position
of Babel,

literature of the subject: (1) the ruins
of Birs-Nimrud at old Borsippa, south

of the site of old Babylon and (2) the
ruins within the circuit of ancient
Babylon itself. In the first case, Nebuchadnezzar
;

Borsippa inscription, cols. i. and ii.) tells how
he repaired and finished a "zikkurat," or tower,
which had been left unfinished, at a height of 42 ells,
by a former king. This tower, dedicated to Nebo.
was called "E-zida" (Enduring Temple or House),
and consisted of seven stages or stories. The conspicuous character of the present-day remains of this
Tower has attracted attention since the time of Benjamin of Tudela (about 1160); and many schohirs
have found in this mass of ruins the remains of the
Tower of Babel of Gen. xi. The latest expcsitor of
this view is John P. Peters ("Jour. Biblical Litera(in his

ture," 1896. XV. \0<aet8eq.).
The second view is that the ruins of old

Babylon

include the site of the Tower of the record. The
narrative itself speaks of a city and a tower; and, as
stated above, the cessation of labor is mentioned with
regard to the city only. The name " Babel " would
most naturally connect this event with the city
Nebuchadnezzar, too (in his Borsippa
of Babylon.

Babenhauseu
Babylon
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and finished at Baby(Temple of Heaven and Eaith). tlw'
dwelling of the god of gods, Marduk
Nebuchad- and likewise tlie story-tower," E-tenien
an-ki" (Tenijile of tiie Foundation of
nezzar's
Borsippa Heaven and Earth). Of tliis lattei"Cuneiform Inlie says (Rawlinson,
Inscription, scriptions of Western Asia," v. 'M, eol.

898

work he

did for the benefit of the Karaites, espeand socjjd rights in
He was a man of wealth and aidi-d tin;

inscription), states that he built

tlu;

lon "E-sag-ila"

cially in regard to theii' political

;

i.
53, 54): "E-tenien-auki, the zikkurat of Babylon I built anew," and adds imme-

diately thereafter: " E-zida, the lasting house, lieloved
The same lanof Nebo, in Borsippa, I built anew."

guage is used with reference to the construction of
both of these edifices. This being so, there must be
a preference for Babylon as the i)robable site of tin;
Babel of Gen. ix. 1-9, the ruins of which answer the
requirements of both a tower and a city. See B.mjyi>ON

and

SiiiN'Aij.

Bibliography: H. Rawlinson,

in Smith-Sayce, Chaldca)i Gciirpp. 171 ct «'(/. For the critical analysis of the eleventh
chapter of Genesis and the various problems connected with
the tradition of the Tower of Babel, see Budde, BHiUsche
Uraettcliiclitc. and the commentaries of Dillmann, Strack,
Holzinger, and Giuikel J. P. Peters, as above.
s/'.s

;

J. Ji{.

I.

BABENHAUSEN A city
:

Starkenburg, GermanJ^

Jews

are reported to

have

the request of the

nobleman Arrosius von Breuberg, cei-tain Jews were
placed under the ban, and all intercourse between
them and Christians was strictly prohibited. The
reason for this measure is not stated.
In 1337 the
Jews were cruelly persecuted during theAiiMLEDEU
raids.
At the time of the Black Death (1349)
the Jewish community was again subjected to persecution.

From

1643 to 1672 there were at no time more than
six Jews resident here, and these paid an annual
protection ta.x of 60 to 70 gulden.
Between 1710
and 1719 this tax amounted to 110 gulden. The
Jew Daniel of Babenhatisen obtained the protection
of the Palatinate in 1648.
In 1829 there were 80
Jews resident here; in 1875 there were 92; and this
is about the number at the present day.
BiHLiOGRAPiiY

:

Salfeld,

Des NVirnhcrger Mcnnn-hnches Mar-

tjinildtjiniiK pp. ;J:i8, 2H1 ; Ik'ficlnrilnnKj (ki- Haiiau-MUnzeiihiiiiisvlie.il LniKlcp. 57: Liiwenstein, frcs'c/i. dcrJiiden
(lev Kiiri>falz, p. :i8; Enirelhert, Stati><tik des Judeiiill

thiuiia tin

D( utsehen Rciclie,

p.

i>'Z.

A. F.

G.

BABINOVICHI Town in

the district of Orsha,
government of ]\Iohilev, Russia. In 1900, in a total
population of 1,143 the Jews numbered about 800.
:

H. n.

o.

BABLI, SOLOMON
SOLO.MON

B.

B.

JUDAH

HA-.

See

JUDAII nA-B.\BLI.

BABOVICH, SIMHA:

Head man

of the Ka-

raites of the CiiincH in th(! first (piarter of the nine-

teenth century, and president of the Karaite Council
of the city of Kozlov, Eupatoria.
Tlie exact date of
his birth is unknown, but he was probably born

about 1785. His surname is spelled by some "Bibovich" (Gottlober, "Bikkoret le-Toled(")t lia-Karaim,"
p. 179), and by others "Babovich" (Eben Resheff,

"Abne Zikaron,"

Knm,"

p.

and

102,

Deinard,

"Massa

p. 20)

Bal)ovich did not distinguish liimself as a scholar,
nor did he write any book but lie was famous for
;

w

education of Bahovich's children.
1827 Babovieh went to St. Pctcisbuig wilh
Joseph Solomon, hakam of the Karaite; coinniunily
of Kozlo\', to petition the Russian goveriunent lo
Tiiis misfree the Karaites from military service.
sion was successful; and it was on this occasion hat
Solomon wrote his "Sefer ha-Zikaron," and AishaiiA.M BEN JosEPir SoLO.MON iia-Haza.n Composed a
hymn in honor of Bal)ovieh.
In 1829 Babovich con-esponded with Jostand other
German-Jewish scholars in regard to a history of the
Karaites; and it was owing to his encouragement
that Firkovich gathered all the malei-ial for his
ith th(!

In

I

history.

A.

K.

Fi..

BABSKI REFUES

("Babski" [Polish], oldwomanish; "refues" [Hebrew], remedies): The
name applied in Yiddish to domestic and superstitious medicine.

of Ilessc, district of

At

resided here as early as 1320.

M. P.

]{ussia.

work of Abraham Fiukovuii, who accumpanicd
him to Jerusalem in 1H30, and who \\as entiustetl

Common

folk

among

the

Jews

in

Russia and Poland believe in peculiar remedies for
diseases and maladies, some of the remedies consisting of drugs or physics and some of magic agencies.
Especially peculiar are the latter, which are generally prescribed or administered by a practical cabali.st
called "ba'al-shem" (master of [God's] name) or
" guter Yid " (good Jew), to whom superstitious men
and women apply for the conjuration of toothaches,
of wounds, or of an evil eye (" 'ayyin ha-ra' '"), or
for the exorci-sm of

an

evil spirit

("dibbuk

").

segulot " (superstitious remedies) among
these folk, particularly curious are those intended
for the relief of pregnant women and that of children.
For instance, a well-known practise among
them is "Bleigiessen," or what may be termed
" plumbomancy," which is divination from the forms
assumed by molten lead dropped into water. This
is resorted to in cases in which illness of pregnant
women or that of children is due to fright, to find
out what object was the cause of the alarm.
medicine-woman, muttering a psalm or an incantation, throws molten lead into a vessel ftdl of water,
and from the resemblance of the form thus assumed
by the metal to a particular animal, she divines that
the cause of fright was a cat, a dog, a horse, etc.
The popidar guides of domestic and superstitious
medicine among the Russian and Polish Jews are the
" Sefer Zekirah " (Book of Remembrance), by Rabbi
Zechariah of Plungyan, and the "3Iif'alot Elohim "
(Works of God), which latter is a collection of remedies prescribed by Rabbis Yoel Ba'al-Shem, Naphtali of Posen, and others.
Here follow a few items contained in the two treatises: To alleviate i^ain of dentition, suspend upon
the neck of the child a tooth of a horse or of a dog,
and smear the throat of the child with butter or
chicken-fat ("Zekirah," p. 80, AYarsaw, 1875). To
protect a child from an "evil eye," let it wear a copper or silver tablet with the letter n engraved upon
it (lb. p. 84).
In case of measles or small-pox, take
ten peas, throw them upon the patient, and say: K'11

Of the

"

A

irp Dyn

5T"in

pxivj psiNivj

p:yT

D-'ais

^"d
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inv

C

As many peas
N^l ]'2iin -ly ^NT TPND ^'D ""irx
as liave bcou tlirown ujmhi tlic cliild, so nianv pocks
shall

it

liave, not

Lemberg,

more";

"31it'alot

Elohim,"

speedily rose to prominence, and its history is practically the history of Babylom.\.
The ruins which have been ideniilied with an-

p. 94,

1872).

Babylon lie about 50 miles south of the city
Bagdad and on the east bank of tiie Euphrates.
They are located between 44' and 4.1" east longitude,
and between 32' and '3.V iu,nh latitude, and e.vtf-nd
over five miles from north to .south. The ruins consist of several di-stinctimrtions: {<>) The most
northcient

Among

other treatises containing similar prescriptions is: "Toledot Atiain,"a collection of remedies
by several cabalists, edited by Joel Heilprin (Ba'al
Sliem), Wilmersdorf, 1784.
See Folk Medici.nk.
BiHLioGRAi'iiY
S. Rubin, Ma'agc Ta'atu'im, § v., 1»'0-142.

of

:

Vienna, 1887.
11. R.

eriy of the ruins consists of a vast mound covering
120,000 sfpiare feet and reaching a heiirht of 64 feet.

A. Ha.

BABYLON
Data

:

The

(^33, LXX. Bn,3v/Mv).— Biblical
chief city of Babjionia, long the capi-

VIKW or THE

It

Euphrates.
This city has several names or appellatives in the
native inscriptions, the chief being " Ka-dingira " and
" Babu-ili " (•' gate of God " or " gate of gods""), " Tin-

The Hebrew

"), and "E " or "E-ki"" (" House ").
tradition groups it with "Erech, Ao-

In Hebrew

cad, and Calneh " (Gen. x, 10), and so
ascribes to it great antiquity though

seat of life

;

should be added that the beginnings
of the city can not be historically deteiniined.
No native records give any clue to its
origin.
It apjiears to be mentioned in a historical
inscription by Agu-kak-rinie (about Ki-IO n.c), who
restored the shrines of ^Marduk and Sarpanit in the
temple of E-sagila. But the city had long before
been the center of a vigorous political life. In the
beginning it was but one among many cities; but it
it

bears the name of " Babil " or " EI-MiiglQbeh "
it are the remnants of a once f<)rmi(lal)le
;

Rn.N'S OF liABVI.U.N.

tal of the kingdom and empire that controlled the
whole or a large part of the valley of the Tigris and

Tradition,

now

and near

(From Pcrrot and Chipiez, " Art

tir " ("

Babenhausen
Babylon

in Chaldara

and .\s>>rLi.")

Remains of hydraulic works found beneath
its idcntitication with the famous
terraced or hanging gardens.
Bai)il is now being
systematically explored by an e.xiiedition sent out
from German}', (i) Near by is the mound called
" ^lujellibeh," identified by Rassam with a I'alacc
built i)y Nabopolassar and Nebuchadnezzar.
('•) Elwall.

it

make probable

Kasr, literally, "the castle"; so called, according to
the tiadition of the neighboring Arabs, from liaving
been the castle of Nebuchadnezzar. Bricks found
beneath this moun<l bear the stamjiof Nebuchadnezzar; and, as far as it has been examined, it consists
of a

The Ruins,

maze

now

of walls full of debris.

It

been ascertained through
the excavations conducted by the
German explorers that Kasr covere the remains of
the famous jtalaceof the great king, (d) Immediately
south of El-Kasr, and practically continuous with it,
are the ruins "Amrau ibn Ali, named after a Moslem
has

Babylon
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Babylonia

tomb

Tlie ruins
is visited by pilgrims.
of tlie great temple of E-sagila.
(e) Near the village of Jumjuna are small mounds,
from one of which have been taken numbers of business tablets whose inscriptions make it plain that
the site was once covered with the oifices of the firm
of the sons of Egibi. Besides these chief ruins there

saint -whose

cover

tlie

site

are numbers of smaller ruin-groups; but their relations to each other are more or less obscure, and identification of the buildings which they mark is either
doubtful or wholly lacking. This mound is now

being explored by the expedition undertaken by

German

scientists.

Herodotus (i. 178-187) has described the city with
a wealth of detail. He says it formed a vast square
480 stades (55^ miles) in circumference. Around
about the city was a moat filled with running water,
and beyond this was a wall built like
Classical a rampart, 200 cubits high and 50
Descrip- broad, the top of which was made into
tions.
a great street, lined with chambers, and
broad enough for a four-horse chariot
to turn upon it.
In the city were fine streets lined
with houses three and four stories in height. The
main building was the temple of Belov Marduk,
constructed in tower-like form, with a winding
ascent on the exterior. There is no mention of
the hanging gardens. The description given by
Ctesias (quoted by Diodorus Siculus, 2, 7 et seq.) differs considerably from that furnished by Herodotus.
According to Ctesias, the circuit of the citj' was 360
stades (about 41^ miles), and the other dimensions
were generally smaller than those given by Herodotus.
He describes the hanging gardens as being
square in construction and of sufficient size to support full-grown trees.
The best Babylonian description of the city now
extant was written by order of Nebuchadnezzar, the
greatest patron of the city.
This narNative
rative of the great works of construcDescription and of repair gives a picture of
tions.
the whole city in his day.
It agrees
in the main with Herodotus, and seems
to support somewhat the contention that he had a
first-hand acquaintance with the city.
The account
of Ctesias is not quite in accord with the Babylonian
description, which makes no mention at all of the
hanging gardens. It is therefore probable that Ctesias is in error, and that they were erected by some
Assyrian king. For the history of Babylon, see

Babylonia.

The city of Babylon fills a large place in the literature and life of the Hebrew people. It is true that
in the literature it is not always possible to distinguish between the citj of Babylon and the country
of Babylonia, for the same word (733) is used for
both yet in many cases tlie allusion to the city is
clear.
In the Book of Genesis there are but two allusions to Babel
the one (Gen. x. 10)
In the Old naming it as one of the cities of Shinar
Testament. (Babylonia); the other (Gen. xi. 1-9)
describing the confusion of tongues
and the naming of the city therefrom. The city next
finds mention (II Kings xvii. 24) as one of the places
from which Sargon brought captives to settle in
Samaria, who introduced an image of their god Suc;

:
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coth-benoth (II Kings xvii. 30; compare Amos v.
After the fall of Samaria, Babylon plays a
26).
smaller part in the history of the Hebrews, while
the importance of Nineveh increases until the new
Babylonian or Chaldean empire. Under Nebuchadnezzar, Babylon again becomes an important city,
and, as the center of the empire which destroyed
Judah, finds frequent mention in the later books.
See Assyria, Assyriology and the Old Testa-

ment, and Babylonia.
Bibliography: For the history of the city see bibliography
under Babylonia. The ruins are briefly described, and an
account of their exploration is given, in Robert W. Rogers,
History of Babylonia and Assyria, i., New York, 1900.
Fuller accounts of the present state of the ruins are to be
found in John P. Peters, Nipini7\ New York, 1897 Eduard
Euphrat und Tigris, Leipsic, 1900. The topogSachau,
raphy of the city is thoroughly discussed in the article BahyUm by Baumstark, in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-EncydopUdie
der Classischen Altertumswissenscliaft, ii., 1896, with which
may be compared the monograph on Babylon by Delitzsch,
published as one of the Mittheilungeii of the Deutsche Ori;

Am

ent. Gesellschaft the various other Mittheilungen of this
Society; and also Jastrow, The Temple and Palaceof Nebuchadnezzar, in Harper's Magazine, April, 1902.
R. W. R.
J. JR.
;

Darius Hystaspes capPost-Biblical Data
tured the city of Babylon in 516 B.C., partially
razed its walls, and carried its inhabitants into captivity (Herodotus, iii. 159; Justin, i. 10).
Xerxes is said to have either plundered or destroyed the temple of Belus, and Alexander the Great
labored in vain to restore it; in connection with
this, reference is made to his Jewish soldiers (see
Babylonia, Greek Period). When Seleucus Nicator founded Seleucia for his capital, Babylon sank in
importance and soon fell into ruins (Pausanias, viii.
The Rabbis neverthe33, 1; Dio Cassius, Ixxv. 9).
Mention is made of basless still knew it as a city.
kets taken to Babylon (B. B. 22a), as also of the fact
that one could live as well in Babylon as in Sura
The Talmud says, " He who sees the Eu(Git. 65a).
phrates from the bridge near Babylon, should say
"
the benediction, Blessed be the Creator of nature
(Ber. 596), meaning that from Babylon the Euphrates
has a natural course, being checked further north by
This is the probable exartificial dams and canals.
planation of the passage, although there is another
view, held by S. Cassel, who thinks that the land of
Babylonia is meant here and not the city of Babylon.
To the foregoing precept the Talmud adds
from a fifth -century point of view that since even
at this point the river had been checked by artificial
means, the benediction could properly be said only
lower down the stream, in Be Shabur. R. Hamnuna
preached that "He who beholds the godless city of
Babylon should pronounce five benedictions; the
first, on sighting the ruins of the town; the second,
when he beholds the house of Nebuchadnezzar; the
third, when he sees Daniel's den of lions; the fourth,
when he looks on the fiery furnace; and the fifth,
when before the pillars of Mercury" (ih. 57b; less
correctly, in Yer. Ber. ix. 12d). The palace of Nebuchadnezzar is a heap of ruins called by the Arabs
" El Kasr " (the palace) the " pillars of Mercury " are
probably a statue of the god Nebo; the "fiery furnace " is shown next to "the palace " (Layard, " DisBenjamin of Tudela found the
coveries," p. 505).
ruins of Babylon five miles distant from Hillah, a
city which then contained ten thousand Jews. In the
:

'

'

—

—

;
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work "Shebile '01am,"

i.

25a, Hillah

is

incorrectly

Babylon. Pethahiaii also saw ancient
Babylon (ed. London, pp. 42-44) he, however, often
seems to confuse Babylon with Bagdad, as do many
Jewish aulhois. Of older date is its confusion with
Borsippa, an error of ancient times (Yoma lOrt); the
latter j^lace did indeed possess a temple of Nebo
An aged pine-tree was shown in
('Ab. Zarah l\b).
the vicinity (Sanh. 92/>), which served to locate events
in the time of Daniel (see Rapoport, " 'Erek Miilin,"
Jews looked for the Tower of Babel in
2416).
Babylon (compare Sanh. 109a): "Of the tower [of
Babel], one-third was burnt, one-third was buried
underground, and one-third remains standing " (see
"Proc. Soc. Bibl. Archa?ol.," 1893, xv. 230). Pethahiah also saw the Tower (I.e. p. 48). Christians
lived in Babylon in early times; the passage I Peter
V. 13 refers to this (compare Josephus, "Ant." xv. 2,
§ 2). A Christian church, said to have been destroyed by Jews under Sapor II. or Bahram, was
restored in 399 (Assemani, "Bibl. Orientalis," iii.
identified with

whether or not they found another nice already in possession.

61).

BiBLiooRAPHY: Ncubauer, Giooraphie du Talmud, p. 344;
Bottger, Lexicon zu Josephus Flavins, p. 48; Ritter,
Erdkunde, xi. 865; I. Halevy, Do7-ot ha-Rishonim, iii. 102106 li. 544, 545, who tries lo show that in Talmud Bahel is
Identical with Bagdad.
;

S.

G.

—

Ku.

BABYLONIA. General Data A country in
western Asia of varying limits at different periods.
The natural boundaries were the Persian gulf on the
south, the Tigris on the east, and the Arabian desert
on the west. On the noith the boundary changed
with political changes; but it may be roughly placed
at a line drawn along the beginning of the alluvial
:

soil.

Rain may fall at any
but the
time between November and February
The
rainiest months are November and December.
rest of the year is dry and e-xtremely
Climate
hot, though rain is not unknown, in
Ancient
and
the form of brief showers.
Products, writers ascribe extraordinary fertility
and, due allowance being
to the soil
made for exaggeration, there remains indubitable
evidence of great productivity'. The disuse of former
elaborate arrangements for irrigation, and the lack

The

climate

is

subtropical.

;

;

of attention have, in modern times, turned much of
the country into an arid waste interspersed with
The principal products of the
malarial marshes.
country were wheat, dates, barley, millet, sesame,
The
vetches, oranges, apples, pears, and grapes.
domestic animals in use were horses, camels, oxen,
Of wild animals there were
sheep, dogs, and goats.

much sport for kings and princes.
chase the lion held first place, if one is
to judge by the native accounts; but the wild
boar, the wild ox, the jackal, the gazelle, and the
hare were likewise found. Birds were numerous;
and fish, chiefly carp, were taken in the sluggish

enough

to furnish

In the

rivers.

The people that made the great civilization and
history of Babylonia, as it is now known, were
Semites, of the same general stock as the Hebrews
and Arabs. The time at Avhich they entered the
country is matter of dispute, as is also the question
II.— 26

probably safe to .say that the great
majority of mo<leru As.syri(»logists entertaiu the view that before the advent
of the Semites Babyhniia was peopled
by a race known as Sumeriaus, towhom

It is

;

2,

Babylon
Babylonia

People and
Language,

isduethe origin of the method of writing, asal.st» that
of part of the religion and the general culture of the
Babylonians. To this view, however, there is opposed a strong body of opinion, of which Jo«i)h
Ilalevy, the eminent French Orientalist, is the chief
exponent. The language spoken by the Babylonians is usually called As.syrian.
It belongs to the
northern group of the Semitic family, and is more
closely aftiliated with Hebrew, Phenician, and tlie
several Aramaic languages than with Arabic, Hiniyaritic, and Ethiopic.
The method of writing is

cumbrous; but

it served its purpose from the earliest
inscriptions antedating 4500 B.C. down to the period
of Alexander the Great.
It is called cuneiform, since

the earlier picture-writing gradually developed into
a character the chief constituent of which is a wedge
(Latin, cuneun).

The beginnings of history in Babylonia are lost in
More than 4,000 years before the conmion
era the country was called Kengi — that is, "land of
canals and reeds " and in it were a number of cities.
each with a sort of city king. One of

antiquity.

—

Its

the earliest of these kings bore the

name En-shag-kush-anna, the political
center of whose kingdom was probably Erech, while Nippur was its most important religious center.
The names of many other kings that
ruled in one city or another have been handed down;
but no clear light upon the movements of men in the
History,

forming of kingdoms is obtained tmtil the reign of
Sargon I., about 3800 B.C., and of his sou NaramSin.
These kings were certainly Semites, whatever may
They made conquests
be said of earlier monarchs.
over a large part of the country. Later astrological
tablets ascribe to the former some successful campaigns into the far west to Pheniciaand Elam. For
a long period after the reigns of Sargon and
Naram-Sin the supreme power in Babylonia passed
from city to city; first one and then
another held the supremacy. The first
Kings
TJr-gur and one that held the chief place after
this great conqueror was gone was the
Dungi.
city of Ur. in which kings Ur-gur and
Dungi held sway about 3200 b.c. Each of them was
called not only "king of Ur," but also "king of
Sumer and Akkad," under which title they claimed
dominion over both northern and southern Babylonia.
After the power bad slipped away from Ur, the
city of Isin became supreme for a time, only to be
succeeded again by Ur, and this in turn by Larsa.
During all this h)ng period the city of Babylon exerted no profound influence upon the general life
But about 2450 B.C., accordinc to
of the country.
the native chronologists, the first dynasty began to
reign, with Sumuabi as the first king. The si.xtii king
of Uiis dynasty. Hammurabi (about 2:342-2288 B.C.;
see AMR.\pnEi.), united all Babylonia tinder one
From that
scepter and made Babylon its capital.

proud position the

when

city

was never deposed

;

for

even

the Assyrians ruled the land from Nineveh.
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city of Babylon was still the chief city of the
southern kingdom. Tlie development of tlie kingdom wliicli Hammurabi had founded was continued
during the second d3'nasty of Babylon, at the end of
which (about 1780 B.C.) a foreign dynastj' known as
the Kassites came to the throne.
tlie

The

originally from the mounfurnished to Babylonia some
kings eminent as warriors and in the
arts of peace.
Among them were

Kassites liad

tains of

Elam and

The
Kassites.

;

come

tliey

Kadashman-Bel

and

(about 1400

who were

spondence with tlie
kings of Egypt.
During the 576

B.C.),

Burnaburiash
in corre-

Not
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until 625 b.c.

given

Avas

duk

(556 B.C.),

Na-

became

of Assyria
achieved comiilitc
indepcndenee. and
the power ot Baby-

waned

life

now in decay.
After Lal)aslii-Mar-

tliat this

dom

lonia

fresh lease of

best of the Avorld

dyruled over
Babylonia the kingyears
nasty

was a

and the king wlio began it was in all
probability a CJialdean. Nabopolassar (625-005 n.c.)
gave a rallying jjoint to the independNabopo- ent life of the country, and threw off
the Assyrian yoke with such energy
lassar.
and success as at once to establish a
new world-empire and to destroy the once powerful Assyria.
1 lis son (see Nebuch.vdnezzak) carried
on his plans with notable success, and was succeeded
by Evil-Merodach (561-560 B.C.), and he by Nergalsharezer (559-556 li.c); but the power that Nabopolassar
had made
dominant over the
to Babylonia;

reignetl

with
devotion
to religion
and
science, but without
.c.)

great-

dynasties
tliat followed (dyMaoic Bowl with Hkisrkw I.nscriptions, Foixd amonc; the
political
wisdom.
lUlNS (IK BaHVI.O.N.
nasty
4 of l.sin,
A new power had
(IVolii " KcVllf lies Kill. its JuifrS.")
dynasty 5 of the
arisen in I>lam and
Sea Lands, dynasty
Cyrus, who began
6 of Bazi) produced few nicii of the liiuhcsl lank
ti>
reign as king of Anslian
lad become king of
cithci' as wai'riors or as oiganizers; and niotlL'ni
-Media in 549 i;.C and sliorth afterward kinir of
knowledge of the latter part of the jieriod is inoic or
I'ersia.
In 545 r-.c. he had con(|uered Lydia, and
less fragmentary. The seventh dynasty had but one
Babylonia was threatened. Revolts against Naboniking, an I-^laniitc of unknown name (about l(i;i() li.c. ),
dus in Babylonia opened the way t'oi' Cyrus; and in
and (luiing the eighth dynasty the power gradually
5:{<S i;.c'. Nabonidus tell into his hands and could no
diiltcd into the handsof Assyria. In 729 n.c.Tiglathlonger call himself "king of Babylonia." So ended
l>ilcs('r HI. of Assyria was also king of Babylonia,
the native rule of a miuhty Semitic kingdom, which
and thenceforward Babylonia had no life of its own
for 5,0(10 years had piled up wealth, furthered civi(see As!<vi{i.\).
lization, and ministered to ]ieace.
Babylonia, far
ly.

Tlio

;

,

;
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so mentions geogra|ihical names which are not
always clearly identitiable. Tiie places mentioned
in II Kings xvii. 6. as the localities where tlie Jewish exiles were settled, are not likely to have lieen
the only ones inhabited by them after the lapse of a
few centuries. Some of these places were identiticdas
being inhabited by Jews in the i)ost-Biblical jieriod.

more than Assyria, rt'prosentfd tlie real geuiusof tlie
Semitic people; and its conquest by the semi-barbaric races of the East seemed a sad ending to its
brilliant roll of centuries.

-Biblical Data: In the Bible, Babylon and the
country of Babylonia are not always clearly distin
guished, in most cases the same w<jr.l (P33) being
used for both. In some passages the land of Babylonia is called Shinar; while in the post-exilic literature it is called the land of the Chaldeans (Dnt'3 pN).
In the Book of Genesis Babylonia is lle^^cribed as
the land in which are located Babel, Erecli, Accad,
and C'alnch (Gen. x. \0), which are declared to have
formed the beginning of Nimrod's kingdom, lii this
land Avas located the Tower of Babel (Gen. xi. 1-9)
and here also was the seat of Amraidiers dominion
In the historical books 15abyloiiia
(Gen. xiv. 1, 9).
is frcfiuently referred to (there are no fewer than
thirty-one allusions in the Books of Kings), though

Thus

literature Ot Israel

ets.

it

Babylon

" (xiii.

to-day

Babylonia jilays an inand especially Ps.

fillaavery large place in the Pioplithe "burden of
1 ). though at that time it still seemed

Nahrwan

"

(see

:

Histories

('.

P.

Tiele,

(lisvliic)ilc. (icitli!!, ISSli; Uolifl't
J{(i'i.i//ii/ni( 'Mil/ .1.^^.|/)•|V^ ~ vols..

7?rr/ii//'i//i>(;/-.l

W.

New

which i)Iact'. accoiding to most investigators, is the
Thilbencane mentiomd by Ptolemy. Samuel names
"
over the Euphrates,
a ]>oint faither north, a biidge
identical wilii the well-known Zeugm:i on that river,
as api^'ars from R. Johanan"s statement in the pas-

w;/r-

Uistornul
Verk, VM); ?'. llom-

"'

saii'e

mud

R.

gives the lioundaiies of as

:

much

lonia as contained .Jewish residents,

W.

R.

The Tal
of

B;ibyI

but

in

doing

this

was

a strategically im|iortant point
""

AssvniA.]

— Geography

cited:

on the boundary of Commagene. call<"d " Bir today.
But the district Biram. mentioned in the Talmud
is
(/.'.) as being ujion "this side of the Euphrates.""
not to be undersiood as identical with this Bir. as
Xeubauer and Berliner maintain: for then thei-e
would be nothing extraordinary in the accomiiany-

;

Post-Biblical Data

418) as the farthest limit
also Gen. R. xvi. 3).

I.e. i.\.

—

London, ISS.VlSSii); I. M. I'rirc, The Munu(tUI 'J'l stain rut. CliicjiL'o. IIHHI; C. .1. IJnII.
1). <;. HeLMrtli. AiitlnnLiijht fnnii thr East, Loiulnii, IS'.H)
itii anil AvrUiiiihiini, V;\y{ I, llrhrrir Aiitlinritii, liy S. It.
Iiiivei-. I.onilon. ls;i<.).
nitiliof-Miipliy to

(see Ritter,

same passages, and

Greek
lions the fortress Tliulbakni (called also Akra
for "fort""— by the Jews) as the limit (Gen. R. /.'•.),

linfrcis.

.11;

the Syrians also considered

Berliner refer the name to Okbara and Awana, two
on the east bank of the river; while Saninel
here, too, assigns a smaller territory to Jewish residents by naming Mo\(ene as the farthest boundary.
Soutliwaid ("below") along the Tigris, Jews are
said to have been domiciled as far as Ajiamea in
Norlhw.ird on the p^upluatis. Rab men]\Ieseiie.

(ihl Testa iiinit,
iiinils anil lln

,1.

;

idtiitical

cities

\w\.(lis(liiclilc I{(iliiiliiiti( IIS inni Assiiiiiiis. Herliri. iss.");
(iiscliiilitf (Irs Alti 11 Mnriji iiliiiiilrs. Stuttfrjirl, IS!l.') (liiuisl.
into EiiL'lisli lis Ciriliznl inii tilDir h'.ast, Loiiiloii, llHHli; HiiL'o
Wilictilcr. (Icsrliicliti lidhiihni ii lis iiinl .issiirii us, Lcipsii-,
'1'.
ISiiri.
\V(il'l<s n'f<Tritl<r to tlie relnlionsllili luMweeii O.
Dii Ki lliiisilnitli ii
r>;il>yloni;i- K. Sclii'niliT,
liistorv ;ui(l
mill iliis Altr 7V^•^u/l«)l^ (iicssfi). ISs:; (Kli'-'lisli tniiisl. liv
i». C". Wliiti'lionsc,
Tlir i'lnii ifmiii Iiisniiitimis ami llii

\<vv

ii

Toward the north ("above"), Rab givesas boundary a place on the Tigris which S. Cassel understands as the Bagravene meiitioneil by Ptolemy, a
Kohut and
district eastward of the Tigris sources.

TiosTAMKNT, and Bahvlon'.
isilii

('0

(Adiahknk). ('") Nehar Gozau " (i.e. river of Gozan)
is identical with Ginzak or, as Stiabo and Ptolemy
call it, Gaza, Gazaka, or Ganzaka, a large city on the
bank of the lake Urmia (Ritter, "Erdkunde," ix.
" (II Kings I.e.)
774).
{(1) "The cities of the :\[edes
are intended to designate llamadan. the ancient
Ecbatana, and its sister cities. According to another
opinion, Nehawend and its sister cities, .south of
llamadan, are meant (Kid. 72*/; Yeb. \Gb tt ner/.).
Ganzaka is also mentioned elsewhere as one of the
remotest points in which Jews of genuine stock,
descended from the actual exiles, resided. Such
Jews are said to have dwelt as far as the "river
[•'nhr " = -water, as in Aramaic and Arabic] Ginzak,"'
according to the coricct reading of the 'Aruk based
upon Kid. ~lh; Yer. Kid. iv. (y'ul; Yer. Yeb. i. ^Vj.
This statement was made by Rab; but Samuel names

t

liUil.lOfJKAPnv

tlie
:

with " Halah " (R, Payne
Smith.
"'Thesiurus Syriaeus," col.
1277); it is, according to Abulfe<la, live days' journey north from Bagdad. Both Jews and Syrians
apply the name to the whole province of Calachene.
ib) "Habor" (II Kings I.e.) is the same as Hadyab

Extent.

(xxxix. o).
In the nuini)cr and ini]iortance of its references to BabyloBabylonia ni:in life and history, the Hook of .leremiah stands preeminent ill the Hebrew
and
Jeremiah, literature. So numerous and so important are the allusions to events in
the reign of Nebuchadne/.zar hat within recent times
Jeremiidi has beeomea valuablesouice in reconstructing Babylonian history. The inseriplions of Nebuchadrezzar are almost exclusively devoted to building operations; and but for the ]?ook of .lereniiali,
little would be known of his eamj)aign against .leruSee AssvifiA, A^<svj;l()l,o(;v a.nd tiii'. Old
salem.

country

bar Kaliana, commenting on
in II Kings, states that

llalah " (n?ni is llahvaii (according to the correct
reading) or Holwan. as it is still called by the Arabs

The Book of Isaiah resounds with

a " far

Abba

'•

signiticant part(see Ps. Ixxxvii. 4,

cxxxvii.), but

R.

above-mentioned passage

the lack of a clear distinction between the city and
Allusions to it
the country is sometimes ))uzzling.
are contined to the points of contact between the
Israelites and the various Babylonian kings, especially Meuodach-balauan (Berodach-baladan of II
Kings XX. 12; compare Isa. xxxix. 1) and Nebuchadre/zar (see Neuuciiadnkzzah). In Chion., Ez.,
and Nell, tlie interest is transferred to Cyrus (see,
for example, Ez. v. 13), though the ri'trosix'ct still
deals witii the conquests of Nebuchadrezzar, and
Artaxerxes is mentioned once (Neli. xiii. (3). In the
])oetical

Babylonia

!

ing statement that the leadinir (Jcwi.slO families of
Pumbedita contracted matrimonial al'i.in'cs witii the
It is more piooiiiiie- ihat by tlie
])eople of Biram.
latter place the district of liahvam was meant, a

:

";

;
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peninsula on the west side of the Persian gulf and a
territory which in the times of Arabian domination,
Nor, in
indeed, was frequently- included in Irak.
speaking of Bahrain, are the words "above" and
" below " employed to designate its position on the
Euphrates, as with the other locations; instead, "on
the other side " is used, which must mean southward,
Biram is
the previous side mentioned being north.
identical with Beth Baltin, a spot between Syria
and Babylonia, which was the extreme point to
which the proclamation of the New Moon was

word " sea " then referring to the lake Bahr Nejef.
important commercial town east of the Tigris
and near the sea was Charax, identified in rabbinical

forwarded all beyond that was " Golali" (the Exile)
Babylonia proper (R. H. 23i; compare 'Ab.
Zarah 57^).
This wide extent of country contained numerous

{d) JE^»J^ (Meshan in Greek and Latin authors, " Mesene," equivalent in meaning to "Mesopotamia").
region, also celebrated for its commerce, west of

:

i.e..

districts bearing the following

names

in rabbinical

hll (Babylon), the most frequent designation,
but meaning more strictly that section between the
two rivers where they came most
Provinces, closely together. Thus it is said that
Babylon covers the Euphrates on one
The term
side and the Tigris on the other ('Er. 22Z»).
{n)

"Golah" (Exile) was also frequently applied to
Babylon and, inasmuch as Pumbedita, the city of
such prime importance for Jews, was situated in it,
Golah is at times used as equivalent to Pumbedita
In this district were situated those
(R. H. 236).
;

celebrated cities of Babylon,

Borsippa,

Seleucia,

and Ctesiphon, repeatedly named by the Rabbis;
in

Arabian times, Bagdad,

too, attained celebrity.

This region also received, poetically, as it were, the Biblical name of
"Shin'ar," which was variously expoiinded (Gen. R.
xxxvii. 4). Poetically, also, must be understood the
also important.

appellation "Sheol" (the nether world), Yeb. Via.
According to one passage (Gen. R. xxxvii. 1 compare Yalkut and Lekah Tob), the Biblical Tiras
stands for Persia ("Monatsschrift," xxxix. 11). As
distinguished from Palestine, Babylon, whether in
its larger (Yer. Shek. ii. 47<') or smaller extent, was
"abroad," " the foreign " (Yad. iv. 3).
(h) irnn^n )''n ("between the rivers," Kid. 72a).
The Greek name IMesopotamia, which arose after
Alexander's time, means identically the same (Gen.
R. XXX. 10, xliv. 3, Ix. 1). In this district was situated the important city of Nisibis, called Nazibin
by the Jews, as it is to-day this region is strictly
differentiated from Golah, or Babylon proper (Sanh.
Nineveh, however, had long before been des326).
troj^ed, so that it is doubtful whether the Nineveh
mentioned in the Talmud (Ta'anit 146) as possessing
Jewish inhabitants, can have been the celebrated city
of that name. ^lore probably the whole district of
Nineveh is meant, as in Shab. 1216, where "Nineveh" is used with Adiabene. As.semani, " Bibliotheca
Orientalis Clementino-Vaticana," iii. 2, p. Ixv., mentions one baptized Jew from Nineveh in the fourth
century.
(c) NO' h^n (Habel Yamma, Kid. 72a
Yer. Kid.
iv G.jrf Gen. R. xxxvii. 8). The name means " the sea
district," and probably applies to the region upon the
Persian gulf, east of the Shat-al-'Arab. This was
considered the "crown" of Babylon. R. Papa applies the name, however, to the Piiorat region (not
Euphrates; compare Phorat, Mesene) of Borsippa,
;

;

;

;

writings under the form "Haras," with the Biblical
" Erech " (" Monatsschrift," xxxix. 58). The Biblical
" Accad " is identified with Kashkar, a town called
thus by the Syrians and Arabs (Smith. I.e., col.
1843), but also Karka, which is identical with Charax,
and it thus must have been situated near the latter.
In this actively commercial district, Cuthaeans or
Samaritans are said to have also resided (Kid. 72rt).
;

A

the Shat al-'Arab and north of the Persian gulf.
this district

In

were both upper and lower Apamea;

Phorat Maishan, a large city identified by the
rabbis with the Rehoboth-Ir of Gen. x. 11 (Yoma
lOrt).
Mesene formed a portion of the old province
of Chaldea, a name not in use among the Jews.
As
a collective name for all these districts, the designaalso

literature

Nehardea was

the

An

"Babylonia" may be employed in its widest
supported by Biblical precedent, no doubt also employed the term " 'Eber haNahar " (beyond the river) to designate it (Ab. R. N.,
tion

sense. Palestinian usage,

ii. 47; 'Aruk, s.v. lay III.).
The someAvhat boastful designation of Babylonia as " the land of Israel
(Gen. R. xvi. 3) was recognized by Zacuto (" Yuha-

B,

and other moderns. So, too, many
were known among the Jews by
(see Graetz, "Messene," p. 25, and Jas-

sin," p. 245b)

Babylonian
nicknames

cities

trow, "Diet." p. 167).
The provinces were subdivided officially and by
common usage into smaller districts, as marked by
the numerous canals and waterways
Political
hence the functions of the "canalDivisions, wardens" (see below). Such a district
was stjied a "parbar," a word occurring in I Chron. xxvi. 18; mention is made of Babylon and its district, Nehardea and its district (Ket.
54a) and there were doubtless other districts, named
Nares, Sura, Pumbedita, Nehar-Pekod, Mahuza, etc.,
each with its peculiarities as to dialect, weights, and
measures (Beza 29ff, 'Er. 296). One of the canals referred to above was called "the Jewish" (Nahr alYahudi; M. Streck, "Die Alte Landschaft BabyloFrom Sherira's " Letter,"
nien," i. 42, Leyden, 1900).
p. 40, it appears that Bassora was in a different district from Babj'lon (Bagdad). Many Baby Ionian cities
are repeatedly mentioned in Jewish works, though
the term " Sawad " (for Babylon) is never used by
Jews, who prefer the old name "Babel," just as the
Arabs employ " Babil. " Some scholars have endeavored to discern "Al-Irak," one of the Arabic names
for Bab5ionia, in Targ. Yer. upon Gen. x. 6, and I
Chron. i. 8 (" Monatsschrift," xxxix. 55). This name
is probably intended in "Toledot Alexander" (ed. J.
Levi, " Kobe?," ii. 8), and is certainly meant in " Pe'er
ha -Dor," No. 225 (" Irak is Bagdad and its vicinity"),
and in numerous other works.
In view of the undoubted fact that the Jewish inhabitants of Babylonia were of purer racial extraction than the Jews of Palestine, the former considered
themselves, especially after the fall of Jerusalem, as
the genuine Israel, and their differing traditions and
customs as of higher authority than those of the
;
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home country.
and

sified

Indeed, these differences were inten-

cherislied.

The Babylonian Talmud

peatedly contains the remark, "This
lonian]

custom

;

is

re-

our [Baby-

theirs [the Palestinians'] is different

(see Kid.

296).

"

Such expressions as

Opposition "here" and "yonder," "in the east,"
and " in the west, " are employed to
to
Palestine,

specify differences of usage.

The

lat-

ter expressions are particularly rife as

applied by the Masoretes to the verification of the
Biblical text and comparisons of variant readings;
but are likewise applied to minor differences of ritual
and legal custom, especially in the time of the Geonim differences which a modern scholar has enumerated to the number of seventy-three (J. Miiller,
" Hilluf Minhagim ").
Of a different nature are the
variations between the Babylonian and Jerusalem (or
Palestinian) Talmuds, known already to the Geonini,
who, of course, always preferred " our Talmud " (the
Babylonian), and accordingly transplanted the study
of the latter to Europe, where it became the dominant authority for modern Judaism in general.
But this independence of Palestine and Palestinian
authority was not achieved by Babylonian Judaism
all at once: it came about gradually.
Thus, the exilarch R. Huua I., as many others, no doubt, before
and after him, was buried in Palestine at his own request (Yer. Ket. xii. 35^) while, later on, it was maintained that in this respect Babylon must be considered as the equal of Palestine (Ket. Ilia).
"Just as
one should not leave Palestine to live in Babylon,
so one should not leave Babylon to dwell in other
lands, "ran a modest saying; but afterward the popular axiom was, "Who lives in Babylon, lives the
same as in Palestine" (ib.); indeed, it soon became,
" To leave Babylon is to transgress a precept " (ib.
110b).
Huna, principal of the Pumbedita Academy,
is credited with the utterance, "Since Rab came
hither, we of Babylon have constituted ourselves in
matters of divorce the peers of those in Palestine "
(Git. Qa).
Learned intercourse between both countries was maintained by many amoraim traveling to

—

;

fro, as, for instance, Dimi and Zeii'a.
Babylonian scholars rightfully ranked themselves higher

and

than their Palestinian colleagues, not, however, without incurring the ridicule of the latter for so doing
(Zeb. 15a).
R. Zei'ra is said to have fasted a hundred days in order tliat he might forget the Babylonian Gemara (B. M. Soa), and R. Jeremiah always
sjieaks of the "stupid Babylonians" (Yoma 57a).
The Mi.shnah (Yoma vi. 4) mentions a particular instance of coarseness on the part of the Babylonians.
They were accustomed to eat something raw which
the Palestinians only ate cooked (Bezah 16a).
It
was declared to be improper to entrust the oral
tradition to men of Nehardea, or, according to another reading, to the Babylonians at all (Pes. 62b).
Scholars in Palestine were called "Rabbi," whereas
in Babylonia they were styled "Rab," possibly a
difference of dialect only.
In Babylonia, finally,
people spoke more correctly and with sharper intonation than in Palestine.
At a period when Hebrew was still spoken in Palestine at least in scholarly circles the people in
Babylonia had already adopted Aramaic, owing to
the proximity of the Aramaic-Syriac districts. Hillel

—

—

Babylonia

is expressly stated to have spoken a Babylonian Aramaic or Targum dialect (Ab. R. N. xii., p. oo, ed.
Schechter). This dialect, of which the
Language. Babylonian Talmud is the chief liter-

ary monument, was closely related to
the tongue of the natives, such as the Mauda;ans speak
to-day.
Persian never became the vernacular of the
Babylonian Jews: a few words only were borrowed
from it; more, perhaps, than from the Greek (Levias, "A Grammar of the Aramaic Idiom
in the
Babylonian Talmud," pp. 3, 237, Cincinnati, 1900).
Rabbi Joseph (fourth century) asks: "Why do we
speak Aramaic in Babylon? It should be either the
holy language [Hebrew] or Persian " (Sotah 4%) an
utterance which shows that the Jews did not speak
Persian.
There are, of course, hundreds of Peisian
.

.

.

—

—

more correctly, Pahlavi— words in Babylonian
and the amoraim of the first and second generations, like Rab and Judah, frequently intermingle
Persian words in their utterances. Nevertheless, the
proportion of Persian vocables in the Jewish Babylonian idiom is not so great as some (for instance,
Koliut, in his "Aruch Completum," and Schorr, in
"He-Haluz," viii.) maintain. The Jewish incantations (see below) are Aramaic, and the Geonim render
or,

texts;

their responsa only in Aramaic, even during the Ara-

bic period, as Sherira's and Hai's writings prove.
But, of course, Arabic was then the ruling idiom,
and Saadia not a born Babylonian, it is true calls
the Aramaic "the language of the fathers" (comment, on the "Sefer Yezirah," text, p. 45); it was,
therefore, no longer a living language.
Hebrew, of
course, was retained in a measure, as everywhere, by
the Jews; and the Karaites especially wrote mainly
in Hebrew.
Pethahiah, the traveler,was rejoiced to

—

—

Aramaic was closely related to Hebrew.
Although Babylonia, or Irak, was largely populated by Jews, the population was still a mixed one,
and in the course of time the nou-JewNonish population grew to be in the maJewish
jority.
The uncultivated Parthians
Population, could, of course, exercise no religious
influence upon the Jews; but it was
otherwise with the Persians, and it is still a moot
point to-day to what extent Judaism, both Biblical
and post-Biblical, was influenced by Zoroastrianism.
In Palestine it was acknowledged that the names of
the angels (see Angelology) were of Babylonian
origin (Gen. R. xlviii. 9). and were adopted in the
find that

Parthian period.

In this direction in general the

Jews were strongly influenced by Zoroastrianism
(Kohut, "Ueber die Jiidische Angelologie und Dilmonologie in Ihrer Abhilngigkeit
Leipsic, 1866

Judenthum,"

;

vom

Parsismus,"

Stave, " Einfluss des Parsismus auf das
Haarlem, 1898). Talmud and 3Iidrash

speak very often of the Persians. Nahman, presiding judge at the court of the exilarch, was well
versed in Persian law (Shebuot S4b) and a Persian
document is mentioned (Git. 196; compare B. M.
The Persians were acute enough to prize the
108a).
Jewish Law a Jewish soldier found a Hebrew copy
;

:

Persian
in the Persian treasury (Sanh. 976).
trousers, a characteristic garment, are, according to

of

it

some, mentioned several times ('Ab. Zarah 26; Meg.
Interesting, too, is the mention
llrt; Kid. 72rt).
of the Persian festivals (Yer. 'Ab. Zarah i. 39c),
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and of the fact that the Persians kiss each other upon
the liand, and not upon the mouth (Tan., ed. Buljer,
wronglj^ called
iv. 110).
It was only the Magi
"Guebers" who, as Noldeke rightly explained,
were contemptuously called " magicians " (" haberim"
or "liabriu ") by the Jews, who hated and persecuted
The Mandteaus. however, chiefly resithe latter.
ding in .southei'u Babylonia, also felt deep hatred
against the Jews (W. Brandt, " Die Mandiiische Re-

—

—

ligion," Leipsic, 1889:

Lagarde."Mittheilungen,"

iv.

148; Jewish sources contain nothing upon this point).
Besiiles these, there were Aiabs living in the land or
on its borders (Niddah 47a. Kid. 72^/), called also

intercourse with them,

Isinnaeiites or Xabata'ans:

related as they

were

to the Jews,

must have been

amicable.

changed when the Arabs became masby them all the inhabitants who
were not Moslems were treated with contempt, if

But

all this

ters of the

country

:

The Christians experienced this
not with cruelty.
more sharply than the Jews (in the predominantly
Jewish district Nehardea. there were no Christians
The constitution of the
in olden times; Pes. 56/^).
Nestorian Church had for the Arabs great similarity
to that of the Jews with their exilarchs and heads of
academies. Hai Gaon had friendly intercourse with
Strange to say,
the Catholicus of the Nestorians.
the onlj' one of these nationalities to exert a detrimental influence upon Judaism was ]\[anda'ism. to
which many of the superstitions and the belief in
magic, found throughout the Talmud, must luidoubtedly be ascribed. Evidences of
Their
this are the magic bowls used in coniInfluence. mon by both Jews and ^Vlanthvans.
Layard first found them (" Discoveries," p. 509). since which they have reiieatedly been
encountered; and the American Nippur expedition
luiearthed a great number of them (Stubbe, "Ji'i
disch-Babylonische Zaubertexte," Halle, 1895, p. 8;
Lidzbarski, "Ephemeris fur Semitische EpigraAmer. Journal of Archeology,"
phik," 1900, p. 89;
The illustration of one of these bowls,
1900, iv. 482).
given on page 402, is from the "Kevue des Etudes
Juives. " Arabic influence was undoubtedly much
more powerful; but this conflned itself to the Held
of science, and did not intrude ui)on religion.
Bab3'lonia was always a fertile countr}'. yielding
produce of every kind. Both Jewish and non-Jewish
writers describe its wealth of date-i)alms (Pes. 87// (t
scq.); cedars are said to have been biought thither
from Palestine (Lam. \\. i. 4).
The
'•

Commerce loeust (insect) is also said to have
and Trade, imported thence (Yer. Ta'an. iv.
Olive-oil,

l)een
69//).

however, was lacking;

its

being supplied by sesame-oil (Shab. 2(vO.
Linen was widely manufactured (Ta'an. 29//); and
there was a special Babylonian purple material (Gen.
place

R. Ixxxv. 14; Tan., .Mishpatim

commerce under the nanie
faljrics

Jews

(Pandects xxxiv.

17).

well

known

in

Habyionicum." These
2.")) were brought by the

ot "
2.

\'oss

Catullus.
The Jews evidently contributed to Bai)y
p. 190).
Ionia's foicign eonuiiercc, whieii in tiic earliest days
was centered in Seleucia and Ctesipiion. In later
to

iVli'Xandria

(Is.-uic

iipoii

days, when Bagilail rose to prominence, markets had
already Ijeen held tiiere (Streck. /.'•. p. 52) of course,

—
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with the assistance of Jews (Kohut,

— and there was a special Jewish

"

Aruch."

vi. 10)

with
"Jews' Bridge "(Yakut, iv. 1045, 11 .see B.\<;d.\d).
To-day trade is still mainly in the hands of the Jews
(piarter there,

a

—

in these localities, as, for in.stance, in Bassora (Ritter,
"

Erdkuude,"

rich,

-X.

180).

especially

in

Their iuilustry made the Jews
(Gutsclnnid. "Kleiue
There were no laws in Babylonia

Mahuza

Schriften," v. 677).
in restraint of commerce (Git. 58/y); but, ilevoted as
they were to trade, the Jews did not shrink from
such lowl}- occujtations as that of canal dredging;

indeed, the Babylonian Talmud mentions all kindsof
handiwork as having been followed by Jews, and
even by distinguished scholars among them. Their
connection with agriculture is not quite so clear, although it is quite certain that tliere were farmers
among them. The Talmud mentions the interesting
fact that the Palestinian Jewsgave one-thirdof their

yearly offering ("terumah") "for Babylon, Media,
the distant i)rovinces. and all Israel " (Yer. Shek.
iii. 47().
Tliere was no stone in Babylonia (Midr.
Teh. xxiv. 10): bricks were, therefore, used for
building,

and Jews were employed

in theii'

manu-

facture.

The Jews are reported as having erected handsome
synagogues and colleges; the pillars of the college
at Pumbedita being particularly praised ('Er. 22//).
The learned of Babylonia dressed more elegantly
and were prouder in demeanor than tho.se of PalesThe climate was healthful, so that
tine (Shab. 145//).
it was said that there was no leprosy in Babylonia
(Ket.

77//).

History

:

The

earliest

accounts of the Jews

exiled to Babyl oniaare furnished only by the scanty
details of the Bible certain not quite reliable sources
seek to supply this deficiency from the realms of
legend and tradition. Thus, the so-called "Small
;

Chronicle" (Seder '01am Zutta) endeavors to jireserve historic continuity by providing a genealogy
of the Princes of the Exile ("Reshe Galuta ") back
indeed, Jecouiah himself is made
to King Jeconiah
a Prince of the Exile (Neubaner. "^Medieval Jew.
The "Small Chronicle's" stateChronicles," i. 196).
ment, that Zerubbabel returned to Palestine in the
Gi'eck period, can not, of course, be regarded historOnly this nuich can be considered as certain:
ical.
viz.. that the descendants of the Davidic house occupied an exalted position among their brethren in
Babylonia, as, at that period, in Palestine likewise.
At the period of the revolt of the Maccabees, these
Palestinian descendants of the royal house had emigrated to Babylonia, to which an obscure notice by
:

Makrizi (in I)e Sacy, " Chrcstomathie Arabe," i. 100)
probably refers (Ilerzfeld, "Gcsch. des Volkcs Y'israel."

ii"

n96).

was only with Alexaniler's campaign that accurate information conceriung the Jews in the East
reached the westein world. Alexander's army containetl numerous Jews wh<i refused, from religious
It

scruples, to take part in the reconstruction of the

destroyed Belus
' Contra A]i." i,

temple

in

The

Babylon (Josephus,

of Seleucus
Nicator. :)12 n.c.. to whose extensive empire Babyloiua belonged, was acce]ited b\' the Jews and Syrians foi- many centuries as the ("ommeneement of a
new era for reckoning time, called "minvan shi'ta22).

accession
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Tot," cera contractxtiim, or era of contracts (see 'Ab.
Zarah lOn, aud Rapoport, "'Erck Milliii," p. 73).
•\vhicli era was also oHiciall ya(U)i)te(l by
the Partliiaus. Tliis so culled "Greek"
Greek

Period.

era survived in the Orient long after
been abolished in the West
it had

Neubauer. p. 28). Nicator's foundation of a city, Selkuci.v, on the Tigris is
mentioned by the Rabbis (Midr. Teh. ix. b); wliile
both the "Large" and the "Small Chronicle " conThe important victory which
tain references to him.
the Jews are said to have gained over the Galatians
in Babylonia (II Mace. viii. 20) must have happened
under Seleucus Calliuicus or under Antiochus III.
The last-named settled a large number of Babylonian
•Jews as coloni.sts in his western dominions, with the
view of checking certain revolutionary tendencies
disturbing those lands (Josephiis, "Ant." xii. 3, ^ 4).
Mithridates (174-136) subjugated, al)out the year
160, the province of Babylonia, and thus the Jews
for four centuries came under Parthian domination.
Jewish sources contain no mention of Parthian influence; the very name "Parthian" does not occur,
unless indeed " Parthian " is meant by
Parthian " Persian, " which occurs now and then.
The Armenian j)rince Sanatroces, of
Period.
the roj'al house of the Arsacides, is
mentioned in the "Small Chronicle " as one of the
<see yiierira's "Letter," ed.

successors {diadoclioi) of Alexander. Among other
Asiatic princes, the Roman rescript in favor of the
Jews reached Arsaces as well (I Mace. xv. 22): it
is not, liowever, specified which Arsaces.
Not h^ig
after this, the Partho-Babylonian country

was

trod-

den by the army of a Jewish i)rince; the Syrian
king, Antiochus Sidetes, marched, in eompanv with
Hyrcanusl., against the Parthians; and when the
armies defeated the Parthians (129 ii.c at the
River Zab (Lycus), the king ordered a halt of two
days on account of the Jewish Sabbath and Feast of
Weeks (Josephus," Ant." xiii. 8, ^i 4). In 40 n.c. the
Jewish puppet-king, IlyrcanusIL, fell into the hands
of the Parthians, who, according to their cu.stoni,
cutoff his ears in order to render him unfit for rulerThe Jews of Babylonia, it .seems, had the inship.
tention of foimding a high-priesthood for the exiled
Hyrcanus, which they would have made quite independent of Palestine (Josephus, "Ant." xiv. 13, ^9;
But the reverse was to come
ib. "B. J." i. 13, § 6).
about: the Palestinians received a Babylonian, Ananel l)y name, as their high priest ("Ant." xv. 2, i; 4),
which indicates the importance enjoyed by the Jews
of Babylonia.
In religious matters the Babylonians, as indeed the
whole diaspora, were in many regards dependent
upon Palestine. They went on pilgrimages to Jerusalem for the festivals, and one. Avlio.se full name is
given in Mekilta on Deut. (xiv. 23, ed. Hoffmann),
brought first-fruits of his land to .Jerusalem (Hal. iv.
11); but this case was not permitted to constitute a
allied

)

precedent. Sherira himself, althougli strongly biased
in favor of his own home. acknowledg(>s that when
the Sanhedriii and the colleges were tlourishing in
Palestine, neither exi.sted in Babylonia: wiiicii fact
would seem to warrant the inference that the Babylonian Jews must have sent to Palestine for religious
instruction, as, for instance, in the case of Hillel.

Babylonia

According to the "Small Chronicle," however, the
exilarchs at
scholars.

the

this

How

period already liad their courthand the Parthians permitted

free a

Jews is perhaps

little

AND

AsiNAi).

Still

sion of the king of

by the rise of the
Nehardea (see Anilai

best illustrated

Jewish robber

state in

more remarkable is the converAdiabene to Judaism (see Adia-

ijp:nk).
These instances show not only the tolerance,
but the weakness of the Parthian kings. The Babylonian Jews wanted U) fight in common cause with
their Palestinian brethren against Vespasian: but it
was not imtil the Romans waged war under Trajan
against Parthia that they made their liatred felt
(Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl." iv. 2); so that it was in a
great measure owing to the revolt of the Babylonian
.Tews that the Romans did not become masters of
Babylonia too. Philo ("Legatio ad Cajum," t; 36)
speaks of the large number of Jews resident in that
comitry, a iM)puiation which was no doul)t considerably swelled by new innnigrants after the destruction of Jerusalem.
Accustomed in Jerusalem from
early times to look to the east for help (Baruch iv.
36, 37; Pseudo-Soh)mon, Ps. 11), and aware, as the
Roman procurator Petronius was, that the Jews of
Babylon could rendei' efTectual assistance. Babylonia
became with the fall of Jeru.salem the very bulwark
of Judaism.
Rabbi Akiba's journeys to Nehardea
(Yeb., end) and Gazaka (Gen. R. xxxiii. 5) were undoubtedly connected with preparations for revolt
(Rapoport, in "Bikkure ha-'Ittim," 1823, p. 70), and
it is a fact that Jews of the diaspora enrolled themselves under Bar Kokba ("Gola," in Saadia ibn
Danan, in "Pe'er ha-Dor," No. 225); while it is undoubtedly erroneous when in the " Yuhasin " (ed. London, 24.3i) it is maintained that Bar Kokba waged
war with the Romans in Mesopotamia: this can be
only a reminiscence of the struggles under Trajan.

The Bar Kokba

disaster

no doubt added to the num-

ber of Jewish refugees in Babylon.
In the continuous struggles between the Parthians
and the Romans, the Jews had every reason to hate
the Romans, the destroyers of their sanctuary, and
Possito side with the Parthians, their protectors.
bly it was recognition of services thus rendered by
the Jews of Babylonia, and by the Davidic house
especially, that induced the Parthian kings to elevate the princes of the Exile, who till then had been
little more than mere collectors of revenue, to the
dignity of real princes (F. Lazarus, in Brlill's "Jahrbiicher," x. 02).

Thus, then, the numerous Jewish

subjects were provided with a central authority
wliich assured an uudistinl)ed developmeut of their own internal affairs.
Resh

Galuta.

It is in this jieriod that the first certain

traces of the dignity of the prince of the
first named resh galuta is

Exile are foimd; and the

Nalnun or Nahunya. About the year 140 of the
conunon era. Haiianiah. nephew of R. Joshua, migrated to Babylonia before the Bar Kokba war. and
"
founded ;i college in Nehar-Pekod (compare " Pekod
"
NeharPekor."
jilaces
other
21: called in
in Jer.
1.

])robably after the celebrated Parthian general Pa"
Upon the overthrow of the insurrection
korus).
and interruption of communicaticni with Pali'Stine,
Hananiah set about arranging the calendar, which
hitherto had been the exclusive i^rerogative of the
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Palestinian patriarch possibly he even meditated the
erection of a new temple.
This spirit of independence must certainly liave been gratifying to the resh
galuta but when the Palestinian Sanhedrin sent two
;

;

messengers to Babylon with the sarcastic suggestion
that Ahijah (the resh galuta) should build another
altar and that Hananiah should play the harp thereto, the remonstrance sufficed to bring the people to
their senses again, and to nip the dangerous schism
This episode made such a strong imin the bud.
pression

upon the public mind that

there are several

bis,

63« Ycr. Ned. 40a Yer. Sanh.
Bathyra, who had a college in Nisialso influenced Hananiah to give up his inten-

tion

;

accounts of

it

Judah

19rt).

(Ber.

;

;

b.

nevertheless, the college of the latter

was

still

recognized in Palestine as authorized (Sanh. 326).
Nathan, a son or brother of the exilarch, was vicepresident of the Palestinian Sanhedrin at this time.
From this period on, instances are numerous of talented Babylonians attaining high esteem in Palestine.
The Babj'lonians were well aware of their preeminence; and a Babylonian amora thus expressed himself concerning it " When the Torah was forgotten
:

Ezra came from Babylon and restored it;
when forgotten again, Babylonian Hillel came and
rehabilitated it forgotten once more, R. Hiyya and
This
his sons came and reestablished it " (Suk. 20a).
in Israel,

;

rather boastful utterance ignores the fact that both

and Hiyya, although Babylonians by birth,
gained their knowledge in the Palestinian colleges.
The fact that Abba Arika (commonly called " Rab "),
a nephew of Hiyya, studied in Palestine, led to remarkable results for the Babylonian Jews for Rab
was the intimate friend of the last Parthian king,
Artaban IV. (209-226).
The Persian people were now again to make their
influence felt in the history of the world.
Artaxerxes I. (AMeshir I, son of Babek; the full name
appears in Abraham ibn Daud, ed. Neubauer, p. 60)
destroyed the rule of the Arsacids in the winter of
226, and founded the illustrious dynasty of the Sassanids.
Different from the Parthian
Sassanid rulers, who in language and religion
Period.
inclined toward Hellenism, the Sassanids intensified the Persian side of
life, favored the Pahlavi language, and restored with
zeal the old religion of the Magi, founded upon fireworship, which now, imder the favoring influence
of the government, attained the fury of fanaticism.
Of course, both Christians and Jews suffered under
this but the latter, dwelling in more compact masses,
were not exposed to such general persecutions as
broke out against the more isolated Christians. The
attitude of the first Sassanid, Ardeshirl., toward this
movement is not clear. Gibbon (" Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire," ch. viii.) narrates that Ardeshir persecuted both Christians and Jews, and adduces Sozomen, book ii., ch. i., as authority; this
passage, however, refers only to Christians. Against
the statement, also, is the evidence of Ibn Daud that
in Ardeshir's days the Jews and Persians loved each
Hillel

;

;

other.as also in the days of

Ardeshir

King Sapor.
Jews were

I. S. Cassel believes that the

favored by the Persians; and Graetz
of no persecution under Ardeshir. There is,
however, in the "' Small Chronicle "—although not

knows
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proper place— a statement that " the Persians
obtained dominion in the year 245 after the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple, and instituted a persecution of the Jews." The passage in "Yuhasin"
(ed. London, 9Sa) sets this event in the period of the
exilarch Nehemiah, in the year 175 after the Destruction.
Far from being declared erroneous (Lazarus, in
Brail's " Jahrbucher," x. 95), this statement deserves
full confidence, but the year should read " 165 " instead of " 175 " that is, the year 233 of the common
era, seven years after the inauguration of Persian
power. Certain Talmudical accounts, belonging to
the period, corroborate this; thus, R. Kahana says:
"Hitherto the Persians [Parthians] permitted Jews
to exercise capital punishment but now the Persians
do not permit it " (B. K. 117^). The Jews were no
longer appointed to the wardenship of the canals
("reshe nahare "), nor to offices of the court ("gezirpati"; Persian, hazar paiii; Greek, a^apanaTelc),
which, however, the Jews regarded as an advantage
(Ta'anit 20«); canal-wardens, who were also taxcollectors, being held in such dread (as is graphically
described in Sanh. 25b) that the Jews were glad to
be relieved from the duty. A prison-warder is mentioned ("zandukna," Ta'anit 22«), but he was probably in the employ of the exilarch. When the news
was brought to R. Johanan, the most esteemed amora
in Palestine, that the Guebers (in the Talmud, " Habrin ") meaning the Magi had overnm and conquered Babylonia, he swooned away in sympathy
for his Babylonian brethren
but on being revived
he reassured himself with the thought that the conquerors were open to money inducements (Yeb. 636).
Difficulties were put in the way of the Jews in
such matters as the slaughtering of cattle for food,
and as to their bathing-places and cemeteries, which
were subject to intrusion (ib.). On certain Persian
holy days, the Guebers would not permit any light
in the houses of the Jews (Sanh. 74b; compare Sheiltot di R. Ahai, § 42) they made no exception even
in a case of sickness (Git. 17rt).
Such an instance
happening in his own family, Rabba bar bar Hana
is said to have exclaimed, "All-merciful God! either
under Thy protection, or, if not, under the protection of Esau [Rome]." That this utterance was opposed to another, by R. Hiyya, who ascribed it to
God's especial providence that the Jews found refuge
from Rome in Babylonia, was explained by the remark that the evil times in Babylonia commenced
only with the Guebers (ib.). The patriarch Judah II.
was informed that the Parthians resembled the
armies of King David, but that the New Persians
were like demons of hell (Kid. 72rt); and it was in
these armies that the Jews, although possibly a little
later, had to render military service (Sanh. 976; MS.
Munich, however, has iDI") [Rome] for DID)All these things must have taken place under the
vigorous Ardeshir. How powerful was the impression made bj' him upon the fancy of the Jews, may
be gathered from the so-called Apocalypse of Elijah (ed. Jellinek, in "B. H." iii. 66; ed. Buttenwieser, Leipsic, 1897), which most probably refers
to Ardeshir's war against the Romans ("Jew. Quart.
Rev." xiv. 360). To his campaign in 230 the obscure statement of the Latin author Solinus must
be referred, that Jericho was destroyed by " Artaxin its

;

;

—

—

;

;
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erxes" (Th. Reinach, in the Kohut Memorial VolThe schismatic Mani,
ume, pp. 457 et seq.).
founder of JVIanicheism, appeared at this time: his
execution (doubtless because JVIanicheism exerted
some influence upon Judaism) under Shabur is mentioned by Ibu Daud (p. 61).
It Avas, however, before the accession of the Sassanids that the powerful impetus toward the study
of the Torali aro.se among tiie Jews of Babylonia
which made that country the very focus of Judaism
An exact date may
for more than a thousand years.
be determined: Sherira and those dependent upon
him (compare "Seder Tannaim we-Amoraim," in
the version of the IVIahzor Vitry, p. 482) set as the
date of Rab's return from Palestine the j'ear 530 of
the Seleucid era; that is, 219 of the common era, or,
according to Ibn Daud {I.e. p. 57), the year of the
world 3979. It Avould seem that Palestinian scholarship had exhausted itself with the compilation of the
Mishnah; and it was an easy matter to carry the
When Rab returned
finished work to Babylonia.

was already an academy at Nehardea
under the leadership of an obscure R. Shila, who
thither, there

bore the title "resh sidra." Upon the
Academies death of the latter it was but natural
Founded, that the much more eminent Abba

Arika

by

the

title

uel,

is

But, in his modesty,

school.

emy

— whose distinction indicated
— should become head of the

of " Ral) "

Rab resigned

the acad-

younger countryman Samwhile he himself founded a similar institution
at

Nehardea

to his

Sura (knoAvn also by the name of an adjacent
Nehardea, a long-estabtown, Mata Mehasya).
lished seat of Jewish life in Babylonia, first attained
flourishing eminence through this prominent teacher.
Mar Samuel and when, with the death of Rab (247),
the splendor of Sura vanished, Nehardea remained
for seven years the only academy ("metibta") in
Babylonia. From this period on, the history of the
Jews in Babylonia, hitherto obscure, becomes quite
clear (see Academies in Babylonia).
The mass of tradition zealously preserved in the
Babylonian academies furnishes a series of dates and
in

;

facts

which illuminate

their

life.

The

resh galuta

about this time appears to have been Mar 'Ukba, or
Nathan 'Ukban (c. 210-240); the chief judge was a
certain

Kama

;

Avhile

lesome than brilliant

nomos"

(Yer. B. B.

Rab

held the

much more troub-

official position

of an "agora-

Although even Rab

v. 156).

himself had to endure harshness at the hands of the
exilarch's officers, from this time on it

Sapor

would appear that theexilarchs, in accordance with the prevailing spirit of
veneration for learning, began to devote themselves
to the acquisition of knowledge as well as of power,
approaching tiius the example of the Palestinian
patriarchs.
King Sapor I. (240-271) favored Samuel
with such a degree of intimacy that the latter was
sometimes called " King Sapor " and " Arioch " (friend
Shab. 53^0. »"<! ^^^^
of the Arians; see Kid. 39*^
peoole generally spoke of him with respect as " the
Jewish sage" (Shab. 129*^0- But Samuel, too, liked
the Persians.
He was the author of the celebrated
"
Sixying, " The law of the land is the law to go by
I.

;

himself compelled

Babylonia

to

slaughter twelve

thousand

Jews at Mazaga (Ca-sarea), in Cappadocia, Samuel
was ready to defend him (M. K. 26»0. Under Sapor
began the bitter contest with tiie Romans for possession of the rich lands of the Euphrates, so thickly
populated by Jews. R. Johanan aptly remarked
concerning these struggles that "llohvan, Adiabene,
and Nisibis are the tliree ribs which the prophet
Daniel describes as being held in the nioutii of the
beast, sometimes crunciied and sometimes dropped "
(Kid. 12(i; see Dan. vii. 5).
The Persians penetrated to the very heart of the Roman territory, until
Odenath, prince of Palmyra, moved against them
and took their booty from them (201). Several Talmudic passages speak of a certain Papa bar Nazor,
who is identified by Cassel and Graetz witli Odenath, while N51deke {I.e. p. 22, note 2) mak -s him
a brother of Odenath. Zenobia, wife of
jnath,
is quite distinctly referred to in the Talmud.
According to non-Jewish writers, Odenath only penetrated as far as Ctesiphon; while Jewish sources
(Sherira, the " Small Chronicle " and the " Seder Tannaim") refer to the calamity of the destruction of
Nehardea by Papa bar Nazor. Samuel was then
no longer alive; his daughters were taken prisoners;
and his disciples fled to Shekanzib, Shelhi, and Mahuza; Nehardea ceased to be the principal focus of
Jewish life, although its academy still continued in
existence.
Many rabbis also escaped to Pumbedita,
which city now became the seat for a thousand years
of the most celebrated Babylonian Jewish college
next to Sura.
The Jews then enjoyed, it would appear, half a
century of repose; not too long a respite for the
enormous intellectual work going on. By Christian
writers the Jews are accused without warrant of
having instigated the slaughter of twenty-two bishops by Sapor II. (310-382) as part of his antagonism
>•

to the Christian predilection for
8;

Rome (Sozomen

ii.

Burckhardt, "Die Zeit Constantins des Grossen,"
2d ed., 1880, p. 90). The " Small Chron-

Sapor

icle "

II.

narrates that

when Huna was

and Rabbah chief of the academy. Sapor went against Nisibis and conquered it.
exilarch,

A persecution

of the Jews is mentioned as taking
place in 313 (Theophanes, ed. De Boor, p. 25) but
Sapor was at that time srill a child. Rabbali b. Nahmani, the head of the academy at Pumbedita (died
The charge was
331), fell a victim to persecution.
made against him that the 12,000 disciples who
assembled twice a year for the usual public study
("kallah"; see Academies in Babylonia) did so
merely to avoid paying the tax (see B. M. 86rt).
Rabbah fled and perished miserably, lost in a place
;

called

Agma

(swamp?)

(see Sherira,

successors, R. Joseph the Blind

I.e.

p. 31).

and Raba (who

His
fol-

lowed Abaye), enjoyed the favor of the queenmother Ifra Horniiz (B. B. Sa, 106; Ta'anit 246;
Niddah 206; Zeb. 11C6); which did not, however, prevent Raba from being imprisoned upon a baseless

(B. B. 546), referring, of course to civil matters;

and

Rabbah and, still more, his pupils
are considered as the founders of
the acute Talmudic dialectics practised in PumAfter the short presidencies of R. Joseph
bedita.
and Abaye, the renowned Raba became the head of

even when his king, in the exigencies of war,

felt

Pumbedita

charge (Ber.

56^?).

Abaye and Raba

;

in his

days

it

was the only remaining
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academy

in Babylonia; for Sura had ceased to exist.
K. Papai however, presently founded a new school
In Naresh near Sura, which later on was removed to
that city, where, under K. Aslii, it attained to high

eminence.
In the vigorous war which the emperor Julian
waged, and in which MesoiJutaiuia and Babylonia
proper \\ere involved, it is probable that the Jews,
in spite of the friendly attitude of the

Koman

ruler,

A

small town,
sided witli their own sovereign.
Birta called Bithra by Sozomen (iii. 20)— was deserted b}' its inhabitants, who were Jew.s, and in
The same
retaliation the Romans burneii the pla^e.
fate befell the more important cit}- Firuz Shabur
(Pyrisabora), which also po.ssessed a large Jewish
population; ]\Iahuza, too, near Ctesiphon, liaba's
birthplace and the seat of his academy, was also laid
in ashes, together no doubt witli many other towns in
which Jews dwelt. There were probably no other
enduring results of this Roman campaign, for JewJulian honored the Jews
ish lecords mention none.
in Haran (Charra'), when, on a visit there, he witnessed the mysteries (Bar-Ilebra'us, "Chrouicum
Syriacum," ed. Kirsch, i. 05).
Of Sapor's successors, Yezdegei'd I. (o97-41T,
Justi; 399^20, Noldekc) was at least not hostile to
the Jews.
The fact that the heads of
Yezdegerd the academies. Aniemar of Nehardea.
Mar Zutra of Pumbedita, and Ashi of
I.
Sura, were rudely handled by the
king's seneschal while waiting for audience in the

—

palace (Ket. 6b^ according to Rapoport's amended
reading in "'Erek j\Iillin," p. So, and 'Aruk), does
not certainly indicate a ver\- great degree of friend
The Huna b. Nathan, whose girdle Yezdeliness.
gerd adjusted with a few Mattering words a polite
attention which was highly valued even by the eminent R. Ashi (Zeb. 19(/) was no doubt the exilarch
of that date, Graetz to the contrary notwithstanding.
This incident probably took place in this monarch's
later on he became a strong religious
earlier years
fanatic, and in 414 ordered a bloody persecution of
It may have been the king's intenthe Christians.
tion that the exilarchate shoidd gradually lose its
political importance, for the Talnuid (Git. 59^^) relates that lluna b. Nathan subordinated himself to
R. Ashi; while Sheriraadds thereto the information
that the "rigle," the public fe.stivities given by
tlie exilarch, were transplanted to j\Iata j\Iehasya
This would show that
(Sura), the home of R. Ashi.
Neliardca had ceased to be the residence of the resh
galuta, and that Sura had become the political cenWith R. Aslii. wlio united
ter of Jewish Babylonia.
in his person both rank and learning (Sanh. 'Situ), the

cipalsof theSura Academj', R. Nahman b. Huna and
R. Rehumai [or Nehumai] of Pumbedita, died), the
king issued a decree forbidding all observance of the
Sabbath.
His early death prevented further perseThe Jewish chronicles relate that he was
cution.
swallowed by a serpent, upon the prayer of the heads
of the academies, Mar b. R. Ashi and R. Zoma.
Rapoport did not question the authority of this Jewish source; but new discoveries show that, according to the local tradition, this sudden death in realit}'
befell Yezdegerd I. anil that oidy the Jews attributed
it to their persecutor, Yezdegerd II.
The persecution was probably instigated by the Magi the Christians and jManicheans having been persecuted tive
years earlier ( "Revue Etudes Juives," xxxvi. 296).
To this period is to be referied Amemar's discussion
,

;

with a Magus (Sanh. 39^0.
Yezdegerd's second son and successor, Firuz, or
Perozes (459-486), continued the persecution on a
larger scale.
The Jews of Isiwhan were accused of
having Hayed two JMagi alive (llamza, ed. Gottwaldt, p. 56) and one-half of the Jewish population
were slaughtered and their children delivei'ed over
But in Babylonia too the
to the tire-worshipers.
persecution gained foothold; Firuz "the wicked"
(Hul. 626) p\it the exilarch Huna ]\Iari, son of 3Iar
Zutra I., to death; and the Jews, conung under immediate Persian domination, underwent a year of
sutTering, 408, which in the Talmud is calUd "the
year of the destruction of the world'' (see BriiU,
" Jahrb." x. 118).
From this year to 474 a series of
violent acts followed, such as the destruction of
synagogues, prohibition of the study of the Law, the
;

forcible delivery of children to

Firuz.

—

—

;

position of the principal of the

academy attained

almost e(pial eminence with that of the exilarch.
Bahram (Varanes) V. (420-4:38) left the Jews in
peace; it is prol)ably to his time that Theodoret (ii.
264) refers when he says that Babylonia was i)o]iulated with Jews (Lagardc, '"."MittheiBahram V. lungen,'" iv. 14.">). His successor YezYezdegerd degcrd II. (4;jy-4.')T) instituted a i)ersecution of the Jews which tianscended
II.
in cruelty all that they had hitherto experienced in I ran, and was a foreruiuier of still severer
In the year4.'5(i (in which bnih the prin
sullerings.

410

tiie

Fire

Temples, the im])risoinnent and execution of

Amemar

b.

Mar Yanuka

Tiie destruction of Sura (Shall.
]\Iahzor
Ihi) possibly also took place at this time.
Vitry (p. 483) slates that Firuz sulTered a violent

and

]\Ieshershiya.

death (result of an earthquake '0 iu 483,

or,

more cor-

In 501 Rabina died, the last of the
Amoraim; succeeding teachers were called SaboThe compilation and editing of the Babyraim.
lonian Talmud, begun by R. Ashi, were completed
by Rabina, though the Saboraim may also have
worked upon it. The reduction of the traditional
jireviously
legal material to writing
forbidden— originated no doubt in the
The
Talmud, anxiety caused by tlie continually
was no
it
inci'casing persecution:
longer safe to confine thisprizetl material to the oral
traditions of the academies; it nuist be set down
Another
liermanently in writing for ])osterity.
remarkabh' result of these persecutions was the
emigration of Babylmiiaii and Persian Jews to India
rectly, 486.

—

under

The
for the

Josej)!! Rabliaii.

reign of Balash (Vologeses) was uneventful
tiie long sway of Kobad or Kawad

Jews; but

according to Noideke. 488-531) brought
mournful developments. About 501 ai)iH'ared 3Iazdak. the founder of Zendicism, whose socialist doctrine of community of jMoperty and wives must
have aroused horror among both Christians and
Jews. All indications show that ^lazdak was of
Irak origin, seeing that his doctrines made most
headwav there. Zendicism must have madi' exist(490-531;
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ence unbearable,

esijeciall}- lor

the Jews, wlio were

King
jealous of the i)urity of their famil}- life.
Kobati, to bri'ak the piitle of the Persian nobles, embraced the new religion,
and, alth(nigh deposed by them, he remainetl a devotee of the new faith.
Fortunately, the J(;ws had at that time an energetic
oxilarch, Hiuia VI., who succeeded to some extent in
But
protecting his coreligionists against this evil.
when he died in 508, his nephew Pahda was appointed to the cxilarchate during the minorit3'of his
son; he was, however, evcntnally removed by the
king through the exertions of 3lar Hanina, the head
of the academy (about 551). Judaism in the interval
seems to have been close-pressed by Zcndicism; and
accordingly the newexilarch, MarZutra II., a grand-

Balash and
Kobad.

Hanina, gathered around him an armed
for the defense of Jewish
family life. He succeeded in maintaining his independence for seven years, collecting revenue even
from the non-Jewish population of Irak. Active
measures by the king i)ut an end, at length, to the
Mar Zutra, only twenty-two
little Jewish state:
years of age, was crucitied (5'2()) on the bridge of I\Iahuza, his capital; and his infant son, 3Iar Zutra III.,
was carried to Palestine, where he became ArcliiKobad introduced au additional laudpherecites.
tax, and all Jews and Christians between the ages
of 20 and 50 were .subjected to a poll-tax (Justi, I.e.
Kobad's
p. 370), no doubt after Roman example.
army serving against the Byzantines contained a
nund)er of Jews, who were allowed to desist from
nctiv(! operations on the Passover (Bar-Hebr«us, I.e.

sou of

]\Iar

academic

activities without being punished for havwith the rebel. In the war wliich this king
made upon the Byzantines, his general Shahr-Barz
captured Jerusalem (615), and, it appears, handed
over the Christians to the mercies of the Jews. Thus,

ing

.sided

for the last time, the Jews stood in intimate relations with the Persians; with the downfall of tlie

ends likewise the brilliant era of the Jews iu
Babylonia.
The first expression of ^lohanunedanism toward
other faiths was one of intolerance and narrowness.
It was an essential feature of Moslem state jwlicy
that Jews and Christians, no less than Zorr)astriaus,
must be warred against until they paid tribute. In
addition to a poll-tax ("jizyah";, the tax upon real
estate ("kharaj") was instituted; indeed, lirst in Irak,
latter

and

later

on among the Jews (A.

band of four hundred men

p. 85).

The centiuy between Kobad and the appearance
of the Arabs is destitute of historical record. In the
Babylonian Talmud, the latest date mentioned is
the year 521 (Sanh. 97^); see "]\Ie\)r 'Enayim,"43;
Zunz, "G. V." 2d ed., p. 56. From this time on,
there are extant only accounts of individual sages,
^Mention is
the iSaboraim, and these only scantily.

made

of H. Behumai, K. Jose, R.

Aha

of

Be Hatim,

near Xehardea, Rabai of ]^)b, and others; they all
Rabai was
died early, as Sheriia expressly remarks.
reckoned as one of the Geonim, the title of "Gaon
being henceforth borne by the head of the Academy
of Sura, and later also by that of the Academy of
Pumbedita. The Saboraim continui'd to teach undisturbedly under Kol)ad and C'hosroes Anushirwan
(531-578), a ruler beloved l)otli by PerChosroes
sians and Arabs, and who showed a
It
Anufriendly attitude towaid the Jews.
shirwan. was in his time that the Christian sect
of the Nestorians spread in Persia, as
mentioned also by Jewish sources (Jellinek, B. II."
vi. 13).
Under ilormiz IV. (57S-590) "the end of
the Per.sian rule," as Sherira says, persecutions occurred again; the academies were closed; and many
rabbis of Piunbedita migrated to Firuz Shabur. near
'"

'"

Nehardea. because

this latter city

was under

Aral)

rule (e. 5S1).
The Jews, accordingly, favored the insurrection led by Balnam Tshubin. asTiieopIiylactus
The
Siniocatta relates (vol. vii., )v 218, ed. Bonn).
legitimate ruler. Chosroes Parwez (51t0-028). was
able to maintain his riglit to the throne of the Sassauids, and the Jews were at liberty to resume their

Babylonia

Islam,"

Arab
Period.

i.

The

272).

"

Mliller.
tirst

calif,

Der

Abu

Bakr, .sent the famous warrior Halid
against Irak; and a Jew. by name

Ka'abal-Ahbar,

is.Si\id

to iiavc fortiticd

the general with prophecies of success (Weil. "Gesch.
der Chalifen," i. 34). The Jews may have favored
the advance of the Arabs, from whom they could exSome such services it must
pect nnld treatment.

have been that secured for the exilarch Boslanai tiie
favor of Omar I., who awarded to him for a wife
the daughter of the conquered Sassanid Chosroes II.
Jewas Theophanes and Abraham Zacuto narrate.
ish records, as, for instance, "Seder ha-Dorot," contain a Bostanai legend which has many features in
common with the account of the hero Mar Zutra II.,

The account, at all events, reveals that Bostanai, the founder of the succeeding
exilarch dynasty, was a man of prominence, who received from the victorious Arab general certain high
privileges, such as the right to wear a signet-ring, a

already mentioned.

privilege otherwise limited to ]\Iohanmiedans.

and^Othman were followed by
the Jews of Babylonia sided
Mo'awiyah.

AH

(656),

with

as against his

Omar

whom
rival

A Jewish preacher. Abdallah ibn Saba,
Arabia, who had embraceil Islam, held

of soutiiern
forth in support of his new religion, expounded Mohanuned's ai)pearanee in a Jewish sense, and. to a
certain extent, laid the foimdation for the later sect
Ali made Kufa, in Irak, his capital,
of the Shiites.
and thither went Jews who had been ex])elled from
Arabia (about 641). It is perhaps owing to these

immigrants that the Arabic language so rapidly
gained ground among the Jews of Babylonia, although a greater portion of the jiopuliition of Irak
were of Arab descent. The capture by Ali of Firuz
Shabur, where 90.000 Jews are sjud to have dwelt,
Mar Isaac,
is mentioned by the Jewish chroniclers.
chief of the Academy of Sura, paid homage to the
calif, and received privileges from him.
The proximity of the court lent to the Jews of
Babvlonia a species of central jxisition. as compared
with the whole califate; so that Babylonia still continued to be the focus of Jewish life. The time-

honored institutions of the cxilarchate and the gaonthe heads of the academies attained great
constituted a kind of higher authority,
intluenci
voluntarily recognized by the whole Jewi-^h diasBut unfortunately exilarclis and geonim
pora.
only too soon began to rival each other. A certain
ate

—

—
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Mar Yanka,

Babylonian Jews under Harun and his successors,

closely allied to the exilarch, persecuted
the rabbis of Pumbcdita so bitterly that several of

them were compelled

Sura (Sherira,

to flee to

I.e.

especially under

not to return until after their persecutor's death
(about 730).
"The exilarchate was for sale in the
Arab period " (Ibu Daud) and centuries later, Sherira
boasts that he was not descended from Bostanai.
In Arabic legend, the rcsh galuta {ras al-galut) remained a highly important personage; one of them
could see spirits (Goldziher, in " Revue Etudes
Juives," viii. 127); another is said to have been put
to death under the last Ommiad, Merwan ibn Mo;

(745-750).

Messianic hopes were nurtured by external op-

The Ommiad

pression.

persecuted the Jews.

Omar

calif,

II.

(717-720),

He

issued orders to his governors: "Tear down no church, synaOraar II. gogue, or lire- temple; but permit no
new ones to be built " (Weil, I.e. \. 583).
pseudo-Messiah, called Serenus by Graetz, but
probably named Severus (see Bar-Hebrseus, " Chronicon Syriacum," p. 123; Payne Smith, "Thesaurus
Syriacus," col. 2549), appeared in Syria (about 720);
his adherents were received back into Judaism on
the decision of the gaon Natronai b. Nehemiah of
Pumbedita (Responsa, "Sha'are Zedek," Nos. 7-10).
Another Messiah, Obadiah Allah abu-Isa, took up

A

arms

to regulate similar quarrels among the
Syrian Christians, gave his decision in such a manner
as to show that he washed his hands of the whole
matter, the candidate of the Rabbinites had no difficulty in asserting himself. Such episodes could not
but ultimately contribute to the complete downfall
of the influence of the exilarchate.
Some mysterious event compelled the Babylonian Abu Aaron, son
of the prince Samuel, to emigrate to Europe (about
876, under Charles the Bald), where he imparted a
mystic prayer-formula of the Babylonians (" Revue
Etudes Juives," xxiii. 230; see Aaron ben Samuel ha-Nasi).
The government meanwhile accomplished all it
could toward the complete humiliation of the Jews.
All non-believers Magi, Jews, and Christians were
compelled by Al-Mutawakkil to wear a badge; their
places of worship were confiscated and turned into
mosques; they were excluded from public offices,
and compelled to pay to thecalif a tax of one-tenth of
the value of their houses (about 850 Weil, I.e. ii. 354).
An utterance of the calif Al-Mu'tadhel (892-902)
ranks the Jews, as state servants, after Christians
(Assemani, I.e. iii. 1, 215). How insignificant the exilarchate had become is shown by the fact that Ukba,
one of the best of the exilarchs, was deposed after
a long rule bj"^ a gaon, Cohen Zedek of Pumbedita
(917) this is reported by a contemporary, Nathan the
Babylonian, who has transmitted many valuable
facts relating to this period (preserved by Zacuto, in
"Yuhasin "). On the other hand, the
Decline of geonim of Pumbedita, because their

;

bassids,
(750).

river."

The

sect of the Isawites, as also that of the

—

Yudghanites called after their founder, Yudghan
(Judah) and other small sects which appeared at
this time, all amalgamated in Karaism.
Karaism owes its origin to a struggle for the suc-

—

—

Anan b. David, residing
cession to the exilarchate.
probably in the recently founded (758) city of Bagdad,
and therefore inclined to the free views of life current at the court of the calif Almansur, was passed
over in an election for exilarch he thereupon pub:

—

;

renounced (762) Rabbinism altogether and
founded the sect of the Karaites (see
Karaism. Anan b. David). Ten years later,
again owing to dissensions, the exilarch Natronai b. Habibai was compelled to emigrate
to Africa (773).
Isaac Iskawi II. (about 800) received from Harun al-Rashid (786-809) confirmation
of the right to carry a seal of office (see Lazarus, in
"Brull's Jahrbuch," x. 177). At the court of the
mighty Harun appeared an embassy from the emperor Charlemagne, in which a Jew, Isaac, took part
(Pertz, "Monumenta Germanite Historica," i. 190,
licly

;

the Exilarchate.

district

embraced the

capital,

Bagdad,

soon attained equal rank with their
colleagues of Sura. The gaon of Sura,
Mar Amram, had distinguished himself by the form
of prayers ("siddur") which he sent to Spain; but
the brilliant period of the literary activity of the
Geonim was inaugurated by Zemah b. Paltoi I. (872890), of Pumbedita, fragments of whose Talmudic
Nahshon of Sura left a
dictionary are still extant.
key to the calendar system, thus marking a departure from the strict field of Talmudism, hitherto the
only department studied by the Geonim. In addition, an entire series of geonim left responsa to various religious questions that came to them from the

Charles (possibly Charles the Bald) is said to
have asked the "king of Babel " to send him a man
of royal lineage and in response the calif despatched
R. Makir to him(" Yuhasin," Mb) this was the first
353).

;

;

step toward establishing communication between the
Jews of Babylonia and European communities. Al-

though it is said that the law requiring Jews to
wear a yellow badge upon their clothing originated
with Harun (Weil, I.e. ii. 162, note 1), and although
the intolerant laws of Islam were stringently enforced by him, the magnificent development which
Arabian culture underwent in his time must have
benefited the .lews also; so that a scientific tendency began to make itself noticeable among the

(813-833).

mun, who had

Ispahan but the strong house of the Abwhich attained sovereignty about this time
soon put an end to the Messiah "across the

in

Al-Ma'mun

Like the Arabs, the Jews were zealous promoters
of knowledge, and by means of translations of the
Greek and Latin authors contributed essentially to
their preservation.
They took uprehgio-philosophical studies (the " kalam "), siding generally with the
Motazilitcs and maintaining the freedom of the
human will ("kadr"). The sects mentioned above
also accepted this doctrine.
In opposition to the
enlightenment of the Motazilites, however, there
arose at this period a system of mysticism: Joseph
b. Abba, who taught at the Academy of Pumbedita,
was a mystic, claiming intercourse with Elijah.
In addition to the religious differences among the
Rabbinites, there was continuous strife with the
Karaites, who wished to have a certain Daniel, a
Karaite, appointed exilarch, while the Rabbinites insisted upon David b. Juda (825). As the calif Al-Ma'-

p.

35),

hammed
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whole diaspora.
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After an interval of a few years, a nephew of the
deposed Ukba, David b. Zakkai (920-940), was made
exilarch, and Cohen Zedek II. was forced to recogFoiled as this ambitious Pumbeditan
nize him.
thus was in regard to the exilarchate, he was in addition compelled to witness the rise and development
of the Academy of Sura, also strongly opposed by
him, but which under Saadia reached a point of unprecedented splendor. Saadia, who had been called
to Sura from Egypt because there was no scholar
of sufficient Talmudic authority there, had already
made himself famous by his translation of the Bible
into Arabic, and by his commentary upon it.
His
activity as gaon of Sura (928-942) was even more
meritorious than this accomplishment. His battles
with the Karaites form but one side of the general
polemic activity which ruled at this time in Irak
among the professors of the various religions. There
was a Parsee controversy ("shikand
Saadia.
gumanik Yijar") against Jews and
Christians in the ninth century (Darmesteter, "Rev. Et. Juives," xviii. 4). Sabarj^eshu,
a Jacobite presbyter of Mosul in the tenth century,
waged a discussion with a Jewish sage (Assemaui,
I.e. iii. 1, 541; compare Steinschneider, "Polemische
Literatur," p. 85); and Mohammedan writers like
Al-Kindi were continuous in their attacks, from the
ninth century on, against Jews and Christians alike
(Steinschneider, I.e. p. 112).
Two califs, Al-Muktadir and Kahir, interfered in the disputes between
the exilarchate and the gaonate, with the result that
both institutions suffered in influence. David had
successfully maintained himself against his brother
Josliua, whom Saadia had declared exilarch, and
had thereafter made friends with the gaon, who
had in the interval been banished to Bagdad. He
left a son, Judah, to succeed him but he ruled only
seven months. Saadia then took affectionate charge
of Judah's infant son, until the latter was slain
in a Moslem riot.
The exilarchate had to be suspended (about 940) until quieter times permitted its
artificial revival.
There are some faint traces that a
certain Hezekiah, a grandson of David's sou Judah,
was exilarch for a time; but, according to other authorities, he was only gaon of Pumbedita
a post
which, with his violent death in 1040, also passed
away after an existence of 800 years.
;

—

The Academy of Pumbedita flourished for a century longer. Aaron ibn Sargado, a wealthy merchant of Bagdad and an opponent of Saadia, acted
as gaon of Pumbedita (943-960) and very effectively.
Of less importance was Nehemiah, son of Cohen
Zedek; but in Sherira (968-1000) and his son H.\i
or Haia, the Jews of Babylonia possessed two incumbents of the gaonate who shed unrivaled biilliancy
upon their office. Yet both these respected dignitaries found themselves the victims of calumnious
Sherira

and Hai.

representations made to the calif AlKadir, probably through the instrumentality of scholars who felt them-

The two geonim were
selves slighted.
for a time imprisoned, but ultimately were set at
liberty, and the now aged Sherira resigned his office
in favor of Hai, who discharged the duties of the
gaonate until 1038.

Upon

liis

tioned Hezekiah ruled for

death the above-men-

two years longer and

Babylonia

with his murder the gaonate of Pumbedita came to
an end.
The gaonate of Sura was extinguished less suddenly.
About 970 a certain R. Jacob b. Mordecai is
said to have written to tlie Jewish conmiuuities on
the Rhine on the matter of a false Messiah (Mannheimer, "Die Juden in Worms," p. 27);
liowever, considered to be a fabrication.

this

The

is,

last

gaon of Sura was Sanmel b. Hophui, the father-inlaw of Hai; he was distingui.shed for his literary

When he died in 1034, the gaonate of
Sura retrograded more and more, until at last it expired quietly and unnoticed.

activities.

A special intervention of Providence, according to
Ibn Daud, was arranged in order that Babylonian
learning should be transplanted to Europe. Four
scholars, sent to the West to gather funds for the
academies, were captured on the ilediterranean by
an admiral of the calif of Cordova; and after many
experiences these four became the founders of rabbinical academies in Alexandria, Kairwan, Cordova,
and perhaps Narbonne. Babylonia thus lost its central importance for Judaism: it was, however, replaced by the rising communities of Spain, whither
the two sons of the unfortunate Hezekiah above
mentioned had also migrated.
This forms an appropriate point at which to consider the general influence of Babylonia upon European Judaism. Luzzatto (" HebrJiische Briefe," p.
The West re865) thus, in substance, describes it
ceived both the written and the oral Law from
:

Punctuation and accentuation were begun in Babylonia; so also the piyyut,
Babylonian rime, and meter. Even philosophy
Influence had its origin here; for the frequently'
mentioned but little-known David haon
Babylonia.

Babli or Al-]Mukammez, who lived before Saadia, is the oldest known Jewish
philosopher. The greatest if not also the earliest
payyetan, Eleazar Kalir, of the eighth century, was
apparently a Babylonian. It is true indeed, adds
Luzzatto, that heresy is also a Babylonian product;
for, in addition to the Karaites, Hi"'i al-Balkhi, Saadia 's opponent, was a Persian in a broader sense a
Babylonian. [The Talmudic usage survived for a
long time of calling all AVestern Jews('' ma'arbaye ")
"Palestinians" and all Eastern Jews ("madinhaye")
" Babylonians. "] One peculiarity of the Babylonians,
however, made no headway among the Jews of other
lands: this was the system of supralineal punctuation
(see Pinsker,"Einleitung in das Babylonisch-Hebra-

Judaism.

—

ische Punctuationssystem "), called the Babylonian
or Assyrian, and said to have been invented by the

Karaite, R.

Aha

of Irak (see Margoliouth, in "Proc.

To BabySoc. Bibl. Archa?ology," 1893, p. 190).
lonian literary activity, in addition to the Babylonian Talmud, must be ascribed possibly theTargum
Onkelos, together with some ^lidrasliic works (" Rabbot"), " Halakot Gedolot," and the well-known works
bearing the names of the geonim Aha of Sliabha,
Amrani, Saadia. Sherira, Hai, Hophui. and others.
Babylonian learning, always great from Rabs time,
expressed itself in independent works only toward the close of the period, and then disappeared
altogether.

Babylonia, however,

still

continued to be regarded

Babylonia
Bacau
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witli reverence

who

by the Jews

in all

parts.

Eldad,

in the ninth century traveled extensively

from

Jews of Abyssinia placed "the
sages of Babylon " tirst in their prayers for their
brethren of the diaspora (Zemah Gaon, in Epstein,
'Eldad ha-Dani," jx 8); and a simiMiddle
lar prayer, ]p-ia Q)p\ although it has
quite lost its application, is extant toAges.
day in many congregations. R. Paltiel of Cairo contributed one thousand gold pieces to
the schools of Babylonia ("Medieval Jewish Chron."
ii. 128), in accordance, no doubt, withacu.stom prevIn 1189 Abraalent in all places where Jews dwelt.
ham ibn Ezra Avas in Bagdad, and the exilarchate
had possibl}- been restored at that time (see his commentary on Zech. xii. 7). Toward the end of the
twelfth century, both Benjamin of TudeUi and Pethahiah f>f Regeusburg gave a description of Babylon Judali al-Harizi's journey was somewhat later.
Benjamin found seven thousand Jews in Mosul on
the Tigris opposite ancient Nineveh, and at their
head was R. Zakkai, of Davidic descent; he found
also R. Joseph Burj al-Fulk, court astronomer of
Pethahiah (" Travels,"
the Seljuk sultan Saifeddin.
London, 18~)G) found there two *' nesi'im " (princes) of
the house of David. Other inhal)itauts paid a gold
dinar to the government, but the Jews paid one-half
to the government and the other to the two princes.
In another passage (I.e. p. 20) Pethahiah says that
every Jew in Babylonia paid a ]ioll-tax of one gold
piece to the head of the academy (of Bagdad?); for
The Jews in
the king (calif) demanded no taxes.
Africa, notes that the

;

Babylonia lived in peace. Passing through many
places which counted two thousand, ten thousand,
and even tifteen thousand Jewish inhabitants, Benjamin reached Bagdad, the residence of the calif.
At this time the calif (Emir al-^Iumemin) was considered only as the spiritual head of the state; the
functions of government proper wei'c exercised by
"The calif," says
the Seljuk princes.
Benjamin Benjamin, "is kindly disposed toward
of Tudela. Israel, and reatls and speaks our holy
tongue." In Bagdad there resided
about a thousand Jews, and there w'ere ten colleges,
which he enunu'rates, ail under a i)resident of their
own. At the head of all stood the exilarch Daniel
This shows that the exilarchate must
b. Hisdai.
Iiave been restored, and, to judge from Benjamin's
further description, it had lost but liltlcot' its former
Pctliahiah mentidus only one academy in
splendor.
Bagdad and hut a single lucsiding ollicer; he knows
nothing of an exilarch. The inroad of the >Iongolians seems to have wrought havoc in Bagdad; and
the only large congregation known to Al-IIari/.i
(Makamas 12, 18, 24, 46) was that of Mosul. Passing through the city of Babylon, Benjamin reached
a place inhabited In" twenty thousand Jews, wheie
tlic house of tlie piophct Daniel was shown.
Both travelers recoiuit many legends and pojiulai'
trailitions concerning Daniel's grave in Susa (.see

Cambridge

Bible.

Daniel, p. xxi.i. E/.ekiel's synagraves of individual Taliuudists— tia<litions which siuvive to-day in great measure there,
but which evidence eonsiderable superstition on
the jiart of the Ba!)ylonian Jews, a tailing they
share, howevei', with their .Mohammedan neiglibors.

gogue, and

tlie
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Al-Hari/i sings of Ezekiel's grave in his "j^d makama; Niebuhr saw the grave in 1765, and was assured that even then many hundred Jews annually
visited it(Rittei', I.e. x. 264). Benjamin went to Kufa,
where seven thousand Jews dwelt, and visited also
the academic cities, Sura and Pumbedita; in ruined
Nehardea, Pethahiah found a congregation, and in
the celebrated Nisibis there were then eight hundred
Jews. He relates that the " nasi " of Damascus received his ordination from the academic iiead of
Babylonia, so that this country was still predominant
in the minds of the Jews of the Moslem world.
The
gaon of Bagdad, Samuel h. Ali ha-Levi, did not hesitate to oppose Maimonides publicly.
Two hundred
years later, about 1880, there lived in Babylonia a
prince, David b. Hodayah, who took u]) the cause of
a German rabbi, Samuel Schlettstadt this prince
traced his descent, not from Bostanai, but from the
Palestinian patriarchs (Coronel, " Commentarii Quin(pie," p. 110, Vienna, 1S64).
There was likewise an
exilarchate in Sj'ria under the Egyptian sultan iu
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, with its seat
at Damascus; the exilarch Yishaof Damascus (1288)
joined hands with the exilarch David of ]\Iosul and
the rabbinical authorities of Babylonia that is, Bagdad in ojiposing the anti-^Faimonists (" Ilemdah
;

—

—

p. 216; "Kerem Hemed," iii. 170).
Temporary commotion Avas caused in the life of
the Jews of the califate by the appearance of David

Genuzah,"

Ar,KOY,

who

called himself in his Jlessianic capacity

by the name of Jlenahem b. Sohmion.
The califate hastened to its end before the rising
power of the ^Mongolians. These heathen tiibes
knew no distinction, as Bar Hebneus remarks, between heathens, Jews, and Christians; and their
grand mogul Cubalai .showed him.self just toward
the Jews who served in his army (^Marco Polo, book
ii.,

ch. vi.).

Ilulagu, the destroyer of the califate

and the con(|uer()r of Palestine (126(1). was
tolerant toward both Jews and Christians; but there
can i)e no doubt that in those days of terrible warfare the Jews must have suffered nuicli with others.
Under the .Mongolian rulers, the priests
Mongolian of all leligions were exempt fiom the
Period.
i)oll-tax; and it is not true when ^lohammedaii writers den}' that the Jews
l>osse.s.sed the same jn-ivilege (Vambery, "Ge.sch.
(12.j8)

Buchara's."

i.

l.")6,

Stuttgart, 1872).

Ilulagu's sec-

Ahmed, embraceil Islam, but his sui-cessor, Argun (1284-91), haled the ^Moslems and was
fiiendly to Jews and Christians; his chief counselor
was a Jew, Sa'ad al-Daulah, a jihysician of B:igdad
ond

son,

(D'Olisson, "llistoire des ^longoles," book iii., ch.
ii., p. 81;
Weil, "Geseh. der Islann'ti.sehen Vi)lker."
After the dealli of the great khan and the
Ji. 8S1).
murdei' of his .Ii'wisli favorite, tlie ."MolianunedariS
fell ujxin the Jews, and Bagdad witnessed a icgular
battle between them.
Ghaikatu also had a Ji'wisli

minister of finance, R(shid al-Daulah (Bar Ilebra-us, i.
The khauGazan also became a .Mohanunedan,
a!id restored tlie so-called Omar Law (see above) to
full sway.
The Egyptian sultan Nasr. wiio also
ruled over Ii;ik, reestablisiied the sam(> law iu 1380,
682).

and saddled it with new limitations (Weil, l.r. pp.
19. 89S).
Mongolian fury once again devastated the
localities iidiai)ited liy Jews, when, in 1398, Tinuir

Babylonia
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captured Bagdad, Wasit, Hilkl), Bassora, and Tekiit,
After
after obstinate resistance (Weil, I.e. p. 427).
various changes of fortune, Mesopotamia and Irak
came into tiie liuuds of tlie (Jsmans, when Sultan Suiaiman II. in {')'64: took Tebriz and Bag(hid from the
Persians; and, with slight interrujitions. Babylonia
lias remained to thisilay under Turkish domination.
There is but scanty lustorical information availaThe president
ble concerning these latter centuries.
of a synagogue in "Babylon" (BagModern iladV) brought home a scroll of the Law
from Palestine to Bagilad in 1 'S'-iS (Isaac
Period.
Chelo, iu Carmoly, " Itineraires ").
The scroll belonging to the celebrated jMoses b.
Asher is .said to have been brought to Cairo by the
" Babylonian " Jabez b. Solomon, a Karaite, jirobably
I5aby Ionia
in Tui'kish times ("Ibn Saphir," p. U/y).
thenceforth disapi)ears from the liistory of Judaism.
Bnu.iofiKAPHY
ilirJiidni

same word designates a tree similar to the
it was stipposed that a dry valley
coidd be named after this iree. KiJnig takes " Baca "
the

balsam-tree; and

from the Arabian
in

streams."

him

to

adopt

I.

its

The

name.
F. Bu.

lit.

BACAU

Capital of a district of the same name,
situated in the southwest of Moldavia, a division of
Rumania, with a popidation of 1.1,000, one half of
whom are Jews. A census taken in 1^70 enunieiated
lA'-i Jewish families at that time.
Th(,' district con:

whom, according to the
census of 1899, l."),C67 are Jews. The community of Bacau is one of the oldest in Molclavia;
its cemetery contains inscriptions dating from the
beginning of the eighteenth century; there are no
tains 150,000 inhabitants, of

oflicial

J. Fiirst, Kultar- iiiiil LitcrntitrueKcliiclitc
I.eip.sic, 1S49: A. Berliner, W( (7 )<7(/(? 2in'
'""' tJthniKjidijliic lidhiihiiiii ii'a iiit Ttilinuil
:

i)i A.-iii'ii,

GiiiU>'iil>lii<-

"

haka'a," antl translates it "lackP.stilmist api>areutly has in
niinda particidar valley whose natural condition led

ing

traces of

any older

btnialgi'ouiid.

It

worshi])ed in

ini(( Mididxcli, ISiTlin, lsy:3; W. Haclicr, Au<'<l<t dir liolijlIniiisclicn ^iiiinfiin; Budapest. 187S; F. l.azurw^. Die Hit u liter (Ur \'ci-tyUlinicn, in Briill's Jalirhliclirr. x., Frankforton-ltie-Main, ISOO; A. Kainiiika, I)ir Littiatur ilr.r (Jca-

a wotxlen synagf)gue which was destroyed by tire
in 1853, and Jiad been popidarly supposed to be sev-

iihcJicn Zcit, in Winter and Wiinsclie, J(i(h'.v<7/(; Literature
S. I'assel, Judcii. in Erscli and Gnit)er, Eii(iildi>)iil<lif, series
li., vol. xxvii.; Th. Nokieke, (iiscli. iter I'crsrr iokI Aral»r
ziir Zcit ilcr Sasanxidciu Levdeii, 1S79; F. Jiisti, (Jrscli. dcx
Atloi l'(r!<inis, Berlin, 1S79; (i. Weil, (icscli. iter (lialitni,

one synagogue, built in 1853, and twenty meetinghouses, mostly in rented buildings.
Two of the latter, however, jxissess small libraries and are called
"bet ha-midrash"; these buildings belong to the
community, one having been erected in 1838 and the

Mannheim.

i.-iii.,

lS4t;,

vol. X.. Berlin. lS4;i;

dition,

I.

Vienna,

i.-iii.,

184S.

Kilter.
<ler

18.')y;

H. Weiss, 0'c«7i.

eral cent uiies old.

Die Krdlanide,
JUdischen Tra-

1871-18)53.

S.

G.

Captivity,

See

CALIZATION.

or

See Plnctuation.

31)

vii.

tion

woidd

during the

The coiuiecgarment was one of

indicate that the
That a Babylonish
value.

shoidd have been found in Jericho

garment

not at all
impossible, and jioints to conunercial contact with
Bai)ylonia which we know, from other sources,
It isditlictdt
beiran long before the daysf)f .loshua.
to determine the exact kind of garment nieaut by
the expression.
is

In Rabbinical Literature Bereshit Babhah
(Iwxv. 14) stales that it was a pin'ple robe, while
Josephus says it was made of gold. Two other
:

opinions are registered in the Talmud (Sanh. 44i'0.
Abba Arika says it was a robe made of tine wool,
while Sanuiel says that it meant a cloak made in
Zerifa(iiearPumbedita; Rashi: -'dyed with aliun '").
These opinions, however, do not contiict, but touch
upon ditferent sides of the question one, the material: tiie other, the method of dveinc:.
O. B. L.
.,.
.11!.

—

'

BACA, THE

VALLEY

OF: .V valley nun
Since it is there
A. \.\.
said that jiilgrims transform the valley into a land
of wells, the old translators gave to "Baca" the
meaning of a " valli^y of weeping " but it signifies
Sui)iiort for this
rather any valley lacking water.
tioncd in Ps. Iwxiv. 7

|()

;

latter
I

view

is

II Sam. v. 2'S ct .vc/.
which the plural form of

to be foinid in

Chrou. xiv. 14

tt ser/., in

";

in

Moldavia,

the last repre-

hands of a committee of five, or seven, elected
by delegates from the synagogues. Its institutions
were supported by the revenues derived from the
Gabella, which served in lieti of all imposts payable
by the Jews to the state; later, however, an additional amoimt was imposed to pay for substitutes
From 1864 the tax was intermittent;
in the army.
from 5 bani (1 cent U. S.), paid for each oca (kilo) of
meat and forevery head of potdtry at the connnencement of the nineteenth centiu-y, the tax rose to 25

spoil of the caiitiu-ed city of Jericho.

considerable

hakam-basha

in the

article of tlress mentioneil in connection

with the theft of Achan (Josh.

important conununities
" vekil

sentative of the "hakam basha " of Jassy was Lupii
Baruch. The administration of the conununity was

VO-

BABYLONISH GARMENT. — Biblical
Data: An

in all

Bacau has a

Baiivi.oman,

BABYLONIAN PUNCTUATION

present connniuiity possesses

other in 1848.

Kk.

As

BABYLONIAN EXILE,

The

;

bani (5 cents U. S. ). Since 1850, the tax has furnished
a revenue of from 48,000 to 08,000 francs yearly.
Among the rabbis that have officiated at Bacau are
Isaac Botoschaner (1803-58), a man of strong character, a distingiMshed Talmudist, and
an opponent of IJasidism. A vault
Rabbis.
has been erected over his grave where
a lami) is kejit btniiing day and night, and the pious
pray as at the tomb of a .saint. His successor. Alter
loiues (1858-73), was likewise a distinguished Talmudist, much beloved and of great influence.

The

"

old Jewish society is the " Hebrah Kaddishah
which also cares for thesiek: it was

(burial society),

founded in 1871 and lasted until 1885, when thecenieterv passed under the administration of the Com-

"
munal Committee. The " Hel)rali Talmud Torah
was founded in 1M28for the encouragement of study:
there were attached to it thirteen "heders." two of
them for higher or Talmudic stibjects, which have

survived until to-day.
of the

In

18()8

was

In 1851 a society for the study

Mishnah (Hebrah Mishnayot) was formed.
tlie Dorintza Xatiunei (The Nation's Desire)

established

for

purposes of

charity, frater-

Bacharach

and education; for three years it maintained a
The first modern school Avas
school on modern lines.
opened in Bacau in 18G3, but it was not maintained

nity,

longer than two years reopened in 1869, it was closed
again a little later, and again reopened; it num;

Among the
bers now between 200 and 300 pupils.
benefactors of the community were Leib sin laucu,
who in 1815 bequeathed it two houses, the revenues
to be devoted to imrchasing firefor the poor; lancu Folticheneanu, who left a
house for a " hekdesh " (hospital), transformed later
into a shelter for Jews passing through the city
("haknasat orehim"); Phineas Edelstein, who in the

from which were

wood

first

half of the nineteenth century left 500 ducats

for a hospital, which is still standing. The ccmimuual
bathhouse, said to be one hundred and forty years
old, was recently closed for sanitary reasons.

Jewish artisans were always numerous in Bacau.
In 1833 a society, Poale Zedek, was formed, composed entirely of Jewish craftsmen, and in 1851 a soThere is not a trade
ciety of Jewish shoemakers.
which the Jews of Bacau have not
followed or do not follow to-day they
Trades,
were always the most skilful artisans,
;

notably as jewelers, tinsmiths (.exclusively Jews),
lace-makers, wood-carvers, and manufacturers of
The pharmacies of the place are contobacco-pipes.
ducted by Jews only the first vaccinating physician
in the town w^as a Jew, who practised from 1828 to
1866. Among its best-known physicians were Zurach
Chan, who practised medicine before 1800: Dr. Torcenau, who was employed by the state from 1848 to
1866 Dr. ^leisels, distinguished as a physician and
At the present
philanthropist, aud Adolph Barder.
time (1901) Bacau has six Jewish physicians. In the
;

;

world of music the orchestra conducted by Wolf
Lemisch, member of a liighly gifted musical family,
enjoys a wide reputation. All bninches of commerce are almost exclusively in the hands of the
Jews. In manufactures, too, they have occupied
themselves from the earliest days in various industries, such as distilling, brewing, wood-turning, aud
The Jews
the manufacture of wagons and lamps.

Bacau are the principal, if not the exclusive, stewards of estates, foresters, lake-wardens, and general
contractors of all kinds.
The accusjition of ritual murder has also been
heard in Bacau; that of 182-1 was attended with serious consequences for the community, aud that of
1838 had similar results. Since 1860. hatred of the
Jew has jienetrated among Christian circles, and repeated disturbances have broken out.
The distiiot of Bacau contains other huge Jewish
communities, such as those of Tirgul-Ocna. MoiIn former
neschti, Adjud, Caiutz, Parincea, etc.
times the small villages also contained many Jews,
but they have been frequently expelled and live in a
The former town of Tirgul-Trostate of poverty.
tush. near Tirgul-Ocna, has lately sunk to a village
owing to the departure of the Jewish population; its
cemetery contains tombstones dating back more than
The little town of Tirgul Parincea was
140 years.
founded by Jews. The Jews of Ocna aud Moineschti
were formerly well-to-do, but now they have fallen
into a state of utter penury.
of
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Baoau

:

S.

l>.

HimlHTsr,

/.sfiirlcii/

Cnmtmmitatei din

Bacau (manuscript); Dr. E. Schwarzfeld, Cnniica Inraelita
Rumania, In ihe Amtarul Pentru Israeliti, IWh year.

in

M. SCHW.

D.

BACCHIDES: Syrian general; friend of the
Syrian king Demetrius; and "ruler in the countrj'
beyond the river " Euphrates. Demetrius sent him
in 161 B.C. to Judea with a large army, in order to
invest the recreant Alcimus with the office of high
The peaceable Assideans
priest (I Mace. vii. 8, 9).

—

credulously expected friendship from him; but, contrary to oath and covenant, he cruelly slew sixty of
them (lb. vii. 16). Leaving Jerusalem, he made a
slaughter-house of Bezeth (Bethzecha), and after
handing the country over to Alcimus, returned to
When, however, another
the king (ib. vii. 19, 20).

Syrian army under Nicanor suffered defeat at the
hands of Judas :Maccabeus (ib. vii. 26-50), Demetrius
again sent Bacchides and Alcimus to Judea. this
time with an army of twenty thousand infantry and
two thousand cavalry. At Eleasa (Laisa) he met
Judas, whose three tliousand soldiers had dwindled
Judas, though he put to flight
to eight hundred.

wing of the Syrian army commanded by
Bacchides himself, and pursued it to Azotus, was
totally defeated by the left wing, and killed (ib. ix.
Bacchides now established the Hellenists as
1-18).
rulers in Judea: and the persecuted patriots (ib. ix.
25-27), under Jonathan, brother of Judas, fled beyond the Jordan. Bacchides came upon them there
on a Sabbath, and again suffered defeat, losing one
He returned to Jeruthousixnd men ((7). ix. 43-49).
salem, aud, in order to subdue the Jews, fortified not
only the Aero, but also Jericho, Emmaus. Beth-horon,
Beth-el. Thamnata (Timnatha), Pharathon, Tephoa.
Beth-zur, and Gazara (ib. ix. 50-52). Soon after
Alcimus died, and Bacchides. having made a fruitAt
less attack upon Jonathan, returned to the king.
the instigation of the Hellenists, he moveil a third
time against the Jews. Only after he had been
defeated several times by Simon, brother of Judas
and Jonathan, did he conclude an enforced treaty
of peace with Jonathan, and depart into his own
laud (ib. ix. 58-73; Josephus, "Ant." xii. 10, § 13;
the right

xiii. 1).

of Bacchides by Josephus
as barbarous by nature, and the
statement that he was slain by Mattathias. are both
In the Syriac translation of the Book of
erroneous.
the Maccabees, Bacchides, through an error in transcription, is called "Bicrius" instead of "Bacdius";
and in the Jewish version of the Hanukkah story

The representation

i;'

B. J."

i.

§^

1.

2, 3)

Megillat Antiochus ") he is called Bagris, or Bogores (.see Caster's edition of the 3Iegillah) forms
corrupted, according to Bjicher, from D'1J3("

;
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BACH. EMILIE:

S.

Kr.

journalist; born

Artist and
Bohemia, July 2, 1840; died at Vienna
She was directress of the royal
April 29. 1890.
school for artistic embroidery, and published on this
subject two works: "Muster StilvoUer Handarbeiten fttr Schule und Haus," in two volumes
(Vienna); " Neue Muster im AltenStil." Shecontrib-

at Neusc"hloss,

—

;

;

uted to niauy daily papers, such as

tlie "

Neue

tion with C. F. Beukeudorf, he started a journal
called " Torso, " devoted to " ancient and nioderu art "

Freie

Presse," "Heimat," "Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung,"
etc., and delivered many lectures on arts and handicrafts, most of which were published.

Bibliography

:

Eisenberg,

Das

Geistige

Wien,

I.

BACH, JOSEPH

but after a short time

Bach has published: "Umrisse der Beaten KOpfe
und Parthien nach Rafael's Gemftlden im Vatican";
and "Anweisung SchiJne Formen nach Eiuer Einfachen Regel zu' Bildeu, fUr Klinstler, Handwerker,
und Freunde des Schijnen " each of which is a treatise on art conceived in accordance with somewhat
Bach made use
old-fashioned academic traditions.
of the etching-needle; and in his paintings he chose
historical subjects, portraits, animals, and many

Hungarian rabbi

Br.

boin in
After I. N.
German preacher of a
Jewish congregation in Austria-Hungary. At AltOfen, his birthplace, he began to ground himself
Without
early in life in the study of the Talmud.
the aid of a teacher he studied several foreign languages; after which he attended the University of
Then he reP*rague, remaining there twelve years.
turned to his native place, where he married the
daughter of a wealthy family, and settled down as a
merchant. It was not long, however, before he lost
Destitute
his entire fortune and was left penniless.
of the means of subsistence, he was constrained to
:

1784; died at Budapest Feb.
Mannheimer, he was the first

3,

;

1866.

—

allegorical themes, all conceived in the spirit of the
epoch. Though not a very important figure in the

world of art, he rendered great service to the cause
of art in Germany by his helpful stimulation of
fellow -artists, and l)y encouraging and promoting
Bach died
instruction in drawing, handicraft, etc.
a Christian i)roselyte.
J. F. A. I)e Le Rol, Gesch. der EraDuelixchfn
M, Leipsic. 1H99: Julius Mtner. Allj.
I.
Kn)i!<tler-Lexiknn.n..Le\psU-, 1878; Allgemeine Devt*che
Biinimphie, i., 187.5 Michael Bryan, Dictionary of Paiutei-B
o)ul Engravers, 1., Loudon, 188ti.

Bibliography:

accept a situation as teacher. From the position of
teacher of youth he rose to that of teaclier of the
people at large, becoming in 1837 the spiritual adBach, who had never
viser of a large congregation.
studied homiletics, and had never heard or read a
sermon, was appointed first preacher at the newly
organized synagogue of Pest, where he officiated for
over thirty years. Many of his sermons have been
published. An autobiography, with a preface by
Kayserling, was published by his son at Budapest

Jtulc)nuii<i<i(»K

:

BACHAB.ACH:

City in the Prussian government district of Coblenz. On April 19, 1283, twentysix

BACH, KAJIL DANIEL FRIEDRICH:

Gei

Potsdam May, 1756; died at
Breslau April 8, 1829 (according to some sources in
As his father was a merchant and an elder
1826).
{Landesaltester) of the Brandenburg Jewry, Karl was
enabled to obtain from the Potsdam painter, A. B.
painter; born at

KrQger, his first instruction in the art of painting
through the influence of Colonel Guichard
("Quint us Icilius"), he succeeded in entering the

Academy of Arts, and became intimately connected wnth Lesueur, Chodowiecki, and Frish. At
Bach's instance life studies were introduced at the
Academy. Bach soon distinguished himself by skilfully executed copies of old works, and upon ar-

boy

the

second Crusade (1146) mention Alexander ben ^lost-s.
Mar Abraham ben Samuel, and Mar Kalonymus bar
Mordecai. These, with their households, .sought refuge in the castle of Stahleck, where they were killed.
Their remains were brought to Mayeuceand interred
Among other scholars resident here may be
there.

riving at AVarsaw with Count Ossolinski in 1780,

Later he accomachieved considerable success.
panied Count John Potocki on his travels; copied
paintings in Diisseldorf; and was made member
of the local academy, Dec. 15, 1785. Thence he
went to Paris, and afterward to Italy, where he remained for four years (1786-1792), studying at the
expense of his patron, Potocki, at first in Rome
where he applied himself chiefly to the productions

—

Raphael and Michelangelo and subsequently
Portici, where the antiquities of Herculaneum

Elected member of the Academy
held his attention.
of Florence on Dec. 9, 1788, he visited Venice,
Vienna, and Berlin, at which latter place he exhibited
part, of works
In 1792 Bach was appointed a

productions— copies, for the most

of Italian masters.
director and professor of the Breslau Art Academy
and on June 23, 1794, he became member of the
Academy of Beriiu. Two years later, in conjunc-

;

II.—27

among them

creased to forty-six.
Of the Jewish scholars of Bacharach, records of the

Berlin

his

there,

;

later,

in

Jews were murdered

Hezekiah, whose father, Jacob, had been killed at
Lorch in 1276. In 1287 the Bacbarach Jews were
subjected to persecutions caused by the murder of
Werner, who was made a martyr of the Churcii.
This persecution has been described by Heine in his
"Rabbi von Bacbarach." In 1337 the mob, under
the leadership of Akmleder, attacked the Jews;
and in 1349, at the time of the Black Death, many
From 1365 to 1370 the counts
of them were slain.
palatine took a number of foreign Jews under their
protection and permitted them to settle at Bacbarach and in 1510 the permission was renewed. In
1722 only two Jewish families lived there, while today (1901) the number of Jewish residents has in-

M. K.

man

B. B.

s.

(n. d.).
8.

was discon-

publication

its

tinued.

p. 14.

8.

of

Bacau
Bacbarach
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mentioned Yair Hayyim Bacharach (seventeenth
century), the well-known author of the responsa
"Hawwot Ya'ir," and Elkan Levi Bacharach.
Bibliography: Salfelrt. 3/<TrOA»"I'>(7i"ni (U:* NVrvWrorr
Mim.nbm-hes.
Berichte

llher

KreuzzUgc,

pp.
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2S^
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text,

ti^usl.

»il.
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p.
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BACHARACH A name
:

man Jews.

Sc-liudt,

a<8.

From

frequent

the twelfth, or at

the fifteenth century,

tlie

among

any

rate

name Richarach.

^
Ger-

from

in vari-

ous spellings— as Bacharach, Bachrach, Bachrich, etc.-^is found among the Ashkenazim in all
All individuals bearing the name
jiarts of Europe.
hardly form one family, for the name merely iudi-

:

Bacharach
Bacharach, Jair
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cates that the family either derived its origin from
the city Bacliarach in Rhenish Prussia, or that one
of its ancestors was at one time a resident of tliat
place (see on this point the Austrian law on the

418
I,

Joseph Solomon Bacharach
I

Tobias, the martyr of

names of the Jews, dated July 23, 1787, in Anton
Cramer, " Vollstandige Gesetzessammlung fur die
Judenschaft in den Koniglichen Staaten," pp. 248,

Rushony

I

Solomon

(died 1659)

I

I

Nathan

in Tiktln

Jochebed

258, Prague, 1793).

mention of any Bacharach is that of
(n"tD) in 1175 (Solomon Luria,
Responsa, No. 29; Heilprin, "Seder ha-Dorot," ed.
Maskileison, p. 211, Warsaw, 1878), but it is questionable whether the reading in this case is correct, as the words of Luria may mean, " Samuel in
Tlie

first

Meir

Samuel

Tobias

Samuel Bacharach

I

I

Joseph

I

Aryeh L6b

Solomon

Isaac

Israel

I

I

.

Jacob
I

(d. 1809)

I

Joshua Hoshl

Huiei

I
I

the city -|-|33 of n^^n."

Solomon

Isaac

Jacob

Joshua Hdsbl

The second mention of a scholar of this name,

Ephraim Gumprecht Bacharach

of Frankforton-the-Main, quoted by Moses Minz in the fifteenth
century (Responsa, No. 39), is less liable to doubt.
In the beginning of the sixteenth century there is a
Bacharach, rabbi in Worms (ReMenahem
sponsa of Joseph ha-Kohen of Cracow, "Shefirit
Joseph," No. 36; and Responsa of Moses Minz, Nos.
In the Responsa of Moses Minz there is the
25, 37).
further mention of David, Asher (Anschel), and
Moses Bacharach. From the end of the sixteenth
century the name Bacharach occurs more frequently
In Fi'ankfort there is a Menin western Germany.
del, son of Isaac Bacharach, who died there Aug.
His son Moses, a prominent member of
23, 159P
Moses'
the congregation, died there Sept. 11, 1620.
son, Issachar Baer Gans Bacharach, a member
Issachar'sson,
of the rabbinate, died Aug. 24, 1678.
Naphtali Herz Gans Bacharach, endorses the
Responsa of Jair Hayyim Bacharach, but does not
mention that they are related, which goes to prove
that, though bearing the same name, they were not
Naphtali died July 8, 1709.
of the same family.
The other Bacharachs may be divided into two
families; of wliich the one is to be traced back to

Man

Tobias ben Joseph Solomon Bacharach, who
died as a martyr in Rushony (Russia) Sept. 19, 1659;
while the other is distinguished by the great Talmudist, Jair Hayyim Bacharach, of Worms. To

I

Seiny

(died 1670),

and Jair

(died 1615),
(died 1702); the lat
a famous Talmudist of

Hayyim

grandson, Michael,
Prague, who died there Jan. 16, 1801 Baer Bacharach. who died at Nikolsburg Sept. 12, 1806, and
was a great-grandson of Jair Hayyim. A brother of
Michael Bacharach was Meir, ii Hebrew poet, who
died in Presburg Jan. 4, 1729. The descendants of
the latter abbreviated tiieir name to Bacher, and
In's great-grandson was the Hebrew i)<)et, Simon
Bacher, the father of Professor William Bacher of
Budapest. The detiiils in these genealogies can not,
however, always be verified, inasmuch as the congregations did not keep official records of the
l)irths and deaths, and as family traditions are not
very reliable, owing especially to the custom of naming children after their grandfathers, from which
ter's

;

fart errors in identification easily occur.

Tlie fol-

lowing is an attempt to draw a family tree of the
two best-known Bacharach families:

(d. 1846)

Aryeh Lob

Jehuda

i

I

EUezer Henoch

Moses

(d. 1863)

Jacob

(d. 1896)

II.

L5w ben

Bezalel (d. 1609)

Isaac ha-Kohen, m. daughter

(Abraham) Samuel

(d. 1615),

m. Eva

(d. 1651)

i

(Moses) Samson (d. 1670)
I

Jair

Samuel

Hayyim Bacharach

(d. 1739)

Samson

(d. 1702)

Dobrusch, m. Lob

(d. 1721)

Oppenheim
I

I

Meir

(d, 1721)

Hayye

Sara,

Bohm

Isaac (d. 1756)

m. Gabriel

Baer*

(d. 1806)

(d. 1755)
I

Emanuel Low

(d. 1851)

Solomon
I

I

of rabbis at

Jehudaof

I

the former family belong Judah and his grandson
to the latter, besides the three generations

Samson

Henoch

Solomon

I

Gabriel

Simha

(d. 1851)

r

Samuel Low

Jacob;

Worms, Samuel

1

I

Phineas Selig

I'^.decal

(d. 1890)

Bibliography: Kaufmann, Jair Cliajhn Bacharach und
Seine Ahnen, Treves, 1894; Kaufmann, in Mnnat)i><chrift,
1899, pp. 37-18; Hock, Die Familicn Prag\ Presburg, 1892;
Eisenstadt-Wiener, Da'at Kedofihim, St. Petersburg, 1897-98,
where other sources are mentioned.
D.

BACHARACH, ABRAHAM AARON B.
(= AARON MANELES)

MENAHEM MAN

:

Writer on religious subjects, and cantor of Posen,
fiourished
hence known also as Aaron Hazzan
during the seventeenth century. He was the author
of "Urim we-Tummim" (Enlightenment and Perfection), an exhortation to morality and piety, with
an appendix containing prayers (Amsterdam, 1653).
;

Biin.iofJRAPHV: Steinschneider, Cat. lindL col. 702; Furst,
liiht. Jvfl. p. 75; Zedner, Cat. Hrhr. Books Brit. Mils. p. 29;
Beiijiu'ob, Ozar ha-Scfarim, p. 30.
I,,

o.

T.

BACHARACH,

ABRAHAM

Bkh.

SAMUEL

Rabbi; born about 1575; died in Gernsheim, grand
It is

not certain whether Baer was Isaac's son or grandson.

"-
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duchy of Hesse, May 26, 1615. He seems to have
come from the city of Worms, but is first met with
Prague, wliere, in 1600, lie married Eva, the
granddaughter of the chief rabbi of Prague, L5we
ben Bezalel. He was rabbi in Turbin, Kolin (Bohemia), and in Polnlitz (Moravia); and was subseat

(juently called to the ministry of the very important
congregation of Worms. One of the frequent riots
against the Jews, instigated by the gilds, caused him
He died during exile, and was
to flee from the city.
buried in Alshach. Bacharach was respected for his
He took a firm stand against
learning and piety.
the rabbis of Frankfort, who arrogated to themselves
preeminence over all the other rabbis of Germany.
A few of his responsa were published by his grand
"
sou, Jair Hayyim, in the collected " Hut ha-Shani
(Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1679). Bacharach was the
author of an essay on the Jewish calendar, a number
of apologetic works against Christianity, liturgical
poems, and casuistic treatises. Some of his works
are still e.xtant in manuscript.
Bibliography: Kaufmann, Jair Chajim Bacharach utid
Seine Ahtiou pp. 1-4, 16-22, 1896.
L. G.
D.

BACHARACH, EVA

Hebraist and rabbinical
:
scholar; born at Prague about 1580; died in Sofia,
1651.
She was the daughter of Isaac ben Simson ha-

Kohen, and through her mother, Vogele, granddauglitcr of the well-known rabbi of Prague, L5we
ben Bezalel. Her brothers, Hayyim and Naplitali,
were also noted rabbis. As a daughter of such a
distinguished rabbinical family, she acquired a wide
knowledge of Hebrew and rabbinical literature,
and could often assist rabbis in solving textual difficulties.
Such erudition was (juite unconunon among
Jewish women of that time, and the ^femorbuch of
AVorms makes special mention of itc Kobez 'al- Yad,
iii.

In 1600 she married Abraham
whom she subsequently

15, Berlin, 1887).

Samuel Bachakacii, with
went to Worms, whither

lie

was

called as rabbi.

After his death on May 26, 1615, she returned with
her sou Samson and her three daughters to Prague,
in order to devote herself to the education of her
children.
Eva refused an offer of marriage from
Isaiah Horowitz, then rabbi of Prague, who was
about to emigrate to Jerusalem, although she longed
When her tliree daughters
to be in the Holy Land.
were married, she followed her sou Sainsou to
Worms, whither he had been called to take the
position of his father; and soon afterward, in 1651,
she left for Palestine.
On the journey, Eva Bacliaracli died at Sofia, wiiere she Avas buried with great
lionor.
Her grandson, Jair Hayyim, called his work
in memory of her "Haw wot Yair," which, in the
usual German pronunciation, might be understood
as "Eva's Jair."
Bibliography: Kaufmann, Bacharach itnd Seine Ahnm,
1S94, pp. 3, 23, 24, 27, 28 Eisenstadt-Weiner, Da'at Kcdosh im,
;

pp. 215-217.

D.

L. G.

BACHARACH, JAIR HAYYIM:
rabbi;

born at Leipnik,

Worms

Jan.

Avitli

1,

1702.

his father,

German

Moravia, 1639; died in
At the age of twelve he came

Samson, to

Worms

(1653),

and two

years later married Siirlan, the daughter of Sussman
BuiLiN. Under Briliu and his son Isaac, Bacharach

Bacharach
Bacharach, Jair

continued his studies for seven years longer. In
1660 he received his rabbinical license from Mendel
Bass, rabbi of Frankfort on-the-Main.
He seems to
have been for some time rabbi of Mayence. In 1666
he was made rabbi of Coblenz, but for a reason unknown he was not reelected in 1669. The law of
Coblenz demanded (possibly for purposes of exaction) that the rabbi be reelected every three years.
He returned to Worms, where he lived as a private
member of the community, and lectured (m Tal-

mudic topics.

Hisfatlierliad hoped tosc-e Jiim made
but the congr{gaiif>n.
pretending that it was contrary to its

his successor,

His
Rabbinical laws

to choose a ral)bi from among the
residents of the community, elected
Aaron Teomini Frilnkel. Jair Hayyim
felt very much slighted by this, and it was evidently for this reason that he wrote, under tiie same
title, a severe criticism of " Matteh Aharon " (The

Career.

Staff of Aaron), his rival's work on the Passover
Haggadah. He himself never published it, however; and after the death of Teomim wrote a mar-

ginal note on his manuscript forbidding its publication in the future.
It was nevertheless issued by

Jellinek in 1865 in the "Bikkurim," 1865, i. 4-26;
printed in the " Ha-Misderonah," i. 348-364.

re-

Bacharach was undoubtedly right in considering
himself the superior of Teomim, who was a representative of the school of the most degenerate
casuistry, while Bacharach was a systematic and
thorough student of rabbinical literature and not
altogether devoid of secular knowledge.
He wrote
under the title " 'Ez Hayyim " (Tree of Life) a compendium of the Jewish religion in three parts, each
of which contained six subdivisions.
He collected a
considerable number of manuscripts: works left by
his father and his grandfather; docuWrites
ments referring to the movement of
"'EzHay- Shabbethai Zebi, and other valuable
relics of past ages.
He made a very
yim."
minute catalogue of his manuscripts,
which numbered forty-six volumes; but while the
catalogue is extant, the manuscripts are all lost, with
the exception of a work on Talmudic methodology,
" MarKashisha " (The Old Master), which is in the library of the bet-ha-midrash in Vienna. As his work,
"The Tree of Life," was so large that he could not
risk the expense of its publication, he collected some
of his father's and of his grandfather's respoussi and
published them, together with some of his own. in
1679, under the title, "Hut ha-Shani" (The Scarlet

Thread).
In the

mean time the terrible suffering which the
wars of Louis XIV. had brought on the Palatinate
In 1689 Worms was burned
affected his career also.
by the French army, and Bacharach thereafter
led an unsettled life, moving first to Metz. then to
Frankfort and to Heidelberg. In 1699 the scattered
members of the congregation found themselves again
in Worms, and an imperial charter conHis Worth firmed their reestablishment. It was
Acknowl- then that Bacharach, though prematurely aged, broken down in liealth.
edged.
and nearly deaf, had the satisfaction
The congreof seeing his worth acknowledged.
gation elected him as its rabbi, but he held liis

position for scarcely

two

years,

BACHARACH, MOSES SAMSON:

dying at the age

Samuel and Eva Bacharach; born

Of bis numerous manuscript woiks lie could edit
only his responsa, which lie called "Hawwot Yair"
in memory of his grandmother, Eva Bachaiach.
The book was published in 1699 through the assistance of the wealthy court-Jew, Samson Wertheimer
of Vienna, to whom Bacharach was related by marHis wife dying not long after him, and his
riage.
two sons, Samson and Samuel, leaving Worms for
different localities, his manuscripts became scattered.
Bacharach was in many ways an original thinker,
and his works show a certain scientific and independent spirit. Thus in one instance he says, " Even if
the Tosafists and other authorities disagree with my

what of it? The spirit of God made me
made them" ("Hawwot Yair," No. 155). He

wrote a scholarly treatise on the meaning of oral
tradition (i6. No. 192), while such subjects were as
a rule foreign to the rabbis of his age. He advocated the establishment of schools and the introduction of pedagogical methods {ib. No. 123), and
strongly condemned the methods of Pilpul, and the
uncouth manners customary in the rabbinical disHe
putations of his age {ib. No. 152).
Opposed studied astronomy and wrote some esto
says upon it from the point of view of
rabbinical literature, but feeling the
Cabala.
inadequacy of his knowledge of the
obscure subject, he burned all his manuscripts on the
subject, gave up the study altogether, and advised
one of his friends to leave it alone (ib. No. 219). He
occupies a similarly irresolute position in regard to
" Who can deny," he says,
the study of the Cabala.

:

23

and especially outside of Palestine, there is more
away from Cabala than in studying
it, for we have enough to do if we devote ourselves
to the legal part of rabbinical literature " {ib. No.
Otherwise, however, he was as rigidly ortlio210).
do.\ as anj^ of the rabbis of his time.
He would not
permit a man to cross the river on the Sabbath to
attend the services {ib. No. 112); he
Rigidly
demanded severe punishment for one
Orthodox, who had drunk wine that was not
kosher {ib. No. 140) and was indignant at the conduct of a man who had, in his will,
expressed the desire that his daughter should recite
for Bacharach
the Kaddish because lie had no son
contended if such a departure from tradition were
countenanced, every one would interpret the Law
according to his own opinion {ib. No. 222).
merit in keeping

;

—

D. Kaufmauu, R. Jair Chajim nncharach
Ainien, Treves,lH«4. On his flesi'eiKlants Eisenstadt, Da'at Knh>.-<hi)>i, pp. 2i;}<7 .st<v., St. Petersburg, 1897-98
Kaufmann, in Monatsxchiift, 1899, pp. 39 ct»cq.
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"that this science is tlie greatest and highest of all
mental attainments, and that one keeping aloof from
it altogether is as one who would keep aloof from
his life and from all the glories promised to those
who devote themselves to the Cabala. But in our

\ni(l .SfiOe

in 1607;

The
lived supported by his wealthy father-in-law.
Thirty Years' war brought about the ruin of his
father-in-law's business, and Samson was compelled
to accept a rabbinical position in GOding, Moravia,
In 1635 he became rabbi of Leipnik, Morain 1629.
via, and remained there until the capture of the city
by the Swedish army in 1643 scattered the congregation and forced him to return to Prague. Here
he was made preacher, but during the siege of the
city in 1648 found himself compelled to retreat to
Returning after the war, he
the country for safety.
remained in Prague until 1650, when he was called
to the rabbinate of Worms, which position he occupied up to the time of his death. After the death
of his wife in 1662 he married Feige, the widow of
Moses ha-Kohen Nerol, rabbi of Metz, who died in
1666. He left one son, Jair Hayyim (see Jair Hayyini
Bacharach), and four daughters. Of his literary
works there exist a number of responsa published in
his sou's "Hut ha-Shani," Frankfort, 1679; and also
some religious poems. His commentary ou R.
Asher's Halakot is lost.
BiBLior.RAPHY Kaufmann. Bacharach uud Seine Ahnen, pp.

opinion,
it

Son of

died at
Worms April 19, 1670. After the death of his father
his mother took him to Prague, where he was educated by his maternal uncle, Havvim ha-Kohen.
In 1627 he married Dobrusch, a daughter of Isaac
ben Phoebus, of Ungarisch-Brod, Moravia, where he

of 64.

as
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Bacharach, Jair
Bacher, Wilhelm

Austrian jurisconsult

and journalist; born at Pastelberg March 17, 1846.
Graduating from the University of Vienna, he engaged in practise as an advocate, in which career he
displayed such marked ability that some years later
the Reichsrath appointed him its chief stenographer.
In 1872 Bacher entered the employ of the " Neue
Freie Presse " as a parliamentary reporter, and on
May 1, 1879. he became the chief editor of the paper.

His leading articles on internal politics have been
much appreciated, not in Austria only, but throughout Europe.
BiBLiofjRAPHY: Eisenberg, Da.s Gri^ioe

}Vieii. p. 15:

Adolph

Kobut, lieritlimte Tsraelitisclie Miituier loid Fraucn.
s.

BACHER, JULIUS:

I.

y>.

V.¥i.

Bk.

German playwright and
born in Raguit. eastern Prussia, Aug. 8,
1810.
He studied medicine in Konigsberg, and settled there as a physician in 1837; but after ten years
he abandoned his medical career to devote himself
His first ]iroduction in this
exclusively to literature.
tiekl was a drama, "Karl des XII. Erste Liebe."
Then the political events of 1848 interrupted his literary activity, but he jesumed it eight years later
by publishing a novel, "Sophie Charlotte, die Piiilosophische KOnigin, " 3 vols. Its favorable reception
by the pulilic encouraged him to i)tir.sue literature,
and lie published successively: "Die Brautscliau
Friedrich des Grossen," 1857, a drama; and "Friedrich I. Letzte Tage," 1858, a romance in 3 vols.
In 1859 his " Cliarakterbild aus dem Leben " was
performed at the Royal Berlin Tiieater. Bacher
thereupon settled in Berlin, whence he traveled to
Switzerland and France. Upon his return to Berlin

novelist;

";

;
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volumes of

in 1860 he published three

tales

and a

number of romances. The more celebrated of
works are: "Ein Urteil Washington's." 2 vols.,

these
1864-

"Sybilla von Kleve," 3 vols.. 1865; "Napoleon I.
LetzteLiebe," 6vols., 1868; " Auf dem Wiener Kongress," 4 vols., 1869; "Prinzessin Sidonie," 3 vols.,
1870; and the tragedies, "Lady Seymour" and
"Lucie."
Bibliography: A. de Gubernatls, DictUmnaire International rfcs EcrivaiTis du Joxir, Florence, 1891; Adolph
Kohut, Bertt?im(6 Israelitische

MUnner und FrowcH, 1901,

Bacharach, Jalr
Bacher, Wilhelm

poems; and "Michtame Gleichenberg
(Budapest, 1887), " makamas " in the manner of Ludwig August Fraukl. After Bacher's death his son
Wilhelm published, under the title Sha'ar Shim'on "
(Vienna, 1894), a selection of Hebrew poems, culled
from Bacher's printed works and from unpublished
Biblical

*'

manu.scripts, 1894, in three parts: the first of these
contains his original poems the second, translations
and the third, "Nathan der Weise." The work is
prefaced with a biography of Bacher and a chrono;

logical

xl. 89.

B. B.

8.

list of his works.
Bibliography W. Bacher, In the Introduction
Sha'ar Shim'on, 1894.
:

BACHEB, SIMON:

Neo-Hebraic poet;

born

Lipto-Szent-Miklos, Hungary died
at Budapest Nov. 9, 1891.
Bacher, whose name was
originally Bachrach, came of a family of scholars,
and counted as one of his ancestors the well-known
Jair Hayyim Bacharach. He studied Talmud in his
native city, in Nikolsburg imder Mcnahem Nahum
Trebitsch, and under Moses Perles in Eisenstadt and
Bonyhad. During this period Bacher was much influenced by the new movement of the Haskalah, and
he also studied the secular sciences and literature.
When nineteen years old Bacher returned to Miklos, where, despite the business in which he was
engaged, he continued his studies with unremitting
zeal.
After many struggles Bacher in 1874 went to
Budapest, where two years later he was appointed
treasurer of the Jewish community.
This office he
held until he died.
When a boy of eleven, Bacher had translated Ger-

Feb.

1,

IH2'3, in

into Hebrew.
Thus Schiller's "Lied
von der Glocke " first came to be known to the scholars in Bonyhad, who were wholly engrossed with
their Talmudic studies.
Masters and pupils of the
old renowned Talmudic schools were alike delighted
with his verses. The events of his fatherland and
of the Jewish community, festival days and days of
mourning, jubilees and funerals, equally inspired his

He

celebrated scholars, preachers, statesmen
and writers; and
Jewi.sh legends and history also provided subjects
for his poems, in which were mingled reflections
and expressions of sentiment, myths, and historical
events.
In addition to short scientific and miscellaneous
contributions to magazines the former consisting
of linguistic studies on the Talmud and essays in
orators, singers, philanthropists,

—

archeology

—Bacher wrote some short poems in Ger-

But his place
chiefly by his Hebrew
man.

E. N.

•

man poems

song.

to his father's

L. G.

in Jewish literature was won
poetry.
Of almost equal rank

with his original poetic work are some of his translations into Hebrew of German, French, and Hungarian poems.
The translations are classic in form,
and reproduce vividly the spirit of the original.
Bacher contributed to many Jewish magazines,
and wrote also a number of occasional poems pub-

Among his longer works are the
following: Translations of Ludwig Philippson's
tragedy " Jojachin," Vienna, 1860, and of Lessing's
"Nathan der Weise," Vienna. 1866; "Zemirot ha'Arez " (Hymns of the Land), Budapest, 1868, and
a collection of Hungarian poems: "Muzzal MeSsh "
(Saved from the Fire), Budapest, 1879, a collection
of various original poems " Melek Ebyon " (The Poor
King), Budapest, 1881, a collection of romantic
lished separately.

;

BACHER, WILHELM:
and Orientalist
born

in

son of the
Lipto-Szent;

Hungarian

Hebrew

.sthokr
writer Simon;

Miklos. Hungary, Jan.
12, 1850; he attended
the Hebrew schools in

Szucsan and in his naand passed
through the higher
classes of the Evangeltive town,

ical

Lyceum

at Pres-

burg from 1863 to 1867,
at the same time diligently prosecuting Talmudic studies. In 1867
he began the study of
philosophy and of Oriental
languages the

—

latter

—at

under Viimbery

the University of
Wilhelm Bacher.
Budapest, and also attended the lectures on the Talmud given by Samuel Lob Brill.
In 1868, he went to Breslau. where
he continued the study of philosophy and piiilology at the University, and that of theology at
the Jewish-Theological Seminary.
He graduated at
the University of Leipsic in 1870.
His graduation
thesis, "Nizami's Leben und Werke, und der Zweite
TheildesNizami'schen Alexanderbuches," appeared
in 1871, and was translated into English in 1873 by
S. Robinson.- This was afterward incorporated in
the collection entitled " Persian Poetry for English
Readers." In 1876, Bacher graduated as rabbi, and
shortly afterward was appointed to the rabbinate in
Szegedin, which had become vacant in consequence
of the death of Leopold Low.
On July 1, 1877, together with Moses Bloch and
David Kaufmann, he was appointed by the Hungarian government to the professorship of the newly
created Landesrabbinerschule of Budapest. This
institution was inaugurated Oct. 4, 1877, Bacher
delivering the address in the name of the faculty, and
since that time he has been teacher of
the Biblical sciences, of Jewish hisOfficial
Positions. tory, and of various other branches
Bacher was for a
at that institution.
time in 1878 field-chaplain in the Austro-Hungarian
army, being delegated to the headquarters of the
army of occupation in Bosnia. The congregation of
Pest appointed Bacher director of the Talmud-Torah
School in 1885, and he has been connected with that
In 1884 Bacher and Joseph
institution ever since.

:

Bacher, Wilhelm
Bacon, Bogrer

new

translation of the Bible into

Hunga-

rian—the first complete translation due solely to
Jewish initiative and the first two volumes of this
work (the Pentateuch and the earlier prophets),
edited by Bacher in collaboration with S. Kraussand
The first five
T. Banoczi, have already appeared.
year-books of the society were edited by Bacher in
conjunction with F. Mezey and afterward with D.
;

Banoczi.

Bacher

is

the author of the following

works

(1) " Muslicheddin Sa'adi's Aphorisraen und Sinngedichte,
zum Erstea Male Herausgegeben und Uebersetzt, mit Beitragea
zur Biographie Sa'adi's," 1879.

Voluminous
Author.

contributions to the history of

(2) Several
Persian literature in " Z. D. M. G."
(3) " Kritische Untersuchungen

phetentargum," ib.
(4) " Discussions

zum

Pro-

1874.

of

the Targum on Job and the Psalms,"

in

Monatsschrift," 1871, 1873.
" Abraham ibn Ezra's Einleltung zu Seinem Pentateuch(.5)
commentar, als Beitrag zur Geschichte der Bibelexegese Beleuchtet," in " Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der
*'

Wissenschaften,"
(6)

(7)

187tj.

"Die Grammatische Terminologie des Jehuda

Hailugs,"

b.

David

ih. 1883.

"Die Hebraisch-Arabische Sprachvergleichung des Abul-

walid Merwan ibn Ganaehs," ib. 1884.
(8) "Die Hebraisch-Neuhebraische Sprachvergleichung des
Abulwalid," i7). 188.5.
(9) "Die Agadader Babylonischen Amoraer" (First Annual
Report of the Landes-rabbinerschule at Budapest, 1878 also
printed separately). This work, like all others published in the
annual reports of the National Rabbinical Institute, was published contemporaneously in Hungarian.
" Leben
(10) "Abraham Ibn Ezra als Graminatiker," ib. 1881
und Werke des Abulwalid Merwan Ibn Ganah und die Quellen
;

;

Seiner Schrifterklarung," ih. 1885.
(11) "Aus der Schrifterklarung des Abulwalid

Merwan

ibn

Ganah." 1889.
(12) "Die Bibelexegese der Jiidischen Religlonsphilosophen
des Mittelalters vor Maimilni," 1893.
(13) " Die Bibelexegese Moses Maimuni's," 1896.
(14) "Ein Hebraisch-Persisches Worterbuch aus dem Vierzehnten Jahrhundert," 19(X).
The first volume of this
(1.5) "Die Agada der Tannaiten."
work was published in Gratz's " Monatsschrift " from 1882 to
1884, and also appeared in 1884 in a separate edition in honor of
the ninetieth birthday of L. Zunz the second volume was published in 1890. A second, enlarged edition of Vol. I. will appear
;

In 1903.
(IB) The three volumes of the "Agada der Paiastinischen
Amoraer " appeared respectively in 1893, 1896, and 1899.
(17)
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Banoczi founded the Judaeo-Hungarian review, the
"Magyar Zsido Szemle," whicli they conjointly edited during the first seven years, and it is still the
only Jewish review in Hungary. In 1894 he assisted in founding the Judaeo-Hungarian Literary
Society, Izraclita Magyar Jrodami Tarsulat, of which
he became vice-president in 1898. This society instituted a

;

:

"Kitab al-Luma'," " Le Lion des Parterres Fleuris,"

publications of the Ecole des Hautes
Bacher's revised edition of this work

Etudes,

Paris,

in

1886.

was published under

Derenbourg's name.
(18) An edition of the Book of Job as translated by Saadia in
Derenbourg's edition of Saadia's works ("(Euvres Completes
de R. Saadia, Volume Cinquieme," Paris, 1900).
(19) An edition of the "Sefer Zikkaron," or "Hebrew Grammar "of Joseph Kimhl, published in writings of the society
Mekize Nirdamlm', 1888.
(20) " Sefer ha-Shorashim,Wurzelwflrterbuch der Hebraischen
Sprache, von Abulwalid Merwan ibn Ganah, aus dem Arabischen ins Hebrilische Uebersetzt von Jehudah ibn Tibbon, nut
einer Einleltung uber das Lelien und die Schrlften Abulwalid's
und mlt Reglstern und einem Aiihange, Nebst Textberichtigungen zum Sefer Versehen." This Is an edition of the He-

brew translation of Abulwalid's great lexicon, the principal
grammatical work of that author. In this work, also published
by the society Melflze Nirdamlm, Bacher corrected the Hebrew
text In accordance with the Arabic original, and mentioned the

sources of all the Biblical and other citations contained In It,
which sources are not given in Neubauer's edition.
(31) A compilation of the various readings of Ibn Ezra's
Commentary on the Pentateuch in Berliner's " Magazln," and
separately, 1894— a work prepared with the aid of a valuable
codex belonging to the university library at Cambridge.
(33) "Sefer Nahalat Yehoshua'," 3 vols., a redaction of the
posthumous works of the Talmudlst Kosman Wodianer (d.
1830), with a biographical introduction In Hebrew, In connection
with which he prepared a list of the correspondenU of Moses
Sofer, " Aus der Ersten Halfte Unseres Jahrhunderts," 1893.
(33) "Sha'ar Shim'on," an edition of the Hebrew poems of
his father, Simon Bacher (d. Nov. 9, 1891), with a biographical
introduction in Hebrew.
" Emendationes in Plerosque
(24) An edition of Gratz's
Sacra? Scripturae V. T. Libros," 1893-94.
of philology and exegesis In
chapters
the
treatment
of
(25) A
Winter and Wiinsche's collection of Hebrew literature, " Die
Judische Literatur." These contributions of Bacher have also
been published separately under the respective titles: "Die
Judische Bibelexegese vom Anfange des Zehnten bis zum Ende

des Funfzehnten Jahrhunderts."
(26) " Die Hebraische Sprachwissenschaft vom Zehnten bis
zum Sechzehnten Jahrhundert, mit einem Einleitenden Abschnitt Uber die Masora," 1893.

" Z. D.
(37) " Die Anfange der Hebraischen Grammatik," In
M. G.," also published by Brockhaus, Leipsic, 1895.
"
SchriftausleJudischen
der
Terminologie
{•i»)
Die Aelteste
gung—ein Worterbuch der Bibelexegetischen Kunstsprache der
Tannaiten," I. C. Hinrich, Leipsic, 1899.
Bacher has also been the author of numerous criticisms and
reviews in periodicals devoted, like his books, to Hebrew philology, history of Biblical exegesis, and of the Haggadah. The
magazines, etc., in which his contributions have appeared are

the following
M. E. Stern, "Kokbe Yizhak," 1865-68; "Monatsschrift,"
Rahmer's " Israelitische
1869-92 ; " Izraelit Kozlony," 1869-70
Wochenschriftund Jiidisctie Literaturblatter," 1870-76; I.Kobak's
" Jeschurun," 1871 I. Reich, " Beth-Lechem,"
:

;

His

Jahrbuch, 1873;

" Ha-Habazelet," 1873; "Z.

Berliner's " MagaGeschichte und Literatur des
1880-94;
Et. Juives,"
"Rev.
Judenthums,"
Reviews.
1882-19(12 " Magyar Zsid6 Szemle," 1884-1901
"
W. R. Harper, "Hebraica," 1884-93; Stade, Zeitschrift " 188.">" Jew. Quart. Rev." 1890-1901 Konigsberger, " Monats1901
blatter," 1891; Evkonyv, "Jahrbuch des Ungarisch-Israell-

Criticisms

and

D. M. G."
zin fiir die

1874-1902;

;

;

;

tischen Literaturvereins," published in Hungarian, 189.5-1901;
"Ozar ha-Sefarim"; "Griiber's Magazln fiir Hebraische Literatur," 1896; "Zeit. f. Hebr. Bibl." 1896-1900; "Deutsche
Literaturzeitung," 1898-1901 S. H. Horodeczky's " Ha-Goren ";
;

Wissenschaft des Judenthums," 18981900; "Ha-Eshkol," "Hebralsches Jahrbuch," 1898; "Jahrbuch fiir Judische Gesch. und Literatur," 1899-1901); "Theologische Literaturzeitung," 19(K)-1; "Keleti Szemle" ("Revue
Orientale," 1902); "The Expository Times," 1900. Further contributions of Bacher appeared in the festival publications to the
seventieth birthday of Graetz, 1887, and the eightieth birthday of

"AbhandluQg

iiber die

in the festival publication in honor of
Steinschneider, 1896
Daniel Chwolsohn, 1899; and in the memorial book published
on the anniversary of Samuel David Luzzatto's birthday, Berlin,
1900, and in that published in memory of Prof. David Kaufinann, 1900. Bacher has also contributed the article " Levita " to
the "Allgemeine Encyklopadie" of Ersch and (Jruher, and the articles " Sanhedrin " and " Synagoge " to the last volume— not yet
published— of Hastings and Selbie's "Dictionarv of the Bible."
;

F.

8.

BACHI, RAPHAEL

DE

s.

:m.

Italian miniature-painter;
lived at Palis in the middle of the eighteenth cen:

His name appears in the list of the Jews
that resided in Paris during the reign of Louis
XV.. which was recently published by Paul d'Estrees.
This list, drawn up by the police, mentions
Bachi as a miniature jiaiuter of great talent (" peintiny.

en miniature, de beaucouii de talent ").
Bibliography: Paul d'Estrees, in Rcvnc <1ii Monde Latin,
1801, Sept. 1, Oct. 1
Leon Kahn, Lex Juifs de Paris sous
Louis XV. p. 44.

trc

;

L. O.

I.

Br.

BACHRACH, JACOB BEN MOSES A noted
:

apologist of rabbinical Judaism;

born at Seiny.

in

Bacher, Wilbelm
Bacon, Bogrer
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the government of Suwalki, Russia, May 9, 1824;
He received his
died in Bielostok Dec. 29. 1896.
earliest instruction from his grandfather, Judah
Bachrach. For years he was superintendent of a
Hebrew i)riuting establishment in Konigsberg, where
he edited, among other works, the " Turini " of Jacob
ben Asher, and added valuable notes to the same.
Later on he became manager of a distillery at Sebastopol, where he had the opportunity to develop into
an assiduous student of Karaitic literature, and
where he engaged in controversies with the repreHis
sentatives of the local Karaitic community.
works are chiefly devoted to a defense of rabbinical
In 1882 he went to Paltradition against Karaism.
Of his printed
estine in the interest of colonization.
works " Ha-yahas Liketab Ashuri " (History of
the Assyrian Script), Wai-saw, 1854, is a polemical
treatise against Elias Levita's tiieory that vowelpoints and accents originated in post-Talmudic
To the same purpose is devoted his "Ishtatimes.

leader of a small orcliestra, then as journalist, and
finally as a[)otliecary.
Upon liis return to Vienna

dalut 'im Shadal " (An Engagement with ShaDaL)
(Samuel David Luzzatto), 2 vols., Warsaw, 1896—
in which he again attempts to refute Luzzatto's
view, Ijased on that of Levita, that the vowelHis
points are the invention of the Masorites.
" Mailmare Jacob ha-Bakri " (Essays of Jacob Bachrach). Warsaw, 1893, 2 vols., is a work devoted to
proving that the Jewish calendar is of ancient origin, and he opposes the arguments of the Karaites,
of Slonimsky, and of others, who asserted that the
ancient Israelites reckoned by the solar j-ear. A verjinteresting and well-written booklet is his descrijv
tioii of liis journev to Palestine, " Ha-Massa' la-Arez
ha-Kedoshah," 2d ed.. Kief, 1884.
BiBLKMiRAPnv
Adiinsaf Almanac, v. 336 and private

scholar of the thirteenth century; born at Ilclicster,
England, aljout 1214; died about 1294. He studied
at O.xford and spent some years in Paris, where lie
obtained the degree of doctor of theology. In 1250

he played the viola in the Helmesberger Quartet,
with which organization he remained as.s<xialed for
twelve years. He then l>ecame a teacher at the
Conservatory and still occupies this position. Bachrich is also a member of the Ro.se Quartet and of
the philharmonic and opera orcliestras.
His i)rinci"Muzzedin,"a comic opera.
l)al compositions are:
Vienna, 1883; " Heini von Steier," i6. 1884; "Der
Fuchsmajor," an operetta, Prague, 1889; "SaUuntala," a ballet

Bibi.iogkapiiy:
liiofl. Diet, of

I.,

Petersburg, 1897-98.

D.

(i.

BACHRICH, SIGISMUND

:

Hungarian

vio-

and operatic composer; born at Zsambokret,
Hungary, Jan. 23, 1841. He began the study of the
violin with Bohm at the Vienna Conservatory in
1851, from which institution he was graduated in

linist

1857.

He

then accepted a conductorship at a Vien-

na theater, and four j'ears later went to Paris.
Here he was compelled to fight his way, first as

Rleinann,

MitmUwK,

Musik Lezikon,
ISXKJ;

Franoi.

1900:

Baki-r.

Kohut. Berilhmte

Iitraili-

1900.

J.

So.

iind

—

tery of all human knowledge theological, philosophical, philological, and physical.
His fame
spread very rapidly, and he acquired the title of

"doctor mirabilis" among those of his contempowho recognized his wide and profound erudition; while his physical and chemical apparatus and
experiments secured for him the reputiition of dealing in magic and the black arts, and aroused suspiBonaventura, general of
cions as to his orthodoxy.
the order, about 1257, interdicted his lectures at
Oxford, and commanded him to place himself under
the supervisi(m of the body in Paris; and tjiere he
remained for ten years under strict surveillance. In
the j'car 1265 Cardinal Guy de Foulques became
raries

:

et srq., St.

these

he was again at O.xford, and about this time became
a Franci.scan friar. He devoted himself to a mas-

D.

Bibliography: Walden, Sihem ha-Gedolim he-Hnftn.'<h, p. .53,
Warsaw. 1879; Eisenstadt- Wiener, Da'at ifedos/iim, pp. 38

Of

BACKOFEN, JACOB. See REiscnER.
BACON, ROGER: English idiilosoplier

BACHRACH, JUDAH B. JOSHUA HESKIEL Habbi and Talmudist; born in Lithuania
about 1775; died at Seiny, government of Suwalki,
He was a lineal descendant in the
April 25, 1846.
seventh generation of Tobias Bachrach, who, together with Israel ben Shalom, was beheaded on a
charge of ritual murder in Rushony Sept. 19, 1659.
Bachrach 's life was a model of piety. He distribiited among the poor all the income derived from his
position of rabbi at Seiny, and lived on the interest
from a small fund that his friends had invested for
him in their business. His notes on the Talmud,
under the title "Nimmuke Hagrib nnjn = ha-Gaon
E. Jehudah Bachrach " (Critical Comments of Hagrib, the Gaon R. Jehudah Bachrach), appear in the
edition of the Talmud which was published by
Rom at Wilna.

operettas.

s.

:

(J.

and two other

tinche Mfiimerniiil

SDiirce.s.

L.

;

works, the operetta, "Der Fuchsmajor," has probably been the most successful.

imder the name of Clement IV. Shortly behe had been sent by Pope Urban IV. to England to intervene in the disputes between Henry III.
and his barons, and had then made the acquaintance
The new pope, in 1266, directed Bacon
of Bacon.
to send him in manuscript the results of his researches, despite the interdictions of Bacon's supeThis papal authorization gave an impetus to
riors.
Bacon's pen; and in about eighteen months he completed the three great treatises, "Opus Majus,"
" Opus i\Iinus," and "Opus Tertium."
The result of
l)ope
fore,

,

works by the pope was that
Bacon was permitted to return to Oxford,
where he continued his studies and the composition
the receipt of these

in 1268

In 1278, however, the general
of learned treatises.
of the order condemned Bacon's writings; and he
was thrown into prison, there to remain for fourteen
j'cars.

One of tlie most remarkable of Bacon's many great
achievements in the sphere of learning is Ins demonstration of the need for prosecuting the study of the
Hebrew language— a study which was as unknown
in England as on the Continent till the fifteenth century, when Reuchlin aroused the mind of Europe on
Hir.sch, in his "Early English Hebrathe subject.
ists,"

has shown

how Bacon

anticipated

by 200 years

:

Badchen
Bad^e
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almost all of tlie reasous advanced by Reuchlin for
spreading a knowledge of the Hebrew tongue; viz.,
religious motives, Hebrew being the language in
which God first revealed His will to mankind; the
difficulty of translating accurately from one language to another, and the danger of perpetuating
Furthermore,
errors once committed in translation.
he was animated by the true philological spirit, and
sought to develop the comparative study of lan-

guages generally.
remarkable, considering the time in which he
though Christianity and the spread of
it throughout the world were, of course, all in all to
Bacon, yet he has not in all his writings a single disparaging word about the Jews. He even deprecates
the attempt to convert them; being content that
that event should await the conversion of the rest of
mankind. Moreover, he eagerly sought the aid of
Jews in studying the Biblical language; and he had
even a good word to say for the Jews who lived at
When it is
the time of the birth of Christianity.
remembered that before him there were probably not
three Christian theologians who could read the Hebrew Bible in the original, a large measure of commendation must be accorded Bacon for his acquisiIt is

flourished, that

Hebrew

tions of

learning.

Bibliography S. A. Hirsch, Earlji English Hebraij<ts Roger
Bacon and His Predecessors, in Jewish Quarteiiy Review,
xli. 34-88; E. Charles, Roger Baam, Sa Vie, Ses Oiivrams,
:

;
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BADCHEN,

See Badhan.
BADEN City in Lower Austria. After the expulsion of the Jews from Lower Austria in 1670,
none lived in Baden until 1805, when the Jew Isaac
:

who had

formerly lived in Mattersdorf,
Hungary, succeeded in obtaining permission for himself, his family, and servants to reside there permanently.
Schischa obtained permission to start a restaurant and he also improvised a place of worship
Schischa,

;

for

Jews

visiting this health-resort in

similar permission

was granted

summer.

A

Heinrich
Herz from Szerdahely, who likewise erected a restaurant and a house of worship. There was, however,
no permanent settlement until 1861, when the right
of residence in any part of the country and freedom
of trade were granted to all Austrian Jews.
The first association for the support of the sick
was formed in 1868, and grew so rapidly that it determined to erect a synagogue, buying a house for
The authorities sanctioned the mainthe purpose.
tenance of a synagogue only under the condition that
an incorporated congregation (Kultus-Verein) be established for its

in 1820 to

management.

The synagogue which was erected in 1871 proved
too small for the growing numbers of the congregation, and Jacob L. Pollak, together with Max Mandel, and through the financial aid of Jews elsewhere,
erected on the same site a larger synagogue with a
and five hundred and seventeen seats. In
1873 the synagogue was dedicated. Pollak and Mandel were joined by Anton Schneider, a younger man,
and together they founded the Hebrah Kaddishah.
The first interment took place August, 1873.
Sabbath-school, established in the former small syngallery

A
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agogue, was subventioned by the Jewish Alliance in

Vienna from 1872

At

to 1877.

time eighty Jewish families resided permanently in Baden. In spite of impediments put in
their way by the municipal authorities, the Jewish
residents of Baden succeeded in obtaining recognition by the government as a legally constituted congregation, and with such recognition was accorded
the right to assess its members (June 10, 1878).
It
was determined to appoint a rabbi, and on Feb. 6,
1880, Wilhelm Reich was installed in the office. After
some difficulties which arose from the opposition of
the Orthodox, the rabbi and the presidents succeeded
in establishing harmony and in securing a steady
growth of the congregation.
The following Jewish organizations exist in Baden
a Hebrah Kaddishah, already mentioned; a Talmud Torah school, with three teachers; a Bet haMidrash, in which a Talmudic scholar is appointed
to deliver lectures daily; a Women's Association; a
committee for the support of the strangers who visit
the city for the sake of their health, and a branch
of the Jewish Alliance in Vienna.
In ritual matters
the congregation is conservative; but it has made
some concessions to the demands of the times. The
number of Jew's in Baden exceeds a thousand.
Since 1894 the newly established congregation of
Neunkirchen, Lower Austria, is ministered to by the
rabbi of Baden.
this

Bibliography: W. Reich, Baden hci Wieit, Baden,
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BADEN, GRAND DUCHY OF
the

German empire, bounded on

:

A

the north

1900.

Rei.
state of

by Bava-

ria and Hesse on the east by Bavaria, Wiirttemberg,
and Hohenzollern on the south by Switzerland,
and on the west by Alsace-Lorraine and Rhenish
Bavaria. Owing to the absence of any large or
ancient cities in Baden, few Jews lived there in
olden times. Among the places where persecutions
took place may be mentioned especially Lauda on
the Tauber (1235, 1298, 1837, 1349), Tauberbischofsheim (1235, 1298, 1337, 1349), Pforzheim (1267, 1349),
;

;

Freiburg (1349), Bretten (1337, 1349), Ueberlingen
Constance (1326, 1349), Heidelberg
(1322, 1349),
In conse(1349), Ettlingen (1349), Durlach (1349).
quence of the edict of King Wenzel, who canceled
the debts owed to the Jews, the latter in many cities
In 1390 they were banof Baden suffered greatly.
ished by Ruprecht II. from Heidelberg; in 1430 they
were burned at Lindau, Ravensburg, and Ueberlingen; and in the following year they barely escaped a similar fate at Constance. In 1422 the emperor, for the purpose of exterminating heretics in
Bohemia, sought to extort from the Jews the socalled "third penny."
After 1524 many Jews found
refuge in the margravate of Baden, but they were
banished thence by the margrave Philipp in 1584, to
return, however, in 1593.
In 1550 there were resident in the electoral palatinate about 155 Jews; and
in 1605 there were about 13 Jewish families in the
margravate. In 1608 a general edict of banishment
was issued against the Jews; but by the proclamation of 1809 they were finally recognized as forming
an independent sect.
The administration of each congregation is con-
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ducted by the "Synagogenrath," which consists of
from three to seven members. Several local synagogues constitute a synagogal district with its rabbi
and elders. The district synagogues again are re"
sponsible to a so-called " Israel itischen Oberrath
(Jewish council); and this is directly responsible to
the ministry of the interior, its expenses being de-

Badffe

increasing degradation of the position of Jews in
Christendom was due in a large nieasure to this
outward sign of separation, which gave the oflicial
stamp of both Church and state to the discrimination

frayed out of the national treasury. Since 1860 the
of IJaden have enjoyed equal rights witii the
In 1901 they numbered 25,903
other inhabitants.

Jews

souls, distributed
("

among

Rabbinatsbezirke

fifteen rabbinical districts

").

Bibliography: Breslau, In Hebr. Bihl. 1870, p. 130; Stem,
UrkiuMiche Nachrichten aus Ueberliuuen, p. 12; Weech,
Badinche Gesch.; Zehnter, In ZeiUchrift fllr die Gesch. den
Oherrhcim, vols, xi., xv.; LOwensteln, Gesch. der Juden in
der Kurpfalz, passim.
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BADGE

placed on the dress of Jews to
distinguish them from others. This was made a
general order of Christendom at the fourth Lateran
Council of 1215. At the instigation of Innocent III.,
the decision of the Council ordered the Jews, in the
following terms, to bear a Badge:
:

Mark

" Contlnglt interdum quod per errorem christlanl Judseorum
seu Saracenorum et Judael seu Saracenl ohrlstianorum mulieriNe Igltur tarn daninatae commixtlonis
bus commlsceantur.
excessus per velamentum erroris hujusmodi, excusationis ulterius possint habere diffugium, statuimus ut tales utriusque
sexus in omni christlanorum provincia, et onini tempore qualltate habitus publice ab aliis populis distinguantur."

From

would appear that the motive of the
prevent illicit intercourse between Jews

this it

order was to
and Christian women; but it is scarcely doubtful
that this was little more than a pretext, the evidence
of such intercourse being only of the slightest (see
Abrahams, "Jewish Life in the Middle Ages," pp.
It was no doubt the general policy of the
93-95).
to make a sharp line of demarcation between
the true believer and the heretic; and the Badge

Church

From the " Bible Historiale de
Pierre Comestor," 14th Century.

Badges and Hats Worn by Jews.
(From

*'

Revue des

Etudefl Juivrt.")

The idea of such
of social status against the Jew.
a discrimination seems to have been derived from
Islam, in which the dress of the Jews was distinguished by a different color from that of the true
believer as early as the Pact of Omar (640), by which
to wear a yellow seam on their
upper garments (D'Ohsson, "Histoire des Mogols,"
This was a distinct anticipation of
1854, iii. 274).

Jews were ordered

In 1005 the Jew's of Egypt were ordered
wear bells on their garments and a wooden calf to
remind them of the golden one (S. Lane-Poole, "History of Egypt," 1901, vi. 126). Later on, in 1301,
they were obliged to wear yellow turbans (ib. pp.
It may have been some sort of retaliation
300, 301).
for a similar restriction placed upon the Christians
the Badge.
to

Council applied to
Saracens as well as to Jews.
The most usual form in which the Badge appeared
was that of a ring sewn on the upper garment and of
a different color to it. This was called
In France. " the wheel " (Latin, " rota " French,
"roue, rouelle"), and was the distinguishing mark used in the Romance countries,
France, Italy, and Spain. This form seems to have
existed in the diocese of Paris even before the Lateran Council; for it is mentioned among the synodal

in Islam, since the order of the

;

wpillTl

statutes of Bishop Eudes de Sully,
After the Lateran Council
13, 1208.

M^^

in the

Badges on Garments of Jewish Prle^te According to the "Bible
Historiale de Pierre Comestor," 14th Century.
:

(From "Revue des Etudes Juives.")

as the last stage in a series of enactments in
the twelfth century, intended to prevent social relations between Jews and Christians, the chief of these
being the prohibition of Christians becoming serv-

came

ants of the Jews. The Badge had a most deleterious effect upon their social relations; and the

whole of

ecclesiastical

who
it

died July

was ordered

France at the Council

of Narbonnein 1227("deferantsignum rota-," Mansi,
This was repeated by local
"Concilia," xiii., 1186).
councils at Aries 1234 and 1260, Beziers 1246, Albi
1254, Ntmes 1284 and 1365. Avignon 1326 and 1337.
Rodez 1336, and Vanves 1368.
The state followed the Church in imposing the
Badge upon the Jews in France. Saint Louis pub-

lished an ordinance to that effect (June 19, 1269);
and his example was followed by the kings of France

"

Bad^e
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down

to Charles VI.

It

was generally made imper-

ative on both sexes; but at times Jewesses had to
wear a veil called "orales" or "corualia." The age
at which it was worn varied from seven years at

and fourteen at Avignon. It was mainly worn upon the breast but during the reign of Philippe le Hardi a second Badge
was worn on the back. The color at first ordered
Marseilles to thirteen at Aries

;
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Adding injury to insult, the authorities
forced the Jews to pay an annual sum for the use of
the badges, and, curiously enough, one finds them
left as pledges (" Revue Etudes Juives," v. 307, 308).
When the Jews left the rest of France the wearing of the Badge was still kept up at Avignon, which
was under the rule of the popes; and evidence of
the Badge is found there as late as 1592.
In Spain the use of the Badge varied in the different kingdoms. Pope Honorius III. gave a dispensafor travel.

tion (1219) to the

Jews

of Castile; whereas James I.
of Aragon to

in 1228 ordered those

Spain,
Italy,

wear

it.

His example was followed

and by the king of Navarre,and even by the

England,

emir of Granada, Ismael Abu-1-Walid
The practise of wearing
the Badge does not appear to have continued long in
Spain. The Council of Zamora, 1313, complains of its
not having been put into force; and many instances
are given of permission to Jews to discontinue it.
In 1371 the ordinances were revived, and a bull of
Benedict XIII. (May 11, 1415) insisted upon the Jews
carrying a yellow and red Badge, the men on their
breast, the women on their forehead.
Italy appears to have been troubled less with injunctions about the Badge than the other parts of
Christendom. Throughout the thirteenth century
tlie Badge is only known in Sicily (Zuuz, "Z. G."
p. 488); but in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
local in j unctions are found in Venice, Verona, Parma,
Rome, Asola, and Genoa. It was known as the " O,"
from its shape, and appears to have resembled the
form used in France rather than that customary in
In several instances it was accompanied by
Spain.
the pointed hat (see Judenhut) while in Venice the
hat entirely replaced the Badge. The age at which
it was worn, and the place upon which it was fixed,
varied as much as in France but, as a rule, the former
(1315-26).

f^e^cf^'fi^*'

;

;

was

thirteen years.

from one
Budge one fingerUnder King John it was of

In England the form of the Badge varied from
worn in the rest of Europe, at least in later
years.
It was first imposed upon the Jews in England by Stephen Laugton, archbishop of Canterbury,
in 1222, and was in the form of a band, two fingers
broad and four long. It was at first white, and afterward changed to jellow. In 1274, under Edward
I., its shape became that of the Tables of the Law.
In Germany the earliest mention of the Badge is in
a dispensation accorded to the Jews of Erfurt, Oct.
16, 1294; but it would appear that throughout the
fourteenth century the hat was the chief mark of
identification used, though the Badge was reintroduced by Emperor Sigismund in 1434 at Augsburg.
Similar restrictions are given at Nuremberg, Bamberg, and Frankfort in the middle of the fifteenth
century.
Here, in almost every case, the Badge
was a yellow sign (compare G. Wolf, "Geschichte

the size of the great seal, about 35 mm. in diameter,
in the time of Charles V. as large as 50 mm.
When a Jew was found without the Badge he was
fined various sums, ranging from five sous at MarCharles
seilles to ten Tours livres under Saint Louis.
V. reduced this to twenty Parisian sous. For special
reasons and doubtless for payment the Jew was allowed to go without the Badge; but the instances of
this permission in France are rare, and generally only

der Israelitischen Cultusgemcinde in Wien," p. 68,
Vienna, 1861). Schudt, in his " Jlidische Merkwiirdigkeiten," gives facsimiles of those used at Frankfort in the years 1613-16, which vary
from 92 to 48 mm.
Other
In Austria it would appear that the
Countries.
hat was the only sign of distinction
according to the Council of Vienna, 1267, whereas
in Hungary, 1279, the Badge was placed on the left

that

fjaCi

.^^

English

Jew wearing Tablet-shaped Badge.

(From a

Coltoniriii

MS.

io the British

Museum.)

"Was saffron yellow, but under King John
colored red and white. The size varied

;

it

was partiwas gen-

it

erally about three or foiu- fingerbreadths
side to the other, the circle of the

breadth in thickness.

and
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breast.
In Poland there is no trace of the Badge,
but only of the hat, while in Crete up to the present
day some of the houses of Jews were marked with
tlie"0."

BiBLiocRAPiiY I'lysse Robert, lyf.s Sii/iux (Vliifamii; Paris,
IS'Jl, in which he reproduces the substance of his article in
:

Revue (ks

Ktvtics Jitivex, vi. 81-95, vii. iM-lOi, with lnsi»?nlflcant additions. Robert gives full and elaborate references
for all the above statements, wbich summarize his main conclusions.

J.

A.

BADGER, ROCK.

See Coney.

BADGER SKINS. See Tahasii.
BADHAN (fiom the Talmudic word

rn3, "to
merrymaker, professional
cheer up, make laugh ")
jester, whose business it is to entertain llie guests at
a marriage-feast with drollery, riddles, and anecWhether they existed in Talmudic times is
dotes.
not certain. Two men are reported to have repie"We are merrymakers
seuted themselves as such
(" badduhi ") and cheer up the sad.
Wheresoever we
see two men at enmity, we try to make peace beSee Marriage,
tween them " (B. Ta'au. 22(0Wkddixg Festivities.
In the ]\Iiddle Ages we find among the Jews traveling merrymakers, who probably patterned themselves after the troubadours, and took the place of
former voluntary entertainers at Aveddings. Their
task Avas bv jest, music, and humorous song to pro:

A

:

voke joviality. The name given them originally in
Jewish writings is "lezin," a term which occurs in
" Asufot," by K. Elijah b. Isaac of Carcassonne, who
lived in the early part of the thirteentli century.
jesters were obliged to possess not only comic

The

but also a certain deal of learning, since
those jokes Avere appreciated most which were connected with Scriptural verses or Talmudic passages.
Such scholarly comedians were in vogue largely in
As the clouds of persecution,
the Middle Ages.
however, continued to gather round the Jews, merriment was discouraged. R. David Levy in his
" Tiu'c Zahab " (Golden Rows), which appeared about
the year 1680, inveighs against wedding festivities,
and against the fashion of engaging lezin in particular.
"At some marriage banquets," he complains,
" there is a custom of intoning the Kaddish, which is
a sin, for naught is permissible on such occasions save
A sin more grievthe recital of the grace of God.
ous, however, is to engage lezin who try to amuse
the guests with jests on Scriptural verses and holy
words.
Happy the man who abstains from such "
Similar advocates of sober(Orah Hayyim, § 500.)
ness at wedding-feasts based their opjiosition to
merriment at such gathei-ings on the Mishnaic report that with the siege of Jerusalem bridal piocessions were shorn of their festive nature, and that
with the fall of the Holy City they assumed even the
hue of mourning (Sotahix. 13). Meantime, the wed-

ability,

'

'

!

ding-jester Avas styled "marshallik," a Avord Avhich
is not a corruption of "mashallik," derive<l from the
HebrcAv "mashal" (= proA-erb, anecdote), but represents, no doubt, the old German "Marschalk," or
"Marshall" (compare Grimm," Worterbuch," p.l6T4,
also s.r«j."Schalk, Schalknarr"). In the seventeenth
century, marshalliks i)revailed in Poland and Avere
not held in high esteem, as is clear from a query

Badia

addressed to R. Jair

Hayyim Bacharach.as
who Avas musical to

to whetlier

befitted a scholar

forego his
dignity and play at a wedding.
Baciiarach stigmatized the piofessional jester as "a man playing the
fool in order to provoke laughter; such a wedding is
called a seat of scoffers, for it is not real rejoicing,
but hilarity and folly " (Responsa, § 205).
In the early days the services of the Badhan were
mainly called in at Aveddiugs, where tiie Badhan
amused the guests Ijy jests of a somewhat bn«ul
character, while the more serious discourse was given
by the labbi. In Russia he tended to combine both
functions, delivering the address to tlie bridegroom
and bride as avcII as amu.sing the Avhole company at
table.
The jests were often put in the foini <if
riming lines, and Avith the advance of the new
Hebrew i)oetry in the nineteenth century a change
came over the Avork of the Badhan which caused
him to pass from a folk-poet to a regular, however
huml)le, member of the literary gild.
The chief
person concerned in this change Avas Eliakim ZcnSER, Avho applied to the verses of the Badhan the
new f(jrins of poetry intioduced by Ehrenkraiiz and
Brodei'.
Zmiser had a good voice and introduced
the custom of singing liis own or other people's
compositions, so that noAvadays the Badhan is reZunser has
quiieil to be as much a singer as a Avit.
been the founder of quite a school of badhanim.
Thus in America, Avhere the conditions of life are
easier, they are called in on all occasions of rejoiit

cing,

and often receive comparatively high

BiBi.iOfiRAPiiv:
Diet iiniary of

fees.

Aruch

Com]jJct\im. and Jastrow.
Td/mHd, s.v.n-13 ; (iuedeniann. Gtw/iir/ife

Kohut,
till'

iii. IIW: Berliner, Auk <tein limern
Leiien, p. 34; 2d ed. (1900), pp. 57, .W Abrahams. JtirWi
Life in the Itliilitle A^es, p. 19S; AViener. l"i<((/i.-</i Literntiue ; Roemer-Biichner, Die Lustidiiiaeher hei (leu HoehS. A. Hirscb, in Jew. Qucirt. liev. xiil.
zeiteii (lerjii(le)i
6111 et xeti.
For a modern portrayal of the Hadhan, compare
the character of Breckeloff in Zaugwill's Chihhen of tlie

(leu Erzielnniii>nre:<e)is,

;

;

(iliettn.

H. G.

A.

BADIS

(Muzaffar Nasir)

:

E.— J.

Oldest son of King

In
of Granada, whom he succeeded in 1038.
a struggle with the Berbers, AvhoAvished to make his
younger brother, Bologguin, king, he Avas supported
"by the Arabs and by his vizier, Samuel ibn Nagdela.

Habus

After his accession to the throne, however. Ridis
feared a conspiracy on the part of the Arabs and determined to exterminate them. He planned to have
the Arabs in his capital slain Avhen tliey assembled
The vizier, Joseph ibn
in the mosque on a Friday.
Nagdela— Avho had succeeded his father, Samiud. as
Badis' vizier and counselor— tried in vain to dissuade him fiom the act. Joseph had to promise to
keep the design a secret; but in order to avert the
danger from the Arabs, he advised several noble Arathat Friday.
l)ian families not to visit the mosque on

The Avarning was taken, and few Arabs appeared in
Though Badis accused Joseph of havthe mosque.
ing bioken his promise, he Avas finally convinced that
this had been the best course of action.

The king

Avas a drunkard,

and Joseph managed

thus arousing the hatred of the Berhad conspired
bers, who spread the report that he
In conseagainst Biidis Avith the king of Almeria.
quence of the accusation, Joseph Avas murdered,
is
Avhether by the Berbers or by Badis himself

all state affairs,

BaeckjSamuel
Baer,

Four thousand Jews shared his
Badis himself was soon afterward poisoned.

unknown.

Bibliography
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Gratz, Gesch. der Juden,

vl.

fate.
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in Spanien (Leipslc,
a somewhat different version.

M. K.

G.

BAECK, SAMUEL: German

born at
1834. His father, Nathan,
rabbi;

Kromau, Moravia, April 1,
was rabbi in Kromau; his grandfather, Abraham,
Baeck married the
rabbi in Holitsch, Hungary.
daughter of Abraham Platschek, chief rabbi of
Moravia, and the son of this union, Leon, is also a
After being educated in the public schools of
rabbi.
Kromau and at the Talmudical schools of Nikolsburg (Moravia) and Presburg (Hungary), Baeck
studied at the University of Vienna, continuing his

Talmudic studies under R. Horwitz. After receiving
his diploma as rabbi from the chief rabbi Placzek
of Boskowitz, he was appointed rabbi at Bohmisch
Leipa, and was afterward called as rabbi to the celebrated community of Lissa, province of Posen, which

He is a member
position he holds at present (1902).
of the municipal school committee and of the
"Waisenrat," instructor in the Jewish religion at the
gymnasium, and is a delegate to the Deutsch-IsraeGemeindebund. He was the first to advocate
with success the introduction of tlie teaching of the
The
Jewish religion in the colleges of Prussia.
published works of Samuel Baeck are: "Inder und
litischen

Hebriier"; " ErzUlilungen und Religionssatze der
Heiligen Schrift," Lissa, 1875, 2d ed. 1886; "Systematische Religionssatze der Heiligen Schrift,"
"Geschichte des Jiidischen Volkes und
ib. 1875;
Seiner Literatur vom Babylonischen Exile bis auf
die Gegenwart," ib. 1878, 2d ed., 1894; "Die Halachistische und Responsen Literatur, die Literatur

der Darshanim, Sittenlehrer, und Apologeten," in
Winter and Wlinsche, " Jiidische Literatur," vols. ii.
S.

iii.

BAENA, FRANCISCO DE

:

Spanish poet of

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, brother of
Juan Alfonso de B.\en.\, and secretary to the governor Diego de Ribera. One of his poems appears
in his brother's " Cancionero. "

Recent investigation

points to the conclusion that De Baena's given
names, instead of Francisco, were Fernando Alfonso,
and that he was the father of the Spanish trouba-

dour Anton de Montoro.
Bibliography: Rafael Ramirez de Arellano, Anton de Montoro, p.

6,

Madrid, 1900.

M. K.

D.

king and his court.

This "Cancionero," or song-

the oldest Castilian and the only court songbook of the country, and it contains the poems (written mostly for special occasions) of fifty-five authors,
all belonging to the Sevillan school of poetry, as

book,

Mauren

et seq.; Dozy, Gesch. der
1874), li. 254, 291 et seq., gives

and
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Herman

is

Among
distinguished from the Valencian school.
these poets are a number of Maranos Pero Ferrus,
one of the oldest but also the most decadent of them
who
all; Garci Fernandez de Jerena, and others

—

—

songs about their former
coreligionists.
De Baena, " this Judino " as he was
called, was well versed in the poetry of his country,
His
particularly so in satire and poetical letters.
" Cancionero " contains " requestas " and " decires "
(apothegms) by him.
The "Cancionero de Baena" was first published at
Madrid in 1851 by Gayangos and Pidal, with an excellent introduction by the same and then by Fran-

wrote malicious

satirical

;

cisque Michel, Leipsic, 1852.
As a Marano De Baena met with much hostility.
Bibliography: F. Wolf, Stiuiwn zur Span, und Portug.
Literatur, p. 205 Tlcknor, Hist, of Spanish Literature, 1.
542; J. Amador de los Rios, Los Judios de Espana, pp. 406
Kayserling, Sephardim, pp. 69 et seq.
et seq., Madrid, 1848
;

;

M. K.

D.

BAEB, BEER, BEHB.

Jewish pra?nomen and
family name, derived from the German " Bar " (bear).
The Jews of Germany, like those of other countries,
borrowed their names from their non -Jewish fellow:

when equivalents of these names
could be found in the Bible. Because the patriarch
Jacob (Gen. xlix. passim) compared the qualities of
some of his children to those of certain animals, the
Jews eagerly adopted as proper names the German
designations for these animals, such as "Baer,"
" Wolf, " " Lowe. "
The older forms " Bera, " " Bero "
occur in the Memorbuchs (compare the old High
German " Bero ").
Among the Polish and Russian Jews, the name
" Baer " assumed various diminutive forms, such as
"Baeril," "Baerush," and "Baerke." All these are
rendered in Hebrew by " Dob " or " Issaehar " and as
such the name is used for synagogal and literary
Later "Baer" became a family name,
purposes.
which, however, did not always retain its original
spelling, the German "a" being variously rendered

citizens; chiefly

;

in

non-German

countries.

Bibliography: Zunz, Namen der Juden,p.2&;
Uirologium des Nilrnberger Memorbuches, p.

ABRAHAM

:

German

cantor,

DE

:

cribiente " (notarial secretary) at the court of John II.
Under the title " Cancionero del Judino Juan Alfonso

de Baena," he collected the productions of the poet-

John I., Henry III., and
more particularly of John II. of Castile: "those of
the friars and monks, the masters of theology, the
knights and the squires, and various others. " These
ical coterie of the courts of

poems— which, in their entirety, give a
perfectly rounded picture of the "gaya sciencia," as
the art of poesy was called recorded the social life

different

—

and doings of

this circle, for the

amusement

of the

Br.
musi-

and composer; born in Russia Dec. 26, 1834;
His
died at Gothenburg, Sweden, March 7, 1894.
father destined him for the rabbinate but his love
for music and the song of the synagogue caused him
At an early age he emigrated
to elect the cantorate.
to Germany, and there under the tutelage of eminent
hazanim prepared himself for his sacred calling.
He officiated for a time at Pakosh and Schwetz in
West Prussia, and at twenty-three (1857) was called
Well equipped with Heto Gothenburg, Sweden.
brew and Talmudic learning, he applied himself
with remarkable success to the acquisition of secuHis
lar knowledge and the science and art of music.
researches were especially directed to the field of
Jewish traditional melodies, then but little explored.
cian,

Spanish
BAENA, JUAN ALFONSO
troubadour in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries;
born at Baena, Cordova. He was "escribano es-

388.
I.

G.

BAER,

Salfeld, 3far-

;

"

; ;
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These he collected with great patience and industry
and in 1871, after fifteen years of incessant labor,
published his work, " Ba'al Tefillah, oder der Pracan almost complete collection of
tische Vorbeter "
Jewish traditional melodies, of which a second re-

—

and enlarged edition (358 pp. folio) appeared
The work contains fifteen hundred and five
melodies, in German, Polish, and Portuguese (Sephardic) versions, and is divided into four parts: (1) for
the services on week-days; (2) for Sabbath (3) for
the three festivals Pesah, Shabu'ot, and Sukkot;
(4) for the two great holidays, Kosh ha-Shauah and
Yom ha-Kippurim together with an appendix containing notes on the liturgy, the reading of the Torah,
and directions and formulas for writing betrothal
and marriage contracts. The collection is more complete in German and Polish melodies than in Portuvised

in 1883.

Baeck|8aznuel
Baer,

Herman

JahrbDcher," 1884, Ivi. "Morbiditat und Mortalitat
in den Gefangni-ssen," in Holtzendorf and Von Jagemann's "Handbucli des Gefanguisswes'.'us," Ham;

burg. 1888; "Die Trunksucht und liire Abwehr."
Vienna, 1890; "Die Verbrechcr iu Anlhropologischer

Beziehung." June, 1897.
Baer is also a contributor to Eulenburg's "Realencyclopadie der Gesammten Heilkunde."
BiULiooRAPHY:
idem,

Hlrsch, liiographUchai

Lexikon,

s.v.; Paj^el,

s.v.

;

;

guese.
called

Occasionally a fourth version

is

by the compiler "Neue Weise," but

to be his

own

cantors.

The collection

appended,
this seems

composition or that of other modern
is of great value both to the
student and the practical cantor. The latter can find
therein all traditional tunes of the synagogue most
of which were theretofore to be acquired orally from

—

hazanim alone. Many of the more familiar
melodies had been collected and published before
Baer by Sulzer and Weintraub and melody No. 714,
p. 160, is found even in a w^ork published in the
eighteenth century by Benedetto Marcello, called
" Estro Poetico Annenico, " in Avhich it appears under
the head of " Intonazione degli Ebrei Spagnuoli.
A. Kai.
s.

older

;

BAEB (ABRAHAM), ADOIiF
sician

:

German phy

and medico-forensic author; born

in the prov-

ince of Posen, Prussia, Dec. 26, 1834 educated at the
From
universities of Vienna, Prague, and Berlin.
the last-named institution lie received his degree of
;

doctor of medicine in 1861. Baer engaged in prac
tise as a physician in Naugard, province of Pomerania, Prussia, in the following year, and in 1866
became physician of the prison there. In 1872 he
was appointed chief physician of the prison at PlOtzensee, near Berlin, and in 1879 was elected physician to the board of health, with the title "Geheimer Sauitatsrath." In the course of his prison
duties Baer noticed the alarming connection between
alcohol and crime, and in consequence turned his
attention to the prevention of the use of intoxicants,
contributing many articles on this subject to the

medical and other journals.
essays and books may be
Among Baer's
mentioned the following: "Die Gefangnisse, Strafanstalten, und Strafsysteme, Ihre Einrichtung und
Wirkuug in Hygienischer Beziehung," Berlin, 1871

many

"Der Alkoholismus, Seine Verbreitung und Wirkung auf den Individuellen und Sozialen Organismus, Sowie die Mittel Ihn zu Bekampfen," Ber-

F. T. H.

B.

ASHER

BAEB,
Russian mathematician and
engraver; born at Seiuy, government of Siiwalk, in
the first quarter of the nineteenth century died at
Jerusalem in 1897. He made many important discoveries in mathematics and especially in mechanics,
the detailed accounts of which are given in the
" KOnigsberger Zeitung," supplement to No. 211,
Sept. 11, 1859.
Among others he discovered a
method by which the same force causes two different movements of two equal cog-wheels to dovetail
with each other {ib. No. 8, Jan. 11, 1856). His engravings were awarded a prize at the KOnigsberg
Exhibition of 1858 ("Journal of the Politechnische
Gesellschaft zu KOnigsberg," Oct. 9, 1858, p. 41).
The German press of that time devoted many articles
to Baer's valuable inventions, and Ossip Rabbinovicli
and O. Wohl in the Russo-Jewish periodicals " Razsvyet" and "Ha-Karmel" (Russian supplement to
"Ha-Karmel," 1860, No. 37, "AVilenski Vyestnik,"
In the later
1861, No. 19) spoke highly of his talent.
part of the sixties Baer went to Jerusalem, whence he
wrote correspondence for many years for the " HaH. R.
Maggid " and other Hebrew periodicals.
:

;

SAMUEL:

DOB

Polish Hasidic
BAER,
B.
He is
writer of the end of the eighteenth century.
the author of " Shibhei ha-Besht " (Praises of Israel
Ba'al Shem-Tob), which his son Judah L5b pubThe book, which is
lished after his death, in 1815.
a collection of the legends current in Hasidic circles
anent the founder of Hasidism, is also of great hisBaer, being a son-in-law of the Alextorical value.
ander who was for several years a secretary of
Besht, received from his father-in-law valuable
information on the origin of Hasidism. and on the
founder of the sect hence his book is almost the
only source of authentic information on those sub;

The book exists in two different versions, one
being the Kopys edition (1815) and the other being
jects.

that of Berdits'chew of the same year; in the latter
many legends are omitted which are found in the
former, especially those that might give offense on
account of their extraordinary nature. Later editions, of which there are perhaps twelve, follow

and some are combinations

either of these editions,

of the two.

Bibliography: A. Kahana, R. Yi»rad Ba'al Shcm-Tob,

1878; "Gefitngniss-Hygiene," in Pettenkofer
and Ziemssen's "Handbuch der Hygiene." Munich.
1882; "Der Alkoholmissbrauch." in " Vierteljahres
schrift ftir Oeflfentliche Gesundheits-Pflege," 1882,
"Ueber das Vorkommen von Phthisis in
vol. xiv.
den Gefangnissen," in "Zeitschrift fiir Klinische

Jewish parents

"Gesetzliche Maassregeln zur
Medizin," 1883, vi.
Bekampfung der Trunksucht," in "Preussische

ment

;

;

1900,

L. G.

lin,

BAER,

HERMAN
at

American author; born of
Herxheim, Germany. Jan. 29,
:

1830; died at Charleston, S.

C.

Jan.

2,

1901.

He

emigrated to America when a lad of seventeen, and
settled in Charleston, where he obtained employas compositor

and proof-reader

in the office of

"

:

:
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Baer, Israel
Baer of Sleseritz

the " Southern Christian Advocate " in 1848, in which
Baer
year, too, he joined the Methodist Church.
taught German, French, and general topics in private families, and in 1852 became a teacher in the

preparatory department of Woffard College (MethSpartanburg, S. C, from which institution
he himself graduated in 1858. In 1861 he took the
degree of M.D. from the Charleston Medical College,
and served as surgeon through tlie Civil war, on the
close of which he engaged in business as a wholesale
druggist in Charleston.
Throughout his life Baer never lost his taste for
literature, and he was a frequent contributor to
church papers. Although a foreigner, he early acquired such a mastery of English as to be considered
in his neigliborhood an authority on English style.
He was thrice married. In 1888 the Methodist
Church Publishing House produced a book by Baer,
entitled " Jewish Ceremonials.
odist), at

F.

A.

DE

M.

S.

BAEB, ISRAEL. See Ashkenazi, Baermann.
BAER, ISSACHAR B. ELHANAN Rabbi
:

at Eibenschlitz; born at Frankfort-on-the-Oder in
the second half of the seventeenth century.
He was

the author of a collection of cabalistic homilies and

commentaries, entitled " Arba' Harashim " (Four
Skilful Artificers), divided into four parts (1) " Kisse
Dawid "(The Throne of David), concerning the things
of Judah (39 chapters); (2) "Kin'at Efrayim" (The
Jealousy of Ephraim), regarding the kings of Israel
(42 chapters); (3) "Ruah Hen" (The Spirit of
Grace), commentaries upon the prophets mentioned
in the First Prophets (4) " Rab Berakot " (Abundance
of Blessings), concerning the priests. Only the first
two volumes were published (Frankfort-on-the-Oder,
:

430

Wilna gaon, and like him was distinguished for simplicity and lucidity in commenting on Biblical and
rabbinical topics.
Besides Bible and Talmud, Baer
studied mathematics and geography. His commentary on the Pentateuch, the manuscript of which was
burned a few years ago, followed a double method
explaining first the simple, literal meaning of the
text, like Rashi, Ibn Ezra, and Nahmanides; secondly, giving to it a philosophical and sometimes a
mystical interpretation.
He left also a commentary
on the Talmud and Shulhan 'Aruk.
Bibliography

Fuenn, Kirydh NcVmanah, p. 301
H.
I.
Lewln, 'Aliyot EUyahu, ed. 1889, p. 40 compare also Keneset
YisraeU i- 46, part Orofc Me-Ofel, where a work, Mine Targima (on foreign terms in Talmud), is ascribed to hiui, the
manuscript of which is in possession of Dr. Berliner.
:

:

;

M. B.

L. G.

BAER, ISSACHAR B. LEYSER.

See Eilen-

BURG.

BAER, JOSEPH

Founder of a firm of bookFrankfort-on-the Main born in the last half
of the eighteenth century died in 1851. A small sec:

sellers of

;

;

ond-hand bookseller's stall was established by Baer at
Bockenheim in 1785. After encountering many obstacles, he succeeded in obtaining citizenship at Frankfort, and settled thereupon in that city, carrying on
a trade in second-hand books. The business subsequently developed, and became one of the greatest
in Germany.
Many of the great European libraries,
among them the Imperial Public Library of St. Petersburg, are largely dependent on it for their supply of

On the occasion of its centenary (1885)
firm published a jubilee catalogue of 10,000 works

rare works.
tlie

in its

second-hand department.

;

Bibliography: Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael,
Ozar hoSefarim, p. 48.
K.

p.

178; Benjacob,
I.

Br.

BAER, ISSACHAR BEN PETHAHIAH

BEN MOSES

Cabalist lived at Kremnitz, Hungary, at the beginning of the seventeenth century.
He seems to have traveled in the East and sojourned
some time at Safed and he frequently refers in his
writings to the cabalistic school established in that
place.
Baer is the author of the following works
(1) "Pithe Yah" (Tlie Gates of God)— divided into
ten chapters, containing an introduction to the
Cabala, on the basis of Cordovero's " Pardcs Rimo:

;

;

nim," Prague, 1609; (2) " Yesh Sakar" (There Is Reward), containing all the ritual laws found in the
Zohar, Prague, 1609; (3) "Mekor Hokmah " (Source
of Wisdom) explanations of the difficult words and
expressions of the Zohar, witli an appendix containing all the legends found in the Zohar, Prague, 1610;
(4) " Yod'e Binah " (Tliey Who Have Understanding),
a large work on the Zohar that does not seem to have
been printed.

—

BinLiofJRAPHY: Wolf, Bibliotheca Hchrcca, iii. &38; Jellinek,
In Litfratui-hlatt des Orients, vii.25i; Steinsehneider, Cat.
Bodl. cols. 1064-65.
I.

Bh.

Bib
and rabbinical conunentator; died at VVilna in
1807.
He was the brother of Elijah b. Solomon, the

Jewish Chronicle,

p. 15, Oct. 30, 1885.

B. B.

(DOB) OF

MESERITZ

(known

also as
the " Maggid [Preacher] of Meseritz ") First apostle
of Hasidism and its most important propagator;
:

born in Volhynia in 1710; died in Meseritz, Dec. 15,
1772.
Little is known of Baer's youth, and scarcely
more of the interval preceding his conversion to Hasidism. In all probability he was educated, according
to the custom then prevalent in Poland, in Talmudical and rabbinical lore.
He preached in Rownoand
Meseritz. Though never a rabbi, Baer was an accomplished Talmudist so far as is known, despite the
contrary assertions of his opponents. A dreamy and
speculative nature such as his was sure, however, to
realize that it could find no satisfaction in Talmudicrabbinical dialectics.
Accordingly he became a
convert to Luria's system of Cabala, then popular.
At the same time he was an enthusiastic admirer
of Moses Hayyim Luzzatto (see Walden, "Shem
ha-Gedolim," s.v. "M. H. Luzzatto"), whose writings, then only in manuscript, had considerable renown among tlie Polish mystics of that day. Baer followed the precepts of the Lurian school with intense
earnestness, and in consequence lived the life of an
ascetic.
He fasted a great deal, denied himself both
the necessaries and comforts of life.
His Early and prayed with copious tears and
Asceticism, self-abasement. He sought to impart

BAER, ISSACHAR BEN SOLOMON:

lical

:

s.

BAER

1710).

K.

Bibliography

his ideals to others, and, as a preacher,
to the people upon the
horrors of a material hell, certain to be the reward of

dilated in

glowing periods
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liiiii who indul^MMl in
As BatT had ncitlicr
preaclier in Kownoor

the comforts of cartlily lift-.
a fortune, nor any sahiry as
in Meseritz, lie lived in abject
poverty despite his few needs. This lack of noiirisliment, togetlier with his ascetic mode of life, gradually made him a cripi)le.
It was the broken state of his health that caused
Baer to seek Besht, though he found in him a phyThe
sician for the soul rather than for the body.
diite of their meeting, and the manner in which
Besht brought about the conversion of the seemingly
confirmed ascetic, are not accurately known. Tlie
Hasidic legend concerning this episode has it that
Baer, who had heard much of Besht, visited him to
satisfy himself of the truth or falsity of tlie current
Arrived at
reports of Besht's remarkable powers.
the latter's house, and admitted to his
His Visit presence, Baer expected to hear profound mysteries expounded; instead,
to Besht.
Besht merely related to him numerous
Hearing only similar
stories of everyday life.
stories at each subsecjuent visit, Baer decided to
But just as he was about to set out,
return home.
at a late hour of the night, he was summoned to
Without preliminary explanation,
Besht's house.
Besht opened the "Ez Hayyim " of Hayyim Vital,
and asked Baer to elucidate a certain passage. Tlie
latter did so to the best of his ability; but Besht
declared that Baer knew nothing of the real meaning
of the passage, and proceeded to give his explanation.
As he did so so runs the legend the darkness suddenly gave way to light, and angels appeared eagerly listening to Besht's words. "Your
explanations," said he to Baer, "were correct, but
your deductions were thoughts without any soul in
them." This experience induced Baer to remain in
Besht's vicinage.
The legend is correct in so far as it intimates that
Baer learned through his connection with Besht to
value every -day things and events, and to emphasize the proper spirit through which alone the study
of the Torah is made a source of knowledge and enlightenment.
Under the guidance of Besht, Baer
abandoned his ascetic mode of life, and in consequence recovered from the disease which had led him
Although their interto seek out the Hasid leader.
course covered not more than the last two years of
Besht's life, yet the association was intimate enough
to cause Baer to be considered as Besht's heir presumptive, even during the lifetime of the founder
of Hasidism.
Baer's reputation as a preacher and
an ascetic on the one side, 'and his auLeader of thority as a Tahnudist on the other,
the
made him an ideal leader for the HasiHasidim. die movement. Directed, as it was,
against the learned men of tlie customary type, the propaganda needed an expert Talmudist to prolong its life beyond the demise of its
Baer was the only man capable of leading
founder.
tile masses, and at the same time of impressing the

—

—

learned world.

Immediately after the death of Besht (1760), Baer
assumed the leadership of the sect, there being no
opposition to him from any quarter. As its acknowledged leader, he sought to free Hasidism from
the authority of the rabbis by the introduction of a

Baer, Israel
Baer of Meseritz

new ritual and other innovations. Incidentally, he
endeavored to make hinis<-lf tile spiritual and material
focus of the cult. Tile intn^iuction of tju- Lurian
prayer-book, from which all the medieval piyyutim
are excised, was the first manifesto of Hasidism,
giving notice that it was lienctforth not merely the
possession of the few chosen (jues, but the |)roperty of
the masses.
But in (jider better to reach the niiillitude, Baer

had

to appoint apostles to s|)read his

teachings.

Jacob Jo.seph ImKoheii,

Spread of Elimelech of Lyzensk, his brother MeHasidism. shullani Suse, and Nahum of Tschernobyl, some of the more important of
Baer's emissaries, traveled from place to jilace spreading the new dispensation. While they appealed to
the imagination and sympathies of the people at large

through their

discour.ses, Baer endeavored to attract
most intelligent portion of the younger
element.
His powers must have been considerable,
for he converted such Talmmlists as the brothers
Horwitz, both Phineas and Samuel, and such philosophical natures as Shneor Zolman of Ladie, and
Mendel of Vitebsk. In contrast to Besht, the man of
the people, who walked about, pipe in mouth, chatting to and entertaining whom he met, Baer never
relinquished the student lialntsof a Polish Talmudist.
Concerning his mode of life and home, Solomon
MaimonstatesthatBaer passed the entire week in his
room, permitting only a few confidants to enter. He
appeared in public only on the Sabbath, arrayed in
white satin, white being the symbolic color of mercy
On such occasions he prayed with
in the Cabala.
people, and kept open house for those desirous of
eating at his table. After the meal he would begin
to chant a soul-stirring melody, and.
His Public placing his liand upon his forehead.
Audiences, would call upon all new adherents
present to quote any verse in the Bible
they desired. These served as texts for Baer's subsequent sermon. " He was such a master in his craft
that he combined these disjointed verses into an harmonious whole," declares Maimon; and what seems
to impress this chronicler as still more remarkable,

to him.self the

each new proselyte was made to believe that that
part of the sermon based upon his verse contained a
direct reference to such matters as lay closest to his
heart (Maimon, "Selbstbiographie," i. 231 et seq.).
Although it is not probable that Baer sought to play
the miracle-worker, there is no doubt that the common people considered it miraculous when some
chance remark of his happened to come true.
Thanks to the powerful personality of its leader,
It
Hasidism spread with remarkable rapidity.
gained a seciu'c foothold simultaneously in Volhynia.

The dissolution of the
Lithuania, and Little Kussia.
"Four-Lands" synod in 1764 proved favorable to
The Babbis, though annoyed by the
its spread.
growth of the movement, could not easily take combined action, at least not such as would receive the
approval of the governmental authorities. The opposition of the local rabbis against the well-organ-

movement proved futile; men among them
w hose authority reached beyond their narrow sphere
Elijah b. Solomon, called
of influence were few.
the "Gaon of Wilna," was the only one whose reputation extended beyond the borders of Lithuania.
ized

fiaer of Meseritz
Baer, Seligrman

When
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tion

God remains an undivided substance,
powers mauifcsK'd in various things are all
one— merely the outwaid appearances dill'er. The
relation of the one substance to the many outward
manifestations of the same, Baer explains l)y the cabalistic theory of DIVD^ (zimzum), "concentration,"
a theory that holds an important place in Hasidism,
as it did with Moses Cordcjvero.
According to Baer

to

creation

Avas to ignore his opponents.

His endless and innumerable attributes
manifests Himself in creation, which is only one aspect of His activity, and which is therefore iu reality
a self-limitation. And just as God in His goodness
limited Himself, and thus descended to the level of the
world and man, so it is the duty of the latter to strive
to unite with God.
The removal of the outer shell

Hasidism made

Opposition
of the
Rabbis.

its

appearance

iu

Wilua and

usually far removed from
earthly things, was forced to take cognizance of its existence, and the first
anathema against Hasidism was issued
at Wilua April 11, 1772, when Elijah
had become convinced that the innova-

adjacent towns,

Elijali,

was antagonistic, practically and theoretically,
Talmudic rabbiuism. Baer's envoys, his pupils
]Mendel of Witebsk and Zolman of Ladie, were
not received by Elijah, who declined even to meet
The ban issued at Wilua drew the
the dissenters.
ej'es of the world toward Hasidism, and it needed
all the strong will and moral courage of a Baer to
take up the gage of battle. His policy for the time
Tlie proposition of

ban by a counterban he
opposed. But the exertions and excitement consequent upon the intense opposition to Hasidism overwhelmed Baer, and he died just as the battle against
the Hasidim began in earnest, in 1772.
bis pupils to reply to the

While Baer's practical activity in the Hasidic
is well known, it is difficult to determine exactl}' liis services in the domain of theoretical Hasidism.
He left no writings of his own the two
works (1) "MaggiD DebarO le-Ya'akoB" (the last
letters of which title spell " Dob "), known also under
cause

;

the

title

of

"

Likkute Amarim

"

(Collected Sayings),

published at Koretz, 1780, and frequently reprinted;
and (2) " Likkute Yekarim " (Collected Gems), published at Lemberg(1790?) are the only authentic ones
in existence.
They consist of excerpts
Baer's
from his sermons, mechanically writ-

down and collected by his relative,
Utterances. Solomon b. Abraham of Lutzk, who,
Published

ten

as he liimself confesses, was often ignorant of their meaning.
The separation of the
kernel from the shell is so difficult a task in Baer's
writings, that modern historians are puzzled to discover any system at all in Hasidism. And yet it is
of the utmost importance in the study of this sect to
become acquainted Avith its doctrinal side, the underlying and basic principles.
Tliefoundationof Baer's system is Besht's assertion
of the omnipresence of God. Before the Creation the
-worldexisteciinjwtentiaDei; the act of creation consisted in God's Will
or Word causFundaing the materialization of the world,
mentals of Creation consequently implies not a
Hasidism. separation from the Creator, but merely
a manifestation of His power and j ust
as the world was already in God before the Creation,
so God is in the world now, He being not only the
original cause of material things, but constituting
also their inward essence; wherefore God is termed
"the Preserver of all things" (Neh. ix. C) (Ileb. nTIO,
"the Animater"). While every existing thing is a
manifestation of God, the degrees of such manifestations differ according to the higher or lower organishi of things.
The essence of things is for Baer the
spark of divinity which is revealed in each, both as
regards mind and matter. Baer remarks somewhat
drastically that even heathen deities have the divine
spark (pVJ) in them for had they not, even an imaginary coucejjtion of their being would have been
impossible. Independent of the particles of divinity

—

—

;

;

in

tilings,

for the

tion.

is iu

God

reality a species of divine self-limita-

in

of

mundane

things, or, as the cabalist
the ascension of the [divine]
in All
spark, " being a recognition of the presThings.
ence of God in all terrestrial things, it
is the duty of man, if he experience
pleasure, to receive such emotion in all purity and
sanctity as a divine manifestation, for He is the
source of all pleasure.

The Divine

terms

it,

"

As the degrees of divine manifestation differ according to the nature of the various objects, it is the
purpose of the world-life to advance toward an ever
higher degree, until the perfect union with God is
attained.
Thus the vegetable kingdom serves as
food for the animal kingdom, in order that the lower
manifestation of divinity, existing in the former,
may be developed into a higher one. Man being the
and the crown of creation, it
duty to attain the highest pinnacle of development in order to be ultimately united with God. The
only means through which man can attain communion with God is prayer, not a mechanical recital,
but that condition of ecstasy in which man forgets
self and all surroundings, and conceuThe
tratesall his thought and feeling upon
Ecstasy of union with God. Like the Neo-PlaPrayer.
tonists, Baer says that when a man
becomes so absorbed in the contemplation of an object that his whole power of thought
higliest manifestation,
is

his

is

concentrated upon the one point, then his self be-

comes blended and unified with that point. So
prayer in such a state of real ecstasy, effecting a
complete union between God and man, becomes of
extraordinary importance. It is even capable of
breaking through and overruling the accustomed
While, iu the natural order of
through a series of developments from a low plane to a higher one, praj'er,
by this imion with God in the moment of ecstasy,
effects a sudden ascension of the object.
This of
course is conditioned by the use made of it by the
truly pious man, avIio alone is capable, in the moment of his ecstasy, of ennobling and edifying both
laAvs of the universe.

things, objects slowly ascend

objects and actions.
This is the danger point of Hasidism. It is obvious that the ecstatic state is for the select few only.
Besht, the founder of Hasidism, maintained that
real service to God must consist in prayer, rather
than in the study of tlie Torah, for the verj^ reason
that the former is possible for all men, while the
Besht's first apostle completely overlatter is not.
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turned

liis

democratic

supplication of

is

The Zaddik
as the

ideal.

He

recognizes only

tlio

perfectly pious, the Zaddik, who
capable of absolutely withdrawing

tlie

his thought from earthly things.
and concentrating it upon God. The
all

Exception. Zaddik, as the favorite of heaven, is the
instrunjent by means of which God
bestows His mercies upon the world. Because of
Ins luiion with God he is the connecting link between
God and creation, and tlius the channel of blessing
and mercy. The love men bear the Zaddik is therefore the means to win the grace of God.
The duty
,

of the ordinary mortal is thus to love the Zaddik,
to be entirely subservient to him.
In this conception of Hasidism lies Baer's signiticance; he destroys the idealism which lay at the foimdation of
the Ilasidic movement, originating thus a tendency
which could not but result in crass superstition and

and

Baer indeed sought hereby to establish the authority of the best, as he conceived the

addled doctrines.

Zaddik to

upon

be, in opposition to the Rabbis,

their learning for their authority.

who

relied

However,

he insisted upon the precepts promulgated by
Besht, such as unselfishness, industry in doing good,
peaceableness, charity in judgment of others, temperance without total abstinence, courage without
pride and insolence. The success of Hasidism under
Baer was due in great part to the ideal conceptions
and sacrifices of its early converts, who resembled
the enthusiasts among the first
But all of this did not prevent
the appearance, soon after the inculcation by Baer of
such lofty conceptions, of less noble
The
characters who impressed upon ZadDegenerate dikism some most pernicious features.
Zaddik.
Not all of Baer's disciples accepted
in

their actions

Judaeo-Christians.

Zaddikism, at least not in

There came

to be

two

its entiretj*.

among

distinct tendencies

Baer's followers the philosopho-mystic, prevalent
in Lithuania, and the practical Zaddikist, at home in
Poland and Galicia (see Cabala and Hasidism).
;

Dubnow, Voskhod, ix. Nos. 9-11
Gratz,
Oesch. der Juden, xi. 98 ct seq. and note 22 Kohan, in HaShahar, v. (j34-ti39; Ruderinan, ib. vi. 93 et seq.; Lobel, in
Suldmith, li. 315; Rodkinsohn, Toltdot 'Ammude haIfaBad, 1876, pp. 7-33.
K.
L. G.
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;

;

BAER
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NAPHTALI HA-KOHEN.

See

Abhkenazi, Bakumann.

BAEB
PINSK

(DOB)

BEN NATHAN NATA OF

Russian rabbi of the first half of the eightHe was a descendant of Rabbi
eenth century.
Nathan Nata Shapira of Cracow (who was the author
of "Megalleli 'Amukim"). Baer is the author of
"Neta' Sha'ashuim," a commentary on some parts of
:

the Talmud, Zolkiev, 1748.
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BAER, SELIGMAN (SEKEL)

:

Warsaw, 1886.
H. R.

Writer on

the Masorah, and editor of the Hebrew Bible born
at Mosbach (Baden), Sept. 18, 1825 died at Biebrichon-the-Rhine, March, 1897.
As early as 1844, Baer commenced his Masoretic
He belonged to the school of Wolf Hetstudies.
DENHEiM, some of whose original manuscripts were
Few scholars in the nineteenth
In his possession.
;

;
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Baer of Meseritz
Baer, Selig^maa

century had so intimate an acquaintance with all the
details of the Masorah as had Baer; and it was largely
due to him that the study of this branch of Hebrew
philology was brought to the notice of Biblical
critics. His friendship
with Eranz Delitzsch,
who stood sponsor for
much of his work,
aided him in making
known to the world the
results of

his studies.

He never occupied an
academic position, but
was contented with the

office of

Hebrew

teacher to the Jewish
community of Biebricli.
In recognition
of his services to the

Commission

for the
History of the Jews in
Germany, the honorary
SeUgman Batr.
degree of doctor of
philosophy was conferred upon him by the University of Leipsic.
In conjunction with Delitzsch he
published in 1861 an edition of th(! Pssilms (Leipsic,
Doerfling und Frauke).
A second edition was puiilished a few years later (Leipsic, Brockhaus).
In the mean time, in connection with Delitzsch,
Baer had conceived the plan of editing anew the
books of the Old Testament in Hebrew, following
strictly the Masoretic tradition.
The volumes, with
a Latin preface by Delitzsch, appeared (Leipsic.
Tauchnitz) in the following order: Genesis, 1869:

ProphPsalms (together with a
"Elementa Accentuationis

Isaiah, 1872; Job, 18T5; ]\Iinor

Collaborates with

Franz

ets,

1878;

treatise

Proverbs (together
with " De Primorum Vocabulorum
Dagessatione "), 1880; Daniel. Ezra,
and Nehemiah (together with "Chaldaismi Biblici
Adumbratio" and a treatise bv Friedrich Delitzsch
on the Babylonian proper names in these books),
were published in 1882; Ezekiel (with "Specimen
Glossarii Ezcchielico-Babylonici " by Friedrich Delitzsch), appeared in 1884; followed by the five
Metrical"), 1880;

Delitzsch.

Megillot, 1886; the book of Chronicles. 1888; Jeremiah, 1890; Joshua and Judges, 1891; and finally
Kings, 1895. The last two were edited by Baer
Death prealone, Delitzsch having died in 1890.
vented Baer from finishing the series. Attached to
each volume were a number of Masoretic notes
taken from the best editions and manuscripts, variant readings between the Occidentals and Orientals,
between Ben Asher and Ben Naphtali, anil various
other Masoretic lists and enumerations.
In general. Baer's text has been accepted as representing the Masoretic tradition; even though exception may be taken to his view on individual poiiits or
to his too extensive generalization from insufficient

Christian Giiisliurg. in hh
manuscript evidence.
introduction to his Masoretic Bible (London. 1897),
has criticized a number of these faults with some
He points out, among other things, that
severity.
Baer has indicated the open and closed sections in the
Prophets and the Hagiographa, a thing not usually

Baer, Seligman
Saerdad

THE

(Iduc in ."Masnivtic luanusc ripts

he 1ms iutnuluccd a inmiluTof
20); tliat

(l>.

liis

41);

tlic

first

division of

1()(^wy/.); that

aiiti -.Masoix'tic ])aus('.s

tlic

Scdaiiin

is

faulty

has introduced the da;,^csh into
letter of words wiien the ])receding word

that

(p.

(|i|i.

.lEWIt^H

lie

ends -with the same

letter (p.

117), as well as the

which follows ii])on a guttural with silent
shewa and a hatef-patah under th(! first of two similar letters (pp. 46(i, CG2), all of which are not warThe
ranted by the best manuscripts.
Criticisms ^lasoretic notis at the end f)f Baer's
edition are also criticized (p. 92), espeof the
cially the lists of various readings.
"Work,
Further, tlu; Aramaic jjaradigms attached to the edition of Daniel, Ezra, and Nehemiah
liave also been the subject of criticism on the part
of Kautzscli ("Grammatik des Biblisch-Araniiiisclien," p. 23).
^Many of these faults were due to
(lai^esh

Baer's inability to consult manuscripts in tlie large
collections; yet, in spite of this, liis edi
tionswill remain for some time to come the standai'd

European

with the same
subject maybe mentioned "Torat Emet " (The True
Law), 1852, Rodelheim, on the accentuation of the
]ioetic books of the Old Testament, of which an enlarged edition in German, together with "]\Iasoretische Uebersichten, " was added as an appendix to the
first edition of Delitzsch's Commentary on the Psalter
(vol. ii., Leipsic, 1860); "Die Methegsetzuug," in
3Ierx's "Archiv fiir Wissensch. Erforschung des
Alten Testaments" (Halle, 1867, i. 55 it scq.; but
his separate treatises dealing

Griltz, " Monatsschrift," 1887, p. 483); his
edition (in conjunction with H. L. Strack) of the
" Dikduke ha-Te'amim " of Aanm ben jMoses ben

compare

Asher (Leipsic, 1879); and his lengthy criticism of
Ginsburg's Masora in "Z. D. M. G." 743 f< seq. To
the Babbinic Bible, whicli was to have been published
by the Romms in AVilua (1894), Baer contributed the
Masora, a work upon which he spent many years.
What Baer did for the Old Testament, he tried also
His "Seder 'Abodat
to do for the Prayer-book.
Yisrael

"

(Ritual of Israel's Service), Rodelheiin,1868,

accompanied by a literary and philological commentary, "Yakin Lashon " (Preparatory Study of
Language), which has made the work a standard auAttached to it is the text of the Psalms,
thority.
accurately vocalized and accented (see Kobak's
"Jeschurun," vi. 217; Berliner, in "Israelit," 1868,
Nos. 24 and 26). Among Baer's other works may
be mentioned: "Leket Zebi " [Collation of Zebi],
Sammlung von Gebeten (Rodelheim, 1855, 1861);
"Tikkim ha-Sofer weha-Kore " (Correct Text for the
Scribe and Reader), the Masoretic text
His Other of the Pentateuch, together with the
laws governing the writing of synaWorks.
gogue scrolls (Rodelheim, 1856); "Dibre lia-Berit" (The Words of the Covenant), on the
prayers and observances connected with circumcision
(R()delheim, 1871); "Tozeot Hayyim" (Issue of Life),
prayers for the dead {ib. 1871), and "Zibhe Zedek "

is

(Sacrifices of Righteousness)

During the

I
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he Crusades ("Quelien

in Deutscliland,"

not

successful, as

schrift," xxxvii. 190
inni.i(i<;HAPiiv

:

Jiirisli

jiiirt' .111(11 III! iiii

Zi

it.

latter part of

into the field of history,

on Shehitah {ib. 1876).
liis life, Baer ventured

and translated for the Com-

mission for the History of the Jews in Germany the
Hebrew accounts of the persecutions at the time of

der .ludcn

zui' (lesciiiciite

The venture was
Brami has shown in "Monats-

ii.,

Berlin, 1S92).

ct SCI/.,

2S() ,/ skj.

CliniiiicU,
ilrs

J Kill

Mmili

iithuiii!',

1~'.

IWIT, p. lU'; cimip. ttjT.

\b'.)'),

G.

s.

BAER (DOB) BEN SHRAGA
in Berlin

;it

the begimiing of

tlie

Author; lived

:

nineteenth centviry.

Nahale Debash " (Streams of Honey),
Berlin, 1S;^2, which contains many extracts from
various Hebrew books dealing mainly with philosophical and ethical subjects.
lb;

wrote

"

u. a.

J.

BAER (DOB) BEN URI PHOEBUS

:

Cii.

Author,

of the eighteenth century.
He resided at Altona,
Germany, where in 1737 he wrote "Be'er-Tob" (A

Good
letical
I,,

Exjilanation), containing casuistic
explanations to the Talmml.

and

o.

J.

BAERMANN, ISSACHAR

^lasoretic text.

Of

ENCVCEOPEDIA

NAZI.

I.

See

liomiCir.

Asiike-

BaKU.MANN.

BAERMANN OF LIMBURG

:

German

wri-

Frankfort-on-the-Main at the end of the
seventeenth century and at the beginning of the
He i)ublished (Frankfort-on-the-Main,
eighteenth.
1712) a JudtDo-German phiy, with the Hebrew title
ter; lived at

"Mekirat Yosef " (The Sale of Joseph), destined for
the Feast of Purim, which excited great interest.
It was performed in Frankfort on the Feast of
Purim, 1713, with much success, many Christians
being present. The act(jrs were Jewish students
from Prague and Hamburg. The same comedy was
acted at Metz. anil became a favorite
among the Polish Jews generally.

Purim play

Bibi.kkjraphy: Sehudt, JMi^chc MerkicUrdi(ikeite)i, ii. 314;
Abrahams, Jc«'i.s7i Life Uithc Middle .4 ye;', pp. 263, :J64;
Steinschneifler, Cat. lindl. col. 769.

L Br.

o.

BAERWALD, HERMANN:

German educa-

boru at Nakel, in the province of Posen, Nov. 7,
His acadennc education began at the gym1828.
nasium of Konitz, continued at the Elisabeth-Gymnasium of Breslau, supplemented by a couple of
years spent tmder the inspiring influence of Gustav
A. Stenzel, then the head of a school devoted to the
tor;

study of philology and history, and wound up at the
University of Berlin, where he became an object of
Leopold von Ranke's interest, who greatly influenced
Baerwald's future career. With his academic titles
gained at the Prussian capital, Bacrwald proceeded
in 1856 to Vienna, only to be called three years later
to Berlin to till an important place at the Jewish
Teachers' Seminary of that city. Here he remained
till 1868, when a call was extended to him from the
Jewish connnunity of Frankfort-on-tlie-Main to act
thereafter as the director of their realschule for boys
and girls known under the name of the"Philan-

A

more favorable field for the realization
thropin."
of Baerwald's great qualities could not be found.
Bacrwald was possessed of a deep longing to spread
liuman misery, and a noble presby a charm of manner and
a soft, melodious voice, opened to him eveiy heart
and even many a capacious purse for the benefit of
light

and

relieve

ence, rendered magnetic

—
;
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Baerwald is a member of tlic central
committee of the Alliance Israelite Universelle in
There is hardly a benevolent institution in
Paris.
Frankfort that has not felt his benign intiueucc. The
the needy.

young men who are indebted
making is legion. After an

name

of the

wald

for their

to Baer-

activity
of thirty -one years at the Philanthropin, Baerwald
retired from the office he had tilled with considerable
honor imder general manifestations of admiration
and gratitude.
Baerwald is the author of: "Formelbuch," "Ilistorische Miscellen: Lebensrettung Kaiser Otto II.

den Juden Kalonymus," in Wertheimer's
"Jahrbucli,"1857; and "Zur Gescliichte der Israelitischen Real- und Volksschulc in Frankfurt am Main
von 1804-1822," 1875.
H. I.
s.

durch

BAEZA

City in the province of Jaen, Spain,
which, as early as the Moorish rule, had a considerable Jewish community tliat suffered greatly during the war between Castile and Mohammed al-Nasir
In 1391 there was great slaughter among
in 1312.
the Jews of Baeza; the survivors being spared only
on condition of submitting to baptism. Five years
later, only Maranos were left in the city
and many
of these, in 1473, fell victims to the fury of the populace, as in Cordova and in other cities, while others
were saved through the protection of the count de
Cabra, governor of the city.
:

;

Bibliography
en EspaFia,

:

ii.

J.

Amador de

401,

lii.

los Rlos,

Historia de

los

Judios

159.

M. K.

G.

BAG: A comprehensive term in the A. V. for
various Hebrew words. The most adequate Hebrew expression for a large bag is " harit " (compare
Arabic), which can contain a talent of silver, as in II
Kings V. 23. The same word occurs in the list of
woman's apparel and ornaments, given in Isa. iii. 22,
and is usually understood as a satchel (thus R. V.
"crisping pins," A. V.). In Gen. xlii. 25 the general term for a vessel (" keli ") to carry grain is freely
translated "bag," being used interchangeably with
"sack." In I Sam. ix. 7, xxi. 6, the same word
A. V. " vessels " denotes the receptacles for carrying food, which need not necessarily have been bags.
In I Sam. xvii. 40, 49, it stands for the same word
("vessel," A. V., margin) in "the shepherd's bag."
The Hebrew text seems to mean rather "a shepherd's outfit" in a much more general sense (compare Zech, xi. 15, " the instruments of a foolish sliep-

—

herd ").
There

is, furthermore, the small bag (" kis "), containing the weights of the merchant (Deut. xxv. 13;
Prov. xvi. 11; Micah vi. 11) carried in the girdle;

and perhaps another containing

his

money (Isti.

xlvi.

rendered "purse," Prov. i. 14). Another word
for the small money-bag is "zeror" (Prov. vii. 20;
Hag. i. 6; "bundle," Gen. xlii 35; I Sam. 25, 29;
compare the denominative verb "to put up or to
bind in bags," II Kings xii. 10 [Hebr. 11], see margin).
The word is used in a more general sense,
perhaps, in Job xiv. 17. In Cant. i. 13 the " bundle
of myrrh " seems to mean a little perfume-bag hung
6;

around the neck of a woman.
J.

JR.

BAGDAD
same

Capital of the Turkisli vilayet of the

:

is situated in lower Mesopotamia
on botli sides of tiie Tigris. The vilayet formerly
extended from Dialjckr to Yemen, with tlie Persian
frontier as its eastern border; but in 1878 tlie vilayet
of Mosul was Mparated from it, ami in lHK4alstj that of
Bassora.
According to Arabic tmdition, the town
of Bagdad was founded in the miiidle of tlie cigliili
century by the Abbassid calif Aim Ja'far Mansur.
But the fact tiiata Babylonian city named Bagdad
is already mentioned in the Talmud (Ket. ~Ij, Zeb.
9a) proves tliat tlie calif Mansur only rebuilt and
enlarged tiie old l^rsian City of Bagdad. That Bagdad was originally a Persian city is also proved by
the name, which is Persian.
Being situated on the
left bank of the Tigris, the town was in ch^se proximity to the two centers of Jewish spiritual life, Sura
and Pumbedita. As the calif was an.xious to see the
population of his new residence increase, lie olTcrcd
no resistance to Jews settling there and forming .i

iiainc,

wiiich

They became so numerous that one of
the bridges over the Kaikhaya canal in the western
suburb was called "Kantarah-al-Yahud " or Jews'
Bridge, also Bridge of the Jews' Fief (G. Le Strange,
community.

"Baghdad under Abbaside

Caliphate," p. 150), and

Y^akut mentions that the Jewish quarter, called
"Daral-Y^'ahud," was in the neighborhood (iv.1015).
The Jews were, of course, occasionally troubled by
revivals of the restrictions to which non-Moslrn.s
were subject. These regulations were first renewed
by Harun al-Rashid (786-809), who ordered that Jews
and Christians should wear distinguishing marks on
their clothing, refrain from riding on horseback, and
suffer other similar humiliations.

Af t-

Under the erward these restrictions were relaxed,
Abbassid but Avere again imposed by Al-Mutawakkil (880), who went so far as to
Califs.
convert the synagogues into mos(iues.
Notwithstanding this, Jews are found holding state
offices under Al-Mutadid (892-902).
As the seat of the califate, Bagdad soon rose to a
It was a home for Jewish
conspicuous height.
learning; and a number of men prominent in the
Aauon
history of that time had their home there.
BEN SamueIj ha-Nasi, of Babylon, the mystic of
the ninth century, came to Italy from this city
(Graetz," History of the Jews," Hebrew transl.. v.,
Appendix, p 46). Its importance at the time of the
Geonim must not be imderrateil, as it is often mentioned at this time under the name of "Babylon"
(On the name rty\V, see
(^33) (see Babylonia).
Steinschneider, " Polem. und Apolog. Lit." p. 293;
idem, "Hebr. Bibl." xiii. 90; "Jewish Quarterly Review," xii. 115). Bagdad belonged rather to Pumbedita than to Sura; but the heads of the Jewish
community in both places came to the cabf s city in
order to swear allegiance to the "resh galuta" or ex" Wissenschaftliche Zeitschnft," v.
398; Griltz, "Gesch. der Juden," v. 479).
The Jews of Bagdad must have been affected by
Ishmael of "Akbara (c 840)
the Karaite schism.
came from a jilace only seven miles from the city;
and Abual-SariSalh ben Mazliah (eleventh century)
preached publicly in the streets against the Rabbin-

ilarch (Geiger,

He was answered in the same way by Jacob
ben Samuel (Graetz, " History of the Jews. " Hebrew

ites.

W. M. M.

Baer, Seli^mau

Bagdad
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Bagrdad

transl.,

of a

iii.

new

Abu Imian al-Za'farani.the fouuder
was born in Bagdad in the nintli cen-

311).

sect,

tury (Graetz, ib. iii. 508).
At the time of the calif Al-Mutadid the Jews of
Bagdad fared well on account of the kind treatment
accorded to them by the vizier 'Ubaid Allah ibn
Sulaiman. The heads of the community were Joseph
ben Phineas and Natira (Graetz, ib. iii. 274). The
gaon Aaron ibn Sargada (943-960) came from Bagdad, and it was here that his relative, Kasher ibn
Abraham, was called upon to settle a dispute in
which he had become Involved (Graetz, ib. iii. 306,
About the year 950 the grammarian Dunash
308).
ben Labrat was in Bagdad; and in this city the
gaons Hai, Kimui bar Kab Ahai, and Yehudai bar
Samuel were officials (nnj23 {<22T ''T''!) before going to Pumbedita. According to Hai (died 1038)
the Bagdad Jews of his day were accustomed to say
tlie 'Abodah of the Daj^ of Atonement both at the

morning and musaf service (Graetz, ib. iii. 166). It
also probable that the exegete and traveler Abraham ibn Ezra visited Bagdad between the years
1138 and 1140 (see Ins commentaiy to Ex. xxv. 18).
is

Ibn Ezra's son Isaac,

who probably came with

him,

and was baptized, wrote in Bagdad (1143) a poem
in honor of another convert, Nathaniel Hibat Allah
("Kokbe Yizliak," 1858, p. 23; Graetz, "History of
the Jews," Hebr. transl., Iv., Appendix, p. 47).
During the twelfth century the Jews of Bagdad
attained again some measure of self-government.
The calif Al-Muktafi appointed a wealtliy man, Samuel ben Hisdai, exilarch in Bagdad.
He gathered
the taxes, paying a certain portion over into the
state treasurj^
and all important apIn the
pointments had to receive his saneTwelfth,
tion.
Both Benjamin of Tudela and
Century. Pethahiah of Regensburg visited Bagdad, and have left interesting information regarding the Jews there. According to
Benjamin, there were at his time in the city 23 synagogues, 1,000 Jewish families, and 10 .yeshibot (rabbinical schools). According to Pethahiali, however,
" At Bagdad there are three synagogues, besides that
built by Daniel on the spot on which the angel
;

stood on the brink of the river, ... as is written
the Book of Daniel." Pethahiah adds: "The
head of the academy has many servants. They flog
any one not immediately executing his orders therefore people fear him.
He is clothed in gold and
colored garments like the king his palace also is
hung with costly tapestries like that of the king."
The most prominent heads of the yesliibot were
David Alro}'^
at that time Ali and his son Samuel.
studied under Ali at the time Hisdai was exilarch
(Wiener, "'Emek ha-Baka," pp.' 27, 167; "Shebet
Yehudah,"ed. Wiener, p. 50; Sambari, inNeubauer,
"Medieval Jewish Chronicles," i. 123; Graetz, "History of the Jews," Hebrew transl., iv. 317). The
reputation of Samuel seems to have spread far and
wide; for we learn that Rabbi Moses of Kiev (2Vp)
came from Russia especially to receive information
from him (Epstein, in "Monatsschrift," xxxix. 511,
512; Graetz, ib. iv. 44).
It was this same Sauuiel
who, in later years, was a determined opponent of
Maimonides, and who made Bagdad for the time a
very hotbed of anti-Maimonist intngue (Graetz, ib.
in

;

.

.

.

;
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A])pendix, p. 34). Maimonides' favorite pupil, Ibn
Aknin, iiad formed u plan of opening a school at
Bagdad for the purpose of propagating his masMaimonides, however, advised liim
ter's teachings.
against such an action, as he wished to spare him
the opposition which he knew Ibn Aknin would encounter (Gratz, "Gesch. der Juden," vi. 362). Daniel, the son of Hisdai, followed his father in office:
but he left no son; and though two of his cousins
in Mosul pretended to hold office, the short-lived
recrudescence of the resh galuta was at an end
(Gratz, "Gesch. der Juden," vi. 460; Hebrew transl.,

Appendix, p. 59). The anonymous author
Hebrew-Arabic Diwan published in "HeHaluz," iii. 150 (MS. Bodleian 2424 and MS. in collection of E. N. Adler), who lived before the middle
of the thirteenth century, traveled as far as Bagdad,
where he met the head of the yesliibah ("Jewish
Quarterly Review," xii. 115, 202).
iv. 459,

of the

The Jews of Bagdad diminished largely in numbers and influence, not only because of the general
movement of the Jews toward Europe and because
of the Crusades, but also through the storming of
Arghun (1284-91), howthe town by the Mongols.
had a Jewish physician

in Bagdad, Sa'ad alconsulted in all financial matbut upon the death of Arghun
ters by the sultan
the position which the Jews had gained through
Sa'ad al-Daulah was quickly lost, and the streets of
the city flowed with Jewish blood (see "Revue
Etudes Juives," xxxvi. 254).
With the fall of the Abbassid power the eastern
Very little is known concerncalifate went to ruin.
ing the Jews of Bagdad during the following period,
and Ave can only find a few notes here and there
in the works of travelers who have passed through
In 1400 the city was besieged by Tamerthe place.
lane, and many Jews who had taken refuge here
from other villages perished (Jost, " Annalen," 1839,
Pedro Teixeira, at the beginning of the
p. 197).
seventeenth century, found in Bagdad 20,000 to
30, 000 houses, of which 200 to 300 were inhabited by
Jews. He says that they lived in a certain part of
the town in which their " kanis " (synagogue) was
situated.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century Ezekiel Bagdagli was the richest banker in
He became involved in politics and went
the city.
to Constantinople, where he exercised great influence
Armenian inas a court banker ("saraf bashi").
trigues, however, occasioned his fall, and he was put
to death between the years 1820 and 1826 at Adalia
in Asia Minor (Franco, "L'Histoire des Israelites de

ever,

Daulah,

who was
;

1

'Empire Ottoman,"

p. 132).

Benjamin II. was in Bagdad in 1847,
and tells us that the Jews at that time numbered 3,000
families and were living in happ)' circumstances.
They were under a "hakam bashi" appointed by
Their dayyanim or rabbinthe Sublime Porte.
ical chiefs were Jacob ben Josepli, Elijah Obadiah,
and Rabbi Abdola (Abdallah). Every male Hebrew
of the community paid a tax which
In Modern varied between 15 and 120 piasters per
Times.
year.
Raphael Kassin was hakam
baslii, and next to him in rank was the
The yeshibah had then
nasi Joseph Moses Reuben.
sixty pupils, who were in the charge of Abdullah ben

The

traveler
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Abraliam Seumecli. Though the Jews inhabited
a certain quarter of tho city, to live in that quarter
was not compulsory upon them. Of the nine synagogues which Benjamin the Second mentions, eight
were situated in one court; while the ninth was a
large building, resting on sixteen columns, called
"Bet ha-Keneset Sheik Isaac Gaon," in a side
room of which building the body of that saint was
interred.

The rude
t

of

Bagdad with India was then

largely

Bagdad

d'Asie," ii. 66, 97, 104) there were in the
year 1890
53,800 Jews in the vilayet of Bagdad, of
whom 52 500 lived in Bagdad, 500 in Hilla, and 800 in
Kerbela.
He gives tlie nmnber of primary schools as
52, of synagogues as 20, and of cemeteries
2.

The

Wf)men and young children were at tiiat time
engaged in manufacturing wiiat is called the
"agabaiii," a garment made of European
stuffs endjroidered with India silk.
Assyrian antiquities

The
is

trade in Babylonian and
largelv in the Jiands of the

Girls' School of the alliance isRAfiLixE Umvkrselle, at Bagdad.
(From a photograph by D. Gazala, Bagdad.)

in the liands of the

Jews,

who

liad

manufactories in

Calcutta, Bombay, Singapore, and Canton.
This is
corroborated by the evidence of the Rev. Henry A.
Stern ("Dawningsof Light," p. 46, London, 1854),

who

"Jews are the governing element of
They have their stored booths in every

says:

the
bazaar, occupy all the principal caravansaries, and entirely control the business of banking and monopolies."
Stern estimated the Jewish population in his
day at 16,000, as against 1,500 Christians and 40,000
Moslems. The Jews were at that time divided into
Persian and Arabian. On March 27, 1845, a " herem "
(ban) was launched against all who had any connection with the missionaries (compare "Narrative of a
Mission of Inquiry to the Jews from the Church of
Scotland," 1848, ii. 373).
In 1860 H. Petermann of
Berlin found 1,300 Jewish families in Bagdad, of
whom 2,300 persons paid the poll-tax. The oldest
Jewi.sh families, he says, came there from Ana on the
place.

Euphrates.

According

to

Cuinet ("La Turquie

Jews of Bagdad

(Delitzsch, "Babvlon," 2d edition,

1901, p. 5).

Of the history of the Jews during the second half
of the nineteenth century very little is known.
In
1876 and 1877 the city was attacked by a plague, and
the Jews suffered terrible hardships in consequence.
For a time they were compelled

camp

to leave the city

in the wilderness ("Ha-Zefirah,"

and

No. 26,
p. 202; iv.. No. 20. p. 157; No.' 24, p. 188: No. 28,
The relation of the Jews to their non-Jewp. 221).
ish brethren seems, for the most jmrt, to have been
amicable. In 1860, however, an attemjit was made
to deprive the Jews of the Tomb of Ezekiel,. situated a short distance outside of the city, and vi.sited
by Jews in the jiionth of Ab. The Anglo-Jewish
Association interposed in the matter; and the tomb
was given back to its proper owners. A similar difticulty arose in the year 1889 with regard toa shrine
to

iii..

"Nabi Yusha"or "Kohen Yusha," situated
about an hour's walk from the city in a small building
called

;

Bagrdad
Bag-insky,
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shaded by eight gigantic trees. Tlie liigli priest
Joshua (Zecli. iii. 1) is said to liave been l)uned here;
and, according to Teixeraaiul Benjamin tlie Second,
the Jews are accustomed to make pilgrimages tliitiicr
every month. Tlie shrine is maintained b}^ the contributions of the Jews in Bagdad and in India, and
is used not only as a synagogue, but as a burying

One of the latter liad been
place for the rabbis.
buried there in the year 1889, and becau.se of a dis
pute as to whctlier the property really l)elonged to
the Jews or to the Mohammedans, a persecution of
the former was set ou foot, and the principal Jews
of the city, including the chief rabbi, -were impris
memorial on
oned by direction of the governor.
the subject was addressed to the marquis of Salis
bury Oct. 25, 1889, on behalf of the JewLsh Board (.f
Deputies and the Anglo-Jewish Association, as a le-

A

which the governor was removed. Other
tombs similarly visited by the Jews of Bagdad arcthat of Ezra, near Gurna (Kurna), between Bagdad
and Bassorah, and that of Daniel, near Hillah. In
1899 the Jews numbered 3.'),00() souls, with about 30
to 35 synagogues known by the name of "Toiah."
Each Torali had a hakam, a '"muallim kabir"
(senior teacher), and a "mu'allim saghir" (junior
teacher).
The Alliance Israelite Univcrselle founded
a school for boys there in 1865, which in 1899 had
254 pupils; in 1895 the same body founded a school
for girls which in 1899 had 132 pupils.
There is also
a Jewish apprentices' school for the education of
Bagdad boys along industrial lines. The study of
English has been encouraged by a foundation made
sult of

Silas Sassoon, a

member

of the Sassoon family
Avhich has its origin in Bagdad, David Sassoon, the
founder of the family, having been born there, 1793.
During the last years of the nineteenth centuiy
a few Hebrew books have been printed in Bagdad,
especially by Solomon Behor Husain; e.cj., jnriD "iSD
bj'

niOlpn (the second part of Solomon Almoli's work),
1892; DVy^ ND"ID of Isaac Farhi the story of Esther
(iriDN nVp), told in Arabic by Joseph al-Shamsani
l^nfj n^nn of Sasshon Mordecai Moses; and ^E^'y)^
D^DJ on the wonders which happened in Palestine,
taken from the DPEJ'I")' ^lyK*. Of earlier works may
be mentioned pnv mjlp 1DD of David Salih Ya'kob,
published by Kahamim Reuben Mordecai ct Co.,
1867, and D''^J?1t' ""^K^ "IDD. printed by Judah Moses
;

Joshua, 1874.
Bibliography:
Benjamin

of

In addition to the authoiities quoted aboveTudela, Itinerary, ed. Asher, Index, 8.r.;

Travels of Rahhi Petathia, ed. A. Benisch, pp. 15, 25, 31,
G. Le Strange. Baqhdad under the Ahbaside Calipliate,
81
p. 1.50, Oxford, 19()0; M. Streck, Die Alte Landschaft Balnilonicn nach den Ai-abischen Geographe^i, Leyden, liHX),
p. 85; .1. J. Benjamin II., Eight Years in Asia and Africa,
pp. lfJ9 et serj., Hanover, 18.59; W. Schur, D"nn mrnc, p. 7,
Vienna, 1883; Morris Colien, Jewish Home Life in Bagdad,
in the Reports of the Anqlo-Jexn^h Associatvm, 188(), p. 74,
;

1881, p. 71, 1882, p. 29, 1880, p. 38; compare also ibid. 1889.
p. 18 (Cohen's articles have been reprinted in AUg. Zeit. des
xliv. 538 etseq.).

Judenthurns,

G.

[Bagdad and

possess a certain number
of antiquities of Jewish interest.
large mosque,
containing a tomb, is consecrated to the memory of
its vicinit}^

A

a holy marabout,

Abd

According

Jewish tradition

el-Kader, called the Great.
this is none other
than R. Jose ha-Galili. One hour's journey from
the city, there is a mausoleum surrounded by eight
to local

:
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almond-trees.
Popular ludief declares this to be the
tomb of the high priest Joshua mentioned in Zechariahiii.; Ilaggai i. 1, etc.
The Jews of Bagdad make
l)ilgrimages to it once a month.
Distant a journey
of two days and a half southward of Bagdad is Ililleh, where the ruins of ancient Babylon are shown,
and near by is a well, called by the natives " Daniel's
Well," into which, according to hjcal tradition, Daniel was thrown.
Near the bank of the Euphrates
is Kabur Kei)il, a village having a tomb which it is
said is that of the j)rophet E/.ekiel.
At the side of the
tomb are two ancient synagogues,. one of which contains a sacred scroll, which some persons claim was
the property of the prophet, and others that of
Anan. the founder of Karaism. This synagogue also
contains a genizah.
The village is said to contain
tombs of Zedekiah and other kings of Judah, and of
the prophet Zephaniah.
Three hours' journej'from
Bagdad, again toward the south, and not far from
the Tigris, the tomb of Ezra the Scribe is shown,
venerated equally by Jews and Arabs. It is covered

with inscriptions

now

illegible.]

M.

(i.

Fii.

BAG:fi-LA VILLE:

Village in the canton Bagedepartment of Aln, France. It was inhabited by Jews in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; and in 1331 they were divided into elder and
younger.
le-Chalet,

Inventaire Sommairedes Archives Departrmentales. Cote d'Or. iii. 6740. 6748, 6749, 6750, 6753. 6755.

Bibliography

:

G.
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BAGI A prominent Karaite family
:

;

L.

lived in Con-

sttmtinople in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and .seventeenth centuries. The family name, which is variousl}- written Badschi (Fiirst, "Geschichte des
iii. 14), Pegi, Poki (Neubauer, " Aus
der Petersburger Bibliothek," p. 55), is, according to
SteinschneiderC'Hebniische Bibliographic," xx. 94),
derived from the Turkish "Bak" (pronounced
"Bag"). The following members of the family are
those best known
Scholar; lived at Constantinople
Elijah Bag!
in the first half of the seventeenth century.
He is
also called Aphida or Aphda (KHDN).
He was the
author of the following works: (1) " Hilkot Shehitah," ritual laws concerning slaughtering of aafinals;
" Biur 'Aseret 'Ikkarim," a commentary on tlie ten
(2)
articles of belief of the Karaites; (3) "MiktabEIi}-ahu," selections of literary essaj's, letters, and
poems. These three works are mentioned by Simlia
Luzki in his catalogue "Orah Zaddikim."
Isaac Bag! Crimean scholar; lived at the beginning of the seventeenth centuiy. He is mentioned liy Luzki (I.e. 21/;).

Karaertlmms,"

:

:

Joseph ben Moses ha-Kohen Bagi

:

Turkish

scholar; lived at Constantinople at the end of the fifteenth centurj" and at the beginning of the sixteenth.

He was the author of the following works mentioned by Luzki: (1) "Kiryah Ne'emanah " (Faithful City), an ai)ology for Karaism, in refutation of
the assertion of many Rabbinites that the Karaites
are a remainder of the Sadducees; (2)"Iggeret" (Letter), a decision on a marriage question
(3) " Keter
Kehuna" (Crown of Priesthood), six dissertations ou
various subjects; (4) "Shulhan Haberini " (Table of
;

;
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Conirudos), on llie precepts; (~>) "Sat'ali Benirali " (A
Clear Language), a treatise ou religious philosophy;
" on the question whether it is
(6) "Iggeret Sukkah,
permitted to light tire in the booth. This (piestion,

which gave

l)irth

many

to

]i()]cmics, is

decided by

Jose])!! in the negative.

Moses Bagi

Turkish scholar; lived at Constanbeginning of the tifteenth century.
The degree of relationship between Moses and Joseiih
Fi'irst believes that he was
is dilficidt to establish.
the father of Joseph, and was consequently called
jMoses ben Judah: while Gottlober identities him
with Moses ben Benjamin, tlic author of many liturgical i)oems, two of which are inserted in the Karaite
prayer-book (iii. 267, 101 ed. Vienna). Moses was
theautiiorof two works: (1) "Ohel Mosheh " (The
:

tin(jpie in the

Tent of Moses), ou the calendar; (2) "Mizwot
Mosheh" (The Precepts of IVIoses), on the jirecejits
contained

in the

Samuel Bag!

:

Turkish scholar; lived at Con-

stantinojde in the first lialf of the seventeenth century.
tSteinschneidcr identifies him with a person of
the same name mentioned in the "Iggeret Kelulah "
(MSS. "Leyden Cat." p. 127). Samuel is also mentioned b}' Samuel ben David in ins relation of the
voyage to Palestine which he made in 164-42 (com-

pare Gurland, "Ginze Yisrael,"

i.

29).

BiBLior.RAPHV: Furst. Gctichichte dcx Karncrthums, iii. 14;
Gottlober, Bikinct \e-Tolc(htt ha-Karaim, p. ^C; Jost.
Gexchichte des JudciiOiunix uitd Seiner Secteii, ii. 3(i9
Gurliind. Ghize Yisrael, i. 29; Neubauer, Avs der Peterithurger Bililiutheh, p. >t5; Steinschneider, Hehr. Bibl. xx. 94
et seq.
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BAGINSKY, ADOLF ARON

:

German

Bk.
jdiy

and professor of diseases of children in the
Berlin University; born May 22, 1843, at Ratibor
At the completion of his high(Prussian Silesia).
school education at the gymnasium of his native
town (1861), he studied medicine in Berlin and
Vienna. He was graduated from Berlin University
in 1866, and in the same year accejited the position
sician,

of private assistant to Doctor Traube at the cholera
hospital in Berlin; and in 1868 moved to See-

hausen, near Magdeburg, where he began liis career
Two years later, howas a practising physician.
ever, he accepted the post of chief physician in a
military hospital in Nordhausen, and at the close of
the Franco-Prussian war returned to Berlin, where
he practised medicine, at the same time pursuing
anew the studies which had been interrupted under
the pressure of practical work in different hospitals.
In 1881 Baginsky was appointed privat-docent at the
University of Berlin and in 1892 promoted to an
associate professorship at that institution.
Baginsky has devoted himself to the treatment of
He is director of the Kaiser und
children's diseases.
;

Kaiserin Friedrich Kinderkrankenhaus, which he
founded in Berlin with the assistance of Virchow
The Berlin Poliklinik fur Kinderkrankin 1890.
heiten was also established in the metropolis through
his efforts.
He is, moreover, the foimderand editorin-chief of the " Archiv fur Kinderheilkunde," which
he has published since 1880, in collaboration with
Monti and Herz at Stuttgart. Besides being an
active member of the majority of medical associations in Berlin, he has taken a leading part in every

Beuno

movement toward pnimoting

the welfareof ililidicn
Prussian capital, and belongs to a number of
medical stK-ieties. botii in Germany and aluoad.
His
.services have l)een repeatedly recognized alike by
the Prussian and foreign governments, and lie is tjicrecii)ient of many orders and decorations.
His numerous contributions to the science of medicine include treatises on school liygieue, "Handliudi der
Schulhygiene, "Stuttgart, 1«K3; and on the cure of
children's diseases, " Lehrbuch der Kiuderkninkheiten," Berlin. 1H92 (these latter liuve been translated into several languages); " Pi-actis<'he Beilr:ige
zur Kinderheilkunde," Tiibingen. lWO-84. All of
in the

these

works have gone through several

Among

editions.

his other writings, besides a great

number
jom-

of papers .scattered through several medical
nals,

may

be mentioned: " Pllege des Gesunden unil
Stuttgart, 188."); " Das Leben de.s

Kranken Kindes,"
Weibes,"

Pentateuch.

Bagdad
Baffiusky,

/A.

iHsr);

"Kost- und HaltekinderpHege in

Berlin," Brunswick. 1886, etc.
It may be added that Adolf Baginsky is a member
of the several associations and committees formed in

Berlin for the purpose of checking the anti Semitic
movement in Germany. He is also tlie author of an
interesting essay entitled, "Die Hygienische Bedeii-

tung der Mosaischen Gesetzgebung, " in which lie
comes forward as a stanch defender and enthusiastic
admirer of the hygienic laws of Moses. Notwithstanding his nuiltifarious labors as author, editor,
teacher, and practitioner, Baginsky takes active part
in the social

munity

and religious life of the Jewish comHe was one of the opponents of

in Berlin.

the movement recently set on foot to hold Suiulay
Baginsky
services in the synagogues of that city.
is a member of the Imperial Leopoldina-Carolina

Academy; commander of the Spanish Order Isabella
the Catholic; and was decorated with the Prussian
Order of the Red Eagle, fourth class.
Bibliogr.\phy: J. Paget, Bioardjifiinchcx Lexikon l-fervurragender Aerzte des XIX. Jahrliuiidertti, s.v.; Itichard Wrede.

Das

Geistige Berli)i, vol.

iii.

.s.r.:

Wemich and

Hirs<li.

Biblioaraphisches Le.rictni Hen'orragender Aerzte nller
Zeite)i iok(

Vi'ilkcr, s.v.;

Archives of Faiestine.

x..

New

York. 189:5; Brooktiaus. K(invcrsations-Le.rik<in. 14tli ed.;
Meyer, Koni'ersidinns-Le.vikd)!. .^tll ed.; and private soiin't*s.

A. S. C.

s.'

BAGINSKY, BENNO:
born at Ratibor, Prussia,May

German

physician:

24, 1848: privat-docent

of the diseases of the ear, nose, and larynx, at the
He
University of Berlin and honorary professor.
was graduated from the gymnasium in his native
town and studied medicine in Berlin University,
;

where he received his doctorate in 1870. The same
year he entered the army medical .service during the
Franco-Prussian war, accompanying his regiment to
France. At the end of the war Baginsky began the
practise of medicine; but he soon specialized in the
diseases of the ear, nose, and laryn.v, to which
branches, since 1880, he hasdevoted himself entirely.
Four years later he became docent of otology, rhinology. and laryngology, at the University of Berlin.

was made honorary professor.
Both in Germany and abroad Professor Baginsky
by his scientilic writings and lectures attained emi
In 1897 he

He has conspecialist.
of scientific publications of the
best class, such as "Archiv far Mikroskopische
Anatomic." "Archiv fiir Physiologie," "Archiv flir
nence in the profession as a
tributed to a

number

Ba^nol
Bania
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Anatomic und Physiologie," "Aichivflir Pathologic
und Anatomic," "Deutsche Medicinische Wochcuschrilt," "Archiv fur Ohrenheilkunde," "Revue
Nevrologique," etc. He is also a collaborator of
Eulenberg's" Encyclopedia of the Medical Sciences."
His writings include a great variety of subjects,
anatomical, physiological, and clinical, of which the
following are the most important: "Syphilitische
Affectionen der Extremitaten und Schadelknochen,"
" Die RhinoBerlin, 1870 (inaugural dissertation)
skopischen Untersuchungs- und Operations-Methoden," Berlin, 1878, in Volkmann's "Sammlung
" Ueber die
Folgen von
Klinischer Vortrage "
Drucksteigerung in der PaukenhOhe und die Funktionen der Bogengange," in "Archiv fur Physiologie," 1881, pp. 201-235; "Die Funktion der Gehorschnecke," in "Archiv Anat. und Physiol." 1883,
xciv. 61-65; "Ueber den Ursprung und den Centraleu
Verlauf des Nervus Acusticus des Kaninchens," in
" Archiv fur Pathologic und Anatomic," Berlin, 1886,
pp. 28-46; "Ueber Untersuchungen des Kleingehirns," in "Archiv fur Physiologie," 1881, pp. 560;

;

566; "Horsphare und Ohrenbewegungen," in "Archives fur Physiologie, 1892, pp. 227-235; "Zur
Entwicklung der Geh5rschuecke," in "Archiv flir
Mikroskopische Anatomic, 1886-87, xxviii. 14-37;

"Ueber das Cholesteatom des Ohres,"

in

"Ber-

linische Klinlsche Wochenschrift," 1894, xxxi. 598,

629; "Des Phenomfines du Vertige dans les Lesions
de rOreille,"in "Revue Nevrologique," Paris, 1881.

Bibliography: J. Pagel, Biographisches Lexiknn HeiTorWrede, Da'i
ragender Aerzte doi XIX. Jahrhunderts
Geistige Berlin, vol. ill.; Hlrsch, Hervorragende Aerzte
;

AUer Zeiten und

VOlkcr,

s.v.

W.

s.

BAGNOL.

BAGOAS

See Levi

b.

S.

Gekshon.

1. General of the Persian king Artaxerxes Ochus (359-338 B.C.); is called "Bagoses" by
Josephus (" Ant." xi. 7, § 1). He interfered in the
Jewish party struggles, and forced an entrance into
2. Eunuch of Herod the Great.
the sanctuary.
He was Implicated in a conspiracy against the life
of Herod, instigated by four women in the royal
The Pharpalace and supported by the Pharisees.
isees predicted that Bagoas would be king of the
Jews and that he would beget children in some wonThe conspiracy was discovered by
derful manner.
Salome; and Herod, old and near his end, finding
that his fears of assassination were not without
foundation, had Bagoas executed (Josephus, "Ant."
According to the Mishnah (Yeb. viii.
xvii. 2, § 4).
4), a person born a eunuch had the power of heal-

ing;

:

and through

this the

above-mentioned story

BAGRATUNI
cestors of the

440
(also called

Bagarat)

:

The

an-

Armenian-Georgian family of Bagra-

first family entered in the list of the
Russian nobility (published by Count Aleksaudr
Bobrinsky, under the title "Dvoryanskie Rody,"
The Bagratiansor Bagratuni
St. Petersburg, 1890).
claim to be descendants of King David of Israel.
Moses of Chorene wrote his " History of Armenia " at
the request of Isaac Bagration (Sahak Bagratuni) in
This historian gaththe middle of the fifth century.
ered his information from the Syrian historian Mar
Abbas Katina, who, according to Emin, lived about
150 B.C., and, according to others, in the third century c.E. Moses states that King Hracheye (fierce

tion, the

eyes) joined Nebuchadnezzar in his first campaign
against the Jews, and took part in the siege of Jerusalem.
From among the captives he selected the
distinguished Jewish chief Shambat or Smbat (Sabbat) and brought him with his family to Armenia.
From this Shambat the Bagratuni claim descent and
" Smbat " often occurs as a prsenomen in the family.
;

Vaharsacesl. (2d century b.c.) granted Shamba Bagmighty and wise man from
among the Jews," the hereditary oflice of placing
It
the crown on the king's head at the coronation.
is said that Bagarat Avith liis regiments took part in
the campaign of Vaharsaces against the MacedoWhen Vaharsaces built a temple in Armanians.
vira, he in vain requested the Jew Shamba Bagarat
to renounce the Jewish faith and to worship the
idols.
Arsaces I., son of Vaharsaces (128-115 B.C.),
however, forced thasons of Bagarat to do this. Two
of them gave up their lives for the faith of their
fathers, but the others agreed to go hunting and
participate in war on Sabbath-days, and not to circumcise their boys.
Under Tigranes II. (first centurj^ b.c), the persecution of the Jews continued and one of the Bagarats, named Asud, had his tongue cut off for refusing
Under Arthsham, Enanos, the
to worship the idols.
head of the family, had the alternative placed before
him of worshiping idols or of being crucified.
relative, Saria, was put to death in his presence;
and then he and his whole house foreswore
Judaism.
When Thaddai, the disciple of the apostle Thomas,
came to the city of Edessa, he stopped at the house
of the Jewish magnate Tobias, a descendant of the
family of Bagratuni. This Tobias once fled from
the king Arthsham, being determined not to renounce the Jewish faith.
Among the Bagratunis the following Jewish
names were common Bagadia, Tobia, Senekia (Zedekiah), Assud. Sabbatia, Azaria, Enanos (Hananiah).
The family became very powerful, and in the tenth
century of the common era ascended the thrones of
Armenia and Georgia. These names are to the
present day preserved in the families of Bagration.
The foregoing account of the origin of the Bagratuni rests upon the history of Moses of Chorene.
arat, his counselor, " the

;

A

:

As a special instance, the Mishnah mentions a certain Ben Megusat, of Jerusalem,
who was, however, made a eunuch. As classical

finds confirmation.

authors (Ovid, "Amores," ii. 2, 1; Pliny, "Historia
Naturalis," xiii. 4) use the word "bagoas" as the
equivalent of "eunuch," it may perhaps be assumed that the " Megusat " of the Mishnah is a form
of the same word.
Bibliography: He-Haluz, Schorr, vlli. 113, x. 7; A. Geiger, in
JIM. Zeit. vill. 171 Krauss, GHeclmche und Lateinischc
Lehnwlirter, i. 2.59; see also Kohut, Fl. Josephus JUdm-her
;

Krie^, p. 572, Linz, IfXJl, who refers t« Isa. xvl. 3; N&ldeke,
Persische Studien in Sitzungsherichte der Wiener Akademie, cxxvl. 28; and Justl, Iranisches Nnmenhuch, p. 58.
©.
S. Kr.

Another Armenian

historian.

Bishop Sebeos,

who

seventh century, gives, instead of
Shamba Bagarat, Bagarat-Tarazian " from the descendants of Armaniac, the son of Haik, the ancestor
of the Armenians" ("Istoria Pokhoda Iraka v
Pensiu," p. 12; and Von Gutschmidt, who in his
lived in the

;
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BaRnol
Bahia

" Kleine Schriften," iii. 282 etserj. suggests that Moses
of Chorene as a court historian was forced to dissemble the real origin of the Armenian dynasty in
tlie interests of Shabat Bagratuni, who led tlie revolt
against Persian domination).

Whether the jiersous referred to by Pyrard were
observers of the Jewish faith is doubtful lie probably meant persons of .Jewish race.
Certain it is that
the open profession of Judaism was not tolerated at
the time.

1. Berkliin, in his "Rod Bagratuni," in comparing
the two different accounts, shows (1) that the sources
of Sebeos were known to Moses, who (book i., ch.
xxii.) warns his readers not to believe "such foolish
words; which have not even a semblance of truth";
(2) that the vast acquaintance with the historical lit
erature of his time and the conscientiousness of
Moses of Chorene, "the Tacitus of the Armenians,"
are thoroughly proved, while about the character
of the material of Sebeos we have no basis upon
which to judge; (3) that Moses of Chorene, being
affectionately disposed to the family, w-ould have
been glad to give them a pedigree as descending
from Ilaik, the father of the nation, if liis conscience would allow him to believe it to be the truth

The beginniugsof Jewish history at Bahia, as well
as in other i)ortions of Brazil, are wrapped in obscurity, mainly for the rea-son that the earliest Jewish settlers were Maranos or New Christians.
They
had left Portugal, when it became too dangerous for

the typical Jewish names of the Bagratuni fam(quoted above). Emin, the Russian translator
of Moses of Chorene, one of the best authorities on
Armenian history, expressed himself, at the Fifth
Archeological Congress, 1880, as follows: "Vaharshak gives his attention to the Jew Bagarat, the de-

cret, particularly at

scendant of Shambat," etc. It should not be forgotten, however, that, according to Gutschraidt and
other critics, Moses of Chorene 's work is of a later
date than the fifth century, and that his statements

tury.

(4)

ily

are open to question.

See also Armenia.
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BAHAMONTE, BENITO LOPEZ:

Spanish
author of a Hebrew grammar for school
use, entitled, "Gramatica de la Lengua Hebraica,
Escrita en Castellano," Madrid, 1818 (Kayserling,
"Bibliotheca Espanola," p. 16).
T.
M. K.
Clnistian

them toiemain

there,

on account of the extreme vig-

ilance of the hupiisition.

Though

was never established in
were there almost from the very
beginning, and at a very early period New Christians were sent back to Europe to stand trial Ix.'fore
the Holy Ottice.
On this account it soon became
necessary for the Maranos in the New World to
wear the mask, much as they had done in their
native land.
Usually they kept their Judaism .sethe Incjuisition

Brazil, its agents

Bahia, for that city soon became
the seat of the Jesuits and the most Catholic place in
the colony, numbering more than sixty-two churches
at the beginning of the seventeenth century.

The

secret

numerous

Jews

Bahia seem

at

;

(the

Bay) or

SAN SALVADOR

:

A

city on the eastern coast of Brazil founded by the
Portuguese in 1549. Its official name became Cidade

do San Salvador da Bahia de Todos os Santos (The
City of the Holy Savior in All Saints' Bay).
Although the year 1624 is generally assigned as
the date of the earliest mention of Jews in Brazil,
investigation shows that they lived there at a much
earlier period.

As early as 1610 mention
of Bahia,

is

made

of the physicians

are described as being mainly New
who prescribed pork to
lessen the suspicion and charges of

who

Christians,

Biuled

Judaizing. Pyrard, the historian, who
visited the place in 1610, states that
guese.
a rumor was then afloat that the king
of Spain "desires to establish the Inquisition here, on which account the Jews are greatly

by the

Portu-

frightened."

have been very

In 1618, Don Luiz de Sousa was especially
charged by the Inquisition to send home a list of all
New Christians in Brazil, with the most exact information that could be obtained of their property and
They were then among the wealthplace of abode.
iest inhabitants of Bahia, some of them being worth
from 60,000 to 100,000 crusados. "But," observes
the historian, "they were despised by their bignted
countrymen, and were in constant danger (if losing
their property through the agents of the Holy

At this period the Dutch commenced their ambiIn contious schemes for the conquest of Brazil.
nection with some of the earliest intrigues, special
mention is made of one Francisco Ribiero, a Portuguese captain stationed near Bahia, who is described
as having Jewi.sh relatives in Holland.
It was only when some great upheaval took place,
or when some Protestant power obtained the upper

hand

Jewish population appeared
such occasions the New
the mask, joined the deliverer,

in Brazil, that the

distinctively as Jews.

BAHIA

to

at the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

Office."

H. R.

G.

BAGBIS.

;

On

Christians threw off
and openly proclaimed their adherence to the ancient
While hundreds of secret Jews had lived at
faith.
Bahia almost from its foundation, it was only at the
period of the Dutch invasion that they appear as
adherents of the Jewish faith. The Dutch war came
to them as a relief, for it alone prevented the intro-

duction of the Inquisition.

The Dutch relied for assistance on the Jews of
Bahia and the comparatively large Jewish population of Brazil, when they prepared
Friendly to their plans for the conquest of the
the Dutch, country. The Dutch West India Company was formed in 1622 in furtherance of the project, and it is significant to note that
one of the chief arguments in favor of the organization was, "that the Portuguese themselves, some
from their hatred of Castile, others because of their
intermarriage with New Christians and their conse-

"

Bahia
Bahrain
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quent dread of the Inquisition, would either will
ingly join or feebly oppose an invasion, and all that
was needful was to treat them well and give them
liberty of conscience.
The Dutch were not mistaken when their fleet
was sent against Bahia, they obtained from the Jews
The city was
all the informatiou they required.
captured in 1623, and, true to the policy mentioned,
Willekens, the Dutch commander, at once issued
a proclamation offering liberty, free possession of
their property, and free enjoyment of their religion
This brought over about
to all who would submit.
two hundred Jews, who exerted themselves to make
others follow their example.
Unfortunately for the Jews, Bahia was recaptured
by the Portuguese in 1625; and though the treaty
provided for the safety of other inhabitants, the New
Christians who had placed such trust in the Hollanders were abandoned, and live of them were put
Many of the New Christians seem to have
to death.
remained, however, for they are again mentioned in
Probably those who were allowed to remain
1630.
had been " reconciled " b}' confiscation of property.
The Portuguese city of Recife was captured by
the Dutch in 1631, and immediately thereafter most
of the Jews or New Christians removed
Removed to from Bahia and elsewhere to that city.
Recife,
It became the center of Jewish population, and was subsequently described
as being "chiefly inhabited by Jews."
But the
authorities of Bahia became more intensely bigoted
than before, and the slightest suspicion of Judaism
meant transportation for trial.
After 1631, Jews appear in Bahia only individually, and then invariably in connection with arrest
and trial by the Inquisition at Lisbon. The melancholy fate of Isaac de Castro Tartas may serve as an
Contrary to the advice of his friends,
illustration.
;

Bahia in 1646. He
and tried at Lisbon
for Judaizing, and subsequently was burnt at an
auto da f e.
Toward the end of the seventeenth century, Portugal banished to Brazil many New Christians who
he

left

was

Dutch

territory to visit

at once seized, transported,

had become "reconciled." In time these became a
distinct class at Bahia, and by the middle of the
eighteenth century transportation of New Christians
to Lisbon from Bahia and other cities had become
so common that whole plantations lay idle in consequence, and ruin resulted. It was partly this that
led the Marquis de Pombal to have laws enacted
all disabilities from New Christians, making it penal for any one to reproach another for his
Jewish origin, or to keep lists of persons of Jewish

removing

The

i)resent constitution of Brazil guarantees to

all libertj'

of conscience and worship.
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BAHIEL
documents,

GOSSA

:

(i3S''n3

;

shortened to "n3; in Spanish

BAHIEL) BEN MOSES OF SARAA physician of the thirteenth century.

He was

court physician to King James I. of Aragon,
and in that capacity was present at the conquest of
IVIajorca, where he rendered valuable service as interpreter between the Arabic-speaking Majorcan
Moors and the conqueror, who understood only the
Limousin dialect. In the dispute concerning Maimonides' writings, Bahiel made himself by his zeal
the leading i-epresentative of the philosopher's defenders.
In 1233 he wrote the appeal to the Jewish
congregations of Aragon to recognize the excommu-

upon Solomon ben Abraham

nication pronounced

of

Montpellier and his associates.
Solomon Bahiel Brother of the preceding was
also a physician and interpreter in the suite of King
:

;

I.
He was the author of the Arabic proclamation in which the Moors were notified of the conquest of Majorca and summoned to acknowledge
their submission ("Chronica del Glorios. e Invict.
Rey En. Jaeme," Valencia, 1557, xl.). In the Maimonidean controversy Bahiel sided with his brother.
He died in 1264. The " Confirmacion en Favor de
Mosse hijo de Bahiel" and "a Favor de Salomon

James

Bahiel," in regard to the legacy of Solomon Alfaquin, may perhaps refer to two sons of Solomon
Bahiel.
They are dated 3 Kal. April, 1264, and 6 Id.

May,

1264.
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SEFER HA-BAHIR=" The
Lumiuous Book "), or MIDRASH R. NEHXJNYA
BEN HA-KANAH Pseudonymous work attribBAHIR(full

title,

:

uted to the tanna Nehunyaben ha-Kanah, a contemporary of Johanan ben Zakkai (first century) because
it begins with the words, "R. Nehunya ben haKanah said " (njpn p N"'J"in: l II^K). No reference,
however, to the work is to be found in Jewish literature before the thirteenth century.
fact is sufficient to dispose of
the idea that the authorship can be
ascribed to Nehunya.
Nahmanides,
in his commentary on the Pentateuch
(Gen. i.), or, according to Steinschnei-

Authorship which
Erro-

descent.

This deprived the Holy Ofiice of its most effective
means of accusation, and owing to these liberal provisions the New Christians were ultimately absorbed
in the Catholic population of Brazil.
After 1765, and throughout the nineteenth century, Jews are not mentioned as a class at Bahia.
The city contains some Jewish residents toda}',
and a list of the leading merchants published by the
Bureau of American Republics contains a considerable number of unmistakable Jewish names, though
these seem to be mainly of German origin.
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neously
Ascribed,

Ephraim ben Samson (compare "Hebr. Bibl."
xii. 116; 1874, xiv. 132) was the first to quote
the work under the title "Midrash R. Nehunya ben
ha-Kanilh." The "Bahir" contains cabalistic explanations on the vowels and accents, which were
introduced into Hebrew about the seventh century.
The opinion now prevailing is that the "Bahir"
was written in the thirteenth century by Isaac the
der,

1872,

—

'

Blind, or

in liis scliool

(•iiiiiiiicntaiy

on

tlic

(coinpure

'•And now

men

Hahya

Tnn

see uot the

liglit

lu'ii

Aslicr's

Ex. xxiv.).

Pcntatciu-li,

.sentence, D''pnL*>n t^iH

first

iiN

IS")

'I'lic

nh nnyv

wiiieli is hrigiit in

the skies" (Job xxxvii. 21), being isoUited, and having no conneftiou with what follows, is taken to l)e
an es(jteric allusion to tiie blin(hiess of its autiior

(compare Landauer, in "Literaturl)latt des

Orients,'"

215; Jeilinek, "Auswahl," p. 14).
The "IJahir" assumes the form and style of an exIt
egetic Midrash on the first chapters of Genesis.
is divided into sixty short paragraphs, and is in thv
vi.

form of a dialogue between master and di.sciples.
The names which occur most freciuently are tiio.se
of IJehuma, R. Amorai, and R. Berekiali, Avho are
otiierwise

unknown. Except in

tiie first

sentence,

tiie

never mentioned.
Tiie world, according to the "Baliir," is not the
product of an act of creation. Like God, it existed
from all eternity, not only in potentialIts View of ity, but in actuality; and the Creation
Creation, consisted merely in the appearance of

name

of

Nehunya ben lia-Kauah

"Scfirah,"

is

that which was latent in the first
"Or ha-Ganuz,"or, as it is called, "Keter

'Elyon," which emanated from God. This Sefirah
gave birtli to " Hokmali " (Wisdom), from which
emanated " Binah " (Intelligence). From these three,
wliicli are the superior "Sefirot " or "Ma'amarot,"
and form the primary itrinciples of the universe,
emanated, one after another, the seven inferior Sefirot from which all material beings are formed (com-

Ninj miDXiD ^lt^'yn
1^^13 ^t^6tJ'^"l. "Through ten ma'amarot the world
was created, which are reduced to three," etc.). All
the ten Sefirot are linked one to the other, and every
one of them has an active and a passive quality
emanating and receiving. The efflux of one Sefirah
from another is symbolized in the form of the letters
Thus the gimel (J), shaped
of the Hebrew alphabet.
like a tube open at each end, represents a Sefirah,
which receives strength at one end and discharges it
The ten Sefirot are the energy of God,
at the other.
the forms in which His being manifests itself.
The " Bahir " adopts metempsychosis and solves
by it the question why the just suffer in this world,
while the wicked are prosperous: "The ju.st may
have been -wicked in their former lives, and the
wicked righteous" (§ 58).
These are the main theories developed in the
"Bahir," with many digressions of parables and
mystic explanations of diverse precepts and of letters and vowels. The influence of the
Similarity " Sefer Yezirah " is evident. The most
to the
striking example of its dependence
Sefer
on the " Sefer Yezirah " is its explanaYezirah." tion of the raising of the hands (" nesiat
kappayim")by the priests in pronouncpare Pirkc

11.

El.

iii.,

n^ij?n

'

'

ing the benediction:

1!fi'

Bahia
Bahrain
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"Yezirah,"

"Bahir." §48.
Dni3 n''N1 DlirD
pniDD •i'^ IC1 nu'3XN

" Because the hands, having
ten fingers, allude to the ten
Sefirot."

Although, considered by

1.

3.

" The ten ' Sefirot heliinali
(out of naught) are analogous
to the ten fingers."

the "Bahir" is a
and one of the most

itself,

dull work, full of contradictions

obscure of books,

it

is

very important for

liie

histoiy

development (jf Jewish mysticism; being a
rough -^jiitline of what the Zohar was
An Outline destined to be. The fact that the titles
of the
of botii are synoiiyins
one drawn
Zohar.
from the verse in Job (xxxvii. 21),
"which is Itright [bahir'] in the
skies"; the other, from a similar verse in Daniel

of

till'

—

(.\ii.

3).

"And

brigiitness

tiiey that

ke-zohar

["

"J

be wise shall shine as the
tlie firmament "
is very

—

of

suggestive.

Another interesting point in the "Bahir" is the
strange emphasis laid upon a celestial trinitj', which
became even more accentuated in the later cabalistic
writings ("Bahir," ji 4^).
l.andauer, In Litryatinlilntl (h'.f Oricttt>>, vi.
Milsalmgi, Haliio, p. 21); Jt'llinek, Biitiiifie zur Pliimill l\iilili(iJ<i,i. 72; Zunx, a. V. p. 417; FJhrenprci.s,

BiBi.iOGKAPiiv
;ili:
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Jdttiililiii'

Die

Kiilii'iclirliniii ilrr KnnuiiitiinixUliri' in <irr KnlihuJa
Jdhrliiniilrrl!', pp. 2i)-'M ; (iriitz, Oesch. <lir JuOcn,\u., note ;i Hlocli, in Winter and Wiinsche, JUdisclie
(/f.s

XIll.

;

Litcratur,
K.

iii. 2.')7-2tXl.

I.

BAHRAM GOR. See Persi.^.
BAHRAM TSHUBIN The Wooden
("

")

Br.

:

Per-

from June 27, 590, to
June 26, 591. Hormiz IV. (578-590). through his
cruelty, brought the empire to the brink of destruction.
His subjects were dissatisfied and the political enemies of Persia entered its territory and posThe Jews were
sessed themselves of the country.
king of

sian general;

Per.sia

;

barbarously persecuted at the instigation of the
Magi, and the academies of Sura and Pumbedita
were closed. Bahram, after having delivered his

from the enemies, rose against the unworthy
king, dethroned him, and threw him into prison, in

countrj'

which he was murdered in 590.
At first, Bahram governed in the name of Prince
but soon ascended the throne in his
Chosroes II.
own name. The Jews of Persia and Babylonia
seem to have hailed liim as their deliverer, for the
Byzantine historian Theophylactus Simocatta tells
us that they supported him with troops and money
against the Persian nation, which turned toward
Chosroes II. (Parviz), the heir of Hormiz, though
the Persian and Arabic sources know nothing of this.
Bahram showed himself grateful to the Jews, and
the reopening of the academy at Pumbedita under
Mar bar Rab Hanan, of which Sherira speaks, may
be due to the benevolence which Bahram showed
those who had aided him.
Unfortunately Bahram's rule did not last. IMaurice,tlie Byzantine emperor, to whom Prince Chosroes
had fled, sent an army with which the Persians
tmited to make war upon Bahram, and the Jews
;

paid dearly for their attachment to the usurper.
At the capture of ]\Iahuza, a town containing a
large Jewish poinilation, the Persian general Mebodes put the greater part of the Jews to death.
Bahram's army was vanquished, and be himself
compelled to take refuge with the Huns.
Sherira's letter In Neubauer, Mrdievnl Jeii'.
ChronidrK, i. Hi, line 4 De Sacr, Memnire sur Divcrscs Ande la Perse, pp. 395 et seq.; Noldeke, Geach. der
Peiscr imd A7-aba\ pp. 270 et neq., pp. 474 et $eq.; Justi,
Gesch. des Alten Persiens, pp. 235 et seq.; GrStz. Oesch. der
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Bal;tta'w^i

Banurim

BAHTAWI, ABU YA'AJgLUB JOSEPH,
THE BABYLONIAN: Karaite scholar; tiourHe was called "the
ished in the ninth century.
teacher of the diaspora," and esteemed for his brilNone of liis works has survived but
liant intellect.
;

them are known by quotations made by
Karaite writers. Solomon b. Yeruham, in his " Mukaddimah " (Introduction to the Decalogue), mentions
Bahtawi's "Sefer ha-Mizwot" (Book of Precepts);
and Jephet ben Ali in his commentary upon the
Book of Daniel refers to Bahtawi's Biblical commenBahtawi was known chiefly as "ha-medaktaries.
dek " (the grammarian), and his etymologies are
quoted by the Karaite lexicographer David b. Abraham Alfasi. Bacher identifies him with Abu Ya'akub Joseph ben Noah, but this is questioned by

many

of

Poznanzki.
Pinsker, in Llkjfute Kadmoniunt, p. 110, GerGeiger, in jud. Zeitschrift, v. 177; Poznanzki, in
Jew. Quart. Rev. viii. 698; Bacher, in Rev. Et. Juives, xxx.

BiBLiOGRAPHV

man

p. 61

:

;

251.

K.

I.

Bk.

BAHUMM):

BAHUB

(linn; plural Dnin3,
youth," particularly a student of the Talmud
among the Ashkenazic Jews called also " yeshibah
bahur" (academy youth), and in Yiddish, "orem
boher " (poor young man). In Biblical Hebrew the
word signifies an adult but unmarried youth in NeoHebrew also a young married man (Ruth E. iv. 10

"A

;

;

"Bahurah," the feminine, is also employed to designate a young married woman. Gen. R. Ixxi. 9).
From the end of the fourteenth century, however,
"Bahurim" has become the standard expression for
students of the Talmud, who were generally youthIn the responsa of MaHaRIL, No. 96, the word
ful.
" Bahur " seems to be a title of honor for married men
also; and Rabbenu Tam, in "Sefer ha-Yashar," ed.
Rosenthal, Num. xxvii., beginning, even applies to a
certain great scholar the expression "Bahur zaken."
Compare also "Shibbale ha-Leket," pp. 55, 267.
From the fourteenth century, descriptions of the
life of the Bahur are numerous, and they afford
valuable information not only concerning the condition of Talmud-study in those days, but also of the
The
social and intellectual life of the Jews at large.
persecutions after the Black Death (1348) decimated
many flourishing Jewish communities; the pestilence itself, massacre, conversion to Christianity,
and emigration made terrible inroads into their
numbers. Under such circumstances those parents
were few indeed who could provide their children
with that careful religious education

The
Itinerant

which
them

Bahur.

tainty

;

liad

their

of

been customary among
needs and the uncer-

own

their

position

effectually

preventing this. Moreover, the academies and study-houses for adult use, which had
been, in happier days, a part of every Jewish community in Germany, were closed. It was under such
conditions that the wandering life of the Bahur came
into existence: he journeyed from town to town;
traversing various countries, and halting now and
again to sit at the feet of some scholarly rabbi. This
vagabond life entailed the utmost poverty, and
many such students were exposed to assault and
murderous attack by the way; nevertheless, they
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devotedly begged their way from the Rhine to
Vienna, from North Germany to Italy.
But such a life was not of a nature to exert the
best moral or scholarly influence over young men;
and many found the chief attraction in its adventurEven when a Bahur settled permanently
ousness.
in a town, in order to prosecute his studies earnestly,
his life became by no means enviable.
In his rela-

who was usually the rabbi of
the town, nothing was left to be desired: the rabbi
was always considerate and tender toward his pupils,
tion to his teacher,

who, on their part, evinced the greatest reverence
for their " master. " His relations to the members of
the community were not always so genial as, for
instance, when so mild a man as the Maharil excommunicated a member of the congregation for employing an insulting expression to a Bahur. This
rabbi, who had nevet before laid a ban upon any
one, felt compelled to uphold the honor of the Bahurim by such an extreme measure.
The Bahurim were generally lodged in the Bahurim-house, an institution usually found, at the
beginning of the fifteenth century, in every city
whose rabbi had, by his learning, proved an attraction to itinerant students.
The cost of their maintenance was defrayed by voluntary contributions
from every quarter, although it is not clear whether
they received their meals in the Bahurim-house or,
as in later times, were sent for their daily food to the
tables of the more affluent members of the community. Gildemann's endeavor to throw light upon this
point ("Geschichte des Erziehungswesens," iii. 87)
Frequently the rabbis lived
is hardly satisfactory.
with the Bahurim, exerting thus a very beneficial
influence upon them and when they did not actually dwell together, the students were repeatedly inOn
vited to the rabbi's table on special occasions.
the last day of Passover, on the first of Pentecost,
and on Purim, the Bahurim and some members of
the congregation were always invited to a little
;

;

festive gathering at the rabbi's house.

To

these

meals witty and sagacious questions from the field
of their studies lent special zest; and on Hanukkah
the Bahurim were encouraged to launch all man-

The special
ner of riddles, rimes, and anecdotes.
"Scholars' Feast" was, however. Lag Ba-'Omeu
(the 33d of the 'Omer), when trips into the country
were made amid much rejoicing and merrymaking;
for the students never permitted themselves to feel

overcome by the earnestness of their Talmudic studies to a degree that would deprive them of all taste
They were
for the jovial and happy side of life.
the custodians of Jewish wit, too few expressions
of which have, unfortunately, been preserved, but
that distinguished itself in ingenious and surprising applications of Bible verses and Talmudic passages to passing circumstances, and of which some
specimens have been published by Brtill, from a
From
manu.script, in his "Jahrbuch" (ix. 16-19).
these applications gradually developed those numerous parodies which arose in Neo-Hebrew literature.
There were, of course, black sheep among these Bahurim, who distinguished themselves by excesses in
one way or another and occasioned much sorrow to
the community; some, indeed, were even guilty of
setting up shameful opposition to their teachers

;

Bnuia, Kespousa. No. 203; GiUlemann,

(Israel

l.r.

The Bahurim circles of the fifteenth century contributed a ])eculiar form of literature, which received
the name of "Kobe?." or "Likkutim" (Collection).
Their poverty' precluded the possession of anything
like an adequate supply of books for
they would, therefore,
remain until any hour of the night in
their rabbi's library, copying into manuscript-books
such portions of valuable manuscripts, lectures, and
responsa as thej' needed, to which thej' added learned
lemarks, gathered from all sources, and much of
Not a few yielded to
their own thought as well.
this opportunity for plagiarism, and published their
"Collections" as original; indeed, it even sometimes

The Kobez.

their studies;

happened that when a rabbi availed himself of the
services of some promising scholar as amanuensis,
the latter covertly made a second copy of the work
and proclaimed it as his own.

The preceding details refer, of course, only to the
The invention
early part of the fifteenth century.
of printing gradually relieved the scarcity of books;
from the time of the Reformation the social life of
Jews became more

stable

and

secure,

though

perhaps not much happier; and the itinerant life of
From the middle of
the Bahur gradually ceased.
the sixteenth century, Talmudic study centered in
Poland and there attained a development till then
\mequaled. The Jews in Poland were moderately
prosperous as late as the Cossack persecutions (1648)
and the Bahurim shared in the general happiness.
In families having marriageable daughters, the poor
but scholarly German Bahur became a welcome
" eligible. " The annual fairs at Lemberg and Lublin,
Jereslaw and Saslow were thronged by rabbis, with
their most intellectually promising Bahurim, and by
fathers of female candidates for matrimony and the
greater the intellect on the one side, the greater the
dower on the other. Nathan Hannover, an eyewitness of the Cossack persecutions, in his work
"Yewen Mezulah," 11a (ed. Venice) gives the following description of the position of the Bahur in
Poland in his time " In every congregation there
are Bahurim, who receive weekly stipends to enable
them to pursue their studies with the head of the
Each Bahur took charge of two boys
yeshibah.
(just as the Christian students did in Germany), to
whom they would impart instruction, and for
these lads also the congregation provided meals.
Nevertheless many wealthy members of the congregation considered it an honor to have the Bahur
and his charges as guests at their table, although
the congregation sufficiently provided for their
support." The cruel persecutions of the Polish Jews
in the second half of the seventeenth century resulted
in the emigration of the leading Talmudists of Poland
to Germany, and with them went their Bahurim (see
Auerbach, "Gesch. der Israelitischen GemeindeHalPoland
berstadt," p. 64, concerning Hirsch Bialeh).
still remained, however, the classic land lorthe study
;

,

:

Talmud; and the Polish Bahur of 1902

of the

therefore, look

can,

back \ipon four centuries of history

in that countr}^

The
of old

end he

Bahur to-day is the same as
namely, to become a thorough Talmudist, and

ideal of a Polish
;

Baiiuriia

every C(Mnforr and adprivations and sutterings, his
life is similar to that of the German Bahur of the
fourteenth century. Such a one, probably already
developed into an expert Talmudist in his native
to this

vantage.

p. 88).

the

Bahtawi
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will sacrifice

As regards

town, tmvels to some yeshil)ah, or to
where he can prosecute liis
studies, with others like himself, withBahur.
out any teacher. In the former case
he is restricted to the very limited
maintenance afforded him by the yeshibah, the funds
of which frequently barely suffice to furnish bread

The
Modern

a i)lace

and water. Somewhat more favorable is the condition of a Bahur who settles in a town where there is
no yeshibah, and who finds there many pious Jews
willing to give him a "day " that is, a day's meals.
This custom of feeding the Bahurim by billeting
them dailj' upon the members of the community
originated in Poland (see Nathan Hannover, I.e. 11a,
and compare also AV. Biichner, "Zel)ed ha-Melizah," la, toward the end), and spread to Germany.
Through the influence of Elijah Wilna the system
was abolished in most Lithuanian j'eshibot, and today it is to be found only in certain towns where a
few Bahurim dwell. Even in these places it is nowconsidered a somewhat degrading mode of providing
forthe Bahurim (compare Bernstein, in"Ha-Shahar,"
vi. 405, 406, who draws, however, too dark a picOn the other hand, a man like Judah LiJb
ture).
Gordon can not Avithhold his admiration for the enthusiasm, frugality, and idealism of the yeshibah
Bahur; and in a truly poetical manner he compares
the fate of the Bahur with that of Israel in general
(Judah Lob Gordon, "Shire Jehudah," iii. 86, 87).
In Germany, from the time of Mendelssohn, the
yeshibot, with their Bahurim, rapidly grew fewer,
and within the last fifty years they have entirely
disappeared. Now the word "Bahur" denotes an
awkward, helpless fellow who has not discarded the
clumsy ways of the Ghetto. Borne calls Heine a
Bahur because he "cracks jokes in a genuinely Jewish manner " while Varnhagen von Ense, in a letter
to E. Gans, pays the same compliment to Bijrne in
;

;

the words, " He is as genuine a Frankfort Bahur,
with all the faults of one— possibly with all the virtues of one as there ever can be " (Karpeles, in the

—

Zeitung des Judenthums," Ixv. 451, 452).
Hungary contains to-day many yeshibot with their
attendant Bahurim, many of whom every year enter
The proverb
the regular rabbinical seminaries.
runs there and in other lands, " You can make anything out of a Bahur," thus indicating the fact that
on leaving the yeshibah most Bahurim enter any of
See
the avenues of commerce or professional life.
Education, Pilpul, Talmud Torah, Yeshibah.
"Allg.

At)ralianis, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,
index; Berdvezewslci, in Ha-Kerem, PP. 70-77: Giidemann,
Gesch. des Erziehunutnceseus, iii. 5»-«8: idem. QueUenschriften znr Ga<ch. desrnterrichts.xxix. 94,105; Smolensky.
Ha-Toi'h t,e-Darke ha-Hauuim, pp.'^)-^; Horowitz, Dt're/c
'Ez ha-Ha)iuim Liebermann (pseudonym, A. Freeman), Ha-

Bibliography:

;

Eihet,L'£i'2o; Pasoheles, Kronpratendent anid Boc/ier, in
Simmrim, v. 294-382; Low. Lebensalter, pp. 123, 124.
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locality in Benjamin to which
accompanied his wife Michal from Gallim.
when she was being conducted to David at Hebrou
:

Phaltiel

"

;
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BEN ASHER BEN

The method of the Oibaht, termed by him "the
path of light," which the truth-seeking .soul must
travel.
It is by means of this method, Bahya believes, that the deep mysteries hidden in the Scriptural word may be revealed, and many a dark passage elucidated.
Bahya's commentary derives a particular charm
from its form. Each parashah, or weekly lesson, is
prefaced by an introduction preparing the reader
for the fundamental ideas to be discussed
and this
introduction bears a motto in the form of some verse
selected from the Proverbs.
Furthermore, by the
questions that are frequently raised the reader is
compelletl to take part in the autlK)r's mental processes; the danger of monotony being also thereby
removed. The commentary was first printed at
Naples in 1492; and the favor which it enjoyed is
attested by the numerous supercommentaries published on it.
Owing to the large space devoted to
the Cabala, the work was particularly valuable to
cabalists, although Bahya also availed liimself of
non-Jewish sources. Later editions of the commentary appeared at Pesaro, 1.507, 1.514, and 1517; Con-

most distinguished of the
Biblical exegetes of Spain; born about the middle

stantinople, 1517; Rimini, 1.524; Venice, 1.544, 1546,
Not less than ten supercom1559, 1566, and later.

of the thirteenth century- at Saragossa; died 1340.
pupil of Solomon ben Adret, Bahya did not, like
his eminent teacher, devote his attention to Talmudic science, but to Biblical exegesis, taking for
his model Moses ben Nahman, the teacher of Solomon ben Adret, who was the first to make use of the
Cabala as a means of interpreting the Scriptural

mentaries are enumerated by Bernstein ("Monatswhich give further evidence
of the popularity of the work.
Bahya's other great work, the " Kad ha-Kemah "
(Flour-Jar), called by David Gans "Sefer ha-Derashot" (Book of Discourses), consists of sixty chapters,
alphabetically arranged, containing discourses and
dissertations on all the requirements of religion and
morality as well as on the principal ceremonial ordinances.
Its purpose is to preserve and promote the
religious and moral life.
In clear and simple language, and with great minuteness of detail, the
author discusses the following subjects: belief and
faith in God the divine attributes and
Other
the nature of Providence; the duty of
Works.
loving God, and of walking before
Him in simplicity and humility of
heart
the fear of God
prayer, and the house of
God; benevolence, and the love of mankind; peace;
the administration of justice, and the sacredness of
the oath
the duty of respecting the property and
honor of one's fellow man; the high value of the
days consecrated to God, and of the ceremonial ordinances.
The entire work is distinguished by a fervid piety, coupled with broad-mindedness which can
not fail to appeal to the heart of the reader. It lays
special stress on the duty of righteousness toward
the non-Jewish ])rother.
Numerous passages are

(II

Sam.

16).

iii.

After David, in his flight from

Ab.sah)in, liad passed over Mt.

Olivet,

lie

came

to

Baliurim, where lie was confronted by Shimei, wlio
cursed him (II Sam. xvi. 5; compare xix. 17; I
Kings ii. 8). Shortlj' afterward, Jonathan and Ahimaaz, of priestly descent, having been discovered in
their place of concealment at En-rogel, betook themselves to Bahurim, where tliey hid themselves in a
is).
This town, which, according
Josephus ("Ant." vii. 9, § 7), was situated in the
neighborhood of Jerusalem, existed at the time of An-

well (II Sam. xvii.
to

The Targum iden(ed. Gildemeister, p. 12).
Bahurim with Almon (Jos. xxi. 18), the present
'Almet, which lies to the northeast of Anatoth; and
the same view is maintained by Schwarz, Marti, and
others.
The assumption of von Kasteren is more
toninus
tifies

probable, however, that the places are not the same,

and that Bahurim lay on the old road from Jerusalem to Jericho, where its site is marked by some ruins
("Zeit. Deutsch. Paliist. Ver."

xiii.

101

tt scq.).

F. Bu.

J. ji{.

BAHYA

HALAWA

(BEHAI)
:

One

of

tlie

A

word. He discharged Avith zeal and
Introduces earnestness the duties of a darshan in

Cabala into

Saragossa, sharing this position with
several others, and on this account receiving but a small salary, which was
scarcely enough to support him and
but neither his struggle for daily bread
his family
nor the reverses that he suffered (to which he referred in the introduction to his commentary on the
Pentateuch) diminished his interest in religious studies in general, and in Biblical exegesis in particular.
Bahya's principal work was his commentary on
the Pentateuch, in the preparation of which he thoroughly investigated the works of former Biblical
exegetes, using all the methods employed by them
He enumerates the following
in his interpretations.
four methods, all of which in his opinion are indispensable to the exegete: (1) The "Peshat," or the
simple and direct exposition advocated by Rashi and
Hananel ben Hushiel, whom Bahya recognizes as
authorities, and whose works he industriously employs.
(2) The "Midrash," or the haggadic exegesis, accorded considerable space in his commentary
there being scarcely a haggadic work which has not
been employed by him. However, he usually confines himself to a literal quotation without further
exposition.
(3) The method of Reason, or philosophical exegesis, the aim of which is to demonstrate
that philosophical truths are already
His Com- embodied in Holy Writ, which as a
mentary work of God transcends all the wisdom
of num.
He therefore recognizes the
results of philosophical thought only in so far
as they do not conflict with Scripture and tradition.

Bible
Exegesis,
;

.

(4)

;

schrift," xviii. 194-196),

;

;

;

;

borrowed from his own commentary and from the
works of Abraham ben Hiyyah and of Moses b.
Nahman. While the commentary on the Pentateuch

was written for the scientifically educated, the "Kad
ha-Kemah" was intended for a wider circle of readOf the many editions which appeared, the first
ers.
is that of Constantinople, 1515; then one in
Venice, 1545; Lublin, 1596, and others; a critical
edition by Breit, Lemberg, 1880.
third work of
Bahya, also publisluHl frequently, and in the first
Mantua edition of 1514 erroneously ascribed to Moses
ben Nahman, bears the title of "Shulhan Arba'
(Table of Four [Meals]). It consists of four chap-

one

A

-

ters, the first tlirce of wincli coiitain leliirious rules
of conduct regarding the various meals, while the
fourth chapter treats of tlic banquet of the righteous
ill

tlie

A

world

to

come.

IJahya, edited by M. Homburg
of " Soba" Semahot " (Fulness of Joy),
as being a coiiiinentaiy on Job, is, according to B.
Bernstein, in " Magaziii fiir die Wissenschaft des Judenthums," xviii. 41, nothing but a compilation of
the two last-mentioned works of Bahya.
fifth work written by Bahya under the title of
"Hoshen ha-Mishpat" (Breastplate of Judgment), to
which reference is once made in his commentary as
a book in which he dwelt at greater length on the

fourth

under the

work of

title

A

nature and the degrees of prophecy, lias been lost.
Another cabalistic-exegetical Avork by Bahya under
the title "Sefer ha-Emunaweha-Bittahon " (Book on
Belief and Trust), edited first in a collection, " Arze
Lebanon," Venice, ICOl, only the first chapter of
\vhicli justifies the title, while the following twentyfive chapters treat of the name of God, prayer, the
benedictions at meals, the Patriarchs and the Twelve
Tribes, has also been erroneously ascribed by the
copyists to Moses ben Nahman (see Perles,"Mouatssch.'" vii. 93;

Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl." col. 1964;

z. Kabbala," i. 40 et Kcq.), but lias
been shown by Reifmaun(" Ha-Maggid," 1861, p. 222)
and Bernstein {I.e. 34) to have all the characteristics
of Bahya's method and style, and appears to be older
than his commentary.
Bahya's works possess especial value both for the student of Jewish literature,
owing to the author's copious and extensive quotations from Midrashic and exegetical works which
have since been lost, and for the student of modern
languages on account of the frequent use of words
from the vernacular (Arabic, Spanish, and French)
in explanation of Biblical terms.
They also contain
interesting material for the study of the social life
as well as for the history of the Cabala, the demon
ology and eschatology of the Jews in Spain, as Bernstein in his instructive article {I.e.) has shown.

Jellinek,"'Beitriige

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. pp. 777-780; Winter and Wiinsche. Die Jlhli.iche Literatur, ii. :J21, 4;33-4»t
;

B. Bern.stein, in Mntjnziti flir die
tliuiDii, xviii. (1891),

tri'.s.sf (i.sc/iaff

defJudeii-

pp. 27-47, 8.5-115, 16.5-190.
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BAHYA BEN JOSEPH IBN PAKUDA
(also

known

]iliilosopher;

as

Behay and Bahie):

Dayyan and

tlourisheil at Sarag(j.ssa, Spain, in the

half of the eleventh century.
He was the author of the first Jewish system of ethics, written in
Arabic in 104U under the title " Al Hidayah ila Faraid
al-Kulub" (Guide to tiie Duties of the Heart), and
ti-mslated into Hebrew by Judali ibn Tibbon in the
y.Mis 1161-80 under the title "Hobot ha-Lebabot"
Instruclion in the Duties of the Heart).
Of his life
first

(

nothing is known except that he bore the title of
lyyan or judge at the rabbinical court. In composing the work toward the close of his life, Bahya
desired, as he says in the introduction, to supply a
great need in Jewish literature, neither the falmudists nor the philosophical writers having theretofore made any attempt to bring the ethical teachings
of Judaism into a system.
Bahya found, on the one
hand, the majorit}'- of the rabbis paying attention
only to the outward observance of the Law, "the
(1

Bahya ben Asher
Babya ben Joseph
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duties to be performed by the parts of the body"
hobot ha-ebarini "), without regard to the ideas and

(•'

sentiments embodied in the 613 laws of Moses, " the
duties of the heart" ("hobot Iia-leb"); and, on the
other hand, the people at large disregarding all duties
incumbent upon them, whether outward observances

System of
Ethics.

or moral obligations.
Even the student of the Law was often pnjmpted

only by

.selfish and worldly motives.
therefore felt impelled to make
an attempt to present the Jewish faith as iieing essentially a great spiritual truth founded on Rea.sou,

Bahya

Revelation (the written Law), and Tradition, all
being at the same time laid on the willingness
and the joyful readiness of the God-loving heart to
stress

perform

life's duties.

An

original thinker of high rank, thoroughly familiar with the entire philosophical and scientific Araliterature, as well as with the rabbinical and
philosophical writings of the Jews (of which he
gives a valuable synopsis in the introduction), Bahya

bic

combined

in a rare degree great depth of emotion,
a vivid jjoetic imagination, the power of eloqtience,
and beauty of diction with a penetrating intellect;
and he was therefore well fitted to write a work the
main object of which was not to argue about and
defend the doctrines of Judaism, but to appeal to
the sentiments and to stir and elevate the hearts of
the people.
He was also broad-minded enough to
quote frequently the works of non-Jewish moral philosophers, which he used as a pattern.
The " Hobot
ha-Lebabot" was intended to be, and it deservedly
became, a popular book among the Jews throughout
the world, and parts of it were recited for devotional
purpo.ses during the Penitential Days, as is the penitential hymn "Bareki Nafshi," composed by Bahya,
which, embodied in the Roman ritual, has found a
place also in Einhorn's and Jastrow's liturgies for
the Day of Atonement.
From the style of his writings and the frequent
and apt illustrations he uses, it appears more than
probable that Bahya was a preacher of rich experience; while his great personality
a soul full of
the utmost piety coupled with touching humility and
a spirit of tolerance .shines through every line.
Though he quotes Saadia's works frequently, he
belongs not to tiie rationalistic school of the Motazilites whom Saadia follows, but, like his somewhat
vounger contemporary, Solomon ibn Gabirol (10211070), is an adherent of Neoplatonic mysticism, often
closely imitating the method of the Arabian encyclopedists known as "the Brothers of Purity, "as has
been shown by Kaufmann, "Die Theologie des
Bachya ibn Pakuda," pp. 202-204. Strangely inclined to contemplative mysticism and
Bahya's asceti(;ism, Bahya had nevertheless the
Neocommon sense to eliminate from his
platonism. .system every element that might obscure the pure doctrine of Jewish monotheism, or might interfere with the sound, practical
teachings of the Mosaic and rabbinical law.
He
wanted to present a religious system at once lofty
and pure and in full accord with reason.
The many points of contact that Bahya has with Ibn
Gabirol and Gazzali (1059-1111) have led Rosin and
Briill to assume that Bahya borrowed largely from

—

—

:
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both, and that consequently he lived at a later time
than is assumed by Kaufmanu, who holds that both

Ibn Gabirol and Gazzali were indebted to Bahya (see
Kaufmann, I.e. pp. 194, 198, ^07; Rosin, "Die Ethik
des Maimonides, " p.l3; Briill," Jahrb." v. 71 et xeq.).
The "Hobot ha-Lebabot" is divided into ten sections termed "gates," corresponding to the ten fundamental principles which, according to his view,

The essence of all
constitute man's spiritual life.
spirituality being tlie recognition of God as the one
maker and designer of all things, Bahya makes the
" Sha'ar lia-Yihud " (Gate of the Divine Unity, or of
the monotheistic faith) the first and foremost section.
Taking the Jewish Confession, " Hear, O Israel the
Lord our God the Lord is One," as a starting-point,
:

the author emphasizes the fact that for religious life
it is not so much a matter of the intellect to know
God as it is a matter of the heart to own and to love
Him. Yet it is not sufficient to accept this belief in
God without thinking, as the child does, or because
the fathers have taught so, as do the blind believers
in tradition, who have no opinion of their own and
Nor should the belief in God be
are led by others.

such as might in any way be liable to be imderstood
in a corporeal or anthropomorphic sense, but it
should rest on conviction which is the result of the
most comprehensive knowledge and research. Far

—

from demanding blind belief which is
anything but meritorious the Torah,
His
Religious on the contrary, appeals to reason and
knowledge as proofs of God's existPhilosophy.
ence, as is shown, for instance, in Deut.
iv.6.
It is therefore a duty incumbent
upon every one to make God an object of speculative
reason and knowledge, in order to arrive at true faith.
Without intending to give a compendium of metaphysics, Bahya furnishes in this first gate a system
of religious philosophy that is not without merit.
Unfamiliar with Aviceuna's works, which replaced

—

Neoplatonic mysticism by clear Aristotelian thought,
Bahya, like all the Arabian philosopliers and theologians before him, bases his arguments upon Creation.
He starts from the following three premises
(1)

Nothing creates

itself,

since the act of creating

necessitates its existence (so also Saadia, "Emunot,"
(2) the cau.ses of things are necessarily limited
2)
in number, and lead to the presumption of a first
i.

;

which is necessarily self-existent, liaving
neither beginning nor end, because everything that

cause

has an end must needs have a beginning; (3) all
composite beings have a beginning; and a cause
must necessarily be created. The world is beautifully arranged and furnished like a great house, of
which the sky forms the ceiling, the earth the floor,
the stars the lamps, and man is the proprietor, to
whom the three kingdoms— the animal, the vegetable, and the mineral
are submitted for use, each of
Nor
these being composed of the four elements.
does the celestial sphere, composed of a fifth element
"Quinta Essentia," according to Aristotle, and of
make an exception. These
fire, according to others
four elements themselves are composed of matter and
form, of substance and accidental qualities, such as
warmth and cold, state of motion and of rest, and so
fortli.
Consequently the universe, being a combination of many forces, must have a creative power as

—

—

—
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Nor can the existence of the world be due
mere chance. Where there is purptjse manifested,
Ink spilled
there must have been wisdom at work.
accidentally upon a sheet of paper can not produce
its cau.se.

to

legible writing.

Bahya then proceeds, following chiefly Saadia and
the Motekallamin (teachers of the Kalam), to prove
the unity of God bj^ showing: (1) All
Unity
classes, causes, and principles of things
of God.
lead back to one principal cause.
(2)

The harmony of all things in nature,
the interdependence of all creatures, the wondrous
plan and wisdom displayed in the structure of the
greatest and smallest of animal beings, from the elephant to the ant, all point to one great designer the

—

physico-theological argument of Aristotle. (3) There
than
is no reason for the assumption of more
one creator, since the world manifests but one plan
and order everywhere. No one would without sufficient cause ascribe a letter written altogether in the

same

style

and handwriting

to

more than one

writer.

of many creators would necessitate either a plurality of identical beings which, having nothing to distinguish them, could not but be
one and the same that is, God or of different
beings which, liaving different qualities and lacking
(4)

The assumption

—

—

which others possess, can no longer
and therefore must themselves
be created, not self-existent. (5) Every pluralit}', be-

some
l)e

qualities

infinite

and

perfect,

ing a combination of units, presupposes an original
imity hence, even those that a.ssume a pluralitj' of
gods must logically admit the prior existence of a
Divine Unity a Neoplatonic argument borrowed by
Bahya from the Brothers of Purity. (6) The Creator
can not share with the creatures accidents and substance.
The assumption of a plurality, which is an
accident and not a substance, would lower God, the
;

—

Creator, to the level of creatures. (7) The assumption
of two creators would necessitate insufficiency of
either of them or interference of one with the power
of the other and as the limitation deprives the Creator of His power, unitj' alone establishes Divine
;

omnipotence.
After having thus proved God's unity, Bahj^a endeavors to define God as the absolute unity by distinguishing His unity from all other possible unities.
There is, he says, a imity that is obviously only accidental, as, for example, that of an army consisting
of many soldiers; and there is another unity, the
accidental character of which is less visible, as, for
instance, that of the body, which consists of matter
and form. Contrasting with this, there is the sub-

by the unit which forms
Still this
the unit and the basis of all numbers.
unity exists only as an idea. But there is a substantial unity which exists as the reality of all truth.
Not subject to any change or accident, it is the root
of all things, and has no similarity to any other
This real unity, necessitated by the plurality
thing.
of all things as their root and eternal cause, is God.
stantial unity presented

Every other unity of things

is

accidental, since

com-

the true unity; nothing exists
beside Him that is absolutely and eternally one.
Adopting this Neoplatonic idea of God as the one
who can only be felt by the longing soul, but not
grasped by the reason, Bahya finds it superfluous to
posite;

God

alone

is
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prove the incorporeality of God. The question -with
is rather, How can we know a being who is so
far beyond our mental comprehension
Attributes that we can not even define Him?
of God All In answering tliis, Bahya distiuNegative. guishes between two different kinds
of attributes; namely, essential attributes and such as are derived from activity.
Three attributes of God are essential, tliough we derive them from creation: (1) His existence; since a
non-existent being can not create things; (2) His
since the last cause of all
unity
(3) His eternity
But these
things is necessarily one and everlasting.
three attributes are one and inseparable from the
nature of God; in fact, they are only negative attributes: God can not be non-exi.stent, or a noneternal or a non-unit, or else He is not God.
The second class of attributes, such as are derived
from activity, are most frequently applied to God
in the Bible, and are as well applied to the creatures
These anthropomorphisms, howas to the Creator.
ever, whether they speak of God as having manlike
form or as displaying a manlike activitj', are used in
the Bible only for the purpose of imparting in homely
language a knowledge of God to men who would
otherwise not comprehend Him; while the intelligent thinker will gradually divest the Creator of
every cjuality that renders Him manlike or similar to
any creature. The true essence of God being inaccessible to our understanding, the Bible offers the

him

;

;

name of God as substitute; making
human reverence, and the center of

it the object of
ancestral tradi-

And

just becau.se the wisest of men learn in
onlj' their inability to name God
adequately, the appellation "God of the Fathers"
will strike with peculiar force all peojile alike.
All
attempts to express in terms of jiraise all the qualities of God will necessarily fail (Ber. dS'j).
tion.

the end to

Man's

know

know God finds its parallel in
know his own soul, who.se existence is

inability to

bis inability to

manifested in every one of his acts. Just as each of
the five senses has its natural limitations the sound
that is heard by the ear, for instance, not being perceptible to the eye so human reason has its limits
in regard to the comprehension of God.
In.sistence
on knowing the sun beyond what is possible to the
human eye causes blindness in man so docs the insistence on knowing Him who is unknowable, not
only through the study of His work, but througli
attempts to ascertain His own essence, bewilder and
confound the mind, so as to impair man's reason.
To reflect on the greatness and goodness of God,
as manifested throughout creation, is consequently
the liighest dut}' of man; and to this is devoted the
second section of the book, entitled "Sha'ar ha-Behinah " (Gate of Reflection). Men, as a rule, fail to
appreciate the mercies of God, either because their
insatiable longing for pleasure deprives them of the
sense of gratitude, or because they are spoiled by
fortime, or dissatisfied and disappointed in their expectation of life.
All the more necessary is it to
contemplate the active working of God in order to
penetrate as far as possible into the Divine wisdom,
which, while ever the same, is infinitely manifold in
its effects, just as the raj'S of tlie sun differ in color
according to their mode of refraction.

—

—

;
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Bahya here presents a beautiful and interesting
system of natural philosopliy, tiieteleological character of which indicates its provenience
His
from the Brothers of Purity, as well as
Natural from Galen, whom he mentions in parPhiticular.
Following the idea expressed
losophy.
in Prov. ix. 1, "Wisdom liath builded
her house, hewn out her seven pillars,"
he points out a sevenfold manifestation for the creative wisdom in (1) the combination of the elements
of which the earth forms the center, with water and
air surrounding it and fire placed above; (2) the perfection of man as the microcosm; (3) the physiology
and intellectual faculties of man; (4) the order of the
animal kingdom; (5) that of the vegetable kingdom
;

the sciences, arts, and industries of man; and (7)
the divine revelation as well as the moral and social
welfare of all the nations. But, as has been said by
(6)

one of the sages, "True philosophy is to know oneself. "
It behooves man to ponder on his own Avondrous formation in order to recognize the wisdom of
his Maker in observing the process of transformation
of the elements into vegetation, which as food turns
into marrow and blood, and builtls up the animal
bodJ^ which again, when joined to the soul a spiritual, ethereal body akin to the celestial spirits
becomes a thinking, striving, and struggling man.
How diverse the qualities of soul and of body! and
yet they are united by the breath of life, the blooil,
and the nervous system! And how wisely are all
the tender organs shielded by flesh, skin, hair, or nail
against the perils surrounding them! And what
marvelous foresight is exhibited in the way the infant is sheltered in the womb against the harmful
influences of the atmosphere and nourisiied like
a plant until it enters life, when the blood in the
mother's breast is transformed for it into nurturing
milk.
The long dependence of the child upon the
mother, the gradual awakening of the senses, and the
slow development of the intellect lest its state of
helplessness become unbearable, the frequent shedding of tears, even the mode of teething and the frequent sicknesses that befall children, betoken an especial training of man for the higher objects and

—

obligations of

—

life.

Bahya then surveys the entire physiology and
psychology of man; showing the wLsdom displayed
each organ and of each faculty
such contrasts as
memory and forgetfulness the latter being as neces.sary for the peace and enjoyment of man as is the
former for his intellectual progress. In nature likewise, the consideration of the sublimity of the heavens and of the motion of all things, the interchange
in the construction of

and

dispo.sition of the soul; also in

—

of light and darkness, the variety of color in the
realm of creation, the awe with which the sight of
living man inspires the brute, the wonderful fertility of each grain of corn in the soil, the large supply
of those elements that are essential to organic life,
such as air and water, and the lesser frequency of

form the objects of industry and
shape of nourishment and raiment
all these and similarobservations tend to fill man's
soul witli gratitude and praise for the providential
love and wisdom of the Creator.
This necessarily leads man to the worship of
tho.se

things

commerce

—

tiiat

in the

"
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God, to which the tliinl section, " Slia'ar Abodat EloEvery
liim " (Gate of Divine Worship), is devoted.
benefit received by man, says Bahya, will evoke his
thankfulness in the same measure as it is prompted
by intentions of doing good, though a portion of
self-love be mingled with it, as is the case with what
the parent does for his child, which is but part of
liimself, and upon which his hope for the future is
built; still more so with what the master does for
Also charity behis slave, who is his property.
stowed by the rich upon the poor is more or less
prompted by commiseration, the sight
Worship of of misfortune causing pain of which
'

God.

the act of charity relieves the giver;
likewise does all helpfulness originate
in that feeling of fellowship which is the consciousness of mutual need.
God's benctits, however, rest
upon love without any consideration of solf. On
the other hand, no creature is so dependent upon
helpful love and mercy as man from the cradle to
tlie grave.
Worship of God, however, in obedience to the
commandments of the Law is in itself certainly of
unmistakable value, inasmuch as it asserts the higher
claims of human life against the lower desires awakened and fostered by the animal man. Yet it is not
the highest mode of worship, as it may be prompted
by fear of divine punLshment or by a desire for reward; or it may be altogether formal, external, and
void of that spirit which steels the soul against every
temptation and tiial. Still the Law is necessary as a
guide for man, says Bahya, since there exists in man
the tendency to lead only a sensual life and to in-

dulge, like the brute, in passion and lust.
There is
another tendency to despise the world of the senses
altogether, and to devote oneself onl}- to the life of
Both are abnormal and injurious: the
the spirit.
one is destructive of society the other, of human life
in both directions.
The Law therefore shows the
correct mode of serving God by following "a middle way," alike remote from sensuality and contempt of the world. The mode of worship prescribed
by the Law has therefore mainly a pedagogical value,
asserts Bahya.
It educates the whole people, the
immature as well as the mature intellects, for the
true service of God, which must be that of the heart.
Here an exposition of the teachings of
Pedagogic- the Law- and the Rabbis is given, with
al Value
the view of emphasizing the need of
of the Law. spirituality without which all the observances of the ceremonies and the
painstaking study of the dry volumes of rabbinical
law fail of their purpose.
lengthy dialogue follows, between the Soul and
the Intellect, on AVorship, and on the relation of Free
Will to Divine Predestination Bahya insisting on
human reason as the supreme ruler of action and inclination, and therefore constituting the power of
Another subself-determination as man's privilege.
ject of the dialogue is the physiology and psychology of man with especial regard to the contrasts of
joy and grief, fear and hope, fortitude and cowardice, shamefulness and insolence, anger and mildness, compassion and cruelty, pride and modesty,
love and hatred, generosity and miserliness, idleness
and industry ten pairs of faculties of the soul
;

A

;

—
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which occur also in Ibn Gabirol's "Tikkun Middot
ha-Nefesh " (see Kaufmann, " Theologie des Bachya
ibn Pakuda," pp. 194 et seq. Rosin and Brull, I.e.),
and may have been boiTOwed from an older Arabic
;

source.

Trust in God forms the

title and the subject of the
Sha'ar ha-Bittahon. " Greater than the
magical power of the alchemist who creates treasures
of gold by his art is the power of trust in God, says
Bahya; for he alone who confides in God is independent and satisfied with what he has, and enjoys
rest and peace without envying any one.
Yet only
God, whose wisdom and goodnesscompri.se all times
and all circumstances, can be implicitly confided in;
for He provides for all His creatures out of true love,
and with the full knowledge of what is good for
each.
Particularly does He provide for man in a
manner that unfolds his faculties more

fourth gate,

"

and more by new wants and cares, by
trials and hardships that test and
strengthen his powers of body and
soul.
Confidence in God, however, should not prevent man from seeking the means of livelihood by
the pursuit of a trade; nor must it lead him to ex-

Divine

Providence,

pose his life to perils. Particularly is suicide a crime
often resulting from lack of confidence in an all-wise
Providence. Likewise is it folly to put too much
trust in wealth and in those who own great fortunes.
In fact, all that the world offers will disappoint man
in the end; and for this reason the Saints and the
Prophets of old often fied their family circles and
comfortable homes to lead a life of seclusion devoted
to God only.
Bahya here dwells at length on the hope of immortality, which, in contradistinction to the popular
belief in bodily resurrection, he finds intentionally
alluded to only here and there in the Scriptures, in
view of the immature and childlike understanding
of the multitudes, who need a training to morality
by threats and bribes, by rewards and punishments,
that appeal to the sense.
To Bahya the belief in
immortality is purely spiritual, as expressed in Zech.
iii. 7, " I give thee places among these that stand
His frequent recurrence, liowever, to the
by."
Saints, whom he lauds for their ascetic life, as showing their perfect confidence in God and
Immortheir hope in the soul's future, betrays
tality of
the singular dualism pervading his
the Soul, system on the one hand, a mysticism
derived from Arabic thinkers; and, on
the other, the practical common-sense religion of the

—

JewLsh Law.
Sincerity of purpose is the theme treated in the fifth
"gate", called "Yihud ha-Ma'aseh " (Consecration
of Action to God) literally, " Unification of Action.
Nothing is more repulsive to the pious soul than the
hj'pocrite, who is far worse than the lieathen that
worships idols, but does not deceive men and insult
God's majesty as does the hypocrite. But it is characteristic of the age in which Bahya lived that he
regarded skepticism as the chief means of seducing
men to hypocrisy and all other sins. At first, says
Bahya, the seducer will cast into man's heart doubt
concerning immortality, to offer a welcome excuse
for sensualism; and, should he fail, he will awaken
doubt concerning God and divine worship or reve;

—
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eudeavor to
and Avill deny
the existence of another world which is
Hypocrisy to readjust the wrongs of the one that
andSkep- now is; and, finally, he will deny the
value of every thought that does not
ticistu.
redound to bodily welfare. Where-

Not succeeding
lation.
show the lack of justice

thereiu, he will
in this world,

fore, man must exercise continual vigilance regarding the purity of his actions.
The sixth gate, "Sha'ar ha-Keni'ah," deals with
humility ("keni'ah ")• This has its seat within, and
is manifested in gentle conduct toward one's fellowman, whether he be of equal standing or superior, but
It springs
especially in one's attitude toward God.
from a consideration of the low origin of man, the

vicissitudes of life, and one's own failings and shortcomings compared with the duties of man and the
greatness of God; so that all pride even in regard to

The high priest himself,
one's merits is banished.
in order to learn humbleness in his high station, had
to remove the ashes from the altar every morning
The conditions of humility are medi(Lev. vi. 3).
on God's greatness and goodness, observance
of the Law, magnanimity toward (he shortcomings
of otiiers, patience to endure without complaint
every hardship that God imposes, kindness to others
and charitable judgment of their doHumility, iugs, and forgiveness of injuries retation

ceived.

Especially

is

humility shown

and in pa^Pride in outward
tiently
possessions is incompatible with humility, and must
be suppressed still more so is pride derived from
There is, however, a
the humiliation of others.
pride which stimulates the nobler ambitions, such as
the pride on being able to acquire knowledge or to
achieve good: this is compatible with humility, and
from finding fault in
bearing insults from them.

others,

in refraining

;

may enhance
The
shown

it.

practical tendency of the book
in the seventh section, " Sha'ar

particularly

is

ha-Teshubah "
The majoritj' even of the

Gate of Repentance).
pious, the atithor says, belong not to the class of
those who have kept free from sins, but to such as
Avherefore,
feel regret at having committed them

(the

;

the prayer for divine forgiveness is one of the first
As there are sins both
of the eighteen benedictions.
of omLssion and of commission, man's repentance
should be directed so as to stimulate good action
wiiere such had been neglected, or to train him to
abstain from evil desires where such had led to evil
actions, ju.st as the cure of a patient is of a stimulating or prophylactic character, according to tlie
cause of his sickness. Repentance consists in: (1)
the full consciousness of the shameful act and a pro-

found regret for having committed it; (3) a determination of change of conduct; (3) a candid confession of the sin, and an earnest supplication to God
asking His pardon (4) in a perfect
"Rechange of heart.
True repentance
pentance. shows itself in fear of the deserved
divine punishment, in contrition of
;

and sighs, in outward signs of grief
such as moderation of sensual enjoyment and display, and foregoing pleasures otherwise legitimate
and in a humble, prayerful spirit and an earnest
contemplation of the soul's future.

soul, in tears

—

—

Most
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discontinuance of sinful
in themselves; because
the longer they are adhered to, the more they grow
from thin threads into thick ropes Avhich can no
An especial hindrance to
longer be torn asunder.
repentance is procrastination, which waits for a tomorrow that may never come. After having quoted
sayings of the rabbis, to the effect that the sinner
who repents may rank higher than he who has never
sinned, Bahya quotes the beautiful words of one of
the masters to his disciples: "Were you altogether
free from sin, I should be afraid of what is far
greater than sin— that is, pride and hypocrisy."
After having dwelt upon the mode of making amendments for wrongs done to one's fellow-man, and of
preparing the soul to meet its Maker in perfect purity, the author closes the section with the story
taken, as he saj's, " from the ancients " of a traveler,
who, laden with heaps of silver coins, cast them, in
his foil}', into the stream which he wanted to i)ass,
expecting to pave a way across, but found that all
his coins had disappeared save one with which he
Repentance
paid the ferryman to carry him across.
is the one coin that will carry man across the stream
of life to the shore of eternal salvation, when all life's
habits,

essential is

tlie

however excusable

—

treasures have been foolishly spent.
The next gate, entitled "Sha'ar
Nefesh " (Self-Examination), is of the

Heshbon hasame admoni-

It contains a
tory character as the preceding one.
solemn exhortation to take as serious and lofty a
view as possible of life, its obligations and opportunities for the soul's perfection, in order to attain to
a state of purity in which is imfolded the higher
faculty of the soul, which beholds the deeper mysteries of God, the sublime wisdom and beauty of a
higher world inaccessible to other men
Seeing
state reached only by the truly
righteous ones, the chosen ones of God,
God.
where one is capable of " seeing without eyes, of hearing without ears, of speaking without tongue, of perceiving without the sense of perception, and of arriving at conclusions without the
methods of reason."
Bahya, following the example of the Arabian encyclopedists, advocates a mysticisiu which might
have led him far away from the path of the Law and
of philosophy, had he not continually insisted on the
observance of the prescribed forms of prayer, of
worship, and of study of the Law, with the view
of using them as means of elevating the soul to those
heights of contemplation of the Divine accessible
only to the pure in heart. Accordingly, he devotes
the following section, entitled " Sha'ar ha-Perishut"
(Gate of Seclusion from the World), to the problem
that is uppermost in his mind, the relation of true
Abstinence, or seclusion
religiousness to asceticism.
from the world, is, according to Bahya, a necessary
discipline to curb man's passion and to turn the soul
toward its higher destiny, wliich is to rise, amid all
earthly temptations and trials, to the station of anStill, as the normal law of human life
gelic beings.
requires the cultivation of a world wdiich God has
formed to be inhabited, and the perpetuation of the
race, asceticism can only be the virtue of a few
chosen ones who stand forth as teachers of a higher
art of life; but, in the same measure as the masses

—a
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inclined at all times toward sensualism, in the same
measure there arose Nazarites, prophets, and saints
in the midst of them to point to the higher needs

compendiums

of the soul.
But there are different

early as

modes of

seclusion from

Some, in order to lead a life devoted to
the world.
the higher world, tlee this world altogether, and live
as hermits far away from all civilization, quite contrary to the design of the Creator others retire from
the world's turmoil and strife and live
;

An
Ascetic
Life.

a secluded

life in their

own homes;

a

third class, which comes nearest to the
precepts of the Law, participates in

world's struggles and pursuits, but

tlie

leads a life of abstinence and moderation, regarding
The
this world as a preparation for a higher one.
object of all religious practise is the exercise of selfcontrol, the curbing of passion, and the placing at
the service of the Most High of all personal posses-

and of all the organs of life. Accordingly, the
generation of the Patriarchs, being less passionate,
required fewer legal restrictions than the people of
Israel in Canaan surrounded by idolatrous nations,
where the Nazarites and Prophets, who led a life
Some
of abstinence, became a necessity for them.
such discipline of abstinence Bahya recommends,
as an offset against worldliness, for an age like
his own, when the people display unbridled passions and low desires; and he quotes from some
Arabian moralist a lengthy admonition in this
sions

spirit.

of the
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work were composed and pub-

lished for this purpose.

According
tiie

Meshullam

b.

one was written as
century by a grandson of

to Steinschneider,
tiiirteenth

Jacob of Lunel, and reedited (not com-

was formerly assimied) by Jacob Pan in
Another compendium for the Penitential Days

posed, as
1614.

was composed by 3Ienahem ibn Zerah and embodied
in his " Zedah la-Derek " (1374).
Two Arabic manuscripts of the "Hobot ha-Lebabot" exist, one in Paris and another in the Bodleian
Library, Oxford but they show essential variations,
and seem therefore to present two different redacions. They are, according to Steinschneider, in " Jew.
;

1

Quart. Rev." xiii.452, " being prepared for the press."
Judah ibn Tibbon translated the first section of
the book for Meshullam ben Jacob of Lunel in 1161,
and the rest between 1170 and 1198. Meantime Joseph Kimhi of Narbonne made another translation, of
which only the section on Repentance, "Sha'ar haTeshubah," has been preserved. It was published
by Jellinek, together with Ibn Tibbon's translation,
at Leipsic in 1846.

Roman of Constantinople intended to pubthe Arabic text with a Latin translation in 1643.
comjjarison of the translations with the Arabic
original (Cairo MS.) was beguft by Jehiel Judah b.
Joseph Moses Lewensohn in a pamphlet entitled
"Hayye Lebabot," Vienna, 1872, and New York,
According to Stein.schneider, the Paris manu1885.
script differs considerably from the text that Ibn
Jacob

lish

A

The aim and goal of all ethical self-discipline he
declares to be the love of God, which forms the contents of the tenth and last section of the work,
" Sha'ar Ahabat Elohini " (The Gate of the Love of
This is explained as the longing of the soul,
God).
amid all the attractions and enjoyments that bind

Tibbon

to the earth, for the fountain of its life, in which
alone finds joy and peace, even though the greatest
pains and suffering be imposed on it. Those that
are imbued with this love find easy every sacrifice
they are asked to make for their God and no selfi.sh
motive mars the purity of their love. Thus was the
love of Abraham and Job, of Daniel and all the
saintly martyrs, filled with the joy of self-sacrifice.
For those that truly love their God the
613 commandments of the Torah are
Love
rather few in number, their whole life
of God.
being consecrated to the God w'ith
whom they are one. As characteristic of this perfect unity of the loving soul with its God, Bahya
tells of a saint found sleeping in the desert, who,
when asked whether he had no fear of the lions in
the vicinity, answered, "I should feel ashamed of
my God, did I entertain fear of any being besides
Him." And yet Bahya is not so one-sided as to recommend the practise of the recluse, who has at heart
only the welfare of his own soul. A man may be
as holy as an angel, yet he will not equal in merit
the one that leads Jiis fellow-raen to righteousness
and to love of God.
The " Hobot ha-Lebabot " contains many gems of
thought and beautiful sayings collected from the

Isaac Beujacob, together with a brief commentary
and a valuable preface and fragment of Kimhi's
Hebrew comtranslation by Jellinek, Leipsic, 1846.

it
it

;

Arabic literature and on account of its deep religious sentiment it became a treasury of devotion for
number of
the Jews during the Middle Ages.
;

A

The

translated.

edition of Ibn Tibbon's translation apin 1489 a less correct one in Venice
in 1548; and a more critical one, with register and
The best critical edition,
index, in Mantua in 1559.
based on eight manuscripts, is the one published by
first

peared in Naples

;

mentaries, together with the text, appeared as fol-

Mauoah ha-Lebabot," by Manoah Handel
Shemariah of Poland, Sulzbach, 1691, together
with a German translation by Isaac b. Moses, Amsterdam, 1716; another with a German translation by
Samuel Posen, Fiirth, 1765; (2) "Marpe la-Nefesh,"
by Raphael b. Zachariah Mendel of Frankfort-on-theOder, Oleknitz, 1774; (3) "Toledot Aharon," by
Hayyim and Isaacs, sons of Israel Somesz; (4) "Needar ba-Kodesh," by Moses b. Reuben of Yurburg,
Grodno, 1790; (5) "Pat Lehem," by Hayyim b.
Abraham ben Aryeh Loeb Cohen, darshan of Mohilev, published with text under the title of "Simhat Lebab," Sokolow, 1803; (6) "Or la-Yesharim,"
by Raphael J. Flirstenthal, together with a German
translation and the text, Breslau, 1836.
The following translations have been published:
In Portuguese by Samuel b. Isaac Abbas, Amsterdam, 1670; in Italian in 1847 modern German translations were attempted in 1765; Spanish by Joseph
Pardo, Amsterdam, 1610; Ladino by Zaddik b. Joseph Firmon, Venice, 1703, and Isaac Bellagrade,
Vienna, 1822; German, besides those mentioned, by
Mendel E. Stern, Vienna, 1856, and by Mendel
Baumgarten, with preface by Abraham Geiger,
low's: (1) "

b.

;

Vienna, 1854.
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Buhya's touchings were

intiut'iict'd

by

llie

Sufi

Withtheories wliieli were in vogue at that epoeh.
out goiugso far as toprouounce a deprecatory judgment on the ritual ceremonies, as tiie Sufis did,
Bah.ya seems to have attaclied no great importance
"Tlie precepts prescribed by the Law,"
to tiiem.
says he, "are only 613; those dictated by the intelThis is precisely the argulect are innumerable."
ment used by the Sufis against their adversaries, the
Ulemas(compare Von Kreme," NoticesurSha'rany,"
in "Journal Asiatique," 1868, p. 253).
The title of the eighth gate, " Muhasabat al-Nafs "
(Self-Examination), is reminiscent of the celebrated
Sufi chief Abu Abd Allah Harith b.
The Sufis. Asad (tenth century), who has been
surnamed El jVIuhasib (" the self-examsay his biographers "he was aliner"), because
ways immersed in introspection " (compare Haji
Khalifah, s.v. "Radyah"; Abu-al-Fida, "Aunal
Mosl." ii. 201, 698).
Jami, in describing the life of the Sufis, says:
" The aim that the Sufis pursued was a perfect union
with God, or rather a kind of absorption of their inThis absorption can be
dividuality in the Deity.
attained only gradually b}' cultivating self-renunci-

—

—

ation, perfect indilference to all externals,

cffacement of

all affection

traits," xii. 291).

by Bahya

Such

and

and the
Ex-

will " (" Notices et

theories are often repeated

In the short introduction to the ninth gate, Bahya says: "As in
speaking in the preceding gate of self-examination,
as withdrawal of the world was considered one of its
in the last three gates.

His " Reflections on

conditions, I thought it fit to annex to
it an exposition of tlie different forms

and the form that is
obligatory to the men of the Law."
In adding the words " to the men of
the Law," which are repeated several times in this
gate, Bahya had in view the asceticism of the Sufis.
However this may be, Bahya knew how to find the
pearls in the heap of dust accumulated in the mystical literature of the Sufis; and his work exercised
the most salutary influence upon Jewish religious
life during many centuries.
His proofs of the existence and unity of God, although all dj-awn from
Arabic sources, and chiefly from the Encyclopedia
of the Brethren of Purity, became classic, and were
copied by many Ciiristian scholastics (compare
Thomas Aquinas; see also Fenelon, "CEuvres Completes," pp. 701 et seq.).
of withdrawal

the Soul."

Bahya 's
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Another jjliilosophical work of Bahya, entitled
"Ma'ani al-Nafs" (Reflections on the Soulj, was discovered six years ago in a manuscript at the Bibliothequc Nalionaleof Paris. This manuscript, which
is quite old, bears on the title-page the name of
Bahya ben Joseph ibn Pakuda as author. The authenticity of the authorship

by

Gultmann,

J.

in

(»f

this

work, (juestioned

"Monutssciirift,"

1897,

j)p.

241-256, has been recognized by all Orientalists who
were enabled to compare this manu.script with the
original of the "Duties of the Heart" (compare
Schreiner, in "Zeit. f ur Hebriiische Bibliographic," i.
121-128: Kaufmann, in "Revue Etudes Juives,"
xxvii. 271; J. Derenbourg, ib. xi\. 306).
At any
rate, the philosophical theories expounded in the
" Reflections fin the Sold " are in perfect accord with
those expressed here and there in the "Duties of the
Heart." The influence of Neoplatonism and the
Kalam is apparent in both works, a fact that proves
beyond any doubt that the " Reflections on the Soul "
were written no later than the eleventh century— that
to say, in

is

Bahya's

era.

"Reflections on the Soul," translated from
Arabic into Hebrew under the title "Torot haNefesli " (Teachings on the Soul), with a French resume by I. Broyde (Paris, 1896), is divided into
twenty-one chapters, in which the author endeavors
to reconcile tiie Neoplatonic psychological system.
Bahya refers in this woik to two other writings of
his, which are no longer extant: (1) "Bareki Nafshi,"
a psychological Heljrew poem to which the " Reflections on the Soul " serves as a commentary; and (2)
" Alnask wal-Nazam fi al-Khalikah " (Order and Gradation in Creation).
[Bahj'a also composed a number of liturgical
poems, full of great religious fervor, part of which
have found a place in the Roman Mahzor, Avliile
some are still in manuscript in the Bodleian Librar}',
Oxford. The best-known poem is the one beginning
with "Bareki Nafshi," which was translated by Deborah Ascarelli into Italian in 1601, and was para])hrased in Italian by Johanan Alatrino, 1628; in
German, bj' Michael Sachs in his "Die Religiose
Poesie der Juden in Spanien," and in English by 31.
Jastrow in his prayer-book.
A description of these liturgical poems by Bahya

The

'Ammudeha-'Abodah," i.
by Bahya is published
Koback's " Jcschurun," iv., Hebrew part, 1864,

given by Landshuth in

is

49, Berlin, 1857.

in

"

A selihali

pp. 183,184].
Bibliography: Dukes, Zh?" Kctnitniss der NeuhehrHischen
Ediiiii'men Poesie, pp. 83 et seq., 1842 Geiger, Die Ethisclie

although diffuse, like all Arabic
philosophical writings, is clear and very often eloquent.
Unfortunately, the same can
Bahya's not be said of the Heljrew translation
Style.
of his work, and consequentlj' of all
tlie modern translations made from the
Hebrew. Judah ibn Tibbon made it Ins duty to
translate verbatim, frequently without having penetrated into the author's thought: he thus became a
source of misinterpretation.
Many passages in the
Hebrew translation are veritable enigmas; and the
commentaries that have been grafted on the translation of this simple work
a work designed b}' its
autlior for the multitude are unable to solve these
enigmas correctly, on account of the mistakes of the

Small city in Bavaria, near
Erhuigen, once the summer abode of the margraves
of Kulmbach-Bayreuth. Little is known concerning

translator.

the history of the

style,

—
—

;

Gruiulhide des Biiches llher die HerzensplUehten, in ed.
Baumgarten, xiii.-xxii., 1854; Briill, Jalnhllcher. v., vl. 71
Karpeles, Gesch.
ct seq.; Munk, Melanges, p. 482, note 3
der Jiidischcn, Literatur, i. 483-486; Michael, Or ha-Ha)i;

yiin.

No.

.563;

Steinschneider,

Cat. Bndl. pp. 780

cf

'.><.'(/.;

§§ 214-217, and Jew. Quart. Rev. xiii.
Kaufmann, Die Theolngie dc.s Bahya ihn Pakudo,

idem, Hehr. Uehers.
4.52;

Vienna. 1874, in Sitzuitqsherichte der P7ii)()Sophisch-Histi>Classe der Kaiserlicheii Academie der m.-<seti-

rise)ie)t

itchaften in ^yien, Ixxvii.; Rosin, Die Ethik des yiain\i>nides,
1876, p. 13; Eisler, Vortesxinqev Uher die JWdische Phiinsn.
phie des Mittelolters, i. 4.3-.57, Vienna, 1876; J. Reifmann, in
ixin, 1888, ii.; J. Guttmann, MonatsGiaeher's
svhrift, xli. 241-2:56.

moan

K.
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BAIERSDORF:

Jews there.

It is certain

that in the
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Jewish community had

fourtceutli coutuiy a

and as

estabiisiiod;

the

Jews

some importance,

of the

place.

bfcii

seat of the rabbinate for all

of the principality of Bayreutli,

iiave liad
iiess

tlie

it

must

cousiderini^ the small-

The cemetery adjoining

the

synagogue was used by the Jews of the surrounding
district

extending over

toml)stones,

many

miles:

some of which are

it

contains

said to date

many

from the

tifteeiith century.
A number of
Jews at Baiersdorf became " baruossen (presidents) of the entire Jewish community in the priu-

beginning of the

Banya ben Joseph
Bailly, Jean-Sylvain

JewPhilipp Ernst Christfels, ami engaged
suit, the i.ssue of which is not known.

in a

law-

Biiu.inf;K.\i>nv; Haenle. Gcsch. dcr Judeti im Ehemaligen
l-Uistiiitliiim AiishiX(li,i).m: Mtnioircn der (jllickcl
run
ndinilii. I'd. Kaufmann. pp. 'S>-2. i5.'j, 270, 39(1; Zieinlich
Eiid
nii(lifr-0,ii1igcutii)H 2u FlUth, in Kaufmann-Gt'dcnkhitch, 1901.

<-

A. Fe.

BAIGNEUX-LES-JUIFS
ton,

Capital of a canChatillon-sur-Seine, Cote

arrondissement

:

was api)oiuted rabbi of the province

of
the name indicates, there were
Jewish iuliabitants in this place during the Middle
Ages.
secret inquiry was made between 1306 and
1308 into the debts due to the Jews.
century later

grave.

Jews were

The best known of all tlu; eouit Jews living there
was [Sanisou (ben Judah t^elke) of Baiensdorf. He
was a great "shtadlan " (official liead of the Jewish
community) and benefactor, and in 1712 erected a
stately synagogue entirely at his own expense.
The
synagogue i)ossesses valuable old candelabra and
hangings. The Jewish hosi>ital is mentioned as
early as 1030.
Samson's son-in-law, Moses Ilameln,

Bibliography: Invrntaire Sammairc des Archivcg Di'tjarte-

court

''

cii)ality;

and

in 172S Closes

Goldscinnid, court agent,
b}' the mar-

rahlii at Baiensdorf, has been inuuortalized through
the memoirs of liis mother, Gluckel von Ilameiu,
Avhieh memoirs, by Moses' directions, were copied

from the original manuscript.

Among the notable personages of Baiersdorf in the
second half of the eigliteeuth century were David
Disbeck, author of "Pardes David" and rabbi there
and in ^letz; Ins son Simon, and grand.son Mo.ses,
Ijoth scholars; Noah Hirsch Berlin, and W. Cohn.
Berlin

was rabbi

of the principality and liad his residence at Baiersdorf, but later was called to Maycnce

and Hamburg.

Cohn was

the last district rabbi of

Baiersdorf.

Though the community has
number of in.stitutions, it

ble

inherited a considerais now in a state of

decay.
In 1834 there were about 100 families, aggregating al)out 400 souls; but the emigration of the
younger element to the United States (among others,
the founders of the well-known banking-house of
Seligmau in New York, the Lehmayer and Lohman families), and the removal of the more prosperous members of the community to larger cities,
gradually reduced the number to less than a dozen
fannlics.
See Bayueutii.
Bibliography: Lang. Kcuere Gesch. des Fllrstcntlnims
Baiirrutli, 1798;
Hiick. Gcuch. von
Baicfsihtrf,
1834;
Hubsoli. GcKcli. vo)i Baicrtuhirf, 1802; Archiv fVtr Gcsvli.

und Alteitlmwskniuic i-on ohrrfrankeiu iii-, No.
Memuircn dcr GUlckcl voi Hmncln, ed. Kaufmann,
15-

1,1845;
189C.

A, E.

BAIERSDORF, SAMSON BEN MANASSE:
Court Jew of the margrave Christian Ernst of Brandenburg-Bayreuth: died in 1712. He was highly esteemed at the court of the margrave, at the same
time using liis intluence for the good of his coreligionists.
It was chiefly through his influence that they
were allowed to stay in the land in peace. In 1700,
for a short time his position at the court was shaken
by a Jiostile counselor of the margrave, but it was

soon reestablished. In tlie same year he gave his
daughter in marriage to a son of Gluckel Hameln,
Moses Hameln, who became later on rabbi at Baiersdorf and to whom is owing the preservation of the
valuable memoirs of Gluckel.
In 1714 Baiersdorf was calumniated by the baptized

d'Or, France.

As

A

A

viciitalcft:

still

iu the

Cote d'Or,

ii.

community.
4032, iv. 414.

!>•

BAIL

I.

L.

In English and American law, tlie obligation of sureties in a sum named, that the person
under arrest in a civil or criminal cause will, if .set
at large, deliver liimself up to stand trial and submit
to judgment.
Such obligation is unknown to Jewish law.
There could not be Bail in civil causes, for
there was no arrest for debt.
In criminal, at least
in capital, cases it was the duty of the court to hold
the accused " in ward " till his guilt or innocence,
and the mode of puni.shment, should be ascertained.
The Talmud (Sanh. 78//) draws this rule from the case
of the blasi)hemcr (Lev. xxiv. 12) and of him who
gathered sticks on the Sabbath (Xum. xv. 34). And
as trials were very prompt and speedy
whether the
l)unishmeut was death or stripes the liardship of
imprisonment without Bail, if the prisoner proved
innocent, was not great.
The Talmud (Sanh. 786) applies the law of imjirisonment to one that has beaten or wounded another
so .sorely as to contine him to his house (Ex. xxi. 18,
It comments on the words, "If he rise again
19).
and walk upon his staff, then he that smote him
shall be quit," thus: "This can not mean that the
smiter shall be free from the death penalty for this
he is, of course, not having killed anybody; but
that, then, he shall be freed from custody.
But the
old halakic Midrash 3Iekilta (Mishpatim vi.) says on
this verse:
You would think that the smiter might
furnish sureties and then goat large; but no, we
are taught here that he is imprisoned till the
wounded man is healed. In fact, to take Bail while
the stricken man may die of his wound, and liis
smiter thus incur the guilt of blood, would, in spirit
and eflfect, violate the law, Ye shall take no ransom
for the life of a manslayer (Num. xxxv. 31); moreover, as a rich man can readily give Bail and the
poor man can not, the release of the prisoner on Bail
would run counter to that other oft-repeated rule of
the Torah, 'Que law there shall be to you.' "
.1. SK.
L. N. D.
:

—

—

;

'

'

'

'

BAILLY, JEAN-SYLVAIN:

Astronomer and

publicist; born in Paris Sept. 15, 1736; guillotined

Nov. 12, 1793. He was elected a member of the
Academic des Sciences in 1763 and of the Academic Fran^aise in 1784. In 1789 he was elected by
the citizens of Paris deputy to tlie States General.
He was cho.sen president of that body on June 3 of
the same year.
In the following month he was
elected mayor of Paris.
Ranged on the side of

;
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moderation and justice, Bailly's sympathies went
out to the alien and the oppressed. He was one of
that group of liberal-minded men who emancipated
the Jews; obtaining the passage of the decree of
Sept. 27, 1791 (confirmed Nov. 30 of the same year),
which declared the latter to be French citizens, with
This decree repealed the
all riglits and privileges.
special taxes that had been imposed on the Jews,
as well as all the ordinances existing against them.
Neither threats nor ridicule could deter Bailly in this
matter, as was to be expected from his unswerving
adherence, at great personal risk, to what he considered to be the duties of a just and upright magistrate.

On

the occasion of the arrest of Louis XVI., Bailly
to disperse by force of arms the crowds
that gathered at the Champ de Mars to demand the
deposition of the king (July 17, 1791). This act
Resigning his office, he
cost Bailly his popularity.
fled but, being recognized, he was brought to trial
before the Revolutionary tribunal, and guillotined.

was obliged

;

BiBLiOGRAPHT M. Schwab, Hiatnire des Israelites^ 2d ed., p.
2i>6
Leon Kahn, Les Juif^ de Paris Pendant la Revolution
:

:

Franqaise,

p. 59,

note

3.

M.

G.

S.

hire: thus there are indeed four bailees; but, as the

Talmud puts

only three rules govern their liabilThe " higher care," spoken of in the
Talmud as resting upon the paid keeper as com pared
with the gratuitous one, bears iu its counterpart
some analogy to the leris culpa and lata culpa of the
Romans; and while the main distinction (in the
Scripture the only distinction) lies between "compulsion " ("ones ") that is, overpowering force, the
Roman vis major on the one side, and "theft or
loss," the result of the keeper's negligence, on the
other, the Talmud speaks of a " greater force," which
is irresistible (like the "act of God," or of the king's
enemies in the English law of common carriers),
and of a "minor force," which a tlioroughly faithful keeper might meet and overcome (Maimonides,
ity (B.

M.

Delivery of personal property
A bailment arises when
for the purpose of a trust.
one person (the bailee) is lawfully put in the possession of goods belonging to another (the bailor) with
The
the understanding that he will return them.
law of Bailments deals mainly with the duty of the
bailee to return the things held in bailment and the
grounds for not returning them in good condition.
I. The Scriptural law of Bailments is given in Ex.
xxii. 6-14 (A. V. 7-15) and there is also a reference
In the
to deposits in Lev. v. 20-26 (A. V. vi. 1-7).
former text the first paragraph (verses 6-8 [A. V.7-9])
speaks of entrusting money or implements to the care
of a neighbor; and as such deposits are
usually accepted without reward, this
Classes
of Bailees, passage is understood as referring
to the " gratuitous keeper" ("shomer
hinnam "). The next paragraph (9-12) speaks of putting animals into the care of another; and as animals
are placed every day in the care of a shepherd working for hire, this paragraph is understood to refer to a
paid keeper or " receiver of hire " (" shomer sakar " or
" nose' sakar ").
Verses 13, 14 (A. V. 14, 15) speak of
one who "borrows" some specific thing, known in
Hebrew as "sho'el," while he who borrows money is
known as "loweh." The sages, however, recognize
a fourth kind of bailee: one who rents or liiresan article (" soker "), and they place him in a more favored
position than the borrower, in analogy to the greater
favor that is shown to the gratuitous keeper as compared with the receiver of hire. Thus the Mishnah
(B. M. vii. 8; Shebuot viii. 1) enumerates four
bailees (" shomerim "): (1) the borrower; (2) the gratuitous keeper; (3) the receiver of hire; and (4) the
:

;

it,

93rt).

—
—

"Yad," Sekirut, i. 2).
Another distinction, found

in the very words of
the Bible (Ex. xxii. 14), applies to borrower and hirer
alike: " If the owner thereof be with it [the hired or
borrowed article], if he be a hired man and has come
for his hire, he [the borrower or hirer] need not pay."
This is construed to mean: If the owner of the article, generally a draft-animal, is engaged at or before

the time at

BAILIffENTS
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which the

article is

borrowed or hired

thus engaged, whether for hire or without it,
the hirer or borrower is free from liability except for
misappropriation (B. M. viii. 1, and discussion in

if

he

is

Gemara

946

et seq.).

be here remarked that when A borrows an article
from B, without any hire or compensation, and nothing is said
about the length of time for which he may keep it. he must restore it on demand but if B lends the article for a fixed time,
or for doing some named task, A may keep it for the whole
time, or during the performance of the task, though he has
given no consideration. For here is a gift of the use with delivery of possession and such a gift is as irrevocable as a like
gift of the thing itself (Maimonides, She'elah, i. 5).
The word peshi'ut (lit. "unfaithfulness") answers to the
Latin culpa, or fault, and to the "negligence" of the EnglishIt

may

;

;

American law.
II. The Mishnah, in the two places indicated above,
states the genei'al rules thus: " The gratuitous keeper

swears about everything [clears himself by his oath
Ex. xxii. 7 (A. V. 8)] the
borrower pays in all cases the receiver
General
of hire and the hirer swear about the
crippled or captured or dead beast, but
Rules.

in all cases, according to

;

;

pay

The exceptions

for

what

is

stolen or

what

is lost."

to these rules will be stated later in

this article.
1.

The Borrower ("Sho'el"): The borrowerof

in

implements, or other movables, w'hen the
presence of the owner is not stipulated for, pays not
only for loss or theft arising from his neglect, but
even for the result of irresistible force— in the words
of the text, "for if it die, or be hurt, ordrivenaway "
(Ex. xxii. 9 [A. V. 10]). For the death of animals,
however, the borrower is excused, if it results from
the very kind of work for which the beast was borrowed, provided the borrower does not task the
beast beyond its strength.
(Maimonides, for reasons
unexplained, has in his code changed the words of
the Talmud [B. M. 96/>, and fre(iuently] "died by
reason of the work," n3xf5D DDriD, into "died at the

are placed

time of the work, " nsx^D nycO- ) The reason of the
exception is this: As the work done which caused
the death was in the contemplation of both borrower

hirer.

These classes are well known to the Roman
common law of England;

jurisprudence and to the

but the special liability of common carriers, who are
our own time the most important of all bailees, is
unknown to Bible and Talmud.
The same degree of care and extent of liability

upon

the hirer as

upon the

receiver of

beasts,

—
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lendtT, the rt'Siilt must also have been in their
In like manner, if a man borrows an
contemplation.
ax for cutting down trees, and it breaks in the act of
But
striking a tree, the borrower is not responsible.
if a man borrows a spade to dig up a certain garden,
and he uses it upon another garden, he is responsible

and

Where

for the breakage.

shape while

the article

is

put

in

worse

in the liands of the borrower, the differ-

ence in value is assessed and must be paid. This
applies to a beast also: If the borrower fails to feed
it properly, and by reason thereof it is returned to its
owner in worse condition than when it was received,
lie must answer for the depreciation (Maimonides,
" Yad," She'elah u-Pikadon, i. 1-9).
Where, by the death of the borrower, a borrowed
beast or article passes into the hands of his heirs,
the Talmudic sages are divided on the question,
whether the heirs are liable even to the extent of
other estate falling to them for the destruction of
Maithe thing by "force" (Ket. 34i; B. K. n2a).
monides in his code (She'elah i. 5) says they are;
while R. Jo.seph Caro, in his comments on that code,
wonders at this, and claims that the weight of Talmudic authority lies the other way.
Where the presence or services of the owner are
obtained, the borrower does not answer even for
An agent of
the result of negligence ("peshi'ut ").
the owner does not satisfy the rule his slave does.
A wife is supposed to be present at all times; hence
he who boriows an article from his wife is not responsible for accidents (She'elah, ii. 1, 5, 7).
Where the article is sent by the lender to the borrower, the latter's liability for unavoidable accident
begins only when it reaches the house or grounds of
the borrower, even thoogh the lender should have
chosen an agent or son of the borrower as his mesBut if the borrower chooses the messenger,
senger.
he is ansAverable for whatever happens after the
thing comes to such messenger's hands {ib. iii. 1).
;

Wlien an unmarried woman borrows an article and
and the husband takes possession, not knowing that it is borrowed, he is not responsible even
for negligence; but if he knows that it is borrowed,
he becomes answerable in her place (ib. ii. 11).
marries,

The Gratuitous Keeper ("Shomer
nam"): A preliminary question may arise
2,

^nas to

money, whether it becomes a special deposit or a loan.
When money, whether sealed or loose, is handed to
a private person for safe-keeping, it is presumed that
he will not use it in his business, but
Gratuitous will put it in a safe place. If he does
Keeper.
the latter, he w ill be excused for loss
like other gratuitous keepers.

money

is

But

if

handed to a banker ("shulhani") other-

wise than in a sealed or privately knotted bag, it is
presumed to be for use in his business, and he becomes liable for it as a debtor. The better opinion
applies the same rule to shopkeepers as to bankers

When

the owner calls
for his deposit, and it is missing in part or in whole,
the depositary is put to an oath, by which he has to
affirm (1) "I have not put my hand upon it" (in the

(Mishnah B. M.

iii.

10, 11).

words of Scripture, Ex.
not been faithless about

my

xxii. 7, Hebr.); (2)

"I have

it" (lo-fasha'ti) (B. K. 107i);

possession." The second of
"It is not in
these avowals means, " I have kept the thing in the

(3)

Bailments

manner of keepers." What

is meant by " the manner
of keepers" depends on the nature of the deposit.
Some things, such as planks or stones, are kept in

an open yard; heavy skeins of flax and the like may
be laid down in an inner court; a garment or .shawl
is kept in the house; more valuable things
e.g.,
silks or gold and silver vessels are locked up in a
box or turret. When the keeper puts the depo.sit in
some place which is not for a thing of its nature,
even if he puts it alongside his own similar goods,
and it is lost or stolen, he is answerable, as is the
case when the deposit at the improper place is met
by vis mnjor, such as a fire or the colPlace
lapse of the house.
This is upon the
of Deposit, principle that where faithlessness is
the earliest cause of the loss or destruction, force coming in afterward is no excuse.
On like grounds it was held that where the depositary hid coins entrusted to him in a hut made of

—

reeds

—a

enough hiding-place against

safe

thieves,

—

but unsafe against fire he "began with faithlessness, " and he was held liable, though the coins did not
perish by tire, but were stolen (B. M. 42a; She'elah,
iv. 2, 3).

In Talmudic and even in much later times (B. M.
followed by Maimonides and other coditiers), it
was thought that burial in the ground or inside of a
brick wall was the only fit means for the safe-keeping of gold or silver coins. According to some auI.e.,

thorities, this

would apply also

to silver in bars,

and

gold bars, precious stones, and like
articles of great value with small bulk and weight.
When one receives money to carry from place to
place, or to his own home for safe-keeping there, he
must carry it well tied up, and belted in front of his
certainly to

body (She'elah,

iv. 6).

A man who is chosen by his neighbor to safeguard
goods has no right to entrust them to another; if
he does, he is responsible, unless this other person
can prove that he has kept them well. But it is
always supposed that a gratuitous keeper takes his
wife and other adult members of his family (such as
his mother living with him) and his servants into
and where he in good faith bids one
his confidence
of these to put the deposit in a safe place, he will
not be held answerable for accidents, except such as
occurred by their mistakes (ib. 8).
Where one has been entrusted with grain or like
produce, he should not mix with his own what is
thus deposited but should he do so, and there be a
diminution in the whole amount as generally happens in course of time— a certain ratio is allowed
for yearly shrinkage; thus: 4^ kabs in the kor (180
kabs) on wheat and shelled rice; 9 kabs on barley
or millet; 18 kabs on spelt, linseed, or unshelled
On wine the outage is one-sixth; on oil 3 per
rice.
cent: one-half for absorption in earthen vessels, and
per
one-half for lees; if the vessels are old, only
his

;

;

—

U

cent

(lb.

v. 5).

of the article must never use it even
be a scroll of the Law, he should only unroll it
once a year to air it, and similarly with other books.
He must not lend the article to another; to do so is
a "putting forth of his hand," which makes the
keeper responsible for loss from any cause (ib. vii.
If the keeper of a barrel of wine lifts or moves
4).

The keeper

if it

;

Bailments
Baja

THP]
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and takes out a part for liimself, he becomes responsible for the whole (Hoshen Mishpat, 292, 2).
If. when called upon to return the deposit, he can
not tell where it is, he can be made to pay the value
If the goods in his hands
at once (She'elah, iv. 7).
(such as grain) are deteriorating or shrinking in the
ordinary way it is no ground for interference; if,
through dry-rot, mice, or like causes, they are lessening or spoiling more rapidly, the depositary should
have them sold by order of court, let a stranger buy
them, and safely keep the proceeds of the sale for
it,

owner {ih. vii. 1, 2).
When, on demand, the depositary can not produce
the deposit, he may, instead of making the threefold
the

oath given above, offer paj^ment of the value; but
this can be done only when the deposit is of money,
or of articles like grain, fruits, or other produce
which can be bought in the open market. When
the article is an animal or implement that may have
a special worth to the bailee or to the owner, the
latter may compel him to swear, "The article is not
within my possession," before accepting payment
{ib.

vi.

1).
(

'

'

Nos^ sakar ")

:

:

:

;

A

are two dogs are not.
robber, at
least an armed one, is held to be such, even if the
shepherd be armed for he need not risk his life.
;

A

;

lion.

5,

pent

is

to make compensation, and has eventually to
take the same oath {ib. ii. 3).
When a hired keeper (or a hirer) lends the thing
to another, who as borrower is bound for destruction
by superior force, he may collect compensation from
the latter, but only for the benefit of the owner {ib.

bound

i.

6).

4.

The Hirer ("Soker"): The

is

liable

contracts involving money only when they precede
the act by which the contract takes effect. Hence a
gratuitous keeper can exempt himself by contract
from the oath of exoneration, the borrower from
payment in all or in any cases, the hirer or receiver
of hire from oath and payment or any keeper may
stipulate for a less than the customary degree of
care.
Under an institution of the early ages a bailment, like a sale (see Alienation), becomes effectual
only when the thing entrusted, loaned, or hired
comes to the bailee's hand: thus the word limiting
the bailee's duties can be spoken or written before
the bailment takes effect (Mislmah B. M. vii. 10, 11,

bear, a leopard, a panther {napda/uq), or a sera force that excuses, but only when the ani-

and Gemara on same,

Where

—

Biblical

law on Bailments does not apply

Exceptions
to Bailee's

he is not excused (Sekirut, iii. 4). To hold the
keeper thus liable for stock torn by a wild beast in
any case seems to be against the plain words of Ex.
" If it be torn in pieces, let 1dm
xxii. 12 (A. V. 13)
bring it for witnssH : he shall not make good that
which is torn." But in accordance with the adopted

bility.

bers,

:

interpretation of the verse in the oral law, the Targum renders the italicized words as "let him bring
witnesses of the tearing"; indicating that though
the ox or lamb has certainly been torn by wild
beasts, there is a question of fact, to be answered

by witnesses, how it came to be torn (see B. K. 10b
Loss by shipwreck is ascribed to irresistible force, and always falls on the owner (Sekirut,

et seq.).

2).

When the beast entrusted to the keeper dies a
natural death, he is excused but not when he has
by insufficient food or ill-treatment caused its death.
Where the beast has climbed to the top of a cliff and
falls down, its death is held unavoidable, but not so
if the shepherd has led it up, and it then falls
down {ib. iii. 9). By the plain words of Scripture,
the hired keeper is liable for a beast that is stolen
or strayed, and, by analogy, for articles that are
stolen, mislaid, or lost sight of.
He is, of course,
liable in all cases in which a gratuitous keeper is
;

94a).

man

receives money, not for the purpose
of keeping it for the owner, but to apply it to a
charity or to distribute it among the poor the spethe
cial objects of the bounty not being named

a

mal comes of itself; when the shepherd takes his
flock toward the lair of the noxious beast or of rob-

i.

hirer

which the hired keeper is, unless, like
the borrower, as shown above, he is discharged from
liability by the presence or constructive presence of
the owner (ib. i. 2).
III. While it is often said that stipulations running counter to the Mosaic law are void, and though
among the early sages R. Meir sought to apply this
rule even where nothing but the payment of money
was involved, such stipulations are held good as to
in all cases in

;

The Receiver of Hire

In
Talmudic as well as in Biblical times, he was generally a shepherd. A very high degree of diligence was
exacted upon the precedent of "our father Jacob,"
who could truthfully say, when he kept Labau's
flock for reward " In the day the drought consumed
me, and the frost by night " (Gen.
xx.xi. 40; see B. M. 936).
Keeper
Not every
or Receiver wild animal is held to be a superior
force
one wolf is not two wolves
for Hire,
3.
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Responsi-

in

—

express

terms, nor does the rabbinic interpretation which requires a certain degree
Nor do the above rules apply
of care.
to a bailment of slaves, or to one of
deeds or bonds; or to the goods of
the sanctuary or to those of Gentiles

(Hoshen Mishpat,

301,

1).

Disputes often arise on other questions than the
cause of the loss, and these are settled by the ordiThus the
narj' presumptions and rules of evidence.
Mislmah (B. M. viii. 2) already puts the case of A
letting B have one cow for hire, and lending him
another cow gratis. One cow dies. A says ii was
the loaned cow B says he does not know which it
Avas; or vice versa.
The Mishnah says that in all
such cases the party making the certain statement
wins; which position is controverted in the Gemara
on general grounds reaching beyond the law of Bailments (B. M. 97« et seq.).
When the delivery of a thing as a deposit is proved
by witnesses, the depositary can not by his unsupported word claim the thing as having been subsequently bought by him or received as a gift. Hence
the owner can without oath reclaim the thing from
And further, even without
the depositary's heirs.
witnesses the owner may recover from such heirs if
he can give a striking description, can show that he
was not a frequent visitor at the depositary's house,
and that the latter was not reputed to be the owner
of the thing in question (Ket. 856; She'elah, vi. 4).
;
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In sjK'iiking of the gratuitous keeper, tlie text
says: "If ilie tliief be found, lie sliall i)ay twofold"
must he pa}-? Ordi(Ex. xxii. (i [A. V. Tj).
narily he must i^ay the owner; but if such keeper
or any other bailee has already for any reason satislieil the owner, the right in the stolen thing enures
the
to such bailee, and tjie thief must give liim

Whom

not the owner

bailee,
(li.

-AI.

— the

—

(lo\d)le

compensation

"Yad," Genel)ah, iv.
a guilt-olfeiing and for the

1; :\Iaimonides.

iii.

The

8).

resprovisions for
titution of one-fifth in addition to the value by a
faithless but repentant bailee, in Lev. v. 21-2G (A.
V. vi. 1-7), are also discussed in the Mishnah and Talnuid. For this phase of the subject see E.mi5KZzleMICNT.
IV. What has been said in Assault Axn BatTKKV as to the qualification of the judges applies
with even greater force to the trial of causes arising
out of the loss or destruction of ])roperty left in the
hand of bailees. For thrice in the versesof Ex.xxii.(7,
"
8, bis), which refer to a deposit, the title of " Elohim
God or gods is given to the judges;
Distinction they must therefore be ordained judges
Between who have received their "semikah"
Compensa- (ordination) in the Holy Land from
tion and
an unbroken line of ordained elileis.
Penalty.
Nevertheless, in the Babylonian Talmud (B. yi. 90/^ and elsewhere) reports
of cases are given in which one or the other of the
chief rabbis at Sura or 3Iata ]\Iahasia of tlie Babylonian academies decide cases of ])ailment l)ut in no
case docs the judge awaid a double ccmpensation:
none but an ordained judge wovdd have attempted
to impose such a jtenalty ("kenas").
The Hoshen
Mishpat also, wiiile it only deals with the law as
actually practi'cd at a much later i)eriod, discusses
(291-30r) and 81()-;^47) the responsibilities of the four
kinds of bailees without referring to double compensation or to the penalty of one-fiftli which, under
the ordinance in Leviticus, the repentant bailee was
to add to the principal.

—

—

;

BiBLiOGRAPnv: This

article follows in the ninin the guidance
of Maiinonidesinl-Of? lia-H(n<iha}i. Slir'chili v-Pihadoii. and
iSckinit. The Talmud deals with the suliject in oliapters iii.,
vii., and viii. of liaha Mczi'a. The Taliiiuilic law of Bailments
has been treated by the following modern authors: I. M. Rabliinowioz, Li'uMaiUtu Civile du Tlialin}iil, ii.. Introduction,
pp. t;4-S4, Paris, 1S77; Spiers. School Si/t^tcnt of the Talmud,
pp. 5S-1()(5, London, isys.
J.

L.

SR.

BAIRAMCHE.
BAJA City on

N. D.

See Bessar.^bia.

the Danube, in the county of
Btics-Bodrog, Ilungary. As earlj- as the end of the
eighteenth century, Baja, owing to its favorable locaThe first
tion, was a bustling commercial town.
Jewish families probably settled there toward the
middle of that century and formed a small commu:

The great

contlagratiou that swept over the
synagogue and the
Jewish school, together with thecomnuuial archives,
so that no reliable data remain concerning the organization of the commtmity and the first decades of its
existence.
The first entries in the old " Hebra " book
are dated March 6, 1791, the names being those of
persons deceased in 1789. The beginnings of the
community therefore probably do not date much
nity.

city.

May

earlier.

1,

1840, destroyed the

Bailments
Baja

One of the earliest rabbis, and perhaps the very
was Isaac Krieshaber (later in Paks) and he
was succeeded in 1794 by Lsiiiah AIo(jrberg, or, as he
first,

;

Kahane, who devoted himself to
and resigned in 1805. The com-

calls himself, Isaiah

cabalistic studies,

munity then chose for its ral)bi yiK'in Asm (a surname abbreviated from "Eisenstadt '"), distingui.'ihed
for his piety, firm character, and Talnuidic learning.
He was an intimate friend of Gotz Sciiwkhix, a
coiLsiderably older man, who liad settled at Baja a
few years earlier. In order to enable iiis friend to
succeed to the rabbinate. Ash resigned his otiice in
contiiuiing his rabbiiiic;d aciivity in other cirUnder the new rabbi the C(jmnumity grew in
ntunbers and reputation, becoming one of the most
1S1.5,

cles.

and important in the whole dislrict.
In the midst of this i)rosperity, that boded well
for tlie future of the community, a contlagratiou oc-

fiourisliing

curred in Baja, as stated above, which destroyed
2,000 houses, the synagogue, the communal house,
the school, the hospital (that also served as a slieltcr
for homeless strangers),

whole

city, in

fact,

and the bath-house.

was a mass of smoking

The
ruins.

members of the conuuunity, except three,
were rcnderi'd destitute. Gijtz Schwerin (now an
octogenarian) found refuge in a liouse on the outskirts of the citj'.
He manifested an untiring activity in the relief of his fiock and the rebuilding of the
synagogue, aj^pealing to communities and labbis
far and near, and to his many friends and di.sciples
both at liome and abroad. His elTorts were very
successful, and he received large contributions.
The
scattered members of the communily returned, and
were joined by others who were attracted by the busiAll the

ness activity incident to the rebuilding of the city.
"Within two years the new syna.gogue was begun.

Some

influential

members look

this occasion to ]»ress

for the introduction of changes in the ritual

which
had seen adopted in the j)i-ogrcssive synagogue
of Budapest. Schwerin offered little oiijiosition and
the Orthodox interior airangement was therefore
abandoned, and a modern order of services ado])ted,
which subse(iuently served as model for many other
the}-

;

communities.

The new building was dedicated

Sept. 26, 1845.
Jacob Steinhardt, rabbi of Arad.
(h'livered the address in Iliuigarian, Avhilc Schwerin

lighted the perpetual

lamp and pronounced the ben-

After thirty-six years of beneficial activHe was succeeded
ity, Sclnverin died Jan. 15, 1852.
by Closes Nascher, upon whose death, Feb. 13. 1878,
Dr. Leopold Adler was called to the rabbinate.
"With the reform of the services, reform of ilie
system of education Avent hand in hand. In the
tliirties the congregation established an elementary
scli(K>l, which was reorganized in 184(5 under the
Hi. me of " Israelii ische Deiitsch-Ungarische Primiir
Schule." This school consisted of four classes. Emploving superior teachers, it was attended even by
non-Jews, and stood high with the educational authorities.
In the fifth decade tlie community also
ediction.

established classes for girls.

endeavors

it

In

all

was supported by the

its intellectual

old

Talnuid-

Torah Society, which attended to the poor and took
itsshareof the conuimnal burdens. In 1901 the community supported a kindergarten, a primary school
for boys and girls (four classes), and a grammar

BaJazet
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Bakbmut

school for boys and girls (four classes) with 13
more thorough instructeachers and 428 pupils.
tion in religion is provided in the Talmud-Torah
school recently erected, in which the more advanced
scholars are introduced to the study of Scripture.
Many who have achieved distinction in various de-

A

partments of activity have received their education
here.

The philanthropic institutions include a Hebrah
Kaddishah, a Jewish Women's Society, and a Young
Women's Society, which supports a kitchen for poor
school-children.
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ransom the Jewish victims of the persecutions
then prevalent.
Thus several thousands of emigrants established
themselves in Turkey; and in less than a generation
they possessed themselves of the administration of
the Jewish communities and exercised a preponderant influence upon them, creating, as it were, a species of Oriental Spain.
to
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;

BAK A familyof
:

Bibliography:

Kohn, Kohn Schwerin GOtz, 6let-es KorPalkik Manu a Bajai Zsidu HlthOzseg

Hebrew

printers in Italy

and

who

with the arrival of exiles from Spain (1492), who were
received most kindly by the sultan.
Bajazet showed
himself at this critical moment not only more compassionate toward them, but also more prudent and
politic than the Christian princes.
He recognized

exercised their craft for two centuries.
The name is said to be an abbreviation of "Bene
Kedoshim" (Children of the Holy), an assumption,
however, Avhicli is somewhat improbable.
The
principal members of the family were the following:
1. Gerson Bak
Progenitor of the family flourished during the first quarter of the sixteenth century in Italy.
2. Israel ben Joseph Bak: Son of Joseph.
Pressman from 1686 to 1691 with the firm of Juciah
Bak's Sons, and in 1695 with that of Judah Bak's
Grandsons. The last-mentioned establishment, also
called "Bakische (or Pakische) Buchdruckerei,"
flourished after 1697, and was conducted by Israel
and Moses Bak (No. 9). Afterward the business was
carried on by the sons of .ludah Bak (No. 8) and of
Yom-Tob Lipman Bak (No. 11).
3. Jacob ben Gerson Bak (also called Wal or
Wohl) Son of Gerson. Printer died in 1618. In
1595 he published at Verona the Midrash Tanhuma,
with an elaborately embellished title-page. After
1605 he was engaged in printing at Prague. His
first work published there (1605) was the "SabbatYozerot," based upon the Polish ritual and written
in the Judaeo-German dialect.
Until 1615 he was
occasionally associated with Jacob Stabuitz. Jacob
left two sons, Joseph (No. 5) and Judah (No. 7).
4. Jacob ben Judah Bak Son of Joseph. Pressman at Lublin about 1648; died in 1685. In 1680 he
completed, at Weckelsdorf, the "Mahzor," based on
the German ritual, which had been begun at Prague
in the previous year the only Hebrew work ever
published at tlie former place.

that these refugees from Spain, Portugal, and others
later from Naples were of value to his empire by
reason of their intellectual capacity.
In 1492 Bajazet ridiculed the foolish conduct of
Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain in expelling a class
" You venof people so useful to their subjects.
ture to call Ferdinand a wise ruler," he said to his
courtiers "he who has impoverished his own coun"
try and enriched mine!
Bajazet addressed a firman to all the governors of
his European provinces, ordering them not only to
refrain from repelling the Spanish refugees, but to
give them a friendly and Avelcome reception. lie
threatened with death all those who treated the
Jews harshly or refused them admission into the
empire. Moses Capsali, referred to above, who probably helped to arouse the sultan's friendship for the
Jews, was most energetic in his assistance to the
exiles.
He made a tour of the communities, and
was instrumental in imposing a tax upon the rich,

Brother and partTogether, under the firmname of " The late Jacob Bak's Sons," they conducted
the business from 1620 to 1660.
6. Joseph ben Judah Bak :
Son of Judah.
In 1679 and
Printer of the seventeenth century.
1684 he was in the printing business by himself and
in 1686 ina.ssociation with his nephew Moses (No. 9).
From 1661 to 1669
7. Judah ben Jacob Bak
sole proprietor of the printing business formerly
carried on by himself and his brother Joseph (No. 5).
He died in 1671 and left the establishment to his sons
Jacob (No. 4) and Joseph (No. 6) who, under the
firm-name of Judah Bak's Sons, conducted it from
1673 to 1696.
8. Judah ben Moses Bak
Compositor of the
eighteenth centurj'.
He was first engaged in the
printing-house of his father, from 1705 to 1720, but
carried on an independent establishment from 1736
to 1756, when he became associated with his brother,

S.

rajz, Budapest, 1898

;

Iskoldinak TOttenete, Baja,
D.

1896.

E. N.

BAJAZET II. Turkish sultan born 1447 succeeded in 1481 died 1512. During his reign the Jews
enjoyed a period of complete and uninterrupted
:

;

;

;

peace, which was reflected in the flourishing condiUnder Bajazet
tion of Jewish culture and letters.
II. there were learned Sephardic Jews who occupied
themselves not only with the Talmud, but also with
Among such scholars were
the secular sciences.

Mordecai Comtino (1460-90), an astronomer and
mathematician, whose Jewish and Karaite disciples
included Elijah Bashyatzi, Caleb Afendopolo, and
Solomon ben Elijah Sharbit haJoseph Ravizi
Zahab of Salon;caand Ephesus (1470-1500), preacher,
Shabbethai ben Malkiel
poet, and grammarian
Cohen, who had gone to Turkey from Greece and
Menahem Tamar, a liturgical poet (1446-1500). As
early as 1483 there was a Jewish printing establish;

;

;

ment in Constantinople.
The moral condition of the native Jews was, however, not entirely satisfactory, as is proved by incidents in their communal history, such as the quarrel
between Rabbi .Joseph Colon of Mantua and Moses
Capsali, chief rabbi of Turkey, about a collection for
But the situation improved
the poor of Jerusalem.

—

Prague,

:

;

:

;

:

—

5.

Joseph ben Jacob Bak

ner of Judah (No.

:

7).

:

:

Baiazet
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Yoin-Tob Lipinau (No. 11). His wife died in Ehil,
1700, and he was already advanced in years when he
lost his son Moses Liih (No. Id).
Printer, and partner
9. Moses ben Jacob Bak
Died Taninuiz 14,
of Joseph hen .ludali (No. 7).
:

1712.

10.

Moses

liOb

Bak: Compositor

11.

Yom-Tob Lipman Bak
'!'''(•

1784 under
vilegirte

liiin

tlie title

Kak was

of

:

17.')7,

and

Printer from 1757
in e.xistence iu

still

of "Bakisclie

agogue of the Jews is described as being on the same
site; and Stow ("Survey of Loudon," ed. Thorns,
p. 108) refers to the tradition that Bakewell Hall
was once a Jewish synagogue. It was built on land
that originally belonged to Josce of York.
At bis
death it escheated to the king and i)assed to Samuel

in tiie i)rint-

ing-otliee of his father, Judah (No. 8), in
son-in-law of jNIendei Steinilz.

to 178'J.

II.

Bakbmut

und Ca/ische

Pri-

Buchdruckerei."

Bnti,io(iRAPiiY: Zunz, Z. G. p.2()4; Sfeinsclineirter. Trtf. nodj.
Hock, JJk FainiUcii /'(vij/.v, s.v. Uiul;
Nos. 7.s;}.">-TS4t
Siiiiiiiisi'ii, Ihliraisis Boiilruk i Oehlrc mi Xjicic Tiil,\t.'M,
Gruiiwald, in Jlk?isc//e» Litcraturhlatt,
Copciiliagen, liK)l
\

:

;

xxii.

;{5.

A. F.

ci.

BAKBUK, SONS OF: A
that

family of Nethinim

returned witJi Zerubbabel (see Ezra

51

ii.

and

The ideutitithe eoiTespoudiug list of Neh. vii. 53).
eation of these with "the sons of Acub " mentioned
iu 1 Esd. V. 81 (compare Ezra ii. 45) is doubtful.
G. B. L.
.1. JH.

BAKBTJKIAH: A
Zerubbabel

Levite

(Nell. xii. 9);

who

returned with

"second among

his breth-

He was one of those that lived
ren " (Nell. xi. 17).
ill Jerusalem, and Avas a porter of the storehouse at
G. B. L.
the gate (Neh. xii. 25).
J.

JH.

BAKEB
paring the
hou.sewife.

:

Among

dail}'

It

the

Hebrews

the task of

supply of fresh bread

was only

fell

jire-

to the

in the larger cities that pro-

were found, and, even in these, not
Bakers and baking are menat a very early date.
tioned in Gen. xl. 2; Hosea vii. 6. ^Mention is made
fessional bakers

Old London Jewry, Showinjr (A) Location of Bakewell Hall.
(From Ral)ih Ag'_'a-s' " Map of Lolid"n," 15S6.)

Hoppocole, and then to Ysaac the "Cyrographer,"
who handed it over to his sou Samson. It ultimately
came into possession of Aaion fil. Vives in 1281, and
was iu the hands of his mother at the expulsion in
1290.

It

was

the oul}' synagogue in

London

in

preex pulsion times that was not confiscated and remained in possessiouof the Jews down to the expulIt has been suggested that the name
sion in 1290.
was derived from "Bathwell Hall," and that the
"

mikweh," or

London Jewry was
same building.

ritual bath, of the

also situated iu the

BiBLiOGRAPiiv: Jacobs, in Papers nf Aimlo-Jcu-ixh Exhihifi'Di, p. 11: idem, Jt'ics of ^l/i(;croi EiiglancU PP- 234-236;
idem, Jcu'j.s/i hh<ili<, p. 170; Abrahams, Jewish Life in the
Middle Agcg, p. 73.
J.

G.

BAKHCHI-SARAI

(Tatar for "a palace surrounded by gardens"): Former residence of the
Tatar khans (tifteeuth century to 1783); now a town
iu the government of Taurida (Crimea), Russia, situated on the rivulet Churuksu, nearly midway between Simferopol and Seba.stopol. In a total population of 13.377, mostly Tatars (iu 1881), about
seventy families Avere Karaites and about twenty
Tiie Karaites trade
faunlies Tahnudical Jews.
largely in dress-stuffs, mercery, and groceries, while

most of the Talnuulical Jews are
communities have their synagogues.

artisans.

Both

Bibliography Mandelstamm, llazim la-Mo'cd. iii. 16, Vienna,
1877- Deiuard, Massa" la-hnzi ho-I Krim, p. 10+, Warsaw,
:

Eg.\'ptian

(From

*'

Zeitst-hrifi der

Baker.

1879;

Entziklopediche^hi' Slovai;

iii.

s.r., St.

Petersburg.

1892.

Egjptischeo Sprache.*')

G.

of a "street of bakers" in Jerusalem in the days of
Jerenuah (Jer. xxxvii. 21); and one of the towers at
the city wall bore the rather curious name of " Tower
of the Ovens" (Neh. iii. 11, xii. 38; see Josephus,
"Ant." XV. 9, § 3). See Bread and Baking.

H. B.

BAKHMUT:

building in the

City iu the government of YekaIt has 4,000 Jews in a populaterino.slav, Kussia.
The district of Bakhmut, including
tion of 19,000.
the city, has a Jewish population of 9.469 in a total
Until 1882, the Jews of the vicinity of
of 332,171.
Bakhmut rented land for cultivation; but since the
law of May 3, 1882, only 10 or 15 of them hold land

neighborhood of the Guildhall, London, on the site
now occupied by Gresham College. In a document
at the British Museum (Add. MS. 4542, f. 37), a syn-

There
iu Christians' names and sublet it to peasants.
are 583 artisans among the Jews, including 185 taiThe lamentable coudition of the latter is due
lors.

.1.

JR.

I.

BAKEWELL HALL A large
:

Be.

Baki, Simsou

The
to the steady influx of other Jewish artisans.
Tahnud Torali, a private school for Jews,

city lias a

and 9 "hedcrs" with 155 male pupils.
S. J.

H. R.

SIMSON

1 Born either in Germany
BAKI,
or Italy, and very probably related to the Bachi
family, members of which flourished successively at
He lived about 1582-84, and
Vercelli and Casale.
wrote at these dates from Safed and Jerusalem three
:

.

which were recently published by David
Kaufmann in A. M. Luncz's "Jerusalem," vol. ii.,
Jerusalem, 1887, Hebrew section, pp. 141-147 compare also Steinschncider in the same periodical, vol.
letters,

;

Jerusalem, 1889, pp. 56,

iii.,

No.

57,

336,

who

calls

him "Back."
L.

G. A. K.

G.

Hebrew expression CEVn njy

of Reggio,

According

who was

to

in

I

Kings

xix.

6,

rendered as "cakes bakeu on the coal," is also most
probably to be understood as meaning cakes baked
on glowing stones (see Robinson, "Biblical Researches," ii. 416; Doughty, "Arabia Deserta," i.
Another method of baking, prevalent still
131).
among the Bedouins, is to employ a heated iroa
plate in lieu of sand or stones (pfin n^nD, E<'v. ii.
Ezek. iv. 3). The reference in 1 Cluou. ix. 31 ia

5;

probably to bread baked in this way.

The Jews that were settled in the land, no dou])t,
as a general thing, had ovens in their houses ("njD,
" tannur ").
The modern Palestinian oven, which, in
ancient times, could certainly not have been more
primitive, con.sists generally of a clay pan, which ia
placed upon small stones with dung-fuel heaped
around and over the pan. The dung is kindled and

2. Rabbi at Casale; flourished about the middle
He was a contemporary
of the eighteenth century.
of Moses Zacuto, and was, it is assumed by some,
the descendant of Simson Baki, 1, or in some way
related to him.
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Rabbi Benjamin Cohen

Baki's pupil, he died on the

11th olSivan, 5451 ( = 1691 compare "GebulBinyamin," ii., No. 44). Baki seems to have been a mj'sFrom one of the epistles of the cabalist Moses
tic.
Zacuto, bearing the date 1673 (T'Oin JTnJS. No. 2^
it appears that he was very superstitious, for he
complains of his ill success at exorcising the evil
spirit with which a woman was possessed, whereupon ]Moses Zacuto recommended the burning of
sulfur along with the use of the Ineffable Name to
obtain the desired effect. In common with all his
countrymen, Baki was a fervent champion of Shabbethai Zebi, and transmitted to him from Italy a letAs a writer he
ter avowing allegiance to his cause.
does not appear to have been active beyond the composition of a commentary on Lamentations and the
Song of Songs mentioned in the "Epistles of Moses
;

Zacuto," entitled riDJob nslDI. which latter is still exBibliographers do not allude
tant in manuscript.
to it at all, except Benjacob, " Ozar ha-Sefarim," p.
549, note; 217.

Bibliography: Nepi-Ghirondi, Talcdot Gcdolc

YiKrael, 18.")t3;
p. 321, Gratz, GV.sr/i. der Jndeti, 2d ed.. x. 323; Briill,
in Hakarmd. new series, iv. Ui8; Briill's Jalirh. i.x. 17.5,
notel; D. Kaufmann, in Luncz's J('n(S((?c//i. ii., Jerusalem,
1887, Hebrew section, p. U2; A. Jellinelv, in tlie Zxniz-JuhelMortara, ImUce
schrift, Berlin, 1884. Hebrew section, p. 8ti
Alfdhetico, I'adua, 188(5, p. 5, s.v. Baclii. who mentions two
Simsons, who are, without doubt, identical. .Another died
in 1885.
;

G. A. K.

K.

BAKING.— Biblical Data

:

The bread

Modern Baking-Oven in Syria.
(From Benzinger, " Hebraische Archaologie.*')
the bread then laid upon the heated stones under
This is evidently an elaboration of the
the pan.
Another form of oven,
process above described.
liowever, is also used, consisting of a cX&y cjdinder
narrower toward the top. Fire is kindled inside
this, and the cakes of bread arc stuck upon the
heated inside walls. The ancient Egyptians laid
the cakes upon the external walls of the oven, as the

drawings show.
of the

ancient Hebrews, like that of the Palestinians today, was not in the shape of thick loaves, but of thin
cakes (see Bue.\d). Originally these were baked by
kindling a fire on the sand or on small stones, and
then, when the sand or stones had become sufficiently
heated, brushing away the fire and ashes and laying
the tliin cakes of dough upon the sand or stones and
covering them with glowing ashes. A few minutes
sufficed to bake this bread.
Such is the description

given by Epiphanius (De Lagarde, "Symmicta," ii.
r.8), who explains the Septuagint iyKiivOiu as referring to "the hiding "of the cakes under the ashes
(compare the Vulgate panis subcinerarius).
The

Bibliography: Wilkinson, Ancient

E(7i/pf, 1878, ii. 34; Ernian, Ac{)]ipten inul
coiipt inches Lehcn, 188.5, pp. 191 et
yn/.; see also the cuts of the modern oven in Benzinger,
Nowack, Lehrhnch <ler Hehr.
A)rh<l(>ln(iie, 18(14, pp. 86, 87
AnJu'lohiiiie, 1894; Vogrelstein, Die Landicirthschott in
PaUixtiiid zur Zeit dcr Mishnah, Berlin, 1894; and the
works referred to in this article.

A

;

J.

JK.

In Rabbinical Literature

I.

:

especially tannaitic, literature gives

Be.

Rabbinical, and

more detailed

in-

formation respecting baking than any other handicraft.
This is due to the fact that the Temple ritual
included no less than twelve distinct meal-offerings
which were of the greatest importance in the Halakah.
The flour used was made from wheat crushed

the grains being ground for fine pastrained through a sieve once or
oftener, and, after being mixed witli water, was
kneaded thoroughly. Leavened dough or other
leavening material was generally used for baking
Tlie process of
outside the Temple.
Fermenta- fermentation is minutely described in
the Talmud in passages rehiting to tlie
tion.

with a pestle

stry.

Baki, Slmson
Baking'
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It

;

was then

making
Passover (Pes.

366,

of the unleavened bread for

37« and

h,

41«,

and

other places; see ]M.\zzot).
Besides the ordinary mode of preparing

in

many

Temple being of metal. They were a handbreadth
narrower at the top, where tlie opening was made.
After the oven was tilled, this orifice was closed with.
a lid, and in order to avoid too rapid
Ovens.
cooling the edges of tlie cover were
cemented with clay. The lower and
smaller opening, which served for the removal of the
ashes, was also cemented.
This primitive oven was
not, however, the only one known in ancient times,
the ^3113, <liovpvog, imported from Greece as its name
shows, being also used (Bezah Ma Kelim xi. 4; and
in many otlier |)la('es).
This oven rested upon a
;

dough

in

Egyptian Royal Bakery, Showing Various Processes of Baking.
(From WilkiusoD, "

It
a kneading trough, there were other methods.
was sometimes made by pouring Hour into boiling
Avater; sometimes by pouring the boiling water on
the Hour, after which the mass was kneaded (Hallah
i. 6; Pes. 'dlh; Tosefta, Hallah, i. 2; Yer. ih. i. ma;

compare

]\Iaimonides,

Commentary

to

3Iishuah).

When

•Vncient Epryptians.")

foundation; sometimes a
placed upon the ground and
the loaves u])on it were baked by a tire beneath.
The loaves were placed against the inner wall of
the oven, and considerable dexterity and practise
were reciuired to remove the baked bread with-

round or four-cornered
cupola-shaped

dome was

it (Kelim viii. 9; v. 10, 11; compare
Gershon of Radzyn's ]\Iaseket Kelim (Yosefow,
1873), ml loc. and "Zeit. Deutsch. Paliist. Yer." iii.

thoroughly mixed, the dough was ]ihiced on
boards ("arukot"), to be stretched, rnliod, and
Usually it was
molded into the desired shape.
shaped by liand, but occasionally special forms were

out injuring

used.
The size and weight of tlic bakers' loaves
Avere always uniform (Mishnah B. M. ii. 1; compare
Bashi, ih.); those made at home differed according to individual taste and desire (Mishnah B. M.

As stated above, the Talmud pays jnirticular attention to the bread or cakes used in Temple offerWilli the exception of the bread of tlic thankings.

ii.

offering

(min

'"Orh)

used at Pentecost,

2).

Ovens were of

Ill, 112).

clay, stone, or metal

;

those in the

ened.

The

priests,

and the two breads (DH^n TlK')
meal-offerings were unleavwho kneaded the dough with

all

Baking:
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lukewarm water, took great care to prevent fermenThe "two loaves" were both kneaded as

tation.

well as baked separately they were
four-cornered, seven handbreadths
Loaves." long, four haudbreadtlis wide, with
corner-pieces ("horns") of four fingers' length (Men. xi. 1, 4).
special knack and dexterity were necessary for
;

The " Two

A

the baking of the showbi'ead (D^JSn Dnp), which the
Talmud describes u detail. Each loaf
The Show- was kneaded singly, but every two
i

loaves were baked together. Three
(golden) forms or molds were used in
in the first the dough
the course of preparation
was kneaded, in tlie second the bread Avas baked,
and into the tliird it was put, immediately after
being taken from the stove, in order to preserve its

bread,

;

shape (Men.

xi.

9-lrt;

1,

see

Maimouides, "Yad,"

The preparation of
was so intricate that only one family, the
Gakmu, was deemed sufficiently expert in the art,
and accordingly its members charged high prices
for tlieir services (Yoma S8d).
Baking was a develoi^ed trade even in Jeremiah's
time (Jer. xxxvii. 21), and was continued as such in
It is remarkable, therefore,
the Talmudic period.
that in the Hebrew as well as in Aramaic portions
of the Talmud the baker bears an Assj'rian appelTemidiu u-Musafin,

v.

6-8).

this bread

Dinnj (for the Assj-rian derivation of this
word, see Zimmern, "Z. D. M. G." liii. llo etseq.;
see, however, Jastrow, " Dictionarj^" s.v. Dinnj). In
lation,

Talmudic

women

followed

baker's trade,
the marketas places (Hallah ii. 7; see also Ber.
Bakers.
In tiie larger cities, the bakers
58^).
did not sell their own bread, but disposed of it to dealers (Demai v. 4; 'Ab. Zarah 3oJ,
556, where the Tosafists give the correct explanation).
In addition, there were lai'ge bakeries where dough
was baked wliich had been prepared at home. Since
many different individuals had bread baked in these
ovens, each loaf, to prevent disputes, -was distinguished by some little token, such as a pebble, a
bean, etc., which was pressed upon the loaves (Tebul
times,

selling

their

tlie

wares in

Women

Yom

i.

8).

See Dietakv Laws, Mazzot, Hallah.

Bibliography: G. Lowy, Technologic mid Tcrtniiiologie der
MlUlcr mid Bilclier in den liahhiniscJicii QiieUcii. Leipsic,
1898. On Baking in Caesarea, see Bacher, Monatsschrift,
1901, p. 299.
J. su.

L. G.

BAKONYI, SAMUEL:
publicist;

l)orn in

Hungarian deputy and
Debreczin July 22, 1862. After

graduating in law at
settled in his native

Univeisitj- of Budapest, he
town, where he soon became

tlie

prominent in the public affairs of the city and the
•lewish congregation, through his journalistic activity

and

juristic

his exceptional oratorical

knowledge.

powers and wide

He became one

of the leaders
of the liberal ecclesiastical reform movement, which
began in Debreczin, called "the Calvinistic Rome,"
with the result that, although a Jew and dwelling

town, lie was elected in 1901 to the
Parliament on the platform of the liberal Kossuth
party.
As an expert criminal lawyer he holds an
appointment upon the law committee of the Hungarian Parliament.
8.
L. V.
in a Protestant
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BAKRI, DAVID BEN JOSEPH COEN

:

Chief of the Algerian Jews; financier; born about
1770; decapitated Feb. 4, 1811.
His great financial
abilities placed him early at the head of the important firm "Bakri Brothers," founded by liis father.
In 1797 David married Aziza, a niece of the powerful Naphtali Busnasli, who at that time became
a partner in the firm, which then assumed the name
" Bakri Busnasli. " Supported by the regency, which
was but a tool in the hands of Busnash, and skilfully
managed by David, the extent of the company's
transactions attained the highest proportions.
Tlieir
vessels plowed the seas; and many European governments entrusted them with the management of
their Algerian money affairs.
On sevei'al occasions
they dared to defy the Britisli government in purchasing from French privateers the vessels that they
had captured from the allies. During the dearth in
France they supplied the latter with a considerable
quantity of wheat on credit and on their advice the
dey autliorized a loan to the French Directory of
five million francs, the credit for which was eventually transferred to them.
The settlement of this
loan brought about thirty years later the definite
rupture between the regency and France, and, finally,
the conquest of Algeria bj^ the French.
On the
assassination of Busnash and the anti-Jewish riots
;

which folloAved it, the firm "Bakri Busnash" became
insolvent and David himself was thrown into prison
under the pretext that tlie firm owed the regency a
sum of five million francs. Set free on a promi.se
to pa}' the alleged debt, he soon built up the firm
"Bakri." owing to the help he received from several Eui-opean governments for the services he had
;

rendered tlieni. He even succeeded in winning the
confidence of the new dey, who appointed him in
1806 chief of the Algerian Jews. This post proved
fatal to him. His irreconcilable enemy, David Duran,
who coveted this office, was unscrupulous in his
efforts to undermine Bakri 's position.
The latter
was accused of high treason and decapitated.
DiBLiOGRAPHT Bloch, Inscriptions Tunndaires, pp. 88 etseq.
:

D.

I.

BAKRI, JACOB COHEN

Br.

French consul at
Algiers before its conquest by France; born in
Algiers in 1763; died at Paris Nov. 23, 1836. Immensely rich, and highly esteemed for his abilities
and character, he was appointed consul mider the
Restoration.
In 1827, under Charles X., he negotiated with the dey, Hasan, in reference to a claim
made by the French government. In the course of
this negotiation, Bakri, defending with vehemence
the French interests, was insulted by the dey.
The
French government regarded this as a national affront, and declared Avar, the result of which was the
conquest of Algiers and the banishment of the dey.
Leaving xVlgiersat the outbreak of the war. Bakri
settled in Paris, where he Avas continuallj' annoyed
by his creditors, by reason of his inabilitv to avail
liim.self of a debt due to him from the Si)anish gov:

ernment, amounting to 35,000,000 francs.
BinLioGRArnv Jost. Nniere Gesch. der IsraeJitcu,
:

Adii Zeit. des Jvd.

18138, p.

216.

ii-

210;

See Algiers.

s.

BAKRI, JOSEPH COEN

I.
:

Bu.

Chief of the Alge-

rian Jews; financier; born at Algiers in the middle
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of the eighteenth century; died at Leghorn in 1817.
He was tlie founder of the renowned firm " Bakri
Brothers," which played so great a part in the poliAt the death
tics of Algeria during half a century.
of his son David, Joseph undertook the management
of the affairs of the firm, and was appointed by the
Tiiis dignity,
dey chief of the Algerian Jews.
which had been so portentous to liis son, brought
him misfortune too. In 1816 he was banished from
Algeria, and his possessions were confiscated by the

Subsequently he removed to Leghorn, where
dey.
he spent the closing years of his life unbefriended
and in poverty.
Bibliography

:

BAKST, ISAAC MOSES:

Lecturer

the
died there
at

Jewish liabbiiiical College of Jitomir;
June 18, 1882; the father of Nicolai Bakst. He
wrote "Sefer ha-Hinnuh," Jitomir, 1868 a Hebrew
method for beginners, adapted for Jewish Russian
schools.
For many years he owned a Hebrew print-

—

ing-office in Jitomir.
:

ZeitUn, Blbliotheca Hebraica, p. 15 (here
is spelled " Baxt").

name

H. R.

BAKST, NICOLAI IGNATYEVICH
sian physiologist; born in 1843.

:

Rus

He

studied at St.
Petersburg University, from which he graduated
Bachelor of Natural Science in 1862. He was then
sent abroad by the Ministry of Public Instruction for
a period of three years to piepare himself for ilie
professorship of physiology.
Upon his return lie
lectured at the St. Petersburg University as privatdocent; lie also lectured to the women medical students from 1881 till the separate lectures for women
were abolished. In 1886 he was appointed member
of the committee of science at the Ministry of Public
Instruction.

Bakst's principal physiological writings are:
" Versuche tiber die Fortpflanzungsgeschwiudigkeit

der Reizung in den Motorischen Nerven des Menschen " (published with the approval of Helmholtz
in tlie "Monatsberichte der Akademie der AVissenschaften zu Berlin," 1867); "Neue Versuche liber
die Fortpfianzungsgescliwindigkeit der Reizung in
den Motorischen Nerven des Menschen " (il)., 1870);
" Ueber die Zeit, Welche Nothig 1st, Daniit ein Gesichtseindruck zum Bewusstsein Kommt" {ib., and
more extensively in " Pfiiiger's Archiv fiir Physiologic, "iv.); "Die Folgen Maximaler Reize von Ungleicher Dauer auf den Nervus Accelerans Cordis "
(in

Anatomic und Physiologic,"
"Die Verkiirzung der Systolenzeit Durch

the "Archiv

1877);

Besides these contributions, Bakst, in the eighties,

wrote numerous articles on various public topics in
the "GoIos,"and has translated from the German
and from the English Karl Ritler's lectures on
geography under the title " Istoriya Zemlevyedeniya Otkryti po Etomu Predmetu " (St. Petersburg, 1864); Odling's lectures on chemistry under
the title "Zhivotnaya Khiniiya" (St. Petersburg,
1867); and M. Schleiden's " Das Alter des Menschlichen Geschlechts" ("Drevnost Chelovyecheskavo
i

Roda

") (St.

Petersburg, 1865).

Bibliography:
var, V.

11.,

St.

S. A. Vengerov, Kritilio-Bifujrafichefiki SloPetersburg, 1891.

H. R.

Br.

I.

Isaac Bakst's

Baku

Bloch, InHcriptions T^imulaires, p. 118.

D.

Bibliography

Baking

fiir

Nervus Accelerans Cordis" (in the "Arch. f. Anat.
und Physiol." 1878); " Kalorimetricheskoe Opredyelenie Krovi" (in S. I. Chirgev's work "Statika
Krovi," St. Petersburg, 1881); " Kurs Fiziologii
Organov Chuvstv " (St. Petersburg, 1886); "O Materializmye Yestestvenuykh Nauk " (in "Znanie,"
1871, No. 10); "O Znachenii Fisiologii pri Izuchenii Meditziny " (St. Petersburg, 1881); "Pamyati
N. I. Pirogova," in commemoration of N. I. Pirogov
(St. Petersburg, 1882)
and " R. Stolyetnemu dnyu
Konchiny Moiseya Mendelsona " (St. Petersburg,
;

1886).

II.— 30

BAKST, OSSIP ISAAKOVICH

:

Son of Isaac

and brother of Nicolai Bakst; died Oct. 8, 1895; was
employed as interpreter (dragoman) in the Asiatic
Department of the Russian Foreign Ministry, and is

known

also as a publisher of Russian translations
of scientific works, such as Helmholtz, Scliloiden,

Claude Bernard, Draper,

etc.

He published

a Rus-

sian translation of Emanuel Hecht's "Israel's 6eschichte, von der Zeit des Bibel-Abschlusses bis zur

Gegenwart," St. Petersburg, 1866, 2d ed., 1881, as
well as a Russian translation of the last volume of
Gratz' "GescliichtederJuden,"St. Petersburg, 1884.
Bibliography: Neduelnaya Khronika Voskhoda, 189.5, No.
40 and private sources.
s.
H. R.
;

BAKU

:

Seaport, in the government of the

same

name, Transcaucasia, Russia, situated on the peninsula of Apsheron, on the west coast of the Caspian
sea.
The naphtha-wells of Baku have long been
known to fire-worshipers. It is supposed that in the
early time of the Sassanids the city of Bagalian occupied the site of Baku. Baku is known to have
The name is derived
existed in the fourth century.

from the Persian Bad-Knhe, which denotes "the
blow of the wind, "signifying the strong north-northwest winds that blow there. In the eighth century
Baku came into the possession of the Arabs, and,
after the downfall of the califate, into the hands of

the princes of Shirvan.

The monk Wilhelmus de Rubruquis, who was
sent as ambassador by King Louis IX. to the Tatar
khan in 1254, in describing the old walls near the
sea and the road to Baku, relates that the whole
country was largely inhabited by Jews.
In 1794 about a dozen Jewish families from Jilan,
Persia, '.ettled in Baku, and lived in rented houses
Their synain the fourth or outer wall of the city.

gogue was also in a rented building, and they had
two rabbis, Ephmim and Abraham ben Jo.seph.
After the annexation of Baku by Russia, in 1806,
the Persian inhabitants started a riot in the Jewish
quarter, and although it was quelled by the Russian
general, the Jews decided to remove to Kuba, which
tlien had a Jewish population of from 700 to 800
From tiiat time until late in the eighties,
families.
only a few Jewish soldiers veterans of the time of
Emperor Nicholas I. and some privileged merchants were permitted to live in Baku. With the
development of the petroleum trade, in which the
Rothschilds, who have established an office in Baku,
were largely interested, Baku became one of the
larger cities of Russia, the total population increas-

—

—
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ing from 12,333 in 1867 to 112,000 in 1897. The Jewisli population increased proportionately, numbering

mined to secure the prophet's services, sends other
and more distinguished messengers, who, as the nar-

2,000 in 1899.

rative puts

The Jewish community of Baliu

is

now one

of the

It
its affairs are well managed.
possesses a religious school for children, and a new
synagogue was erected in 1901 at a cost of 100,000

most advanced, and

rubles.

In the government of Balai the Caucasian Jews in
1900 numbered 8,030, and were distributed as follows: city of Kuba, 7,000; Mudzy, 950; Aftaran-

Mudzy,

680.

In the country round Baku Professor Hahn of
Titlis discovered in 1894 a Jewish tribe which had
never before been recognized as descendants of
The members of this tribe lived in villages
Israel.
in the neighborhood of Baku and Elizabcthpol, shut

by insurmountable mountains, and occupied
themselves with cattle-breeding and agriculture.
They claim to be the remainder of the exiles from
the land of Israel in the time of the First Temple.
The language of these mountain Jews, which contains unmistakable traces of Hel)rew, is related to
that of the Ossetiues, who are also considered to be

in

of Lsraelitish origin.
Senienov, Slovar Rnxftighui Iiiiiwrii, i.
de Rubrouck, lit'rit de Son Votjai.Je. etc., pp.

Bnsi.KiiJK.vpiiY
(iuilliHiuie

:

s.r.;
~t<(>,

Paris, isrr
Scfcr lui-Mii.-<iriil, pij. :.'i')3, 203 ;
I. fhoriiv,
VD^khiiil, IDOl, No. 9; David A. Louis, Tlic Ihihn Prtmlniin
Dixirirt (if Uiissid, in tUiijinnriiiu Mnudziiir. Is'.is, p. Sisii;
Von dcr Honcm, in liuiliislnliA'(((/;)/xi, Nil. 177
?i('(/(xf//
)ii>st.
I'lKK).
iin KdiiLttfiis. p. 17,
No. .")2; Kcitz, Die J

:i81,

;

iSeptuagint,

would willingly kill the ass. The angel then becomes visible to Balaam, and the soothsayer falls on
Balaam confesses iiis sin
his face before the vision.
to theangel and offers to return to hisown land, but
the divine messenger pi'vmits him to go on with the
Moabites, enjoining him to .say "only the word that

Bcor and a

I shall

:

I

mkn

Be-rlin, ISIU.

11.

BALAAM (Ilchr. Dy^a, Bilam;
— Biblical Data A son oi

Ba'/.adjn).

:

it, are empowered to promise still greater
rewards and honor to the soothsayer if he will accede
Balaam, although anxious to go,
to Balak's wishes.
again refuses; declai-ing that even if Balak were to
give him his house full of silver and gold, he can not
do contrary to God's command. However, he begs
the embassy to await a second consultation witli the
Lord. This time God i)ermits the soothsayer to go
to Balak, but enjoins upon him to do only " the word
which 1 shall say " (xxii. 20). Balaam then arises
and departs with the ^loabites, riding u])on his ass.
But notwithstanding the previous permission, God's
anger is kindled at Balaam as he goes; and the
angel of the Lord with a drawn sword in his hand
shows himself accordingly to the ass, Avhich refuses
to proceed along the road despite Balaam's elforts
Tln-ee times the angel, invisible as yet
to urge it.
to Balaam, puts himself in the path of the ass, Avhich
is beaten by its master for its refusal to proceed.
The ass is then given the power of addressing its
rider in human speech, and asks him
His Ass reproachfully why it has been smitten.
The soothsayer, apparently not
Speaks.
astonished by the miraculous speech,
replies angrily that, were a sword in his hand, he

R.

^

speak unto thee " (xxii. 3.")).
Chapters xxiii.-xxiv. contain the detailed accoimt
of four oracles that Balaam uttered to Balak coneernm Israel. The soothsayer directs Balak to olTer sacritiecs to God of seven oxen and seven rams on seven
altars built on a high place, Bamoth-baal, where he
could see "the utmost part" of Israel (xxii. 41).
Balaam then utters the first insjured oracle in favor
of Israel, a people that "shall not be reckoned
among the nations " (xxiii. 9). Impressively he concludes

:

"

Balaam and the
(Krdiii

.1

ciu'se against Israel, witli
the l\[oabites were at war, and of whom tliey
stood in dread. r)alak hoped, with the aid of the
sootiisayer's ])o\verful curse, to overcome his foe.
His confidence in Balaam is illustrated by the

come and ])n)nounce a

whom

"I know that he
wlioni thou blessest is blessed, and he
wiiom thou cursest isciirsed " {ib. xxii.
Balak
Balaam, after considting
Solicits
6, R. v.).
His Aid. God, is forbidden to go back witii the
Moabites, and he accordingly refuses,
despite tlie gifts that the messengers of Balak had
brought, with tliem for him. Balak, being deter-

makes

to

10,

R. V.),

Balak moves the seer to another point of outlook,
Pisgah, Avhere the entire lsraelitish
Here again Balaam receives an oracle even more strongly commen(lat(ny of Israel than
the top of

he

count tlic dust of Jacob,
Orntuiibcr tlic fourtli part of Israel?
Let nie die llic deatli of the riRliteous,
And let my last end be like his" (.x.xiii.

Ass.

" T.iilsih Chunifsh.")

prophet of Petlior in ^lesopotamia. The n UTative
relating t(j 15alaam is found in Num. .\.\ii.-xxiv.
Acconling to this narrative, Balak, king of 3Io;'.l),
sent messengers to tlie soothsayer, rc(|ucsting him to

declaration

Who ran

him:

camp

]\rt.

is visible.

his God is with
he hath, as it were, the
strength of the wild ox " (xxiii. 21, R.
Oracles.
AVhat Israel accomplishes is not
v.).
by enchantment, but by God's own might. Com]iaring Israel to a lion, he says:

His Four

tlie

first:

him

;

.

"The Lord

.

.

" Behold, the people riseth up as a lioness,
And as a lion doth he lift himself up
He shall not lie down imtil he eat of the prey.
And drink the l)lood of the slain " (.xxiii. 24, R. V.).
;

Balak then begs Balaam neither to curse nor to bless,
but to remain silent as to Israel's fntm-e. Balaam reThe king
])lies that he must do as directed by God.
tiien takes the soothsayer to Mt. Peor, but is once
more disappointed. Tlie prophet in his third utter-

!
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ance

is

impressed by the magnificent sight of Israel's

encampment

(xxiv. 56-6, R. V.):

" As valleys are they spread forth.
As parciens by the river-siile.
As llgn-aloes which the Lord hath planted,
As cedar-trees beside the waters."

Balak is at last infuriated and would dismiss Balaam at once, but the latter pours forth liis fourth
and last projihecy of the rise of a tribe in Israel that
will secure for the Hebrews decisive victories over
^loab and Edom to which are added short denunciations of Anialek and the Kenites.
The king tlien
permits tlie prophet to return to his home. The
four oracles are iu poetic form and belong to the
best specimens of a certain species of ancient Hebrew poetry. They are all characterized by a rich
imagery, and the diction is at once impressive and
;

stately.

The
"

third, xxiv. 5, beginning,

How

goodly are thy tents,

Thy Tabernacles, O
is

O Jacob

particularly fine.

is mentioned in ]\Iicah vi. 5.
Very suggestive is the article "Hainan, Bileam, und der Jiidische Nabi," by Steinthal, in "Zur Bibel- und Religionsphilosophie," Berlin, 1890.
I.

.II!.

In Rabbinical Literature

:

Balaam

M.
is

P.

repre-

sented as one of seven heathen prophets; tlie other
six being Balaam's father, Job, and his four friends
He gradually acquired a position among
B. 15. l.j//).
the heathen as exalted as that of Moses among the
chosen people (Xum.R.xx.l). At first a mere interpreter of dreams, Balaam later became a magician,
until finally the spirit of prophecy descended upon
him (ib. 7). He po.ssessed the special gift of being
able to ascertain the exact moment during which
God is wroth a gift bestowed upon no other creaBalaam's intention was to curse the Israelites
tiu'e.
at this mduient of wrath; but God purposely restrained His anger in order to baffle the wicked
prophet and to save the nation from extermination
"Wiien the law was given to Israel, a
(Ber. 7)1).
mighty voice shook the foundations of the earth;
so tliat all kings trembled, and in their consterna(

—

tion gathered about Balaam, iu(]uiriug whether this
upheaval of natin-e portended a second deluge but
the prophet assured them that what they heard was
the voice of tlie Almighty giving the sacred Law to
His children of Israel (Zeb. 116^0.
;

Nevertheless, it is significant that in rabbinical
literature the epithet "rasha' " (the wicked one) is
often attached to the name of Balaam (Ber. I.e.
Ta'anit 20*^ Num. R. xx. 14). He is pictured as
blind of one eye and lame in one foot (San. 105^);
and his diseijiles (followers) are distinguished by
three morally corrupt qualities, viz., an evil eye, a
haughty bearing, and an avaricious spirit (lualities
the very opposite of those characterizing the disciples of Abraham (Ab. V. 19; compare Tan., Balak,
Balaam received the divine communication at
6).
night only a limitation that applies also to the
other heatlien prophets(Num.R.xx. 12). The Rabbis
hold Balaam responsible for the unchastity which
led to the apostasy in Shittim, and in chastisement
of which 24,000 persons fell victims to a pestilence
;

—

—

(Num. XXV.

1-9).

When

•saw that he could not curse the children of Israel,
he advised Balak (intimated in Num. xxiv. 14) as a
last resort to temjit the Hebrew nation to immoral

actsand, through these, to the worship of Baal-peor.
"The God of the Hebrews," adds Balaam, "hates
lewdness; and severe chastisement must follow"
(San. lOiia; Yer. ih. x. 2M; Num. R. I.e.).
The Rabbis, playing on the name Balaam, call him
" Belo 'Am " (without people that i.s, without
a share
with tlie people in the world to come), or "Billa*
'Am" ((me that ruined a people); and tliis hostility
against his memory finds its climax in tlie dictum
that whenever one discovers a feature of wickedness
or disgrace in his life, one should preach about it
(Sanh. 106i). Iu the process of killing Balaam (Num.
xxxi. 8), all four legal methods of execution stoning, burning, decapitating, and strangling were
employed (Sanh. I.e.). He met his death at the age
;

—
—

of thirty -three (ib.); and it is stated that he had no
portion in the world to come (Sanh. x. 2; 90a).
The

Israel,"

Balaam

J.

Balaam

Balaam, "the wicked,"

Bible devotes a special section to the remarkable
history of the prophet, in order to answer the question, why God has taken away the power of prophecy from the Gentiles (Tan., Balak, 1). ]SIoses is
expressly mentioned as the author of this episode in
the Pentateuch (B. B. 146).
J. SI?.

II.

M.

S.

Critical View: Nearly all modern expositors
agree that the section xxii. -xxiv. belongs to the composite document JE.
In xxii. Balaam, according to J, is requested by
the messengers of Balak to come and pronounce a
curse against the Israelites, of whose growing power
the ]\Ioal)ite chief is not unreasonably in dread.
Balaam is willing to go, but assures Balak that he can
not exceed the command of Yiiwn, even though
Balak were to give him his house "full of silver
and gold " (xxii. 18). The episode of the ass is then
told.

The E account simply states that Balaam was
sunmioued }yy Balak, but that he did not consent to
go until God (Elohim) appeared to him in a dream
and gave him permission (xxii. 19-21). The episode
.vf*?.) belongs entirely to J.
comparison between xxiii. (E) and xxiv. (J)
will show that the J account is nuich more picturesque than that of E, and has, moreover, none of

of the journey (xxii. 22 ct

A

the latter's elaborate and somewhat stilted detail.
Whether the four poems are to be attributed, just
as they stand in xxiii. and xxiv., to E and J respectIt is much more probively, is a matter of doubt.

able that an ancient i)oem about Balaam had been
used by both the J and E accounts, which the later
J and E redactor divided in the manner in whicii it
now appears.
As to the age of the respective accounts, the nucleus of the narrative must have originated at a com-

paratively late date, after Israel had

Age

acquired a permanent ascendancy over
The
the other Canaanitish nations.
tale of the talking ass must be regarded as a bit of primitive folk-lore, introduced into
the narrative as a literary embellishment.

of
Narrative,

It is generally supposed by critics that the three
short oracles in xxiv. 20-24 are a later accretion by

;

Balaam
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Balak

a writer other than the author of the lour longer
poeins.
different tradition about Balaam exists in the
Priestly Code (P), where Bahuiin is
Balaam in represented as a Midianite, who at-

A

tempted to seduce Israel by immoral
Priestly
Code and in rites (Num. xxxi. 16). According to
this account, wliich probably depends
Deuteronomy. upon Num. xxv. C-15, Balaam was
afterward slain with the Midianitisli
princes

The

(Num.

xxxi. 8; Jo.sh.

Balaam

allusion to

xiii. 22).

in Deut. xxiii. 4, 5 (com-

pare Neh. xiii. 2) states tliat the prophet was hired
to curse Israel and that Yiiwh turned the curse into
a blessing, tlius implying that the prophet was anxious to accede to Balak's desire (compare also Josh.
Such an idea might have been obtained
xxiv. 9).
from Num. xxiii. 4, w4iere Balaam tells Elohim explicitly that he lias offered a bullock and a I'am on
seven altars, thereby implying a hope that God will
inspire Balaam to curse Israel.
Opinions var}' greatly as to the derivation and
meaning of the name Balaam. It is generally con
sidered to be a compound of "Bel" and " 'Am," and

"Bel" and "'Am" are names of deities
Semites, the name may either represent a
combination of two deities ("'Am" is "Bel") or
"Bel " may be used in the general sense which it acquired of " lord " the name would then be intersince both

among

:

preted "

'Am

is

Lord."

Bibliography Kuenen, Theolog. Tijdsclwift, 1884, xviil. 497540; Van Hoonacker, Ooservations Ci-itiques Ontceniaiit
Bileam, in Le Miisenn, 1888; Hal^vy, Revue Seinitique,
1894, pp. 301-309 Delitzsch, Znr Nenesten LiteraturWherden
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own

people and the blessing upon Israel. Thea
tongue came out and hung down on his breast.
Finally, he advised his people to adorn and beautify
tlieir women and to send them out to ensnare the
Israelites.
The story of the plague at Baal-peor
and of Cozbi and Zimri (Num. xxv. 14, lo) follows.
According to another story whicli Tabari
gives, Balaam was a renegade Israelite who knew
the Most Sacred Name and, to gain the things
of this Avorld, went over to the Canaanites.
AlTha'labi ("Kisas al-Anbiyya," pp. 206 et seq., Cairo
ed., 1398) adds that Balaam was descended from
Lot.
He gives, too, the story of Balaam's dream,
his being forbidden by God to curse Israel.
Another version is that Balak, the king of Balka, compelled Balaam to use the Most Sacred Name against
his

his

The curse fell automatically, and Moses,
having learned whence it came, entreated God to
take from Balaam his knowledge of the Name and
his faith.
This being done, they went out from him
in the form of a white dove.
Other iuteri)reters, however, refer the passage
in the Koran to Umayya b. Abi al-Salt al-Tliakafl,
one of the seekers of religious truth in the time of
Moliammed, wlio had read the books and aspired to
be the expected prophet. He refused to embrace
Islam, and this passage was revealed in consequence (Herbelot, "Orient. Bibliothek "). Some
scholars find in Lokman the Arabic parallel to
Balaam.
Israel.

J.

M.

JK.

:

;

Ahxchnitt Bile-am, in Zeitschrift dei- Kifelilichen Wisseiigchaft, 1888; Cheyne, in Expositonj Times, 1899, x. 399-402;
and the various commentaries on Numbers.
J. D. p.
J. JK.

In Mohammedanism: It is very doubtful
whether there is any reference to Balaam in the
Koran. The commentators apply to him, but with
" And recite against
174 etseq.
the story of him to whom we
brought our signs, but he separated himself from
them; then Satan followed him, and he was of those

reservations, sura

them

vii.

:

[the Jews]

And

we

we had exinclined toward the
earth and followed his desire.
His likeness was the
likeness of a dog; if you attack it, it pants, and if
you leave it alone, it pants." The Moslem commentators explain that Balaam was aCanaanite wlio had
that go astray.

alted

if

liad willed,

him through them, but he

been given knowledge of some of tiie bool*s of God.
His people asked him to curse IVIoses and those who
were with him, but he said, " How can I curse one
who has angels with liim?" Tliej' continued to
press him, however, until he cursed the Israelites,
and, as a consequence, they remained forty years in
tiie Wilderness of tlie Wanderings.
Then, when he
had cursed Mo.ses, his tongue came out and fell ujion
hi.% breast, and lie liegan to pant like a dog.
The story as told by Tabari ("Annales," ed. De
Goeje, i. 508 ct aeq.) is somewhat more Bililical.
Balaam had the knowledge of tlie Most Sacred Name
of God, and whatever lie asked of God was granted

The

story of the ass, etc., then follows at
it came to tiie actual cursing, God
"turned his tongue" so that the cursing fell upon

to

liiin.

length.

When

-In Hellenistic

and Haggadic Literature;

The Alexandrian Jews made Balaam an object

of
]iopular legend as a great sorcerer.
Philo (" De Vita
Moysis," i. 48) speaks of him as "a man renowned
above all men for his skill as a diviner and a prophet,

who foretold

important events,
droughts and famine, inundations or pestilence." Josephus ("Ant." iv. 6, § 2)
calls him "the greatest of the prophets at that time."
He has been identified with Bela, the son of Beor,
and first king of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. 32; Targ. Yer.,
Ibn Ezra and Ziuni to the passage); with Elihu, the
friend of Job (Yer. Sotah v. 20d); with Kemuel, the
father of Aram (Gen. xxii. 21; compare Targ. Yer.,
" head of tlie enchanters of Aram " and Yalk. Num.
i. 766), and with Labau (Targ. Yer. to Num. xxii. 5;
compare Gen. R. Ivii., end; and Sanh. 105«, where
Laban is identified with Beor, the father of Balaam),
being a master of witchcraft, the skill of tlie sons of
tiie East (Gen. xxx. 27; Isa. ii. 6; Num. xxiii. 7).
Balaam's residence was Padan-aram, but his fume
as "interpreter of dreams" gave his city the name
" Petor " ("iJiQ = " to interpret ").
His great wisdom
made him vain, and he became a foolish man " ben
be'or" (iy2 = "fool"; Targ. Yer. to Num. xxii. 5).
The story of Moses' war with the Ethiopians, as related by Josepliiis ("Ant." ii. 10) after Hellenistic
sources, was in olden times brought into connection
with Balaam. Balaam (see Sanh. 106a; Sotah 11(7
Jellinek, " B. H." ii. 3; "Chronicles of Jerahmeel,"
translated by Gaster, xliv. 9, xlvi. 15) was one of the
three counselors consulted by Pharaoh in regard to
the Hebrews whose rapid increase provoked his fear.
Jethro spoke in their favor and fled to Midian to
to the various nations

abundance and

rain, or

;

,

—

;
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escape the king's anger; Job withheld an opinion
and was punished afterwai'd by a life of suffering
Balaam advised Pharaoh to drown all the Hebrew
Again, when the child Moses had taken the
babes.
crown from the king's head and put it on his own,
thus recalling to Pharaoh his dream foreboding evil
to the kingdom, Balaam advised Pharaoh to slay
Moses.
Wlien Pharaoh's daughter threatened to take the
life of Balaam, lie fled with his two sons, Jannes
and Jambues, the renowned wizards, to Ethiopia;
there, during the absence of the king, wlio had gone
to war against the people of Syria, he instigated a
rebellion, making himself king, and his sons caplie raised high walls on two sides
tains of the host.
of the capital, dug pits on the third side, filling them
with water, and on the fourth side, by means of
witchcraft, placed serpents to render the city unapproachable. For nine years the king's army besieged the capital, unable to enter;

Balaam then Moses on his flight from Egypt
and Moses, came there and became the king's
couuselorand, as the king's death soon
followed, his successor.
He required each warrior
to fetch young storks (or ibises) from the forest, and
soon the serpents disappeared and the city was capBalaam and his sons fled to Egypt, where
tured.
they became the master-magicians who opposed
Moses and Aaron at the court of Pharaoh (Targ.
Yer. to Ex. vii. 11; "Chronicles of Jerahmeel,"
xlvii. 6, 7; Yalk., Ex. 168).
When Balaam went forth later to curse the Israelites in the wilderness, he again had with him his
sons Jannes and Jambres (Targ. Yer. to Num. xxii.
His witchcraft had no effect on Israel, because
22).
the merits of their ancestors shielded tiiem and angels protected them (Tan., ed. Buber, Balak, xvii.,
xxiii.
Targ. Yer. to Num. xxiii. 9, 10, 23; Samaritan Book of Joshua, ch. iii.).
He then resorted to
the strategem of seduction.
After having, by divine
inspiration, predicted the destiny of the people of
Israel, and having spoken even of the Messianic
future (Josephus, "Ant."iv. 6, ^§4, 5; Philo, I.e. 52),
he advised Balak to select the handThe
somest daughters of the Midianites,
Strategy who should lead the Israelites to idolof Balaam, atry (Josephus, I.e., %% 6-9; Philo, I.e.
54-56; Samaritan Book of Joshua, iv.).
This plan was executed, and 24,000 Midianite women
caused as many Hebrew men to fall (Targ. Yer. to
Num. xxiv. 25; Samaritan Book of Joshua, iv.).
Phinehas decided to avenge the wrong upon Balaam.
Seeing his pursuer, the latter resorted to witchcraft
and flew up into the air; but Phinehas made use of
the Floly Name, seized him by the head, and unsheathed his sword to slay him. In vain did Balaam entreat his conqueror, saying: "Spare me and
Phinehas anI will no longer curse thy people."
swered, "Thou. Laban the Aramean, didst intend to
kill Jacob our father, and thou didst invite Amalek
to make war against us; and now, when thy wiles
and sorceries were of no avail, thou didst lay pitfalls
for 24,000 Hebrews by thy wicked counsel.
Thy
life is forfeited."
Whereupon Balaam fell, pierced
by the sword (Targ. Yer. to Num. xxxi. 8; Sanh.
;

1066).

Balaam
Balak

Henceforth he became the type of false prophets
seducing men to lewdness and obscene idolatrous
practises (Kev.

ii.

The name

14; II Peter

15;

ii.

Jude

11

;

Abot

"

Nicolaitanes," given to the Christian heretics "holding the doctrine of Balaam" (Rev.
V. 19).

probably derived from the Grecized form
UV?2 — N«o-Adof, and hence also the
p.seudonym "Balaam," given to Jesus in Sanh. 1066
and Git. 57rt. See Geiger, "Bileam and Jesus," in
" Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift filr JUdische
Tbeoloii.

6, 15), is

of Balaam,

gie," vi. 31-37).

The

was further detailed

of this sorcerer

life

in the

"Sefer ha-Yashar" legends and by the later cabalists (Yalk. Heubeni to Balak).
Balaam's a.ss formed
an especial object of haggadic interpretation and
embellishment.
"The speaking moutii of thea.ss"
was declared to be one of the ten miraculous things
,

tliat God had created in the twilight of the sixth
day (Abot v. 6). Targ. Yer. to Num. xxii. 30 gives
a long monition which the ass offers to her foolish

master.
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BALADAN. See Bkrodach-baladan.
BALAK. — Biblical Data According to
:

Num.

Balak was king of Moab when the
Israelites emerged from their wanderings in the wilderness to the conquest of the East Jordanic land.
Alarmed by the victories and numbers of the invaders, he summoned the prophet Balaam, who lived
on the banks of the Euphrates, to curse them, believing, like most of the ancients, in the potency of
xxii. -xxiv.,

work
was pronounced.

a curse to

evil

upon those against

whom

it

In his zeal Balak offered rich sac-

order to place the Deity under obligations
but he met with disappointment, for the prophet, acting under the directions of Yhwh, uttered blessings instead of curses
upon his foes, the Israelites, and predicted for them

rifices in

to grant his heart's desire

victories
J.

and

;

glories.

JR.

C. F.

In Rabbinical Literature
sied that his fellow-couutrynian

:

K.

Balaam propheBalak would one

day be king. Balak was the son, not of a king, but
of an unimportant prince, and was for some time a
When Sihon
vassal of Sihon, king of the Amorites.
died, Balak became his successor, and, seeing the
prophecy of Balaam fulfilled, he sent for the latter.
Balak Avas himself a skilful sorcerer and knew that
a great calamity was to befall Isi-ael, but did not
know how he could be instrumental in bringing it
His
about, so he desired the assistance of Balaam.
fear of Israel was chiefly due to the fact that the
Israelites were at peace with Amnion, while Moab,
his own kingdom, suffered from their arrogance,
though God Iiad forbidden them towage actual war
against it. Balak knew human nature well, and,
aware of Balaam's greed, promised him wealth and
honor in return for his assistance. But, after the
latter came, Balak showed himself a niggard.
"The pious," says the Midrash, "promise little,
but do much Abraham invited the angels to a bite
The godless
of bread and entertained them royally.
promise much and do little, as is shown by the example of Balak" (Num. R. xx. 2, 3. 17; tan., ed.
;

—

;
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Balance
Balearic

Bubcr, Balak, 3-9, 15). His hatred of Israc4 was so
great that he even gave his own daughter to seduce
Slie was the woman slain
the Israelitish noblemen.
by Phinehas (Num. xxv. 15). Here " Zur " is oulj- auotliername for "Balak" (Num. R. l.c.l, 24; Sanh.82^0L. G.
J. su.

The narrative is di'awn from
Critical View
two old prophetic sources designated (J and E) of
:

the

These in turn may have as their
the Pentateuch.
In any case the story
basis some historical incident.
is a very ancient testimony to the early opposition
between the Moabites and the Israelites. The aim of
the story is to show that the Hebrews were from the
See Bafirst especial objects of Yhwii's favor.
L.\AM.
C. F. K.

J. .Ti!.

BALANCE
words:

(1)

The Avord is used for three Hebrew
"mo'zuaim" (Jer. x.x.xii. 10; Job vi. 2;
:
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b^' the Royal HungaThe following have ap-

been collected for publication
rian

Academy

of Sciences.

peared so far: "The Elements of Phonetics," Budapest, 1886 (in Hungarian); "(Classification and Characteristics of the Hungarian Idioms," Budapest, 1891
(in Hungarian); " Ungarische Phonetik und Formenlehre," prize essay, Budapest, 1895, in German;
Worterbuch,"
Budapest,
"Deutsch-Ungarisches
1899; "Die Ungarische Sprache," Budapest, 1899.
L. V.
s.

BALDACHIN. See Huppah.
BALDNESS The Hebrews gave much

care to
the cultivation of their hair, which they kept long
(compare Ezek. xliv. 20) except on such occasions as
are mentioned, Lev. xiii. 45, x. 6, etc. (R.V.), and always well oiled; and accordingly considered Baldness as a still greater reproach than did the classical
nations (compare II Kings ii. 23, "bald head, "as an
abusive term). Nevertheless, Baldness could not
have been very rare, if it be considered that the
Egyptian wall-paintings figure the old princes and
chiefs of the Semites, more often than not, as bald:

headed. The same conclusion may be drawn from
such passages as Lev. xiii. 40, 41, where Baldness
on the crown is referred to, and Baldness in front
euphemistically designated as "high forehead," it
would seem. Names like Kareah and Korah, which
signify "bald," are also quite conunon.
Most of the passages of the Old Testament, however, in regard to Baldness refer to the total or partial
shaving of the head as a sign of juourning— like cutting the beard, wearing siickcloth, and other disfigurements. In Deut. xiv. 1, "baldness between the
"
eyes [that is, perhaps, on the forehead] for the dead
,

is

forbidden;

" to

make baldness upon

the head"

specially prohibited to priests (Lev. xxi. 5;

Ezek.

(From
Ixii.

9;

Lejisiiis,

" Deukmaler.")

Isa. xl. 13, 15;

Prov. xi. 11, etc.). (2) "kaneh" (Isa. xlvi. 6),
The Balance, as
(3) "peles" (Prov. xvi. 11).
used among the Hebrews, consisted probably of a
horizontal bar either pivoted on a perpendicular rod
(for a similar Egyptian Balance see Erman, "iEgyi)ten," i. 615) or suspended from a cord and held in
At the end of the horizontal bar were
the hand.
either pans or hooks from which the things to be

and

weighed were suspended in bags. Abraham is represented as weighing money (Gen. xxiii. 1(5); and
although the Balance in early days was rather rudely
constructed, the weighing could be done accuiately.
The system was, liowever, very liable to fraud and
;

is enforced again
Prov. xvi. 11, xx. 23;
See also Weights and

the necessity of righteous weights

Amos

viii. 5;

xix.

36;

]\Iicah vi. 11).

Mp:asuues.

always cutting the hair at the sides of the
foiehead and neck, comjiaie Jer. ix. 26, xxv. 23, xlix.
32; Herodotus, iii. 8; Egyptian representations; and
tribes, of

see

Bkakd.

The mourning custom

of "shaving" the head is
attiilmted to the Philistines (Jer. xlvii. 5), to the
]\Ioabites (Isa. xv. 2; Jer. xlviii. 37), to the Tyrians
The cu.stoms of most ancient
(Ezek. xxvii. 31).
If Hei'odotus is to be
nations were analogous.

P^gyptians formed an exception, and
shaved the head regularly (Her. iii. 12). but allowed
trusted, the

G. B. L.

G.

BALANDZHAR.

viii. 10; Isa. xv. 2, iii. 24 [of women], xxii. 12;
Ezek. vii. 18; Job i. 20; Micah i. 16). A complete
shaving, a " baldness as the eagle " (or rather " vulture"; compare R. V. margin), is mentioned. Partial shaving (»f the corners of the head and beard is
The long
referred to and prohibited (Lev. xix. 27).
temple-locks of the Asldcenazim ("peies") can be
Opposed to the custraced back to this passage.
tom of wearing temple-locks is that of the desert

Amos

Lev. xix. 36; Job xxxi.

6;

and again (Lev.

xliv. 20).

Numerous passages show that, in pre-exilic Israel,
such shaving (or clipping) was general (compare

Egyptian Weighing Money.

Ps.

is

compare

See Ciiazar.

BALASSA, JOSEPH:

Hungarian piiilologist
born lS(i4, in l>aja. Hungary; studied in Budajiesl.
wliere lie graduated in phil(isf)])hy, and where he
His wriholds a professorship in the gynmasium.
tings upon philologj' and general j)honetics have

giow in inciui-ning (I'doii, ii. 36) see, ImwWiedemann. " Herodot'sZweites Buch," p. 157.

the hair to
ever,

;

on these statements of Herodotus, which are, to say
the least, of too general a nature to warrant definite
conclusions.
J. .IK.

W. M. M.
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BALEARIC

A

group of islands in
ISLES
the Mediterranean, beli-nging to Spain, situated to
the east of Valencia, the three jiriucipal of Avhich are
named Majorca (Spanish, ^lallorca), Minorca (MeThe grou]) first
norca), and Iviya or Iviza (Ibiza).
:

formed tlie kingdom of Majorca; later it became a
Spanish province under the domination of Aragon.
According to the chroniclers, there were Jewish inhabitants in the Balearic Isles as early as the second
In the fifth century, at tlie
instigation of Bishop Severus, a perEarly
History. secutiou of the Jews took place in
Mahon (Magona), the capital of Minorca.
As a result, a number of Jews, including
Theodoie, a rich representative Jew who stood high
in the estimation of his coreligionists and of Christians alike, underwent baptism.
In consequence of the persecutions of the Almoliades in Spain (1146), the number of Jews on the islands increased, and in Palma, the capital of Majorca,
a large synagogue and two smaller ones were erected.
The Jews engaged in trade and agriculture; and
estates, both liereditary (nthals) and leasehold {algueriiis), were held in Inqua, Petra, and Montuiri by
the community (almoddi/Ha), as well as by individAmong the latter were Almo, Zadic,
ual Jews.
Astruc de Tortosa, and his three brothers (Dameto,
"Historia General del Reyno Balearico," pp. 277 et
" Coleccion de Documentos Ineditos para la
seq.
Historia de Espaiia," ix. 14, 18, 20, and elsewhere,
century.

;

Barcelona, 1856).
Jaime I. (1213-76) of Aragon, who carried in his
train Don Bachiel of Saragossa to act as interpreter, conquered ]\Iajorca on the last day of
the year 1229, and annexed it to his
kingdom. He gave the Jews a quarUnder
Aragon ter in the neighborhood of his palace
from 1229. for their dwellings, granted protection
to all Hebrews who wished to settle
on the island, guaranteed them the rights of citizens,
permitted them to adjudicate their own civil disputes, to kill cattle according to their ritual, and to
draw up their wills and marriage contracts in Hebrew. Christians and INIoors were forbidden, under

severe penalties, to insult the Jews or to take earth
their cemeteries and the Jews were
ordered to complain directly to the king of any act
of injustice toward them on the part of the royal offiThe.y were allowed to charge 20 per cent
cials.
interest on loans, but the amount of interest was not

and stones from

;

to exceed the capital.

In case a

Jew

practised usury, the

Avas not l)eld responsible.

money on the wages of
masters was loss of the

The penalty

community
for lending

slaves hired out bj' their

Jews coidd buy
vineyards, and other ])roi)erty in
IVIajorca as well as in any other part of the kingdom. They could not be compelled to lodge Christians in their homes: in fact. Christians were forbidden to dwell with Jews; and Jewish convicts were
If the slave of
given separate cells in the prisons.

and

cai)ital.

liold houses,

Jew or Moor adopted Judaism or Mohanunedanism, he had to be set free and was required to leave
the island.
Jaime II. (1291-1327) confirmed the Jews in all the
privileges conferred on them by his predecessor: he
a

Balance
Bales "Ic

them to build a synagogue in the new
"Calle" (Jews' quarter), and to own a cemetery.
Unlike the Jews of Aragon, the Jews from the Balearic Isles were exempt from the duty of furnishing
beds and bread to the royal family or to the goveinor.
Moreover, they were not forced to pay the
also allowed

special taxes

demanded

of the

Jews of Catalonia and

Aragon.

The Jews

of Majorca, Minorca, and Ivif;a always
The Christian propaganda, here as well as elsewhere, grew ever stronger.
Endeavors were made to convert Jews, and a similar
theological controversy to that which occurred in

formed one congregation.

Aragon took place

in 1286 (Fr. Carben,

Hebraicum," Venice,

"Fbigellum
Some-

1672).

Growth
what later, priests forced themselves
of Intoler- into the Jewish quarter; a tumult
ance.
arose, representative Jews made complaint (1305), and the clergy were absolutely forbidden to enter the JewLsh quarter or
the homes of Jews unless accompanied by a baililT
Fearing expulsion,
or an ofticial of the governor.
the fate of their coreligionists in France (1306), the
Jews of ]\Iajorca, after the death of the humane
Jaime I., addressed themselves (1311) to the new
king, Sancho I., with a request for protection; and
he confirmed their privileges.
Evil times for the Jews in the Balearic Isles began
with the Council of Vienne (1312), which prohibited
all intercourse between Jew and Christian, and
urged the clergy to the conversion of
PerJews. Unfortunately the Jews of the
secutions islands were thoughtless enough to
convert to Judaism (1314) two Chrisby the
tians from Germany, who had been
Church,
lefused admission to Judaism by a
number of Spanish rabbis, even by those of Gerona
As soon as Bishop Villauova of
and Lerida.
MajQrca heard of the conversion, he imposed a fine
The king, besides,
of 150,000 fiorins on the Je\vs.
confiscated heir books and all their personal property and real estate, and converted into a church their
beautiful synagogue which had been scarcely comOn payment of 95,0U0 tlorins they were
pleted.
granted immunity from further penalties, and they
were allowed to build another synagogue in the place
In order to raise the enorof that taken from them.
mous sum, the heads of the congregation placed
(1315) a tax upon everything— on wine, meat, bread,
whatever was bought and used, on their stock of
merchandise, and even on new clothes. The tax was
i

to be levied for ten years, and was sanctioned by a
At the same time a jietition was adroyal statute.
dressed to the king, praying him to restore to the

Jews

all their

the future no

former

jirivileges,

Jew should be

and

to order that in

forcibly baptized; that

sentenced to deatli .should be hanged, like a
by the head and not by the feet; tliat the
iiKluisitor should always examine a Jew iu the presence of a bailiff or his representative; and that a
Jew should be free to have an advocate. The Jews
stiaiued eviTV elToit in order to pay the fine, and in
1328 the amount was cleared. The avaricious Sancho in his own interest granted them freedom to
trade, ajul in 1318 gave them the assurance that
neither they nor their descendants should be expelled

a

Jew

Christian,

Balearic
Ballads
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from the Jewish quarter, which was surrounded with
walls and provided with gates.
Jaime II., the nephew of Don Sancho, succeeded
him, but was under the guardianship of his uncle
Philip.
At the beginning of his regency, Philip,
in the king's name, confirmed all the privileges of
the Jews, and in 1325 bestowed on them the right of
He protected them from forcible bapcitizenship.
tism, and strictly forbade the baptism of their chil-

own

Permission was
dren against the parents' will.
granted them (1331) to build a new synagogue in
As
their quarter, but it was not to be too elaborate.
one means of preventing the erection of a handsome

incontinence with a nun.
the Catalonian-African
ritual, with regulations similar to those of the congregation at Perpignan: among others was the

building, Jaime collected all their money into the
Under Pedro IV. (1336-87), who
treasury.
in 1344 united Majorca with the kingdom of Aragon,
the Jews of the Balearic Isles lived unmolested, with
but at the time of the
all their rights safeguarded
hostile agitations against the Jews in Spain their

enactment (1319) that Jews and JewInternal esses should not wear clothes of finer
Conditions, material than that specified in the

state

;

peaceful condition likewise came to an end.
The greater the indebtedness of the Christians to
the Jews, the more inimical became their attitude.
As a result of this state of affairs, the governor of
the islands forbade (1390) all Jews to carry weapons,
even in their own quarter, or to leave their homes
two hours after sunset without carrying a light.
After the outbreaks in Valencia and Barcelona (1391),
the governor had to interfere for the safety of the
Jews' quarter in Palnia. On Aug. 24,
The
1391, the long-dreaded calamity fell
Massacre upon the community cf Majorca. Jewish homes were sacked; and even the
of 1391.
houses of Christians shelteiing Jews in
concealment were not spared. About 300 Jews were
put to death, 800 saved themselves in the royal casWhen Queen
tle, and the rest underwent baptism.
Violante was informed of the outrage, she condemned the inhabitants of the islands to pay a fine
of 150,000 florins (or, according to some authorities,
year later (1392), however, Juan
104,000 florins).
I. granted full amnesty to all who had practised violence against the Jews or "the Calle," because they
had done it for the welfare of king and state and
he further declared all debts of the Christians to the
Jews to be null and void.
Soon after the catastrophe of 1391 the Jews began
again to settle on the island, and on Jan. 21, 1393,
the governor issued an edict for their protection,
providing that a citizen who should injure a Jew
should be hanged, and that a knight for the same
The
offense should be subjected to the strappado.
advantageous position of the islands, tiie tradingpoint midway between Catalonia, Provence, and
Sicily, attracted thither many of the Jews of Provence and Sicily, besides some from Tunis, Algiers,
In the height cf their
and other African cities.
prosperity there were in Majorca more than a thousand Jewish families.
Among those
Rewho settled there were a number of
settlement, people of treacherous character, who
acted as informers against their fellowJews, and, through malice and envy, or in order to
extort money, bore false witness against men of
blameless reputation, until, at the request of the
community, they were expelled from the island.
The Jews, with the sanction of the king, had their

A

;

organizations and secretaries or representatives

appointed by themselves. The following are frequently mentioned as acting in that capacity in the
first half of the fourteenth century: Abraham Malaquin, Ilayum Cohen, Jucef Barqui, Vital and Judah
Cresques, Jacob Cohen, Rafael Dayen (p'l), the famlies Natgar, Sasportas, Xulelli, Moses Ilamon, Sadon
(Sadoc) b. Dahut (David). The last is probably not
the

same as the Sayd

burned (Aug.

b.

David who was publicly

12, 1381) for

The congregation

had

code of the organization.

Transgres-

law were to be punished bodily after
the king's consent had been obtained, or were to be
excommunicated.
sors of

this

The Jews

of the islands soon forgot their bitWaxing arrogant from
experiences of 1391.
wealth, they became indifferent to religion, disregarded the most important religious obligations,
assumed Christian names, and intermarried with
Christians.
The deep-rooted hate of the passionate
folk of Majorca was nourished by the bigoted Ferdinand of Aragon (1412-16), who issued a decree
against the Jews (March 20, 1413), by
Renewed which they were compelled to dwell
Oppression exclusively in the Jewish quarter, and
1413.
were forbidden to eat or drink with
Christians to employ Christian niu'ses
or other servants to attend Christian marriages or
funerals; to adopt the title " Don "; to hold any pubto carry weapons, such as swords or daglic office
gers to use any costly material for their clothes to
wear silk, fur, or any ornaments; to sell any foodter

;

;

;

;

;

stuffs to Christians; to

make them

gifts of pastry,

meats, or drinks to be physicians to them, or to give
them any medicine. Moreover, they had to wear
Christian women,
the badge that marked the Jew.
whether married or unmarried, and courtezans,
were strictly prohibited from visiting the Jews'
quarter by day or night. Jews who wished to be
baptized were not to be deterred by any one from
their resolve; and the officers of the king were ordered to prevent Jewish women converted to Christianity from emigrating to Africa, since they reverted
to Judaism when there and sent for their children to
Toward the end of August, 1415,
follow them.
Vincente Ferrer came to Majorca in order to convert the Jews, and pursued this work for nearly six
;

months.

Twenty years later (1435) occurred the calamity
long dreaded by Simon Duran. In order to set the
gullible people against the Jews, a malevolent report
was spread that the Jews of Palma had crucified a
The Jews charged
Saracen during Holy Week.
with this crime were promptly put in chains. Their
fellow-Jews interceded for them, and at the bidding
of the governor they were removed from the episcoThe clergy,
pal keep and taken to the state prison.
enraged at this step, incited the people against the
governor, and still' more violently against the Jews.

A

tribunal,

composed

chiefly of

Dominicans and

;

;
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One of the imprisoned
Franciscans, was formed.
Jews was stretched on the rack; he confessed to
everytliing asked of him, and named as partners in
the crime all whose names were suggested to him.
Suddenly a wretched creature, the merchant Astruc
Sibili, had himself brought before the governor and
laid the blame on the whole Jewish community.

Palma

Uprising
in 1435.

into an uproar.

fell

ated

mob

hiding-places,

Palma

The Jews

mountains; but the infuridragged them from their

lied to the

and

led

most of them

After five days' proceedings, the expectant populace was notified of the
sentence pronounced on the innocent Jews. Astruc
Sibili and three accomplices were to be burned alive,
but in case they submitted to baptism they should
be pardoned to the extent of dying upon the gallows.
Astruc Sibili accepted baptism, and all the others
seduced by promises followed his example. On the
representations of the clergy the governor granted

back

to

them

A

in exultation.

their lives.

faithful Jews succeeded in making their
The synagogue had been ruined several
years before, and though now and then a Jew
settled on the islands, there came to be practically
no Jews there. The Inquisition began its horrible

few

escape.

In 1506, twentj'-two Jews, condemned,
though either dead or absent, were burned in effigy
again, in 1509 and 1510, some Jews and Jewesses
were publicly burned in effigy; and in 1511 sixtytwo Jews who had escaped from the Inquisition were
punished in the same way.
The secret Jews, in great number on the island of
Majorca, were not called " Maranos " or " New Christians," but "people from the Calle" or Chuetas.
A numberof well-known rabbis and scholars from
Catalonia and Provence dwelt on the island of Majorca.
Among them were: Shem-Tob Falcon, who
Avork.

instituted

there a

number

of ritual observances;

Aaron ha-Kohen, who wrote his ritual code, "Orhot Hayyim," at Majorca; Joseph Caspi, a well-

known

writer; Isaac b. Nathan, diligent translator
from the Arabic; and the physicians Moses Rimos
and Eleazar Ardot, the latter of whom was born on
Majorca, as Avas also Simon ben Zemah Duran.
Minorca became an English possession in 1713, and
willingly proffered an asylum to a number of Jewish
families from African cities.
A synagogue was soon
erected in Mahon. The fact that Jews and Moors
were settled there was sufficient reason for Spain to
join with France in order to drive the English from
When the Duke of Crillon landed on the
the island.
island (August, 1781), Jews, Greeks, and Moors,
three thousand n:en in all, rose up and threatened
After a short resistance, howthe life of the duke.
ever,

Mahon surrendered

rison, the

;

and, with the English garcity and the island.

Jews abandoned the

Kayserlinp, Oesch. der Juden in Spariien
ii-V>-177 : idem. Revue Etiidrn Juiven. Iv.
31-.T<i, xxxix. 24'2 rt sff/., xl. 62 et f<eq. ; liolrtin de la Real
AcailcnUa dc la Historki de Madrid, 1900, xxxvi. 1-5.
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BALI,

ABRAHAM BEN

JACOB:

Karaite

physician and hazan; lived at Foli ('^1D?)in the second half of the fifteenth century. He was the pupil
of Shabbethai ben Melkiel Cohen, and the author of

Balearic
Ballads

the following works, for the most part still in manuscript (St. Petersburg MSS. Nos. 621, 648, 659, 695,
696): (1) "Iggeret Issur Ner Shel Shabbat"—{ju the
prohibition against using fire on the Sabbath. The
work is divided into three chapters, and was written,
as the author states in the introduction, at the
request of his disciples, Joseph ben Moses Bagi and
Joseph ben Caleb. It is especiall}' directed against
Elijah Bashyatzi, who, like his father Menahem,
permitted the use of fire; (2) "Iggeret ha-Zom beShabbat," on fasting on Saturdays, ed. by Firkowitz; (3) "Iggeret be 'Inyan ha-Kohanim," on the

question whether a Rabbinite Cohen on becoming a
Karaite can continue to enjoy the privileges of a
Cohen; (4) "Ma'amar be-' Inyan ha-'Ibbur, "a treatise
on the calendar; (5) "Perush 'Inyan Shehitah,'" a
commentary on the laws concerning the slaughtering of animals, as these laws are expounded by
Aaron ben Elijah in his " Gan 'Eden " Bali endeavoring in this work to refute the criticisms made
against the Karaites by Solomon Sharbit ha-Zahab,
Mordecai Comtino, and Moses Capsali (6) " Perush
'al-Hegyonot," a commentary on the first chapter of
Gazzali's "Mukasid al-Filasufah," treating of logic.
In the preface to this work Bali says that he made
use of the translation of Moses Narboni. (7) A commentarj' on Al-Farabi's five chapters on logic.
Besides these works, Bali wrote many liturgical poemswhich are printed in the Karaite prayer-book.
Bibliography: Steinschnelder, Hebr. Bihl. xx. 96; Idem,
Hehr. Uehers. pp. 4.5, 321 Neubauer, .Atw der Petershurgcr

—
;

;

Bihlintheh,

6:5;

p.

Karderthums,

ii.

Seiner Secten,

li.

compare,

29:^-294
369.

;

Jost,

also,

Fiirst,

Gesch. des

Oeschichte

G.

I.

BALI,

des

Judenthums und

MOSES BEN ABRAHAM:

Br.

Karaite

physician and hakani at Cairo at the end of the fifteenth century and at the beginning of thesixteentli.
He was the author of 224 poems, finished in 1489,
on the weekly lessons, entitled "Sefer Zemh." Another selection of 237 poems for Saturdays and feasts
was written by him about 1500 under the title " Tahkemoni." Bothworksare still extant in manuscript
in the Firkowitz collection at St. Petersburg.
Besides these Bali wrote many liturgical poems which
have been Avrongly ascribed to Moses Daii, who
"
bears the same Hebrew name, " Moses ben Abraham
(compare Pinsker, "Likkute Kadmouiyyot," p. 124).
Bibliography
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Geiger, irtssciwc/ia/fltc/ie Zeit. Hi. 443.
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BALLADS, JEWISH.

Br.

See Folk-Songs.

BALLADS ON JEWISH

SUBJECTS In the
folk-poetry of Europe a certain number of ballads
deal with Jewish subjects or with Jewish persons.
Of these may be mentioned a Neo-Greek ballad on a
:

Jewess given in Fauriel, "ChantesNeohellini<iues";
but the ballads generally deal with the deeds of
to the anti-Semitic conception
Thus the
the popular mind.
legend of tiie death of Little St. Hugh of Lincoln is
enshrined in several ballads in Fiench, English, and
Scottish, to be found in Child's "English and Scot-

Jews corresponding
of them current in

tish Ballads,"
is

given

iii.

(see also

ular ballad

is

accompanying

233-254, where a full bibliography

Hugh of Lincoln).

Another pop-

that of the Jewish boy who, after
his Christian playmates to confession.

Balm

work for his living, and lie was twenty years old
when he entered the modeling class. The year be-

becomes a Christian, but is thrown by his inhuman
fatlier into a furnace, whence he is rescued by the
Virgin Mary. Nearly forty different versions of this

to

ballad are known: five in Greek, nineteen in Latin,
eight in French, one in Spanish, two in German, two
Many of these are
in Arabic, and one in Ethiopic.
given and the rest referred to in G. Welter, "Der
Juden Knabe," in "Bibliotheca Normanica," No. 2,
The original story appeared in EvaHalle, 1879.
grius Scholasticus (died after 594), " Historia Eccle-

sion in the

siastica," iv. 35,

whence

it

was taken

into

Gregory

probably from oral tradition into
Botho's "Liber de Miraculis St. Maria? Virginis."
Besides the foregoing, the story of Shylock occurs
in the "Ballad of Gernuto the Jew," in Percy's
"Reliques of Ancient Poetry."
of Tours and

J.

G.

BALLAGHI, M.

BALLARAT

See Bloch, M.

City

:

Victoria,

in

Australia.

Three years after the discovery of gold, in 1851, a
congregation was formed with Henry Harris as
president and Julius Wittowski as treasurer; and
the Mount Zion synagogue was built the next year.
In 1861 a more commodious building, which included
rooms for a minister's residence and a Hebrew
school, was erected at the corner of Barkly and Princess streets, on land granted by the government. The
successive ministers liave been Kevs. S. Herman, I.
Stone, D. Isaac Ollendorf, and I. M. Goldreich, the
last of

whom was

installed in 1867.

The community

maintains a Philanthropic Society founded in 1857,
which is affiliated with the Anglo-Jewish Association.

Bibliography

Harris,

:

Jewish Year Book,

5662.

S.

J.

ADA SARA:

BALLIN,

Si.

English author and

journalist; born in Loudon, England; educated at
University College, London, where she obtained

scholarships in Hebrew and German. She devoted
herself to the subject of sanitation, and lectured for
the National Health Society for several years. Mrs.
Ballin devoted herself especially to the hygiene of
children, and produced a monthly journal entitled
"Baby, the Mother's Magazine," which is still current and which was followed by "Womanhood," an
illustrated journal dealing Avith feminine matters in
general.
Mrs. Ballin has published an extensive series of
works, the first of which was a " Hebrew Grammar
with Exorcises," written coujoiuti}' with her brother,

This was followed by " The Science of Dress
Theorvand Practice," 1885; "Health and Beauty

1881.
in

:

"Personal Hygiene," 1894; "How
to Feed Our Little Ones," 1895; "Bathing Exercise
and Rest," 1896; " Early Education, " 1897; "Children's Ailments," 1898.
Bibliography Jacobs, Jewish Year Booh, 1900, p. 247.
in Dress," 1892;

:

J.

BALLIN, JOEL

Danish engraver, born in
Vejle, Jutland, March 22, 1822; died in Copenhagen,
:

was a son of a merchant, JoAt the
sepli Ballin, and his wife, Hanne Peiscr.
age of eleven he went to Copenliagen to study art in
order to become a painter; but liis studies at the
Academy of Art progressed slowly, as he was obliged

March
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Ballaghi

21, 1885.

lie

had exhibited his painting, " The ProcesSynagogue at the Feast of Tabernacles."
A new method of reproduction, "the chemitype,"
which was at that time invented, attracted Ballin's
attention, as he hoped by the study of this specialty
fore this he

In 1846
to secure himself a position in the world.
he left Denmark and went to Leipsic to finish his

education but he soon saw that he had no
prospect of reaching any degree of perfection in tills
iDranch of the art without a thorough study of engraving. Meanwhile he exhibited some samples of

artistic

;

"chemitypes" which showed so much talent that
the Danish government supplied him with sufficient
means to go to Paris, where he arrived Oct. 5, 1848.
He would probably never liave left that city if the
Franco-German war of 1870 had not forced him to

move

to

London.

In Paris he finished the studies of engraving that
he had commenced in Leipsic, and in 1850 exhibited
They attracted tlie attention of
two engravings.
the Academy of Art in Copenhagen, and he received
from that institution 600 rigsdaler a year for two
years, and in 1853 from the Danish government 350
rigsdaler. This recognition helped to make his fame,
and to place him financially in such a position that
in 1853 he was able to visit Copenhagen and marry
Helene Levin.
Ballin's first large engravings were Ostade's"Le
Maitre d'Ecole " and Jean Victor's " A Young Girl."
His publishers in Paris preferred to have the engravings made on steel plates, as these could stand a
larger number of impressions, and Ballin therefore
adopted a new method for the hard plates a method
which he brought to such perfection that they could
scarcely be distinguished from copper-plates.
He took the gold medal of the third class at the
Paris exhibition in 1861; and in 1862 he was made
a knight of the Dannebrog, after having exhibited a
large collection of engravings at the Charlottenborg

—

exposition, Copenhagen.
From 1870 to 1883 he lived in London, where he
engraved Edward Long's "The Pool of Bethesda."

This he sent
in

Academy

to the

acknowledgment of

of Art in Copenhagen

his election in 1877 to

mem-

bership in that institution.
In 1883 Ballin was called to Copenhagen to become a teacher of 3'oung engravers and to reproduce
important Danish works of art. He did not, however, live long enough to become the founder of any
artistic school.

His most important engravings from famous paintmentioned above, were Knaus's
"The Baptism"; Gustave de Brion's "Saying
Grace" and "The Wedding"; Protais' "Before the
Battle" and "After the Battle"; and Carl Bloch 's
"Bishop Bonnow Protected by Hans Tavsen," and
:Marst rand's "Christian IV. on His Ship Trefoldigheden."
Bibliography Brlcka, Dansk Biografish Lexikon.
L. N.
s.

ings, besides those

:

BALLIN, SAMUEL JACOB
cian

;

born at Copenhagen, Oct.

Marcli 24, 1866.

Jacob Levin

He was

Ballin,

and

:

Danish physi-

21, 1802; died tliere

the son of a merchant,
Susanne Melchior.

his wife,
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His parents died early, and he was brought up by
whose daughter Dorothea later
became his wife. Until 1820 he attended the Borgerdykskols in Copenhagen, when he entered the university, where he passed the medical examination
For some years he was assistant physician
in 1<S26.
at the Frederik's Hospital in Copenhagen, and took
an active part in founding the society of physicians
From 1831 to 1832 he
called "Philiatrien," 1829.
his uncle L. S. Trier,

by royal order, in foreign countries, studying the Asiatic cholera; and after his return published a valuable dissertation on this subject for the
degree of licentiate. In 1836 he took the degree of
IVI.D., and after that practised medicine in Copenliagen, at the same time holding the public position
of district physician.
Later he was appointed parish physician of tlie Jewish community in Coi>cnhagen, and held that position for a number of years.
In 1853, during the cholera epidemic in Copenhagen,
he became chief physician of the cholera hospital
and a member of the board of health, receiving also
traveled,

the title of professor.
Besides Balliu's extensive practise as physician
and his activity for the advancement of tlie science
of medicine, he took an active part in the political
and national movements of his time. He was a
member of the National Liberal Party and was enthusiastic for the then prevailing idea of a Scandinavian luiion (Scandinavism).
BiBi.iociR.vPHV: Bricka,

Dnnsk Bingrafish Lexikon.

BALLY, DAVICION

N.

L.

s.

Rumanian

born
Bucharest Jan. 29, 1809; died at Jerusalem May
2. 1844.
His great-grandfather, Chelebi Mentesh Bally, banker to the grand vizier of Constautiudple, aided Nicolas Mavrocordato to ascend tlie
throne of Wallachia in 1716, and was taken by him
to Bucharest, where, in recognition of his services,
he was made a couit counselor and received vai'ious
pi'ivileges and exemption from taxation for himself
:

patriot

;

at

and

his descendants.
Bally "s grandfather, Isaac, inherited the privileges of his fatli^r, and became the intimate coun.selor of many of the Phanariot princes: he Avas
especially favored by jNIavrogheni, whom he aided to
mount the throne. His father, Abraham, studied
at Lcipsic, then established himself as wholesale
merchant in Bucharest, and exercised considerable
intluence with the Boyars.
When Davicion Bally
was twelve years old his father died, and it seemed
as if the son would have to terminate his studies at
that age, for the father's partner defrauded the family out of almost all their possessions; but, thanks
to an excellent library which the elder Bally left
Davicion, he familiarized himself with the Rumanian, Greek, French, Italian, and German languages, in addition to Spanish, which he had learned
in his father's house.
He also made considerable
progress in the study of Hebrew.
Bally occupied himself at first in the law office of
his \nicle, who had studied law at Leipsic, but was
soon appointed "camarash" (treasurer) of the salt
magazines established in the Danube ports: in this
capacity in 1829 he saved from destruction the large
stores of provisions and ammunition Avhicli the Russians had gathered at Zinuiicea during the war

Ballaghi

Balm

against Turkey.
In recognition Czar Nicholas I.
conferred upon him the Order of St. Anne, sending
it personally by the hand of General Kisselef, and
awarded him the privilege of trading unrestrictedly
throughout the Russian empire. In
His Public 1836 Bally was appointed cashier of
Services,
the "agie" (police department), an
office which he occupied for ten years
without any remuneration. An ardent patriot, he
even frequently provided the necessary funds for
his office, at the same time contributed to the es-

tablishment of the

first

fire-brigade in Bucharest,

and maintained at his own expense a baud of Italian
artists who were invited to that city to foster a taste
for the theater in Wallachia.
In 1848 Bally embraced the cause of the Revolution, and united himself intimately with its leading spirits, whom he
saved from death b}' proclaiming the Revolution
before the instant agreed upon.
He had learned, in
fact, that the minister had become aware of their
preparations, and was proceeding to crush the movement by the execution of its chief ]iromoters. Bally
rendered great services to the revolutionarj' government, and at the risk of his life helped certain memliers of the fallen regime to ])laces of safety.
But
the Revolution failed three months later, and Bally
aided those banished, and onl}- escaped exile himself
through his intimate relations with certain influential Boj'ars.
Nevertheless, he was the subject of
sharp animosity; he was trapped in a snare set for
him, and lost the greater part of his fortune.
Jew at heart he always was, and permitted no
journalistic attack upon his people to pass without
protest.
When in 1858 there appeared in Bucharest
a venomous pamphlet entitled " Prashtia " (The

and issued from the printing-otticc of the archbishop, C. A. Rosetti, chief of the Liberal party,
flayed the publication in the "Romanul" at Rally's
reqiK'st and at the same time the latter made representations to the prince-kaimacam, requesting the
confiscation of the defamatory libel.
Bally was repeatedly eli'Cted member of the administrative council of tlie Sephardic community, and
there maintained himself as a champion of muchneeded progress and reform. lie had the statutes
amended so as to permit a fairer representation,
introduced the distrilmtion of clotliing and shoes to
poor children, projected a series of reforms for the
Talmud-Torah (1863), which later became a modern
school, established a free loan institution (1860), and
a society for free medical attendance (1872).
He
Sling)

;

found time

Avithal for literary pursuits,

and

left be-

hind him many manuscriins in Juda^o-Sjianish.
His patriotic dreams for his peojile underwent a
rude awakening by the continuous persecutions of
the Jews inaugurated in 1806 by his former friends
and allies of the Revolution of 1848; his old age
was embittered by this experience, and he left
Bucharest for Jerusalem in August, 1882, dying
there two years later.
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The margin of the A. V. in Ezek. xxvii. 17 reads
The six passages in which the word is
"rosin."
found show that Bahn was a useful article of commerce and presumably a product native in Palestine,
Its first mention is (Gen.
especially in Gilead.
xxxvii. 25) in connection with the caravan of Ishmaelitish traders who were taking it, with spicery
and myrrh, down to Egypt. The next mention
(Gen. xliii. 11) gives it as one of the articles which
formed the present that Jacob's sons carried to Joseph as Egyptian ruler, on their second journey in
quest of food. Neither of the above references is
determinative of the nature of Balm, beyond the fact
that it was classed with spices, myrrh, honey, nuts,
and almonds as an article of noteworthy value.
The three passages in Jeremiah are of especial interest, in that they specify it as containing peculiar and
important healing properties. In the first {ib. viii.
" Is there no balm in Gilead
is
22), the questions
there no physician there ? " point both to its medicThe second (ib.
inal properties and to its source.
xlvi. 11), "Go up into Gilead, and take balm, O
virgin, the daughter of Egypt in vain shalt thou use
many n?edicines; for thou shalt net be cured," conThe third {ib. li.
firms both inferences of the first.
" Babylon is suddenly fallen and destroyed howl
8),
for her; take balm for her pain, if so be she may be
;
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product of a Balsam tree or plant. The Balsam tree
of Jericho is noted among ancient writers Theophrastus, Strabo, Pliny for its medicinal and highly
agreeable aromatic qualities. The so-called Mecca
Balsam is generally conceded to be the product of the
Balaamodeiidron opobaUamum. It is reported that
The
the Balsam has disappeared from Jericho.
product of the Balsam is known in Arabic as baUudn
from a balasdn tree, from which balsanion (Greek),
balsamum, balsam, and balm are probably derived.
The so-called " balm of Gilead " made by the monks
of Jericho and sold to travelers to-da)-^ is a product
of the Balanites .^gyptiaca.
See Balm.
I. M. P.
J. JR.

—

—

—

—

In Hellenistic and Rabbinical Literature
Balm or Balsam (Aramean, DD^2, pOD^a, pOD^DX,
PODIDK. and for opobalsamum pDD?21DS and
:

POD^DISN). called by Pliny ("Naturalis Historia,"

:

:

healed," testifies to the commonly accepted healing
value of this Balm. The last passage (Ezek. xxvii.
17) specifies Balm simply as one of the products that

were prominent
Palestine

commercial exchanges which

in the

made w ith Tyre.

Taken

together, these

that Balm was native in
Palestine, particularly in Gilead; (2) that it was a
valuable article of commerce and (3) that it pos-

passages determine

(1)

;

sessed remarkable healing pro pei ties.
Now, what is the modern representative of this

ancient article; and what is the tree, if tree it was,
that produced it? The R. V. of Gen. xxxvii. 25,
margin, reads "mastic," which would be the resin
yielded by the Fistacia Lentiscus (Thiselton-Dyer,
"Ency. Bibl." col. 465), a tree that flourisiies on the
coast and lower mountains of western Palestine, but
not on the east of the Jordan (Pest, in Hastings'
Tristram, however (in "Nat. Hist,
"Diet. Bible").
of the Bible"), says that it is found to-day in all
There is no evidence in the pasparts of Palestine.

sages in O. T. above noted that the Balm was aromatic as well as medicinal (compare Post, I.e.). It
may be that this Balm included (as hinted in Gesenius-Buhl, " Worterb." 13th ed.) the gum which was
exuded from the terebinth. In fact, Tristram {ib. p.
400) and Thomson ("The
state that the terebinth
pentine by the natives.

the Book," ii. 20)
is to-day tapped for turThere is another shrub,

Land and

"zakkum" or "zSkom," from which the Arabs today manufacture an oil that they sell to pilgrims as
of Gilead (Tristram, ib. p. 366) this, however,
regarded merely as a modern substitute ("Ency.

Balm
is

Bibl."
J.

;

I.e.).

JR.

I.

BALSAM

M. P.

Word

used as the translation (R. V.
margin) of the Hebrew Dt^3 (Cant. v. l)and of njny
DC;3n

{ib.

"spice."

v.

An

:

13,

vi.

for

which the A. V. has

gum

or spice, probably the

2),

aromatic

The Balsam

Plant,

Showing the Flower

(1)

and Fruit

(2).

53) "a plant which nature has bestowed only
upon the land of Judea," was cultivated especially
in what Pliny (Z.c.) and Strabo (p. 763) call the royal
gardens near Jericho (inn' niDniD, Tosef., 'Ar. ii.
8), the juice obtained by incision being used for
medicinal purposes, and the wood for its fragrant
xii.

According to Diodorus Siculus (ii. 48, xix.
a certain hollow in the neighborhood of the
Dead Sea was the chief home of tlie Balsam, which
was " found nowhere else in the world. " Both statements are confirmed by Josephus, who relates that,
according to popular belief. Queen Sheba brought
the root from Arabia to King Solomon as a gift, and
odor.
98),

that the Balsam trees of Jericho yielded the most
precious products of the land, the "only balsam in
the world," thus making that part most valuable as

a royal revenue; wherefore Antony took it away
from the Jews and gave it to Cleopatra ("Ant." viii.
6, §6; XV. 4. §2; "B. J." i. 6, § 6; 18, § 5; iv. 8, §8).
In "Ant." ix. 1, § 2. he speaks of the opobalsamum
that grows at Eugedi.

The words in Jer. lii. 16, "Nebuzar-adan. the captain of the guard, left the poor of the land to be
vine-dressers and husbandmen," are referred, in

Jews were

Shab. 26a, to the gatherers of the opobalsamuni in
the neighborhood of Engedi and Kaniata. Jerome
also, in liis commentary to Cant. i. 14, refers the
" vineyards " there mentioned to the Balsam plantations of Engedi (compare Eusebius, "Onomasticon,"
"With -what feeling the Romans
s.v. "Engedi").
looked upon the Balsam of Judea may be learned
from the facttiiat Vespasian and Titus exhibited the
Balsam shrub of Judea as one of the trophies at their
triumphal procession (Pliny, I.e.); but no less characteristic are the rabbinical ordinances: "Blessed be
the Lord who has created fragrant trees," recited
only over either the opobalsam belonging to the
house of Rabbi Judah of Tiberius or the one belonging to the imperial house of Rome; and the
benediction recited over the oil of the opobalsam:
" Blessed be the Lord who ci'eated the (fragrant) oil
of our land," or, according to one authority, simply
" fragrant oil " (Ber. 43(7
see Rashi, I.e., and Musatia

in the victory of the former.

;

j^DD^DIDIK. where the name "Jericho,"
as the home of the Balsam, is combined with the
noun " reah "
fragrant odor).
Many passages
in the Talmud and Midrash mention opobalsam
(pODIDX) as used for the anointment of kings (Yer.
Sotali viii. 22c), or as an alluring ointment employed
by the frivolous women of Jerusalem (Lam. R. to
iv.
or as a merchandise (Yoma 39((), or bj''
1,5),
thieves as a means of scenting the strong boxes of
lich people (Sanh. 109rt), or as carried about in a
llask (Gen. R. xxx., xxxix., and elsewhere); and
there is also special mention of streams of opobalsam oil which flow for the enjoyment of the righteous in the world to come (Yer. 'Ab. Zarah iii. 42c;
Ta'anit 2on; compare Apoc. Paul xxiii., xxviii.).
to 'Aruk,

s.v.

=

Bibliography: Clieyne and Black, Encyc. Bibl.
W iner, B. R. s. v.
J.
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s. v.

Balm
K.

SR.

BALTA A
:

slain and their property seized by both
After this uprising war broke out between
Russia and Turkey, lasting some years and ending

sides.

By the treaty of Jassy, in 1791. Balta came, with
other Turkish cities, under the domination of Russia.
In 1797 Balta was made a district town of the
government of Podolia.
Commerce in grain and
horses largely developed, and the Jewish population
increased, until in 1890 the number of the Jews in
Balta Avas about 27,000 (79 per cent of the total population of the town).
The number of synagogues
and houses of prayer was seventeen. In 1882. at
the time of anti- Jewish riots (see Pogromy) in South
Russia, the riot in Balta, March 30, surpassed all
others in extent and violence and attained mouruful
celebrity among the Jews of Europe and America.
letter sent by the committee organized to succor
the destitute Jews of Balta, to the editor of the
"Voskhod," on April 9, and signed by the rabbi,
runs as follows: " Balta is turned into a desert. All
the merchandise and household goods of the [Jewish] inhabitants are plundered.
The number of
wounded reaches two hundred, of whom three have
alread}' died.
The loss of property amounts to one
and one-half million rubles. More than 5,000 famiMothers and daughters were
lies are utterly ruined.
violated." But in reality the calamity was much
greater, for this information was published under
Russian censorship, and the hands of the Russian
officials, especially those of the minister Ignatiev,
were not innocent of the blood spilled in Balta. It
is an established fact that the anti-Semites among
the authorities secretly encouraged the rioters.
In later years the commerce of BaUa, consisting
mainly of the export of grain to Odessa, has declined.

A

BaJimhi i Liiyinski. Starozytna Pnlska, 111.
Ma^a^!<e Gedolalt ini)i Gczerat Uman ve-Uhraiiia,
Wilna, 1845
extract of same published in H. J. Gurland's
Koritt ha-Gezernt 'al Yisrael, pp. 75-77, Odessa, 1892.;
khrnnika Voskhoda, 1883. Nos. IK, 17.34; Razsvuet, 1882;
RusskiYevrei, 1883; Brockhaus-Ellron, E/icycfojjt'c?(a (Rus-

Bibliography
i~6

;

in Russia, situated near the

Rumanian and Turkish

frontiers.

Its

Jewish com-

munity date? from about the middle of the eigliteenth century.
When Balta was founded, it was
divided into a Polish part, called " Josephgrod,"
under the dominion of Poland, and a part called
"Balta," under the rule of Turkey, the River Kodyma separating these districts and serving as
Jewish settlements
bovmdary line between them.
were established in both sections when the rebellion
of the Cossacks or the Haidamaks broke out in 1768.
These bandits perpetrated a terrible massacre among
the Poles and Jews of Uman and its neighborhood.
A large number of Jews sought to flee to the frontier town Balta, seeking the protection of the Turkish government.
The Haidamaks pursued and overtook a i)art of them in the open steppe near Balta,
and slaughtered them ([Tammuz] July, 1768). The
Jewish community of Balta sent messengers offering a large amount to redeem from the bandits the
bodies of the slain, in order to bury them according
But the Jews of Balta themselves
to Jewish rites.
were made to feel the heavy hand of the Haidamaks.
A new band entered Balta and was opposed by a
regiment of Tatars, but during the struggle many

:

:

;

sian),

town

Baltic

H.

ii.

830.

R.

S.

M. D.

BALTHAZAR. See Bei.shazzar.
BALTHAZAR, OROBIO DE CASTRO.

See

Castro, Balthazar Ohorio ue.

BALTIC PROVINCES:

The

three Russian

—

governments bordering the Baltic sea Courland,
Livonia, and Esthonia; belonging formerly to Sweden, with the exception of Courland, which was a
dependency of Poland and came into possession of
Russia, in part at the beginning of the eighteenth
The Jewish
century, and the remainder in 1809.
population was (1897) about 100,000, out of a total
population of 2,386,998.
The Jews of the Baltic Provinces differ considerably from other Russian Jews. Their habits, language, and dress are generally much like the Gerless crowded and more prosperous
than their Lithuanian or Polish coreligionists, their
The
physical develoj^ment is more satisfactory.
average height of the Baltic Jews called to military
service is 163-164 centimeters, while that of the PoIn the cities near
lish-Lithuanian is only 161-162.
the German boundary they are more Germanized
than in those adjoining Lithuania and White Rus

man, and, being
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Baltimore

Tlie commercial affairs of the Baltic Jews were
sia.
long governed by "kalials," who were abolished

While the legal status of the Jews of
5, 1898.
the Baltic Provinces has varied under different rulers, they are not included in the list of governments
issued by Russia in 1890, but belong to the Pale of
Jews from other governments have
Settlement.
no right to live there. In Courland as well as in
June

Shlock, only those have the right of permanent settlement who were registered in the census of April
From among the Jews of Shlock, only
25, 1835.
those may permanently reside in Kiga (Livonia) who
Among
actually lived there before Dec. 29, 1841.
the Slavonic inhabitants of the empire, the Baltic
Jews aie treated with more toleration than the others, as they have generally passed as Germans in the
large number are artisans,
interior of Russia.
and when Emperor Nicholas I. issued the order,
April 13, 1835, permitting his Jewish subjects to
join the peasant class in New Russia in agricultural colonies, the first who sought to be colonized
were seventy families from Courland. The Jews of
the Baltic Provinces are fontl of emigrating, and are

A
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land in the middle of the seventeenth century (see
A.\ip:hica), it is not hazardous to suppose that the
quickly growing town attracted some of their descendants early in its history. Familj' traditions,
not yet verifled, seem to point to the presence of
Jews in Baltimore in the middle of the eighteenth
In his " The Hebrews in America " (p. 93),
century.
Isaac Markens mentions Jacob Mjers as the earliest
Jew in Baltimore, probably basing his assertion
upon the following passage from Griffith's "Annals
of Baltimore" (1824), p. 37: "In 1758 Mr. Jacob
Myers took the southeast corner of Gay and Baltimore streets and built an inn." There is reason to
" The
believe, however, that Myers was not a Jew.
Maryland Journal and Baltimore Advertiser" the
the first isearliest paper published in Baltimore
sue of which appeared in 1773, shows by its advertisements for that year that Jews were then settled

—

—

occupied as artisans, teachers, clerks, bookkeepers,
and small traders all over the world. In the United
States alone, according to the " Courliinder Vereine,"
and congregations, there are probably about 25,000
Jews from the Baltic Provinces, and about 10,000
of that number live in Greater New York and
vicinity.

From tlie Church statutes of the archbishop Henning of Riga for the year 1428, it is evident that
Jews hved at that time in the Baltic Provinces as
But tliey di»l not settle there
occasional traders.
permanently until the adojition of Courland by Poland in 15(31. Even later tliey were without clearl}^
defined privileges, with the exception of the district
of Pilten and the town of Hascnpot, where they enjoyed the rights of citizens. On tiie annexation of
the " Inflandt " territory by Russia under Peter the
Great, no reference was made to the Jews; but under Anna Ivanovna the deputies of the Livoniau
nobility complained of the influx of foreigners to
the senate, and especially of Lithuanian and Courland Jews.
For a detailed history of the Jews in the separate
governmenls of the Baltic Provinces, see Coukland,
RlG.\, MiTAU.
^iBLioriRAPHY Jfv.sh, RnluivmMvn h Unxxkim Zalwvam o
Ycvrcnahh, 2(1 ed., pp. 21, 57, l.«, 214. 21(1, 221, St. Peters:
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BALTIMORE

Port of entry and principal city
:
of the State of Maryland, situated on an estuary of
the Patapsco river about 12 miles from Ciicsapeake
bay.
It can not be determined when Jews first settled in
Baltimore.
There were none among tlie buyers of
lots when Baltimore Town was laid out in 1729-30;
but as Jews are known to have been resident in Mary-

Temple Oheb Shalom, Baltimore.
(From a pliotograph.)

in

Baltimore as traders, especially in West Indian

products.

The most

substantial of these merchants

apparently was Benjamin Levy, probably the same
mentioned in tlie "Publications of the American
In 1781 Jacob
Jewish Historical Society " (i. 21).
Hart, father-in-law of llaym .M. Salomon, lieaded
a subscription of £'2,000 (810,000) loaned to Lafayette for the relief of t;;e detachment under his
coniinand.
The existence of a Jewish cemetery in 178G indiHow long
cates a Jewish community of some size.
previous to that year the cemetery liad been estabThe earliest mention of it oclished is not known.
curs in a document (in the possession
Cemetery of ]\Ir. Mendes Cohen of Baltimore),

as Early as dated July

12, 1780, lieaded " ^Ir. Car[Charles Carroll of CarroUton]
claims." It is a " list of the names of
the Persons who occupy the groiuid (supposed to be
about 2 acres) on the east side of Jones's Falls,
with an account of the improvements." One of the
items is "The Jews buryingground, 1 small lot enclosed," situated in Ensor's Town, now Jew alley.

1786.

roll's

.

.

.
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near East Monument street. At present one part is
occupied by the meeting-house of an African congregation; and tlie rest is a dumping-ground lor
refuse.
A deed dated Dec. 26, 1801, conve3S this
same burying-grouud from Charles Carroll to Levi
Solomon and Solomon Etting, for a consideration of
five shillings; and another, dated Dec. 29, 1801, for
a consideration of §80 current money, conveys it to
the same parties from Wm. McMechen and John
Loggett. Interment is known to have been made in
it as late as 1832, the very year in which the oldest
Jewish cemetery now in use was established. No
indications can be discovered of the removal of remains buried in it when the cemetery was abandoned. On the testimony of a resident close by, the
last tombstone was ren.oved, surreptitiously, presumably for building purposes, as recently as from
forty to fifty years ago.
With the advent of the Etting family the history
of the Jewish community in Baltimore becomes more
consecutive.
It is uncertain when the Etting brothers, Reuben and Solomon, together with Levi Solomon, their uncle, came to Baltimore
The Etting from York, Pa. On Jan. 4. 1796, SolFamily,
omon Etting's name appears in the
"Advertiser" as one of live persons
authorized "to receive proposals in Avriting for a
house or suitable lot " for a bank to be established in
Baltimore Town. But there are indirect indications
that the family settled in Baltimore before 1787.
In
the list of stockholders of the same bank, publislied
at tiie end of 1796, appear the following names Solomon, Kitt3% Reuben, Shinah, and Hetty Etting;
Jacob F., Philadelphia, Benjamin, and Hetty Levy;
and Levy and ]Myer Solomon. In the first directory
of "Baltimore Town and Fell's Point," also published in 1796 the year of the incorporation of Baltimore as a city there are, in addition to the above,
two Harts, three Jacobs, Philip Itzchkiu,
Kahn,
Benjamin Lyon, Solomon Raphael, and Isaac Solomon and in the lists of letters remaining at the
post-ofHce occur the names of HhymLevensteneand
Benjamin Myers. It is a conservative estimate, then,
to put the Jewish population of Baltimore in 1796 at
:

—
—

;

fifteen families.

In 1798 the Collmus family arrived from Bohemia;
in 1808 the six sons of Israel J. Cohen came,
Avith their mother, from Richmond, Va.
The Cohens and the Eltings played a prominent part in the
liistory of Baltimore Jewry, and in that of the city
also.
Both fannlies acquired an enviable reputation
for integrity and business tact; and their members
were honored with offices of trust, by corporations
and in the city government.
Their names figure
most prominently in the emancipation struggle of
1818-26. during which time the "Jew Bill" was
debated in the legislature of Maryland. This bill
jiroposed " to consider the justice and
Jews
expediency of extending to those perElected to sons professing tiie Jewisli religion
City
the same privileges that are enjoyed

and

by Christians." Immediately upon its
passage, and its ratification in the legsession of 1825-26, it was applied practithe election of Solomon Etting and Jacob I.

Council,
islative

cally in

Cohen,

Jr., to seats in the city

council of Baltimore.

Baltic

Baltimore

After 1826 the recorded history of the Jews of Baltimore ceases to be the history of prominent individuals, and becomes that of a community.
Almost
coincidently with the removal of civil
Religious disabilities occurs the first of a series of
Worship regular meetings for religious services.
Organized, whose continuity has been uninterrupted.
According to the recollections of one participant still living, this meeting took
place in Holliday street, near Pleasant street, at the
house of Zalma Rehine, a former resident of Richmond, Va., and an uncle of Isaac Leeser. This may
possibly have been the beginning of the congregation Nidche Israel, now known as the " Baltimore
Hebrew Congregation," or more familiarly as the
"Stadt-Schul," probably because almost sinudtaneously with its origin another settlement of Jews, at
an outlying and at first separate disFell's Point
trict
began to crystallize into a congregation, still
called the "Fell's Point Hebrew Friendship Congregation," and regularly organized since 1838.
The
Nidche Israel socn found it necessary to rent rooms
on North Exeter street, near what is now Lexington street. Thence the congregation moved
to a onestory dwelling oiT High street, near the
bend between Fayette and Gay streets, or near what
is now Lexington street, the entrance being through
In 1837 a three-story brick building
a narrow alley.
was bought, at the southwest corner of Harrison
In 1845 the congregation restreet and ^Etna lane.
moved to Lloyd and Watson streets, the new synagogue being dedicated by the Rev. S. M. Isaacs of
New York and the Rev. Isaac Leeser of Philadelphia, together with the ministers of the congregaHere it wortion, A. Rice and A. Ansell (Anshel).
shiped until April 6, 1889, when the fine building
now occupied was ei'ected on j\Iadison avenue and
The date of the congregational
Robert street.
charter is Jan. 29, 1830 (supplementary act, 1851).
The incorporators were ]\Ioscs Millem (I\Iulheim),
Joseph Osternian, John M. Dyer, Louis Silver, and

—

—

Levi Benjamin.

The first rabbi of the congregation was the abovementioned Abraham Rice (Reiss), who.se piety and
upright character have left a lasting impress upon
the community, especially through his influence
upon the youths he taught, some of them its present
leaders.

Rice establislied a school for instruction

Hebrew

in 1845, and lie officiated as the rabbi
of the congregation from 1840 to 1849, and again
from the spring of 1862 to Oct. 29 of the same year,
The other rabbis of the conthe date of his death.
gregation liave been: Julius Spiro, in conjunction
with Mr. Rice (1846-47); Henry Hochheimer (1849Abraham Hofman (186859) B. Illoway (1859-61)
73); Maurice Fluegel (1881-84); A. S. Bettelheim
(1886-90); and the present incumbent, Adolf Guttmacher (1891). The burial-ground belonging to the
congregation was bought in 1832, at which time it

in

;

;

covered three acres.

The

rabbis of the Fell's Point Congregation, now
street, have been: Aaron Glinz-

worshiping on Eden

burg (1848-56)

;

rabbi emeritus;
Levy (1894-96);

Henrv Hochheimer

W.

Rosenstein (1896).

(1859-92),

now

Willner (1892-94); Clifton H.
and the present incumbent. M.
This congregation, as well as the

•
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two "hebrot" of which records up to
1842 have been preserved, had separated from, or
organized themselves independently of, the mother
congregation, Nidche Israel, only for reasons of convenience, on account of the extended space over
which the community was scattered.
In 1843 the desire tor a radical change in the
liturgy resulted in the formation of the Har Sinai
Verein, whose rabbis have been: Max Sutro (about
1842); Moritz Brown (about 1849-55); David E;uhorn (1855-61) S. Deutscli (1862-73) Jacob Mayer
(1874-76); E. G. Hirsch (1877-78) S. Sale (1878-83);
David Philipson (1884-88) Tobias Shanfarber (188898); and the present incumbent, Charles A. RubenThe congregation recently erected a
stein (1898).
new house of worship on Bolton and Wilson streets.
A similar desire for a revised liturgy, but along
more conservative lines, led to the formation of the
Oheb Shalom Congregation in Sept., 1853, on the
part of a number of dissidents from
" Oheb
the original body.
The rabbis of this
Shalom" congregation, whose new sj-nagogue
Congrega- on Eutaw place and Lauvale street is
considered one of the most beautiful
tion.
structures in the city, have been the
Salomon (1854) S. M. Landsberg
following:
Benjamin Szold, now rabbi emeritus
(1856-57)
(1859-92); and the present incumbent, William Rosenau (1892). Alois Kaiser, known as a composer of
synagogue music, has been the cantor of this congregation since 1866.
This was followed hy the formation of three
Orthodox congregations, the earliest of which was
the Bikur Cholim Congregation, incorporated in
the one or

;

;

;

;

;

;

The Chizuk Emoonah Congregation was
in 1871 by dissidents from the Baltimore
Hebrew Congregation, which had begun to introduce innovations into the synagogue service. The
only rabbi of the Chizuk Emoonah has been Henrj1865.

formed

W.

since
built

1876.

A

by the congregation

streets.

tion

who has occupied
new synagogue has

Schneeberger,

In

at JMcCulloh

1878, the Shearith

was formed

congregations.

the rabbinate
recently been

Israel

and Mosher
Congrega-

the consolidation of two small
Schaffer has been its rabbi since

b}-

S.

1893.
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and one society. Each of five congregations,
the Baltimore Hebrew, the Fell's Point, the Har
Sinai, the Oheb Shalom, and the B'nai Israel, has a
cemetery of its own. Besides, there is a small cemetery, now disused, on the Philadelphia road, which
tions

was formerly maintained by what

unknown

reasons,

Avas called, for

"Die Irische Hebra."

family and the Etting famil)-

The Cohen

own private cemeteries.

The first charitable association was the Hebrew
Assistance Society (1843?), incorporated in 1856 as
the "Hebrew Benevolent Society of Baltimore." In
the latter year was founded also the HeCharitable brew Ladies' Sewing Societ}', which,
Societies, though an independent body, lias
alwaj's adapted its activities to those
of the general organization.
The building of the
Hebrew Hospital and Asylum Association a society
for the care of the sick and the shelter of the aged
was dedicated in 1868, the first steps toward this
end having been taken in 1859; and in 1872 the Hebrew Orphan Asylum, which now cares for seventyfive inmates, was established.
Both these institutions have active auxiliary organizations. The other
charitable institutions with permanent homes are the
Hebrew Friendly Inn and Aged Home, establi-shedin
1891, and the Working Girls' Home, founded in 1899
by the Daughters in Israel, and supported by that

—

—

association.

There
ties,

a

are, besides,

Hebrew

two Hebrew

free burial socie-

free loan association, the

Baltimore City

Daughters

personal service sisterhood with various activities), and a number of muin Israel of

(a

tual benefit and relief associations.
The Baron de
Hirsch Fund from the first established a local committee in Baltimore, whose affairs have been administered by Dr. A. Friedenwald.
Congregational schools, at which daily instruction
was given in Hebrew and German, and later in English,

flourished until after 1870.
The most successful were conducted b}- Joseph Sachs

Edu-

and Jonas Goldsmith.
The Society
for Educating Poor and Orphan HeEstablish- brew Children (now named " Hebrew
inents.
Education Society of Baltimore '") was
founded in 1852, and incorporated in
cational

At present (1901), it Jias two schools, a daily
Hebrew school, and a weekly mission school for
religious instruction, whose work is supplemented
1860.

Since then, in the organization of the twentj- other
congregations existing in Baltimore, only eight of
which have a house of worship of their own, the
determining factor, in a few cases, has been convenience of locality, but more frequently the bond of
national affiliation brought from European countries and reenforced b}' conservatism in religious
sentiment.
An attempt was made in 1856-59 to hold services
according to the liturgy of the Sephardim, of which
S. N. Carvalho was the chief promoter.
The congregation was regularly organized in 1857, under
the name "Beth Israel." with Jacob M. De Solla as
minister.
This completes the religious history of
the community.
Of the eight large cemeteries in the city, one,
called "Rosedale," is used by seven congregations
and three societies; another, on the Philadelphia
road, by eight congregations and two societies; and
a third, on the Washington road, by three congrega-

—

—

Frank Free Sabbath School, estaband supported by Mrs. S. L. Frank. The first
Sunday-school, patterned after the one founded by
Miss Rebecca Gratz in Philinlelpliia, was opened in
1856.
In it a large number of children were taught
l)y

that of the

lished

during the years preceding the establishment of congregational religiovis schools.
The Talmud-Torali
School, with a building of its own, was established
in 1889, and the Hebrew Free Kindergarten and Day
Nursery in 1895. The organization known as "The
Maccabeans" maintains an evening class and a
library for the use of boys and young men continuing in a measure the work begun by the Night
School, existing from 18S9 to 1899 under the auspices
of the Isaac bar Levison Hebrew Literary Society,
and supported in part by the Baron de Hirsch Fund,
for the purpose of leaching English to inunigrants.
At three different times short-lived attempts have
;

;
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beeu made to maintain

Young Men's Hebrew

ciations, the first of whicli existed

asso-

from 1854 to 1860.

At present there are several clubs, three with cluband a number of pleasure societies and lit-

liouses,

erary and musical associations.
There are three Zionist societies; a branch of the
Alliance Israelite Universelle; a section and a junior
section of the Council of Jewisli Women six lodges
of the Independent Order B'nai B'rith; three of the
Independent Order B'rith Abraham; one of the Independent Order Free Sons of Israel; three of the Independent Order Free Sons of Judah four of the
Independent Order Sons of Benjamin; five of the
Order Ahawas Israel seven of the Order B'lith Abraham and one of the Order Kesher Shel Barzel.
;

;

;

;

The Jewish newspapers published in Baltimore
have been the following: " Sinai " (a German periodical, edited by Dr. D. Einhorn, 1856-61, and one year
in Philadelphia) -" The Jewish Chronicle " (1875-77)
;

"DerFcrtschritt" (YiddLsh, June-July, 1890); "Der
Baltimore Israelit " (Yiddish, 1891-93) " Ila-Pisgah "
{Hebrew, 1891-93, continued in Chicago); "Jewish
;

Comment "

(1895)

;

and

"

Der Wegweiser " (Yiddish,

1896).

The Jews of Baltimore have participated fully in
the civic life of the town and the state, and have
taken some part in national affairs. In the city,
Jews have

In Public

and Professional
Liife.

filled

numerous minor

of-

notably as councilmen, justices
of the peace, supervisors of elections,
and in the city law department, as
well as on boards and special commis-

fices,

sions.

Orphans' Court

Myer Block

in Baltimore;

is
judge of the
Jacob H. Hollander

was

secretary to the International Bimetallic Comand the first treasurer of Porto Rico under
American jurisdiction.
Isidor Rayner served as
representative in the fiftieth, the fifty-second, and the
fifty-third congresses, after having sat in the House
of Delegates and the Senate of the state at present
he is attorney-general of the state. Among the state
senators have been Jacob JNI. Moses and Lewis Putzcl; and among the delegates the following: Menmission,

;

Baltimore

capacity of professors and instructors: J. J. Sylvester, Fabian Franklin, Abraham Cohen, Maurice
Bloomfield, Cyrus Adler, J. H. Hollander, Simon
Flexner, Caspar Levias, and William Rosenau; in
the public schools upward of sixty Jewish teachers
are employed Ephraim Keyser has won reputation
as a sculptor, and Mendes Cohen as a civil engineer.
The wider educational life has found promoters
among the Jews. Jacob I. Cohen, Jr., was active
in the establishment of the public-school system of
Baltimore; and his nephews were instrumental in
placing in the Johns Hopkins University the " Cohen Collection of Egyptian Antiquities," collected
by his brother. Col. Mendes I. Cohen, in Egypt.
At the same university Leopold Strouse established
a rabbinical library, to which he makes annual
additions; Mrs. S. L. Frank and Albert W. Rayner
have founded a Semitic fellowship in memory of
their father, William S. Rayner and Henry and Mrs.
Sonneborn have presented the university with a collection of Jewish ceremonial objects.
At the Cohen
residence is a library valuable to Bible students, collected by Dr. Joshua I. Cohen (a catalogue of this
library, compiled by Cyrus Adler, was privately
printed in 1887).
Jews enlisted from Baltimore for service in each of
the national wars.
Nathaniel Levy fought under
Lafaj'ette in the campaign of 1781
and Reuben
Etting (not the one mentioned above)
Military was taken prisoner by the British at
Services.
Charlestown.
Among the defenders
of Fort McHenr}', near Baltimore,
during the War of 1812-14, were the brothers Mendes I. and Philip I. Cohen.
In the Mexican Avar,
Moritz Henry Weil served as a private in Company
A, Third Regiment, United States Artillery, and
Louis Hamburger as a private in Company C, Balti;

;

;

A company of militia composed
Jews was formed, with Levi Benjamin
as first lieutenant; but it is not probable that it saw
active service.
In the Civil war there were as many
Baltimore Jews in the Confederate as in the Federal
army. Leopold Blumenberg served as brevet bngmore

Battalion.

entirely of

des

adier-general. United States Volunteers, Fifth

S.

land Infantry (see

I. Cohen, Martin Emerich, Harry A. Fuld, M.
Hess, Emanuel H. Jacobi. Martin Lehmayer,
Lewis Putzcl, and Charles J. Wiener. In the business world the Jews of Baltimore occupy an important position.
The clothing manufacturing trade is
entirely in their hands, and to a great extent they
control the manufacture of all wearing apparel for
men, including straw hats. Several of tlie largest
department stores are conducted by Jews; and as
financiers they bear an enviable reputation for probity and for a spirit of far-sighted and cautious

enterprise.
tives in all the professions.

Jewish physicians, men

and women, have occupied

positions as professors

among whom

tioned A. B. Arnold, Joshua

I.

maj' be menCohen, Aaron Frie-

denwald, Harry Friedenwald. and Julius Friedenv.ald a few Jews have devoted themselves to the
writing of medical and legal works; there are Jewish journalists on the editorial staffs of several of the
daily newspapers; the following Jews have been
connected with Johns Hopkins University in the
;

II.—31

Mary-

Wolf, "The American Jew as

Soldier, and Citizen," pp. 199, 200, 412).
the Spanish-American war, Baltimore Jewry sent
its due quota of soldiers (see " American Jewish Year
Book," 5661, pp. 563-565).
few street names reveal the early presence of

Patriot,

To

A

Jews: There are two alleys, each called "Jew alley,"
one in the eastern section of the city, on which the old
burying-ground is situated and the other in the
western section, probably deriving its name from residences of Jews on Eutaw street Abraham street, in
close proximity to the old burying-ground; Cohen
alley, so named from the residence of one of the
Cohen brothers on Mulberry street; and Etting
street, of obvious derivation.
In 1825, while the "Jew Bill" was under discus;

:

Baltimore Jews have had prominent representa-

in the medical colleges,

S.

Solomon Etting computed the number of Jews
A director}'
in Maryland to be 150.
Statistics, of 1835 gives the names of 40 householders in Baltimore, identified as Jews
by a Jewish resident whose memory goes back to
To these can be added at least 15 more
that year.
sion,

;

Bamah
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names culled from the records of the Baltimore
HebreAV Congregation, making a Jewish population
of about 300 souls, bearing such names as Cohen,
Dyer,

Friedenwald,

Kayton,

llorwitz,

Keyser,

and Rosenstock, wliose descendants are
In
prominent in Baltimore and other cities.

Preiss,

still

tlie

Occident " of Dec., 1856, an anonymous correspondent puts the number of Jews then residing in the
obviously an exaggerated estimate.
city at 8,000
In 1901 estimates of the Jewish population vary from
35,000 to 40,000, in a total population of 508,957.
'

—

Bibliography: Archives

of the conffregations

;

(IIp.s

of the

(JvcUknt and of the local newspapers personal reminiscences
members of the Jewish community PuhUcatin)if<(if
the Amcrican-Jcwisih Histitrical Society, No. 1, pp. 31, 2-.^;
No. 3, pp. 05,
No. 4, pp. 94-9«.
;

of older

;

m

;

H.

A.

BAMAH

S.

This woi'd, which ordinarily designates a "high place" (see High Places), is introduced in Ezek. xx. 29 as a generic name for an idolatrous place of worship for the purpose of playing
upon tlie word, as though "Bamah" were compounded from " ba " (come) and " mah " (whereunto)
the term being thus interpreted as a place to which
people come that is, for worship.
:

—

.r.

G. B. L.

.iH.

BAMBERG:
As

(^'ity

in

Upper

Fi'anconia, Bavaria.

early as the beginning of the eleventh century
lu the second half of
settled at Baml)erg.

Jews had

Benjamin of Tudela,

at the end of
large congregation, which
included many scholars and rich men.
In 109(5
Emicho of Leiningen instigated a massacre among

the twelfth century
his " Travels,"

mentions

its

the Jews; in 1218 two Jews wei'c martyred; and in
1298 the Jews suffered terribly at the hands of Bind-

and his bands, one hundred and
them being murdered. They wei'e

tieisch

of

tiiirty-live

jK-i'secuted

so atrociously at the time of the Black Death, in 1:349,

that they set tire to
death in the flames.

tiieir

The

own

houses and sought

pi'ince-bishop then took

possession of sucli of their houses as were left, and
also of the synagogue.
Bishop Anton jn'oteeted
them becar.se a rich Jew of Bamberg lent him large
smns of money. They were expelled in 1442, but

returned in 1453.
In 1451 Johann von Capisti'ano, the "Scourge of
the Hebrews." pi-eached against the Jews in the
catliedrai of Bambeig.
They were forced to listen
to the mission sermons of a Dominican monk,
and, as they steadfastly refused to be converted,
they were once more expelled in 1478. Within
twenty-five j'ears, however, they had again returned to Bamberg. In the sixteenth century they
were often thi'catened witli expulsion.
During
the Thirty Years' war they, together with their

hands of tlie Swedes.
Better days came with the second half of the
seventeentii century.
In 1()S3 they jncvented an
fellow-citi/ens, suffered at the

expulsion by sacrificing large sums of money.
During a commercial crisis in 1()99 the ])o]iulac(!
rose up against the Jews, and one Jew saved himself l)y throwing prunes from a gable-window

down

u]>on the mob.
That event, tlu; 29tli of
Nisan, called "ZwetschgenTa'anit " (Prune-Fast),
is still conunemorated by a fast and a Purim festivAt that time many eomminiities in the vicinity
ity.
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Bamberg were plundered. Emperor Leopold
ordered an investigation of the affair and had the
leadeis j)unished.
In 1737 the number of Jews permitted to live at Bamberg was tixed at forty eight,
each of whom must possess 2,000 thalers, a sum that
was increased in 1747 to 4,000. Not until 1813 was
the Jews' matriculation (" Judeumatrikel ") substituted for the letter of protection.
The first synagogue of tlie community became the
"Marienkirche " after the persecution of 1349, and
when it fell into decay in 1470 a new church was
built on the site.
The second synagogue escajied a
similar fate after ihe expulsion of 1478, being bought
by Jacob Kerpf, a Jew of Nuremberg. In 1561 the
community rented a rear building for its third ])lace
of

was changed into a synagogue in
The fourth synagogue was erected on the
Bamberg at all times had a
sauie site in 1853.
ghetto.
The cemetery was outside of the Sandthor
of worshii), which
1679.

until 1478,

having been enlarged

sixteenth century the

Jews

of

In the

in 1407.

Bamberg buried

their

and after the middle of the eighteenth centui-y in Walsdorf but since 1851 they have
had a cemetery of their own.
In harmony with the imi^ortance of the conununity
Samthe rabbinate w^as occupied by eminent men.
uel of Bamberg, well known as halakist, exegete,
and ]nyyut expounder, lived there about 1220.
Israel of Bamberg, author of Tosafot (about 1250),
Rabbi Feyst is mentioned about
succeede<l him.
More famous than any of these was David
1403.

dead

in Zeckendorf,

;

Sprinz (about 1445), who went later to Nui'embeig.
]Moses Minz, the last great representative of Talmudic learning among thcGei'manraltbisof the Middle Ages, lived at Bamberg from 1469 to 1474. Ral)l)i
Samuel !Meseritz, author of the collection of foi'mulas and documents " Nahalat Shib'ah" (AmsterdauK
1667-()S), was at Bamberg from 1661 to 1665.
His
Closes Furth, 1665-67; Enoch
successors were:
Levi, 1674-78; ]\Ior(lecai Lipsehutz, 1678-85; ]\Iendel Rothschild, 1686-171S; Closes Broda, 1718-33;
Nathan Utiz, 1734-42; Josepli Bresiau, 1743-52;
Abraiiam Maler, 1752-57; Tewele Scheuer, 1759-67;
Judah Katz, 1770-88; Lob Berlin, 1789-94: Uri
Feist. 1797-1802; Joseph Gersfeld, 1802-14: Samson Wolf Rosenfeld, Josepli Kobak (!>. 1S(!4), and
Dr. A. Eckstein (in 1901).
The Jews in Bamberg
"

numbered,

in

1403, 37; in

163:',, 10; in 1664. 10; iu
24; in 1737, 60; iu 1763, 69; in 1901, tlieeommunity numbered 1,350 jiei'sons.

11)90,

l?iiu,i()(;i;.\PM Y

:

A. F.rkaU'm, (Icxrh. ilrrjiidni n/ Elifiintliiicn

I'liisthisl inn liiiDihcni, H:^lllH'IL^ ISSIS.
"

A. F.

o.

BAMBERG, FELIX:

German

publicist

;

born

I'nruhstadt, Germany, ]May 17, 1820; died in
Saint-Gratien, near Paris, Feb. 12, 1893.
He studied philosojihy and history in Berlin and Paris; became consid at Paris for Prussia and Brunswick in
at

1851,

and

In 1870
ters of

for the

North-German Federation

in 1867.

Bamberg was despatched to Ihe hcadipiar
the Germany army in Versailles, Avhere lie

was placed at the head of the jness depaifment; and
a year later, in the capacity of political adviser, he
became attached

to ^faiiteufTel, then conunandei-introops occupying France.
In 1874
became German consul at Messina, and

chief of the

Bamberg

during 1881-88 served as consul-general at Genoa.
His principal works are: "Gescbiciite der FebruarKevolution und der Ersten Jahre der FranzOsischen
Kepubiiii von 1848," Brunswick, 1849; " Ueber den
Einfluss der AVeltzustilnde auf die Richtuiigen der

Kunst und

i'lber

die

Werke

Hamburg,

F. Hebbel's,"

1846; "Tiirkische Rede," Leipsic. 1856, a liistory of
the Eastern question, which has also been translated
into French; " Geschichte der Orientalischen Angelegenheit im Zeitraum des Pariser und Berliner

Friedeus," published in Oncken's "Allgemeine GeIn addition to these
schichte," Berlin, 1888-92.
works, Bamberg edited Hebbel's diaries, under the
title of "Tageblicher Hebbel's, "Berlin, 2 vols., 188487; and Hebbel's correspondence, entitled: "F. Hebbel's Brief wechsel mit Freundcn und Beruhmten
Zeitgenossen." Berlin, 1890-92, 2 vols.

Bibliography
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BAMBERG, SAMUEL
uel of

Bamberg

or

(known also as SamBabenberg, p-mj33D ^NlOtJ'

p1y3J^D^N10t^•): Ilalaklstandliturgist; lived about
1220.
He was born in Metz, where he attended the
rabbinical school, and was one of the best-known
German Talmudic scholars. His teachers were his
father, Baruch ben Samuel, the well-known poet and
halakist, and Eliezer b. Samuel of Metz.
He was
himself the teacher of Me'ir of Rothenburg, to whom
he must have been related, since he is cited by Mei'r
as " my revered relative. " He was in correspondence
with Eliezer ben Joel lia-Levi, Simhah of Speirs, and
Isaac ben Moses of Vienna.
Of Bamberg's private
life nothing is known, though it is hardly probable
that he spent some time in France, as Colin (" Monatsschrift," 1878, p. 177) and Perles (Griitz, "Jubelschrift,"

p.

18)

think.

named Yiska and
the " Memorbuch

He had two

daughters,

Samuel is mentioned in
" of Nuremberg, though it is
liardly possible that he ended his life in that city.
As a halakist Samuel was inclined to a liberal intei'pretation of the Law, especially when it did not
concern a direct Biblical command. For this at times
he was called to account by his famous pupil Meir
of Rothenburg, who, however, thought so highly of
him as to write: "No thought escapes thee; thou
bringcst light to that which is hidden, and thou art
armed with learned weapons as is a hero for the
strife."
As a jurist Samuel is especially mentioned
in

Bamah
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Gentil.

matters relating to marriage laws.

No

separate

work on Halakah is left by him; but his responsa
on various questions are to be found in the works of
others; e.r/., Mordecai b. Ilillcl and Mei'r of Rothenburg.
For a long time Bamberg was suppo.sed to
have been the author of the "Likkute ha-Pardes":
Moses Isserles believed even that he was the pupil of
Eckstein lias proven that these surmises are
impossible and Epstein has shown that the work
comes from the school of Isaiah of Trani ("Moiiatsschrift," Ixiv. 29 et seq., 53 et scq.).
A few of his
exegetical remarks are mentionecl by later scholars
also.
His explanations of various parts of the
[Mahzor are several times cited, and it is probable
that he composed a commentary on this work, a
copy of which is perchance in the library of David
Rashi.

;

Kaufmann

(Griitz, " Jubelschrift," p. 18).

Characteristic of

more praiseworthy

Bamberger

man
make a

the
to

is

his saying,

"It

is

gift for the education

young than for the keeping up of the synagogue," especially as Samuel was intluentiai in the
formation of the South-German ritual and was always anxious that the synagogue service should be
carried on in an orderly fashion.
of the

BiBLiOfiRAPKY Eckstein. In Rahmer's Litcrnturldatt, xxll.
Nos. 4(5 and 47 idem, Geiich. der Juden in Bamhera, pp.
140 ct scij., :i97 ct scq.
Salfeld, L>n,s Martjiroloyium dea
Nllrnhcruer Memorhiiches, pp. 8X, 293, ;K}; Zunz, Ititiu. p.
200; Stelnschneider, Cat. Dodl. So. 7013; Michael, Or lia:

;

;

Hamiim,

No. VMi.

G.

L. G.

BAMBEBGEB, B^LA

:

Hungarian lawyer and

writer on political economy; born at Szegedin, Hungary, in 1854; studied law at Vienna and Budapest.
He is an authority on the currency question. His
works, " Die Vorgeschichte und Finanziellen Folgen
der Nordamerikanischeu Valuta-Frage" (Budapest,
1890) and "Die BSrsen-Steuer " (Budapest. 1895),
were awarded a prize by the Royal Hungarian Academj'^ of Sciences.
L. V.
s.

BAMBERGER, EDOUARD ADRIEN:
French deputy and physician; born at Strasburg
'After obtaining the degree of B.A.
he devoted himself to medicine, in which he
obtained a doctor's degree in 1847. Although active
in the medicalprofession, he devoted himself to philosophy and general literature. He moved to Metz
in 1858, and in 1867 he was elected member and later
vice-president of its Educational League, before
Avhich he delivered a great number of lectures on
philosophy, science, and hygiene. He also contributed to divers journals essays advocating compulsory education, abolition of capital punishment, and
freedom in thought. Attached as he was to republican ideas, he strenuously opposed the polic}' of
Napoleon HI. and indicated its dangers. At the
election of a national assembly to consider tlie peace
preliminaries of Feb. 8, 1871, he was elected parliamentary representative for the Moselle district with
33,632 votes. Having voted against the treaty which
severed his native country (Alsace-Lorraine) from
France, he tendered his resignation, together with
Howhis colleagues of the annexed departments.
Sept. 25, 1825.
in 1843

ever, after the insurrection of

March

18, 1871, fol-

lowing a call of Thiers, he resumed his seat as a deputy at Versailles. At the election of Feb. 20, 1876,
he was elected representative for Neuilly-on-theHe took his seat
Seine with 4,893 (of 9,536) votes.
among the rciMiblicaii majority and voted steadily
with them. After May 16, 1877, he was a member
of the protesting group of 363, and at the dissolution of Parliament ^by MacMahon) he was reelected
Oct. 14, 1877, in the second parliamentary district
(conscription) of St. Denis, with the strong vote
of 8,871 against 3.204 obtained by his opponent,
Pierre Leonce Detroyat, editor of "Liberte," a BonaBut at the elections of August, 1881,
partist paper.
owing to the indifference of a certain number of

moderate republicans, he was defeated by his oppoVilleneuve, a socialist and communard.
In 1881 Bamberger was appointed assistant librarian
to the Museum of Natuial History, which position
he has since occupied.
nent, Dr.

Bamberger, Isaac
Bamberger, Selig-man
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Although detached from practical Judaism, Bamberger has remained a Jew by conviction, and never
concealed the religion in which he was born. During the parliamentary debates on the law concerning
child-labor he urged that Jewish apprentices be exempt from working on Saturday. His amendment
was, however, rejected.
Bamberger published:
"Etude sur le Travail des Enfants dans les Manufactures" (1873-74); "Etude sur le Socialisme en
Russie," etc.
Bibliography: Nmiveau Larou<ise lUtistre; Dictionnaire
BuHfraphique cV Alsace-Lorraine, 189C, vol. i.
s.
I. B.

BAMBERGER,

ISAAC German rabbi born
at Angenrod, in the grand duchy of He.=;se-Darmstadt, Nov. 5, 1834; died at Kouigsberg Oct. 26,
1896.
He received elemeii tary instruction in Hebrew
from

his father,

:

;

Mayer Bamberger, who was
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BAMBERGER, LUDWIG
and

political

1823;

law

German deputy

:

economist; born in Mayence July 22,

died in Berlin

March

14,

1899.

He

studied

in 1842-45 at the universities of Gie.ssen, Hei-

and Gottingen; and during the following
two years he was attorney at law in his native city.
He became involved in the revolutionary movement of 1848, being at that time editor of the
delberg,

"

Mainzer Zeitung " enlisted in the ranks of the voland took an active part in the insurrection
of the Lower Palatinate in 1849.
When, with the
;

unteers;

assistance of Prus.sia, the rising was quelled, Bamberger, among others, was sentenced to imprisonment
by the tribunals of Mayenc'e, and condemned to death
by the Bavaiian authorities. He fled to Switzerland,

for fifty

Angenrod, attended the Realschule

3'ears a teacher in

and Dr. Miller's institute in Fulda. He
finished his preparatory education at the gymnasium
in Giesseu.
Afterward he entered the University of

in Alsfeld,

where he studied philosophy and philology
receiving at the same time instruction in rabbinical
branches from Dr. Levi, the local rabbi. After having graduated as Ph.D. at the University of Giessen
in 1861, he went to the Breslau Jewish Theological
Seminary, where he devoted himself to the study of
Jewish theology. He was graduated as rabbi in
1861, and in 1865 he was called to Konigsberg as
rabbi of the Reform congregation to succeed the late
Rabbi Saalschiitz. He held this position until his
death, devoting himself entirely to philanthropical,
educational, and communal work.
Bamberger distinguished himself especially by his
untiring efforts for the amelioration of the condition
of the Russian Jews, who flocked to Kouigsberg in
large numbers after 1882, when the persecutions assumed a serious extent; but the needs of his own
•Giessen,

community

;

found

in Bamberger an equally
organized the following societies and institutions:
society to assist indigent
Jewish students; the union of the Jewish congregations of East Prussia; a society for the prevention
of pauperism; an orphan asylum, known as "Dr.
Koch's Waisen-Erziehungs-Austalt"; a society for
providing the poor with fuel; a union of Jewish
Sabbath-school teachers in East Prussia; and a society for providing poor school-children with winter
clothes.
He was also a zealous member of the Alliance Israelite Universelle, which he represented for
more than twenty years in eastern Prussia. He
was one of the founders of the " Deutsch-Israelitischer Gemeindebund " (Union of German Congregations) and of the Deutscher Jtabbiuer-Verein (Union
of German Rabbis); the latter elected him several
times as presiding officer at its meetings.
Bamberger was a man of thorough training, and a
forcible speaker, justly esteemed for his tactln public addresses.
His death occurred before the dedication of the beautiful new synagogue at Konigsberg,
for the erection of which he had worked .so zealously.

also

ardent worker.

He

A

;

Bibliocraphy: AUa.

f(»m Advocate,
s-

Nov.

Zeit. flex
21, 1896;

JmL

]89«, pp.

533.533; Re-

and private sources.

D.

Ludwigr Bamberger.

and thence went in succession to England, Belgium, and Holland, earning a living mainly by work
for different conuuercial houses;

up

and, finally, took

abode in Paris, where he became manager of
the lars^e banking firm of Bischoffsheim & GoldSchmidt in 1853. He remained in this position until
his

the general amnest}' granted to political offenders in
1866.

and,

Bamberger thereupon returned to Mayence,
two years later, was elected to the newlj' estab-

lished Parliament of the ZoUverein.

the beginning of the Franco-Prussian war the
Bamberger as a talented and successful
writer on political and economic subjects, his well-

At

reputati()n of

known
fioiial

.symi)athies for the so-called "I)eutsch-Naand his exceptional familiarity

Liberaleii,"

with existing conditions in France induced Prince
Bismarck, in August, 1870, to entrust to him the
management of a considerable part of the political

;
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campaign waged in the interests of his national polIn 1871 Bamberger was elected to the first
icy.
German Reichstag, and from 1873 represented in it
the electoral district of Alzey-Bingen at the beginning of his parliamentary career faithfully clinging
to the National Liberal party, of which he became a
He exercised great influence on financial
leader.
and economic legislation, especially in giving supHe was
port to the maintenance of a gold standard.
an enthusiastic champion of free trade, and president of the association, which he founded, for the
promotion of tliat ideal. Loud in his denunciations
of the professorial socialists, " Katheder Socialisten,"
he at tlie same time courageously assailed the protection policy which was inaugurated by Bismarck in
1879 for the purpose of accomplishing the economic
Thus brought into oppounification of Germany.
sition Avith the majority of the National Liberal
party, Bamberger resolved to break away from it,
and in 1880, with a number of political followers,
formed the so-called "secessional faction," afterward
named " Liberate Vereinigung." To justify his
;

pamphlet en"Secession," which passed through four edi-

course, he published (anonymously) a
titled

tions within a year (Berlin, 1881).

the secessional faction with the

After the fusion of

German Liberal party

Bamberger became

identified with the latter,
opposed Bismarck's administration, especially at the time when the government recklessly
plunged into a colonial policy. Upon the disintegra-

in 1884,

and

bitterly

Verschleppung der Deutschen Ml\nz-Reform," Co"Die Schicksale des Lateinischen
1880;

logne,

Manzbundes "

"
;

Ein Beitrag zur Wahrungspolitik,"

"Die Socialistische Gefahr: Ein Nachwort zu den Verhandlungen des Reichstags vom
Milrz und April d. J.," Minden, 1886; "National,"
Berlin. 1888; " Die Nachfolge Bismarcks," t6. 1889;
Berlin, 1885;

" Zum Jahrestag der Entlassung Bismarcks," ib.
1891
"Silber," three editions, Berlin, 1892; "Die Stichworte der Silberleute," five editions, ib. 1893.
He contributed, moreover, to the " Deutsche Rund-

the "Allgemeine Zeitung," "Unsere Zeit,"
Die Gegenwart, " " Die Tribune, " etc. During his
last j'cars he was engaged in collecting his works,
of which a complete edition appeared in Berlin, in
schau,'.'

"

volumes (1895-97). Among his contributions
"Die Nation," the following have appeared in book form under separate titles: "Wandlungen und Wanderungen in der Sozialpolitik," Berlin, 1898; "Bismarck Posthumus," being discourses
on Bismarck's "Gedanken und Erinnerungen," ib.
five

to the weekly,

1899.

Bibliography: For autobiographical Information consult
Erin7ierunoenvon Ludwiy Bamberger, ed. by Paul Nathan,
published by Georjr Reimer, IJerlin, 1899 Brockbaus, Kon;

versatinns-Lexiho)), 14ih ed.; Meyer. Konverxatioux-Lexikon, 5th ed.; A. de Gubernatis, Diet ionn aire Intcrnatirmal
des Ecrivaiiis du Jour, Florence, 1888-91 ; G. Vapereau,
Dictionnaire U^iiversd dex Omtempnrains, Paris, 1893;
Dr. Hermann Oncken,
see also La Grande Eucuclopedie
Ludwig Bamberger, a sketch of his life in the Prenssiache
;

JahrbUcher,

ed. by

Hans

Delbriick, vol. 100, Berlin, 1900.

A

s.

German

Liberal party in 1893, Bamberger
attached himself to that faction known as the
"Deutschfreisinnige Vereinigung." This was his
last parliamentary record, as he failed to be elected
to the next Reichstag.
Among his numerous contributions to political
and national-economic literature may be mentioned: "Die Flitterwochen "der Pressfreiheit," Mayence, 1848; "Erlebnisse aus der Pflilzischen Erhebung," an interesting and instructive tale of the
author's experiences during the insurrection of the
Palatinate, Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1849; "Juchhe
nach Italia " (anonymous), Bern, 1859 in which the
author exhorts the Germans to take sides with Italy
in her struggle with Austria, and thus accomplisli
the unification of Germany by the exclusion of Austria; "Adam Lux," in the "Revue Moderne," 1866;
"3Ionsieur de Bismarck," Paris, 1868 (in the same
year a German edition appeared in Breslau, and
one in English in 1869); " Vertrauliche Briefe aus
dem Zollparlament," Breslau, 1870; "ZurNaturgeschichte desFranzosischen Krieges," Leipsic, 1871;
" Die Aufhebung der Indirecten Gemeinde-Abgaben
in Belgien, Holland, und Frankreich," Berlin, 1871;
"Die Fiinf Milliarden," ib. 1873; "Zur Deutschen
Mlinzgesetzgebung," 2'6. 1873; "Die Arbeiterfrage
Unter dem Gesichtspunkte des Vereinsrechts, Stuttgart, 1873 (an attack on socialist professors, which
evoked a reply from Brentano vinder the title, " Die
Wissenschaftliche Leistung der Herrn Ludwig Bamberger," Berlin, 1873; "Die Zettelbank vor dem
Reichstag," two editions, Leipsic, 1874; "Reichsgold: Studien fiber Wiihruug und Wechsel," three
editions, Leipsic, 1876; "Deutschland und der Socialismus," two editions, ib. 1878; "Deutschland
und Judenthum," two editions, ib. 1880; "Die
tion of the

Bamberg-er, leaac
Bambergrer, Seligman
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BAMBERGER, SELIGMAN BAER( Hebrew
name, Isaac Dob) Talmudist of the old school and
leader of the Orthodox party in Germany; bora
at Wiesenbronn, near Kitzingen, Bavaria, Nov. 6,
His strictly
1807; died at Wiirzburg Oct. 13, 1878.
Orthodox parents sent him, when he was fifteen years
old, to the yeshibah at Fiirth, where he pursued exclusively the study of the Talmud under Wolf
Hamburger and Judah Lob Halberstadt. He was
an eager and able student, and at the end of five
years obtained his diploma as rabbi. In accordance
with the olden pious standpoint, the idea of making
a profession of the Torah did not enter Bamberger's
mind and he opened a general business store in his
Rabbinical studies, however, continnative town.
ued to be his chief employment. The following
episode shows his enthusiasm for things spiritual:
A customer once came into his place of business
while he Avas deeply absorbed in his folios, and he
called out impatiently: "Is there no other shop in
this place, that you must come and disturb me?"
and continued his reading. When Bamberger left
the synagogue early in the morning.
An En- he was wont to say " If only no custhusiastic tomers come to-day, so that I may not
Student, be bothered in my studies!" With
such commercial principles it is no
wonder that his trade decreased; and as his family
grew larger, the capital with which he started the
dowry of his wife, daughter of Rablji Scckel
:

;

—

:

—

Wormser

of Fulda, to

whom

— dwindled

lie

was married

in

away, and his business had to be
But Bamberger's reputation as a Talliquidated.
mudist and a zealous representative of Orthodoxy
was ever on the increase and while he was still a
1829

;

Bamberg-er, Seligman
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him lioni ;ill parts of Gerwore some wlio later attained
to prominenee, es]K'ciaily in Orthodox circles.
Through contact with In's i)upils, wiio prepared
triulesiiian, ]iupilsciiiiR' to

many.

Among

tlicni

university while i)ursuing their rabbinical
studies, Bamberger gradually came to see thata representative of Orthodo.xy ought to have some knowledge of secular science also, though he him.self i>ossesscd no systematic knowledge of the German
for

tlie

language or of literature in general. Tliough no
profound scholar, lie was endowed with a fine tenacious memorv wlii(ili stood him in nood stead in his
endeavors to famili^ze lumself with wliat he called
"secular knowledge." In iy:!0 the Bavarian government convoked Un assembly of Jewish notables
to report on various points in the
Bamberger Jewish religious law. The Orthodox
and
staked their hoites on Bamberger,
Reform in. whom the}' delegated in place of AbraBavaria. ham Bing, rabbi at Wiirzburg, who

was unable

to represent them.

It

was

due to Bamberger's energy and tenacity of
purpose that the results of the meeting accorded
with the wishes of the Orthodox party and not of
the liberal-minded, who had expected nnich from it.
Inconsetiuence of his success, Bamberger's friends
and colleagues begged liim to become a candidate
for the rabbinate of Wiirzburg, Avhich Bing's death
in 1839 had left vacant.
By its choice of a rabbi,
chiefly

Wlir/.burg, the seat of a university attended b}' many
in a certain sense
be a determining factor in the conflict between Reform and Orthodoxy. Bamberger's victory after a
long and severe struggle had in fact been the triumph of Orthodoxy.
As soon as Bamberger assumed the office of district rabbi at Wlirzbiu'g (April, 1840), he opened a
yeshibah, probably the last important one in Germany. Through his learning and extreme piety,
but chiefly through the real nobilitj'
District
and modesty of his nature, he exerted
Rabbi at a great inthience on those who came
"Wiirzburg. into personal relations with him: iiis
pupils especially, to whom his attitude
was that of a fatheily friend, loved and honored
him. ITis capacity forAvork was remarkable. Ilis
duties as rabbi of a large congregation and district,
and as director of a rabbinical .school, did not keeji
him from devoting time to other jihilaiithropic and
practical atVairs.
There was a great lack of Jewish
teachers in Bavaria, and, after exerting himself two
years in jiromoting the establishment of a Jewish
teachers' ti-aining institution, in 18(14 he succeeded.
He obtained the necessary money, undertook the
wlioh' organization of the work, and even jirovided
for the board and lodging of the pupils, who were
generally poor.
Bamberger worked also in l)elialf
of the proper education of children, and by bs.").") he
obtained fiom the \Viirzl)urg coniri'egation enough

Jewish students of theology, would

money

for a Jewish elementary school, one of the

kind in Germany.
Band)erger was one of the

first

in

of

its

Germany.

Though

his

last

ralibinical writers

works show him

to

have

been a great Tabnudist. they have a jiractical end. the
instruci ion (if the people in the sci"ui)ul()us adherence
to the Jewish l;iws as codilicd in the Sluilhan '.\ruk.

His

tirsi
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work was"Meleket Shamayin

" (Tiie

Work

Heaven, Altoua, 1853; 2ded., Hanover, 1800).
]iuts in clear, easy form the Tahnudicrabbinical

ol the
It

regulations for the

making

of Torahscrolls,

tetillin,

and "mezuzot," and thoroughly explains them.
The book is S]iecially meant for the wiiters of
Torah-scroUs, giving all the details concerning the
l)reparation of the parchment to be used, the mode
of writing, and so on.
Another work by Bamberger, a short book written in the Ger-

His "Works, man language
is

(An Address

in Hebrew characters,
"Amirah le-Bet Ya'akob "

entitled

to the

House

several other editions).

of Jacob Fl'irth, I808, and
on the three ceremonial
;

It is

Niddah,
and the kindling of the Sabbath light (see S.\bijatii,
LuuiTs of), Jind has done more than the oi'atcay of
Orthodox rabbis for the preservati>)n of these customs. Bamberger's "Moreh la-Zobehim" (Fl'irth,
1803) is a good text-book on the slaughtering of animals for food, and gives many learned elaborations
of the ritual laws concerning "shehitah."
"Nahalat Del)ash" (Inheritance of Honey, 1807), a comchief duties of Jewish housewives, H.\li,.\ii,

pendium of the laws concerning Halizah, is intended
mainly for scholars; while the commentary " Yizl.iak Yerannen" (Isaac Will Rejoice), (Furtli, isOl"
62) on Isaac 1). Judah ibn Gayyat's " Sha"are Sind.iah
is of a wholly Talnuidic-scientific character.
This
last is an excellent work of great use for the proper
understanding and appreciation of the old system of
" Kore be-Emet," in two volumes(vol.
codifications.
vol. ii., Mayence,
i., Frankfort-on-the-Main, 18T1
1878), is devoted to those passages of the Bible which
the Talmud and ]\Iidrash explain either b}' the substitution of a consonant, the change of a vowel, or
;

Bamberger points out that
the ^lidi-ash do not
textual changes, their method being

the transfer of letters.
in these cases the

Talmud and

aim at critical
merely that of their genei'al hei'meneutics. On the
whole, Bamberger's view is correct but his attempts
to prove the necessity for the method from the con;

text of the passages are unscientitic.
Bamberger wrote a pamphlet on the emancipation
of the Jews, in which he gives a clear and trustworthy statement of the attitude of the Tahnud

toward non-Jews.

The

occasion of the pamphlet

was the

action of the Bavarian chamber in 18.")0 in
regard to granting civic rights to the Jews.
Bamberger's energies were bent on the one task
of jireserving and spreading Orthodox JudaLsm.

He

however; and his disjiutes with his
opponents never became personal. His attitude in
regard to the question of the withdrawal of Jews
from the community affords an instance

was no

fanatic,

The

The ([Uestion arose
1876, the German
law permitted Jews to secede from
their religious comnuuiity.
Samson
of this moderation.

Question of when on July
"With-

drawal.

Raphael

28,

Hirsch thereupon declared

was the duty of the Orthodo.x
from an un-Orthodox comnuinity; and
that

it

conflicts in

many congregations

final result

was unfavorable

in

to si'parate
this led to

Germany

to Hirsch,

;

whose

but the
efforts

for separation wei'e limited to a c'omparatively smali
field,

''{'his

was due

cliietly to

Hamberger:

for his

renulation as a ureat Talnuulist and as a veteran iu

—
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(lie cause of Ortliodoxy sjavc wciiclit to his opinions.
In contrast to llirsch. Bainberucr was no extremist,
hut a conservative. Ilirseli oi)i)o.se(l Reform on tlic
jirinciple that "liistory must turn back"; and he
liad Ins own .sjsteni for a " sclent itic con.struction of

Bamberger, however, resisted Reform
sim])ly 1)ccause it was an innovation in ojiposition
to traditional Judaism; and this reverence foi' the

Juihiisni."

old prevented him from denying the term "Jewish"
to conuuunities whose liistory had been known as
'Jewish for hundreds of years. The (lisi)ute contin-

ued with some

lieat,

and ended only with Bamber-

ger's death.
BiBr.iocR.vriiY
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BAMBERGER, SOLOMON
Talmudic author; born

:

German

rabbi

and

Wieseubionu, Bavaiia,
iRIay 1. 1835.
He is the sou of the eminent ral)bi
Seligman Baer Bamberger, from whom he received his lirst instruction in Talmud. After liaving
privately acquired the necessary knowledge in secular blanches, he ]iassed his examination as rabbi
at AVur/.burg in l.S(jU, and in the following year
Avas appointed substiiute rabbi {Rahbiiiatsvenceser)
From 1864 to 1873 he was Klaus rabbi
at Ilassfurt.
of Sul/.burg; from 1S72 to 1880 of Leugnau-Endingen, Switzerland; from 1880 to 1887 of Niederhagenthal, Alsace; and since 1887 of Sennheim, Alsace.
Bamberger wrote lexicographic notes on various
Talmudic treatises, under the title "Liinmud 'Aruk,"
of which there have appeared those on Shabbat
{Fiirth, 18(58), Berakot(1873), Roshha-Shanah, Ta'anit, Sukkah (Mayence, 1890), and Megillah (Berlin,
18'J7).
In the last-named are included some resjionsa of his father's.
Additions to Bamberger's
notes on Berakot and Shabbat are published under
iu
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and Talniudical education, was a good Heand every day for the last thirty years of his

Biblical
braist,

lectured on a chapter of the Bible in his private
Banipi devoted himself specially to
tracing the Jewish religious customs to their sources
life

synagogue.

Talmuds and

in both

in the Midrashim. and is said
manuscript a work on that subject
entitled "Mekor .Minhagim" (Source of Customs). A
few extracts from that work were published in the
vear book " Keneset Yisrael," 1888, ii., ami iu the
"Ha Kerem."
Bampi was on e(iiially good terms with the orthodox Talmudists and with tin; jirogressive " Maskilim." Among the many Hebrew scholars whom he

have

to

left

in

aided in the publication of their works was Kalmau
Schulman, who dedicated to Banipi the third volume of his "Toledot Haknie Yisrael " (AVilna. 188"^).
Besides being one of the lirst and mostentlr.isiastic
members of the old IloluOjei Zion of ]\Iiiisk. Bampi
was also a contributor to most of its charitable iastituticms and an active worker in communal affairs.
After his death Bampi's valuable lilnarv. comprising about {),000 volumes mostly Ilebraica, which
he had collected at great cost during many years
Avas .sold to A. L. Friedland.
These books formed
an important jiartof the Friedland collection, which
was later donated by its owner to the library of tlie
Asiatic IMuseum in St. Petersburg. Many of Bampi's
books contain marginal notes in his handwriting.

—
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;
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"herein": A proclamation devoting or
consecrating to the Deity jiersons or things to be
excluded from use, or, as was the rule iu Biblical
times, to be titterly destroyed.
The noun "herein,"
or the verb "heherim," tran.slated in A. V. "utterly
destroyed " (Ex. xxii. 19 [R. V. 20] Num. xxi. 2, 3;
;

Deut.'ii. 34, vii. 2; I

Sam. xv.

3),

"devoted" (Lev.

the title "Hegyon Shelomo" (:\Iayeiice, 1898).
He
also translated his father's manual on Slichitah,

xxvii. 28, 29; Num. xviii. 14), "dedicated" (Ezek.
xliv. 29), or "con.secrate(l " (^licahiv. 13), also, rather

"More la-Zobehim" (Frankfort-onthe-Main,

inaccurately, "accursed " (Josh. vi. 17; vii. 1, 11-15),
denotes, like " hekdesh " from "kodesli " (Jer. xii. 3).

1894).

U. L. B.

s.

BAMOTH-BAAL

("The

Heights of

An

I'levated i)oint in the land of ]\Ioab

41),

which was

Baal"):

(Num.

allotted to the Reubenites (Josh.

)

xxii.
xiii.

It is probalily identical with the Bamotli be17).
tween Nahaliel and the "valley that is in the country of Moab, to the top of Pisgah," mentioned iu the

of stoiiping-placesin Num. xxi. 19 et sc(/.
Betliin the Moauitk Stoxe, line 27 (perhaps this
is also the reading of Isa. xvi. 2), may also be considered as connected with it. According to the allotments iu Josh. xiii. 17, some take the place to be on
JMouiit 'Attarus.
G. A. Smith ("Historical Geograi>liyof Palestine," p. oO^) is inclined to the opinion
of Conder (" Iletli and Moab," pp. 189 et seq.) that it
is located at one of the many cromlechs aliove the
Wady Deluded, northeast of the Dead Sea. The
statement of Eusebius, whi( li places it onthe Arnon,
can not j^ossibly be correct.
list

bamot

"

.7.

F, Be.

.ii;,

BAMPI, ISSACHAR DOB BAER:
and

ithilaiithropist

died there ]\Iarch

:

Scholar
born 1828 at IMinsk. Russia;

10, 18sy.

He

consecration or separation; being derived from the
same root as t he Arabic " haram " (sacred territory and
"harim" (forbidden ground) or "harem" (forbidden
jierson compare the Assyrian " harimtu," hierodule).
AVhatever is devoted or banned ("herein") is "most
holy unto the Lord " ("kodesh kodashim"' Lev. xxvii.
The practise of devoting to the Deity the spoils
28).
of Avar, persons or things, found among all ancient
nations and i)rimitive tribes, is inseparably connected Avith the idea of a holy Avarfare Avhich claims
all booty for the god avIio leads to victory and in
Avhose honor the captured foes, as Avell as goods, are
destroyed on the sjiot (see, concerning the Teutonic

received a thorouirh

;

;

and Celtic

tribes. Tacitus.

"De

"Annales,"

i.

61, xiii. 57;

respecting the
Indians, Wait/., "Anthropologic," iii. 157; and for
the Arabs, the passages quoted by Sclnvally," Kriegs-

Casar,

Bello Gallico,"

altertlniemer."

i^p.

vi.

17;

35-38).

of Moab tells in his inscription (lines
16-18) hoAv, after having carried off the vessels of
Ynwii from the city of Nebo and dragged them be-

King Meslia

fore

7,000

his god. he devoted ("heheramli ")
prisoners to Ashtor-Kemosh. and how he

Kemosh.

"

:

Ban
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Baneth

"slew the inhabitants of Attarot as a spectacle to his
god Kemosh " (line 12). As a rule, the people, before going to war, devoted, in the form of a vow,
the whole booty to the deity in order
Ban
to secure its victorious aid.
So did
Devoted to the Teutons and Gauls, according to
the Deity. Tacitus and Caesar; and in like manner did Israel vow to " ban " the Canaanites and their cities in case God would deliver
them into his hand: "and they banned [A. V. "utterly- destroyed "] them and their cities
and he called
:

name of the place Hormah " (Num. xxi. 3).
The people of Israel being throughout the entire

the

pre-exilic history engaged in a warfare against idolatrous nations, the view of the consecration of the
booty, whether expressed beforehand in a vow or
not, lent its coloring to every battle; consequently,
the doom of the Ban fell not only upon the pers(>ns
and things captured, but also upon him who appropriated them, and even upon the very house
where the devoted thing was sacrilegiously placed.
Thus, before the capture of Jericho, Joshua (vi. 17,
18) proclaimed that the city and all that was therein
should be devoted to the Lord and he warned the
people, saying: "Keep yourselves from the ban
[A. V. "accursed thing"], lest ye make yourselves
ban [A. V. "accursed "], when ye take of the ban [A.
V. "accursed thing "], and make the camp of Israel
a ban [A. V. "a curse "], and bring doom upon it [A.
V. " trouble it "]." Accordingly, "all the silver and
gold and the vessels of brass and iron are consecrated ["kodesh"] unto the Lord: they shall come
into the treasury of the Lord
and they devoted
[" vayaharimu "
A. V. " utterly desAchan and troyed "] all that was in the city, both
;

.

.

.

;

Agag.

man and woman, young and

and
with the edge
old,

ox, and sheep, and ass,
of the sword " (Josh. vi. 19-21). In taking of the
devoted booty, Achan, therefore, brought doom upon
the whole people; and they themselves came under
the ban (A. V. "curse") until he and his household,
upon whom the Ban rested, were exterminated (Josh,
vii. 11-15, 25).
Likewise, in the war against Amalek, Samuel caused the people to devote (A. V. " utterly destroy ") all that Amalek had, without sparing
any one, and to "slay both man and woman, infant
and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass" (I Sam.
XV. 3).
Saul, however, "banned [A. V. "utterly
destroyed "] all the people with the edge of the
sword, but
spared Agag and the best of the
sheep, and of the oxen, and of the fatlings, and the
lambs, and all that was good " {ib. 8, 9) banning only
that part of the property which was vile and refuse.
He thereby provoked the wrath of God and in fulfilment of the Ban, Agag was hewn in i)ieccs before
the Lord (ib. 32).
The oath of King Saul not to eat
anything until the battle with the Philistines was
decided, the violation of which almost cost Jonathan his life (I Sam. xiv. 24-46), does not fall under
the category of "herem," or Ban it was a vow like
.

.

.

;

;

;

"desire"] the silver or gold that is on them [the
graven images]
neither shalt thou bring an
abomination unto thine house, lest thou
Ban
be a ban [A. V. " accursed thing "] like
in War.
it " {ib. vii. 25, 26 compare ib. xx. 16This is accordingly related as
18).
having been carried out by Joshua (Josh. x. 1, 28-40;
xi. 11-21 but compare I Kings ix. 21).
With some
modification it is told of Sihon, king of Heshbon
" We took all his cities at that time, and banned [A.
V. " utterly destroyed "] the men, and the women,
and the little ones
only the cattle we took for
a prey unto ourselves, and the spoil of the cities
.

enforced in

tiie

Deuteronomic

legislation:

"When

.

;

.

.

.

which we took

" (Deut. ii. 34, 35).
idolatrous Israelite city was to be treated in
the same way as the Canaanite: "Thou shalt surely
smite the inhabitants of that city with the edge of
the sword, banning it [A. V. " destroying it utterly "],
and all that is therein, and the cattle thereof, with
the edge of the sword. And thou shalt gather all
the spoil of it into the midst of the
Against street thereof, and shalt burn with fire
Idolatrous the city and all the spoil thereof as a
Cities.
holocaust [A. V. " every whit "] to for]
the Lord thy God and it shall not be
built again [A. V. "aheap forever "], and there shall
cleave nought of the devoted [A. V. " cursed "] thingto thine hand" (Deut. xiii. 16-18 [15-17]).
The
banned city was made a place of desolation. So in
the case of Jericho (Josh. vi. 26; I Kings xvi. 34)

The

[

:

and Ai (Josh. viii. 28, " shemamah " compare Judges
ix. 45); and this probably led later on to an identification of " herem" with " shammata" (desolation see
;

;

Anathema).
the Ban was
"

Ye

shall

Somewhat modified

for the occasion,

also proclaimed in the Benjamite war:
" utterly destroy "] every male,

ban [A. V.

woman that hath bad intercourse with
[A. V. "lain by"] man" (Judges xxi. 11, 12; compare Num. xxxi. Xletseq.); IKingsix.21; II Kings

and every

xix. 11; Jer.

xxv.

9,

1.

26,

li.

26; Mai.

iii.

24; Zach.

xiv. 11).

The man

or the people under the Ban (" ish hermi
my ban [A. V. " a man whom I appointed to utter destruction"]. Kings xx. 42; or
" hermi "
the people of my ban [A. V. " of
curse"], Isa. xxxiv. 5) must not be allowed to escape
All the idolatrous nations are under the
their doom.

= a man

of

=

my

(Isa. xxxiv. 2; Jer. xxv. 9; Micah iv. 13).
In the same degree as the Ban proved to be a rigid
war measure against idolatrous nations, it was resorted to also in the case of idolatrous individuals.
Hence the law set down already in the oldest legislation, "He that sacrificeth unto any god, save unto
the Lord only, he shall be banned " (A. V. " utterly
destroyed," Ex. xxii. 19 [20] ), and the one in Lev.
xxvii. 29, "None devoted, which shall be devoted
of men, shall be redeemed; but shall surely be put
to death," seem to deal with the case of an idolater
(see the commentaries of Dillmann, Driver, and

Ban

Kalisch).

In

the Lord thy God shall deliver them before thee thou
Shalt smite them, and ban [A. V. " utterly destroy "]
them " (Deut. vii. 2). " Thou shalt not covet [A. V.

.

;

Jephtliah's.

The Ban as a primitive war measure was especially

488

"

an

heiem

"

altogether different sense is the word
(devotion) used in the last-mentioned verse,

It i&
as well as in Ezek. xliv. 29, and Num. x viii. 14.
the thing devoted by virtue of a simple vow which
is declared to belong not to the Lord, but to the

priest.

In this sense the PJabbis read also Lev. xxvii.
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29 (see Sifra and Targ. Yer.) as referring to the vow
of the value of a criminal guilty of capital punishment. Here "herem " is the same as the rabbinical
"hekdesli."
In post -exilic times the herem as a war measure
against idolaters no longer found any application.
Nevertheless it was employed as a
means of ecclesiastical discipline to
PostExilic Ban. keep the community clear of undesirable, semi-heathenish elements and
when the new constitution was to be adopted for
the new colony, those that would not participate in
the assembly of the children of the captivity, had,
according to the counsel of the princes and elders,
all their substance devoted (A. V. "forfeited "), and
were themselves separated from the community
(Ezra X. 8). Here the Ban, or herem, assumed a
ncAV meaning: it meant no longer destruction, but
confiscation of goods, and excommunication
possibly exposure to starvation ("shammatta"; see
Anathema) of the person; see Banishment, Ex-

Ban
Baneth

Theater, London, in Tom Taylor's "Dead or Alive"
(June, 1871).
Next he played Hamlet at the Princess Theater (Feb. 10, 1873).
Since then Band-

mann's appearances have been mainly in the United
States, where he bought a ranch.
In 1901 he appeared in vaudeville in a condensed version of
"The Merchant of Venice."
Bibliography C. E. Pascoe, The Dramatic List, 1880, pp.27:

32; Meyer,

KonvevsatUms-Lexikon.
E. Ms.

s.

;

—

—

communication.
Bibliography: Cheyne and Black, Encyc. BihJ.

s.v.

Ban;

Hastings, Diet, of the Bihle, s.v, Cxime
Riehms, Handworterfntcli and Hamburger, R. B. T., s.v. Bann; Nowack,
HehrUu^che Archcloloqie, 187i, ii. 266 et seq.; Benzinger,
Hebrdische AixhUnlogie, 1874, p. 363; R. Smith, Religion
of the Semites, 1889, pp. 434 et seq.; F. Sehwally, Semitische
KriegsalterthUmer, 1901, part 1 ; S. Mandl., Der Bann,
;

,

Bruenn,

1898.

K.

BANAAH, TANNA.
BAND, MORITZ:
critic

;

born Oct.

6,

1864.

See Bannaah.

Austrian writer and art
At an early age he began

to write for the press, chiefly feuilletons,

and sporting news.

humorous

He

published: "Encyklopiidie des Buchhandlerischer Wissens," Weimar, 1887; "Semmering-Fiihrer," Vienna, 1888;
"Rosl,"an operetta, 1888; '.'Dur und Moll," 1888;
"Der Letzte Bombardier," a comedy, 1889; "Aus
dem Pensionat," a comedy, 1889; "Handbuch des
Radfahrsports," 1895; "Angioliua," a novel, 189(i;
"Die Hochzeitsreise," an operetta, 1900; "Die
Sphynx," an operetta, 1900. In addition to these.
sketches,

edited: "Unsere Kunst" in " Wort und Bild,"
1889; and "Wiener Kiinstlcr-Dekameron," 1891.

Band

Bibmography:
ner,

Eisenberg, Dn.s Geistige H'ien,

DeuU^cher Litcratur-Kalendcr,

1.

17; Kiirsch-

1901.

M. B.

s.

BANDMANN, DANIEL

E.

:

German-Ameri-

can actor born at Cassel, Germany, in 1840. He made
his debut at the Court Theater, Neu Strelitz, when
eighteen years old, playing for the next five years
mainlj' in German versions of Shakespearian plays.
In 1863 he left Germany for the United States,
where he appeared in an English part, Jan. 15, at
During the five years following
Niblo's Garden.
he toured throughout the United States, his principal and most popular role being Shylock.
Early in
1868 he Avent to London, where he appeared at the
Lyceum Theater (Feb. 17) in the title-role of Brachvogel's "Narciss," founded on Diderot's "Neveu de
Rameau " (1760). His next role was Vyrynn. in
BulwerLytton's"The Rightful Heir" (Oct" 3, 1868),
followed by til e title part in "Othello" (Nov. 30).
In the following year he went to Australia, whence
he returned to England by way of the United States
(1870-71).
His next appearance was at the Queen's
;

BANDOFF (BENDOFF or BENDORFF),
BENJAMIN: English pugilist; born in the first
quarter of the nineteenth century; died after 1865.
Bandoff entered the prize-ring to meet Jerry Duggan, Sept. 20, 1853, having been matched against
him for £10 a side. The battle, which continued for
seventy-five rounds, was interrupted by the approach of darkness, and the match was drawn.
Bandoff next fought George Sims, and was beaten
by him on two occasions; namely, on Nov. 8, 1854,
and on May 17, 1858.
Four years later, however, Bandoff retrieved his reputation as a fighter
when he met and defeated Hopkinsou after a battle
of twenty-eight rounds (April 9, 1862). This victory was followed by another on Sept. 8, 1863, when
Bandoff defeated the colored Australian, Jackson,
at Home Circuit, after a battle of forty rounds.
On
the same spot he fought eighty-six rounds with
Callaghan; but owing to darkness the match terminated in a draw. Bandoff's last appearance in
the prize-ring was at Thames Haven on Feb. 14,
1865, when he was beaten by John Smith, the
" Brighton Doctor," after a contest of sixteen rounds.
Bibliography: The American Jews' Anmial.
J.
F. H. V.

BANETH, EDUARD (EZEKIEL)

:

German

rabbi and scholar; born at Lipto-Szent-Miklos, Hungary, Aug. 9, 1855; son of Bernhard Baneth.
After
receiving his preparatory education in his native
city, at the Israelitische Normalschule, and studying the Talmud privately under his father and
under R. Sofer and others at Presburg, he entered
the rabbinical seminary of Berlin in 1873, passing
thence to the gymnasium in Gnesen. In 1878 he entered the University of Berlin, studying philosophy
and Oriental languages, especially Arabic. In July,
1881, he received from the University of Leipsic his
doctor's degree, "summa cum laude," and shortly
afterward he received from Dr. Israel Hildcsheimer
a diploma as rabbi. In January, 1882, he entered
upon the rabbinate of Krotoschin. This office he
resigned in April, 1895, when the administration of
the community introduced, against the wishes of the
majority, certain innovations which he could not
countenance. In December pf the same year he
accepted a call as instructor in Talmudic studies at
the Lehran.stalt fur die Wissenschaft des Judenthums at Berlin, wiiich position he still (1901)
holds.

In addition to essays published in various periodBaneth has written: (1) "Samuel ha-Nagid als
Staatsmann und Dichter" ("Monatsschrift," 1881,
appended is a collection of his poems
Nos. ii.-viii.
in metrical translation); (2) "Ursprungder SadokSer
und Boethosiier," Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1882; (3)
"Maimunis' Commentar zum Tractat Abot," the
icals,

;

Baneth
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Banking:

Arabic original witli a new translation in Hebrew,
together willi many notes (the tirst chapter only lias
been published in the "Hlldesheimer Jubelschrift,"
but without the German translation or the notes),
and (4) "Mischna, Seder Mo'ed," critical edition with

German

translation and commentary (Berlin) (5)
"Maimunis' Neumondsberechnung," scientific supplement to the sixteenth, seventeenth, and twentieth
annual reports of the Lehranstalt fur die Wissen;

schaft des

Judenthums

of Berlin.

BANETH, EZEKIEL

S.

Hungarian rabbi born
177^ at Alt-Ofen; died Dec. 28, 1854. He was the
son of the learned rabbi Jacob Banet, an eminent
member of the rabbinate of Alt-Ofen, and early distinguished himself by liis penetrating knowledge of
Talmudic literature, to the study of which he devoted all his leisure time, even after lie had established himself in the wool business and married.
Forced by the loss of his properlj- to seek an office,
:

;

he officiated as rabbi first at Szecheny, then at
Paks, and finally at Neutra, where he died at the
age of 82.
Baneth was highly successful in his rabbinical activity, gathering around him large numbers of devoted students, many of whom came from great distances, for his reputation had spi'ead bej'ond the
limits of his own country.
In method he was opposed to the "pilpul," which was then flourishing in
Hungary, his models being the great authors of the
Middle Ages. He paid little attention to the works
of later periods; applying his acumen to the investigation of abstruse questions, and never indulging
in his lectures in liair-splitting casuistry or in v»'itticisms.
Questions were addressed to him from far

and wide regarding difficult problems of the religious law, which he willingly answered.
His responsa, had he preserved copies of them, would
have filled several large volumes; but he left no
notes of any description.
The authors of important
books considered it an lionor to obtain from Baneth
an approbation of their works; but it .seems to have
been his principle not to write any books himself.
A commentarj' on Tosefta, which, according to the
unconfirmed statement of an intimate friend, he
wrote and kept secret, is said by the same authority
to have been burned by him shortly before his death.
Many anecdotes, shrewd sayings, and witticisms of
his have been preserved.
His scrupulous conscientiousness, self-effacement,
and piety earned for Baneth wide-spread esteem.
Jews and Christians alike revered him as a saint.
The legend that peasants had seen repeatedly a fiery
column over his grave was believed by many, and
is even credited to-day.
In conformity with his will,
Baneth was not buried in the place of honor a.s.signed
to rabbis, but in a location set apart for infants.
His grave is surrounded by a railing, the gate of

which

is

love for Talmudic studies, his amiable character.
After attending for some time the lectures of R,
Moses Sofer of Presburg, he married, Sept. S, 1840,
Golde, daughter of the merchant David Stossl of
Lipto-Szeut-Miklos. Settling in the latter place, he
assiduously devoted himself to the study of the
Talmud. His reputation for scholarship brought
him a number of devoted pupils. In 1868 he accepted, without compensation, the office of rabbi of
the Orthodox congregation of Lipto-Szent-Miklos,

compelling through his uprightness, peaceable disposition, and piety the esteem of the opposing party.
He left a manuscript volume of valuable notes on
the whole Talmud.

BANISHMENT (cm

Tj.

Ban.

;

B.\N-.

n^n, "hiddiah," from

Data: In ancient Israel an expermanent or temporary, from the native
laud, as a divine punishment.
Adam's Banishment
from the garden of Eden (Gen. iii. 24) and Cain's
fi-om the presence of the Lord (Gen. iv. 16) were of
mj).

this nature.
It occurred in ancient times only as a
divine, not as a human, punishment.
"Karet" (excision of the soul from among the people
Gen.
;

Ex. xii. 19) was a divine punishment only
and may perhaps have implied Excommunicatiox,
certainly not expulsion from the country.
To be
driven away from the land, the inheritance of Yiiwir,
seemed actually tantamount to saying, "Go, serve
other gods" (I Sam. xxvi. 19; compare Deut. xxviii.
The fiight of Ab-salom was regarded in this
64).
light, as "a destruction from the inheritance of the
Lord (II Sam. xiv. 16), unless David would permit
his return to the land.
Similarly, Amos speaks in
xvii. 14;

the name of God to the sin-laden people: "Thou
shalt die in a polluted land: and Israel shall suieljgo into captivity forth of his land " (Amos vii. 17).

The same view

is

expressed by Hosea

ix. 3:

"They

but Ephraim
shall return to Egypt and they shall eat unclean
things in Assyria"; and by Ezek. iv. 13: "Even
thus shall the children of Israel eat their defiled
bread among the Gentiles, whither I will drive them "
the reason being that, owing to the cessation of
the sacrificial worship in the sanctuary, the relation
to the God dwelling there was regarded as broken.
Only the assurance that " when the}' are in the land
of their enemies, the Lord will not cast them away
nor break His covenant with them" (Lev. xxvi. 44),
but "gather them and bring them again to the land
of their fathers" (Deut. xxx. 4, 5), lent to Banishment the character of a temporary punishment, of a
trial and test of faith; and the prayers otTered on
foreign soil were heard because they were directed
shall not dwell in the Lord's land,

—

toward the sacred dwelling-place, in order to meet
with favor from the Lord in heaven (I Kings viii.
46-49; Dan. vi. 11).
J.

to

Oct. 21, 1871.
The youngest .son of Ezekicl
Baneth, he was one of the most gifted i)ui)ils of his
father, from whom he inherited, together with a
(lied

— Biblical

or

clusion,

opened only for his descendants, and for

BANETH, JERAHMEEL DOB (BERNHARD): Hungarian rabbi; bol-n 1815at Szechenv

E.

s.

visitors of signal piety.
^-
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K.

In Rabbinical Literature: With reference
Hosea vi. 7(H(l)r.), "They, like Adam, have trans-

gressed the covenant," tiie Banishment of Israel
from the Holy Land is compared with tJie Banishjucnt of Adam from })aradise after his transgression,
both being, as it were, a divorce subsequent to faithlessness in the conjugal union (Gen. R. xix.).
Ban-

"
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ishmciit ("galiit ") is the iiaine trivcn in nibbinical
Uiw to tlic liofiiii^ of tiie inaiislaycr, in case of an unintentional niurtlei'. to oife of

tlic

Num.

cities of refiiue

Banislmient as a
<livin(!
men on account of
iilolatrv, incest, murder, and neglect of the year of
release" (Ab. v. i) based on Lev. x.wi. 30-;>4, wiii.
GO; 3IaU. ii.-G).
jiunisinnent comes upon

(.Sifre,

The Banishment

24-28).

(galut)

*•

spoken of

l)y

Ab-

talion (PtoUion) in Ab. i. 11 as befalling the -wise is
an allusion to political events of the time. The

Pharisei's during the reign of Queen Salome Alexandra e.xerted "the power and authority of banishing
and of bringing back ['huKtw re k(u Karaytif] Avhomsot'ver they chose," says Josephus ("IJ. J." i. 5, i; 2).
Emigration from the Holy Laud, if a voluntaiy
exile, is regarded a great sin by the Habl)is Ket. 1 106
(

ft

»((/.

B. B. 91(^; ]\Iaimonides, " Yad," Melakim, v.

;

See ExiLK.

9-12).

Bini.KHUiAPHV
('/()(/i(
.1.

,

ii.

:

Niiwack,

Lilnhuch dcr Hchn'iifcinn

Arcliii-

~7ti.

K.
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BANK, EMANUEL:

Russian lawyer; born
at Luknik, government of Kovuo, 1840: died at St.

BanetU
Banking

was wont to describe the debates between Bank and Passover, during the lawsuit of the
founders of the "Great Company," as the most brilliant oratorical tournament he had ever witnessed.
Bank's legal and social successes never caused iiini
to forget his coreligionists: and as soon as he was
able to champion tlie cause of the Jew.s, he immersed
himself in the allairs of the community and bore his
sian Ciceio,

part in all undertakings for the amelioralinn of its
wretched condition. He took i)art in tliedeputatiou
presented by Baron Giinzlturg to Czar Alexander
111., after the horrible crime of March l-KJ, IKSl,

assuring him of the loyalty of the Jews. From lyT.j
mitil his death Bank was a constant mejiilier of the
cdiumittee of the Society for the Proiiagation of
Education Among Russian Jews. His death occurred suddenly, while he was in Switzerlautl. seeking relaxation from the fatigues of olHce and from
the rigor of the St. Petersburg climate.
Bank mariied the sister of Dr. Levinson-Lessing.

Although able to install his nephews in the profession he had so successfully followed, the unjust laws
of his country clo.sed the bar to Bank's children on

jMaurice, Switzerland. .July 29, iy9L
He was the
son of Baruch (Boris) Bank but, his parents being
in jioor circumstances, he was brought up by his
aunt. Soloveitchik, in conipany with her sou. Emanuel, wlio later became famous in Odessa.
On leaving "heder" lie attended the sciiool for noblemen at
Ponevie/.li, and later obtained a gold lucdal at the
gymnasium of Kovno. In ISOO Bank entered the
Unixcrsit}' of St. Petersburg, where, under the tute-

account of their Jewish faith. No printed or manuscript record remains of his numerous orations, lieyond two or three expositions of important civil
suits.
In his youth he translated into Russian an
English grammar by Nurok, and performed other

lage of an uncle. B. liosen, who liad attained the
raid< of ]^v\\•y councilor in the ministry of marine,

in the tirst half of

;

lie

was introduced

into iiitluential circles.

But the

disturbances fomented l)y the university students,
and the consecpu-nt closing of the lecture-rooms,
<'om]Hlled him to go to Moscow to continue his
studies.
In May, l!S()4, lie entered the service of the
minister of justice, and, after one year, was honored
by an expression of imperial satisfaction for his liaving unravi'led the intricacies in the accounts of the
Black Sea division of the fleet, which had been in a
confused state for ten years.
Li IStiG Bank was admitted to jiractise in the
fourth section of the Senate Court of Appeals at St.
Petersburg. There he was brought under the supervision of Valerian Pulovt/.ov, who became president
of the great lailroad association, and of Hatkov-Hozhnov, afterward mayor of the city.
For his debut
Bank committed to memory a mass of material for a
report in a very complicated case, and astonished his
lieareis by the accuracy of his memory and the clearness of his presentation of the most involved details.
Bank was twice appointed as president of the
Tribunal of Commerce; but Count I'ahlen intimated
to him that as a Jew he could not be allowed
to rise higher than general secretary of the Senate,
which jxist he had occupied since ISGS. He was
admitted to the bar in ISTO, and later elected to the
municipal council of St. Petersburg; ultimately
coming to be regarded as its siK'cial jurist, and representing it two successive years in the provincial
assembly. Mayor Likhatchov. also a jurist, joined
cordially in the appreciation exiiressed for Bank by
his colleagues of the citv hall; and Koui, the Rus-

literary
II.

work

for the publisher J. Bakst.

D. G.
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BANK, JOSHUA BEN ISAAC:
Tulcliin. Russia: born at

Satanov

Ralibi

at

He was the author of the
"Sippurim Nitia'im" (Won-

the nineteenth century.

following works:

(1)

derful Tales), translated from other languages into
Hebrew verses ((Mes.sa, 1870); (2) " Rosh '.Millin
(Beginning of Words), a concise Ilebrew-Juda'OGerman Dictionary (Jitomir, 1ST2); (3) "Tebnsat
Abslialom " (The Downfall of Absalom), a tragedy
in verse, with a supiilement containing a selection
of tales, legends, epigrams, etc. (Odessa, 1868).
BiBr.iociR.\Piiv:

Brit.
Ii.

Mks.

S.

van Sttaalcn,

p. lit; Zeitiiii,

('nttihiiiur

nf

Hrhrnr Bonks

BHitiotficcn Hclmiicd, p.
I.

It.

Vi.

Bh.

BANKING:

Speaking strictly. Banking means
the taking of money on deposit (banks of dejio.sit),
and loaning it out on interest (banks of issue). In
only a
this sense Banking is comi)aratively recent
few banks of deposit existing in the ^liddle Ages, in
Italy (Florence, Genoa, Lucca), while the earliest
banks of issue of con.seiiuence were those of Amsterdam and Hamburg at the beginning of the seven;

teenth century. The financial activity of the Jews
in the Middle Ages is generally called Banking; but
this is erroneous, as they did not receive money of
others on deposit, which is an essential element of
Banking. Their operations wen; more of the nature
of finance bank.s that is, loan corporations and
were conducted under special economic conditions
and relations to the state (for further particulars

—

see also the article Usuuy).
All the great Jewish financiers

—

of the ^liddle

Ages, such as Aaron (>f Lincoln and Aaron of Turk
in England. Jahiidan Cavalleria and Benveniste da
Porta in Arairon. Esmel de Ablitas in Navarre, uni

Banking'
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France, were associated with the
tlieir respective countries, and in
every instance their property fell into

imitation of the Amsterdam bank; this still exists
under the name of the "Hamburger Bank." Among
the chief founders of the new venture was a Marano

so that their
tiie hands of the crown
banking operations were in the nature

named Diego Teixera de Mattos and of the forty
original members of the bank twelve were Jews

of indirect taxation.
Details are not
make a general statement. In
several cases, however, the capital utilized by these
financiers probably belonged in some measure to
other Jews; so that their operations were really in
the form of banking corporations, though the condi-

(Gratz, "Gesch. der Juden," x. 17, note).
Later on,
in connection with the Hamburg bank were the two
Arensuus, financial representatives of the king of
Poland. The}' represent another source from which

were so dissimilar from those of modern Bankit would be misleading to treat them as of

Polish nobility in some degree resembling the standing and functions of
the Court Jews who slowly collected
around the smaller German courts and who managed
their finance much in the way modern banks do in
the case of court estates. Among these may be mentioned Michael of Berlin, court Jew to Joachim II. of
Brandenburg (GrUtz, ib. ix. 305, 314); Samson Wertheimer at Vienna, and Bassevi von Treuenberg at
Prague (the last two connected with the imperial
finances of the Hapsburgs).
In the middle of the
eighteenth century the Piutos, Delmontes, Bueno de
Mesquita, and Francis Mels of Amsterdam were the
leading financiers of northern Europe; while in
London, which, owing to the relations of William
III. with Holland, was financially dependent on
Amsterdam, Mendes da Costa, Manasseh Lopez, and
Baron d'Aguilar held prominent positions. The
very first work on the operations of the Amsterdam
Exchange was written by a Spanish Jew named

Nathan

Official in

royal treasuries of

Medieval
Finance,

;

sufficiently clear to

tions

ing that

the same order.
In more modern times the financial
operations of Jews have been more of the order of
finance loan corporations than of banks of deposit
and issue; but as a large part of the business of
modern Banking consists of similar loan operations,
there is less impropriety in using the word for the
modern form of Jewish financial transactions (see

Finance, Stock Exchange).
the spread of the Maranos througliout the
world-empire of Spain and Portugal (which countries were united 1580-1640), Jewish commerce entered a new phase, which is represented by the career
of Don Joseph Nasi, who began his life as a banker
in the firm of Mendes at Antwerp, the center of
Spanish commerce. The Maranos became large factors or merchants, and, owing to the unwise economic policy of the Spanish monarch, were enabled
to accumulate large capital from the profits of imalso

With

portation into Europe of the raw products of the
East and West Indies. The firm of Gradis at Bordeaux, a branch of the Mendes family, established
relations with Amsterdam as well as with the New
World; so that ultimately they became the chief exporters from France to Canada (9,000,000 francs
during the Seven Years' war), besides maintaining
relations with the Maranos in Spain itself (Jacobs,
"Sources," No. 13, p. 5; GrStz, in "Monatsschrift,"

new

series, vii.-viii.).
But among the chattels imported by such merchants was bullion
and thus
their operations as merchants led to their activity as
bankers.
Ferdinand de Carvajal is
Source
thus reported to have brought into
of Jewish England no less than £100,000 per anFortunes. num ("Trans. Jewish Soc. England,"
ii. 18).
During the latter part of the
seventeenth century and the early part of the eighteenth, a number of Marano merchants are found acting as loan agents for European monarchs. Thus
Isaac Suasso, Baron Auvernes de Gras, is said to
have advanced 2,000,000 florins to William of Orange
for the invasion of England.
With the great movements of Continental armies in connection witli tlie
wars of Louis XIV. large fortunes were gained by
the Jews as commissaries; and these wei-e tlien
loaned out in banking operations. Thus, on the one
side, Marlborough's troops were supplied by Sir
Solomon Medina ("Diet. National Biography," x.
336) and Joseph Cortisos; while Jacob Worms per;

formed a similar office for the opposing army of
Louis XIV. Worms afterward settled in Paris as a
banker (Kalin, "llistoire dcs Juifs il Paris dans la

XVIIP

Siecle,"p. 39).

Meanwhile

in

Hamburg a bank had been opened

in

;

Jewish capital was drawn

Hamburg
and Am-

tion of the

Jews

the posias " factors " to the
;

sterdam.

Joseph de la Vega.
When French influence became prominent

in Holland in 1803, the financial operations of the powers
opposing Napoleon were transferred to Frankforton-the-Main (Ehrenberg." Das Zeitalter der Fugger,"
ii. 318), and the financial control of the anti-Napoleonic League fell into the hands of Mayer Amschel
Rothschild, court Jew of William I., elector of
Hesse-Cassel. His father, Frederick II., had died in
1785. leaving about £8,400,000, derived chiefly from
the hire of soldiers to the British government to suppress the rebellion in America.
As the fortune of
the Rothschilds was ultimately dependent on the
manipulation of this, it is curious to reflect that their
financial predominance in the nineteenth century is
in the last resort due; to America.
It is impossible
in this place to pursue the financial
Rise of the career of the Rothschilds, which is the
Rothskey to the history of Jewish Banking
childs.
in the nineteenth century but it may
be remarked that the London house
between 1818 and 1833 undertook loans amounting
to £21,800,000, and that as early as 1824 the Paris
house had risen to the position of financial magnates,
undertaking in conjunction with Lafitte and Baring
the French loan of 1824 (Nervo, " Les Finances
Fran(;aises sous la Resfauration," ii. 294).
(For the
ramifications built up by Maj'er Amschel Rotliscliild
throughout western Europe, see Rothschild.) The
plan adopted by him of establishing branches in the
more important European capitals, over which he
placed his sons, was followed by other Jewish banking-houses.
With the reconstruction of Europe, after the fall
of Napoleon in 1815, a new financial era began in
;

'

;
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which the capital hitherto diverted to warlike operations was transferred to industrial enterprise, owing
This was mainly
to the introduction of steam.
operated from London with English capital and the
Jews did only a small portion of the business connected with the introduction of machinery and railroads into European commerce. But the international connections of great Jewish families, such as
the Rothschilds, Stcrn.s, Pereires, Ilirschs, and BischofTsheims caused them to be of considerable importance in the issuing of state loans between 1820
and 1860. L^p to 1848 the practise of apportioning
loans to large banking firms, who then distributed
them to the public in smaller lots, was carried out
and in this way the Rothschilds especially had a
quasi-monopoly of the loan market. In the fifties,
however, their monopoly of international finance
was broken down by the formation throughout western Europe of credit banks, many of them founded
by associations of Jewish bankers of smaller caliber
than the great financial families. Thus the Credit
Mobilier of 1852 was founded by the Pereires, Solomon Heine, and D'Eichthal (M. Aycard, "Histoire
du Credit Mobilier," 1867). The practise, after
the j'ear 1848, of opening the subscription to the
loans to the public in general also tended to break
down the monopoly of the great Jewish financial
;

Arms.
It may be worth while to remark here that the
idea promoted generally by anti-Semitic writers that
the resources of all Jewish capitalists formed one
fund is ludicrousl}' at variance with
Capitalists the tacts of the case. Heine, in a corInvest in respondence to the Augsburg " AllgeRailroads. meine Zeituug." dated ]\Iay 27, 1840,
and reprinted in " Franzosische Zustilnde," refers to Rothschild and Fould as tw^o "rabbis of finance," opposed just as strenuously to each
other as were once " Rabbi Shammai and Rabbi Hillel
in the old city of Babylon " (sic). Jewish firms competed with one another with as much eagerness as
they did against non-Jewish firms. The Pereires,
for example, obtained a concession for South Russian railways against the Rothschilds in 1856 (Reeves,
"The Rothschilds," p. 334). With the introduction
of railroads on the Continent many of the firms
previously mentioned were closely connected, tiie
Pereires with those of northern France, theBishoffsheims with those of Belgium, and Baron de Hinsch
with tho.se of Turkej'. ]\Iany Jewish firms and credit
banks, especially the house of Blcichroeder,\vere concerned with the growth of railways in Germany and
Austria.
It was Baron Bleichroedcr who operated
the transfers of the milliards from France to Germany
after the Franco-Prussian war. But with the nationalization of the German railroads the field of operation of the Jewish banking-houses in Germany was
transferred from railroads to other industries which
they have largely helped to create.
Throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century, however, others had been learning the secret
of international connections, and bj' 1900 the monopoly of international finance had largely passed from
Jewish hands. An organized attempt to precipitate
this was made about 1885 by a number of Catholic
financiers in France, who constituted the Union

Banking^
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Generale to overcome the financial predominance
of the Jewish capitalists (Rothschilds, Pereires, etc.);
but it proved a disastrous failure, and much of

French anti-Semitism has been traced

to this cause.
stated that the financial crisis of Germany and Austria in 1873, in which the inflation due
to the introducti<»n of the milliards came to an end,
was also a .source of anti-bemitism, because the

Similarly,

it is

shrewdness of the Jewish bankers had foreseen the
and they were enabled to evade it.
After the Crimean war, Jews contributed largely
to the development of Banking in Russia; Barons
Joseph and Horace Glinzburg and
Russian Leon Rosenthal, of St. Petersburg,
Banking- organized many commercial banks.

crash,

Houses.

and placed government loans

in the

German and French monc}' -markets.
The Kronenbergs and Ivan Blioch, of Warsaw, as
well as Efrussiaud Rafalovich. of Odessa, should be
mentioned in connection with Russian banking.
Attention may be drawn to one side of Italian
Banking with which the name of a Jew is prominently connected, though he himself is not a banker.
The finance minister Luigi Luzzati introduced into
Italj' about 1864 the Schultze-Delitzsch method of
This system has
agricultural cooperative banks.
been very effective in helping the Italians to tide
over times of distress, and has quite revolutionized
the condition of Italian agriculture.
In the United States there has never been any
marked influence of capital controlled by Jews
either on the stock exchanges or in the great industrial connections, the opportunities for international
connections being only slight.
But in the two great wars Jewish financiers pla}'ed
a considerable r61e,owing doubtless to their European
connections: Haym Solomon in the
Revolutionary w^ar (see "Transactions
In the
United
of the Jewish Historical Society of
America," passim), while Seligman
States.
Bros, and Speyer & Co. financed the
North, and Messrs. Erlanger the South (J. C.
Schwab, "Confederate States of America," p. 103.
New York, 1901), in the great Civil war. More recently, in the great development of railway finance,
the firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. has taken a prominent
position.

Altogether, the influence of Jews on Banking has
been only short-lived, and was due to the preliminary advantage given to them by their international
position, which is nowadays shared by them with
others.
It is a significant fact that at the beginning
of the twentieth century the typical Jewish bankinghouse of Rothschilds gave up its original foundation
at Frankfort.
J.

D.

BANKRUPTCY

In modern law, the proceeding taken by the courts of justice with regard to
debtors unable to pay their debts in full, when all
the creditors become parties to the proceeding. The
object of bankruptcy laws is twofold first, equality
among creditors second, the discharge of the debtor,
so that his future earnings may be free from levy
There is no trace in the rabbinfor his old debts.
ical jurisprudence of anything like a discharge in
:

:

;

:
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Bauoczi

beginning of the tliird century.
of a halakic nature from him has been
preserved but he is distinguished as one of the great
haggadists of his time. Probably he also enjoyed
the reputation of a saint, as is shown by the mar-

Baukniptcj'; on tlie coutrary, Ililk'I already found
means to abrogate the eirect of the Biblical year of
release, the simplest of all laws for the discharge of
poor debtors (see Pkosbul). As to equality among
creditors, the Talmud tends very much the other
\vay for every " shetar " or sealetl bond (obligation
attested by two witnesses) operated from its date as
a mortgage on all of the debtor's land only bonds
of the same date stood on an equal footing; and in

K.\i'i'AH.\) at the

Not much
;

vels related of him in later legends.
Regarding
Bannaah's relation to Rabbi, the collector of the
Mishnah, the following utterance is characteristic:
'Man should ever penetrate deep into the study of
the ^[ishnah for if he knock it will be opened to

;

;

many

places the

custom was

to

mark

the hour, and

;

thus to give preference even between bonds of the
same date. Among debts by simple contracts the
one lirst ripening into judgment would take priority.
In the later Middle Ages, when tlie Jews became
landless, and wlien their little wealth was invested
in jewels, in merchandise and shipping, in silver and

him, be

dah"

it

the

(Pesik.

Talmud [=
xxvii.

176a;

Ilalakah] or the
compare Matt.

Haggavii.

7:

"

Knock, and it shall be opened unto you "). Bannaah therefore belongs to the few of the semi-tannaim
Avho fully acknowledged the merit of Rabbi's collection of the Mishnah, regarding it as a progressive
step in the development of the tannaitic literature
(compare Yer. Hor. iii. 48f). To the j\Iislinali of
Rabbi in particular, and to the Halakah in general,
might be applied Bannaah's remark on Joshua, that
he acted " in accordance with the spirit of the Law
as revealed by God to Moses, also in instances when
not directly instructed by the latter " (Yer. Peah i.

gold, or in loans to the Gentiles, the prioi-ity among
bondholders was extended to such personal property
in hand at the time of the insolvency
nature and effect of bonds, see Deeds).
Cases would, however, occur in which execution
was levied on behalf of several creditors of the same
rank, and in which the law had to contrive some plan

as
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might be

(as to

Here the method of the Rabbis
widely from that of modern courts. The
division of the fund is not made in proportion to the
demands, but according to the number of creditors;
none of course to be paid more than the full amount
of distribution.

l~ih).

differs

Bannaah's view on the origin of the Pentateuch is
remarkable as almost bordering on Biblical criticism.
" The Torah," he says, " was given in rolls " (Git. 60«).
meaning to say that the Pentateuch was promulgated in .sections, which were afterward joined into
a unity. In haggadic exegesis Bannaah fre(iuently
For instance, he thinks that
applies sj'mbolism.
God demanded gold for the Tabernacle, in order tliat
Israel might in this way do penance for the sin committed in worshiping the golden calf (Sifre, Deut.
The following words of Bannaah are also notei.).
worthy: "Saul began to subtilize over the order
which he had received to exterminate Amaiek.
If

If there are five creditors, and the
of his claim.
smallest claim is less than one-tifth of the fund, it is
paid in full the rest of the fund being divided, on
the same principle, among the other four creditors.
The example given in the Hoshen Mishpat puts it
;

thus: Suppose the fund be 300 dinars, and there are
three creditors with claims for 300, 200, and 100
dinars respectively, each claimant receives one-third
of the fund; i.e., 100 dinars.
Again, suppose the
fund be more than 500 and less than 600 dinars, each
claimant receives an amount e([ual to the smallest
claim, i.e., lOO dinars, and, of the remainder, each
of the two I'emaining creditors receives an amount
equal to the smallest claim, i.e., another 100 dinars;
and the rest goes to the third claimant (Shulhan
"Aruk. Hoshen 3Iishpat, iv. 10).
Another case is mentioned Where two Jews hold
bonds against a Gentile whose propert}' is proved
insufficient to pa}' both in full, and the proceeds come
to a Jewish tribunal for distribution, tlie interest
ranks with the principal, and an objection from the
holder of the junior bond, because the interest arose
after the date of the elder bond, will not be con
sidered {ih. lo).
These views are sustained by tlic corresponding
passages in ^Maimonides, "Yad."' ]\Ialveh xx., and
in the
Tur, Hoshen Mislipat, civ., and "Bet
Yosef," ad he., and run back— that about tiie manner of distribution among creditors, to Ket. x. 4,
%i((: and that about interest, to a principle set forth
ill Ket. xii. 1.
R. .Moses Isserles (to Hoslien Mislipat, Ixxxvi. 1). however, thinks that the junior
creditor may redeem bv jiaviiig interest up to the
day.

the

^K.

L.

:

A

Palestinian

senii-tanna

(.see

there

came

or

'Be not righteous overmuch' (Eccl. vii. 16);
that is, Be not more just than thy Creator '" (Eccl.
R. vii. 16; and compare Jerome's commentary, ad
cried,

'

lor.).

Neither the foregoing nor any other passage of
Haggadah justifies the role of a saint a.scribed to
Bannaah in the Babylonian Talmud; the following
can therefore be accepted only as a legend
the

"Bannaah," relates the Babylonian Taliinid, "was in the
(if markinir tombs,
in order that persons inifiht frnard
themselves ajrainst ritual impurity, and, when engaged in this
manner, elianced one day to eonie upon the eave of .\braham.
At the entrance he found Eliezer, Abraham's faithful servant,
and. being announct^ti by him, thereupon entered. When Bannaah. however, endeavored to view the grave of Adam, wliich
was situated in the same eave [see .\r)AM in Rahbinic.^i. LitKKATfKKl. a voice came from heaven, saying: 'Thou mayest
habit

look upon the image of My image [Jacob], but not upon My
direct image [.\dam] .'
But Bannaah tiad already seen the
soles of -Adam's feet, which were like unto two suns" (1$. B.

In another legend the practical wisdom of Banis extolled.
On one occasion, a man had or-

naah

dered that only one of his (siii)])osed) ten sons was to
be his heir, knowing that only one was his true .son.
Naturally all claimed this distinction; whereupon
Bannaaii told them to visit the grave of their father,
and to strike upon it until he should awaken and tell

X. D.

BANNAAH, BANNAY, BANNAYAH
Benajah)

Avhat manner
the cattle?'
a voice from heaven that

liave sinned,' said he, 'in

Whereupon

:

•I.

men

have the women, the children,

(not

B.^u
I

"

was the true litir. To this proposition
assented except tlie real son, wiiose filial piety
rebelled auainst so unnatural an action; wliereujKjn
In conseIJannaali ileeided in favor of tlie latter.
(juenee of this judgment, Bannaah was bionglit
into contliet with the authorities \ipon the eiiarge of
deciding legal cases without witnesses or c<»nvincing
proofs,
lie was imprisoned; but liis astuteness in
explaining a jiuzzle not only sjtared him further
piuiishinent, but led to his being installed as judge

By

over the people.

in taUini: "

"ijor"

;

'/..

Fniiikel,

liii-Vmi'^liitliin, <)'.»'( : Weiss, Dur I><'r }i<-D(,rsliau\
A Midrash fiapiiietit en the KedeiiiptiDii, with the
iii.
title l>rr<if}i<it U. BdiiiKtidi. apiieared in Hayviin M. Heniedition
of the Taniia dclic EUijiilin '/AitUi, \\\). »'(J-:iti.
witz's
1,1,

.")lfi.

Fraiikfort-on-the-Main,
.1.

L. G.

BANNAIM or BAN AIM

(D'NJ3)

:

A supposed

among Palestinian Jews of
The only passage in -which the
Mikwaot ix. 6 (Tosef. ib. vi. 1-4 [vii.

sect of an Essene order,

]Mislinah,

the second century.

l)ends ujiou

name occurs

is

where the following Ilalakali is recorded by a
tainia of the middle of the second century, concerning the question of dipping the clothing for Levit" Garments belonging to the Banical puritication
naim may not have a mud-stain even u]ion one side,

it

12^13],

i)it is

and in llai Gaon's commentary on the Mishnah,
According to this view, the Mishnah .says nothing about the clothing of abor,butspeaksof the mire
from a itit (bor), which is declared a preventive of
Levitical iniritication, even though it be upon only

tlie.se people are very particiUar concerning
the cleanliness of their clothing, and any such spot
Avould jirevent the purifying water from actually
penetrating the garment as it is usually worn; but
with a 'bor' [explained as an unlearned and uncultured man], it matters not if his clothing contain a

one side of the garment. This explanation of the
]\[ishiiah, curieiit in the gaonic jieriod, was revived
by Elijah "Wilna in niodern times (see his gloss on
the passage) and it takes the foundation from under
the interpretation of " Bannaim " as a class of persons
opposed to the l)or. The ]\[isliuah simply says that
bathing-clothes must be scrupulously clean, and that
the smallest stain prevents their Levitical puriticaCompare Baxus, Banxaah, Essknks.
tion.
;

at the time of dipping, for stich a one is
not so particular about cleanliness."
The identity of these Banuaim was lost to the
amoraim of a century later. Hence the term was
explained as "scholars who occupy themselves with
the study of the world's construction"; so that
"Bannaim" would mean "building-masters" or
from "banah" (to build)
"building-students,"
Similarly to this explanation, Fran(Shab. \\A(i).
kel (see below) understood the Baimaim to be an
Essene order who were employed with ax and
shovel (compare Josephus, "B. J." ii. 8, ^9); while
other scholars, such as Sachs and Derenbourg
("Essai sur I'Histoire de la Geographic de la Palestine," p. 16(i), agree in the main with Frankel, but
explain "Bannaim" to mean "those who bathe,"
fiom the JudaH)-Aramean word "banna'a," ecpiivaThus the name of
lent to the Greek ftn/ave'iov (bath).
this order would then be identical in meaning with
the "Tobele Shaharit" (Hemerobaptists), as the
Essenes are sometimes called. Xevertheless it is
highly probable that the word " Bamiaim " in tlie
above-mentioned ^Mishnah means simply "bathers,"

mud-spot

Avithout reference to any particular sect, btit in connection with the clothing used at the l)ath. This
is, according to Rashi, the conception of the ]\Iislinah held by the amora Simeon b. Lakish, who explains D''XJa b\^' D^^3 hy p^lNH D"'^D (clothes used
in the bath or immediatel}' afterward) (Shab. I.e.
but Jastrow, "Diet.," and Krauss, "Lehnworter,"

;

piplX)-

calls

whether the

I.e.).

l)ecause

t(j

I.e. 2,

del

:

meaning

rimnn

the solution dehirge and cf)ntaining
much mud, or small " (the text is coirujit in the usual
editions, but may be found correct in ed. Zuckerman-

1]),

assign a quite different

But

iuitithesis of Es.sene;

;

iss:i.

SH.

is

"Am

hisadvice, oei'tain legal inscrip-

:>)'J-r>i:i

never foinid as the

a
proper (opposition woidd be"haber" and
liaAre/." A com|)arison of the passjige with its parallel in the Tosef ta, /.'., shows that "bor" means
nothing more than a " well," which explanation casts
a (luitedilferent light ui)on the Mislmaii and its exposition. The Tosefta reads: " When mire fiom a roadside strip iD'nnn mnn"': see .Alislmah, l.r. 2] has
fallen upon clothing, there are three varying opinions whether such mud jirevents Levitical purificaOne holds it to be a ]ireventive only when it
tion.
goes through both siiies of the garment; a second,
that it prevents puritication even though it adhere
only to one side while an intermediate o])inion claims
that if the garment be one belonging U> the Bannaim,
the second opinion must be upheld, and if not, tlien
the first." So far the Mishnah, to which the Tosefta
adds," but if tiie mire comes from a i)it ["bor"; the

which had been cut into the gateway of the
I5annaah counted
city, were changed (H. J>. l.c).
among his pupils also Johanan b. Xappaha.
ii.

meaning "an uiicidtured person."

this lattei' as

tions,

Buu.ionnAiMiv: Bailier, Aij. Tan.

Bauoczi

Tlie misunderstanding of this Mislmaii originutc^s
Bannainr' as an antithesis to "bnr," and

tiifin wliicli

ail

Ml
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Derenbotii-fr, as above; Frankel. Zeitschrift
Urlitiinsrii Iiiti)i.-'<c}i.m. 45.") (the word " Rannai

Bibliography:
ini-ilii-

in

Kehm

.\iv.

:!.

wliicli lie includes,

can only mean "Itnildinp-

master" or "builder." as the context showsi: Hanilnn'per,
R. Ii. T. ii. S4; .lastrow. J)ivtii,}\nr]iy s.v.. who considers
" Bannaim " a contraction of 2"NJ p ("one of liecominK
conduct, refined " n

WiUtolnali,
J.

i.

~'41

Lew. ycuhelirUisvhrx und ChaUUimhes

;

8a('lis,

Bcitrdijt,

Sli.

ii,

l'J9.

L. G.

bAnOCZI, JOSEPH:

Hungaiiau scholar; born
at S/.t. Gal, county of Veszprem, Hungary, July 4,
He was educated at the schools of his native
1849.
town, and afterward at the univeisitiesof Budapest,
Vienna. Berlin, Gottingen, and Leipsic. and then
went to Paris and London to finish liis studies.
Ban(')C/.i became in 1878 privat-docrnt of philosophy at the University of Budapest, in 1879 member
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and in 1892
member of the Landesschulrath (royal board of
education).

Banoczi has also occupied various positions in the
Jewish community. From 1877 to 1893 he was professor at the Budapest Jewish Theological Seminary,
and liecame in 1887 principal of the Budapest normal
In 1896 he was
school for the education of teachers.
secretary of the Hungarian Society for the Promotion
of Jewish Literature, and in 1897 member of the
Delegation of Hungarian Jews.
At the insistence of the Bucharest rabbi, Dr. Beck

;

Banquets
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Biuujczi, together with Prof. W. Bacher, took the
necessary steps to save from certain luin the congregation and schools of tlie sect of Sabbatarians in
Transylvania who in 1808 became convertetl ti Judaism.
Biinoczi has written the following works: (1)
" Kant's Lelire von Raum uud Zeit " (187r)) (2) translation of G. H. Lewes' "History of Philosophy"
into Hungarian, 3 vols., 1876-78; (3) "Revai Mikl(')s
Elete es .Munkai," crowned by the Hungarian Royal
Academy of Sciences in 1879; (4) "Magyar Romauticismus " (5) translation of some of Schopenhauer's
works into Hungarian, 1882 2d ed. ,1892 (0) " Emlekbeszed Greguss Agostrol," 1889; (7) translation of
Kant's " Kritik der Reiuen Vernuuft " into Hungarian, jointly with Professor Alexander, 1891
(8)
translation of Burckhard's "Cultur der Renaissance
in Italien " into Hungarian, 2 vols., 1895-90.
Ban(3czi, together with Professor Alexander, edits
the "Filozotiai Jrok Tara " lie has also edited Erdelyi's philosophical writings (1885), and the works
of Kisfaludy Karoly, 6 vols., 1893.
Btinoczi's contributions to Jewish literature are:
(1) "A Historj^ of the First Decade of the Budapest
Jewish Theological Seminary " (Hungarian and German), 1888; (2) he edited, jointly with W. Bacher,
the "Hungaro-Jewish Review" ("Magyar Zsido
Szenile"), 7 vols., 1884-90; (3) he edited, also with
"
Bacher, 'Eokonyo," the year-book of the Hungarian Society for the Promotion of Jewish Literature,
3 vols. 1897-99.
Banoczi is a contributor to the " Philosophische
;

;

;

;

;

;

,

" and many Hungarian literary magaand he has published some verj' valuable
papers in the programs of the Normal School for
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the thanksgiving feasts (Job i. 4; Ps. xxii. 26, 27;
Esth. viii. 17, ix. 22) or the feast of sheep-sheariug
(I Sam. XXV. 36; II Sam. xiii. 23), an.l juf^bably
also the least of hou.se dedicatic^n, according to Prov.

1-4.
The weaning of a child, usually after its
second year, was an occasion of feasting (Gen, xxi.
8; see Knobel-Dilhiuum on the jia.ssage).
Birthday
feasts are mentioned, but only of non-Jewish kings
(Gen. xl. 20; II Mace. vi. 7; thai of Herod, in Matt,
xiv. 6, may have been on the tlay of his accession to
the throne, as seems to be the case with Esth. i. 3, 4,
and Dan. v. 1). The sacrificial feasts, however, in
the cour.se of time, to the chagrin of the Prophets, had
become carousals void of ail religious spirit. "The
harp and the viol, the taboret and inpe, and wine
are in their feasts; but they regard not the work of
the Lord, neither consider the operation of his
ix.

hands"

Amos

(Isa.

v.

11,

12;

compare

xxviii.

7, 8,

and

vi. 5, 6).

The Talmud

discriminates between religions Baa("se'udah shel mizwali"), in which the student of the Law should participate, and Banquets
of anon-religious, voluntary character (".se'udah shel
resliut "), in which the student of the Law should not
participate (Pes. 49«).
In the former
In Post- arc included
Biblical
1. The Betrothal and the Wed(luets

:

Times.
Ket. 8a;

ding-Feast

(I.e.):
The latter, called
also "hillula " (feast of jo3'ful song,
Ber. 31(7), lasted seven days (see Judges

xiv. 17; in Tobit

days'

viii. 19, twice seven days), a three
preparation being deemed neccs.sary for the

]\Ionatshefte

banquet (Ket.

zines;

2. The Circumcision Feast (Ket. 8a): The
father of Elislia ben Abuyah invited all the great
and learned men of Jerusalem to the circumcision
feast of his son (Yer. Hag. ii. 776).
The Midrash
ascribes the celebration of this feast to Abraham,

Teachers.

S.

BANaUETS
"

(Hebrew, "mishteh," from "sha-

=

drinking-feast; Talmudical,"se'udah," from
"sa'ad"
sustenance)
Festive meals on occasions
of the celebration of domestic, communal, and re-

tah

=

ligious joy,

from

:

and on welcoming as well as on parting

Social in character, they originated,
generally assumed, in sacrificial feasts.
As AV. Robertson Smith tersely puts it: "A sacrifice was a public ceremony of a township; the law of
the feast was open-handed hospitality; no sacrifice
was complete without guests, and portions were freely distributed to rich and poor within tlie circle of a
man's acquaintance; imiversal hilarity prevailed"
("Religion of the Semites," 1889, pp. 230-258, with
special reference to I Sam. ix. 13, xx. 6; II Sam. vi.
19; Nell. viii. 10).
Participation in sacrificial meals
was equivalent to covenanting with the Deity;
hence the prohibition not " to eat of the sacrifice "
of the heathen (Ex. xxxiv. 15; Smith, I.e. pp. 252300; Trumbull, "The Blood Covenant," 1885, pp.

as

is

268

friends.

now

et se(/.).

In Biblical times the religious nature of these meals
predominated, whether in the harvest
In
feast (Dent. xvi. 10, 14; xii. 7, 12, 18;
Biblical
Judges ix. 27), or in the covenant
Times.
feastr. at the luiion or parting of friends
(Gen. xxvi. 30, xxxi. 54; Ex. xxiv.
5), to which category belongs also tlie weddingfeast (Gen. xxiv. 54, xxix. 22; Judges xiv. 10) or

2a. 7A).

taking tlie word ^t^jn in Gen. xxi. 8, "Abraham
a great feast the same day that Isaac was

made

weaned," as a Notakikox, ^^3 jri, "on the eighth
day when he circumcised Isaac " (Piike R. El. xxix.
Midr. Teh. to Ps. cxii. Lekah Tob to Gen. Shab.
130f(, Tos.).
Josephus does not seem to know of the
custom as yet, for he writes ("Contra Ap." ii. 26):
" The law does not permit us to make festivals at
the births of our children and thereby afford occasion for drinking to excess."
This is an allusion to
the Greek festival called " Onomathesia " (giving of
name), and " Hebdomeueumenia " (feast of the week)
(Hermann, "Lehibuch der Gottcsdienstlicheu Alterthlimer der Griechen," g 26, note 6), which occurs
as "shabua' lia-Beu " in the Hadrianie time in the
Talmud (Yer. Ket. i. 25c; B. B. 60^»; Sanh. 32b). but
has been identified with the circumcision feast (Low,
"Die Lebensalter," p. 89; Spitzer, "Das Mahl bei
den Ileliriiern," p. 41, note 4).
;

The Bar Mizwah Feast

;

(see B.\r Mizwah):
some conimcntatois, the passage in
Gen. xxi. 8, ([uoled above, refers to the banquet
given by Abraham on the day that Isaac was
weaned from the "Yezer ha-Ra'" (the evil spirit),
and became Bar ]\lizwah (Gen. R. 53).
4. Feast of the Redemption of the FirstBorn Son, see Pidyon h.vBkn. Some find this
referred to under the name of "Yeshu'a ha-Ben"

3.

According

to

(sulvatioii of the son), nicntioiud in 15. K. Xihi (sff
Tos. and 'Aruk, .•-./•. ]}yc>'': Solomon l)C'n Adrt-t, Kc.sponsa. Nos. 200 and T.jS; Slnill.ian "Aruk, Yoreli

Di'ah.

giwn on

tlic ni.<,dit bc'loi-c

xvii. 172-177).

tories of the

10).

Tlic tVast

given at

"Teruniat liaDe.shcn,"

]>.

2(59,

as does Moidecai

Jai)he Ai ••I.ebusli." Yoreh De-ah, 2(i."), 12.
5. The Finishing of a Talmudical Treatise
This was also legarded as an
Called Siyyuni
:

occasidn Inr leasling by students, sutbc-ient even to
jH-rniit them to eat meat when otlierwise forbidden

"Andv Grab Hayyini.

(Shidhan

lOoS,

1

;

^lagen

Abraham).
6. The Sabbath and Holy-Day Meals
These, which in later times assunud the character
of simple family repasts permeated by the spirit of
genuine domesticity, were originally UaiKiuets of
the Pharisaic biotheiliood, enlivened by song and
discussions, at which the men reclined; the women
and children if they took jiart at all not being
considered as among the Lumber present. "Wine at
the opening and closing of the meal was deemed iin
indispensable feature; over it the benediction and a
:

—

—

blessing of sanctitication of the day were ollercd b}'
the one who pix'sided at the table and broke the
Peifumes and ointments as well as a variety
bread.
of dishes were characteristics of these meals, to the

preparation of which some would devote a whole
week (T3er. viii. 5; Tos. P,er. vi. 5; Tos. Be/ah, ii. 13.
U;Be/.ah 16«; Pes. R. x.\iii. Geiger, ' Urschrift,"
;

p. 123; idem, " Jlid. Zeit." iv.

Wrxl

however,

st(j.).

These Ban-

time of the
great families held such
on Saobath eve and Saturday noon at such an im-

quets might not be

lield,

7.

t

the fourth Sabbath, called " Ilolk'kreisch," are of
They are not mentioned in
late and foreign origin.
the older codes, but Israel Isserlein refers to tliem

at tl.e

"Two
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than the Book of Esther itself (st'c Piki.m and the
modern literature on Purim in AVildeboer's commentary on Esther; .Marti. "Kurzer Hand Conunentur,"

"Zakor "-meal, and ho one
the naming of the new-born daughter on

:50."),

ciicunicisioii, called llie

in

Banquets
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Feasts of Joy and Thanksgiving for Vic
Jews Such a one is mentioned (111

3lacc.
(I

iii.

:

having

30-3(5) as

htslerl,

like

Hanukkah

Mac<-. iv. 59), eight days.

8. Meals of Comfort, " Se'udat Habraah,"
Given to the Mourners (II Sam. iii. o.j; .hi. xvi.

Hosea ix. 4; Josephus, " B. J." ii. 1.
"Ant." xix. 9, ii 1; Ket. Hh: M. K. V,.
2~)i(; Mas. Hofcrim. xix. 11): These, forming a totally
dillerent class, may have originally been farewell
Ban([Uets to the dead (see Spitzer, I.e. ]»p. Oo ft .scij.
Schwally, "Das Leben nach dcm Tode," 1892, p. 23).
whicii were changed into gifts to the mourners
(Maimonides, " Yad," Abel, xiii. Yoreh De'ah, 37^i).
7;

Tobit

iv. 17;

^ 1; idem,

;

;

See .Mori!M.N(i.
The various rules regarding the invitation and
the seating of the guests, the mixing of the wine and
the serving of the dishes, to be observed by the mas-

Greek " apxi-p'K/iroc.^'
by the cook, and the servant of the house ("shammash"), were no less strictly observed by tlie Jews
than by the Greeks and Romans, as may be learned
Derek 'Ercz
from ik'r. vii. Tosef., Ber. iv.-vii.
Rabba and Zutta. For the Babylonian Jews, the
Persians were guides and patterns (Ber. G\h). The
wealthy Jews often foUowed the exGreek and ample of the R(jmans in indulging in
Roman sunq)tuous and boisterous Banquets
Influences, such as are described in Philo, " De
Vita Contemplativa," J^i; 5-7, and
Wisdom ii. 7 et xcj. All the more do the Rabbis
warn against luxurious meals (Pes. 4d't), and insist
ter of the ban(|uet, called in

;

;

proper time, arid were exterminated for such trans-

that discussions (»f Scripture, sacred songs, and,
above all. the presence of stude-nts of the Law should
give each luuuiuet a sacred character (Ab. iii. 3).

Three meals are prescribed
gression " (Git. 'SS//).
for the Sabbath; one on tlie preceding evening; anotlier at noon (to which some add a breakfast in the
foreno(.n); and the third in the late afternoon (Sliab.

"All tables are full of vomit and lilthiness without
]\Iakom" (= the name of God) (Isa. xxviii. 8; see
Taylor, "Sayings of the Jewish Fathers," who refers to Cor. X. 31; Ber. (i4n; Sanh. 101a; compare

The Passover-eve meal also, although
117A (i sr(/.).
emineiuly a family feast, perhaps as early as ]\Iisli-

Ber.

public discourses.

naic times (Pes. x. 4), had originally the character
of a banquet, at which the Pharisaic l)rotliers sat
together eating and drinking, singing liynuis, and reciting or expounding chapters from Holy Scripture,

as may be learned from the Pesah Haggadah and
the New Testament story of the last supper (Matt.
XX vi. and parallels). Especially were tlie poor in-

When Tobit liad a ricli meal previted as guests.
pared for liim for Pentecost, he sent out his son to
invite any poor Israelite he could find to participate
AVhile the feasters often sat
therein (Tobit ii. 1, 2).
Greek fashion with garlands on their heads
XX viii. 1 Wisdom ii. 7, 8; Josephus, "Ant." xix.
§ 1), some deemed it especially obligatory to place

after
(Isa.
9,

;

wreaths on their heads at the celebration of the Feast
New
of Tabernacles (Book of Jubilees, xvi. 24).
moons also were occasions of great festive meals for
the ancient Pharisaic brotherhoods, as is learned from
R. II. ii. 5, and iSIaseket Soferin\, xix. 9: whereas
the merry Purim Banquets, at which drinking was
a prominent feature (ileg. lb), appear to be older

II.— 32

43/').

Portions from the Banquets were scut to the poor,
"to them for whom "nothing is prepared" (Neh. viii.
Greater
]()), especially on Purim (Esth. ix. 19, 22).
than the Banquets given by King Solomon (B. 31.
vii. 1) were, acconling to B. 31. 8(5A, those of Abraham, because his hospitality was the greater. XeheThe
miali also kept open house (Xeh. v. 17, 18).
Hasidic Banquets described by Philo {I.e. ^% 8 et
.'ieq.) and
Josephus ("B. J." ii. 8, § 5) gave rise to
the idea of a great banquet of the righteous in the
world to cimiY'. also called "se'tidah " (Ab. iii. 25;
compare Taylor, I.e.; Rev. xix. 9, "Se'udah sliel

Liviatau"; see Levi.\thax and Eschatology).
Bibliography: Smith, Diet, nf the Bihle, s.v. Bnwivfl
Winer and

Hielnii

;

\

Gastmiihhi\ in Hauok's RcaleucuMi/-

pCuUc.

K.

BANTJ ATJS

:

toifether with the

settled there

came to 3Iedina
Banu Khazraj (about 300), and

An Arab

among

tribe that

the JeAvish inhabitants of the

For some time they lived under Jewish protection and intermarried with them; but, getting
place.

;

Banu Bahdal
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stronger, tliey gnulually made tiiciiisflvcs masters
p]veiUually
of the place, iiiiti oppressed the Jews.
This
tliey invited ^loiiamnied to live in Medina.
ended in the comi)lete overthrow of the Jews, Avho
were partly expelled and partly massacred.

H. Hll!.

G.

BANU BAHDAL: A

Medina
Theie is
Sf)nie uncertainty as to the correctness of the name,
as the sources give also the names "Iladal" and
"Haudal."
H. HlK.
,;.
ivhich dwelt with the

Jewish

Ham;

tril)e

in

Ki;iiai/,.\.

BANU KAINUKA'A A Jewish tribe

in

:

north

Arabia, ap])arently the first Jews that settled at
^letlina, and the most i)owerfnl of all the Jewish
They formed
tribes of the peninsula before Islam.
They had also a marketa gild of goldsmiths.
jilace, known under the name "Market of the Banu
Ivainuka'a," which was the general market-place
of the city before 3Iohanuned laid out the great
Besides tJiis they possessed two
market-place.
After ]\Iostrong castles in the north of ^Medina.
hanuned hail come to ]\Iediua, he endeavored to win
Failing in his efforts, he
all the Jews over to Islam.
assumed a more threatening attitude anil tirst declared war on the Banu Kaiuuka'a. They retired to
their fortresses, but after a siege which lasted tif3Iohanuned put them
teeu days, they surrendered.
in chains, and wished to have all the men executed.
He was, however, persuaded to spare them on condition that they (putted the town, leaving their goods
and chattels in the hands of the conquerors. Subsequently they settled in Adia'at in the north.
In iiddition to the liioprnpliies of Mohammed,
WellhiUisen. Shizzrii mid VinavhcUcu, iv. 10, U, S2
Hirschfeld, Esr^aL ,s?(C VHistoirc drs Jiiifs dc Mcdiitc, in
Rec. Et. Juives, vii. 109 ct xc;., x. 10 vt k€<i.

BIBI.IOOR.VPHV

:

.see

G.

BANU KURAIZA
]\Iedina that, like the

consisleil

IIiK.

11.

One of the Jewish
Banu al-Nadir, seem
:

tribes in

to luive

chietly of descendants of Aaron.

They

inhabited the villages ]Mahzur, Bir Abba, and Buath
on the eastern side of Medina; and also held fortiToward the end
fied positions in the neighborhood.
of tbe tifth century many notable Jews, the majority of whom appear to have belonged to the Banu
Kuraiza, were massacred in conseiiuence of the
lieachery of one of the Arab chiefs.
Kurai/.ite
woman, named Sarah, bewailed the disaster in a
dirge, which is still extant.
The Banu Kurai/a were the last tribe to be attacked by Mohammed, and, as the power of the latter was on the increas<>, they had no allies.
In order
to have a pretext to tight them, Mohanuned charged
them with treason, and declared war against them.
They retired to their castles, hoping for assistance
from tlie lieathen Arabs. The chief of tin; latter,
Ka'ab ibn Asad. advised them to make a sortie on the
night of Sabbath, but they refused. Some of them
are said to liave embraced Islam.
Among these
converts was also a woman who tried to convert lier
husband. He, however, rebuked her. and in a short
poem, still extant, exliorted her to return to her old

A

faith.

The Banu Kuiaiza were eventually obliged

sunendir.
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subndtled the decision of
most lanatical followeis, w ho
ordered the men to be killed and the women and
cliildicn to be kept prisoners.
Seven hundred and
fifty Kuraiziles were executed, among whom were
Thi; fate
the Kabbi llukaik of the lianu al-Nadir.
of those slain was bewailed in verse b}' the Jewish
The captive children wei'c
jioet, Jabal b. Jawwal.
converted to Islam, and one of the women, named
Keihana, \vas mairied to .Mohannned.
Fov some
time siie remained a Jewess, but ultimately rdopted
lier husband's faith.
The l)ooty was consideraijle,
and the gain of the Moslems was all the greati'i-, as
many Israelites came to redeem the captive women.
]\Ioliannned

their tale to one of his

liiULiofiKAFiiv

Hirschfeld,

:

Kw«/

xiir riTi!<t<iivc

dcx Juif" dc

Miiliiir, in /i'(i\ /;/. JiMivs, vii. loij it. sci/., x. \7 rt sci/.:
Wei Mauser), Skizzni mid Vurinliiiti'iK iv. "(( ,n-"/.,70(7 m'i/-;
Sprentrer, Lchcii unil Eclnc dts Muliamincd, Inde.v. .<.r.
I

H.

a.

BANU AL-NAPIR A
:

Jewisli tribe

lliK.

in

Uc-

appears to have been chiefly composed of
l)iiestly families, as this, together with the Banu KfliAizA, was styled "Alkahinan" (The Two Priests).
Their habitations were situated in the northern environs of ^Medina, notably Bu'airah, al-Nawa'im, 3Iudainib, and the castles of Al-Buwailah, Baraj, Ghars,
and Fadija. At the time of ^Mohanuned the followdina.

It

ing persons were their leaders: Huyayy ibn Aklitab,
his brothers Abu Jasir and Juday, Sallam ibn ]\Iishkam, and .some others. The i)oet Ka'ab b. al-Ashraf.
a member of this tribe, the son of an Arab father and
a JewLsh mother, was an enemy of Mohammed and
composed poems hostile to his cause. jVIohanuned,
therefore, wished to be rid of him, and accepted the

Arab who offered to assassinate liim.
The deed was done and approved of by Mohammed.
The simile in the Koran (vii. 175), "His likeness is
as the likeness of a dog" {kalb), etc., is probably
services of an

an allusion to " Ka'ab." After his death JMohanuned
proceeded to attack the wiiole tribe. He besieged
them and burnt their palm-trees, which was against
The Jews Avere
the customs of war in Arabia.
obliged to surrender, but were permitted to depart.
Their estates, goods, and chattels were confiscated,
and they were only allowed to take one camel-load
for each group of three persons.
They left for the
north, and founded new habitations partly in Khaibar and ])artly in Syria, near the refugees of the
Banu Kainuka'a. The chief cause of their disaster

was

lack of unity.

Buu.KKiRAPnv Hirschfeld. Et'Mti xur niistnirc dcx Jiiifsde
Mrdhir. in Bcnic Etiidis Jui res, vii. 170 ct sci/., x. 109 ct scii.:
:

Xcir Rrsrarihcs
Qnniii

;

iiitii tfic

Cmi)j)(isitiiiU(i)id Exeijcsis iif the
iv. " rt t<cq.

Wellhausen, Skizzcn inid Vorarhcitcii,

H.

v..

IIlK.

BANUS: A

teacher of Josephus ("Vita,"' ^ 2,
Bdvof in cd. Niese, Biii^wf).
He " lived in the desert,
ttsed no other clothing than grew upon trees, had
no other food than what grew of its own accord,
and bathed himself in cold water frequently, both
by night and by day " (ih.) like the Essenes. Josephus stayed with him three years. Cha.ies ("Beitriige zur Nord-Semitischen Onomatologie," p. 13,
Vienna, 1901) connects the name "Banns" with the
Talmudic " I>annaah."
Bnn,iOGRAPnv Griitz, Gench. der Jiulen, •Ith cd., iii. 482.
;

:

to

G.

S.

Kk.
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titaliiiii
t

:

A

:vli-i<)iis;ililiainn si.^nilyiii-

(iinsccialinii.

III'

Icansiiig tlic

l)()(ly

liy

'I'iic

wasliiiii,'

was always customary

ter

Tlie

an

means of

inipoitaiit

pmi-

naturiil

luctliDil

and

waAislltion,

l)iiliiiiig

iu Israel (see

wasliing

lj.vri!!N(;).

of

tlicir

nl

in

clotlu-s

was

sanctirication en joined on tlie

Hevelation on

.Mt. .Sinai

(Kx.

duly
.\i\.
of hathinij," by coinpletc immersion ("tehilah," Yeb.
4<I//; J\Iek., IJahodesh. iii.); and since sprinkling with
lilood was always accompanied by immersion, tiadiTlie Uahbis conneeL witii this the

Id).

this inunersion the blood lusti'a-

tioii

connects

tion

mentioned as having also taken

\\itli

i)lace inmiedi-

before the Kevelation (Kx. xxiv. 8), tlie.se tliice
acts being the initiatoiy rites always performed
upon pioselytes. "to bring them iiiider the wings
atei}'

of the Shekiiiah" (Yeb. L<\).
Witli reference to E/ek. xxxvi. 2."), "Then will 1
sjirinkle clean Avatcr upon you, and ye shall be
clean," U. Akiba, in the second century, mack; the

Before
utterance: "Blessed art thou, () Israel!
whom dost thou cleanse th3'selfV and who cleanses
theeV Thy Father in lieaven!" (Yoma viii. 9). Accordingly, Ba]itisiu is not merely for the i)urp()se of
expiating a special transgression, as is the case
chietiy in the violation of tlie so-called Leviiieal
laws of purity; luit it is to form a part of holy living and to prepare for the attainment of a closer

communion with God. This thought
in the welNknown passage in Josci)lius

is

e\i)ressed

in wliieli he
speaks of John the Baptist ("Ant." xviii. 5. t; 2):
"TIk! washing would lie acceptable to him, if they
made use of it, not in order to the putting away of
some sins, Imt for the purification of the body; supjiosing still that the soul was thoroughly purified
iH'foreliand by righteousness."
John symbolized
the call to repentance l)y' Baptism in tlie Jordan
(.Malt.

iii.

measure

G

and

i)arallel

passages); and the

for attaining to holiness

same
was emploj'cd by

whose ways of life John also ob.served
other respects. Jo.seplius says of liis insi luctor Hanus, an Essene, that he " bathed himself in
cold water frei]uentl3', both l)y night and by day "
(" Vita," ~; 2), and that the same practise was observed
by all the Essencs (" H. J." ii. 8, ^ 5).
The only conception of Baiitism at variance with
Jewish ideas is displayetl in the declaration of John,
that the one who would come after him would
not bapti/.e with water, but witli the Iloly Ghost
(Mark i. 8; John i. 2T). Yet a faint resemblance to
the notion is disjilayed in the belief expressed in the
Talmud that the Holy Spirit could l)e drawn upon
as water is drawn from a well (based upon Isa. xii.
o; Yer. Suk. v. 1, ."i.KMif Joshua b. Levi).
And
tiiere is a somewhat Jewish tinge even to the prophecy of the evangelists ^latthew (iii. 11) and Luke
(iii. 1(5), who detdare that Jesus will baptize with tire
as well as with the Holy Ghost; for, according to
Anr.Aiif, true Baptism is performed with tire (Sanli.
30<').
Both the statement of Abbahti and of the
Evangelists must of course be taken metaiihorically.
The ex])ressi()n that the person baptized is illuminated (ri)0)Tiafteig, Justin. "' Apologise," i. 65) has the same
significance as is implied in telling a proselyte to Judaism, after his bath, that lie now belongs to Israel.
the people beloved of God (Yeb. 4T«; Geriin i.).
in

to

A((<ii(liiii:

°

leaehings, w

lalibinical

iiieh

domi-

nated ev( n duiing the existence of the Temple (iVs.
viii. S), IJapiism, next to circumcision and Siic litiee,
was an absolutely necessary condition to be fidtilled
by a proselyte to Judaism (Vcb. W>. 47//; I\er. Un;
Ab. Zarah 57/^; Sliab. Vd'ix Ver. Kid. iii. 14, HM).
Circumcision, liowever, was much more important^
and, like baptism, was called a " seal " (Schlatter," Die
Kirche Jcrusalems," is'.js, p. 7(j). But as circum;

Israelites licfore Ilic

tile

Banu Bahdal
Baptism

.M:\V1MI J:.\(V( Loi'iiDlA

Esseni's,

all

was

cision

and tli(; saciiBaptism icmained the s<jle condition

discariled b^' Christianity,

liees hadceaseil.

for initiation into religious

adopted

of hands, Avhicii,

Jews

life.

shorti}' after the others,
it

is

The next

cerenionv,
imposition
the usage of the

was

known, was

tlie

Anointing witii
which at lirst also accompanied the act of Baptism, and was analogous to the anointment of priests
among the Jews, was not a ne(ressary condition.
at

tlie

orilinalion of a rabiii.

oil,

The new signiiicance that Christianity read into
word "Baptism," and the new juirpo.se with
which it executed the act of Baptism, as well as the
the

concepticm of its magical elfect, are all in the line
f.f the natural devcloi)menl
of Christianity.
The
original form of Baptism frequent bathing in cf>ld
water remained in use later among the sects that
hail a somewhat Jewish cliaracter, such as the Eliiouites, Bai>tists, and Hemerobaptists (compare Ber. iii.
(i)
and at the present day the S;ibeans and Mandeans deem fre(picnt bathing a duty (compare Sibyllines, iv. 164, iu which, even in Christian times, the
heatlu'us are invited to bathe in stream.s).

—

—

;

[Baptism was ]iractised iu ancient (Hasidic or
Essene) Judaism, lirst as a means of penitence, as is
learned from the story of Adam anil Eve, who, in
order to atone for their sin, stood up to the neck in
the water, fasting and doing penance Adam in tlie
Jordan for forty days. Eve in the Tigris for thirtyseven days (Vita Adic et Ev;e, i. 5-8). According
to Pirke K. El. xx., Adam stood for forty-nine days
up to his neck in the River Gihon. Likewise is
tiie passage, "They drew water and poiucd it out
before the Lord and fasted on that day, and siiid,
'AVe have sinned again-st the Lord '" (I Sam. vii. {>),
explained (see Targ. Yer. and .Alidrasli Samuel,
also Yer. Ta'anit ii. 7, 65f/) as meaning
codeiii
that Israel jioured out their lieaits iu repentance;
using the water as a symbol according to Lam. ii.
19, " Pour out thine heart like water before tlie Lord."
Of striking resemblance to the story in .Alatt. iii. 1-17

—

;

Luke

the haggadie iuteriuetation
and Tan., Buber's Introduction, p. 15:5: "The spirit of God (hovering like a
bird with outstretched Avings), manifested in the

and

in

of Gen.

i.

iii.

3, 22. is

2 in Gen.

I\.

ii.

spirit of the ^lessiah. will come [or "the Holy One,
blessed be He! will sju'ead His wings and bestow
His grace"] u]ion Israel," owing to Israel's reiient-

ance symbolized by the water in accordance with

Lam.

i"i.

19.

To

receive the spirit of God, or to be permitted to
stand in the iiresence of God (His Shckinali), man
must undergo Baptism (Tan., ^lezora', 6. ed. Bul)er,

wherefore in the .Alessianic time God will
water of purification upon Israel in
accordance with Ezek. xxxvi. 25 (Tan.. ^Mczora",
In order lo pro9-17, 18, ed. Bulier, pp. 43, 53).
nounce the name of God in prayer iu perfect imrity,
]i.

4(1).

Iliir.sclf i)our

Baptism
Bar
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the E^^s(n(•s (D^yiJV) uiidcrwciil
iiiji'

(Tosc'f.,

Yad.

ii.

~();

l);i|)lisin

Simon

fvcry nioni-

of Sens Jo Yud. iv.

and Bcr. 22(1; comi)aic \\\\\i Kid.
Name must be guarded with puiity '").
{i;

70^/,

"Tiie

Piiilo fre-

(luently refers to tliese acts of puriliculion in i)reparaliou for the hoi}' mysteries to he iceeived 1)}' tlie
" I)e Profugis," vii.
initiated ("' De Soiuniis," xiv.
;

;

anoiiitiiig.

hail

to

500

and the

Anointinc.

wliicli

like,

undergo, see

tlie

]iroyelyle lias or

Aiu.t tion.

Pi;osi;iati;,

E. (;. Bi'iitrcl, Vihcv ilds Alhr ilrr JIhl.
1S14
Tiil)iiiL''i'ii,
M. Schnwkcnliuffrcr,
I'clirr'dns Allrrdci.JI'Kl. l'riis('l!il()it<n(fc. I'.i-rlili, 1S;.',S; K.
UctiiUi. Lis /-/'ivnij/i/c.-:, ™(1 I'd., |p. KiT; idem. Lis .i/it'iln's. p.
illi; idt'iii, ^[<l^^-Au)lll',\). '}:t7
Sdieclitcr, in .liirisli IjiiorSctii'iivr, (Irsrli.
trrlii h'rriiir. liKHl, xii. 4;.'l
cd.. iii. ]:.".(;
Kdcrslu'iin, Tin: Jinrisli Mcssiitli, ii. 7-1').

HUil.IOOU.U'MV:

I'l'dsrhitriitdiiff.

;

:

M

;

"Quis IJerum Diviniuum Heres Sit V " xviii. xxiii.
"Quod Deus Sit Immutahilis,'' ii. " I)e Posteritate
;

;

Caini." xiv., xxviii.).
Tile Baptism of tlie jiroselyte lias for its piu-pose
liis cli'ansing fi-om the imimiity of i(h)latry, and the
This
restoration to the puiity of a new-horn man.

may

he learned from the

gard

to

Talmud

(Sotah 12A) in

Pharaoh's (laughter, whose bathing

re-

in the

Nile is explained by Simon b. Yohai to have been
The bathing in the water is to
for that jiurpose.
constitute a rebirth, wherefore " tlie geris like a child
just l)orn " (Yeb. 48/'); and he must bathe "in the
name of God" "Icslicm shamayim" that is, as-

—

—

sume the yoke of Gcd's kingdom imposed upon him
by the one who leads hiui to Baptism ("matbil"),
or else he is not admitted into Judaism (Gcriin. vii.
For this very leason the Israelites before the
8).
acceptance of the Law had, according to Pliilo on
the Decalogue (" De Decalogo." ii., xi.), as well as
according to rabbinical tradition, to undergo the
rite of baptismal puriticatioii (compare I Gor. x. 2,
" They were baptized unto jNIoses [the Law] in the
clouds and in the sea '').
The real signiticance of the rite of Baptism can
not be derived from the Levitical law; but it appears to have had its origin in Bab5-lonian or ancient
As it was the special service adSemitic practise.
ministered by Elislia, as prophetic disciple to Elijah
his master, to "pour out water upon his hands" (II
Kings iii. 11), so did Elisha tell Naaman to bathe
seven times in the Jordan, in order to recover from
The powers ascribed
his leprosy (II Kings v. 10).
to the waters of the Jordan are expressly stated to
be that they restore the luiclean man to the original
This idea understate of a new-born " little child."
lies the prophetic hope of the fountain of puritj-,
Avhid' is to cleanse Israel from the si)iritof impurity
(Zeeli. xiii. 1; Ezek. xxxvi. 25; compare Isa. iv. 4).
Thus it is expressed in unmistakable terms in the
Mandean writings and teachings (Brandt. "Mandiiische Religitm." pp. 99 et seq.. 204 et seq.) that the
living water in which man bathes is to cause his
For this re.ison does the writer of
regeneration.
the fourth of the Sibylline Oracles, lines 160-166,
appeal to the heathen wf)i-l(l, saying, "Y'e miserable
mortals, repent; wash in living stieams your entire
frame with its burden of sin; lilt to heaven your
liands in jirayer for forgiveness and cure yourselves
This is what John the
of impiety by fear of God "
Bai)tist preached to the siiuiers that gathered around
him on the Jordan; and herein lies the significance
of the bath of eveiy proselyte.
He was to he made
"a new creature" (Gen. It. xxxix ). For the tiMin
^(,)7/(7flf7f (illuminated), comjmre Philo on Uepentanee
!

("

De

Pd'nitentia,"

darkness to light."

i.),

"The

It

is

proselyte coines from

cpiite possible that, like

the initiates in the Or])hic mysteries, the proselytes
were, by way of symbolism, suddeidy brought from
darkness into liglit. For the rites of immersion,

ami

— K.]

K.

S.

Kit.

BAPTIST A or BATTISTA, GIOVANNI
GIONA GALILEO: Baptized Jew, luofessor of
Hebrew, and

Vatican; born in
1668.
His Jewish
name was Jtidali Jonah ben Isaac. He studied tiie
Talmud and traveled as a rabbi through Italy and
Poland; visited Amsterdam; and was finally elected
dayyan in Ihunburg. In 162.') he returned to Poland, and was converted to Christianity in "Warsaw.
Expelled from Poland, he came to Italy; was appointed professor of Hebrew, first in the University
of Pisa, then in the Neophyte College of Bome; anil
later was one of the librarians of the Vatican.
The most important of his niunerous works are:
(1) a sermon in Hebrew and Latin on the IMessiah
and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the
"
Apostles, Home, 16.-)3; (2)"Limmud ha-]Meshihim
(Doctrines of Christianity), a Hebrew translation of
the Italian catechism of Robert Bellarmin, 16."J8;
(3) "Ik'iit Hadashali," a Hebrew translation of the
New Testament with a preface by Clement IX., to
whom the translation Avas dedicated; (4) "HebrewChaldaic Lexicon " (5) a "Treatise on the Name of
Jesus" (in manuscript); (6) "Hillufin Sheben Shelo-

Safed Oct. 2M,

librarian

1,-)SS:

died

the

of

Mny 26,

;

Targumim," a collection of the differences in the
This work was left unfinished;
three Targinnim.
the manuscript is preserved in the Vatican Library.
Bini.iofiR.VPUV Vofrel.stcin and Kies'er, frcsr?). der Jiiilrii in
Wolf, JSihl. Hchr. i. 7~'U.
Itnin, il. U'Sii ct sc(j.
shali

:

;

A. K.

D.

GIOVANNI SALOMO ROMANO ELIANO: Baptized Jew; eeclesiasiieal
BAPTISTA,

writer;
]\Iarch

fjorn at
3,

Alexandria, Egypt

;

died in Home
of Elijah
Baptista

He was a grandson
famous Hebrew grammarian.

l.")89.

Levita, the
traveled extensively in

Germany, Turkey, Palestine,
and Egypt; Avas a master of Latin, Spanish, and
Turkish; and taught Hebrew and Arabic in Kome.
His elder brother, Eliano, embraced Christianity, iiecame a priest, and later a canon, under the name of
"Vittorio Eliano." Exasperated by his brother's
conversion, Baptista hastened to Venice to rebuke
him and, if possible, win him back to Judaism. But
instead of converting his brother to Judaism, Baj)was himself converted to Christianity. First,

tista

Cantareno, a Venetian nobleman, made an effort to
persuade him; then a Jesuit, Andreas Frusius, succeeded in convincing him. In 1551, under the name
of "Giovamii Baptista," he ojienly deidared himself
a Christian, to the great mortification of his mother.
Baptista became a Jesuit an ecclesiastical writer;
comjiosed a catechism in Hebrew and Arabic; and
was the author of other works of the same character.
The Jews that still remembered his famous grandfather naturally despised him for his desertion, and
h(! determined to wreak vengeance on his former
coreligionists. An ojiportunity soon presented itself.
;

6
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1

Two

Vfiiclian

iiatiiciiiiis,

Hraginiiiii

and

Giusii-

compclitois in the Hcbu'w printin,u- trade, and, in tiieir eager desire to crush eaeli
oilier, hit on tiie sciienie of sending Jcwisii converts
iiiaiii.

^vcl•e l)ittcT

to Jionietixh'nniincc

thcTahnud and

ail

tings as dangerous lo Christianity.

Hebrew

wri-

Baptista, witii

baptized Jews. Joseph ]\Ioro and Ananel
di Foligno. undertook the mission, and appeaieil to
l^ope Julius HI. to destroy the Tulnuid because of
its alleged denunciation of Jesus, the Cliurch, and
Christianity, which denunciation, they chunied, prevented the conversion of the Jews. Julius HI.,

two

othei'

—

as is shown by
ratiier friendly to the Jews
the fact that he had two Jewish jirivate physicians.
Vital Alatino of Spoieto, and the ^larano Aniatus
Lusitanu.s had, unfortunately, no power to settle

though

—

the (luestion about the Talnuid, as such matters l)elonged to the jurisdiction of the In([uisitiou, which
M-as tlien under the control of Caroll'a, a notorious
Jew -hater. Accordingly, the |iope was forced, at the

instance of the grand inquisitor, to issue a bull (Aug.
V2, I.").");') "to the jirinces, bishops, and magistrates,"
ordeiing them tocontiscateand burn ail booksof the
Talmud. The Jews were ordered, under penalty of
the contiscati(ra of their propert^^ to deliver all such
books to the ollicials of the Lujuisition and Chris-

Baptism
Bar

—

Ilebiew and Aramaic made, iu \')'i~. a Iiigldv meritorious translation of the Prophets from (he Hebrew
te.\t, and coiitemi)lat<'t! a mission lo tlie Jews.
Their
early death prevented the execution of tiiis puri)ose.
The ."Mennonites of the Netherlands, who became

wealthy during the seventeenth century, were so
broad-minded and philanthropic that liiev made
large contributions for the relief of |>ersecute(l Jews.
In England, Henry Jessey, one of the most learned
of the Baptist nunisters of the middle decades of the

seventeenth century (HU.") onward), was an entliusiastic student of Hebrew and Aramaic, and an
ardent friend of the oppressed Hebrews of his time.
Tlie
Seventh-Day Bajitisls of Eiiglaml and
America, from the seventeenth century onward, have
insisted on tiie perpetual obligation of Chri.stiaus
to observe the Jewish Sabbath, and have made this
obligation the distinctive feature of their creed.
of the Seventh-Day Adventi.sts, especially
those that jiiactise believers' bajitism, have still more
]\Iany

common Avith Judaism than have; tlie SeventhDay Baptists projier, and their ideas of the ^Messianic
Kingdom aie in many resiiects Jewisli. The colony
in

tians were

Rhode Island was founded by Roger Williams
and John Clarki' the former for a time and the
latter throughout his life connected with the Baptists
on the jirinciple of liiierly of conscience for

assist iu

all.

;

warned not to conceal such books, uor to
writing or printing them. On the Jewish
Xew-Year's day, (Saturda.y, Sejit. 9, l.")33, the oHicers

of the Inquisition cariied the p()i)e's edict into effect.
Despite the jietitions and entreaties of the Jews, all
Talmudic, and a great many other, Ilelirew books
were publicly burned on tlie Campo di Fiore in

Rome.

were conuuitted iu RaPadua, Venice, in the iswhich was then under Vene-

iSimilar outrages

veiuia, Ferrara, ]\Iantua,

land of Candia (Crete),

Romagna. The despair of the
Jews was indescribable, and their feelings toward
tian rule,

and

in all

the apostates that wcsre the cause of their suffering

can be easily imagined. When Eaptista came to
Egypt in Mtil on a mission of Pope PivisIV., lie was
bitterly persecuted by the Jews of Alexandria at the
instigation of his own mother.
BiBLiOGKAPiiv
Xdpt'lstein and

Gcmli.

itrr Juilni, ix. 34-1 ct arq.;
Ricfrcr, (irscli. (lev Juilru hi Hont, ii. 14(i rt
.losi-pli lia-Kolien. ^Einck
.fly., l-jti; AVt)lf, liiht. Ihhr. i. SU
ha-Iioha (Wu'iu'i'.s U'ansl., pp. S!) ct no/., Leiitsic, iss.")). For
references (in the liuiT.inK "f tlic 'I'aliiiiul ni l.").>i: (iriitz,
(icxvli. tier JhiIoi, L\. :3-1(), note I.
:

(iriilz,

;

A. R.

I).

BAPTISTS

A

Chiistian denomination or sect
denying the validity of infant-baptism or of any
bajitism not preceded bj' a confession of faith.
Baptists and their spiritual progenitors, the Anabaptists
of the sixteenth century (including the ]\Iennonites),
have always made liberty of conscience a cardinal
Balthasar Hubmaier, the Anabaptist
doctrine.
"
leader, in his tract on " Heretics and Their Burners
(b")24), insisted tliat not only heretical Christians but
also Turks and Jews were to be won to the truth by
moral suasion alone, not by lire or sword; yet as a
Catholic, b\it a few years before, he had cooperated
:

of

—

—

Jews early availed themselves of the privileges thus offered, and l)ecaine inlluential citizens.
In the latter part of the eighteenth century. Baptists
were foremost in the struggle for civil and religious
throughout the British colonies (United
and to IJaptists was due, in large measure,
the provision in the United States Constitution
against religious tests of any kind.
liberty

States):

BUii.iocJKAriiv
IS'.IT; Urons,

:

Newman,

-1

Histnrii nf Aitli-ri ilnhaptism,

L"/>j)/i(//(/, Eiitwirluluiiij, taid Sihivhsale licr
Tnufiicsiiiiitcii ixicr Mni}iiiiiitni,l^>^i; Keller, Hiii Apnslel
(Icr ]\'ird()-t<'iiifcr (Jol). Dencli), ISS:,'; Miiller, (ics()i. tier

Tiiiifi i\ IS'J."); Ivimev, }liM. af t}ir Eiuilish liapII
ISll-lS: Oscar S. Srraus, Rtujir iri7/iVo)i;<, ISO-t; A. H.
llistnvii of the Baptixt Churches in the United
States,
ed., IS'JS.

BcDiiKlir
tisl^.

Newman,,!

M

A. H. N.

•J.

BAPUGEE, HASKEL (EZEKIEL)

:

One

of

the Belli Israelites of Bombay, subcilariuajor in the
Indian native army; died Feb. 14, 1878, and was
buried with military honors by special order of the
officer commanding.
He held the rank of sirdar bahadur of the 12th regiment native infantry, and served

with distinction throughout the Indian mutiny.
Bibliogr.\piiy: Amjlo-Jeirifth Exhibition Cataloauc, 1S87,
p.

-!«.

G. L.

.T.

BAR,
son

"

Aramaic equivalent of

Hebrew Bex, "a

or "son of."

BAR: Town

in the district of ]\Iohilev, province
of Podolia, Russia, on the River Rov, atlluent of the
Bug; with a Jewish population of 8,000, of a total

The Jewish commuone of the oldest of Podolia. The
town was formerly called " Rov," and was destroyed
by the Tatars in 1452. In the sixteenth century it
received its new name in honor of the queen Bona
Sforza, who was born at Bari, in Apulia. Italy, and
population of
nity of

Bar

10.(514 (1897).

is

Jewish synagogue in RegeusJews from the city.
Hans Denck and Ludwig Hetzer among the most

by

scholarly of the Anti-Pedobaptists of the sixteenth
century, who had devoted much time to learning

the seventeen landlords entered in the lists
of the aldermen of Bar iu IoCj, there are mentioned

in the destruction of a

burg and

in the expulsion of the

—

whom
Among

it

was

rebuilt.

Bar
Bar Kappara

THE JEWISH EXC'VCLOPKDI.V

some Jews wIki

Sliivonic

licar

city

names;

in

r.//.,

tlic

Mosiilso. N'oiciiiso, Sclmioila

polish

]iai

and

the .Icwisii street: T/inilya (a .Jewess), Ziii\
Cliaja, a Jewess), AFaiko, Sablil<a. -Moslieeii-

in

nit/.a

I

(if tlic

:

;

-

{=

ko, Volclikiiv. Kost/ina (a Jewess). i\[uic(;lik(i, iJiskovji (a Jewess) (" Iteiicsty i Xadpisi.'' No. .")41).
Ill Hi4S Kri voiios, by order of IJoiidan Cliniiei nielli,

town ot IJar (t hen a
An ol<l
the Poles and Jews.

dt'Stroyed
all

tlie

of this persecution says that
tiie Jews alive " (//'. No. HOI
i.

fortress)

and

killed

Kussiaii clironiele

the Cossacks

The

"

llayed

nimdx'i- of

Jews

by Saiiiuei Faibush
anil Kostoniarov, and as 2,0(10 by Xatiiaii Hannover.
The latter is probably correct, as may be .'een from
the South Kussiaii chronicles jiublished b}' IJyeloozcrski {ib. Nos. !)0'2 and !)0:!) that Ivrivonos killed
Samuel PlnePoles and Jews, together over ].'),000.
bus, in "T't ha-Yawcn," .says that there were only
about si.\ lnm(b-c<l Jewisii families in Bar at that
time.
They wore thoui^ht to be tiie wealthiest of
"They were killed, toi^a-ther
the Jews of Ukraine.
killed at

Bar

as l.l.OOO

is ui veil

witli the other

Jews who

liad

taken refuge there,

about tifteen thousand souls." One of
tho.se who escaped was Rabbi Josejih, great-grandfather of the poet Naplitali Her/, Wessely. In commemoration of this massacre, theorderof .soineof the
In
prayers was changed in the synagogue of Bar.
Bar the Jews and Poles fought against the Cossacks.
In 1(!()1 there were in the town only twenty houses
owned by Jews. It came into the po.ssessioii of
Russia in iry:i (ih.. No. 91).")). Unfortunately, the
•'pinkeses" (documents) of the Jewish community

making

in all

502
could gi\c his

.Viiina, therefore,

in->l

ruction only at

and iiroitably Jerome paid highly for the
books which his teacher boiroucd from the synagogue (Jerome, "Epistola l.\.\.\. a<l Pammaciiiuin."
night,

ed. .Migne,
It

74.")).

i.

impossible to form any opinion as to the

is

know ledgeand importanceof Bar Anina: for Jerome
had olhei Jewish teachers, and Hebrew traditions in
his works can not, therefore, be atlriiinted specilically to Bar Anina. Jerome's complete lack of grammatical knowledge of Hebrew, and the defectixi^
etymology of this, the greatest Hi'braist among tin;
church fathers, can, therefore, not be laid upon the
shouldersof histeacher; for, in many cases, it is evident that Jerome has misunderstood his instructors,
'{"lie fact, however, may be taken to indicate that
Bar Anina was himself not a very distinguished
scholar. When Jerome says(ct)iiimentary on Halj. ii.
Ki), concerning another teacher, that he was called
"Sapiens" (DDrDand " Deuteroses " (NJO) among the
Jews, one may infer that Bar Anina jiossessed neither
of these titles.
Be that as it may, tliis Bethlehemito
teacher can at least b(«ist of having exerted a commanding intlueiice, through his ))iipil, upon the development of the Christian Church. Without his asthe accei)ted form of the Old
sistance, the Vulgate
Testament in the Catholic Church for tifteen centuries
would hardly have come into existence; and he
was, likewise, undoubtedly the means of introducing

—

—

Church some of the rabbinical

to the

e.xegesis.

Buu.ioiut.vPiiY: RalinuT, Hclnaischr Trailitiiiiiot in il,ii
Wrrl.iii ilis Ifiiriuninnt-: i. S; iihni, in liis Ji'idisclirx Litcrnturliliilt. ,\xv.S!)-',>l Weiss, Dur J>(itiVL-Diir.-'liau: iii.l-.;r.
;

much

valuable historical material,
have been removed, by order of the governiueiit. to
Kiev, and are not now accessiiile.
In the cultivation of tobacco the Jews of Bar are
])rominent.
In the vicinity of the town are numerous plantations owned and worked b_y Jews.
of Bar, containing

L.

K.

BAR COCHBA, BAR COCHBAH.

:

0^ro

hit-Sifnit,

IS'.H),

iii.

i:!T:

ISic', iv.

-IIS;

retersN. Kostoiiiaiov,
XiUhan HaniKiver. Tfoci o MrziiUili. Venire, Iim;;;
l)iirfjr, 1SS4
IS'.l'.t;
I'.iockluuis
Xdilpisi,
St.
Peteisljlirsr,
nml
Ri'ijestii i
FArim, Kiitzil:l<ii)i'(liclii!'hi Slnrnr, St. 1't'ter.slmrsr, IsiL';
liiitidiiii

<Jniiii'l)iicl,i.

i.

:{:i'.t-:{4().

St.

;

K)niiuiJ;a Voshlinda,

ISil.),

No.

1:J.

H. K.

I).

BAR ANINA or HANINA

(nyjn 13) Palesend of the fourth century lived
ill Bethlehem, where he was the teacher of the church
The Talmudic and .Midrashic literafather Jerome.
ture mentions maiiv halakists and liaggadists whose
fathers were named Hanina, and who, therefore,
were culled "Bar Hanina" or "Bar Anina." It is,
however, impo.ssible to identify any of thes(! with
Jerome's teacher; nor can it be proved with certainty from the above-mentioned literature that any
one of such name lived when Jerome studied IleI)rew in Bethleliem in the year ;5S('>.
Jerome mentions his teacher by name only twice: once to relate
how the Ciiristians, who held it unseemly that lie
should receive instruction from a Jew. ridiculed liis
teacher's name by corrupting it to "Barabbas"
(Jerome," Apologetic! Adversus Rulliiiuin Libri III."
:

tinian scholar of the

i.

13; ed. >Iigne,

ii.

;

407).

Ilis teacher,

too,

would

no doubt have encountered the animosity of his
coreligionists had they learned that he was teaching
Bible to a monk (for the prohibition against
teaching the Bible to heathen, see I.Iag. \S(t). Bar

the

G.

Bar

KoKi; A.

BAR DALA, BARDALA, BAR DALIA,
BARDALIA A place lU'ar Lydda. which once har:

bored a rabbinic seat of learning B.
seeRabbinowicz," Dikduke Soferim."
Yer. T-]r.
14", see Rabbinowic/, ///.
(

BiHi.iooit.vi'iiv

See

^l.

H)ii

r^r? fur.

d

;

sci/.

;

Be/ah

vi. 24<(
Yer.
It is supposed to
Yer. Slieb. ii. SH(J).
be identical with Bet Deli ("Eduy. viii. 5; Yeb. xvi.
7, in Yer. 3Iish. and Gemara ICv/." Badla "), which is
recognized by some in AVady Ed-Dalia, lietweeii
;

Kil.

:

27'/;

i.

and Safed in Galilee; by others, in Bet-Ulia
As the
(Dulia) on the road from Hebron to Jalfa.
place was not far from Lydda so that a Bardalian
was sometimes considered as a Lyddan (Yer. Sanh.

Tibiiin

—

i.

ISc)

— the latter

The

local

Zeb.

33/;).'

name

conjt'Ctuie

is

the

more

jirobable.

used in rabbinical literatui'e as a
surname, designating several s<4iolars \\ho hailed
from that ]dace (AniiA ConF.x op BAnnAi.A. Aha
BAi!nAi..v), and is occasionally employed as a pra'nonien e.f/.. Bardala b. Tabyome (Hag. ')" see also
is

:

:

Bini.iociKAPHV

Sclnvarz,

:

]>(i>:

Hiili(jr

Lfni'l.

p.

SO;

Neu-

Z. Franliel. Mvlni. p. TOk ; .lastrow.
^4 (•(((// ('iii)i)>hti(iii. ii. lS.')/>, ili. tjTn ;
Ilirscliensobn, Miiihiix Arez. p. '').

tiaiior,

Dirt.
.1.

^i'.

yi.

SI!.

T. p.

\'M\ii

:

-•>:!;

Kolmt,

S.

M.

BAR ELASHA. S<e Bfcx Elasaii.
BAR GIORA, SIMON (called also Simon GiJewish leader in the revolt against Rome;
about the year 50. at Gerasa. To .judge from
The date
his name he was the son of a proselyte.
of his birth is determined by the fact tliat he was
ora)

liorn

:

very young at the time of

was

(iistiuguislicd

courauc.
laied

tlie

foi-

and icrkless

put to flight lie
devas-

lieeii

liail

a hand of

iiiuiself witii

He

\var witli Nero.

tlic

ln.dily strciiglli

After C'estius

surrounded

men and

lands of the Idumeans about Akrahattene;

hut, hcing ]iursued l)y troops from Jerusalem, lie
tlirew himself into the fortressof ."Nlasada (Josephus,
••
He kept uj) his guerrilIJ. J."' ii. 22, 5;2; iv. 9, ^ 3).

w arfare, however, gradually increasing his troops
and.
tiiev nunihered many thousand Sieaiii
nfier fortifying Nain, he encamped in tlie valley of
la

until

:

Having concpured the Idiuueans and mashe swii)t up to the very gates of
Here an and)ush was laid l»y the Jews
Jerusalem.
of the city, and his wife and some id' his soldiers
were seized; but Bar Giora comjielled them to be
I'l t'"^'
!")•
delivered up to him {ib. iv. 9, S^
mean time the Idumeansand the Zealots in Jerusalem
came into -contlict (April, 68) and the Idumeans.
Paran.

tered

Hehi'on.

•'<.

;

sulTei-ing

Though

into

CJiora

defeat,

called

IJar

^latthias,

high

])riest

at the time,

v. 3,

i^

1

;

6.

^

1).

When

forth.
He startled the Koman soldiers by his
sudden appearance in a white shroud but they
(puckh- recovered from their fright, seized him, and
He was kept for the emperor's
led him to Titus.
triumph at Home, where he was dragged thi-ough
the streets and then hurled from the Tarjieian rock
0: 8. ^ 1).
(Josephus, "B. J." vii. 2, ^ 1 vii. 5.

come

:

i-

;

WM.

v. VZ:
7; Tacitus.
A imsEtresiiiinis. iv. 22, v. 49; Scliiirer. dcscli. i. 521 ct ncij.
sape in I'cxih:. B. seems to refer to the suh.iect l.lf'l/lf(^•.•xdirift, xli. 5(i3), also a passage in Ab. R. X., B, v. vii. (.Jerusa-

lem

:

Dio Cassius.

Ixvl.

vi. 15).

S.

(;.

BAR HEBR.ffiXJS.
BH.Kl
BAR JESUS ("son

Guegohv

See

Kk.

ij.\h

Hk-

of Jesu
in

"sorcerer, a false prophet,"

Barnabas came
-of

to

A

or Joshua"):
(>-ll as a
.\iii.

Acts

who, when Paul and

Cyprus, was found

Sergtus Paulus, the

=

•

ti-mpt to convert the judtonsid:

whereU|Mjn Paul.
••lilled witii ihe Holy Ghost, set Ids eyes on liini."
anil cursed him with temporary blin<lness. ciilliiiir
him "son of the Devil " c IJeii Belial ") and " imme
diately there fell on him a mist and a darkness." iin<l
he had U) be led by the iiand.
The ]troeonsul.
wlu-n he saw what was done." was converted.
Simon 3Iagus, to whom Bar Jesus bears a striking
resemblance, is apparently the i>er.son mentioned by
JosephusC Ant. " .\.\. 7, ii2). as "Simon
a Jew,
born in C'yjjrus," who "jiretended to be a magician."
one of the friends of Feli.\, the procurator of Jinlea.
and employed b}- him to seduce Drusilla from her
husband, Azizus, king of Emesa. The same Simon
^lagus occurs in the story of Peter the Apostle (Acts
viii. 20-24), of which the Paul story obviously forms
:

'•

.

counterpart.

New

Testament

Roman

in the
proconsid.

.

.

company
He also

critics

therefore

cyc. Bibl.")

The Syi'iac, taking offense at '"Son of Jesus"
being called "Son of the Devil." has changed tlie
name "Bar Jesus" into "Bar Shuma" (Son of the
Name); one Latin translation has "Bar Jesuba."
which again has led modern writers like August
Klostermanu
iif

to

new

conjectures.

("heyne. Eiicijc. Bihlica,
the Dlhle, s.v.

Buu.loGK.vPHY

:

s.v.;

Hastings. Diet,

K.

T.

BAR KAPPARA (Aramaic:

Hebrew, "Ben ha-

Kappar"): Palestinian scholar of the beginning of
the third century, occui)ying an intermediate posiHis real and comtion between tanna and ainora.
plete name was Eleazar (there seems to be no ground
for the form "Eliezer") beu Eleazar ha-Kappar.
This is the form appearing in the tannaite sources.
Tosefta (Bezah 1. 7; Hullin vi. 3) and Sifre (Num.
42, ed. Friedmann. p. 12A): the usual Talmudic
form, "Bar Kappara," and the frequent appellation,
"Eleazar ha-Kappar Berabbi" (see Bekebi), are abbreviations of this.
Like nearly all those

who occupied the intermebetween tannaimaud amoraim (callctl
"semi-tannaim" for convenience' sake). Bar Kappara was a pupil of Judah I. ha-Nasi; but he seems
to have counted among his teachers, in addition, R.
Nathan the Babylonian (Midr. Teh. xii. 4. ed. Buber;
other editions and .MSS. read "Jonathan") and R.
Jeremiah beu Eleazar, probably identical with the
Jeremiah mentioned in the Mekiltaaud Sifre (Pesik.
xwii. lT2/y: Tan.. Ahare Mot. vi. [ed. Buber. vii.];
and paiallel passages cited by Buber). The strainetl
relations between Bar Kappara and the patriarchal
house, of which mention will shortly be made, induced him to withdiaw to the south of Palestine.
Bar Kappara set up his academy at Ctesarea (condiate positions

cerning nns or -inN2. the alleged residence of Bar Kapi^ai'a. in the pas.sage
Academy 'Ab. Zai'ah 3i./. nothing further is
atCsesarea. known: according to Bacher. "Agada
der Tannaiten." ii. 505, it may have
been a suburb of Ctvsarea) and his school came to
be a serious rival of Rabbi's. Among the most

His

S.

Jewish magician described

perlia|i.s re-

(hiubt the authenticity of the whole story (see Holzmann, on Acts xiii., and P. W. Schmiedel, in "En-

Titus moved up to the walls of Jerusalem, Bar Giora
made peace with John and the Zealots, and in a
nund)er of sallies intlicted serious losses on the BoAfter Jerusalem had
n>ans {ih. v. 2, § 4; vi. 1, g 7).
been almost entirely taken and the Temple had been
burned down (on the Ninth of Ab), Bar Giora and
other fearless men w ithdrew to the upper city, from
which they negotiated with Titus, offering to surrender on condition that they shovdd be allowed to
go free under oath not to draw their weapons. The
Ronii.us refused, and the struggle broke out afresh.
On the eighth of Elul the upper city also fell a jirey
John surrendered, but Bar Giora,
to the flames.
resisting to the last, took flight through subterranean passages. Ilimger, however, drove liim to

Bibliography

sorcerer:

a

—
—

{ih.

Elymas" (=

lated to DTiin. I>eut. .\iii. 2: e.vidaincd also from the
wise).
He o|)posed Paul in his at
Aral)ic n/im

had been

instrumental insununoning him. Bar Giora later put
to death (ih. iv. 9, =5 11; v. 13, J^ 1), henceforth
considering himself lord of the city, and maintaining constant strife with John of Gi.sehala, leader of
the Zealots, the latter being outdone in their frenzy
hv Bar Giora's followers, the Sicarii.
The Idumeans, though formerly oppressed by Bar
From his
Giora, now joined their forces to his.
strong fortitication at Phaselis in which he garrisoned his ten thousand soldiers he could command

whole of Jerusalem

liore the title of "

the city.

Idm

the

Bar
Bar Kappara
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Bar !5^appara
Bar Kokba
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Avhile

V. "dead"; Hebrew text, "nefesh," means also
"soul "|. By what soul ilid he sin? lledeuied himself wine.
Now, if the Nazarite who denied liimsdf
wine only is called a sinnei', how much more is he a
sinner who has denied himself everything?" (B. K.
01//; Ta'aiut ll(/an<l paiallels; coinjiare Rab's similar saying in Ver. Kid., end; .see An ha Ahik.x).
It
rciiuircd not a 111 tie courage and .self-contidence to
dccl.are asceticism sinful at a time when fasting and
abstemiousness of all kinds were held to be the gi'cat-

Roman

est virtues.

"'
Ilic fatluT
of the ^lishnah" (Kcr. .SO. and Joshua 1). Li'vi, the
(listiiiguishcil ha.u'ii'adist, wlio toalaruc extent Iransniitted the Ilaguathdi of Dar Kapiiai'a (Shab. ~T)it).
The greatest aihnii'ers of Rabbi and the best supporters of tlie ]iatriarelial house, Hanina 1). Hania
and .lohanan b. ><api)aha, could not I'efrain from
acknowledging Bar Kappara's greatness (Niddah
2i)<(: "Ab. Zarah I.e.).
It is related of iuni that once

iinportiuit of its scholars wt'rc Hosliayali,

walking on tiic mole of C;esarea and seeing a
that had escaped from shipwreck in utter
destitution, he took him to his house and provided
him with clothing and all necessaries, including
money. Later this castaway became proconsul of
Casarea, anil occasion soon olfered itself to show liis
gratitude to his rescuer, when Jews involved in a
political disturbance avci-o arrested, and lie released
them on Bar Kai>para's intervention (Eccl. R. xi. 1,
on "Cast thy bread upon the waters").
Of more interest than liis contemporaries' recognition of his greatness as a lialakist and a Iiumanitaiian, are the many characteristic utterances of his
that mark him as a phenomenal personality in liis
day.
Some examples may be given. He said: "He
who can calculate the solstices and movements of the
planets [that is, understands astronomy] and fails to
pay attention to these things, to him may be applied
the verse [Isa. v. 12] They regard not the works of
the Lord, nor the operation of Iiis hands " (Shab.
l~)(i).
This statement about the duty of studying
astronomy and phy.sics gains in significance if placed
in juxtaposition with Bar Kappara's totall3'dilTerent
opinion in regard to the study of the Toi-ali. According to Iiim, if a Jew read only two portions from
the Torah daily one in the morning
His
and one in the evening lie fultils the
Liberalprecept to meditate in God's law by
Minded- day and night (Ps. i. 2; Midr. Teh. (id
loc).
Bar Knppara not only admired
ness.
natural science, proscribed though it
was by most Jews of the time, who considered it
''Greek learning," but he also appreciated the Heland probably he was
lenic love of the beautiful
the sole Palestinian who judged the literary activity
A truly liberal
of the Alexandrian Jews favorably.
exposition of his on Gen. ix. 27 was: "The words
of the Torah shall be recited in the speech of Japheth
[Greek] in the tents of Sliem " (in the synagogues
and schools) (Gen. R. xxxvi. 8).
Bar Kappara's respect for the exact sciences was
equaled by his aversion for metaphysical speculation, which just at his time flourished in the form of
Referring to
Gnosis among Jews and Christians.
Deut. iv. 82, "Ask now of the days that are past,
which were before thee," Bar Kapjiara says, "Seek
to know only of those days that followed the Creation but seek not to know what went befoi'c " (Gen.
R. i. 10), meaning to say that the world and the history of man in the world ])rovide sutlicient matter
for the mind's employment without subtle investigations into hidden mysteries.
Highly characteristic of Bar Kappara's conception
of life and its idciils is his opinion concerning selfabnegation
"The Scriptures [Num. vi. 11] .say:
The priest .shall
mak(! an atonement for him
[the Na/aritc] for that he sinned by the soul " [A.
'

—

—

;

;

:

'

.

.

.

'

A comparison of this view of Bar Ka])para concerning abstinence with Rabbi's declai'ation before
his death that he had not experienced
The
the slightest sensual gratification in
Patriarchal

his life (Ket. 104^0, reveals the striking
contrast in the conceptions of the two
men. This dilference was true no less
in regard to the affairs of daily life than to matters
of tlie intellect.
No greater dissimilarity is possible
than was presented by the majestic repose and
princely grandeur of Rabbi, and the poetic al)andon

House.

and gay address of Bar Kappara. Since Rabbi's
mere presence sutliced to put a check upon Bar Kappara. it is possible that a breach between the two
men might not have come to pass had their personal
relations alone been concerned.
But the members
of the patriarch's family, especially Simon, his son,
and Ben Elasah, his son-in-law-, rich but unlettered

(Ned.

.jl").

w'cre frequently subjected to

para's biting satire.

Bar Ka])-

A somewhat irreverent renuirk

about Rabbi, which he let slip in Simon's presence,
^vas reported by Simon to Rabbi, wdio informed B ir
Kappara of his firm resolve never to grant iiim ordination (]\I. K. 16rt).
According to the Yerushalmi, however, the final
rupture was induced by the following incident
During a gathering at Rabbi's house B;u" Kappara
remarked to Rabbi's unlearned son-in-law that it
was conspicuous in him to maintain complete silence
while all others present were asking Rabbi for oi)inions on subjects of learning.
Ben Elasah was at a
loss as to what question to put to his father-in-law,
but Bar Kappara prompting him ])y whispers in
his ear, he propounded to Rabbi the following riddle:
" High from Heav'n

tier eye looks down
Const.Tnt strife exfites lier frown
Winged lieings stiun lier .siglit
She puts yoiitli to instant ftiplit
;

The ayed,

too. lier aspei't .scout

oh the futritive cries out.
And by her snares whoe'er is lured
"
Shall never more from sin be cured
Oil

!

I

I

(Translation
.ST,

pp.

S8,

When

New

liy

A. Sekles, in "

York,

The Poetry

of the Talmud,'"

1S8().)

Rablii turned round after hearing the rid-

he discovered Bar Kappara
and exclaimed: "I do not recognize you,
old one! " (meaning also, "I do not recognize you as
Bar Kappara now understood
(M/ elder, a sage! ").
that he would never receive ordination (Yer. ]\I. K.
dle of his son-in-law,

smiling,

iii.

.Sir).

What the riddle really signifies
spite many attempts to explain it.

is

not know-n, de-

The most probal)le view is the one taken by Abraham Krochmal that
Bar Kappara intended it as a criticism of Rabbi's unThe verse
relenting severity toward young and old.

—

is

cxti'diuly \itlual)lc

jioctiy in

:is

spcciiiicii of

ii

TalnuKlic times;
lid! 1,1 ps,

His Poetry,

ity ol

t

lie

ils

few

Nco-llchiaic

liiifs

luniisli,

sole testimony to Uu-aetiv-

lie. Jews

I

of that time in secular

Its lan.uua.uc

IKjetry.

is

classic,

btit

It is

tlowiiiu;.

fofcefiil

a laiiious

and

jJUfc,

e()iiieideiiee

Haluz," i. 44, and A. Krochmal, eb. iii. 118], but a
Baraita cited iu Bar Kappara's name in the Talmud).
Xevertheless, the ntnneroiis passages from his .Mishnah that found their way into the Talmud sullice
its character.
quite correctly designates it as a supplement to the Mishnah of Rabbi, intended chiefly
to explain it, and, on rare occasions, to give dilfering opinions (see Bai{aita). Bar Kappara's 3Iishnaii also presented variants to Rabbi's 31ishnah, and
later on became occasionally so interwoven in the
text of the latter that doubt arose whether the ]Misli-

nah

vast nundicr of fox fables— :}()(». it
left the biod uuIoucIk

is
(I

reported
in order to

listen to him.
lillil.lOfiRAl'llV

(for other

:

p. :!i;S;
.IhiIiii.

iiieiii,

here

lli>t

:.'.s',)

Mihii.

pp.
puiiiled

<iiit

L*!!:.'

^.liK

I'.is,

;i(i-:tK;

ilir

Aijiiilii

tin- siiiiic,

ill

:.'4t.

ed.. iv.

4iIi

J{. T.

/.'.

B.kIut.

i>ii-s;it!-.-.;

:

(/

,«((/..

l'11

lii'.i.

Koliiiii,

T<iiiii<iil,ii. U.

.">(tl-.'»ai

si-i- the Index i; Unill. Ml III,
Kninkel. /xo/.r Ini-Mi^liiiiili.

ill

:

71, (;

t,r,\\/„

lliiiiiliur<.'ef.

Ilii-.\sit.

ihe identily of

I'.iU'

ill.

ii,sili.

iiir
to

su|.|i|eiiiiiii
:t;t(i-;ci:!

I\:ippiii;i

(Ki.hiiii

wilh Kleaziir

lien KlciiZiir h;i-Kiippiiri; .MdMliiiiii kroi liiiiiil. in Ih -IJaliu,
S4
liiipiipnii', in Litmil inhlull ihs Orii iil^. i. -ix, '•¥.);
lieifiiiiimi, l'islii:v Liiihiir; Weiss, Jjnr Jjnr ux-lJntslKur, ii.

ii.

:

r.ll.L'llt.

su.

.1.

L.

{;.

BAR KOKBA AND BAR KOKBA WAR:
The

iiisinrcclion of the .Jews (d

(

'iki-.m-..

(

vi'i;r>,

and Eovi'T in the last j'cars of the emperor Trajan
had not lieen entirely sui)pressed wiien IFadriau assumed the reins of government in lis. The seat of

war was transferred to Palestine, whither the. Jewish
Lucwas had lied (Abulfaraj, in .Miintcr, " Der

leader

Jiulische Krieg." p. IS, Altona and J-eipsic. I.*i21).
^larcius Turbo iuul ]>uisued him, and iia<l sentenced
to death tlic brolhcis .Lilian and Pap])us. who had

been the soul of tin; reljellioii. But Tuiijo was himexecuted upon special orders sent from Rome,

self

Bronze Coin

of the

Bar Kokba War.

Ohrcrsc: lJ>"!i' ("Simon") (error for p>ru') Simon, within a
wreath. lirrnsi' : [c^lrni ."^mn'^i, "The Deliverance of
Jerusalem, " siirr<iiiiulin<r a enp struck over a coin of Titus.
;

judgment upon

]\Ieiri

a

and the guests

liii-Misliiiiili.i.

yet easy and
that the one
other specimen of 15ar Kappara's poeti-y whieh has
been [jfcserved in the souices should be the I'loipient
words in which he proclaimed Kabbi's death to tlie
They are: "Uretliasseml)led people of Sei)plioris.
ren of the housi; of Jedaiah [an e|)itlu'tof tlie inhabitants of Sepphoris], barken unlo nic! ^Mortals and
JuiiTcls have long been wrestling for the possession
of the holy tablets of the Law; the angels have conquered.
They have captured the tablets " (Yer. Kil.
ix. 32/>; Yer. Kct. xii. 3.V; Hal). Ket. 104^^ Eccl.
R. vii. 11, ix. 10, with many variants of the text,
which is here given according to Eccl. R. I.e.). Bar
Kappara's presence in Sepplioris at Rabbi's death
shows that, despite Rabbi's unjust attitude toward
him. he duly appreciated his great ol)ligations to his
teacher; and there is no cause to doubt the sinceritj'
of liis grief for Rabbi's death.
Bar Kappara was especially known to the Amoraim as the author of a Mishnah called the Mishnah
of Bar Kappara (Pesik. xv. 122^(; Yer.
Mishnah Ilor. iii. 4Sc; and many other places).
of Bar
This Mishnah compilation has not been
Kappara. iireserved, and probably at the final
redaction of the Talmud it was no
longer extant (Mei'ri, iu connneutary on Abot, ed.
"Wilna, p. 14, does not mention the fact of liaving
had such a ^lishnah collection [thus Schorr, "Ilenot slavishly so;

for

Bar >.appara
Bar Lokba
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(Afl'-r Mnilil.-n,

"

.tewi.»,h

Coina^je.")

(I.e.)

in question

(Yer. Pes. x.

belonged to the one or to the other
The Mishnah of Bar Kappara

3Tf/).

was

also used by the redactor of the Tosefta, wlio
derived many decisions from it (for instances, see
Whether
Weiss, "Dor Dor we-DorshaAv," ii. 219).
Bar Kappara's ^Mishnah ever reached Babylonia
has not been definitely ascertained, the one passtige
in the Babli referring to it having originated with
Simon b. Lakisli, a Palestinian (B. B. 1.14A). [Compare also Is. Halevy, " Dorot ha-Rishonim," ii. 123-

who, without sufficient reason, denies the exBar Kappara's ^Mishnah.]
Bar Kappara is the last one in Talmtidic times
who is stated to have had knowledge

12.5,

istence of

His

of fables.

TheMidrash (Lev. R.

Knowledge

2) relates

that because Rabbi did not
Kappara to the wedding of

xxviii.

of Fables, invite Bar
his sou. Bar KiippiU'ii '"t'venged himself
At the feast which Rabbi si'.bin the following way
sequently gave in Bar Kappara's honor, the latter told
:

were saved (Sifra, Emor,
Meg. Ta'anit xii. Ta'auit
viii. 9 [ed. Weiss, p. 99(/J
ixb; Sem.viii. Eccl. R. iii. IT). Lucius
War of Quietus, the conqueror of tlie .Jews of

and the

lives of the brothers

;

;

;

Quiettts.

now in command
Roman army in Palestine, and

^lesopotamia, was
of the

Lydda, wiicre the .Jews had gathered.
so great that the iiatriarch Rabbau Gamaliel IL, who was shut up there ami died
soon afterward, permitted fasting even on Hanukkah though other rablns, such as tlie peace-loving
R. .Joshua b. Ilananiah, condemned this measure
laid siege to

The

distress

became

;

(Ta'anit ii.lO; Yer. Ta'anit

ii.

(Hin;

Yer. :Meg.

i.

TtV/;

Soon afterward I^ydda was taken and
masses of the .Jews were executed; the "slain of
Tjvdda" are often mentioned in words of reverential
R. IL

18/>).

the Tahnud (Pes. HOa: B. B. 106; Eccl. R.
Pap]>us and .Julian were among those executed by the liomans in the same year (Ta'anit ISf);
The foregoing are the most iniYer. Ta'iinit Gdh).
l)ortant events of the campaign of Quietus as mentioned in rabliinical sources (.see also "Revue Etudes
Juives," XXX. 212).
An ancient .Jewish source states that sixteen years
elapsed between the "polemos"' (= war) of Quietus
and the rebellion of Bar Kokba (Seder '01am R.. at
l>raise in

ix. 10).

TlIK

Bar Kokba

tin;

JEWISH

end; ((iinpiuc A/ariah dci Ki^^^i, in " Mc'or
.\i\.). iind botli the Aiincnian clirnniflc of

Kiia}iin,"

("C'lu'oniconiin Caiiniiimi." cil. ISIai and
;js:j,
.Milan. 181S) and tliat of .Jcronif

jMisi'hius
Zoliral),

p.

Bronze Coin of the Second Revnit,
Obverse:
licvrrse

u;"":""
:

First Year.

" (Simon ") (for?i>--'> Simon, within a wreatli.

s^m

[>

pi] in'^

("The

surrounding a three-stringed

Delivei-;iiii-e

(.British

lyre.

of .It^nisalem ")

Museum

Collec-

tion.)
(After M.liiileu, " .iHwiah CMill;i;;e.")

war

as occufrina- during tlie first
Hadrian. Later events can be
For
interprete<l (tnly by bearing this war in mind.
if Hadrian, immediately after his accession to the
throne, i)ursued a pacific policy toward tlie Jews,
and made concessions to them, lie must previously
have felt their resistance (Griitz, "Ge.sch. der Judeu."
3d ed.. iv. 410). Spartian, the biographer of Ila(b-Jan (• Hadrian." v. 3), also states that the emperor
wished to have peace throughout tlie Koman world,
and refers to the restlessness among the people

mention a

Jcwi.sli

year of the

ivigii of

Temple.
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Hadrian had not yet dared openlv
prevent the rebuilding of the Temple. Itiit re(picsleil that the site of the iicw structure be somewhat removed fiom its former location a condition
which the Jews of course; could not acci'iit. They
took up arms and assembled in the Valley of Riminoii. on the celebrated historical plain of Je/reel;
and a ieb(lli((n seemed imminent, when R. Jrjshua
li.
Hananiah, by convincing the jx-opleof the danger
w hicli they were incurring, ultimately succeeded in
pacifying them (Gen. R. Ixiv.).
But the Jews remained (juict only on the surface; in reality, forovcr
liftcen years they j)repared for a struggle against
Rome. The \\eai>ons that the Romans had ordered
to l)e made by them they intentionally constructed
poorly..'io that they might keej) them when rejected
anil returned to them.
They converted the caves in
the mountains int(j hiding-places and fortifi<-ations.
which they connected by subterranean ])assages (Dio
C'a.ssius, Ixix. 12).
It is thought that the travels of
the celebrated teacher of the Law, Rabbi Akiba, were
made with the intention of interesting the Jews of
the most remote countries in the coming struggle:
and these travels extended through Parthia, Asia
et ^lens." .\iv.).

to

—

—

and Palestine a reference undoubtedly
pointing to the Jews. It ajipears that Hadrian had
already granted permi.ssiou for the rel)uilding of the
Temple: that the Jews of the diaspora had already
begun to return to Jerusalem, and that the brothers
Pai)])us and Julian had already prov ided for the e.\ciiange of foreign mouey into lioman coin, when,
through the calumny of the Samaritans, Hadrian
ordered the cessation of workiijion the
RebuiMing Temple (Gen. R. l.\iv.). Of the iuof Libya

of the

i:XCY{

tiiided rel)uildingof

Hadrian, mention

tom ("Orat.

is

thcTemple under
made by Chry.sos-

"Chron.
Alex." (on the year 118), Xicepliorus ("Hist. Eccl."
iii.

in Juda-os'").

A

iii. 24). and Cedreuus ("Script.
l]y/.." .\ii. 249).
coin of the period, representing a portico with fom'

Copper Coin of the Second Revolt.
Ohvcrsc
tree.

:

r,":r"'1

("Simon")

Eerersr:

ii

(for p"":;:')

(prol)al)ly

for

Simon, round a palm-

f^^wm* ninL.-Sj) ("The

Deliverance of Jenisalein "), with vine Immcli.
(

-kftrr M.i.l.lrn,

"

Jewib'ri C"ina;.'<-.")

Cappadocia. and Phrygia, and perhaps even
Preparations devised on so
Afiica.
large a scale could hardly have been instituted without organization, and it may therefore be assuim'd
that the leader. Bar Kokba, was already quietly
preparing for this war in the first years of the reign
of Hadrian.
Bar Kokba. the hero of the third war against
Rome, appears under this name onlj' among ecclesiastical writers: heathen authors do not
Bar Kokba; mention him; and Jewish sources call
His Name, him Ben (or Bar) Koziba or Kozba.
Elinor.
to

Europe and

j\[any scholars believe this

name

to

have been derived from the city of C'hezib (Gen.
xxxviii.
or Chozeba (I Chron. iv. 22), although it is
more likely that it was simjily the name of his father.
Others believe that Bar Koziba was a conttunelious
appellation (" Son of Lies '')bestowed after the unfortunate issue of the revolt. Although this also seems
to be implied by the words of the patriarch, R.
Jtidah I. (Lam. R. ii. 2), it merely proves that the
.'))

Bronze Coin of the Second Revolt.

Ohverw: pV'Iw' ("Siiuon"i; cluster of grapes. Rrrersc: ."nn'^
s'^mi ("The Deliverance of Jerusalem"); two trumpets or
pillars.
(British Museum Collei-iiou.i
(A(t«?r Mail.len,

"Jewish

'."ih.i;.-.")

cohimns, is referred to this movement. The leader
and superintendent of thebuikling either of the city
of Jerusalem or of the Temple is said to have been

—

tliq

—

pious proselyte Aquil.\ (Epii)hauius,

"DePoud.

luckless hero was early held responsible for the misOn the other
fortune that had befallen the nation.
lianil. it is certain that the name Bar Kokba is only

an epithet derived from R. Akiba'sapplieatiouof the
verse to Koziba " There shall come a star [" kokab "]
:

out of Jacol)

who

shall smite the corners of !Moab

—
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and destroy
17).

ull

tlic cliildicn

Eusi'ljiiis also

the iiainc

(if

Sctli "

("Hist. Eccl."

the remark

/?«/j,v«^,vf,?«f

(Xuin. xxiv.

iv. 0.
llial

adds to

r?)

it

that the

IJyz." ix.

o4!i), inilicatin;,^ tiiat llicy

name was only

ali!j;iirativc'one.

in (pielling

l^ncw

Jewish
Medieval
Sources.

It is .singu-

Synccllus also calls IJar Kokba '"an only
which corresponds with llic Hebrew
"yaliid,"
If this is not a i\Iessianic name, as Henan
surnuscs(" L'l\ulise C'hrelienne." ~(1 ed., ]i. 2((()), one
must understand by it the intert.'sting fanuiy fact
thai l>ar Kokl)a was the only son of his parents; even
in this tritliiiLC circumstance the heated imaiiination
of the champions of liberty endeaxored to find some
special merit.
Tlie attempt was also made to discover in the; name of a certain coiuUerfeit coin (" maliaiiinot," Yer. Ket. i. 2')/i) the \\'ord /luvoyi- ri/c; (X.
Kri'ill, in ".Jahrbiichcr," i. 183: compare Rapoport,
"Orient," ISIO, p. 24S) and so refer it to Bar Kokba;
just as the Talnuul mentions " Ko/.bi-coins
thai is,
coins of Bar Kokba (Tos. ,Ma"as. Slieni i. G, aiulBal).
B. K. *Mh); but such an interinetalion uf the word is
rendered impossible by the context. These latter
coins would intimate that Bar I\okba's name ^\as
Sinu'on, similar examples of the onussion of this
name being allorded by the names Ben Zoma and
Ben Az/ai, each of whom was also named Simeon:
but, as the coins in ([uestion have l)een traced to
Simeon the llasmonean, their as.sociulion with Bar
Kokba is untenable (Reuan, ib. p. 11)7).
This is about all tliat is known concerning tlu;
]ier.sonality of Har Kokl)a; and even the meager data
here i)rcsented are so uncertain that the very name of
the hero is doubtful.
Everything else pertaining
to Inm is mythical.
Like the slaveHis Per- prince, "Eunus of Sicily," he i.s said
sonality.
to liave bloVvn burning toAv from his
mouth (Jerome, '"Apol. ii. adv. Ruf.");
such was his strength that he was able to hurl back
with hisknees the stones discharged from the Roman
" (//'ii'o;m//<),

;

'"

;

(Lam. R. ii. 2). Bar Kokba is said to have
tested the valor of his soldiers i)y ortlering each one
balli.stie

and wlien the wise men beheld
they objected to the self-mutilation involved,
and advised him to issue an order to the effect that
every horseman must show that he could tear a cedar
of the Lebanon up by the roots while riding at fidl
speed.
In this Avay he eveutually had 2(10,000 soldiers who jiassed the first ordeal, and 200,000 heroes
wlio accomplished the latter feat (Yer. Ta'auit iv.
G!Sr/).
It nuist have been during the war, when he
liad already performed miracles of valor, that R.
Akiba said of him, "This is the King jNIessiah" (ib.)-.
blithe had the presumjition so runs the legend to
jnay to God: " We pray Thee, do not give assistance
to the enemy; us Thou needst not help! " {ib.: Lam.
R. ii. 2; Git blaetseq. Yalk-. Dent. 940): and it was
inevitable that many persons, among them his uncle
R. Eleazar of INIodi'im, should disbelieve in his jVIesto cut oir a tinger;

this,

—

—

;

sianic mission.

Jewish medieval sources also mention a sou and
a nephew of Bar Kokba. After the death of the
latter, his son Riifus
whose name is rightly explained as " red
succeeded him as ruler, ami he,
again, was fcJlowed l)_v his son, Romulus: and it was
only in the davs of Romulus, the son of Rufus, the
''

—

—

the emperor Hadrian succeeded

insurrection

(Altr.

b.

David,

in

Neulmuers "Medieval
ides,"
i)0)

i.

.J,-)).

Jewisii ChroiiJoseidi ibn Zaddik (rt. p.

mentions Romulus,

Kok))a.

Tiie

earlier

Haekspan)on Dan.

lar that

son

tliat

tiie

si_i;iiilies

"star," and so does Synccllus (•C'iii'oni)i;r;tphia," in
tlic " Scrijit.

son of Ko/iba.

Bar Kokba

ix.

i»ut not Bar
Xiz/.ahon (i-d.
24 adds that Bar

Kokba wasof

the houseof David, an assertion which
appears genuine, Inasmuch as sudi relationship
would have been essential to the Messianic mi.ssiou.
Both Gedaliah ibn Yahyah, in "Shalshelet ha-Kabbalah" (.v.r. "R. Akiba'"), and Ileilpriu, in ''Seder
lia-Doiot" (i. 12^v^ ed. Wilna, IHOl). mention three
generations of these kings— a fact controverted b}'
in "Zemah David" (part i. for the year
adds, however, that Romulus, like Iiis
grandfather, was called Kozil)a, and that there is no
discrepancy with the Talmudic records. The twentyone years claime(l b}- Gans for Bar Kokba and his
sons can be exi)lained if the whole period from 118
to loo be accepted, which, however, would only

David Gans

880),

who

amount

to seventeen years.
Singularly enouirh.
Graetz and other Jewish historians fail entirely tf>
speak of these Jewish traditions, wliereas Miinter
{ib. ]ip. 47, 7.-)) and Gregorovius ("Der Kaiser Hadrian," p. ly.-), note 1, Stuttgart, 1884) considered
them at least worthy of mention.
As if to increase the irritation of the Jews, it so
hai)peued that the government of Judea had at this
time been entrusted to one of the most rascally subjects of the Roman empire, the governor-general
Tinnius RcFfs, as he is probab!}- correctly called
(Borgliesi, Gregorovius, Renau, Mommsen, and

whereas others call him variously Tinnius,
Titus Annius, or Tacinius, Rufus).
Cause of Rufus offended the Jcavs in their most

Schiirer:

the War.

sacred relations.
He was reputed to
be a regtdar debaucher of young
women (G. Rosch, in "Theol. Studien uud Kritikeu,"
1873, pp. 77 et scq.), and was probably the prototype
from whom was taken the description of the volu])tuary Ilolofernes, as given in the Book of Juditl).
Associated with this is the Talmudic saga that the
inunediate cause of the war Avas the insult olfered
by the Romans toa bridal couple (Git. o7/0. So long
as the emperor Hadrian remained in the vicinity
that is, in Syria and Egypt (about 130 common era)
the .Jews kei>t still (Dio Cassius. Ixix. 12) and
even struck coins in his honor, which bore the
motto "Adventui Aug. Juda'a"." iu commemoratiou
It was probof the visit of the emperor to Judea.
abl)'^ at this time that Hadrian desired to erect the
Roman colony ^Elia Capitolina upon the riiius of
Jerusalem, and to replace the old Temjile by one
Dio Cassius. at
dedicated to Jupiter Capitolinus.
least, mentions this fact as the cause of the war,

—

while Eu.sebius and other ecclesiastical historians
It is therefore assumed
refer to them as a result.
that the building was already begun before the war,
])ut interrui)ted iiy it (Mi'inter, Graetz, Gregorovius).

The

report (Spartiau,

cli.

forbidden to exercise the
also

have

xiv.) that the
rite of

originateil after t he

war

;

Jews were

circumcision may
but Jewisli .sources

days of Bar Kokba many who had
before endeavored to disguise the Abrahamic covenant submitted themselves anew to circumcision
state that iu the

—
Bar Kokba
Bar Mizwah
(Sliab. i\.

1
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Yer.

;

Gen. K. xlvi.

Ych. ~i-i(i Yer. Yrb. viii. !);
does woi follow, iiowcvcr, from the

ib. 17//;

It

).

i)ieee(liiig piissiVii;es

compelled by

;

that the JiKheo-Cliristiiins were

Kokba

to suljinit to ciicumcision
desJuifs, " \i. ;)(il, Kotterdam,
1707), and the slatemcnt that the Christians were
tortured by I5ar Kokba if they did not deny Jesus,
is made only by Christian authors (Justin, "Apologia," ii. 71 ((mipare " Dial."' c\. Eusebius, in " Hist.
Eccl."iv.(5, tJ2, andinliis " Chronicle," where he therefore calls Bar Kokba a robber antl murderer; Jerome,
in his -'Chronit'le"; Orosius, "Hist." vii. 13).
The
actual rca.son seems to have been that the Christians
refused to unite with the Jews in the struggle.
The
Samaritans, however, particijjated in the conflict, to
wliich Jews residing in foreign countries also flocked
in mas.ses, the number of combatants being fuHher
swelleil by pagan accessions; and there ensued, as
Dio Cassius observes, a war which was neither of
small proportions nor of short iluiation.
Rufus could not at tirst resist the onslaught of the
iJar

(Basiiagx',"' I/ilisloiie

;

;

Jews, to

whom

he was compelled to relimiuisli one

place after another almost without a struggle; and

strongholds and 985 undefended
towns and villages fell into their hands (Dio Cassius,
l.\i.\. 14).
These fifty strongholds were situated in
Palestine, and may be located with tolerable accuracy (" ^lagaziu fur die Wis.senschaft
Publius
des Judenthums," xi.x. 229; "MouatsMarcellus. schrift," xliii. 509), But altliough the
Jewish arms did not penetrate bej'ond
the Palestinian border, their success caused the Romans to become conscious of their danger. They des]iatched Publius ^larceilus, legate of Syria, to the aid
of Rufus; but this general also was defeated.
It is
uncertain whether the insurgents acquired posses.sion
of Jerusalem: the Jewish sources contain no mention of it; and the coins bearing the inscrijition, "In
Commemoration of the Liberation of Jerusalem,"
are unreliable because they may have originated

thus about

fifty

with Simon the Hasmonean. Among the liistoriaus,
Graetz is almost the only one that accepts the supposition of a conquest of Jerusalem.
But if this had
1)een the case, the insurgents woidd not have made
Bethar, but Jerusalem, their center of operations.
^Moreover, Bethar, according tf) Eusebius, was situated in the vicinity of Jerusalem, a statement which
may apply equally to a place north or south of the

Holy City. However this may be, a city of the size
ascribed to Bethar in Jewish sources could never
have arisen in the inunediate vicinity of Jerusalem.
Hadrian was now compelled

to

summon

the great-

from Britain,
campaign against the Jews; and Se-

est general of his time, Julius Severus,

to

conduct

tlie

verus was accomi)anied by the legate Iladrianus

Quintus Lollius Urbicus, former governor of Germania.
Hence it foUows (contrary to
Julius
tli(! opinion expre.ssed in the
Jewish
Severus.
sources, in Moses of Chorene's "Hist.
Arm." ii. Ivii. ami in th(! writings of
Mlinter and Lebreeht) that Hadrian did not person;

ally ])articipate in the war.

The Roman troops

en-

gaged in Palestine were the Tenth Legion (Fretentis),
th(! Second (Trajana), the Thiid (Gallica), and the
Fourth (Scythica), all drawn from Sj'ria; but even
with so considerable an army, Severus did not ven-

ture to engage the
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Jews

in

open

buttle.

He sought

gradually to dislodge them fi'om their strongiiolds.
The Romans were compelled to enter from the
north, and here they captured the i)opulous and
well-fortitied cities, Kabul, Sichiu, and 31agdala,
surnamed Zebuaya ("City of tlie Dyers"). The
next city invested was the so-called "liar ha-Melek"
(Tur .Malka, "3Iountain of the King"), where a certain "Bar-Deroma," possibly identical with Bar
Kokba, commanded on the Jewish side, "i'he Valley of Rinunon, perhaps also called Bik'at-Yadayim,
the starting-point of the rebellion, became the scene
of a nuuderous conflict (Eliyahu R. x\x. compare
;

Lam. R.
to

i.

10; Gen. R. Ixiv.).

The Romans

have fought tifty-two battles

are said

—according to cer-

Bethar akme
through treachinto the hands of the Romans, who would not

tain writers, lifty-four— until, at last,

remained; and this place finally
ery,

fell,

for a long time afterward give permission for the in-

terment of the

slain.

The war w-as ended, and Bar Kokba met his death
upon the walls of Bethar. Indescribable misery
spread over Palestine; the land became a desert; the Jews were slaughthe War. tered en itu/.sw, and Talmud and 3Iidrash bewail the horrors of the ]{oman
conquest. According to Dio Cassius, 580,000 Jews
fell in battle, not including those who succumbe<l to
hunger and pestilence. It must have been regarded
as an evil omen by the Jews that the pillar of Solomon in Jerusalem fell of itself. Indeed, the end of
the Jewish nation had come.
The Romans also had
sustained heavy losses and it is reported that Hadrian
did not even send the usual message to Rome that
he and the army were well (Dio Cassius, ib.) a story
Avhich can not be true in view of the opinion already
expressed that Hadrian was not present during the
conflict (see, however," Revue Etudes Juives," i. 49).
Hadrianus was for the second time elected imperator
by the Senate, and Julius Severus was honored
with the or7i(ii)ieufa triuiiip/inlui. (The governor of
Bithynia, namcnl Severus, so liighly praised by Dio
Cassius, w"as another person, Sextus Julius Severus.)
This war, designated by the Mishnah (Sotah ix. 14)
as "the tiual polemos," had lasted three and one-half
years (Seder '01am R., toward the end, according to
the reading of Dei Rossi not two and one-half, as
in the common reading; Yer. Ta'anit iv. QSd ct seq.
Lam. R. ii. 2; .Jerome on Dan. ix.). But this applies
only to the actual struggle for Bethar; after the fall
of that city, which, according to the tradition, took
place on the Ninth of Ab, 135, two brothers in Ke-

End

of

;

—

;

;

l)har-Hai'uba, in the vicinity of Tibeiias,

had

still

to

be overcome (Yalk., Deut. 946; the Venice ed., however, reads here " Kephar Hananyah, " otherwise as in
Yer. Ta'anit and Liim. R. I.e.). In three cities Hamath near Tiberias, Kejihar Lekutyah, and Bethel
Hadrian had garrisons posted for the i)urpo.se of
capturing Jewish fugitives (Lam. R. i. 16; slightly
Here, as in the beforedilTerent in ed. Buber, p. 82).
mentioned Valley of RimnuMi, the Jews are said to
have been brought in by fals(! i)romi.ses. Many were
sold into slavery; and for this purpose a market was

—

held under the terebinth, which tradition identified
with AiiU.\H.\M's Oak, where Jews Avere sold for
the ))rioeof a horse.
Others were sold at the market

and

(ia/a.

jit

])ia(l,

-Milliter,

ill

.Icr.

\\\i.

alilc

til

<iiin

Tin

(m1,

ii'iiiaiiiilci-

tlic

llrr citlicr

]).

raiis|Hirtc(l
'^"24111

(.lusliii,

'"

t<i

Olyin.">;

.\i.

t<> lif

(

Asia .Minor

ti)

plKiiic."" i.),

IJiilicr,

t

Hk p. lUi; .Icioiiic on Zccli.
w re Initnnatc ciiouuli

Sdiiic

I")).

were

Alcxaiidriiuim,"

("Clironicoii

Eu.vpt

I.").

Bar Kokba
Bar Mizwah
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Dialnii'us

or even to Arnu'iiia (l.ani.

IJ.

i.

77).

was one of (laiii:cr("slia'at
tlirJcwsof Palestine, duriug wliicii

Tin- subsciiuciitc'i'u

father's sins(Midrash Ziilta. Uuih, ed. Biilier. p. 47;
^'alk., Uulli, (JOO): and, according to suiiie. ilie

merit confers ijeneliis upon liie s<in oniv
has reached liis " perek "; tliat is, the age of
maliirily (Tosef. 'Eduy. i, 14).
'I'iie soleinni/.ation of the allainment of tlie aire of
icligious maiuiily takes ]>la<e on tiie first Sabltath
fatiier's

until

lie

,

lia-

of the foiirleeniii year,

tlie

called

when

the

Bar

.Mi/.\\;ili

is

most iniiKHtant litiialislic ohscrvaiices Avere forbidden: foruiiicli reason tiie Talinud states (Gciger'.s
Weiss, " Dor," ii.'l31;
'•.Hid. Zeit." i. ll)!», ii. T^r.;

up (see Ai.iVAii) to read a clia]tler !ioiii the
weekly portion of liieLaw, eitliertisoiie of liiesi-ven
men oi' as the eigiilh, where it is ctistftiiiary to read
the closing ciiapler and the IIaitahaii and if he be

" Ke\-.

unable to read, lo recite at

scl;anair') for

Juives,'"

I]!.

The Age

of

Persecution.

.\\\ii. 41)

tliat

certain regula-

tions wei'e passt'd to nu'el the eiucrIt was also called tlie age of
iiciiey.
tiieedicl (" ge/.eraii ") oi'of i)erst'C'utioii

(siieniad," SliaW.

(iiii^:

Cant. K.

ii.

5).

Tile ten niaityrs, i;loiilied in legend, in

days snlfered death for tlieir faitii; for it was
aim of tlie government to destroy the very essence of Judaism by lucvi'nting the study of the
Law. Otiier prohibitions were i)romulgated concerning the Sabbatii, circumcision, telillin, and mezu/.ali, and constituted a mass of ordinances usual!}'
embraced in tiie term "tiic lladriaiiic iHr.secutioii."
A positively inhuman proliibition was issued which
previ'iiled tiie Jews from wall-Ling in the vicinity of
Jerusalem, so that tlie}' could not even ]K)ur out their
griefs on hallowed .soil.
The former idanof Hadrian
was now also put into execution: after the plow had
been drawn oxer the Temide mountain, Jerusalem
liecame a jiagau city under the name of " ^Elia Cajutliose

the

tolina."
Bmi.iofiU.^PiiY Tlie liistory of tlie Bar Koklia war was written
liy the rlietiir Aiiioiiius Jiiliamis, wiuise woi'k. however, lias
iH'eii lost.
All exlracl ti-oiii the ivporl of Ariston of I'ella is
l?ul the priueipal
{jfiven in the Hift Eccl. i\ (i of Kusehius.
soillce of iiiforinalioii is the Hist. Udiii. Ixix. cli. \'i-\A of
liio Cassiiis, while the Cliniuirnii Alc.miiilriiniin and the
work of Moses of Choieiie are also valualile. The Jewish sourees
are rieh in inforaiation, hut should he consulteil with caution; anil this aiiplies also to ihi'.s'diiKfn'/fO; liiii>l,'nf JnsJiiui,
Ainoni; niodeni authors. Millieil. JuynhoU, I.evdi'ii, 1S4S.
see
ter. Iteiiaii, (in's>oro\ ius, .lost, and (Iraetx are noteworthy
also Drrenhourtr, /vs.sk/ .si/r VHisioirr ri hi (jnmr<tiiliii' ilc
la /'(f/ishf/f, pp. 41-') (t (•('I/.. I'aris, ISBT; Selliirer, Giscli.i.
MJ ('/ .s('i/.; Moiiiinsen. lli'imisclic (Ifsvli. v. 544 ft sc(i.;
Schlatter, Die 'J'lujr Trajaiis loid Haihiaiis, (iiitersloh,
IX'X
Maijaz'ni f. i/. Mlsscuxclidt't d. Jittleiithiinis: Deren(/c ISnr Knzclid, in
tioni'ir. (^)t/(7(;i(('s yatrs sill' hi (iiirrn
Mihiiiiits dc VEciih- (hs Ifaiitcs Etiiiks. Paris, ISTS.
:

.

.

;

[

S.

(1.

Kr.

BAR KOZIBA. See Bak Kokija.
BAR MIZWAH (literally, '-the

sou of command,'"
man of duty '") Hebrew term applied to a
boy on completing his thirteenth yetir, who has then
reached the age of religious duty iuid responsibility.
The name " Bar Mizwah " occurs in B. M. dGu, where
it is applied to every grown Israelite; btit in the
sense now used it can not be clearly traced earlier
than the fourteenth century, the older rabbinical
term being " gadol " (adult) or " 1)ar 'onshin " (son of
jiunishment) that is, liaVde to punishReligious ment for his own misdoings: see Hashi
••

:

;

Nid. 45/^ on the word D"'L*'J'iy^- 'i'he
age of pubert}' being attained at about
the fourteenth year, the boy that is over thirteen
years of age lias the power of making vows or of
consecrating property to holy ])urposes (Nid. v. 6);
he is lield to account for his own sins, whereas a
child before that age may die ou account of bis

Maturity.

;

least the lieiiedictioii be-

and after the reading, while the

fore

fallier oilers

silently the rather stiange benediction: "Blessed

lie

who

has taken the responsiliility for tliis child's
doing from me " (see .Shulhaii 'Aruk. Oral.i i.Iayyim.
cexxv. 2, note of Isserles, and " .Magen Abraliam."
celxx.xii., note 18).
lie

This event is celebrateil liy joyous festivity, the
Bar ]\Iiz\vah boy delivering on this occasion a
learned discour.se or oration at the table Indole ilie
invited guests, who offer him presents, while the
ral;bi or teacher gives him his blessing, iiccompanying it at times with an tuldress (see
Celebration Solomon Luria, "Yam Shel Slieloof Event, moh " to B. K. vii. 87, and other authorities in

" .Alagen

Abraham."

Low's "Lebensalter,"
forth he

pp. 210-217, 410-412).
reckoned among the adults to

is

I.e.;

Hencefill

tlie

number

of ten (Shnlhan 'Aruk,
Orali Haj-yiin, Iv. 9 et wy.).
Regarding the time
when the boy's initiation into his religious duties is
to commence, when he is to begin putting on the
tetilliu, or when to fast on the Day of Atonement, see

]MiXYAX, or required

Yoma 82(( Shulhan 'Aruk, Ortih Hayyim, xxxvii.
Leopold Low (/.f.) has shown that the Bar
2).
'3.

;

cxvi.

had become a fixed custom only in the
fourteenth century in Germany.
Nevertheless there are many indications, overlooked by Low, that its origin must be sought in
remote antiquity. Samuel ha-Kat.in, at the close
of the first centuiy, gives in his saying ou the Ages
of Man in the Baraita attached lo Abot v. 21 (see
]Mahzor Vitry, i).549) the completion of the thirteenth
year as the age for the commandments ("le-niizAvot"); and the commentary to the passiige refers
to Levi, the son of Jacob, who, at thirteen, is called
''ish"(=man; Gen. xxxiv. 2.j). Simon Zemah Duran, in his "Magen Abot" to the Baiaita. quotes a
IMidrash interpreting the Hebrew word It (— "this")
]\Iiz;wah rite

—

"This jieoijle have I formed for mythey shall pronounce [A. V. "set forth"] my
as referring bv its numerical value to those
praise
Tliis seems to
that have reached the age of thirteen.

in Isa. xliii. 21
self,

—

imply that at the time the 3Iidrash was composed
the Bar ^lizwah publicly pronounced a benediction
on the occasion of his entrance ui>on maturity. This
is confirmed liy the ^lidrash llashkem

How

Grunluit's "Sefer ha-Likkutim."
"The heathen when he begets
a son consecrates him to idolatrous
practises: the Isnielite has his .son circiuncised and
the rite of i>idyon ha-beii performed: and as soon
as he becomes of age he brings liim into the syna-

It

Originated,

(.see

i.

o"):

'

gogue and school C

'

bet ha-keueset

'

and

'

bet lia-mid-

Bar Mi^wah
Bar Shalmon
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liciiccrorlli lie may jn'aise tlio
ill order that
(Bciii'diclinn)
Eaickii
nainc of God, i-ccitiiii;- tin'
^lassckct
jircccdiiiir the icadiii.;;' from tlu- iiuw."
nisli'),

'

'

is I'vcn mere explicit
In Jerusalem
aeeuslomed to initiate their children lo fast
on tlie Atonement l»ay, a year or wo before their niaturit)'; and then, when the an'c lias arrived, to l)rinii;
the Bar iMi/wah l)efore the jiriest or elder for l)lessing, cncoura^-emenl, and i)raycr, that lie may be
granted a portion in the Law and in the doing of
good worivs. "Wiiosocvcr i.s of sui)eriority in the
town is expected to pray for iiim as lie l)o\vs down
This then liclps to
to liim to receive his ])lessing."

Sofcrim x viii.

''

'y

:

tliey are

I

^lidrush (Gen. R. Ixiii.), which, in
jiassage (Gen. \xv. 27), "and

illustnite tlie

commenting upon the

the boys grew," says: "Up to tliirteeu years Esau
and Jacob went together to tlie primary school and
back home; after the thirteen years were over, the
one went to tlie bet lia-midrash for tlie study of the
Law, the other to the house of idol's. AV^ith reference

Elea/ar remarks, 'Until the thirteenth
the father's dut}' to train his boy; after
this he must say: "Blessed be He who lias taken
from me the responsibility [the juinishnient] for
to this,

year

this

11.

it is

boy

"'"
!

"

Why

is

the evil desir<'

('

yezer

liara'

The rabbis follow with a discussion, and
the Bar Mizwali is iheii lilessed aloud i»y the whole
assemlily. After this he goes around with hislclijlinpresent.

the men, then the women, and finallv
silver coins into the bag. which
he then presents to his teacher.
breakfast follows,
bag, and

ix.

14).

A

which all take part. On the next Salibath, the
r>ar Mi/.wah reads the; " Haftai'ah."
Wiien he is
called up to the Law, a piyyiit is recited, the text
of which is given in tlui " Allgemeine Zeitung des
Judeiithums," 1S:50, p. 2TS, whence the above account has been taken. Se(; also B.\N(ii;;is.
Regarding a strange custom of cutting a boy's
hair when lie became Bar Alizwah, see Abraliams'
"Jewish Life in the 3Iiddle Ages," p. 144, note 3.
ForBar .Mizwah in modern times, seeCoNKiu.M.vnoN.
in

I'.ini.iocKAl'llv
Leoiiold Low, Die Lrhcnsiillcr, in Jlhlisclir
IJti idliir, lip. :M(I-:.'I7, S/fjrp(lii), 1ST'); ,j. c. (;. Koilcnscliiitz,
Kiitiiliclic \'crl(issi(iiii ii()- lliiiliiji II Jiiiliii. iv. ii-l,
Kr:

'.i."i,

174S (iii(leiii;inii, (jcsihiihli ilrs Knii Iniiiijsii'i .« iis
iiiidilir Ciilliir ilrr Jiiilrii iii Dciitsrlihiinh \>. 1!1, Vicima,
isss; idem. (JiirllinKcliriltoi znr (Irschiilitc i^'s Cnt(:niclit!<
unit ih r Kyzirliniiij hi i ilcii Driitsclini Jiiilrii. p. 14:i,
lifi'lin. 1S91. wlicre \i .I.iir Hiiiin BacliMnich's Rules of Study
fur tlie IJiir .Miz\v;di boy ai'e triveii
Hainliurtrcr, Ii. li. T. s.v.
Mizii'itii; Scliiiivr, (irsrh. ih s Jliilixchi n I'li/Zics, ii. 4:i()
Cli.
TnyUn; Siijiiiiiis nf tlit: Jcwisli i'VU/iccs, IS'JT, pp. UT, iJS; I.
Alilaliaiii.s, a.s aliovc.
hitif-'cii,

:

;

;

')

it is thirteen years older tlian the good desire
Cyezer hatob')." That is to say, tlie latter comes
only with the initiation into duty (Ab. K. N., A.
xvi".,
B. XXX.; :\Iidr. Teh. ix. 2;" Eccl. li. Ex. 15).
According to Pirke R. El. xxvi., Abraham rejected
tlie idolatry of his father and became a worshiper
of God when he was thirteen years ohL
In the

light of these facts the story related in Luke ii.
42-49, as observed by the elder Light foot, Wetstein,

and Holtzmaunin

their conunentaries to the pas.sage,
true significance The child Jesus when only
twelve years of age, having not yet attained the
religious maturity, joined, of his own accord, the
teachers of the Law, and astonished all by his underits

throw

K.

SH.

Be-

cause

finds

first

his ]iarents

.1.

king? (Eccl.

persoiiitied as the great

510

:

standing and his answers, being, as he said, concerned only about the things of his Father in heaven
(n2"pn h^ "in^X^na, "Wist ye not that 1 must be
about my Father's business?"). Comjiare with this
what Josephus writes of himself: "When I was a
child about fourteen years old, I was commended by
all for the love I had for learning, on which account
the high priest and principal men of the city came
to me in order to know my opinion regarding
the accurate understanding of points of the Law"
("Vita," 2).
In Morocco the boy becomes Bar ]\Iizwah when he
has passed the age of twelve years. He usually
learns one of the Talmudieal treatises by heart, and
after he has passed an examination, the rabbis and
the parnasim of the congregation, together with his
relatives and friends, are invited to a dinner the
AVednesday before the Sabbath on which he is to be
"called up" to the Law.
The following morning
(Thursday), at the service which takes ])lace in the
boy's house, the chief rabbi puts the tefillin upon
his arm, and his father those upon his head, wliile
'the choiraccomjianies the initiation rite with a hymn.
He is tlien "called up" to the Law; and before the
close of the service he delivers a discourse, partly in
the vernacular, for the benefit of the women who are

BAR SHALMON

Legendary son(prD^C' in)
in-law of Ashmedai, king ef the demons.
Bar Shalmon, the scholarly and pious son of a rich merchant
who iiad accumulated great wealth through maritime
ventures, iiromised his father under oath, Avlieii the
latter was on his deatli-])ed, never to undertake a sea
voya.ge.
Indeed, the fortune accumulated by the
old merchant was so considerable that it was not
necessary for the son to expose himself to the dangers of the sea.
few years after his father's death,
there entered the harbor of the city where Bar Shalmon resided a richly laden merchant vessel, the captain of which informed him that all its cargo of gold,
precious stones, and other valuables were part of his
father's estate abroad.
Bar Shalmon learned further
that this cargo represented but a very small part of
his fatlier's posses.sions in foreign lands; and he was
earnestly iXMiuested to return in the ship in order to
take posses.sion of his inheritance.
Bar Shalmon
]ileaded his inability to do so becatuj of his vow.
The captain declined to accept this excuse, on the
ground that he believed Bar Shalmon's father to
have been mentally incompetent at the time of his
death, as evidenced by the fact that he had not alluded, even bj' a hint, to his vast ti'easures alii'oad.
After considerable parleying. Bar Shalmon ]wrmitted himself to be jiersuaded to break his oath;
and he entered upon the voyage. As soon as the
ship was upon the high seas, it sank
Breaks His with all on board. Bar Shalmon alone,
Oath to
naked and destitute, being dashed by
His Father, the waves upon a desert island. There
he was pursued by a lion, and sought
refuge in a gigantic tree, upon which there was
perched a fierce vulture (XDID^p, not to be translated
here as "owl").
In his terror Bar Shalmon climbed
upon the back of the bird, which was so astonished
by its sudden burden that it remained motionless all
night: and its fright increased when, in the morning, it saw clearly the man sitting upon it.
In its

A

:

(lisiiiiiy tlic

wanl
liiiu,

bird

t'vciiinu:

and

I'vi'ii

Mew

Har

swill ly imtoss

distiiignislii'il

ami

sea;

the voic-cs of

Exodus, "If

Ilcbrt'W servant," etc. (xxi. 2).
tiiat tlio country "was inliabittd

from

tlic

li)-

Sliaiinoii (liscrrncd luL-d bciicatli

(Icclaiinin? tlic vcrsf of

c-liildrcn

tliou

Fiiinly

buy

a

li(-licvi!i«j;

by Jews, Bar

Slial-

great lieiirht to tlie ,trro\ind.
Bruised in all his limbs and exhausted by Inuiirer,
lie erejit to the synagogue, which he found locked.
Introducing himself to a boy, with the Avords of
Jonah, "I am a Hebrew; and I fear tlie Lord, the
God of hciiven ' (Jonah i. !»). the latter conducted
iiim to the rablii.
To Bar Slialmon's
Falls into dismay, he learned that certain death
the Land of I'ow awaited him; for he had fallen
Demons, into the realm of tlic demons (see,
Di.MoNoi.odY), who would surely kill
him at sight. His ]irayers and lamentations, however, aroused the compassion of the rabbi, who
liromised to exert his intlncnce in the waudei-er's
Concealing him in his house for the night,
behalf.
on the following morning he conducted liini to the
synagogue. AVith a noise like thunder ami witli tlie
rapidity of lightning, thousands of demcjnstlew into
the synagogue; but, although conscious of the incscnce of a man, they remained (juiet out of respect
to their rabbi.
When the ha/.an had comjileted
the introductory psalms ("'pesuke de-zinirah '') the
rabbi directed him to pause (this iiresupposes the
Sejihardic ritual; for according to the German minhag these psalms are an integral part of the regular
prayers), and recjuested the congregation not to
harm his charge.
After a long debate, during wliieh the fact was
emphasized that Bar Shalmon, the perjurer, -was
deserving of death, it was decided to bring the matter before King Ashmedai; whereupon the hazan
declared that none should harm Bar Shalmon under
penalty of excommunication. Asiimedai summoned
a tribvnial, the members of which were to deci<le
inon

jiluni^c-d

liis

wliether, according to th<' Torali, Bar Shalmon was
deserving of death.
The judges found him guilty,
and did not consider the death-penalty
Saved from too severe for the ]ierjurer. Ashme-

Death by
Ashmedai.

recommended, however, that exepostponed fora day and he
kept I5ar Shalmon at his liousein order

dai

culioii be

;

move elTectually to protect liim.
3Ieanwhile
Ashmedai found an njiportuuity of making the closer
the

whom he recognized
promised to save him
from death provided he would pledge himself on
oath to impart all his wisdom to Ashmedai's son.
Bar Shalmon agreed to this; and it Was arranged
that, before the execution, he should express the
desire to be brought before the king, in order that
the latter might as a scholar jtass judgment on a
point in Bar Shalmon's favor (compare AsH>rF.o.\i).
The arrangement Avas carried out; and Ashmedai
announced publicly that Bar Shalmon had not
broken his oath, inasmuch as he had believed that
lu's father was mentally incompetent at the time of

cimiiaigii against a country which liad revolted, he
left Bar Shalmon at home as liis represeutative. entrusting him with the keys of all the apartments
in his palace exce|itiiig one.

a'gi'eat scholar.

The

ki.ig

exaction.

Bar Shalmon was now exonerated, and he received
the position of teacher in the house of Ashmedai.
Three years later, when the latter undertook a

Bar Shalmon was curi-

ors to learn what this secret diamber contained;
and, opening the door, lie discovered the beautiful
daughter of the king seated ui)on a splendid throne.
Tilt; princess informed him that her father had long
intended to bestow her upon Bar Shalmon, an<l that
he was only wailing for the latter to sue forlier liand.
She further counseled liim to jilead his love for her
in defense of his intrusion into tlie

Becomes secret a]iartment, in case lior father
Ashmedai's should reproach him for his breacji of
Sonfaith.
Thus it came about that Bar
in-Law.
Shalmon soon afterward married the
luincess; the wedding being attended
not only by demons, but also by numerous animals
and birds. The bridegroom was compelled to take
a solemn oath that he married the ju-incess solely
becau.se of his lov(; for her, and that he would never
desert her.
Bar Shalmon, however, felt a yearning for his
seaport home w Inch constantly increased in intensity,
so that once, when he beheld the little son with
which the ])rincess had presented him, he sighed
deeply, and his thoughts reverted to his other chilThe jnincess questioned him as to the cause
dren.
of liis sadness, asking whether he had tired of lier
beauty or whether there was anything lacking to his
happiness a situation that vividly recalls the interview between Venus and Tannhauser. "When she
f(Uiud that his yearning for home could not be appeased, she granted him a year's leave, of absence,
after he had made both a verlial and a written oath
to return within the appointed time.
A demon transported him to his former home in a

—

single day,

and upon

his arrival there

Bar Shalmon

told his escort to inform the princess that he would
never return to her. The princess at first refused

and

waiti'd until the expirashe despatched the same demon to Bar Shalmon to bring him back. Neither
he nor the many other distinguished demons who
to believe this report,

tion of the year,

when

Bar Shalmon to keep
and all the threats and exhortations of
the princess were unheeded. Ashmedai now became
enraiicd, and declared his intention of going in person to compel Bar Shalmon to return. The princess,

Avere sent could prevail uiton
his pnmiise;

however,

accjuaintance oi Bai' Shalmon, in

its

Bar Mizwah
Bar Shalmon
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He

jiacified

her father, and. ac-

Deserts companied by a great army of demons,
proceetled herself in quest of lier recrethe

Arrived at her destinaant husband.
tion, she at first desjiatched her son
Solomon to his father; but his elfortswere fruitless.
Bar Shalmon refusing to return to the demons. The
princess thereupon summoned him before the court,
after she had rejected proposals of her followers to
The court decided that
luit her husband to death.
Bar Shalmon must either return with the princess or
become divorced from her. in wliicli latter case he

Princess.

Bar Shalmon
thereupon disdainfully agreed to return all the
wealth of the princess, so long as he should not be
This so enraged the princompell(>d to follow licr.
cess that she forthwith renounced her husband:

must return her dowry (KETfu.vii).

—
Bar Shalmou
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Baraita
requestlug, liowcN'cr, as a boou,
tod to kiss

liiiii

request

;

she

tliat

llu

bcl'orL' ck'partiiig.

lie

iiciinit-

aecedcd

to tlio

but uo sooner had their

She Slays met than Bar Shahnon

lips

dead, the
princess exclaiming: "This is the
Him.
punishment for tliy perjury and thine
Thereinfidelity to God, thy father, and myself."
upon she returned to her own people, but left her
son behind, fearing that his presence might remind
her of his father.
The purpose of the legend, as evident from the
narrative, is to inculcate the sacreduess of an oath;
nor can there be the slightest doubt as to its Jewish
origin, the usual superscription, according to which
it is rei)i"eseuted as a translation from the Aiabic,
being evidently false. The statement that Abraham
Maimon was the translator and even tiie author of
the legend is likewise incorrect; for this Abraliam
by whom probably no other tiian the son of 3Iaimonides was meant in all likelihood did not even
It is probably
believe in the existence of demons.
true, however, that the legend originated in the circle
of the Arabian Jews, as demonstrated by the many
Arabian
points of resemblance it bears to the
Nights," the similitude between the characters of
the Jewish legend and the Jewish merchant Benesdra (XITy p) iuid his son Solomon in the "Arabian
Nights" ("Les 1,000 Quarts d'Heure," Paris, 171.");
German ed. by Dessauer, 1844, i. 497 ct .v'7.). as SteinThe
schneider observes, being especially sti'iking.

—

fell

—

'"

names also seem to correspond somewhat; for "Bar
Shalmou" in the Arabian version becomes "Solomon," who in the Ashmedai legend, again, is menIndeed, tlie name
tioned as the son of Bar Shahnon.
"Bar Shahnon " is itself to be suspected, and is probably corrupted from |V0!5n "13 (Bartliolonucus). In
Lev. R. vi. 3 a certain Bartholoma'us is mentioned
as an example of a perjurer.
The legend of Bar Shalmou, in the IIcl)i'ew literature known under the title "Ma'aseh Yerushalmi,"
belongs to the most widely popular stories of this
class; and even to-daj'in Russia it is a great favorite
with the children. There are three Latin and two
German translations of it, and one in Judao-German
a fact which furnishes the best proof of its popularity.
There is besides an adaptation in French
by Carlotta Patino Rosa, "Mitra, ou la Demone

—

;i

(''liahUiic<}-}!aliliiiiiiini),

Latin translation from the

0/111/ (7)(r/i, pji. 4(1-711

SteinsclmeiUiT,

;

I'asclii-les,

ceil

7(«i;

774-^01,

pp.

Helnvw

Si})iiiiri)i},

te.xt
iii.

Zanolini,

wliicli
;

ouii-

Caniuily, in

liiii;

idriD.m

Jfihriii.-<(li(' IHIilidiinijiliii'.wi. (17, ,xi.x. 113.

L.

A.

BAR YOKNI

G.

from a height flooded sixty cities and shattered three
hundred cedar-trees (Bek. .'57/>). In twd other ])assages the €<!;(!: and the bird are similarly used as examples of huge size (Yoma HOn Snk. 5/^, to])). The
Talmud identifies Bar Y'okni with the ostrich, mentioned in J0I) xxxix. VS, and says tliat the bird lifts
its egg from the place where it hai>pcns to lay it and
;

with

it

down

gently

at a great height until

it

reaches

(RasL-i

on

lick. /.<.;

occurs only in Elijah Lcvila, Tisiihi,

]\Icssianic times
'<'-.

nj3V.

Tlic name of the liird. "Bar Yokni " (Son of liic
Nest; " Yokni " = Aral)ic " wukanatiin," nesl), is
probably due to a prevailing belief that the fciuide
ostrich does not sit upon her eggs, but merely IcN
them lie in the nest. Some scholars connect Bar
Yokni witli Varagima. the swiftest bird mentioned
in the Zend Avesta; Imt the two do not resemble
each other in their characteristics.
BiHi.iofiRAPiiv
ii.

S77

luann,
.1.

;

Eisennien.trer, K/(/(/(TA/r.< Jiakntliuiit, 1.0%,
Kuluit, .Uiic// Cifiniflrt iiiii. W. 17(i, 177; Wiii(Jiscli:

Z<tr(i(istriscli(: Sliiiliiii. p.

L. G.

BARABAS
l)her

'.to.

SI!.

The principal character in Cin-isto.Marlowe's "The Rich Jew of ]\Iaita," first pro:

duced at the Rose Theater, Baid;.side, Lontlon, in
the Stationers' P)0()ks yiay 17.
l.-)!)l, and entered in
l.'JU4.
The n'tle of Jliir/i!>nft was created by Edward
Alleyn, the founder of Didwich College. The play
was revived in IsiS at Driuy Lane Theater b}- Edmund Kean, but failed to secure ])opular approval.
Jiiint/Mis is an inhuman fiend, with an occasional
lapse into Inunanity.
His predominating traits are
vicious ingenuity, intensity of vengeful emotions,
a lustftd love of gold, and a degenerate desire to
kill.
He is the embodiment of all that is thoroughly

bad, and as a character-drawing nuist rank high
during the first two acts of the play almost as high
as the Shakespearian t>/tt/'w/i.
The latter harsh

though

his

methods be

— seeks

—

payment of a just
revenge on all humanity

claim; Bitrdhns seelvS
Christian, or Turk, or Jew.
He i)iostitutes his own
daughter and uses her as a bait for which her two
lovers fight to the death.
Shylock, has some nobility
of character; Bandnis, none.
His monej' and estates
confiscated by the governor of ^lalta to pay an overdue indemnity to the Turks, Btiiuibus, who has hidden the greater i)art of his gold and jewels in his
former home, induces his daughter, Abiydil, to feign
conversion to Christianitj', that she may reenter the
home, now a cloister, to obtain the hoard. "When
Abigail j^rotests, Barabas reassures her with:
.

TiLsh!

As good di.<si;Mnl)le that thou never mean'st
As tifst mean truth and then dissemble it:

A

coiinterfeit iirofession

is

better

Than nnseen hypocrisy."
Having obtained the hoard, Bitralms buys a palace

and plots vengeance against
the governor of ]Malta and incidentally against Mai/ii'is, the Christian lover of Abigail.
By means of
to siiaiue the Christians,

A

(written ij^V "12 and --j^^ 13):
gigantic l)ird mentioned several times in tiic Tainiiid.
An authority at the beginning of tlie third ccntiuy,
iu relating a number of wonders, sa}'s that this bird
was so large that once one of its eggs diopping

flies

it

.

BmU.

BinLiociR.vpnv: Steinsolmeider, Cat.
L('.ric<iii

puts

it

and Tos. on ]\Ien. MUj; comi)arc Sifra,AVayil>ra,
Nedabah, xiv. K!; ed. Weiss, 12/y). The opiui(ju tiiat
the bird was reserved for the food of the picnis in
Rasiii

'•.

Mariee" (Padua?, 1745?).

tiiiiis

whcic

612

its nest.

a forged letter he brings MatJtiiifi i\\u\ Jjtdoirick. son
of the governor, into a duel, in which both die.
When Abigail learns of her father's deed, througli
his slave Itlaoiatrc. she tiu-ns Christian and n tires
to the niuinery, lier former home.
On hearing this,
Baraban sends poisoned broth to the ntins.
Abigail, dying, confesses her father's villainy to
the two friars, JarniKo and Bcriao'iJiiie. and they become the next victims of Baraba,s' wrath. He lures
Bcraanliia' into his home by promises of money, and,
aided by Itliamvre, strangles him. Then he i)laces

"
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the dead bodj' in a natural attitude.
AVhcn Jncumo
arrives lie becomes jealous of Lis brother friar and
Thereupon Barahas turns Iiim over
brains him.
to the authorities, ^vho hang him on a charge of

murder.

mean time

Jtluiuitive has been ensnared l)y
courtezan; and to her and licr lover,
I'ilid-Boi'zii, he confesses.
They seek to blackmail
Bdvitbds; and lie kills them by means of poison
sjiriiiklcd on flowers.
When taken into custody, he

In the

Jkllioju'ra, a

swallows a sieei)ing-draft of "poppy and cold mandrake juice." He is left for dead, and betrays the
city into the hands of the Turks, who make him

Bar Shalmon
Baraita

son of Abba. " Accordingly, the first name was afterward omitted from the manuscripts of the Gospels
when the name of Jesus had become sacred. Chajes
(in Hilgenfeld's "Zeitschrift," xliii. 280) thinks of
the Talnuulical name '<2'\2 (Mak. Si), which, liowever, still awaits a satisfactory explanation.
With regard to the Roman custom of selecting a
mock king who should die, and another who should
represent the local deity and have all the ])rivil(ges
of a sacred person, compare Philo, "In Flaccinn,"
^i^

T),

and

(5;

"The Golden Bough," 2d

Eraser,

IJiiu.iofJKAPiiv
IJrandt,
105
Folldore, xii. -^^7.
:

governor.

room would be precipitated into a caldron of boiling
oil.
As the Turks arrive, Ferneze, the ex-governor
of Malta, cuts the rope, and Barahas is thrown into
the caldron, from which, dying, he exclaims:
" Die,

life

!

fly,

soul

!

tonffue, curse thy Oil,

and die

!

Bdvnbns, the embodiment of devilishuess.
It is only fair to sa}' that three of the Christian cliaracters in the play
the two friars and the courtezan
are fully as repulsive as Bardbds.
Remarkable as
was Marlowe's perception of human nature, his
knowledge of Hebrew nomenclature was decidedly
defective for iu Act 1, Barahas indicates other Jews
by such names as "Zaareth," "Temainte," "Nones,"
and "Kirriah."
is

—

—

;

BiBi.iociRAPHY:

New

Merchant

1893,

pp. 94-

E. Ms.

J.

BAB.ABBAS

:

Prisoner oi the

the procurator Pontius Pilate.

Romans released
The reason for

is
given differently in various
books of the New Testament. In Matt, xxvii. IG,
he is called " a notable prisoner " according to Mark
XV. 7, and Luke xxiii. 19, he had been implicated
in some insurrection and had committed what was
known to the Romans as murder; John xviii. 40
represents liim as a robber.
According to the New
Testament account there was a custom to release, at
the request of the people on the day preceding the
festival of Passover, one prisoner condemned to
punishment. When they were given the clioice between Barabbas and Jesus after the latter had been
condemned, they selected Barabbas, possibly on the
ground that he had been engaged in an insurrection
against the Romans.
Brandt, following Jerome on
Matt, xxvii. 16, who quotes the gospel of the Hebrews as containing the explanation of Barabbas as
"filius magistri eorum," gives as the reason that,
being the son of a rabbi or teacher, he was popular
among the people. This assumes that "Abba" is
used in the name "Barabbas" as a common noun,
whereas " Abba " is found as a pra?nomen as early as
tannaitic times (Yeb. 15^0- If "Abba" w^ere merely
a title of Barabbas' father, his name could not have
been simply "Son of Abba." In fact Origen reports
that in several manuscripts of the Gospels he had
seen the name given as " Jesus Barabbas " or " Jesus,

his incarceration

;

II.— 33

K.

J.

BARACH, M. See Maerzroth.
BARACH, ROSA: Austrian autlioress and
cator;

Ncu-Rausnitz,

l)orn at

Moravia,

May

edu15,

Educated

at her native place and at Vienna,
she settled in the latter city, where she founded a
1841.

high school for

In 1882 she made a profesas a reciter.
She published
the following novels: "AusEigener Kraft," 1880;
"Soldaten Fritz," 1881; " Gefesselt." 1882; "Liebesopfer," 1884; " Aberglauben," 1890; "Stiefmiitterchen," 1892; "Alle Drei," 1803.
She wrote also:
"Aus Oesterreichs Herzen," patriotic songs, 1882;
"Franz Josef I.," a biography of the Austrian emperor, 1889; "Ein Abend Unter Freimaurern," a
sketch, 1893.

BiBLiOGRAPHV

girls.

Germany

sional tour in

:

Elscnbergr,

Das

Gexstige

Wien,

i.

17.

M. B.

R.

BARAFFAEL (BARUFFALL),

of Venice, in H. H. Furness, TJic

Variiirum ShakeKpedre, Appendix, pp. 'S'i-Z-\iH; Gentleman's Magazine, 1830, c. 593, 594, 596. 597; Fuller,
WiirUiiC)?, \\.'~~i\ Collier, Memoirs of Edward AUcipi, 1S41.

by

Evangelische Gesch.

;

Bi(i-((h(ts' next desire is vengeance on the Turks, the
prime instigators of his troubles. He invites their
commander-in-chief to a banquet, prepared in a
room so built that by the cutting of a rope all in the

Such

edition;

article Jesus.

ISAAC

:

and communal worker; lived iu Rome
the end of the eighteenth century and the begin-

Italian officer
at

ning of the nineteenth. On the occupation of Rome
by the French, Baraffael was appointed major of
the national forces on March 18, 1798.
After the
recouquest of the city by the Neapolitans and their
allies, when a heavy tribute was exacted from the
Jews, Baraffael paid 700 scudi (about §700). In
1811 he was elected deputy-representative of the
Jewish community of Rome.
ISiBLioGRAPHY Vogelsteln and Rleger, Gesch. der Judcn in
:

liiim,

ii.

352 ct acq.

M. B.

s.

BARAITA

Baraitas Hebrew plural.
Baraitot) Au Aramaic word designating a tannaite tradition not incorporated in the Mishnah;
later it was ajiplied also to collections of such tra(plural

;

:

The Aramaic form is Nn""l2. which in an old manuscript
iu Grunhut, "Sefer ha-Likkutim," ii. 20/^. is vocalized Nn''"13 (" Barayta "). The form frequently used,
ditions ("Barayafa," plural of Baraita).

"Boraitha" or "Boraita," is certainly erroneous; for
assumes the rendition of "kamez" by both "a"
and "o" in the same word. The word means "the
outside" NJT'JnO or tradition, and is probably an
adaptation of the Neo-IIebraic term
Definition, "sefarim ha-hizonim " (outside books),
denoting the Apocrypha (employed
by so early a teacher as Akiba, Sanh. x. 1). The
it

relation of the Baraita to the Mishnah is thus represented as similar to that of the Apocrypha to the
canonical Biblical writings.

—
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Baraita

Anotlier explaniitiDii of
followiiii;-:

tlie torin

The Misliuah—

t

iiat

is,

"'

Baniitu

tlie

" is the;

col lection of

coiiipileil by Jiulah lia-Nasi
the authoritative subject of instruction in
both the Palestinian and the JJabylonian academics;
whereas the Baraitas were taui^ht in i)rivate sclir ols
for the academies (Sherira, "'First Letter," od. NeuNow tliese preparatory schools, exbauer, p. 14).

taiuiaite tnulitions
f(M-nie(l

isting alongside the academies,

were designated by

Bezah
the term " bara " (the outside) (Shab. KKV/
12*; Yeb. 77A; Sanh. 62/;); and later in Babylonia
they were called "tarbiza" (Isaac Ilaievy, "Dci-ot
;

ha-Rishonim," iii. 220, was i)robably tlie first to
prove the identity of the tarbiza with the bara).
A Baraita, accordingly, is teaching delivered in such
schoolhouses.
A point in favor of this explanation
n.akes clear also the striking designation
for the teacher of a Baraita, "tanna bara," instead
of "tanna baraya," the proper form of an adjective.
Thus "tanna bara" is neither more nor less than a
"tanna of the bara" (outside school); and his teaching is the Baraita. The fact that the Yerushalmi
is

that

it

Yoma

has
"tanna baraya" does not disprove this explanation,
as the adjective "baraya" merely means "belonging
(Pes. vii. 34r<;

Hallali iv. 59(Z;

vi.

4oc/)

to the bara."

Whatever may have been the original meaning of
the word "Baraita," it is certain that in the l^aliylonian Talmud it designates the mo.st varieil kinds of
tannaitc traditions not contained in

Various

Kinds of
Baraita.

the 3Iishnah, such as Sifra, Sifhe,
Mekilt.v, and Toskfta. In the Talmud Yerushalmi, " Baraita " rarely
occurs, but it is not wliolly lacking

as Fraulvcl maintains ("Mebo,"

12^0;

see,

for in-

Niddah iii. 5()(?. According to Weiss
("Dor," iii. 3), Yerushalmi once gives the Hebrew
e((uivalent "Mihuzah" for the Aramaic "Baraita."
His statement which he fails to verify by any refstance, Yer.

—

—

however, scarcely correct. (The expression "mishnah ha-hizonah " occui-s in Num. R. xviii.
21, a work which, in its present form, is hardly
older than the twelfth century; in 'Aruk, s.r. ifo 1,
erence

is,

s.
pnSN; i" the writings of the Karaite, Judali
Hadassi in those of Judah of Barcelona, and in
Halakot Gedolot,
The contents of a Baraita are either haggadic or
halakic, more frequently the latter; but the propor-

and

*'.

;

Ilaggadah to Halakah in the Baraita is quite
from their pioportion to each other in the
Mishnah. For, while the jNIishnah rarely gives hagga<lic matter, the Babylonian treatise Berakot alone
The halakic
cites fifty Hagga(k)t from the; Baraita.
tion of

different

Baraitas are either purely halakic or
Midrashic-halakic; that is, they either
simply state a law independently of
Sources.
Scripture, or deduce legal decisions
from some passage; in the Bible by means of certain
hermeneutic rules. The sources used by the Talmud, especially for the halakic Baraitas, are the
extant halakic Midrashim, j\Iekilta, Sifra, Sifre, Sifre
Zutta, Mekilta de R, Simon, and Mekilta on Deuteronomy (the last three only partially preserved in
manuscript form), as well as various tannaitic collections which did not survive the redaction of the
Talmud and of which nothing is now known. To

Nature and
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these lost ^Midrashic collections, which were still in
existence at the lime of the Amoraim and were the
sources for a large number of the halakic jjaraitas,
belong th(! following: first, those named after ihe
originator fioin wliose school they issued, as tiie
Baraita collections f)f R. Simon, of R. Eliezer b.
Jacob, and of R. Ishmael (the last is often called
"The Baiaita of the school (^f R. Ishmael"); then
those which are named after tlieir last redactoi'; c.f/.
R. Hiyyah, R. IIosha3'a, and R. Hizkiyah, the last
of Avhom may be regarded, if not as a tamia, at least
as a semi-tanna (see Bak Kapi'aua), and whose collection niarks the transition from the tannaitic to the
amoraic Baraita collections. Concerning the oliler
jMipils of Rabbi
namely, BarKappara, Levi, Abba
AriUa, and Samuel it is known that they collected
Baraitas and arranged them according to the Orders
of the Mishnah (for instance. Kid. 7Gb; B. B. 52/;,
where the Baraita collection of Levi is cited as the

—

"

—

Kiddushin debe Levi"; see Rashbam, e^f/ A"". But
also I. Halevy, " Dorot ha-Rishonim," ii.

compare

119-1(U).

The great mass of traditional matter presented by
these widely varying Baraita collections may be
separated into two large divisions the lU'e-^Iishnaic
Baraita and the post-Mishnaic. The
Tannaitic origin and development, form, and
Baraita
contents of the two are so essentially

—

Collections,

dilt'erent that

they

may

be readily

dis-

Even in the first arrangeMishnah made by the pui)ils of Shanimai
tinguished.

ment
and

of the

Plillel in

the time of the Temple, considerable

the traditional subject-matter were
Thus, as was noted l)y Sherira (First Letter, ed. Neubauer, p. 16), the Talnnid ('Er. 19^/)
speaks of a Baraita of the school of R. Johanau b.
Zakkai, which can be taken to mean only that so far
back as the time of Johanau b. Zakkai certain things
were excluded from the authoritative teachings,
which, nevertheless, continued to be transmitted.
When Akiba undertook for the first time a eoniprehensive and systematic collection of the traditional
matter, much was omitted by him, not only through
jiortions

of

omitted.

his fre(iuent

and intentional disregard of the old

Halakah, but for the purely economical reasons that
he had to limit himself to a selection from the vast
amount of material at hand. According to a Talmudic passage, not to be taken literally, but doubtless containing a foundation of fact, Eliezer b. Hyrcanus alone transmitted 300 Halakot in a special
IVIost of the tannaim of Akiba's
case (Sanh. 68^0time, like Ishmael and Abba Saul, also occujiied
themselves with collections and arrangements of the
old traditions; and their collections, as well as those
of others from which verj^ many Baraitas are derived,
have been preserved in more or less lengthy fragments. Unfortunately, Akiba's peculiar hermeueutics luidid much of the good accomplished by his
methodology; and, indeed, his pupils, R. Me'ir. R.
Judah, R. Simon, and R. Nehemiah, felt themselves
compelled to modify essentially the collection begun
and in tl.ie process many old Baraitas were
1)y him
again excluded.
The redaction of the IVIishnah by Judah ha-Nasi,
which followed, was based chiefly on R. Meir's reIt was owing to the
cension of Akiba's Mishnah.
;

—

a
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iiicat

autlmrity witii

which

l^ililii's

redaction

l)i'-

was prolater usage' gave tlie
Tlie vast amount of

caiiic inv( stcd. tiial liiat hiaiicii of litciiitui'u

Effect of

iliiccil

to wiiicii

name

"IJaraita."

matter accumulated from the time
lliliei's activity— i)ossil)lv from earlier
generations to the time of Judali
liu-Nasi was divided into two groups l)y his 3Iislinali.
It excluded from its couteiits nearly tliewhole
Since the ^lisluiah is concerned
lialakic ^lidrash.
chielly with pidicial statements, and not with cau-;es,
the reason for a Halakah and tlie means by which it
was produced remain for the most ]iart unknown.
(.)ften no regard is paid in the .Mishnali to the opinions of individual authorities; the most recogni/ed
and most wide-spread view is adopted as law; and,
e\'eu \vhere varying o]iinions are cited, the editor

the

(

Mishuah.

I'

—

omits, in most cases, the j^rolix diseussions of his
predccessois.
The lialakic IJaraitas, therefore, if ordy those up
to the time of the ^[ishnah are regarded, eou.sist of

tannaite traditi(>ns of the scliool of Shanimai, which
were neglected even by Akiba in his .Mishnah, ami
naturally were still less heeded by ,Iudah ha-Xasi.

To

an eyample: In the 3Iishnah the rule J'X
wb'C* C One can not constitute nnotheirepresentative ["' messenger "J for a crime") obtains
(see AtCKssouv); whereas a IJaraita (Kid. 4o'0 has
preserved the following tradition " Shammai taught,
'If .some one bade a person, Go and kill so-and-so,
'"
lie (the sender) has incurred the ileath-peiialty.
gi\'e

m^y

"13"l7

:

Another higlily characteristic instance

Halakic

The pharisaicconcepaccording to which the Biblical
f( .r
((lUi)iiis is valid only in case of
murder, while lor other crimes money compensation
.satisfies the law, was no longer an open ([uestion
for the 3Iishiiah.
Hence, while the ^lislinah (B.
K. viii. 1) begins by determining the damages for
Baraitas.

is

the following:

tion,

bodily injuries, it is learned from a Baraita {ih. 8-}")
that this principle was not recognized l)y the school
of Shammai, and that Eliezer b. Ilyrcanus s'ill upheld the old Sadducean view of the lex t(iU<nii.'< (coml)are ]Mek., Mishpatim, !S; Geiger's " Xachgelassene
Schriften," v. 1(52).
Itisevident, then, that the Baraita not infretpiently
gives the old Ilalakah, while the ]\Iislinah gives the
later development (see B.vuaita de-Niddaii). In the

above-mentioned Talmud passage (B. K. S3^ S4'0,
ten Baraitas and ]\Ik.mkas present ten dilferent Midrashic reasons for the principle concerning money
compensation for bodily injuries whicli the Mishnah
assumes to be self-evident. This furnishes an example of the wealth of the halakic Midrash in the
Baraita, contrasted Avitli its comparative absence in
the Mishnah.
As has already been observed, some of these halakic Midrashim have been preserved but the purely
halakic Baraita collections i.e., those without 31idrashic siipport from Scriptures were completely
supplanted by the "Mishnah, and, with the exception
of a few citations in the Talmud, they have entirely
;

—

disappeared.

The same was
for

it

least

is

his

the fate of the haggadic Baraitas;
that even Akiba, or at

liighly probable
disciples,

began Haggadah

collections,

Baraita

arranged according

to a certain system.
The Book
of Jubilees, as well as scattered haggadic B<iruitas,
furnishes jjlausible grounds for the supposition that
homiletie elucidations anil legendary amplifications
based on the Bible text existed at a very early time.
From such llaggadah collections many of the liaggadie Baraitas cited in the Talmud and the .Midrash
were drawn, and there are numerous indications that

haggadic opinions were early arranged by numbers
(see Baraita of tiik Foktv-Nimo Hi i.ks), from
which, probably, many Baraitas in numerical form
have been derived (see, for instance. Ber. 3^*. 3'/. \i)b,
A'HJi. and many others enumerated by Weiss, "Dor,"
ii.

240).

Though

the old Baraita, as lias been shown, is
not only quite inde]iendent of the Mishnah, but entirely dilferent

from

it

in cliaracter

and contents, the

distinguishing feature of the later Baraita, which
originated among the discijiles of Judah ha-Nasi, is
its constant relationship with the .Mishnah.
P^xplanafions and elucidations of the ^Mishnah. supplements to it, and opi)osing opinions were all contained
in the Baraitas of Hiyyah, Levi. Bar Ka|)i)ara, and
the other juipilsof liabbi.
To give an idea of these
Baraitas, the following may serve as an example:
The first Mishnah (Ber. i. 1). which gives the time
set for the reading of the Shema', certainly originated
in the period preceding the destruction ot the Tem])le;

and the time-limits which

it

sets for this read-

ing were actually unintelligible and pointless at a
later date.
Judah ha-Xasl, who ilesired his Mishnah to be a text-book for instruction rather than a
code of laws, lucserved the old formula for tlie time
of the Shema'-reading current in the academies.

Xot .so Hiyyah, who in his Baraita changed the formula of the Mishnah in accordance with tlie conditions prevailing in his

At the

day

(Yei-. Ber.,

beginning).

blush, these jiost-Mishnaic Baraitas freciueutly give the impression of presenting something
Closer examination, however, reveals
quite new.
first

the fact that general rules laid down in the ^lishnah
are given a special ajiplication in the Baraita.
The
Talmud relates that an amora of the second generation made an interesting wager that he would give
the source in the Mishnah of every teaching in a
Baraita whose author was a disciple of Judah haXasi (Ket. 09//). Cases in which these Baraitas present a view dilTering from that of the Mishnah are
not very frequent but they often give opinions disregarded in the ^lishnah, at the same time naming
the authority for them together with the opinion
The
which the ^Mishnah holds to be the standard.
origin of these Baraitas, then, is not to be sought in
any feeling of opposition to the MLshnah though
but rather in a
this may have played some part
Various pas.sages
desire to sujiplemcnt that work.
of the Talmud, in fact (Xaz. 52A; B. M. ^Aa). create
the impression that the disciples of Judah ha-Xasi
;

—

—

were prompted to undertake their work by Rabbi
himself.

Of these Baraita collections only fragments have
been preserved in the Talmuds and 3Iidrashiin and
probably the Tosefta was in part prepared in accordance with them.
:

The diverse origins of the Baraitas explain tlie
varied estimation put upon them during the period

Baraita
Baraita of the Forty-nine Rules
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of tlie Amomim, aiul its unequal iiiHuonce upon the
devi'lopincnt of the IlulaUali.
The time of tlie first
anioraini was a time of eontlict between IheMislniali
and tjie Baraita; but at so early a period as tliat of
the most j)rominent Palestinian

ond

ireneration the rule

amoraim

had been

of

tlie sec-

establislied that

the teachings not oflicially delivered in the academies could not lay claim to authority (Yer. 'Er. i.

]%).

Authority
ef the
Baraita.

In

tlie

same

in the Bab.ylonian

spirit was the rule
Talmud that no re-

embodied in the collections of Hiyyah
and Hoshaya (Hul. 141a et oeq.); for

i'b.).

Cases in which the

Talmud

sides with

Baraita
in opposing the Mishuah are very rare indeed, only
one such case can be addticed with certainty (Lampronti, "Pahad Yizhak," i. 52).
Nevertheless, certain amoraim gave special attention to the study of
The principal of these in Babylonia
the Baraita.
were Sheshet and Josepli b. Hiyyah, of the third
generation of amoraim, who prided themselves on
their knowledge of the Baraita ("Er. 1. Gla compare
also the remark of R. Josepli in Git. G6).
In general,
liowever, the Babylonians did not possess so intimate a knowledge of the Baraita as did the Palestinians, who could state the origin and development
of each Baraita with exactitude. If, nevertheless,
some Baraitas remained uid^nown to the Palestinians, though familiar to the Babylonians, it was
due to the fact that independent Halakot collections
were made in Babylonia, prior to the redaction of
the jVIishnah, which never became widely known in
Palestine (Sherira, ib. p. 16).
Weiss, however, is
BOl quite right in asserting ("Dor," iii. 32) that the
nianj' scholars during the amoraic period, who are
called " Tannaim " and ai'e referred to in the Talmud
as "arrangers of 'Mishnayot' before the Babylonian
scholars," were those who carried the Baraitas from
Palestine to Babylonia (I. Halevy, " Dorot hatlie

;

;

Rishonim," iii. 4, 5; see also Tannaim). They, in
fact, were the very ones who transmitted numerous
Halakot and halakic ]\Iidrashim, which remained
wholly unknown to the Yerushalmi, and for whose
sources the Palestinian Baraita collections miglit
have served just as well as the Babylonian.
In post-Talmudic times, "Baraita" came to be the
general designation of those works which either
originated or were claimed to have originated in the
time of the Tannaim. Hence, in a wider sense, the
word can be ai)plied to the Tosefta and the halakic
Midrasliim.
It is jirobable tiiat tlie Geonim and later genera-

were acquainted Avitli some J?araita
Hai Gaon rejiorts tiiat
he saw^ in the possession of an old scholar supplements to the Mishnah ("Sha'are Teshubah," ISoS,
No. 143). A Baraita on the stones in the "hoslien"
(brcijstplate) and "ei)hod" and en the "degalim"
(banners) was consulted by so late a writer as iMaimonides, but seems now to be entirely lost (Epstein,
tions of sciiolars

collections

"Mi-Kadmoniyot," pp. 83-90; compare Mishnaii,
iMiDUASii, Tosefta.
HiUMOCUAi'MV Z. Krankcl, Ddilu lin-Mialnia)!,
;fi;5;
idem, Milm, '£1(1 tt .sci/.; liolTriiunii, Ziir
:

pp. 2]y;

^U-

I-aiiIcHhiiij

HnUuliiscliiii MidiaMliiiii, iip. 1 H, 79-^1
AInahaili
Knxliinal, YLrttshdldiin )i(t-]itiiiijiiili, pp. li <:l srij.; iiliin. in
in

(lie

;

Jfe-Haluz,

.sc/.
iii. IIM ct
hnlic liii-'Zcniaii, pp. 'M^ ct

Naliiiiaii

;

Krocliinal,

MnnfiAr-

lAunpvonli, Pdhnd Yizluik,
N.n^i^ Oppenlieiiii, in Jict TdlimuU ii. 3t8 ct sect.; idem, in Kincsd yis)nel, ii. ^M ct .sri/.;
Sherira Gaon, First Letter Weis.-s, Jjor Dor ive-Dorxliaw,
ii. 189 ct scq., 'Zi'J:HU iii. ;i
Zunz, <J. V. 'M ed., p. 52.
1st ed.,

i.

'I'M

ft

.st(/.,

scij.;

s.v.

;

:

;

J.

SR.

L. G.

liance should be placed on Baraitas not

these were the onlj- Baraita collections taught in the
academies (Sherira, First Letter, ed. Keubauer, ]>.
But even these favored Baraitas possessed au15).
thority only in so far as they did not clash with
the ]\Iishnah (for numerous instances see Sherira,
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now unknown.

BARAITA ON THE (TREATISE) ABOT
(nnxn Xr^nn). called also Perek R. Mei'r and
Perek Kinyan ha-Torah (" Clia])ter About Ac(|uisitioii of the Law "): A Baraita consisting of eleven
;

paragraphs on the excellences of the Torah and on
the right way to become acquainted with it.
This
Baraita claims to be a supplement to the treatise
Abot, having as a supersciiptiou the words: "The
sages taught ["slianu hakamin "] in the language

The tirst part of the .sentence,
"The sages taught," shows that this section constitutes a Baraita which in the Talmud is cited with
the formula, "The sages taught."
The Baraita mentions, besides R. ]Meir, author of
the tirst sentence (whence the Baraita is known by his
of the Mishnah."

b. Levi, Simon b. JMenasia, Joseb. Kisand Simon b. Yol.iai, whose teaching was transmitted by Simon b. Menasia or, as some versions
have it, by Simon b. Judah. The mention of the
aiuora Joshua b. Levi in a work claiming taunaite

name), Joshua

ina,

origin justifies the supposition that the redaction of
this Baraita is of comparatively recent date, belong-

ing to a time in which there no longer existed an
exact knowledge of the chronology of the Tannaim
and Amoraim. Most of the sayings of this Baraita,
with greater or slighter variations, occur in the
Babylonian and the Palestinian Talmud, and in different IMidrash collections, in such a way as to make
it apparent that the Baraita de-Abot is more recent
than these works. Coronel, in his " Hamisliah Kuntresim," published (Vienna, 1864), from a manuscript,
a Gemara to this Baraita which was known to many
of the old authorities (compare Kai.i.aii). In the edition of the Talmud by Roinm, of Wilna, the Gemara
In the middle of the ninth century,
is reprinted.
liowever, the Bai'aita already foi'ined a part of the
treatise Abot, and was recited with it in the syungogue on the Sabbath afternoon (Sar Shalom Gaon,
cited in " Siddur R. Amram," 'dOu).
This Avas the
custom later, also, both in the Spanish and the Ger-

man

rituals.

For the criticism of the text special regard must
be paid to the seventeenth chapter of the Tannadebe
p]liyaliu Zutta, in which the Baraita is given in its
entirety, but with dillVrent textual readings.
The
following two saj'ings maj' serve to illustrate its character: "Every day a voice goes forth from IMount
llorcb and cries out, saying 'Wo unto the creatures
[mankind] for the insult they olfer to the Law " (ii.).
"Seek not greatness for thyself, and desire n<it
honor.
Practise more than thou learnest.
Lust not
for the table of kings: for thy table is greater than
their table, thy crown greater than their crown; and
faithful is thy taskmaster who will pay thee the
wage of thy work " (v.).
:

'

UtidcT

tli(>

title

"Baraita Kinyan Toiah

llayyim (Warsaw, 1874)

"

Noah

R.

iiuulo a collection of all the

passages in the Midrashic and Talniudic- literature
" Baraita de Abot" is a
bearing upon this Baraita.
designation also for AuoT de-Raijiii Nathan.
IJuii.KHUiAi'nv Since most editions and translations o! Almt
coniiiiii this Haraita. see the l)il)liojrraptiy to Ahot: coiiiparc
:

Uaer's praver-lMiok, 'Alimlat

also

Zimz, a. r.

~'d

ed., pp.

YifUicU

W-

~<^'*

t' »<'i.;

l-'V, 4:58.

L. G.

si{.

.1.

BARAITA OF

R.

ADA

(xnx

"11

Xn^in)

A

:

The only one w ho speaks
Baraita cm the calendar.
of such a Baraita is Abraham b. Hiyya lia-Nassi
("Sefcr lia-'Ibbur," iii. 4), to \vh(>nr jjrobably are to
be ascribed the words on the Baraita which occur in
the connnentary by Obadiah b. David on MainionAbraham b. Hiyya
ides' "Ililkot ha-Hodesh," x.
does not seem to have believed that the Baraita
originated in Talmudic times, but rather that it was
composed at the end of the gaonic period. This is
pnibably true, and docs not prejudice the question
and age of the so-called "Tekufat
Ada," concerning which compare C.vi.endar.

of the origin

11.

Slonirnski, Ycsode lia-'Uihw; 2d ed., p. 39;
UUiii. Ill }l(i-Asif. 1SS7, pp. Sis, SJi); Pineles, DarhaH xlnl
Torali, p. LV>:i: Zunz, (i. V. 'M ed., p. itS; A.Epstein, 3/(Kdiliiiiniiiidt lia-1'ctnidiin, p. ~0.

Bnu.iofiRAPnv

:

L. G.

SI!.

.1.

BARAITA ON THE CREATION
rfC'Sin

r!L"i?'.:"l)

:

(ND^ia

l- see .Ma'asi;ii Bi-;Ki;siirr.

2. Under the title n"'C'X13 ni:'l}t2'l Xn^n^. LGoldschmidt published a work (Strasburg, 1894)
which he gave out to be an Ai"amaic apocryphon.
But A. Epstein (•':\Ionatsschrift," xxxviii. 479) has
shown that it is a spurious work by Goldschmidt
himself, who translated the Ethioinan Hexa-meron
of Psetido-Epiphanius into Aramaic, and then edited
it as though it were an old Jewish apocryphon.
L.

sii.

.1.

G.

BARAITA OF
"liy^X)

:

R. ELIEZER (11 xn^ia
The customary name for the Piukk R.

Eliezku among the older scholars, as Rashi and in
Some recent scholars follow their examthe 'Aridc.
ple in using this
J.

title.

L. G.

su.

BARAITA OF R. ELIEZER (more
R.

Baraita
Baraita of the Forty-nine Rules
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ELIEZER

KAITA OF THE

exactly OF
B. JOSE HA-GELILI). See BaTlIITtTY-TWO RULES.

BARAITA ON THE ERECTION OF THE
TABERNACLE (pc'tDH n^s^m xn^nn) A
:

Baraita cited several times by llai Gaon, by Nathan
ben Jehiel in the 'Anik, as well as in Rashi, Yalkut,
and ^laimonides. Rashi calls it a ]\Iislmah. It treats
in fourteen sections (in the Munich 3IS., sections i.
and ii. constitute one section) of the boards (.sec. i.),
woolen carjicts (ii.), and carpets made of goat-hair
(iii.), the curtain (iv.), the courtyard (v.), the Ark of
the Covenant (vi.-vii.), the table (viii.), the candlestick (ix., X.), the altar of incense (xi.), the goblets
(xii.), the Lcvitical services (xiii.), and the wander-

ing in the wilderness (xiv.). The authorities mentioned in this Baraita are: Rabbi (Jtidah ha-Nasi 1.),
Jose, Nehemiah, Judah, Jose b. Judah, Judah b.
Lakisli, Eliezer, Abba Saul, Meir, Joshua b. Korha,
Isi ( = Isai) b. Judah, Nathan, Simon b. Yohai, and
a pupil of Islimael not otherwise designated.

With tlie exception of Isi b. Judah and Judah b.
Lakish, no authority is liere mentioned whose name
does not occur in the Mishnah; and these two are
as old as Rabbi, the author of the Mibhnah.
From
tliis fact, and from the fact that many teachings of
th(; Biinuta on the Erection (jf the Tabernacle are
cited in the Talmud with the formula "de-tania"
or "tanu rabbanan " (see proofs in Flesch, p. 7), it
may be assinned that this Baraita was available to
the Amoraim in a fixed form.
It is (luestionable,
however, whether the redactor of the Mekilta and
the redactor of the Sifre drew upon this Baraita.
Mekilta Beshallah, introduction {Wj, eil. Weiss),
seems to have preserved tlie Haggadali on tlie seven
clouds in the wilderness in an older form tlian that
given by the present Baraita in section xiv.
It is
true that this very section may not pertain to the
real Baraita; yet it is quite possible that Sifre, Num.
59, originated from S('Ctif)n x. of the Baraita.
Lewy inclines to the supposition that the Baraita
was originally a constituent of the ]\Iekilta of R.
Simon. But an argument against such a hypothesis
is the fundamental ditference in the two writings;
the Baraita containing almost no Midrash, while the
Mekilta is composed chiefiy of lialakic ]\Iidrash. The
same reason may serve to refute Brlill's view ("Jahrbiicher," v. 134 et seq., and "Central-Anzeiger fl'ir
Jlidische Literatur," p. 32), according to which the
Baraita is an addition to the Mekilta.
The text of the Baraita is in general free from inwords of Isi b. 'Akkabyah in section
do not occur in the Munich ]\IS. they found their
way later into the Baraita from ]\Ien.

terpolations (the
X.

;

Nevertheless, the last two secto be later additions from
another Baraita (they occur already
in Rashi), which is indicated by the
haggadic character of the two sections, and by the
fact that the author of " We-llizhir," who copied the

Elements

29a).

of the
Baraita.

tions

seem

Baraita in ftdl, omitted them— probably because he
There is much in favor of
did not know of them.
the view of Griinhut and, before liim, of Hayyim
M. Horowitz, in "Tosefta 'Attikata," 1. 7, that both
sections were constituents of the "Baraita of the
Forty-nine Rules." It is especially noteworthy that
the numbers "four" and "seven "are the ones on

which the sections hinge.
BniLiOGRAPnv: Abraham

h.

Elijah of Wilna. Rah Pc'ofim. p.
1-t; H. Flesch, Die Baraitlia

39; Buber, Yeri'at SliclDiimli.p.

vondcr HcrsteUiUHi
Haiitlxchrift,

.

.

.

tier StiftsliUtte

Uelxrxetzt uiid

.

.

.

nach dcr Milnclicnrr
K) libit at A)^<yO; (irun-

H-l-^- l-'/*-Uifi ; Jellinek, J?. H.
MckUta dix K.
iii., x.xix.-.xxx.: U'wv, Eiii ^y(>rt ulnr die
Si'/iioo, Program of the Breslaii Seminary, 18,^9. p. 3 ; Zimz,

]mU Sefcr ha-Lilskutin},w-

G V

:.M ed., p.

Offenbach.

H.

in Ii.

!»().

ISIIL';

iii.

Editions: Venice,

Wilna,

144-ir)4

;

IStK.',

hM;

by Abraham

Flescli, 1899,

b.

Hambunr. 1TS2;

Elijah

;

Jellinek,

from the famous Talmud

Manuscript of Munich,
.r.

I-

su.

G.

BARAITA OF THE FORTY-NINE RULES
(niin

y:;'n"i

D'yaixn xn-n^

;

usually written

o on

Rashi, the Tostitists, Abraham ibn Ezra, Yalkut, and Asher ben Jehiel mention a work, "Baraita
of the Forty-nine Rules," and make citations from it

nno)

:

(thus, Rashi. ed. Berliner, on

Ex. xxvi.

o;

Yalk..Gen.

Gl, calls it " Midnish "; Rashi on Ex. xxvii. 6 calls it
" Mishnah").
Ibn Ezra (" Yesod Moreh," ed. Kimigs-

Nathan as tlie atithor of the
Zunz showed, by referring to a number of

berg, Ga) mentions R.
Baraita.

;
:

Baraita of the Forty-nine Rules
Baraita on Salvation
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passages in the Talmud, that the tauna R. Natlian,
Kalakah as well as iu the Hag^adah, Avas accustoniod to group things arithuR'tieally, and to arrange his sayings accordingly. On this observation,
Zunz based the conjecture that " this lost work of
II. Nathan contained a large portion of his ]\Iishuah,
and was arranged iu rubrics from one to forty-nine;
so that each rubric, under the introductory formula
" Middah," mentioned halakic, liaggadic, and, in general, scientific subjects wliicli belonged in that particular place in regard to nund)er" ("'G. Y." 2d ed.,
hi the

translator of the " jMishnat ha-Middot "

("Abhaiidluug zur

Supplement

taining to its character can bea.scertained, viz., that
it contained haggadic (Yalk. I.e. on tlie seventy nations) as well as halakic matter, especiall}' such portions of the Halakah as are concerned with exact
measurement; for instance, the measurement of the
Tabernacle and its furnishings (Rashi, I.e. ). If from
these short fragments an opinion could be formed
concerning the composition of the Baraita, Zunz's
assumption would be justified that it contained
Haggadahand Halakah numerically arranged. Another assumption of his, however, that it represents
the "Mishnat R. Nathan" mentioned elsewhere, is
highly improbable; R. Nathan's Mishnah was iu all
likelihood only a version of Akiba's Mishnah differing from the authoritative IMishnah. Against Zunz's
opinion, compare Eliakim ]Milsahagi. "RABIH," pp.
46. Ih.

Steinschneider believed that he had put an end to
conjecture concerning the Baraita through a
happy find. In the introduction to an edition of the
"Mislmat ha-Middot, die Erste Geometrische Schrift
in Ilebriiischer Sprache " (Berlin, 1864), he maintains
that this mathematical work, edited by
The
him, is identical with the Baraita under

all

" Mishnat consideration. Were this the case, the
ha-Middot." Baraita would be a product of the
ninth or, at the earliest, of the eighth
century, and its birthplace would have to be BaliyFor, although the scientific terminology of
lonia.
this, the oldest, mathematical work of the Jews shows
its origin to have been in a time previous to Arabic
influences on Jewish scholarship, j'et expressions
like j*n = Arabic DHD ("arrow ") for fimis rcrsi/s. or
nn'K'D =Arabic nilKDO for measure, area, show that
the work could not have been written before the contact of the Jews with the Arabs.
But Steinschneider's assumption can hardly be
supported. The " Mishnat ha-Middot " has nothing
in common with the Baraita cited by the old scholars
under that ;ianie for the citations leave no doubt
that the Baraita, even in its mathematical parts, was
founded on the Bible whereas the " Mishnat ha-]\Iiddot " is a purely secular work, and, possibly, it drew
upon the same source as did Mohammed b. Musa, the
oldest Arabic mathematician.
The plea that the
" Mishnat ha-Middot " has not been preserved in its
entirety, and that in its original form there were
references to the Bible for special points, is of no
weiglit. since it is absolutely incomprehensible that
haggadic or halakic matter should fit into the frame
:

;

work as it now is.
The same reason demolishes

of the

.

.

Mathematik,"
3Iatliematik

in

und

'"),

wiicrcas the priiilrd text represents tiie ]SIishuah
(eomiiare the tanna Natii.vx, and B.vk.mt.v on the
EUKCTlOX OF TIIK T.\1!EHXACI,E).
Buti.iOGit.vi-nv: Abraham b. Solomon of Wilna, in tlie introhis ciiition of Atmnilnt Iiiri'.-<ltit
idem. Udli
pp. Ni tl .•*<•'/. Bubei', Ytri'iit Shcbiiuuli, pp. :i2, 23,
IS'Jii
(iriiiihiit.
In [^raclitiaclie MdiKiissclniJt
(scientihc supplement to JVulisrlie Pitk^c), \\\. ;ia-;!l. Ih9.s
idem, Srfn- )i(i-Likkutiin. ii. 3 ct seq. (GriinhiU believes tliat
ti>

;

:

Warsaw.

;

he found more cil'a'lions from the present Baraita in Yalkut
the proofs for his assumption are not oonvinfiiifr. at least'not
fur all the passages in Yalkut. the source of whidi he considers to be the Baraita): Ziinz. Schapira, and Steinschneider,
as cited above (ieiger. in \Vi.-<s€ii)<ilinftliclie Zcitxchrift fur
JluUsi}ic TliiiiliKjic, vi. 25-30; Epstein, in Ha-Hoker, 1. 35.
;

J.

L. G.

su.

BARAITA ON THE HEAVENLY

THRONE

(na^-l^ "p-lDD Nn^in):

See Ma'ase

Meukauaii.

BARAITA OF

R.

ISHMAEL

A

(

m

Xn"-I2

Baraita Avhich explains the thirteen
rules of R. Ishmael, and their application, by means
of illustrations from the Bible.
The name is inaccurately given also to the first part of the Baraita.
which only enumerates the thirteen rules. The
Baraita constitutes the introduction to the Sifra. and
precedes it in all editions, containing principles
which in the Sifra are given their application. The
Baraita probably originated in the school of R.
Ishmael; and in this legard the name is not wholly
erroneous.
For details see Ishmael, Tanna, and
Heb.meneutics. The Hekalot are also called by
some the "Baraita of R. Ishmael."
i'XyOt;''')

.1.

:

L. G.

su.

BARAITA OF

R.

JOSE

("DV

Tl NH-nn)

:

Name given l)y some of

the old scholars to the Skdeu
Concerning another Baraita of the

'Olam Rabbah.
same name, see Briill,
.1.

" Jahrblicher," v. 99.

L.

SH.

G.

BARAITA OF JOSEPH B. UZZIEL (xn^ia
A cabalistic Baraita, several times
f'X''Tiy p flDI'^T)
:

meutioned l)y Recanati. It is in manuscript form at
Oxford, and is a commentary to the Sefeu YeziitAH (compare Joseph b. Uzziei,).
.T.

L. G.

.TB.

BARAITA OF JOSHUA B. LEVI (wSn^in
See " Revelation of Joshua b.
"1^ p yt;'in^ 'm).
Levi," in article Apocalyptic Literatuhe, NeoHebijaic, ^ 5.

BARAITA ON THE MYSTERY OF THE
CALCULATION OF THE CALENDAR
A

Baraita cited in the Tal("lU"'yn TlDT Nn''''"l3)
Since special care was taken to
(R. H. 20/^).
:

mud

it secret, it has not been preserved; but it is
probable that the Baraita of Samuel incorpoThe Talmud citarated a considerable portion of it.
tion from this Baraita has completely puzzled the
conimentators, as well as modern students of the
Jewish calendar and despite many attempts to exCompare Calend.\r.
plain it, it remains obscure.
Bmi.ior.RAPiiv: Slonimski. in Hn-Magoid, 1864, p. 166; idem,

keep

;

Ye.'<i)dr

the hypothesis of

flir

"Mishnat ha-Midolh
who assumes tliat
tlicre was a 3Iishnah with tlie Gcmara on it, and that
citations of the old .scholars refer to tiie Gemara,
.

I'e'iitiii},

few fragments of this Baraita preserved
the above-mentioned authors, only one fact per-

Gescliiclite d.

" Zeitsclirift

to

Pliysik," 1880; H. Schapiia,
ins Deutsche Uebersetzt

duction

pp. 95-97).
From the
bj'

German

the
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.1.

SR.

hn-'Ihhur, 2d

ed., pp. 55, 56.

L. G.
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BARAITA DE-NIDDAH (m:n Xn"-ia)
This IJaiaitii, rxpix-ssly inculioiH'd by XalHiiaiiidcs,
ami jiioljaljl}- known to tlic- Gi'oniin and tlic GunnaiiFnncli 'J'alnnidists of tlic tliiitcentli ccntuiy, was
nntii recently suppused to !)(• lost.
It was not pidj:

Baraita of the Forty-nine Rules
Baraita on Salvation

fort-<jn-tlie-Main, 1890; coiiipari-alsoScLeobUT,
in
ill r. 111. t{.5s-.>i:i.
•'•

L

2. A Baraita ininted liy
Likkiitim." ii. 2U/y-2b/.
It
B. Phinehas b. Jair and H.
^lessianic times and on the

<(intainini;- tlie coiui)lete ]5:uaita.

given in Sotali

isuo.

when

was edited and

it

w ith an elahoiale introduction

The

Haiaita consists

relatiiiix to tlie

Biblical

Ha.i,'i:adah

ol'

and

])ost

provitled

l)y

and

llalakali

-Biblical ))rece]its in

repird to the Niddah (Lev. .\v. l'J-33j. The ]iroli.\,
and in a certain sense exhaustive, introduction does
not succeed in cleaiinir away the obscuiity which
envelop.s cverytliiiig concerning the Baraita.
The
B.uaita mentions about twenty-tive tann;^ini and as
many anioiaim, among whom, it is notewortliy, there
is not one Babylonian.
Its origin, tiien, is assured as
Palestinian but tliis is the oidy certain point. There
are facts mentioned in tlie Baraita which clearly iiiilicate a time when any idea of the chronology of tlie
;

Tannaim and Amoraim was

Akiba is repHanina b. Do.sa

lacking.
resented as conversing with Kabl)i;

withHiyyali; and soon.

In the jire.sent condition
<if tlie Baraita it is almost impossible to decide what
is of early and what of recent times.
Conse(iuentlv,
the (Hiestiou must remain unsettled as to the originality of the various citations

common with

in

which

other ]\Iidiashiiu.

this Bai-aita has

Horowitz, how-

over, regards this Baraita as the original in everj-

Only

much must

be conceded; viz., that
of ancient origin.
The pervading tendency of the Baraita is to oppose the lenient halakic rulings of the Hillelites and
of Akibii, and to take a standpoint which, on the one
jioint.

a

lar^-e

this

part of the IJaraita

is

hand, touches the ISadduceanHalakah,
and, on the other hand, the strict interi)retationof theEssenes.
The wellpoint,
known story of the Talmud ('Er. 13/;;
Yer. Ber. 1. Sb) that a heavenly voice
decided in favor of the Hillelites, runs in the Baraita
as follows: "Blessed be the strict!
These as well as
those [the Ilillelitesas well astlieShammaites] speak
the words of the living God; but we must regulate
ourselves according to the teachings of the school of
SlKimmai" (p. 21). The old Ilalakah, probably influenced by the Essenes and abrogated for the first
time by Akiba (Sifra, ]Mezora', end), by which a

Sectarian
Stand-

Avomau
all

is virtually prevented at a certain time from
intercourse with the outer world, is declared to

be binding in a number of pa.ssages in the Baraita
(pp. Vdetmj., 21).
The medical and physiological rules in the Baraita
(twenty-.six, according to the enumeration of Horowitz, Introduction, pp. 56, 57) give rise to the supposition that it originated in a jilace where medicine
was studied assiduously. The Baraita, not unknown
to the Geonim, gradually came to be forgotten in
consequence of its many points of contact with the
teachings of the Karaites, who also accepted the old
Sadducean view of Lev. xii. 4 et ser/. for such similarity tended to bring it into disfavor.
Bibliography Bruit, in JahrhUcher, ii. 134-126, v. 99 idem,
;

:

:

Ccntral-Anzeidir fUr Jlidische Litcratur, pp. 31. ;«;
M. Horowitz, Tufcfatn 'Attihata.iv. (oontainins tlie Introduction) and V. (containing the text of the Baraita i. Frankin

Cli.

G

BARAITA OF R. PHINEHAS B. JAIR
(-1\S^ P DHJD -n N'n'na): l. SccMidkasii Taushk.

H. M. Ilofowitz.
Jie irives it in seven recensions, most of which contain only i)oftionsof tlie Baraita. only one inanusciipt

lished until

Jew.diuirl.
^

^«-

Griinhul, in "Sefer hacontains the sjvyiugs of
Eliezer ha-Gad()l on the
various degrees of piety

ix. 15.
The character of these sayings vividly recalls that of the apocalyptic writer.
This, together with the fact that the aphori.sm on
the degrees of ])iety is ascribed to Phinehas b. Jair.
who may be coriectly designate<l as an Es.sene, gives
likelihood to the assumption that tiie passjiges in
consideration are really the fragments of a Baraita

with Esseiiic tendencies in apocalyptic
doulit that exists whether or not the
.sayings of Phinehas b. Jair on the degrees of holiness belong to the Mishnali (see Lipmann Heller, ad
l"C.) strengthens the supposition.
A .saying derived
from the Baraita collection of so holy a person as R.
Phinehas may have been considered worthy of incollection

The

manner.

corporation
blicher,"

iii.

into

the ]\Iishuali (see Briill,' " Jahr-

125).

L

J. sii.

G.

BARAITA ON SALVATION

(Nn'nn
which Schonblum

a haggadic Baraita,
(Lemberg, 1877) jniblished for the first time in the
collection " Sheloshah Hefarim Xiftahim."
It enumerates twenty-four sins which delay the [;\Ies.sianic] salvation and prolong "the end" ("ha-kez'");
i.e., the destined redemption.
For each of these sins a Bilile verse is (luoted.
nyi:;'''!)

:

which illustrates its gravity. In most ca.ses haggadic narratives are adiluced for the same purpose.
These are taken from the Talmud and from Lam. H.
It is (piestionable whether the Baraita availed itself
of Num. 11. as is assumed by the editor.
The citation which might imply such a fact may liave been
derived from a source common to the Baraita and
Num. R. Every clue is lacking for ii determination
of the exact age of this Baraita.
At all events, a
veiy early Palestinian origin is indicated by the frequent use of Yerushalmi and Lam. K.. and the posfrom Babli.
between the Baraita and
the enumeration by Alfasi (Yoma, toward end) of
twenty-four hindrances to repentance. This catalogue of sins ^laimonides ("Yad," Tcshubah iv.)
reduced to a system in which every point was accompanied b}' an illustrative commentary. In Maimonides' time the source on which Alfasi drew was no
longer known, and IMaimonides merely supposes that
it was of recent origin (" Peer ha-Dor," No. 12).
Jo.seph Caro (in his Commentary on ^laimouides, or
"Yad," Ililkot, Teshubah, iv. 1), liowever, gives information of a maniLscript, according to which the
twenty-four hindrances to reiK-ntance formed an independent Baraita, "in small tracts" ("be-niasseksible lack of all citations

Some

tot

kinship must

ketanot

"
;

cxi.st

see BriiU. "Jahrblicher,"

ii.

127).

The Baraita on Salvation anil Alfasi agree not only
in regard to the number of the things that prevent
the salvation of mankind in general as well as of the
individual, but also in regard lo the nature of these
obstacles.

Thus, both enumerate seduction to

evil,

"

:

Baraita of Samuel
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use of pledges entrusted to one's keeping, uncontrolled temper, discouragement of good deeds,
aud others. It is highly probable that the sources
of Alfasi and the Baraita on Salvation are only two
different versions of one and the same Baraita.
This
tlic

provides

time of its
origin, since it could not have b(!cn more recent than
the beginning of the eleventh century.
The Mahzor
Vitry, ed. Plorwitz, pp. 724, 725, gives the catalogue of sins as Alfasi has done in liis vensiou of the
tlie

latest possible date for the

tractate "

Derek Erez R.
narrative concerning the judgment of Solomon, at the end of the Baraita on Salvation, is a later
addition having no connection with the real Baraita.
J. SH.
L. G.

The

BARAITA OF SAMUEL
A

Baraita of Samuel

was known

(i^XI^CH Xn^na)

:

Jewish scholars
from Shabbethai Donolo in the tenth century to
Simon Duran in the fifteenth century; and citations
from it were made by them. It was considered as
lost until quite recently, when it unexpectedly apto

peared in print.
In its present form, the Baraita is composed of
nine chapters, treating i)romiscuously of astronomy
and astrology. The first chapter deals witii the form
of heaven, of Orion, of the Pleiades, of Draco, and
of the planets and their light.
The second and third
treat of the movements of the moon and the course
of the Zodiac.
At the same time direct ions are given
for adjusting the gnomon of a sun-dial.
The fourth
seasons and the planets;
the tifth, the orbits of the i)lanets.
Directions are
given for calculating ]Mol.\d and Tekufau. The
sixtli imparts the teachings of the Egyptian sages
on the original position of the planets and the division of the Zodiac.
The seventh chapter mentions
the exact distances of the jilanets from the earth
the moon is considered the nearest; Saturn, the most
The eighth chapter deals with the altitudes
distant.
of the planets.
The ninth chapter discusses the intluence of the heavenly l)0(lies on earthly affairs.
It
is conceded that "the planets in themselves can not
make for good or evil, unless empowered by God.'"
The okler scholars considered the author of the
Baraita to be the amora Sanniel b. Al)ba, who, according to the statements in the Talmud, was a great
delines the character of

tlie

astronomer (it is doubtful whether "Cuzari," iv. 29,
refers to an actual astronomical work of Samuel, or
to his astronomical knowledge).
The editions have
Sanniel ha-Katan as the author.
This is hardly
based on a tradition, but rather is due to a combination of the name "Samuel " with Sanniel ha-Katan,
who is mentioned as possessing knowledge of the
'Ibbur (Sanh. 1 1/(). These suggestions of names
have no material value. The very contents and lan-

guage of the Baraita contradict the assumjition that
is the work of amoraim or tannaim.
Moreover,

it

year 4030 ( = 776 c. k.) as the one
which, with but a slight ditrerence, resembles the
year of the Creation. The courses of the sun and
moon, leap-years, and Tekufah will repeat themselves, and calculations must begin anew from this

ch. v. designates the

earliest date, then, at

have been written

is

77G.

which the Baraita could
It is more dillicult to
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determine the latest date. This question is connected
with that of the relationship of the Baraita to tiie
Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer. Some have endeavored to
conclude, from citations of the Baraita by Abraham
b. Hiyyah and Judah ha-Levi, that the Baraita and
the Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer originally formed one
work. The portions of the Baraita now existing
prove clearly that the two are fundamentally dilferent; neither diction, subject, character, nor aim of
the two works 1)earing any resemblance.
There is,

however, distinct kinship between the two astronomic chapters of the Pirke de-Rabbi Eliezer (vi. and
vii.)and the Baraita of Samuel; but it can not be
decided which author borrowed from the other. In
fact, there may have been a third source from which
both drew. Zunz supposes that the astronomic chapters in the Pirke originally had a slightly varying
form from that of the Baraita, and that portions from
each found their way into the other. This would
explain how Abi'aham b. Hiyyah came to designate
a Baraita as being the work of Samuel and R.
Eliezer.
It is certain, however, that all that is
known at present consists of fragments of the

Samuel

Baraita.

Steinschneider correctly characterizes the Baraita*
as somewhat fantastic in its concei)tion of the construction of the world, containing Talmudic elements, but uninfluenced by Greco- Arabic scienc(!.
Its unscientitic, half-mystic tendency caused it to
be thrust aside in the Orient through the rising

Arabic science
and Germany,

while in Europe, especially in France
was regarded with special respect.
From constituents of the Baraita joined with various elements of mysticism originated the cabalistic
cosmograi»liy, lirst presented by the Book of Raziel,
and which appears in later works intluenced by the
latter (conqiare Calexdaii; Pikke de-Rauui ElieZKii; Ra/jel, Book of).
Buu,iO(iRAPHY

;

it

Eilitions: Salonion, IStil ; Fr;inl<fort-on-theMaiii, ISO;); Luzzatto, in Kercin
vii. til ct Nn/.; Ciirnioly, in Jost's Aiiindcn, 1S4(), j)." ;i25 ; Ep.stein, in .l/i'-A'fK/wiiiiiiiiit, pp. IS tisci/.; Pliilipowslii, in liis Iiitn)ducti<in to
Abraliam b. Hiyyali's Scfcr ha-'I hliuf. pp. 13-18; Saclis. in
Miiuatssi-lirift, i. x'sci ct xcq. : idem, in liis Ha-Tihiiiali, i. ;.'()
ct Nf'/.; A. Scliwarz, Dcr Jiii/i'.sc/ic Koloutcr. pp. :,'(i, :.'!
Steinschneider, Hclir. Bihl. xvii. S ct .st'(/.; Zunz, G. V. ~d ed.,
Hchr. Bihl. v. 15-20; Idem, Gcminpp. 98 (( .-<((/.; idem,
incltc Scliriftcii, iv. 2i2 ct scq.
:

Hcmah

m

.T.

SK.

L.

BARAITA DE-SIFRE

G.

(nSDI XD'nn).

Sec

SlFIiE, Zl'TTA.

BARAITA OF THE THIRTY-TWO RULES
(nno
nno)

D^nt;"!
:

A

D-'l'^Cn

liaraita

Xn^l^, usually written 2

W

giving the thirty-two liermeneu-

tic rides according to which the Bible is interpreted.
Alnd-AValid ibn Janah is the oldest authority who
drew upon this Baraita, but he did not mention
it by name.
Rashi makes frequent use of it in his
connneiitaries on the Bible and the Talmud.
He
it the thirt3'-two rides (Hor. 3^)
as the " Baraita (or .sections ''piD) of
R. Eliezer b. Jose ha-Gelili " (Gen. ii. 8; Ex. xiv.
Also the Karaite Judah Iladas.si, Avho incorpo24).

either briefly calls

or designates

it

rated it in his "Eshkol ha-Kofer," recognized in
the work of this R. Eliezer.

it

has not been preserved in an indeix'ndent form;
it has been gathered only from
the recen.sion transmitted in the methodological work
"Keritot," by Samson of Chinon.
The beginning
It

and knowledge of

year.

The

;
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Baraita iu this recension reads as follows:
across the words of li. Eliezer 1). Jose lia-Gelili, make a funnel of your ear."
Though tliis sentence already existed in the Baiaita
as known to Hadassi (see Bacher, iu " Monatsschrift,"
xl. 21), it is naturally a later addition taken from the
Talnuid (l.Iul. 8y<0; l"it it shows that the Baraita of
the Thirty-two Rules was early regarded as tlie
work of Eliezer b. Jose lia Gelili. There are strong
grounds for the supposition that the opening sentence of the Baraita ran: " R. P.liezer, the son of R.
Jose the Galilean, said." This is the reading of
Joshua ha-Levi and Isaiah Horowitz (see Bioeh, p.
53); and it is believed that the name of the author
did not drop out until the addition of the sentence
from the Talmud. Consequently, no adetpiate reasons exist for doubting the author.shipof R. Eliezer.
Distinction must, however, be made between two
The
different constituent elements of the Baraita.
enumeration of the thirty-two hermeneutic rules in
the first section constitutes the real Baraita as compo.sed by R. Eliezer; and the explanations of each
rule in the following thirty two sections form, as it
In these thirtywere, a Gemara to the real Baraita.
two sections sayings are cited of the tannaim
Akiba, Ishmael, Jose, Nehemiah, Xeliorai, Rabbi,
Hiyyah, and of the amoraim Johanan and Jose b.
Hanina. Although these names, especially the last
two, show that pcjrtions of the Baraita were interpolated long after Eliezer b. Jose, yet no general
conclusions may be drawn from it with regard to
The terminology is prevailingly
the whole work.
Bacher (" Tertannaitic. even in the second portion.
minologie der Jlidischen Schriftauslegung, " p. 101)
correctly remarks that the exclusively tannaitic >\pressiou " zeker le-dabar " is found at the end of
section ix. (compare also the arcliaic phrase "hashomea' sabur " for which " at sabur " is usually said).
The second part, therefore, leaving later interpolaof
"

tlie

Whenever you conic

tions out of consideration, may also have sprung
from the tannaitic period, probably from the school
It is notesvorthy that the old scliolars
of R. Eliezer.
make citations from the Baraita whicli are not found
in its present form, thus casting a doubt ujion the

correctness of the present recension (see Reifmann,
pp.

6, 7).

The thirty-two ndes are described as those which are
applied iniiaggadic interpretations (mjil is the right
reading and not minn)- This entirely
characterizes the method of the BaKermeneutics raita for although the most important
halakic rules of interpretation which
of the
originated in the schools of Akiba
Baraita.
and of Ismael (Ilillel) are incorporated
in it, the Baraita deals principally with the syntax,
Such treatstyle, and subject-matter of the Bible.
ment is of tirst importance for the interpretation of
the Scriptures; but in the Ilalakah it is of subordiThe Baraita, then, written about 150,
nate value.
;

be regarded as the earliest work on Biblical
liermeneutics, since Philo's fantastic allegories can
hardly be regarded as such.
Following are two examples from the Baraita,
which illustrate its method. Section ix. (on the elliptical i>hraseology of the Bible) says: "I Chron. xvii.

may

5 reads,

'

I

have gone from tent

to tent,

and from

Baraita of Samuel

Barak

tabernacle' (pCTDCI).
It shoidd read:
'and from
tabernacle to tabernacle
(' u-niimishkan
el mislikan '); but the Bil)Ie here employs ellipsis." Sectimi xxi. Siiys that sometimes a clause which ought
to stand at the end oi sentences, conveying one
idea, is interpo.sed between them.
Thus. Die correct
place for verse 17 of Psidm xxxiv. would be after
IH.
According to the last rule, whole chapters of the
Bible .should be transferred.
Tims, Gen. xv. ciironologically precedes xiv.
These examples suUice to
show that in Palestine scholars early began to devote themselves to a rational Bible exegesis, although
free play was at the Siiine time yielded to haggadic
interpretation (compare 1Ii:k.meneutics; Eliezek
B. Jose ha-Gelili; Samson of Ciiinon.
'

Bnu.KxjRAPnv:

Buclier.

A(ia<la der Tannaiteii,

11.

29S-298:

Blocli, ill K(it)ak's ./r.sc/noioi, ix. 47-58 (a polemic agains^t a
treatise l)y HcrliiitT (iti tlif IJiiraita. Thi.s treati.se is not inentioiied liy iiaiiie, and i.s not otherwise known to the writer of

the preselUartich'i; Wolf VAnhnrn. Scfer Miilrasli Tnntiaiin.
1S3.S (an extract fiDni this work oecurs in his introduction to
hiscoinnientary on Italiliah, Wilna, I'^TH); Hildesheiiner, in the
Supplement to thelliird I'timram of the nal)hi)iical Collcae
of Hixiilafnilt, l,s<;y: Katzt-nellenbogen, ]\'itihot '(jtoiii. 1st
ed., ISii, and
ed., with annotations t)y M. and S. .straschiin,

M

Kiinigslierger, in Miiitatsl>liltlcr flir Vcrii(iii{jciili>il
ISiKl-itl. pp. :J-lli, iK)-94. and the Het^rew
Siippleiiu'iit, pp. 1-ltJ; Reifmann, Me,-<hit) LHiliiir, IWJC.
ls.')S;

unit
J.

(iiiji itirart,

L. G.

sK.

—

BARAK. Biblical Data: A warrior; the
sou of Abinoam mentioned in Judges iv. 0, v. 12,
as the most important ally of Deborah iu the strugDeborah summoned
gle against the Canaanites.
Barak, the son of Abinoam, from his home at Kedesh
iu Naphtali, ami ordered him, in the name of Yiiwii,
Here
to take ten thousand men to Moimt Tabor.
he wasattacked, as Deborah liad expected, by Sisera,
whose forces were put to flight, and the greater part
It is noticeable
of them slain, by Barak's army.
that Barak ajipears throughout as secondary to, and
dependent upon, Deborah. For example, when directed to receive Sisera at Mount Tabor, lie agrees
to obey on condition only that Deborah should go
with him. The fact that the honor of the expedition
is given to Deborah rather than to him is not to be
regarded as derogatory to Barak. It is merely anotiier indication of his subordinate position (see.
however, Moore, "Judges," p. 117). Barak joins iu

Accordthe song of triumjih with Deborah (v. 1).
ing to V. IT), Barak was probably a member of the
It is interesting to note that the
tribe of Issachar.
name " Barak " occurs also in Sabean (DP"12) and Palmyrene (p-|3) in.scriptions. " Barcas." the surname of
the famous Hamilcar, is the Punic equivalent in Assyrian there arc various names compounded with
"birka," and the Babylonian Talmud has also a
;

name "Baroka."
.1.

J-

.IH.

D. P.

In Rabbinical Literature: According to the
Rabbis. " Barak is merely another name for "Lapidoth." Deborah's husband (not her son. as Ambrosius
'"

A third name given
8, 4")).
The reason for the three names
Bsirak was an ignorant but pious
is thus given:
man: and not knowing how he couUl otherwise es-

says in
hiin

"

was

De Viduis."

i.

" Michael. "

pecially serve God. he accepted his wife's proposal
to make candles to be otTered by him at the sanctuDeborah, therefore, is designated as
ary of Shiloh.

"the wife of Lappidoth [Torchlights]."

God,

who

-Barasch, Julius
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Bukowina, Moldavia,

alone

knows the inward thoughts of nuui, said to
worthy couple, " You have had a i)ious intention
in making large candles, that their light may be
bright 1, too, will make your light shine l)rightly."

count of

the

and Wallachia.

Barak's real name was Michael, because, like his
namesake, he was to be a messenger of God (P^liyahu
R. ix., quoted in Yalk., Judges, 43 with some variants; compare also Targ. on Judges v. 23).
According to another explanation Barak received
this name after the victoiy over the Cauaanites,
because he flashed bright like lightning (•' barak "),
while before that event he w-.s merely a small light,
or "lappidot" (Pseudo-Jeron.e (.n Judges v. 1, ed.
Migne, " Patrologi* Cursus Compktu^," Latin scries,
According to others, he \. .is a pupil of
xxiv. 1322).

time the publication of a vast Jewish encyclopedia

;

Joshua, and after the latter's death, of the elders;
hence, at the time of Deborah, the only one who
remained from the olden time (Eliyahu R. I.e. Y'alk.
Barak's modesty is especially praised: alI.e.).
though he was the actual leader in the expedition
against Sisera, he was content to take a secondary place, giving to Deborah the credit of the undertaking (Judges iv. 8), and would not go to
war without the prophetess (Gen. R. xl. 4; Yalk.
;

BIBLIOGRAPHY
viltcriu
J.

i.

Gliiztjerg,

Die Hnngada hci

ihii

Kirclii

ii-

t>.

L. G.

SK.

BARASCH, JULIUS

:

Rumanian author and

physician; born at Brody, Galicia, 1815; died at
Bucharest, Rumania, March 31, 1863. His early
education included Talmudic disciplines but having
been married against his own desire at the age of
sixteen, and having lost his fortune in disastrous
speculations, he emigrated to Germany to study medicine, and in 1841 graduated at Berlin Universit\- as
M.D. He practised for a short time in Amsterdam,
and then returned to Brod3% presently jjroceeding
to Jassy, the capital of jMoldavia, with the intention
of establishing himself there; but he found he could
obtain no patients among the Galician Jews, who
were numerous there, and who had no confidence in
He
a physician whom they had known as a child.
;

therefore went to Bucharest (November, 1841); but,
finding difiiculty there also in acquiring recognition,
he accepted in 1843 the po.st of quarantine physician
at Calarash, and remained there until 1847, when he
was appointed chief state physician for the district

of Dolj, which post he retained until Julj-, 1851.
"While yet a student he published (under the
pseudonym " Julius Marcussolin B.") in the " Allgenieine Zeitung des Judenthums," 1839, " Der Cha.si•dismusinPolen," an essay upon Hasidism in Poland,
exposing the practises of this peculiar sect of JudaBefore leaving Berlin he commenced in the
ism.
" Literaturblatt des Orients " (under the pseudonym
"Julius Friedson ") the publication of " Gedanken
liber Religionsphilosophiedes Judenthums," a series
of reflections on Jewish religious philo.sophy. At
Bucharest, in 1842, he published in
Early
the "Allgemeine Zeitung des JudenLiterary thums " a review of Isaac Erter's " HaActivity. zofe Lebet Yisrael," in which the latter satirized the

Jews

of Galicia.

In

the same periodical, he published (under the pseudonym " Raphael Siucerus ") from time to time an ac-

Ills

tiavcls in Galicia,
It

is

about the

extant of the inner and social

Rumanian
to

principality.

embrace

life

onl}' description

of the

He meditated

Jews

of the

at the

literature, science, history, etc.,

same

and

in

1844 Issued an appeal for assistance.
Only one volume appeared, in 1856. He next devoteil himself to
the regeneration of his Rumanian fellow-citizens.
Science did not exist in those sections of I^ui'ope;
the Rumanian language had no terms for scientific
expre.s.sions;
Barasch created a terminology and
trans])lanted science thither.
He published in 1850
his first work in this field of poi)ular
As Pioneer science, on the miracles of nature,

which very soon made his name familthroughout the country. lie resigned his oificial post in 1851, traveled through Germany, France, and England, and on his return, in
1852, was appointed professor of natural science at
the college at St. Sava in Buehaiest. Appointments
of Science,

iar

as professor at the school of medicine, at the military
school, and at the college of forestiy followed

quickly; and he was also elected city physician.
Passionately devoted to science, Barasch made
himself its favorite interpreter to his fellow-citizens,
teaching both witli the pen and with the living word.
One after the other he put forth works upon hygiene, botany, zoology, and forestiy, "Isis," a scientific journal (the first in Rumania, and on wliich he

remained for five }'ears the chief collaborator), and
inaugurated a series of popular "free talks" upon
hygiene, every Sunday, which were numerously attended.
In 1858 Barasch founded at his own expense
the first hospital for children in Bucharest, and
served gratuitou.sl}' as its chief physician.
In order to remedy some of the evils existing in
the Jewish conununity of Bucharest divided and
subdivided as it was into small cliques of Austrian,
Prussian, Russian, and Hungarian Jews he succeeded, in 1852, in opening a school upon modern
lines specially for the children of Jews of Austrian
and Prussian descent, an event Avhicli stimulated
In
the uative Jews to open one also.
1854 he published in Isidor Busch's
As
Communal "Jahrbuch"an essay upon the Jews
Worker, of Rumania, and also a i)amphlet
against Israel Pick, a rabbi of Bucharest, who had been dismissed from his post and had
embraced Christianity. In his reply 1o Pick, Barasch evidences the warmest attachment to his anWhen, in 1857, the question of the
cestral faith.

—

—

union of the Rumanian principalities was agitated,
Barasch, with two friends, founded "Israelitul-Roman," the first Jewish newspaper in Wallachia, pul)lished in French and Rumanian, and in which he
pleaded with earnestness for the Jews. He took an
active part in the foundation of the Jewish temjile at
Bucharest and in the remodeling of its worship, and
founded the first Je^vish literary society, Societatea
de Cultura Israelita, of which he was president
In 1861 he issued a work upon the emanci(1802).

Rumania, which was the

pation of the

Jews

work devoted

to the interests of the

in

Barasch's death, two years
national ealamitj'.

later,

first

Rumanian .lews.
was considered a

;
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addition to those works already eimineiiited,

Baia-cli iiul)iislied

many hooUs on

In iy8G (July 4) a soeiety

])o|)ular scienee.

was founded

iu

Bucha-

7(st for liie investii^ation of liic Idstijry of tlie
ill

IJuiiiaiiia,

rascli, tlie

which received,

name

BiHIJofjRAI'llY
JiiniinitKii,
:j;{s,

honor of

Jews

Jiiiins Ba-

Societalea Istoiica Juliu Baraseh."

/>). Juliu linrnsclt. S(liilz(t
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BARASSA, DIEGO

Si).

Spanish physician and
Maraiio. who ojx'nly avowed himself a Jew at Amsterdam about 1041). He was conversant with astronomy', medicine, and botany, and was acquainted
with Arabic and Syriac. Maiiasseh b. Israel dedicated to him the essay entitled " De la Fnigilidad
Humana." He wrote: " Prognostico e Lunario de
Tirado de
Anno de 1635, Conforme as Noticias
Araliigo que Tradu/zio do Syriaco de Jonathan
Abeni/.el [b. Uziel] li. Ismael de Ulmazia," Seville,
:

.

.

.

1C:J0.

BiULiOGU.viMiv

:

Kayserling, JSiW. Esii.-I'urt.-Jml.

\k

Ifl.

M. K.

o.

BARATIER, JEAN PHILIPPE:
translator of

Benjamin of Tudela's

Schwabach, Bavaria,

ill

Christian

travels; born at

1721; died in 1740.

He was

only thirteeu years old when he i)ublished his first
work, " Voyages de Kabbi Benjamin Fils de Joua de
Tudele. Tradiiits de I'Hebreu et Enrichi de Notes
et de Dissertations Historiques et Critiques sur ces
Voyages, par J. P. Baratier, Etudiaut cu Tlieologie.
A Amsterdam, au.\ Dejiens de la Compaguie," 17;j4.
It is difficult to believe that the translation in two
large volumes is the work of a child of eleven; but
the preface, dated Sclnvabach near Xureml)erg, 1783,
contains an affirmation of the fact by a modest i)astor of the Reformed Churcli, who knew Hebrew and
called himself the sole preceptor that Jean had yet
liiul.

Besides the running commentar}- on the translation
form of explanatory notes at the bottom of
each page, the volumes contain a number of essays
on the Jews and their rabbis whom Benjamin met
on his travels; on the Hebrew terms used; on Benjamin himself, and on the e.xilarchs, the Chazars. and
Unfortunately, the author repeats
the Ten Tribes.
many of the errors of his predecessors and makes
many statements that show how biased he was
against those about whom he was writing. These
essays show, however, the learning of this shortlived prodigy.
in the

BiHLiO(iRAPHY: Fr. Baratier. JS'achricht von Seiiicm Frlihziitiij (Jdchrtem Solnu:, published by Paul Mauclerc, Stettin,
172s
idem, Mcrku-linUijc Nochriclit v<»i Kiiiein ochr
FrUhzcitio Gclrlirtcw Kiudc ii)i(l Jctzt Vicnn]dz}caiiziih
jdhriiiem Manigtro. Stettin and Leipsic, 1735; Zunz, Z. G.
p. 15 Carmoly, Notice Hixtny. sur lieu,), di: Tudrle. p.2i,
Brussels, 1S53; I. d'Israeli, Ciiri(»<itiis of Literature, i.
Steinsclineider, in Zcit. Hehr. Bihl. li. 51.
M. S.
G.
;

;"

HERMAN

(HIRSCH) Russian
BARATZ,
lawyer and censor of Hebrew books; born at Dubno
1835; graduated from the Rabbinical School of
Jitomir iu 1859, and from the University of Kiev in
1869.
In 1871 he was appointed by the governorgeneral of Kiev censor of Hebrew books and consulting official on Jewish affairs. Baratz wrote
:

some

Barascb, Julius

Barbados

on the Jewish (|U(slion iu the periRazsvyet." " Ha Kannel," and "Syveniayu
Pchela." See Ce.nsokmiu' ok Heukew Books in
articles

odicals

Ri

'•

ssr.v.

n. u.

.M.

BARBADOS

:

R.

Island of the British West Indies

Windward Groui>; colonized in 1625. It is
jirolKiljk' that Jews were among the earliest settlers
on this island. The statement is made by Sir Robert
H. Schomburgk that tiieir arrival dates
First
from 1028. Some confirmation is given
Settlement to this assertion by a letter from one
Ahraham Jacob to the earl of Carlisle,
of Jews.
in the

the i)roprietorof the island, dated London, Sept. 22, 1628. complaining that the island
business was.exceedingly uni)rofitable (" Publications
Am. Jewish Hist. Soc." v. 40). As late as 1844 a
tombstone was standing in the congregati(jnal cemetery bearing the date 1658, though the name was
obliterated ("Occident," ii. 294).
Upon petition the
Jews were granted, on Aug. 12. 1656, the enjoyment
of the " privileges of Laws and Statutes of ye Conimouwealth of England and of this Island, relating
to foreigners and sirangers" (E. S. Daniels; see Bibli-

ography).

From 1061 more definite data are available. On
April 8 of that year Benjamin de Caseres, Henry de
Caseves, and Jacob Fraso petition the king to permit
Barl)ados and Siuinam.
by the king of Denmark, they were luobabh' not residents of England,
and were therefore prohibited by the terms of the
Navigation Act from trading in the English plantations ("Publications Am. Jewi.sh Hist. Soc." v. 47).
It is more than likely that these Caseres were relatives of Simon de Caceres, one of the leading mem-

them

As

to live

and trade

in

their petition is supporteil

bers of the Ciypto-Jewish conununity iu London,
who, according to Lucieu Wolf, had established a
branch of his i)usiness in Barbados (" Tran.saclions

Jewish

Hist. Soc. of

England,"

i.

73).

Though remonstrances were made by English
merchants against granting the i)etition, the Counfor Foreign Plantations advised that, inasmuch
as the petitioners had "behaved themselves well,
and with general satisfaction, many years upon
Barbados," the desired privileges be accorded them
On
("Publications Am. Jewish IIi.st. Soc." v. 47).
July 24, 1661, Daniel Bueiio Ilenri(]ues is granted
cil

letters of denization {ih. p. 65); but in
1077 he and ^Manuel Martinez Dormido
comjilain that their letters have never
Denibeen issued to them. The resilience
zation.
of the former is given as in Barbados,
and that of the latter as in London ("Calendar of
State Papers, Colonial America and West Indies."

Letters of

1077-80, p. 201, No. 556).
Upon the dissolution of the Jewish community of
Cayenne in 1664, some of its meml)ers emigrated to
Barbados ("Publications Am. Jewish Hist. Soc." ii.
95).

Piso,

About this time (>Iaich, 1664) Isaac Israel de
and Aaron Israel de Piso, with his sisters and

two brothers, " also Moses and his mother, .sent thither
by Abraham Cohen." are deprived of their letters of
denization and ordered to be banished from the
island, by reason of their failure to discover gold-

Barbados
Barbary States
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mines as had been promised. Isaac Israel de Piso is
further punished by liaving taken from him a gold
chain previously given him as a mark of royal favor
In 1667 the Jews of the island are
{ib. V. 57, 90-92).
accused of carrying on illicit trade with the Dutch,
then at war with England, and in January, 1669, the
king issues orders to the governor that vessels which
are reported to have sailed from Amsterdam on tlie
account of certain Jews, shall be seized immediately
upon their arrival {ih. v. 94, 95).
In 1668 the Jews are spoken of as extensive owners of sugar-works.

On

Oct. 23 of that j^ear the

grand jury includes among its presentments that no
Jews be suffered to sell goods at retail {ib. v. 58).
This would make it appear that the colony had increased considerably, and that the inhabitants otlicr
than Jews feared that tlie latter might be getting
too great a control of the trade of the island.
In January, 1671, Moses Pereyra is made a free
denizen, and shortly thereafter Lord Willoughby,
the governor, is instructed to dispense with the administration of the oaths of allegiance and supremacy in the cases of Jews admitted to denization, and
to molest no man in the peaceable exercise of his religion {ib. v. 58, 59).
Free

Exercise of Having become a community of conReligion, siderable importance, the Jews now be1671.
gana period of agitation for the admission of their testimony in courts of law.
This privilege had been denied them hitherto, because of their refusal to take oath except upon the
Five Books of Moses. Accordingly, on Oct. 29, 1669,
they presented to the king a petition in which they
stated that measures were taking to deprive them of
the benefits of trade (referring to the above-mentioned presentment of the grand jury), and that their
testimony was not admitted in the courts when the
parties Avere others than those of their own race.
This petition was signed by Antonio Rodrigues
Rezio, Abiaham Levi Rezio, Lewis Dias, Isaac Jeraio
Coutenho, Abraham Perriei-a, David Baruch Lou-

and others (see Daniels, ib. ). Upon its reference
he gave it a favorable recommendation, but for several years no action was taken.
However, on Feb. 14, 1674, a law was
Permitted passed granting to them the privilege
of taking oath on the Five Books of
to Take
Oath, 1674. Moses, and of giving testimony in cases
relating to "trade and dealings, and
not otherwise." In 1675 the attempt was made without avail to have this law amended so as to admit
their testimony in all courts and causes.
Such an
act passed the Assembly, but appears to have received no further sanction ("Publications Am. Jewzada,

to the governor,

ish Hist. Soc." V. 59, 96).

In February, 1679, a levy of taxes "in pounds of
Muscovado Sugar on the Hebrew Nation Inhabitants
in and about Bridgetown toward defraying the
charges of the Parish," produced from 59 persons
Some names already mentioned appear
13,299 lbs.
Those paying the higliest amounts were:
in this list.
David Raphael de Mercado, 1,260 lbs.; Abraham
Obediente, 1,044; Laodrel (Jbediente, 9:38; Anthony

Rodrigues. 580; Lewis Dias, 580; Daniel Bueno, 883.
The remainder w-as paid in quantities varying from
350 to 25 lbs. The names of fourteen women are to
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be found in the list, paying quantities of from 125
to 25 lbs. (Daniels).
In November of the same year complaint w^as
made to the Assembly by sundry mei'chants that
the Jews were procuring control of more than their
fair share of trade and in tlie same month the Assembly passed an act restraining them from keeijing
or trading with negroes ("Calendar of State Papers,
;

Colonial America and West Indies," 1677-80, p. 446,
No. 1190). In 1680 there were living at St. Michaels a Jewish population numbering 184, of whom
54 were adults,owning l63negroesand
Numbers indentured servants ("Publications

in 1681.

Am. Jew.
and

Hist. Soc."

i.

105

in June, 1681, the total

et seg.),

Jewish

population of the i.sland was 260 ("Calendar of
State Papers, Colonial America and West Indies,"
1681-85, p. 72, No. 136).
The latter year witnessed
several petitions presented to the Assembly against
the Jews, and a presentment of the grand jury in
August "against the evil done to the island by
vagi-ant and poor Jews " {ib. p. 102, No. 206).
The
falsity of this charge is proved by the large proportion of persons out of the total population who were

and did pay taxes. On Aug. 9 Aaron Baruch
Louzado, Daniel Bucino, and Jacob Founzeke (Fonseca) prayed for, and were granted on behalf of the
Jews of the island, the use of the courts for their
able to

protection as traders, and the right to trade {ib.
This indicates that though the act
p. 99, No. 198).
allowing their testimony to be taken in certain causes

had been passed

six years before, it

was not

until

In 1688 the Jews who were not denenforced.
izens, residing in the seaport towns or islands, were
restricted to the holding of one slave apiece, under
penalty of the forfeiture of the slaves. This act
continued in force until Sept. 30, 1706, when, by reason of the increased importance and influence of the
Jewish community, it was unconditionally repealed
("Publications Am. Jewish Hist. Soc." v. 60).
In 1756 a special tax of £210 per annum was levied
on them, apportioned so that those in Bridgetown
should pay £190 of that sum, and those of Speiuhtstown the remainder. This indicates the localities
then inhabited l)y Jews. On Oct. 8, 1761, this additional burden was lifted, and after that date the Jews
were rated and paid taxes on the same scale as the
other inhabitants {ib. pp. 60, 61).
From this time for a period of seventy years the

now

Jewish community grew

in

numbers and became

creasingly prosperous.

Period

local

government

By

in 1802,

in-

act of the

and of Par-

of Greatest liamentin 1820, all political disabilities
Prosperity, were removed, and Jews were granted
1761even greater privileges than were accorded toother inhabitants of the is1831.
land; for by the terms of the latter act
they were entitled to have tive representatives from
among themselves who were to determine w^ hat share
of the taxation of the island should be levied upon
them (Daniels, I.e.; and "Jewish Year-Book." ed.
Jacobs, 5657, p. 129).

Communal

Interests

:

In

common witli all

early

probable that
the first ])lace of meeting for worship of the Barbados Jews was at the house of some member of the
.lewisji conuuunitics, it is altogether
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Tlioiigh tht- cxuct date of tlic ficctioii
coiimuuiity.
of tlic syiiagoixuc in Bridgetown lias not l)cen ascerlained, it is likely that ouc was erected before 1GT9.
'I'liis continued in existence until destroye<l by the
liiuricane w iiich devastated the island in IKil.
The
ministers of the congregation were all
selec-ted by the vestry of the Si)anish

Ministers
of the

and Portuguese synagogue in LonCongrega- don. and until 1844 all olferings and
tion, 1752- i)rayers for government wore said in
For a time previous to 1752
Spanisii.
1834.
Kev. MeirA. Cohen Belinfante was the
minister of the congregation (called " Kahal Kadosh
Nidhe Israel''). He died Sept. 25, 1752, and was
succeeded by Rev. IJapliael Haim Isaac Carrigal,
who retired in 1772 and died Maj- 5, 1777. His successors and their times of service were: Daniel
Baruch Louzado, 1772; Israel Al)bady, 1772 to 1794;
Daviil Sarfaty de Pine,

till

April

14,"l7<J7,

Emanuel Nunes Carvalho,

<lied;

when he
1799 1o

iMarch,

the States; Abendana, JanuII. Julian, October, 1819, to
December, 1820, vvheu he died; Moses Belasco, November, 1824, to November, 1834. In the intervals
ISiOS,

wiien he

left for

ary, lf<U9 to 1«13;

Moses

between the elections of ministers members of the
congregation read the services (Daniels).
Toward the end of the eighteenth century and at
the beginning of the nineteenth, various grants were

made by the Jews of Barbados in aid of sulTering
congregations and brethren in dilTerent parts of the
was in November, 1772, to
Dutch West Indies, for the reIn June,
building of the synagogue at that place.
1792, they sent £25 for the building of a synagogue
The

world.

tiist

of these

St. Eustatius, in the

and in March, 1819, S500 for a similar
purpose to the Congregatitm ]\Iickve Israel in Phila-

in Charleston,

In 1791 the}' contributed £15 in aid of the
in 1798 the members of the
congregation subscribed £1,152 to assist the home
government in carrying ou the war against NaptjIn 1801 £25 was appropriated for the relief of
leon.
suflFering Jews in Tiberias, and in 1840 £50 to those
in Damascus and Rhodes (see Daniels, I.e.).
The i)eriod of greatest prosperity extended from
In the former year
1792 until the hurricane of 1831.
the congregation at Bridgetown had a
Prosperity contributing membership of 147 perand De- sons, Avith an income from dues of £116
cline of the perannum. Seventeen pensioners were
then supported at an outlay of £18 per
Commonth. In 1831, previous to the devmunity.
astation wrought bv the hurricane, the
From
total income of the congregation Avas £387.
that time dates the decline of the community though
a new synagogue was built and consecrated in ]March,
18:];!, in the presence of the chief dignitaries of tlie
dcll)hia.

Jews of Tetuan, and

;

island,

and

ious school

in January, 1844, the lirst

was

established, with

Jewish

relig-

Judith Finzi
IMany emi102).

]\Irs.

as superintendent ("Occident," ii.
grated to the United States, principally to Philadelphia.
In 1848 there Avere but 71 Jews in Barljados,
38 of whom belonged to the congregation. In 1873
they petitioned for the relief from taxation of pro])erty held by the congregation, the income of which
Avas devoted to the support of the needy poor and
the synagogue
and in the following year the peti;

tion

Barbados
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was granted.

dwindled

In June, IH'M. the number had
to 17 or 1«, including women and children.

Through
is
is

the activity of E. S. Daniels, the syuagogiie
kept ojxn on Saturdays and holidays, though lie
often the only per.son in attendance (DauicLs. /.f.).

nuu,io«RAPiiv: RobHrt H. Schombiinrk. HMoin of the BariKiitiifs. Limdiin. 1S47; E. S. Daniels, K.rtmctx fnnn VminuK
/i'(

III

cii/W.s III Ihc Karlii Silllinniil nf llif Ji tix in tin
li-tainl
liinhmliiis. ir. /.. priviUely prliiit'd, Urldgelowii. I««.

A.

II.

F.

BARBARY STATES A

region comprising
the ncMthwest of Africa from the Mediterranean to
the Sahara, incUuling ]\I(jrocco, Algeria. Tunis, and
Tripoli.
The w<m(1s " Barbaria " (Nn313) and " Bar:

barians" (Dn313) are found in the Midiash in Gen.
R. Ix. the Barbarian is the neighbor of the Elhioi)iaa
CK'ID); and in Sifre, Dent. 320 (ed. Friedmann,
p. 137^0 Barbaria and ^^lauretania are mentioned side
;

by

side.

The Arabs

also

(Yakut

i.

543, 9) called this

region "Barbara"; and this name has become common in Europe. In later Jewish writings, however,
the region is commonly called "Africa'" (Abraham
ibn Daud, in "Sefer ha-Kabbalah," ed. Neubauer,
pp. 08, 73), but occasionally also "the land of the
Philistines " {I.e. p. 60; Ibn Ezra on Dan. vii. 4), because, acccrding to the legend found iu the Byzantine
writer Procopius, theCanaanitish (Palestinian) races
who tied before Joshua afterward settled iu North
Africa.
Sometimes " Africa " means only the former
Roman province of Africa; while the rest of Barbary
is distinguished from it under the name "Ma'arab"
(Maghreb; Abraham Zacuto, in " Yuhasin, "ed. Lon
Occasionally the name " Libya "
don, p. 209a. 211//).
occui's (Benjamin of Tudela).
The inhabitants are called " Maghrebim " (D^Diyo)
or " Mustharbim " (D''3"iynDlD). and by a Spanish designation, "Moriscos" (DIpD^IIO: Sumbari, ed. Neubauer, p. 116; an anonymous Avriter of the year 1495,
in "Jahrbuchflir Gcschichte der Juden," iii. 218).

Maghrebin Jews are now living iu Egypt, Palestine,
and Syria, but always retaining this name. The
Moors call them "Yahoodi," and their language
"

Hebrani."

No

historical records

remain of the

tirst

immigra-

Jews into Barbary. The legends of the counsay that they came direct from Jerus;dem; and,

tion of
try

in fact, they Avere found all over northSettlement, ern Africa at the time of the Roman
dominion (Scluirer, "Gesch." 3d ed.,
In gaonic times Barbary Avas one of the
iii. 19-26).
The Jews sided Avith the
centers of Jewish life.
conquering Arabs against the Christians, though it
occasionally happened that the Berbers and Jews
Legends
combined against the Arabs, as in 688.
mention in this connection a JcAvish tribe called
"Jerooa." under a Jewish queen. ^Many Aiabian
tribes bear unmistakable traces of their Jewish
origin, and these are still treated Avith a certain

contemi>t.
In addition to the Jcavs from Palestine, the Jcavish population of Barbary is largely composed of
iuunigrants from Spain and Portugal. The"Spagniols," indeed, constitute the better class, and live
mostly in cities; Avhile the others lead a nomadic life

Atlas mountains and beyond, being found far
within the Sahara and even among the Kabyles. In

in the"

Baibary States
Barcelona
Tuuis
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tlicreiiR' also

ity of the 400, UUO

many

Italian Jfws.

Jews now

(l'J02)

The major-

resident in Airica

are living in the Barbary ytat{'s(H. Scliurtz, " Kateeliismus (ler V()lkerkun(l(\" j). 320, Leipsic, 1893).
All reports agree that the Jews of Barbary repre-

unmixed Oriental Jewish type. They are
strong and well built; tlieir women are beaulitul;

526

ac(|uaintcd with Sanuul bin .Mcir, the grandson of
Bashi.
Rnu.lOfiRAPUV

:

Usque,

('oiisoliirdiii.

Kolii-n. 'Emek hii-liolui, p. liO
KKir. II.'i4, p. 1153; Gross, (inlliii

;

p.

.Jacobs,

J ndoico,

.Jcwcpli

18;.'//;

jia-

Sources, Sua. Hi;
p. 13.j.

«-

M. K.

sent the

and, since they have always been hated and oj)pressed, it is impossible to assume in e.\i)lanati(;n an
admixture of other laces. In dress, mode of life, and
general customs they follow tlie Arabs. They are
strictly religious, observing to the letter the commands of the Bible and the Talmud; but, like all
their neighbors, they are very superstitious.
As an
example of their severity, the place wliere adulterous women were stoned to death is still shown.
The language of the descendants of the original
inhabitants is Berber; that of the immigrants, Spagniol but both speak also Arabic.
Because of their
linguistic attainments thc'y monopoCommercial lize almost the entire commerce of the
Precountry and for this reason they are
eminence, so much hated by the Moors that some
of the tribes will not suffer a Jew
among them. It is said that they have their own
alphabet; since, because of religious prejudice, they
object to the use of the Arabic script.
A specimen of their writing may be seen in "L'Univers
Israelite," 1885, p. 98.
In Oran, Fez, and ]Morocco
a peculiar pronunciation of Hebrew prevails (Barges,
"Tlem^en," p. 10, Paris, 18r)9). They are butchers,
silversmiths, engravers, tailors, shoemakers, and
leather-workers, but never masons, blacksmiths, jiotters, siiddlers, or curriers.
They prefer to engage in
peddling and small traffic.
French officer expresses himself as follows " The Jews, avIio were our
;

;

A

:

first midiUemen and interpreters in Algeria, obtained
a long time ago the rights of citizenship, in spite of
the pronounced aversion which the 3Iohammedans,
and especially the people of Bai-bary, have always
shown toward them. They have been the agents,
and often the martyrs, of a presidential rapprochement between rival peoples and religions."
See
Algeria, Morocco, Tunis.

BiBUorjRAPHV:

L'Unhxrs {Algrric, EiaU Tripolitaim,
Tunis), pp. <)r)-97, m. 108, Paris, 18H.5; A. Leared. .l/.oocco
the Moors, p. 209, London. 1891 E. Rae, The Coimtru
of the Moors, p. 98, London, 1877; Andree, Ziir Vollcskuiute
(lerJuilen, 1881, pp. 194-3)."); Budgett Meakin, The Jews of
Morocco, in Jcteisli Quartcrlji Review, iv. :it;9-39() ; Ben.iamiu Gordon, Ma'ase Yisrael (Hebrew), p. 103, Lyck, 18o9.'
and

;

D-

S.

BARBASTRO, BARBASTE A
:

Kr.

city of Ara-

gon, containing a Jewish conununity with special
privileges that were contirmed by successive kings
from time to time (as late as 1336). In 1257, this
community was so poor that the king found it necessary to reduce its taxes by the amount of 500 maravedis jaceses. In 1371 it paid 2,200 sueldos. In 1331,
owing to internal dissensions, the conununity was
managed by two Christians.
Ten years prior to
this, at the time of the "Shepherd- Persecution," the
commtmity of Barbastro was in danger of sharir.g
the fate of Jaca, where 400 Jews had been massacred
r.y the Shepherds; but it found favor in the
eyes of
the nobility, and remained unmolested.
In Barliastro

dwelt Samuel the Pious,

who was

personally

BARBER, IDA:

(icinian

autiioiess;

l)oin

at

She began her literaiy career
when (juite yoiuig, and published the following
novels either in book lorni or as serials in magazines:
" Bussische ]Mvste(1) "Gebroehene Herzen
(2)
rien" (3) " Geriiclit, doch Nicht Gerichtet" (4) ""Verkaufte Frauen"; (5) " Der Mann Zweier Frauen";
" Clara ";
(6) " Aus der Russischen Gesellschaft "
(7)
Since 1880 Ida Barber has con(8) " Wandlungen."
tributed to many German and Austrian papers.
Bibliography: Eisenljerf,', Das OeistUje Wien, p. 18.
s.
I. Br.
Beiliu .Inly

9,

1842.

'"

;

;

;

;

BARBERS. See
BARBY, MEfR

Beard.
B.

SAUL:

Talmudist and

rabbi; born about 1725 at Baiby, a small city near
Ilalberstadt, Prussia; died July 28, 1789, atPiesburg. His father, a tradesnian, was so ])oor that

wlien he took ^lei'r, a weak, thirteen-year-old bov, to
the yeshibah at Halberstadt, he carried him on his
back part of the way to save traveling expenses.
Tliis veiy poverty, howevei-, and the desire to aid
his family, acted as a spur upon the lad; and he
<levelope(l into one of the keenest and most learned
pupils of the ye.shibah, of which Hirsh Bialeh was
tlie head.
Indeed, a pnmiinent member of the Halberstadt commtmity Avas proud to have him as a
brother-in-law.

Being thus freed from care, Barby went to Frankwhere he studied for two vcars
imder Jacob Joshua. Soon after his return to Halberstadt he was made dayyan, and in 17o() became
fort -on-the-^Iain,

acting rabbi. This position he held tmtil 1763, when
he accepted a call to Halle-on-theSaale. After staying there one year, lie assumed the rabbinate at Pi-esburg, holding this position together with leadership
of the yeshibah for twenty -live years.
Barby was considered one of the greatest dialecticians of his time; and his novellte on the Talnuid,
''Sefer Hiddushe Ilalakot" (Book of Novelhe of

the Laws). Dyhrenfurth-Prague, 1786-92, brilliantly
confirm his reputation for acumen wliich gave him
the surname " Harif." His method contrasts favorably with that of his colleagues, wlio recorded the
results of their scholasticism in the form of responsa,
and desired tliem to be accepted as rules for the regulation of practical matters. Barby, on the contrary, reinarked that he wrote only explanations
of the Talmud, because their theoretical chai'acter
would relieve the author from presenting his subjective views as rules for practical guidance.
Barby 's personality was remarkable for the times
in which he lived.
He devoted himself to secular
studies, more cs])ccially to medicine and he endeavored to impress upon those with whom he came in
contact the necessity for a rational diet. He went so
far as to foi-bid one of his pupils to study for half a
year, advising him to employ that time in a tour on
foot to some interesting localities Avith beautiful
scenery, and thus to refresh both soul and body.
;
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pupil lie rc'conniicndcd the study of iiuia leniedy against nioodiiiL'SS. Tiiis ai)])if(iatiou of nature and music by a profound Talniudist of
tiiceigiiteciith eentury is indeed rare, perhaps unicjue.

sic as

Biiii.ioiiKArMy
ndlhi'isldilt,
Iltitisli Mi(!«
\i.

t();

:

iwid,
p.

pp.
70
;

ii Goveiii'le
71-74: Zi'dntT, Cat. Ihhr. Bimhs
Weiss, Scfer Abnci lict lia-i'(iz<i;

I.

Klcazar lia-Kohen,

Kinal Sofcrim,

p. 73/j,

note
L.

Communal
Customs,

12*J!t.

Barcelona

:Monzon (' Bolelin," xxv. 489). The physician Sheshet
Benveniste was enii)loyed in dii)loniatic affairs in
1170.
The aljitritd (community) of Barcelona was of
considerable importance at this time.
It paid in

Auerbach. (Jcxch. dcr [srarlitisclK

iiiti,

Baibary States

G.

direct ta.xes 24,000 sueldos annually,
which was more than half that i)aid

by the Jewish communities of Aragon and in "cenas reales " (allowance
;

BARCELONA

Capital of
(njl^Via. NJI^Jia)
Catalonia, Spain; much i)raise(l by .Jewish travelers
and poets for its beauty and its picturesque situation; was inhabited by Jews as early as the ninth
According to tradition, the Jews dwelling
century.
there assisted the Arabs in the concjuest of the city.
The favorite of Charles the Bald (815-817), Judiih
("Judas Hebneus, lidelis noster"), settled in Barcelona, liis arrival being announced to the inhabitants
by a letter from the king's own liand. At the time
of the count Hamon Berenguer I. (1035-6.")), the Jews

.VU.NJLKll,

:

UK ""JKW MdlNT."

SlPPOSEl)

Sll'K

(Friiiii

of Barcelona were already landowners;

among them

" >[ons .Tudaicus" (= ]Monjuich), Avas used as early
as the middle of the tenth century (perliaps earlier)
as a cemetery for the Jews ("Boletin de la Real

Academia

d(( la Historia de 3Iadrid," xii. G et s<'q.).
Barcelona grew^ to be one of the most important
mercantile centers of Europe, and its commercial
code became tlu^ foimdation of modern maritime
The part taken by the .Jews in this expansion
law.
has not been fully worked out, but is shown 1)y the
succession of important Jewish financiers like Jahudano de Cavalleria and Benveniste de Porta.
'Ilie .Tcwish conununity of Barcelona, "a community of princes and aristociats," as Al-Harizi calls it,
prospered further under Don Ramon Berenguer IV.
and those following liim. When Don Ramon Berenguer undertook a military expedition against Pro-

vence, there were in his company his .Tewish physician, Abraham, and a certain Shealtiel, perhaps a .son
of SanuH'l b. Shealtiel ha-Nasi, who died in August,

and whose gravestone was lately found

it paid 500 sueldos in
Besides this, the Jews were compelled, whenever the king and queen came on a vi.sit to the city,
to have at the disposal of the attendants, the valets,
cooks, etc., a certain number of beds.
Such cu.stonis
were easily made soiiices of hardship and imposition, and the delegates of the communities of Aragon, assenUjled at Barcelona in 1354, ])resented a
petiticm for the adjustment of this tax ("Documen
tos lueditos del Archivo de Aragon," vi. 292; "HeHaluz," i. 25). The Jews weie also required to find

1282.

OK TMK JKW IsU (.'EMKTEKV AT BAKeELU.NA.

a Pholof^raiih.)

are mentioned R. Makir and a cei-tain Reuben, who
had his estate at the foot of IMonjuich. This mountain, which is near the sea. and Avhich is also called

1097,

for the king's table-e.xpenses)

at

lodging for such of the king's retinue as needed it;
but in 1260 they were freed from this duty (Jacobs,
"Sources," No.' 184).
As in other cities, the Jews here dwelt in a "juderia" (ghetto). This was situated near the Cathedral and the Plac^a del Rey, in several long and narrow streets, now in ruins, surroimded bj' the Phu/as
Santa Anna and San Domingo. By permis.sion of
the king, certain .Jewish families, expelled from
France, settled here in 1311; while others settled in
the suburbs.
Those Jews who accpiired wealth
through enterprise and industry in trade, or who
connnanded respect by tlieir learning, continiu'd on
good terms with the inhabitants of the city for a long

Jew

Benveniste;
This
(mayor).
friendly relationship ci-ased with the
growing influence of the ]iriestliood.
In July, 1263, a religious disputation
time.

In

1237 the

Restrictive de Porta was bayle

Legislation.

was held between ]\Ioses ben Nahman (Xahmanides)
and the convert Pablo Christiani in the king's
palace, and in the presence of the court and many
prominent priests.
The .Jews were compelled to
listen to the sermons of Dominican friars; inununity

—

:

Barcelona
Bardach, Julius
from

atloiulaiice
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upon

sucli occasions could be pur-

Inspired by the priesthood, excoptioual laws were passed against them,
and statutes already existing were rendered more
Jews were forbidden to live outside of
stringent.
the juderia, or even to seek temporary shelter in the
house of a Christian. No convert to Christianity, no
Christian woman, could enter the juderia, which
was kept closed during every Good Fridaj'. Christian women were not permitted to visit the house of
decree, issued April
a Jewess by night or by day.
11, 13U2, compelled a Jew or a Jewess, meeting a
priest with the sacrament, to kneel down in the
Trading in Christian prayer-books and holy
street.
pictures was strictly forbidden them.
They were
not permitted to sell the ritually slaughtered (kosher) meat anywhere outside of the juderia or at
the entrance to it.
In 1338 a nobleman named Jordan de Ilia wished to celebrate a"diviuum mysterium" at the house of the wealthj' Samuel Benveniste.
As soon as the king, Pedro the Elder, lieard
of this, he had Benveniste imprisoned and his estates
confiscated, "to serve as a warning to other Jews."
At the head of the aljama were thirty men, elected
b\' the members of the community and confirmed by
the king.
They were the administrators and secretaries, to whom were added official auditors and a
manager of the poorhouse. According to the statutes, the election of three members took place every
three years under the management of the three departing members and by the vote of the majority.
These three election-managers were required to take
oath in the presence of ten members of the community, and holding the Torali in their
Coinmunal arms, to promise that they would
Organfaithfully carry out the election to
ization.
the best interests of the communitj';
and that they would considt uobod\-.
The ek'Ction often led to dissensions and to rupture
in the aljama (.see Responsa of Isaac b. She.shet,
Nos. 214 and 228). The religious affairs of the community- were under the guidance of several famous
raljbis, as Abraham b. Hasdai, son of Sanuiel b.
Abraham b. Hasdai and Solomon ben Adret, whose
contemporary, Aaron ha-Levi, also lived in Barcelona.
The following personages among many others
that could be mentioned were born in Barcelona
Isaac b. Reuben, called "al-Bargeloni" (the Barcelonian)
Judah b. Barzilai, author of the valuable
"Sefer ha-'Ittim"; Abraham b. Hiyya ha-Nasi the
poet Joseph ibn Sahara; Hasdai Crescas. Astruc
Bonsenyor and Judah Bonsenyor, his .son, scholars
and physicians, enjoyed tlic respect of the court of

chased

onl}' at large figures.

A

;

;

;

Aragou.
The Jewish comnnuiity of Barcelona came to a
disastrous end, earlier than any other in Spain.
The disasti'ous year 1348 did not pass Avithout leaving its traces. Toward the end of June, on a Sabbath eve, the mob banded logelher against tlie Jews,
killed twenty, and plundered the Jewisli houses.

Meanwhile tlie nol)ility and some prominent citizens
espoused tiie cause of the Jews, and dispersed the
deluded crowd tlie more easily becau.se a fearful
storm accompanied b}' terrible lightning set in. and
the rain jioured down in streams (Joseph lia Kolnn.
"Einek ha-Baka." p. GG).

In 1391, during
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great persccuti(jns which began
all Jewish (•ommunities of
Spain, the comnumity of Barcelona was destroyed.
Three days after the massacie at Palma in Majorca,

at Seville

tlie

and spread over

on Saturday, August 5, 1391, on the feast of San
Dominic, two vessels containing fifty Ca.stilians larded at Barcelona. As if by appointment, those who
landed rushed, with the native sailors.

The Great
Massacre
of 1391.

laborers, peasants, and women, into
the Calle Mayor, the principal street of
the juderia, and murdered and plun-

dered indiscriminately the entire night
long and all of the following day. In the first assault, a hundred Jews lo.st their lives; the rest fled
to the Castello Nuevo, which, Avith the juderia,
was manned by troops by order of the governor.
Several of the Castilians were imprisoned and the
city council acquiesced in the suggestion of the
governor and the most prominent citizens to have
them fortlnvith executed as ringleaders. The enraged citizens angrily protested against this decision,
and attacked the governor and the members of the
;

One of the latter was killed, and several
The infuriated mob forced
others seriously injured.
an entrance into the prison and freed the condemned.
The castle was taken by storm; all Jews that had
not left it about three hundred in number were
killed.
Many committed suicide, many thrcAV themselves from the wall or lost their lives in frenzied
combat Avith their assaihints.
great number
though not eleven thousand as Gratz has it("Geschder Juden," viii. 68)— accepted baptism as salvation
( Revue Etudes Juives," iv. 57 et seq.).
At first the king of Aragon decided, by a decree
dated Sept. 10, 1392, to abolish the Jewish commuConsidering, hoAvever,
nity of Barcelona forever.
council.

—

—

A

Avhat advantages had accrued to trade through the
and Avhat great services they had rendered the
state, he publicly announced, on Oct. 2 (only tAvo
JeAvs,

Aveeks later), that

it

Avas his Avish to establish a neAv

aljama there, and to grant it the same priA-ileges
He jiromised to
that the former one had possessed.
the ncAv settlers possession of the Calle de Sana
huja, in the neighborhood of the Ca.stello Nuevo,
Avitli all the houses as residences.
He also promised
them, for the hokling of services, the synagogue
ali-eady existing there (perhaps the one binlt b_v Bonafos Solomon), and likeAvise the use of Monjuich as
a cemetery for the burial of their dead. They Avere
to be freed, for three yer rs, from all direct and indirect taxes; and to be protected from molestation by
the government and the authorities for five years.
No amount of promises, hoAvevcr, ecu Id iniluce
At the rethe JcAvs to settle again at Barcelona.
(juest of some converts, and b}- perChurch
mission of the king, a church to the
Supersedes Holy Trinity Avas erected on the site
Synaof the above-mentioned synagogue.
gogue.
In 1392, there Avere no longer any
JcAvs or synagogues at Bai'celona. On
Dec. 2(), 1424, Don Alfonso V. granted to the city of
Barcelona the ])rivilege that a Jewish community
should never again be establislied tliere, and that no
All Jcavs that
JeAvs AA'cre ever to settle there again.
were still in tlie city were eitlier to leave it Avithin
But a Jcav might
si.xty days or to become converts.

"
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stop at Barcelona provided

and wore

lie

lived in a public liolel

Jcwbad^e.

Tlie time of his stay
liniited to fcnirteen days, after wiiicli term he
tlie

was
had

to leave the city, and, according to the decrees of
Feb. 12, 1479, and of Aug. 10, 1480. he was not per-

mitted to return to the city for two months, and
then only for fourteen days.
At ]irescnt there are in Barcelona a number of Jews
from France, Germany, and America, who, however,
have not formed a community, and wlio do not possess a house of prayer.
Buji.rofJRAPiiv: Kayserling, Les JuifK a narcehwn,m Revue
Etuden JuivcK, xxviii. 109 et svq.; idem, in Mi)i)atxHcltrilt,
XV. >^l etsec].; Jose Filer e Inprles, Erimlsion tic hisJud'ids
de Barcelona, Barcelona, 1^7(1; Jacobs, Sources, pp. xv.
et Kcq.

M. K.

o.

BARCELONI, ISAAC BEN REUBEN.
Iti.^AC

Kkibkn

IS.

See

of Barcelona.

BARCHES (more correctly BERCHES): Juda'oOerman

an oblong loaf of twisted bread, called
in some countries also " Taatscher " or "Datscher.
Both names are by popular etymology wittily applied
to the words "birkat" (blessing) and "ta'ashir"
(maketh rich) in the Hebrew verse "Birkat Adonai
hi ta'a.shir " (The blessing of the Lord maketh rich,"
Prov. X. 22), which is expounded by the Rabbis
as referring to the Sabbath (Gen. R. xi. Yer. Ber.
ii. 7).
Both words, however, seem to be derived from
the twisted form of tlie bread. -" Taatscher " is a corrupt form of "tartche," the diminutive of tart (English), tdvte (French), and tortd, (Latin), meaning, in
the last, twisted; while the name "Berches," like
" Beiges " in yorth Germany among non-Jews, seems
to be connected with the bread offered to Berchta,
the Teutonic goddess of vegetation— "Zoptl " (the
twisted hair) being the common German name for
twisted loaves (see Jahn, "Die Deutschen Opfergebrauche," 1884, pp. 204 et seq., 282 et seq., 287 et scq.
for

;

;

and

;

Bi{E.\D.

As may be learned from
Haninaben Dosa

the story of the wife of
(Ta'an. 24i), the Jewish
housewives u.sed to bake bread for the whole week
on the eve of the Sabbath, in oi'der t.o have fresh
bread on that day.
Consequently, the offering of
a portion of the dough to the piieet, in the time of
the Temi)l(', as preecribed in Num. xv. 20 and after
the destruction of the Temple to be cast into the fire
instead (Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 322, 3; Maithe saint

—

Barcelona
Bardach, Julius

intended to send his letter by way of Jeru.salc-m,
Armenia, and Bardaa, but that the ambas.sadors of the czar of the Slavonians (" Gebalim ")
advised him to take the route via Hungary and South
Nisibis,

Russia.
Tlie city was demolished Ijy Tanieriaue in
the fourteenth century.
See Chaz.\hs.

BiBLiOGRAPny: A. Harkavy,

Sdotixhclicriiua o Khnzarakh
In YevreixlMiin TUhliotehn. vli. 14:HV5: Weidenhauui
I'utevoddcl po Kuvluizn, pp. 1-".^, :ji»3, :m, Titlis, ism.

"•

M. R.

I'

BARDACH, ELIJAH:
born at

scholar;

Merchant and Hebrew
Lembeig 1794; died at Vienna

He devoted his leisure time to the
study of Hebrew literature, and is the author of
" 'Akedat Yizhak " (The Sacrifice of Isaac),
Vienna,
1833— a drama adapted from the Italian of Metastasio's " Isacco "
and of a Hebrew-German dictionary,
" Ma'arik ha-Ma'arakot " (The Arranger
of tiie BattleApril

11, 1864.

;

The

latter contains many jihilological notes
expressions in the Bible.
It was i)ublished by Max Letteris of Vienna in 1868, after the
death of the author. Bardach also contributed many

Row.s).

on

difficult

articles to

Jewish periodicals.

BiBUOGRAPHY
jacob,

:

Zeitlin,

Bihliotheca Hchraica,

Ozar lia-Scfarinu

p.

14;

Ben-

p. 448.

s-

I.

Br.

BARDACH, ISRAEL ISAAC BEN HAYYIM MOSES: Gramniariau; lived in Lithuania at
the end of the eighteenth century.
He was the
author of "Ta'ame Torah " (The Accents of the
Law), which forms the second i)art of a treatise of
his on grammar.
This work was published at
Wilna in 1822 by his brother Meir, who added to
it an essay of his own, entitled "Ta'ame 'Elyou,"
containing a defense of the Law. In the introduction to his work, Israel Bardach claims to have
written commentaries upon the Idra Rabba, ujion
the Talmuds of Jeru.salem and Babylon, upon tiie
Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, etc., and an ethical
work, "Darke ha-Shem."

Bibliography: Zedner. Cat. Hehr. Books Brit. Mns.
Ben.iacob, Ozar ha-Sefarinu p. 211.
T.

I.

p.

391

Bu.

BARDACH,

JULIUS: Russian writer and
teacher; born at Turijsk, province of Volhynia, 1828;
died in Odessa in 1897 ('/).
He is .'^aid to have descended from Samuel

b.

David, author of

the"TaZ"

—

(commentary on the Shulhan 'Aruk; the initials of
Ture Za-liab), who in his younger days was called

BERDA

Formerly

was the author of "Ta'ame Torah," Wilna, 1822, and
of many other works left in manuscript.
From him
he received his first instruction in Hebrew granunar,
Bilile, and Talmud.
Bardach also acquired sufficient
secular knowledge to pass his examinations as a
teacher in Hebrew and Russian.
In ]8.")1 lie received
the position of instructor at the Russo-Hebrew school

an important city (often mentioned by the Arabic
gccgiaphersof the ninth and tenth centuries in conncvi on with the invasions of the Russians in 880,
910, »14, and 943), now a Tatar village on the Terter
river, in the district of Dzlievanshire, government of
Elizabethpol, Transcaucasia.
That it was formerly
a large Jewish community is evident from Ha.S(lai

structor at the Talmud Torah in Odessa, which position he held until 1882.
The government entrusted
him in 1871 with the position of censor of Hebrew
books, wjiich lie held until his death.
He held also
the position of instructor of Jewish religion in some
of th(> iiigh schools of Odessa.
The Russian gov-

ibn Shaprut's letter to King Jo.seph of the Cliazars
(about 960), in which he tells the king that he first

orary citizen.

nionides, "Yad," Bikkurim, iv. 9)
was especially
incumbent upon the housewife on the eve of the
Sabbath, and it was conscientiously practised by her
(Shab. ii. 6).
Therefore the name "hallah" (Num.
XV. 20) was also given to the Sabbath loaf of bread.
Bini.iOGRAPHv: Tendlau. StprirJnvOrter und Redoisarfcn
DcHt^ch-Jlhlisclii-r Vnrzeit,
A.

IStiO, p.

BARDA, BARDAA,

II.— 34

347.

K.
or

:

BaRDaCH (the

in

initials of

Pinn

Khotin, Bessarabia; and

IM

in 18;)7

1 p).

His father

wasappf>inted

in-

ernment awarded him the title of hereditary honBardach is the author of: "Hikre

—
;

Barefoot
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Leshou Araml," studies in the Aramaic language,
Odessa, 1865; "O Yevreisliom bklonenii Pinskera,"
on the declension of Hebrew uouus according to
Pinsker, Odessa, 1886; "Mazkir li-Bne ReSHeF,"
catalogue of the Hebrew and Arabic inanuscripts left
by Siniliah Pinsker, Vienna, 1869; a Russian translation of Geiger's " Lehrbuch zur Spraehe der Misclinah," Odessa, 1871; "Polny Kurs YevreiskavoZakonoycheniya," a complete course in Jewish religion a
Russian translation of the Prayerbook and Haggadah; "O Yevreiskoi Stilistikj^'," on Hebrew style.
These last three works were left in manuscript.
;

of his articles in Hebrew and in Russian were
published in "Ha-Maggid," "Ha-Shahar," and the
two publications known as "Razsvyet."

Many

Bibliography

:

N. Sokolow, Scfer Zikkaron, Warsaw, 1889.
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BAREFOOT.— Biblical
30

Data: In

II

is mentioned that David, on liis flight beAbsalom, went Barefoot to show his grief. Mi-

it

fore

i.
8, " to be barefooted " (according to LXX.
"stripped," A. V.) is, likewise, a sign of mourning.
In Isa. x.\. 2 the nakedness and the bare feet of
the prophet may be intended to symbolize the neglected condition of captives (compare Job xii. 17, 19,
where probably the true translation is "barefoot";
All these passages
"spoiled," A. V. and R. V.).
seem to refer to the discomfort of going without
On the
sandals on long journeys over stony roads.
other hand, in and around the house the wearing of
sandals seems to have been very uncommon. For a
dilferent explanation of the custom of going Barefoot as a sign of mourning and then of grief in general, see Jastrow on "Tearing <*f Garments" ("JourSee
nal of the Anier. Oriental Society," xxi 23-39).

cah

Shoe.
J.

W. M. M.

.IK.

To go Barefoot
Orient when walking

In Rabbinical Literature
is tlie

eonunon custom

in

the

:

about one's house or on holy ground, or even in the
street in cases of mourning. The shoes
Historical worn in antiquity were only .sandals

Survey.

that
tect

is,

soles tied ujion the feet to pro-

them against the pricking

liurd sloiu'sor thorns of the

road

Modern opinions

of the

—-whereas stockings

were altogetlier unknown. It therefore appeared as
desecration of a holy place to walk thereon with dustcovered shoes, instead of having tlie feet perfectly
cleansed by ablutions, as was the custom before sitting down to a meal.
The i)riests in the sanctuaries wore no shoes (see
"Silius Italicus," iii. 28; Theod(>ret on Ex. iii.,
."Nloses and Joshua
ipuestioT; Ycr. Shek. v. 48r/).
Avere told to take off their shoes on holy ground (Ex.
"No one was allowed to walk
iii. 5; Josh. v. 1.5).
on the Temple ground with shoes on or with dust on
his feet " (Ber. i.v. 5; compare lamblichus, " PythagoSimilarly, in Islan: no o':e is allowed
ras," 55 105).
For
to cuter the mosque excei>t when barefooted.
the same reason the priests, when going upon the
platform befoi'c the sacred Ark in the synagogue to
bless the congregation, miust take off their shoes;
thongii to-day they wear stockings and are not supl)<)sed to ])(' Barefoot (Sotah 40'/;
R. II. '6lh; see
Shulhan 'Anik, Orah I.Iavvim, 12M, 5).

differ as to the reason for the

removal of the shoes as a sign of mourning; some
scholars see in the custom a trace of ancestor worship, others a return to primitive modes of life,
while others again, in agreement with the Jewish
view, suggest that it is a symbol of humility approFor this
priate to occasions of grief or solemnity.
hxtter reason shoes are not worn on the Day of Atonement or on the Ninth of Ab.
Occidental life, however, did away with the custom of going Barefoot; stockings and the like being
worn on all occasions for which removal of shoes is
prescribed (see Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayvim, 614,
2; 554, 16).

Bibliography: Winer, B. R. s.v. Prkxter and Schuhe;
lUeliin, Handwiirterbuch des Bihligchcn AUerthuin)<, s.v.
Schulie.

R.

Sam. xv.
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BAREHEADEDNESS

Jewish custom has for
ages required women to cover the hair as an evidence of their modesty before men, and reiiuired
men to cover the head in Older to show their humility and reverence before God.
In ancient Biblical times there is no indication that
women covered their hair except with head-gears
The Shulammite's long flowing locks
for ornament.
a"e an object of admiration in the Song of Songs
(iv. 1
vi. 5; vii. 5; compare Ezek. xvi.7); and much
art is bestowed in coquetry upon the braiding (see
The
Isa. iii. 24; II Sam. xiv. 26; Judges xiii.).
:

;

woman
Bareheadedness

ofWomen.

suspected

of

adultery

was

therefore signally disgraced, or humiliated like a mourner, when for juinishment her head was disheveled l)y the

priest (Num. v. 18; compare Lev. xxi.
uncover"); and shaving off the hair was
an insult inflicted only on captive women (Jer. vii.
In iMishnaic times, however, it
29; I Coi'. xi. 15).
was regarded as an inviolable Jewish custom ("d:it
Yehudit") that women should not be seen in the
streets with uncoven-d hair (Ket. vii. 6); and the
infringement of that rule l)y a married woman was
deemed sufficient ground for divorce, a view stated
also in Roman law (Marquardt and 3Iommsen,
"Ilandbuch der Romischen Alterthiimer," vii., part
Accordingly, the
2, pp. 554 et serj.).
^losaic law (Num. v. 18) mentioned
Biblical
above is taken by the Septuagint and
and
Mishnaic the Rabbis to mean "the priest shall
uncover the woman's head " and, conTimes.
sequently, R. Ishmael derives from it
the law forbidding the daughters of Israel to walk
abroad with uncovered hair (K( t. 72^; Sifre, Num.
1 1).
The great importance of the traditional custom
may be inferred from the following storv, related
10; A. V. "

;

in

Num.

"On,

R. xviii. 20:

companion of Korali, was saved
wife, wlio, liavinp made liim so (iriiiik
that lit' fell asleep, .sat with her daii^fhtcr in front of the tent,
both having tlicir hair uncovered. When on's coinpanions
I'amc to call for him, and saw the women in such an nttitiidc,
tlicy turned away
for no one would enter a house where this
.Jewish custom was so openly disregarded."
throiifrli

tlie

son of

Peletli.

the ilevice of

liis

;

The distinction of Kainhit, who saw seven of her
made liigh jniests, and two ofliciate on one and

sons
the

same

da3',

hit, inciitiDiied

one of them being Siir.on ben
by Joseplius (" Ant." xviii. 2,

Kamij

2)

as

a
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"Simon, the son of Camithus," is ascribed by the
Kabbis to the fact that even the ceiling of her house
iiad not seen the hair of her head (Yer. 3Ieg. i. 72(().
Barebeadedness in a woman -was, tlierefore, considered to be an indecorous form of " 'ervah " (nakedness, Deut. xxiv. 1), an incentive to improper glances,
and it was declared unlawful to recite the IShenia' in
the presence of a woman whose hair was uncovered
(Ber. 24r?; Sliulban 'Aruk, Grab l.Iayyim, 75, 2;
Eben ha-'Ezer, 21, 2). Originally, this custom included l)oth married and unmarried women, as may
be learned from Ned. SOb. Nor does the law (B. K.
90*0. ^vhich sets a tine of 400 drachmas upon a man

who tears off a woman's bead-gear in

the street,

make

any distinction between a married and an immarricd
woman. Also Paul (I Cor. xi. 3-12),

when declaring that the woman
should have her head covered in recognit ion of the man being her lord, refers
Women. to women in general, not to married
women exclusively (.see also '"AposAccording to Pirke TJ.
tolic Constitutions," i. 8).
El. xiv., it is a result of Eve's curse that women
must go about with the hair covered like mourners.
Sliil, instances are given in the Talmud of unmarried women going about bareheaded, as when the
I\Iislmah speaks of the bride being carried in the procession in her litter, with her hair lianging down
(Ket. ii. 1); or when the daughter of Nakdemon ben
Goricm covers her face with her hair when seen by
Johiuian ben Zakkai in her humble condition (Ket.
6(i//).
Later, particularly in Occidental countries, it
was not considered indecorous for unmarried women
to go about bareheaded (Shulhan 'Aruk, Oral.i Hayyim, 7o, 2, against " Yad," Issure Biali, xxi. 1.")).
The married woman was henceforth all the more
scrupidous in covering every part of her hair, probably because its concealment was the mark of distinction of married women among the
Clipping- ])eople surrounding the Jews, as indithe Bride's cated in such exi)ressions as "nubere "
Hair.
and unter die Haube bringen." It
seems that the Slavonian marriage-custom according to which, with many lamentations
"
over the destroj'ed beauty of her hair, the " kosah
(the girl's long plait) is taken olf and at times sold
(Ralston," Songs of the Russian People," jip. 272-277,
288-292), and the strange practise of clipping the hair
of the bride before the cap (the sign of marriage) is put
upon her, Avere adopted by the Jews of Poland in the
sixteenth century.
Thence it spread to Germany.
The Ilaggadist, however, does not hesitate to represent God Himself as plaiting the hair of Eve before
ushering her as a beautiful wife into the presence of
Adam (Ber. Gb^ Gen. R. xviii.). Emperor Nicholas
I. of Ru.ssia issued an edict in 1S4.") proliiliiting this
usage, against which a pseudonymous article, entitled "Shelomoh ben Yo'e/.," was written in Geiger's
"Wissenschaftliche Zeitsclirift," 1837, pp. 334-37.').
AVlien, in order to conceal the women's own hair,
wigs were introduced in modern times, prominent
rabbis of the sixtet'nth and seventeenth centuries, as
Married

and
Unmarried

*'

—

and Abraham Gunil)iner, found this
objectionable, notwithstanding the Mishnah Shah,
vi. 5 (see Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Havvim, I.e.; Eleazar Flekeles, "Teshubah me-Aliahah," i. 48).
On
Isserles

Barebeadedness

the other liand, Moses Ai..\shkah, in liis Responsa
(No. 3")), boldly decided that the covering of the hair
wasoidy a matter of custom, and that where women

were accustomed to go about bareheaded thev night
properly do so. This is now the almost general custom among Jewish women of the Occident.
Bareheatledness was customary among men in

shown

Biblical times, as

in the story of

(Judges xiii.-xvi.) and in that of Absalom

Samson
(II

Sam.

the use of the name "crown" for
the long hair of the Nazarite (Num. vi. 5).
Still,
the covering of the head was a sign of
Baredignity, wherefore the head-tires of
headedness the priests are prescribed to be " for
of Men.
glory and beauty" (Ex. xxviii. 40. R.
v.); the high priest's golden diadem
upon the miter bearing the sign, "Holv to the
xiv. 20),

and

l)y

Lord " {I.e. 36, R. V.). In fact, the head-gear it.self
bore the name "pel'r" (beauty); and when taken off
by the mourner, ashes were put in its place (Isa. Ixi.
But, exceptionally, Eze3; II Sam. i. 2; Job ii.l2).
kiel is told to bind the head-lire i:pon liiin while
mourning for his wife. In this sense tl)e Septuagint
interprets the words addressed to the priests (Lev.
X. 6), "Uncover not your head/, " (so also A. V^.,
while the real meaning is, as in R. V., "Let not the
hair of your heads go loose ").
The morning lienediction, "Blessed be thou, O Lord, who crownest
Israel with beauty," was originally prescribed for
the putting on of the turban (Ber. GO/j).
The hair
was regarded so sacred bj' the Jews that they often
swore by it or by the head (Matt. v. 36; Sanh. iii. 2).
While it was cu.stomary among the Greeks toolfer
sacrifices with uncovered head
"capite ai)erto"
form adopted l)y Paul ff)r the Christians in his first
Epistle to the Corinthians (xi. 2 it '<((].),
Greeks,
the Roman priests sacriticed with covRomans, ered head
"capite velato" (Mar-

—

—

—

and

(piardt

Moham-

Among

and Monunsen,

I.e.

vi.

183).

^loliammedansit isindispensamedans.
ble that the head be covered during
prayer; the turban itself is a sjicred
thing by which they swear; and it is disrespectful to
receive vi.sitors with uncovered head (LanC; "Customs of the Egyptians," transl. by Zenker, i. 30, 173;
Hughes, "Dictionary of Islam," jip. 170, 647).
The ]\Iidrash contrasts the attitude of Moses in
hiding his face before the Shekinah at the burning
bush (Ex. iii. 6) with that of Nadab and Abihu, who
looked on with uncovered heads (Ex.
Covering xxiv. 9,10): the one .showing reverence
the Head and awe; the other, insolence (Ex. R.
The proper attitude, therefore, of
During
3).
one called upon to pronounce tlie name
Prayer.
of

;

Moses

Baiefoot
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bur,"
17//;

is

Ber. iihi

God

in

prayci',

the "Sheliid.i Zib-

wrapped

to be
:

in the mantle or tallit (R. H.
Yer. Ber. vii. Wd: compare the dic-

Accordingly, a man with imcovone in rags and half-covered, for-

tionaries, s.r. e|Oy)-

ered head

is,

like

bidden to recite the Shema'— or. at least, to otliciate
as Reader or to read aloud from the Torali or to
he not being in a
recite the luiestly benediction
jiosition to pronounce the name of God with in-o]H'r
dignity (Mas. Soferim xiv. l."i; comiiare ed. Joel
:\Iuller. ]). 199: Azulai. R' sponsa "l.Iayyim Sha'al,"

—

ii.

3.")).

Still,

the Palestinian custom did not insist

Barebeadeduess
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on the covering or veiling of the head at the priestly
benjdiction (see Miiller/'llilluf Minhagini," p. 839).
Isaac of Vicuna (thirtcci;tli cintury), in "Or Zarua'."
ii. 43, states that tlie rabbis of P^rancc say the prayer
with uncovered licads, and that on Simhat Torah the
boys are called up to tlie Torah bareheaded.
It was deemed necessary tliat the fear of God
should manifest itself also in man's general bearing
and after R. Joshua ben Levi had taught that "a
man ought not to walk four cubits in an erect position, which suggests overbearing
Walkings pride, ignoring God's omnipresence,"
BareRab Huna, the son of Joshua, would
headed.
not walk four cubits without having
bis head covered, for he said: "The
Shekinah is above my liead " (Kid. S\a). He declared
this custom to be especially meritorious (Shab.118/^),
and in the course of time it was adopted as a general
rule of Jewish conduct (Shullian 'Aruk, Orali Hayyim, 2, 6). Children were not included in the rule
requiring the head to be covered (Ned. 30^). The
mother of Kab Nahman bar Isaac, having been told
by an astrologer that her son would become a thief,
kept his head always covered in order that the fear
of God might be always with him; but ou one occasion, as he was studying under a pahn-tree, his
head-covering fell off, and when lie looked about,
the desire to steal dates came upon liim (Shab. 1566).
Unmarried men did not wear a turban. When
:

Rab Hamnuna was introduced
great scholar, he was astonished

to

Rab Huna

as a

to see that the lat-

wore no turban (Kid. 2%). In ]\Iaseket Kallah,
i., and in Kallah Rabbati, ib., it is related that R.
Akiba, seeing a child with uncovered head, said he
ter

cli.

was sure that the child was the offspring of an incestuous marriage, which passage is in contradiction
with the above-quoted Talmudic passage (Ned. SOb),
which speaks of the uncovered heads of children as

common.

Of rather late origin, and evidentlj- pointing to Christian surroundings, is the following Midrashic passage: " 'My people, wherein have I wearied
thee? (Yalk., Micah vi. 3). R. Berekiah says, 'When
a king sends an order to a city, the people rise to
tli( ir feet, uncover their heads, and read it with fear
and awe, trembling and obedient. But God saj's:
"This Shema' is ]\Iy order; I have not wearied you,
and have not said unto you, 'Read it standing and
with uncovered heads,' but when thou sittest in
thine liouse, and wlien thou Avalkest by the wa}\ and
when thou best down, and when thou risest up '"
(Lev. R. .x.wii. 6: Tan., Emor., ed. Ruber, p. 92;
Pesik. xii. l()2rr; Talk., Micah, 554).
Tiie medieval codes, almost witiiout exception,
embodied the prohibition against uncovering the
head (Alfasi, Kid., ed. Vienna, 2176; Maimonides,
'

'

Medieval
Codes.

"Yad,"De'ot,v.G; Tefillah,v.5; Yoreh
De'ali, 91, especially Bet Jose])h on
the

Low,
321).

Of

passage;

further

references in
Schriften." ii.
the report of Al)raham

"Gesaminelte

special interest

is

ben Nathan of Lunel ("Ha ]\Ianhig." ed. Berlin, p.
15), that he found in Spain that the jieojile covered
their heads during ])rayer, a comment which indicates that llie practi.se was not customary in France
in

the tliirteenth century.

their usual

way, attempted

The

Chbalists iiave. in

to find in titc

custom a
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certain mysterious meaning.

Naso,

p. 122i, in

Thus, the Zohar (Par.
Ra'ya Mehenuia): "Because the

is above him, it is forbidden to the son of
walk four cubits witli uncovered head." This
liassage is quoted by Josef Solomon del Medigo with
the addition: "It is, however, customaiy in all parts
of Ital}', in Crete, and in many countries under the
dominion of the emperor [of Germany] and other
Christian rulers." Evidently they accept the view
of Maimonides, quoted by Joseph Caro, in "Bet Je.seph," 91 ("Mazref Lahokmah." ed. Odessa, 1865, p.
Another interesting contribution is found in the
74).
responsa of Israel Isserlein with reference to a law
promulgated in Breslau about 1450, requiring the
Jews Avheu taking an oath to pronounce the holy
name of God (Yiiwn) with uncovered head. Isser-

Shekinah

man

to

while the pronunciation of the
prohibited, yet if the law were made
with the intention of forcing the Jews to tran.sgress

lein declares that

name

Yhwh is

lie would not object to swearing
with uncovered head ("Terumat ha-Deshen," 203).
The same view is taken by Solomon Luria (16tli ceuturj-), who rebukes his contemporaries for paying
no attention to the Talmudic prohibition against
walking (ilDlpt HOIp^) four cubits in an erect position as an attitude of insolence, while they are very
punctilious in regard to the injunction to keep the
head covered, which after all is not a law, ))ut a
mere custom (Resjwnsa, No. 72).
David Halevi of Ostrog (17th century) was the
first to declare that the prohibition against uncovering the head was based on religious law, in opposition to the Christian mode of worship.
He founded
his decision on the Talmudic interpretation of Lev.
xviii. 3: "Ye shall not walk in their ordinances"
("hukkat ha-goy," Ture Zahab, Oral.i Hayyini, viii.
The same view is taken by the jihysician Solo3).
mon Levi of Vcj'ona, Amsterdam. 1731 (see Lainpronti, "Pahad Yizhak," s.r. :*'Ni '",^"'3).
On the
other hand, Elijah of Wilna, like Solomon Luria,
holds that the prohibition is based merely on cus-

a religious law,

tom or propriety.
The principle of reform in modern Judaism hinges
upon this question, whether any religious form
should be excluded from the synagogue because it
is

Reform
View.

taken from another religious

and

is,

(heathen

therefore,
rite).

Reform claim

The
that,

sect,

"hukkat ha-goy"
leade:s of radical

as

it

is

more

in

kee]ung with the Occidental view to stand bareheaded before persons who claim our respect, so
should men stand before God in prayer or in the
house of worship, this being the attiiude which
suggests respect and awe.
The Conservatives
maintain that to pray with the head uncovered is
to imitate a non -Jewish custom ("hukkat hagoy ").
The first attempt to combat the Oriental view in
theory was made by Aaron Chorin (1766-1844), who,
in a ])amphlet entitled " Iggeret Elasaf" (Prague,
1S26). advocated the uncovering of the head during
worship; the first in practise, by the Reformgenieinde in Berlin, in 1815, when the removal of
the head-gear was made ol)ligatoiy during services,
while the worshipers were permitted to wear a skullcap (Levin, "Die Reform des Judenthunis, P^'st.schrift," p. 43, Berlin, 1895).
This congregation

has, liowcvcT, been tliL' only one in Europe to adopt
such u practise, and Grill z sees in it the ciiief reason

for its faihire to

make propaganda

("

Volkstiiuinli( he

Occasionally the paruas Hell
iii.
787).
Soest preached with uncovered head (" Allg.
Zcit. (ics Jud." 1847, p. 44S), while both Ludwig
Phiiipi>son and Abraha..i Geiger preached in the
Geseli."
\\\V/. in

Heforingenieinde with their heads covered
In Anierica, itraying with the
(ih. 184."). p. G22).
liead uncovered was first introduced in the liar Sinai
Geineinde in Baltimore and Temple Emanu-El and
Adath Jeshurun of New York, and is now the picvalent custom in the Reform congregations of Ihe
United States, though in some it is optional with the
members whether they Avorship with tin; head covBerlin

ered or uncovered.
As part of the requirements of the Oath (" ^Nloie
.Tudaico "), most of the nations of Europe demanded

(and some

demand) that the Jews swear with
Oath, Jewish).
A law of Hungary, issued in
1517, demands that a Jcav should
swear "Pileum Judaicuni in capite

still

their heads covered (see

Political

Laws.

habens" (Busch, "Jahrbuch," vol. 82). Similar are
the laws of Saxony, Nov. 22, 1838; May 13, 1839;
and May 30, 1840; of Schaimiburg-Lippe, March
19, 1S42': of Denmark, 1843 ("AUg. Zeit. des Jud."
1843, p. 39.J); of Brunswick, Jan. 14, 1845; of Austria, 1846 ("Wiener Zeitung," 1846. No. 338): of
Meiningen, July 25, 1844; of Mecklenburg, April 8.
1848; of Birkeiifeld, 1852; of Oldenburg, Nov. 2,
In a trial at a police1854; and of Sardinia, 1855.
court in London, a Jew sAVore with uncovered head,
and the attorney for his opponent objected to the
oath, because, as he said, the Jews did not consider
such an oath valid; and the judge sustained the

objection (-'Jewish Chronicle," Aug. 9, 1901, p. 17).
The conservative Jews in civilized countries insist
on the covering of the head merely during the performance of religious acts, while the rigid adherents

custom keep their heads
and therefore wear
cessions of a skull-cap (A. Furst, " Christen und
to the ancient

Con-

constantl}^ covered,

Modern

Juden," p. 296, Strasburg, 1892). In
recent times the government of Rumania issued a decree prohibiting Heinstruction in the Jewish schools to children

Orthodoxy,
brew

Bareheadedness
Bargfes, Jean
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with covered heads with the ostensible piu-pose of
keeping the children of Orthodox parents from these
schools"(" Jewish Chronicle, " Feb. 22, 1901). A great
many difficulties were encountered ("Orient," 1843,
p. 6) when the reform was introduced in modern
days of teaching school-children without hats (Wolf,
"Gesch. der Juden in Wieu," p. 180, Vienna, 1876).
BiBLin(;RAPiiv
sarists, SS ~,
»sVk('((?,

:

•>,

part

ShuUian ^Ariik, Oral) Hauuini, and
viii.

ii.,

-,'

p.

l.x.xv.

35,

1.

cxi. 3, cli.

t>

;

where the subject

its rIos-

Azulai, Haiinim
is exhaustively

The Liberal standpoint is taken by Aaron Chorin ih
Fjlasitf <idcr ScJidsclircihcn Eitirs Afi-ikanif^chcn
Kalihi an Scinoi (sic) KoUcuoi in Kuropa, mit Einem
Vorirnrte^ Hrrausgcgrhcn von Anran Choriiier (sic), Oherrahhi zu Avail, Prafrue, lS3ij Hellwitz, Das Uiiliedfcktc
Ha^ipt, PraUpt am Pfiitgntfeste 1SI,7, Soest, 1847; Z)<?(7.x.^i(;kcil inul Drixglirhht'it dcr Siinaaogenrrfoy-mrn, Bcgutrun V(}rzi'n)lirlir}i In- iind Aitslilnilisrhrn Rah(iclitit
hinirn. Vienna, 184.5; Shelonio hen YoVz and Abraham Cohn,
treated.
I<j(jeiit

;

in (ieifrer's ]yitisc)inchaftlic}ie Zcit. f fir'J [id incite Tlirnlogir,
IKiT. pp. :!.54-:!r5 : idem, for 18,38, pp. ;«5-^545 ; S. Adler, Das
Enltili'isstc Hantit, cin (iutachtcn, in JUd. Zcit. fWr ^Vissriiscliaft nnd Lchrn. iil. 189 (see Geiper, ili. 141); L. Low,
Einc Varlfsuim Vihci' Barlidnptifjkeit, in Gesammcltc

Srhriften,

ii.IJIl rt t-ei/.
For the Orthodox point of view,
fi(Jiii the r'odes <|Uoted
Aliialiaiii ben Arvi-h Liih 'A.
Lriwcnslaiiiiii). u^nn ^\-\i, Anistcrdaiii. 1>^2<I: ,b mas Altar.
r-J'3>D-:, against f horin, Pratrue. I8:i0 ; Sinai, 1859,
l.-jin^

aside

:

p

p. 14

;

Zunz, Ocsiunnicltc Sdniftcn,

ii. :i.5'J.

D.— K.

K.

BARF AT

Name

:

used by Jews

in

Provence and

northern S{)ain c.;/..']]! riTlD ri'DIQ = " Barfat certias witness," fotuid in an agreement between Pedi(j II. of Aragon and the Knights of St. Jean (MS.
Paris, Bii)liotlieque Nati(jnale); "Ni<;ak Barfat"
("Literaturblatt des Orients," 1841, cols. 235. 312),
Isaac ben Sheshet (" Ribasli ") and
in Spain in 1346.
his brother Don Cre.seas bore also the surname Barfat
(RespoiLsa, Nos. 370, 387, 390).
As to its etymology
and .significance, many hyjiotheses liave been proThe most probable of these is the one
poiindeil.
given by Bloch ("Revue Etudes Juives," x. 255);
namely, that the name ought to read "Berfet," and
isabl)i'eviated from " Perfetto," which latter occurs in
the Barcelona list of Jews, and is the equivalent of
"Shallum." Indeed, in Hebrew, "Barfat" is sometimes written " Parfat " (compare "Yidiasin," ed.
Philipowski, p. 22, col. a; "Shalshelet ha-Kabbalah,"
Gro.ss adopts this interpretation
ed. Venice, p. 61).
and connects the name " Barfat " witli that of " Profiat, " although the latter is nowhere to be found as
a family name.
:

fies

Bibliography:
Neubauer, Lrs
vains Juifs

Gross. Gallia J%(daica, pp. 371-372; Itenan760; idem, Lcs Ecri-

Bali}ii)i!< Fran(jais, p.
Fia)ii;ait<, p. 6l)t).

M. S.— G.

G.

BARGAINS AND SALES.
ABRAHAM DE

BARGAS,

See Sai,e.
:

Translator into

Latlino of the i)rayers composed by Malachi ben
Jacob on the occasion of the earthquake at Leghorn,
in January, 1742, under the title "Traduccion de la

Oracion del Ajuno de los Temblores de Tierra que
en Ladino Espairol Illustro," Pisa, 1746. He lived
in Italy during the middle of the eighteenth century.
An Alonzo de Bargas of Palma (in Majorca of tlie
Balearic islands) was burned in the auto da fe held
The naine "Bargas" may
in Seville Feb. 24, 1722.
possibly be connected with the city Barga in the
Italian province of Lucca.
Bibliography Kay.serllng, Bihl. Esp.-Port.-Jxid. p. 16; idem,
(icsrh. dcr Jnden in S)ia)ticiu i- 186; Adgcm. Zcituni/ des
Judcnthums, 1888, p. 263.
G.
K.
:

BARGi:S,

JEAN JOSEPH LEANDRE

:

Honorary canon of Notre Dame of Paris, abbe and
Orientalist; born in 1810 at Auriol (Bouclies-duRhone); died in 1896 near Marseilles. From 1835
he was a member of the Asiatic Society of Paris.
After delivering lectures on Arabic as assistant in
the chair of Arabic at Marseilles, he made an extensive trip through Algeria, the literary results of
They first apiieared only as
wliich were numerous.
notes in the "Revue de I'Orient" and in the "Journal Asiati(iue," as, for cxamide, his article on the
pronunciation of the Hebrew, entitled "Souvenir

d'Oran" ("Journal Asiatiiiue," 1848, ii. 172; transLater
lated into German, "Z. D. M. G." iii. 374).
he published a complete itinerary in book form. In
1842 he became professor of Hebrew in the faculty
of theology at the Sorbonne in Paris, retaining the
position luitil the faculty was abolished in 1885.

Bari
Barit
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Special interest attaclies to the fact tiiat his Arabic
knowledge was placed at the service of Hebrew litIn collal)orati()U with Beer Goldberg, who
erature.
liad transcribed Arabic texts in Hebrew characters,
in tlie Bodleian Librarj' at Oxford, he published the
following work: "R. Judah b. Koreish, ad Synagogam Judtporum Civitatis Fez Epistola de Studii
VoTargum Utilitate et de Linguae Chaldaicre
.

.

.

cabulorum item Nonnullorum Barbaricorum ConHis other works in
veuientia cum Hebrjea," 1857.
chronological order are: "Le Livre de Ruth, Explique par Deux Traductions FranQaises," 1854;
" Les Samaritains de Naplouse,"
"Libri
1855;
P.salmorum David, Versio a R. Japheth b. Heli Bassorensi Karaita," 1861 (he had given a specimen of
this work as earl3'as 1846; and Munk, on presenting
the work to the Academy, pointed out its interesting
ciiaracter ["Revue Orieutale et Americaine," 1861,
vii. 1-12; seeM. Scliwab, " Vieet Q]uvresde Munk,"
•'
Hebron et le Tombeau du Patriarche Abrap. 190]
ham, Traditions et Legendes Mnsulmanes Rappor"Notice sur
tees par les Autcurs Arabes," 1863;
;

Deux Fragments d'uu Peutateuque Hebreu-SamariRapport es de

Palestine par F. de Saulcy,"
"Sefer Tagliin, Liber Coronularum," Latin
1865
introduction, Hebrew text, with a Hebrew preface
by Senior Sachs, 1866 (this publication is omitted by
bibliographers, even l)y Isidoie Loeb in his article on
Barges in the "Grande Encyclopedic"); "Inscriptain

la

;

Hebraique de la Chaire de St. -Marc a Venise "
Annales de Philosophic Chretieune," 1880, ii. 222);
the Song of Songs l)y Japheth b. Ali (1884); si.\
monographs on Phenician Inscriptions, published at
different times (1847-88); a study of the Arabic inscriptions •which once existed at Marseilles (1889);
and various other works.
tion

tlum garments upon the

tidiial

('c.s

I'litcs, Ivii.

A. fie Gubernatis, Dhtii>)uiaiic IntcninKcriraiiis dti Joio', i. li)(i-167: Airhircs I^yaI. Loeb, hi GrcDidc E)U-!ich>})rdii\ s.v.

U;J;

M.

T.

BARI
town

or

BARI DELLA PUGLIE

S.

Seaport

on the Adriatic; capital of tiie
As the center of an exdistrict of the same name.
tended trade witii Triest, Corfu, IMessina, and tlie
in Apulia, Italy,

Orient, Bari was at ali times a place of imjiortancc
information, however, concerning the history of the
Jews there is very scant. According to tradition,
tlie settlement of the Jews in southern Italy is connected with the captives brouglit there by Titus
after the sack of Jerusalem (Jerahmeei, in Neubaucr,
" Medieval Jcwisii ('lndii."i. 190; Aliimaaz, "Chronicle," t7>. ii. 112. line 4; "Jewish Quart. Rev." iv.
If there is aii}' truth in this tradition, then
623).
together with Naples, Venosa, Otraiito, Taranto, and
Oria, Bari must at an early date have become a seal
of JewisJi inMucnce.
similar ti'adition seems, also, to liavc found its
way into Yalkut on P.salin cxxxvii. After speaking
of tiie Jews deported to Bal)ylon by Nebuchadnezzar, it adds:
;

A

"The

iiiliiil)it;ints

p'llier Willi

of

liiiri

III!' ))c(i|ilc (if

Otraiito, " lte\

lie

('">N3) canie out to

the

otliei' cities

meet

Ilieiii, lo-

[piThniis 'I'ai'aulo

and

Thev saw

Dial

I'.tmles Jiiives," .x.Nxiii.

40].

the .lews were iiakeil. Wliat (li<l Ilie people nf
Itari do?
Legrends.
'Ihey iiiielotheil their male and
female slaves, and lp|diiL''ht tliem as a present to NelniehadlieZ/iar. sayiim'. 'I'erliaps lliou art a kiiiir thai
taketti (livli^'lit in iIh- nake(r.''
lu- answered, '(io. and put

And what was the reward
endowed tlieiii witti more

Alinifrhty

grace than that possessed liy all the land of Israel and [therefore] they are more beautiful. The saying was current, "No
one who enters the city [Bar!] leaves it without having committed a sin [refeiTing to the beauty of its women J."
;

'

The same

accoiuit is found in ]\Iidras]i TehilJim;
and with a few additions in the Pesikta Rabbati (28;
ed. Friedmaun, p. 135/v), a workcompo.sed about the
year 845. The liistorical background of tlie legend

not quite apparent. Israel Levi supposesthat the
reference is to some intervention on the part of the
Jews of Bari in favor of their brethren captured
either by the Bj'zantines or the Arabs; but Bacher,
is

with perhaps more reason, sees in Nebuciiadnezzar
a tyjucal reference to Titus, in agreement with the
tradition referred to above, even if the expression in

Ahimaaz

the

"

Chronicle

" (p.

112, line 4), n^l^D "'DVa

("crowned with beauty"), has no connection with
the traditional beauty of the women of Bari.
The
reference, however, of the Yalkut and Pesikta to
Bari can hai-dly be questioned; thougli Friedmaun
{ib. commentarv) connects the name Avith Beri (I
vii. 36) of the tribe of Asher; Harkavy witli
the Iberians or Caucasians; Jastrow ("A Dictionary
of the Talmudiiu,"p. 136) with n''^ in Galilee; while
Krauss elaborately argues in favor of an identifica-

Chron.

with Berytus (Beirut).
According to the Ahimaaz " Chronicle," Aaron ben
Samuel, the wonder-worker (870), came from Oria to
Bari on liis way back to Babylonia.

tion

Under

The Arabic invasion of southern

Italy

had by tliis time spread over Apulia
Govern- and Calabria. Bari fell into ]\[ohamments.
medan hands, and became the scat
of the governor Sandan; though the
Arabic chroniclers (as, for example, Ibn al-Athir,
viii. 117) know nothing either of him or of Sandan.
For six montlis Aaron remained here, so higlily honored by the governor that he had to have recourse
Variovis

to a
:

Israelites.'

God

of the people of Bari ?

("
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miiacle in order to be able to leave the city

(Ahimaaz, "Chronicle," 118, 8; 119, 4). Bari fell
again into the hands of the Byzantines, when Basil
and the German emperor Ludwig II. broke the
Arab power. It was still a place of imiiortance; for
Ahimaaz tells us that the news of the death of Basil
to Italy by way of Bari {ib. 124, 10).
Oria was taken in 962 by Al-^Iuizz ^Ma'add,
many of its inhabitants Jews being no doubt among
them fled to Bari. A little later an uncle of Paltiel,
the vizierof Al-Muizz and "Abd al-]\Iansur liy name
Hananeel ben Paltiel made use of his nephew's iiitluence to regain some of tiie family jirojierty, and
came hither with a bull from the Byzantine court,
'i'lie rabbis were at tirst unwilling to accede to his
but finally "gave way to the jiower of the
reiiuest

was sent

When

—

—

—

—

;

state

(/A.

That a

127, 11-21).

rabliinical school or, at least,

ers of the

existed here at this time is attested
liy the old saying cited liy Rablieiiu

Tam(" Sefer

Jewish
Scholars at
Bari.

(i20,

ed.

tiiry:

forth,

Otranto"
(ler

famous teach-

Law

—a

Judeii,"

ha-Yashar,"

\'ieniia)

"From

in

Bari

vi.

sliall

and the word of

parajilirase of Isa.

ii.

p. 74*^

No.

the twelfth ccn-

'•>

the L:iw go

tlie

Lord from
"Gesch.

((Jriitz,

2sO, Gi'ideinann. " Lrzieliuiigswesen

der Juden in Italien,"

p. 17).

Another

tradition, re-

I

;
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Duud

"Sefer lia-Kabbalah"
67, line 24), connects
Bari witli the four teacliers who in 9(50 set out from
that port for tlie purpose either of providing dowries for brides, or, as Graetz thinks, of seeking aid
On their
for tlie languishing schools in Babylonia.
way to Sebaste, their siiip is said to have been caj)tured by the Moorish admiral Ibn Kumahis, and tiie
lated

b}^

Ibn

in

liis

("Med. Jewisli Clironicles,"

i.

teachers were sold into slavery (see the references in
"Migdal Hananel," p. 28, and Graetz, "Hist, of the
Jews," Hebr. tr., iii. 478). It is quite uncertain if
these teachers came from Babylon, as is usually held
(see, eveu.Halberstamm, in "Jewish tiuart.Bev." vi.
They may have been Italians from Bari itself
596).
(Weiss," Dor," iv. 265; Schechter, in "Jewish Quarterly Review," xi. 64.")), as the extant manuscripts of
the " Sefer ha-Kabbalah " .say simpl}', " four renowned
scholars from the city of Bari."
Xolhiug further is known of the fortunes of the
Jews in this place; Benjamin of Tudela does not

even speak of it in his travels. Mention is made of
a ]\loses Khalfo of Bari in 1025 (Carmol}*, in " Revue
Orientale," ii. 116) and of a physician and copyist,
Isaac ben Solomon, whose familj' name was "del
Bari," in the middle of the fifteentli century (Car43."), ii. 108; idem, "'Notice
moly,
i.
Histor. siir
Beiij. de Tudele," p. 14).
According to Porges. the
I'/),

manual for the reader of the Law, called n""lin
NTIpn. wasbrouglit from Jerusalem to Bari ("Revue
Etudes Juives," xxiii. 310; "Jewish Quart. Rev."
iv. 613).

Bibmogkaphy

For the Chronicle of Aliimaaz, see the ed. of
NeiihauHr cited above; on the Yalkvt and Pcxikta passages,
Israel Levi, in Hcv)ii; EtudisJii ire's, xxxii. :J78f (sc/.; Baeher.

ill.
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Racher,
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XXXV.
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Itrr. iv.
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(tf tlic

xli.

5.">4

rt siyi.;

and Israel Lt'vi, in Reruc Etiidrx
Compare, also, Neubiuier, Tiie Karh/

sri/.;

Jiirs in SautJicru Italu, iujcwisli Quart.

et sc'i.: see

Ahimaaz ukn Paltikl.
G.

.1.

BARIS. See Antoma.
BARIT, JACOB (sometimes

called Jankele
Kovner): Russian Talmudist and communal worker
born at Sinnio, government of Suwalki, Sei)t. 12,
1T97; died at Wilna
March 6, 1883. He

parents early
at the age
of fourteen came to the
cityofKovno, where he
lost

his

in life,

studic'd

and

Talmud

in tlie

"bet

ha-midrash" of
the sidjuib Slol)odka.
At the age of eighteen
he married the daugliter of a wealthy relative, and with the thiaiicial assistance of

relative

that

continued his

Talmudic studies

for

another six years, when
his wife died and he
removed to "Wilna. Tlieie he entered the bet hamidrash (il Rablii Ilayyim Nal.iman Parnes, at the
same time studying modern languages and sc-ieiiees;
and he soon acquired a fair knowledge of Russian,
German. French, algebra, and astronomy.
Lik(!
many of the Russo-Jewish scholars of that time, he
J;i((>li r.iii'il.

Bari
Baiit

whisky distillery, and with his
and energy made quite a success of it.
But unf(-rtunately, piivate distilleries in cities were
prohibited by the Russian government by the law
of 1845, and as a consequeiic Barit was tinancially
started a business, a
versatility

ruined.

When Sir IMoses Montefiore visited Wilna in 1846,
he spent considerable time in Barit's house, and was
guided by his advice as to the form of the i)etition to
Enqn'ror Nicholas I. in behalf of the oppressed Russian Jews.
In 1850, when Hayyim Parnes established a "yeshibah " (college) for the education of rabbis, Barit
was appointed principal ("rosh-yeshibah "), which
position lie held for twenty-tive years, until sickness
forced him to resign.
About twent^'-tive learned
Talmudic students attended his lectures daily, and
many of the eminent Russian rabbis and scholars
were graduates of his yeshibali. He was much
admired for the logical and shrewd style of his lectures, which differed much from the .scholastic and
.sophistic style of the Polish Talmuilists of his time.
While he refu.sed to hold the office of a rabbi, he was
for many years one of the "dayyanim" (judges) of
Wilna community.
But his chief merit, in addition to his work in these
two posts, was his valuable services rendered to the
Jews of AVilua and to those of all
the

His
Russia in representing their interests
Authority before the Russian government. From
1849,' when he was chosen as a delegate
as
Delegate, by the Jewish community of Wilna, he
was always the representative speaker
important community. In 1852
he was one of the delegates from Wilna to petition
the czar Nicholas I. in regard to the oppres.sive conscription duties of the Jews by the ukases of Jan. 8,
1852 ("Second Complete Russian Code," xxv., No.
24, 768) and of Aug. 16, 1852 (i/>. xxvii., No. 26, 502).
Barit was a man of great tact and political wisdom,
a pleasant and inq)ressive speaker and conversationIn 1855, when a project was laid before the
alist.
government to appoint chief rabbis in the capitals
of the various governments of Russia, Vladimir
Ivanovich Nazimov, then governor-general of Wilna,
recommended Barit to be chief rabbi of the government of Wilna. In 1857, when the Rabbinical Committee which was established by the law of 'May 26.
1848, to be attached to the ^Ministry of the Interior, to
sit upon (juestions involving the Jewish religion, but
had rarely been called together was again sumin behalf of that

—

—

moned to St. Pelersl)urg, by the edict of .^lay 25.
Barit was ai)iM)inted as one of the members, and during the whole session of six months acted as its
chairman. He acted in the same cajiacity at the
Rabbinical Conference of 1861, which lasted about
five numths.
In both of these assemblies Baiit
bi'avely defended the honor of his coicligionists
against the calumnies of their enemies, and his arguments, coining from the heart, found their way into
the hearts of the authorities the judges of the
Jewish (piestion. In 1862 he was one of the deli'-

—

gates that weri' elected by the Jewish communities
to congratulate Emperor Alexander II. at the one
thousandtii anniversary of the foundation of the
Ru.'^sian empire.
In 1871, when Governor-General
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Barkany
Barnabas

Kiuifman called an asscmhly of siiccialists to investigate the accusations against the Jews made by tlie
baptized Jew Jacob Brafman, in his work, " Kniga

Kahala" (The Book on the Kahal), published at
AVihia, 1869. Barit was appointed member of the
assembly, and fully convinced the Christian members of the evil design and the unfounded and false
The president
character of Brafmau's statements.
of the assembly, Spasski, was so pleased with Barit's
able and truthful defense of the Jews, tliat lie paid
him a visit and presented him with his photograph.
Barit was appointed by the government as one of
the inspectors of the Wilna City Hospital, and was
of great help there to A. Lebensohn in rebuilding it,
He was also
Avheu it was in a dilapidated condition.
a useful member of the Wilna Talmud Torah, which
made good progress by his aid to the president,
Jonah Gerstein.
In 1873 Barit had an attack of apoplexy, from
which he never recovered fully. Still lie continued
his work in the yeshibah until 1877, when his malady prevented him from continuing the work. Barit
was strictly orthodox, yet he was highly esteemed
by the progressists, Jewish and Christian. Governor-General Nazimov was his real friend, and when
he left Wilna in 1863, and Barit came to take leave
of him, Nazimov, in the presence of many members
of the aristocracy, kissed Barit on the forehead, and
afterward sent him his portrait as a memento of his
friendship.
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He was, according to
teenth centurj' at Salonica.
Azulai, a pupil of Hayyim Shabbethai (died 1647),
otherwise called B' mUD- Of his literary activity
There is a decision of his ]jublittle is known.
lished in Hayyim Shabbethai's respon.sa, "Torat
Hayyim," part iii. i^ 29, Salonica, 1722; and another opinion on ritual questions, piinted as an appendix to Samuel ben Isaac Sardi's "Sefer ha-Terumot," ed. Salonica, 5388 (= 1628 (?), not 1596, as in
Flirst).
He also annotated the Arba'ah Turim,
which comments are given in Michael Cohen's
•'MorehZedek," Salonica, 1655.
Bibliography: Wolf,
}itt-<T(<l(iUm,

i.

1(K),

Bihl. HeJir.

No. 292,

IS.-):,',

Stein.sohneider, Cal. Bodl. p.
p. 1754, No. 0393.

652.759; Azulai, S?i cm.
BU.l.Jndaica, i. 88;

i.

Flirst,

1U9-"),

No. 5310;

compare,

also,

G. A. K.

o,

BARLAAM AND JOSAPHAT A

romantic
under this title, giving extracts from the life of
Buddha and some of liis parables in Christian form,
which has led to the adoption of the two titular
:

tale

heroes, as unofficial saints, into the calendar of the
Catholic Church, thus making Buddha a saint of the

The story is of a heathen king
that a son would come to him and
would change his faith in later years. In order to
prevent this, the king keeps his son shut up from
all knowledge of sin, disease, and death, until, going
out one day from his palace, he sees a leper and a
funeral, and so learns of the existence of evil.
Christian Church.

who was warned

A

sage comes to him and teaches him a new faith he
exchanges clothes with the sage and goes away.
On his return there is a public disputation between
;

Fuenn, Kencifet Yi><rael, pp. 5;i7, 538, Warsaw,
Rablnowitsc-h, in Koicset Yi.srael, pp. 157-102, 1887
liusskiiii Zak<»iaiii o Ycvrcyahh,
Petersburg, 1898 ; Levanda, Polny KlnrDiologiche^ki
Shornik Zakonov, etc., p. 881), St. Petersburg, 1874.
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lX8ti; S.
M.vsli,
p. 85, St.

;

KukovncMvo k

H. R.

L. G.

BARKANY, MARIE

:

Austrian actress

;

born

Hungary, aMarch 2, 1863. She was one
of the six daughters of a merchant at Kaschau, and
was sent to Vienna to learn bookkeeping. Instead,
at Kaschau,

she occupied her time studying for the stage, taking
Charlotte Walter as her ideal. Larocheand Sonncnthal became interested in her and obtained an engagement for her at Frankfort, where, at the age of
fifteen, she made her debut as Adrieane Leconvreur.

were profitably employed in
study under Barnay. In 1880 i\Iiss Barkany went
to the Thalia Theater, Hamburg, and then to the
Hoftheater, Berlin. Soon after she visited Moscow,

The next two

j-ears

Riga, Hanover, Dresden, Leipsic, Budapest, New
York (1892), and St. Petersl)urg, where she met with
At the last place IVIiss
enthusiastic receptions.
Barkany appeared simultaneously with Sarah Bernhardt, playing the same roles as the French actress,
deliberately challenging comparison.
That she survived the ordeal without loss of artistic prestige is a
good indication of her standing in the profession.
She is at her best in Fedora, Juliet, Gretclien, and
the title-roles in " Die Jungfrau von Orleans," " Maria
Stiiart,"

and ''Jane Eyre."

Bini.ior,RAPHY:

New York

Das

5, 1893, p. 4. col. 6;
Geistiije Berlin, pp.

E. Ms.

s.

BARKI ('pnsn
BEN ELIJAH
:

p

A

Stettin in 1847,
1860.

An

and a second edition

earlier translation into

at

Budapest

German

is

in

con-

tained in a Munich manuscript, written in Hebrew
Yiddish version appeared at
characters, No. 345.
Lublin in 1874. The exact origin of Ibn Hasdai 's
version is difficult to trace, though several Arabic

A

translations and one Georgian have been recently
discovered.
The relation of these various editions to one another
and to the Greek, which is the original of the western European versions, may be indicated by a comparative table of the chief parables contained in

most of them.

The Hebrew

contains, besides those mentioned in

following table, ten which are not found in most
of the other versions: Bird and Angel (ix.). Cannibal
King (xii.), Good Physician (xiv.). King and Pious
Shepherd (xvi.), Oasis and Garden (xvi.). Hungry
Bitch (xvii.). Power of Love (xviii.). Eel and Dog
tlie

TimeK, Jan.

Fliiggen, lilUinen Lf.rikov, p. I'Z;
10, 11 (autobiographical sketch).

the old and new faiths, in which the latter is victorious; thereupon the prince becomes an ascetic.
The Hebrew version of the tale was identified by
Steinschneider ("Z. D. M. G." v. 91) under the title
("Prince and Dervish"), translated or
T'TJn'l l!?t3n
adapted by Abraham ibn Hasdai, the first edition of
which appeared in Constantinople, 1518, and others
at Mantua 1557, Wandsbeck 1727, Frankfort-on-theOder 1766 (with German translation), Frankfort-onthe-Main 1769, Zolkiev 1771, Flirth 1783, Leghorn
1831, Lemberg 1870, Jitomir 1873, and Warsaw 1884.
German paraphrase by W. A. Meisel appeared at

ISAAC

or "pin, called T'lil),
Writer; fiouri.shed in the seven

(xxiii.).

Language

of

bers' Nemesis, only in

Animals

Hebrew

(

(xxiv.),

and Rob-

= Jataka,

No.

48).
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The numbers in the subjoined table are those in
the respeetive editions.
Georgian.

Death Trumpet
four Caskets

Sower

Man

in

Well

Three Friends
Kins of Year
Kititr and \izier
Rich .Man and BeKpar's Dant-'hter

Men and Niyhiingale.
Tame (iazelle
Amorous Wife

Demon Women

(.

(

Greek.

Barkany
Barnabas

.

Barnabas, Joses
Barnacle-Uoose
together,

by
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direction of the

Holy

Spirit

aud

witli

hiying on of liauds, to do niissioiuiry worli for tiie
Churcli {ib. xiii. 2 ct seq.), Barnabas, as tiie elder and
probably more diguilied, being taken by the pagans
as Zeus, and Paul, the eloquent spcjaker, as Hermes
It seems, however, that the radical
(<7>. xiv. 12).
views of Paul in regard to the Mosaic law caused
dissension between the two, and, finally, their seiiaratiou (see Gal. ii. 1, 9, 18), though the narrative in
Acts XV. 89 refers "the contention " to the fact that
they could not agree on taking Mark with them as
Barnabas takes Mark and sails for
companion.
Cyprus; and nothing further is recorded of him.
He is referred to once more, in Cor. ix. 6, as an apostle who, like Paul, supported himself by his own
labor.

The

identification of

Barnabas with Joseph

Bar.sa-

bas (Acts i. 23) is prol)ably the cause of his having
been counted aijunig the seventy apostles (see Clement of Alexandria," Stromata," ii. 20. 116; Eusebius,
The Juda'o-Christiaus claimed
"Hist. Eccl." i. 12).
him as one of their own, and spoke of him as having
preached in Home and Alexandria (see "Clementine
Kecognitions," i. 7-11 "Clementine Homilies," i. 9A fifth-century legend speaks of him as having
14).
been mart3-red at Cyprus. To Barnabas was ascribed
by Tertullian and otiiers the authorship of the Epistle to the llebi-ews; and a "gospel according to Barnabas " is mentioned among the canonical writings
;

in

the decree of Gelasius (Zahn, "Ge.schichte des

Kanons," ii. 292).
Barnabas is also the supposed author of the " Epistle of Barnabas," a work in twenty-one chapters, a
complete Greek copy of which was i)ublished in
1S()2 by Tischendorf (in the "Codex Sinaiticus"), only
the Latin translation and a fragmentary copy of the
Greek having been known previously; and another
copy was discovered in Constantinople in 187.") bjBryennios. The "Ei)istle," regarded as canonical
by Clement of Alexandria ("Stromata," ii. 0. 7) and
Origen ("Contra Celsum," i. 08), exliil)its, on the one
hand, an astonishing familiarity with the Jewish
rites, and, on the other, shows an anti-Judaic spirit
so that only the internal strife
Paulinians and the Juda'o-Clu'istians,
wiio still clung to tiie Jewish nation in its last struggle against iJome under Bar Kokba, can sutliciently

of great liitterness:

between

llie

iiceount for

its

characteristic features.

" Epistle of .\(l(lressing tlie Cliiistian readers as
Barnabas." snnsand daugliters, tlieauthordeclares
tlie

.Jewish sacrilices to be abolished

I-!!pisl le of Barnabas." ii.)
the Jewish feasts of no
able (///. ill.) the Temple of the Jews, hen recently
destroyed by the lieatlieii, to be rebuilt only in a
the Chriss]iiritual sense liy the Clirislians (\ vi.)
tians to be the true heirs of the covenant (xiii.): the
^\ hole
atonement riti
especially the scapegoat,
driven away aini(| ciiises and iiiilJing oil of hair,
ai'.d with the scailet ro])e about its neck
to be a
type of siilTering Jesus (vii.); likewise the Red
Heifer, the ashes of \\ Inch were taken up by boys,
wild sprinkled the peo))le with tlwin for purificaeomjiare Parali iii. :i).
tion (viii.
Circumcision was
noi Id lie ot the llesji, \\ jiich was but a delusion of
the ilevil. but of tlu- heart even Abraham's circiim
cision of-Ilie 81Snien of his household ((Jen. .wii 27;

("

:

\

t

;
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compare with xiv. 14) referring, by a Ge.viatkia of
the Greek alphabet, to Jesus aud the cross ("Epist.
"
of Barnabas," ix.). The "clean" and " unclesui meat
was likewise to be taken allegorieally only.

On the other hand, the writer finds the baptismal
water and the Christian cross prefigvu'ed in the Old
Testament (ii. xi. and xii.) the latter particularly
in the bronze serpent, and Jesus in Joshua the son
of Nun (xii.).
The Tables of the Law given by
Moses having been broken by him, the testament
was to be received anew from the hands of Jesus
(xiv.); and the Sabbath of Creation points to the
millennium after six thousand years, when all life
shall have been sanctified by the ]\Iessianic advent,
whereas the Jewish Sabbiith and holidays have been

—

declared to be unacceptable.
The second part of the "Epistle," corresponding
(except in some Christian details) with the Didaciie,
a Jewish manual of instruction for proselytes (or a
Jewish-Christian manual of conduct), betrays an altogether different spirit, and was probably' attached

As
it by some copyist at a much later time.
pointed outby Gudemann ("Zur Erklarungdes Barnabasbriefes " in his "Religionsgeschichtliche Studien," 187(5, pp. 109-131). the writer seems to have
been a converted Jew whose fanatic zeal renilered
him a bitter opponent of Judaism within the christian
Church.
to

J. (i. Mueller. Ziir Eil.h'inuni drs nnriiaha^/dic/cs, ISti'.l Hnrnack, in Hiuick's licalciii-iihhiiiiiitii, s.v.;
Hastings, Dirt. Uililr. s.v.; Clieyne. Kiiciii'- BH'I. s.v.; deliliiinlt and Harnack, I'ntriiin Ainistiilnnnii < iinni : JSoiikiIkc
Eiiistdla. \i>7^; W. Cunnmiihiun. Dissrrtntio)! nti the KpislinDinhns, Ldiulon, isTT; (iiideinann. liiliiiiDiisiji
lie of
srliiclitlieJic StiiiUoi, l.eipsic, ISTti; liriill, J(i/n/<f((/i( r. iii.

Buii.iOGRAPHV:
;

1

Til,

211.

BARNACLE-GOOSE A
:

curious notion pre-

vailed in the 3Iitldle Ages, that this bird {Bnintu leuCDjms) was generated from the barnacle, a shell-fish
growing, on a flexible stem, and adhering to loose

timber, bottoms of ships, etc., a nietamoi-phosis to
which Shakespeare alludes and to which reference is
made in the verses of Bishop Hall, Butler, and otheis,
as well as in the more sei'ious scientific woi-ks of a

great

number of

fifteenth,

\si'ilei-s in

the thirteenth, fi)u;'teenth,

and sixteenth centuries.

Early
Belief in

the Myth,

Against F. 3Iax
Midler's hypothesis, that the myth is
to be deri\i'd from Hibei-nian gee.se.
are the statements of Gerald of Wales
(iwelfth century) and of Gervase of

Tilbury (1211), the latter of whom
bii'<ls on the
Kentish shore.
is
It
curious to note that Gerald tui'ns the myth to goo<l
account against "obstinate" Jews, for whose conversion he ajipears zealous:
locates these

;

—

—

:

:

"

wrctclifd .lew. lie wise even tlidii?)! laic
man from dust willKnit nialc or fi'iiiali'
second froai the male withoiu tlic female [Kve]
IMou darcst not deny in vcneialion of thy law. Tlie third alone
from male and female, hccatise it is usual, thou apiirovcst and
iirazcii face '.'1.
Uii! the fourth,
alllnncst with thy hard lieai-t
in which alone is .salvation, from female without male— that,
|'he

lie

wise

llrst

|.\ilaiiil

at IcML'tli,

I

.ircncratidn of

and

Ilic

(

with olistinate mali<'e. Ihoii dclestc(l io tliv own destruction.
She is an
Miusli. wretch, liliisli. and at least Iiiru to nature!
aiL'iiment foi- the faith, and for our conviction procreates and
proiluces cNcry day animals witln'iit either male or female."

Such argument failed to convince Jews of the
I inmacu late Conception, though they too

truth of the

Barnabas, Joses
Barnacle-Goose
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How

believed the myth.
fable existed,

Max

long before Giraldus the

Miiller

is

not able to deteiiniiie.

totle's

"Zoology," which was one of the sources of

this early encyclopedist.

It is therefore signifieaut that it was alread}' known
to the Venerable Bede. the father of En,ij:lish history (67:i-7;ij).
He sa^'s, in all earnestness, in liis

The next reference to the legend is found in tlie
Zohar, now generally assumed to have been written
in the middle of the thirteenth century by Mo.ses b.

work on natural history, " De Natura Kerum," that
the goose "Barliata" grows on rotten wood bj' the

Shem-Tob de Leon (1250-1305). He says that R. Aba
saw a tree from wJiose branches geese grew (Zohar

sea.

It

The
seems

hangs by

its

beak until

it falls.

iii.

earliest trace of this fable in Jewish literature
to be in the " 'Ittur " of Isaac ben Abba ^Nlari

The reference is found
of 3Iars(ilies (about 1170).
in a volume of manuscript responsa (Ilalberstamm,
nO^'J' nSnp. p. 66) in the following
words: niSiyn tf'N IID"!;."! hv^ 27)2
i^l j^'Sn
D'XVVn. Kabbenu Tam's
(about llUO-71) opinion is given in
Jewish
Literature, the responsa of R. Meirof Rothenburg
(about 1225-93).
In discussing the
question whether such birds must be slaughtered
according to the ritual method (Responsa, ed. Lemberg, 1860, p. \2h, § 160), he says: "My teacher,
the Lion [Sir Leon of Paris = Leo Blundus? 11661224], told me that he had heard from his father, R.
Isaac, that R. Tam diiccted that tliey should be
slaughtered after Jewi.sh fashion, and sent this decision to the sons of Angleterre [England]." According to Jacobs, this is the earliest notice of the
legend; and it militates against its alleged Irish
origin, since R. Tam, who was a grandson of Rashi,
lived before the conquest of Ireland.
R. Tam allowed them to be eaten. Jewish scholars in France
and Germany discussed whether they were fisli or
fowl, and Avliether, according to the dietary laws,
they were permissible as food. Some authorities answered in the aflirniative; others declared them imlawful.
R. Samuel Ilahasid of Spcier (about 1150),

Earliest

p

Trace in

and

his son, R. Judali Ilehasid of

Regcnsburg

(died

allowed them to be eaten, if, in common "vvith
other species of fowl, they were slaughtered aftir
Jewish fashion.
1216),

An anonymous Hebrew translator of the French
cosmography called "Image du blonde," Avho comjMled liis work in 1245, speaks of geese growing on
trees in Ireland and of people with tails in Brittany,
lie is the first .Jewish author to locate the birds
Ii'i.sh

.shores.

R. Isaac

b.

on

.Joseph of Corbeil, in his

"Sefer^Iizwot Katan"(poD). written in 1277, was the
to forbiil them as food on the plea that, according to their origin, they were neither
Neither
fowl nor tish, but belonged to the shellFowl nor (ish species. He seems to have credFish.
ited the popular belief, then current,
that these shells grew on trees, and
opened in time of maturity, and that "out of them

first

grow those little living things wliich, falling into tlie
water, do become fowls, whom we call barnacles."'

Taku (Tachau) of Regensbvirg (about 1250)
wrote a curious treatise against mystic-theoso]iliic
speculations, entitled " Ketab Tamim" (luiblislied in
•Ozar Nehmad." iii. 58-99, Vienna. 18()()). wherein
lie says tiiat birds growing on trees, iftt be true tluit
iJipy f/riiir on trees, are )if>t foibidden food.
Gerson b.
Salomo of Aries (about 1270) speaks of barnaclejMoses

geese, which he calls t^"iX''OJ'in (so in Steinschneider's-'IIebr. Bibl." x\i. 54: ///. vi. 94. n. 6. reads:

C'N'JOin).

He

refers, in this

connection, to Aris-

In
the Zohar

156).

]\Iordecaib. Hiilelof Regens-

burg (about 1300), po.ssibly inrtuenced
by the views of various divines who

and in

declared against their suitability for
food during Lent, hesitates to say
Avhether these birds are to be slaughtered as fowl, or, in view of their peculiar origin, if
they may be eaten unslaughtered as fish (IIul. 735).
Jacob b. Asher (died 1340) follows the view of R.
Lsaac of Corbeil in his decision.
The anonymous
compiler of the legal compendium "Kol Bo" (fourteenth century) refers twice to the subject, mentioning the views of R. Isaac and of R. Jehiel b. Jose (of
France, 1240?), and concludes that they are forbidden
(ed. Venice, 1572. p. llSa-b).
Among later authorities who mention the legend are: Jacob b. Moses
violin or Maharil (died 1427;, in liis i-espousa, No.
144; Simon b. Zemah Duran (died 1444), who. ac-

"KolBo."

cording

to a

manuscript

citation,

speaks somewliere

"Hjn niDiy (Haiberstamm's "Catalogue,"

of {^"-Nn

p. 66, n. 345, ^ 479); .Joseph Caro (1488-1575). Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 84, 15; Solomon Luria
(died 1573) ("Yam Sliel Shelomoh," ed. Stettin, ]i.
100b); YairHayyim Bacharach (died 1702), in the un-

published index to his writings, 3IS.,

p. 92(i

:

]''i]!2

Dnnsoa

y\n2i^ no Dn"'DiL:-in3 D^i^n:;' niDij?. taken
from non-.Jewish sources: Hezekiah de Silva (about
1692). in "Sefer Peri Hadash " to Yoreh De'ah, I.e.
Pliineas Elijah b. Meir of
p. 70A, Amsterdam, 1682.
Wilna (about 1790) says in his "Sefer ha-Berit " (i.
11. si 4) that "in Ireland, near England, in a place
railed Scotland, there are geese which grow on trees
l)ianted by the water; and in spring they fall from
the trees into the water and live and grow larger in
the water." His friend, R. Eliakim Grottscluilk b.

Abraham

of London, refers

passage in the Zohar.

him

to the

He seems

to

above-quoted
have believed

the fable (compare the "Warsaw ed., 1869, p. GOb).
recently as 1863, to judge from a note in "HaMaggid," 1863, vii., No. 42, p. 335/>, the story was
accredited in Russia.
According to a statement made by Albeiuni (about
1000), it seems possible that the story may have orig-

As

inated in the East.
He writes: "Aljaihani [a contem]iorary of Alberuni] relates tliat in the Indian
Ocean there are the roots of a tree which spread
along the seacoast in the sand that
Possible
the leaf is rolled npand getssej^arated
Oriental
from the tree; and thai it then changes
Origin of into a king-bee. and flies away " (.see
Myth.
his "Chronology of Ancient Nations,"
:

Eng. transl. by Saeliau, p. 214, LonAccording to Steinsclineidertlie idea of
f/eneratio it'quiroea and the Oriental fable of the trees
bearing maidens on a mythical island called Wakdon, 1879).

wak

are closely related to the liarnaele-geese story.

^Masudi. Ibn Tufail. Pseudo-Callisthenes. and others

mention
in the

this

is made
The maidens

wonder, and reference thereto

"Thousand and One

Nii,dits."

Barnato
Baruett
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Wak-wak

of

{Mddcheiibliuiieti) are

known

to

Jewish

Jvidali Hadassi, the Karaite (about 11481,

writers.

translator of Ibu Tufail's work, >n
(about 1349), and Simon Duran of Algiers
pp'
(1423-25) mention the fable (see "Z. D. M. G." xxxi.

anonymwis

the

p

Steinschneider, "Pseudepigraphisclie Litera25; idem, "Hebr. Bibl."iv. 15; u?e«i,"Hebr.

493;

tiir," p.

Uebers." pp.
Bibliography
text, see

12, 366).

In addition to the authorities mentioned in the
Schonhack, ^nt^^ nn'rir, 1. 181; Polak, aip pid''^",
:

Amsterdam, 1846 Schorr, in He-Hnluz, vii. 73 Jellinek,
Bcitniuc zur Gench. dcr Kabhahu i. 48, 49, n. 3, Leipsic,
1852; Lewysohn, Zoohnjic (lct> Tabnuds, pp. 8(;2, 3tJ3, § ol"),

p. 6S,

1858;

;

Steinschneider,

;

llchr. Bltil. v.

llfi,

117;

vi. 94, n. ti;

xxi. 54; U[ppenheim], Die Birnickcl-Gaiis; Kin MlltrlaUcrlk'her MijtJius, in ^l0llats6chrift, 18t)8, xviii. i-8-9;j;
Steinschneider, in Gosche's Archiv fllr Litcnituiycscli. 1871,
8; (4ross, in Berliner's Mn(iazi)i, iv. 173, 1H7; idem, in
li.
Monatsachrift, 1879, xxviii. 2'!t), n. 2; Gaster, in Germanin,

xxvi. (new series), 208, Vienna, 1880; Giideinann, Gcst/i. (?<
ErzicJntngsurxeuii, ii. 117,213, Vienna, 1880; iii. 129, Vienna,
1888; idem. Quelle nschr if ten, p. 157, Berlin, 1891; Naphtiili

-s

29, 73, Presbnrg, 1892; Goldschmidt, in
Berliner's Mnyazin, xiii. 33, n.: Joseph Jacobs, Tlic Jcics
of A)i(ievin Enijland, 1893, pp. 54, 55, 93, 93, ;«7 (n. 101), 39.S,
399 Steinschneider, Hehr. Uehert. pp. xxviii., line 8, 12, n.
83, 366, 807; Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,

Levy, '^^s: n^n:, pp.

;

1896, p. 367.

G. A. K.

G.

BARNATO, BARNETT ISAACS

(commonly

"Barney Barnato"):

English "diamond
king," promoter, and speculator; born in London
July 5, 1852; committed suicide by jumping from
the deck of the steamship "Scot." June 14, 1897.
His father, Isaac Isaacs, was a small general dealer
with a prosperous business. Both Barnett and his
elder and only brother, Henry, were educated at the
Jews' Free School, Spitaltields, the head master
of which was Moses Angel.
In 1871 Henry went to try his fortune at the Kimberley diamond-fields, South Africa; and, his means
being at first slender, lie endeavored to raise money
by appearing as a conjurer and entertainer under the
professional name of " H. I. Barnato. " A little later
he became a diamond-dealer, and wrote home adBarnett sailed for
vising his brother to join him.
Cape Town in 1873 and reached Kimberley with about
Finding his brother to be generally known as
£50.
" Harry Barnato," he decided to adopt the same surname. Thenceforward he signed himself "B. I.
Barnato," and was popularly referred to as "Barney
Barnato."
In 1874 Barney and his brother commenced business as diamond-dealers under tlie firm-name of
" Barnato Brothers "
and in 1876 Barney, who was
then worth about $15,000, purchased four claims in
the Kimberley mine, which soon brouglit in an income of §9,000 a w-eek. In 1880 he visited London
and established the firm of " Barnato Brothers, " finan-

called

;

ciers

and diamond-dealers.

On

his return to

Kim-

company, "The Barnato
for $575,000, which
paid a dividend of 36 per cent per annum. The
same year the late Cecil John Rhodes floated th(!
first De Beers Diamond Mining Company; he and
Barnato continued rivals until tlie amalgamation
of that company with the Kimberley Central Company. Barnato next turned promoter. In tin- Band
berley he floated his

first

Diamond Mining Company,"

lie

organized the Glencairn,

New

Crresus, Primrose,

He invested in the
and Koodeport companies.
Johannesburg Water Company, and became a mem-
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ber of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange and of
At the lu'ight of hi finan('ial career
other concerns.
he enjoyed the confidence of the public to such an
extent that in a single day $5,500,000 was subscribed
for shares in one of his enterprises.
Barnato was returned for the Legislative Assembly of Cape Colony as member for Kimberley, after
a fierce contest, in 1888. and was reelected in 1894,
although he had been burned in effigy a short time
;

before.

Barnato's success as a speculator caused him to
London, where he became known as a daring
operator; and for a short time his companies received
some public support. In July, 1895, he attained the
height of his popularity in England and was lionrevisit

His experiized; but his career was meteor-like.
ence in the London stock-market, with which he was
unfamiliar, was disastrous.
He formed a trust com-

pany which he named " The Barnato Building Company " and the demand for participation in this enterprise was so great that the £1 shares rose to £4
at the opening of the subscription lists, though they
fell below par soon afterward, owing largely to the
fact that the securities held by the company were
lu November, 1895, the lord
of uncertain value.
mayor of London gave a banquet in honor of Barnato, who, wishing to be under no obligation, handed
a check for $50,000 to him as a donation to the fund
for the benefit of the poor in Spitalfields, in whose
welfare the lord mayor was then actively interested.
Events resulting from the Jameson raid into the
Transvaal, which jeopardized Barnato's interests,
compelled him to return to South Africa, where he
;

remained to adju.st his affairs; but the strain was
more than he could stand. Hoping to benefit his
health by a sea voyage, he sailed for England in
the care of his wife and two nurses; but he grew no
While in a state of frenzy, he succeeded in
better.
eluding his attendants, and, jumping overboard, was
drowned. His body was recovered, and now lies in
Willesden cemetery, near London. Although Barnato was at one time reputed to be worth $85,000,000,
it is doubtful if he ever had more than $35,000,000.
At the time of his death his estate was valued at
As an amateur actor, Barnato Avas a
§3,000,000.
never- failing attraction, especially as Mattltias in
The Bells " a part he often played in the early
Kimberley days.
Bibliography The Times, June 16, 1897, London The Jewish Chroniele. June 18, 1897, London; H. Raymond, B. I.
Barnato; a Memoir, New York, 1897.
F. H. V.
J.
•'

—

;

:

BARNAVE, ANTOINE PIERRE JOSEPH
MARIE: French politician memberof the Assem;

Nationale; born at Grenoble in Dauphiny Oct.
He
22, 1761; guillotined in Paris Nov. 29, 1793.
was of a Protestant family. Barnave received his
education in the law at home; and at the age of
twenty-two he made himself known as a political
blie

orator.

In 1789 Barnave was elected by the Tiers etat depOwing to his oratorical
to the States General.
ability he soon became one of the leaders of the ])opImbued from his childhood with liberal
ular party.
ideas, and having himself stifTered, as a Protestant,
from restrictive laws, Barnave ardently pleaded at

uty

cause of the Jews, and joined his
Mirabcau to carry his followers in
On Dec. 23, 17^9, he delivered a great
their favor.
discourse, defending the Jews against the attacks
made at the tribune by the abbe Muray and the
tlic

Assembly

tlic

efforts to those of

whom endeavored l)y all
check the complete emancipation of the
Jews. Barnave contributed on this occasion in great
measure to tiie final trium])h of justice.
BntLiofiKAPHV Leiin Kalm, Lis Jnifs de Pnrix Pendant la
bi.shop of Na.icy, l)oth of

means

to

:

lifvoliitioii, p. 23

;

Griitz, Gescli.

dcrJudeu, 3d

ed., x. 190.

D.

Bl{.

I.

BARNAY, LUDWIG

German

born at
Budapest, Hungary, Feb. 12, 1842. He was the son
of the secretary of the Jewish congregation at that
:

place.

actor;

Barnay was des-

tined for the building
trade,

but induced his

father to .send

him

to

Vienna to study for the
stage mider Adolf 8onnenthal.
Though but
fifteen years of age, he
made so good an impression on Sonnenthal

him

that the latter took

charge.
For some
time Barnay devoted
himself to study in the
polytechnic school but
in

;

curriculum proved
irksome, and he finally
its

,

,

.

gave

„

to

all his

histrionic

attention
studies.

His father, angered by his son's course, disowned
him. In 1.S60 JBarnay, then eighteen years old, Avent
toTrautenau, Bohemia, and made his debut Avith the
local company under the name of " Lacroix " as Baron
vonlleeren. in Topfer's "Zurlicksetzung." Although
he made a fiasco, the management allowed him to
play in "Tischeund Sesseln," iuAvhichhe acquitted
Wlien the company went
himself with more credit.
to Braunau, Bohemia, Barnay accompanied it, receiving five gulden and fifty-one kreutzers (S2.6T)
for his work during June and July.
Ne.xt he iicaded a company of "barnstormers"
which played in small towns in Moravia and Austrian Silesia.
When the tour proved a financial failure,

Barnato
Barnett
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Barnay returned

to

liis

home and became

recon-

This proved the beginning of
his real career, for hcAvas asked to appear at a benefit, at which he did so Avell (under his own name) as
Prince Leopold in Hersch's" Anna-Liese," that Hein-

ciled to his father.

rich Laube invited him in 1863 to become a member
Barnay reof the Vienna Burgtheater ensemble.
fused this, IioAvever, declaring himself as yet unfit
for the Avork.
Instead, he Avent to JMayence, Avhere
he played minor roles for a time, returning to Vienna
to appear at the Burgtheater as Lmloriri in Mo.senLater lie i)layed
thal's "Deutsche Komodiantcn."
Karl Moor in Schiller's "Rjluber." and Lord Rochef<ter.
In 1864 he played at Prague, and in 186.") at
Riga, Avhere he made liis debut as Fauxt and Tdl
and as Orestes in Goethe's "Iphigcnie auf Tauris."
His next appearance Avas at ]\Iayence in 1866, then
at Erfurt, and in 1867 at the Stadttheater of Leipsic.

A year later he appeared at Weimar Avith the ]Meininger coinjiany, playing Schiller in "Karlsschiiler,"
Graf Kxw.v, and leading parts in other plays.
In 1870 Barnay joined the Stadttheater in Frankfort-on-the-Main, Avhere he remained for five j'ears.
It was during this time that he acconipli.shed his
greatest service to the German stage
the convening
of the stage-congress at Weimar Julj' 17, 1871, Avhich,
on the day following organized the alliance of German stage associates under the name of "Genos.senschaft Deutscher Biihnenangehoriger," Avhich
Avelded into one body the hitherto semi-antagonistic
players, authors, and managers.
So greatly Avas
Barnaj^'s share in this undertaking appreciated, that
in 1872 an address of thanks, signed by four thou.sand
actors, was presented to him.
From 1875 to 1880 Barnay held the position of
stage-director of the Stadttheater in Hamburg, although in the interim he starred at the Hoftheater in
Stuttgart (1873), at INIunich, Frankfort, and Berlin,
appearing also Avitli the Meiningers. In 1883 he
l)ecame one of the founders of the Deutsche Theater
in Berlin, but two years later resigned to convert the
old Operetten-Wallialla-Theater into a playhouse of
his own, which he named the "Berliner Theater."
Here he remained vmtil 1894, Avhen he retired from
active participation in affairs of the stage.

—

Barnay played also in London and New York, at
both places duplicating his German successes.
Opinions as to Barnay 's artistic standing in his
profession are
are concerned.

unanimous so far as German critics
By them he has been acclaimed a

histrionic genius, possessed of versatility, intensity,
first order.
Judged by
the standards of the English-speaking stage, hoAVever, Barnay belongs to the declainatoiy school of

and emotional poAver of the

two generations

ago.
But in roles such as Uriel
Acosta and Moor, Barnay is undoubtedly good.
His
but his Marc Antony
Tell is a noble impersonation
Other
savors too much of the elocutionary school.
l)arts in Avhicli he acquitted himself Avith credit are
;

Grctf Waldemar, Essex,
Wallenstein.

Ot/wllo,

ILimlct, Kean,

and

BIBLI0GR.4PHY: Leipsic, lU. Zcitinici. Jsm. 3. ISSO. p. 15; The
Theatre (new series), iii. 34-t-34(i; Koliiit, licrlihnitc IsracUtixche Mi'hnie)- itud Fraue)),
fatidns-Le.riluDi.

\>\>.

l'.U-19S;

Meyer, Konver-

E. Ms.

S.

BARNETT, ABYEH LOEB

:

Dayyan in Lon-

locally known as " Rabbi Aiyeh Loeb " born at
Krotoschin, in the grand duchy of Posen, in 1797;
For many years his
died in London Feb. 10, 1878.
father had been head of the "bet din " of his nati\'e
place; and he himself Avas a pupil of the eminent
Jointly Avith Rabbi
rabbi Akiba Eger of Posen.
Aaron, Barnett discharged the duties of dayyan in
London for nearly half a centuiy, causing him to
become one of the best-knoAvn figures in the London
community. He Avasa rabbi of the Orthodox stamp,

don

:

;

and an earnest student of the Talmud.

About

five

years before his death he Avas stricken Avith blindness.
Buu.iooRAPMY
Jeicinh Chronicle, Feb. 15, 1878; Jewish
W'lirld. same date.
G. L.
J.
:

BARNETT, JACOB:

HebrcAv teacher

He gave

at

Ox-

instruction to the students, under the direction of Richard Killye. regius
ford about

1()13.

;

;
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Barnett
Barien

Wlien Isaac Casaubou visited
professor of Hebrew.
the university in 1613. he was much struck by Barnett's abilities, and, in order to perfect his own
knowledge of Hebrew, carried him off to London.
There Barnett showed signs of attraction toward
Christianity and elaborate preparations %v ere made
;

reception into tlie Church at O.xford, under
On the apthe auspices of tlie vice-chancellor.
pointed day, however, Barnett was not to be found;
and the preacher of the special sermon delivered
one instead on Jewisli perfid}'. Barnett was discovered and put in prison, but on Casaubon's entreaty
for

liis

542

He was

a pianoforte pupil of Dr. Wvlde,
and again in 18.'i2, received tlie queen's
scholarsliip at the Royal Academy of Music.
In
1853 he made his debut asa pianist at the New Philharmonic concerts, and in 1856 went to the Leipsic
Conservatory, where he studied for three years
with Moscheles, Plaidy, and Hauptmann. In 1860
lie played at tlie Gewandhaus, and then returned
to England, where he has since been estal>lished as
teacher, concert-pianist, and composer.
In 1883 he
received a professorship at the Royal College of

B.\RNKTT.

and

in

18.'J0,

]Music.

and banished from the kingdom Nov.
His subsequent fate is unknown.
16, 1613.
Bibliography: M. Pattison, Imac Casauhon, 1st ed., pp.

His principal compositions are: "The Raising of
Lazaru.s," an oratorio, 1876; a number of cantatas,
"The Ancient Mariner," Birmingham Festival, 1867;

413-416; Lucien Wolf, iu Paijers of A)Hjlo-Jcwis]i Eihihition, pp. 73, 74.
J.

"Paradise and the Peri," ib. 1870; "The Good Shepherd," Brighton, 1876; "The Building of the Sliip."
Leeds. 1880; " The Harvest Festival," Norwich, 1881
an orchestral composition, "The Lay of the Last
^linstrel." Liverpool, 1874; a symphony in
minor;
"Ouverture S}'mphonique," 1868; "Overture to the
Winter'sTale, " 1873; aconcertofor the pianoforte
iu D minor and a great number of pianoforte pieces,
songs, part-songs, quintets, quartets, and trios.
Bibliography Baker, BIdq. Diet, of Miisiciaii!<.

was

released,

BARNETT, JOHN
lish

(family

name Beer)

:

Eng-

composer; born at Bedford, England, July
1802
liam

;

1,

died at CheltenApril 17, 1890.

A

'

'

He made

his

debut as

;

Lyceum
when only

a singer at the
iu

1813,

:

years of age
but two years later the
breaking of his voice
led him to devote himself to musical composition, for which he
studied under Ferdinand Ries and under

eleven

--^N

Barnett.

.Jolin

Pt'ivz, organist of the

Spanish embassy to London.
Barnett, while still a child, wrote masses and
His
lighter pieces, several of which were published.
first great success, however, was an operetta entitled
"Before Breakfast," produced at the Lyceum in
1S2.-,.
Tliis was followed in 1831 by "The Pet of
the Petticoats," regarded as his most imjiortant dramatic production up to that time. In 1832 he was

made music-director of the Olympic Theater, and
two years later his first opera, "The ^lountain
Sylph," was produced at the I^yceum. This work,
which met with immediate success, was followed by
the operas "Fair Kosamond," produced at Diury
Lane in 1837, and "Faiinelli," brought out in liS38.
The following year ]]ainett spent in study at
Frankfurt, and on his return to London in 1839 was
a.ssDciated with .Morris Barnett, the dramatist, in
opening St. James's Theater. Unfortunately the
theater was closed at the end of the first week.
In
1841 he settled at Cheltenham, where he was engaged asa singing teacher until his death. In addition to the Avorks mentioned. Baniett's iiroductions
include tliree operas whicii have never been performed, two inifinished oratorios, many part-songs
and duets, two string quartets, and about 4.000 di'taclied songs.
Bini.iOGRAPHY
licrliinntc

Grove, Diet, nf Muxicn)id Musicians Koliiit.
:
Inrnrlitischc Mt'lnmr u)iil Fraiioi, pp. 1, ~;
i>f Mitsicicuis.
:

Baker, Jiiniintiiiiicnl Diet.

M.

.T.

BARNETT, JOHN FRANCIS:
cian; horn at

London

Oct.

16,

1837;

W.

L.

English musi-

nephew

of

John

J.

.T.

BARNETT, LIONEL

D.

:

English

So.

author;

boruat Liverpool 1871, educated at the High School,
Liverpool, and Trinity College, Cambridge, where
he had a phenomenally successful career in the classical tripos, showing particular eminence in Greek,
taking four medals for Greek epigrams and odes.
He also obtained the Craven scholarship. 1894.
He has written a short liistory of the Greek drama,
He
1900, and translated Koch's "Roman History."
is

now (1902) in
Museum.

the Oriental Department of the Brit-

ish

Bii!L10(;rapiiy

:

Harris, Jcivish

Year Book,

1901, p. 344.

J.

BARNETT, MORRIS: Dramatist and actor;
born in isud; died at :Montieal March 18, 1856. He
was originallj' trained for the musical profession,
but decided to become an actor. After a provincial
tour he appeared in 1833 at Drury Lane Theater,
London, where
rold's play, "

lie

scored a success in Douglas Jvr-

The Schoolfellows. " He afterward

per-

"Capers and Coronets." His first composition was " Monsieur Jacques," a musical play Avliich
met Avith great success in 1837 at the St. James's
formed

in

Theater. In this he played the title-role and, as a result, obtained consklerable vogue as a delineator of
French characters. His next appearance was at the
Princess' Theater, Avhere his portrayal of the " OUl
Guard " attracted great attention. He then joined
th(! editorial staff of the "Morning Post " and the
" Era," and was the musical critic of the latter jiajier
for about seven years.
In September, 1854, he determined to go to America and gave a series of fareHis tour
well performances at the Adelphi Theater.
was not successful, its failure being due to Barnett 's
illness which ended in his death.
After the success of "3Ionsieur Jaciiues." Barnett
composed several dramatic jiroductions. These Avere
eliiefly comedies, and included: "The Serious Family," an adaptation from " Le Maria la Campagne";

—

;

drama

"Lilian GtTvais," a

in

acts,

tlircL-

adapli-d

from tlie French play, "Marie Simon"; "Married
and Unmarried." a drama; "The Bold Dragoons," a
comic opera; "Mrs. G. of the Golden Pippin," an
operetta and " Circumstantial Evidence," a comedy.
;

The Era,

BnsLioiJR.vPHY:
174; lUuxt.
i.

Lumhm

M<;lrru End. UUm.
Gent. Ma{j.
xxv. 305 (1KJ4)

.April 13, lH;Vi;
JS'cick,

;

(n. s.) xlv. 541.

G. L.

.,,

BARON, HENRY:

P^cnch

jiainter;

l)orn

at

Besanvon in 1816; died at Geneva in 1885. He Avas
one of tlie foremost representatives of the historic
genre in France, and depicted chietly the lighter side
of the social life of tlie Renaissance and of the
His paintings are distinguished by
rococo period.
the facile and skilful touch suggestive of the French
school of the eighteenth century and also by brilAmong
liancy of color, and great variety of detail.
the best known of his works may be mentioned;
"Andrea del Sarto Painting His Wife as Madonna
del Sacco"; " Palestrina in the Midst of an Assemblage of Musical Ladies"; "Venetian Painters with
Their Inamoratas Assembling in a Tavern upon the
Great Canal to Celebrate the Feast of Their Patron,
Saint Luke"; " An Assemblage upon the Green,"
and "A Harvest-Festival in the Campagna." Both
of the last-mentioned works, as well as the wellknown water-color, "Feast in the Tuileries During
the Paris Exposition of 1867," are in the Luxembourg Gallery. Baron's water-colors were deserv-

edly i)oi)ular; and he

is

equally well

known

for his

works of J. J. Rousseau, the "Tales of Boccaccio." the "Adventures of
T616ma(iue," and the " Fairy-Tales of Perrault."
Baron received second-class medals in 1847-48 and
in 18.>o; a decoration in bS.'jO, and a third-class medal

numerous

illustrations to the

He also reat the Universal Exposition of 1867.
ceived several commissions from Napoleon III.,
among which were the water-colors, "The Official
two paintings. "The Bouquet." and
of Touch"— placed over the entrance to
the Ministry of the Interior.
Buii.i()(iR.\PiiY
J. Meyer, AHucincinoi Klliistlcr, Lcxiknii
Fete." and

"The Sense

:

JLa

Barnett
Barren
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Oiandc

E)n:iivh>i)id'ic.

J.

s.

BARON DE HIRSCH FUND.
FrM>,

So.

See Hikscii

Bai{<).\ i)k.

BARON, JONAS

Hungarian physician, surgeon, and lecturer on surgery at the L'niversity of
:

born at Gyongyos Nov. 28,
Budapest, Hungary
His father was secre1845; educated at Budapest.
In
tary of the Jewish community in Gyongyos.
1870 Baron acted as medical assistant to the various hospitals of Budapest; from 1871 to 1873 to the
Jewish hospital there, of which institution lie has
since 1874 been senior surgeon. He is the author of a
work on surgical pathology and therapeutics (Budapest. 1871), and of articles in the periodicals, "Orvosi Hetilap." "Gyogyaszat," and "Pester :Mcdic.
;

Chirurg. Presse
:\Ied.

"

—

all

of Buchipest;

Bini.inoRAPHY:
Acrztc,

I?ioi/j-ap?asc?ies

Lexicon

in

"Wiener

Hervarrcujcndcr

vi.

A. L. L.

s.

BARREN, BARRENNESS:
word

and

Presse" and "Wiener Med. Wochenschrift."

for

"barren "—-ir)y (akar);

—

Cakarah) denotes probably " uprooted," in tlie sense
of being tf)rn away from the family stock, and left
A similar
to wither without progeny or successors.
"
'ariri " (from "liy),
import attaches to the word
" l)ared,"

"stripped," translated "childless" in the
A. V. and applied generally oidy to the male (Gen.
XV. 2; Jer. xxii. :W\ but see Lev. xx. 2U, 21).
A race that piously looked upon children as "an
heritage from the Lord" (Ps. cxxvii. 3), seeing in
them sources of strength as well as of blessing
" Happy is the man tliat hath his quiver full of
them " (iJ). verse 5): "thy children, like olivc-i>lants,
thus shall the man l)e
round about thy table
blessed that fearetli the Lord " (Ps. cxxviii. 3, 4)—
very naturally looked upon the opposite state of
The wife who
childlessness as a grave misfortune.
presented her husband with no such
tangible lilessings or su]iporters felt
Biblical
Examples, that her aim in life had been missed.
"Give me children or else Idle! " was
the plea of Rachel (Gen. xxx. 1) when she saw Leah
adding child after child to Jacob's household; and
the desperate remedy for lier own childlessness, suggested {ih. verse 3) and carried out (ih. verse 4). showed
how keenly she felt her position. In a later age
Peninnah taunted Hannah with her un fruit fulness,
" provoked her sore, for to make her fret " (I Sam. i.
Later yet. the best return that Elisha could make
6).
to the Shunammite
at the suggestion of Gehazi
was to pray to the Lord for the tenuination of her
.

.

—

—

Kings iv. 16).
But the good sense of the people in the age of the
Apocrypha, when intercourse with the world had
brought l)roader views, drew a Hner
Change discrimination between mere proliticof Attitude ness and Barrenness. It took into acAfter Bible count the possibility that so many
children might not always be so many
Times.
blessings; that sons and daughters
might be bad as well as good. " Desire not a multitude of unprotitable children, "wrote Sirach "though

childlessness (II

;

they multiply, rejoice not in them, except the fear
better it is to die
of the Lord be with them
without children than to have them that are ungodly " (Ecclus. [Sirach] xvi. 1-3). The Book of
.

.

.

Wisdom even asserts that there are better and more
lasting monuments than children; intimating that
it is better to have virtue than offspring, for the
memorial of the former is immortal, known to botli
God and men (iv. 1; compare Isa. Ivi. 3-5).
The Talmud marks another stage in the altitude
of the popular mind toward Barrenness or childlessThe development of the Law. and the duty
ness.
of teaching it diligently to one's children, brought
additional pain to the heart of tJie pious but eliildless .Jew, who gloried in the performance of all the
commandments, but found he could not impart them
to "those who should come after liim." Such a one
all comis reckoned as if "menuddeh." cut off from
munion with God, like unto him who voluntarily
disregards

all

the precepts of the

Law

(Pes. 113ft);

he is accounted as already dead, together with the
pauper, the leper, and the blind (Ned. 64i). for all
the enjoyment that

is

left to

sore for"

him

mpy

more nor

see his

him

in

life.

"Weep

away, that shall return no
native country " (Jer. xxii. 10), was

that goeth

The Hebrew
feminine,

.

—
Barrientos
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Barsimson
intL'rpreted
to liiiu

by R. Judah as beiug applicable chiefly
dies without children (M. K. 27b); his

who

is not full with those that shall
represent him iu the study-house or
But at times the ethical
the Temple.
of Barrenness.
side rose superior to the religious
view also among the doctors of the
Law of the Talmudic age " man's good deeds are
his best posterity " (Tan. vii.).
A remarkable light is likewise thrown upon the
usual conception of the supreme importance of a
numerous progeny by the provision probably intended for certain ol)stetrical cases well known to
modern surgery that while it is always forbidden
for a man to partake of a defertiUziug draught, such
may sometimes be permitted to a wo:nan (Tos.Yeb.

quiver

Estimate

:

A

—

—

A

c ]''~\p]}).
viii. 4 see Levy, " Neuhebr. Worterb. "
passage in Shab. llO^f cf xcq. gives the alleged ingreuicuts of such a drink (pipy 013. "'the cup of barren.v.

;

ness").
its coloring from the
surroundings, saw an additional
source of sorrow in Ban-enness, iu the conseouent

Medieval Judaism, taking

superstitions of

its

impossibility of having the Kaddish recited by children for the repose of the souls of tlie parents upon

See article Kaddish.
For the legal aspects of Barrenness, see Mauuiage
Laws.
F. DE S. M.
J. SR.
their demise.

BARRIENTOS, ISAAC:

Author; otherwise
same as Daniel Levi
de B.urios; is the author of "Theologia Natural
Conti'a los Atheos, Epiciireos, y Sectarios del
Tiempo," The Hague, 1725.

unknown, but

P>ini,io(iRAPHY

:

certaiul}- not the

Kayserliag, Biblioteca Espan.-Portwj.-Jud.

p. Hi.

:m.

K.

BARRIOS, DANIEL

DE

LEVI

k.

(MIGUEL)

born 1625 at
Spanish poet and historian
:
Montilla, Spain; died Feb., 1701, at Amsterdam.
He was the son of a Marano, Simon de Barrios
who also called liim.self Jacob Levi Caniso and
;

—

Sarah Valle.

His grandfather was Abraham Levi

To

escape the persecutions of the Inquisifled to Portugal, and lemained for a
time at Marialva, and also iu the vicinity of ViilaFlor.
Not feeling safe in Portugal, he went to AlMiguel, his son, went to Italy and dwelt for
geria.
a time at Nice, where his paternal aimt was married
to the otherwise unknown Abraham do Torres.
He
then stayed for a longer time at Leghorn, where another sister of his father, wife of Isaac Cohen de
Sosa, prevailed upon him to declare liimseif publicly
a Jew.
Soon after this he married Deborah Vaez,
a relative of his brother-in-law, Eliahu Vae/„ from
Algeria, and afterward determined to leave Europe.
On July 20, IfifiO, he with 152 coreligCani.so.

tion,

Simon

Emigrates
to the West
Indies.
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happiest years at Brus.sels, where he came much in
contact with Spanish and Portuguese knights, and
A\ h(!re he was soon advanced to the lank of cajjtain.
Here he wrote his best poetical work his "Flor de
Apolo " (see below) his dramas, and "Coro de las
Musas," in which he sang the praises of the reigning
princes of Europe and of the then most flourishing
cities, Madrid, Lisbon, Paris, London, Rome, Amsterdam, and others. Here also he planned his greatest poetical work, which was to deal with the Pentateuch, and which was to be divided into twelve
parts, each part to be dedicated to a Eurojjean ruler.
He intended to call it the "Imperio de Dios" or
Ilarmonia del Mundo." Several potentates had
already sent the poet their likenesses, their genealogies, and their coats of arms, and had promised the
means for the production of the work, when the
board of wai'dens (" ma'amad ") and the rabbis of the
Amsterdam community refused to give the necessary
" approbation " for the publication of the work,
tJu'ough which, they held, the law of God might be
profaned.
In 1674 De Barrios left the Spanish service and
removed to Amsterdam, where he joined the numerous followers of Shabbethai Zebi. He tirmly believed
that the ISIessiah would appear on the Jewish New
Year of 5485. On the Passover preceding that holj'
day he suddenly became insane, fasted for four days,
refused to take any nourishment, and

—

—

'•

Becomes

in

Insane.

consequence was so weakened that

was despaired of. Only the
earnest remonstrances of the eminent
Rabbi Jacob Sasportas, who had given him advice
in regard to the compilation of his " Harmonia del
Mundo," and who possessed his full conlidencc, prevailed with him and induced him to take food and
thus by degrees to regain his strength. De Barrios
i-emained in poor circumstances all Ins life.
In order
to eai'n bread for those nearest to him, he sang the
praises of the rich Spanish-Portuguese Jews on sad
and joyous occasions, or dedicated his minor v\-orks
to them.
His writings are frequently the only
sources of information concerning the scliolars, ]ihilanthropic institutions, and Jewish academies of his
time, though the information given is not, always
reliable.
He was buried in the ccmeterj^ of Amsterdam, next to his second wife, Abigail, daughter of
Isaac de Pina, whom he had married in 1662, and
who died in 1686.
He composed for himself the following epitaph:
his life

"

Ya

Daniel y Abiprail
Levi aiuiitarse bolvieron.

Por tin AiiiDr en las Almas,
Por una losa en los cuen)r)s.
Pfirque tantc) en

Que auM

la vida se quisieron
(iespues de la inuerte un vivir fueron."

(Daniel and Aliijrail
Levi have here become united apain.
Love joined their souls
;

and fellow-sufferers .set sail for
tlie West Indies.
Soon after his ariival
at Tobago liis young wife died, and
lie returned to Europe.
He went to
ioiiists

Brussels and there entered the militarj- service of
Spain.
De Barrios, wlio in the course of his long life had
to undergo a hard struggle against fate, spent his

stone now joins their remains.
So deeply they loved each other in life
That even after deatli they shall lie one.)

A

De Barrios Was the most fruitfid jioet and author
among all the S|>anish-Portuguese Jews of his time.
Hardly a year jiassed that did not see the iMil)liration
of one or more of his writings. His principal works
are: "Flor de Apolo," containing romances, "dezi-

;

;

Barrientos
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many

Barsimson

Its most popular form in Engfound in a Norman ballad of William of
Malmesbury. Voltaire has utilized the story in his
tragedies "Artemire" and "Tancr^d." Boaistuan

mas," 62 sonnets, and the three comedies, "Pedir
Favor al Coutrario," "El Canto Junto al Encanto,"
and "El Espanjol de Gran," Brussels, 1(563; "Contra
la Verdad no ay F'uei-ca, " Amsterdam, 1665-67, a panegyric on Abraham Athias, Jacob RodriguesCaseres,
and Rachel Nuiiez Fernandez, who
His Works, were burned as martyrs at Cordova;
"Coro de las Musas," in nine parts,
Brussels, 1072; "Imperio de Dios en la llarmonia
del Mundo," Brussels, 1670-74 (the second edition
contains 127 verses; the lirst, "but 125); "Sol de la
Vida," Brussels, 1673: "Medlar Estremos, Dccada
Primera en RosHasana," Amsterdam, 1677; "Metros
Nobles," Amsterdam, n. d. "Triumpho Cesareo en
la Descripcion Universal de Panonia, y de la Conquista de la Ciudad de Buda," Amsterdam, 1687;
"Dios con Nos Otros," ib. n. d. (1688); "Ilistoria
Real de la Gran Bretana," ib. 1688; "Arbol de la
Vida con Raizes de la Ley," ib. 1689.
The opuscula, or minor literary and biographical
works, of De Barrios appeared under various titles

of

They

or

land

is

countries.

to be

(sixteenth century), in the preface to his version of the
legend (" Histoires Tragiques par Boaistuan et Belleforest,"

Lyons, 1596), refers to the work of Bar-

ruchius in eulogistic terms.
Bibliography: Ferd. Wolf, in the Jahrhlicher flu- Wmenschaftliclie Ki-itik, Dec. IKK; Franz Delitzscb, Ztir Gcach.
derJildischen Poesic, pp.

Jewiah Litcniturr,
peles, Gescli.

p.

6.5, 66, Leipsic, 1836 ; bteinschneider,
178, 1857 ((ierman ed., p. 434/>); Kar1886, p. 7-10.

derJiid. Lit.

G. A. K.

G.

;

at dill'erent periods, in

two

different editions.

"hermandades academicas"

treated of the various

The often-quoted
"academias caritativas. "
Relacion de los Poetas, y Escriptores Espaiioles de

and
"

Nacion Judayca" and " Hez Jaim (Hayyim), Arbol
de las Vidas," which treat of the Amsterdam scholBoth have been reprinted,
ars, are of most value.
with explanatory notes, in "Revue Etudes Juives,"
His last work bears
xviii. 281-289, xxxii. 92-101.
the title " Piedra Derribadora de la Son jada Estatua
Dcsde el Ano de 1689 al de 1700 " (no date).
la

A certain

Daniel Lopes Barrios lived in America

in 1748.

Birliography: M. Kayserling, Sephardim, Roman. Poesioi
dcr Judeii in Span ten, passim idem, Revue Eludes Juives,
;

xviii. 276 et seq.\ idem, Biblioteca
pp. 16-26.

E spa n.-Purtuu.-Judaica,
M. K.

G.

BARRIOS, SIMON LEVI DE
Levi de Barrios; born

:

Son

of Daniel

Amster-

]\Iarch 17, 1665, at

dam; died May 16, 1688, at Barbados. Member of
Ez Hayyim and of several poetical academies of
Amsterdam.
BiBLiociR.vPHY Kayserling, Biblioteca Espan.-Porhig.-Jud.
Fuhlicatiuns of Am. Jewish Hist. Soc. v. 115.
p. 26
:

;

M. K.

G.

BARROCAS, MORDECAI: A Marano,

physiIn Holland, at an advanced age, he
openly returned to Judaism about the year 1605
and in celebration of his initiation he composed some
Tamar Barrocas, a Maranotercets in Spanish.
Jewess, probably one of his relatives, suffered a martyr's death at the stake in Lisbon, Aug. 3, 1603, in
company with Diego de la Ascension.
cian,

and

poet.

BinMocRAPHY:

Barrios, Relacion de los Poetas, p. 58; idem,
(lorierno P<i))ular Judniico^p. i3\ Cavdoso. F/rcelenrias, p.
idem, Bibl. Esp.-

36:!; Kayserlinff, Scp?ia»'(fun, pp. 211, 177;
Port.-Jnd. p. 26.

M. K.

G.

BARRUCHIUS
TINXJS

:

(BARUCH?),

Spanish poet;

lived

VALEN-

]irobably

in

tlie

He is said to liave been a native
He wrote in clear and ornate Latin the

twelltli century.

of Toledo.

Count Lyonnais (Palunus)— an old romantic legend recounted by early Catalonian chroniclers, and found in various versions in the folk-tales
history of the
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BARSIMSON, JACOB (also known as Barsimsom, Bersimson, and Barstinsen) One of
the earliest Jewish settlers at New Amsterdam (New
:

He arrived at that port on the ship "Pear
July 8, 1654, it is believed from Holland,
which country he seems to have left in company
with a coreligionist named Jacob Aboab (Aboast
York).

Tree

"

Aboaf

?),

also

bound

for

New

Amsterdam.

It

doubtful whether Aboab ever reached the New
Early records refer to some transactions
World.
between these emigrants when their vessel was off
the Isle of Wight; hence, in view of the date and
is

the circumstances, the Dutch origin attributed to
Barsimson w^as succeeded
these early emigrants.
by a party of twenty-three Jews, who arrived at
New Amsterdam the following October and who
came, it is believed, from Brazil. This fact makes
Barsimson the earliest identified Jewish settler
within the present limits of the state of New York
though there is reason to believe that there were still
earlier Jewish residents whose identity is to-day lost.
References to Barsimson in the earlj' tax-lists indicate that he was a man of small means, as about
a year after his arrival he was taxed voluntarily at
a sum very much lower than the majority of Jewish
and non-Jewish residents. This did not prevent
him, however, from vigorousl}' insisting upon his
rights, and from freely appealing to the courts for

no matter how influential his opponent. In
1658 he succeeded in securing from the Dutch municipal court in New Amsterdam a ruling which is surprising even in the light of latter-day principles of
He was summoned to court as
religious liberty.
defendant on a Saturday; but the court decided, in
redress,

the terse language of the record, that, " though de-

fendant is absent, yet no default is entered against
him, as he was summoned on his Sabbath. " Three
years earlier Barsimson and another early Jewish
settler, Asser Levy, joined in a petition to the governor and council of New Netherland to be permitted
to stand guard like the other burghers, or to be re-

heved from the special tax imjiosed upon their
nation in lieu thereof by resolution of governor and
council; but their request was curtly refused, with
the remark that they might go elsewhere if they
Instead of following this litter advice, Barsimson and his coreligionists succeeded before long
in obtaining instructions to Governor Stuyvesant
from his superiors— the Dutch West India Company
of Holland condemning such unjustified and illibThere is reason to believe that
eral discriminations.
the heavy Jewish holding of stock of the company
liked.

—

Bartenora
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Holland was a potent factor
removal of these disabilities.

in

securing the

in

Daly, Settlement of the Jews iti North
America, pp. 16 (note), 17, 18, 19,33, New York, 1893; Kernow, Rerontxof NewAmste^'itnm Pnhlientio)i)i American

Bim,iO(iRAPiiY:

;

Jeivisli

Hintorieal Societ}/,

ii.

TT

;

vi. 83, 87

A.

;

viii.

14 et .sc/.

lAI.

BARTENORA.

See Bertinoko,

J.

K.

Obadiah ben

Ahuaiiam.

BARTER

exchange of things of value,
none of tliem being money. Barter is distiniruished
from a sale, where one of the things is money. As
trading must have existed long before even the
rudest kind of money was invented, Barter must
have preceded sales properly so called. In the
"Iliad" the Greeks before Troy buy wine of the
ships coming from Lemnos, some of them with
bronze or iron, some with skins, others with oxen or
with slaves: this was many centuries after Abraham had bought a field with ready money. But
little or nothing is foimd in the ancient laws of
Greeks, Romans, or Hebrews to regulate Barter as
distinguished from sale. It has been shown in the
article Alienation that the form of Barter was
often given to a purchase and sale a handkerchief
or some implement ("keli ") being received as the
Tlie

:

;

equivalent for a house or field, or for a draft-animal.
Tliis was done, of course, as a mere formality, the
real price being paid thereafter, or perhaps before,
in money, or in a written or oral promise of money,
this mode of passing the title being known as exchange ("halippin ").
From the treatment of this matter in ]Mishnah and
Gemara it is pretty evident that a leal Barter was
seldom in contemplation when the parties went
through its forms. Where the Babylonian Talmud
speaks of overreaching (B. jNI. iv. 8, 4)— that is, buying goods at one-sixth below, or selling them at onesixth above, the market price— it does not specially
apply the rule to Barter, where the goods on botli
sides would have to be valued.
Exchanges between
goods of ditferent kind are, however, alluded to in
the treatment of the laws of usury (B. M. v. 1), as
such an exchange may be resorted to where one of
the commodities is about to rise in value, to cover up
usury.

The Palestinian Talmud, however, where it discusses "onaiih" (overreaching, B. M. v. 10b), intimates that ir may apply in cases of actual Barter.
Maimonides ("Yad," ]Mekirah, xiii. 1) draws
the conclusion that where an animal is exchanged
for an animal, or an implement for an implement,
mere iuadecjuac}' of values is no ground for complaint by either party, because each may have a
predilection for the article lie gets, but that it is
otherwise in exchange of produce ("perot"), as here
the value given on either side is strictly commercial.

The commentators on

jNIaimoiiides, <id

for.,

are

strangely divided on this passage; and the subject
is evidently one which came but seldom, if ever,
into pra(;tical discussion before the judges.
In cases, liowever, in which a ]>uicliase or sale
might be set aside for fraud, accident, or mistake
(" Miikkah ta'ut "), a trade by Barter would fall under
like rules; thus the case is put (Hoslien AIisii|)Mt,
224, 1) wliere
trades his cow with B for an a.ss;

A
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the latter takes possession of the cow, but before A
can take pos.session of the ass, the ass dies; B woidd
have to bring forward ])roof that his ass was alive
when the trade was clinched by the taking possession ("meshikah") of the cow (see Alienation and
Fraud and Mistake).
.1. SR.
L. N. D.

BARTH, JACOB:
religious philosophy,

German professor of

exegesis,

and Semitic languages; born at

Flehingen, Baden, 1851. He studied Orientalia at
Leipsic under Fleischer, and at Strasburg under
Noldeke, and later at Berlin Universit3% where he
subsequently (18S0) became professor of Semitic
languages.
In 1874 he was appointed professor of
Hebrew, exegesis, and religious philosophy in the
Kabbiuer Seminar of the same city. For the last
ten yeai-s he has lectureil on Semitic and Jewish
literature at the Veitel

Heine Ephiaim Institute.

In the field of Jewish literature Barth has published the following works as programs of the Seminary: "Beitnige zur Erklilnuig des Buches Iliob,"
1876; "Maimonides' Comnientar zum Tractat Makkoth." 1880; "Beitriige zur Erklilrung des Jesaja,"
1885; "Etymologische Studieu zum Hebriii.schen
Lexicon," 1893.
He has also contributed niunerous
valuable papers to the leading periodicals devoted
to Oriental philology, among which those in the
"Z. I). M. G." vols, xli.-xlv., xlviii., liii., on comparative studies in Semitic grammar, are deserving
of especial mention, as adding much to this field,
particulaily to the Hebrew portion of it.
But Baith's greatest work, and one Avhich stamps
him as one of the foremost Semitic scholars and investigators of the day, is his " Die Nominalbildung
in den Semitischen Spracheu," 1889-91; 2d ed., 1894.
This Avork endeavors to trace for the first time the
genetic development of Semitic noun-forms, and
may be considered epoch-making in this department
of knowledge.

IVIany literary opponents,

adopting

the theories of Lagarde, who published a work at
the same time, uttered protests; but their ojiposition
is becoming weaker, and most of Barth's results are
now rapidly being recognized as the standard teach-

ings of philological science.
Barth is also the editor of "Tha'lab's Kitab alFasih," edited and commented, Leipsic, 1 870 of two
volumes in the series "Tabari's Annalen," jiarfs i.,
ii. (1879-81) in De Goeje's edition of Tabari and of the
"Diwau des Qutami," Leyden, 1902.
;

Seminar zu Bn-liti,
IScsteltcns, 1898, pp. 9, 57.

Bini,ior,RAPHY: liatihiuer
ilic

-';'

Jahre Seines

Dcricht IU>cr

F. H. V.

s.

BARTHOLDY, JACOB SALOMON:

Prusuncle of the coin])oser Felix -Mendelssolm-Bartholdy born jNIay 13,
1779, in Berlin; died in the Protestant faith July 27,
IS'25. in Pome.
He was of a prosjierous Jewish
family, and received a careful education.
After attending the rniversity of Halle for some time, he
made a tour through (ireec(! with tlu; artist (Jroiuiis.
Fiom (Jrcece lie brought liome the m.'Uiuseript of an
unlinished book, the first part of which was published in 1S()5 under the title "Bruchsti'icke zur
Niiheren Kenntniss des Heiitigen (Jiieciienlands,"
Berlin; a French translation a])peare(l in Paris in
sian dipioiuat

and

ait patron;

;

—
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1807.
He traveled extensively in Italy and in Asia
Minor; but Holland and France likewise attracted
In
liini, and he spent much of his time in Paris.
Dresden he became an intimate friend and admirer
of the noted i)ast()r Reiiihard, by whom he was converted to Protestantism in 1805.
As first lieutenant of the Vienna niihtia, Bartholdy
took an aclive part in the campaign of 1809 against
Napoleon, distinguishing himself especially in the
battle of Ebersberg, where he was severely -wounded.
In 1813, while attached to the bureau of Prince von
Hanlenberg, he accompanied the allied armies to
On the latter
Paris, and went thence to London.
journey he met Cardinal Consalvi, with whom he
formed a lasting friendship, and whose life he afterward described in his book, "Ziige aus dem Leben
des Cardinals H(M-cules Consalvi, "Stuttgart, 1824.
In 1815 Bartholdy received the appointment of
Prussian consul-general to Italy and established him
self in Rome.
Wliile he strongly opposed the policy
of tlie eminent historian Niebuhr, then Prussian ambassador at the jKipal court— a policy which to him
.seemed w<'ak and mmecessarily lem'ent toward the
lldly See he gave his firm support to Cardinal
Consahi and the Romanists at the Vienna Congress.
After the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, 1818, he was
ai)p()inted Prussian business rejiresentative, with the
title of privv councilor of legation, at the court of
Tuscany. In 1825 he was pensioned bj- the Prussian government.
Bartholdy is the author of the following works, in
addition to those mentioned above: " Der Krieg der
Tyroler Landleute im Jahre 1809" (1S14), and an
luifinished work (in mauu.script) on ancient glass and

Bartenora
Bartolocci

schichten," ii. 2, 54-108).
In Coptic Gnostic literature he is often ment-oned (see Carl Schmidt, "Gnostisehe Schriften in Koptischer Sprache," 1892, p.
451).

Bun.ioGRAPiiY

Hastings,
Kuriirl. BiliUca.
:

Dkt. of

tlic

Dihle,

s.v.;

Cbeyne,

K.

T.

BARTHOLOMEW RAYMUNDO.

See Rimos,

MOSKS,

BARTOLOCCI, GIULIO

Italian student of
born at Celleno April 1, 1C13;
He was a pupil of a baptized
died Oct. 19, 1687.
Jew, Giovanni Battista, wlio instructed him in Hebrew and on eomideting his studies he became a
:

Jewish literature;

;

pries/ of the Cistercian order.

It

was from Battista

—

glass materials.

An
to

enthusiastic patron of art, great credit is due
Bartholdy for giving a fresh impulse to the re-

vival of fresco-jiainting.
He engaged four German
artists— Cornelius, Overbeck, Schadow, and Veit
to adorn his house with frescos, the well-known
Casa Bartholdy, or Casa Zuccari, in the Via Sistina
in Rome.
In 1887 the house was torn down, and
the famous frescos lepresenting the stor}- of Jo.seph
were bought by the Pr\issian government and
transferred to the National Gallery in Berlin (Donop,
"Die Wandgemiilde der Casa Bartholdv," Berlin,
The .Museum of Berlin bought Bartholdy's
1889).
important collection of antiques, comprising Etruscan vases, bron/es, ivories, majolicas, etc., which
are now displayed in the National Gallery.
Buu,U)(;r.M'HV: Bnickhaiis, I\(i)ivfrxatio)is-Lr.rik<))i. i.4th eel.,
S.V.; McytT, Kniirrrsatiniis-Lcriki))!. r>th eil.; Allgeiiiciiic
DvAilKclic Biiiyiapliie; Hoefur, Nouvelle BiuijrapliU' I'tiivcrscUc.

A.

S.

BARTHOLOMAION.

.See

BARTHOLOMEW (^o^n

Ben

"13)

:

S.

V.

Tem.vlion.

One of the apos3; Mark iii. 18;

mentioned only in ]\Iatt. x.
vi. 14;
Acts i. 13.
Some writers identify
him with the Nathanael of John i. 45 ct seq., \\\. 2,
but on insufficient grounds. He is mentioned by
Eusebius (''Churcli History," v. 3, 10) as having
preached the Gospel in India (which name included
Arabia Felix). According to other legends he suftles;

Luke

fered
2,

maityrdom

20;

see also

(.Vssemani, "Bibl. Orientalis,"
Lipsius,

iii.

"Apocryi)lie Apostelge-

fiiulio Bartolocti.
(From Bartolocci, " liililiothcca Raljliinlca.'';

that Bartolocci obtained his great knowleflge of Heliterature, on account of which
he Avas appointed, in 1651, professor of Hebrew anil

brew and rabbinical

Rabbinics at the Collegium Neophytorum at Rome,
and likewise "Scriptor IIebraicus"at the Vatican
Library.
It was in the Vatican, and with the assistance of his teacher and guide, Battista, Avho was his
coworker at the library, that Bartolocci receiveil his
preparation for the work that was to give him lasting fame in the world of Jewish bibliography; and
it was at the Vatican and its subsidiary libraries
In 1()T5 he
that he obtained his chief materials.
began in Rome the publication of his "Biblioiheca
Magna Rabbinica"— a bibliograjihy, in Latin and
Hebrew, of Hebrew literature, arranged according
This work appeared
to th(! names of the authors.
in four folio volumes, 1675-93 (with the Hebrew title
"IDD nnp), three of which were published by the
author and the fourth by Carlo Giuseppi Imbonati,
Imbonati's supplement contained a list
his disciple.
of authors arranged according to the subjects on

";
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Baruch, Apocalypse of

which they wrote.

The

latter

added

to this

work

"

Bibliothcca Latina Hebraica,"
Rome, 1694, which contained tiie works and the
names of Christian authors who had written in Latin

a fifth volume, the

on Jews and Judaism.
It was from Battista that Bartolocci obtained the
idea and plan of the " Bibliotheca Magna Rabbinica,
Battista began the
as well as part of the material.
composition of the book in a chronological order,
which order was abandoned by Bartolocci. Richard
Simon, in writing in his "Bibliotheqvie Critique"
about Bartolocci's work, says: " It contains much of
Jewish learning, but little of judgment, and is conspicuous for a profound ignorance in the most common matters that concern criticism.'" Complaints
were also made that he devoted too much space to
refutations of Jewish arguments and that his translaOn the other
tions from the Talmud were faulty.
hand. Wolf attributes to Bartolocci the motive and
stimulus for his own work, which has more than
superseded Bartolocci's.
Even with its faults, the " Bibliotheca Rabbinica "
was a great undertaking. It was the first attempt
on a large scale to give to the world an account of
the literature of the Jews.
It is not a mere bibliographic and biographic compilation, but contains
also a number of dissertations on Jewish customs,
observances, religious ideas; on the River Sambation,
on the beginnings of Hebrew typography, and the
like.

Some Hebrew

treatises are reprinted in full

example, "Alphabet of Ben Sira," "Megillat
Antiochus," "Otiot de-R. Akiba " and a part of Eldad ha-Dani's mythical journey.
Several attempts were made to render Bartolocci's
work more accessible. The first who thought of
publishing Bartolocci's work, with the omission of
its Hebrew texts, etc., was the Oxford scholar Edward Bernard. Adrian Reland of Holland even
attempted to publish in Amsterdam such an extract
of the "Bibliotheca." But he failed to execute the
plan, there appearing in print the biographies alone
of such famous exegetes as Raslii, Ibn Ezra, Kimhi,
Levi ben Gershom, and Abravanel, which were
embodied in his " Analecta Rabbinica " (Utrecht,
Bartolocci left in manuscript a work on the
1702).
difficult expressions in the Mishnah.
for

Bibliography: Wolf, Bihl. Hi hi-, i. «>-9; Zunz, Z. G. p. 13;
IViiuveUe Bimirnphie I'nivcrsrlle, s.v.; Fiirst, liihl. JudA.
iii., l.\,\iv.; Steinsehneider, Cat. BixU. No. 4496; idem, in
Zeit.f. Hehi: BUiJ. ii. 51.

89.

M.

o.

Ra.— G.

BARUCH:

1. Son of Zabbai or Zaccai, Avho took
part in strengthening the wall of Jerusalem in the
time of Xehemiah (Neh. iii. 20).
2.
priest who signed the covenant with Nehc-

A

miah

(Neli. x.

7).

A

Judahite whose son jNIaaseiah was a resident
of Jerusalem (Neh. xi 5).
3.

J. .TK.

G. B. L.
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zing is suggested by Jeremiah's solemn warning,
uttered during the fourth year of Jehoiakim, when
Baruch was deciding upon his life-work: "Seekest
thou great things for thyself? seek them not" (Jer.
xlv. 5).
To the teachings and ideals of the great
prophet he remained true, although like his master
he was at times almost overwhelmed with despondency.
He it was who wrote down the first and second editions of Jeremiah's prophecies as they were
dictated to him by the prophet (Jer. xxxvi.).
The
supreme test came when he was commanded by his
master to read to the people gathered in the temple
on a fast day certain of the prophecies of warning
Jeremiah himself was in conceal(Jer. xxxvi. 1-8).
ment to avoid the wrath of the unprincipled Jehoakim, and the task was both difficult and dangerous;

but Baruch performed it without flinching. It was
probably on this occasion that the prophet gave him
the personal message preserved in Jer. xlv.
In the
final siege of Jerusalem (586 B.C.), Baruch was present with Jeremiah in person and witnessed the purchase by the prophet of his ancestral estate in Anathoth (Jer. xxxii.). Josephus states that he continued
after the fall of Jerusalem to reside with Jeremiah
at Mizpah ("Ant." x. 9, § 1).
That his influence
with the latter was great is shown by the fact that
the people suspected that it was on account of his
advice that Jeremiah ui'ged them to remain in Judah
after the murder of Gedaliah (Jer. xliii. 3).
He was
carried with Jeremiah to Egypt, where, according
to a tradition preserved by Jerome (on Isa. xxx. 6, 7),
he soon died. Two other traditions state that he
later went, or was carried, to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar after the latter's conquest of Egypt.
Baruch's prominence, by reason of his intimate
association with Jeremiah, led later generations to
exalt his reputation still further.
To him Avere attributed two later Jewish books (see Bakuch, Apoc-

AiATSE
.T.

of).

C. F.

JK.

-In Rabbinical Literature: Faithful lidper
and blof)d relation of Jeremiah. Both Baruch and
Jeremiah being priests and descendants of the proselyte Rahab, they served as a humiliating example
to their contemporaries, inasmuch as they belong to
the few who barkened to the word of God (Sifre,
Num. 78 [ed. Fi'iedmann, p. 206], and elsewhere;
compare also Pesikta xiii. 3//). Baruch is identical

with the Etiiiopian Ebed-melech, who rescued Jeremiah from the dungeon (Jer. xxxviii. 1 et firq.): and
he received his appellation because of his piety,
which contrasted with the loose life of tlic court, as
the skin of an Ethiopian contrasts witii that of a
white per.son (Sifre, Num. 99). As his piety might
have prevented the destr\iction of the Temple, God
conunanded him to leave Jerusalem before the catastrojilie,

so

as to

remove

(Syriac Apoc. Baruch,

Biblical Data: The disciple, secretary,
and devoted fiiend of the prophet .lercmiah. He

from Abraham's oak

was a son of Neriali, and brother of Seraiah, King
Zedekiah's chamberlain (Jer. li. 59), and, according
to Josei)hus ("Ant." x. 9, § 1), a member of a very
distinguished family.
That he had ambitions wliicli
he had reason for believing he was caj)able of real!

vessels

4.

K.

fire l)y

The

angels,
(Hi.

vi.

who

ii.

his jimtective iiresence

Baruch

1. v. 5).

at Hebron,

tjn'

pre\iously bad

tiien

Temple

liiildeii

saw,

set

on

the sacred

vii.).

T.iniiaini ai'e niueli divided

on the (piestion

among

ets.

the Proph.Vecdnliug to IMekilta (Bo, end of the introduc-

tion),

Baruch complained

whether iiaruch

is l<i !)(

classed

(Jer. .xlv. 3 ct

.sr*/.)

because

;
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the gift of prophecy had not been given to liim.
"Why," he said, "is my fate different from that of
all tlie other disciples of the Prophets?
Joshua
served Moses, ami the Holy Spirit rested upon him
Elisha served Elijah, and the Holy
Counted Sjiirit rested u))()ii him. Why is it
Among- the nlherwise with me?" God answered
Prophets, him: "Baruch, of what avail is a
hcdire where there is no vineyard, or
a shepherd where there are no sheep?" Baruch,
therefore, found consolation in the fact that when
Israel was exiled to Bab^ioiiia there Avas no longer
occasion for propiiecy.
The "Seder '01am"(xx.),
liowever, and the Talmud (Meg. 14b), include Baruch
among the Prophets, and state that he prophesied
in the period following the destruction.
It was in
Babylonia also that Ezra studied the Toiah with
Baruch. Nor did he think of returning to Palestine
during his teacher's lifetime, since he considered the
study of the Torah more important than the rebuilding of the Temple (Meg. 16b); and Baruch could not
join the returning exiles by reason of his age (Cant.
E. v. 5; see also Seder '01am, ed. Ratner, xxvi.).
Baruch's grave became the subject of later
legends.
An Arabian king once ordered it to be
opened but all who touched it fell dead. The king
thereupon commanded the Jews to
Baruch's open it; and they, after preparing
Grave.
tiiemselves by a three days' fast, suc;

ceeded without a mishap. Baruch's
intact in a marble coffin, and appeared as if he had just died. The king ordered
that it should be transported to another place
but,
after having dragged the coffin a little distance, the
horses and camels Avere unable to move it another
inch.
The king, greatly excited by these wonders,
went with his retinue to Mohanmied to ask his advice.
Arrived at Mecca, his doubts of the truth of
the teachings of Islam greatly increased, and he and
his courtiers finally accepted Judaism.
The king
then built a " bet ha-midrash " on the spot from
which he had been unable to move Baruch's body;
and this academy served for a long time as a place
of pilgrimage.
Baruch's tomb is a mile distant from that of Ezekiel, near ]\rashhad 'Ali; and a strange plant, the
leaves of which are sprinkled with gold dust, grows
on it ("Gelilot ErezYisrael," as quoted in Heilprin's
"Seder ha-Dorot," ed. Wilna, i. 127, 128; variant
in " Itinerary " of Pethahiah of Regensburg, ed.
Jerusalem, 4b). According to the Syriac Apocal}'p.se
of Baruch, he was translated to paradise in liis mortal

body was found

;

body

(xiii.,

xxv.).

Erez Zutta"

(i.)

of

The same is stated in "Derek
Ehed-melech. and since, as

shown above, Baruch and Ebed-melech were held
to be identical, the deduction is evident.
J.

SR.

L. G.

-In Arabic-Christian Legend
The ArabicChristian legends identify Baruch with Zoroaster,
:

and give much information concerning him. Baruch,
angry because the gift of prophecy had been denied
him, and on account of the destruction of Jerusalem
and the Temple, left Palestine to foimd the religion
of Zoroaster.
The prophecy of tiie birth of Jesus
from a virgin, and of his adoration by the Magi,

Bartolocci, Giulio

Baruch, Apocalypse of

is also ascribed to Baruch-Zoroaster (compare the
complete collection of these legends in Gottheil, in
"Cla.ssical Studies in Honor of H. Drisler," pp. 3451, New York, 1894; Jackson, "Zoroaster," pp. 17,

165

explain the origin of
prophet with a magician, such as Zoroaster was held to be, among the
Jews, Christians, and Arabs. De Sacy (" Notices et
Extraits des MSS. de la Biblioth^que du Roi," ii.
319) explains it on the ground that in Arabic the
name of the prophet Jeremiah is almost identical
with that of the city of Urmiah, where, it is said,
Zoroaster lived.
However this may be, the Jewish
legend mentioned above (under Bauuch in Rabbinical Litehatuue), according to which the Ethiopian
in Jer. xxxviii. 7 is undoubtedly identical with Baruch, is connected with this Arabic-Christian legend.
As earlj^ as the Clementine " Recognitiones " (iv.
27), Zoroaster was believed to be a descendant of
Ham; and, according to Gen. x. 6, Cush, the Ethiopian, is a son of Ham.
It should furthermore be
remembered that, according to the " Recognitiones "
iv. 28), the Persians believed that Zoroaster liad been
taken into heaven in a chariot ("ad coelum vehiculo
sublevatum "); and according to the Jewish legend, the above-mentioned Ethiopian was transported
alive into paradise ("Derek Erez Zutta," i. end), an
occurrence that, like the translation of Elijah (II
Kings ii. 11), must have taken place by means of a
" vehiculum."
Another reminiscence of the Jewish
legend is found in Baruch-Zoroaster's words concerning Jesus: "He shall descend from my family "
(" Book of the Bee," ed. Budge, p. 90, line 5, London,
1886), since, according to the Haggadaii, Baruch was
a priest; and Maria, the mother of Jesus, was of
priestly family.
Compare Ebed-mklech in Rabet seg.).

It is difficult to

this curious identification of a

binical Literature.
G.

BARUCH, APOCALYPSE OF

L. G.

(Greek)

:

An

apocryphal work, in which Baruch, the disciple of
Jeremiah, gives an account of the revelation which
he received in heaven. The existence of this work
(which is wholly different from the Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch published by Ceriani in 1866, 1871,
1883, and translated by Charles in 1896; see Baruch,

Apocalypse of [Syriac]) was unknown until 1886,
when a Slavonic Baruch Apocalypse was published
by Stojan Novakovic in the magazine " Starine "(vol.
But the attention of scholars was first
xviii.).
drawn to this work through the German translation
of the Slavonic text by N. Bonwetsch (" Nachrichten
von der Kouiglichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, Philologisch-Historische Klasse,"
1896, pp. 94-101); and a year later the world of
learning was astonished by M. R. James's publication of the Greek text, until then entirely unknown,
in "Texts and Studies: Contributions to Biblical
and Patristic Literature," edited by J. Armitage
Robinson, v.. No. i., pp. 84-94, Cambridge, 1897. The
Slavonic text is an abbreviated form of the Greek,
sometimes merely an abstract of it. Consequently,
the Greek text must be considered as the basis of
the other, though the Slavonic text seems in some
places to have preserved the correct reading.
The contents of the Apocalypse are as follows:

;
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Baruch. bewailing and lamenting the fall of Jerusalem, is addressed by an angel of God sent to reveal
great mysteries to him (ch. i.).
He goes with the
angel, and after crossing a stream at the place where
heaven is fastened (not the ocean, but the " mayim ha'elyonim " [upper waters]; Gen. R. iv.
Baruch
3; Hag. 15nr; compare Abraham, TesAscends to tament of), they reach the first heavFirst
en.
The angel tells Baruch that the
Heaven, heaven's thickness equals the distance
from heaven to earth, or the distance
from east to west (thus the Slavonic text: the Greek
reads "from north to south"; Tamid32r<; Hag. Vda).
Baruch sees men in animal form, who, as the angel
explains, "are they wdio built the tower, and God
has transformed them"(ii.). This means that the
builders of the tower ("dor haflugah ") were trans-

formed into demons (Sanh.

109*?, j^^i^i

D"'^t^')•

Pirke R. El. vi. Num. R. xii. 4. 'I'he plienix attends
the sun in its course as guard; catching on its wings
the rays, in order to keep them from scorching everything.
At daybreak the rustling of the phenix
awakens the cocks on eartii, who then give the signal
of dawn in their peculiar utterance (compare Targ.
;

on Job xxxviii.

travail.

woman

A similar rabbinical
in

Egypt

legend about a Jewish
(Pirke R. El. xlviii.
compare
;

"Sefer ha-Yashar, Shemot," ed. Leghorn, p. IVSb) is
probably the original of this. The fourth chapter,
describing the third heaven, seems to have been
badly mutilated in the Greek text; the Slavonic version nuist therefore be followed.
Baruch sees a
dragon as long as the distance from
The Third east to west. It drinks an ell from the
Heaven, sea daily; because three hundred and
sixty rivers constantly empty into the
sea, and would cause it to overflow, so that there
would be nothing left dry on earth. The inside of
the dragon is as large as the bell}^ of Hades.
The

Greek text adds that

it is this dragon which cats the
bodies of those that have spent their lives in evil.
The dragon seems to be identified with Hades in
other respects also; and the representations of the
dragon (the Leviathan) and Hades are confused.
There is no connection between this part of the
chapter and the section immediately following, in
which Baruch asks which tree seduced Adam, and
the angel answers that it was the vine planted l)y
Samael (this view is wide)}- spread in the apocalyptic
and rabbinical literature; compare Giuzberg, "Die
Haggada bei den Kirehcnviltern," ]ip. 88-41). In this
connection, too, it is stated tliat tiie Deluge washed
the vine bodily out of tiie Garden of Eden whereupon
Noah took possession of it and jilanted it (Ginzberg.
I.e. p. 40).
In its present form the section on the vine
is a Christian interpolation intended to reconcile tlic
harmfulness of wine with its use in the comnniiiidn
service.
In this way the original legend on tlic
planting of the vine by Noah and the arch-fiend be
comes radically changed. See Asmooeus.
Chapters vi. to ix., treating of the sun, moon,
and stars, are the most interesting part of the woik.
The Sim is represented as a man with a crown of
fire, sitting on a chariot.
This is jjiobably derived
from tiie Greek conee|)tioii, l)Ut found also elsewhere
in rabbinical literature, as in Slavonic B. of Enocii
;

22h, 23a, 4%)
some other celesmanifestation, which causes the crowing of the
(iii.

tial

even the Talmud knows the blessing "[i-iQ
|nj "It^X ("blessed be He who has given
the cock intelligence [to distinguish between day

cocks;

nrn

'•nt^'^

and night]," Ber.

60/>).
As in the rabbinical sources
(Pirke^R. El. vi. Y^alk., Eccl. 967), the angels draw
the sun's chariot (ch. vii., viii.), and at night four
angels remove the sun's crown (according to Pirke
R. El. I.e., the sun is attended by different angels by
;

night and by day and since, according to Yalk. I.e., there are eight in all,
;

Celestial

this reason

ment inflicted on the tower-builders. They were
so inhuman that they would not let a woman who
helped with the building leave her work during

The Zohar

36).

also tells of a heavenly wind, or

For

they are not in the place of toi-ment,
which is in the third heaven, but at the entrance to
heaven (Hag. 16(7; compare Demonoi.ooy).
The third chapter gives the reason for the punish-
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Phenomena.

the

number in

tallies

the Baruch Apocalypse
with that in rabbinical litera-

ture).
They remove the crown in
order to cleanse it of the impurities with which it
becomes spotted through the sins of man on eartli
(Test. Patr., Levi, 3; Eliyahu R. ii.); and for this
reason it is renewed every day (compare the words
ill

the

morning service

n^ti'X"!^,

tion").

^:^'J;0, T'On DV ^D2 CnniO
who reneweth every day the work of creaThe conception of the moon is also Greek.

"

It is represented as a

woman

sitting

on a chariot

drawn by oxen and lambs. It was once as large as
the sun and even more beautiful; but at Adam's
did not display the proper compassion, and it
made to wax and wane. This agrees
only in part with the Haggadah variously given in
the Talmud and ]\Iidrash, that the moon suffered
this decrease in its size through its pride and guilt
(Shebuot 9^f; Hul. 60b; Gen. R. vi. 3).
In the fourth heaven Baruch first sees in a wide
plain a pond about which are large numbers of birds.
The angel explains that this is the place to which
the souls of the righteous go in order that they ma_y
live together in choirs.
The idea that the souls of
the righteous are transformed into birds frequently
occurs ill the Cabala (compare "Tikkune Zohar," ed.
Lemberg,vi. 22h; see also Sanh. 92&) this idea is probably of Egyptian origin. The fourth heaven also
contains the water which descends to earth in the
form of rain. For although the original source of
rain is the sea, it must first ascend to lieaven to
mingle with the water there in order
The Fourth that it may bring forth fruit, since se;iand Fifth water is salt. In this way, according
Heavens, to Gen. R. xiii. 10 and Eccl. R. i. 7.
the passage at the end of ch. x. is to
be explained.
In the fifth heaven Baruch meets
Michael, prince of the angels and keeper of the celestial keys, who is descending to receive the prayers
of men and to carry a report of their virtues to God.
The expression " gates of prayer " ("slia'are tefillali ")
already occurs freiiueiitly in tiie Talmud (Ber. 'S'2fi)
and in the liturgy. Concerning the office here ascribed to Aliehael, compare Ginzberg, in I.e. p. 13.
The conclusion of the Apocalypse (ch. xii.-xvii.)
describes the acts of the angels who accompany men
on earth (Hag. \ivi) an<l report in heaven concerning
fall it

was

therefore

;
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them. The angels that accompany tlie righteous hand
baskets of tiowers to Michael, wiio gives them to God
but other angels stand downcast and with empty
baskets, not daring to draw nigh.
These latter are
the angels that accompany the evil-doers.
They beg
^licliael to free them from their duties; for they do
not wish to gaze an}' longer upon the sins of man.
After i\Iicliael has brought the virtues of men to
God, he returns and tells the angels what God has
communicated to liim. He gives the angels of the
righteous a rewaril for tlie righteous, and bids the
other angels inflict }iunishment of all kinds on the
evil-doers.
Then the angel that has guided Baruch
takes him back to the place whence he started.
;

Tlie latest date at Avhich the Apocalypse of Baruch
could have been written is determined by the fact
that Origen (18.'5-2.')4) made a citation

Relation
to Other

Irom

it ("

De

Priucipiis, "

ii.

3, G).

The

question as to the earliest date depends
Works.
upon the relation of this Baruch Apocalypse to the other works ascribed to
the same author, and to the apocryphal and pseudepigraphic literature in general. It is certain that
the Apocalypse was influenced by the (Slavcmic)
Book of Enocli, a work of about the middle of the first
Christian century. It is, however, a question whether
the Greek version employed the Syriac Apocalypse
of Baruch, since ch. Ix.wi. of the latter, in which
Barucii receives a promise of cosmic revelations,
affords arguments rather against than for such a
supposition.
The assumption is untenable that the
Greek Ajjocalypse was written to show the actual
fidfilment of the promise.
The critical point in the
Syriac Apocalypse lies in this chapter when Baruch,
before leaving earth, obtains a full survey of it in
order that he may see what he is leaving and whither
he is going. This idea is based upon an opinion lield

Joseph (Sifre, Num. 136) and others,
that God allowed not only Moses, but other favored
pious men to behold before their death the wliole
world and all the mysteries of nature. Now, if the
Greek Apocalypse was complementary to the Syriac,
the author of the former woidd not have failed to
join his story of Baruch 's pas.sage tlirough heaven
to this account of his last act on earth.
The alleged connection of the Apocalypse with
other pseudeingrai)]iic works is only vaguely indicated, and proves nothing.
The same is true of the

by Akiba

b.

linguistic relation Avhicli,

it

tween the A])ocalypseand the
instance, yutpa

rf/q

is

asserted, exists be-

New Testament.

For
from the New
(the Day of Judg-

npiaajg is not taken

Baruch, Apocalypse of

lar nature:

(1) It is perhaps the one Jewish work
whicli undoubtedly betrays Indian influence.
The
plienix, referred to in this Apocalypse
It Betrays as the companion of the sun. and the

Indian

wonderfid desciiption of it, are probably of Indian origin; for Indian
mytliology relates much that is similar concerning the bird Garuda, the companion
of the sun-god Vi.shnu (" Mahabharata Adi Parva,"
xvi.-xxxiv.
comi)are James, "The Apocalypse of
Barucli," Introduction, pp. Ixiii.-lxvi., in "Texts and
Studies." I.r.).
(2) Michael's office, as described in ch. xi.-xvi.,
is significant.
The resemblance between his functions and those ascribed to Jesus b}' the early
Influence.

;

and the

relation between the
probably not correct, however, to consider ^lichael in the Apocal^'pse as the
Logos or Jesus in a Jewish garb. The explanation
of the similarity between the two must be sought in
the fact that, at the time when Christianity aro.se, the
carrying out of a too transcendental conception of

ciiurch

is

two

obviou.s.

is

striking;

It is

monotheism required, in order that the relation of
God to man might be explained, the supposition
of some mediator; and no one was better suited for
this part than Michael,

the prince of the angels.
Witli the advent of Christianity the unties of Michael
were ascribed to Jesus or Logos (compare W.
Lueken, "Michael," 1898). In view of these facts,
it may be assumed as certain that the author of the
Apocalypse was not a Pharisee, since the Pharisees
oi)po.sed decidedly such doubtful angel-lore.
He
nuist have been one of the Gnostics, Avho revered
equally the Ilaggadah, Greek mj'thology, and Oriental wisdom.
To consider the Apocalypse a Jewish
Gnostic work would also be in accordance with the
date arrived at for its origin namely, the beginning
of the second century, when gnosis was at its height
;

among both Jews and
Bibi,10(;rapmy

:

Christians.
Bonwetsch and James, as above;

R.

H.

Cliarles, TJic Ajxicahuisc of Banicli, intrtHUiction, pp. 2022; Mortlll, in Ti'.rts a)id Studies. \., No. \. giving English
translation of the Slavonic text; Kaiitzseh, Die Aiiokrupfien
und Pseiidepi(]raijlien des AUen Tcstniiir ntfi. ii. 402-4W,
44tJ-4.57, containing German translation of the Greek version
with critical notes and introduction.
T.
L. G.

BARUCH, APOCALYPSE OF (Syriac) A
pseudepigraphic woik in which Baruch narrates his
experiences during the periods just before and after
the destruction of the Temple, and gives an account
of the revelations received bj' him concerning the
future.
With the exception of a small fragment,
chapters Ixxviii.-lxxxvi., the work has become
known only recently. It has been pre.seived in
In 1866 Ceriani published a Latin translaSyriac.
tion of the Syriac text ("]Moniunenta Sacra," I. ii.
73-98), the Syriac text itself in ordinary type in 1871,
and in facsimile in 1883. Following is an outline of
:

Yom ha-Din "
ment) is an expres.sion used before Christian times,
and occurs more frequently in rabbinical literature
than in the New Testament. Only one pas.sage can
with certainty be considered a Christian interpolation; and that is the one concerning the vinealread}'
referred to as occurring in ch. iv.
The interpolation here is very luiskilfully made.
It interrupts
the se(|uence, and adds entirely foreign elements.
There are also other evidences that the Apocalypse
has not been preserved in its original form. For
example, it is natural to expect descriptions of the
sixth and seventh lieavens; but these are lacking.
The following two points show the position of the

Chapters i.-v. God reveals to Baruch the impending destruction of Jerusalem, and bids him leave
the city along with all other pious persons, since
their presence there would preserve it from destruction.
Baruch, at first hopeless over the .sad tidings,
is comforted by God, who assures him that Israel's
woes will not be permanent, but that after the

Apocalypse

nation's chastisement a glorious heavenlj^

'I'estament, since "

in relation to other literature of a simi-

the contents of the work:
:

Temple
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Avill arise for it.
Tlicn Burucli, Jeivmiali, and all
other pious ones goto the brook Kidron, where they
await the sad event.
Chapters vi.-viii.
On the following day the
Chaldeans surround the cit}' and while Baruch
stands sorrowing at the fate of the people, a wind
carries him up to the walls of Jerusalem. He sees four
angels with torches tiring the walls, but not before
another angel has consigned the sacred vessels of the
:

;

Temple

which swallows them up

to the earth,

the latter daj's.
Chapters ix.-xii.

till

Seven days after the capture
of Jerusalem, Baruch again receives a revelation.
He is told that Jeremiah should accompany the cap:

tives to Babylon, but that he himself must remain at
the ruins of Jerusalem, where God will reveal to
him what shall happen at the end of daj's. Then
Baruch sings a dirge on the destruction of Jerusalem
and the sorrows of Israel, beginning " Happy he that
was not born, and he that, being born, hath died "

(compare Job

11).

iii.

:

punishment of the heathen and of all godless persons; and he is told that he will live until the consummation of the time, that he may bear witness in
the hour of their punishment against those nations
who now prosper.

God

cuts short Baruch's reflections on the just course of history by referring to
the end of days soon to come, and promising to reveal it.
Chapters xxi.-xxx. After another seven-day
fast and long pra3'ers the heavens open and Baruch
hears a heavenly voice. First he is blamed for tlie
doubt and timidity expressed in his complaints and
prayers, and then he learns that the "future time"
will come onl}" when the earth shall have brought
forth all her fruit that is, when all the souls destined
to be born shall have seen the light of day.
He is
told of the twelve divisions of the time of oppression,
and of the following Messianic era of joy and glory.
Chapters xxxi.-xxxiv. Baruch assembles the
elders of the people and tells them that Zion will
soon be restored, but destroyed once again, then to
:

'.

;

:

be rebuilt for

of the resurrection and tinal destiny of the righteous,
fate of the godless.

and of the

Chapters liii.-lxxiv.
whose meaning

A second prophetic vision

:

explained by the angel
Ramiel. A cloud which arises from the sea rains
down twelve times alternately dark and bright
waters.
This indicates the course of events from
Adam to the jNIessiah. The six dark waters are the
dominion of the godless Adam, Egypt, Canaanitic
influence, Jeroboam, Manas.seh, and the Chaldeans.
The six bright waters are Abraham, Moses, David,
Hezekiah, Josiah, and the time of the Second Temple.
After these twelve waters comes another water still
darker than the others and shot with Arc, cairying
annihilation in its train.
A clear flash puts an end to
the fearful tempest.
The dark cloud is the period
between the time of the Second Temple and the advent of the Messiah, which latter event determines
the dominion of the wicked, and inaugurates the
follows,

is

—

era of eternal bliss.

Chapters Ixxv.-lxxxvii.
After Baruch has
thanked God for the secrets revealed to him, God
bids him warn the people, and keep himself in read:

Chapters xiii.-xv.
After fasting seven days,
Baruch receives a revelation concerning the future

Chapters xvi.-xx.
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ail eternity.

Chapters xxxv.-xli. Baruch, while sitting in
the ruins of the Temple lamenting, receives a new
:

revelation in the form of the following vision In his
sleep lie sees a wood surrounded by rocks and crags,
and, opposite the wood, a growing vine, beneath
which flows a spring. The spring runs quietly as
far as the wood, where it waxes to a mighty stream,
overwhelming the wood and leaving only one cedar
standing.
This cedar, too, is Anally swept away
and carried to the vine. God explains the meaning
of the vision to Baruch.
The wood is the mighty
:

fourth power (Rome); the spring is the dominion of
the Messiah; and the vine is the Messiah Himself,
who will destroy the last hostile ruler (of Rome) on
Mt. Zion.

iness for his translation to heaven, since God intends
to keep him there until the consummation of the

Baruch admonishes the people and, besides,
two letters: one to the nine and one-half
tribes the other to the two and one-half tribes exiled
in Babylon. The contents of the first letter only are
times.

writes

;

given.
In it Baruch justifies the deeds of God concerning the kingdoms of Samaria and Judah, and
reveals God's judgment on Israel's oppressors.
His
call to the people to repent before God and His Law"
ends the letter and the book.

Many

parallels exist

between the Apocalypse and

rabbinical

Haggadah

literature,

some of which

a consideration

throw light upon
of the Apoc- certain misunderstood passages in the
alypse.
former, and, at the same time, be of
material assistance in forming a judgment upon the whole work.
'Arakin 17a, iu which the last king of Judah is
of

will

said to be pious, while his people are godless, cor-

responds

toi. 3 of the Apocalypse.
Pesik. R. 26 (ed.
Fri'^dmann, 131«), in which God causes Jeremiah to
leave Jerusalem, since his presence would presei've
it from destruction, corresponds to ii. 1, 2; and the
rabbinical passages in which the heavenly Temple
(Sifre, Deut. 37; for details, compare Ginzberg, "Die
Haggada bei den Kirchenvatern, " p. 13) is revealed to
Adam and Abraham in the night during the "covenant between the pieces" (Gen. R. xvi. 8: xliv. 20,
22) correspond to iv. 3, 4, 5. Of the persons mentioned
in V. 5 of the Apocalypse, Seraiah is a prophet, according to Sifre, Num. 78; Seder '01am R.xx. Gedaliah, a righteous man (" zaddik "), according to R. H.
186 and Jabez (probably |>3y^). one of those who reach
paradise alive (Derek Erez Zutta i. Kohler, in " Jew.
Quart. Rev." v. 418; for the correct reading here
see Tawrogi's ed., Konigsberg, 188;i, and Epstein,
;

;

;

"Mi-Kadmoniyot ha-Yehudim/'

\\ 111, note).

The

Chapters xlii.-xlviii. 24 Baruch is directed
to warn the people and to prepare himself for an-

account of the destruction of Jerusalem by angels
in vi.-viii. of the Apocalypse is in parts almost word

other revelation, which he does.
Chapters xlviii. 25-lii.
In this revelation
Baruch is told of the oppre.s.sions in the latter days.

for word the same as in Pesik. R. (I.e.).
Here, also,
the destruction is wrought by four angels with
torches in their hands, while another angel invites

:

:

;
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the " haters " (" soueini") to enter tlie house deserted
dilference between this Midrasii
in regard to tiie utterance of tlic

by its inmate. The
and tlie Apocal3'i)sc
angel
word.

is

to be e.\i)laine(l l)y tiie variant of a single

TheMidrash has ri'3^. while the Apocalypse
The sacred ()l)jecls winch the earlli
reads D''T1Nn.
swallowed, mentioned in

vi. 7,

are correctly given in

" Holy ArU " should be subrabbinical literature.
stituted for "holy ephod"—L'nipn piX is the later
Hebraic term (conii)are, for instance, 11 Chron. xxxv.

3; Ket.l()4r0
fact, it is

— because jllN also signifies "coffin."

In

probable that originally only those articles

were mentioned in this passage of the Apocalypse
which were missing in the Second Temple (Yoma
21//). and for whose disappearance (Shek. vi. l)an explanation had to be given, but conipaie also the later
Midrash '•]Masseket Kelim," in Jellinek's "B. II. ii.,"
which treats of the niunerous .sacred objects hidden
Zeb. 88/> affords an explanation of the
in the earth.
forty-eight gems. These are to be taken as the thirtybordering the hem of the priestly rol)e
("me'il") and the twelve stones in the breastplate
of the high priest; and an explanation of x. 2 is
provided by the Ilaggadah in which Jeremiah accompanies the exiles a ]iart of the way to Babylon,
but then returns (Pesik R. 26 [ed. Friedmann, 131b]
Introduction to Lam. R. xxxiv.).
A comparison of x. 9-16 with the last Mislmah of
Sotah; B. B. QOb; Toscf., Sotah, xiv. 11, shows that
What is given as
the Apocalypse alludes to facts.
a poetic fancy in x. 18 is treated in rabbinical literature as an actual occurrence; e.g., in Ta'anit 29r/
Lev. R. xix. 6; Pesik. R. I.e. Ab. R. N. [i.] iv. [ii.J,
In the last passage an eye-witness of the catasvii.
trophe of the year 70 testifies that certain noble
young priests threw the keys of the Temple toward
heaven and exclaimed: " Here are Thy kej^s
We
liave been found imtrustworthj^ guardians of Thy
house." Likewise, a clear understanding of the following verse (x. 19) can be obtained only b}'^ a comparison of it with Pesik. R. I.e. The virgins who
" weave linen and silk threads with gold from Ophir,
and who are bidden now to cast their work into the
flames," are the women Avho made the liangings
six

bells

;

;

!

(" ])aroket ") for

the

Temple

(Ket. lOGa),

and who are

mentioned, for this reason, along with the priests.
that Baruch should not die (xiii. 3) and
his translation to paradise in his mortal body (in
chap. XXV.) are suggested by the combination of
The vast
Sifre, Num. 99 and Derek Ere? Zutta i.
size of Sennacherib's host, given in Ixiii. 6, 7, accords with the description in Sanh. 95b; and the
miracle of the burning of their bodies while their
garments remained unconsumed (Ixiii. 8) is given in
The list of the wicked deeds of ManasSanh. Ma.
seh, set forth in Ixiv. 2-4, agrees with the catalogue
Likewise, the legend of
of his sins in Sanh. 103A.
the brazen horse, given in Ixiv. 8, occurs in as early
a work as the Pesikta de-Rab Kahana (xxv. 162),
from which it was borrowed by various Midrashim.
The .sorrow of the angels over Zion and Israel (Ixvii.
2) is a favorite theme of the ]\lidrash for instance,
The pasin Pesik. R. 28 [ed. Friedmann, 134rt].
sage in the Apocalypse (Ixxvii. 25) in which the
messenger-bird of Solomon is mentioned should be
compared with Eccl. R. to ii. 25.

The promise

;
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Tlie Apocalypse,

it

is

important to note, has also

many

points of agreement with the Pharisiiic doctrines, especially in regard to sin and tiie Law.
It
assumes that the world was created for Israel's sake;
that is, for those Israelites who fulfil
Theolog- the Law; and Baruch even thought
ical Stand- that with the extinction of the Jewi.sh
point.
state the world would end (iii. 7, xiv.
18, XV. 7, xxi. 24; Tan., ed. Ruber,
Pesik. R. 28 [ed. Friedmann, 13.V/]; a
discussion by Ginzberg, "Hnggada bei den
Kiichenvatern," i)p. 8-10). The views of the Apocalypse on the relations of .sin and death, of the first
man and his descendants, seem to be contradictory;
and for this reason .some scholars consider the Apocalypse to be the work of more than one author.
But a con.sideration of the rabbinical theories will
throw light upon these apjiarent inconsistencies.
The fall of the tirst human pair brought death ujion

Bereshitv.

;

lull

them, though it had not been intended that they,
being the creatures of God's own hands, shoidd be
Their descendants, though
mortal (Eccl. R. iii. 14).
they may have no direct claim upon immortality,
maj' nevertheless gain it if they are wholly free from
sin (Tan., ed. Buber, Emor, and the passages given
But the primal sin produced such
there by Buber).
conditions that it is almost impossible for the very
noblest of men to win immortality.
Adam, then, is responsible for the death of the
pious on account of the trivial offenses (" 'aberot
kallot") which are caused by the present state of

The pious would not have had

things.

death

if

Adam

had not brought

it

to suffer

into the world;

and the only way

to avoid death, when its dominion
once established, is to lead an absolutely blameless
compare Ablife (Tan., ed. Buber, Hukkat, xxxix.
KAiiA.M, Testament of, in which the same views are
The same idea occurs in the Apocaexpressed).
The
lypse in xviii. 2, xix. 8, xxiii. 4, liv. 15, Ivi. 6.
following ideas are common to the Apocalypse and
the Rabbis: In consequence of the corruptibility of
is

;

Adam, the soul of man
come not voluntarily into

the world since the fall of
hesitates to enter

it.

"

We

not of our own will " (xiv.
end; Tan., Pekude, ii. [ed.
Vienna, 1276]). A certain number of souls must be
born before the advent of the IVIessiah can occur
The souls of the pious are
(xxiii. 4, 5; Yeb. 62rt).
kept in a storehouse ("ozar," xxx. 2; Sifre, Num.
139; Ab. R. N. xii. [ed. Schechter, p. 50]; Shab.
The departed, though they are susceptible
1526).
of pain and pleasure, live in a world of their own,
and know nothing of the events on earth (xi. 5. 6;
It is, therefore, erroneous to stigmatize
Ber. 186).
this passage (xi. 5, 6) as Sadducean, as some critics
tlie

world, and

11, xlviii. 15;

we depart

Ab.

iv.,

have done.
The same inconsistency has been ascribed to the
eschatological views of the Apocalypse as to its theIn reality they combine standpoints which
ological.
contradict one another because derived from divergent sources, but such contradiction is found in
many works. In the very beginning of the Apocalypse (iv. 2-7) mention is made of the heavenly
Temple which will appear in the future time, and
shortly after (vi. 7-9) it is said that the sacred objects of the Temple, swallowed by the earth, will

-
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reappear at the reconstruction of Jerusalem. Now,
a tanna about tlic middle of the second century
speaks in one and the same sentence of
Eschathe heavenly Temi)le and of the fact
that it will be sent down to Jerusalem
tolog-y.
in order that sacrifices may be offered
in it (Suk. Ahi; see especially Kashi's explanation of
Concerning other relations between
the passage.
the earthly Temple [nCD b:^ C^'ipOH n""!! and the
heavenly one [n^yD ?tJ' pDHaJ, which in the future
time will in certain respects be one, compare Yalk.,
Isaiah, 472; Ta'anit 5^0There are no grounds for the belief that the Apocalypse unites contradictory views on the Messianic
era and the future world, and that, therefore, it must
have been written by more than one person. It is
true that it contains various revelations, independent of each other, on the jMessianic era, the Messiah,
and the future world; but a Pharisaic work, eschatological in character, and written at the time of
Jesus or even some decades before, must have treated
In some passages one point
of these three subjects.
is more strongly dwelt upon; in other passages anTlie reconstruction of Jerusalem (xliv.
other point.
7, Ixxi. 1), the gathering together of the Ten Tribes
("Kibbuz Galuyot," Ixxviii. 7, Ixxxiv. 10), and the
doom of the heathen (Ixxxii. 2-9, Ixxxv. 9) form only
one side, the national side, of Jewish eschatologj'.
The hope of national redemjition was connected
with the hope of individual redemption. The Messianic era will not only bring Israel to its rights, but
in the future Avorld (" 'olam ha-ba ") reward or pimishmcnt will be meted out to the individual according to his deeds. The description of the Resurrection
in the Apocalypse is signiticant for the agreement
of its escliatological doctrines with those of the rabbinical authorities.
"The earth will give up her
dead as she received them,
for it is necessary to
show those who live that the dead have arisen, and
that they have returned who had departed " (1. 2-4).
This same idea and the same reasons for it are given
.

in

.

.

"MilhamotMelekha-Mashiah

" (Jellinek,

"B. H."

vi. 119).

The words of

the Apocal3'pse concerning the pious

world are also noteworthy. "They
will shine with a varying glory, their countenances
will glow with a new beauty, so that they may
partake of the immortal world " (li. 3). This glory

in the future

("zivv") is frequently referred to in rabbinical eschatology; for example, in Ber. IIk, and Gen. R. xi. 2;

and, as can be seen from these ))assages, the " varying
glory '' of the Apocalj'pse shows the degree of piety
of the righteous (Sifre, Deut. 10, 47).
jNIodern critics who doubt the unity of the Apocalypse do not agree as to the authorship of its parts.
Two theories Iiav(! l)cen advanced concerning the
various sources of this Apocalypse.
Kabiscli (in
"Jahrbiicher fiir Protcstanti.sche Theologie," xviii.
66, 107) considers tlu; groundwork to be i.-xxiii.,
xxxi.-xxxiv., xli.-xlvi. 7, Ixxv.-lxxxvii. In addition to this there are three old documents: (1) the
fragmentary Apocalypse, xxiv. 3.-xxix. 8; (2) the
vision of the wood, cedar, and vine, xxxvi. 1-xl. 4;
and (3) the vision of the clouds, lii. 8.-lxxiv. 4. Besides these elements there are certain shorter sections,
the work of a final redactor.
Kabisch's theory is in
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part supported by De Faye (" Les Apocalypse
Juives," 1892, p. 195). But De Faye goes further and
divides the groundwork into two parts, the "Assumption of Baruch " and the " Baruch
ComApocalypse." Charles, however ("The
position of Apocalypse of Baruch," London, 1896),
the Apoc- though basing his theories on similar
analyses, considers the Apocalypse to
alypse.
be the work of six or seven authors.
He ascribes those parts which do not speak of a personal Messiah to three or four authors whom he calls
(Baruch) B 1, 2, 3, and S. B 1 is a Pharisee who expects the reconstruction of Jerusalem and the return
of the Diaspora, and who hopes for a Messianic era,
but no Messiah. He is the author of i.-ix. 1, xliii.xliv. 7, xlv.-xlvi. 6, Ixxvii. -Ixxxii.. Ixxxiv., and
Ixxxvi.
B 2 also is a Pharisee but he expects nothing more of this wicked world, and bases his hopes
entirely upon the future world, where the pious,
ri.sen from the dead, will be rewarded, and the godless will be punished.
He is the author of ix.-xii.,
;

xiii.-xxv.,

XXX.

2-xxxv.,

and

xli.-xlii.,

B3

xliv.

8-11,

the author of
Ixxxv. The chief difference between him and the
other authors lies in the fact that he wrote in exile,
while they wrote in Palestine. S is the author of x.
6-xii. 4.
He is possibly a Sadducee, but perhaps
All these sections, according to
identical with B 2.
Charles, date from the period after the destruction of
the Temple; but the Apocalyptic parts, xxxvi. -xl.
and liii.-lxxiv. as to wiiich Cliarles agrees with
Kabiscli inassigning them to two authors (xxxvi.
xl. to
2 liii.-lxxiv. 1 to A 3) date from the time
To this period, but
of the existence of the Temple.
to another author called
1, Charles ascribes also
xxvii.-xxx. 1. These three apocalypses, the work of
3, have one point in common namely,
2, and
1,
they express Messianic beliefs, though tliey disagree
It is this
as to the characteristics of the ]\Iessiah.
Messianic tendency which distinguishes these parts
from the other constituents of the work. The various
elements of the Apocalypse, according to Charles,
were united by a redactor who was himself the
author of the shorter sections.
Though it is triie that the Apocalypse consists of
some dissimilar elements, the divisions of the work
made by Chailes arc hardly justifiable. It is Clement
("Theologische Studien und Kritiken," 1898, pp. 227
ef seq.) who has most fully shown that many sup])osed contradictions are not wholly such.
The .section x. 6-xii. 4, which Chailes ascribes to a Sadducee,
not only has its parallels in rabbinical literature, as
shown above, but is based on Phai'isaic institutions.
Nor is it in conflict with this view that the author
should have used some old material, such as the
vision of the cedar, which dates from before the destruction of the Second Temple, while the greater
part of the work originated in the time following
this catastrophe.
The integrity of the Apocalypse is also disputed
by some scholars who believe that
Its
originally itwas longer than at present.
Integrity. The nussing ])arts are tlie cosmic revelations promised to Bar\ich in Ixxvi.
and the letter to the two and one-half tribes spoken
of in Ixxvii. 9.
Now, it is jn'obable that the author
Ixxv.,

xlvii.-lii.,

Ixxxiii.

is

—

A

—

;

A

A

A

A

;

:
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did not

mean

to give a full account of the cosmic

mentioned Ihem because, according to a wide-spread opinion (Sifre, Num. 130;
compare Ascension), every pious man before his
death obtained a view of the world and its doings,
and the experience could not fail to be ascribed to
Baruch. In regard to the letter to the two and oni'revelations, but merely

lialf tribes,

Charles

(ih..

Introduction, p.

6'))

has

])ro-

pounded a very likely. theory. He suggests that a
part of the Book of Baruch— namely, iii. 9-iv. 29 is
a recast of the letter to the two and one-half tribes
mentioned in the Apocalypse of Baruch, and that i.
1-3 of the Book of Barucli was originally tlie introduction to the letter. But it is not impossible tliat
both letters the one to the two and one-half tribes
and that to the nine and one-half tribes originally
formed one work, from which both the Book of
Baruch and the Apocalypse of Baruch were derived.

—

—

—

Details concerning the destruction of the Temi)le,

which were merely touched upon in the letters, were
added; and, with the addition of other kindred material, each letter gave rise to a new book.
If it be granted that with the exception of a few
additions the Apocalypse is the work of one writer,
the question arises as to the time of its authorshii).
The earliest possible date is 70; for though the author is silent concerning the overthrow of the Temple, and seeks to convey the idea that Baruch is the
real author, he betrays the fact that the destruction
has taken place (xxxii. 3-4). There is only one
datmn for a decision of the latest possible date, and
that is derived from an investigation of the relationThat some
ship of IV Esdras and the Apocalypse.
relationship does exist between them is indubitable.
The mode of expression, tlie line of thought, and the
arrangement agree in a number of instances (these
are enumerated by Charles, ib. pp. 170

The Apocalypse

and

ct

seq.).

It is diflicult

to determine

which is the earlier work, since there
are no internal evidences to judge by.

IV

Esdras. The fact that the author of IV Esdras
was a far better stylist than the author
but the
of the Apocalypse is not to he disi)uted
deduction made by Gunkel (Kautsch, "Apokryphen
und Pseudepigraphen," ii. 3.")1), that IV Esdras is the
earlier work, is not necessarily to be drawn from it
;

a better style does not bespeak originality. Wellliausen ("Skizzen und Vorarbeiten," vi. 249) argues
no better for the opposite view, that the Ai)Ocalypse
He bases his opinion on the
is the earlier work.
choice of the name " Baruch" since Baruch preceded
Ezra in time, having actually witnessed the destruction of Jerusalem, therefore the work bearing his
name should be the earlier. But tliat Ezra lived
:

after the destruction of the city

is

no argument for

the later date of the Ezra Apocal^'pse.

In rabbinical

Ezra holds a position similar to that of
]\Ioses (Sifre, Deut. 48 [ed. Friedmann, 84/*)]
while
Baruch is not generally recognized as a prophet (compare B.VRUCH BEN NeRIAII IN RaBBINICAL LiTERATIII5E).
Ezra, as the more important person, might
naturally have been first thought of as the author

literature

;

The name once adopted, the situation had to be in accordance with it; and, therefore, in the Baruch Apocalyp.se the period of the
destruction of Jerusalem is described, and, immeof an apocalypse.

Baruch, Apocalypse of

diately after, Barucli sees his vi.sions; while Ezra
gives his revelations thirt}' years after tlie destruction.
Consequently, the exact date can not be determined but it is probable that it was written between
the years 70 and 130.
Though there is no evidence
that Papias, the disciple of the apostles, used the
Baruch Apocalypse, ycA, since; there are no allusions
to the persecutions of Hadrian, the Apf)calypse was
;

Bar Kokba's revolt.
no doubt that the present Syriac form of
the Apocal^'pse was derived from the Greek; but
that language is scarcely to be regarded as the one
in which it was originally written. Though the many
Hebraisms do not necessarily indicate a Hebrew origin all likelihood written before

There

is

inal, certain

passages distinctly

])oint to

a

Hebrew

For instance, verse 13 of chapter x. can not
be fully understood unless it is assumed that the NeoHebrew DJD stood originally in the passage. The
l)etrothed men are told not to marry (D''Jnn DDNI
IDJSn 7N); and the Syriac "enter" could have come
only from DJ3 with its double meaning of "marry "
and "enter a house." A translation into Hebnjw of
xxi. 14 would read ny3t^', h^vb IDHJ. '?^n ^'•yv DH
"•Sn^ 'QV pn^ jlTD; and this alfords a pretty examIn the
ple of the favorite Neo-Hebraic paronomasia.
same chapter the "holy beings," who elsewhere can
not be identified with angels, are properly the "hayyot ha-kodesh " of Jewish angelology. This expression was rendered by the Syrians and before them
by the Greeks as "holy beings" instead of "holy
source.

animals."

In

Ivi.

6

it is

said that the fall of

man

brought mourning, sorrow, misery, and boastfulness
The term "boastfulness" is eviinto the world.
dently inappropriate the translator may have mistaken the Hebrew D^^an C' pangs ") for n''^2r\ (" nothings," "vanity"), which would then easily suggest
:

"boastfulness."

noteworthy that the Apocalypse contains
idiomatic expressions peculiar not to the Hebrew of the Bible, but to Neo-Hebrew,
Language especially to the old liturgy. "The
righteous who sleep in the earth," in
and
Locality, xi. 4, is a phrase occurring in the
" Shemoneh 'Esreh"
and the exaggerated figure in liv. 8 is remarkably like similar phrases
It

is

many

;

in the

Nishmat

prayer.

The expression

in xli. 4,

"have taken refuge under Thy pinions," is modeled after the Neo-Hebraic "to run away from the
pinions of the Shekinah"

(Sifre,

Deut.

306

[ed.

Friedmann, 1306], but comp. Ruth ii. 12).
Another proof that Hebrew was the original language of the Apocalypse is its almost literal agreement with the Pesikta Rabbati in several passages.
There is no reason to suppose that the author or,
to be more exact, the redactor of the Pesikta used
the Apocalypse in its present form; and the agreement is to be explained on the ground that the old
Midrash upon which the Pesikta drew in describing
the destruction of the Temple was derived from a
time when the Apocalypse was still read by the Jews.
The poetical parts of the Apocalypse are especially
Hebraic in character. Following is a specimen taken
from Baruch 's lament over the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple it is one of the few existing
specimens of Hebrew poetry from the period immedi-

—

;

ately following Scriptural times:

—

Baruch, Book of
Baruch, Baruch
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" Happy he who is not born, or he who was bom and has died
But wo unto us who live and have seen thy distress, O Zion,
Jerusalem
thy fate,
I will call the sirens from the sea; and you, ye Liliths, come
!

I

And

from the desert.
ye demons and jackals, come forth from your forests
your loins to lament; let us sing our sad lay and
;

Arise, gird

make moan"

(x. 6-8).

Tlie Apocalj'pse is full of Inily poetic passages,
tlie visions and prophecies as well as in
It shows that the Pharisees were not
the laments.
so narrow-niiiuled as the New Testament books,
written at the same time, represent them. There
were still among them those who could l)ewail their

occurring in

sorrows with jwetic

tire,

and portray the futuie

in a

strain of lioly inspiration.

Bibliography: R. H. Charles, Apocalnptir Literature (the
Apocalnpse i>f Bcuiicli). in Eiiciicliniailiit Jiihlica.i. 215220,

ii.

i:itis-i;570;

Dilhiiann, in Prntestdiitisvltc

Rcahucn-

Uruminond,

TJic Jcwislt
Mrsf;i(th, 1877, pp. 117-132; Ewald, Historii iif Israel, viii. 57Hilgenfeld, Mensias Jtiihrdruiii, ISti'.i, pp. (iii ct ftcq.;
(U
Kneucker, Das Buch Barveli. 1879, pp. liHl-108; Langen, Dc
kliiiM'idie, 2ii eil.,x\i.

3.57

c^

scq.;

;

A)>oeal!ipsi Bn}ucli, 1867; Rosenthal, Virr Apohrl|pllisr^lc
BUcher aus iter Zeit utid Sriiule Akilias. 1885, pp. 72-1(13;
Sehiirer, Geseliiehte, hi. 223-232, in pp. 231-232, where a full
bibliography is given: Thomson, Boohs WliieJi Iiitluenced
Oiir Lord and His Apostles, 1891, pp. 253-267, 414-422.
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T.

BARUCH, BOOK

G.

OF One of the Apocryphal
or so-called deuterocanouic books of the Old Testament. It consists of two parts. The first (i. 1-iii.
8) is in the form of a prose letter with a historical
introduction.
Bartich, the secretary of Jeremiah,
having written a book, reads it before King Jelioiachin and tlie exiles in Babylon. The people weep,
fast, and pray.
Then they make a
Contents, collection of money, which they send
to Jerusalem to be used for the Temple service, with an injunction to pray for the
life of Nebuchadnezzar, king
of Babylon, and
that of Belshazzar, his son, so that the people may
dwell in peace under the shadow of these princes
1-14).
letter follows, which is presiunably
(1.
the one written by Baruch, although not expressly
mentioned as such.
This letter (i. 15-iii. 8) is a
confession of national sin, a recognition of the
justness of the nation's punishment, and a prayer
:

A

for mercy.

The

book (iii. 9-v. 9), which
form and tone from the first, consists of two poems, the first of which (iii. 9-iv. 4) is
an exhortation to Israel to learn wisdom, which is
described as the source of all happiness, and as "the
book of the commandments of God." Tlie second
.second part of the

differs greatly in

poem

(iv.

Israel,

and an exhortation

5-v. 9)

a picture of tlie suffering of
to Jeru.salem to take heart
and await hopefully the salvation of God, Jerusalem
being here represented as a desolate widow moiiining over the distress of her children.
That the first part of the book was originally
written in Hebrew is probable, both from the Hebraic character of the diction and from the fact that

Origin.

is

certain errors in tiie Greek are explicable as misunderstandings of Hebrew

words; thus "manna" (i. 10) is a
misreading of "cereal offering" (nnJD); "dead"
(iii.
4) is error for "men" (DTlJD); "to pay the
penalty" (iii. 8). for "dismay" (perhaps r\^iy. or
nSK>»— read K5>>o) and the enigmatical river " Sud "
;

566

4) is possibly an erroneous writing of "Kebar"
(niD for ^33).
'I'he book properly begins (after the super.scription, i. 1, 2) with 1. 15.
The confession and prayer
seem to consist of two parts; nainelv, i. 15-ii. 5 and
ii. 6-35; and these are possibly (as Marsliall holds)
two separate productions, the first being the confession of the Palestinian remnant, the second that of
the exiles.
Still, "them" (ii. 4, 5), Avhich appears
to refer to the exiles, may be a scribal slip and it
seems more probable that the letter is a juxtaposition of two forms of confession.
Very few scholars
now hold that the book was composed Iiy Jeremiah's
secretary, as its relation to the books of Jeremiah and
(i.

;

Daniel precludes such an origin. The remarkable
verbal agreement ])etwcen the confes-

Date and

sion

(i.

15-iii. 8)

and Dan.

ix is

most

Au-

naturally explained by the suppo.sition
thorship. that Baruch borrows from Daniel the
hypothesis that Daniel borrows from
Baruch or that both draw from earlier material being
less satisfactory.
Here, however, a difficulty is encountered.
In ii. 26 the Temple is said to be in
ruins a statement which accords with two periods
only, those of the Chaldean and the Roman conquests.
As the former period is out of the question,
certain scholars, such as Kneucker, for example,
assign this part of the book to a time later than the
destruction of Jerusalem by Titus.
It is diffictilt,
however, to reconcile with such a date the view
of the dead given in ii. 17, where it is said that
those whose spirits have been taken from their
bodies will not ascribe honor and rigliteousness
to the Lord.
This statement is in accordance
with the Old-Hebrew conception of the life in
Sheol, which can scarcely have been current after
the year 70 of the common era.
Hence, in the
text as it stands, there are discordant data; but
if (as Kneucker holds) ii. 26a is to be rejected
as an interpolation, there is no reason why the
confession and prayer should not be assigned to the
;

—

Maccabean

The

time.

historical introduction is confused,

and does

not readily attach itself to the body of the confession
indeed, it appears to have been an afterthought.
The singular historical statements
Date of
(such as that King Zedekiah made
First Part, silver vessels), as well as the injunc;

pray for Nebuchadnezzar and
indicate a late period, and strongly
suggest dependence on the Book of Daniel. It is
impossible, however, to say how early the view arose
that Belshazzar was a son of Nebuchadnezzar. Some
tion to

Belshazzar,

all

recent writers see in the names of the two Baliylonian princes an allusion to Vespasian and Titus,
which is a plausible assumption if ii. 26a be re-

The date given in
2, the "fifth year," is
it may mean the fifth year after the fall of
Jerusalem (is.c. 581), or, more probably, may be
tained.

i.

obscure;

taken from Ezekiel. who.se epoch

is

the fifth year

of Jehoiachin's captivity (B.C. 592).
But there is no
reason for supposing (as, for example, from Jer.
xxix. and Ii.) that Baruch was ever in Babylon.

Though

there are difficulties in any hypothesis, it
seems probable, upon the whole, that the first part
of Baruch is composed of two confessions, wliich an

editor in

Maccabeau time combined,

tlic

prcfixins:

the statement about Baruch.
The obvious imitation of Job and Ecclus. (Sirach)
Ecin the second part of tlie book (see Job xxviii.
chis. (Sirach) xxiv.) makes it impossible to assign
;

than the second century
and the conditions seem to accord with the
B.C.
Kncucker.
early Maccabean period.
Marshall, and several other recent
Date of
critics, however, place its composition
Second
after the capture of Jerusalem by TiPart.
"
tus, holding that the "strange nation
of iv. 3 ("give not thine honor ... to a strange
nation ") refers to the Christians, and relates to a
this piece to a time earlier
;

time

when

Christianity
is

the antagonism between Judaism and

had become pronounced.

possible, the expression

may

While

this

also be understood

to allude to the antagonism between
Hellenism in the second century B.C.

Judaism and

The

verse

much quoted by
the connection

early Christian writers, interrupts
and is undoubtedly a Christian

interpolation.

The second poem (iv. .5-v. 9) belongs to the same
It is divided into a numgeneral i)eriod as the first.
ber of strophes, each beginning with the words " Be
The people, scattered and afHicted,
of good cheer."
are exhorted to trust in God and Jerusalem, mourning over her children, is urged to take courage.
The picture accords either with the late Maccabean period or with the time soon after the Roman capture of Jerusalem. The resemblance between iv. 36-v. 9 and Psalms of Solomon, xi.
Whichever may have been the boris striking.
lower, the two probably belong to the same period;
and the Psalms of Solomon were composed not
;

from 48

B.C.

The Book of Baruch was never accepted as canonical by the Palestinian Jews (Baba Batra 14/y).
According to the "Apostolical Constitutions," it was
Canonic-

read in public worship on the tenth
day of the month Gorpiaios (probably

This statement, however, can
Ab).
hardly be considered authoritative;
and even if it be correct, it can refer oul}' to the
usage of s(mie group of Hellenistic Jews. If, as is
]ir()l)uble, the first part of the book was written in
llebrew, its exclu.sion from the Palestinian canon
must have been owing to its supposed lack of
ity.

l)r()plietir uutliority.

It

was, however, accepted by

the Alexandrian Jews as a work of edification; and
through the medium of tlie Septuagint it passed into
the hands of the Christians, among whom it speedily

became jtopular, being often quoted bj' Athcnagoras. Clement of Alexandria, and many others as a
work of Jeremiah and as sacred Scrii^ture. In a
numl)er of early Christian canonical lists the work
was included in Jercmiali, and together with the
oilier Apocryphal books was pronoimccd canonical
(dcuterocanonicai) by the ("ouncil of Trent (1.^4.")Its canonicity, however, is not accepted by
03).
Besides its value as a mirthe Protestant churches.
time, the book, tliough devoid of new

ror of the

ideas, contains

many

liturgical

of great beauty and jiower.

The

Jeremiah is usually printed as an
of Baruch and marked as ch.
of that book.
It is, however, an independent
?]pistle of

Book

ai)p(n(lix to the
vi.

work

(see Jekk.mi.vh, Ei'isti.e of).

The Greek text is eriven in Swete's Sfptua^
Foian iiccount of the Greek .MSS.. seeSwete and GilTord ;
fdPtlie other ancient versions (Latin, Syriac, Coptic, eii-.i see
Kneucker and Schiirer. There are modern Hebrew translations l)y Friinkel. 1K50; Plessner, IHiW
Kneucker. 1H7<J. The
best general discussion of the l)00k is that of Kneucker, ija«
Bticli lianirh, 1879; the larffest list of citations by early
Christian writers is in Reusch, Krhliirung drs Buchex BantcJi. 185:5. Other authorities are: ¥rHziic\n-, in Kreiiit isches
Han<lliui)i zn ihn Ain>hiii))}i(n. 1851 ; Hitzig, in Hilgenfeld's
Zcitschrift, l.s(K): Hilpenfeld. i7<. 1879-188(1; Ewald. O'e-sdi.
diH Viilkes israth 18('4 idem, I'rojjliftcn.li^ : Bissell, Apocrxjpha, in the Lansre series. 1880 ; Gifford, in Spcakcr''s Oimmentani, 1888; Ueuss, (if sell, der Heiliiieti Scliriften den
Altru Tcstann)dC!<, 1890; Schiirer, Hist. Jewi.<h' Penple,
1891; Ryle. in Smith's />irf. of the Bi/We, 1893 ; Marshall, in
Hasting's Diet, of the BHilf. 18it8; Bevan, In Cheyne's EnIntroductions of Eicbhom, VVelte, and
cucl. Bilil. 1899;
For other works attributed to Baruch see Charles,
others.
Apaeal. of Baruch, 1890, and article Apocrypha, in Encucl.

Bini.iOGRAPiiY

:

giiit.

;

;

Bibl.

iii.

37 ("afterward did he [or it] show himself [or itself]
upon earth and converse with men'"), which was

far

Baruch, Book of
Baruch, Baruch
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and poetical passages

BARUCH

:

Polish mechanic of the beginning of

the eighteenth century

;

lived in Pogrebishche.

He

produced two magniticent brass candelabra for the
One of
synagogue there, which are still extant.
them was intended for tlie Hanukkah festival, and
lias the traditional form of the "menorah"; the other
represents an upright, four-cornered tablet, from
both sides of which project arms.
Baruch was poor and earned a livelihood by repairing metal-work. For eight years he collected
scraps of metal, which he used in the constructicmof the candelabra, on the work of which he was
engaged for six j'cars more.
A prayer-book, written on parchment and decorated with fine arabesques and initials, preserved
in the same synagogue, seems to have been the
work of a son of Baruch and to have been dedicated
to the synagogue.
Bini.ioiiRAPHY: Mathias Bersohn, B"i7fca SZou', part
0.st und West, 1901. No. 4. p. 287.

U

il.,

pp.

13,

;

S.

K.

11.

BARUCH: A

Jewish pioneer settler in Spain,
whom the tradition of the Ibn Albaliahs regarded as
See Ibn Daud, "Sefer
the ancestor of their family.
iia-Kabljalah," in Xeubauer's "Medieval Jewish
Chronicles," i. 74, and Albalia.
H. G. E.
C4.

BARUCH, BARUCH

B.

MOSES IBN

:

Ital-

Talnuidist. and Bible commentator;
He belived at the end of the sixteenth century.
longed to the old noble Spanish family of Baruch,
ian

i)]iiiiis()pln'i-,

"Bet Ya'akob" (introduction to his work
mentioned beloAV, 8(7). His father was apparently
a scholar and a rich man, and Baruch himself was
(l.-)98-99) a member of the Venetian rabbinate {I.e. {)h),
where he speaks of the many legal questions which
he had to answer in that city. He is also said to have
In 1602 he
bc-en a proof-reader of Ilebi-ew books.
also called

was at Constantinojile (Joseph b. IMoses Trani, Responsa, i., Xo. 89) in .scientific intercourse with the
Baruch Avas a prolific author
scholars of that city.
in the field of the Ilidakah, writing explanations and
comments on the Tosafists, on Maimonides' "Yad haHa/.akah," etc. Very little has been preserved of
these literary productions, except some extracts
in the responsa of Joseph b. Moses Trani (Xos. 68,

Baruoh, Baruch
Baruch b. Jacob
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Characteristic of his legal attitude is his
decision {I.e. 68) that in communal questions the
vote of the whole con^munity must decide, even if
the matter in question refer only to the rich class.
Baruch's colleagues at Venice and elsewhere held
that in those questions which aft'ect only the well69, 89).

to-do classes, these only should decide.
The work which gives Baruch an honorable place
among Jewish philosophic writers is his double
commentary on Ecclesiastes. It consists of two parallel sections, a i-abbinic-exegetic and a philosophicThe philosophic exposition
discussive commentary.

book would hardly rank as a commentary,
not that Baruch's method shows his keen
In order to have ground for his
critical insight.
pliilosophical speculations, Barucli assumes the following genesis of the book Ecclesiastes is a dialogue of Solomon, in which the wise king has
grouped Epicurean sentences and opinions side by
of the

were

it

:

with the views of the pious, Ecclesiastes being
the representative of the former, and Ben David of
the latter.
As Ibn Baruch has no knowledge of the
side

modern

historico-critical

method,

it is

extremely

in-

teresting to note how nearly he approaches the
newer so-called "gloss-hypothesis" in criticizing

Although he otfers litexplanation or exposition of the
book, Ins mau}^ comments on haggadic
of Ecclesiastes. passages of the Talmud and Midrash
are not only ingenious, but also very
Baruch's work may be regarded as the last
apt.
produced by Jewish medieval religious philosophy,
having as such a considerable histoiic importance in
Tlie following philaddition to its intrinsic value.
osophical themes are, according to Baruch, treated
in Ecclesiastes, he dilating upon them: the Creation,
the reasons for creating man, tlie life of the senses
and salvation, innnortality of the soul, freedom of
the will. Providence, spirit and matter, perfection
of the liuman soul, Revelation as a means to perfecEcclesiastes.

His View

tie in

man, predestination, retribution, instinct and will, bliss, tlie good.
Such are
the chief points discussed at length by Baruch, his
tion, the responsibility of

work containing 229 folio pages.
Although he can not claim to be a philosopher of
any originality, Baruch has a wide and comprehensive knowledge of philosophy.
He is acquainted
not only with the Jewish-Arabian school, but also

with Christian scholasticism, especially with Thomas
A<iuinas, whose works he studied assiduously.
Baruch's method deserves especial mention. Comparing him with Isaac Arama and Isaac Abravanel,
who wrote .similar works, he shows neither the dulness of the one nor the prolixity of the other.
Tlu;
many homiletic passages whicli he introdu('es serve;
to interpnit and explain the train of tiiought, whieh
lie traces at first in general outlines and then in particular.
Tiie logical method of carrying out his assumption that Ecclesiastes is a dialogue is remarkable, eacli verse seeming to fit into the general .system.

The

fourth section or root, as Baruch calls it, deserves
especial notice for its ethical import, being a very
clear (!x posit ion of Ins doctrine of true felicity.
AVith him, felicity is not a superficial and transient
joy, but is eternal; not a passive and passing sense
of happiness, but a continuous activity of the soul,
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wliich victoriously rises above all material tribulations.

Baruch is also known as a ritual
having been printed; they

selihot
little

poet, three of his
are,

however, of

poetic value.

to hi.s Commentary;
Leimdorfer, Ll'mum <ies Koheli'trUUiKeUi iluixli (len PhiUm)phen Banich llin Bm-uch, liKX); ittWmvV., Thomas (V Aquino,

Bihi.iography: Baruch's Introduction

pp. 11, 13; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. p. 773; Zunz, Literaturuexch. p. iZi; Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Gedole Yiarael,
p. 53.

L. G.

K.

BARUCH OF BENEVENTO:

Cabalist in
Naples during the first half of the sixteenth century.
He was tlie teacher of Cardinal ^gidius of Viterbo
and of Johann Albrecht Widmanstadt in the Zohar
and other cabalistic works, and lectured upon these
subjects in the house of Samuel Abravanel. In a
note at the end of one of his manuscripts, Widmanstadt says: "Eodem tempore (MDXLI.) audivi
Baruch Beneventanum optimum cabalistam, qui primus libros Zoharis per ^gidium Viterbiensem Cardiualem in Christiauos vulgavit. " Graetz, Perles, and
others (see also ^gidhs of Viteuijo) have taken
this to mean that Baruch translated the Zohar, or
parts of it, into Latin; but Sleinsclmeider has correctly remarked that it means notliing more tlian
that he made the Zohar known to Christian scholars.

Bibliography:

Gratz, Gesch. tier Jndcn, ix. 48, 9.5, 101;
Perles, in lieimc Elndea Juive)^, i. 399 ; idem, Bcitriltjc znr
Gcscli. der Hchr. viid Aramdisclioi Studio), Munich, 1H84,
pp. 154, l!^0; Steinschneider, in iJebrt/isc/ie Bihliouraphic,
xxi. yi.

G.

BARUCH

B. DAVID: A Talmudic author;
lived at Gnesen (near Posen) in tlie beginning of the
seventeenth century. He wrote: "Gedullat Mordecai" (The Greatness of Mordecai), containing annotations and painstaking corrections to the work of
Appended to it is his " Aggu]\Ior(lecai ben HilU'l.
dat Ezob " (A Bundle of Hyssop), an epitome of the
laws and regulations of the Talmudic treati.ses Bal)a
jVIezi'a and BabaBatra, showing their bearing on the
"Hoslicn Mishpat," of Joseph Caro
civil code,
(Hanau, 1615 or 1616). The "Aggudat Ezob" was
only a part of a greater, but unpublished, work of
the author.
BiuLiOGRAPiiY

:

Michael,

Or ha-Haynim, No.

623.

L. G.

BARUCH DE DIGNE

]\I.

:

Ral)bi

of

B.

central

France toward the end of tlie tiiirteenth and the beginning of the fourteentli century; surnamed "HaGadol " (the Great) in the responsa of Isaac b. Imnianuel de Lattes.
His first studies were made in
An animated and bitter iliscussion took
Provence.
place (1305) between him and his master, Isaac
Cohen of Manosque, in whicii the latter offended
Barucii's dignity, and Baruch replied with violence.
Isaac in revenge pronounced the sentence of excommunication against Baruch, who refused, however,
The anathema was condemned on many
to submit.
sides, and was considered unjustifiable because ti)e
sentence was founded on personal motives. A lively
controver.sy then arose between tlie various scholars
of Provence.
Solomon b. Adret declared against
Baruch and for the excommunication. The scholars
who favored Baruch were: Jekutiel b. Salomon of
Montpellier, Meir b. Isaiah of Lunel, Nehemiah b.

I

.
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Shcaltirl of Avii^nion, Joseph Suinucl 1). Abraliam of
Aix, David b. Saiinu'l of Estella. Al)ialuun b. Isaac

of Carpentras, Solomou b. Jiidah, as well as the
whole rabbinical college at Aries. In consequence
of the quarrel, Baruch left Digne and settled in central France, as Isaac de Lattes states in his responsa.
He was doubtless the same as the Baruch of X^JTU.
or "'JN''JT"II1 (possibly Buseins in the department of
Aveyron), Avho corresponded with Eliezer b. Josef
of Chinon and Simon

b.

Isaac of Rodez.

Bnu.ior.RAPUY Rev. Etuilcx Jki'ucs, xii. 91 Gross, ln3fona(sschrift, 1879, p. 423 idem, Gallia Judaica, pp. 106, 155.
;

:

;

M.

G.

S.

BARUCH BEN GERSHON OF AREZZO

:

Itahan writer; lived in the seventeenth century. He
was the author of "Zikkaron li-Bene Yisrael" (Memorial for the Children of Israel), containing a short
account (in the Almanzi manuscript, four sjnall
folios) of the agitation caused by Sliabbethai Zebi
and his prophet Nathan of Gaza, from the years
5425 to 543G (1665 to 1676). The account has never
been published; it exists in MS. 2226 of the Bodleian collection; MS. 204 of the Almanzi collection
(now in the British jMuseum), and in part in the collection of Baron de Glinzburg at St. Petersburg.
Baruch was a follower of Shabbethai, and wrote the
account with the view of persuading others to join
According to
the ranks of the Shabbethaians.
Griltz, the account is not of much historical value.
It must not be confounded with an anti-Shabbethaian account published anonymously in Venice,
1668, and reprinted in Tobiah Cohen's "Ma'aseh
Tobiah," fols. 27a et seq., Venice, 1707, and bearing
the same title.
Bibliooraphy: Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, 3d ed., x. 422; Neubauer. Cat. Bodl. Hehr. MSS. col. TGS; S. 1). Luzzatto, in
Hehr. Bibl. v. lOti; idem. Cat. de la. Bilil. dc J. Almanzi. p.
2a (Hebrew part); Steinschnei'der. Cat. Bodl. cols. 2677,2798;
Benjacob, Ozar lia-Sefaiim, p. 157, No. 155; Mortara, Indice
Alfabctico,'s.v.

G.

BARUCH, ISAAC. See Albalia.
BARUCH B. ISAAC (ha-KohenP):

Tosafist

about 1200. He was born at
Worms, but lived at Regensburg; hence he is sometimes called after the one and sometimes after the

and

coditier; flourished

A

pupil of the great Tosalist Lsaac b.
other city.
Samuel of Dampierre, Baruch wrote Tosafot to several treatises {e.g., Kiddushin, Nazir, Shabbat, Hullin); nearly all those extant on the order Zebahim
A. Epstein believes that the commentary
are his.
on the Sifra contained in the Munich MS. No. 59 is
He is the author also of
the w^ork of this Baruch.
the legal compendium, "Sefer ha-Terumah" (Book
of the Heave-Offering, Venice, 152;]; Zolkiev, 1811),
containing the ordinances concerning slaughtering,
permitted and forbidden food, the Sabbath, tefilThe book is one of the most important
lin, etc.
German codes, and was highly valued by contemIt is noteworthy by reasoij
poraries and successors.
of the author's attempt to facilitate its use by presenting a sj^nopsis of its contents, the first attempt
at making a practical ritual codex in Germany.
Azulai, Shem ha-Gedolim. i. 38. ed. Wilna;
Kohn, Mardoch a i hen HiUel, p. 102; Michael, Or ha-Haiiyim. No. 627; Epstein, in Mnnati^ftchrift, xxxix. 454; ZUDZ,
Z. G. p. 36 (see Index for further references)
L. G.

Bibliography:

Baruch, Baruch
Baruch b. Jacob

BARUCH BEN ISAAC YAISH.

See Iun

Yaisu.

BARUCH, JACOB:

President ("Baumeister")
congregation of Frankfort-on-theMain at the beginning of the nineteenth century
father of Ludwig Borne. Jacob's father was finanBaruch is decial agent of the elector of Cologne.
scribed by his contemporaries as a "man of sense, a
courtier, sometimes orthodox, sometimes modern."
Because of the confidence of his coreligionists and
also because he had patrons at that court, he was
elected to be the representative of the Frankfort
community at the Congress of Vienna (Oct., 1814),
and the bearer of a memorial concerning the rights
A gift of 8,000 gulden,
of the Jews of Frankfort.
offered to Baruch by the community, in recognition
of his services, was refused by him.
of the Jewish

Giitzkow, Brtrjic'.s Lelwtu pp. 27 ct nrq.. Hamburg, 1840; Gratz, (ie»ch. der Judcn, xi. 296 et scq. ; Scbnapper-Arndt, in Zcit. flir die Geach. der Juden in DeidKchland, iv. 214; G. Brandes, Die Littcrattir dr.i 19. Jahrhunderts in Ihren Ha^ipt.strlmwujen, 1891, vi. 51. 52; Schuman,
Mimakor Israel, 1894, ii. IQetaeq.

Bibliography

:

A. F.

s.

BARUCH

B. JACOB (Shklover) Talmudist,
and scientist; born at Shklov, White
He Avas one
Russia, about 1740; died about 1812.
of the old-style Jewish scholars, more common in
the iSIiddle Ages than in the eighteenth century, in
whom piety and rabbinical learning were combined
with thorough scientific training. Baruch, descending from a family of scholars, was educated for rabbi
and received the "semiha" (ordination) from Rabbi
:

physician,

Abraham Katzenellenbogen of Brest in 1764. He
afterward became a dayyan in Minsk, but a craving
for knowledge impelled him to leave his native
country and visit the great scats of learning in
western Europe. He studied medicine in England;
and his "Keneh ha-Middah," on trigonometry
(Prague, 1784, and Shklov, 1793), is a translation
from the English. He was in Berlin in 1777, where
he published his " 'Ammude Shamayim," on astronomy, with an appendix, "Tiferet Adam," on anatomy. He found at the house of Rabbi Ilirschel
Levin of Berlin a defective manuscript copy of the
"Yesod '01am," by Isaac Israeli, of the fourteenth
century, and published it there with his annotations
His booklet. "Derek Yesharah,"
in the same year.
on hygiene, appeared in The Hague in 1779, and his
Hebrew translation of six books of Euclid was published there in the following year.

In his later days Baruch foimd, for a few years,
a refuge in the mansion of Court Councilor Rabbi
the great government contractor.
himself a distinguished Talmudical scholar, assembled about himself in his palace in
Ustye, near Cherikov, in the government of IMohilev,
White Russia, a group of rabbinical and secular

Joshua

Zeitlin,

Zeitlin,

who was

and Baruch, who was his townsman, had
room in which he established a
chemical laboratory and made various scientific experiments. Baruch left Ustye some time before 1812
(see Fuenn, " Kiryah Ne'emanah," pp. 277, 278), and
from a manuscript note by his grandson Censor
"
Margolin on a copy of the " 'Ammude Shammayim
(see Maggid, "Geschichte und Genealogie der Giinzburge," St. Petersburg, 1899), in the Jewish departscholars;

there a separate

"

Baruch, Jacob
Baruch, Simon

meut of the
that he went
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New York

Public Library,

seoiiis

it

where he became physician
to Prince Radziwil and also served as dayyan of
that town, where he died at an advanced age.
Although Baruch surpassed in secular learning
most of the early " maskilini," or pioneers of enlightenment in Russia, he must be classed with the
strictly conservative, and Ins bitter personal attack
in the preface of the " Keneh ha-Middah " on Azariah
dei Rossi for radical views on the Jewisli calendar
is a good instance of the intolerance prevalent in
Baruch was
those days, even among the educated.
a great admirer of the famous Elijah, gaon of Wilna,
who declared that most works on science ought
to be translated from other languages into Hebrew,
so that in the words of Daniel " many shall run
to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased
to Sluzk,

—

—

(preface to translation of Euclid).

Baruch's descendants adopted the family name,
Baruchin, probably to denote their descent from
Baruch, who himself sometimes added " Schick " or
p"^B> to his name, which in many cases denotes
descent from Samuel Judah Katzenellenbogen

Compare Guenzburg, Family

(1521-97).

op.

Bibliography: FrankeU in Litcrahirhlatt rfes Orients, ix.
124; Fuenn, Keucset YisracI, p. 197 idem, Safah WNeema;

Landstiuth, I'oledot
Fiirst, Bihl. Jud. hi. SH
139
Ita-Shem, pp. 83, 119; Zeitlln, Bihliotlicca Hehraica,
M. Mendelsohn, Pcne Tebel, PP- 345-246.
pp. 343-344
P. Wl.
L. G.

iiim,

p.

;

;

Anuhe

;

was a descendant of an old Juda'O Spanish family,
and probably settled in Italy after the banishment
of the Jews from Spain.
When he was tweuty-three
years old, he began to publish useful works on
the Talmud, in which he displayed vast erudition.
These works are: (1) "Massorc^t ha-Shas" or "Massoret ha-Talmud" (The Masorah of the Talmud), an
index of the parallel passages of the Talmud and the
halakicMidrashim; (2) " 'En Mishpat, NerMizwah"
(The Eye of the Law, the Light of the Precept), an
index of tlieTalmudieal Halakot quoted in ]\Iaimonides' " Yad ha-Hazakah" and in the Turim of Jacob
benAsher; (3) "Torah Or" (The Torah IsLight), an
index of the Biblical passages mentioned in the
Talmud. These three works were first pul)lished,
together with the Talmud, at Venice, 1546-51; (4)
"Kizzur jVIordekai we-Simanaw," a compendium of
Mordecai ben Hillel's halakic work arranged according to the order of the "Yad ha-Hazakah." The
same work was also published (Sabionetta, 1554)
under the title "Hikkur Dine Mordekai"; (5) "Shilte
ha-Gibborim " (Shields of Heroes), a selection of
critical notes on Alfasi's compendium of the Talmud, and on the " Mordekai. " This work bears also
the title "Sefer ha-Mahlofe:et."
Bibliography: Wolf, Bibl. Hebr.

iii. 571-573; Azulai, Sliem
Bodl. cut. 1554;
93; Mortara, Indice Alfabetico, p. 6;
{"uenn, Keneset Yisrael, p. 672; Rabbinovicz, Ma'amar
'at Hadfasat ha-Talmud, pp. 43-45.

ha-Gednlim,

ii.

141, 142; Steinschneider, Caf.

Fiirst, jBi7)(. Jttd.

i.

L. G.

BARUCH, JACOB [KOHEN-ZEDEK] BEN
MOSES HAYYIM: Editor at Leghorn during the
latter part of the eighteenth century.

He

is

known

and editor of a little volume, " Shibhe Yerushalayim" (Praises of Jerusalem)
or " Shabbehi Yerushalayim " (Praise Ye, O Jerusalem, Ps. cxlvii. 12), on Jerusalem and the various
Jewish centers in Palestine, especially on the graves
and monuments of old Jewish worthies to be found
The anonymous author has largely used the
there.
"Zikkaron Birushalayim " of Constantinople, 1743
(Ben Jacob, "Ozar ha-"Sefarim," p. 158, n. 152). Attached to this is an account of the journey from
Venice to Palestine of some great teacher, who, starting on 17th Elul (1521), passed through Polia, Corfu,
Zante, Tripoli, Beirut, Zidou, Safed, Tyre, and visited all the places of Jewish interest in Palestine;
noting the condition of the Jews there, and the various places held sacred an account of the Lost Ten
Tribes and of Palestine, taken from the travels of
especially as the compiler

;

The work was first published
of Tudela.
Leghorn, in 1785; then in Lemberg, 1799; Wilna,
1826; Warsaw, 1840; Jitomir, 1860; s.I. 1862
1817;
("Ilebr. Bibl." vi. 4).
From the prayers which he
added to this collection, it is seen that Baruch was a
cabalist of the school of Luria.
In 1790 he edited

Benjamin
in

.<*.;.

at

Leghorn

of Johanan
pen.

e.xcerpts

from the

"

Hesliek Shelomoh"

Allemanno, with additions from his own

Bibliography:

Stelnschneiil(?r, Cat. lioiU. Nds. 40.')9, .")5n3;
in Luncz, Jcrusnlcm. 18S9, iii. ((Jcrman part) 5,
9; Ben.jacol), Czar Jia-S'cfariiii, p. .")(>;;, No. 21.S: Fiitst,
Bihl. Judaica. i. 91 Zunz, (Irmintnclte Sclirillr)i, i. 179. 194.

idem,
Iv.

;'

(J.

BARUCH, JOSHUA BOAZ BEN SIMON

BEN ABRAHAM

:

\

i)roiniiient

Talmudist

;

at Sabiouetta, later at Saviirliano, died in 1557.

lived

He
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I.

Br.

BARUCH

LEIBOV: A merchant who was
burned at the stake in St. Petersburg July 15, 1738.
He was one of the numerous Judieo-Polish merchants of those times who, through their ability
and the protection of the nobles, managed to carry
on a lucrative business, and became influential even
in centers where Jews in general were not allowed
to dwell.

In 1722 a charge was brought by the merchants
of Smolensk before the Holy Synod to the effect that
the vice-governor of Smolensk, Prince Vasili Gagarin, had allowed Jews to lease taverns, to farm
customs, and to engage in other pursuits; and, furthermore, that the leaseholder Borocli (Baruch) Leibov had dared to insult the Christian religion by
erecting a synagogue in the village of Zvyerovichi,
The vilin which he practises his infidel religion.
lage priest, it was charged, had been thrashed by
Baruch, and even put into irons, for
Complaint having delivered himself of public utAgainst terances against the Jewish faith, and
Him.
that as a consequence of the outrage
he had fallen ill and died. It has been
conclusively shown that this accusation, which was
brought by the merchants of Smolensk, was aimed
against the Jews as a body; and that it was inspired
by hatred of them as competitors in business. The
iloly Synod gave orders to demolish the synagogue
and to burn up the books and all the appurtenances
connected witli the " magical " teachings and pracTliese instructions were carried
tises of the Jews.
out to the letter; but the authorities, probably on
technical grounds, declined to give effect to the
order of the Holy Synod for the annulment of the
leases held by the .lews, and for the expulsion of
the

Jews from

the province.

Baruch Leibov was per-

:

:

niittod to remain and to continue unmolested in his
occupation, in spite of the fact tliat his case Iiad
been turned over to tlie court of "secret investigation
In tlie reiiiii of Catherine I. the order was
cases."
issued to expel him from Russia.
Long after the above-described incident had been
forgotten, lie had to ])ay the penalty in a tragic
manner for his zeal as a Jew. In 1783 an ofllcer
in the navy, named Voznitzyn, was accused of
" having ])een converted to Judaism and circumcised
by the Jew Baruch Leil)ov in the town of Dubrovna,
government of JMohilcv, in the house of tlie Jew
Maier, the son of Baruch."
The accusation was brought conjointly against
Voznitzj'n and Baruch, and both perished at the

would apjiear that tho-se who conducted
the ]irosecuti()ii had doubts us to the legality of the
sentence, which was executed at tlie mandate of the
Empress Anna. The case is nnic[ue in Russian history, antl it was the; cause of rei)ressive measures
against the Jews under Anna Ivanovua in 1739,
and under Elizabeth Petrovna in 1740.
stake.

It
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Lcvanda, Pnlny Chmnolooicheski Shor-

Petersburg, 1H74
Polnoe, Sohraiiie Zakitiiin\ No. 7012; N. Gradov.ski, Ofxoshenhiak Ycvreynm v DrrrneiiSovirewennoi RiiM, vol. i.,
N. Golitzyn, Istnrina Rvs.^kavo ZakoSt. Petersburg. 1891
nodatdxtva o Yevrtyakh, St. Petersburg, 18S6; Solovvev,
(l(U9-18r:j), etc., pp. 10-14, St.

;

;

IMoria

lioaaiL, xii., hi., edition of

Obshchestvennaya Polza,

p.

1519.

H. R.

BARUCH,

BARUCH

I.OEB.
B.

See Borne, Ludwig.

MOSES OF PROSSNITZ.

Chkisti.xm, F. a.
B.
nazim at Constantinople or in

BARUCH

SAMUEL

:

See

Rabbi of the Ashke-

its

neighborhood, in the

He is mentioned
Ohole Tarn " of Tarn ben Yahya,
he carried on a learned correspondence

last half of the sixteenth century.

in the responsa
•with
(ib.

whom

Nos. 44,

Bibliography

"

45).
:

Michael,

Or ha-Hayyim, No.

638.

M. B.

G.

BARUCH
Mayence,

B.

SAMUEL (also called Baruch of

to distinguish

him from Baruch

b. Isaac)

flourished
Talmudist and prolific " payyetan "
at the beginning of the thirteenth century; died at
Mayence April 25, 1221. He was a pupil of Moses

ized by genuine poetic fervor.
The following is a
specimen of these poems, translated into English
from a German version by Zuuz
" Jeshurun's God, beyond compare.
Enthroned above the clouds.
Who dwelleth in llie heavens high.
Yet still on earth is ever nigli
Mid t«>ars and .sadness, songs and gladness.
To Ilim my gaze I turn.

Who
Is

Solomon ha-Kohen of Mayence and of Eliezer b.
Samuel of Metz; the judicial sentences of both of
whom he frequently cites. Baruch was one of the
most eminent German rabbis of his time, and one of
the leaders of the rabbinical synod of Mayence in
Several of his responsa have been preserved
1220.
in the German collections; most of them refer to
b.

His "Sefer ha-Hokmah"
the rabbinic civil law.
(Book of Wisdom), still extant in the time of Bezalel

Abraham Asiikenazi, but now

appears also
Early
to have been largely legal in character.
writers cite also a commentary by Baruch on the
treatise Nedarim, which was lost at an early date.
Of Baruch's poetical activity more is known. His
lost,

poems and dirges, as well as his hymns
for the Sabbath and for weddings, which made him
one of the most popular of the payyetanim, were
incorporated into the German and the Polish rituals.
Baruch displays a great command of language; the
penitential

selihot,

in

particular, being

II.—36

frequently character-

all my feeling, thought, and action.
ever sure to learn."

Baruch, the subject of this article, should not
confounded with Baruch of Greece, a Tosafist
(luoted several times in the Tosafot and inMordecai
(compare Tosakot).
l)c

liuu.iOfiRAPiiY:

Azulai.

Monlccai hot

Kolin.

Shrm

Ilillrl, p.

hn-(l((u<]im, ed. Wilna, i. .38;
lll;i; Michael, ^>»-//n-//a//)/im.

(who, without good n-ason, considered the
payyetan Haruch. who died in l;i'.il, as not identical with
Barucii, author of Srfrr lia-}f<ikiiin}i, who, according to
No. 037;

(iriitz

was

Griitz,

still

living in

12:-';})',

(laxch.

<kr

Jf/r/ro, vii. 21;

Zunz, .S. I', pp. 2»i8-27(i (contains a translation of two pieces);
idem. Literal uriicscli. pp. IJOti ;i(l9; idem, Z. G. pp. ')t,
.59,
193; idem, Miniatstaye, xxii.
Landshuth, Atininule ha^A.hodah, p. 55.
L. G.
.5.'),

;

SAMUEL ZANWILL

BARUCH

B.
HAAustrian rabbi of tlie eighteenth century; born at Leipnik, Moravia; officiated at Semlin,
Croatia.
He was the author of "Zera' Shemucl
(Samuel's Seed), containing novellsE on the treatise
Ketubot, Vienna, 1796. He also left, under the title
"Le-David Baruk," a work containing comments on
This latter
the Psalms a.s well as some homilies.
work has not been published.

LEVI

:

An

Bibliography

Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 775
(Jzar ha-Sefarinu P- 163.
:

;

Benjacob,

M. B.

G.

BARUCH, SIMON

American physician

born
educated at
Emigrating at an
the Royal Gymnasium, Posen.
early age to America, he studied at the medical colleges of South Carolina and Virginia, obtaining his
diploma in 1862. He immediately entered the Confederate army, serving for three years at the front
:

;

at Schwerseuz, Prussia, July 29, 1840;

and participating

in all the battles of the

northern Virginia.

He was twice captured,

Mountain and at Gettysburg.

;

b.

Baruch, Jacob
Baruch, Simon
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"

;

Serves in
the
Civil
ized

War.

and was

army
at

of

South

Among

his contributions to the literature of

military surgery, an essay on "Bayonet Wounds" attracted much attention.
At the close of the war he organin charge of the General Hospital at

Thomasville, N. C.
In 1874 Baruch was elected president of the State
Medical Association of South Carolina, and in 1880
was appointed on the state board of health, as chairman of which he made a report on vaccination,
in the first legislative action on the
subject in the state.
In 1881 Baruch removed to New York, and later
became consulting physician and surgeon to the
New York Juvenile Asylum, a position he held for

which resulted

many

years.

Baruch's contributions to medicine have been
chiefly in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases.
His principal writings are on malarial diseases, appendicitis, diseases

water

of childhood,

and the uses of

in medicine.

Baruch

in 1881 investigated the subject of malaria.

Simon

Bai'uch,

Baruch

b.

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Zebi Hirsch

and in a scries of articles ("Medical Record," 1883)
showed that malarial diseases are very rarel}' fatal in
temperate climates, basing liis study upon observaAltions in the South extending over fifteen years.
though his views were not accepted at the time, they
were confirmed ten years later by Professor Osier
of Johns Hopkins University and Dr. James, chief

New York

Vanderbilt Clinic.
Another subject that attracted Baruch's attention
was the fatality of appendicitis when treated medically only, as was then the custom. Baruch's insistence on the need of operation in a
of the

Pioneer in
the Sur-

certain case, and his subsequent contributions to the diagnosis of appendi-
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ton and ]\Iayor Harrison of Chicago, and bj' Dr.
Wende, health oliicer of Buffalo, together with statistics, to the section on Social Science ai the Paris
Exposition, 1900.
This exhibit was awarded a silver
medal and a diploma.
Huu.iocinAPiiY Markens, The Hebrews ui America^ p. 197;
:

private sources.
A.

F.

DE

S.

M.

BARUCH B. SOLOMON KALAI. SeeK.\i,.\i.
BARUCH OF TULCHIN Russian rabl)l and
:

leader of the Hasidim of the Ukraine; born at Medzhibozh, government of Podolia, about 1750; died
He was the son of Adele, who was
there in IWIO.

the pioneer of this
pendicitis. beneficent revolution in surgery. Dr.
J. A. Wyeth, an eminent surgeon,
stated before the New York Academy of Medicine
that " the profession and humanity owe more to Dr.
Baruch tluin to any other one man for the development of the surgery of appendicitis" (report in
" American Medical and Surgical Bulletin," March,

the only daughter of Israel Ba'al Shcm-Tob, founder
of Hasidism, and who, on account of " the supreme
qualities of her soul," had conferred upon her the
epithet of "the most righteous." According to
Walden ("Sliem ha-Gedolim he-Hadash," B. oo),
Adele gave birth 'to twins, Moses Hayyim Ephraini
of Sudilkov, author of "Degel Mahaneh Ephniim"
(The Flag of the Camp of Ephraim), being Baruch's
twin brother. While Ephraim was a man of letters

1884).

and "a

geryof Ap-

citis,

make him

A

theorist,

Baruch was

practical,

and

for

more

larger field in the treatment of diseases awaited
Baruch's cultivation. He contended that the physician's chief reliance should be on the agents which
maintain health food, cleanliness, exercise, rest,
water taken internally and externally. By various

than thirty years held the leadership of the Hasidim
of Podolia at Tulchin. and later at Medzhibozh, the
former seat of his grandfather. He ruled with great
adroitness; traveling around his diocese in luxurious

and as editor of the " Dietetic and
Hygienic Gazette," of the "Journal of Balneologj',"
and of "Gaillard's Medical Journal," Dr. Baruch
made propaganda upon the natural remedies and especially the uses of water; and in 1892 his book on
" The Uses of Water in Modern Medicine " was pul)Being the first work on this sublished in Detroit.

was
The

—

addresses, essays,

created much intercall the attention of
medical men to the valuable results
of hydrotherapy, and to the scientific

ject in the English language,
est,

His Work
on Hydro-

it

and served to

upon which water should be esThe book was
translated into German and published in Stuttgart,
receiving in Germany similar high encomiums to
therapy,

basis

tablished as a remedy.

it had gained in America.
Baruch succeeded in establishing water treatment

those

In Februarj^ 1888, he made the
plea for the treatment of typhoid fever by the Brand
system a cold bath of definite temperature, duration,
and method ("Successful Treatment of Typhoid
Fever," St. Louis, 1893)— which in Munich had reduced the mortality of typhoid fever to the lowest
possible rate (3 per cent).
In pneumonia and other ailments also Baruch's
advocacy of water has successfully replaced spoliative remedies, by substituting this vivifying and
invigorating agent for depreciating ones.
Another movement which Baruch has espoused as
a pioneer, not alone in America, but in the whole
world, is that for "free public cleansing baths," in
New Y''ork, Chicago, and other large
Pioneer of cities, replacing the river (pool or
Free Public tank) baths by cleansing (rain) baths,
Baths.
which carry off foul matter. In order
to encourage the establishment of free
cleansing baths in other parts of the world, Baruch
sent an exhibit of plans, furnished by Dr. Wellingin acute diseases.

—

carriages, an<l collecting large sums of money
Baruch
presents from his niunerous disciples.

and

everywhere received with great enthusiasm.
rich and influential looked for his protection; the
His income was immense. In
masses, for his help.
Medzhibozh he held a court, famous for its splendor,
and rivaling those of reigning princes and Polish
magnates. He even kept a court-jester, Hirschele
There were continuous noisy festivals,
of Astropol.
carousals, and dances, attended by an excited crowd

of enraptured Hasidim.
Baruch did not possess great intellect, but was
fond of power. Unlike his grandfather and brother,
few of his
he never wrote on Hasidic doctrines.

A

sermons were published long after his death (in 1851,
as a supplement to Abraham Malak's "Hesed le
Abraham," Czernowitz, 1851, pp. 99-116). Another
work ascribed to him, a book of aphorisms, entitled
" Buzina de-Nehorah " (The Luminous Torch), Lemberg, 1880; 2d enlarged edition, Petrokov, 1889, is,
It is said that Baruch
in all probability, apocryphal.
in his early yotith had gained the love and admiration of his grandfather's followers; that Baer of
Meseritz had called him a phenomenon, and that the
elderly Rabbi Phinehas of Koretz used to rise before
the j^outh, predicting that he would become famous.
Tliough Baruch did not realize these expectations,
He claimed that nothing
his conceit was unHmited.
was hidden fro!n him, and that to him were revealed
of theology. He boastfully said,
know that I had neglected even one of
the commandments of the Talmud, I should not care
On one occasion Rabbi Simon ben Yohai,
to live."

all the mysteries
" If I were to

the alleged author of the Zohar, appeared to him in
a dream, and said: "Baruch, my beloved, you are a

man."
Notwithstanding all this, Baruch, at the height of
his career, had won the name of " the quarrelsome
zaddik," on account of his contentious disposition
perfect

:

Baruch, Simon
Baruch b. Zebi Hirsch
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When

imperious attitude toward other zaddikini in
soutlnvesteni Russia, notably in liis great conttict
witli iSlmeor Zalnuin of L3'a(l3'.
Baruch was tlie typical latter-day zaddik of the
Ukraine, with all his unattractive and unsympathetic features, a])roud ecclesiastic, who traded upon

of Kanicdisputation which he
had ordered to be iield between the rabbis and the
Fkankists, or followers of Jacob Frank, the reckless
apostle of Shabbetliai Zebi, instructed his agents to
seize copies of the Talmud and to bring them to

supposed holiness, and aimed only at power,
and wealth. He was probably to a gieat

Kamenetz-Podolsk. Baruch implored the aid of Count
who advised him to ajjply to the papal nuncio
Nicholas Serra. Before instructions were received
from Rome, thousands of copies of the Talmud were
burned, and it is hard to say how far this persecution of the Jews would have been carried liad not the
zealous bishop suddenly died, November, 1757. On
another occasion, when, owing to the machinations
of the Frankists, the blood accusation was brought
against the Jews, Baruch exerted all liis energy to
ward off danger from his hunted people, being one
of the mo.st prominent counsel before the nuncio,
who reported the case to the pope (A. Kraushaar,
"Frank Frankisci Polscy," Cracow, 1895; Emden,
•"Edut be-Ya'akob").
When Russia began to interfere more actively in
Polish allairs, and Frank who had been kept in
prison seeking, in January, 1768, to obtain his release by securing Russian influence in his favor, despatched his agents to Moscow armed with recommendations from influential persons in Warsaw,
Baruch, who was informed as to Frank's move-

autl

his

lionors,

extent responsible for the rapid degeneration of the

Hasidim.
Bibliography:

S. Dubnow, in Vonkhnd, 1890, xil. 125 ct scf/.;
Sliem ha-dedoliin h(-H(t(l(i>t)i. Ilia;
Deuel Mahaneh
Ephralin, jip. (i:^, it4 Seder lid-lMtrot he-HddiwIi, pp. 'Si.'St;
Ma'oacli Zaddikini, pp. i:i et >(</., 'Zi ct ke<i.: (iottlobcr, in
Hahoher Or, imi), p. 312; A. Kahanali, liabln Israel ]ia"(d
S)iem-T()I), Jitomir, ISXX), p. 4, note 2
M. Nachele.s, Ein (iaitz
naie Manse fun Iiabl>i liaruehil, Lemberg, 1893; Zederbaum, Ketcr Kchunah, p. 101 Kodkinson, Toledot Ba\d
;

;

;

Shem-Tob,

p. 78.

H. R.

K.

BARUCH UZIEL
B.\i{icn

B.

BARUCH.

See Forti,

I'/.iKi,.

BARUCH YAVAN

the zealous Bishop

Dembowsky

nctz-P()(l(;lsk, after a religious

Briihl,

i

(called also

Baruch Me-

erez Yavan-Baruch. of the Land of Russia)
Polish tinancier; agent of tlie Polish prime minister
Count Briihl born at Starokonstantinov, government
of Volhynia, in the beginning of the eighteenth century; died probably between 1770 and 1780.
His
father's name was David ben Shachneh, his brother's
name Shachneh, and according to his own statement
(letter to Jacob Emden, September, 1758) he was a
descendant of the celebrated rabbi Shalom Shachneh
of Cracow, the founder of the yeshibah of Lublin,
who died in 1558. He received an education far
;

—

—

1733 to 1763.

ments, forestalled his emissaries. Baruch was then
where he enlightened the Polish
representatives as well as those of the Russian auFrom a letter written by Judah Loeb of
thorities.
Pinchov to Jacob Emden, it is evident that Baruch
exercised considerable influence among the officials of
St. Petersburg.
The Jew Bima Speier of Mohilev,
who had thorough command of the Russian language
and was posted in all Russian affairs and in Russian
history and literature, labored actively with him in exposing the Frankists (see J udah of Pinchov 's letter in

at the Polish court

Emden's

superior to that of the Polish Jews of his time.
He was well versed in Talmudic literature; spoke

and wrote Hebrew, Polish, German, and probably
French. By his accomplishments and address he
won the favor of the extravagant Count Brlihl, who
virtually ruled Poland in the reign of August HI.,
This enabled him to exert his influence
and with the nobles (see Jacob
Emden, "Torat ha-Kenaot") in behalf of his coreligionists, who at this time had to endure much at
the hands of the Catholic clergy and the merchants.
When the teachings of the pseudo-Messiah Sliabbethai Zebi began to spread through South Russia,
Baruch took an active part in the fight against them.
In 1751, as may be seen from his letter to Aryeli
Loeb of Amsterdam, he prosecuted the prominent
members of the Shabbethaian sect, Abraham Hayyim (ben Hayyim) of Lublin, and his son Hayyim,
the former being one of the directors (" parnas ") of
the Council of the Four Lands, which was then
being held at Starokonstantinov. The wealthy and
influential At)raham having the support of many
rabbis and of the members of the council, Barucli
had to use the influence of the secretary of the Polish
treasury, Shidlinsky, who ordered Abraham's arrest,
and censured the rabbis, pointing out the great dan-

ger which sectarianism might bring to the Jewish
religion.
He ordered them to obey Baruch Yavan,
and to present to the next council his son Hayyim,
who had taken to flight. Abraham sought to bribe
Baruch Yavan to drop the case, but Baruch rejected
his offer with contempt, and spent considerable
money in the prosecution of the sectarians (see
"Torat ha-Kenaot," pp. 123-127).

in St. Petersburg,

"

Hitabkut

"

and

in Griitz's "

Frank und

die

Frankisten," Supplement 7, pp. 33 et seq.).
Baruch
succeeded in convincing the Russian s3'nodial authorities that Frank, who had four times changed
his religion and was trying to change it for the fifth
time, was pursuing merely selfish aims, and, being a
follower of the pseudo-Mes.siah Shabbethai Zebi,
could never make a faithful Christian. The agents
of the Frankists returned home without having accomplished anything, and had even great difficulty in
getting away from Russia, being without the hopedfor protection and without the necessary passports.
"Covered with shame," they returned to Poland in
March, 1768. Of the further career of Baruch nothing is known, nor are any data extant of the life of
his son Lazar, who in 1758 married the daughter of
Jacob Emden, as is evident from his letter to Emden,
published in "Shot-laSus," p. 5.
A. Kfaushaar, Frank i FYankisci PnJscy,
Cracow, 1895; Jacob Emden, Torat ha-Kenaot, pp. 12S-127
and passim; idem, 'Kdid he-Ya'aknh, Sliot-la^Sia<, p. 5 and
passim Gratz, FVayik und die Frankisten, Supplement 7, pp.
33 et seq. S. Diibnow, Jakov Frank i Yevo Sekta Christianstmnishchikh, in Vos. 1883, viil. and ix.

BiBUOGRAPHY

:

;

;

H. R.

BARUCH

B.

ZEBI HIRSCH A casuist
:

;

lived

Poland at the end of the eighteenth century and
the beginning of the nineteenth. He wrote " Shein

:

!

;;

.
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Bai'uk

Basch

ma'tata de-Rab " (Teachings of tlic Master), containing elucidative discussions of lialakic (juestions that
had been propounded but left unsolved by Samuel
Edels (K"t?"inO). It consisted of four parts, of
which but one part was publisiied, and this under
the title "Shetara Berurin," Wiina, 1819.
Bibliography: Benjacob, 0?ar ha-Sefarim,

loXtt'

be He who spoke"): The initial words of the
introductory benediction recited before the reading of the Psalms ("Zemirot") or selections of
the Psalms (" Pesuke de-Zimrah") in the daily morning service; the corresponding closing benediction being " Yishtabbah," the whole to precede the
"Shema'," with its introductory benedictions. The
"Baruk She-Amar" consists of two parts: a solenm
invocation, probably originall}^ recited with responses
and Intoned asa recitative, and the main benedicti(m
preceding the Psalm reading. It is composed in the
style of the ancient Hasidean haggadists, and reminiscences of it occur in the Midrash (Tanna debe
Eliyahu, Zutta, iv. Sifre, Deut. 49; Mek., Yitro, 8;
Ta'an. ii. 1; Gen. R. vii.). It
Ber. 51b
Shab. V69a
was in common use in the oldest gaonic period (see
Kohut, '"Aruk," s.v. {jsn. and Alfasi on Ber. 32«;
"Seder Rab Amram," ed. 186ij, p. 2), and, to judge
from Mahzor Vitry (ed. 1889, p. 5), known already
It Avas invested with mystic
in Talmudic times.
awe and significance (see TureZahabShulhan 'Aruk,
Orah Hayyim, 51, 1); the number of "Baruk" (benedictions), which is fifteen, and of all the words,
which is eighty-seven (= f"2), having received a
;

;

;

peculiar meaning at the hand of the cabalists (see
Still the
Isaac Aboab, " Menorat ha-Maor," xciii.).
additions, made in the Sepliardic liturgy on Sabbath
and the festival days, and other alterations, caused
slight divergences (compare also the version given
in Mahzor Vitry, ed. 1889, p. 61), whereas the German liturgy appears to have adhered more closely to
the original form. The position of "Baruk SheAmar " varies also in the Sepliardic liturgy. While
the German has it at the beginning of the Psalms,
the former has it placed probably on account of
late comers after the recitation of a number of

—

—

psalms.

Rapoport, in "Bikkureha-'Ittim," x. 117, has made
probable that originally each of the invocations
recited by the reader was followed by the response,
" Blessed be He and blessed be His name " but Baer,
The folin his prayer-book notes, contradicts tliis.
lowing is a translation of the "Baruk She-Amar,"
witli additions in parentheses, according to the Mahzor Vitry, the Seder Rab Amram, and the Abudarham, the latter two corresponding with the Sephar-

it

;

dic liturgy

He who spoke and the world sprang Into existence blessed be He (and blessed be His name)
Blessed be the Maker of Creation (blessed be He and blessed
be His name).
Blessed be He who speaketh and doeth ; blessed be He who decreeth and performeth
Blessed be He who hath mercy upon the earth blessed be He
who hath mercy upon His creatures
Blessed be He who payeth a pood reward to those that fear Him
(blessed be He and blessed be His name).
Blessed be

;

!

1

;

!

!

[On

!

festivals.]

He who gave

to His people iCTael this day of me[On New-Year's Day.]
Blessed be He who gave to His people Israel the inheritance of
rest and of forgiveness and of atonement for the erring
blessed lie He (and blessed be His name !) [On the Day
of Atonement.]).
Blessed art thou, O Lord our (Jod, King of the world, O God and
niorlid

("Blessed

in J

I

Blessed be

M. B.

BARUK SHE-AMAR,

He who liveth forever and endureth for eternity
l)l('ssed be He who redeenieth and delivereth
(Blessed l)e He who reiiioveth darkness and Ijriugf^tti llKht;
blessed be He before whom there is no injustice nor forgetfulness, no regard of countenance nor taking ot l)ribes.
Blessed be Hi; who gave to His people Israel the iulieritance of
Sabbath rest! [On Sabbath.]
Blessed be He who gave festivals of gladness to His people of
Blessed be

Israel

p. 571.

L. G.
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!

!

merciful Father; praised by the mouth of Thy people, lauded
gloritled by the tongue of Thy pious ones [Hasidim], and
As we praise Thee, O Lord our (iod, with
Thy worshipers
the s(mgs of David Thy servant, with praises and psalms we will
magnify, laud, and glorify Thee, and make mention of Thy
name, and proclaim Thee our King, O our God, the Only One.
the One who llveth throughout all eternity; O King, pniised
and glorified be Thy great name for ever and ever. Blessed art
Thou, O Lord, the King who is extolled with praises.

and

I

:
Landshuth. in Edelmann's Heauon Lch ; Baer,
Yvt<7-ncl (prayer-book i, ISfSS, p. 58 Zunz, G.V., 2d ed.,
Kohler,
The Pnalmti in the Liiturg}i,m Puhlicatioiis
389;
p.
of the G-ratz College, 1897, p 19(j.

Bibliography
'Ahodat

;

M. F.— K.

K.

BARUK SHE-AMAR SAMSON
ZER.

See Samsox

BARUN IBN

b.

B.

ELIE-

Eliezer.

ISAAC.

See Ibn Baron.

BARZHANSKY, ADOLPH SOLOMONOWICH: Russian composer and pianist; born at
Odessa 1851; died there 1900. His father, a member
of a prosperous firm well known both in Russia and
abroad, gave him a commercial training; but the

young Adolph, who from childhood was drawn

to

music, soon abandoned business pursuits and went
to Vienna, Paris, and Leipsic, where he attended the
musical high schools, surprising his masters by his

remarkable

talent.

Barzhansk3''s numerous compositions may
be mentioned: (1) "On the Sea"; (2) "Recollections " (3) " Cradle-Song " (4) " Gluckliches Heim"

Among

;

;

(5)

"Scherzo"; and

(6)

"Andacht."

They were

all

published by Breitkopf & Hartel of Leipsic.
Bibliography: Der Klavie7iehrer,lS9d-97; Neue Zeitschrift
fUrMiisik,
H. R.

189(>-97;

Neue Musikalische

Presse, 1896-97.

N. R.

BARZILAI. See Judah ben Barzilai.
BARZILAI, GIUSEPPE Italian lawyer and
:

Biblical commentator; born at Gradisca, near Triest,
Austria, in 1828; studied at Casalmaggiore, provAfter having completed his
ince of Cremona.
law studies at the University of Padua, Barzilai

established himself as attorney at law at Triest,
where he distinguished himself by successfully carrying through several criminal lawsuits. An excellent Hebraist and archeologist, he published the fol(1) "I Treni di Geremia" (transl. of
Lamentations, with notes), Triest, 1867; (2) "II Canticodi Salomone," a metrical translation of The Song
of Songs, with notes; (3) "IlBeemoth" (Mammut),
a contribution to Biblical paleontology; (4) "II
Leviatan " (5) " Un Errore di Trenta Secoli," Triest,
1868; (6) "Gli Abraxas" (an archeological study);
(7) " Nuove Ipotesi Intorno a due Celebri Versi della
Divina Commedia"; (8) " Ideografia Semitica e
Trasformazione della Radice Ebraica Nelle Lingua

lowing works:

;

—

;;

ludo-Europc'c' s, contribution to Semi tic ideograpli}(9) "Sul Nuovolndirizzoda Darsi all' Ac'rf)nautica."
Barzilai was secretary of the Jewish congregation
in Triest.
Boocardo,

Bini.ioGRAPiiY:

Supplement

ii.,

Nuova Enciclopedia

Italuina,

1891.

b.

BARZILAI, SALVATORE:
born

in Triest,

Austria, July

5,

deputy;
Son of tlic

Italian

1800.

Orientalist and archeologist Giuseppe Barzilai; studied law at the University of Bologna.
In 1878 Barzilai was tried and condemned for trea-

son against Austria, but, after a year in prison, was
acciuitted by the court of appeal of Gratz. After his
release he, in 1882, began his practise as advocate, especially in criminal cases, and became one of the most

eminent legal autliorities in Italy. He became de]iuty for Rome in 1890, belonging to the extreme Bepublican Left. He takes part principally in the
debates on the foreign policy of the government.
After the battle of Adna, in Abyssinia, he fought
a duel with the minister of war, General Mocenni.
Barzilai has contributed articles to some of the

most imjiortant

Italian political papers.

author of "La Criminalita in Italia," "La
Recidiva," "II NuovoCodicePenale," "L'Immuuita
S.
degli Deputat," "Le Case di Correzioue."

He

is

BARZILLAI

A

wealthy Gileadite noble of
Rogelim, who, together with two other prominent
chieftains of the east-Jordanic territory, met David at
Mahanaim, when he was fleeing with only a few followers from Absalom, and provided the king and his
weary men with food (II Sam. xvii. 27-29). After
the death of Absalom, Barzillai again appeared to
escort David across the Jordan on his triumphant
:

return to his capital.

In gratitude for his loyalty the

king in vited Barzillai to become his permanent guest
but the aged Gileadite declined the honor, preferring
to spend his few remaining years in his native town.
In his stead he sent his son Chimham (II Sam. xix.
32-41 [R. V. 31-40]). On his death-bed David reof Barzillai, commending
his sons to the special care and favor of Solomon

membered
(I

Baruk
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Kings

ii.

the

service

7).

Even after the Captivity the name of the loyal
Gileadite was preserved in tradition; for in the
census of Ezra (ii. 61) and Nehemiah (vii. 63) a
priestly clan bears the name "Children of Barzillai," its members tracing their descent to a marriage with one of Barzillai's daughters.
C. F. K.
J. JR.

BASAN,

ABRAHAM HEZEKIAH

B.
Corrector of the press and author; lived
in the second half of the eighteenth century at Am-

JACOB:

sterdam and Hamburg. He was at first corrector
Amsterdam, where he also wrote eulogiums and
poems on some works printed there. Especially
noteworthy are his poems in Raphael ben Gabriel
Norzi's "Se'ah Solet" (Amsterdam, 1757), and in
Mordecai b. Isaac Tama's "Maskiyot Kesef" (ib.

at

which show the author's command of language. Basan left Amsterdam and went to Hamburg, wliere he became hakam of the PortugueseSpanish community, probably succeeding his father,
Jacob b. Abraham Hezekiah. He is the author of
1765),

Basch

"Sermones Funfibres" (Amsterdam, 175:3), funeral
in Si)anish on David Israel Athias and Solomon Curiel. According to Ghirondj, he wrote also
"Yashresh Ya'akob" (Jacob Takes Root), Nuremsermons

berg, 1778, on the text of the i^rayer-books.
Ghirondi assumes that the uaine "Jacob Babagi," on

the title-page of the book, is a pseudonym, adopted
to protect the author from opposition aroused by
i)is textual corrections.
The fact that Nuremberg
is given as the place of printing, while the book

was printed in Altona, may be taken to support Ghirondi's assertion.
Bibliography: Nepi-(;iiirondi, Tolcdot Gedole Yisi'acl,p. 10;

really

Kayserling, Bibl. Ksuan.-Port.-J^ul. p. 36.
G.

BASAN, JACOB BEN

L. G.

ABRAHAM

Hakam

:

In 1755
of the Portuguese community of Hamburg.
he published a jirayer for a fast-day by the Portu-

guese congregation, pnxilaimed on the occasion- of
the great earthquake in Lisbon.
D.
A. Fe.

BASCH, ABRAHAM:

German poet and

teacher; born at Posen July 17, 1800; died at Berlin
Basch was a somewhat precocious
Sept. 24, 1841,
child, being able to expound the Talmud when twelve
j-ear later he became secretary to the
years old.
mayor of Laudsberg, but resigned the position to

A

attend the yeshibah at Prenzlau, where he studied
German, French, and Latin under Rabbi Josef Albu.
In 1817 Basch went to Berlin, and eked out a
precarious existence living in a garret in the Roscnstrasse
by copying Hebrew manuscripts and contributing articles and verse to " Wadzecks-WochenIn 1825 he traveled through South Germany,
blatt."
making the acquaintance of Goethe. On his return
to Berlin the same year, he became teacher of Hebrew at Weyl's seminary.
Owing to the failure of the seminary, Basch was
again thrown on his own resources, but on account
of his unpractical nature was reduced to penury.
Bibliography: Allgcmeine Zeitung des Judenthwns, 1841,

—

p. 677.

E. Ms.

s.

BASCH, ARPAD

Hungarian painter born at
Budapest 1873. He purposed at first to follow an
industrial career, and attended the depaitment of
:

;

metallurgy at the Staatliche Mittelschule (government school) for one year. He then went to Munich,
where he became a pupil of Simon HoUos}'. Upon
his return to Budapest he worked in the academies
of Bihari and Karlovsky and then went to Paris,
where, for three years, he was a pupil of Boimat,
On his leturn to
Dousset, and Jean Paul Laurens.
Budapest he undertook the redaction of the art diviSeveral commissions
sion of the "Mag.yar Genius."
for the Millennia Exposition were executed by him.
To the painting of posters he devoted considerable
Basch is a collaborator on "The Poster"
attention.
and on "Les Maitres de I'Affiche." At present his
principal occupation, however, is in w^ater-color
decorative painting.
Bibliography I'aUm Lexikon
:

s.

BASCH, GYULA:

;

Magyar

Genius.

M. W.
Hungarian painter: born

at

Budapest April 9, 1859. After completing his studies at the gymnasium, he attended the polytechnic

.

;

Basch
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whcic lie obtained liis
devoted iiini.sell', iiowever,
exeiusively to painting, and became (iist a dayseliolar at the Ecole des Beaux- Arts at Paris (187874), and afterward a pupil of T. Paczlca (1885) and

.Mexico,
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and soon

was

iustiUitc at Zurich (18(57-7:3),

Puclilo,

(liploina as engineer,

Miiximiiian's side; njmaining with the unfortunate
monarch for ten montiis, until his deatli, .June 19,

lie

of the painter L. llcnovitz in Butlapest (1888), tinaiiy
occupying liimself with genre and portrait painting.
His principal works are: "Habt Acht!" "Die Erste

Among

Uniform," "'More Patrio," and "Nie!"
portraits are those of the cellist

Hungarian statesman Dr. Max Falk.

the

B U!

liis

David Popper, and

I,

I

OG R A p n Y

:

Pallas

Lev iko

1 1

M. W.

s.

BASCH, RAPHAEL:

Austrian

writer

and

born at Piague, Bohemia, in 1813. After
acquiring at that city a thorough familiarity witii
Hebrew and the Talmud, and with classics and phipolitician

;

losophy, lie went as teacher in the i)rimary school
of Presburg, which had been founded by progressive Jews, admirers of Moses Mendelssohn, in oppoAt the first dissition to the Orthodox Jews there.
turbances preliminary to the Revolution of 1848, he
went to Vienna, and took an active part in the insurHere he founded the "Reichstagblatt,"
rection.
which he continued at Krem.sier until the dissolution of the Constitutional Assembly, in March, 1849.
He then joined the staff of the " Oesterreichische
Post" of Vienna, which he represented at Berlin;
subsequently he was tiie Paris correspondent of several papers.
He returned to Vienna in 1855 and assumed the editorship of the " Oesterreichische Zeitung," occupying a position of importance as the
official mouthpiece of the minister Bruck, the opponent of the clerical minister Bach. After the
promulgation of the constitution of Feb. 26, 1861,
he acted in a similar capacity to the Schmerling

with which political party he remained
connected until its fall.
Until 1875 Basch was engaged only in economic
questions, but in that year he returned to political
journalism. He represented the " Neue Freie Presse "
at Paris; and in close fellowship with Thiers, Gambetta, and Barthelemy St.-Hilaire he defended the
republican policy against the men of the 16th of
May. In 1883 he retired from journalism, but remained at Paris. He has published a number of
political pamphlets two of these, entitled " Deutschministr}'.

;

und Europa,"and " Oesterreich und
das Nationalitatenrecht," Stuttgart, 1870 which appeared under tlie pseudonym "Ein Altoesterreicher"
land, Oesterreich,

—

—created,

on their appearance, a great sensation
V. B.

BASCH, SAMUEL SIEGFRIED

RITTER VON:

Austrian

Ik;

call(,'d

to

1867.

AViien, at Queretaro, Maximilian realized that a
few days at the most would decide his fate, he commis.sioned Basch, Lieutenant Pitner, and Major
Becker to keep daily records of all that happened.
At the time when the eni])eror and his entourage
were betrayed to Juarez by Lopez, May 14, 1867,
Basch lost most of his memoranda, saving f)niy cursory notes.
When the alarm was sounded, Basch
rushed to saddle his horse, but was at once overIMJwered by the Mexicans.
After the execution of Maximilian he took charge
of the body and returned to Austria with it (Nov.
26, 1867) on the "Elizabeth."
In 1870 Basch was appointed lecturer on experimental pathology at the University of Vienna, and
in 1877 assistant professor.
He was ennobled by
Emperor Franz Joseph for his share in Maximilian's

enterprise.

Basch's best-known work is "Erinnerungen aus
(1868), written at the request of Maximilian.
In addition, he has written for technical journals a number of articles on the histology of the
tluodenum, the anatomy of the bladder, and the phys-

Mexico"

iological effects of nicotin.

Bibliography: Basch, Erinnemmgen atis Mexico, 1868;
Paget, Bioy. Lexikoii Hervnrragender Aerzte, 1901, p. 99
VVernich and Hirsch, BUjg. Lexikon Hervoi'ragender Aerzte,
1884,

i.

319.

E. Ms.

s.

VICTOR

BASCH,
Professor of philosophy at
the University of Itenues; born at Budapest, Hungary, in 1863; son of Raphael Basch.
Removing
:

childhood to France, he studied at the Sorbonne;
he was appointed professor at the University
of Nanc\', and in 1887 at the University of Rennes.
During the Dreyfus affair he was the leader of the
Dreyf usards at Rennes, who were placed in a serious
in

in 1885

when the case was tried in that
Basch as a Jew and a Dreyfusard was subjected to downriglit per.secution at the hands of the
fanatical anti-Semitic populace but he championed
the cause of his race and fought and suffered for the
jirinciplesof legal and .social justice.
His published
works include an important study, "L'Esthetique
de Kant," Paris, 1896; the first volume of a work in
four volumes on the history of esthetics; "Poetique
and

difficult position

city.

;

de Schiller "
" La Vie Intellectuelle a I'Etranger ";
" Les Origincs de I'lndividualisme Moderne."
He
also contributes frequently to the "Si^cle" and the
" Grande Revue " of Paris.
S.
;

in

Austria.
s.

uftei'

KARL

physician; born at
Prague Sept. 9, 1837; best known as the body-physician of the emperor Maximilian of Mexico.
Basch
was educated at the universities of Prague and
Vienna. In 1857 he studied chemistry at the laboratory of Briicke, in Vienna, and five years later began tlie i»rac1ise of nuidicine. From that time until
1865 lie was assistant to Dittel, JUger, Tiirk, Kolisko, and Haller in their lectures at tii(' University
of Vienna.
In the last-named year Basch was appointed chief surgeon of the military hospital at

BASCHWITZ

A

family of printers, of which
the following were the most prominent members:
:

1. Meir Baschwitz
Born at Dyhernfurth; son
of Zebi Hirsch beii Meir (No. 2)." In 1731-32 he
worked in the establishment of Israel b. Abraham in
AVandsbeck, near Hamburg, and after 1733 in Berlin.
He publi.shed a prayei-book in 1742. Until 1782
:

he was engaged partly in Berlin and partly in Frankfort-on-the-Oder, so that his career as a printer extends over a period of nearly fifty years.
8.

Zebi (Hirsch) b. Mei'r Baschwitz: Bora
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at Br/.ecz, Lithuuuia; from 1701 to 1709 lie was cngagc-(l ill sevcnil i)riiitiiif;:-c'Slablisliineiits at Berlin:

1708 lie AvorUcd at Franklort-on-tlie-Oder; and
from 1719 to 1720 with Joseph Bass at Dyhernfurth.
Printer in Frank3. Zebi (Hirsch) Basch witz
He
fort on tlie-Oder Irom 17W until 181o or later.
translated Jedaiah Bedersi's "Behiuat '01am" into
German (Frankfort-on-the-Oder, 1802), and ])ublished
ill

:

a new edition of Arania's "Hazut Kasliali," on llic;
harmony of tradition and philosophy. A sermon
delivered by him at Fraukfort-on-thc-Oder on the
conclusion of peace, Jan. 18, 1816, also a])peared in
print.
It is in dispute whether the epistolary guide
(" Ready Letter-Writer "), published at Fi'ankfort-onthe-Oder in 1789, is to be attributed to him. The
fanjily name was later changed to "Baswitz."
The family is still in existence; one of its members, who died April 7, 1870, was president of the
congregation of Berlin.
The genealogy of the family may be given as follows, with the period of their activity as printers
stated in parentheses:
(2)

Zebi (Hirsch) ben Meir (1701-23)
(1)

Meir (1731-36)
I

Hirsch
I

Meir (1754-82)

Kalonymus

Baruch

(1765-88)

(1784)

(3)

Zebi (Hirsch)
(1788-1813)

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. Nos.

7^58,

7859;

idem, in Zeit. fllr die Gesch. der Juden in Deutsc.hland, iii.
Zedner and Roest, s.v. Baschivitz AlJfi. Zeit. des Jud.

270

;

;

1870, pp. 3, 12.
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BASEL

Capital of the canton of Basel-Stadt,
Switzerland, bordering on the grand duchy of Baden
:

and on Alsace.

0.wing to

was inhabited by Jews

its

flourishing trade,

it

as early as the middle of the

In 1223
thirteenth century, or perhaps even earlier.
Bishop Henry of Basel borrowed large sums from
Jews living there. They were not confined to a ghetas was the case in German and in Spanish cities;
most of them lived near the cattle-market. Many
of them dwelt in houses of their own.
built on plots of ground belonging to
In the
Thirteenth the monasteryof St. Leonard, to which
Century, they had to pay '60 solidi every Christmas. Besides this they were compelled
to loan on demand 5 pounds to the council of the
city for half a year on security, but without inIn proportion to the number of houses
terest.
they acquired and inhabited, their taxes were inThey had their synagogue and their
creased.
to,

slaughter-house

in

the

cattle-market,

near

the

If cattle killed in the "schale"
(butchers' stalls) were not fit to be eaten according to
furriers'

stalls.

their dietary laws(see Tp:refaii), the

meat was

to

be

sold outside of the schale, in order that it might not
come in contact with other meat. The Basel Jews
had to pay tribute not only to the city, but also to

the emperor, under whose protection they stood, and
whose " Kammerknechte " they were. In 1279 Rudolph I. pledged to the bishop of Basel, "for his
faithful services," the protection money paid by all

Basch
Basel

the Jews in the diocese of Ba.sel and Strasburg, in
consideration of IJ.OOO marks (Lichnowsky, " Regesten," i.. No. 90; Wiener, "Regesten," p. 11).
The i)riiuipal source of income of the Jews of
Ba.sel, in addition to trade, was the lending of
money, of which Jews here, as everywhere else in
Europe, possessed a monopoly, because usury was
forbidden to the Christians by the canonical law.
Tliis drew u]jon them the hatred of the populace;
and the more the bui'ghers and the cleigy became
indebted to the Jews the greater became their hatred.
In 1345 this had become so intense in Basel and
Alsace that the bishop of Strasburg and many counts
and gentlemen of the Alsatian cities, together with
Basel and Freiburg, formed a league for five vears
for the repression of riots, " whether directed against
priests or Jews " (Wiener, "Regesten," p. 50).
In 1348 the Black Death broke out; and the fable
that Jews had poisoned the wells and springs was
believed, since this was the best pretext for killing
the Hebrews, and thus getting rid of the debts due
to them.
Like that of Strasburg, the toAvn council
of Basel wished to protect the Jews; but the gilds,
accustomed to having their own way, attacked the
council.
In a riotous procession they appeared with
their banners before the town hall, and compelled the
council to deliver the Jews to their
The Black fury (Albrecht of Strasburg's " ChronOn Jan. 9, 1349, without
Death.
icie," p. 147).
previous trial, the Jews were burned
on an island in the Rhine, in a wooden house erected
Many children were saved from
for the purpose.
death by fire, and baptized against the wishes of
The Jewish cemetery, wdiich was
their parents.
located below St. Alban, was destroyed; and the
tombstones were used for the wall of the inner moat.
In 1658 more than 570 tombstones were found and
in 1853, in the course of building some houses in the
so-called "Petersgrabeu," then long since filled up,
many of these stones bearing Hebrew inscriptions
were exhumed. The property of the expelled Jews
became the spoil of the citizens. King
AVenzel presented the house of the
Jews
;

Expelled Jew Rubin (called "Zum Hermeliu")
from Basel, and the synagogue to the court clerk
J. Kirchcim, and to the knight Wilhelm von Erlybach. Long after these buildings had
come into possession of a citizen of Basel, King Ruprecht presented them to the master of ceremonies of
the duke Leopold of Austria, and had later to recall

this gift, Feb. 15, 1404.

A decree,

forced from the council in 1349, to the
no Jews were to settle in Basel for the
next 200 years, did not remain in force very long.
As soon as the excitement caused by the Black Death
had subsided, the city again opened its gates to the
Jews, and in 1361 they were once more living there.
In 1365 the emperor Charles commanded the mayor,
the council, and the citizens "to protect and to keep
the Jews now living within Basel and those that will
hereafter move there and settle, as the emperor's
Kammerknechte, and to make the taxes as moderate
as seems best to them." In 1366 Eberlin and his
son, and Jutin the Jewess, were received under the
protection of the city on payment of an annual sum.
Eight years later, by a letter dated Nov. 25, 1374.
effect that

—

;
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Emperor Charles presented to Duke Leopold of AusMost of the
tria the taxes of the Jews at Basel.
Jews who settled in Basel hud come from Colmar

Christian citizen of Basel was sentenced to remain
three days in the pillory and to imprisonment for
life.
The girl was imprisoned for five years; and

In 1^67
cities, and were wealthy.
they presented to the council 200 gulden " for the
journey of the emperor." The expenses for the fortification of the city were defrayed by voluntary
probably also by involuntary contributions and
In 1374 the Jews of Basel
loans from tlie Jews.
loaned to the council 5,000 gulden, one Jew advancing 4,000. In 1375 the Jews JMenlin and Ilelya
gave 20 pounds; others, as much as 50 and 100. In
1385 the Jew Moses donated "for the wall" 50 gulden, and a year later another Moses gave 70 gulden.
In general, the Jews were merely protected; but
some were received as citizens, though only for a
On being accepted as citlimited number of years.
izens, they received a so-called letter of protection

the servant wlio had kept at a distance, so as not to
disturb the lovers, was imprisoned for two years.
In spite of their isolated social position, Jews were
appointed by the council as town ph3-siciuns. As sucli
are named Master Josset in 1372 and ^MasterGutleben
in 1379.
The first received 25 pounds, the other 18
(or, according to others, 50) pounds, besides his fees.
In 1543 the Jews were for the second time exiled
from Basel; on this occasion, it is said, to please the
citizens of Bern.
At first they were permitted to
enter the city accompanied by some oflicial, but in
1549 this also was prohibited. In 1552 tlic}'^ were
again allowed to enter the city once a month on payment of a body-tax of 5 batzen (= 10
Second
cents) and 1 batz to tlie gatekeeper.
Expulsion. In spite of this prohibition several
Jews were employed as correctors of
the press by the publishers Froben, Conrad Waidkirch, and Ludwig Konig, who printed a number of
Hebrew works, among them the Babylonian Talmud.
Abraham Braunscuweig, the corrector of the large
Buxtorf Bible, had special permission to live at

and other Alsatian

—

iSchiniibrief), enumerating all the rights and privileges which were to be theirs (see letters of protection of 13«G issued for Slemme, wife of Moses de
Colmar, the Jew, and for Joseph of Richenweiler,
the Jew, uncle of the above-mentioned Slemme, in
"Beitritge zur Vaterlandischen Geschichte," vi. 279
et seq. Basel, 1857).

The

was

in some cases revoked.
For
an order was issued that Umelin,
the son of Menlerin the Jewess, should "never again
become a citizen, nor is he to be accepted as a citizen; and he is forbidden to exchange or to buy
horses." He was, however, again accorded citizenship on payment of 400 florins.
Religious tolerance was assured to the Jews. In
1370 they already had a synagogue in a house which

franchise

instance, in 1382

until recently

was

Religious
Intolerance.

by them

called the " Judenschule."

They

remove their dead from Basel and
to bury them elsewhere.
In 1394,
four years after King IVenzel had
again given the city the right to admit
Jews, the council permitted them to
lay out a cemetery in a garden bought

were compelled

to

neighborhood of the Spahlentliurm,
For every interment they had to pay to the council a tax of a halfflorin for a resident and of one florin for a stranger.
in the

in the suburb of Spitalschilren.

The

legal

and

social position of the

here, as elsewhere,

from that of the

Jews

difl'ered

In
a lawsuit of a Christian against a Jew tliere had to be
a Christian and a Jewish witness. Jews could not
be called before an ecclesiastical court, but only beChristians.

synagogue before
acted as judge. They took an

fore the Sclmltheiss, or into the

the rabbi, who also
oath on the Pentateuch, according to a special formula, which included the following:
" True Shalt thou swear,

Dathan and Abiram forget

not,

Their fate shalt thou share
Whom the earth swallowed."

Even in outward appearance they were distinguished from the Christians by the so-called "Jew's
hat." In 1374 a Jew was executed in Basel.
Mathys, the son of Eberiin the Jew, who spoke
disrespectfully of the Christian religion in 1377, was
exiled from the city.
Another Jew who had spoken
ill

of St. Catherine in 1392

florins.

A

Jew who had

was

fined no less than 500
kissed the daughter of a

Basel until the work was completed. Although no
Jews were permitted to live in Basel until the beginning of the nineteenth century, the Jews who were
expelled from Alsace at the time of the French Revolution were given temporary shelter and treated
compassionately. This noble deed of the inhabitants of Basel was celebrated by Hartwig Wessely in
a Hebrew poem printed in the "Meassef," 1789.
Basel for a long time resisted the read mission of
Jews. Gradually a small number of Alsatian and
French Jews settled there.
In 1845 there were
thirty Jewish families in the city.
The law of 1849
decreed that no Jews were to settle in Basel beyond
and
those already residing there and their children
they might only remain at the pleasure of the government. Since 1863 residence has been freely accorded to Jews, and in 1872 full civic rights were
granted to them. The Jewish community of Basel began the building of a synagogue in 18G6, and held the
dedication service on Sept. 9, 1867. In 1901 the congregation consisted of about 220 families, with a rabbi
(Arthur Colin) and several charitable organizations.
;
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BASEL CONGRESS An international
:

Zionist

convention held at Basel on Aug. 29, 30, and 31.
1897, in the Stadt Casino, and which was called at the
instance of Dr. Theodore Herzl.
It was attended
by Jews from all parts of the world, its purpose being
to consider how best to relieve the misery of the Jews,
|)articularly those of eastern Europe, Russia, Rumania, and Galicia, who had suffered so much, both
morally and materially, through the anti-Semitic
movement. The second Basel Congress met Aug.
28-31, 1898; the third, Aug. 15-18, 1899.
The
fourth Congress was transferred to London, where
it took place on Aug.
13-16, 1900; the fifth was
again held at Basel, Dec. 29-30, 1901.

Basel Congress
Basel Prog-ram
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Lippe of Jassy, Rumania, well known
Jewish eolouization inovement
in Kiimania, acted as honorary president of tlie
first Congress; while Dr. Theodore Herzl was on
each occasion unanimously elected as cliairman.
Dr. Karpel

by

work

his

iu the

The resolutions as well as the reports of the meetings of each Congress were noted iu the stenographic records and were soon afterward printed.
The first Basel Congress stated, iu the Basel
PiioGiiAM, the aim and purpose of Political ZionThe Congress was attended by about one hunism.
dred and fifty delegates; tlie second aud the third
each by about two hundred and fifty. The fourth
was held iu London, but the fifth, held at Basel, was
These delegates were
attended by 800 persons.
elected according to a statute of organization, which

A Basel

newspaper

570
writes, at the close of the third

Congress: "Every jiarliament might take
ish Congress as an example."

tiiis

Jew-

T. Herzl, Der Boeder Cnngrestt, Vienna, 1897:
Steiumrapliixdieti PiotuhoU of the 2il-5th Congresses. Vienna
(Verein Krez Israel), 1898-liKJ2: and the reports published In

Bibliography

:

Die Welt (.\\tinird), Tlie Jew. CImmicle (homion) Ainci-ican
Hebrew (New York).
*
D.
,

BASEL-LAND

A canton of Switzerland. It
did not admit the Freuch Jews, wiio had bougiit
property iu Liestal, the capital of the canton, notwithstanding the treaties existing between Switzerland and France. Jews have only recently resided
The few Jews who had nevertheless setiu Liestal.
tled there were expelled in 1839, iu spite of the
:

Delegates' Card at the Second Zionist Congress at Basel.

was accepted

This statute
at the third Congress.
provides that every hundred contributors of one
The
shekel are entitled to one representative.
minimum shekel for the various countries is as
follows: one franc for every country using the franc
as current coin; Germany, one mark; Austria, one
ci'own
Russia, 40 copecks; America, 25 cents;
Great Britain, one shilling; Holland, 50 cents. As
most of tlie delegates were commissioned by more
than one group, it may be said that they represented Jews from all parts of the globe, a unique
occurrence in the history of the Jewish Diaspora.
The reception given them by the inhabitants of
Basel was in eveiy respect excellent.
This was
;

due to the authoritative articles on the aim
and purpose of the Congre.ss and of the "Zionist
Movement," which were published in the daily
press; and still more to the fact that the proceedings were conducted publicly, under well-known
leadership, and according to parliamentary rules.
largely

protests of the French government.

Even

as late

as Nov. 17, 1857, a law was passed decreeing that
" the rights of settlement, of plying a handicraft,
and of trading are forbidden to eveiy Jew without

exception." Whoever received a Jew into business
or into his family was liable to a fine of 800 francs,
and on repetition of the act was to be imprisoned.
Whoever rented a store to a Jew incurred a penalty
The Jews were, however, permitted to
of 50 francs.
visit the regular fairs, to pass through the canton,
and to stay there temporarily.

Bibliography Denhschrift der Gesandtfichaft der Vereinifrten Staaten van Nordamerika, Gerichtet an den Schweizerischen Bundesrath vom 26. Mai, 1859, Blenne, 1863.
M. K.
D.
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BASEL PROGRAM

:

By

tliis

term

is

under-

program of Political Zionism drawn up
at tlie first Basel Congress, as the aim of the political -Zionist movement.
The Basel Program was
unanimously accepted at the morning session of the
stood

tlie

"
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of the first Congress, after a report by
NouuAi', eliainiian of tlie executive committee.
It is as follows: "Zionism aims at estahlisliiiig for
the Jewish people a i)ublicly and legally assured

st'coiul clay

Max

home

For the attaimneiit of this purin Palestine.
pose, the Congress considers the following means

serviceable: (1) the promotion of the settlement of
Jewish agriculturists, arti.sans, and tradesmen in
Palestine; (2) the federation of all Jews into local or
general groups, according to the laws of the various
countries (8) the strengthening of the Jewish feeling
and consciousness; (4) preparatory steps for the attainment of those governmental grants which are
necessary to the achievement of the Zionist purpose.
lu the course of the proceedings it was found necessary to explain, tirst, that the struggle for a publicly and legally assured home was meant to be only
for those Jews who either could not or would not
;

way

Basel Cougresa
Basel Program

resembled a

territorial menace to the Ottoman
hoped to achieve its goal by rendering
service to Turkey
thus jjrocuring a Tuikish cliarter, in order that it might secure for the Jewish
Aguiclltukal Coi.omks in Palestine already existing, and to be established there, an autonomous
government under the suzerainty of Turkey.
The second statement was due to some fears expressed by the Basel rabbi Dr. Cohn. He voiced
the sentiments of the Orthodox, and said "that the
party, of which it is known that it does not subscribe to the opinions of OrlhodoxJ^ might oppress
the Orthodox."
To this is due the declaration, made
by the chairman of the Congress and reenforced ou
every occasion, that political Zionism aims exclu-

empire.

It

;

sively at the improverneiit of the political condition
of the Jews.
It thinks that this improvement is
to be

found

if

those

Bronze Medal Struck at the Second Zionist Congress at Basel,
assimilate in their respective dwelling-places; secondly, that (political) Zionism did not intend to take
any steps that would offend the religious sentiment
of

any Jew, whatever

his opinions.

made for the reason that
the opponents of the movement had used all conceivable means to prevent and to discredit the Congress and its aims.
They had succeeded in frustrating the original intention to hold the Congress in
The

statement was

first

Munich, and they made

it

a prominent argument

that the assertions of the anti-Semites were confirmed
by the holding of this Congress. They held that the
entire idea

was Utopian that a transfer of
would be materially impossible

to Palestine

;

all
if

Jews

for

no

other reason than that Palestine could not hold them
all.
Furthermore, that in some countries Jews enjoy
all political rights and privileges; that the emigration of the^e Jews would be therefore not only unnecessary, but highly ungrateful tow^ard those countries in which they enjoy such rights, etc.
Others thought they found in the Basel Program
a menace directed against the independence of Turkey. It was, however, repeatedly emphasized in
precise tenns by the leaders of the movement that
political

Zionism had nothing in view which

in

any

Jews Avho only possess

1897.

political

(Exact Size.)

privileges in a limited measure or not at all, or who
in any other way occupy an inferior position with
respect to their fellow-citizens of other religions, are
provided with better political, and thereby better
social, conditions. The satisfaction of religious needs
is left

to the individual.

On account

of a question addressed to the president as to the meaning of the term "expedient settlement of Palestine " (Point 1 of the Basel Program),

was found neces.sary to discuss the question of
This was
colonization in the second Basel Congress.
done through a resolution brought up by the Zionist
executive committee and accepted by a majority vote.
The resolution referred to a plan drawn up by the
colonization committee, which was as follows:
it

"This Congress, in approval of the colonization already

in-

augurated in Palestine, and being desirous of fostering further
efforts in that direction, hereby declares, that
1. For the proper settlement of Palestine, this Congress considers it necessary to obtain the requisite permission from the
Turkish government, and to carry out such settlement according to the plan, and under the direction of a committee, selected
by this Congress.
2. This committee to be appointed to superintend and direct
it shall consist of ten members, and
all matters of colonization
have its seat in London. England shall send three delegates
Russia, two; Galicia, one; Germany, one;
to this committee
;

;
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Rumania, one and the executive committee shall appoint two.
At least three of the members must reside in London. The
executive committee will defray the necessary expenses of its
;

administration.
3. The first action of this committee shall be taken In connection with the Jews now residing in Turkey.
4. The Colonial Bank shall cooperate in obtaining the desired
permission for colonization from the Turkish government.
5. The Congress enjoins upon all Zionists the duty of influencing all colonization societies to work in harmony with the above
plan.
6. The Congress requests the executive committee to undertake accurate investigations to ascertain the legal position of the
Jews In Turkey, and particularly in Palestine.

Another important resolution of the second Zionist
Congress was the founding of tlie Jewish Colonial
Tkust, which is to be the lluaucial instrument of political Zionism.
Tlie second Zionist Congress also gave
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widely known as the founder of the "Beethoven
Matinees" (1859), which eventually culminated in
the well-known iSocieta, del Quartette, which exerted
a great influence upon the musical life of Florence,
and of Italy in general; and in connection with
which Basevi offei'cd an annual prize for the best
string-quartet. Basevi founded in 1863 the Concerti
Popular! di Musica Classica. He was a frecjuent
contributor to musical periodicals, and is the author
of "Studio sulle Opere di G. Verdi" (1859), "Introduzione ad un Nuovo Sistema d'Armonia" (1862),

and "Compendio

della Storia della ]\Iusica" (1866).

Bibliography: Riemann, Musik-Lc.ricon, Leipsic, 1887;
Grove, Diet, of Music ami Musivianx, London, IS'JO; Boccardo,

Xuora

Eitcicli){)e(Ua Italiaiia,

Supplement

i.

J.

s.

So.

FiTzwiLLiAM Museum, Cambridge, E\g., Desig.ved by George Basevi.
(From

a ptotograph.)

to the female delegates the right of voting and rendered them eligible to office in all Zionist matters.

The third Zionist Congress made the Zionist organization complete, by accepting a statute which regFinali}', it
ulates the organizations and elections.
drew up a definite order of business. The fifth Congress established the Jewish National Fund.
*
D.

BASEMATH.
BASEVI,

See B.vsiiemath.

ABBAMO

:

Italian

composer and

writer on music; born at Legliorn Dec. 29, 1818;
died at Florence November, 1885.
At first a physician in Florence (1858), he later devoted himself exclusively to the study of music, and :.chieved, after
hard struggles (his first attempts as composer and
as editor of the musical paper "L'Armonia " failed),
some distinction as composer of operas (" Romilda

edEzzelino,"1840; "Enrico Howard,"

1847).

Eels

BASEVI,

EMMANUELE:

and medical writer; born

Italian

physician

Pisa in 1799; died in
Florence Sept. 18, 1869. Basevi studied at the high
school of his native city and later at the university
there, obtaining his degree in 1817.
He devoted the
next six years to further study. In 1823 he published his first work "Discorso, " following it in 1824
with " L'Esposizione della Medicina Fisiologica di
Broussais."

His

otlier

works were

at

"Cenni

sulla

Medicina

Fisiologica Confrontata Colla Dottrina Medica Italiana" \l825); "Sugli Uffici del Medico" (1826);

Magnetismo Animale " (1828), and "Sulla
Conducibiiitu Electrica del Vetro Ridatto in Fill o
"Sul

Lamine"

(1841).

In 1825 the grand duke of Tuscany appointed
Basevi secretary of the Jewish community of Leghorn
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BASEVI, GEORGE (JOSHUA)

Arcliitoc

t

;

Ho
in 1794; died at Ely in 1845.
ill Loudon
was the son of George Basevi, whose sister, ^laria,
had married I.saac Disraeli and was the mother of
Educated at first by Dr.
the earl of Beaeonsfield.
Barney at Greenwich in 181 1, Basevi became a pu))il
of Sir John Soane, the architect and antiquary;made a tour in 1816 througli Italy and Greece, and
In 1821 he was apreturned to England in 1819.
pointed surveyor to the Guardian Assurance Company, and for'thene.xt few years was engaged in the
construction and superintendence of two churches,
and of the Iiouses in Belgrave square. He was almost the last and one of the best of the scliool that
sought for inspiration in the architecture of imperial
Rome, before the influence of Pugiu turned the fashHis best work was the Fitzion in favor of Gothic.
williani Museum at Cambridge (see illustration on p.
572), and carried out in tlie best classical style (1837).
He erected a prison at AVisbeach, and enlarged one
With Sydney Smith he was associated from
at Ely.
1843 to 1845 in the construction of the Conservative
In the latter year tlie same
Club-IIouse, London.
architects undertook the rebuilding of tlie Carlton
Club premises. Basevi died from an accident Oct. 16,
He was
1845, before he had started on the work.
inspecting the bell-tower of Ely Cathedral when he
He was buried in
fell and was killed instantly.
the chapel at the east end of the cathedral.
Bibliography: Diet, of National Bingraphy, s.v.; Picciotto,
Sketches of Anglo-Jew. Hi.storn; Dictionary of Architectural Publication Society, 1853.
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Bashemath

The land was probal)ly rather well settled in
13).
early times, since Deut. iii. 4 speaks of sixty cities;
there are many ruins remaining to this day.
The
names of very few

:

born

BASEVI, JOACHIM:

Basel Program

jurisconsult;

born at .Mantua 1780 died at Milan 1867. His intelligence and culture procured him so much celebrity
that he was cliosen to defend Andreas Hofer, the
Swiss patriot, before the court martial. When the
Austrian government displaced the French govern;

ment, Basevi went to Milan, where he remained till
His principal works are: " Dello Scioglihis death.
mento dei Feudi nel Territorio della Repubblica Cisalpina " (1844) " II Commento al Codice Civile Austriaco " (passed through seven editions from 1845 to
1857) " II Trattato delle Leggi Astinenti al Processo
;

cities have, however, been preEdrei (Deut. i. 4; iii. 1, 10; Josh. xii. 4;
Num. xxi. 33), apparently a royal city, was the scene
of the battle which ended in the defeat of Og, and

served.

gave the Hebrews possession of the land. It is now
known as "Ed-dcraah." General!}' mentioned in
connection with Edrei is another ro3al city, Ashtaroth, perhaps tlie modern Tell-Ashtera.
Golan was
set asid(! by Joshua as a city of refuge (Josh. xx. 8),
and was held by the Gershon branch of the Levites

Of Salecah notliing
the fact that it was a boundary city
(Josh. xii. 5; Deut. iii. 10; Josh. xiii. 11).
The land of Bashan is characterized by its volcanic
formation: the hills have craters and are picturesquely called "liar gabnunnim" (mountain of sum-

(Josli. xxi. 27; I Cliron. vi. 56).
is

known but

A. V. "high hills," Ps. Ixviii. 16). The soil
very fertile and provides excellent pasture for
flocks, which in ancient times were noted for their
size and breed (Deut. xxxii. 14). The powerful cattle
of Bashan are referred to in the orations of the Prophets as designations for the strong, overbearing inhabitants of Samaria (Amos iv. 1), and for wicked people
In the eastern portion oaks
in general (Ps. xxii. 13).
grew quite plentifully (Isa. ii. 13), and were used in
making oars for the Tyrian trade (Ezek. xxvii. 6).
In figurative language, Bashan is often linked with
mits;

is

the Lebanon and Carmel as designative of mourning
(Zech. xi. 2), languishing (Nahum i. 4), or casting

away

its fruit (Isa. xxxiii. 9).

According to Biblical tradition, Bashan w^as conquered from the mythical Og by the Hebrews in the
days of Moses, and was handed over to the half-tribe
of Manasseh (Deut. iii. 13; Josh. xiii. 29; I Chron.
According to I Chron. v. 11, Gad also had
V. 23).
some land in Bashan, but this late passage is hardly
In Solomon's reign a commissufficient evidence.
sariat officer was stationed in Bashan (I Kings iv. 13,
In the days of Jehu, Hazael began to devastate
19).
the land (II Kings x. 33), but in the invasion of
Tiglath-pileser (II Kings xv. 29) it is not mentioned.
SeeG. A. Smith, "Historical Geography of the Holy
Land," ch. xxvii. The name gave rise to the Greek
" Batansea " and to the modern Arabic " Buthaniyatun."

;

Civile," 1850;

and "II Commento

alia

Legge

di

Cam-

bio Austriaco."

Bibliography

:

Private sources.
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s.

BASHAN
ground

"):

(H-

The

HA-BASHAN (" fertile,

stoneless

tract of country north of Gilead, the

Yarmuk

being the dividing-line. It stretches eastthis southern limit as far as Salchah or
Salecah (Deut. iii. 10), the modern Salkhat; thence

ward along

northward to Hermon (Deut. iii. 8, iv. 47), which
may be inferred from the passage in Deut. xxxiii.
22, which speaks of Dan leaping from Bashan, and
referring to the time vrhen Dan had emigrated
In the west, Bashan did not
to the extreme north.
extend quite to the Jordan; the territory of the
Maachathites and the Geshurites intervening between
it and the river (Deut. iii. 14; Josh. xii. 5, xiii. 11,

J.

G. B. L.

JR.

BASHAR BEN PHINEAS. See Ibn Shuaib.
BASHEMATH, BASMATH (R. V., BASEMATH)

In Gen.
of the wives of Esau.
described as " the daughter of Elon
According to the same source, Esau
had another wife, Mahalath, the daughter of Ishmael, the sister of Nebajoth; but in Gen. xxxvi. 2
:

1.

xxvi. 34 .she
the Hittite."

One

is

first of Esau's wives is stated to be Adah, "the
daughter of Elon the Hittite," and Bashemath is described as the daughter of Ishmael, the sister of
Nebajoth. The Samaritan text avoids the conflict
between the different narratives by substituting
Mahalath for Bashemath in Gen. xxxvi.
2. A daughter of Solomon, and wife of Ahimaaz.
The latter was one of the twelve purveyors for the

the

;

Bashuysen
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royal liouseliold, and
Naplitali (1 Kings iv.

was assigned

to tlie district of

C. F. K.

BASHUYSEN, HEINRICH JACOB
Hebrew books and

:

Orienlalist;

Chris
born

at Hanaii, Prussia, Oct. 26, 1G79; died about 1750.
He founded a printing-establislunent in his native

between 1709 and 1712; and over 100 publicawere issued from his press. He was a zealous promoter of Hebrew and rabbinical literature;
and, among other works, he translated extracts from
the rabbinical connnentaries to the P.salms (Hauau,
In one of his di.ssertations he translated a
1712).
part of the " Mishneh Torah " of Moses Maimonides
(Hanover, 170); Frankfort, 1708); and it was his intention to translate the whole work, as well as the
Hebrew grammar " Shoresh Yehudah," by Juda
Neumark, director of Bashuysen's ])rinting-office in
Bashuysen published Abravanel's com
Hanau.
mentaries on the Pentateuch, and intended to edit
city

tions

He also enterthe entire work in four volumes.
tained the idea of amplifying Otho's " Historia Doctorum Mishnicorum " by adding the Amoraim.
Among Bashuysen's other works may be mentioned: •' Panegyricus Hebr. de Ling. Hebr." (Hanover, 1706; also in German, ^6. 1706); "Institutiones
Gemarico-Rabbin." (Hanover, 1718); "Exercit. Paradoxa de Nova Methodo Discendi per Rabbinos Ling.
Hebr." (Servesta^, 1720).
In 1701 he was appointed ordinary professor of
Oriental languages and ecclesiastical history at the
Protestant gymnasium of Hanau, and in 1703 became professor of theology in that institution (Bashuysen's father was preacher in the Dutch Reformeil
Church of the city). In 1716 he accepted the position of rector and "professor primarius" at the gym-

nasium of

Zerl)st.

Academy

of Berlin

Bashuysen was a member of the
and of the London Society for

Bibliography: Bernhardi, in AlJgemeine Deutsche Biographien, s.v. B(v^huiise)i,; Steinsehneider, Cat. Bodl. Nos. 4521,
9338 idem, Bil)l. Handbuch, p. 18 idem, in Zeit. f. Hebr.
Bibl. ii. 51.
;

A. F.

G.

BASHYAZI, ELIJAH B. MOSES B. MENOF ADRIANOPI.E: Karaite hakam

AHEM

born at Adrianople about 1420 died there in 1490.
After being instructed in the Karaite literature and
theology of his father and grandfather, both leained
;

hakams

of the Karaite

community

of Adrianople,

Bashyazi went to Constantinople, where, under the
direction of Mordecai Comtino, he studied rabbinical literature as well as mathematics, astronomy, and
philosophy, in all of which he soon became most
proficient.

In 1460 Bashyazi succeeded his father as hakam
community at Adrianople. From the
many letters addressed by him as repBecomes resentative of the Karaite community
IJakam at of Constantinople, from 1480 to 1484,
Adriato Karaite communities in Luska and
nople.
Trok, Poland, Neubauer concludes that

of the Karaite

Basliyazi resided for the most of the

time in Constantinople. In these letters he appears
as a warm-hearted defender of the Karaite faith.
He urges his coreligionists to send young men to

;

wise he would pronounce an anathema on those derelict ill their duties.
He devoted himself to the improvement of the iiiLellectual coiiditiou of the Karaite

consequence of internal di.s.sensions
on religious matters, was at that time very low. In
order to settle the religious laws Ik; compiled a code
entitled "Aderet Eliyahu " (The Mantle of Elijah).
This code, which contained both the mandatory and
prohibitory precepts, is rightly regarded by the
Karaites as the greatest authority on those matters.
In it Bashyazi displays a remarkable
His
knowledge, not only of the earliest Ka" Aderet raite writings, but also of all the more
Eliyahu." important rabl)inical works, including
those of Saadia, Ibn Ezra, and Maimonides, whose opinif)iis lu; discusses.
The " Aderet " is divided into subjects and these
again are subdivided into chapters. The subjects
treated are: (1) the fixation of the months (42 chaptens); (2) the Sabbath (22 chaps.); (3) Passover (10
chaps.); (4) unleavened bread (7 chaps.); (5) the
Feastof Weeks (10 chaps.); (6) New-Year (2 chaps.);
(7) the Day of Atonement (5 chaps.); (8) the Feast
of Tabernacles (5 chaps.); (9) prayer.
This last subject comprises three parts: theology; ethics; and
laws concerning prayers, synagogues, slaughtering,
clean and unclean, prohibited degrees in marriage,
sect, whi(;h, in

women, the years of release and jubilee, the prohibition of mingled seed, and oaths. The last three subjects were completed, after Bashyazi's death, by his
Caleb Afendopolo.
Bashyazi's theological system

disciple,

is

a masterpiece of

and logic. Following the example of Judah
Hadassi and probably of still older
His Theo- masters of Karaism, he set up ten artilogical
cles of belief, the veracity of which he

clearness

System.

the Propagation of the Gospel.

;

study their religious authorities,
and to lead a pious life (Aher-

lest th(fir faith die out,

15).

J. .IK.

tian printer of

(Jonstaiitinoj)le to
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All

demonstrates
lows:

philosophically as fol-

existence— tJiat is to say, the spJieres
contain has been created.
There are two kinds of creations creation from
something else, and creation from nothing. The
things now existing are creations from something
else, such as the chicken created from the egg
but
creation from nothing is by the will of God alone.
All compound beings have been produced from the
elements and the first matter bj' the movement of
the spheres. But the question is whether the spheres
and the first matter were created. The philo.sophers
assert that they are eternal, because, they say, " nothing can be created from nothing." In Bashyazi's
opinion this is an error arising from judging the past
by the present. The philosophers, knowing of no
creation from nothing in their own experience, conclude that such a creation never could
His Views liave been. Supposing then that they
on
had never seen the chicken emerge
Creation, from the egg, they might as well maintain that the chicken was eternal, be(;ause tliey could not explain how it lived in the
The fact is that inferior beings can not be
egg.
compared with superior ones which the reason is
unable to conceive. In these things reliance must
be placed upon revelation, which even philosophy
(1)

and

j^Iiysical

all that they

—

:

;

admits to be true; and all prophets declare that the
spheres have been created from noliiiiig.
However, not satisfied with religious proofs only,
Easily a/.i tries to give philosophical arguments, and
being unable to furnish them in the; strictly Peripatetic way, he demonstrates his article of belief by
Avicenna's theory of "the necessary"
Relies upon and "the possible," which he wrongly

Philosophy.

Since philosattributes to Aristotle.
ophy proves that the existence of all
l)eings, except God, is only " possible,"

the spheres, as well as the first matter, must have
been created; otherwise their existence would be a
"necessary " one like that of God.
(2) That ail beingshave a creator tc/io has nut created
himself.

This

is

the corollary of the

first article

of belief.

was demonstrated that beings were created,
they must have had a creator. All movement presupposes a motor either physical or spiritual. As
tlie heavens are moved by a physical motor, this
motor in its turn must have another motor; and so

As

it

Prime Mover, God,
That God has no likeness and

forth until the
(3)

Bashuysen
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is

reached.

is

absolutely one.

The fact that the existence of God only is necesHe must also
sary proves that He has no likeness.
be one for if there were two beings whose existence
was necessary, one of them must have been the cause
In that case there would be only one
of the other.
whose existence was necessary. On the other hand,
in supposing each of them to be his own cause,
one must have a distinguishing quality which the
;

other does not possess; for if both were identical in
all things tliey would form one; and a being to
whom qualities can be attributed is necessarily comAs for
posed, and must therefore have a creator.
the attributes of God found in tlie Bible they must
be taken negativel}'.
(4) That God sent Moses.
Bashyazi examines prophecy from the philosophand, demonstrating it to be true,
ical point of view
he claims that there is no hindrance to a belief in
Moses' mission.
(5) That He gave through Moses His Law, which is

Bashyazi

that 'although they are sufferi)ig, they should hope every
their deliverance by the Messiah, the son of

day for
David.

The other works
ha

Zom

"

of Basliyazi are: (1) "Iggeret
(Letter on Fasting on Saturday), divided

into three sections.

Solomon

This

letter

Sliarbit lia-Zahab,

was directed against

who opposed

the opinion
Elijah the Karaite.
(2)
Bashyazi's " Iggeret Gid ha-Nashh " (Letter on the
Sinew Which Shrank, Gen. xxxii. 33),
Other
Works.
discussing the question whether the
l)rohibition extends to fowl.
This,
too, was directed against Solomon Sharbit lia-Zahab.
(3) "Iggeret ha-Yerushah" (Letter on Inheritance).
These three works have been published by Firkowitz (Koslov, Eupatoria, 1885) with the second edition of the "Adcret."
(4) "Halukat ha-Karaim"
(The Schism of the Karaite). (5) " Keli Neho.shet"
(Tool of Copper), on the use of the astrolabe and its
construction, together with a treatise on astronomy.
(6) "Meiizat ha-Mizwot" (The Precepts in Verses),
imitated from the "Azharot" of Ibn Gabirol. This
was published in tliC Karaite prayer-book, ed.
Vienna, ii. 175. Bashyazi wrote also many prayers
which were embodied in the Karaite prayer-book

of

Aaron

b.

Vienna, iii. 226).
Bibliography: Fiinst, Gescli.

(ed.

de.i

Karaerthumc,

pp. 304-310;

Bikhorcl la-Tolcdot ha-Karaim, p. 1-58 Ycst,
Judetitlmms, ii. 331 ct xeq.; V. F. Frankl,
Karaiten. in Ersch and Gruber, EncyMnpiidic, p. IS, note,
1883; Neubauer, Aus der Pctcrsburger BiliUiitheli, 18i)6,
Gottlober,

Gesch.

;

lies

pp. 60, 140 ct seq.

L Br.

K.

BASHYAZI, HILLEL BEN MOSES:

Ka-

Constantinople in the first half
He was the author of a
of the sixteenth century.
commentary upon the Karaite prayer-book entitled
" Tehillat Adonai " (The Praise of God).
The work
is still extant in manuscript and is quoted by Simhah Yizhak Luzki in "Orah Zaddikin."
raite scliolar; lived at

BiBLioGR.\pnY
ten,
p.

ii.

370;

Jost,(5esc?i. des Judenthum!< und Seiner SecNeubauer, A\is der PctersMirger Bibliothek,
:

tl4.

;

perfect.
(6)

the believer should

know

tlie

language and

Law.

All the existing translations of the Law have in
many passages altered the sense therefore, the believer must learn the Hebrew language in order to
be able to read the Law in the original.
(7) That God inspired the other prophets.
;

(8) That God tcill raise up the dead on the Day of
Judgment.
Bashyazi did not undertake to prove article 8 philosophically, accepting the tradition as satisfactory.
Moreover, it is made plausible by the fact that God

made Adam

of clay.

That God rewards and punishes every one

ac-

merits or demerits.
This article of belief being in close connection
with Providence and Omniscience, Bashyazi refutes
the opinion of certain philosophers who assert that

cording

I.

to his

God's knowledge bears only upon the universalities
and not upon individual things.
(10) Tliat God did not reject th^ exiled [Jews], and

Br.

Ka-

great-grandson of Elijah Bashyazi;
born at Constantinople in 1537 died in 1555. When
but sixteen years of age, he displayed a remarkable
degree of learning and a profound knowledge of foreign languages. He undertook for mere love of
knowledge a voyage to Palestine and Syria in order
to explore these countries and to collect old manuThough he died at such an early age,
scripts.
he had composed many w^orks, four of which are
extant in manuscript (Leyden, St. Petersburg, Paris):
(1) "Sefer Yehudah" or "Sefer 'Arayot," on proIn this work he enumerates
hibited marriages.
former authors who had written on the same subject, such as Al-Basir, Jeshua (Furkan) ben Judah
Abu al-Faraj Harun, Aaron ben Elijah. (2) "Zebah
Pesah " (The Passover Sacrifice), on the celebration of
the festival days, in which he quotes many passages
from the Arabic originals of Jeshuah ben Judah's
commentary upon the Pentateuch, from the commenta:y of Joseph Kirkisan, from Jeshua's other
works, and from the " Sefer ha-Mizwot " of Kumisi.
" Matteh E'ohim " (The Rod of God), which con(3)
the chain of
tains a history of the Karaite schism
raite scholar;

;

That

the interpretation of the

^9)

K.

BASHYAZI, MOSES BEN ELIJAH:

;
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Basilea

Karaite tradition, which the author claims to have
received from Japlietli ibn Saghir; iuterpretalioii of
the Law, and particularly of the precepts which arc
arranged in numbers according to the Decalogue.
" (The Book of Reuben), on dog(4) "Sefer Reuben
mas and articles of belief.
BiBLioGRAPiiv

:

Jost,

Gesch. dea

ten, li.370; Fiirst, Gesch. d.
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Feicrxbuiver

Judenthums nnd Seiner Sec-

Karuert.

iii. 31l)-;3ii2

Bililiotliek, pp. 63,
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p.
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;

Neubauer,

Gottlober, Bik-
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Bk.

BASILEA, BASILA, BASSOLA, BASOLA,

BASLA

^Dxn, n^iD(N)a, n^iixn li'-'x,
family originally from Basel in Switzerland (whence the name), but resident in tlie north
of Italy and in Palestine from the fifteenth to the
eighteenth century.
In 1489 Mordecai Zarfati (the Frenchman) ben
Reuben Bassola coirected at Soncino the proofs of
an edition of the Talmudical treatises Hullin and
Niddah, with scrupulous exactness and knowledge
His son
(see Rabbinowitz, " Dikduke Soferim ").
ni?TX3)

:

(xij^xa,

A

Xoses ben Mordecai Bassola

the instruction of Moses, son of Benjamin della
Rocca. The last-named, who was a grandson on his
mother's side of the venerable Moses Bas.sola, whose
family name lie bore, came from Safed, where he liad
had as colleague Gedaliah, son of Moses Cordovero.
When the latter also came to Italy, he associated
him with himself, in pious tribute to the memory of
Cordovero in the work "Or Ne'erab" (The Setting
Luminary) (1587). In 1588 Moses Bassola received
as a gift from the hands of R. Menahem Azariah de
Fano, the manuscript of the work " Tomer Deborah "
(The Palm-Tree of Deborah), which he also edited.
His facility in writing is shown by the brief prefaces
in prose and in verse, as well as by a homily preserved
in the Italian manuscript of the Michael collection
(Neubauer, " Cat. Bodl. Ilebr. MSS. " No. 2192). He
died soon after at an early age in the island of Cyprus, sincerely lamented by his pupil Leon of Modena (then thirteen years old), in the following elegy,
which can be read botli in Hebrew and in Italian:
13 nsiN dd3 no in •\^zz< nrp
" Chi nasce muor oLme che pass' acerbo.
I^X ';'« ]>-\ -\Mi 1D1J Dl'^''? 31Q ^73
Colto vien Tuom cosi ordin' il cielo.
13 13-1 ip' n;i'c
na'D
Mose mori Mose gia car de verbo.
1*7 nr Nin -\ie3 dv
jin ^\^z'^^^ db'
Santo sia ogn' uom, con pure zelo.
.

(1480-1560), cele-

brated for his cabalistic attainments, was born at
Pesaro, and was for a long time head of the Jewish
Academy of Ancona. He was rabbi in Ancona
when Paul IV. (1555-59) tried to take vengeance on
Spain by persecuting the Maranos living in that
number of Maranos had tied to the East,
city.
and there conceived the idea of boycotting Ancona,
and turning the Levantine commerce to Pesaro (Jew.
Encyc. i. 572). It was Moses who wrote the letter
to the Constantinople Jews, begging them not to
carry out their threat, for fear of the reprisals that
Paul might take (Gratz, " Gesch. der Juden," ix. 376,
378. 383, 444; x.l42; Kaufmann, in "Revue Etudes
Juives," xxxi. 231; Zunz, " Gesanimelte Schriften,"
While at Pesaro he encouraged his pupil Em1. 182).
manuel Benevento to print the Zohar (Mantua ed.
1558-60), and he published at the head of the "Tikkune Zohar" his official approbation, an eloquent
plea in behalf of the Cabala in general and of what
claimed to be R. Simeon b. Yohai's work in particular.
In his old age Moses journeyed to Palestine;
his diary of the voyage, which Azariah dei Rossi
examined with good results (see the Samaritan alphabet in ch. Ivi. of "Imre Binah," part 3 of the "Me'or
'Euayim"),evidences his scientific inquisitiveness and
In Safed, Moses was
the clearness of his thought.
welcomed with great honor by all the scholars there
resident; and Moses Cordovero, it is said, on the
authority of Leon de Modena (" Ari No'em," xxvi.),
ostentatiously kissed his hands, much disconcerting
the modest old man.
Rabbi Menahem Azariah de
Fano eulogizes Moses in No. 67 of his responsa, in
connection with certain commercial printing-offices
in Italy (compare "Toledot Gcdole Yisrael," p. 248).
He is also (}Uoted by R. Moses de Trani in No. 304
of the first part of his collection, and by Katzenellenbogen of Padua, in No. 13 of his responsa (Conforte,
"Kore lia-Dorot," ed. Cassel, 34*, 37a); see also responsa in manuscripts 9 and 228 of the Halber1890),

His family established themselves at Safed.
His son Azriel ben IVIoses Bassola gave lessons to the infant prodigy Leon de Modena, who
enjoyed likewise, especially between 1582 and 1584.

.
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ijc^ i3ij;
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niD DIN 3"iin^
in canglar pelo.
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.
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nj'sn

abbiam, ch'al cielo vero o'meno
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Ah Tuom

va, se viva assai se

This "kinah" was

meno."

published (the Italian in
Hebrew cliaracters) in Leon's "Midbar Yehudah,"
Venice, 1602; then in his "Pi Aryeh," Venice, 1640.
It has since been often republished, notably by Bartolocci in "Bibliotheca Rabbinica," iii. 34; by Wagenseilin"Sotah," 50; in "The Occident," xiv., Philadelphia, 1856; and by N. S. Lebowitz, in "Leon Modena," 2d ed., 1901, p. 7. Compare Steinschueider,
"Cat.Bodl." col. 1353; ^(?m, in"Monatsschrift," xliii.
313.315; Michael," Or ha-Hayyim," No. 963; Gratz,
"Gesch. der Juden," x. 142.
first

Another Moses Basilea or Bassola edited the
"Or Ne'erab," Venice, 1587; and the "Tamar Deborah

"

of Moses Cordovero, Venice, 1589.

G.

A century later Rabbi Ezekias de Basla

(si^TXan)
sent to Carpentras as representative of the city
of Safed, whicli was in distress at that time (see

was

Luncz, D''^£J''n\ iii. 108).
Mordecai ben Reuben designates himself in all his
letters as belonging to the junior branch of the famContemporary with him was Azriel, who was
ily.
related to Rabbi Joseph Colon (see Mortara, " Indice

Among his
"), and who died in 1480.
posterity (the Trabotti) the name "Azriel" recurs
frequently; there is one of that name also in the
above-cited branch of the Bassola family. The celebrated Rabbi Jehiel, son of Azriel Trabot(to), mentions in the sixteenth century a certain Abraham
Alfabetico

ben Abraham Basola living in Cremona. Possibly the Azriel b. Abraham Zarfati in Solmona
(Abruzzi) in 1535 (Mortara, "Indice Alfabetico,"

p.

;
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70)

is

to be

mentioned

In 1653

in this connection.

Shabbethai Basilea, had
charge of an edition of "Tikkun (Jlani" (.S3'Stem
of the Universe), a commentary on Isaiah, edited by

Moses Simon,

son of

Ortona and published at the press of Fr. Kossi at
Verona.
Quite a long line of rabbis and writers is connected
witli Samson. Basola of the sixteenth century,
wiiose son Solonioii, rabbi at Mantua in 1570, was
drawn into the controversy which raged in 1572 conHis opinion, wlucli
cerning tlie levirate marriage.
is ba.sed es.sentialiy upon the Zohar, i.s incorporated
One of liis
in the " Pahad Yizhak " (letter n, p. 24).

descendants, Menahem Samson ben Solomon
Basila of jMautua, was rabbi at Alessandria in Italy,
and chief rabbi at JVIantua in 1670, where he died in
1698.
The center of a constellation of noted men,
he was an intimate friend of R. Moses Zacuto, and
was eulogized by his favorite pupil, Benjamin
Cohen de Reggio, in his book, "Gebul Binyamin."
He turned his attention to the calendar; and one for
the years 5481-32 (1671-72), which he published at
Venice, has been preserved, as has also a manuscript
letter in Italian of great interest, in which astronomy
is still called astrology, and which reveals very
clearly the ingenious artifices to which recourse was
had in 1675 for the purpose of harmonizing the differences of opinion concerning the true time of the
moon's phases. His decisions are scattered through
the best collections of the period (Nepi, 225) one of
them, addressed to a grandson of R. Joshua Boaz of
the Baruch family, autlior of the "Shilte ha-Gibborim," forbids the use of brandy distilled in retorts
as being forbidden (Nesek); it is printed at the end
of the large work written by his son, Solomon
Abi'ad Sar Shalom, whom he instructed in religion and Cabala.
This son, who in his name bears testimony to the
INIessianic hopes of his kinsman, was reared under
the eyes of Moses Zacuto, of Vital Norzi, of the
Segres; his chief teacher was Judah Breal; and his
fellow-student was Isaac Lampronti, the author of
"Pahad Yizhak." At the age of ten he commenced
the study of the various sciences, and plunged with
avidity into the theosophy of Moses Cordovero.
He attempted poetry, and edited, with a commentary, the mystic poem of IVIoses Zacuto, " 'Aruk
Tofteh" (alluding to Is. xxx.33), (Venice, 1715, 1744;
Metz, 1777). That he acquired a profound knowledge of the Talmud and of the casuists is shown by
his correspondence with Judah Breal, Gabriel Pontremoli, and Abraham Segr6 ("Bibliotheca Friedlandiaua, " No. 727) and his decisions are incorporated
in No. 59 of the Halberstamm collection, in the "Pahad Yizhak " by his fellow-student Lampronti, in the
responsa of Jabez (R. Jacob Emden), and elsewhere.
Solomon enjoyed a deserved reputation for geometrical knowledge he edited Euclid's "Elements"
;

;

;

for the use of Abraham Segre (Glinzburg Collection,
No. 215) and was also versed in astronomy. He exchanged letters in Italian with Samson Bachi tlie
younger, of Casale, an imcle of R. Isaac Raphael
;

Pinzi (Nepi, 321), upon the principles of the calendar, between 1694 and 1701, and wrote a preface for

Nayer ha-Yamim " (A Paper
on the Years) (Gunzburg Collection, Nos. 312, 579)
II.— 37
his treatise entitled "

Sasilea

he commenced to publish " Luah " or Pocket
Daily Calendar: it appeared at Mantua in 32mo, and
included tJie dates of the Christian festivals.
in 1727

At the age of forty-four, in company with Samuel
Norzi, Solomon initiated liimsclf into th- intricacies
of the cabalistic system of Isaac Luria, which to-day
takes precedence of all others.
He carefully prepared a very remarkable work, in which he reproached all philosophers and exegetes who had not
taken part in the mystical movement, and adduced
specious arguments for the authenticity of the Zohar.
His work, even before it appeared in print, arou.sed
a most heated opposition. Gad dell'Aquila implored
the author most earnestly not to insult tlic; memory
of Abraham ibn Ezra by the publication of his b(Jok
(Giinzburg Collection, No. 179). He took some time
to revise it, rather to amplify, however, than to
moderate its expressions; and it appeared in 1730
under the title of "Emunat Hakamim" (The Faith
of the Wise).
The work is a veritable mine of
knowledge the whole of Hebrew literature is passed
in review; and there are quotations from Pythagoras. Plato, Aristotle, Alexander of Aphrodisias,
Averroes, Avicenna, Copernicus, Fr. Piccolomini, I.
Cotogno("De Triplici Statu Animi"). and others.
Jacob Emden attempted to refute the book in his
"Mitpahat Sefarim."
Abi'ad naturally took the part of M. H. Luzzatto
when the latter was persecuted: it was probably
owing to this that a search-warrant was issued
against him on the ground that he possessed forbidden books in his library. Being convicted of owning non-expurgated works, he was thrown into
prison in June, 1788; May 28, 1784, he was reported
sick at his house, and on June 23, 1738, was sentenced to three years' domiciliary arrest, which penalty was commuted June 18, 1789, by the curia of
Rome into confinement witliin the ghetto-walls
(Mortara, in "Hebraische Bibliographic," 1862, p.
In 1742 he affixed his approbation to Solomon
100).
Norzi's work "Minhat Shay," having examined an
incomplete manuscript of the same (Letter 36 of the
epistolary collection in the Friedland library); but
he died on the last day of Tabernacles, 1743, without
having witnessed its completion.
His brother Abraham Jedidiah is especially
known for having superintended, under the auspices
of David Finzi and Judal Breal, an edition of the
Shulhan 'Aruk (Mantua, 1723), which contained a
short commentary by Gur Aryeli ha-Levi, one of his
fatlier's friends.
He was assisted in the work by
Gur Aryeh Finzi. The edition was published at the
expense of the physician Raphael Vital of Italy.
;

Finally, a son of Abi'ad, by name Raphael Vital,
deserves mention for having superintended and revised, while still very young, an edition of the "Min-

hat Shay," that monumental production of the Italian Masorah, printed at the press of the same Raphael
Jellinek accuses
Vital, and at the latter's expense.
him (Introduction to Norzi's writings, Vienna,
1876) of having taken liberties witli his author;
but before passing judgment it would be necessary
to know if the Mantua manuscript which was com-

municated to Jellinek was in reality that which belonged to Abi'ad, and whether, moreover, the unexpected death of the latter did not necessitate an

);;

Sasilisk
Sasnagre
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abridgment of the work. Respect for the author is
shown by the fact tliat he entitled his work "Minhat
Shay."
BiBLior.UAPiiY: liOTtara, Indicc Alfabctico, s.v.; Steinsclincider. Cat. Bodl. cols. 1353, 172.5, 179.'), ]!)92, 2280, 2826; Luncz,
Jerxisalem, iii. 55; S. Wiener, Bihliotlieca Friedlandiaiiit.
No. 496.
K.
D.
G.
V.

C—

BASILISK: The translation in
sion of the

Hebrew

"zefa'

G.—

the Revised Ver-

and "zif'oni"

"

(Isa. xi. 8,

Prov. xxiii. 32), for
which the Authorized Version has "cockatrice."
The Septuagint uses the word jiaai'XiaKov in Isa. lix.
5 for "ef'eh,"and in Ps. xci. 13 for "peten." In
all these places some variety of serpent is evidently
meant, but the ancient versions do not indicate
which. The rendering "basilisk" so also Jerome
and the Syriac Version is correct in so far as that
the Hebrew word likewise appears to designate some
fabulous creature, though it is not known which
was the particular kind of serpent that suggested
the fanciful notions of the ancients. According to
some, the Hebrew "zefa'" is the same species as
"shefifon" (Gen. xlix. 17), the horned adder or
cerastes, a very poisonous viper found in Arabia,
xiv. 29. lix.

5;

Jer. viii.

17;

—

—

in the Sinaitic peninsula.
J. .IK.

I.

BASIN,

or

BASON

:

Be.

The following Hebrew

words are rendered "bason" in English; "aggan," "kefor," "mizrak," and "saf."
Of these
"aggan" and "kefor" are rare, the former occurring
in Ex. xxiv. 6 as the name of the vessel in which
the blood of the sacrifice was put, before the peojile
were sprinkled with it; the latter, in I Chron. xxviii.
17; Ezra i. 10, xxviii. 27 (A. V. "bason"; R. V.
"bowl").
The common Biblical word for Basin is "mizrak."
Tliree metals are mentioned in the Bible in connection with the basins, copper or brass, silver, and
gold.
Brass basins were used as sprinkling-bowls
in sacrificing (Ex. xxvii. 3, xxxviii. 3; I Kings vii.
Basins of silver were offered with the meal40, 45).
offering to the tabernacle

by the

BASKET-TAX
noying of

The most burdensome and animposed upon the Jews
government. The edict concern:

special taxes

tlie

of Russia by the

ing this medieval tax

—

one of the legacies inherited
by the Russian government from the Catholic mon-

—

was issued Dec. 31, 1844. The tax is divided into a general tax and an auxiliary one. The
general lux is rai.sed from the kosher meat used
b}- tlie Jews, which is, therefore, little accessible to
the Jewish masses; and the tax has consequently
been inimical to the physical development of the
Russian Jews. This tax is levied (1) on every liead
of cattle killed for kosher meat; (2) on every fowl
killed for the same purpose; and (3) on every pound
of meat sold in the market.
The auxiliary tax is derived from various trade
licenses, and, as a kind of probate duty, from money
inherited by Jews.
To the Basket-Tax also belongs
the tax on old-fashioned wearing apparel, such as
the old Polish caftan, the skull-cap, and women's
head-gear and perukes.
The Basket-Tax, because of its being leased by
the government to the highest bidder, has always
been a source of annoyance and corruption and, notAvithstanding the appointment of special commissions, and numerous protests published against it, it
still exists, and exerts a demoralizing effect upon the
Jews of the Russian empire. The income from this
tax has been in part devoted to the maintenance of
Jewish .schools. It was formerly used also to pay
for the transportation of Jewish agriculturists
to the colonies, and for various other conununal
asteries

;

needs.

No complete statistics of the amount paid for the
Basket-Tax by the tax-farmers are yet available
but the following figures maj' convey a general
idea; Poltava (1889), 13.000 rubles; Nikolaiev (1895),
32,000 rubles; Kiev (1875), 40,000 rubles.

Bibliography: U. Morgulis, Korohnchnii Shor.
skaija Bihlioteka,

\i.

61-113,

St.

In

Ycvrei-

Mysh,

Petersburg, 1878;

Ruknvndstvo k Russkim Zakonam o Yevrex/akh, 2d ed.. p.
Vtoroi Polny Svod Zakonov, xix.. No. 18,.533
434, ih. 1898
;

Voskfiod, 1889, xl.-xii. IZi et

Khronika Vo-sklwda,
No.

7.

11.

K.

" princes " of the con-

gregation (Num. vii. 11, 13, 19, 25 et seq.). Solomon
made basins of gold for the Temple (I Kings vii. 50),
and tho.se of gold and of silver were taken by Nebuzaradan when he plundered Jerusalem (II Kings
XXV. 15; Jer. Iii. 18, 19). In Zech. ix. 15 sacred
vessels of this kind are spoken of in a way that indicates that they were used for wine and in Amos
vi. 6 the "mizrak " is mentioned as a drinking bowl.
Fifty basins were among the gift of treasure to the
Second Temple (Neh. vii. 70). " Mizrak " is translated in both A. V. and R. V. sometimes as "bason "
and sometimes as " bowl."
"Saf" (A. V. "bason"; R. V. generally "cup,"
but twice "bason ") seems to have corresponded in a
great measure to "mizrak." It is mentioned (Ex.
xii. 22) as being used for holding the blood of victims in connection with the Passover sacrifice before
the Exodus, and as a utensil for the Temple (II

578

the Old

"kelub"

seq.;

No. 42;

ih.

1894,

li.

1

et seq.;

Biidughchnost,
J.

BASKETS
in

1893,

1901,

G. L.

Four kinds of Baskets are mentioned
Testament— "dud," "tene," "sal," and

— but

:

unfortunately without any intima-

;

Kings
"

Saf

" is

bowl

(II

J.

14 [A. V.]; I Kings vii. 50; Jer. Iii. 19).
also used as a general term for Basin or

Egyptian Baskets.
(From Wilkinson, "Ancient Egyptians.")

xii.

JR.

Sam.

xvii. 28; Zech. xii. 2).

tion whatever of the differences of shape or size between them and even as to their uses only uncertain concl usions can be drawn. " Dud " (" pot, " A. V.
;

C. J.

M.

a bird-cage. It- was therefore no doubt a coarsely
woven basket with a cover, such as a fowler would
use to carry home his captives. The word Kfxplvoq
used in the New Testament (Matt. xiv. 20 and elsewhere) seems to have meant a specifically Jewish
utensil (compare Juvenal, iii. 14, " Quorum cophinus
fcenunupie suppellex," and Talmudic nS'DD and
In "Corpus InscripriDIp; Jastrow, "Diet." h.v.).
tionum Gra'carum," 1625, 46, the word denotes a
Boeotian measme of about two gallons, from which
fact a conclusion may perhaps be drawn as to the

earning basket, borne in tlm hands (Ps.
[A.V. 6] II Kings x. 7 Jcr. xxiv. 2). It is
used in Ps. Ixxxi. G us a symbol of Egyptian bondage.connoting the basket in which tiie Israelites carThis must therefore
ried the clay for tlieir bricks.
is

the

Ixxxi. 7

Basilisk
Basnaere
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:

;

liave been a large shallow basket such as the
ancient Egyptians used for tlie purpose (Wilkinson,
The term "dud"
" Ancient "Egyi)tians," i. 379).
is applied also to the i)ot in which meat was
boiled (I Sam. ii. 14), showing that not only the flatformed basket but also a pot-shaped one was known
Dud " may possibly be a general
by this name.
"Sal" is
expression for vessels of various kinds.
the term for the basket in which the F^gyptian court
baker had his confectionery, and which he carried on
It is also the usual term for
his head (Gen. xl. 16).
tlie basket in wliich was placed the meat of the
offering (Judges vi. 19), and likewi.se the unleavened

size of the basket.

'*

Baskets Used
(From

in

J.

ferent from this was certainly the "tene," the large
deep basket in which grain and other field-products
Avere kept (Deut. xxviii. 5, 17), and the tithes transported to the sanctuary (Deut. xxvi. 2).
Possibly
this form of basket resembled that used b}^ the Palestinian peasantry to-day for keeping wheat or oats;
it is made of clay and straw and called "habya."
This has somewhat the shape of ajar; at the top
is the mouth into which grain is poured, and at the
bottom a small orifice through which small quantities are taken out as wanted and the opening closed
with a rag. The term Kapral/Mq, with which the
Septuagint translates "tene," denotes a basket of the
shape of an inverted cone. The term "kelub,"
finally, found in Amos viii. 1 for a fruit-basket,
is used in Jer. v. 27 ("cage," A. V. and R. V.) for

Be.

I.

BASMATH,

daughter of King Solomon.

See

B.\SH1,MATU.

BASNAGE, JACOB CHRISTIAN
Basnage de Beauval):

also

Protestant

(called

pastor;

Modern Palestine.

the Merrill Collection, SeuiitiL-

bread (Ex. xxix. 3; Lev. viii. 2; Num. vi. 15). It
is expressly stated that these unleavened cakes must
be placed in such a basket and offered therein.
" Sal " refers without doubt, therefore, to a small
dish-shaped basket, perhaps of finer texture. Dif-

JK.

Museum, Harvard

University.)

born at Rouen, France, Aug. 8, 1653 died in Holland Dec. 22, 1725. At the age of twenty-three he
took charge of the Protestant Church of Rouen,
succeeding Etienne Le Moine, who had been called to
Lcj'den as professor of theology. After the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and the consequent sup;

pression of the Reformed Church in his native city,
Basnage was called in 1686 to the pastorate of the
Walloon Church at Rotterdam; and in 1691, at the
instance of his friend Heinsius, grand pensionary of

Holland, he was chosen pastor of the Temple of The

Hague.

Though Basnage acquired
ful

diplomat

a reputation as a skil-

(see analysis of his letters of 1713

by

Is a
Skilful

M. Levesque, in "Les Memoires de
'Academic des Sciences et Lettres de
Rouen," 1859, pp. 2&% et i>eq.\ his in-

Diplomat.

terest for the present article consists

1

in the fact that, like his friend Fontehe employed his leisure hours in writing on
theology and on the history of religion. His worksnelle,

:

;
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Basnag'e

on these subjects are enumerated as twenty-five in
"La France Protestante " by Haag (Paris, 1846-58;
2d ed., 1877, vol. i., s.v.). Chief among them is
"L'Histoire et la Religion des Juifs Depuis Jesus
Christ Jusqu'u Present," intended as a supplement
and continuation to Josephus (Rotterdam, 1706-11).
This work is in five books, forming seven volumes,
the sixth of whiclr has the following title: "L'Histoire des Juifs Reclamee et Retablie par Son Veritable Auteur,M.Basnage, Contrel'fidi-

His
tion Anonyme et Tronqiiee Qui s'en
" History of Est Faite a Paris, chez RouUand, 1710;
the Jews." avec Plusieurs Additions pour Servir
de Tome VI. a Cette Histoire." The
mutilated edition mentioned in tliis remarkable title
was by Du Pin. A long preface to the sixth volume,

680

A

second and enlarged edition was brought out
later (The Hague, 1716-26 7 books in 15
volumes), revised in accordance with the criticisms
made upon the first edition, and enriched by the
author's new researches. The changes are apparent
even in the first book, to which was added tlie
genealogy of the Hasmoneans and of the Herodiaus
in three parallel columns, the first of which is according to the first edition of the " De Numeris Herodiadum" by P. Hardouin, disproved by Basnage; the
second is the same changed b}'^ P. Hardouin in his
reply to Basnage; the third is according to the s^'stem of Josephus, followed by Basnage.
Voltaire, in his "Siecle de Louis XIV.," 18B0, xix.
55, in placing Basnage among the French writers

some years

;

"Among the most

of that period, says:

Voltaire's

valued of his books is his 'Historj' of
Favorable the Jews.
Books on current events
Estimate. are forgotten with the events; books
of general usefulness survive." This
history is in fact the most important of Basnage's
works, in quality as well as in bulk. At the beginning of the work he calls it "a survey of all
'

that pertains to the religion and the history of the
since Herod the Great."
And he goes on to

Jews

say: "I have followed this nation into every corner of the world where it has sought refuge, and
have brought to Light the Ten Tribes that seemed
buried in the East. I have studied the schisms, the
sects, the dogmas, and the ceremonials found in that
religion."

The contents

of the seven books of the historj' are

as follows

Book i. The condition and the government of
Judea under the Herodiaus.
:

Book

The

history of the sects at the time of
Jesus and the destruction of JerusaContents of lom the origin, dogmas, progress, and
the Work, present condition of the Samaritans,
the Sadducees, the Pharisees, the Essenes, and the Herodiaus.
Book iii. The history of the patriarchs who ruled
in Judea, the princes of the Babylonian captivity,
and the successive generations of important rabbis
since the destruction of Jerusalem the character and
works of the Talmudists, Amoraim, Pyrrhonists or
Skeptics (perhaps he meant the Epicureans), " Excellents " or Geonim, Masoretes, and Cabalists, together
with a description of the Cabala and of its famous
ii.

:

;

:

;

Jacob Christian Basnage.
(From Basnage's French

translation of Josephus.)

in twenty -eight paragraphs, contains remarks on the
criticisms passed

upon Basnage's "History of the

Jews "in the "Journal des Savants" of the time.
Very justly Basnage protests against the accusation
that he had "rejected the testimony of a contemporary author who states facts," whereas he had examined and discussed it ("Histoire des Juifs," Isted.,
book vi., ch. xiv. 1265), as he had done, for instance, in reference to the decree of Arcadius compelling the Jews to abide by the Roman laws

Codex Theodosianus, i. 87).
This pirated edition testifies to the success of the
book, which on its apjx'arance was translated into
English by Taylor, London, 1706, and later condensed into two volumes by Crull, London, 1708.
In the same year was published "Remarks upon Mr.
Basnage's History of the Jews," London, 1708.

(II

teachers.
iv.
The Jewish dogmas and confession of
and the history of the Jewish religion from the
destruction of the Temple.
Book v. Jewish rites and ceremonies.

Book

:

faith,

:

The dispersion of all the tribes in the
Orient and the Occident, up to the eighth century.
Book vii. The liistory of the dispersion from the
eighth century to the; eighteenth century.
Of these chapters, Richard Simon (according to
Haag, " La France Protestante ") praisea especially
those on the Karaites, the Masorites, and the Samaritans.
It is a matter of regret that the portions reBaslating to modern times are not more complete.
nage apparently did not know that in his day there
were already many European Jews in America, occasionally banded together in religious communities
Book

vi.

:

:

"

:
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nor was he aware of the fact that Spanish Jews had
accompanied Columbus to tlie New World; while
he assumed, following ilanasseh b. Israel (see the
account of Aaron Levi, or Antonio de Montazinos, at
the end of " L'Espcranra (I'lsrael"). that the remnants of tlie Ten Tribes, after living in Tatary,
had in the dim past crossed the Pacific to America.
This defect is perhaps due to the motives which
governed Basnage in liis clioice of sources. At the
end of his preface Basnage says

we have

given preference to the
writers of the Jewish nation, so long as reason and the love of
truth have not constrained us to discard them. The dogmas
and the religion we have gathered from the writings of Mainionides, Ahraham ibn Kzra, Abravanel, Manasseh I). Israel, and
the chief Cahalists. The Mishnah and its commentators have
furnished us with the rites and ceremonies. It has been more
difllcu It to deduce the history, since the authors of chronicles,
both short and long, Abraham b. Dior, (iedaliah ibn Yahya,
David Gans, and Solomon il)n Verga, dwell upon the names of
the elders of tradition rather than on general and particular
Barrios CHistoria Universal Juevents.
If Manasseh and
daica,' Amsterdam, 1683) had fultlUed their promise to write
As they
this history, we should have found it most helpful.
were not able to carry out their plans, we had to be satisfied
with what we could find."

"In writing

this

history,

After this general resume, Basnage gives a list of
the authors he has cited, of which the following is a
summary arranged according to subject-matter:
On Bible exegesis (of which, if he read English, he
must have had first-hand knowledge): Henry Ainsworth, "Annotations upon the Five
Books of Moses," London, 1639; John
His
Edwards, "A Discourse Concerning
Sources.
the Authority, Style, and Perfection
of the Books of the Old and New Testament," London, 1693; P. Alix, "The Judgment of the Ancient
Jewish Church Against the Unitarians," London,

Humphrey Hody,

" Contra Historiam Aristese
(Oxford, 1685); idejn, " DcBibliorumTextibus Originalibus Versionibus," etc., Oxford, 1705,
in addition to the works of Everard van der Hoogt,
Johann Heinrich Hottinger, and others. Here may
be added the works on Hebrew philology cited by
Basnage: Cappel, "Arcanum Punctationis Revelatum " Drusius, " Quaestiones Hebraic* " Fagius,
" Targum Hierosolymitanum "
Gousset, " CommenThe Hebrew writers,
tarii Lingua3 Hebraicse."
however, Basnage had to read in Latin versions, so
and here again he
far as they had been translated
made reservations in regard to dogmas contradictory to Christianity. Thus, in citing the commentary on Isaiah by " R. Moses Al-shik " he adduces for
a corrective, as it Avere, C. L'Empereur (Leyden,
1631); and in order to provide a refutation of Abravanel, of whom he knew only his commentaries on
Isaiah and Obadiah.he adduces C. L'Empereur against
the former commentary (Leyden, 1613) and Sebaldi
MoreSnell (Nuremberg, 1647) against the latter.
over, for historic purposes he did not make use of
the prefaces written by the exegete Snell to the commentaries on other books. Of Abraham ibn Ezra he
knew only three short treatises, extracted by Buxtorf from his large Bible commentary, and appended
to the version of the "Cuzari," Basel, 1660.
Whatever knowledge of the Talmud he could
under these circumstances possess, he derived from
the Latin version of the Mishnah by Surenhuys, with
the commentaries of Maimonides and Obadiah de

1699

de

;

LXX"

;

;

;

;

Basnage

Amsterdam, 1700; from a translation of
and from the Latin version of the
two Talmudic treatises Sanhedriu and Makkot, by
John Cochor Coccejus (Amsterdam, 1629). He had
some knowledge even of the two Midra.shim, one on
the Book of Esther, the other on Lamentations; and
he was well acquainted with all the works of Maimonides that had ])een translated into Latin, with the
Bertinoro,

the Pirke Abot;

exception of

"

Yad

ha-IIazakah."

Basnage 's conception of Jewish theology and

his

interpretation of the religious controversies bear
the marks of the same lack of direct knowledge.

In this connection he cites Carpzov, "Introductio ad
Theologian! Judaicam " (Amsterdam); Carret, "Judanis Convcrtus " (appended to the " Synagoga Judaica" of Buxtorf); "Colloquium Judteo-Christianum"; Fetchius, "Ecclesia Judaica," Strasburg,
1670; St. Augustine, "Altercatio Synagoga- et Ecclesiae" (ed. Benedictine, viii.,

Antwerp, 1700); and

Wagenseil, "Tela Ignea Satanse." To these may be
added, as a doubtful source, P. Alix, "De Adventu
Messiae, Dissertationes Dua; Ad versus Judseos," LonThrough such reading the most impardon, 1701.

mind must become biased.
For purely historical material, Basnage consulted,

tial

named in his preface, the
writings of the bishop of Lyons, Agobard, Arias
Montanus, Miguel de Barrios, Isaac Cardoso, "Las
Excellencias de los Hebreos" (Amsterdam, 1683);
Cungeus, " De Republica Hebrseorum " Frischmuth,
" De Gloria Templi Secundi "
the works of Manasseh b. Israel, collections of the reports of coimcils,
and the Roman codes, as well as others. For chronology, he cites, among others, Henry
Historical Dodwell, "De Veteribus Grtecorum
and Geo- Romanorumque Cyclis, Obiterque de

in addition to the authors

;

;

graphical

Judaeorum Cyclo ^tate

Christi,"

Ox-

P. Hardouin, " De Paschate," Paris, 1691, and Selden.
As a
historian he was therefore a popularizer.
For geograph}', Basnage carefully read: Adrichom, "Descriptio Terrae Sanctae," Cologne, 1682;
"The Travels of Benjamin of Tudela," translated

Sources,

ford, 170L;

with notes by Constautin L'Empereur (Leyden) William Baldensel, " Oda>poricon ad Terram Sanctam," in
the " Lectiones Antiqme " of Canisius, v. Bochart,
"Phaleg" (Caen), and "Hierozoicon " (London).
When he refers to the book of Eldad ha-Dani in only
;

;

confesses thereby his ignorance
In the same way he shows lack of
knowledge Avith regard to Pethahiah of Regensburg, and Abraham Farissol he misnames " Peritsul.
Basnage profitably used the five volumes of the
" Bibliotheca Rabbiiiica " of Bartolocci, Rome, 1675,
together with all the works of the two Buxtorfs.
He also studied the Karaite sect in the extract from
the Bible commentary of the Karaitic Jew, Aaron
b. J.oseph, translated and annotated by Louis Frey
of Basel, Amsterdam, 1705, and in Simonville's
" Supplement to Leon of Modena "
and information
concerning the Samaritans he obtained from Chris"
toph Cellarius, " Collectanea Historite Samaritanae
picfair
could
get
a
also
He
[Zeitz],
1688).
(CiZcT
ture of Jewish rites and usages from the book of
Rabbi Isaac Arias, "Tesoro de Preceptos Adonde
se Encierran las Joyas de los 613 Preceptos que

its

Hebrew form, he

of its contents.

;

Basnagre
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Encomendos el Senor a su Pueblo con su Declaracion,
Razony Diuiin Confornie a la Verdadera Tradicion,"
Amsterdam, 5449 (1689).
Jewish philosophy Basnage knew only at second
liand,

He

through Buddeus' "Specimc-," Halle,

1702.

woiks of Maimonides and his followers; but of Moses Nahmanides,
or of HizzAik Emunah, he had at his command only
the extracts given by Wagenseil in his "Tela Ignea."
To judge from his knowledge of the mysticism of
the Zohar, he must have read the analysis and tlie
fragments found in Knorr von Kosenroth's "Cabbala
Avas acquainted also with the

Denudata,"

His One

taining a

in four large

number

volumes, con-

of dissertations, in-

Deficiency eluding the "Sha'ar lia-Shamayyim "
in Reading-, of Abraham Cohen Herrera (whom
Basnage calls Irira). The Sefer Yezirah," which he used in the translated and annotated
form by Kittangel, Amsterdam, 1642, like all his
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on the fact that the Pentateueh speaks of the origin of Babylon
anil of other Mesopotaniian cities which Moses could not have
known that neither the ancient nor the later Samaritans would
receive the Pentateuch from the Hebrews of the kingdom of
Judah, their bitterest enemies; that the Samaritan Pentateuch
was written in Hebrew, the lan^'uage of this priest, who would
n<it have had time to learn (haldee; and finally they point out
the essential dilTerences lietween the Samaritan and our Penta;

It is not known who
name them."

teuch.

not

Le

these scholars are

This one deficiency in his wide reading and deep
study need not prevent due acknowledgment of the
dc})th of his researches.

Basnage's other books also cover the field of his
Jewish studies. Before publishing his large history,
he issued a "Histoire du Vieu.x et du Noiiveau Testament, Representee par des Figures Gravees en
Taille-Douce par Romain de Hooge, avec des Explications dans Lesquelles on Eelaiix-it Plu.sieurs
Passages Obscurs," etc., Amsterdam, 1704. Under
each one of these figures are verses by La Brune.
The nine editions of this book prove its success. It
was evcnjurated under the title "Grand Tableau de
rUnivers." Basnage's part in the work, however,
is confined to short explanatory notes on the pictures.
In later editions he added annals of tlie
Church and of the world, from the Creation to the
death of the apostles, and a "Geograiihie Sacree."
Later he published the "Antiquitcs Judaiques,
ou Remarques Critiques sur la Republique des Hebreux," Amsterdam, 1713. Although this is hardly
more than a seciuel to G. Goerree's translation and
continuation of Cuna'us' "De Republica Hebraorum " (three volumes), it yet reveals Basnage's personality and independence.
He does not believe, for
instance, that Moses was the first of the world's lawgivers, nor that men like Lycurgus, Solon, and Pythagoras borrowed from the Bible whatever was
excellent in their laws.

Not confining liimself to political, history, he
touches ui)on theology; he discusses tlie ideas of the
Jews on demonology and divine inspiration and
examining the opinions of the fathers of the (;hurch
on the pagan oi'acles, the Sibylline Books, and other
fictitiotis works, he does not hesitate to accuse them
either of ignorance or of luifairness.
;

Voltaire, in

sieurs

"La

Bible Enfiii Expli(iuee par Plu-

Aumoniers" ("Melanges,"

xlix., ed. Beuspeaking of a captive priest of
Samaria, who had returned and taught Ids countrymen how to worship God, adds in a note:

chot,

p. 366),

in

"Basnafrc in hi.s Mcwish Antiquities says tliat some seliolars
take this to lie tlie Hehrew priest, sent to the new inhahitants of
Samaria, who wrote the Pentateuch. They base their opinion
'

Basnage does

Vier, the editor of one of Basnage's posthu-

mous works, pays

the following tribute to his characsecond volume of the " An-

ter in the preface to the

nales des Provinces-Unies ": "In his works his
candor, frankness, and sincerity are no less evident
than his great scholarship and sound reasoning."
liiBi.iofiRAPHY: Mailhet, Jacques liafiiiage, Theologioi, Contn)vcr!<istc, DijiluiiHitc, ct
T.

Histurioi, Geneva, 1880.

M.

'

forerunners, he ascribed unhesitatingly to the patriarch Abraham; and, probably, had lie known the
"Sefer Raziel," he would have a.scribed it to Adam.

;

BASON.

S.

See B.\six.

BASaUE

PROVINCES A district of Spain,
including Guipuzcoa, Biscay, and Alava, extending
along both sides of the Pyrenees, where the Basques
or Vasconians lived.
Under iui old fuero, or ordinance, Jews were never allowed in Guipuzcoa and
Biscay.
A Jew visiting Guipuzcoa for business purposes Avas not permitted to stop at one place longer
than three days, and in the whole province not
longer than fourteen days at the utmost. At Vitoria,
the capital of the province of Alava, Jews lived
from the twelfth centuiy, but after 1203 in a special street, the "Calle Nueva," or
In the
"New Street." They grew to a conThirteenth
Century.
mara vedis.

:

siderable

community, which was under

Castilian rule, and which in 1290 paid
a tax ainouming altogether to 11,892
The Jews of Vitoria were chiefly money-

In 1332 Alfonso XI. of Castile issued a
decree forbidding Jews to take promissoiy notes
from the Christians of Vitoria. During his stay in
brokers.

the city

it is

said that Vincente Ferrer converted four

of the leading families to Clii-istianity.

The enactments against the Jews of Vitoria during the ten years immediately preceding the expulsion were devised to bring about Iheir complete sepfiom the Christian inhabitants. Accordinff
Aug. 21, 1482, no Jew or Jewess
was permitted, under heavy penalty, to enter the
Franciscan monastery until after mass. On Mav 28
and Jidy 24 of the same year a decree had been issued to the effect that no Chri.stian woman, or
Christian girl under ten years of age, might enter the
glu'tto I)y (lay or night unless accomIn the
]iaiiied by a man, on pain of being fined
Fifteenth or inqMisoned nor .should a Christian
Century, woman, either alone or accompanied
by a man, light a fire— eitlier ou the
Sabbath, or on any other day in tlie house of
a Jew, or cook for him. Against this decree,
aration

to the decree of

;

—

wliich hindered the

Jews

in their religious observ-

David Chacon appealed at once in the name
of the community.
The assembly of representatives
forbade the Jews (June 16, 1486) " to bake their bread
in the ovens of the Christians, to keep their shops
oi)en on Christian holidays, and to work in public
on Sundays and festivals." Christians were forbidilen to sell vegetables or fruit or any food whatever
ances,

in the ghetto, to take service

with Jews, or to live

;

;

with tlieni. In 1484 Christians were also forbidden,
on penalty of heiiin- fined 2,000 niaravedis. to allow
the

Basnage
Bass
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Jews

the deerees

to read

autliorities, or to

(jf

the eeelesiastieal

permit them to aet as lawyers

in

and most eminent Jews of
Vitoria were various members of tlie Chacon fannly
(Gacon, Gaon), Eleasar Tello, and Moses Balid.
The general edict of banishment from Si)ain natOn June 27,
urally affected the Jews of Vitoria.
1492, the above-mentioned ]\Io.ses Balid, Ismael
^loratan (the president of the community), iSamuel
Benjamin Chacon, his relations Abiatar and Jacob
Tello, and Samuel de IMijaneas came before the councilors of Vitoria, and presented to the city, in the
name of the Jewish conununity and in recognition
of the friendly treatment received from
After the the city, their cemetery, " Judemendi "
Edict
(Jews' hill), adjoining the ghetto, togcther with all its belongings, on conof 1492.
dition that no plow should ever furrow
The town council accepted the gift, and the conit.

Among

the richest

dition has been faithfully observed ever since.
Before the end of July, 1492, the Jews left Vitoria

many went
;

into the neighboring province of Namembers of tlu; family Chacon,

others, such as

took passage for the Orient; while a few only renounced their faith.
very clever Jew of Vitoria,
Zentolla by name, was baptized by Bernaldcz, the

A

and named by him Tristan
Bogado. By tJie end of 1492 there were no Jews in
Vitoria.
The synagogue became the propert}' of the
town and was converted into a classical school. The
Jews' street was called " Calle de la Puente del TJey "
(Kingsbridge street) but later on it again received
On Aug'^ 20, 1493, the
its old name, " Calle Nue va. "
Maranos were oi'dered to leave this street and to live
among the old Christians, in order that they might
The inhabitants
not continue their Jewish practi-ses.
of Guipuzcoa did not suffer any Jews to live among
liricsl

of Los Palacios,

;

them.
In some places in the Basque Provinces French

Jews have recently
Bibliography

:

settled.

Joaquin Jos. de Landazuri y Romarate, His-

tiirid Civil, Eclrsiastica, Pdlitica i/ Liiji.slativadc
d<: Vitntid, ill Mrmnriax de his Jiid'uis !i Judcria

y de

sii

Worms, and Amsterdam,
arship.

lawsuits.

varre

Between 1674 and 1679 Bass traveled through
Poland, Germany, and Holland, stojjping in such
cities as (Jlogau, Kalisz, Krotoschin, Li.ssa, Posen,

K.rjiiilfiidii

de

A7?rt

laCiudad

de Vitaria
(Madrid, ITSd) contains all docu-

ments which are cited by J. Amador de los Hios, in Histmia
de /on Judhi^! lie Esixina. iii., as coining from the Archivo
Municipal de Vitoria see also De los Kios, /. c, iii. 611 et scq.;
Kavserlins, Gescli. derJudcii in Spanieii, 1. 113-13;i.
;

M. K.

G.

BASRA. See Bassora.
BASS (caiicd Bassista

by Christians; in
Hebrew, Meshorer), SHABBETHAI B. JOSEPH: Founder of Jewisii bibliography; born
died July 21, 1718, at Krotoschin.
After the death of his parents, who were victims of
the persecutions at Kalisz in 1655, Bass went to
Prague. His teacher there in the Talmud was
Me'ir Warters (died 1693) and Loeb Shir ha-Shirim
instructed him in .singing.
He was appointed bass
singer in the celebrated Altueuschule of Prague,
being called, from liis position, "Bass," or "Bassista," or " ]Meshorer." His leisure time he devoted to
at Kalisz 1641

;

;

more especially to improving the
instruction of the young.
literary pursuits,

He

the centers of Jewish schol-

finally .settled at

Amsterdam

in

1679,

where he entered into friendly and scholarly relations with the eminent men of the German and the
Portuguese-Spanish communities. That city was
the center of Jewish i)rinting and publishing, and
Bass, becoming thoroughly familiar witii the business, resolved to devote himself entirely to issuing
Jewi.sh books.
With a keen eye for the practical,
he perceived that tlie eastern part of Germany was
a suitable place for a Jewish priuting-

As

establishment.
The literary jnoductivity of the Lithuanian-Polish Jews
was at this time obliged to seek an
outlet in Amsterdam or Prague almost exclusively
Bass accordingly fixed upon Breslau as a suitable
place for his purposes, on account of its vicinity to
the Polish frontier, and of the large commerce carried on between Breslau and Poland.
Hence, after
a residence of five years, he left Amsterdam; going
first, it seems, to Vienna, in order to obtain a license
from the imperial government. The negotiations
between Bass and the magisti'ates of Breslau occupied nearly four years, and not until 1687 or 1688
did he receive permission to set up a Hel)iew print-

Printer.

Thereupon he settled at
Dyhernfurth, a small town near Breslau founded shortl}- before (1663),
furth.
whose owner, Ilerr von Glaubitz, glad
to have a large establishment on his estate, was very
well disposed toward Bass.
In order the more easily
to obtain Jewish workmen, Bass united into a congregation the small band of printers, typesetters, and
workmen who had followed him to Dyhernfurth,
for whose needs he cared, acquiring as early as 1689
a place for a cemeter}'.
The first book from Bass's press ajipeared in the
middle of August, 1689, the first customer being,
as he had anticipated, a Polish scholar, Samuel b.
LTri of Waydyslav, whose commentaiy " Bet Shemuel " on Caio's Shulhan 'Aruk. Ebenha-'Ezer, was
printed at Dyhernfurth. The books that followed
during the ne.vt year Avere either works of Polish
ing-press.

AtDyhern-

scholars or liturgical collections intended for the use
Being i.ssued in a correct, neat, and
pleasing form, they easily found buyers, especially
at the fairs of Breslau, where Bass himself sohl his
of Polish Jews.

But the ill-will against Jews, apparent since
books.
1697 in Silesia, and especially at Bre.'jlau, greatly injured Bass's establishment; he was himself forbidden to stay in Breslau (July 20, 1706). Another
stroke of misfortune was the partial destruction of
by fire in 1708. To this were added
domestic difficulties. "Wlieuanold man he Imd married a second time, to the great dissatisfaction of his
family and neighbors, his wife being a yoinig girl.
He finally transferred liis business to his only son,
His trials culminated in his sudJosepli, in 1711.
den arrest, April 13, 1712, on the charge of having spread abroad incendiary speeches against all
divine and civic government. The Jesuits, who
looked with an evil eye upon Bass's undertaking,
had endeavored, iu a letter to the magistrate of
his establishment

"

Sass
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have the sale
on the ground that
such works contained " blasphemous and irreligious
words " and they had succeeded. As the magistrate saw, however, that the confiscated books contained no objectionable matter, they were restored
In 1712 the Jesuit father Franz Kolb,
to Bass.
teacher of Hebrew at the Universitj' of Prague, succeeded in having Bass and his son Joseph arrested,
and their books confiscated. The innocent little
book of devotions, Nathan Hannover's "Sha'are
Zion " (Gates of Zion), which Bass reprinted after it
had already gone through several editions, was
transformed in the hands of the learned father into
a blasphemous work directed against Christianity
and Christians. Bass would have fared ill had not
the censor Pohl, who had been commissioned to examine the contents of the books, been both faithful
and competent. In consequence of his decision, Bass
was released after ten weeks' imprisonment, at first
on bail, and then absolutely. The last years of his
life were devoted to the second edition of his bibliographic manual, which he intended to issue in enlarged and revised form. He died without completing the work.
Bass's works have the constant characteristic of
answering practical needs. In 1669 he reprinted
Closes Sartels' Judaeo-German glossary
Literary on the Bible; adding a grammatical
Activity, preface, a work intended to supply
the lack of grammatical knowledge
among teachers of the young, and to furnish the latter with the correct German rendering in translating
the Bible. Bass was greatly interested in improving the instruction of the young, and recommended
the German-Polish Jews to imitate the methods of
instruction obtaining in the Portuguese community
of Amsterdam (Introduction to"Sifte Yoshenim,"
p. 8, translated by Giidemann, in " Quellenschriften
zur Gesch. des Unterrichtsweseus," pp. \\2 et seq.),
describing in detail their curriculum. His subcommentary on Rashi's commentary on the Pentateuch
and the five Megillot (Amsterdam, 1680, and many
times reprinted) is also intended for elementary instruction.
In this little book he has summed up
with admirable brevity and clearness the best Avork
of his fifteen predecessors, who had commented on
Rashi the book being even to-day a most useful
and almost indispensable aid toward understanding
and appreciating Rashi. A most interesting and
Breslaii, as early as

of

Hebrew books

July

15, 1694, to

interdicted,

;

;

somewhat amusing

little

work

is

Bass's itinerary,

"Masseket Derek Erez," a treatise on the
roads of the country (Amsterdam, 1680); the book,
written in Juda;o-German, contains also tables of all
the current coins, measures, and weights in European countries, and a list of routes, post connections,
and distances. Bass's chief work, however, is his
bibliographical manual "Sifte Yeshenim " (Lips of
the Sleepers; compare Cant. R. to vii. 10) (Amsterdam, 1680, frequently reprinted). This work conentitled

tains a list of 2,200

Hebrew

rowed from the works of Buxtorf and Bartolocci
(from the latter only in the

first part).

Bass's work is distinguished not only by its brevity and accuracy, but by an entirely original feature,
in respect to which he had no predecessor, and almost no successor; namely, a classification of the
entire Jewish literature, as far as he knew it.
He
divides the whole into two chief groups. Biblical and
post-Biblical,

As

Bibli-

and each group again

Thus, dictiongrammars, and translations form
a subdivision of the Biblical group;
while Talmud commentaries and novel lae are included in the Talmudic group. Although this classification is still very superficial and primitive, it indicates its author's wide knowledge and astonishing
range of reading. In addition to the list and classification of the books, Bass gives an alphabetical
index of authors, including one of the Tanuaim,
Amoraim, Saboraim, and Geonim.
Bass's introduction to his work is most characterinto ten subdivisions.

ographer.

aries,

of the spirit prevailing among German Jews at
that time: he cites ten "religious reasons" for the
usefulness of his work.
Not only was Bass's under-

istic

taking new to the German Jews, but it also appeared
strange to them and only the Portuguese Jews of
Amsterdam, who had a leaning toward methods and
systems, knew how to appreciate him.
Christian
scholars, however, were at once impressed by the
scholarship, style, usefulness, and reliability of the
bibliography.
Latin as well as German translations,
some of which are still extant in manuscript, were
undertaken by Christian Orientalists. The greatest
proof of Bass's merit lies in the fact that Wolf's
" Bibliotheca Hebrsea " is based chiefly on the " Sifte
;

Yeshenim.
Bibliography
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BASSAI.

See Bezai.

BASSANI, HEZEKIAH MORDECAI

SAMUEL

B.

Rabbi of Verona, Italy lived at the
end of the sixteenth century and at the beginning
of the seventeenth.
He was the author of "Miktab
le-Hizkiyahu " (Letter of Hezekiah), on divorce, and
"Ma'amar IMordekai " (Mordecai's Words), on the
levirate marriage, both published imder the title
" Pene Yizhak " (Face of Isaac), Mantua, 1744.
Bassani also wrote " Sefer Bikkurim " (Book of Visits),
Verona, 1710, dealing with prayers to be recited
on visiting the sick. It is partially based on Aaron
Berechiah's "Ma'abar Yabbok " and on Isaiah Hor:

witz's theme,

;

"Luhot

ha-Berit."

Bibliography: Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim,
Ghironrii, Tolednt

Book.s Brit.

Gedole Yih-ael,

p. 113;

p. 83; NeplZedner, Cat. Hehr.

3fi(.s. p. 78.

M. B.

L. G.

BASSANI, HUGO:

l)ooks, in the alphabet-

ical order of the titles, conscientiously giving the
author, place of printing, year, and size of each
book, as well as a short summary of its contents.
The majority of the books described he knew at
first hand; the description of the others he bor-
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Italian jioet

and composer;

born in Padua June 5, 1851. He studied in Milan
and was one of the favorite scholars of Anthony
BasBazzini, director of the Milan Conservatory.
sani's romances
compositions for piano or orchestra
are highly appreciated and have been published

—

—

—

"
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by Lucca and Kicordi
ing in Venice.
Bibliography Private
:

Bassani

in Milan.

is

now liv-

Bass
Bassevi

His responsa (Constantinople, 1737) are valtheir keen analysis and terse style.
Bassani
maintained a learned correspondence with the great
Oriental teachers of his time; and he is several times
mentioned in the responsa of Joseph di Trani and
Meir de Boton. Judah Lerma, rabbi of Belgrade,
was one of his pupils.
Bibliography Conforte, Kore ha-Dorot, ed. Caasel, pp.
44.
"^"^
tury.

ued for
sources.

B.

8.

BASSANI, ISAIAH

:

Italian rabbi, of the first

the son of Israel Hezekiah Bassani, wh(j was a pupil of Moses Zacuto and
From 1702 to. 1707 he
of Judah Biiel of Mantua.
was ral)l)i at Cento, as appears from tlie documents
In
of the fraternity Shomerim Laboker at Keggio.
1712 he was at Padua, as is proved by the approbation ("haskamah") he wrote to the "lion 'Asliir" of
Immanuel Kicchi, andhe was still living tliere in 1716
(Lampronti, "Pal.iad Yizhak," K 34) from Padua he
went to Reggio, where he died, some time after 1736.
Moses H.iyyim Luzzatto was one of his pui^iis.
The writings that Isaiah Bassani left prove him to
have been a man of immense learning, with a wonMany of his rabbinical
derful versatility of mind.
decisions are contained in Lampronti's "Pahad
Yizhak." One of his poems, written when Zebulou
Conegliano passed his examination in medicine at
Padua, Aug. 14, 1716, has been published by Abraham Barucli Piperno in his collection of Hebrew
lialfof the eighteenth century

;

^

:

48,51.

M. B.

L. o.

BASSANO

City in the province of Venice,
Here, as in all the surrounding places, Jews
were living at a very early period, engaged in commerce and industry, and especially in money-lend:

Italy.

;

poems by Italian-Jewish authors (3JJ? Sip, 9((). Two
of his letters have been published in " Kerem Hemed,
In the library of the Talmud Torah of
iii. 163.
Ferrara is preserved the manuscript of an unpublished work by Isaiah Bassani, "Mishpat la-'Ashu^im" (Judgment for the Oppressed; see Psalm
cxlvi. 7).

Bibliography

Capitoli della Fraternita di Reqgio, Sho-

:

merim la-Boher\ Lampronti, Pahml Yizhak, as above;
in Revue Etudes Juives, xx'xix." 133; Steln-

Kaufmann,

schneider, in Monats^chrift,

xliii. 566.

V. C.

L. G.

BASSANI, ISRAEL BENJAMIN:

Rabbi at

Reggio, Itiily born in 1703 died at Reggio Jan. 20,
1790 (5 Shebat, 5550) son of Isaiah Bassani. He
was a skilful poet, both in Hebrew and in Italian.
In honor of Francisco III. of Este, duke of Modena,
Bassani composed eighty elegant Hebrew poems, to
which he affixed Italian versions, in ottava rima
Many other poems of his are con(Venice, 1750).
tained in the "Kol 'Ugab" of A. B. Piperno; among
;

;

;

them may be mentioned especiall j^ the

thirty sestinas

below; 376), Bassani is also
the author of "La Corona Estense," Venice, 1753, a
collection of sonnets in Hebrew, with a translation
into Italian verse, dedicated to Francisco III., duke
of Este; and "Moda'ah" (Announcement), Leghorn,
He
1771, a letter concerning the case of I. Natof.
also published " Todat Shelamim"(Thank-Oflferings,)
Venice, 1741, a collection of various halakic writings.
In the archives of the Jewish community of Reggio,
there are hundreds of Bassani 's Hebrew letters and
several volumes of responsa and Hebrew sermons,
besides a work on the principles regulating the Jew-

on

electricity

(«6.

366,

A eulogistic biographical sketch of
Bassani was written by Benedetto Frizzi (Ferrara,

ing, as

is

back to

shown by contemporary documents dating

1264.

In the

first

half of the fifteenth cen-

formed a large and prosperous community.
Subsequently they were persecuted and, in
1468, a decree of perpetual banishment was issued
tury, they

;

against them.
Nevertheless they returned, only to
be again banished by the city council in 1481.
No documents are extant to show the existence of
a Jewish congregation, recognized and regulated by
law.
The Jews were obliged to live huddled together in one little street, still called " Callesella dei
Zudii " but, as their numbers increased, more spacious quarters were assigned to them, which popular
tradition still calls "II Ghetto."
While some of the Jewish families, Bassan, Bassano, Bassani, may have been called from this
city, the name is more probably of Hebrew origin.
Some .slight notices of the Jews of Bassano may be
found in the rare pamphlet of Brenteri, " Fondazione
There are no longer any
del Monte di Pieta," 1882.
Jews at Bassano, nor are there any traces of a synagogue or a cemetery.
V. C.
G.
;

BASSEVI, HENDEL: Daughter of Ebert
Gerouim, and second wife of Jacob Bassevi, son of
Abraham Bassevi and president of the congregation
She died in the summer of 1628. Her
of Prague.
tomb is embellished with the family coat of arms
a blue lion with eight red stars upon a black field
which was bestowed upon her husband in recognition of his services by the emperor Ferdinand in
Bassevi was also accorded free choice of res1622.
idence, was allowed to engage in any form of trade,
was exempt from taxes, and was permitted to enter
His family was ennobled
the imperial dwelling.
and received the title "von Treuenberg."
She adopted orHendel was very charitable.
phans, endowed brides, supported needy scholars,
paid for the illumination of synagogues, and equipped
Indeed, at the beginning of the
schools with books.
Thirty Years' war. when Hebrew books were ruthlessly confiscated, Hendel did much to provide for
the endowment of synagogues and the distribution
of prayer-books in Austria, Moravia, and other

ish calendar.

countries.

1791).

Bibliography: Hock, Oal *Ed. p. 23, Prajrue, 1856; Idem,
Die Familien Prngti, s.v. Bassevi; Porges, AlterthUmer
der Prager Josef stadt, p. (53.
A. F.
G.

Bibliography: a. JB. Piperno, Kol
fit. Mus.
Cat. Hehr. Bonks Bri

'•JJgab,

p. 84/>:

L. G.

BASSANI, JEHIEL

Zedner,

V. C.

HAYYIM

Casuist
B.
and rabbi of Constantinople in the seventeenth cen:

BASSEVI VON TREUENBERG, JACOB
Jacob Schmieles ["son of Samuel"]):
Court Jew and financier; born in 1580; died at Jung-

(called also

Basse VI
Basurto

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

May 2, 1634. He entered business early in
ultimately became very wealthy, and stood in
high favor with the emperors Rudolph II., Matthias,
and Ferdinand 11., to whom he, with other Jewish
capitulisLs, frequently rendered financial assistance,
particularly to Ferdinand, who needed large sums
of money for the prosecution of the Thirty Years'
Buntzlau
life,

(1618-48).
Bassevi, in recognition of his services, was raised
to the nobility by Ferdinand, receiving the title
" von Treuenberg," and a coat of arms consisting of a
blue lion with eight red stars on a field of blue (according to Graetz; or of black, according to Lieben).
Ferdinand also bestowed upon him the right "to
engage in an}^ business whatever, in any part of the
empire, whether cities, towns, or market-places, in
Prague and Vienna, and other places where Jews
are allowed to reside or are not; to acquire property

and

to

reside

any form

anywhere he pleases. His property
from taxes, imposts, and

to be free

allowed to reside in the imperial quarresponsible to no tribunal, except that
of the marshal of the court." Privileges were also
granted to him by Rudolph and Matthias, all of
them being hereditary. The supposition that he
was minister of finance to Ferdinand is unfounded.
duties

ters

founded at the end of the eighteenth century by
Solomon Sneerson.
In September, 1881, Bas.sin published a Germaa
paper entitled "Eintracht," pleading the cause of the
Jews against the anti-Semitic agitation in Germany.
Bibliography The Modern Hebrew mid the Hebrew Chris:

tian, as above.
I.

s.

war

in
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;

he

is

and he

;

is

As a representative of the Jewish community,
reference to Bassevi is "first found in 1616.
He always exerted his influence in behalf of the Jews of
the empire and of Ital}'; and it was due to his
efforts, combined with those of other Jewish capitalists, that the Hebrew quarter in Prague was protected by a military guard against the attacks of
the soldiery after the decisive battle of White Mountain,

Bohemia,

in 1621.

Bassevi was a warm friend of Rabbi Lippmau
Heller, and befriended him during the latter's arrest
(July 5, 1629) and dismissal from office (Aug. 14,
1629); contributing from his own funds one-fifth of
the fine of §12,000 imposed upon Heller.
Bassevi
was very charitable, and gave large sums for the
support of the poor of Palestine.
On account of some trouble, the nature of which
is not known, Bassevi in 1681 removed from Prague
to Gitschin,

Bibliography

where he lived

for a year.

Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, x. 40 et seq., 47 et
.>••*•</.:
I.ippman Heller, ifos Yeylmoi, pp. 4, 5, 9; Lieben, Gal.
E'. pp. -^i Ti-. G. Wolf, Bif Jiidrn Uutcr Ferdinand II.,
In Jnhrhuch filr die Grsrh.di r .Tndcn und den Judenthtinis;
1. 238-2:^9; Rietstap, Arworinl Genhxd, 2d ed. 1. 128 (where
Bas-sevi's title is given as " von Treuenfeld ").
:

'

D.

A. R.

BASSIN, ELIEZER:

Missionary at Jassy, Ru-

mania; born about 1840 in the government of MoRussia.
In 1869 he went to Constantinople,
where he made the acciuaintance of English missionaries who persuaded him to embrace Christianity.
He was the author of a work entitled " The Modern
Hebrew, and the Hebrew Christian," London, 1882.
The work opens with an interesting autol)iograph3'
relating the difficulties the author had had to overcome, after having ])een transferred from Constantinople to Russia as a deserter. One part of the book
deals with the Jewish religion and Jewish ritual cereliilev,

monies.

In

many

passages the atithor gives infortiie religious opinions of the Jews
of Russia, and especially of those of the sect Habad,

mation concerning

BASSORA

Br.

City in a vilayet of the same name
in Asiatic Turkey, about 54 miles from the Persian
gulf and 1^ miles west of the Shatt al-'Arab;
founded by the Arabs in 636. Nothing is known of
the early history of the Jews in this city, but the
eminence to which it rose, especially as a center of
learning, must have early attracted them thither.
:

was under the spiritual jurisOf the names of the
learned Jews who lived there very few are known.
Together with Wasit

it

diction of the school at Sura.

Masarjawaih, one of the leading physicians and the
oldest translator (883), was a Basrian; also probably
Mashallah, one of the first Arabic astrologers (770820), if liis pupil Al-Kliayyat is to be trusted, who
calls him " Al-Basri " ("Z. D. M. G." liii. 428, 434).
R. Joseph bar Satyah (942) settled in Bassora when
the school at Sura was finally closed (Sherira, '"Letter," ed. Neubaucr, i. 40).
Benjamin of Tudela (twelfth century) gives the
number of Jews there as about 2,000; and he found
They
these to be learned men and rich merchants.
seem to have suffered with the other inhabitants
during the Tatar invasion. It is said that 10,000 of
them in Bassora, Mosul, and Hisn-Kef fell before the
sword of Tamerlane (fourteenth century see Jost's
" Annalen," 1839, p. 197).
Texeira, at the beginning
of the .seventeenth century, does not mention Jews
;

there at

all.

The modern community seems

from the
According to

to date

middle of the eighteenth century.

local tradition, the new settlement was made by
In 1854 Petermann found only
Jew^s from Bagdad.
thirty Jewish families, in a population of 5,000.
On
Shabuoth, he relales, all the inhabitants make pilgrimages to the grave of Ezra ("Reisen." i. 152;
compare Pethahiah of Regensburg, " Travels," p. 51).
Benjamin II. ("Eight Years in Asia and Africa," p.
137) relates that "a devastating epidemic decimated
the population, so that a whole portion of the city
is empty and the liouses fallen into ruins.
In the
middle of these ruins stand four synagogues, of
which, liowever, three are unused and empt}'." According to the latest official statistics, there are 1,900
Jews in the city of Bassora and its surrounding villages, and 4.500 in the vilayet, which has a general
population of 950,000. There are Jewish rabbis in
the cities of Bassora, Amara, and Muntefik of the
vilayet; there are two schools at Bassora, two at
Amara, and one at Nasiriyyah (Cuinet, "La TurThe chief trade of the
(Hiie d'Asie," iii. 209, 220).
Jews is in dates. The Alliance Israelite Universelle
gives to the Talmud Torah school at Bassora (attended by about 150 pupils) an annual subvention
of five hiindred francs ("Bulletin All. Isr." No. 24,
The rabbis in 1900 were Hakam Judah and
p. 137).
Hakam Ezra.

Bibliography
437.

:

Graetz, History of the Jews,

Iii.

98, 147, 302,

G.

:

BaBsevi
Basurto
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BASSUS, LUCILIUS:
the coiiquesl

(it

Governor of J iidca after
Titus (70).
He had
of the tieet at Ravenna, and

Jerusalt'iii b}'

formerly been i)reteet
took tlie oatli of allegiance to Vitellius; but, dissatistied with not having been jjronioted to the dignity
of i)ref(et of the pretoiium, he betrayed his master
and deliTei'ed the lleet into the hands of Vespasian
Tacitus,

(compare;

iii.

Such a service

12, 36, 40).

could not remain unrewarded, and Vespasian appointed him governor of Judea and gave him the
task of subjugating the fortresses that were still in
Bassus
arms. Ilerodium, Macherus, and Masada.
dis|dayed in this exploit more courage than strategIlerodium surrendered at once without
ical skill.
Macherus, however, olfered a stubborn
fighting.
resistance, and Bassus would have been unable to
conepier this jilace, but for the fact that the young
commandant, Eleazar, was captured by the Romans.
Bassus ordered him to be scourged before their eyes:
arid the besieged, desiring to .save their chief, offered

up

to give

the citadel

if

his life should be spared.

Bassus agreed to this jiroposal and spared the gariibut he inhumanly butchered the inhabitants.
to the number of 1,700, and sold the Avomen and chil-

The law laid down
mamzer and against
so harsh that
fine

Bassus died at the siege of Masada; and the difhtask of subduing that fortress devolved upon

cult

iliii, :Sd

:

ed., iv.

,Ii)seplius,

B. J.

vii.

6; Gratz, Gcsch. iter Ju-

5-tS.

I.

(;.

Bk.

BASTARD:

In the English use of the word, a
child neither born nor begotten in lawful wedlock;
an illegitimate child. There is no Hebrew word of

The mamzer, rendered "bastard" in
something worse than an illegitimate
child.
He is the offspring of a father and mother
between whom there could be in law no binding betrothal issiiing either from adultery l)etween a married woman and a man other than her husband, or
from incest within the forbidden degrees of kinship
or alliiiity detined in Lev. xviii. and xx. The child
of a marriage simply forbidden, as that between
a colien and a divorced woman, is legitimate but
"profane " that is, a son can not officiate as a priest,
But a
a daughter is not eligible to marry a priest.
like

meaning.

the

A. v.,

is

:

;

must not "enter
the congregation of the Lord," that is, marry an
IsriU'lite woman, "nor shall his tenth generation en-

mamzer, according

to Deut. xxiii,

3,

which includes also the female mamzer
Mak. iii. 1). The older Ilalakah, howwas more rigorous, Akiba declaring any child

ter." etc.,

(Kid.
ever,

iii.

limits.

among Genand the offspring embraces Judaism, the flaw
his descent is ignored.
He is not deemed a mam-

in

zer (Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 4, 21). The child
of an Israelite by an unconverted Gentile mother is
a Gentile, and when converted becomes an Israelite
to all pvuposes, without regard to liis father.

As shown under Agnates, the illegitimate child
Jew (unless born of a Gentile woman or a bond-

of a

woman), even a mamzer,
father and other kindred

inherits

from his natural

example, his fallier's
legitimate sons), just as if he were legitimate: the
words of Scripture, " if he have no son " (Num
XX vii. 8), being taken literally "a son from any
source," except the son of a Gentile or bondwoman,
(for

who follows the status of his mother (Yeb. ii. 5);
and the child being bound by all duties flowing from
his or her natural kinship.

This construction of the law runs counter to ancient popular sentiment, which crops out in the hisThe legitimate sons of Gilead drove
toric books.

Jephthah from
of another

his Imnu- becau.se

woman "

(Judges

xi. 2).

he was the "son
Where a child

born in wedlock, the
being the otrsi)ring of
as in other systems of
" pater est (juem justi^

presum]ition in favor of its
the husband is very strong,
law. The Roman law says:
nuptise demoustrant." But
the Jewish law, unlike the Engli.sh common law,
does not uphold this presumption Avhen the child is
born so soon after the nui)tials ("nissu'im") that
must have been begotten before them. Even
it
when the date of birth points to conception after
which in olden times prethe betrothal ("erusin ")
ceded the wedding by several months the presumption of the betrothed man being the father is com-

—

of a forbidden connection a mamzer (Yeb. iv. 12,
Bab. ib. U<t, 49*/).
13: Yer. ih. Gb
"Whether the child of a daughter of Lsrael and of
a Gentile or bondman is a mamzer or not, was hotly
disputed both among the early sages, down to Rabbi
Judah the Patriarch, and among the later teachers
But
in Palestine and in Babylonia (Yeb. 2d<(, 45^).
the rule finally adopted is that such a child is not a
mamzer, even when the mother is a married woman.
This is the decision in the modern code (Shulhan
'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 4. 19), though it is admitted
Maimonthat the child is unfit for the priesthood.
ides decides to the same effect (Issure Biah. xv. 3).

—

paratively weak, as a connection between him and
the bride while she is "at her father's liouse," though
not a deadly sin on the part of either, is an act of
lewdness (Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 4, 27; see
Ket. 36-0On the general principle that a person's confession of his or her own turpitude is not admissible
as legal testimony, the wife and mother can not, by
her assertion, stam]) her offspring as an adulterine
For the rides of presumption and eviBastard.
dence in cases of doid)t, see Shulhan 'Aruk. Eben
lia-'Ezer, 4, 14-16.

12;

:

narrowest

incest or adultery takes place

is

his successor, Silva.

Buii.UHiRAPHY

to the

his distant offspring

tiles,

son;

liren into slavery.

it

Where

Deuteronomy against the
seemed
every opportunity was taken to conin

.T.

L.

ST!.

BASURTO, DIEGO ENRIQUEZ

:

N. D.

Marano

poet of the seventeenth century: born in Spain.
Like his father the poet Antonio Enriquez Gomez
he resided several years at Rouen, and finally setThe following curious description
tled in Holland.
of him is given by the ]\Iarano poet ]\Iiguel de

—

—

Barrios
' Basiirto liad a tiroad nose, which was never clean small
sunken eyes, hidden liehind a large pair of spectacles and a
mouth comparable to a mill in constatU motion. He was short
and stout very carelessly attired, and always carried a cane."
;

;

;

Basurto was the author of "EI Triumpho de la
Virtud y Paciencia de Job " (Rouen, 1646), a poem

:
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Bat
Bat Kol

constructed In various meters and inscribed to the
mother of Louis XIV.
Bibliography: Kayserling, Sephardim,
Biblioteca Espan.-Po7t.-Jud.

pp. 243 et seq.; idem,

p. 26.

M. K.

o.

BAT

The ancients

in general considered

as a creature belonging both to the birds and to
the mammalia, and partaking of the nature of both

it

Like all
(Bochart, "Hierozoicon," s.v.).
night birds, the Bat was considered unclean by the
Hebrews. The numerous caves and ruins of Palestine afford shelter to innumerable swarms of bats;
and Tristram ("Natural History of the Bible," pp.
45, 46) enumerates no less than seventeen species indigenous to that country. Several of these are also
found in Europe and America.
I. Be.
J. JR.
classes

BAT KOL (Hebrew,

Aramaic, x^p Din)
f)ip ns
heavenly or divine voice which proclaims God's
will or judgment, His deeds and His commandments
:

;

A

to individuals or to a

communities, and

number

even

meaning of the word

to

of persons, to rulers,
whole nations. The

"sound," "resonance." In
this sense it is used in Syriac and in the following
Midrash and Talmud passages: "As oil lias no
Bat Kol [that is, gives no sound], so Israel is not
heard of in this world but, as it is said in Isa.
xxi.x. 4, 6, Israel will enjoy great fame in the world
is

;

to

come

sage

is

"

(Cant. R.

i.

3).

The most

significant pas-

Ex. R. xxix., end (compare xxviii., end):

" Johanan said, ' When God revealed the Torah, no sparrow
chirped, no bird flew, no ox lowed; the heavenly Ofanim
[wheels] moved not; the Seraphim did not chant the Thrice
Holy ; man spoke not ; the sea roared not ; no creature uttered
a sound ; and the world was silent, while God's voice resounded, " 1 am the Lord Thy God." ' This is the meaning of
the words. 'With a great voice: and he added no more,' in
Deut. V. 19 [A. v. 221 i']°' ^"''i )- 'These words,' says Simeon ben
Lakish, 'are to be taken as follows: If one man calls to another,
but the voice proceeding from God has
his voice has a Bat Kol
no Bat Kol. If you marvel at this, think of the story of the
prophet Elijah and the priests of Baal. God bade the upper and
the lower world keep silence; and the world became like an
empty desert, as if no living creature existed there was neither
voice, nor answer, nor attention' [I Kings xviii. 29, Hebrew].
For if a sound had been heard, the priests would have said
*
Baal has answered us.' On Sinai God caused the whole world
to be silent, in order that mankind might know there is none
besides Him."
;

:

It is clear that in this

passage Bat Kol does not

mean an echo, as is the general opinion (Lampronti,
"Pahad Yizhak"; Levy, " Neuhebraisches Worterbuch"; Kohut, "Aruch Completum," s.v.); but it
means the reverberation or hum, caused by the mowhich fills the whole world and
which accompanies the human voice and every other
sound. Of old the belief in the music
Bat
of the spheres was universal; and tlie
tion of all things,

yd

Not
an Echo,

Talmud says (Yoma 20b) that the noises
of Rome would be heard all over the
world but for the music of the spheres.

Echo is called " kol habarah " (R. H. iii. 7 Yoma 1%).
Nor is an echo referred to in the dispute between the
schools of Shammai and Hillelas to whether a wom;

an may marry

if

that her husband is dead (compare Yeb. 122*^/ Tosef.,
AsRasiii remarked in his commentary
Nazir. i. 1).
(compare Lippman Heller, iu "Tosafot Yoni-Tob " to
Yeb. xvi. 6), the Bat Kol here is more probably the
;

same as when a voice

This well known winged mammal (in Hebrew Pj^tDj;, Lev. xi. 19; Deut. xiv. 18; Isa. ii. 20)
was considered by the Hebrews as belonging to the
:

class of birds.

588

a Bat Kol has been heard saying

A

is

heard and no

man

parallel is afforded in the case of Paul,

is .seen.

when he

heard a voice saying: "Saul, Saul, why persecutest
And the men which journeyed with
thou me?
him stood speechless, hearing a voice, but seeing
no man " (Acts ix. 4, 7; compare xxii. 7, 9; xxvi. 14).
On this account Bat Kol was called a voice which
The same idea
is heard behind the back (Meg. 32a).
is expressed in Rev. i. 10: " And I lieard behind me a
great voice, as of a trumpet." In the Greek there
is no adequate expression for Bat Kol [unless the
<p7j/inl fiavTiKai in Sophocles' " QCdipus, " 723, are com.

parable

see S. Louis, in " Trans, of Soc. for Bib-

Archeology,"

lical

the

;

.

.

New

VXi^ [see Matt.

John

ix.

182

et seq.

Testament renders
28:

xii.

iii.

17;

(pdivfj

it

— K.]
by

;

consequently
but not by

(^uv^,

Mark

f/c

Luke iii. 22; and
i. 11;
tov ovpnvov ("a voice from

") Matt. xvii. .5; Mark ix. 7; and Luke ix. 35:
"a voice out of the cloud"; Acts x. 13, lo: "a
voice"; compare Lightfoot to Matt. iii. 17 K.].

heaven

;

—

Accoi'ding to the Talmud (Yer. Sotah ix. 24b;
compare Tosef., Sotah, xiii. 5) the high priest Johanan hears a Bat Kol in the sanctuary according
to Josephus ("Ant." xiii. 10, § 3), he hears a (puvr/.
;

The expression

^ip r\2 ("daughter of a voice";
a small voice) is intended to distinguish it
from the usual voice. Originally, however, it was
also in the Hebrew called " kol " (voice) as is shown
that

is,

by the Aramaic ^DJ N"'rD£J> p bp- " There fell a voice
from heaven, saying, O King Nebuchadnezzar, to
thee it is spoken: The kingdom is departed from
thee" (Dan. iv. 28 [A. V. 31]); and
here and there in the Talmud it is
Voice,

A

briefly given as f5ip ("voice")

(Sanh.

compare Ta'anit 216; B. M. 856, Rashi). In
tlie Aramaic versions of the Bible, in the iVIidrash
and Talmud, the heavenly revelation is usually introduced witli the formula: "A voice fell from
heaven," "came from heaven," "was heard," or
" proceeded from heaven."
The New Testament has
the same formula, "HWev ovv<f>uvfjiK tov ovpnvov {^ohn
xii. 28; compare Rev. x. 4, 8; xviii. 4, etc.), which
is the equivalent of the Hebrew p ?1p n2 HXV*
npDJ.
D"'ntrn, and the Aramaic Vi^'O^ p vh\)
Through frequent use the formula was abbreviated
and it is not correct to differentiate
into Bat Kol
between the longer and shorter expressions. The
fact probably is that the fuller form is used gener966;

m3

;

Since God permits His
in the older sources.
glory to abide in the Temple at Jerusalem, it results
that a voice is also heard from the sanctuary (Yerushalmi and Josephus, l.c.\ Rev. xiv. 14, 17: "the
temple which is in heaven"; ib. 18, "another angel
came out from the altar ").
The characteristic attributes of the Bat Kol are
the invisibility of the speaker and a certain remarkable quality in the sound, regardless of its strength
or weakness.
A sound proceeding from some invisible source was considered a heavenly voice, since
the revelation on Sinai was given in that way: "Ye
heard the voice of the words, but saw no similitude;

ally

:
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only yc heard a voice" (Dent.

iv. 12).

God

reveals

Himself to man tiiiougli liis or^^aus of hearing, not
through those of sight. Even Ezekiel,
Revelation who sees many visions, "heard a voice
Through of one that spake" (Ezek. i. 28); Eli-

Sound,

jah recognized God ])y a "still, small
voice," and a voice addressed liim (I

Kings xix. 12, 13; compare Job iv. 10); sometimes
God's voice rang from the heights, from Jerusalem,
from Zion (Ezek. 1. 2o; Jer. xxv. 30; Joel iv. 16, 17;
Amos i. 2, etc.); and His voice was heard in the
til under and iu the roar of the sea.
The Bat Kol was loud or soft according to circumstances; but the ciuality of the tone was peculiar.
Rab said: "God roars like a lion, and says: 'Wo
unto tlie children on whose account I have destroyed
My house, and burnt ^ly Temple, and whom I have
dispersed

among

the nations.'

"

Jose entered a ruin

and encountered there the prophet Elijah, wlio asked him " My son, what voice didst thou
hear in the ruins?" He answered: "I heard a Bat
Kol it murmured like a dove (nJV3 nonjD) and
exclaimed: 'Wo unto the children,'
Quality of etc." In the course of the couversation God is spoken of instead of the
the
Bat Kol. Bat Kol (Ber. 3^0. P^lisha b. Abuyali

at Jerusalem

:

;

heard a voice chirping behind the Temple (mOIXI ns:»3VD, Eccl. K. vli. 8).
When CtoiI wishes to announce harm, He uses the
Bat Kol but good proceeds from His own mouth
Nebuchadnezzar hears a
(Targ. on Lam. iii. 38).
Bat Kol which sounds like the shout of a nation (Ex.
When ]\Ioses died, a Bat Kol rang
R. XXX. 20).
through the camp of twelve square miles and proclaimed: " Closes is dead " (Sifre ii. 357; Sotah 13A,
below, etc.),
;

!

Josejthus in telling the portents of the destruction
of the Temple says ("B. J." vi. 5, §3; compare
Rev. xix. 1, 6): "Moreover, at that feast Avhich we
call I'entecost, as the priests were going by night
into the inner [court of the] Temple, as their custom
was, to ]U'rform their sacred ministrations, they said
that in the first place the}' felt a quaking, and heard
a noise, and after that they heard a sound as of a
"
great multitude, saying, 'Let us remove hence.'
HuUiu 596 tells of the great strength of God's
From these passages it is evident that the
voice.
strength of the Bat Kol was adapted to circumstances, as the divine word of the Ten Commandments on Sinai was spoken with a strength that
adapted itself to children, youths, etc. (Tan. on
Deut.,in Grlinhut, "Likkutim," v. lllb, lV2<r. "The
word called from heaven "). The original conception
undoubtedlj' was that the heavenly voice whispered
or chirped, as is indicated by the expression which
Isaiah (viii. 19; compare x. 14, xxix. 4, xxxviii. 14)
uses in regard to the veiled voice of the familiar
spirit, and several times in regard to the Bat Ivol.
Bat Kol could come from under the earth and from
the nether world, and is heard on heights (Targ. Yer.
Num. xxi. 6). Since such sounds supposedly came
from the spirit world, Jewish monotheism could
conceive of it as springing only from heaven, from
the Holy Spirit, from angels, or fi'om God Himself.
All nations regarded such sounds as the voices of
spirits (Tylor, "Primitive Culture," 1. 469; Blau,

A

"

Bat
Bat Kol

Alfjudisches Zauberwesen," p. 65, n. 2).
mind, the soul in despair, would

trouliled

The
hear

sounds promising comfort in sorrow
Parallel
and misfortune. The Arabs tell of
Instances, a voice, "hatif," which calls to lost
travelers iu the wilderness. The " munadi," a similar voice, came in the solitude of night
to the Persian poet Nizami when discontented
lot (Bacher, " Leben und Werke Nizamis,"
Goldziher, " Abhandlungen zur Arabischen
Philologie," i. 6).
As shown by the name, this heavenly voice was
often considered divine.
In the course of the narrative in Ber. 3a, " God " is put instead of " Bat K(j1 ";
and not infrequently God, when using the Bat Kol, is
represented as speaking iu the lirst person. Sometimes Bat Kol is identitied with the Holy Si)irit. In
Sifra, Lev. x. 5 (ed. Weiss, 40(0. it is the Holy Spirit
which speaks; while in Ker. 5i and Hor. 12rt, which
give the same account, it is the Bat Kol.
"At three
courts of justice the Hoi}- Spirit beamed forth: at
the courts of Shem, of Samuel, and of Solomon.
At
the first a Bat Kol cried: 'She [Tamar] hath been
more righteous than I' (Gen. xxxviii. 26); at the
second:
I am a witness' (Mak. 236, referring to I
Sam. xii. 5) and at the third
She is the mother "
(I Kings iii. '27; Mak. 236; Gen. R. xii., Ixxxv. ctscq.).
The Bat Kol usually makes its announcements by
means of a passage from the Law or the Scrijitures;
and, to judge from the instances that are related, it
was heard oftenest in Biblical times, when the Holy
Spirit rested upon the chosen people.
At the death
of Moses a Bat Kol was heard saying: "Fear thou
not, Moses!
I myself will care for thy burial"
(Deut. R., end). When R. Bannaa visited the graves
of the Patriarchs, and wished also to see Adam's
grave, a Bat Kol called out: "Thou
Voice
hast seen the likeness of My image,
of the Holy but ]\Iy image thou maj-est not see"
Spirit.
(B. B. 58(0When Israel at Sinai
"
"
said
will do and we will hear
(Ex. xxiv. 7, Hebrew), a Bat Kol called out: "Who
has revealed to My children the secret which the
angels alone jiossessed " that is, to do before hearing

with his
p. 11;

'

'

;

'

:

:

We
;

(Shab.

compare

88(1;

Sotali 106).

From

the foregoing it is evident that the Bat Kol
with the Holy Spirit, even with God;
but it differed essentially from the Prophets, though
The
these spoke as the medium of the Holy Spirit.
Holy Spirit rested upon the Prophets, and the intercourse Avas personal and intimate; while those that

was

identified

heard the Bat Kol stood in no relation whatever to
The Prophets again possessed the
the Holy Spirit.
Holy Spirit but the Bat Kol could not be possessed
God spoke through it as He did through the ProphFor this I'cason the Bat Kol addressed not only
ets.
favored mortals, but sinners, individuals, or multitudes, Avithin or without the Holy Land (B. M. 86rt;
It revealed the higher Will, not in
B. B. 736, 746).
;

the unintelligible sjieech of the Christian gift of
tongues, but in perfectly intelligible words. "After
the death of the last three prophets, Haggai, Zechariah, and IMalachi, the Holy Spirit departed from
Israel but the Bat Kol was yet heard " (Tos., Sotah,
xiii. 2, where pj?'t3t^0 is nearer the original than Sotah
Prophecy was a
486; Bab. Sanh. lb?, pt:»nnL"0);

:
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Bat ^ol

which not only the prophet but his generahad to be worthy. A Bat Kol pronounced
Hilicl and Samuel the Little to have been worthy
of having the Holy Spirit rest upon
them, were it not for their generation
Bat Kol
{il>.)From this point of view the
and
Prophecy. Bat Kol was explained as a lesser gift
to Israel than prophecy, but not, as
some said, as a lower degree of prophecy (Yoma %;

Bat Kol uttered the

gift of

olfering, a

tion

(Targ.); and

Pes. R. 160rt).
According to rabbinical tradition, the Bat Kol cothat is, at a time when the
existed with prophecy
;

Holy

upon

other
beset with doubt as to
whether Isaac had not been rejected because he was
unworthy to be sacrificed, a Bat Kol quieted him
with Eccl. ix. 7 (Lev. R. xx. 2). When Esau thought
times.

Spirit rested

Israel, as well as at

When Abraham was

that his father would soon die, a Bat Kol proclaimed
"The hide of many a foal has served to cover its
dam" (Gen. R. Ixvii. 8; compare Pes. 173a and the
parallel passage, Sanh. 52a, where the words are

quoted as the saying of men, 'CO''X "'"lONT 1J"n and
gave rise to the erroneous conclusion that by
Bat Kol was meant the same as " vox populi vox
Dei"). A Bat Kol spoke the words," She hath been
more righteous than I," in the stor}^ of Tamar and
Judah (Sotah 10b; Targ. Yer. on Gen. xxxviii. 26).
When the Israelites, in their flight from Egypt, saw
the Red Sea before them while Pharaoh pressed
close behind, a Bat Kol comforted them witli the
words of the Song of Songs ii. 14 (Targ. ad loc).
When, according to Ps. Ixviii. 17, the mountains disputed with Sinai, a Bat Kol cried out: "Ye are all
deficient as compared with Sinai " (Meg. 29r^).
A
Bat Kol pronounced the words (Ex. xxiv. 6): "Here
is the half of the blood " (Lev. R. vi. 5).
A Bat Kol
reassured Moses and Aaron when they were in doubt
about using the anointment oil too freely (Sifra, Lev.
x. 5, etc.).
When Israel was cured hy the brazen
serpent (Num. xxi. 8) a Bat Kol was heard moralizing (Targ. ad loc). At the offering of the firstlings
(Deut. xxvi. 2) the Bat Kol said: "Tliou shalt be
able to make an offering again next year" (this alludes to verse 16; Grunhut, "Likkutim," v. Ib'ia, 7).
At the promulgation of the terrible
Instances threats of Deut. xxviii., the anxious
of Its
Patriarchs who listened were calmed
Action.
by a Bat Kol (Targ. Yer. on Deut.
xxviii. 15).
When Moses died, a Bat
Kol drew the attention of the world to his suffering
(Targ. Yer. on Deut. xxxiv. 5); and, as already mentioned, the Bat Kol is freciuently connected with
Moses' death (Sifre, Deut. 357; Sotah 13';; Num. R.
xiv. 10; Yelamdenu, in "Likkutim," v. 1046; Jellinek, "B. H." i. 12o-128, etc.)'.
When Saul reasoned speciously about his expedition against the
Amalekites, a Bat Kol quoted to him the words of
Eccl. vii. 16 (Yoma 22i).
A Bat Kol pronounced
judgment in the cases of David and Uriah (M. K.
16i) and of David's attitude toward Mephibosheth
(Shab. 566, above). At the dedication of Solomon's
Temple, during which the celebration of the Day of
x:.tonement was omitted, a Bat Kol promised to all
present a portion in the life to come(M. K. 9a; Gen.
R. XXXV. 3; in Shab. 30a the Bat Kol is not mentioned).
Upon the favorable reception of Solomon's
;

this

590
Cam.

verse,

iv.

1

used Prov. xxiii. 15 and xxvii. 11 to
approve Solomon's institution of tlu; 'Erub and of
it

the washing of the hands (Shab. 146, below).
Wiien
Solomon wanted to place himself on a level with

Moses a Bat Kol warned him in the words of Eccl.
xii. 10 (R. H. 216, below).
When Israel sei)arated
from .ludah and chose Jeroboam as king, a Bat Kol
gave warning in the words of Micali i. 14 (Sanh.
102a) and when Ahab doubted the piety of Obadiah,
the governor of his house, a Bat Kol upheld his
piety, quoting I Kings xviii. 3 (Sanh. 396, below).
It spoke concerning the reason why King Ilezekiah
would not be tlie Messiah and said: "This is My
secret" (Sanh. 94a).
When King Manasseh criticized the Torali, it recited to him Ps. 1. 20 {ib.
For eighteen years it whispered into Nebu996).
chadnezzar's ears: "Destroy My sanctuary" (Cant.
R. ii. 13); when he said: "I will ascend above the
;

heights of

High,"

it

I will be like the Most
"Into the nether world must thou

the clouds;

cried:

go" (following Isa. xiv. 13, 14; Pes. 94a, the dictum
Johanan b. Zakkai). When he waxed arrogant

of R.

because he had succeeded in destroying the Temple,
called to him: "Thou hast killed a people already
dead; thou hast burned a sanctuary already burned.
Yea, thou hast ground meal already groimd " (Sanh.
966 with reference to Isa. xlvii. 2; but this is lacking in the parallel passage, Yer. Ta'anit 696, above).
When he descended into Shcol, all the inmates feared
that he would tyrannize over them, until a Bat Kol
calmed them with the two Biblical verses: Ezek.
xxxii. 19 and Isa. xiv. 4 (Shab. 1496).
When the
water-drinkers (Rechabites) in Jer. xxxv. brouijlitan
offering, a Bat Kol, proceeding from the Holy of
Holies, declared it was acceptable (Mek., Yitro, 2).
When Hamau tested the gallows intended for Mor" It fits thee " (Targ. on
decai, a Bat Kol called out
Esth. V. 14; Esth. R. v. 3).
At the feast of Ahasuerus the wine was served in the vessels carried off
from the Jerusalem Temple, and a Bat Kol warned
the feasters (Meg. 12a).
Whenever there is no law,
no high-priesthood, no Sanliedrin (II Chron. xv. 3),
a Bat Kol cries: " Strengthen ye the weak hands"
(Lev. R. xix. 5, following Isa. xxxv. 3).
When the men of the Great Synagogue counted
Solomon among those kings who would not have a
portion in the life to come, flames flashed forth out
of the Holy of Holies, and then a Bat Kol uttered
the words of Prov. xxii. 29: but the}' did not harken
to this; nor did they abandon their resolution until
the Bat Kol repeated Job xxxiv. 33 (Yer. Sanh. 296;
Num. R. xiv., beginning, and parallels). It happened that the high priest, John Hyrcanus, heard a
it

:

!

voice from the Holy of Holies, announcing that the
youths who had proceeded against Antioch had
obtained a victorj' the hour was noted, and it transpired later that the victory had been won at that
very hour (Tosef., Sotah, xiii. 5 and parallel passages; .losephus, " Ant." xiii. 10, § 3). A remarkable
parallel to this story is afforded by the legend on the
martyrdom of Polycarp: it is said that on the day
and at the hour tliat he suffered death at Smyrna,
Irenajus, who was at Rome, heard a voice like a trumpet proclaiming: "Polycarp has become a martyr"
(Weimel, " Die Wirkungen des Geistes und der Geis;

:; ;:;
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Freiburg iu-Breisgau, 1899). OnceHerod
heard a Bat Kol saying that fortune should attend
every slave who would then rise in reInstances bellion against his master; thereupon
he destroyed the house of the Hasnioin
Talmudic neans (B. B. 3(/). In four cases the Teinpie-court itself called out against or in
Times.
favor of the priests ministering in the
Temple (Pes. 57«)- When Jonathan ben Uz/iel translated the Scriptures into Aramaic, a Bat Kol cried
"Who reveals My secrets to My children?" And
when he was about to translate the Ilugiographa, it
cried " Let this suffice, lest he betray the time of the
Messiah " (Meg. 3*/). A Bat Kol announced that the
legal norm should be established according to the
views of the school of Hillel in cases in which they
conflicted with those of the school of Shanuiiai (Yer.
But the Tosefta on
Ber. 3/>, below and elsewhere).
the same question (Yeb. i., end; 'Eduy. ii. 3) does
When a Bat Kol called out
not mention a Bat Kol.
that the views of Kabbi Eliezer should be adopted,
" The Torah is not in heaven
R. Joshua declared
we pay no heed to the Bat Kol. " That is to say, the
Bat Kol deserved no consideration in giving legal
decisions (Yer. Hag. Ixxxi. 11; Bab. B. M. 596; Hul.
Hillel devoted his
44a, and frequently elsewhere).
life to study of the Law, while his brother Shebna,
who was engaged in business, supported him, thinking they should share as well everything in common
in the life to come but a Bat Kol called out (Cant,
viii. 7): "If a man would give all the substance of
"
his house for love, it would utterly be contemned
(Sotah 21rt). "Every day," says Rab (see Bacher,
" Die Agada der Babylonischen Amoriier," p. 11, note
58), "a Bat Kol resounds from Mt. Horeb, proclaimWo uuto man, that he neglects the Law!'"
ing:
(Ab. vi. 2).
A Bat Kol announces: "The whole
world is fed because of the merit of My son, Hanina
and he himself is content with a peck of locustbeans from one Friday to another" (Ber. 17b, etc.).
While a heretic was with the patriarch Judah, a Bat
Kol called out: "To pronounce the benedictions of
the grace after meals is worth as much as forty gold
dinars" (Hul. 87a). A Bat Kol proclaims daily:
"This and this maid, this and this house, this and
"
this tield, are destined for such and such a man
(Sotah 2a, etc.). Simon ben Yohai and his son had
hidden themselves for thirteen years in a cave. When
they came out, everything on Avhieh they turned
their eyes took fire, and a Bat Kol called to them
" Have ye come out in order to destroy My world ? "
When Simon was once watching a bird-catcher, he
heard a Bat Kol saying, as each bird passed: "Let
and the
this bird be caught; let this bird go free "
bird was caught or allowed to escape accordingly
(Shab. 'd'Sb; Yer. Sheb. ix. 1, p. 39f/, and elsewhere.
In later sources the legend is changed).
From these examples it is evident that the Bat
Kol was heard under various conditions in the interest of a whole nation or of a favored individual
either as a plaintive cry or as a voice of admonition.
As a rule, the accounts are meH'ely embellishments of
the Biblical narrative: at times they are clearly
legendary in character. The question arises whether
the Bat Kol was not a psychological fact, especially
in those cases in which it was repeated by the person
ter,"'p. 166,

:

:

;

'

;

—

who actually

Bat

heard

it.

must be admitted

The psychological

l^ol

possibility-

where the imagination
may have been stimulated by the soPsycholitude of a desert or of ruins, or by the
logical
impressiveness of the mountain where
Basis.
God gave His revelation or again by
the overwhelming consciousness of sin,
or, when face to face with death, that great mystery
An inner voice may have made
of man's existence.
The same is the case when the voice
itself heard.
of the national and religious conviction impelled
leaders of the people, mew beloved and almost worshiped by their fellows, to a martyr's death. Thus
the prominent Talmud teacher Elisha ben Abuya,
who became an apostate, told his favorite pupil. R.
Mei'r, that once, when the Day of Atonement fell on
a Sabbath and he was violating both, a voice behind
the sanctuary whispered to him: "Let every sinner
return to Me except Elisha, who knows Me and yet
sins against Me" (Yer. Hag. 77b, near end; Bab.
Hag. 136; Ruth R. on iii.'l3; Eccl. R. on vii. 8).
Supernatural phenomena are also accompanied by
a Bat Kol. Thus Johanan related: "Once, when on
a ship, we saw a chest of gems and diamonds in the
water surrounded by fish. When a man sprang into
the sea to get it, a sea-monster was about to swallow
A
half of him; but he drove it away with vinegar.
Bat Kol then resounded, saying: 'What dost thou
want with the chest in which the wife of Hanina ben
Dosa keeps the purple which the pious will wear in
Rabba bar bar Hana, among
the future world? "
his many mythical stories, relates that he saw from a
cases

in

;

'

ship a bird standing only ankle-deep in water. When
the travelers wanted to cool themselves in the sea, a
Bat Kol called out: " Seven years ago a carpenter's
ax fell into the water and has not yet reached bottom! " Rabba bar bar Hana also tells of a Bat Kol
he heard in the wilderness at Mt. Sinai saying: "
"
is Mg that I have sworn to send Israel into exile!

Wo

R. Perida having taught his
pupil one thing four hundred times, a Bat Kol called
to him to choose between two rewards
for his patience and God Himself proBat ^ol
and Death, claimed that he should receive both

(B. B. 7Sb, 74a, 746.)

;

When Joshua ben Levi
('Er. 746).
wrested the knife from the Angel of Death, the dying
man heard a Bat Kol saying: "Give it back to him;
When Judah I.
for mankind needs it" (Ket. 776).
lay in the agonies of death, a Bat Kol said, in the
words of

Isa.

Ivii.

2:

"He

shall enter into peace!

"

The Sabbath was violated for his burial; but excepting a laundryman
who had failed to do him honor, those present were
(Ket. lOAa

and elsewhere.)

comforted by a Bat Kol that assured to all a portion
in the life to come. When, in consequence of this, the
laundryman threw himself from a balcony, the Bat
Kol was again heard, saying that even the laundry-

man was assured of

a portion in the

life

to

come

(Yer.

Kil. ix. 3, 326).

When

R. Jo.se b. R. Eleazar died, a serpent at the
of his father's grave prevented the burial,
" The father was no greater
until a Bat Kol declared
than the son " As Rabba bar Nahmani expired, he

mouth

:

1

" and a Bat Kol called
Rabba bar Nahmani, clean
thy body, clean thy soul!" At Pumbedita slips

muttered
outis

"

Clean

"Happy

!

Clean

art thou,

!

;

Sat Kol
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Batalyusi

from the

fell

bearing the words,

skies,

Nahmani has been

away,"

called

went forth and exclaimed

:

"Wo!

"

Rabba bar

A

Bat Kol
wo! Samuel, son
etc.

dead!" (B. M. 85a, 86a; Yer. 'Ab.
Simeon ben Lakisli marked the graves
Zai-ah i2c.)
When
of the rabbis, but could not liud R. Hiyya's.
he grieved over this, feeling that he had not so keen
an intellect as R. Hiyya, a Bat Kol said " Thou art
as keen of intellect as he but thou hast not spread
the Torah as he did" (B. M. 856; Yer. Kil. 32b, beThose who occulow, does not mention a Bat Kol).
pied themselves in mystic teachings heard a Bat Kol
promising them great honor in the future world.
Johanau b. Zakkai in a dream saw himself and his
colleagues on Mt. Sinai and heard a Bat Kol there
(Yer. Hag. 77«, below; Bab. Hag. 146). 'When a
drought drove the inhabitants of Palestine to despair,
of R. Isaac,

is

:

;

and R.

Eliezer's prayers did not bring rain, while
Akiba's did, the rabbis believed there must be some
stain upon R. Eliezer's character; but they heard a
Bat Kol saying: " Akiba is not a greater man than
Eliezer, but less severe " (Ta'anit 256).
A Bat Kol was often heard at the death of a martj'r.
In the story of the mother with her seven sons
a Bat Kol exclaimed, " A joyful mother of children "
(Ps. cxiii. 9; Git. 576, belo'w.)
A Bat Kol blamed
Bar Kokba when he killed Eliezer of Modi'in (Yer.
!

When at Bar Kokba's rebel68rt, below).
Hanina ben Teradion Avas horribly burned, a
Bat Kol called out: "Hanina and tlie one Roman
Ta'anit
lion

who made

his death easy are destined to the future

Zarah \8a, and elsewhere, but a Bat Kol
not mentioned in Sifre ii. 357). R. Akiba suffered
a dreadful death his flesh was torn from his body
with brazen tongs. And as with his last breath he
said the final words of the Jewish confession of
faith, "The Lord is one," a Bat Kol came forth and
said " Hail to thee, R. Akiba, that tliy soul left thee
with the word One. " Then the angels protested,
saying: "Is this the Torah and this its reward?"
Whereupon God replied: " They have their portion
in the life to come " and a Bat Kol again resounded
and said: "Hail to thee, Akiba, thou art destined
for eternity " (Ber. 616 two other instances in 'Ab.
Zarah 106, below, and 17rt.) When a Roman official
prevented the execution of R. Gamaliel II. by offering his own life, the deed "was proclaimed by a Bat
life" ('Ab.

is

—

:

'

'

;

;

!

Kol (Ta'anit 29a). The Bat Kol spoke to two later
conquerors of Judea as it had once spoken to Nebuchadnezzar. AYhen Titus returned to Rome, after
the destruction of the Temple, the sea was stormy,
and he remarked tliat the God of Israel is strong
only upon the Avaters, whereupon a Bat Kol said to
him: "Blasphemer and .son of a blasphemer, I possess an insignificant little creature, a midge; take it
with thee to the land." And the midge penetrated
through his nose into liis brain (Git. 576). Hadrian
to plumb the ocean: for three and a half
years lie tied ropes together until finally he heard
a Bat Kol telling him to desist (Midr. Teh. xciii.

wanted

4186).

In later times, the Bat Kol is heard in the synagogue wiien the devotion lacks harmoniousness; and
it proclaims, in the words of the Song of Songs,
"Flee away, my beloved," addressing the Shekinah
(Cant. R. to

viii. 14).

Regarding the nature of the

592

Bat Kol it is said (Meg. 32a) that it sounds like a
man's voice when heard in the city, and like a woman's in the desert; that it repeats words, like "Yea,
yea," and "Nay, nay." According to Sotah 33a, it

was taken

to be the voice of angels, particularly of

who knows

all the world's seventy lan(See Raslii " The divine power [" middah "]
residing in the Bat Kol makes its announcements in

Gabriel,

guages.

:

each language according as circumstances demand.")
Maimonides (" Moreh," ii. 42 see commentaries) compares it with the voice of the angel heard by Hagar
or by Manoah and his wife, it being a
Later
degree of prophecy. The same view
Views.
is also expressed by Judah ha-Levi, in
"Cuzari," iii. 11, 41, 73; Nahmanides,
Ex. xxviii. 30 Bahya ben Asher to Deut. xxxviii.
7; Tosafot Sanh. 11a explains the Bat Kol as tha
sound of a voice issuing from heaven, whence the
name " the daughter of the voice " (compare Lippman
Heller to Yeb. xvi. 6).
In apocalyptic literature,
the Bat Kol is a special being whose function it is
to lead the song of the celestial beings in praise of
the Most High around His throne (see Jellinek, " B.
H." ii. 45). Concerning a kind of Bat Kol which,
in view of its aims, fails into the category of omens,
;

;

see

AuGUKY.

Chajes, in Orienf, vi.345, 347; AUgemeine
li^ir>, pp. 345 et scq.; W. Wessely,
iii. 2'J7 et neq.; A. Kohut, Anich
Completum, in. 212; Hamburger. R. B. T. ii. 93; F. Weber,
Pnliisti)iensischen Theologie,
Altstjuagogalen
System der
pp. 187, 194; S. Louis, Ancient Traditions of Supernatural
Voices: Batli Kol, in Trans. Soc. Biblical Ai-cha^ologn, lx.l8
Pinner, Tahniid Babli, Bcrahlioth, pp. 22-24, where a list of

Bibliography: H.
Zeituno

(leg

Jndentliums,

in B'dsch's Jalirhuch, 1844,

Talmudioal and Midrasbic passages Is given
Bacher,
1.88, note3; Agada der PaUlxtinenAmonie); 1. 351. note 3. ii. 2tj and Indexes to Bacher's
Agada derTan)uuten, 11. and Agada der Palastincnsischen
Amoriier, i., 11., HI.
K.
L. B.
all

;

Agada der Tannaitoi,

sisehen

;

BAT-SHEBA:

A family of printers, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, whose name originates from the feminine name " Bath-slieba. "
The
printer Mattathia Bat-Sheba, who died at Salonica toward the close of 1600, is the first known repHis two sons, Joseph.
resentative of the name.
Abraham

and Abraham, continued tlie business
from 1592 to 1605. The
printing-establishment was founded with the support of man}' patrons in Venice, and numerous important and beautiful specimens of printers' work
The mark of the establishment
Avere issued from it.
Avas a figure, half lion, half eagle, Avith croAvns; and
of their father at Salonica

this sign recurs in the prints at Verona, in the production of Avhich Abraham Bat-Sheba participated
(1594-95).
It is probable that the latter subsequently
lived at Damascus.
There is a single book published
at Damascus, in 1606, entitled "Kesef Nibhar," by
Josiah Pinto; and this Avas issued from tlie house of
Abraham ben Mattathia Bat-Sheba. The Bat-Shebas
Avho later acliieved distinction in Prague Avere probably members of the same family. Among the best
knoAvu of these Avas Jacob B.\ssp:a'i a'on TreuenBEBG, who in \(i22 Avas elevated to the Austrian

nobility.

Bibliography: Stelnschneider. Cat. Bodl. Nos. 7860-7862;
Erscli and Gruber, Eiicijkloiyiidie, 11.28, 41; Hock, Gal 'Ed.
p. 24.

G.

A. F.

—

BATPALYUSI, AL-HAFIZ ABU MOHAMMED ABD ALLAH IBN MOHAMMED IBN

AL-SID AL

:

Arabian philologist

name Al-Batalyusi

;

born

at

Badajos

= native

of Badajos)
in the second half of the eleventh century; died at

(whence

Bat Eol
Satalyusl
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his

Valencia in 1127 (compare Hartwig Derenbourg in
" Revue Etudes Juives," vii. 274-379; Steinschneider,
"Hebr. Uebers." § 156). According to the Arabian
biographers, Batalyusi was head of the philological
school at Valencia, where "his lectures attracted
crowds of pupils" (Ibn Hallikan, ed. Slane, ii. 61;
BeHaji Halifa, ed. Fliigel, vii. 1666, No. 6259).
sides many works on grammar and philology, which
are enumerated by his biographers, there is ascribed
"
to him a philosophical treatise entitled " Al-Hada'ik
(The Orchard), on the resemblance of the world to an
intellectual circle ("dairat al-wahamiThis work, translated from
Credited
yat ").
with Philo- Arabic into Hebrew by Moses ibn Tibsophical
bon under the title, "Ha-'Aggulot haTreatise.
Ra'yoniyot " (The Intellectual Circles),
was edited by D. Kaufmann (Budapest, 1880), with a long introduction in which he
attempts to show the traces of Batalyusi 's theories

Jewish philosophy. In Kaufmann's opinion, Hai
Gaon used Batalyusi's work, as appears from a passage quoted by Moses Botarel in his conmientary on
the " Sefer Yezirah " (iv. 2). Bahya copied the very
words of Batalyusi in speaking of the numbers (" Hobotha-Lebabot,"viii.). The expression "intellectual
in

circles " (niij^E^^tDn

niSjyn)

is

found

in

Gabirol's

"Mekor Hayyim " (Munk, "Melanges de Philosophie Juive et Arabe," iv. 1). Judah ha-Levi expresses himself in a similar way to Batalyusi on
the gradation of the intelligences ("Cuzari," ed.
Hirschfeld, v. 20).
Abraham ibn Ezra, in his com-

mentary on the Pentateuch (Ex. iii. 15), takes the
same view that Batalj'usi does on the decimal numeration.
Ibn Zaddik speaks also of the
Kaufsymbolic signification of the numbers
mann's
("'01am Katan," ed. Jellinek, p. 49).
Comment. Abraham ibn Daud was influenced by

when he says that the nonnumber one can not even be supposed
("Emunah Ramah," ed. Weil, p. 48). The whole
Batalyusi

existence of the

system of the negative attributes, the theory of the
omniscience of God, and the doctrine of free-will
expounded in the " Moreh " are borrowed from " The
Intellectual Circles."
The Jewish philosophers
that directly quoted Batalyusi's work, or used it
without mention, are Joseph ibn Kaspi, Kalonymus
ben Kalonymus, Samuel ibn Zarzah, Frat Maimon,
Simon Duran, Joel ibn Shoeib, Moses ibn Habib,
and Isaac Abravanel. Gazzali's work, "Al-Kistas
al-Mustakim," is, in Kaufmann's opinion, a simple
plagiarism of "The Intellectual Circles."
Derenboiu'g. in an article on Batalyusi ("Revue Etudes
Juives," I.e.), demonstrates that the latter lived in
the second half of the eleventh century, and not in
the tenth century, as Kaufmann thought; consequently Hai Gaon, Ibn Gabirol, and Bahya, in spite
of the parallels, could not have made use of Batalyusi's work.
There are, however, many reasons for believing
that Batalyusi never wrote the work in question.
First, the very fact that none of the Arabic biog-

II.— 38

raphers and bibliographers mention "The Orchard,"
but represent Batalyusi as a grammarian only, is
alone suflicient to cast doubt upon the

Reasons
Against
His Authorship.

was the author of a
valuable philosophical work while in

assertion that he
his

own field — that

;

is,

in his philologic-

works, several of which are extant
he evidences a lamentable mediocrity.
As Kaufmann does not mention that the translator
converted quotations of the Koran and of the Islamic
traditions into Biblical and Talmudical ones
which
would, moreover, be a difficult task, beyond the
power of Moses ibn Tibbon it must be supposed
that these Biblical quotations are in the original, and
consequently could not have been written by a Mussulman. References to the sacrifices (which occur
in several passages
for example, p. 48) are also entirely of a Jewish character.
Further, the arrangement of the book and the
treatment of the subjects bear a Jewish stamp. But
even if the original had Koranic quotations, it would
be difficult to assign this book to the beginning of
the twelfth century; for it would naturally have
been mentioned by some writer before the thirteenth
century, especially by Ibn Daud, who in using it
would have quoted its author as he quotes Al-Farabi,
Ibn Sina, and others. It ma}' safely be asserted that
this work was written at the beginning of the thirteenth century by a Jew, or at least hy an Arab,
who, like Al-Tabrizi, was well acquainted with Jewish philosophy, especially with that expounded in
the " Guide of the Perplexed "
and the association
of Batalyusi's name with this book can be easily
al

—

—

;

;

explained.

As Kaufmann states in his introduction, the
greater part of the existing manuscripts of "The
Intellectual Circles " bears the name
Confusion
with the

"Al-

of Ptolemgeus (DV0^ti3), which Kaufmann considers to be a corrupted
spelling of Batalyusi ('DV^t33). Jo-

Kaspi (born 1280), who was
quote this work, has also
"Ptolemaus" (" 'Ammude Kesef," ed. Werbluner,
The British Museum MS. (Cod. Add.
p. 10).

magest."

.seph ibn

the

first to

21, 140) bears at the head,

"Book

of the Intellectual

Circles of Ptolemteus" (DVo!5tD3S), and at the colophon, "End of the Book of the Intellectual Circles

of PtolemiPus [^^^£327], or. According to Others, of
(Al-Farabi).
The doubt concerning the

Abu Nasr "

authorship expressed in this colophon proves that
there were copies which bore either Al-Farabi 's name,

what is more probable, no name at all. The fact
that there is not a single word of introduction in the
book by the author seems to confirm the last supposition.
It is therefore probable that some one, in
superficially examining the book, on finding representations of circles, thought of Ptolemaeus' astronomical work, " Almagest, " and accordingly inserted
or.

name of Ptolemaeus (DVD?t23^) as author. This
Ptolemaeus became later Batalyusi (D1vt33) through

the

the error of some copyist, who, by chance, knew the
of the philologist Batalyusi, but not that of

name

Ptolemaeus, and considered the " mem " as a repetition of the "yod" and "waw," the "mem" being in

many manuscripts
and "waw."

easily

confounded with

"

yod

"

Batalyusi
Baih-sheba
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Intellectual Circles " are treated of in seven
'I'lie leading idea of the first four is this:
world with all its beings forms a circle of which

" Tlie

chapters.

The
God

is the point of departure and that of conclusion.
In descending from God, one finds beings in the following order: the nine intellects that govern the
nine spheres; the active intellect, which created the
sublunary world the soul form and
" The In- matter. By means of form, matter
tellectual became animated, and after having
given birth to the four elements and to
Circles."
minerals, it served for the production
of plants, animals, and, finally, man. The latter by
;

means

of his intelligence,

which

;

is

;

his distinctive

attribute, ascends the series of beings,

and returns

God. Consequently the universe is a circle. Furman, who is the last of the series of the crea-

to

ther,

tions made by the active intellect, becomes himself,
after his death, an active intellect in ascending the
scries of creations.

The mind of man moves in a circle. It takes the
following course: man, animals, plants, minerals,
elements, matter, form, soul, and active intellect,
from the last-named of which man comes and whither
he returns after his death. Consequently, the sphere
composed by the mind of man is a circle.
In the natural order of things, man, as the noblest
being of all sublunary creations, must have been
created before all other beings; but he was nevertheless the last, in order that he might investigate
and comprehend all that came before
Gradation him. The paitial intellect of man is
of
able to understand the universal IntelCreation, lect. Man partakes both of the intellectual and the material world.
It is
on account of this fact that he is called " microcosmus," and that his mind surveys both the intelligible world and the material.
The series of numbers also forms a circle. It
starts from unity, unfolds itself, and returns to its
point of departure through ten. Avhich is again a
God is the unity par excellence. As the
unity.
numerical imity produces all numbers, so God produces the world.
The fifth chapter deals with God's attributes.
The author develops there the theory of the negative attributes, a theory he certainly borrowed from
Maimonides.
The sixth chapter treats of the omniscience of God,
and refutes the arguments of the philosophers that
limit God's knowledge to generalities alone.
In the seventh chapter the author expounds eight
proofs of the inunorlality of tlu; soul.
The greater
part of tills pi'oof has been drawn fi'om lUihya's
*']\[a"ani al-Xafs"' (Reflections on the Soul).
Die Sinnr)) (/(.< Bdtaliuxi in dcr
Issd; st('iiischn<M(i('f, ifihr. rcliiif.
H. Drri'iiliouitr, in lief. El Jiiitrs, vii. ™'74 :271t.

BinLiof;i!.\PiiY
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;
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Kaiiftriiinn.
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.
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I.

BAT AN AE A,

Bk.

See Basii.xn.

BATE, JULIUS

:

English Biblical and Hebraic

1711; died at Arundel .Jan. 20.
educated at St. .John's College, Cam-

scholar: horn aboul
1771.
bridge,
1740.
studies,

He was

where he icceivcd

He took unusual

his master's degree

interest in

in

Old Testament

and entered with /est into controversy

Avith
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Bishop Wauuuuton on his "Divine Legation of
Moses," and with Kennicott on \\\q vanm Icctioms
of the Hebrew text that the latter had published.
Among the works of Bate that call for mention
are: "Critica Hebraea, or a Hebrew and English
Dictionary Without Points"; "Translation of the
Pentateuch, and of the Historical Books to the End
of the Second of Kings, from the Hebrew," 1773.
Buu.ior.RAPUY Nichols, Literary Anecdoteft.in. 52; Siiearinan. Life af Hutcliinsim; Dictionary of National Uioy:

raphij,

391.

iii.

E. Ms.

T.

BATH

:

and capital of the county

City, borough,

of Somersetshire, England.

—

Though

as old as Ro-

times in which it was known as " Aqua3 Soils,"
from its hot springs .Jews do not appear to have
resided there until quite recently.
It is not mentioned in the twelfth century; and the French Jew
who recommends a lad to go to England warns
him against Bath as "clearly at the very gates of
Hell" (Richard of Devizes, " Chronicon," ed. Howlett, p. 436).
In the thirteenth century there was
no archa at Bath, and therefore no Jcavs could live
there (see Akcha).
The present congregation was
founded about 150 years ago, but has always been
overshadf)we(l by the more flourishing congregations
of the neighboring city of Bristol.
The sj^uagogue

man

is in

Corn

—

street.

BiBLiocm.vPHY

:

Jeivish

Year Book,

1901, p. 104.

J.

BATH.

See

Weights and ^Measures.

BATH-BABBIM

:

A

term found only once

in

the Bible (Cant. vii. 4), apitarently as the name of a
The passage is obscure;
gate at or near Heshbon.
but of the various emendations that have been pro-

—by

Gratz," Schir ha-Schirim " ("Rabbath
liy Winckler, " Altorientalische Forschungen," i. 293 et seq. ("Helbon"), and by Cheyne.
in ".Jew. Quart. Rev." 1899 (" wood of Beth Cerem ")

posed

Ammon");

— none
.7.

is

entirely satisfactory.

G. B. L.

JR.

BATH-SHEBA.— Biblical Data

The daughEliam(II Sam. xi. 3; but of Ammiel according
to I Chron. iii. 5), who became the wife of Uriah the
Hittite, and afterward of David, hy whom she became the mother of Solomon. Her father is identified by some scholars with Eliam mentioned in II
Sam. xxiii. 34 as the son of Ahithophel. The real
meaning of the Hebrew form of the name " Bathsheba " is not clear. The second part of the name
appears in I CJjion. iii. 5 as "shua" (compare Gen.
:

ter of

xxxviii.

2).

The

story of David's seduction of Bath-sheba. told
The
in II Sam. xi. ct scq., is omitted in Chronicles.
king, while walking on the roof of his house, saw

Bath-sheba, who was the wife of Uriah the Hittite,
and immediately fell in love with her. Hearing that
her husband was with the army, David temporarily
abducted her; l)ut fearing the consequence of his
act, he summoned Uriaii from the camp as the bearer
of a message.
lie hoped to hide theconseiiuence of
his own eoinplicity in Bath-slieba's condition, and
dismissed Uriah to his wife with a jiortion from the
royal table.
But Uriah, being prol)ably unwilling
to violate the ancient Israelitish rule applying to

;

warriors ia active service (see Robertson Smith,
" Religion of the Semites," pp. 455, 488). preferred to
remain witli the palace troops. The kini; in desi)eration gave the order to lii.s general, Joab, that Uriah
should be abandoned to the enemy in battle. After

Uriah 's death David was left free to make Bath-sheba
his wife.

According to the account in Samuel, David's
action was displeasing to the Lord, who accordingly
After
sent Nathan the prophet to reprove the king.
relating the parable of the rich man who took aAvay
the one little ewe lamb of his poor neighbor (II Sam.
xii. 1-6),

and exciting the king's anger against the

unrighteous act, the prophet applied the case directly to David's action with regard to Bath .sheba.
Tin; king at once confessed his sin and expressed
sincere repentance.
Bath-sheba's child by David
was smitten with a .severe illness and soon died,
which the king accepted as his punishment.
Bath-sheba soon became the favored wife, and,
with the aid of Nathan, was able to obtain the succession-rights for her son Solomon (I Kings i. 11-31).
^
J. Ji{.
J. D. P.

In Rabbinical Literature Bath-sheba, the
granddaughter of Ahithophel, David's famous counselor, was only eight years and eight months of age
when her son Solomon was born, while some maintain that she was not older than six (Sanh. G%).
The influence of the evil tempter of humanity
brought about the sinful relation of David and Bathslieba.
Bath-sheba was making her toilet on the roof
of her house behind a screen of wickerwork, when
:

Satan came in the disguise of a bird David, shooting at it, struck the screen, splitting it; thus Bathsheba was revealed in her beauty to David {ib. lOla).
Bath-sheba was providentially destined from the
Creation to become in due time the legitimate wife
;

of David
itated,

sin

;

but

this relation Avas

immaturely precip-

and thus he became Bath-sheba's partner

in

(ib.).

Bath-sheba

is

praised for her share in the success-

ful effoi't to secin-e the succession to Solomon.

Thus

the verse in Eccl. iv. 9, "Two are better than one,"
while "the
is applied to David and Bath-sheba;
threefold cord" which shall not be quickly broken
(lb. verse 12) is applied to the activity of Nathan the
prophet, who joined in the effort (Eccl. R. iv. 9).
For further details see David ix R.vbisixkai. Lit-

EKATURE.
J.

SK.

M.

II.

Mohammedan

S.

Leg-end The only passage
the Koran which has been brought into connec-In

in

BataJyusi
Bath-sheba
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:

tion with the story of Bath-sheba

is

sura xxxviii.

20-25:

"And has the story of tlie antagonists come to you; when
they flimbed the wall of the upper chamber, when they came
in to David? And when he feared them, they said, ' Fear not
we are two antagonists, one of us hath wronged the other, so
judge justly between us.
This my brother had ninety-nine
ewes and I had one. Then he said. "Give me control of her,"
and he overcame me in his plea.' David said. ' Verily he hath
wronged thee by asking for thy ewe as an addition to his ewes,
and verily most partners act injuriously the one to the other,
e.xcept those who believe and work righteous works
and such
are few.' And David supposed that we had tried him; so he
sought pardon of his Lord and fell, worshiping, and repented.
And we forgave him that fault and he hath near approach unto
us and beauty of ultimate abode."
.

.

.

;

.

From this passage one can judge only that some
echo of Nathan's parable had reached ^Mohammed.
The Moslem world has shown an indisposition, to
a certain extent, to go further, and especially to
ascribe sin to David.
As the commentator Baidawi
(ill- liir.) justly
remark.s, this i)assage signifies only
that David desiied sfmiething which belonged to another, and that God rebuked him by a parable.
At
the very most, Baidawi continues, he may have
asked in marriage a woman who had been asked in
marriage by another, or he may have desired that
another should abandon his wife to him a circum-

—

stance which
story of Uriah

What

to

was eiistomaiy
is

that
regarded as a slander.
at

time.

The

]\Iohammed w;is probably only a some-

what mysterious exhortation to just dealing was
made the foundation of an extensive legend. The
is called emphatically "the Sin of David."
Filled with spiritual pride, he asked a trial from
God. One story is to the effect that he wished to

subject

gain the saiue rank that the Patriarchs had enjoyed,
and that God told him that he must be tried as they
had been. Another is that he thought he could endure a whole day without sin. God accepted the
challenge, and Satan came upon him and allured
him from his devotions with a dove of gorgeous
plumage. It led him to where he caught sight
The story then follows
of Bath-sheba bathing.
the Biblical model, with tbe following changes:
There is no sin with Bath-sheba before the death of
Uriah, nor is there the episode of the return of Uriah
and his sleeping in the king's house. There is no
child that dies, and in the Koranic narrative the pert
of Nathan is taken by the two angels.
After the
death of Uriah, David marries Bath-sheba, and she
becomes, according to most sources, the mother of

Solomon.

To Moslem legend Bath-sheba herself is a very
shadow}^ figure, being generally called simply the
wife of Uriah.
See Al-Thaiabi. "Kisas anbiyya,"
pp. 243 et scq., ed. Cairo, 1298; and Ibu al-Atliir, i.
^bet seq., qCl. Cairo, 1301.
G.
D. B. M.
-Critical

View

means "daughter

spelled "Bath-sluiti"
abl}' to

Her name, which perhaps

:

of the oath,"
(yrL*''"n3),

is

in I Cliron.

iii.

5

but since thisisprob-

be pointed yi^'TlD, the form becomes merely

a variant reading of " Bath-sheba." The passages in
which Bath-.sheba is mentioned are II Sam. xi. 2-xii.
24. and I Kings i., ii.
both of which are parts of
the oldest stratiun of the books of Samuel and Kings.
It is part of that court history of David, written by
some one who stood very near the events and who
did not idealize David. Tlie material contained in
it is of higher historical value than that in the later
strata of these books.
Budde would connect it with
the J document of the Hexateuch.
The only inter]>o!ations in it which concern the
story of Bath-sheba are some verses in the eai'ly part
of the twelfth cliapter, that heighten the moral tone
of Nathan's rebuke of David; according to Budde
("S. B. O. T."), the interpolated portion is xii. 7, 8,
and 10-12; according to Schwally (Stade's "Zeitschrift," xii. 154 et ^eq.) and H. P. Smith ("Samuel,"
in "International Critical Commentary "), the whole

—

;
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Bathori

Bathyra

xii. l-15a is an interpolation, and xii. 15b should
be joined directly to xi. 27. This does not directly
affect the narrative concerning Bath-sheba herself.
Chronicles, which draws a kindly veil over David's
faults, omits all reference to the way in which Bathsheba became David's wife, and gives only the

of

names of her children.
The father of Bath-sheba was Eliam (spelled " Ammiel" in IChron. iii. 5). As this was also the name
of a son of Ahithophel, one of David's heroes (II
Sam. xxiii. 34), it has been conjectured that Bathsheba was a granddaughter of Ahithophel and that
the latter's desertion of David at the time of Absalom's rebellion was in revenge for David's conduct

toward Bath-sheba.
J.

Prince

of Transyl-

vania 1571-76; king of Poland 1575-86, in succesHenry of Anjou, who had left the kingdom
in order to occupy the throne of France as Henry
At this election Solomon Ashkenazi, the physiIII.
cian and adviser of Sultan Selim II., made his master's influence felt in behalf of Bathori.
Bathori instituted an eminently liberal policy with
regard to the Jews. In 1576 he issued two orders
prohibiting the charges brought against them of
In
ritual murder and of the profanation of the host.
1575 he issued a decree abolishing all restrictions on
Jewish commerce, and permitting the Jews to bu}^
and sell goods even on Christian holidays. In the
same decree he also abolished the older law which
placed Jewish minors under the guardianship of
sion to

Christians, and put them instead under that of the
Jewish rabbi and alderman. He enforced the old
decree of Sigismund I. (1506-48), making municipalities liable for losses incurred by Jews during
riots
He also decreed that the murder of a Jew
should be punished by death, just as the murder of a

Christian.

In the same year, when the Jewish community of
Posen Avas threatened by a Christian mob, Bathori
sent strict orders to the city council to take measures
for the preservation of order, but without effect.
Three months after the issue of this decree, a riot
broke out in the Jewish quarter of Posen, accompanied by pillage and several cases of murder. Bathori imposed a heavy fine on the town council, but
the members testified under oath that they had not
been aware of the contemplated attack, and the fine
remitted.

At

the diet of

Warsaw, Jan.

2,

1580,

Stephen confirmed the former privileges of the Jews
and granted them some additional advantages in
trade and commerce, instructing the city authorities to guard their legal rights.
Further decrees provided that Jews should have
the same rights and privileges in the cities as Christians: that they should be under the jurisdiction of
the king, except in civil suits; that the citizens

warned against disturbing Jews in their
trade and other occupations; tiiat the children and
widows of converted Jews should be warned not to
assail the rights of those heirs who remained in the
Jewish faith that Jews should take their oaths only
on the scroll of the Law or at the door of the synagogvie and the courts were forbidden to summon
Jews on Saturdays and Jewish holidays.
sliDuld be

;

;

was

the last Polish king wlio maintained

and practised the principle that the Jews constitute
a fundamental element in the population and, being
a class composed mainly of tradesmen and artisans,
should enjoy equal rights with the corresponding
non-Jewish classes of the nation. He deserves great
credit for preserving the spirit and traditions of a
liberal epoch at a time when the Jesuit influence
had already begun to assert itself in Poland.
Bibliography L. Levanda, Sudhu Yevreyev v PoWkoi
Ryechi PospoUtoi, in Voskhod, Oct. 1886, pp. 10, 11 L. Gumplowlcz, Prawodawstwo Polskie Wzgledem Zyddw, pp. 64,
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BATHS, BATHING: The

body as an
and thus of an

clean

index and exponent of a clean soul,

is so natural a conception
that the records of early Jewish

approximation to holiness,
in the

human mind

legislation accept the theory

without any very defiThus, when Jacob

nite exposition asked or given.

prepared his household to visit the shrine of God in
Beth-el, he bade them " purify " themselves (Gen.
XXXV. 2). When the people were bidden to prepare
themselves for the reception of the revelation on
Sinai, they were commanded to "sanctify" themselves; that is, wash themselves and wash their garments (Ex. xix. 10). David, anxious to be pardoned
for his transgression (Ps. li., superscription), prays:
" Wash me thoroughly from mine iniquitj', and
cleanse me from my sin " (verses 4 [A. V. 2], 9 [A. V.
7]); and the harlot nation, as Jeremiah designates
Judah, is so deeply stained with sinfulSymbolic ness that though it wash with niter
"and take much soap," its iniquity
Significance. is still marked before God (Jer. 11.
In all these periods, then, patri22).
archal, Davidic, prophetic, the symbolical and spiritually purificative side of Bathing was already
recognized, so that Bathing was ordained in preparation for holy rites, upon recovery from sickness,
When it is considered how valuable water is
etc.
in the Orient, and how the average Bedouin of
to-day loote upon the use of water for cleansing
purposes as an extravagant waste of a valuable
necessary of life (see Benzinger, " Hebrjlische Archaologie," p. 108, note), the free prescription of water for ritual purposes in this fashion becomes re-

markable.

Turning

to enactments of a general character, the

Law ordained

that various states

and degrees of

cor-

poreal defilement (see Ablution) were to be remeSo, too, he
died by the purification of the bath.
who ate of that which was found
In the
dead, whether torn of beasts or from

other causes (Lev. xvii. 15, 16), and he
who had come into contact with a
corpse, a bone, or a grave (Num. xix. 19), were alike
required to bathe themselves in water and become
The priests, who, as it were, approached
clean.
closer to the Deity, would naturally be required to
exhibit in eminent degree the virtue of cleanliness
as a means to godliness there was, therefore, a laver
of brass set in the Tabernacle between the court of
the congregation and the altar, and the priests were

Torah.

;

;

required to wasli hands and feet therein upon enThe high priest on the soltrance (Ex. XXX. 18-21).
emn Day of Atonement was recjuired to bathe himself
repeatedly in token of spiritual purification (Lev.
xvi. 24); while the messenger who took away the
sin-laden scapegoat {ib. verse 26), as well as other
attendants at the rite (verse 28), was required to
bathe and be clean after contact with the sin-offerFor various other cases requiring
ings of the day.

Bathing as a purificative rite, see Ablution.
Cognate with the idea of purification prior to
appearing before God is naturally that of cleansing
oneself before visiting a king or person of prominence (Ruth iii. 3; Judith x. 3). Possibly something of the religious aspect of the practise obtained,
one of bodily refreshment,
when washing the hands and feet was performed
before meals (Gen. xviii. 4, xix. 2; Luke vii. 44).
The dusty soil of Palestine and the customary open
footgear (sandals) necessitated the frequent Bathing
or washing of the feet (Gen. xxiv. 32, xliii. 24;
Judges xix. 21 I Sam. xxv. 41 II Sam. xi. 8 Song
in addition to the material

;

;

Solomon v. 3).
For all purposes of Bathing, the streams and ponds
constituted the usual resort (II Kings v. 10)
possibly the rain-water supply held by the cisterns in
large cities may have been utilized to some extent
for Bathing purposes, as in II Kings xi. 2, although,
as Benzinger (I.e.) observes, no traces of bath-rooms
have been found in the houses of the people or even
in royal palaces.
In Babylon there were possibly
bathing-pools in the gardens (Susanna 15), though
this passage may refer to simple washing in the open
air.
It was only when later intercourse brought the
Jews into contact with Greek civilization that public Baths were instituted
the Hellenic
Public
origin of such is clearly discernible in
Bathsuch Talmudical words as f?2, {<J^3,
;

;

nvjfj^, ^"iJ^n (denoting "bathing-mas-

ter," "bathing-attendant," "bathingtowel," etc., derived from the Greek balaneion; see
Jastrow, "Dictionary," for citations).
Some reminiscence of the older custom of utilizing rivers and
streams for Bathing purposes is preserved, at least
for the religious or ritual bath, in the ruling regulation that all such Baths must be taken in water that
is continually running and of the minimum capacity
of 40 seahs, about 120 gallons (according to Num.
R. xviii., the seah [= 3 gallons = 700 cubic inches]
was the cubic measure of 144 eggs; according to
Yoma 31«, the cubic contents of a space one cubit
wide, three cubits long, and one cubit deep, the bulk
of the average human body). Some bath-houses were
artificially heated (Yer. Ber. ix. \Ah).
Some idea
of the value set upon Bathing in Talmudical times
may be gained from the remarkable comment on
Lam. iii. 17, "I forgat that which is good" (A. V.
" prosperity "),
according to which the especial
" good " neglected and referred to by the prophet
was the use of the bath-house (Shab. 25i). The
benefits of the warm Baths of Emmaus ("Hammath"), near Tiberias (Josephus, "Ant." xviii. 2,
§ 3) at Callirrhoe, near the Dead Sea {ib. xvii. 6, g 5)
;

and at Gadara,

in Pertea,

Bathyra

the Jews, as Jews, from the ritual standpoint only;
(jne of the first cares of every community was
to maintain the "mikweh," as it was
The
called. The purificative bath ordained
Mikweh. in Lev. xv. 19-33 was always held to

and

be one of the most essential of observances; and great stress was laid upon its punctual
observance by the women, the above-named requisites of nmning water and sufficient volume being
carefully provided.
Indeed, the repeated prohibitions against Jews or Jewesses Bathing in the rivers
(see Abrahams, "Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,"
p. 73, note) necessitated the provision of a special
bath-house. The oldest mikweh now existing seems
to be that of Andernach, near Coblenz, Germany
(see Andernach, where a good typical description
For diagrams (section and
of the mikweh is given).
plan) of the similar institution at Speyer, see Meyer's
"Konversations-Lexikon," 5th ed., ii. 311, plate ii.
Bibliography
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were known and appre-

ciated.

In medieval times. Bathing naturally concerned

F.

A.

BATHYRA

DE

S.

M.

Fortress and city founded by Zamaris, a distinguished Jew of Babylon, who about
the year 20 crossed the Euphrates with 500 mounted
archers, and requested a dwelling-place from the
Roman governor of Syria, Cn. Sentius Saturninus.
When Herod the Great learned of this expedition,
he assigned to the troop a piece of land in the toparchy of Batanea, and in this way Zamaris founded
the city of Bathyra, which he garrisoned.
As freedom from taxation was granted to the colony, many
people immediately settled there. The fort not only
protected the Jews living in Trachonitis, but at the
same time safeguarded the pilgrims going from
Babylon' to Jerusalem against the attacks of the
Trachonites.
When the Romans got possession of
the land, they respected the authority of the regent,
but taxed the people.
The brave Zamaris left an equally distinguished
son, Jacimus; and the latter's son Philip formed a
friendship with Agrippa the younger, and held a
:

in his army ("Ant." xvii. 2, § 3).
When
the revolution in Jerusalem threatened to break out,
Agrippa sent the hipparchus Darius and the strategus Philip with 2,000 horse, among whom were
some Batanians, to restrain the people ("B. J." ii.
The Zealots carried the da}', and Philip
17, § 4).
was glad to escape in disguise (Josephus, in his
"Vita," xi., has a more correct and detailed account

command

than in "B. J."

ii. 18, § 6).
Fortunately for him, he
seized with a fever in a village under his control near Gamala, probably in territory belonging to
Bathyra. Had he proceeded to Csesarea Philippi,

was

over which Varus had been appointed governor by
Agrippa when the latter went to Berytus (not to
Antiochia), Varus (not Noares, as in "B. J."), who
had designs upon the kingdom, would certainly
have put Philip to death as a faithful adherent of
Agrippa.
Varus, however, entrapped Philip's countrymen,
the Babylonians of Bathyra (the editions have
"Ekbatana"), killing seventy of them. The inhabitants of Bathyra took up arms, and went with their
wives and children to Gamala, a little further north.

Bathyra
Bauer
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them aud persuaded them to
Agrippaaud the liomaus (" Vila,"

where

Pliilip joined

remaiu

t'aitliful to

During tlie absence of Piiiiip tlie Ganialiles
threatened the Babylonians, Ivilied Cliares, and maltreated his brother Jesus, because they were relaI.e.).

King Agrippa (iuickly despatched
tions of Pliilip.
Philip with some liorse to Gamala, with instructions
to take his relations away and resettle the Babylonians in Batanea (I.e. xxxv., xxxvi.).
The city of Batliyra, which was probably called
after some ])erson of that name, is not mentioned
in rabbinical literature; but probably the eminent
Talnuid teachers called by that name were natives
Hitter ("Erdkunde," xv. 226) thinks
of this city.
" Batliyra " is identical with the '* Bethora " mentioned
in the " Notitia Dignitatum " but tlie DaiOupd, B>/tio)iid
;

found in Josephus is the ancient Beth-Choron. According to Bichtcr and Scluuiiacher, the name is
still preserved in that of the village Beterre.
Bibliography:

Griitz, in M(»infs><ch7-ift, i. 115-120; idem,
Gcscli. (Irr Jitih)i. itU ed., iii. 1!)!), 48ii; Boettger, Lcxiktm
Fl(iriii>^
J(is('i_}}iiis,
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message: "Hail to thee, Kabiji Judah ben Bathyra!
Thou livest in Nisibis, but thy uet is spread iu Jerusalem " (Pes. 3/^). Since K. Judah was not |)reseut
himself at the Passover in Jerusalem, it ma}' be concluded that he was far advanced iu years, although
as a citizen of a foieign land he was not liound by
the law which demanded the celebration of the Passover at Jerusalem (Tos. to Pes. I.e.). At Nisibis in
Mesopotamia he had a famous college, which is expressly recommended together with other famous
schools (Sanh. 32/y).
R. Elea/.er b. Shanunua, and \\. Johanan, the sandal-maker, started (ni a journey to Nisibis in order
to study imder him, but turned back when they reflected that they were giving lu'eference to an alien
country over Palestine (Sifre, Deut. bO). R. Judah
b. Bathyra himself undertook a journey to Rome
with some colleagues. No sooner had they landed
at Puteoli than they returned home weeping {ib.).
R. Judah once arrived at Nisibis just before the beginning of the fast of the Ninth of Ab, and although
he had alreadv eaten, he was obliged to partake of

;

Kk.

G.

S.

BATHYRA (commonly called Betera,

Beterah.

[NITI^- m'n^l): A family whose name is ju-obabiy
identical with that of the city of Batuvua. The name
is so rare that all persons called '"Batliyra" in the
Talmud and ]\Iidrashare included in the one family,
although there are no data to prove their relationBacher remarks that it is one of the most difship.
ficult ([uestions of tannaitic history to distinguish
the several members of this family from one another.
According to Z. Frankel, the following can be distinguished
:

The Children of Bathyra (XTTl^
"1" The Elders of Bathyra
n ':pi

1.

66^0
vi.

(

3:J/0:

two
But

It

is

commonly assumed

tluit

^J2, Pes.
Yer. Pes.

they were

brothers, heads of the Sanhedrin under Herod I.
as near relations were not allowed to belong to

the same judicial college, they ]u-obably were merely
compatriots; so that the phrase " Sons of Bathyra
'"

was not a patronymic, but a family name {iioincn
flcntiU'riniii).
Whether the phrase included two or
more

|)ersons can not be ascertained.

They, hoAV-

gave a definite character to the Sanhedrin.
Herod favored tlicm jirobably because they wei"e not

ever,

Jiuleans

liut

colonists for

Babylonians, jterliaps forerunners of the

whom

under Herod.

tlie

Wiien

city of

Bathyra was founded

was revealed
lamb
of Nisan when

their ignorance

in reference to the (lueslioii whetiier the Paschal

may

be sju'rificed on

tlie

rourteeiith

that dale falls on a Salibatli. they modestly resigned
their position in favor of the more worthy Ilri.i.Ki..

children of Bathyra who disputed with Johanaii
I). Zakkai in reference to the Xt'wYear falling on a
SabbaUi (I{. H. 2!)//), can not be identical willi IliJlers

The

opponents, as about one luiiulied years lie lietweeii
them; the latter must have been descendants of the
earlier leaders of the Sanhedrin \\\w probably still
retaine(l suine of their ancestors' reputation.

a sumptuous banquet at thehou.se of the chief of the
synagogue (Lam. R. iii. 17, ed. Ruber; "Exilarchs"
iu other editions is incorrect).
The Mishnah quotes
seventeen, the ]3araita about forty, Halakot by R.
Judah; and he was also a prolific haggadist. Since
controversies between him and R. Akiba are frequently mentioned, these being chnmologically impossible, the existence of a second R. Judah b.
Bathyra must be assumed (Tos. to Men. 65/>; "Seder
ha-Dorot," ed. "Warsaw, ii. 110), who was pi'obably a
grandson of the former, and Akiba's contemporary;
it is po.ssible that there existed even a third R. Judah
b. Batliyra, who was a contemporary of R. Josiali
Shab )
(Sifre, Num. 123) or of R. Judah I. (H"u1. 54^
;

;

see also ^Midr.

Judah

Batliyra (probably the earliest one
(juite keep pace with the Halakah as it was formulated in Palestine, and represented
rather the earlier standpoint. This R. Judah is probably also the one who now and again is mentioned
simply as '"Ben Bathyra"; comiiare Tosef., Pes. iii.
(iv.) S, where R. Judah and R. Joshua dispute with
Ben Ijatliyra. Here again the first and last names,

that R.
by that

'•H.

b.

name) did not

Judah" and "Ben Bathyra," probably belong
making one name; so that R. Joshua was

together,

the only other person concerned (conqiare Zeb. 12//).
In iVIishiiah. Pes. iii. 3, the editions have " R. Judah
ben Bathyra," while the Yerushalmi has only "ben
Bathyra." There is one passage, however, where R.
-ludali b. Batliyra and li. Bathyra arc reported as
eiiterlainiiig diirerent

^lainionides takes

with

" R.

Joshua

R. Judah b. Bathyra lalso known as R,
Judah Bathyra) Fjuinenl taniia. He must have

iiah Shall, xii.

lived berore the destruction of Ihe

ii.

'{"eiliple. since lie
])revented a pagan in Jerusalem from partaking of
the Pasi'hal oH'cring.
Thereupon he received the

x.);

"Dikduke Soferim," ad loc, note 10). It is evident
from the cases quoted in Tosef., Yeb. xii. 11 (compare
Y^eb. 102//), and Tosef., Ket. v. 1 (Yer. Ket. v. 29/?;
Bab. Ket. o8/i; compare "Weiss, ^.t'.,158, and Kid.lOA),

2.

:

Sam.

he also seems to have
lived at Nisibis (Sanh. 96//; but the version "R.
Judah ben Bathyra" is doubtful; see Rabbinowicz,
130r(

3.

R. Joshvia
.");

opinions (Ta'anit 3r/); hence
to be identical

"ben Bathyra"

b.

b.

Batliyra."

Bathyra:

Veh.

\iii. 4;

^lentioned in ^lish'Eduy. viii. 1; Parali

The names " R. Judah " and "R. Joshua b.
5.
Bathyra" being abbreviated in the same way (3 3 "'^),
they are often confounded on being written out after

;

:

Bathyra
Bauer
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not by assuming the existence of two or three men
by the name of K. Judah b. Bathyra, but by substituting " K. .7o.shua " for the name of the vounger

week, except Monday, which is set aside for assemunder the presidency of R. Samuel, ma.ster of
the college Gaon Jacob, who on that day dispenses
justice to every ajiplicant, and is assisted therein by
tlie ten Batlanim, i)re.sidentsof the colleges" (Benjamin of Tudela, ed. Asher, Hebrew text, pp. 60 et seq.
English translation, p. 101). Levy (" Xeuhebraisches

"K. Judah."

AVorterb."

Frankel has endeavored to distinthe abbreviation.
guish the two tanuaim on the basis of the inner
The
peculiarities of tlieir respective teachings.
chronological dilhculties may perhaps best be solved,

4.
viii.

ter

R. Simon b. Bathyra Occurring in 'Eduy.
1, somewhat earlier than R. Akiba, since the lat:

adds to R. Simon's

R. Johanan

5.

b.

woi-ds.

Bathyra: Mentioned in

Zeb.

probably only a misreading for " R. Judah b.
Bathyra" (see Rabbinowicz, "Dikduke Soferim,"
note oU), or "R. Joshua b. Bathyra."
R. Judah b. Bathyra sent from Nisibis three warnings to the scholars in Palestine or Babylonia
63^/;

(Sanh. 96^0; the same warnings are in part also attributed to Joshua b. Levi (Ber. 8b), which again
increases the confusion.
The later compilers
("Pirka" of liabbi the Holy, ed. Schonblum, 20^,

and

"

dah

H." ii. 95) menand four warnings by R. Ju-

]Ma'ase Torah," in Jellinek," B.

tion respectively live
b.

The pseudepigrapha ascribe to R.
Bathyra the mystic "Sefer ha-Bittahon"

Bathyra.

Judah

b.

(Book of

Trust').

The name "Bathyra"
spelled

m^riD

mTia

(Tosef.,

or "Beterah

Naz.

v. 1, ed.

(Tosef., Oh. iv. 14);

iii.

variously

(Naz.

C'X") "iriD

''1102 or n''DS (Tosef., Sotah,v.i;3,

(Yer. Shek.

" is

Zuckermandel);

and

vi. 1);

56Z/):

NIIHS

47c).

Hodogeticn in Mischuam, p. 04 ;
lim-ber, Aiind a dn- Taininitoi, i. 379-385; Weis.s, Dor Dor
ive-Dorfliair. i. l.")t); M. Braunschweiger, Die Lchrer dcr
Misclmah, pp. 100-102, 119, 2.w.
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S.

BATLANIM

"unemployed

men,"
who, unoccupied by l)usiness of their own, devote their whole
time to communal affairs and are particularlj- relied
" idlers ")

:

(literally,

Title of the ten

men of

leisure

upon

to attend divine service regularly at the synagogue. Only such places are regarded as worthy of

name of town as have ten Batlanira for the maintenance of the daily service (3Ieg. i. 3, p. oa Yer.
Meg. i. 70b; B. K. 82n; Sanh. 17A). Rashi (see especially B. K. 82a) explains the word in the following passage
the

;

"These ten Batlanim abstained from every other work, beingsupported by the coiiiraunity for the purpose of attending to
all congregational work, but especially to be in time for the
regular service "—an allusion to the saying. " When on entering
the synagogue God fails to find the ten that form a congregation of worshipers. His anger is aroused " (Ber. 6/>).

R. Nissim on Alfasi (Megillah) raises objections to
the remark that the Batlanim were supported by
the community but Rashi seems to follow an old
;

tradition.

In Sanh.

I'ib

and twent}^

they are counted

elect of a city.

among

the hundred

It is of especial interest

Benjamin of Tudela as late as in the
twelfth century met in Bagdad with the institution
of the ten Batlanim; he states that "they are the
]iresi<lentsof the ten colleges and are called Batlanim
because their .sole occupation consists in the discharge of communal business. They give decisions
on legal and religious questions for all the Jewish
inhabitants of the couutrv. during cverv dav of the
to find that

blies

;

ii., s.i\

p

and

|^t33) correctly identifies

the Batlanim with the "bene-ha-keneset," (the men
of the synagogue) (Bek. v. 5, p. 36/^).
This would
make them a survival of the Ilasideans, the original
founders of the synagogue. Modern times made the
institution of ten Batlanim, receiving some compen-

from the congregation for regular attendance
at divine service, again a necessity, in view of the
fact that private men could not always be relied
sation

upon;
olden

("

hence many sj'nagogues adhering to the
orthodox ") ritual employ hired worshipers,

called "]\Iinyan-men."

BiBLioGR.\PHY Levy, Nexihehr. Wofterh.
hams, Jeu'U-ih Life in the Middle jiges, p.
:

J.

s.v.; Israel
57, note i

Abra^

K.

SR.

BATOR (BREISACH), SZIDOR

:

Hungarian

composer; born at Budapest Feb. 23, 1^60. He
passed through the realschule and polytechnic in
liis native city, and at the same time attended the
National Conservatory and tlie Acadeni}' of Music.
His teacher in composition was Robert Yolkmann,
who recognized the musical talent of his pupil and
encouraged him to follow' a musical career. Bator
has composed a number of operettas, which have
been successfully performed at the Volkstheater
in Budapest; as also accompaniments to a large

number

of

Hungarian songs, pianoforte pieces,
Hisworksare: " A ]Milliomosno,"
collaboration v>ith Bela Hegyi; "Uff

ballet music, etc.

operetta, in

Kiraly," operetta in three acts; "ATitkos Csok,"
operetta in three acts " A Bor, " ballet in three acts
songs to the folk-piece " Az Arendas Zsido "
"Falun" and " Alkonyatkor"; ten Hungarian folksongs; a string quartet; a trio; a piano quartet; a
sonata for cello; and a suite for a stringed orchestra.
Among his more recent compositions the trio for
harp, violin, and cello established his fame in Germany and secured a publisher for him there. In
1901 he published an overture performed at the philharmonic concert in Budapest.
Bibliography Pallas Lexicon Sdgh Zeniszeti Lexicon.
;

;

:

s.

;

:m.

w.

BATTERY. See Assault and Battery.
BATTLEMENTS. See House.
BAUER, BRUNO: Christian theologian, philosopher, and historian; born Sept. 6. 1809, at Eisenburg, duchy of Saxe-Altenburg; died April 13, 1882,
at Rixdorf. near Berlin.
"While Bauer regarded emancipation from the
thraldom of medievalism as the object of modern
civilization, he had no sympathy whatsoever with
the Jews' struggle for political, social, and religious
emancipation. At the time when the Jews of Germany strove hard to obtain their long-withheld political freedom and e(|Uality, and when many, in order
to assert their full claim to citizenshiji, went so far
as to urge the rejection of every vestige of Orientalism from their religious life. Bauer i)ublished an

"

Bauer
Bausk

"
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"Deutsche Jahrblicher," 1842, on the
Jewish question, afterward republished with additions, as a separate book under the title " Die Judenfrage," Brunswick, 1843, in which he sides with the
He finds the conbitterest enemies of the Jews
article in tlie

tinual oppression of the

Jews by

the Christian state

He declares that by their loyperfectly justified.
alty to their own history they stand in opposition to
the powers that be, because religion and race force
them to live in perpetual separation from the rest of
mankind, and that the fact of their being Jews preJudaism,
vents them from being perfect men.
whether it be based on the Mosaic or the Talmudic
law, has, in Bauer's opinion, no claim to a share in
the world's progress and freedom since, by its very
nature, it is " stability immovable as the hills. " Nor,
indeed, says be, have the Jews ever contributed anything to the work of civilization Spinoza was no
and
longer a Jew when he wrote his " Ethics "
Maimonides and Mendelssohn were no thinkers at
;

;

;

Reform movement among the
modern Jews, and denies them the ver}' right of

He

all.

;;

ridicules the

Thus, in his opinion, there is absolutely no salvation for the Jew, not even if he
should join the Christian majority. Bauer's mode
of dealing with the Jewish question is significant
similar artias an instance of German liberalism.
cle by him in Wagener's " Staatslexikon," reprinted
modernization.

A

pamphlet form under the title " Das Judenthum
Fremde," Berlin, 1863, is characterized by the
writer of the article on Bauer in Herzog-Hauck's
"Real-Encyklopadie," 1897, as "rich in contents and
noteworthy" whereas Steinschneider, in his " Hebrain

in der

;

ische Bibliographic," vi. 6, deplores the fact that
"a liberal man of originally eminent talent could

sink so low as to lend his name to such twaddle.
Bauer's attack on the Jews evoked replies from
Gabriel Riesser in Weil's " Constitutionelle JahrSamuel Hirsch, "Das Judenblicher," ii. and iii.
thum, der Christliche Staat und die Moderne Kritik,
Brief e zur Beleuchtung der Judenfrage," Leipsic,
1843; G. Salomon, "Bruno Bauer und Seine Gehaltlose Kritik," 1843; W. Freund, "Zur Judenfrage,"
1843 S. Holdheim, in his " Autonomic der Rabbiner,
1843; K. Gruen, "Gegen B. Bauer," Darmstadt,
1844 and last, but not least, from Abraham Geiger,
in his " Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift fiir Jlidische
Theologie," v. 199-259, 325-371 -a rich literature
which contains valuable material for the history of
Jewish emancipation and reform.
;

;
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twenty-three volumes on Old Testament subjects
These, though meritorious for their time,
were essentially compilatory and lacking in original ideas, and consequently did not exert a lasting

alone.

influence.

Bauer's name deserves to be rescued from oblivion
because he was the first scholar to produce a theology of the Old Testament. His work, " Theologie
des Alten Testaments," appeared anonymously in
1796, and was based on the program of his Altdorf
colleague, Johann Philipp Gabler, "De Justo Discrimine Theologian Biblicoe et Dogmaticoe Regundisque Recte Utriusque Finibus" (1787). It was
followed by "Beilagen zur Theologie des Alten
Testaments (1801) " Hebraische Mythologie " (1802)
" Biblische Moral des Alten
Testaments "
and
"Breviarium Theologise Biblices," the last-named
work being a summary of the conclusions contained
in his other works.
;

;
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BAUER, JULIUS

:

Austrian humorist

Hungary, Oct.

born

;

Bauer was
educated at home until 1873, when he went to
Vienna to study medicine. Being poor, he wrote for
the local comic papers, and, to his surprise, did so
well that he forsook medicine for journalism.
For
some time he lived in quiet obscurity, when one of
a series of satirical articles in a Vienna paper, signed
"Don Spavento," drew attention to Bauer and enabled him to gain a firm foothold in the literary
world. In 1879 he became the dramatic editor of
the "Wiener Extrablatt," in which he published
among other articles a satire on Jokai's "Der Goldmensch, " which induced Director Jauner, of the Theater an der Wien, to engage Bauer as librettist.
at Raab-Sziget,

15, 1853.

In this capacity he wrote jointly with Hugo Wittthe libretti for Millocker's " Der Hofuarr "
"Die Sieben Schwaben"; "Der Arme Jonathan,"
and " Das Sonntagskind " as well as " Die Wienerstadt in Wort und Bild " (farce); "Zur Hebung
des Fremdenverkehrs" (farce); "Im Zeitungsverschleiss. "
He wrote also a number of topical satires

mann

;

and poems.

;

Bibliography
Herzog-Hauck's Real-EncyMnpacUe, s. v.
Bauer, Bnain; Jost, Neuere Gcxch. der Isrnditen, 1. 301304; M. Isler, in Gabriel Riesser's Gesammelte Schrifteii,
:

For a very instructive critique by Steinthal
of Bauer's Philo u)id Christiis. from a Jewish point of view,
see Lazarus and Steinthal, Zcitschr. fllr VOlkerpsychnlogie
364-366.

1867,

i.

und

SiyrachwU<scii)<chaft, 1878. x. 409-469.
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BAUER, GEORGE LORENZ

:

Christian au-

thor of a tlieology of the Old Testament; born at
Hippolstein, Bavaria, Aug. 14, 1755; died Jan. 13,
1806.
In 17H9 lie was appointed professor of i)hilos-

ophy and

Oriental languages at tlie University of
Altdorf, and in 1805 professor at the University of
Heidelberg, where he died.
He was one of the most
scholarly and active advocates of the rationalism
of the "Period of Enlightenment." He publi.shed

Bibliography: Meyer, Koiiversations-Lexikun,^. 567 Eisenberg, Dojs Geistige Wien, p. 20.
;

E. Ms.

s.

BAUER, MARIE-BERNARD:

Chaplain of
the Tuileries, Paris; born 1829 at Budapest, Hungary died 1898. Through the Carmelite priest Augustin (whose actual name was Hermann Cohen),
Bauer, after an adventurous youth in which he tried
all sorts of metiers, including painting and photograpliy, became a convert to Catholicism in Paris
and a member of the Carmelite Order, which he,
however, left later. He distinguished himself as
a pulpit orator, first at Vienna, where he delivered a series of addresses, which were published
(1866) under the title "Le Judai'sme Comme Preuve
du Christianisme." Eventually he attained to the
rank of a bishop. In 1867 he became father confessor to the Empress Eugenie.
On Nov. 17, 1869,
lie delivered the dedicatory address at the opening
of the Suez canal. After the downfall of the empire.
;
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Bauer exchanged the bishopric for the turf, and became a fancier of race-liorses. Besides the lectures
mentioned, he published a series of sermons, " Le But
de la Vie"' (1869), and a pamphlet, "Napoleon III.
etl'Europeen 1867."
Bibliography: Sammter,
1890, p. i!"0;

in Alia. Zeit.

La Grande EncychriKdiCy

des Jitdenthums,

s.v.

A. F.

s.

Bauer
Bausk

Baumgarten is the author of a Hebrew poem on
the occasion of the escape of Emperor Francis Joseph
from a.ssassination, Vienna, 1853; a German translation of Bahya's "Duties of the Heart," with the
Hebrew text, Vienna, 1854; " Ruth, a Hebrew Epic,"
Vienna, 1865; "Einige Worte fiber den Weinhandel
und die Weinkultur in Oesterreich," Vienna, 1866.
He edited " Blutbeschuldigung Gegen die Juden,
von Christlicher Seite Beurtheilt," Vienna, 1883;
:

BAUER, MORITZ:

Austrian physician; specialist ill viicciiiiUiou
born at Vienna Feb. 25, 1844.
He received his education at his native town, where
he attended the gymnasium and universit3\ After
obtaining his doctorate in 1870, he was appointed
physician of the Wiedener Hospital, but resigned
the position in 1872 to engage in private practise.
He was a member of the chamber of aldermen for the district of Margarethen from 1882 to
1885, and since 1883 has been secretary of the Medizinische Doctoren-CoUegium.
Bauer has paid especial attention to vaccination, in wliich field he is
recognized as an authority. He has added to his
local reputation by the establishment of an institute
for animal vaccine.
Bauer's manifold experiences
in vaccination liave been embodied in his work "Die
Schutzpocken-Impfung und Ihre Technik, mit Besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Impfschadeu, Ihrer
Verhiitung und Behandluug," Stuttgart, 1890.
s.
F. T. H.
;

BAUMGARTEN,

KAROLY

:

born at Budapest Sept. 21,
brother of Isidor Baumgarten.
From 1876 to 1892 he practised law in
Budapest, at the same time editing the technical
journal "Bunteto Jog Tara." In 1892 he became
judge of the Court of Commerce and Exchange in
Budapest and president of the Appellate Council, in
which capacity he exercised a powerful influence
upon the development of the judicature. In 1898
he was appointed a judge of the Supreme Court at
Budapest.
jurist;

also finished his education

;

Bibliography: Pallas Lexicon.
s.

M. W.

BAUMGARTEN, EMANUEL:

Austrian author and comnumal worker; born in Kremsier Jan.
In his youth he frequented various yeslii15, 1828.
bot, acquiring secular learning in private; and in
1848 he went to Vienna, where he devoted himself
to commercial life, at the same time attending lec-

Baumgarten was elected to
the Sechshaus municipal board in 1861, being one of
the first Jews in Austria to be elected to such an
tures at the university.

he was made warden of the temple of Vienna
in 1870; and was in 1872 elected a member of the
board of the Jewish congregation of that city, in
which capacity he displayed a great and beneficent
activity.
A prominent part was taken by him in
the foundation of the Bet ha-Midrash in Vienna, in
which such men as Isaac H. Weiss and M. Fricdniann
found an opportunity to develop their talents; and
he was one of the founders of the Israelitische
Alltanz and represented the congregation in the
state's boards of education.
The emperor honored
him by granting him an order of merit; and on the
occasion of his seventieth birthday he Avas the reoffice;

cipient of enthusiastic ovations.

Frankel's "Yeshu'at Israel," memoirs relating the
history of' the Jews in Moravia during the wars between Frederick the Great and Maria Theresa, Berlin, 1898; "Maria Theresia's Ernennungsdekret fur
den Miihrischen Landesrabbiner Gerson Chajes,"

"Zur Mahrisch-Ausseer

Berlin, 1899;

He was also a frequent

lau, 1901.

Affaire," Brescontributor to the

press of Vienna and to Jewish periodicals
printed in German and Hebrew.
Bibliography Neuc Freie Presse, Vienna, January 14, 1898;
Ha-Zefirah, Warsaw, Feb. 13. 1898.
daily

:

D.

s.

BAUMGARTEN, ISIDOR:
born March

Hungarian
1853, where he

B.

"Megillat Sedarim," being Abraham ben Mordecai's
memoirs, lelating the history of the synagogue of
Aussee, which was destroyed because of false acciisations preferred by a Catholic priest, Berlin, 1895;
"Gutmeinung uber den Talmud der Hebraer von
Carolus Fischer," Vienna, 1883; Benjamin Israel

27, 1850, at

Hungarian jurist;
Budapest, where he com-

pleted his education.
Upon his graduation as doctor of law he resided abroad for several years.
In
1883 he was admitted to the bar, and in 1885 became
a lecturer on criminal jurisprudence at the University of Budapest.
He later entered the service of the
state as assistant district attorney

;

and

in 1886

was

appointed judge (Gerichtshofrichter) of the Court of
Budapest, and in 1896 district attorney, which position he held until 1898, when he received the appointment of chief of division (Sectionsrath) in the
royal Ministry of Justice.
As such he actively participated in the formulation of the new process of
legal procedure, particularly distinguishing himself in the debates on the projected supplementary
laws to the penal code, and in the organization of
tlie International Congress on Criminal Procedure,
held at Budapest in 1899.

Baumgarten is one of the most distinguished
Hungary. His works are: "A Kiserlet
Tana," 1885, highly praised by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences; " A Tett Azonossag Kerdesehez,"
1889; "A Kettos Hazassag Eleviilesenek Kerdesejurists of

" Az Elozetes Letartoztatas es Vizsgalati
Fogsagrol," 1890; etc., etc. Baumgarten is also a
frequent contributor to publications on jurispru-

hez," 1886

;

dence.

Bibliography: Pallas Lexicon; Szinnvei, Magyar Irak
Tara; Mayuar Kiiniivihzet, 18S5-S6, 1889.

M.

s.

BAUSK

or

BAUSKE

:

W.

District town, govern-

ment of Courland, Russia. According to the census
of 1897 the population was 6,543, including some
three thousand Jews.
The principal occupations of
the latter are commerce and handicrafts, Jewish artisans numbering 295. About 150 families yearly receive alms at Passover.
Tw^o government and three
private schools are attended by 50 Jewish pupils;
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Besides, private
the Talmud Torah, by 70 children.
teachers give instruction to about 130 children.
J.

S.

a list of the rabbis of Bausk in
the nineteenth century:
1. Rabbi Mordecai ben Abraham R.\bbiner.
2. Rabbi Aaron, 1830-33.
died at Bausk 1862.
3. Rabbi Jacob, 1833-62
Author of "Zikre Ya'akob," published in Wilna.
4. Rabbi Mordecai ben Joseph Eliasberg, 1862-

[The following

is

;

92; a descendant of Mordecai Jaffe, and prominent
in the Zionist movement.
He
5. Rabbi Ezekiel ben Hillel Lifschitz, 1892-95.
held the office of rabbi at Suwalki and Lublin, and
is now (since 1895) rabbi of Plotzk.

Rabbi Abraham Isaac ben Solomon Kook, since
Some of his novelhe on the Talmud are published in "Tebunah,"a periodical devoted to Talmudic literature, edited by Israel Lipkin.
6.

1895.

Among the other members of the Jaffe family in
Bausk, the most prominent were: Lazar Rosenthal,
the most celebrated cantor (hazan) in Russia in the
last quarter of the eighteenth and the first quarter of
the nineteenth century; died at Bausk in 1831 and
Jedidiah Jaffe, who was awarded a medal by Emperor
Nicholas I. for useful educational work among the
Jews of Courland. See Jaffh Family, h. r.]
:

BAVARIA

Kingdom

in southern Germany.
Jewish merchants in Bavaria dates
from the very earliest times. The legend that they
dwelt in certain cities as, for instance, Regensburg
and Aug.sburg before the Christian era, is undoubtedly fictitious; having been invented to prove that
their ancestors had not been among those Jews who
For, while the old Germanic legislakilled Jesus.
tion of the si.xth and seventh centuries abounds with
regulations concerning the Jews, there is not the
slightest trace of such laws in the " Leges Bajuvario-

The

:

.settlement of

—

—

rum

" of the same period.
The oldest known document mentioning Jews is an ordinance in the " Leges

Portorise

sau.

"

It is

of the year 906 concerning the toll in Pasnot until the eleventh century that thej'

appear in the arena of liistory. The
Earliest
founder of the present royal house,
Heferences. Duke Otto I. of Wittelsbach, allowed
Jewish settlers, who had advanced liim
money for the erection of the city of Landshut, certain privileges of asyhun in recognition of their pubBut it nuist be confessed that there is no
lic spirit.
other kingdom in Germany where religious hatred
has raged so furiously against the Jews as Bavaria,

and that nowhere else has exceptional legislation
against them been so persistently maintained.
In
the Bavarian hereditarj' provinces, wh(;re the Jews
lived exclusively in cities, they were more frequently exposed to sudden outbreaks of popular
fury than in the Franconian bishoprics and free

was comparatively undisturbed in the lowlands, where many Jews lived
in the domains of free lords and under their semi-

cities; wiiile tiieir existence

government.
The first Jewish mart^^rs in Bavaria fell at the
time of the Crusades; but wliile only a few separate
patriarclial

conununities

— ])artieuhirly

those

o?i

the Main

fered then, in 1276 Louis the Strict banished

— suf-

all

Jews
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Tliis was the first banishresiding in the country.
ment of Bavarian Jews, but it could not have lasted
long; for nine years later 180 Jews, accused of a
ritual murder in the synagogue, were committed to
the flames.
The outbreak of 1298, Avhich arose from

a charge of insulting the host, and extended over all
the district from Franconia to the Austrian frontier,
chiefl}'^ affected the congregations of Bavaria.
Mordecai ben Hillel, the well-known author of a halakic

compendium, together with his farnwas among the 628 victims who
fell in Nuremberg on one day (Aug.
Driven from the country
1298).
1,
Expulsion, again by Louis the Bavarian in 1314,
the Jews were soon permitted to

Repeated
Massacres
and

ily,

return, but only to experience further misfortune.
In 1338, on a charge of insulting the host, the whole

Jewish population of Deggendorf was massacred,
and the agitation spread thence over all Bavaria.
The murderers at Deggendorf and Straubing were
not only pardoned by the duke, but were honored
by an edict of connnendation and a memorial church
;

was

upon

the spot, to which, until recently,
pilgrimages were made from all parts of Bavaria.
The whole episode was actually dramatized, and a
representation of the play was given in Regen as

erected

year 1800. At the same time (1336-38)
the communities in Franconia and Swabia were attacked by the peasants led by Armleder, who
claimed to have received a divine call to massacre
late as the

Jews.

Ten years later about 10,000 Jews in Bavaria fell
victims to the bloody epidemic of superstition which
accompanied the Black Death. Salfeld's recently
published " Martyrologium des Niirnberger Memorbuchs " enumerates nearly eighty Bavarian congregations which suffered almost complete extinction at
Numerous churches consecrated to the
that time.
Virgin are to-day the standing relics of former synagogues, upon the ruins of which they were erected.
It was not very long, however, before the dearth of
capital in the country made itself felt so severely
that Duke Louis, who had not hesitated to pounce
upon the posses.sions of the murdered Jews, felt himself constrained to issue a special proclamation that
Jews thenceforth settling in Bavaria would receive
particular marks of his favor and protection.
In the fifteenth century it would be difiicult to indicate any region where the Jews were not treated
as outlawed aliens.

When,

in 1442,

The
Duke Albrecht, surnamed for this act
Era of Ex- "the Pious, " banished them from forty
towns and villages of Upper Bavaria,
they found refuge in Lower Bavaria
under Henry of Land.shut, who, with his well-known
reputati(m for accepting gifts from all sides, welcomed the Jews and their not inconsideiable contributions: indeed, he is said to have boasted of these
"chickens that laid golden eggs." Under his successor, Louis the Wealthy
sometimes called "the
enemy of kindness and of the Jews " their condition became worse.
Louis conceived the idea of
pulsions,

—

—

their wholesale conversion to Cliri.stianity but, after
detaining them for four weeks in various prisons,
and tiin'ng them 32,000 florins, he banished them
outright (Oct. 5, 1450).
Tiie same fate was meted
;

—
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out to the uumerous congregations of the Franconian
bislioprics and free cities, as a result of the intlaniniatory sermons preached by Capistrano and the
baptized Jew Peter Schwartz.
I3iit Jews found even more stringent conditions
elsewiiere; and, in spite of all tliey had suffered, tiiey
again made their way back to their Bavarian liomes.

Only

demanded by the estates and
by Albrecht V. had any lasting effect,

tlie

issued

edict of 15.>l

when the Jew Josel of Posheim, representing the
German congregations, had to guarantee that Jews
would never again set foot upon the soil of Upper
or Lower Bavaria — an exami)le followed in 1555 by
the upper Palatinate and i)laced upon the statutebook. An honorable exception to all this prejudice
was afforded by the town of Sulzbach, celebrated
witjj Wiliielmsdorf and Fiirth for the large number
Its duke, Cin-istian
of Hebrew books printed there.
August, a great atlmirer of the Cabala, invited the
Jews who had been expelled from Vienna to settle
on his domain, and accorded tiiem certain privileges,
whicii, in view of their services rendered on the occasion of tiie Austrian invasion of 1541, were repeatedly confirmed and augmented.
Meanwhile Upper and I>ower Bavaria were for
When, during
nearly two centuries free from Jews.
the Spanish war of succession, Jews had again surreptitiously entered the country, and had made
them.selves indispen.sable by their financial connections, the elector Maximilian Emanuel failed in
compassing tlieir expulsion, although he alleged that
"it would accord with Bavaria's inherited zeal for
religion and deliver his subjects from evident harm."
The nninicipal autliorities told him plainly that it
could not be done, because they had guaranteed
immunity to the Jews in return for the employment
of their funds. In 1756 the county of Sulzbach thus
harbored Jewish families, limited in number, however, to thirty and when the vinion of the provinces
in 1TT7 drew the attention of the government to this
class of their population, it had already dawned upon
the authorities that the time had come for ideas more
in keeping with the age, and that Jews might be
made useful subjects of the state.
The history of the Jews in Bavaria thus presents
the curious spectacle of a well-defined bodj^ of subjects toward whose mateiial ruin both
Church and state conspired for the
Je^wish
Disspaceof nearly a thou.sand years. The
same spectacle, however, modified here
abilities,
and there by i)articular enactments, is
presented by the history of the Jews throughout all
Germany. Tiie Jew was not permitted to hold public office; admission to schools and universities was
denied him; lie was deprived of the honor of bearing
arms anil of all burgher rights; and outside of tiie
ghetto walls he was made conspicuous by a badge.
He covild not help feeling himself a foreigner in a
home wliicii ])crsistently treated him as one. Those
who slnnild have protected him— whether the em;

".serf" he was called through medieval
duke or otlier authority, who "owned "
him considered him simply as an object of financial consideration and as a source of revenue.
Soon,
however, the Jews of Bavaria came to exert considerable influence in the spiiere of finance to which

peror,

whose

times, or the

—

Bavaria

their circumstances limited them.

^Members of the
congregation of Fiirth (1719) held the
most intimate financial relations with various Gerfiouri.shing

man

and busily engaged in trade and manuCapital was for the greater part in their
hands; finance and banking the source of their
prosperity, as also of their misfortunes were quite
generally controlled by them.
A perverted legislation thus made them the benefactors of, and at the same time, as it were, parasites upon, the communities in whicli
Usury.
they dwelt. For, whereas the treaty
in 1244 and that of 1255, between the
dukes and bishops of Bavaria, decreed that Christians might borrow from Jews at 43^ per cent interest, the Augsburg law, which was adopted by
]\Iunich and Ingolstadt, declared that every Jew was
obliged to lend upon pledges when they were of
higher value than the loan asked. Such peculiar
circumstances could not fail to lead to economic
troubles of various kinds, to remedy whicli further
unwise legislation was invoked. Thus the Jews suffered repeatedly from extortion bj' the official cancellation of debts due to them, or b}^ arbitrary reducIn this connection the
tion of the rate of interest.
frequent financial operations of Emperor Weuzel,
between 1385 and 1390, need only to be mentioned.
There were, however, departments other than
that of commerce in whicii the Jews of Bavaria distinguished themselves, in spite of all their unfavorable circumstances.
It is even said that
Spiritual a Bavarian Jew, Tipsiles of Augsburg,
invented gunpowder. ]Many masters
Life.
of the mint were Jews; physicians are
found in the service of lords and even prelates. The
courts,

facture.

—

—

troubadour Suesskiud von Trimberg is said to have
served at one time in the Wiirzburg leper hospital; and in 1516 a complaint was made in Regensburg that people insisted upon engaging Jewish
phj'siciaus.

But the special field of Jewish scholarship was
That dialectical treatment of the Talmud,
theology.
known as " pilpul, " had its origin in Bavaria. Spey er
became a seat of this learning and the home of a
school of Tosafists; while the rabbis of Regensburg
were celebrated as early as the twelfth century.
There, too, labored the celebrated mystic Judah heHasid, author of the "Sefer Hasidim," whose contemporary, Samuel of Babenberg, was a Tosafist and
In
the teacher of Rabbi Mfau of RoTiiENncKO.
tlie fifteenth century, besides Israel of Nuremberg,
wiiom Emperor Ruprecht in 1407 appointed as
" llochmeister [cliief] overall rabbis, Jews, and Jewesses of the German empire," tliere lived the following scholarly authors of responsa.
Authors. Jacob Weil, in Nuremberg and Augsburg; Israel Bruna,
and Moses Minz, in Bamberg.

in

Regensburg;

In the sixteenth century, besides the author of
who was also a Bavarian, lived
Samuel Meseritz, the author of "Nalilat Shiba',"and
Elijah Lkvit.v of Neustadt. tlie celebrated gram-

"Tosafot Yom-Tob,"

marian, and instructor of learned Cliiistians in Hebrew and the Cabala. In the seventeenth century
there Avere, of first imiiortance. Enoch Levi of Fiirth,
who was intimate with Wagenseil, professor at the
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university in the neighboring city of Altdorf and his
nephew, Barman Franl<el, rabbi of Ansbach. Both
of these were of the Frankel family, which rose
into prominence as favorites at the court, and
the most celebrated member of which, Elk an, a
favorite of the margrave of Ansbach, known by his
rivalry with the court Jews of the Model family in
Furth, met with such a tragic fate. In the eighteenth
century lived the celebrated ichthyologist Marcus
EliezerBloch,and the court painter Judah Pinhas. In
,

their religious affairs the congregations of Bavaria,
which an ascetic form of piet}'^ prevailed, were

in

their own courts for the
adjudication of civil disputes among Jews. In some
districts, such as Wlirzburg and Ansbach, these congregations were united into a corporation ruled by
a chief rabbi, who was regarded as their representative by the outside Avorld.
The nineteenth century saw the Jews of Bavaria
approaching nearer to their desire that of being
recognized as full citizens of the country which they
longed to call their fatherland. On Nov. 10, 1800,

autonomous; and they had

—

Max

Joseph announced that thenceforward adhesion to the Catholic Church would no
longer be held an essential requisite for residence
Unfortiuiately, however, this act of
in Bavaria.
tolerance was declared (Sept. 21, 1801) not to apply
the elector

to Jews, because, it was alleged, the ordinances of
Judaism contain many observances incapacitating
Jews from civil rights. The ungenerous barriers of
the age could only be removed piecemeal.
In 1804
Jews were admitted to the schools; in 1805 they
were allowed to bear arms; in 1808 the Jewish polltax was abolished.
In the new possessions, which formerly belonged
to Franconia or Brandenburg and were afterward
annexed to Bavaria, the Jews remained under the

The great increase,
old laws of these territories.
however, of the Jewish population necessitated a
uniform legislation, which was first attempted in
the " Religionsedict " of 1809. Under this law the
Jews were considered as a religious soModern
ciety {Privat-Kirchengesellschaft), and
Legits conditions were regulated by variislation.
ous orders, which later on were comprised in the edict of

June

10, 1818.

This edict pronounced the Jews full citizens of
Bavaria as regarded their duties; but as concerned
their rights, they were only half-citizens.
It contained many enactments in the vein of the new spirit
but side by side with them were surof liberality
vivals of the narroAvest medievalism.
An example
;

of this latter

was the

"

Matrikel-Gesetz

" (registra-

an echo of the old Pharaonic law
against Jewish increase in numbers.
Whoever had
no " Matrikel " (license) could found no family, or, as
it was commonly expressed, for such a one "the
path to the wedding-canopy led only over the coffin
of one who had already been registered." Exceptions were made in favor of agriculturists, artisans,
and manufacturers; the government desiring to turn
the Jews away from commercial pursuits.
Similarly, freedom of residence was restricted.
The result of all this was that one-half of the Jewish youth
of Bavaria emigrated to the United States, where a
great many acquired wealth and at tiie same time
tion-law), in effect

laid the
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foundation for the more comfortable circumJews of Bavaria in the period next

stances of the
ensuing.

While Rhenish Bavaria enjoyed the liberty dating
from the French occupation, in the other parts of
the country the edict of 1813 remained in force.
In
1819, when the first Bavarian Diet assembled, the
larger congregations sent prominent
Efforts
men to Munich, under the leadership
for Eman- of Samson Wolff Rosenfeld, rabbi in
cipation.
Uehlfeld and Bamberg, author of
many pamphlets on "Emancipation,"
to work for the complete enfranchisement of the
Jews and their efforts were not altogether unsuc;

cessful.

The

delegates themselves expressed the

desire for a revision of the laws governing the Jews,

and the Diet promised compliance with their reUnfortunately, however, the succeeding
quest.
Diet allowed itself to be influenced by the "Hephep " cries of Wlirzburg, which spread over all
Franconia and beyond the frontiers of Bavaria; and
declared. May 13, 1822, that the time for the eman
cipation of the Jews had not yet arrived.
Statistics
of the day show that of 53,402 Jewish souls, there
were 252 families supporting themselves by agriculture, 169 artisans, and 839 factory hands.
It was not until the revolution of July that, following the lead of other south German states, the
Bavarian Diet in 1831 again took up the Jewish
question. These debates were immortalized by the
tribute paid to them by Gabriel Riesseu (" Werke,"
ii. 373); viz., that throughout the whole of them not
one voice was raised in hatred against the Jews.
The Diet unanimously called for unrestricted emancipation of the Jews; but the Abel ministry allowed
the matter to drag along until the Jewish claims
were buried in the general reaction which followed.
convention of Jewish scholars and congregational
representatives, called by the state in 1836, to frame
a general constitution, produced no results. Successive diets took up the Jewish question, only to dismiss it after a little random discussion. The Jews
meanwhile had not been idle among themselves. An
association for industrial and humanitarian pursuits,
founded \i\ Hiuben in 1836, did not accomplish
much but a society for the furtherance of the professions and manual labor in IMunich, which is still
In 1844 there
active to-day, was more successful.
were 4,813 artisans and 1,216 agriculturists among
In 1846 the legislative chamber
the Bavarian Jews.
again expressed itself most warmly in favor of a revision of the still effective edicts, and of the abolition of all exceptional laws.
The Revolution of 1848 benefited the Jews not
only by giving them the right of suffrage, but also
by causing the presentation of an emanThe
cipation law to the Diet in that year.
Revolution and the adoption of the same as a part
But the Upper
of 1848.
of the constitution.
House refused to pass it (Feb. 16, 1850).
Under Maximilian II., however, the remaining barA resolution of the Diet,
riers were thrown down.
it

A

;

Nov.

10, 1861,

to residence

abolished

all restrictions

and occupation; but the

with regard

final decision

of the ministry (June 29, 1863) contented itself with
the most necessary regulation of the ecclesiastical
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who were still looked upon as
merely a tolerated private religious society. It was
not until the federal law of July 3, 1869, enacted in
Bavaria, April 22, 1872, that the legal enactment of
equal rights for all took place. It is true the realization of such rights in state and social life still
leaves much to be desired, in spite of the energetic
stand taken by King Ludwig II. against anti-Semitism, and in spite of the fact that, during all this
long period of struggle, the Jews of Bavaria have attained eminent positions in society and in the various departments of mental and material activity.
In 1812 the court banker A. E. Seligmann of
Munich, in consideration of services to the crown
extending over a period of forty years,
affairs of the Jews,

Jewish

was

raised to the hereditary baronj^

Services to under the title of "Von Eichthal." In
Bavaria.
1819 the court banker and landowner
Jacob Hirsch of Konigshofen, near
Wiirzburg, who in the revolutionary war had rais(!d

and armed a battalion

own

expense, was also
raised to the barony, as was later his son and successor, Joseph von Ilirsch of Gereuth (1805-85),
father of the celebrated philanthropist of that name.
In 1820 the banker Westheimer of Munich placed
300,000 florins at the disposal of the city to improve
the water-suppl}'.
The first Jewish attorney in
Bavaria, Dr. Grlinsfeld of Fiirth, was appointed by
King Ludwig I. in 1834 b}" mere accident; but in
1849 Dr. Karl Feust and Counselor Berlin of Fiirth
were regularly appointed, and both of them later
received the Order of St. Michael.
A nephew of the
last-mentioned, Dr. Max Berlin, in Nuremberg, was
the first Jew appointed a judge (1872).
In the army
were Major Marx and Captain Henle; while a
banker, Obermaier of Augsburg, has become majorgeneral of the "Landwehr" (reserve); and a notary,
Dr. Ortenau of Fi'irth, is auditor of a reserve regiment. Non-hereditary nobilitj- has been conferred
upon the two brothers Henle, who occupy high
positions in railroad administration, and also upon
Consul von Wilmersdorfer and on "Justizrath"
at his

Jacob Haussmanu of Munich.
Among the more eminent Bavarian Jewish families
mention may be made of the philanthroinc house of
the banker Konigswarter of Fi'irth, and of Dr. William Konigswarter (1809-87), honorary citizen of
that town, who constituted it, on his death, sole heir
to his fortune.
Among parliamentarians were the
manufacturer Dr. JMorgensteru (1814-82) of Fiirth,

who wjis

the first

Diet in 1849

Jew in Bavaria

— singularly enough,

to be elected to the

from a

district in

which no Jews resided. In the Diet he successfully
defended Jewish rights, with the result that a proposition to withdraw the suffrage from them was
rejected by a large majority.
Fiscliel Arnheini
(1812-64), a lawyer of Bayreuth, Avas another representative who valiantly defended his coreligionists in
debate, and also succeeded in securing the passage
of many laws of general utility.
Wolff Frankenburger (1827-89) of Nuremberg, for twenty years a
member of the Bavarian Diet, and leader of the Liberal party, was distinguished as an orator and as an
authority upon railroad and military affairs.
It was
through him that the Jewish poll-tax, formerl}' paid
to the Church, was abolished.
He was also for four

Bavaria

years a member of the Reichstag.
Other members
of the Bavarian Diet were Maison, a manufacturer
of Munich, and Judge Gunzenhauser of Fiirth.
Among Bavarian scholars are the following:

David Ottensosser of Fiirth, well known as excgete
and Bible translator; Aaron Wolfsohn (1754-1835)
of Fiirth, belonged to the school of
the " Meassefim, " and was a founder of
Scholarthe institution known as " Society of
ship.
Friends " in Berlin .Jacob llerz (181671), who was for twenty-nine years
privat-docent at the University of Erlangen before
he received his appointment as the first Jewi.sh pro-

Jewish

;

fessor in Bavaria, was a celebrated surgeon.
He so
distinguished himself in two great wars by his
humanit}', unselfishness, and skill, that to him was
accorded the honor of a statue erected by public
subscription, the first statue to a Jew in all Ger-

many.
It
is a remarkable fact that from the
celebrated j^eshibah of the strictly Orthodox rabbi Wolf
Hamburger in Fiirth (1770-1850), a number of distinguished scholars have proceeded, who have be-

come
form.

M.

celebrated. as eloquent representatives of ReOf these may be mentioned David Einhorn,

Lilienthal,

H. Hochheimer, Von Schwabacher

in

Odessa, Loewi in Fiirth, Stein in Burgkundstadt and
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Gutmannin Redwitz, Joseph

Aub

Adler in Kissiugen and Cassel, L6Frankfort-on-the-Oder, Griinebauni,
author of the "Ethics of Judaism," in Landau, and
others.
From the same circle proceeded likewise a
in Berlin,

wenmeyer

in

Orthodoxy, Seligman Beer Bamberger, sucAbraham Bing and founder of the Teachers'
Seminary in Wiirzburg. Outside of it stood Max
Griinbaum (died 1898 in Munich), at one time in the
Hebrew Orphan Asylum in New York, and author
of a Jewish-German and a Jewish-Spanish chrestomathy; also Raphael N. Rabbinowicz, author of the
monumental "Dikduke Soferim." The latter can
not be mentioned without grateful reference to his
In quite recent
Maecenas, Abraham Merzbacher.
times Ferles in IMunich, and H. Gross in Augsburg,
author of " Gallia Judaica, " have distinguished themselves by scholarship.
The brothers Emil and Philip
Feust, prominent as journalists, maj' also be mentioned.
In art, Hermann Levi of Munich has labored
pillar of

cessor of

Wagnerian
and Toby Rosenthal and Israel, as painters
of Oriental subjects, occupy acknowledged positions
successfully for the popularization of

music

;

among Bavarian

artists.

however, especially in industries that the
Jews of Bavaria have earned recognition. Fiirth,
sometimes called "Little Jerusalem," owes its prosperity to its Jewish inhabitants.
Here Gosdorfer
founded his mirror-factory, George Benda his bronzefoundry, both of which export largely to the United
States.
Ullmann (died 1898) founded a large busiThe royal lumber inness in toys and hardware.
dustry of the Bavarian and Alpine forests was also
organized by a Regensburg Jew of
The Jews of
Jewish
the name of Loewi.
Industries. Nuremberg, Fiirth, and Bamberg conIt

is,

hop business:

in the firsttrade has in reality only existed since the Jewish settlement tliere.
trol

the

named town, indeed, general export

;

Baynus
Bayonne
The

cattle trade is eutirely in the

hauds of the coun-

try Jews.

The 356 Jewisli congregations of the Iviugdom
contahi 33, 750 souls, or about 1 per cent of the total
population.
Aretin, Gcsch. dcr Jiiden in Bauern, LandsGotthelf, Historiscli-DodmatUchc DarxtctliDHi
dcr RcchtUchen Stelluna <^>er Juden in Bayirn, Munich,
1851; idem. Die BecM.sverhaltiiif<se der Judoi i>i Baiieini
aiif GriDidlaye der Neiie^teti Bamrischen Ge^ctzucbunn,
Munich, 1853; Beitrilije ziir Oesvli. der Juden in Bauer n,
In Die GcOffneten Archiee filr die Gesch. des KiUiig-

Bidliographt:
hut,
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Bidache, and La Bastide Clairence, where they remained, although occasionally disturbed by a decree
of expulsion like that of Henry IV., which, howTlieir status was regulated
ever, was not executed.
by a series of letters patent from Henry II. (1550,
1574, 1580),

which were confirmetl by

later letters

patent from Louis XIV. in 1654, from Louis XV. in
At the begin1723, and from Louis XVI. in 1777.
ning of the seventeenth century tliey relaxed in their
observance of the Christian religion and in the middle of the century they discontinued its practise enAfter this
tirely, openly avowing their own faith.
;

rneliteu in Baiicrii, Freiburg and Leipsic, 1893 Himmelstein,
Die Juden in Franken, in Arehiv dea Histariscltcn Vcrein:^
vnn Untcrfrnnken nnd Aschaffenhuro, xii. 1:^5 ct seq.,
\Vurzburg, 18,53; Heflfner, Die Juden in Franheu, Nureuiberg, 18.w; Haenle, Gesch. der Jnden im Eheiiudi(ien FiirstenUium Anahach, Ansbach, 1867; Wuerfel, Kaehriditeu
von der Judengemcinde Nlirnhcra, Nuremberg, 1755; Burbeck, Gcsch. der Juden in Nllrnlierg tiud Flirth, Nuremberg, 1878; Ziemlich, Die Israelitisehe Gemei)ide (KuUuti(loneindc) NUrnhero, Nuremberg, ItMTO; Eckstein, Gfse/i. der
Juden im EhemaUgcn FUrMbistum Bamberg, Bamberg, no
date; idem, Xaehtrdge zur Gcaeh. der Juden im Eliemaligcn Fiirstbixtum Bamberg. Bamberg, 1899; Pfeifer, Kulturgcschitlitlichc Bddcr au^dcmJMischcn Gcmcindelcben
zu Reckenditrf. Bamberg, no date; Zustande nnd Kiimiife
der Judcu, mlt Besonderer Bezichung auf die Baucrische
Rheinpfalz, Mannheim, 184:^; Die Blirgerliche Stelluug d< r
Juden in Baiicrii Ein Mcmoraudum, der Hahen Kain;

:

mer der Abgeardiietoi EJuxrbietigst Vorgelegt van Dr.
Adlcr, Di.^trikt-<rab})iner in Kissingen, Munich, 184t)
Stigelmayer, Di'c BUrgerUclu'uiid ^taat)<biirge)Uc)ie GlcichntcUung (ler I)<i-a(Iitcu mit den Uebrigen Stantsbrirgeni,
Munich, 1848; L. Miiller. .4!(.s FVinf Jalirhunderteu, BeitrUge zur Gesch. der Jddi^chcn Gemeindcn in Kiesn, Augsburg, 1899; Kramer, Zur Gesch. der Juden in Baiern, in
Achaua,

1865.

A. E.

n.

BAYNUS (BAYNE), RUDOLPHUS: A Christian Hebraist of

brew language

Cambridge; professor of the Heabout the midtlle of the six-

in Paris

He was the author of the work
Compendium Michlol " (also with the Hebrew title,

teenth century.
"

"Kizzur ha-Helek Rishon ha-]\Iiklol "), containing a
Latin abstract of tlie lir.st part of Kimhi's Hebrew
grammar, and dealing methodically with the letters, reading, nouns, regular and irregular verbs,
prefixes

and

Bibliography

suffixes (Paris, 1554).
:

Wolf, Bibl. Hebrcea,

i.

308.

M. B.

T.

BAYONNE

department
of Basses-Pyrenees, in the extreme southwest of
France. It is divided into Great and Little Bayonne
and into the suburbs of St. Esprit, which latter is
separated from Bayonne by the rivers Adour and
Nive. A Jewish comnuuiity existed first at St.
:

Fortified city in the

It was foiuided, after the expulsion of the
Jews from the Iberian peninsula, by detached groujis
of fugitives from Navarre and Portugal, where in
order to save their lives they had had to submit to
baptism. For tiiis reason on their arrival thty were

Esprit.

"New

Christians" or as being of the "Porthej- con formed strictly
to all the practises of the Catholic religion, but in
tlieir homes they remained true to the faith of their
fatliers.
No document exists that definitely determines the time of their arrival in the region about

styled

tuguese nation." Outwardly,

Bayonne. A certain number of them are known to
have been, at about 1520, in St. Esprit, St. Jean de
Luz, and Biarritz. Several families that had just
settled in Bordeaux were expelled from that city in
1597 at the instigation of their coi-eligionists, and
established themselves at St. Esjirit. Peyrehorade,

Ark of the Law
(From Leon, "

in the

Bayonne Synagogue.

Histoire dts Juifs a Bayonne.")

they were called Portuguese Jews.
L"p to the
French Revolution they were almost incessantly engaged in quari-els with the city of Bayonne and in suits against it on account
History.
of its refusal to grant them the right
of sojourn and the permission to carry on retail
trade.
The National Assembly in 1789 accorded
them, us well as the Jews of Bordeaux and Avignon,
the rights of citizenship.
After this they were incor])orated into the body of citizens professing other
faiths than the Catholic, and were thus enabled to
but
settle in Bayonne and acquire property there
the majority continued to reside, and still reside, at
During the Revolution, whentheirsyn
St. Esprit.
agogues were closed, tlie Jews of Bidache and La
Bastide Clairence left those places to establish themIn the Assemselves at Peyrehorade and St. Esprit.
bly of Notables convened by Napoleon I. the Jews
of the dejiartment of Landes were represented by
Castro, the yovinger Patto, and Andrade, ralibi of
St. Esprit; the Jews of the Basses-Pyrenees, by the
;

;

Baynus
Bayoune
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younger Furtado and ^Marcifoy of Bayonnc. In tlio
Great Sauliedrin tliey were represented by 3Iarcifoy
and Andrade. Uii the organization of the Freneh
consistories the coinnumity of St. Esprit-Bayonne

these there are divers institutions: to subsidize
scholars and all that work in belialf of religion; to

was

dowries to poor young girls.
So long as the Jews of St. Esprit were forced to
conceal their religion, they had to do without a synagogue; and, in order to recite the prayers, they

attaclied to tliat of Bcn-dcaiix.

When the Jews of Baj'onne eould devote themselves to the untramnieled observance of their religion, they established rides for the guidance of the
community. The tirst statutes go back to 1752.

Up

Institutions.

two

principal institutions
were: La Hebera, for charity and
the general adnunistration of the

to the Kestoration the

synagogue; and

tiie

Talmud

Torali,

elementary and religious instruction of tlie young. New regulations concerning
various institutions were made in 1826. In 1844 the
for

community was

tiie

i-aised to

a consistory, witii

its

seat

at St. Esprit, its rabbi receiving the title of grand
rabbi.
After tiic union, in 1857, of the Jews of
St. Esprit, Bayonne became the chief
At this
place for the consistorial circumscription.
time the various institutions Avere reorganized, new
ones were created, and old ones abolislied. Henceforth the direction of religious matters was entrusted to a special administration under the control
of tlie consistory.
The Hebera continued to administer charity and to care for the cemetery and
in 1859 it was charged with the superintendence and
administration of tiie asylum for the sick, the aged,
and the orphaned, founded that year through
the generosity of the bankers D. Salzedo and A.

Bayonne and

;

Rodriguez.
Tlie Talmud Torah school, which had always been
supported at the expense of the Jewish conununity,

became a public school in 1848. Its first principal
was M. jNIoreau, and he was succeeded by M. David
In 1887, in consequence of a decree secularit ceased to exist as a secidar
scliool, but continued its religious instruction under
A school for girls, connected with
the same name.
a day nursery, was established in 1845. Its superintendent in 1900 was Mile. Cos.sid.
In 1894, owing to an appeal by Zadoc Kahn, grand
rabbi of France, and tiirough the initiative of the
grand rabbi Emile Levy, the Association des Etudes
Juives was formed at Bayonne. During the winter it gives lectures on Jewish tliemes, and places at
the disposal of its members a library on Jewish subjects.
La Societe Protectrice de la Jeunesse Israelite was in.stituted in 1850 by children aged thirteen
years to continue the work of tlie society Malbish
'Arumim that is to saj', to provide poor Jewisli
The idea of such a society'
children with clothing.
was conceived by Gersam Leon and Camille Delvaille, the latter of whom was still president in 1900.
Not long after its foundation tliis society consolidated with the Society of Arts and Trades, begun by
Despite
Messrs. ^loTse Salzedo and Virgile Leon.
initial difUculties, it has gradually extended its
scope, and now prepares boys and girls leaving
school, for either a manual trade or a profession.
The grand rabbi, A. Astruc, witli the assistance
of certain ladies, especially of Mme. Heine-Furtado,
founded in 1889 a creclie for children of all sects.
The children are received as infants, and supported
Besick's
until able to work and maintain tliemselves.

Levy.

izing all public schools,

;

provide for boys and girls
able

workmen

to rest

in apprenticeshi|); to en-

on the Sabbatii

;

and

to furnish

met in small groups at difi'erent houses. The ceremonies were conducted by the more educated among
them, several of whom had the title of rabbi or of
hakam. There were six such places for prayermeetings. The chief one was called the "yeshibah."
The anniver.'^ary of its inauguration at the end of
the eighteenth century is celebrated annually on the
thirty-tliird day of the Omer by religious ceremonies,
by the singing of Hebrew and Spanish songs, and
by the distribution of cake among children. The
yeshibah embraced the Talmud Torah school, and
the meeting-place for scholars who studied and
discussed the Bible and the Talmud.
After the
inauguration of the present synagogue in 18;i5, all
the.se meeting-places were closed except the Brandon
S3-nagogue, which till 1872 was used for services on
week-days. The new synagogue is simple and imposing.
It is surrounded with buildings that contain homes for the officers, rooms for
study, and a mazzot-bakery.
SynIt has
agogues a choir composed of thirty volunteer
and
members and of twelve children.
Cemeteries, whose songs, ancient and modern,
give impressive coloring to the religious ceremonies.
After the Jews of St. Esprit began to enjoy a
little liberty in the practise of their religion, they
ceased to bury their dead in Catholic cemeteries, and
to have their cliildren baptized, and their marriages
solemnized in the Church. In 1654 they bought
a burying-grouud, which was expropriated by the
The Jews in the same year acquired
state in 1680.
In the towns near
the vast cemetery still in use.
Bayonne, at Bidache and at La Bastide Clairence,
the ancient cemeteries are sole witnesses to the existence of communities now extinct.
At Peyrehorade there are only six Jewish persons, and in
con.sequence the syuagogu(! Avas closed in 1899; but
there are three cemeteries, the first established in
1628, the second in 1737, and the third in 1826.
Since the foundation of the consistory of Baj'onne its successive heads have been Auguste
Furtado, Emile Leon, and Virgile Leon. The presAmong tlie early
ident in 1900 was Dr. Delvaille.
rabbis there are three of whom only
K-eprethe names are known: Isaac Avila,
sentative Isaac de ]\Iercado, Israel Al. BaTz.
Men.
Later came Isaac Costa (died 1729),
author of a book on the conduct of
Raphael
life, entitled "Via de Salvacion," 1709;
Meldola (died 1748), originally from Italy, author of
numerous works, among otliers a collection of rab-

was

David Meldola at
Amsterdam, 1737; his contemporaries, tlie learned
hazan Daniel Alvarez Pereyre and the rabbi Abraliam David Leon, who published sermons on t)ie fesbinical responsa edited .by his sou

"Instrucciones Sagradas y Morales,"
Raphael Abravanel de Souza (died 1748)

tivals, entitled
1

765

:

Israel

;

Bayreuth
Baze
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Jacob Athias(died 1791); Andrade, appointed grand
rabbi of Bordeaux in 1808; David Hezekiah, son of
Jacob Athias (died 1832); and his son, Jacob Israel
Athias (died 1842). His successor was Samuel Marx,
who, at the time of the creation of the consistory of
Bayonne in 1846, was promoted to the dignity of the
grand rabbinate. At his death in 1887, Elie Aristide
Astruc, first a rabbi in Paris, then grand rabbi of
Belgium, was elected. He accepted, but retired
after four years, and was succeeded by Emile Levy,
rabbi of Verdun, who was installed in April, 1892.
The Jewish population of Bayonne numbered 1,100

In the fifteenth century, two
cians to the elector Albrecht

souls in 1728, 1,000 in 1753, 1,100 in 1808, 1,200 in
As the result of serious social
1828, 1,293 in 1844.
and economic disturbances, the population has since

example was followed by Margrave
Century
Troublous. George the Pious, who, however, allowed the Jews to return in 1528.
Margrave Christian, also, intended to banish them,
and was dissuaded only by his wife, Maria. Most of
these orders were repealed too quickly to have a
serious effect, but those affected by them withdrew
from the cities, where they had been tolerated only
in restricted districts and in limited numbers, and
removed to the territories of the feudal gentry. The
center for all the Jews of the district who formed
a corporation called the "Landjudenschaft" was
the provincial rabbinate, which had its seat at
In 1695 Mendel Rothschild, the rabbi
Baiersdorf.
at Bamberg (and ancestor of the Freiherr von Rothschild), who officiated at the rabbinate of Bayreuth
and Baiersdorf, drew up letters of protection and of
privileges for all the Jews then living, or thereafter
These
settling, in the land and the principality.
letters of protection were afterward withdrawn, and
new ones were granted by Margrave Georg Wilhelm at his accession in 1712. In 1715, however,
the latter again restricted the Jews' privileges, and
in 1733 their right of marriage was restricted by
Margrave Georg Friedrich Karl, who had wished to
expel them as early as 1731. The Jews of Bayreuth
were thus dependent wholly on the whims of the
margraves, and this uncertain state would have been
utterly unendurable for them had not some of them

begun

to diminish.
Bibliography Archives du Consistoire de Bayonne Histnire de V Etablissement des Juifs a Bm-deaux et a Bayonne Depuis 1550, par le Citoyen L. F.B., Jurisconmlte du
Departement de la Seine, an 8 de la Repuhlique Franqaise
Theophile Malvezin, Histoire des Juifs de Bordeaux, Bordeaux, 1875; Henry L^on, Histoire des Juifs de Bayonne,
;

:

:

^
E.

Paris, 1893.

D.

BAYREUTH

^

,

Le.

Principality and capital city of
the government district of Oberfranken, Bavaria.
Mention is first made of the Jews of Bayreuth in a
document of the year 1343. In that year Kalman
of Bayreuth is spoken of as one of the creditors of
the burgrave Johann von Nlirnberg, and in 1356
Emperor Karl IV. granted the burgrave Friedrich
:

the privilege of receiving Jews into his territory.
It is also known that during the persecutions at the
time of the Black Death the Jews of Bayreuth sufThe Jewish community must,
fered considerably.
however, have originated in earlier times, and there
are indications that as early as the fourteenth century it was of considerable size and importance.

Thus, in 1372, R. Meyer of Bayreuth
was appointed " Hochmeister " (chief
rabbi) of the two principalities of BayRabbi
reuth ^nd Ansbach, and at the bidin 1372.
ding of the burgrave Frederick V.
was endowed with full authority over all the Jews
in those districts; and in 1384 the monastery of
Langheim owed the Jews of Bayreuth and Culmbach
8,000 pfund heller.* The ghetto in Bayreuth is said
It
to have been built by six foreign Jews in 1441.
is mentioned in connection with some buildings in
1448, and in 1453 a citizen is said to have bought a
Jew's house that had been standing after the Hus-

Had a Chief

site

wars.

According to the Stadtbuch of Bayreuth, the
ledgers of the Jews were not valid for judicial proof.
They were not allowed to sell anything in secret,
nor could they take in pawn bloody garments, church
On
utensils, or the armor and weapons of citizens.
the other hand, tolerably favorable charters were
granted to them by the city of Bayreuth in 1464
and by the elector Albrecht in 1473. According to
the latter, no Jew was obliged to stand and answer
a Christian, except in the former's home and before
a representative of the prince, two pious Christians,
and two Jews in good repute. For protection, the
Jews paid annually a sum total of 800 florins, and in
addition gave the margravine 700 florins, the eldest
prince 10() florins, and the second 50 florins.

*A heller 1b an old German

coin equal to one-eighth of a cent.

was

in

Jews acted as physiI., whose residence

The following century, however,

Bayreuth.

the sixteenth, brought doubt and uncertainty to tlie
Jewish community of the principality. Tlie Diet
resounded with complaints of the states against the

dangerous competition of the Jews, and with requests to expel the betrayers and calumniators of
Numerous orders of banishment folChristianity.
lowed. As early as 1488 they were expelled from
the dominions of the margraves FredSixteenth crick and Sigismund, and in 1515 this

—

understood

how

to turn the chronic

ties of their rulers to their
ists'

own and

money

—

difficul-

their coreligion-

advantage.

Of the many Jewish

and followers in the
are preserved in history, the following perhaps deserve to be specially
mentioned: Moses Goldschmidt, a learned man of
Baiersdorf, originally of Hamburg, whom the margrave Georg Friedrich Karl raised to the position
princes' retinues wliose

officials

names

the province in 1728; Salomon
Samson, who had been "resident" of the prince at
Baiersdorf in 1708, and who, with his brother, Veit
Samson, was appointed warden of the community
by the above-mentioned margrave in 1728; and
Moses Seckel (Seetzel), the court purveyor and
banker, who, in 1759, bought a minor palace belonging to the i>rincely house at Bayreuth.
This building, which is still standing,
Palace
Converted he converted into a synagogue and
almshouse, where ten Jewish families
into a
Synagogue, obtained residence. In the same year,
1759, Benjamin Hirscli Krambambuli
of Posen was given permission to settle at Bayreuth
and to brew li(iuors according to the Danzig way
he made no use, however, of this privilege. Jewish
of chief rabbi of

"

etc., von Oberfranken, 1845. ill. 1 et iseq.; Haenle, Gcsch. der
Judcti im Ehemalioen FUrKtenthum Anvtiach, Ansbac-h,
1807: Heinr. Lant;, Neuere Gesch. des FlirMe7ithnm:t Bayreuth, UottinKen, 1798; Heller. Bayreuther Chronik, in
Arc)nv flir Bai/reuUii.'iclte Gesch. i.; Ph. E. Spies, Archivische Net)enaiiteiteii, i., Halle, 1783; Chr. Meyer, HohenzollernscJie Fonchuinjen und QiieUen zur AUen Gench. des
FUrKtenth}imx Bayreuth Gengler, Codex Juris Municipalis, i.; Holle, Gesch. der Stadt Bayreuth, pp. .5(). 182, Bayreuth, 183:3; Neustaiit. in Monatsschrift, 1884, p. 118; Lowenstein, in Zeit. fUr Gesch. der Juden in Deutschland, li. 95.

chess-players, with a salary as liigh as 200 Horins,
were engaged (1746-47) to provide entertainment at
court, and an annual salary of 300 reichsthaler, paid
from the privy purse of the prince, was given to

the Jewish painter Judah Low Pinchas (born in
Lehrberg, 1727), who was appointed court miniaturelie must
painter by Margrave Friederich in 1753.
Lave been an artist of great merit, for on the recommendation of the margrave's daughter he was called
to Berlin, where lie painted the portraits of Frederick the Great and the Prince of Orange. Bayreuth
can boast also an eminent scholar, the grammarian

4ind lexicographer Elias Levita (1469-1549), born in

Neustadt-on-the-Aisch,

who

everywliere, except in

his native land, enjoj-ed the highest respect as a
teacher of learned non-Jews.
With 1810, when the principality was joined to
the kingdom of Bavaria, the history of Bayreuth as

an independent province ceases.
In 1769 fifty-five families were living at Bayreuth,
and in all of tlie margrave's dominions there were

Population.

three hundred and fifty families, of
which one hundred and thirteen were

A

census taken in 1787
at Baiersdorf.
shows that their number had risen to

three liundred and fifty-four families, whose wealth
In
at that time was estimated to be 278,000 fiorins.
1805 an enumeration showed 2,276 Jews in the Bayreuth province of the Franconian circle. In 1900
the city of Bayreuth had about 420 Jews in a total
population of 27,700, and in 1901 it had 425 Jews.
Until 1787 the Jews of Bayreuth were buried at
Baiersdorf, Burgkundstadt, and Aufsess, but on Dec.
20, 1786, they acquired a cemetery of their own.
Among prominent rabbis of Bayreuth the following should have special mention: Samson of the
family of Judah Selke of .Langeulois, one of the
Austi-ian exiles of the year 1670, who was rabbi of

Baiersdorf and Bayreuth until 1687 David Dispeck
(born 1723; died 1794), author of the homiletic work
"Pardes David," who was appointed in 1785; his
son Simon, assistant i-abbi in Baiersdorf; the hitter's
administrator
successor. Wolf Fellheimer, 1806-26
of the rabbinate, Veitel, 1828-29; Dr. Joseph Aub
(born at Baiersdorf 1805; died at Berlin 1880), rabbi
at Bayreuth from 1829 to 1852, and editor of " Sinai,"
a magazine favoring the Jewi.sh Reform movement;
Dr. Israel Schwarz, 1852-57; Dr. Julius Flirst, 185973; administrator of the rabbinate, the
Prominent teacher Dachauer, 1873-81; and Dr.
;

;

Salomo Kusznitzki, appointed in 1881.
sonalities. Other prominent Jewish personalities
of Bayreuth have been Fischel Arn
heim (Bayreuth, 1812-64), lawyer, honorary freeman of the city of Hof, and for many years its
representative in the Bavarian Parliament; the wellknown surgeon Jacob Herz of Erlangen, who with
his brother, the engineer Von Herz of Vienna, was
born in Bayreuth; and Hofrath Dr. Engelmann, for
Per-

a long period director of the district home for the
Among the living are: Dr. Stein, surgeoninsane.
general; Von Wilmersdorfer, consul-general, living
in INIunich; and Haarburger, judge {OberlandesgericlUsrath)

Bayreuth
Baze
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and professor

in

Munich.

Bibliography: Heinritz, Bcitraqe znr
VarmaUiien FUrstentlmm Baureutlu
II.— 39

Gei^ch. der Juden im
in ArchivfUr Gesch.,

;

A.

G.

E.— A.

TATAR BAZARJIK

F.

BAZARJIK, or
A
small town of eastern Rumelia, twenty -four miles
from Piiilippopolis, containing a Jewish community
It is said
of 1,700 in a total population of 17,000.
to date from the year 1492, or, according to Biancoui, from the expulsion under Philip II. toward
There are three
the end of the sixteenth century.
tombs of undoubted antiquity, namely, that of Samuel Behar Abraham, who died in 1644; that of Peni,
wife of Solomon Levi, who died in 1659; and that
Among
of Rabbi Isaac Azriel, who died in 1709.
other antiquities may be mentioned a scroll of the
Law, in the possession of the congregation, written
by a certain Rabbi Albo in 5547 (1686); another
scroll, by Hayyim Israel Galipapa, a rabbi of the
seventeenth century; and a set of silver "bells" for
the scrolls, presented to the synagogue in 1774 by
Strange to say, the Jews of
one Abraham Sedi.
Bazarjik have preserved no chronicle of any imporThe native Mu.ssultant events in their history.
mans of Tatar origin— hence the name " Tatar Bazar:

—

terrorized Bulgarians and Jews indifferently.
During the Russo-Turkish war (1877-78), the Jews
of Bazarjik, having been deserted by the Turkish

jik"

garrison,

made

their peace

with the Russian general

Gourko.
(1902) chief rabbi is Menahem Finzi,
He succeeded his father
of advanced years.
Jacob Finzi (1773-1848), who was the author of
"Zekut Abot," a w^ork printed in Belgrade by Moses
This work is a commentary upon the
Alcalai.

The present

a

man

"

Ethics of the Fathers.
Bazarjik has two Jewish schools (one attended by
182 boys and the other by 298 girls), both founded
and supported by the Alliance Israelite Universelle.
The Alliance has likewise cared for the apprenticeship of Jewish boys to various trades; so that the
town contains Jewish blacksmiths, saddlers, joiners,

shoemakers, and tinsmiths. The main busihowever, in which the Bazarjik Jews engage

tailors,

ness,
is

the wholesale

commerce

in grain.

In general the

Jewish residents are in comfortable circumstances,
each family being independent and owning its own

Even the buildings occupied by the local
government administration, such as the courthouse,
post-office, telegraph-offlce, and public bath, are
owned by Jews.
M. Fr.
D.
house.

BAZE,

ABRAHAM DE A prominent Jew in
:

the principality of Orange, Burgundy, at the beginning of the sixteenth century. When the Jews were
forced by a decree of Philibert of Luxemburg (issued at Courthezon April 20, 1505) to quit Orange,

a period of four months was accorded, during which
they could reentei the principality, without, however, being allowed to pass the night there. Abraham

;

Bdellium
Beard
lie

Bhzl-
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and Joliaun Cohen Averc charged with the
:

J.

Bauer,

Li:<

Jiiifa dr Id PriiiciiMlittr
xxxii. 239, '^iH.

Rcvuc Etudca Juices,

it'Oraiiyr, in

G.

J.

BDELLIUM

A

precious
"liedolah"):
stone uientit)ned in Gen. ii. 13 by tlie side of gold
and the "shohaiu" stone as cue of the chief products
of Havilah.
Since manna is compared in api)earance
to Bdellium (Num. xi. 7), it may be concluded that
the latter was generally known among the Hebrews,
and was considered very precious. The meaning of
The Septuagint transthe word is not quite certain.
lates it in Genesis with di'/?pa^ (anthrax), in Numbers
with Kfii'a-o./?.og (crystal), thus interpreting it as a
Similarly, Heland and others regard
ju'ecious stone.

(n^nn

Bochart (" llierozoicon, sive de Anias crystal.
malibus Scriptura3 Sacra\" ii. 674-68?), who jtlaces
Havilah on the Arabian coast, interprets "bedolah "
as equivalent to "pearl," following Saadia, Kimhi,
and others (compare Lagarde, " Orientalia," iii. 44).
Most plausible seems tlie statement of Josephus
Ant. " iii. 1, ii 6), Avho identities manna with Bdellium
(J(5f/./OTi').
Dioscorides ("De Materia Medica," i. 80)
describes this Bdellium as "the tear of an Arabian
It is therefore a resinous substance according
tree. "
to Pliny ("Historia Naturalis," xii. So), transparent, fragrant, resembling wax, greasy to the touch,
and of a bitter taste. Pliny furthermore says that the
tree on which it is found is about as large as an
olive-tree, with leaves like the holm-oak and fruit like
the wild fig that it grows in Bactria where the best
Bdellium is found Arabia, India, Media, and Babylonia.
This description is not sufficiently clear to
enable one to classify the tree; but most probably it
belongs to the Balsa mode jub-o/i.
it

( •'

;

—

;

—

Bibliography See the various eommentaries (Delitzsrh, Dillmann, Gunlvel, Strack, etc.) to Gen. ii. 13; Daw.son, Midical
Science i)i Bible La)Hh, p. 11.5; Tristram, in L'.cjjo.sifor//
:

Times, iv. 259.
J. JR.

BE ABIDAN

I.

Be.

BE NAZREFE

(jT'nN '2) and

NA?RUFE

Supposed names
("'DlVJ, "'S'nVJ "'2)
two places where, according to the Talmud, disputations between Jews and non-Jews w'cre held.
The location of these places is as much a matter of
dispute as the words themselves were they really
names of places or merely distorted designations
or

:

of

—

for certain non-Jewish institutions

'?

The data given

Babylonian Talmud are as follows (the passages are not found in tiie Palestinian Talmud): At
the time of Hadrian, Jewish scholars were required
to come to Be Abidau, or to give an excuse for their
absence ('Ab. Zarali 17/^ Shab. lolV). It is furthermore mentioned that Abba Arika visited neither Be
Abidan nor Be Nazrefe, while his friend and colleague, Samuel, freely visited the former place,
avoiding only the latter (Shab. 116*0- The "books
of Be Abidan " {p^2i< "'QT "'"IDD) lire also mentioned
(Shab. l.r.) in a way which siiows clearly that they
are similar to the DTO '"iSD. mentioned elsewhere
in the Talmud, being the sacred Scriptures of the
in the

Jud.TO-Christians.
In view of the fad thai one place couhl not have
served as the seat of disjiutation both for the Palestinians and, a century later, for the Babylonians, the

following dilemma arises:

Abichin " and "Be Nazrefe" are merely general
for places where Jews and non-Jews met to
discuss religious toj)ics, or the 'I'almud designated
thereby things that were related but not identical,
and transferred Babylonian conditions to Palestinian
soil.
Jastrow takes "Be Abidan" to be a scornful
appellation for xiyil "'2 ("a place of gathering"),
Joel and Low for ''JVDX ''2 ("house of the El)ionites ") and " Be Nazrefe " for •'j-iVJ ''2 (" house of the
Nazarenes"); the two expressions being used for the
gathering-places of the Jewish Christians. This and
similar e.\])l!iiiatious are controverted by the fact
that Abba Arika and Samuel lived in Babylonia at a
time when the Christians were utterly Avithout inrtuence; while the ]iassages whicii mention tiie disputations at Be Abidan })resuppose not Cliristian,
but i)agan opponents.
Decisive against this supposition is the passage in 'Erubin HOa and 'Ab. Zarah
48(1, which recounts that the heathen priests brewed
beer from the fruit of a number of trees to supply
the demand on the feast-days at Be Nazrefe and it
is evident that this assertion of the Babylonian
amoi'aim must refer to conditions in their own
country.
It may therefore be assumed with certainty that

"Bj

names

strict c'liforcenient of this regulation.
HllU-KKiliAPllY
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Either the expressions

:

Be Abidan and Be Nazrefe were two

places, which,
century they ari; not
were considered in Baby-

in the first half of the third

mentioned

in later times

—

—

lonia to be the intellectual centers, Avhere Jews and
Persians disputed on religious subjects.
They must
have been so important that the Talmud api)lied the
general name "Be Abidan " to those localities where
disputations between Jews and non-Jews occurred,
in the same way that the "Academies" of Berlin or
Vienna are spoken of, without reflecting that " Academia " was the garden of Academe in Athens, where
Plato taught.
It may be mentioned that an astrologer of the nanieof Abidas, the Greek equivalent of
Abidan (Epiphanius, "Ilieres." i. 56, ed. Migne, i.
990) disputed about the year 200 with Christians in
Persia; hence " Be Abidan " may mean, linguistically
and actually, the ]ilace where Abidas or his follow" Be Nazrefe " may be referred to
ers had a school.
the name of the place Zerifin, which was known to
the Arabian geogiaphers, or to Assyrian "nazraptu "
(crucible), Be Nazrefe being a place where crucibles

were made.
Anonymous, in Literaturhlntl ilrfiCn-inits,\i.
Delilzscli, in Ziitsrhiifttl'nilicdisttiiimtc LiilluriscJie
7.")-7'.t; .loel, Jilici.r in die liclidionsgcscliirlilc,
ii. 91, 9-' ; Funk, />(f H(((/(/rt(//.s(7/c)( Kleniciite .
(Vienna,
"
1S91), note B, wlio f(iml)ines " Be Abidan " with " lie Alxlin
(house of tlie servants), as the monks used to call themselves

Biui,iO<;u.\Piiv:
15--");

Tiiroliiijic, vii.

.

.

"servants of (iod"; Jastrow, Dirt. s.v. p'3N and aoi'J;
"
the Persian " Al)dan
Kohut, Ariich Contjiletutn. v. Ot-i't
itieans only a busy jilace, which does nut apply here; Levy,
;

Liiw, in lla-Sliahdr, i.. No. 9, pp.
.")7-.59, and in He-Haluz, ii. IOD, !()!
liapoport, 'Knh Milliii
idem, in Ha-Siialjar, i.e.. No. 1(1, pp. Ill li:i: Wiesner, .sv /lolicn zitni BaliiiliDiisrhni Talniinl, ii. :i;!9, 2;il (his identitlcation of "Nazrefe" with " Nicepliorium " is as impossible as
is
that of " Me Abidan " with "Hexabde." The (ireek
never x, nor could " z " be omitted from " Bezabde ").

Nculirlyr. }Vi">rterlnic}i.

s.v.;

;

"K"

J.

L.

sK.

BE R.AB

(3-| 1^

=

"

teacher's house"):

G.

A name

Talmud, has various meanings and
Its immediate
a variety of combinations.

whicli, in the

occurs

in

however, is "academy of a tannaite
or Minora "»(compar(! 'Er. IHa), for which the Jerusalem Talmud substitutes the fuller form" Bet Kabsignification,

bah"

(liousc oltlicli'ialRT; Ycr. Sauli. x.

most

freqiu'iit citalioiis iu 'raliiiud

and

from

tlie

tlic

jiliiasc

academy

mael, IJabbi, and the semi-tanuaim Hiyyali and
Hezekiah. At the same time citations are found
^vhi(h are designated as emanating from the xmJK
("llaggadah collection"; Saidi. GTi!/); "sifra" (book;
Yonia
Bel-. 11/^ 18/y); "she'ar sifre" (other books;
Ida B. B. 124('>) of the academy, without stating
So far as SrFK.\ ami
which academy is meant.
SiKHE as cited are concerned, however, there can be
;

no doubt that under these names are meant the wellknow nhalakic haggadic commentaries upon Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy respectively.
It is doubtful which tauuaitic Miilrash was meant
by the " she'ar sifre. " That it was only another name
for "Sifre "can scarcely be correct: it is far more
likely that the ordinary 3Iekilta or that of Simon 1).
Y( >hai was meant, although the quotation iu Yoma 74a
agrees verbatim with Sifra, Emor..\iv.l02r/,ed. Weiss.
The meaning of the words " Be Kab " in these collections is open to (question. That Akiba was not meant,
as soiiu! suggest; that it was not he who was brietiy
styled "the teacher," and that the works mentioned
were not those of this teacher, is evident from the
fact that the principal parts of the Sifre to Numbers

—

emanated from the school of Ishmael a school diAnother conjecture
rectly oi)posed to that of Akiba.
that the

"Kab" referred to in "Be Rab
amora Rab (Abba Auika), who

"

is

the

men-

is
celebrated
Nevertheless,
tioned as the last editor of the Sifra.
despite ^Nlaimonides and many modern scholars who
have followed him, the name of this amora can not
be associated with Be Rab. This is evident from the
j)hrase, "Tanna debe rab," which is occasionally

Talmud, where, as Ilolfmann shoAvs,
can have no reference Avhatever to Rab. The
exjilanation of "Be Rab" given by this scholar, and
based upon Sherira Gaon's statements, is probably
"Be Rab," in all the bethe only admissible one.
fore-mentioned instances, means only "academy,"
and " sifra " and " sifre " are simply the books of this
academy that is, such books as were olHcially recognized while other baraita ("outside") collections
(compare Bakaita) were excluded therefrom. An
authority of a tradition found in Sifra (Shemini, v.
.")0/;, cd. Weiss) is quoted in the Talmud as Tana-debe rab (Hul. GQa)- See Mekti.ta, Sifka, Sifuk.
cited in the
it

—
—

BiBLiooRAPiiv Kpsteiii, Mi-K(uli)\ii)ii!iiit hti-WhinUn), p])..")!!,
Weiss, Dar, ii. :i;i5-:i;W; Frifiiiiiaiin, in the introduction to
:

).') ;

liis edition of tlie Mckilto. pp. lij rt .sr(y.,55 ct seq.; HofTiuann,
Zio- h:bileitu)i(i in itir HalacliiscJioi ^[illra!>}lim, PP- 15
3") ct seq., 40. 47. 5;.' rt srij.; idem, in Berliner's 3/nf/((2in,
xvi. 71: Levy, Kin Wi»t lil}rr die Mrhilta roll Ii. Siwan
iBreslau Seminary JnJnrshericlit, 1SS9), pp. 1-3; Levy.
yiulichriiisihca i\T»tcrlimh, i. ~15; Kohut, ^4r(((7i Co/ii-

d

.>>r(/.,

lilctnm,
.1.

ii.

53.

L.

SH.

BEACONSFIELD, EARL
BEAN, B.S:AN

:

A

Maccabeus (I ]Macc. v.
^ 1) on account of its

G.

OF. See Dishaem.

destroyed by Judas
4; Josephus, "Ant." xii. 8,
persistent attacks upon the
tribe

JCAVS.
J.

ju.

BEANS i^iQ (• pol")

Tlie

2>iit).

^lidrusli hu-

1 "'m ["'JOj NJfl, "a. Uuma
of Kabbi N. N." (Hul. 42«, and
frequently), are taUeu from tlie coIl(;ctions of the
tannaites Simon b. Yohai, Elie/er b. Jacol), Ishgiijuing witli

is

Bdellium
Beard
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G. B. L.

mentioned twice
28

xvii.

it

The

:

well

known

Old Testament.

in the

vegetable,
In II Sam.

referred to as a foodstulf along with

is

lentils.
How it was prepared
not known; it was jirobably boiled
and roasted. Ezekiel (iv. 9) is commanded to bake
bread from wheat, barlej'. Beans, lentils, millet, and

and

barley,

Avheat,

for the talile

is

from wliicli fact it maybe deduced that Beans
were used as a substitute for corn-meal in times of
famine.
The name " pol " lias remained until to-day

spelt,

denote the

to

Linn.), that

so-called

tield-beans

have always been found

(

W'rin

Fnbi(,

in all lauds in

It is the
the vicinity of the ^Mediterranean sea.
Tiie bean foiuid in S^ria toof the Greeks.
day and known as the garilen-bcan (PIuixcoIhk) is of
liiauoc

another kind. Its present designation, "lubiyeh,"
is evidence th:it it was not introduced into Palestine
in olden times.
I. Be.
J. .IK.

BEAR

311 C'dob") An animal often mentioned
Old Testament, and evidently not rare in
Next to the lion, the Bear is
Palestine and Syria.
regarded as the most formidable enemy of mankind
(Amos V. 10), although he must be very hungry to
The jirotection
attack man without provocation.
of his flock from the lions and bears constitutes the
shepherd's most ditHcult task (I Sam. xvii, 34). The
prophet can therefore appropriately use the metaphor of "the cow and the bear feeding together,"
as an emblem of the profound peace of j\Iessianic
:

the

in

times

(Isa. xi. 7).

The tender

love of the female

cubs was well known to the Hebrews.
A female Bear that has been robbed of her young is
the picture of ungovernable wrath (II Sam. xvii. 8;
Prov. xvii. 12; Hosea xiii. 8). In the apocalypse
of Daniel (vii. 5) the Bear, on account of its greediness, is represented as a symbol of the Median emAt the present time the Bear
pire, greedy for lands.
is extinct in Palestine proper, and is only occasionally met with in the Lebanon district.
The Syrian Bear Umis Si/iidcus) is distinguished
from the ordinary type of brown Bear by a somewhat lighter color and an appreciably smaller
The brown Bear is found almost every
stature.
where in the north temperate ztme.
Bear for

lier

(

Biblioc;raphv
4tj

J.

;

:

Tristram, Nat}t)al Histiifj/of
(if the BUilc, pp. :i8-31.

titc

Bihle, p.

Wood, A)tinials

I-

JR.

BEARD.— Biblical

Data

:

The modern

cultivates his Beard as the sign

Be.

Oriental

and ornament of

The
his Beard, touching it.
sentiment seems to have been the same in Biblical
According to the Egyptian and Assyrian
times.
monuments, all western Semites wore a full, round
Beard, evidencing great care. Long beards, as found
on later Babylonian and Assyrian sculptures, representing the highest aristocracy, do not, however,
seem to have occurred among the Jews. [The elder
(" zaken "), probably received his name from his long
manhood: he swears by

Beard, as "bene barbatus."]
The frequent assertion that the upper lip was
According to II Sam. xix. 24
shaved is incorrect.
(Hebr. 25), the mustache ("safam"; A. V. "beard")
received regular "trimming" (thus A. V., aftpr the
Vulgate the Hebrew " doing " is as general as in
;

--;
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Anointing of the Beard seems to be reEnglish).
ferred to in Ps. cxxxiii. 2 (contrast the neglect of the
Beard in I Sam. xxi. 14 as a sign of madness). In
II Sam. XX. 9, taking a man by his Beard is, possibly,

modified Semitic esteem for the Beard: indeed, it
had rather the contrary effect; for it led to its con-

a sign of special friendship.
To mutilate the Beard of another by cutting or
sliaving is, consequently, considered a great disgrace,
Mourners
II Sam. X. 4 ("plucking out," Isa. 1. 6).
bring a sacrifice by disfiguring themselves in this

in early

way:

passages were supposed to contain

see references to cutting

olf,

in Isa. xv. 2; to

clipping, in Jer. xlviii.37; and plucking off, in Ezra
ix. 3 (contrast Jer. xli. 5, where shaving is found
even in the presence of the Lord, with the prohi-

Lev. xix. 27, xxl. 5). The latter seems to mean
the clipping or
i.e., sides,
specially the corners
shaving of which produces a pointed Beard. In distinction from the settled Semites, the nomadic tribes
bition.

;

of the desert wore such a pointed Beard (compare
On Egj'ptian repJer. ix. 25, xxv. 23, xlix. 32).

W. M. Mliller," AsienundEuropa,"
The shaving prescribed for lepers seems

resentations, see
p. 140.

intended to
public

call

attention to
this

dread

The

busi-

ness

of

the barber
(Ezek. v. 1)

may,

vi.

The Halakah, accordingly, occupied

31).

the subject, having
reference to the precepts in Lev. xix.
xxi.

27,

two

These

5.

prohibitions,

the removal of the
side-locks ("pe'ot")
and the sliaving of
the Beard.
As regards the former,
some aut horities Beard of a Semite of the Upper Class.
prohibit not only
(From the tombs of the Beni-Hassao.)
the total removal of
these locks, but even clipping them (sec Pe'ot). Concerning the Beard, however, the Halakah only forbids its removal with a razor, and not even by this
means except when the hair is removed smoothly
and close to the roots (Misknah Mak iii. 5 Sifra,
Kedoshim, vi. ed. Weiss, 90^.
This modification of the actual Biblical prohibition
Avas probably due to Jewish intercourse with the
Greeks, as the regulation is expressly
In
made by the Rabbis that any one havTalmudic ing constant intercourse with the oflfi;

Times,

out-

cers of the

shaving,
have consisted

is

e

mon

i

a

1

in

trimming
and polling.
In
Gen.
Captive Jew with Clipped Beard.
xli.
14,
(From the British Museum.)
J o s e p ]i s
shaving does not belong to the Palestinian, but to
the Egyptian, custom. The Egyptians of the higher
classes shaved the Beard carefully; fashion allowing only sometimes a small tuft under the chin.
'

;

unsupported; compare Rabbinowicz, "Dikduke
Soferim," on the passage), and forbade any removal
of the Beard whatever, either with forceps or with
a cutting instrument. Some of the ancients explain
a passage in the Tosefta (Ber. i. 4) as if its removal
were the custom of a heretical sect in the second
century (Tos. of Judah Hasid and Solomon b. Adret,

on

Ber.llrt).
Although this
admits

passage

long, pointed chin-tuft of the primitive Egyptians (preserved among their Ilamitic relatives, the
Libyans and the inhabitants of Punt) was kept as an

of another explanation, Epi-

Beard, tied to the chin on state occasions
and at religions ceremonies. Of the other nations
coming in contact with Israel, the Hittites and the
Elamitic nations shaved the Beard completely, as
the earliest Babylonians had done (in part?).

versusHoereses,"
1 X X
7
e d
Migne, ii. 76o)
mentions that a
certain heretical
sect regarded a
shaven face as a

The

artificial

:

Benzinger, HehriliKche Arclu'tolfiyie,

Nowack, Lehrfnich der Hcbi-iliKchen Arclu'tnlngie,
W. M. Miiller, Aaien und Europa, pp. 29ti ct xeq.

W. M.

A.

p. 110;
p. 134

M

phanius
.

religious
tial.

Beard (B. M. 84rf). Intercourse with Greeks
and Romans during all this period had evidently not

Migne,

;

Ad.

essen-

The "Apos-

tolic

:

("

;

In Rabbinical Literature That "the adorn
ment of a man's face is his beard" (Shab. ir)2«) was
a favorite saying among the Jews of Palestine in the
second century of the common era two centuries
later, the expression "adornment of the face" was
current among the Babylonian Jews as a designation
for the

government might adopt

the heathen tonsure, while to others it
remained strictly forbidden (B. K. 83«). Eliezer b.
Hyrcanus, the representative of the old Halakah,
opposed this innovation (ib. the reading "Elazar"

side of cer-

BiBMOGRAPHY

it.self

times with

;

d

disease
(Lev.xiv.9).
e

sideration as something speciticall}' Jewish (Baruch

tions,"

Constitui.
3, lay

insistence

upon

Jewish Envoy with Beard.
(From

the lilack Obelisk of Shalnianeser U.)

the Biblical prohibition against the removal of the Beard, as does
Clement of Alexandria ("Ppedagogus," chap. iii. ed.
;

20),

580-592; compare Jerome on Ezek. xliv.
and the Jewish sages agree in basing the objeci.
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removal on the ground that God gave
miiu a Beard to distinguish him from Avoman, and
tion to such

;^i§j&e

":

Beard

The

Cabalists succeeded where the Talmudists
they declared even the shortening of the
Beard with scissois to be a great sin, and they related
of tlieir master, Isaac Luria, that he kept his hands
from his Beard lest the contact should cause any
hairs to drop from it (Judah Ashkenazi, " BaGr
Heteb," on Yoreh De'ah, I.e.). With ihe .spread of
Luria's Cabala in Poland and the Slavonic lands, any
trimming of the Beard with scissors was gradually
proliibited.
The Italians, even the Italian Cabalists, still shaved, according to the custom of the
land, one of them even going so far as to demonstrate cabalistically that shaving off the Beard was
interdicted only in the Holy Land, and that elsewhere
the opposite jjractise was rather to be recommended
failed

;

(ShabbethaiBeOr, "Responsa Bet'r 'Eshek," 670).
In Eastern lands the Jews, like their Mohammedan
neighbors, did Jiot cut their beards; and in 1720 this
led to a violent controversy between Italian Jews
wlio liad settled for business purposes in Salonica,
Turkey, and the rabbinate there, the latter insisting
that the

newcomers must wear

their beards.

The

the discussion by their
countrymen, could not decide the matter; for the
further question was involved as to the obligation
of sojourners to govern themselves by the rules of
their temporary abiding-place (Joseph Ergas, "Dibre
Yosef," No. 36, decides against the Italians; in their
favor were S. Morpurgo and Mordecai Zahalon, in
Italian

rabbis, called into

the

first

No.

61).

responsa collection. "Shemesh Zedakah,"
This "cult of tiie Beard " had also its op-

ponents, and among them was especially noticeable
Joseph Solomon del ]\Iedigo, from whom, or from
whose pupil, Moses b. Meir ^••'O (Metz?), the following epigram is extant:
" If men be jiidfred wise l>y their beards and their girth,

€^§ii
Beard of an Assyrian King.
(From Botla, " Monuments de Nineve.")

nature
it is therefore wrong to antagonize
(among Jewish commentators compare Bahya and
Abravanel on Lev. xi.x. 27). In Palestine, where a
that

Then gt)ats were the wisest of creatures on earth."
In the second half of the seventeenth century the

population resided, the clipping of
the Beard (except in periods of mourning) seems to
have been prevalent as early as the third century in
learned circles of Jews, who probably respected the
above-mentioned tannaite Halakah. while tiie uninformed people scarcely regarded tlic distinction belarge Hellenic

tween clipping and shaving (Yer. R. H. i. 576).
In medieval times, asin thcTalnnidical period, the
custom of the country seems to have been followed
in regard to the Beard.

In
Medieval
Times.

In the East,

among jVIohammedan nations,

the

Jews

wore long beards; in Germany, France,
and Italy, it was entirely removed
with scissors (Levi, "Tisporet Lulyanit," pp. 70, 71; Kimhi to II Sam. x. 5; Asheri,
Makkot iii., beginning; marginal gloss on the Tos.
to Shab. Ih, quoted by Isserlein, "Terumat haDeshen,"

p. 295;

authoritative thus for the period

from the twelfth to the fifteenth century). Scrupulous German rabbis, however, sought, as early as
the fifteenth century, to forbid the cutting of the
Beard, doubtless because the majority paid little
attention to the strict letter of the Halakah, and, instead of cutting with the scissors, shaved smooth
But this rigor was
with a razor (Isserlein, I.e. p. 9).
too much even for Isserles (Sliulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh

De'ah, 181,

9).

of a .ludean from Egypt.
(From Sayce, " Races of ihe Old Testament,")

Head Showing Beard

practise arose among the Jews in Germany and Italy
removing the Beard by means of pumice-stone or

of

Beard
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chemical aiicuts, which left the lace smooth, as if
shaven. This was strenuously, though no douht
vainly, opposed by two distinnuished Talmudists of

314

intended it to aijpl}' r,]\\y to ])iicsts.
In Poland and
in the Slavonic countries, attempts wcva maile.
towai'd the end of the eighteenth century, to evade
the Biblical i)rohil)ition of shaving, much to the
vexation of the leading Talmudists(Ezekiel Landau,
"Nodi' bi-Yehuda," ii.
Yoreh De'ah, 80). llasidism, which just then sprang up in those countrie
restored (he Beard to its former dignity
so that today, in all eastern Europe, the comjjlete removal of
the Beard is considered an evidence of u formal break
with rabbinical Judaism (compare; Smolenski, "Simhat Hanef," ed. 18'JO, p. 46, and the Yiddish !=atire
"Die Bord" in Michael Gor<h)n, " Yiidische Lieder."
Special stress is laid upon the propriety of the
p. 15).
hazan's wearing a Beard (Joel Sirkes, "Bet Iladash," on Tur Orah Hayyim, 5:5; Shabbethai Beer.
"BeUr Sheba'," p. 107), with i-efereuce to an old
Tahnudical jirescription dating from a period when
the absence of a Beard was a sign of juvenility (Hul.
'24'/).
The fourth council at Carthage (398) similarly
decided "clericus nee comam nutriat. nee barbam
radat" (the clergyman shall n(»t let his hair grow,
neither shall he remove his Beard); and even many
centuries later, when the Church found it vain to
()l)pose the removal of the Beard by the laity, it
still insisted that the clerics should wear a Beard
(Bingham, " Anticpiities of the Christian Church,"
;

,

;

I.

ii.

1.-),

1(5).

Popular imagination also has occu|)ied

itself

with

The following

saying, attributed to Ben
Sirach, was current in Talmudical times: "A thinbearded man is cunning, a thick-bearded one is a
the Beard.

fool; but nobody can do any harm to a man with a
parted beard" (Sanh. lO(lA). The Talmud .says of

Beard as Worn by
CFruni a Jihoto^raiili taken

ii

.ll

riii^ssum
Jt-rus.llfln

Jew.
by Bmifils.)

1). Naphtali ("Bet
on Yoreh De'aii, lS7)anil the Italian Joseph
I). Sohtmon Fiametta ((pioted in his son-in-law's KeOne
sponsa. "Shemesh Zedakah," No. Gl, p. 102(/).

the time, the Polish ralihi Hiilel
Hlllcl,"

of the (piestions constantly leciu ring in the le.sponsa
literature of the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries concerns the cli[>ping of the Beard on the
"middle days" of the festivals (" IIol ha-Mo'ed "),
because Talmudical law forbids the cutting of the
hair on these days (see the resi)onsa of the Amsterdam and Venetian rabbis in Moses Hages, " Leket
ha-Kemah," on Yoreh De'ah, loS).
Ti'ivial as all this ([ue.stion appears, it was impor
taut in the history of the Jewish Reform movement
Isaac- Samuel Keggio jjublished (Vienna.
in Italy.
1S89) a pamphlet entitled "Ma'amar ha-Tiglahat,
"in which he attempted to jirove casuistically that
the regulations of the Talmud concerning the cutmiddle days " no longer
ting of the Beard on the
had apjilication. on account of the changed ciicum
stances." This called forth the reidies, "Tiglahat ha
Ma'amar " (Leghorn. 1889) by Abraham Hay Keggio.
and "Tis])oret Lulyanit," by Jacob E/.ekiel Levi
(l'>erliii, is:i!»). "in Italy the inlluence
'"

Modern
Views.

of tiie non Jewish jiopulation was so
strong that even so /ealous a repic-

sentative of ral)binical Judaism as
Samuel David Lu/.zatto remail^eil in a prixnie letter
that he no longer concerned himself witii tiie prohil)ition of shavini;-. because he thought tiie IJible

Briinl-l'riiiiiiiinL!'.

(Fr.mi

I

the Pharaoh nf
ell in

An

s.l.'U,

llic

"

PhrlnlMiriis M.-I.rii(. Mixtiis."

Exodus,

tliiit

his

length (M. K. 1^0.
oath u[)on the Beard and pc'ot

li;."iT.)

Beard was an
is

customary

Heara
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the Polisli Jews to-day. ;ililiniii:li irciicrally
employed in an ironical sense (eonipare IJernstein, in
L. G.
"Ha-Shahar," vi. 4orj).

among

Beautiful

sonne \ai'ious Iciiet^coiicirning the privilegcsof the

Jews

(Saige,

//>.

\).

223).

(Jidss. (idlliii Jiiilnii-(i. pp. 11!) it sri/.; FvsBnu.loiilt.vlMl V
sftlc. Ilistiiiir lie Hi iiiiiiii)( i. tOii. 411:^: Iti'ilarriitt', Lisjiiifii
I'll l''ritiiii. \>.:i'-i'>: HiiW/.. (jisvli. iter Jiulin, vi. tDl.
:

.

BEAUCAIRE

(Provon(;al, Belcaire)

City in
soniewliat im:

A
the dcpartuieut of Gard, France.
portant Jewi.sh conmuiuity ^vas lounded iiere as
early as tlie beginning of the twelfth century, whose
members lived among tlie Christians and enjoyed
In i)arthe same rights and privileges as tliey did.
tieular were they protected by the count of Toulouse,

Raymond

V.,

who admitted them

besieging.
In 121).") ail the Jews under the jurisdiction of the
seneschal's court of Beaucaire were arrested, and tlie
richest among tliem sent to the Chatelet at Paris.
At the same tinu' ail their possessions were seized,
tlie prisoners were released only after having
aconsideralile ransom and stated tlie amotmt of
tiieir credit (Menard, "llistoire de Nismes." i. 412;
In distributing the as.sessufrjii, " Preuves." p. 123).

and

])aid

meiit of

l.")(),U()()

livres, wiiicli Ciiarles

IV. impo.^'d

upon all tlie Jews of France, the Jews in tlie distiict
of the seneschal of Beaucaire were rated 2(1, HOO li\ res.
(Ml June 2, 1340, Philip VI. canceled all the debts
payable to the Jews that had been contracted by the
But in IMHs tlie
Christians (" Ordonnances," ii. 71).
Jews of the seneschars court were again authorized
No Jews retiuiied to
to collect their debts {ih. iv.).
Beaucaire after the expulsion of IHdi.
A number of scholars may be menlioncd. who
either lived at Beaiicaiie or were liorn there: The
"prince" Kalonymus and his nephew Judali: Isaac;
the poet Judah b. Nallianael and his

Scholars at live .sons, who tlouiished at Beaucaire
Beaucaire. about 1271, at the time when the ]ioet
Judah al-Harizi visited thecity (Gross,
"Gallia Judaica," p. 120); the two brothers Don
Todros and Jacob b. Judah, the latter being one of

Abba

^lari (Xeubauer, " Kabbins
Sen Moses, who lived at Salon
in the fourteenth century, and is to all appearances
identical with Closes b. Solomon of Beaucaire, the
translator of Avcrroes' great commentary on ArisSamuel b.
totle's ".Metaphysics" (Gross, i/>. \^. (J^O)
Judah of ^larseilles, imprisoned about 1321 in the
castle of Beaucaire. where h" translated Avcrroes'
commentary on Aristotle's "Ethics" (Gross, i7>. pji.
121, o80): Tanl.ium b. Moses of Beaucaire, who translated at Urbanea, Italy, in 140fi. Hiiipocrates' "Prognostica" (Gross, //;. p. 121); Bonjour or Bondia of
Beaucaire. commissioner in charge of resettling the

the friends

of

Franc^ais," p. 082);

;

Jews

of Tianguedoc in

131.")

BEAUCROISSANT

(Saige, " Les Juifs de

Languedoc." pp. 100. 330); and Bonet du Barry,
who, in 12i»l, presented to the seneschal of Carcas-

Community of

:

Hi\(s, arioiiilissciuent of
France, a locality inhabited by

of

Him.ioiiR.vi'iiv

:

St.

^larcellin

Jews

Isere.

in 1337.

liirui' ilrs Etitilis Jidvcs, ix. 2il.
I.

BEAUGENCY. See Fh.vncr.
BEAUGENCY, ELIEZER.
Bi;\r(.i:M

K.

the canton

u.

to certain

ofKces and entrusted them with an important part
About ll!).") they wore
of the public administration.
li 12'J4
persecuted, and many of tliem jjerisiied.
Philip the Fair ordered tlie seneschal to n legate
tliem to tiie rampart which separated tlie city from
This s)ieciid (piarter extended from the
the castle.
rock of lvO(iuecourbe to the gale of Cancel; it disappeared entirely in loTS, togetlier with tlie ruins of
tile synagogue, at the general demolition wliich
FoU(piet de Tliolon, seigneur of Ste. Jaille, iiiidertooU in order to isolate the fortress whicli lie was

S.

(;.

L.

See Ei.ikzku of

V.

BEAUTIFUL, THE, IN JEWISH LITER-

ATURE

:

To

the speculative tiieory of the beaut!

ful the .lews can not be said to

fnntful thoughts,

in the

economy

have contriliuted
of the humanities

Tliis
this field fell to the inheritauceof the Greeks.
statement will stand, even though, as is now admitted, the origin of art in Greece points to Semitic
influences. The impulses in this domain came to the
Greeks neither from the Piienicians nor from tiie
Egyptians, but from the Assyrians, ''i'lie cycle of
Cadnuis myths may be dismissed as Imvin.g no evidential relevancy on the problem (see Grupjie, "Die
Giiechischen Kulte und Mytlieu." 1S87). Still, whatever power the Assyrian civilization may have exercised to (juicken and ai'ouse the artistic genius of the
Greeks, the Helirews can scarcely be ci'edited with

having cultivated the lieautiful. The common disthough resting on one of tho.se sweeping
tinction
generalizations for which modern thought is indebted, among others, to Ernest Renan between
the ottice of the Aryan mind and that of the Semitic
seems to be on the whole beyond disi)ute. Beauty
is the preoccupation of the Greek soul; righteousThe philosophy of art,
ness, that of the Hebrew.
therefore, is naturally and nationally under the spell
His theory of beauty as
of Plato's sjieculation.
"something abstract, divine, with an absolute and
distinct reality (|uite apart from man," has .sounded

—

—

the kev-note of almost all the later disquisitions (see
Eugene Veron, "^Esthetics," English transl., Lon-

don, 1S79).

For the Greeks Creation itself became imder PlaThe
tonic instruction a work of beauty, a cosmos.
(Creator took on the functions of an architect, molding
the shapeless and often stubborn material in accordance with his pi'cconeeived and vitalizing ideas.
Philo, the Jewish Platonist, does not hesitate to
adopt the funilamental element of this Greek conAccording to him, the flrst day in the
ception.
:Mosaic account of Creation relates to the intelligible
cosmos; and he proceeds to unfold his
The Greeks meaning by illustrating it with Coplous appeals to the methods of arcliiand
tccture in which the ideal plan created
Beauty.

and existing in the mind of the archiand controls the execution of the real
stone or other material (" De Opiliciis Mundi," 5;^

tect precedes
in
4,

.")).

Similarly, the ideal tabernacle was revealed
pattern of the material

to ]Moses as the precreated

The Septuagint
one ("De Vita Moysis," iii. 3).
manifests its dependency upon similar Platonic concepts, when, in Gen. ii. 1. it renders the Hebrew

—""

;
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" by Koouoq, a remlition which could easily
be read into the original by a slight change of the
Masoretic "zeba'am" into "zebyonam" (their beauMoreover, it is more than likely that
ty, R. H. 11^().
in Gen. i. 3 the rendition of the Hebrew "tohu wabohu " by "aoparoQ Kcil ciKaTaaKevaTog " is due to similar Platonic influences (compare Siegfried, "Pliilo,"

"Zeba'am

pp. 8, 9).
In rabbinical Haggadot many instances occur of
similar Platonizing interpretations, worked out according to the general method of haggadic exegesis
through appeal to the letters of text, but Avithal
proofs of the influence attained in the thinking of
the rabbinical homilists by the conception of Creation as a process of unfolding beauty.
Some of these
analogies have been adduced by Siegfried (I.e. pp.
^lore characteristic than
148, 149).
Creation those cited by him is the following,
a Work of credited to Judah ben Ila'i: When
Beauty.
God was about to create the world,
He consulted the Torali as one would
an artist or architect, and then carried into effect His
preconceived ideal Creation (Tan., Bereshit, 5 [ed.
Buber, p. 4); Gen.
i.].
The construction of the Tabernacle and the making of the utensils it contained are in the same manner likened to the procedure which an artist confronted with a similar task would adojjt.
Heavenly
patterns descended within the vision of jMoses; and
these he copied in the practical execution of the
command (compare among others Yalk., Cant. 369).
The assumption in Ab. R. N. xiii. that when Moses
was preparing to erect the "Mishkan " he refused to
confer with the princes of the tribes, rests on the notion that as the plan had been divinely unfurled there
was no necessity for discussing the work of mortals.
How far the Platonic theory of beauty influenced
Aristotle is a moot question.
One might Hnd in the
Jewish Aristotelians notably Maimonides indications of an appreciation of the beautiful.
The opening discussion in the "Moreh " on the significance of
"zelem" as distinct from "demut" would seem to
have a place in this interesting though perilous,
because doubtful, chapter of Jewi.sh speculation.
At any rate, it is plain tliat the absolute denial to
the Jewish mind of the capacity to apjii-eciate and
realize the beautiful can for good reasons be relegated to the lumber-room of prejudices. Granted
that the principal anxiety of the Jewish consciousness lies in the plane of the religiously ethical, the
artistically beautiful, or esthetics, can not be located
in another plane.
There are points of intersection
between the two. In hisfjuest for the harmonies of
life, the Greek evolved also a theory of tlie harmonies
of character and conduct of no mean range or depth.
And, on the other hand, the Hebrew, in his zeal for
the discovery of the divinely and eterThe
nally true and righteous, could not but
Beautiful ])erfcive that Creation moved to a
in the
rhythm of divinely ordered harmonics.
Hebrew The vocabulary of Judaism does not
Vocablack terms coinioting both the beauty
ulary.
of the body and that of the soul. Thus
"j'afeli"
applied to men. animals,
things, and covmtries signifies " beautiful in general
outward appearance " " neluiiad " denotes " attract-

R

—

—
;

—

—
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ive to the eye," witli the underlying suggestion of
the "desirability" of the object (Gen. ii. 9), the

corresponding noun

"hemed" being used

in

com-

binations (Isa. xxxii. 12; Ezek. xxiii. 6; Amos v. 11);
"naweh," from the verb "iwah," also denotes "de-

hence "beauty "; "tob march" signifies
"good in appearance," licnce "comely."
The Hebrew also employs paraphrases with nouns
for instance, "'ez hadar" denotes "a tree of beauty
sirability,"

or splendor."

—

Other combinations with " 'hen" for instance, "baimply beauty not so much of the body as

—
of the soul — grace.
'alat 'hen "

In the common proverbial colloquial language of the Jews to the present day, " 'hen "
is employed to characterize that undefinable something which goes far to render its possessor beloved
of men. Loveliness is also expressed in "no'am."
Besides, the words "yofi," "shefer," "hadar," "hod "
(splendor),

"hesed"

(love),

"kabod"

(honor) are used

to indicate various manifestations of phj'sical and
spiritual gracefulness and beauty.
The highest de-

gree of personal charms or local attractiveness is expressed by "miklal yofi."
In the Talmud not only is the same appreciation
of beauty shown by the use of these and similar
terms as a glance at the various Hebrew and Talmudical dictionaries shows; the Greek Avord for
" beautiful " (raZoc) gave rise also to tlie verb " kalles "

—

(D^p), to declare as beautiful; that

is,

to prai.se

but it is enjoined as a rule "to offer up a benediction
on seeing beautiful creatures or beautiful trees
(Ber. 58^*; Tan., Pinhas, 10).
AVhile the Greeks applied the golden mean of proportion and harmonious relations to art, and the Jew
jVIaimonides counsels, and others tacitly pracconstrued his rule of conduct on the realitised
zation of the law of moderation, still the eyes of
the Jew were not blind to the beauty which laughed
out upon him from God's own world.
There have been times when the Jew was in conscious and fanatic revolt against the Greek ideal.
The jNIaccabean struggle and that against Rome
could not but react in favor of a rigid and unrelenting hostility to whatever in the least smacked of
concessions to Greek or Roman conceits. Tlie athletic games of the gj'mnasium, the divine honors
paid to the images of the emperors, naturally carried
the penduhmi of Jewish thought to the opposite
pole.
The result was that, for a while at least, attention to phj'sical culture (of the body) fel! luider
the ban
also sensible appreciation of the difference
between idolatry and .sculpture came nigh to be
impossible.
Nevertheless, evidence abounds that
beauty of the body, both in men and in women, was
regarded as a distinction to gain which was worthy
of the ambition of the best.
At all events, it is certain that the art of ornamenting the body was highly
developed among the Jews at a comAppre]>aralively early period.
The third
ciation of chapter of Isaiah shows that the bouPhysical doir of the Hebrew woman was well
]>rnvi(led with the things she deemed
Beauty.
needful to enhance iier charms.
Otlier
passages prove that house and lumie were richly em-

— as

—

;

bellished (see
ptissiin).

Nowack,

"Ilebraisclie Archilologie,

;
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did the art of heightening the natural beauty
or woman fall into disuse during the Talmudic era. Fondness for bathing was made the subject of special note in the case of no less a personage
than Hillel. The use of ointments (Lev. I{. xxxiv.);
the attention paid to the toilet of the bride on her
day of joy the ornaments which are deemed indispensable to woman (Ket. 48rt, 596; B. B. 22a); the
recorded use of artificial cosmetics ("kahal") to
beautify the eyebrows or the finger-nails; the fond-

Nor

of

man

;

ness ascribed to

women

for fine

garments and

fine

surroundings in preference even to luxurious food
(Esther R. i. 9) the artificial heightening of the forehead ("kilkul," Shab. viii. 4; 80^*)— these and many
similar particulars, abundantly scattered throughout
Talmudic literature, go far to disprove the popular
thesis of the lack of appreciation for beauty of body
"Woman's ator surroundings among the Jews.
tractiveness is her beauty " ('Dv!? N^N nCJ'N px), said
the fair maidens of Jerusalem at their gathering on
the liills on the Fifteenth of Ab and at the close of
In fact, the
the Day of Atonement (Ta'anit 31^^.
Jews had a standard of personal beauty which was
;

largelj' their

own.

The

acrostic praise of the

good

housewife's virtues in Proverbs throws some light
on the peculiar disposition of the Jewish mind in
this field.

Still

more

telling are the descriptive ad-

jectives

Standards Solomon.

and
Types of

and

Song of
good reason for

similes of the

There

is

saying that, in the estimation of the
Jews, physical beauty both in the Biblical period and during that of the
Beauty,
Palestinian Talmudists conformed to
the requirements which we know to have been considered indispensable by the Arabs (compare Lane's
"Arabian Nights," i. 25). Just as the Bible extols
Sarah (Gen. xii. 11), Rebekah (Gen. xxiv.l6), Rachel
(Gen. xxix. 17), Joseph (Gen. xxxix. 6), David
(I Sam. xvi. 12), and Abigail (I Sam. xxv. 3) for
beauty of appearance, so the rabbis mention, as the
most beautiful women that ever lived, Sarah, Rahab,
Another version
Abigail, and Esther (^leg. 15^0gives Vashti in place of Esther, the latter having
owed her seeming beauty to the grace bestowed
upon her by an angel. The sons of Beeri and all
the daughters of the tribe of Asher are said to have
attracted attention by their beauty (Pesik. R. 38 [ed.
Friedmann, p. 1356]). Eve, again, is extolled by the
A picrabbis as the type of all womanly beauty.
ture ("eikon") of her, it is said, was traditionally
transmitted to the heads of the generations; but
Sarah is held to have been her superior, while Abishag merely approximated the prototype (Gen. R
God Himself adorned her before presenting
xl.).
her to Adam (Gen. R. xviii.). "The daughters of
Israel are all beautiful by nature, only poverty disfigures them," says R. Ishmacl (Ned. ix. 10, p. 6C'i).
In connection with the rabbinical amplification of
Sarah's adventure in Egypt, it is stated that, in accordance also with the Shulamite's words in the
Song of Songs, black or dark complexion was conThe hair worn
sidered to detract from beauty (ib.).
high and coiled back was regarded as an effective
device to increase personal beauty (Cant. R. iv. 1
compare Bacher, "Ag. Pal. Amor." ii. 385); while
the eyes of the bride, if sparkling and soft, were

Beautiful

held to be sufficient and to free her from the necessity of resorting to other ornaments.
In this connection it is interesting to note that from these passages
it would appear that the hair must have been worn
exposed though mention is made of veils and hoods,
which, however, were of such material as to heighten
rather than to conceal the magnificence of the hair.
One of the ways to allure a would-be suitor and to
inflame his passion was the plaiting of the hair (Yer.
Sanh. ii. 20a; Num. R. ix. 24). Child-bearing was
known to be detrimental to the comeliness of the
body the matriarchs preserved their beauty so long
because they were childless for quite a time (Gen.
R. xlv.).
Adam is regarded as the type of all manly beauty.
As by the Mohammedans the beard is looked upon
as the sign of manly beauty and is.
therefore, ordained by the Proj^het as
Female
and Male a mark of the true believer, distinct
from the infidel, so among the Jews
Beauty.
manliness and beardlessness were held
Abbahu is
to be well-nigh incompatible (Yeb. 806).
mentioned as one of the handsomest of men, not
merely on account of his towering stature, but also
and in this respect distinguished even beyond
Johanan for his flowing beard (B. 'M. 84«); see
Rashi on the expression |pT D'JD T]"]!!!. This latter
declaration that the beard constitutes the splendor
of the manly countenance is variously credited to R.
Akiba and to Joshua ben Korha (Eccl. R. x. 7; Shab.
152rt).
R. Johanan b. Nappaha was so deeply impressed with his own beauty that he used to sit for
hours by the portals of the bathing-establishments, in
order to impress the women with his appearance and
thus influence the looks of their expected offspring
The desire
(Ber. 20n\ Low, "Lebensalter," p. 63).
to have beautiful children was keen among the
women of Israel and various devices are on record
;

;

—

—

;

employed by them

to accomplish this end (Low,
although the father transmits his own beauty
as well as his vigor to the sons ('Eduyyot ii. 9).
I.e.),

If the attention paid to physical culture was less
insistent or less intense among the Jews than among
the Greeks, it was due to the moral abhorrence of

nudity.

The Maccabean

era influenced in this di-

rection the habits and prejudices of the Jews for
centuries while the sad persecutions to which they
were exposed in the Middle Ages deprived them of
;

To
the opportunity to cultivate physical beauty.
the former cause must be ascribed the suspicion with
which athletic sports in the circus and the theater
were regarded. Especially was attendance at theater
and circus performances on the part of Jewish girls
declared to be improper (Ruth R. ii. 1); theaters
could not but be suspected of influences making for
Moreover, then as now the stage was emidolatry.
ployed to cast ridicule on the Jews (Lam. R., Introand iii. 13). In many ways the contact with
Roman degenerate life had led to practises which
shocked the moral sense of the better Jewish classes.
There is no legitimate reason for holding that the
.Jews were indifferent to the cultivation of beauty and
art.
In all departments of art they displayed much
ability, if not originality. The Bible shows that they
were adepts in all the domestic arts, in weaving,
spinning, dyeing in purple they knew how to work
duction,

;

Beautiful
Bebai
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in metals, to carve

and

chisel, to refine the

precious

metals, to engrave precious stones and gems, and
were protncient in music and the dance. Dramatic

genius was not theirs; but they shared this want
with their Semitic kinsmen, and, by way of compensation, excelled in story-telling,

The parable

gnomic wisdom,

preeminent domain. And these artistic leanings, clearly brought
out by the study of Biblical civilization, did not
atrophy in later days. The contrary is the truth.
The Jews, with modifications conditioned by their
changed situation, developed them steadil)'.
It may be doubted wliether in architecture the
Jews can be credited with inventive genius. The
Bible seems to indicate that whatever of the building
art they had, had come to them from their neighbors,
Still, in Alexandria and elsewhere,
the Phenicians.
unless the law of tlieir rulers interfered, they saw
to it that their public edifices had a dignified, even
a luxurious, character. The Talmud speaks of the
glory of the sj'nagogue in Alexandria (Suk. ~)\/>).
That the Jew was ever alive to the appreciation
of beauty may be learned from the fact that the
rabbis did not hesitate to accord the palm in the
strife for the beautiful to the Greek; so that to them
the Aryan races, the sons of Japhet, were typified
by the Greek asrejiresenfative of beauty; nS'' being
explained as DVD^S^ (Meg. 96). When Aquila had
finished his Greek translation of the Pentateuch before R. Eliezerand R. Joshua, they lauded him; aj)plying to him the words, "Thou art fairer than the
children of men " (Ps. xlv. 3 [A. V. 2]).
On the other hand, the rabbis claime<l that ninetenths of the beauty of the world were bestowed
upon Jerusalem as the seat of God's majesty (Kid.
49b; Yoma Mb, in accordance with Ps. 1. 3).
One
of the highest angels in rabbinical angelology bears
the name of " Yafcfiah " (beauty of God) (Targ. Yer.
In fact, it is declared by R. Ishto Deut. xxxiv. 6).
mael to be a duty enjoined on the Israelite, in the
fulfilment of any of the ceremonial laws, to aim at
beauty of form, to have a beautiful "lulab." "sukkah," " tallit," or " tetillin," wherewith to praise God,
according to Ex. xv. 2 (Hebr.), "This is my God;
that is, " I will make everything
I will extol Him "
consecrated to His service appear beautiful" (Mek.,
Beshallah, Shirali, 3).
Especial stress is laid on moral beaut}- and the
avoidance of ugliness in speech and conduct (Yoma
86rt; Shab. 'd'da)It has been asserted that the Jews
were without a sense of the beauties of nature ("Naturgefiihl ").
Y(^t that very feeling is evinced in almost every line of the Psalms, while the descriptions
in the Book of Job and many graphic similes in the
writings of the Prophets challenge comparison with

and the

lyrics.

is

their

;

the best produced

by the Homeric

poets.

ItdifFers,

however, from that of the Greeks in so far as it responds to the larger totality of the universe, the
might and majesty of nature as a whole. It is not
the individual star, nor the particularized flower,
nor thelocal sunset, that inspires the Hebrew singer
to articulation
but it is the heavens as the throne
of God, till! mountains as melting under the (ouch
of His will, the earth in the throesof a God-ordained
destiny, and similar general aiipreciations of the
sublime and exalted in God's handiwork that impels
;
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Homer's descrijition of the
bee tribe is ofiset by that of the ant in the Proverbs.
Rhetorical art certainly reached a high development
among the Jews in Bible days.
Nor, though general opinion to the contrary, is
Talmudic literature barren of literary beauty. The
study of the Midrasli from this point of vievv has indeed never been attempted; but it would be an undertaking full of promise. In their analogies derived
largely from court life, in their illustrations taken
freely from the operations of a builder and the like,
the homilists of the rabbinical age showed a keen
insight into the implications of rhetorical beauty and
ornamentation.
Some even in the reported text,
full though it is of corruptions due to the misiinderstanding of the dialect in addition to other failings
of the copyists, must be assigned high place among
the coiners of original phrases through the employment of the finer methods of literary composition,
the Jewish bard to sing.

such as Allitekatiox, as.sonance, and even rime.
Bacher, in his work on the Haggadah, has paid some
attention to this aspect of the subject.

That

later Jewish poetry is not luiworthy a niche
temple of literary beauty, both on account of
its form and its contents, may be said to be nowrecognized by all competent to sjieak on the matin the

ter

(Delitzsch,

Wliusche,

"Jiidische Poesie "
Literatur").

;

Winter and

Emma

"Judische

LazaEnglish or German
of Hebrew originals; Einhorn's prayer-book, "Olat
rus'

and

otlier versifications in

Taniid," and especiall}- liis memorial services, are
proofs of this. ]\Iodern writers of Jewish extraction
or faith have contributed to the literatures of the
peoples among wliom they lived, and whose nationality and language, since the middle of the nineteenth century, have been theirs.
This is sufficient
proof against tlie assertion that the Judaism of these
writers has operated to the detriment of the quality
of their style.
As in music so in poetr}- it has l)een contended that
the Jew- is always beset by the love of the extravagant and the disproportionate that his criticism runs
to acid dissolution and sarcasm; his poetry to the
absvu-d, baroque, and dissonant.
They who have
enriched modern literar}- canons with this discovery
of the pernicious effect of Judaism on style are ignorant of the literature which under the direct inspiration of Jewish thought and ideals took on form and
shape.
Only to a ver}- limited extent is their dictum
in accordance with facts.
Under the exclusive dominance of the pilpul and owing to the sad conditions
socially and politically prevailing in their Eiu'opean
Egypt a veritable hou.se of bondage the Poli.sh
and Russian Jews may with some show of justice be
said to iiave lapsed into literary barbarism.
What
tendency to the same effect there ma}- have been in
the German Jewries during the centuries following
upon the epidemic of the Plague and upon the (Crusades was eirectually cheeked by tiie influence of the
Mendels-sohnian era; while the Sephardic Jew never
fell a prey to this disorganization, which anti-Sem;

—

—

itism,

with a pi'etense

at scientific

generalization,

traces to the inadicable mental bias
obli(iuity of Judaism

and Jewish

and

inartistic

Giideniann's work on the P^rziehungswesen und Kultur
der Judeu" contributes many significant [troofsof the
"'

association.

-

;;
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incorrectness of the i(iiiati()n Ijetween Judaism and
Modern Jewisii literature,
lack of artistic feelings.
even tiie Neo-IIebraie literature prei)araf()ry to Zionism, needs not dread inspection from tlu! point of
view of the requirements of the implications of the

See Airr, Attitude of J idaism to waud.
E. G. H.

beautiful.
K.

R. Bel>ai was engaged iu exR. Isaac b. Bisna interrujited him with a ipiesiion on the subject, to which
Bebai gave a peevish reply. R. Zerikan remonstrated with him; remarking, "Because he asks thee
a question thou scoldest him!" Thereu})on Bebai
excused himself; pleading, "I am not master of myself; for, as R. l.Ianan has said, The Biblical dictum
(Deut. xxviii. GG), "Thy life shall hang in dovdjt before thee," is realized in the one who purchases liis
j'carly supplies fiom the market, he having no fields
of his own; "Thoushalt fear day and night," represents the condition of him who draws his provisions for the week from the huckster in the marketjilace; "Thou shalt have no a.ssurauce of thy life."
may be said of him who is obliged to procure provisions by the day from the shopkeeper,' as I do"
(Yer. Shab. viii. l\ti
Yer. Shek. iii. 47<', viii. 'An

following anecd(jte:
plaining a Baiaita,

when

'

BEBAI:

1.

of a family, of whom, accord
11 and I Esd. v. i;i, O','^ relurneil with

Name

ing to Ezra ii.
Zerubhabel. According to Neli. vii. IC. their number Avas 628. Twenty-eight more came up with
Four of the Bene Bebai marE/.ra (Ezra viii. 11).
A
ried foreign wives (Ezra x. 28; I Esd. i.\. 2«J).
Bebai signed the covenant witli Nehemiah (Neh. x.
IT)).
The name "Biba" has been found on a tablet
from Nippur (sec "Cuneiform Texts," ed. Ililprecht,
ix. 27).

2.

A

place mentioned in Judith xv.

;

location

4,

unknown.
G. B. L.

G.

BEBAI

("'3"'3;

Biblical

form

''33.

The readings

copyists' mistakes for ^"^''^ and the
The Palvariant X3''3 is a clerical error for ^X3'3)
ostinian iuid the Babylonian Talmudim, as also tlic
Palestinian ^lidrashim, frecpiently cite an amora
p3"'3.

^3^3

iii'c

:

:

named Bebai, sometimes as "liabbi " and sometimes
as "Rab," but without further designation: and as
all the data relating to the name refer to the same
age, rabbinic clironologists have always consitiered
them as applying to one person. What is remarkable in this connection, but has l)een overlooked, is
the fact that out of nearly tifty subjects treated in
connection with the name, only one appears in both
Talmudim (Yer. Shek. iii. 47i" and parallels: IMcn.
103';); from which it maybe infened that the doctrines and sayings a]ipcaring juider the name of
Bebai in the Palestinian sources do not emanate
from the Babylonian Bebai, and vice ver.sa. Probably it was this fact -which first aroused Frankel's
suspicion as to the identity of tlu' Palestinian Bebai
with the Babylonian, and accordingly both Frankel
("Mebo," Gsl) and Baclier ("Ag.^Pal. Amor." iii.
(5G7 ct scf/.) refer to two Bebais, of Palestine and
Babylonia respectively.
Bebai I., R.: Palestinian aniora of the third genB. Zeira 1.. on his tirsi arrival
oration (third cent my
in Palestine, heard Bebai repeating a Ilalakah in the
name of Malluk (Hul. 49^0: fuid the same Zeira refers ti> a time when he and Bebai sat at the feet of
K. Johanan (Nid. 2.V', where the jiatronymic "b.
Abuye" is undor.btedlj' a clerical error, inasmuch as
Abaye himself could scarcely have been l)orn liefore
the death of H. Johanan, in 279). Bebai subse()uently
).

became a disciple of R. Assi II. (Yer. Ta'an. ii. CG/>:
Mak. 21/*; Yalk., Dent. 932). althou>:h he also addresses R.

Abbahu

He seems

to

as his teacher (Yer. Kid.

iv.

fiO/*).

have been outranked, however, by
former colleague, R. Zeira. for he is often found

his
be-

fore the latter in the role of a reciter (Yer. Ala'as.
Sh. V. ')G(i Yer. Kid. iii. Mif): and it is known that
he was once commissioned by Zeira lo procure some
cloth from the Saturnalian fair at Beshan (" BethProbably this was
shean," Yer. 'Ab. Zarah i. 39(').
done with the purpose of affording Bebai .some
;

emolument;

for he

was poor, as

is

eviderit

from

tiie

Men.

10;W).

This Bebai

is

in tlie Ilalakah;

known

in the

Haggadah

as well as

and while he often transmits the
he as often advances his own. Ac-

views of others,
cording to him, the sin of hypocrisy is alluded to
earliest in the Decalogue.
Seeing, he argues, tliat
perjury is explicitly prohibited b^- the command
(Lev. xix. 12), "Ye shall not swear by my name
xx. 7), "Thou shalt
of the Lord thy God in vain."
must refer to one who leads a sinful life while
parading such ceremonies of holiness as Tefillin and
The divine order to numTallit (Pesik. R. 22).
ber the Israelites (Ex. xxx, 12) he explains by the
falsely," the prohibition (Ex.

not take the

name

following illustration: "A king once had numerous
AVolves attacked them and killed many;
whereupon the king ordered the herdsman to number the remainder, that he might discover how mjiny
were missing. Thus, after the catastrophe of the
golden calf, did the Lord say to Moses, 'Number the Israelites, and find out how many are
missing " (Pesik. ii.l8^/ Tan., Ki Tissa, 9). Bebai.
it seems, never visited Babylonia, since we see him
sitting at the feet of R. Johanan (who died about
279), studying under Assi XL, and attending Zeira I.
and Dimi, who einigiated to Babylonia about fifty
years after R. Jolianan's death, reports (Shab. 74'/),
in illustration of a Ilalakah, an act of Bebai at a reception tendered to Ammi and Assi (Yer. Ber. i. 3i;
\2ii\ Yer. Kil. v. 30'/; Yer. Sheb. i. 336;
if), viii.
Yer. Ter. viii. 45c; Y'er. Shek. ii. 46c: Yer. Git. v.
47b; Yer. Sanli. i. 18(r; Yer. Nid. iii. o(M; Pesik. R.
15; Pesik., Hahode.sh, 50^/; Midr. Teh., ed. Ruber.
Index; Frankel, " Mebo," 68i; Bacher, " Ag. Pal.
Amor.'' iii. 6G rt xi'fi-).
Bebai II., Rab Baltylonian amora of the third
He was a
generation (third and fourth centuries).
disciple of R. Nahman (Hag. 22//; Yeb. 12/<: B. M.
23//), and, it seems, a fellow-pupil (" talmid-haber ")
flocks.

'

;

:

Adda b. Ahaba's host,
of R. Joseph ('Er. 236, 756).
a proselyte, and Bel)ai had some litigation about a
They
certain public office to wliicii both laid claim.
I)ersonaily appealed to R. Joseph; and he decided
that, as Bebai was a great scholar, he was entitled to
the superintendence of the religious atTairs of the
community, leaving the management of the municiElsewhere it is
pal alTairs to the other (Kid. 76//).
stated that to settle a scholastic dispute between

Bebai and others as to whether Rab (Abba Arika)
had indorsed or disapproved a decision of R. Muua,
R. Joseph threw the weight of his opinion on the
side of Bebai (Meg. 186).

Of his private life an interesting incident is preBebai
served in the Talmud (Shab. SOb; M. K. %).
was in the habit of using wine or beer at his meals
a luxury rarely indulged in by the Babylonian
Jews— and he is also reported to have employed a
certain paste to improve his daughter's complexion.
A Gentile neigiibor of Bebai tried the same experiment on his own daughter with a fatal result; whereupon he said, "Bebai has slain my daughter. " R.
Nahman, hearing of the case, remarked, " Bebai indulges in strong drinks therefore, his daughter needs
skin-improving pastes: we are more abstinent; consequently we need no such cosmetics for our daughters" (Ket. 39a; Kid. 8la; B. B. 366).

—

;

S.

SK.

J.

M.

ABATE A

Babylonian scholar of
BEBAI B.
the fourth and tifth amoraic generations (fourth
century), son of the celebrated Ab.we Nahmani, and
presiding judge in Pumbedita (Yeb. 756; Ket. 85«),
where his father had directed the academy. Some
:

Wa'ad Hakarabbinic chronologists (J. Schorr,
246; Bacher, "Ag. Pal. Amor." iii. 667, note
5) suggest his identity with Bebai II., which, however, is chronologically incorrect (compare Heilv. " Bebai b. Abin "), the
prin, " Seder ha-Dorot," ii.
latter having been a fellow-pupil of Rab Joseph,
whereas Bebai b. Abaye was a contemporary of
"

mim,"

.s.

,

Nahman

Isaac,

b.

Kahana

(Ber. 66; 'Er. 90^0.

III.

Pappi, and Iluna b. Joshua. As Abaye was a scion
of the priestly house of Eli, which was doomed to
premature death (I Sam. ii. 33; see R. H. l^a), both
Pappi and Iluna b. Joshua fiequently taunted
Bebai with being descended from frail (short-lived)
stock, and therefore witli utteiing frail, untenable
arguments ('Er. 256; compare " Dikduke Soferim "
compare Jastrow,
a. I. B. i\l. WJn B. B. 1376, 15b^
Bebai b. Abaye
"Diet." 794^^ s.r. " :\[ammula(' ").
seems to have led a contemplative life; and legend
relates some curious stories about him (Hag. 46;
Ber. 6^^; Ber. 86; 'Er. 8a; Sliab. 36, 4</ ijul. 436;
Ker. 36; Zeb. 107r/.).
;

;

;

;

J.

SK.

S.

BEBAI

ABBA,

M.

A

R.
Palestinian haggadist,
B.
of uncertain date and rarely cited, whose name appears also as "Bebai Rabbah," " Beba Raba, " and
"Beba xVbba " (Lev. R. xxix. 9; Yer. Ta'an. ii. 65</;
He is
Pesik. Bahodesh, 154*?; Yalk., Lev. 645).
cited (Lev. R. iii.) as having conuuended the following form of confession for the Day of Atonement,
:

adopted in tlie ritual for the evening
day "I confess before Tliee all the
evil I have connnitted.
I have indeed stood in the
path of evil but as I have done, I shall do no more.

which

is jtartly

service of that

:

;

O my

God, to forgive all my
and remit all my erThis, Bebai states, is in accordance with
rors "
vvha*' the prophet teaches in saying (Isa. Iv. 7), "Let
the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous
man his thoughts," etc. (compare Yer. Yoma viii.

May
sins,
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Bebai
Beck

it

please Thee,

pardon

all

my

iniejuities,

end, 45c).
In the Wilna (1878) edition of the Midrash the

"Abia"; in the ed. Warsaw (1850) it
Yuhasin " and " Sed. ha-Dor.," liowever, read "Abba"; and Heilprin (" Seder ha-Dor.,"
s.v.) suggests the identity of Bebai b. Abba with
Bebai b. Abin, identifying the latter with the Bebai
But "Abin"
generally cited without patronymic.
"
seems to be a misreading of " Abaye.
patronymic
"Abaye."

is

"

is

J.

SK.

BEBAI,

S.

BEN A
:

priestly family or gild

M.

having

charge of the preparation of wicks for the Temple
lamps (Shek. v. 1; Yer. Shek. v. 48rf; Yer. I'eali
The name is derived from the first perviii. 21*0son appointed to that office after tlie return from
the Babylonian captivity (Tiklin Hadtin to Y'er.
At a later time, owing to the double meanShek.).
ing of the word "peki'a," used in the Mishnah, an
erroneous opinion was set forth that the family Ben
Bebai had the supervision of the straps used for
the chastisement of negligent priests (Yoma 23'/).
J.

su.

BEBRI

S.

(also

M.

BERBI), MOSES BEN JU-

DAH:

Ambassador from the sultan Mohammed
IV. to King Charles XI. of Sweden died May 29,
1673, at Amsterdam, where he was buried with
;

His son, Judah Berbi, succeeded
great honoi's.
him as ambassadcjr, and returned from Amsterdam
to Constantinople.
Bibliography: D. L. de Barrios, Hisforla Uiihrrsal Juilaica, Aiiisierilain. ItIS:]; D. H. cie Castro, Kcur vmi Grafstccucii, pp.
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ct f^cq.

:m.

n.

BECHER

:

1.

k.

Son of Benjamin, mentioned in

and in the genealogical list of I Chron.
butdoesnot occurin thegenealogiesof Num.
XX vi. 38 and I Chron. viii. 1. 2. Son of Epiiraim and
eponvm of the Bachrites (Xum. xxvi. 35)
Gen.

xlvi. 21

vii. 6, 8,

.T.

G. B. L.

.TK.

BECHER, ALFRED JULIUS

Austrian journalist, musician, and revolutionist; born at ]Mandied at Vienna
chester, England, in 1803 (or 1805)
Nov. 23, 1848. He was a son of the founder of
the Rhenish-West India Company, and studied law
It was not
at Heidelberg, Gottingen, and Berlin.
long before he conceived \dtra-socialislic ideas that
On his release shortly after, he
led to his arrest.
went to Elberfeld, where he practised law for a
His restless spirit would not permit him to
time.
jnirsue his profession, so he Avent to Cologne to assume editorial supervision of a trade paper fotmded
and published by his father. Restless again, Beciier
decided to study painting and music, and accordingly went to Dusseldorf, wheie lie formed lasting
fiiendshiiis with Mendelssohn Immermann, Uetrit/,
and Grabbe. continuing, however, his adhesion to
There he remained tintil 1838,
radical socialism.
when he was appointed professor of the theory of
music at the university at The Hague. For nearly
two years he labored at this, until an injudiciously
wordi'd criticism led to his departure for London,
where he became professor of music in a private
academy. His stay in the English cajiital was very
short, however, for litigation with an English nobleman forced P>echer to leave the country.
Then began tiie last act in his eventful life. In
1841 he appeared at Vienna as a perf(jrmer in his
:

;

"
:

Bebal
Beck
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own

;

He

composition, "Monologue at the Piano."

also wrote a pamphlet, "Jenny Lind, eiue Skizze
Of the last-named
Ihres Lebens," and a quartet.
composition Grillparzer declared: "It sounds as
though a man were splitting wood with an ax, the
while two women .sawed a cord of wood."
Becher was perennial!}^ poor, and eked out a pre-

carious existence writing for the "Sonntagsblatt
and the " Wiener ]\Iusikzeitung." He was a stanch
champion of the classical school of music, and especiall}' of IVIendelssohn and Berlioz.
In the spring of 1848 Beciier became the practical
head of the radicals, then fomenting a revolt in the
Austrian capital. He became a member of the central committee and assumed editorial charge of the
revolutionary organ, "Der Radikale." While the
revolution lasted and during the siege of Vienna by
Prince Windischgrjitz, Becher was a popular liero.
Wlien, however, the tide of war turned, and Vienna
fell into the hands of the imperial troops, Becher
was forsaken by his whilom friends and tried for
He was found guilty, and early in the
treason.
morning of Nov. 23 was taken before the Neuethor,
where a battalion of Jaegers shot him.
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the gymnasium of his native town and at the University of Berlin, whence he was graduated as doctor of medicine in 1889.
After having been assistant physician at the Litten'schen Poliklinik fur
Inncre Kianklieiten at Berlin from 1889 to 1892, he

;

ii. 6.">4.

E. Ms.
Austrian economist;
born at Plany, Bohemia, Feb. 28, 180«j; died at Vis.

BECHER, SIEGFRIED:

enna March 4, 1873. He studied at the universities
of Prague and Vienna, receiving from the latter the
In 1831 he entered the state service; in 1835 became professor of geography and
history at the Vienna Poly technical High School;
in 1848, councilor in the ]\Iinistry of Commerce under
He was charged with various
Minister Dobbihoflf.

degree of Ph.D.

Germany and Belgium

(1849).

and

re-

"Kaiserlich Koniglich Hofrath."
During tlie revolutionary period Becher was the
head of the ministry until relieved by Baron Bruck.
Becher published the following works: "Beitrage
zur Oesterreichischen Handels- und Zollstatistik
von 1831-42," part I. Stuttgart, 1844 (the only part
published); " Die Organisation des Gewerbewesens,"
" Die Bcvolkerungsverluiltnisse der
Vienna, 1851
Oesterreichischen Monarchic," Vienna, 1846; "Die
Deutschen Zoll- und Handelsverhaltuisse," Leipsic,
1850; "Ergebnisse des Handels- und Zolleiukommcns der Oesterreichischen IMonarcliie im Jahre
1842,-' Leipsic, 1845; "Handbuch zur Vorbereitung
fiir das Historische Gesammtstudium und Liteiatur
Dcsselben," Vienna, 1833; "Handelsgeographie,"
vol. ii
Vienna, 1837; " Ideen zu einer Vernlinftigen
Erziehung," Vienna, 1835; "Das Oesterreichische
IMunzwesen vom Jahre 1524 bis 1838," vol. ii., Vienna, 1838; " Statistische Uebersicht der Bevolkerungder Oesterreichischen Monarchic nach den Ergebnissen der Jahre 1834-1840," Stuttgart and Tu" Statistische Uebersicht des Handels
bingen, 1841
•der Oesterreichischen Monarchic mit dem Auslande
W^iihrend der Jahre 1829 bis 1838," ii., 1841 "Die
Volkswirthschaf t, " Vienna, 1853.
Bibliography: Jlidisches At1ienihtm.\f<^l, p. 4; Wurzbach,
Biooraphisches Lexikon des KaUerthums OesterreicJt, i.
title

;

,

;

;

208; Meyer, Konversations-LexikDti,
G.

s.v.

S.

:

engaged in private practise in that cit}- in 1893.
Becher has written several essays, among which

may

be mentioned: "Choleraverschleppung," in
"Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift," 1892;
"Cholera und Binnenschifffahrt," ib. 1893; "Experimentelles li!)er Anwendung des Rontgenvcrfahin der ]\Iediziu," ib. 1896 (joint!}' with R.
Lehnhoff); "Ueber Korperform und Lage der Nie-

rens

ren,"

ib.

1898.

Bibliography:

Biograplmches Lexikon,

Pagel,

s.v.,

Vienna,

19t)l.

F. T. H.
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BECHOR SCHOR, JOSEPH.

See

Joseph

BEN Nathan Bekou Shor.

BECHORATH
Aphiah

:
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missions to
ceived the

BECHER, WOLF

viil autlior;

J.

(1

Sam.

:

An

ancestor of Saul, and son of

ix. 1).

G. B. L.

jH.

BECK, ADOLF

Austrian physician and professor of physiology at the University of Lemberg;
born Jan. 1, 1863, in Cracow, Galicia, of poor parDuring his academic career Beck supported
ents.
Upon graduating with
himself as a private tutor.
distinction

from

tlie

:

gymnasium

of his native city

he entered the University of Cracow. In
1888, while still a medical student. Beck gained the
prize of the university by a paper on the excitability of a nerve, afterward published undeV the title,
"b Pobudliwos'ci Roznych Miejsc Tego Samego
Nerwu " (On the Excitability of a Nerve at Different
In 1890 he received the degree of M.D.,
Points).
and in the same year published the results of his
extensive research on electrical processes in the
His papers on this subject, "Die Bestimbrain.
mung der Localisation des Gehirn- und Riickenmarksfunctionen Vermittelst der Electrischen Erscheinungen," 1890, and "Weitere Untersuchungen
Tiber die Electrischen Erscheinungen des Hirnrinde
in 1884,

der Aflfen und Hunde," 1891 (in collaboration Avith
Cybulski), attracted wide attention in Germany,
France, and England, and won for him a prominent
position among students of physiology.
In 1889 Beck was ai)poinled assistan t in the physiological laboi-atory of the University of Cracow

and he remained in this position until 1894, when
he became privat-doceut on the presentation of his
In the
thesis " Ueber die Physiologic der Reflexes. "
following year he was offered a chair of physiology
as associate professor in the newly created medical
department of the University of Lemberg, and
in 1897 was appointed professor in the same institution.

Beck has received many marks t)f distinction from
medical societies in recognition of his scientific inHis numerous contributions, pubvestigations.
lished in German and in Polish, belong almost exAmong his
clusively to the domain of physiology.
papers, besides those already referred to, may be

Beck
Bed
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mentioned: "Researches on tlie Sense of Taste in a
Tongiieless Human Being " (in collaboration with
Cybulski), in Polish, 1887; "Die Strome der Nervencentren," 1890; "On the Present State of the
Theory of Localizing the Functions of the Brain,"
in Pofish, 1892; "Hermann Helmholtz," 1894; "On
the Vital Processes and Methods for Their Investigation," in Polish, 1895: in collaboration with Cybulski, " Further Investigations on the Electrical Processes in the Brain," in Polish, 1896; "Dreams and
Their Causes," in Polish, 1896; "Die Erregbarkeit
Verschiedeuer Nervenstellen," 1897; "Zur Untersuchung der Erregbarkeit der Nerven," 1898; "On
Color-Blindness, Artificially Produced," in Polish
and in German, 1899. To the investigations represented by the foregoing should be added the extensive

work

of researcli conducted on similar lines in

Physiological Institute of the University of Lemberg under Beck's immediate supervision.
tlie

A.

s.

S. C.

BECK, JACOB BEN ENOCH: Dayyan
sliohet at Leipnik, Moravia, at the

and
end of the eight-

eenth century and the beginning of tlie nineteenth
He was the author of "Zibhe Shelamim" (Sacrifices
of Peace-Offerings), containing the laws concerning
the slaughtering of animals and the examination of
the lungs.
The work is arranged in questions and
answers. It was published by tlie author liimself
at Brunn in 179o, and was so much appreciated for
the convenience of its method that it was reprinted
several times.

Bibliography Sulamith, ix.
:

42

;

Benjacob, Ozai- ha-Scfa7-im,

p. 152.
I.

s.

BECK, KARL:
1817,

at Baja,

Austrian poet;

Hungary; died April

May

born
10,

Br.
1,

1879. at

Wiihring, a suburb of
Vienna. Altliough of
Jewish parentage, he

was

brought

up

in

the Protestant Church.

Upon

his completion

of
the
higli - school
course in Budapest, he
entered the University
of Vienna with the

view of devoting liimself to the study of
medicine; but in 1833
ill healtlicompelled him
loabandon his scientific
Karl Beck.
pursuits, and he then
attempted to ff)llow his father's commercial career.
Barely six months had elap.sed when he smidenly left
the parental liome and registered at the University of
Leipsic as a free student in the coiuse of philosophy.
In Leip.sic lie found his true calling.
Induced by his
friend Gustav Ki'ihne, then editor of the "Zeitung
fi'ir

die Elegante Welt," he published his

"Nilchte.

fii'st

])oems,

Gepanzerte Lieder," Leipsic, 1838, whicli

met with great success. Gutzkow predicted for the
author the fame (»f a Byron. Encouraged by the success of his first work, he soon followed it up by another,

"Der Fahrende Poet,"

Leipsic, 1838, consist-

622

iugof four songs: " Hungary," "Vienna," "Weimar."
and "Die Wartburg," the first of wliich is a splendid
picture of Hungarian life and customs, and contains
some of the best lines in the entire work. The " Stille
Lieder," which appeared later (Leipsic, 1840), are
the very antithesis to the author's "Gepanzerte
Lieder," and were greeted with the same inKiuaiified
favor.

Beck's next attempt was at drama; l)ut his tragic
"Saul" (Leipsic, 1841). produced in Budapest,
although a model of poetic diction, and abounding
play,

in spirited

and

brilliant lines,

dramatic action.

With

was

totally

wanting

his masterpiece, an epic

in

poem

" Yanko, der Ungarische Ro.sshirt" (Leipsic,
1843; 3d ed., 1870), Beck returned to his proper element; in no otlier work did he paint a truer picture
of his native land and its people.
In 1843 Beck took up his abode in Vienna, where
he foi'med an intimate acquaintance with the poet
Lenau, whose style, it is said, he imitated in his
works. Another year, however, found him back in
Berlin, engaged in preparing a complete collection
of his poems, which was first published in Berlin in
1844 and has since run into several editions. This
work brought liim into conflict with the Prussian
government, which at first suppressed the entire
edition.
Later, however, the author's appeal to the
Higher Court of Censure {Oberzensiirgericht) released
all but two of his poems from the iuteidiction.
The social and political movements in which the
poet took part during this period called forth his
"Lieder vom Armen Mann," Berlin, 1848, 4th ed.(?),
and another series of "Gepanzerte Lieder," Berlin,
1848.
The Hungarian insurrection of 1848 drew liim
again to Vienna, and in an eloquent poem entitled
"An Franz Joseph" (Vienna, 1849, two editions), he
pleaded for a general amnesty in behalf of his defeated fellow-countrymen.
In Vienna, Beck was for some time attached to the
editorial staff of the ministerial organ "Lloyd," occasionally contributing to its literary columns; but,
disconsolate at the death of liis wife, which had occurred only a few months after their marriage, he
seized the opportunity of a change of scene, when
he was offered the cliarge of a new journal devoted
to art and literature, "P"'rische Quellen," founded in
Budapest. Only a few numbers of this publicaand Beck soon returned to the
tion were issued
Austrian metrojiolis, where he spent his remaining

entitled

:

years.

Despite a tendency to allow ulterior motives to
Beck remained a true ]ioet.
His inspired enthusiasm and passionate symj)athy

influence his writings.
for

downtrodden Judaism

lifted

some of

his crea-

almost iirojihetic height; wliile the
fiery zeal with which he embraced the cause of
suffering Inunanity lent to others of his poems a
touch of pathos and reality. But it was in the
tions to an

descrijitions of the singular, wildly
passionate life of his native land and people that
Beck reached tlie sublime. His superb ei)ic poem
" Yanko " seems, however, to have exhausted the
fire of his genius.
His later works " Aus der Heimatli," Dresden, 1852; "Mater Dolorosa," a novel,
Beiiin, 1854; " Yadwiga," an epic poem, Leipsic,
1863; "Still und Bewegt," a collection of poems.

soul-stirring

—

"
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I'.crliii,

1870; ••:\Ionatsi()scn," Berlin, 1S4S; and otlicis

— aif but

Icchlc ecliocs of

liis ciulici'

inspirations.

Beck

Bed

and was elevated to the Hungarian nobility with
the title of " I)e Madaras."
BIBLIOHRAPHV: Pcxti Hit hip.

M.

s.

BECK, MORITZ

:

Rumanian

editor

W.

and school-

born at I'apa, Huiigar}'.
He is the editor
of a bimonthly called "Revista Israelita," and author of an educational work in the Rumanian language, entitled " Vocabular Analytici E])iaico-Romaiii.sc." 3 vols., Bucharest, 1882.
At present (1902)
Beck is a school-director at Bucliarest, Rumania.
He takes a great interest in the amelioration of the
direcl(»r;

political

and

Bini.ioGRAPiiv:

BECK, KLINOS
]8(W

:

Hungarian singer; born

in

attended coniniereial
sclioois.
H(; reeeived the elements of a thorougii
musical education from Abranyi Kornel, whose pupil he remained throughout hiscareerat the National
Musical Academy, where he also studied the piano
with Sandor Nikolics, and composition witli H.
<Jobbi.
At the age of nineteen he began his studies
as an operatic singer, and against the wishes of liis
fatlier went to Paris in ordei- to prepare liimself for
the stage.
At the Conservatoire there he obtained
a free scholarship and two ])rizes.
In 1892 lie returned to Budapest, where, nnder the management
of Count Gera Zichy, he made his del)ut in Thomas'
"Hamlet" with such success that he was at once
at.

engaged
|)ositif)n

IJudajtest, wliere

Hungary.

MATTHEW FREDERICK

:

German

May 22, 1649; died Feb.
studied Oriental languages under Vossius in Jena, and settled as a preacher at Augsburg.
He published a translation of the Targum on Chronicles, 1630-33, and translated, but did not publish,
several other works from the Hebrew; e.f/., the travels of Benjamin of Tudela and Pethahiah of Regensburg, and Abravanel's commentaries on two of the
1701.

and divine; born

He

Propliets.
Among his published works was also
"]\Iouumcnta Antiqua Judaica August* Viudelico-

rum

Reperta.

Bi«i.iOf;R.\PHV: Wolf, Bihl. Hchr. No. 39.5, iii. ,5«, 9.50; Steinschneider, Hchr. Bihl. ii. 'i'Z\ Allyemcitie Deutsche Bioarajj?(ic, ii. 218.
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BECK, MIKSA, DE

of Ru-

Lcrikon,

i.,

S.

BECK, NANDOR, DE

MADARAS:

dent of the Hungarian Hypotheken-Bank

s.v.

R.

MADARAS

:

Hungarian

financier: born at Bacs-Madaras, 1838.
His parents
settled at Budapest Avhen he was still a child; and
it was there that he completed liis commercial edu-

In 1864 lie became the business manager of
the banking-house of J. J. Cohen.
In 1870 lie be-

cation.

came chief dii-ector of tlie Hungarian Eskomptebank and when, in 1899, Koloman von Szell became
jiresident of the Hungarian cabinet, Beck was ele;

vated to tlie presidency of tlie bank. He is one of
the leading financial authorities of Hungarj- and
under his circumspect leadership the Eskoniptebank
has become one of the most important in Hungary.
In 1894 Beck received the Order of the Iron Crown,
;

Presi-

born
1840 at Biics-^Iailaras; a younger brother of Miksa
Beck. He was educated in Pest. In 1867 he obtained a position in the Anglo-Hungarian Bank,
and in 1871, when only thirty-one years of age, was
elected director-general of the Hungarian Hypotheken-Bank, which position he held until 1899, when
he was unanimously elected president of the institution.
He contributed greatly to the prosperity of
the bank, which, under his leadershij), has now become one of the leading financial in.stitutions of
Hungary. In 1893 he received the Order of the
Iron Crown of the third class, and in 1895 was elevated to the liobility with the title of "De Madaras."
:

;

Pcstl Hiriap, 1899.

M. W.

s.

M. W.

Orientalist

2,

Lippr', BibJii>(ira))hischcs

Lr.ricoit.

s.

BECK,

Jews

time to education.

s.

Biisliography
:

much

lie

at the opera.
He still (1902) retains tlie
of one of the leading operatic artists of

IMbliograpuy PaUaf<

social conditions of the

mania, devoting

A. S. C.

BED

In early as in later times the Bed of the
poor was the bare gi-ound, and the bedclothes the
simple gown worn during the day, wliich was
wrapped about one at night (Ex. xxii. 25, 26; Deut.
xxiv. 13). Hence a pledge of the "simlah" (garment) had to be returned before sunset. "When a
man was on a journey such a Bed was the most
natural one, and a .stone served the purpo.se of a
:

pillow (Gen. xxviii.

was an advance.

It

The mat upon the floor
11).
was placed near the wall and,

put on an elevation; lience the expression,
"going up" to the Bed (Gen. xlix. 31). The Bed
itself was built upon supports and was of different
forms, as may be inferred from the variety of names
for it; e.g.: (1) "Mitah," 27 times, Gen." xlvii. 31,
xlviii. 2, xlix. 33; Ex. viii. 8; I Sam. xix. 13, and
elsewhere.
(2) "Mishkab,"45 times, Gen. xlix. 4,
" 'Eres " (compare the; Assyrian " ershu "),
etc.
(3)
10 times. Song of Songs i. 16; Prov. vii. 16; Ps.
xli. 4, etc.
(4) "Maza'." once, Isa. xxviii. 20.
(5)
"Yezua'," 5 times, I Cliron. v. 1; Job xvii. 13; Ps.
later,

Ixiii.

7 [A. V. 6], cxxxii. 3; Gen. xlix. 4.
It is imwhat was the difference be-

possible to state just

tween these names, but in time the simple Bed of
Deut. xxiv. 13 gave way to a more luxurious article,
and in post-exilic days beds of fine wood are found,
and pillows of costly materials elaborately embroidered (Judith x. 21; Esth. i. 10; Cant. iii. 10).
Among the rich, couches also were used (Amos iii.
12, vi. 4).

Among

the poorer classes there

was no separate

Bedad
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Bedersi

sleeping-room but when there were two lioois, the
second was set aside for sleeping. Both " niishkab "
and "niitah" have a somewhat ligurative meaning,
signifying the final resting-place, and similarly the
'"eres," or couch, of the king of Og (Deut. iii. 11)
may refer to his sarcophagus.
Bibliography: Bt-nzing'er. 7ft /i/uisr/ie ArcJtUologlc, p. 123;
;

Ivowack, HebrUischc ArclUloluyic,

i.

143.

G. B. L.

ju.

J.

mud,"

in the "

lier";

and
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Memoires de

1' Academic de MoutpelProselytisme et de la Liberte Religieuse," published by his son in 1875.

"

Du

J. ^v.

s.

BEDARRIDES, GUST AVE EMANUEL:
French magistrate; born at Aix-lesBains Feb. 20,
1817; died at Paris June 5, 1899. Graduating from
the University of Paris, he entered public life in

Though

1840 as substitute counselor at the tribunal of Aix.
later he discharged the same function
at the court of the same town, and became successively "avocat-general " and president of one of the
sections at the same court.
In 1862 Bedarrides was
appointed " procureur-general " at Bastia, Corsica;
in 1864 he was summoned to the Court of Cassation
as avocat-general to the section of penal jurisdiction and in 1875 he was promoted to be first avocat-

and Samuel, the name "Bedan"

general.

BEDAD

Father of Hadad, one of the early
kings of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. 35, and corresponding
list I Chron. i. 46).
:

G. B. L.

JK.

J.

BED AN

A

judge mentioned by Samuel in
his farewell address (I Sam. xii. 11) among the
judges that delivered Israel from their enemies.
:

1.

referred to along with Jerubaal, Jephthah,
is not found in the
Book of Judges. The Targum, following the ToseftaR. H. ii. 3 [1], identities "Bedan" with "Ben

Dan";

Rashi follows this supposii.e., Samson.
and so does Kimhi. Ewald proposes " Abdou "
as a correction from Judges xii. 13; but it is rather
strange that a judge like Abdon, who appears to be
of minor importance, should be mentioned with
Jerubaal and Jephthah. Nor can it be supposed
that Samuel is giving the name of a new judge, for
it is unlikely that Judges should have left out so
important a judge as the connection indicates. The
LXX. reads "Barak," and this reading Wellhausen,
Budde, JMoore, and Smith (commentaries to Judges
and Samuel, ad loc.) support. On the whole, the
latter is the most probable view.
2. A Gileadite,
son of Alam, and a descendant of JVIachir (I Chron.
tion,

vii.
J.

17).

G. B.L.

.m.

BEDARESI, JEDAIAH.

BEDARRIDE, JASSUDA

See Bedersi.
:

French juriscon-

sult; born at Aix, in Provence, in

l<S0-4; died there
studied law at the Aix University; and with great promise began in 1825 the
practise of law in his native town.
In 1847 he was
made leader of the bar {baton iiier) of Aix. After
the Revolution of 1848 he was appointed mayor of
Aix and counselor-general of the department of
Bouches-du-Rhone. But he soon gave up his public functions to devote himself to writing.
Under
the general title " Droit Commercial, Commentaire
du Code de Commerce," he published, between 1856
and 1867, a series of treatises on commercial law,
in eighteen volumes, Avhich constitute a complete
account of all the matter found in the Commercial
Code. B^darride's other works upon law are:
"Traite du Dol et de la Fraude en ^Nlatiere Civile et
C'ommerciale," 3 vols., 1852; "Republiqiie, j\Ionarchie," 1873; and "Commentaire de la Loi du 14
Juin, 1865, sur les Cheques," 1876.

Feb.

4,

1883.

He

Bedarride was also greatly interested in Jewish
liistory, and contributed especiall}' to the "Archives
Israelites." His writings upon Jewish topics includes:
"Les Juifs en France, en Italic, et en Espagne,"
1859, being researches into the condition of the Jews
from their dispersion to the present time, with regard to legislation, literature, and conunerce (this
passed through two editions); "A Study of the Tal-

Three years

;

The ability which he displayed in these capacities
gained for him the post of president of the Chambre
des Requetes in 1877. In 1890, when the first president of the entire court resigned, the government
had the idea of ajjpointing Bedarrides as his succes.sor.
This idea, however, was not carried out, probably on account of Bedarrides' age he was then
seventy -three but when, two years later, he had to
retire under the age regulations, a presidential decree conferred on him the title of honorary first

—

—

president.

Bedarrides took great interest in Judaism, and in
1867 he was elected to represent the Jewish community of Marseilles in the central consistory of France.
In 1872, when Adolplie Franck retired, Bedarrides
was elected vice-president of the consistory, which
office he held until his death.
Two of Bedarrides' works have been published:
" Eloge de Fr. Decormis "
" Du Perier et le Droit
Provencal."
Bedarrides was a commander of the Legion of
;

Honor.
Bibliography: La Grande Encudopedie,

Univers

v. Il2i;

Israelite, 1899, No. 38.
S.

I.

BEDDINGTON, ALFRED

Br.

H. English communal worker; born 1835; dietl in London Jan. 23,
1900.
He was connected with the management of
:

several Jewish institutions in London, and Avas intimately associated with the Central Sj'nagogue, of
which he and his brothers were founders, and of
which, in 1877, he was elected warden. Bedding-

ton took a deep interest in Jewish educational matters.
He was a member of the committee of the
Jews' Free School, and was also on the committees
of Jews' College, the Jewish Middle-Class School
for Girls, and the Jewish Association for the Diffusion of Religious Knowledge.
Bibliography: Jewish Chronicle and Jewish

TT'orZd, Jan. 36,

liKR).

G. L.

.1.

BEDDINGTON,

EDWARD HENRY

:

Eng

communal worker; born 1819; died Oct. 31, 1873
He was a member of the council of the United
Synagogue and of the committees of several charlisli

itable

and educational

services to the

institutions.

community

He

rendered

as chairman of the Build-

"

ing Committee of the United Synagogue and as
Jews' College, more especially in his
connection with the ereetion of the Central Synagogue, London. Beddingtou originated the i)roposal for the ae(iuiHition of a new Jewish cemetery at
Willesilen, and he, with three other members, made
himself resi)onsible for the purchase of the ground.
treasui'er of

liini.iouKAPiiv: Jeivifh Clironick, Nov.

MorUI, Nov.

1, 8, 15,

8, 18;:i.

1872; Jiivi><)i

C

J.

L.

BEDDINGTON, MAURICE:

English eomimuuil worker horn in 1S21 died at Carshalton Sept.
Throughout his life he was itlentitied wilii
9, 18'J8.
most of the London conununal institutions. He was
one of the original members of the Board of Guardians and chairman of the Investigating Committee
He was a founder of the Centi'al
of the Board.
Synagogue and a life member of the council of the
United Synagogue. He served as chairman of the
Building Conunittee, and was a vice-president of the
Jews' Hospital and Orphan Asylum, to which institution he was a very generous benefactor. He was
a member of the committee of the Anglo-Jewish
Association, the Indigent Blind Society, and the As;

;

sociation for the Diffusion of Religious Knowledge.
Beddington was a justice of the peace both for the
county of Surrey and the county of London, besides

beinga founder of the City Liberal Club, and serving on the Political Committee.
Bibliography

:

Jcun'»7i Chronicle, Sept. 10, 1898.

BEDERSI
BEN ISAAC

or
:

BEDARESI,

Provencal poet

;

ABRAHAM
born at Beziers

—

surname "Bedersi" native of Beziers).
The dates of his birth and death have not been asAn elegy which he composed during his
certained.
youth, upon the "Confiscation of the Books of the
Law," is su]) posed by some scholars to refer to the
burning of the Talmud in Paris about the year 12-12;
by others, to the confiscation of the Talmud in Aragon
(whence

his

in 1264, as the direct result of the Barcelona controIf the latter view be correct, Bedersi may
versy.

well have flourished about the year 1240 (Zunz,
"Z. G." p. 413).
As appears from the letter sent bj^ Bedersi to Don
Vidal Solomon ("Hotam Toknit," p. 4), he went
early (perhaps in 1273) to Perpignan, where he attended the lectures of Joseph Ezubi. He returned
often to Perpignan and took an active part in its communal affairs. A number of his letters, contained in
MS. cviii (V) of the Vienna Hofbibliothek, are written to prominent Jews in Barcelona, asking them to
At one time
aid their less fortunate coreligionists.
lived at Aries, and in 1285, during the war of
France with Roussillon, he took refuge in Narbonne.
He seems at one time to have been rich, for in a poem
lie declares that he is independent and writes for his
lie

own

The compiler of his diwan relates
pleasure.
that Bedersi sent money to the wandering poet
Gorni (Luzzatto, Intro. to "Hotam Toknit," p. 4).
Several collections
Bedersi was a jirolific writer.
of his

poems

are

still

extant in manuscript in vari-

The most complete manuscript is
This
British Museum, Add. No. 27,168.

libraries.

that in the
contains an elegy on the death of his relative, David

II.— 40

Bedeisi

of Cabestan; several

poems and

and

To(li(js Al)ulatia

letters

addressed to

Abu

his comi)anion,

of Castile,

Abu alHusan Meir

ibii

Hasan

al

Saul; poems tlcdicatcd to the physician of

king
and llie

tln'

ul-Hurit;

elegy mentioned above.
T\v(; of Bcdersi's works were published, witli an
interesting introduction by Luzzatto, by G. Polak,
Amsterdam, 1862; (1) " Hereb ha-Mithapeket (A Re-

volving Swoi'd), a poem of 210 strophes, according to
200-4-2.
the numerical value of the word ain
8
The author in this i)oem gives a brief account of
Ji-wish jxietr}', the decadence of which he deplores.
He praises the " makamat " (poems) of Hariri, which
he prol)ably knew through the translation of several

=

by Al-Harizi.

"Ilotem Toknit

(2)

Sum; compare Ezek.

+

(Who

"

Seals the

x.wiii. 12), a treatise

on He-

brew synonyms. Another poetical work, entitled
"Bakashat ha-Lamediii," jiublished at Frankfort-onthe-Oder, 1812, was attributed to Abraham Bedersi;
but it is probable that this poem was written by his
son Jedaiah.
Bedersi 's poetical woiks are the best proof of the

decadence ot Jewish jioetry at that time. His style
is stiff' and unintelligible, though he po.ssessed a
thorough knowledge of Hebrew.
Zunz, Z. G. p. 4H2; Miinlc, in Ardiivcs /.srarUtcx, 1S4T, p. tlT Kcreni Heiiitil. iv. 57 (iriitz, (xcscli.dfr
Juilcn, 3d ed., vii. 97 ; Renaii-Neuliauer, Lcs liahhiiis Fraurais, pp. 71U f( Kcq.; Gross, Gallia Jiutaica, p. lUO; Bergiiiann, Atisduii liriefoi Abialiam Bedersrs, in Moiiats!<clirift. xlii. 507 i:t .syi/.; one of Bedensi's letters was puhlislied
in 17ti5 by Solomon da Piera as an appendix to his collection
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Hebrew synonyms,

entitled Mashiijuot Kc><cf.

G.

Br.

I.

BEDERSI

or

BEDARESI, JEDAIAH BEN

ABRAHAM, surnamed the Orator (p^on)

:

Poet,

and philosopher; born at Beziers (whence
his surname Bedersi) about 1270; died about 1340.
His Provencal name was En Bonet, which probably
corresponds to the Hebrew name Tobiali (compare
"Oheb Nashim" in the "Zunz Jubelschrift," Hepliysiciaii,

brew^ part, p. 1); and, according to the practise of
the Provencal Jews, he occasionally joined to his
name that of his father, Abraham Profiat (Bedersi).
In his poems he assumed the appellation "Penini"

(Dispenser of Pearls), and because of this appellation
the ethical w^ork " Mibhar lia-Peninim " of Solomon
ben Gabirol has been erroneously ascribed to Bedersi.
Bedersi was a precocious child. He was scarcely
fifteen years old when he published

Early

Life, his

work

"

Bakkashat

ha-Memim

Mem

Prayer), a hymn of 1,000
"
words, each of which begins w^ith the letter "mem
(translated into Latin and German). Bedersi 's father, very much pleased with those evidences of

(The

his child's precocity, expressed his approbation in
a short poem which in many editions is given at
the end of the hymn. The work contains only mere
quibbles on Biblical passages, and is often very obscure; but, considering the age of the author, the
facility with which he handles the Hebrew vocabu-

lary is astonishing.
Bedersi 's Talmudical knowledge must have been
equally extensive; for, as may be seen in the introduction to his commentary on the Haggadah of the
Talmud, he Avas but fifteen years old when he enAt
tered the Talmudical school of R. ]\Ieshullam.

the age of seventeen he produced his ethical work.

—

Bedersi

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Bedikah
•'Sc'fer lia-

Panics"

(Tlic

Hook

of

Tliis

tlic (ianlcii).

published at Constant iiiople in 1515 (?)
and I'eproduced by Joseph Luz/.atto in
" Sefer ha- " Ozar lia-Sifiiit," iii., is divided inio
Pardes." eight eliai)ters: (1) on isolation from the
world, and the inconstancy of the hitter; (2) on divine worship and devotion; (3) on instruction, and the sciences that men should accpure
after having familiarized themselves with their religious obligations; (4) on the laws and the conduct
treatise, first

of the judge;
on astronomy;

(5)

(8)

on grammar; (6) on sophism;
on rhetoric and poetry.

(7)

At eighteen he i)ul)lished a work in defense of
woman, entitled "Zilzal Kenafayim " (The Pustliug
of Wings) or "Oheb JVashim" (The Women-Lover).

" Oheb

In the .short introduction to tliis treaBedersi says that lie wrote it
against Judah ben Shabbethai's Sone

tise,

Nashim."

*'

ha-Nashim" (The Woman-Hater). The
young poet dedicated this composition to his two
"friends, Meir and Judah, sons of Don Solomon DelsEnfanz of Aries. It was written in rimed prose,
and has been edited by Neubauer in the " Zunz
Jubelschrift," 1884.
These poetical productions of Bedersi's youth
were followed l)y a numlx^r of works of a more
serious character, among which were: (1) A philosophical commentarj^ on the Haggadali of diverse
parts of the ^lidrashim, such as Midrash Rabbah,

]Midrash

Tanhuma,

Sifre,

Pirke de-Rabbi Eiiezer, and

]\Iidrash Tehillim (copies of this

commentary

are

still

extant in manuscript in several European libraries).
"Iggeret Hitnazzelut" (Apologetical Letter),
(2)
addressed to Solomon ben Adret, who, at the instigation of Abba Mari, had pronounced
"Iggeret an anathema against the works and
Hiti)artizans of Maimonides and against

nazzelut."

fcicnce

in

general.

having expressed

Bedersi,

after

his resi)ect for the

Barcelona, remarked
not indignant about
invulnerable.
Their
should have branded
southern France as

upright and learned rabbi of
that he and his friends were
the ban, because science was
grievance was that Ben Adret
tlie Jewish congregations of
heretics.
From time immemorial, science had been
fostered by Jewish scholars on account of its importance for religion. This was true in greatest measure of ]\Iaimonides, Avho studied pliilosophy, mathematics, astronomy, and medicine by the aid of the
C4reek writers; in theology, however, he was guided
by tradition, submitting even in this to the investigations of philosophy. He, Bedersi, therefore, entreats
Solomon ben Adret to withdraw the excommunication for the sake of Maimonides
whose Avorks

—

would be studied

excommunication
for his own (Ben Adret's) sake, and for the good
name of Provencal Jewish learning. The " Tggeret
Hitnazzelut" has been incorporated Avith Solomon
1)011 Adret's Hesponsa, ^ 448.
{'>) A commentary on
the "Sayings of the Fathers" (Pirke Abot) and on
the ITaggadah of the Talmudical seel ion Xczikin.
This Avork. which is still extant in nianuscri))t (Escurial MS. G. iv. 13), refers often to commentaries
in spite of all

of Bedersi f)n treatises belonging to othei' sections.
If is therefore |)robable that he wrote commentaries

on

all tiic

Haggadoi

of the

'{"aliiiud.
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(4) "Beliinat ha Olaiii" (The Examination of the
World), called also by its first Avords, "Shamayirn
la-Rom" (Heaven's Height), a didactic
" Behinat poem written after the banishment of

ha'

01am."

the

Jews from France (130G), to Avhich
is made in the eleventh

event reference

(com])are

ciiapter'

"Les Ecrivains Juifs Francais,
is

Renaii-Neubauer,
This poem

" p. 37).

divided into 37 short chapters, and

may

be sum-

marized as follows:
" The sage, thoucli the highest type of humanity, is liable to
the vicisBitudes of fortune. He is not exempt froui any of the
and the sword of death stabs alike
evils which assail humanity
the philosopher and tlie boor. fUit, if this view be dispiriting,
there is another which is consoling. The soul which lives
within him, when man is bereft of Ih.is world's goods, will ac((jmpany him beyond tlie grave. Still, to the shame of humanity, man does not care to improve this noblest part of hitn.self.
ffe is entrapped by the )>erlldious charms of the world;
and his yeare roll away in search of illusions.
"And yet the wt)rld is nothing but a tempestuous sea time is
naught but a bridge thrown over the abyss connecting the negation that i^ieceded existence with the eternilythat is to follow
it.
The slightest inadvertence can precipitate him who crosses
Are worldly pleasures, then, worth
this bridge into the abyss.
seeking V
After their enjoyment follows despair, a vacuum
never to be tilled, rnfoitunate are they who give way to their
enticements.
Can one be heedless when so many agents of
destruction are suspended over his head; when the stars that
roll above him and survey his fate bring about, in their rapid
courses, unforeseen but inevitable events, that the decree of the
Eternal has attached to their movement.
"But do not, child of man, accuse the Author of nature of the
evils that overwhelm thy short and frail existence. The evils
thou complainest of are of thine own making. As for the
Eternal, His words are all Avisdoui and goodness. Man asiiires
in vain to understand them
they are l)eyond his intelligence.
All that may be conceived of Him is that He is inconceivable.
Celestial by origin, the human soul, so long as it is attaclied to
the body, groans under a shameful slavery. The occupation
Avorthy of its noble extraction is therefore to direct all its faculties toward the worship of its Creator, the happiness of its
fellow-creatures, and the triumph of truth. This result can be
attained only in keeping the commandments of God."
;

;

;

Bedersi concludes his poem by expressing his admiration for ]\Iaimonides:
" Finally, turn neither to the
the wise

men

left

believed, the chief of

nor to the right from

whom was

all that
the distinguished

master Maimonides, of blessed memory, with whom no one can
be compared from among the wise men who have lived since
the close of the Talmud then f shall be sure that thou, enriched
with all the knowledge of religion and philosophy, wilt fear the
Lord thy God."
;

This poem enjoj'ed the greatest success.

Pubby Estellina, Avife of Abraham
Conat, betAveen 1476 and 1480, it Avas republished 67
lished first at iVIantua

times (compare "Bibliotheca Friedlandiana," ii. 139),
many commentaries, among Avhicli are those
written by Moses ibn Habib, Jacob Frances, and
Four conunentaries
Yom-Tob Lipmann Heller.
Avritten by Isaac Mon^oii, Jacob (of Fano?), Leon of
]\Iantua, and Immanuel of Lattes the Younger are
still extant in manuscript (MSS. at St. Petersburg
and at the Bodleian Library, Oxford, Nos. 502 and
not). The i)oem Avas translated into Latin by
L'chtinan; into German by Isaac Auerbach, Hirsch
ben Meir, Joel ben Joseph Faust or Wust (Dt^lNIl),
Simson Hambtu'ger, Auerbach (who made use of
a translation of parts iv. and v. by Mendelssohn), J.
Avith

Levy, Joseph Ilirschfeld, and (in verse) by Stern,
preceded by an interesting IlebrcAv intioduction by
AV'eiss; into French by Philippe Atiuinasand Micliel
Beer; into Italian in "Antologia Israelitica," 1880,

"

THE
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jip.

334

ct

into Eiiglisii

f«r/.:

by

iuul into Polisli

by Tobias Goodiiian;

TuiiciKllioiii.

lia LaiiH'diii

"

I'.ct

('IMic J.aiiicd

'

El "^Tiic

House

Pray^-r), or

ol'(Jod),oi-" I'.atte

Minor
Works.

Ncfi'sh" (Tablets), a prayei- coiniiosed
of 112 woi-ds in which only the letters
This
t'loiu "alef" to "lamed" occur.
composition is connnonly altiibuted to his father,
Abraham 15edersi. Another poem, entitled " Elef
Allin " (Thousand Alets), comijosed of 1.000 words,
each of which be,i;ins witii the letter "alef," also altiibuted to Aiiraham Bedersi, seems to have beeu
written by Jedaiah.
in this jioem the author bewails the sullerings and the exile of the Jews, which
can only lefer to the banishment of the Jews from
France in KjOG (comjiare ]jU//atto, l.r.; " Sliem liaGedolim," ii. K.r. Griit/.," Geseh. der Judeii," vii. 200).
Bedersi also wrote a lar^e number of treatises on
l)hiloso])liy, .several of which are ([Uoted by Mo.ses
ihn Habib in the introduction to liis commentary on
the "Behinat ha-"()lam." Seven of these works are
still extant in manu.script:
(1) "Annotations on the
Physics of Averroes" (De Rossi MS. ^'o. 1398); (2)
"Annotations on the Canon of Aviceuna " (MSS. Oxford, Nos. 2100, 2107, and 2121, 6); (3) " Ketab haDa'at " (Treatise on the Intellect), a modification of
the Hebrew version (entitled "Sefer ha-8ekel we
lia-Muskalat '') of Alfarabi's Arabic work, " Kitab al'Aklwe al-Ma'akulat"; (4) 'Ha-I)e'ot be-SckelliaHomri " (The Theories Concerning the ^Material Intellect), in which Bedersi gives the diverse opinions on
tiie Passive Intellect as expounded by Aristotle in
;

De Aninia " (compare Ai.f.x.\ndi-:h of ApiutoDi('))
"Ha-Ma'amar be-Hafoke lia-3Iehallek

"

STAs):

(Treatise on the Oppositcs in the jVIotions of the

Spheres), explaining a passage in the commentary of
Averroes on Aristotle's "DeC'celo," i.

"Ketab ha-Hit'azmut " (Book
of Consolidation), in which Bedersi
answers tiie objections made by a

Philosophical
"Works.

4;

(0)

friend of his to the theories exjxiunded in the preceding work (7) a dissertation,
l)earingno title, on the (juestion whether individuals
of the same si)ecies, diverse in their "accidents,"
;

form or whether form
the species and embraces it entirel3^ so

dilTer also in their essential

;

inherent in
that individuals
is

difl'er solely by reason of their "acIn Bedersi 's opinion there are two forms:
a general one embracing the whole species; and a
special individual form which is essential and can
not lie considered as an "accident." In this dissertation is (juoted another work of Bedersi 's, his
"3Iidbar Kadmut" (The Desert of Antiquity), containing a commentary no longer in existence on
the twenty-live premises given by Maimonidesin his
introducti<m to the second volume of the "Guide of
the Perplexed." It is probable that Bedersi wrote a
supercommentary on the commentary on Genesis by
Ihn Ezra (comiiare Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl." col.
1283), and that he was the author of the philosophical poem on the thirteen articles of belief of Maimonides (compare Luzzatto, "Hotam Toknit," p. 2).

cidents."

—

BiRi.ior.RAPnv

:

Wulf,

iliiiliiii.

.IdM-pli
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I.

BEDFORD:
of

Borough and

Bedl'ordsliiic,

Ouse.

The

England;

tered on the pipe-iolls of 31

on the River

Jews at Bedfoid is enHenry I. (118")), w lieu

Solomon and Jacob, Jews of Bedford, paid

sum

Bk.

capital of the county

situated

earliest notice of

to the king to recover a debt (Jacobs,

a large

"Jews

Angevin England," p. 8.5). From this time onward the names of Jews from Bedfoid occur sjioladicall}' in the records, some of the Jews migrating
to other ]>laces, as llitchin, Thetford, and Essex.
Seven Jewsof Bedford contributed I'l 8.s. in 1194 to
the"donum"of the Jews of England toward the
ransom of Richard I. (Jacobs, ih. p. 163); and among
the names mentioned in the Bedford list was that of
of

a Jewess name<l "Fleiir de Liz."
In 1202 a curious charge was brought against
Bonefand, a Jew of Bedford, for the "ementula" of Richard, nephew of Robert of Sutton, by
which the death of the same Richard was caused.
The case was brought before a jury of the hundred
and the Jew was acquitted. It seems probable that
this was a case of conversion to Judaism on the part

tion

of Richard (Tovey, " Auglia Judaica," p. G(j).
Throughout the thirteenth century Bedfoid continued to be one of the centers of the English

Jewry: it Avas one of the twenty-six towns where
anARCiiA or chest was kept in which all chirograpiis
involving indebtedness of Jews were registered and
preserved, so that the king mi,ght

much each Jew was

Avorth,

know

exactJ\'

how

and could thus claim his

share of his property either at death or on occasion
of tallage (" Papers of the Anglo-JeAvish Historical
Exhibition," p. 187).
The Jcavs of Bedford appear
to have lived in High street, as at the expulsion in
1290 there fell into the hands of the king two mes-

suages in that street, formerly belonging to Cok Fil
Benedict and Pictavus, Jcavs of Bedford. From his
name the latter Avould appear to have been an immigrant from Poitou.
He had tAvo sons: one of them,
Benedict, Avas baptized at El}' the other, Jacob, Avas
;

and the messuage in High street
belonging to him Avas given by the king to the crier
of Newnham ("Transactions of the Jewish Hist.

hanged

for felony

;

Soc." ii. 8G).
In more recent times, since the return of Jcavs to
England, very feAv of them liave settled in Bedford;
those that luiA'e thus settled have been declared by
legal process not entitled to the benefits of the Bedford cliarity, though Sir Philip ]\Iagnus is now one
of the governors.
Bini.iofjRAriiv .larcilis, Jiirs uf A mirriii Eu(ilaiiil, pp. 8"), 97;
JiU'obs and Wolf, Bibliiithcca Ali<jl'>-Jt(daiia, No. 641.
:

J.

BEDI^AH, npn3
tion," in ritual hiAv):

liihlii,ni(i'a

Zmr/., Litcratuiyiscli. p.

Bedersi
Bedil^ah
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dix,

"Bakkasliat,

;

and

ritual codes

("examination." '"investiga-

Term employed

in the

Talmud

denoting the rigid scrutiny by means

Bedikah
Beelzebub

THE

JE\VlJ5lI

of wliich the fitness or untitiu'ss of a jxtsoii or oljaccording to the requirements of the rabThe term is emi)loyed
binical law, is ascertained.
chiefly in tlie foUowinir cases:
1. Bediljatha-Sakkin (•' tlie examination of the
knife ") Tlie 31osaic law, as interpretetl by the Rabbis, requires that animals avIiosc Hesh is to be used
as food be slaughtered according to tiie method enjoined by tradition and known as .Siieiiitaii.
The
throat of the animal must be cut with a ])erfectly
keen and smootii knife, of a prescribed
Condition size, which must be drawn to and fro
across the throat, with a swift and
of Knife,
uninterrujited motion, and in such a
manner as to sever at least the larger portion (" rob ")
of both the esophagus and tlie trachea; except in
the case of fowls, Avhen only one of the tubes needs
to be cut. Although the act of shehitah ma}' be performed by any i)erson, the appointment of a professional slaughterer, or "shohet," has at all times been
customary, and this official must be a well-informed
The slaugliterer, Avhoever it
and religious man.
be, is in duty l)ound carefull}' to examine the knife
before the slaughtering to .see that it be perfectly
ject,

:

keen and smootli (pbu) *in), without dent or roughness, and to repeat the process after the .slaugiitering.
Should the knife be dented ("pagum," having a
"pegimah") or become so during the slaughtering,
the Hesii of animals slauglitcred therewith is rendered
"

food (Hul. lT/>; JNIaimonidcs,
23 aud34;'Shulhau 'Aruk.Yoreh

rituallj' unfit for

Yad," Shehitah,

De'ah, If^, 1-12).
2. Bedi]j:at

i.

E^XVC•L0PEI)1A
ing the hand inld thr body befoi'e

moved and

the examination
of the parts," the esophagus and trachea, that require to be severed in slaughtering):
("

Inspection After the animal has been slaughtered,
of Parts,
the shohet 's next duty is to immediately inspect the simanim to see
whether they have been properly severed. Neglect
of this procedure would render the flesh ritually unfit for food (see Shulhan 'xVruk, Yoreh De'ah, 25, 1).
3. Bedikat ha-Beah. ("the examination of the
luug ") After the shohet has satisfied himself that
:

the act of slaughtering has been properly performed,
it becomes his dutj- to examine the lung of the animal to see whether it is in a perfectly sound condition or is tainted with any of the blemishes specified
by the rabbinical law as making the flesh prohibited
This is tlie most important examifor use as food.
nation in connection with the slaughtering of animals for food, and must be jierformed with the
utmost care and scrupulous conscientiousness.
The shohet, who, in his capacity as inspector or
examiner, is called "bodek," scrutinizes the lung
most carefully in order to see whether it contains
anj'' one of numerous fatal defects.
puncture
in the lung ("nekeb"), the absence of any part
thereof ("hissaron "), a softening (" nitmasmes"), or
drying (" yabesh ") of the tissue, the presence of hard
spots (''atum," "tinre"), or the hardening of the entire tissue ("kashah ke'ez "), blisters or tubercles
("bu'ot "), filaments filled with \ms C'sirkot"), and
an unnatural and unwholesome color ("mareli pesulah ") are the chief defects in the lung which may
render the flesh of an animal forbidden. The examination is conducted in various ways: bj' insert-

A

tlie

lung

re-

is

mishmush "); also by \nHting the lung into lukewarm water, thiough which
iiard spots may become soft; and by inflating tlie
feeling

it ("

lung C'netihai ha-reali ").
By the last-mentioned
procedure tlie jiresence of a puncture can be at once
detected.

Tlie result of this careful inspection is
that flesh passed as"kosiier " or fit is almost certain

and wholesome as food (.see Shulhan
'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 3j-39; Maimonides, "Yad,"
Shehitah, viii,, based on ]\Iishnah Hul. iii. 1, and
to be pure

Gem.

4(j"

1

1

xcfj.).

Bedikat Hamez ("the search for leaven'") is
the name of a ceremony jjerformed on the evening
of the thirteenth of Nisan, when the master of the
4.

house examines, with tlie aid of a candle, all the
and remote ]i]aees of the house for

corners, chinks,

the piu-pose of discovering and removing any stray
morsels of leavened matter.
The object of this
search is to obtain the assuiance tliat the house is
entirely free

from leaven during the continuance of

the Passover festival, as commanded by the Mosaic
law.
Any leavened matter foiuid, miless otherwise

disposed of, is required to be bui-ned about ten
o'clock on tlie following morning.
As at present

performed the

.search is rather pei-functorj-, the

reliance being

upon the

main

hou.sewife, wjio sees to

it

that the house is tiioroughly cleansed of leaven and
Tlie
]nit into a proper condition for the festival.
chief purjiose of the formal search is to give a i-eligiolegal sanction to the actions of tlie housewife.

For

ha-Simanim
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"

women)

Bedikat ha-ishshah
Nidd.\ii.

see

(the examination

"

For

"

of

Bedikah le-gadlut

"

(the examination conc(;rning maturity) see Ma,joi{-

and

ITY,

ai-so

Vows and Nedakim.

For examina-

Accusatory axd InqlimioFor "Bedikah le-mumim " (ihe

tion of witnesses see

KiAL PuocEDUHE.
examination concerning defects in relation to matrimony) see Maukiage xV.mong IIeijuews.
For
"Bedikah li-netinat get " (examination concerning
the capacity of giving abill of divorce)see Divokce.
For "Bedikat lia-metim" (examination of the dead)
For "Bedikah le-yohasiu " (examinasee Death.
tion concerning jiurily or legitimacy of descent)
see PuKiTY OF Race.
Bibliography Ex. xii. 19. .xiii. 7 Dent. .\vi. 4 MUhnnh Pra.
Gem.ihct sei/.i Maiinonkles, Yad ha-Hazalali. Hilhnt,
i. 1
:

;

:

;

Hamez

"Aruk. Orali HaimiDi;
Dembo, Da^ ScJuicJiioi. Leipsic. 1SS4; Wiener, Dir JVtr(-MazZ'ili.

i.-iii.;

Slnilljaii

(litichfu SpeixeiiC!<etze, Breslau, 189.5 (the latter

takes a ratber

antagonistic view).

B.

K.

D.

BEE: A

lione3'-gathering insect frequently reBee-keeping dates verj- far
ferred to in the Bible.
back, and it is quite probable that the ancient He-

brews were engaged in it, although there is no direct
testimony on the subject either in the Old or in the
New Testament. Isaiah vii. 18 is usually quoted in
evidence, and the phrase "the Lord shall hi.ss
.

.

.

explained as a technical term of apiculture, meaning to entice the bees to the hive; but
the correctness of this supposition may be cjuestioned.
It would be more justifiable to quote II
Chron. xxxi. 5, where reference is made to the firstPhilo is the first to mention beefruits of honey.
keejnng, and the Talmud often refers to it. Whatever age, therefore, is to be assigned to apiculture
for

tlie

bee

" is
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ainoiii:;

tliL'

Ik'lircws, in

any case wild

lict'S

aliniindcd

in Palestine; tlu' jiliraso " tlic land tlouiuii: witli

milk

and lioncy (E\. iii. b) vouclics toitliis lact. In (Jen.
xliii. 11, and also in Ezt'k. xxvii. 17, honey is named
as an article of exi)ort; and in oilier passages of
tlie Old Testament the abundance of wild hone}' is
often spoken of (Doiit. xxxii. li); Judges xiv. 8; 1
Sam. xiv. 2.1 ct m/. Ts. Ixxxi. 17 [A. V. 16] Prov.

• El ' in
sing the

"'

;

;

In Hebrew C(Jokery, lioney
XXV. 16; ^latt. iii. 4).
plays an important part (sec Honky). The Bee is
also often mentioned; and a swarm of Avild bees is
compared to a liostile army (Dent. i. 44; I.sa. vii. 18
ct Kccj.
Th(! small, unpretentious
Ps. cxviii.
work of the Bee. that yet uivessueh sweet })roduee,
;

jiraised in Eeelus. (Siraeh) xi. ;5; compare the sentence added in the Septuagint to Prov. vi. 8, where
much the same is said of the Bee as the Hebrew text
says of the ant. From the word " Bee " is derived
To-day apithe popular name " Deborah " (Bee).
culture is carried on to a considerable extent in Palestine, and notoidy is Palestinian honey exported in
is

large quantities to Europe and America, but even
the bees of Palestine are sent to other countries.
The beehives consist of hollow cylinders, made of

earth mixed with chopped straw, about 39 inches
long and ten inches wide. The beehives in ancient
times could hardly have been more primitive.
Bmi.iOfiRAPHV: Tristram, Natural Hintori/ nf the Bihlc, pp.
Hart,

;J22-;i26;

AnimaU

of the Bihle, pp.

;j2-3;3.

J. .IK.

I.

BEELEN, THEODORE JOHANN

Be.
Profes

:

sor of Oriental languages at the Catholic University

of Louvain, Belgium; born at Amsterdam at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. He devoted

study of Hebrew literature, esand acquired much learning in
Beelen is the author of a work, dithis subject.
vided into three parts, entitled "Abne Hefez [Preliimself early to the

pecially rabbinical,

cious Stones], Clire.stomathia RablMnica et Caldaica
cum Notis Grammaticis, Historicis,Theologicis, Glos-

Lexico Abbreviaturarum, q uvu in Hebr. Script.
Passim Occurent," Louvain, 1841. The lirst part,
which is the most important tlie other two being
a mere supplement to it is divided into ten cliap-ters witli tlie following lieadings: (1) Acute et Sasario et

—

pienter Dicta;

(2) Sententii\3

—

et Proverbioe;

(3)

Fa-

bultBetParabote; (4)Epistolit3Faniiliares; (5)Selecta
Historiacarum; (6) Grammatici et Lexicographi; (7)
ScripturiB Interpretes; (8) Pliilosophi et Theologi;
The author drew only
(9) Talmudica; (10) Poeta.
to a slight extent from Plautavitius' " Florilegium

—

" and from Buxtorf
the greater part
being taken from Jewish sources, such as Sefer
Toledot ha-Kabalah, Seder '01am, Sifra, ]\Iekilta, etc.
In the poetical part the author made use of Abraham
ibn Ezra, Moses ibn Ezra, Judah lia-Levi, Gabirol, etc.

Kabbinicum

Bibliography: Literatnrt>Jatt den Orients, ii. .540; Sfeinsfhneider. BihlU>y7ai>}iixchefi Handhiich; idem. Cat. Badl.
pol. 783

;

Fiirst,

Bihliotheca Jiidaica,

T.

p. 19.
I.

Bk.

BEELIADA

("Baal knows"): A son of David
Chron. xiv. 7), who in II Sam. v. 16 and I
Chron. iii. 8 is called " Eliada. " This is due to an in-

(I

change by the scribe, to whom the name
"Baal" was hateful, and who therefore substituted
tentional

•'.

its

Bedil^ah

Beelzebub
For

place.

name "Baal,"

otlii'r

instances of disgui-

see Bosiietii.

G. B. L.

•'!{.

BEELZEBUB

or

BEELZEBUL

:

Name

of a

demon mentioned in the New 'rcslameut as chief of
the demons (Matt. xii. 24-27; :Mark iii. 22; Luke xi.
M-l.S).

When

the Pharisees lieard (of the cures

performed by Jesus), they said: "This man doth
not cast out demons but by Beelzebul, the prince of
the demons"; whereupon Jcsusanswered "If Satan
:

divided against himself; how
hen shall his kingdom stand? And if
Ijy Beclzel)ul cast out demons, liy whom do your sons cast
them out? But if I cast out demons by the spirit of
God, then the kingdom of God is come unto you."
On another occasion Jesus said to his disciples: "If
they have called the master of the liouse [that is,
himself] Beelzebub, how much more (shall they so
call) them of his household " [that is, the disciples]
(Matt. X. 2.")).
The name "Beelzebub," written also
"Beelzebul," which occurs nowhere else in Jewish
literature, is a variant form of "Baal Zebub," the
god of Ekron, whose oracle King Aliaziah consulted
during his illness, provoking thereby the wrath of
easts out Satan, he

is

1

I

God

(II Kings i. 2-16)
the name is commonly explained after the Septuagint and Josephus, "Ant."
ix. 2, S 1, as the " Lord of Flies " (see Baal-zebuh).
Plagues being often ascribed to the influence of flies
(Ex. xxiii. 28; Eccl. x. 1; Pliny, "Historia Xaturalis,"x. 38, 75; Pausauias, "Description of Greece,"
V. 14, 1; Aelian, "Natura Animalium," v. 17, xi. 8;
Usener, "Gotternamen," p. 260), the god who dispelled flies (Apollo Apomyios) probably retained his
popularity long after he had ceased to be an object
In fact, the fly was regarded by the
of worship.
Jew^s in particular as more or less impure and demonic. "The evil spirit ["yezer ha-ra'"] lies like a
fly at the doors of the human heart," says R<ib, with
reference to "the flies of death" in Eccl. x. 1 (Ber.
61« and Targ. Yer. to the passage). "A fly, being
an impure thing, was never seen in the slaughterhouse of the Temple " (Abot v. 8), nor did one cross
the table of Elisha; which fact, according to Rab,
gave proof to the Shunannnite woman that lie was
" a holy man " (II Kings iv. 9
Ber. 10b).
The devil
in German folk-lore also appears in the shape of a
fly (Simrock, "Deutsche Mythologie," 1874, pp. 95,
;

;

479).

Geiger (" Urschrift," p. 53) thinks that Baal Zebub,
capacity as god of the hated Philistines, became the representative of the heathen power and
consequently the arch-enemy, the foe par excellence,
and therefore the name " Baal debaba " (" debaba "
being the xVramaic form corresponding to Hebrew
in his

"Zebub") ac(iuired the meaning of "hostilit}-," the
verb 32T with the sense of "hostile action" being
derived from it. But neither this opinion nor a similar one expressed by Doderlein and Storr, and revived in Riehm's "Reahvorterbuch," seems acceptable, as " Beel debaba" is the ordinary Aramean word
(Brockelmann, " Lex Syriae. ")
for "calumniator."
What renders the name still more problematic is
the form "Beelzebul," which the older manuscripts
present, and which has given rise to a number of
other conjectures, among them the following: (1)

Beer
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Seer, Benjamin
lia.s bef'ii

It

tliat

.simtr<'stc(i

the apiicllatinns lU-clzc-

and Haal Zchul) aic (•ornii)! tonus of wiiat was
originally " Bual Zchul " (Baal of Ihe hoaveuly manl)iil)

sion, pHT. .Movers, in ".lournul Asiatique," 1878, pji.

and afterward "IJaal of tiie nether world."
"Zehul" (froiu "/.ebel," dung) is a
eacophonic c<»rruption of "Zebuh." in order to give
the name tlie meaning of "god of tlie dung." It is
more likely tluvt the name "Beelzebul " is a dialectic
2'20-2'-3r)),

(2)

Tiie w(jrd

variation ()f " Beelzebub, " as " Beliar " is of " Belial "
.lerome read and ti'anslated the name as "dominus
;

nuiscarum

"

(lord of

HiHi.iociRAPHV

:

tlics).

Clieyrip,

Enct/cloixrdia Bihlicn,

s.v.

:

Has-

Bihlc. S.V.; Lightfuot, Hitnv Hehraicd nii
Die I'liin'iiizicr, 1841, 1. "Jtiti; Winer,
s.v. Hrclzrhtih and Flicfjeii ; Richni, Bcdlv'iirterbucli ; Baiuiissiii, in Hauck-Herzog, Rial-Eiicylilnjiii(?('(', s.v. ;
Holtziiianii, HdiKlcninmriitar ztiin Neucii Trstatings, Diet,

tif tilt'

3/((/(. xii. ~4

;

Miivcis,

Reahvi'iitcilnuh,

rneiit.

Die

Matt.

X. 25.

Siiiuiptikcr,

p.

136;

Meyer,

Cominentai-y on

K.

BEER

("well"): 1. A halting-place of the Israelites near Arnoii, in Moub, where they stopped
during their wanderings in the desert (Num. xxi.
On the rinding of the well u song was comIG).
posed (Num. xxi. 17, 18): one? of the earliest poetic
See an article by Budde in
pieces of the Bible.

"The New World," March,

A

2.

fled

from

his brother

Abimelech (Judges ix. 21). This place has not been
identified, though so much appears probable, thai it

was within
J.

the territory assigned to Manasseh.
"

JR.

'

G. B. L.

AARON:

Chief cantor of the Jewish
BEEB,
congregation of Berlin; born 17H8; died Jan. 3, 1821,
in the riftieth yt'iiv of his otticial capacity as cantor.

lie i)ossessed a well-trained tenor voice of extraor-

dinary compass and rich and powerful cjuality and
such was his fame, about 1770, that music-lovers
gathered from far and near to hear him. The Royal
Library at Berlin contains a rine picture which represents him as a young man, holding in his hand a
title-page with the motto "Immer Besing Ich des
Ewigen Hukl " (Ps. Ixxxix. 2 [A. Y. 1]).
;

Buii.iOGRAPMY: Mendel, MngihaUtichex

Ki)}ive7-t<atio}if:-Li'.ri-

Ison.
s.

J.

BEER, ADOLF

So.

Austrian historian and educator; born at Prossnitz, Moravia, Feb. 27, 1831.
While still young he came under the influence of
men like Gideon Bkeciieh ami llirsch Bar Eassel,
and received a careful education in the high school
of his native city.
Thus prepared he Avent abroad
in ((uest of a higher education and attended the universities of Berlin, Heidelberg, Prague, and Vienna,
:

training himself for a political career.
To this ambition lu; sacririced his Jewish religion and embraced
Christianity.

Having gra<luated

At tluil lime his aniiiitions began to materialize.
entered the .Ministiy of Public Instruction as
councilor, doing yeoman service in I lie cau.se of
])opular and higher education; and in 1873 he was
elected mendjer of Parliament, which election has
since been renewed witlunit interruption.
His lucid
parliamentary speeches, founded on a comprehensive

He

and deep knowledge of
and rinancial alfairs, won
leagues and opponents.
between the conservative

conunercial,
the resi)ect of his colIn the political dealings
and liberal elements coneducational,

him

sequent ujion the fall of the Taalle ministry on Oct.
Beer was pr(jpo.sed as state secretary of
education, but his Jewish descent thwarted all his
hopes of entering the cabinet.
Beer is of a conservative disposition, appealing rather to the reason than to the emotions of his
audience.
His numerous writings show the wide
range of his knowledge. They embrace commerce,
30, 1893,

modern hisvon Banke
of expression and witle sweep

rinance, foreign jjolitics, education, and
tory.
As far back as 1872 Leopold

l)raised Beer's facility
of historical view.
Bfeer is the author of the following works: "Geschichte des Welthandels," 18G0; " Fortschriltc des
" Die 'Zweite Theilung
"Joseph II., Leopold II., uud
Kaunitz," 1873; "Leopold II., Franz II., und Katharina von Bu.ssland," 1873; "Finanzen Oesterreicli's
im 19. Jahrhundert," 1877; "Zehn Jahre Oester-

Unterrichtsweseus," 1867;

1895.

Jotham

place to which
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as Ph.D.,

lie

was

first appointed teacher of history at the high schools
of Czernowitz, Prague, and Vieima, then in 1857
assistant i)r()fessor of Austrian history at the Law
Academy of Grosswardein, Hungary. In the following year he was promoted to a profe.s.sorship of
Jiistory at the Commercial Academy of Vienna.
In
this position he remained for ten years, when, in
18(58. he was transferred to the TechnLschc Hochschule of that city.

18G7;

Polen'.s,"

reichischer Politik 1801-10," 1877; " Staatshaushalt
Oester.-Ungarus seit 1868," 1881; " Aus-Tegethoff's

Nachlass," 1882; "Die Orientali.sche Politik Oester-

Hau-

reichs seit 1774," 1883; " Die Oesterreichisclie
tlelspolitik

im

19.

Jahrhundert," 1893.

BiBLiooRAPHv:

Miinz, in Nation, Berlin, March
Meyer, Koiiccivatidiis-Lctilnin, s.v.

10,

1901;

M. B.

s.

ADOLPH

BEER,
born
Austrian colonel
1833 in Prossnitz, Moravia; died Oct. 2,1888, at Leibach, Carniola.
He entered a school for military cadets.
On leaving it with the rank of lieutenant, he
was appointed professor at the military academy in
Weisskirchen, Moravia. Later Beer held a similar
position in the military school of Cracow. During the
Austro-Prussian war (1866) he greatly distinguished
himself in the defense of the frontier fortress of
Olmutz and b\' preventing its surrender, when the
Prussians unexpectedly appeared before it at night.
Beer was one of the rirst Jews in the Austrian army
to attain the grade of colonel.
Buu.iOGRAi'HY

:

Jei('i,s7i

:

;

Clm»iidc,

Oct. 26, 1888, p. 9.

B. B.

^^.

BEER, ALEXANDER:
and author

in

Religious

Munich, who wrote

in

1826,

teacher

under

the direction of Abraham Binc;, rabbi of Wilrzburg, and with the apjirobation of the "bet din " in

and other rabbinical authorities of Bavaria, a
in the German vernacular imder the title
" Lehrbuch
der ]Mosaischen Religion" (Munich,
182G), and in an abridged form "Hauptlehren der
Fi'irth,

catechism

Mo.saisch(!n Religion

" (ih.

1826), for the use of the

Jewish schools.
script of

The .same was indorsed by a reKing Ludwig I. of Bavaria, and was pub-

lished at the expense of the government, with the

Beer
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view of introducing .systematic religious instruction
modern form among tiie Jews.

in

The booli is llierefore of liistoric interest as being
the result, on the one hand, of governmental initiative in the direction of improved religious education
of the Jews, and, on the other, of conscientious labor
on the part of the conservative rabbis of Bavaria,
who were eager to liarnioni/.e modern culture with
B}- placing the Hethe ancient faith and practise.
brew quotations from the Bible, Talmud, Maimonides, Moses of Coucy (Scmag), and Aaron ha-Lcvi

<Hinnuli) alongside of the German te.xt, the author
displayed pedagogical tact combined with loyalty
The first part
to the traditional method of the past.
deals, in 32 paragraphs, with the Thirteen Articles
of Faith; while the following part deals in 115 paragraphs with duties toward God, in 9 paragraphs
with duties toward oneself, and in 49 paragraphs
with duties toward one's fellow-men; an appendi.x
treating also of the marriage laws and of the AarouThere is a foot-note on p. 57 of special signifiites.
cance by the rabbinate of Furth, stating tiiat the
omission of circumcision does not exclude the Jew
from the Jewish community or release him from
On
all other obligations devolving upon the Jew.
account of its conservative tendencies, the book was
attacked by an anonymous writer in a pamphlet entitled " Die Reform der Juden uud das Beer'sche
Lehrbuch," 1827 (Jost, "Neuere Geschichte der IsBeer also published "Siddur Teraeiiten," i. 127).
(Praver-book), with German translation,
fillot"

Beer, Benjamin

became iaii r. In 1848 he won the pri/.(; for
Dc Situ Axium Opticorum in Crystallis
Biaxibus," and obtained the degree of Ph.D. Two
years later he was appointed lecturer at the Universit}' of Bonn.
At the same time he began publish-

ant

lie

his essay. "

ing the results of his scientific labors, writing in
1854 "Einleitung in die Holiere Optik," which obtained a wide rei)utation.
He followed this with a
series of scientific articles in Poggendorff's "Annalen."
In 1855 he was appointed professor of
mathematics at Bonn. Beer also wrote "Einheit in
der Electrostatik," published two year;? after his
death.
BiBLiOGRAPHV:

Zi'iUnuj.

Ki'iliiischc

K.

BEER, AMALIE

(nee Amalie Wolf): Gerphilanthropist and communal worker; died at
She was the wife of the
Berlin June 22 (24), 1854.
banker Jacob Herz Beer, daugher of Liebmann
Meyer Wolf (known as "the Berlin Croesus"), and
great-granddaughter of Lipmanu Wolf Taussig. She
was very charitable, and an active member of the
Women's Aid Society for Wounded Soldiers, which
was conducted under the patronage of Princess William of Prussia. In consideration of her valuable
services, she received from the king the Order of
Queen Louise, being the first Jewess to be so distinguished.
In order, furthermore, not to offend the
pious Jewess, who was averse to wearing a cross,
the king decreed that she should wear the ordinary
decoration of the first class in the form of a medalHer hospitable home in
lion attached to a ribbon.
the Thiergartenstrasse, Berlin, was one of the most
brilliant salons of the time, and was honored occasionally by the king's presence.
Amalie Beer was
the mother of the poet Michael Beer, of the composer Giacomo Meyerbeer, and of two other sons,
Heinrich and Wilhelm.

man

,

Bibliography: Kohut, Ocsc/i. der Dcutiichcn Judcu, p. 775
(portrait, ih. p. 780); Allgemeine Deutsche Biogra])hie, xxiv.
ti;33 (s.v. Meyerbeer).

A. F.

s.

BEEB, AUGUST: German
born at Trier July
18,

31,

1863.

mathematician;
1825; died at Bonn on the
Beer was educated at the

gymnasium of his native town
when he went to Bonn to stud}^ mathe-

technical school and
until 1845,

matics and the sciences under Pliioker, whose

assist-

Poggen-

W,\:

E.

;

All-

Ms.

BEER, BENJAMIN BEN ELIJAH HA-

ROFE An

Italian, doubtless

:

an

artist,

who

lived

probably at Ferrara, during the fifteenth
century. On a bronze medal discovered at Lyons,
France, in 1656, Beer's name appears in acrostic in
the Hebrew legend encircling the head.
The medal
measures about six inches in diameter, and has on
the obverse an artistically stamped iiead crowned
with a laurel wreath. The legend is as follows:
in Italy,

Dsc'O ^3

-\i]:r]

Dnn

nnjcna punxi ypn
nji'

"I-

nnns

b'nMi

"nvj

nvio

Outside the

circle,

curs

YD'

C>-|D ]2

"umilitas,

ra

Ta-eivuaic.

The

Ti'

inr:;"

jot!?

n^yxi

omen
.']}

s.

1,

s.

Munich, 1827.

Rhine Nov.

May

liiofin^ijIiisch-Litrrdiixclirx HiiiKhiuirtcrliudi
iirmiiiir JJeutsclii' Iiiin/raiihi(\ ii. Ui^). '^Hi.
(lorlT,

on

p in

jm:

n-ir:2

tiix 'd^ni
-i\sc*n

yi nj

'1

mivn

^on 'ha
n^D")

l)oth sides of the head,

ai
oc-

^n NC> Vn ni 'D and below,

the latter a mi.sspelliug of
reverse of the medal represents a
dark ground around which runs the legend, " Post
tenebras spero lucem felicitatis judex dies ultimas
il/ioaig,"

D.III.M."
JMenestrier the Jesuit, in his " Histoire de Lyon"
was the first to describe the medal and to endeavor to interpret the legend. In his opinion the
(1696).

figure represents Louis le Debonnaire,

Erroneous and the legend expresses the gratitude
Opinions of the Jews toward this king, who
Concerning- permitted them to build a synagogue.
This opinion respecting the head was
Medal.
held bj' many, among whom were
De Boissi ("Dissertation Critique "). S. Lowisohn
(•* Vorlesungen "), and Carmol}- ("Memoire sur
une
Medaille en I'Honneur tie Louis le Debonnaire");
only in the interpretation of the legend.
in 1836 that Gerson Levi called attention to the fact that the figure could not be that of
Louis, because there existed no medal Avilh the
effigy of an}' French king earlier than Charles
Zunz (" Israelitische Annalen." 1840. Nos. 17,
Vli.
18) pointed out that the dotted words from the bethey
It

dill'er

was only

ginning to nPDI contain

(nmni

nm d^X'

in acrostic:

")

"inntDDl |^0'J3

xsnn

-ixmn^^x.
"Benjamin, son of my respected preceptor, the
]\lay he
learned Rabbi Elijah Beer, the phj'sician.
Both father and son are
live many happy years."
known to have lived in Italy in the fifteenth centmy and the " D.III.M." on the reverse of the medal
;

n''n"'=) )'i'i:"

"

Beer, Benjamin
Beer, Berthold

may

icpicscnt

Wiis wiittt'n.
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tlic year (1.jU8) in whicli the legend
Ziinz l)elieve(l tliat there was no eou-

nectiun between the figure and tlie legZunz's
end that Benjamin Avas interested in
astrology, and that believing lie had
Vie^v.
discovered the date of the coming of
the Messiah, he engraved it on the medal.
L. Loewe, in "^Memoir on the Liimlein ]Medal
("Numismatic Chronicle," 1S57, vol. xi.x.), goes still
further.
He expresses the opinion that Benjamin
was an adherent of the pseudo-^Messiah Asher Lani;

lein,

who

lived at that time,

and that the words ^px

been paid to the reverse of the medal, which serves

and the head. It b(;ars
the same liead as the obverse, with tlie exception
that in the former the liead is turned to the left and
has no laurel wreath, while rays diverge from the
top.
The features are represented indistinctly in
order to picture the darkness out of which light is
to explain ])oth the legend

begiiming to dawn. Benjamin, who prol)ably was
an artist, symbolized by this medal Judai.sm, past,
present, and future.

The following are interpretations of the legend,
according to Zuuz, Loewe, Geiger, and the present

'!Dn are an abbreviation of '•on niri'' P^JDj;^ IC'H
( Asher Liimlein, the Roman Jew "). The first eight

writer:

which the legend concludes he ])elieved to be the initials of Job xix. 25
(A. V.) Dip"' isy hv pinxi ^n ^Sxi: ^ny-i"' "'jxi, which
" I knew it, my Redeemer
is thus reuderetl by Loewe

praisetl be

of the eighteen letters with

:
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Zunz
all

:

"By the decree of the divine Disposer,
He by the mercy of the Eternal, whilst
!

judgment ceases and the image

peri.shes, I be-

hold Thy light at the time when redemption will
take place, and I reflect on the providence of my

The Lamlein Medal.
(From

•*

Zeit. der

DeuUchen

on earth will confirm it." The other
are abbreviations of |'"JD''J3 n^Tl^ H^ '^l^'l}f2

Morgenl.-Gesellschaft.'')

O Romans,

liveth; the last

God.

letters

rejoice,

D-p"!

""n

n^nm

'pi6

"'uy nns^i'DO

na::'

Tia'j'

-i

p

guard

their trace!

waiting for Thy deliverance,
mighty Ordainer and Forgiven"

Thus

O

I shall

God,

al-

"The work of my haad, the writing of Benjamin,
the son of R. Shabbethai of the Anavim family.
Praise and glory I render to the living and everlasting God "
Accoi'ding to Geiger, the figure represents Benjamin Jiimself, and the legend expresses his belief
in the immortality of the soul.
As
Loewe and to the eighteen letters, Geiger exGeiger on plains the first eight as Loewe did, and
the Medal, in the remainder he finds the initials
of .](,h xiv. 13, "-JJDVn i?1Xt;0 jn"" ""D

the decree of Him who is the
Universe], blessed be He! By His
eternal will.
When all justice ceased and consideration failed, I beheld the length of that period
reaching the appointed end of exile [and no redemption had yet taken place]
but, reflecting on the
ways of Providence as bj- Eli Romi, [I perceived]
that he caused the spiritual traces of them yet to remain, and I rejoiced, I fully hope, in the redemption,
O eternal, omnipotent God, who art great and forgiving! "

'jnDTni pin 'b tt'CTi iqk 3"ik' ny "jn'riDD, "Oh,
that thou wouldest
keep me secret until thy
wrath be past, that thou wouldest appoint me a set
time, and remember me "
But this interpretation also is forced, and it is impossible that Benjamin should have represented his
own head with a laurel wreath. No attention has

Geiger: "By the decree of the Guide, who is
above volition (that is, above the mutability of
changing resolutions) of the Eternal even when the
process of the divestiture of forms ceases (the change
of forms which are withdrawn from matter through

!

.

.

.

!

Li.

Loewe: "By

Guide

[of the

;

;

a-KnaTepTjaiq, in order to make place for others), I saw
a fixed term for the time (the temporal) when the

;

Anil

fiul slioultl coiiR'.

of

my

God,

my

am

waiting,"

on the providence

I lelk'CtCMl

height.

traces [of the temporul
I

He

and

[liowevcr] their

left

tiuile]

;

and

I rejoiced.

etc.

A

better translation would be the following " By
the decree of the liider, blessed be He! through the
will of the Eternal; while all justice [to the JewsJ
:

and tiie image fails [as represented on
the reverse], I behold Thy light [expressed by the
rays on the top] at the time when redemption shall
take place. And I consider as the ell'ect of the providence of my God that the Romans left their traces
[of the Jews], and I rejoiced," etc.
lias ceased,
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BEER, BERNHARD: German
July,

Beer, Benjamin
Beer, Berthold
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ISOl,

at

author; born
Dresden; died there July 1, 1861.
His father, Hirsch
Beer, and his mother,
Clara, belonged to the
Boudi family, which
migrated about the
middle of the eighteenth century into
Saxony,
and which

Bernhard Beer.

was intimately connected with the Jewish
congregation of Dresden from its beginning.
Bernhard was an only
sou. While a youth lie
was much iutiuenced
l)y his relative. Dr. j\I.
Boudi, autlior of the
lexicographical work
"Or Esther." As the

narrow spirit then reigning in Saxony made attendance at public schools disagreeable to Jews, Beer
Avas never a pupil at oue of them but, bj^ the aid of
private teachers and by self -study, he acquainted
himself early and thoroughly with the ancient and
modern classics. Herder, 3Ieudelssolm, and Hartwig Wessely were his favorites. In 1824 he formed
a society of young men for the discussion of the
Bible and other Hebrew literature, and, above all,
the works of the exegetes and philosophers of the
3Iiddle Ages.
Beer was the tirst to introduce sermons into the
German language. With the permission of the chief
rabbi of Dresden, A. Lowy (died April 28, 1835),
Beer, although a layman, preached at the high
;

festivals.

Beer was not only a volunteer preacher; he was
also a volunteer educator of his poor coreligionists,

who were

unable to pay the fees of private teachers
and not
without humiliation to Jewish children). In 1829,
on the one-hundredth anniversary of Mendelssohn's
birth, Beer, with the cooperation of E. Collin, a
Dresden physician, founded the jMendelssohn-Verein

with great ditticulty. Up to this time there had
been no Jewish teachers of handicrafts; and Christians had been forbidden to take Jewi.sh apprentices.
Beer fought also as a journalist for the enianciliatiou of his coreligionists in Saxony.
An essay of
his, published in "Die Bieue," 1820, Xo. xxxvi., attracted public attention.
In 1833 he drafted the
|)etition which the Jewish congregation of Dresden
addressed to the Saxon Parliament, protesting against
a law which excluded the Jews from the rights of
full citizenship.

Jews.
After

The

result

to the

Beer went l)ack to his favorite studies

this.

— hi.story,

philosophy, and Bible exegesis.
His
knowledge of the Jewish religion, and especially of
the religious philosoph}^ of tlie >Iiddle Ages, was remarkable; and he collected a very valuable library.
In 1834 Beer received the degree of Ph.D. from the
University of Lei|)sic; and in the same j'car he married Bertha Boudi, who, by her great inteUigence
and pleasing manners, made his house one of the
spiritual centers of Dresden; among others, Karl
Gutzkow, Berthold Auerbach, and Julius Hammer
frequently resorting thither. In 1842, after a serious
illness, he made a tour through Italy and Switzerland.
He also visited most of the important libraries of western Europe; enriching his liliraiy, when
possible, with manuscripts and incunabula.
Beer was by nature a theologian. He endeavored
to systematize Jewish theology, and presented liis
ideas on the subject in various magazines and special
publications, such as Flirst's "Orient"; Frankel's
"Zeitschrift fur die Religiosen Interessen des Juden"Jahrbuch
thums"; Frankel's " Monats.sclirift "
der Deutschen ]\Iorgenlandischen Gesellschaf t "
Wertheimer's " Wiener Jahrbiicher"; "Kerem Hemed"; " Jcschurun," etc. His principal works are:
(1) "Die Freie Christliche Kirche uud das Judenthum," 1848 (open letter to Ronge); (2)
transla;

A

tion of

Juifs "

Solomon Munk's "La Philosopliie cliez les
into German, under the title " Philosopliie

und Philosophische Schrif tsteller der Juden, " 1852
"Jiidische Literaturbriefe," originally published
1854; later, in
book-form, Leipsic, 1857; (4) " Abel," in "Literatur" Aaron," in Wertheimer's
blatt des Orients," iv.
(5)
"Wiener Jahrbiicher," 1855; (7) "Leben Mosis " (a
fragment in manuscript found at his death).
In memory of Beer, the congregation in Dresden
founded a scholarship in art and science; and two
others were instituted by the committee of the Breslau Jewish Theological Seminary, which received
the greater part of Beer's library, the remainder
being bequeathed to the University of Leipsic.
(3)

in Frankel's "Monatssclirift," 1853,

;
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(access to public schools being very difficult

for the advancement of trade, art, and science among
Jews; and several members of the congregation at
once declared themselves willing that their boys
should learn a trade. This was accomplished only

was favorable

BEER, BERTHOLD

Austrian medical writer;
born at Brunn, Moravia, April 24, 1859. Educated
at the high schools of his native city, first at the
realschule, then at the gymnasium, he left for Vienna, where he attended the university and graduFor several years he was physician
ated in 1885.
at the " Allgemeines Krankenhaus" (General Hospital),
making neuropathy a specialty. His scien:

Seei',

in various Vienna
"Journal of Anatomy,"
London; "The Lancet." London; "Nature,'" London; "Science," New York; and especially in
tific

resc'iiiclics

wore
and

nu'dicul journals,

"Wiener
BuiLiotiit

:

FAsunht'Vg. Da!<

Gti!<tiiji:

^^101.
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BEER, JACOB LEYSER.

Giacomo Meyerbeer,
Beer,

Conijioser; son of Michael Ueer,

.T-

8,

Micliael Beer.

and made a favorable
youthful attempt which

1819,

—

and Bonn.
Beer's extensive travels through European councontributed uuich to the liberal character and
From his second
thoroughness of his education.
journey to Italy he brought home a new tragedy,
tries

So.

;

the lyrical pieces, " Ai)endfcier." " Eichendorltiana,"'
"Haidebilder," "Spielmannsweiseu," "Was sich der
Wald Erzilhlt " a pianoforte-suite and sevei-al
books of songs. Of these works. " Der Streik der
Schmiede " is generally considered the best. In this
little opera, which was also successfully j^erformed
at the Theater des Westens in Berlin, Beer disThe i)rize
l)lays a fine mastery of vocalization.
operetta, "Das Stelldichein auf der Pfahll)rucke,"
has likewi.se met with favorable recognition. Among
the literary productions of Beer may be mentioned a
:

Dec.

—

and
composer; born at Vienna Aug. 25, 1851. He studied with DessofT, and was still very young when, on
the recommendation of Hanslick, Dessoff, and Herbeck, he on three different occasions received emolument from the Austrian government for the compositions " Ariadne auf Na.xos," " Die Auferweckuug des
Lazarus," and a number of songs. Beer, who in 1901
was living at Vienna, is the composer of the following operas: "Otto der Schiitz"; "Der Pfeiferkonig"; "Friedel mit der Leereu Tasche," performed
at Prague, 1892; "Der Streik der Schmiedc," oneHe
act opera, first performed at Augsburg. 1897.
"Das Stelldichein auf
also wrote the operetta,
der Pfahlbrucke " the cantata, " Der Vv'ilde Jiiger "

;

Munich

After this
impression.
revealed the weak points of his insuflicient training, while the success of the play encouraged him
he plunged with
in the pursuit of a literary career
renewed fervor into his interrupted studies, following courses in history, philology, the natural
sciences, and philosophy at the universities of Berlin

pianist

;

19, 1800, in

died at

ater, Berlin,

siciens.

Austrian

and of \\'ilhelm

the composer,

which Avas produced at the Hof the-

Biographic lliiversellc des Mit-

:

So.

brother of

tra,"

pianoforte compositions of Beer may be mentioned
des Feuilles," and several other morceau-r, de salon.

JOSEF

;

At the Werder Gym-

"La Marguerite," "Le Chant

MAX

poet

nasium, Berlin, where
Beer was completing
the education he had
receiveil at home, he
early .showed a marked
prefeience for the traamong the
gedians
classical writers of an
cient Greece and Rome.
At the age of eighteen
tirst
wrote his
he
tragedy, " Klytemnes

as the principal soloists.
Although these works are somewhat deficient
when judged from a high artistic standi>oint, they
nevertheless deserve to be ranked far above the
usual standard of amateur productions. Among the

S.

German

:\Iarch 22, 1833.

Warot

F. F. Felis,

:

the astronomer;

lierlin;

orchestra, Avhich was performed for the first time on
Jan. 23, 1808, at Paris, with Manduit. Caron. and

BEER,

J.

BEER, MICHAEL

and nepliew of Giaconio ]Meyerl)eer: horn 1883 in
Paris, where he still (19U'2) resides, llis first attempts
at composition were two one-act connc operas. "En
Etat de Siege" and "Les Koscs de M. de :\Ialeslierbes," which were respectively ])erfornied hefcjre a
Ilis ne.xt work
private audieuce in IHoO and 18(51.
was an opera entitled "La Fille dEi-ypte." which
was produced at the Theatre Lyricpie April 23,
He then attempted works of greater mag1863.
nitude; and in March, 1871, "Elisabeth de Ilougrie,"
a grand opera Ijy him, in four acts, was given at the
Theatre de la Monnaie at Brussels. Beer has since
produced several other operatic works, none of which,
however, has met with marked success. In addition
to the foregoing, he has set to music Psalmcxxxvii.,
a work of colossal proportions for soli, chorus, and

Bibliography:

IkilViintc Israelii iKclir Miiinit:)- iiml
Baker, IUdij.
19<X);

MuMk-LcxikDli,
l'.t()l>.

s

born Aug.
:

"Eva

l'**-

GlACD.MK.

BEER, JULES

Kdliiit,

:

Fill Id 11; UJeiiiiilin,

Dili, nj MK.tiiiaii.'i,

Mkyeubekk,

S( e

literature entitled

Pogner.'"

M. B.

s.

Wagnerian

coiitriliulion to

publisliiHl

in tiie

JMedicinische Presse." ot uliicli heiseditor.
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Jacob

Beer, Rachel

von Aragonien," suggested by Goethe's
Braut von Korinth." It was published,
simultaneously with "Klyteranestra," in Leip.sic
"

Die Briiute
ballad, " Die

in 1823.

The most successful of Beer's works was the oneWith remarkable stageact tragedy " Der Paria. "
craft, which is lacking in his later productions, he
concentrated into a single act a story rich in conIt was produced
tent and full of stirring incident.
for the tinst time Dec. 22, 1823, in Berlin, and received an ovation, Goethe himself adding warm
The author
praise to the plaudits of the audience.

pictures in

vivid colors the

momentous struggle

which a noble nature undergoes

in a conflict

with

the depressing influence of degrading circumstances.
It is an eloquent and bitter outcry against the oppression of the

Jews

in

Europe.

In 1824 Beer moved to I'aris, where the large circle of ac(iuaintances and the growing fame of his
brother, Giacomo Meyerbeer, threw open the doors
He soon
of every salon to the young German poet.
learned to know intimately a number of eminent litterateurs, artists, and statesmen in Paris, and before
the end of the year he felt as much at home in the
French metropolis as at his father's home in Berlin.
He rarely returned to his native city in after-days,

;

speiuliug the rest of his life in Paris, on iln- Hiiine,
or in Mtinicii, wlK-re he snccunibed to neiirustheniti
at tiie aye of tliirty-two.
The largest and best, if not the most successful,
of Beer's works was his " Stnicnsee," a tragedy in
five acts, dedicated to King Liidwig of IJavaria,

and produced for the first time March 27, 1828, in
Munich.
It was very favorably received; and
Count de St. Aulaire, with whom Beer l)ecame intimately acciuainted while iu Paris, made it known to
the reading public in France by Ids translations of
several .scenes from the tragedy, which api)eared
Tlie whole work, pubin the "Revue Fran^aise."
lished originally in Stuttgart, 1829, Avas later translated into French by Ferguson (Paris, 1834, simul-

taneously with a translation of " Der Paria," l)y
Xavier (fe Marmicr). A tine edition of this tragedy,
witli an introduction by Jo.sepli Kiirschner, is to be
found in Kiirschner's "Deutsche Nationalliteratur."
cxxxvi., 18S9.
Beer was also the author of some excellent poems,
among which may be mentioned his " Elegies," writA complete edition of Beer's
ten in Italy (1826).
works was prepared two years after his death by his
friend and admirer Eduard von Schenk, the uoteil
Bavarian poet and statesman (Leipsic, 1835).
Bini.ior.RAPliV
.s-.i'.;

Mever,

:

Brockhaus, Kiinvcrsations-Lcxiko)!^ Uth

Ki)iircr.-<ati()ii!<-Le.rihin}, 5th eel.;

Kunicliipi'ttie; Athjcmciiie

Beer's Gei<ammeUc Werke,
s.

ed.,

La Graudc

Devtsdie Biaoraphic Micharl
von Schenk, Leipsic, 1835.
A. S. C.
:

ed. E.

BEER, MOSES SHABBETHAI An

Italian

:

rabbi; born at Pesaro; died in Home, Maj' 6, 1835,
where he officiated as rabbi from the year 1825. On
Dec. 18, 1829, he Avas admitted to an interview of

forty minutes with Pope Leo XII., in order that he
might plead on behalf of his community. This was
the first time in the history of the Roman Jews that
ime of their representatives was permitted to appear
in person before the pontiff.

Bnn.ioGRAPHY:

Berliner, Gcsch. dcr

Juden

in

Rom

(Index),

M. B.
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BEER, PETER (PEREZ)
alist;

Beer, Jacob
Beer, Rachel
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born Feb.

19, 1758, at

:

Austrian education

Neubydzow, Bohemia;
died Nov.

Prague.

8,

1838, at

After having

received his early training in Bible and Tal-

mud, and

— what

was

unusual in those days

— iuGerman antl Latin,

he entered, at the age
of fourteen, the yeshibah at Prague, and
four years later that
When
of Pre.sburg.
twenty-one he began
his career as a teacher
in a

Hungarian

village

but the desire for study
Peter Beer.
soon brought him to
Vienna, where for a time he attended the university.
As a teacher iu his native town, and from 1811
at the Jewish school at Prague, Beer displayed
great activity in reforming the methods of instruction.
By a well-arranged system of teaching He-

brew. Bible, and religion, he, like his conteniponuy

which
during the reign of Emperor Joseph II., and through
the impulse given by Moses Mendelssohn, had been
kindled among the Jews of Austria. As an advocate
of radical refoiin in religious matters Beer was considerably in advance of his time.
Beer was the author of several pedagogical works
which were used in Jewish schools for many years.
The principal ones were (1) " Toledol Yisrael " (The
Generations of Israel), a Biblical history in Hebrew
and German, Prague, 1796; Vienna, 1810, iyi5; and
revised editions, Vienna, 1843, 1854; Prague, 1875;
the Hebrew text with translation into Russian by B.
Her/. II()ml)erg, fostered the spirit of jjrogress

:

Segall,

Warsaw, 1870; 4th

ed.,

Odessa, 1881; 5th"ed.,

with additions by S. J. Abramowitsch, Odessa, 1883;
by Abraham Solonowitsch, 3d ed., Warsaw, 1881;
with translation into Polish by Simon Daidvowicz,
Warsaw, 1862. (2) The " Toledot Yisrael " (vol. ii.).
post-Biblical history, appeared at Vienna in 1808.
reprinted in "Musar Hasekel " ("lyiryat Sefer,"
(3)"Dat
ii.) by Baruch Schonfeld, Prague, 183L
Yisrael" (Statute of
Prague, 1809-10. (4)

and

Faithfulness),

Prague, 1810.

(5)

Israel),

text-book.

religious

"Emet Ave-Emunah" (Truth
manual,

elementar}- religious

"Handbuch der Mosaischen Re-

ligion flir Studierendc," Prague, 1818.

Besides these school-books be wrote (6) " Gebetf iir Gebildete Frauenzimmer Mosaischer Religion," Prague,1815; 3d ed., Vienna, 1845; (7) "Gebete
der Israeliten auf das Ganze Jahr. In Gemeinschaft
mit Joseph Jakob Ballin Bearbeitet," Aurich, 1818;
(8) "Gcschichte, Lehreu, imd Meiuungen Aller Bestandenen und uoch Bestehenden Religiosen Sekten
der Juden und der Geheimlehre oder Kabbala," two
parts, Briinn, 1822-23; (9) " Handworterbuch der
Deutschen Sprache," two vols., Vienna, 1827; (10)
Keminiscenzen, Bezliglich auf Reorganisation des
Oeffentlichen Gottesdienstes bei den Israeliten,"
Prague, 1837; (11) "Ein Wort an Rabbinats- und
Predigtamts-Candidaten," in "Zeitung des Judenthums," 1839, pp. 496 et seq.\ (12) "Leben und
Wirken des Rabbi ]\Ioses ben Alaimon. Gewohnlich
Rambam, audi Maimonides Genannt, Prodrom, und
Einladung zur Subscription auf eine Deutsche Uebersetzung des More Nebochim. Nebst einem ProbeThis translation Avas not
bogen," Prague, 1834
published, probably in consequence of Joseph
Dereubourg's criticism in Geiger's "JUd. Zeit."
:

buch

•'

Another criticism
Maimonides im Kampf mit Seinem
Neuesten Biographen Peter Beer," appeared at Ber(1835),

by

I.

i.

97-123, 210-224, 414-427.

Bukofzer,

"

lin iu 1844.

An autobiography of Beer Avas published at
Prague in 1839, extracts of Avhich are given in
"Allg. Zeit. des Jud." 1839,

p. 101.

Some

of his

HebrcAv poems appeared in the "Meassef " and "Bikkure ha-Tttim." and scA'eral essays iu the "Sulamith" and "Jedidja."
Bibliography:
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BEER, RACHEL

i.

English journalist daughter of Sassoon D. Sassoon. She Avas educated privateSince
ly and spent tAvo years in hospital training.
:

;

Beer,

Wilhelm
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Beeroth
Oct.. isy:}, she lias miinaucd

Times,

and

((lilcd the

"'

Sunday

.Mi's. Bfoi" is
of wliicli slir is i)i(i|iiicricss.
a iiiciiiber of tlic Institute of .Journalists, and also of
She has comllie Institute of Women Journalists.
po.sed and pidilislu-d sonic piano and instrumental

"

She married Frederick Arthur Beer, editor

nmsic.

of tlic "01)server," London.
BuiLiocRAiMiv Jacobs, Jcwit'li Year Bonk,
:

10(XI.

G. L.

.1.

BEER, WILHELM:

Astronomer; brother of
Giacomo Meyerbeer, the composer, and of ^Michael
Beer, the poet; born in Berlin Jan. 4, 1797; died
Wilhelm shared with his
there March 27, 1850.
brothers the advantages of a liberal and modern eduAt the age of sixteen he joined the ranks
cation.
of the volunteers and took part in the campaigns
He did not
of 1813 and 1815 against Napoleon.
remain long in the military service, but entered
the banking-house of his father, whom he succeeded after the death of the latter in 1826. His
leisure hours were devoted to the study of astronomy under the guidance of his friend J. H. ^liidler,
with Avhose assistance he erected and equipped an
excellent private observatory at his villa in the
Thiergarten, Berlin.
Beer and 3Iadler together made a number of observations of the planet Mars during the oppositions
of 1828, 1832, 1835, and 1837, and published the re-

under the title "Physische
Beobachtungen des Mars in der Erdnahe," in 1830.
Their most important work was a map of the moon,
" Mappa selenographica totam luna; hemispha?ram
visibilem complectens observata," in four sheets
(Berlin, 1834-36).
This map was incomparably superior to anything of its kind previously attempted,
being executed with the utmost care and representing years of laborious micrometric measurements. Each landmark discovered on the moon's
surface was noted with great precision, and 919
spots and 1,095 determinations of the heights of lunar momitaius were measured by the two astronosults of the first series

mers,

who

described the results of their

work

in

Der ]Mond nach Seinen Kosmischen und Individuellen Verhilltnissen, oder Allgemeine Vergleichende
Selenographie " (two vols., with maps, 1887). The
map of Beer and Miidler which is extremely rare
"

—

—

to-day remained for a long time a standard work
in selenography.
Another valuable contribution to astronomy by
namely, the
Beer and Miidler appeared in 1841
"Beitnlge zur Physischen Kenntniss Himmlischer
KiJrper im Sonnensystem." This was the last astronomical work in which Beer participated. His
friend Madler accepted a call from the University
of Dorpat to take charge of the observatory there;
and Beer, without altogether losing interest in the
science for wliich he had done so much, gradually
drifted into politics.
In 1846 Beer was elected to a
seat in the Prussian Chamber of Deputies, and publislied his political ideas and sentiments in a number
of pamphlets, among which was "Die Dreikonigsverfassung in Hirer Gefalir fiir Preussen," Berlin,
;

1849.
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BEER-BING, ISAIAH:
born at

in

.Mel/,

IT.')!);

died

in

Fnncli

jouriiaiist;

Paris July 21, 1«05.

He eiitei'ed early upon a literary career, and at tlu;
age of t\venty-li\'e pulilisjied a French translation of
the "Pliaedon" of .Moses Mendelssohn, under the
title '"Traite sur TAme."
In 1788 he iitlraeted the
attention of Abbe (4regoire, ]\Iirabeau, Lafayette,
and Koederer, by his jtaniphlets in behalf of the

Jews, and especially by his " Lettre," in which he
defended his coreligionists against the attacks of
Aubert Dubayet. Notwithstanding his various literary occupations, he did not neglect the Hebrew
language, and translated Mendelssohn's "Pliaedon"
into Hebrew, Avith a preface and commendatory
venses written by the poet Hartwig Wessely (Berlin, 1786).
Beer-Bing was, however, obliged to interrupt his literary career, because of the necessity
of securing means to ]irovi(le for his large family,
and he obtained the position of administrator of
the salt-works in the eastern part of France.

M

BinLiOGRAPiiY Gratz, Gf.sc/i. der Juden,
ed., xi. 177, 178;
Zeitliu, BihUoihcca Hcljraica Vnst-McndeUnohnioita. p. 31.
:

I.

s.

Bh.

BEER ELIM A

^Moabite town mentioned in
the lament for Moab (Isa. xv. 8).
It is probably to
be identilied with the Beer of the desert wanderings
:

(Num.

xxi. 16).

G. B. L.

J. .JR.

BEER LAHAI

RO'I

Name

of a well in the
desert south of Palestine on the road to Sliur (Gen.
xvi. 7 et seq.), known as the stopping-place of Isaac
(Gen. xxiv. 62, xxv. 11). According to the rather
artificial and not at all lucid explanation of Gen.
xvi. 13 et seq., the name means " the well of him that
In order to find the true etyliveth and seeth me."

mology of

the word,

:

Wellhausen ("Prolegomena,"

4th ed., p. 330) proposes to read"lehi," jawbone
(compare Judges xv. 17 et seq.), Avhich among the
Arabs is a name given to any prominent crag; and
to interpret " ro'i " as the name of an animal.
In
Arabic such a place is found bearing the m^nie " camThe spring lay between Kadesii and
el's jawbone."
The
the otherwise unknown Bered (Gen. xvi. 14).
Bedouins worship the spring in Muweilih, twelve
miles to the northwest of Kadesli, as the avcU of
Hagar. From this it Avould appear that the traditional Avell of Hagar, already mentioned by Eusebius,
may be sought here but the exact site of the Avell,
which is thus bound up with questions regarding
Hagar'shome, can not be fixed upon such testimony.
;

.1.

F. Bu.

.TH.

BEER-SHEBA A

place situated on the southern boundary of Judea (compare Judges xx. 1; II
Sam. xvii. 11; I Kings xix. 3) Avhich Avas allotted
It is referred
to the tribe of Simeon (Josh. xix. 2).
to in Gen. xxii. 19 as the dwelling-place of Abra:

ham; and according to Gen. xxi. 31, Abraham and
Abimelech made a treaty there, Avhence it derives its
name Beer-siieba, the"Avellof the oath." According to Gen. xxvi. 23 et seq., the place derived its
name from the fact that Isaac and Abimelech made
a treaty there. Isaac also built a shrine at Beersheba; and again, according to Gen. xxviii. 10 and
xlvi. 5, it was Jacob Avho sojourned there for a time.
As early as the days of Samuel, Beer-sheba was an

Beer,
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iinporlant i)lacc\ since it is stated that tlic sons of
(1 Sam. viii. 2).
ISainiU'l ' wcic judiresin Beer-slicl)a
Amos (V. 4 (t sKj., viii. 14) speaks of tJie shrine and
Tiie importance of the jilace is
of its imimre ritual.
''

shown by the faet that tiie motlier of King
In
Jelioasli came fiom Beer-slieha (II Kings .\ii. 1).

Wilhelm

Beeroth

BEERAH.—

A

Biblical Data:
descendant of
Keulieu. and liead of the tribe at the time it was
taken into captivity by Tiglath-pile.ser (I Ciiron.v. G).
•

-

-

J. .IK.

G. B. L.

further

mentioned

Neh. xi.
Later, it belonged to tliat part of tiie coun27, '60.
At tlie time of Eusebius
try held by the Idumeans.
and Jerome, Beer-sheba was an important garrisoned
After this, however, it fell into decay; and
city.
now nothing remains of it but tlie well, the name
"Bi'r es-saba," and some luiimiiortant ruins.
post-c.\ilic

times Beer-sheV)a

is

in

In Rabbinical Literature: Becrah, the
prince of the tribe of Keulien, is identical with
13eeri, tlie father of the prophet Ilosea and himself
He was called
a prophet (Lev. R. .\v.).
(•'well ") because he was a well-spring of knowledge
and .scholarly attainments. God caiLsed him to die
in the As.syrian cajitivity, in order that his i)iety
mii,dit be of service to ])i>; fi'llow-exiles who died

mN3

The Wells of Beer-sheba.
(.\fter a

photograph.)

In the Old Testament, as already mentioned, the
is said to mean "the well of the oath "; others,
as Stade, explain it as meaning the "seven wells."
But grammatically this is questionable on account
of the order of the words; and according to care-

there,

name

ful investigation of travelers (see especially Gautier,
" The
" Souvenirs de la Terre Sainte," pp. 149 ei seq.
Expository Times," x. 328), tliere are only three wells
;

on the

site.

BiBLior,R.<vPHY: G. A. Smith. HiMoricaJ Geoqra})}i\i of the
Hiihi Land. pp. 2t9-386; Robinson, Bihlica} Rettearches,
1.2(14: GiK^rin, J?(d/c. ii. 278-283; Hull, Mount Seir, Sinai,
and Western Palestvie.

F. Bu.

J. .TH.

BEER A
J. JK.

:

An

Asherite

(I

Chron.

vii. 37).

G. B. L.

and that he might lead them

to Palestine at

the Resurrection.

Bibliography:
J.

Pe.'>ikta, ed.

Buber, xxv.

1-59/).

L. G.

SR.

BEEROTH

("

wells

"')

:

One

of the cities of the

which after the conquest
This
fell to the lot of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 25).
possession, however, seems to have been but temporary; for in II Sam. iv. 3 we tind that the inhabThe name is again found iu
itants fled to Gittaim.
Gibeonites

(Josli. ix.

17)

the post-exilic list of those that returned with Zerubbabel (Ezraii. 2o; Neh. vii. 29; "Beroth" I Esd.
V. 19).
It is the modern El-Bireh (Baedeker-Sociu,

—
Beet
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p.

325;

p.

173).
J.

Buhl,

"Geographic

(U'S

Altcn

Paliistiiia,"

G. B. L.

JR.

BEET This well-known biennial root-plant is
not mentioned in the Bil)]e; according to De Candolle, it was not cultivated before the sixth or
fourth century n. c, although Wonig claims to
recognize it in an Egyptian jjicture from the Beni
:

Hassan (XII. dynasty). Its name in the Mishnah
appears to be a foreign one its Syrian-Arabic apjiel
lation sikelos, extensively known in Europe, is accepted as the equivalent of "Sicilian."
Both the white and red Beet, Beta vidgaris or rapacea grow wild in Palestine (Post, " Coast, Jordan ValBoth the white
ley, and Dead Sea Valley," p. 679).
Beet and Beta vulgaris, or eicla, are to-day called
"silk" in Arabic (Ascherson and Scliwcinfurth,
"Flore d'Egypte," p. 125; Boissier, " Flora Orient,"
In Syriac it is " selka " in the Babylonian
iv. 898).
Talmud, Xp^D; but in the Mishnah, a different
word, |mn (plural), Kil. i. 3. Jerome gives it as
" torct " in Syriac, evidently having in mind the Mislinaic term pTin. Jvnd not, as ]\Iandelkern states, s.r.,
Brockelmann ("Lexicon Syrithe jMishnaic HNTlacum ") Avrongly registers a Syriac word, "taricla."
There is no such word in Syriac, while Sachs's derivation ("Beitriige," i. 107) of a Babylonian word,
from "bliteus" (a tasteless, silly person), is
X"I^"in.
not tenable, because there is no supjiort for it in
Aramaic, and because the reading XINin bas better
authority. The Mishnaic word jmn is used as
late as 309 by R. Hisda of Sura, in a Hebrew
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Basing his statements upon an utterance by R.
Iluna, a Babylonian teacher once laid stress on tiie
use of beets and rice on the evening of Passover

compare Yer. Pes. x. 37r/, 10, ^3D0 31
Beets are u.sed to this day in !Sla\ ie countries in the preparation of a "sour" soup for Passover called "borscht."
Tiiey are also reckoned
among the foods of propitious omen to be eaten on
New-Year's Day (Ker. 6a; Ilor. 12^/), based, according to Ilai Gaon's apt explanation, upon the i)lay of
(Pes. 114/>;

|Tin3)-

;

;

—

saying.

words

=

(l-jrjiy •|p^nD\ " ^Miiy our sins depart " xp^D
beet) (Hesponsa of the Geonini, " Hcmdah (Jeiiu!

zah," No. IGG, in " Sliibbale ha Leket," p. 2G(;, ip^lD"'
Not so apt is its derivation from the
lynUiy).
phrase "1J^2'1N 1pbnD\ "May our enemies depart!"
pertaining to days of persecution (Tur and Sliulhau
Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 583, 1). In Italy, beets are
today still roasted in ovens or upon Iiot ashes, constituting the " barba di biesola" (Lenz. 446), concerning which Raphael Meldola gave his opinion in
Pisa ("Mayyim Rabbim," ii. 15, 17), as to whether
they might bo eaten when roasted by non-Jews.
Beets are reconnnended as a remedy (Git. 69^^ b;
'Ab. Zarah 28b; Ber. 57b).
R. Hanina b. llama
taught that the Babylonians were free from leprosy
because they ate beets and drank a liquor made
from lupins, or, according to R. Johanan, because
they ate beets and drank this liquor and bathed in
the Euphrates (Ket. lib; Bacher, " Ag. Pal. Amor."
Both Greek and Latin authors ascribe
i. 3, note).
medicinal virtue to the Beet (Schucliardt, I. c.
p. 53).

Bibliography: Low, Ar. Pflanzcnnamcn,

Like all biennials, the Beet develops in the first
year a very short stem, ci'owned with a rosette of
leaves, and provided with a thick and fleshy root in

which the plant-food is stored up. When active
life is resumed in the second year, an ui)right stalk
is sent up, with leaves and blossoms, which are fed
out of this reserve
" Pflanzenleben," i.

the root

source in

(Kerner,

These stems are the
of the Mislmah, which

717).

imn

'D^n (mc^n, mD"'i5n)
were eaten after preparation like those of asparagus,
the white variety being preferred (Schuchardt, "Genilise und Salate der Alten,"p.51 perhaps aav/Mrov in
"Athen." ix. 317^). See passages in 'Uk. i. 4; Yer.
Ter. xi. 47f?; 'Orlah iii. 7; and parallel passages,
Bezah ^b; Y'eb. 81/>. If this stem be pinched off
;

grow again (Shab. 73/^).
cultivation of beets is spoken of in Git. (59/>;
B. M. 109«; they are crushed in a inoitar (Shab.
74i); remain fresh only one day (Yer. Pes. iv. '6\c,
2); can not be eaten raw (Yer. Ma'as. Sh. ii. 53i'>, 44;
(3Jp). the roots start to

The

com])are 'Er. 28A)
when boiled, according to Jl.
Ilisda. are very beneficial to the heart and eye, and
as well to the intestinal tract.
They are therefore
boiled witli other vegetables (according to Pliny
;

and beans), or steejM'd (Ter. x.
and the broth (jmn "'D. Yer. Ter. xi.
Aid, 43) is wrongly identified by Habba b. Samuel
with o'iv()]nf)()v, though it should be mentioned that
beets boiled and eaten with oil, }('ifi(iv, tish-milt, and
a little carbonate of soda, according to "Geoponica."
xii. 15, serve to soften and purify the ])ody (X''JD
xix. 133, witii lentils
11; Ber. 38//);

Np^-On, Ber. 35^; Krauss,

"

LehnwiJrter,"

ii.

7:5).

J.

JK.

I.

BEETH, LOLA
Nov.

p. 273.

:

L().

Austrian operatic singer born
;

23, 1862, at Craciow, Galicia.

The daughter

of a well-to-do merchant, she spent her youth in
tranquil prosperity; but her father's subsequent
failure in business impelled her to earn her own
livelihood.
She had received a good musical education at home, but at first her work was conHer patroness. Princess Sapifined to the piano.
eha, discovered her talent for singing and acting;
and her training in these branches was continued at
the school for singing conducted by ISIarie Luise
Dlistmann at Vienna. One year's instruction luider
Mme. Viardot Garcia at Paris brought her art to
such a state of perfection that she was able to
appear as Elsa in "Lohengrin" at the Berlin Royal
Opera on ^larcli 25, 1882. Her great success secured
her position at the German capital, where she remained for six years, ai^pcaring in not less than
On May 1, 1888, she connected
thirty-.six roles.
herself with tlu; Inqierial Opera at Vienna, then
directed by Jahn, and has since lived in that city.
Beeth's favorite parts are the difficult roles of the
Wagnerian heroines Eli^abdli and Venus in "Tannhiluser," I'J/sa in " Lohengrin," Siegliiide in the " WalThougli she lierself testified to the keen
kiire."
ai)iii'eeiation of her Vi<'nna audiences, she has not
confined her i)erformances to that city, but has apjieared at Berlin,

Leipsic,

and everywhere her great
impression.

and New York;
have made a brilliant

Paris,

gifts

O. F.

BEETLE:

C(Hiivalcnt in A. V. for the

Eii.i,Mish

"hargol" (Lev. .\i. 22: U. V. "cricket").
It is here mentioned as a kind of locust, together
According
witii '"iuboh," "sal'ani," and "ha^nib,"
to the Tahinid the hargol lias a tail, and a hump
on its liead. In Shab. vi. 10 it is stated that a hargol's etrg is hung on the ear as a cure for earache.
It is imi)ossil)le to say now with which of the known
IK'brc-w

but
species of Beetle the hargol is to beidentitied
it lias nothin<r in ctmimon with the ordinary Beetle
:

(compare Dillmaun on Lev.
J.

xi. 22).

.ji{.

BEGGING AND BEGGARS
made ample

:

bee LoctsTS.
I. Bk.

Although

it

has

i)rovision for the relief of the poor, the

Mosaic legislation does not contain any prescription
with regard to beggars nor has the Biblical Hebrew
a specitic term for professional beggary, the nearest
expression being "to ask [or seek] bread " and "to
wander " (see below). Wherever the Bible commends charity, or even "gifts" to the needy (Esther
ix. 22), it does not mean such as are urged by an intruding or supplicating mendicant, but such charitable deeds as are practised sjiontaneously by the
giver— whenever there is a need for tliem. Thus
the Bible i)raises a worthy woman with the words;
;

"She stretcheth outlier hai.d to the poor; yea, she
reacheth forth her hands to the needy " (Prov. xxxi.
20; compare Deut. xv. 7; Isa. Iviii. 7).
This omission of all care for beggars wandering
from door to door is not without reason, but lies in
The distributhe very nature of the Mosaic law.
tion of the Holy Land among all the
Unknown children of Israel in equal parts corresponding to the number of the memto
the Bible, bers of each family; the manifold
provisions for the relief of families or
individuals impoverished by misfortune or disease;
the strict prohibition of every kind of usury; the
cancellation of all debts in the sabbatical j'ear; the
restoration of all the destitute landowners to their
former estate at the recurrence of the jubilee year;
and, finally, the provision that a poor Hebrew who
sold himself to his wealthier brother should serve
him until the jubilee only, without becoming deprived of his citizenship, and that his master was
forbidden to treat him as a slave (Lev. xxv. 39 et
all these laws, as far as actually practised,
seq.)
must have rendered the existence of beggars quite

—

impossible.
In somewhat later times, however, with the development of larger cities, begging seems to have been
known to the Jews, either as occurring among them
This may be inor among neighboring nations.
ferred from Ps. cix. 10, where the children of the
wicked are cursed with beggary in contradistinction to the children of the righteous, who will never
have to seek bread (Ps. xxxvii. 25; for the Hebrew

expression corresponding to

"

begging," compare Ps.

10

and

cix. 10).

The

first

clear denunciation of

lix.

Beet
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taking

is

found

beggary and alms-

in Ecclus.(Sirach) xl. 28-30, where the

Hebrew word
tion of

for "begging" (according to the ediCowley and Neubauer, Oxford, 1897) is as in

Ps. cix. 10 (compare Ecclus. [Sirach] xxix. 2Set/ieq.).
Here, as Avell as in Tobit, and especially in the New

Begging-

Testament, where lieggars are frequently mentioned
(Mark x. 46; John ix. H; Acts iii. 2, 3), the word
i/ir/fjoaii-t/ has already
assumed the
In the
specialized sense of /dms given to begApocrypha (/ii((/\H>ov (TiAniiv. 7, 11, 16, 17;xii.8and N. T. 11; Ecclus. [Sirach] iii. 14, 30, 33; vii.
10-12; xvi. 14; xxix. 11-13; xxxi. 11
2-4; Luke xi. 41; xii. 33; Acts ix. 30; x.
2, 4, 31; xxiv. 17).
The existence of house-to-house begging in Mishnaic and Talmudic times may be inferred from Peah
viii. 7; Shab. 1. 1, 151/^; Meg. 156 (Avitli this passage
compare Targ. Esth. ix. 14); Ket. xiii. 3; B. B. 9a;
and Sifre, Deut. 116. By these passages, however,
it can not be decided with certainty whether there
Avere only itinerant mendicants, or also resident begThe expression used in Peah viii. 7, " 'ani liagars.
'ober mi-makom le inakom," prol)ably alludes to the
first class, while the other terms, "mahazir'al hapetahim" and the Aramaic "ahadore appitha"may
include both classes.
AVonien did not
Did beg from house to house. The supNot Beg. i^ort of a needy woman was, therefore, thought preferable to that of a
;

Matt.

vi.

Women

needy man (Ilor. iii. 7; Maimonides, "Yad," JMattenot 'Aniyim, viii. 15; Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah,
Professional beggars were a despi-sed class;
251, 8).
and it was forbidden to support them from the general charity fund w ith more than small alms (B. B.
9n; see Raslii on the passage; Yoreh De'ah, 250, 3,
and the annotations of Shabbethai Cohen, according
to which private benefactors may also observe the
same rule). But it was also forbidden to drive a
beggar away without giving him any alms (B. B.
Yad ha-Hazakah, I.e. vii. 7). Non-Jewish begI.e.
gars were also recommended for support with food
and garments (Tosef., Git. v. [iii.] 4; Yad ha-Hazakah, I.e. vii. 7; Yoreh De'ah, 251, 1, gloss); but
Jews Avere prohibited from receiving alms publicly
from non-JcAvs, unless they Avere in danger of life
(Sanh. 266, see Rashi; Yad ha-Hazakah, I.e. viii. 9;
;

Yoreh De'ah, 254, 1). Allusion is also made to a class
of professional mendicants who feigned diseases or
deformities in order to attract the sympathetic noSuch beggars Avei-e looked upon
tice of passers-by.
Avith contempt and aversion (Peah viii. 9; Tosef.,
Peah, iv. 14; Yer. Peah vii. 21b; Ket. QSa). .Among
the Samaritans there Avere many professional beggars, and tlie:Mi(lrash (Lev. R. v. 8; Midi'. Teh. xix.)
describes in a very amusing Avay the methods of
these Samaritan mendicants.
To Avhat extent begging Avas practised among the
JcAvs of post-Talmudic times up to the eleventh cena question Avhich can not be decided Avith
certainty, since IlebrcAV sources of this
period of JeAvish history are vcr^'
PostTalmudic scanty. Judging from the undoubted
fact that one of the chief forms that
Times.

tury,

is

JeAvish charity

assumed

Avas to dis-

coiuitenance begging from door to door, it is almost
certain that before the period of the ghetto, and especially in smaller towns, there Avere no JeAvish
beggars at all (Abrahams, " JcAvish Life in the MiddleAges," p. 309, Philadelphia, 1896).
The fact that the Jcavs formed distinct communities in the midst of contemptuously indifferent or

Beerging
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environments, caused lliem to draw

activelj' hostile

closer to one another, and tended to soften and bridge
over the differences of povertj^and position. Hence
in most Jewish communities before the thirteenth
century, though the inroad of itinerant mendicants
was a grievous burden on Jewish benevolence, the
nundier of settled, resident beggars was very small
(ih.).

This was changed with the beginning of the
ghetto age, when Jews were restricted to certain
Within the ghetto the Jews
streets or quarters.
formed one large family, and houseto-house begging was carried on withGhetto
Thus the system reout publicity.
Age.
ceived a new impetus in the ghetto
reestablished itself in Jewish life.
the begging was restricted to Fridays and the
middle days of festivals (Vogelstein-Rieger, "Gesch.
der Juden in Rom," ii. 315). Begging in the streets
of the ghetto or in front of the synagogue was, howcenturies, and

But

ever, sternly forbidden (Berliner, " Gesch. der
in

Rom,"

ii.

2,

56

ct seq.).

The system

Juden

of house-to-

house begging was occasionally favored by wealthier
Jews, but the ordinary middle class were opposed to
and their view carried the day (Yoreli De'ah,
it;
250,

5).

In the seventeenth century the s^'stem was revived; and especially on Fiidays and on the eves of
festivals the Jewish poor went about
Sevenfrom house to house gathering alms,
teenth
In modern Jewish life this sj'Stem beCentury came a full-grown abuse; and irreOnward. pressible crowds of pushing beggars
assembled about the sj'nagogue doors
(Abrahams, I.e., p. 310). To-daj' the Jewish beggar,
the so-called "schnorrer," is a persistent and trouble-

some
As

figure in

modern Jewish

society.

begging must be regarded the
Jewish settlers in Palestine.
See also Alms, Charity, Hai-ukkah, Russia, and
anotlier kind of

collections

made

for the

Schnorrer.
Ynd lia-Hazakah. Matt/innt 'Aiiiuim Tm\
Yi>reh Dc'a)i; Slndhnn 'Ariik, Yorcli De'ah, Zedakali; F.
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BEGIN, EMILE AUGUSTE

:

M.

Frencli physi-

cian and historical writer; born at JNIetz April 24,
1802 (according to some sources, April 23, 1803);
died in Paris May 31, 1888. Meeting Avitli difficul

preparation for the polytechnic school, he
turned to medicine. Begin served in the army, and
was, during the Spanish war, attached to the liospital of Barcelona.
Upon his return to France in 1828
lie received the doctor's degree upon contributing
the thesis "Influence des Travau.v Tntellectuels sur
le Syst(ime Pliysique et Moral de rHoinme," Strasburg. He then settled in liis native city, where in
1830 he founded a weekly journal, called "L'lndicatcur de I'Est," which was. however, discontinued
on Jan. 1, 1832. In 1850 Begin removed to Paris
ties in his

and engaged

in literary

and archeological

iMirsuits.
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Among other activities he particii)ated in the works
of the conunission chai'ged with the collection and
publication of the correspondence of Napoleon I.
In 1809 Begin was appointed librarian of the Louand

vre,

in

1874, of

Paris, serving at the

the

BiblioMiecjue Nationalc,

same time as physician

at this

Besides being a memlier of many academies and societies, he was also attached to the
Commission of Historical Monuments of the Moselle
department.
In the field of medicine he published, in addition
to Iiis doctorate dissertation: "Connaissanco Ph}sicjue et Morale de THomme," Nancy, 1837; "Lettres sur rillstoire Medicale du Nord-Est de la
France," ]\Ietz, 1840; " Le Buchan Fran^ais: Noiiveau Traite Complet de Medecine Usuelle," 2 vols.,
Paris, 1836 " Letti'cs a U. Littre sur Quelques Phlegmasies Muqueuses Epidemiques Qui Out Regne
DepuisDeux Sieclesdans le Nord-Est de la P"'rance,"
]\Ietz, 1842; and others.
In literary and histoi'ical
fields he displayed a still greater productivit}-, the
chief works of whicli are: "Ilistoire de Napoleon,
de Sa Famille et de Son Epoque au Point de Vue de
rinfluence Napoleonienne sur le IMonde," 6 vols.,
Paris, 1853-54; "Biographic de la IMoselle," 4 vols.,
Pai'is, 1832;
"Melanges d'Archeologie et d'llistoire," Metz. 1840;
"Dithvrambe Compose pour
Honorer la Memoire du General Foy," in " Couronne
Poetique du General Foy," by 3Iagalon, Paris, 1826;
"Guide de TEtranger A, Metz et dans le Departement de la Moselle," Metz, 1834; "Education Lorraine Elementaii-e," 3 vols., ]\Ietz, 1835-36; "Guide
de I'Etranger a Nancy," Nancy, 1837; "La Moselle
d'Aiisone," translated into prose, Nancy, 1839;
"Metz Depuis Dix-IIuit Siecles," 3 vols., Metz.
1846 " Voyage Pittoresque en Espagne et en Portugal, " Paris, 1852; "Voj'age Pittoresque en Savoie et
sur les Alpcs," Paris, 1852; "Musee Mediomatricien," Metz; "Eloges"; "Ilistoire des Sciences, des
Lettres, des Arts et de la Civilisation dans le Pays
Messin Depuis les Gaulois Jusqu'a Nos Jours,"
Metz, 1829; " Histoire des Duches de Lorraine, de
Bar, et des TroisEveches: Meurthe, Meuse, JMoselle,
et Vosges," 2 vols., Nancy, 1833; and a large number of articles and treatises in periodical publications,
especially in " Austrasia," of which, lie Avas one of
the founders.
Of particular interest to Judaism are
his researclies on the history of the Jews in France,
"Recherches pour Servir ix I'Histoii-e des Juifs dans
le Nord-Est de la France," published in " Revue Oriinstitution.

;

;

entale," Brussels, vols.

i.

and

ii.

;

and on Jewish

physicians in Alsace and some other provinces, published in the form of letters to E. Carmoly, editor of
the "Revue Orientale" ("Lettres Messines," th. ii.).
BiBi.iOfiRAPHY: Julius Fiirst, Bihlintheea Judaira, Leipsio,
IStK!, i.; (Jubernatis, Diet ion yi aire Tnternatioiinl des Eerirrtrxx du Jour. FUivencc, 1888; La Grande Enetiehtpedie;
Vapereau, Dietionnaire Universel den Contemporainif,
Paris.

B. B.

s.

B:6gIN, LOUIS

JACQUES

French surgeon
and author; born at Liege, Belgium, Nov, 2, 1793:
died in Gorriquen, near Lacrouan, Bretagne, April

He

:

studied medicine at the Military IIo.sin Paris. During the wars of Napoleon I. lie served as assistant surgeon in the campaigns against Russia and Germany, 1812-14: and
13, 1859.

pital of

Metz and
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U|ion returning to his countrj- continued witii great
success his studies at Strasburg and Val-deGrAce,
In 1821 Begin \vas
receiving tlie higliest rewards.
appointed iustnictor of physiologj' as applied to
gj'nuiastics at tiie military gymnasium of Metz;
obtained liis doctorate at Strasburg in 1823; and in
1832 was made lecturer to the School of Strasburg,
on anatomy, pliysiology, and surgery. His educational and literary activity soon attracted attention.
Upon arriving at Paris in 1835 he rapidly gained the
higliest degree in the civil and in the nulitary medical service.
Begin was a member of the French
Medical Academy since its foundation in 1823, and
its president in 1847; surgeon-in-chief and first )>i'ofessor at the Hopital de Perfectionnement of Valde-Grace; member in 1842, and subsequently president from 1850 to 1857, of the Sanitary Council of
the French armies; commander of the Order of the
Legion of Honor in 1851
and member of many
learned societies French and foreign.
An ardent
adherent of Broussais, he defended his theories with
remarkable talent. Begin's friend, Dupuj'tren, confided to him and Sauson the publication of the new
edition of Sabatier's "Medecine Operatoire " and in
his will charged him with the publication of his
unfinished "Traite de la Taille." In 1857 Begin retired from the public offices he held.
Besides contributions to sanitary and medical periodicals. Begin published the following Avorks:
"Principes Generaux de Physiologic Pathologique
d'Apres la Doctrine de M. Broussais," Paris, 1821;
;

—

;

"

Con.siderations

Pathologiques et Therapeutiques

Sur les Maladies Chirurgicales Aigues," doctorate
thesis, Strasburg, 1823; "Application de la Doctrine Physiologique h la Chirurgie," Paris, 1828;
" Nouveaux E.lements de Chirurgie et de Medecine
Operatoire," Paris, 1824, in 2 vols.
the 2d ed. in 3
vols, in 1835; "Traite Therapeutique Redige Suivant les Principes de la Nouvelle Doctrine Medicale," 2 vols., Paris, 1825; "Memoire sur la Deviation du Rachis," Paris, 1826; "Traite de Physiologic
Pathologique," 2 vols., Paris, 1828; "Memoire sur
rCEsophagotomie," Paris, 1833; "Etudes sur le Service de Sante Militaire en France," Paris, 1849;
"Memoire sur la Gymnastique Medicale," Paris,
1823; "Supplement au Traite Historique et Dog-

—

matique de

de J. Deschamps," 1826;
"Memoire sur I'Hemorragie a la Suite de I'Operation de la Taille par la Methode Perineale," etc.,
1842; "Quels Sont les Moyens de Rendre, en Temps
de Paix, les Loisirs du Soldat Frangais Plus Utile a
Lui Meme, al'Etat, etal'Armee?" 1843; "DesPlaies
d'Armes a Feu," 1849; "Principales Maladies des
Yeux, de Scarpa," 1821.
Bibliography
1849;
1875;

Alfred

la

:

Taille,

Julius Fiirst, Bihlintheca Judnica, i., Leipsic.
Diet ion naire BUmy-aphiqiie, Paris,
Encyclopedie : G. V aperp&xu Dictiounaire

Dantes,

La Grande

Universel des Contempofains, Paris,

1858, 1863.
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BEHAIM, MARTIN. See Zacuto, Abraham.
BEHAK, JUDAH Russo-Hebrew writer born
:

Wilna Aug.

;

1820; died at Kherson Nov. 14,
1900. He was the last of the champions of progress in Russo-Hebrew literature, known under the
name of " Maskilim. " Owing partly to the influence
of Elijah of Wilna, and parti}' to the progressive
at

II.— 41

5,

BeGrgriner

Bebalah

epoch of Moses Mendelsscjhn, a circle of
pioneers of Jewish culture was formed in Wilna, the
leading spirits of which were Behak, M. A. Guenzburg, A. B. Lebensohn, Benjacob, S. I. Fuenn, and
others.
Its object was the revival of Biblical Hespirit of the

brew and the dilfusion of secular knowledge among
the Jewish masses by the cultivation of the Hebrew
language and

literature.

Behak entered the literaiy field at the age of
twenty, and engaged mainly in philological resi-arcli, studying the Aramaic translation of the Bible and rational exegesis.
He soon attracted attention by his scholarly articles in the Hebrew periodicals "Pirhe-Zafon " and "Ha-Karmel."
When the
Rabbinical School was established at Wilna in 1848,
Behak was invited to occupy the position of instructor in the

Talmud of

the advanced classes.

post he continued to hold until 1856,

moved

to Kherson,

where he

This

when he

retired into private

re-

life.

commemoration of his eightieth birthday (Aug.
1900), some of the prominent members of the
Jewish congregation of Kherson founded, under the
name of "Bet-Yehudah," a school in which all subjects were to be taught in Hebrew.
Behak corresponded exteusivelj- with most of the
In
5,

Hebrew
Palei)
5,

second half of the nineteenth
of his letters (to A. Dobsevage and

.scholars of the

Two

centurj'.

appeared in "Ha-Modia' la-Hadashim," No.

New

Y'ork, 1901.

Besides numerous articles in various Hebrew periodicals, Behak published notes on the "Biurim
Hadashim " to the Pentateuch, to be found in
the first volume of the Bible edition published by
Lebensohn and Benjacob, Wilna, 1848-53; " 'EzY'ehudah" (Judah's Tree), a treatise on the prophet
Samuel and on the twenty-four places in the Bible
where the priests are also called Levites, Wilna,
1848; notes to Ben-Ze'eb's "Talmud Leshon Ibri,"
Wilna, 1848 and 1857; notes to ttolomon Loewi.sohn's "Mehkere Lashon," Wilna, 1849; "Tosephet
Milluim " (Additional Notes), a commentarj- on the
Aramaic translation of the Pentateuch, W^ilua, 1898.
Bibliography: Voskhod,

1900,

No.

8'

Ha-MeJiz,

1900.

No.

2.54.
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BEHALAH (" terror " or " panic ") A name commonly bestowed on several periods of great excitement in Lithuania and Poland, when, for various
:

reasons,

Jewish parents thought

it

prudent

to

have

their children married at the earliest po.ssiblc age.

were customary in those times, and
therefore those which occurred in the behalahs, being exceptionally early, were contracted for children
of ver}' tender age, sometimes not more than seven
or eight years, in order to save them from some supEarl}' marriages

posedly impending danger.

There

is

reason to be-

was a Behalah as early as 1754
(Ephraim Solomon Margoliot, "Bet Ephraim," part
"Eben ha-'Ezer," No. 41, Lemberg, 1818): but the
first about which there is positive information occurred in 1764. It is described by Ezekiel Feivel of
Dretschin, in his "Toledot Adam " (1st ed., Dyhernlieve

that

there

llff), in the name of R. Hayyim of Volowho describes how, in that year, terror was spread
among the Jews of Lithuania bj' a report that Jew-

furth, 1801,
zhin,

ish girls

were

to be prohibited

from marrying before

Behalah
Behr
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the age of thirty, and boys before twenty-five.
of the Jews then hastened the marriages of
Then, natutiieir ciiiUh'en, even of tlie youngest.

Many

soon arose the question of the legality of such
marriages, and a discussion of it is found in a responsuni by Raphael Cohen of Hamburg (then at
rally,

l-»insk),

dated 1705.

The second Behalah occurred

in

Poland between

1780 and 1793. It is mentioned in a responsum in
Ezekiel Landau's "Noda' bi-Yehudah," part "Eben
ha-'Ezer," No. 43, which is preceded by the remark
that this question from Poland came before Joseph of
Posen "in tlie timeof tlie great excitement before the
issue of the severe law [" gezerah "] about marriages, when a rumor was spread
and they were
marrying little boys to little girls, and now they re.

pent.

..."

As Joseph came

to

.

.

Posen

in 1780,

and

Ezekiel Landau died in 1793, this Polish Behalah
must have taken place between those dates.
The next Behalah occurred in 1833. It was caused
by some wild rumors of enlisting Jewish girls in the
army, and other absurd reports about terrible gezerot, spread before tlie promulgation of the regulations concerning the Jews, in the year 1835.
Section
17 of these regulations prohibits marriages among
Jews before the bridegroom has reached the age of
eighteen, and the bride that of sixteen.
Bogrov, in
his "Zapiski Yevreya," p. 3, gives a vivid account
of this Behalah.
The latest behalahs took place between 1843 and
1848 at various Russian towns, and were merely precautions taken by some fanatical Jews to save the
unmarried children from being forced to attend the
scliools, then about to be established in various
Jewish communities.
The last Behalah was rather
insignificant, and has been traced to a poor schoolmaster who had a houseful of growni-up daughters
for whom he could not provide any dowries, and
whom, in the excitement whicli he helped to cause,
lie succeeded in marrying to little boys.
According to the reports of people still living (1902)
wlio remember that period, the account of the last
Behalah. in a novel of Peter Smolenskin, is highly
exaggerated.
Bibliography: Re-sponsa

(No. 9)

appended

Raphael ben

to

Yekutiel Cohen's Torat Jckiitid, Berlin, 1772; Perles, Ge/<ch.
ilerJudeii inPiisen, in Mn)intt»ichrift, xiv. 2til Smolenskin,
Ha-Toeh Bedarke ha-Hayiiim, 3d ed., part 2, p. 169. Vienna,
1880; Levanda, Svornik Zako)iov, p. 362; private sources.
;

H. R.

BEHAR,

P. AVi.

JACOB

JOSEPH HA-BOFE

:

Chief rabbi of Bagdad about 1843, and author of
two Hebrew works; viz., "Shir Hadash," a commentary upon the Song of Solomon, printed at Calcutta, 1843, l)y Eleazar Mari Aaron Saadia Araki,
and "Na'awah Tehillah," a conmientary upon the
P.salms, Jerusalem, 1845.

BEHAR, NISSIM

642

Palestinian educator; born
His father, Rabbi Eliezer Behar, having migrated from Rumania to Palestine,
instructed Nissim, wlieu but live years old, in tJie
Talmud. Distress forced the family to leave Jerusalem in 1863 for Constantinople, where Behar was
admitted to the Ecole Camondo. Adolf Cremieux,
visiting that school, took an interest in the young
man, and sent him in 1807 to Paris, where he entered the Ecole Orientaie and was prepared for
a pedagogical career.
Having finished his studies,
he returned to the East, and with the financial aid
of the Alliance Israelite Univcrsellc organized elementary schools at Aleppo in 1869, in Samacoff
(Bulgaria) in 1874, at Galata (a suburb of Constantinople) in 1875, and finally in 1882 at the Technical
School of Jerusalem, the opening of which brought
upon Behar severe persecution from ignorant Jews
of that city.
After twenty -eight years of educational work, fifteen of which were passed as lieadmaster of the Technical School, Behar was pen:

at Jerusalem, 1848.

sioned in 1897.
A whole generation of young men owe their mental development and success in life to the devotion
of their master, Behar.
In 1899 he commenced the
propaganda in favor of the Alliance Israelite Universelle, traveling in Western Europe and in the
United States of America. He is now (1902) a resident of the city of New York, furthering the interests of the Alliance Israelite.
Behar is the author of a small biography, in Judaeo-Spanish, of Adolf Cremieux (Constantinople,
1879).

F. T. H.

s.

BEHEADING.— Biblical

Data

:

As a regular

punishment. Beheading does not seem to
have been known to the Israelites before the time of
Only cutting off the head of
the Greek dominion.
a slain or disabled enemy (I Sam. xvii. 51 et seq.) for
a trophy occurs (I Sam. xxxi. 9; practi-sed by the
capiital

Philistines).

Soldiers sent to kill

anybody usually

brought his head as proof of the faithful execution
of their mission (see II Kings vi. 31, 32; II Sam.
xvi. 9; XX. 21, 22).
The Babylonian and Assyrian
monuments abound in representations of such trophies.
The Egyptians, however, seem to have employed this mutilation very rarely, except in the
earliest times (first and second dynasties).
Their
belief that life has its seat in the head, and that Beheading means, therefore, a destruction of the soul's
second existence Beheading tlius was reserved for
the worst criminals as bringing double and eternal death may possibly furnish a clue for the importance attached to the head as a trophy, among
ancient nations.
See Capital Pcnisiiment.
.J. .JR.
W. U. M.

—

—

Bibliography: Livret Hazan.

M.

Fr

In Rabbinical Literature According to rabwas one of the accepted
modes of execution in the Bible (.Mishnah Sanh. vii.
Murder and idolatry (when committed by a
1).
:

binical opinion, Bi'licuding

BEHAR, MOSES SHABBETHAI
and

:

Rabbi

autlKjr; lived in Salonica at the beginning of

the nineteenth century.

Author of a Hebrew book,

"Torat Mosheh" (Salonica,

1802),

a collection

responsa.
s.

of

whole city, Deut. xiii. 14) were the crimes punishable with Beheading (^Nlishnah Sanh. ix. 1; Mek.,
Mislipatim, 4
Sifre, Deut. 94).
Punishing a slave
so .severely that death followed within twenty-four
;

M. Fr.

was iu Tixintc'd niunU'r; aiid the guilty maswas ])unislic(l capitally (Mck., Mislipatiin, 7).

liduts.

ter

'I'Ik' imxlc of i)i()cc'duic in Jjcheaciing is a matter
of dispute, even as early as the Taniiaites of the
second century, some of whom maintained that the
ciiminal's head was struck off with a sword, "the
\\ay tlie goverumeut does"; while, according to K.

Judah ben Ilai, the neck of the victim was placed
against a block, and the liead hewn ofY with an ax
This discussion between
(.Mishnah Sanh. vii. 3).
It. Judah and his opponents (Tosef., Sanh. ix., end;
Gem. ib. 52/y) reveals the fact that Beheading, as a
mode of execution, must have been adopted in late
years from other nations Assyria or Persia, Greece
The very question, whether ax or
or Rome.
sword should be employed, is intelligible only on
the supposition that Beheading was a foreign procedure, and one, therefore, not determined by laAV or
custom. It is known that the Roman emperors
adopted the use of the sword in lieu of the ax.
For the same reason. Beheading was tlie only mode
of execution which a Jewish king might employ,
other current modes mentioned in Scripture being
reserved for the established courts of law
a king
may only claim, as royal privilege, that which kings
customarily demand (Maimonides, " Yad ha-Hazakali," Sanh. xiv. 2; ib., Melakim, iii. 8, following
the Tosefta, Sanh. vii. 3; Yer. Sanh. vii. 24^^).
Beheading was accounted one of the least painful
modes of execution according to the view of R.
Simeon, it was the least painful (ISIishnah, ib. vii. 1).
It was customary to liave tAvo different burial-places
for executed criminals: one for those who liad sufered death by stoning or by fire the other, for those
beheaded or strangled. The punishment was considered a measure of the crime; and it was not
deemed right to bury criminals of a minor degree
among those of greater wickedness (Tosef., Sanh. ix.

—

;

;

;

9;

Mishnah,

Bibliography

vi.
:

5;

Gem.

Dusehak, Momisch-TalmudischesStrafrecht,
L. G.

SR.

BEHEMOTH. See Leviathan.
BEHR, ISSACHAR FALKENSOHN

:

Lith-

uanian poet; born in 1746at Zamo.sc, government of
Lublin, Russian Poland, or, according to Recke and
Napiersky, at Salaty, a village in Litliuania, near
Behr received in his native
the Courland frontier.
town no education beyond that afforded in small
coimtry scliools, and was married at an early age,
according to the custom of that time. He engaged
in retail trade, and while he was at Konigsberg,
Prussia (about 1767), liis whole stock in trade, consisting of a piece of velvet, was stolen from him.

Ashamed

hope of bettering his
condition and that of his family, lie sought to become a student at the university, though possessing
no funds and having no knowledge of German.
Finding this impossible, he left Konigsberg and
tramped to Berlin, often contemplating suicide in a
to return,

and

was introduced to Closes Alendelssohn, whose liousc
was at that time the rendezvous of men of talent and
genius.
With the assistance of his new friends,
Behr was enabled to acquire an education, studying
German, French, and Latin (being forced to start,
however, with the rudiments of each language),
and later natural science, philosophy, and medicine.
As soon as Behr had mastered German, he commenced to write poetry, using as models the poems
of Ramler, Wieland, and Herder.
During this time
Boic wrote to Knebel, the friend of Goethe: "The
poems of the Lithuanian are said to have appeared
in print.

in the

nearby stream.
Arrived at the Prussian capital
(1768), he looked up his relative and countryman.
Israel Zamosc, who, as tutor, came in contact with
the leading Jewish families of the city.
Through
the influence of his relative and of Daniel Jafe he

You are right

the Jewi.sh nation promises
once awakened " (translated from
"Literarischer Nachlass und Briefwechsel Karl Lud-

much

after

it

:

is

wig von Knebel's," ed. Varnhagen von Ense and
Th. Mundt, ii. Ill, Leipsic, 1840).
In 1771-72 the "Gedichte eines Polnischen Juden,
mit Anhang " were published in Mitau and Leipsic.
Goethe himself reviewetl them in the "Frankfurter

Gelehrte Anzeigen of 1772.
"First, we must admil," he says, " that the superscription of these pages
has made a very favorable impression upon us." He
continues by saying that he had expected something
new, and had hoped to note the impression made by
German habits and customs upon a foreigner and
this foreigner a Polish Jew entirely unacquainted
and unused to the country but that he finds himself sorely disappointed: "Only mediocrity, hated
of gods and men." He concludes his review with
'"

—

—

these words:

"We

liope that

we may one day meet

him again in those parts, where we seek our
and in a more intellectual mood " (Goethe's
stjindige Ausgabe Letzter Hand," xxxiii. 38

ideals,
" Vollet scj.,

Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1830).
About this time Behr left Berlin for Halle, and
completed at the university of that city liis studies
in medicine, graduating in 1772.
The title of his
thesis

476).

pp. 10, 11, 41.
J.

Behalah
Behr
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dam

was

"

Animadversiones Qua?dam ad Illustran-

Phrenitidis

Causam

" (Halle, 1772).

The same

year he went to Breslau. Kayserling, in his " Issachar Falkensohn Behr," says that, according to a
manuscript, Behr's coreligionists, fearing that, like
many others, lie would change his religion, placed
him in custody. Of liis further history nothing is
known, except that he practised medicine in Ha.senpoth, Courland, and removed to Mohilev on tlie
Dnieper about 1775. It is doubtful whether he went
thence to St. Petersburg, as stated by Fischer in
Hupels' "Nordische Miscelleu," iv. 15. According
to Kayserling, Belir was the father of Rabbi Jeruham, who published " Ozar Nehmad," a commentary
on the " Cuzari " by Israel Zamocz if this were so,
then Behr died before 1796.
;

ircrTfc, as above letters of Karl G.
LessingtoGottholdEphraini Lessing, in Lessing's Gcxawmelte
Schrifteu. xiii. 30.5-30t>. Berlin, 1840 Liternrifcher Kaihlatis
und Briefurchscl Karl Ludwig vmi KncheVs. as above;
KawserUng. in }yi(nicr Jahrhuch filr IsrnfUtcn, 18ti2, pp. 1
et f<cq.; Fiirst, Jiihlintheca Judnira. s.v. Falhoixdhii. Leipsic,
1863; Kavserlinp. Der Didder Ephraim Ku)i (Appendix,
l!<sacha7- Falkoixohii Dchr). pp. 4^1 et fcq.. Berlin, 18(i4 (who
mistakes Karl G. Lessintr for Gotthold Ephraim Le.ssinfr);
Karpeles, Gcsch. dei- JUdischcii Litcratur. ii. WH, Berlin,
1886 (who calls him " Isachar Bar Falkensohn "); Kuenn,
Kc)iC!<€t Yi.<rnel. p. 186, Warsaw, 188t)-18<X); Winter and

Bibliography: Goethe's

;

:

Wiinsche. Ji((?i"sc/)(; Litcndur.iu. 881, Berlin, 1897; Recke
and Napierskv, AlUiemriiirx Schriftstclter- u»d GclchrtcnLcrikon, i. 92. Mitau. 1827 H. Rosenthal. Toledot Anshe
Sheni be-KuiiatuU in Ha-McUz, Odessa, 1862.
F. T. H.
H. R.
:

Behrend
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BEHREND, FRIEDRICH JACOB

:

Gcniiau

physician boru at Ncu-Stettin, Poinerauia, Juue 12,
He was edu1803; died at Berlin May 30, 1H89.
cated for a mercautiie career, and became a clerk at
Kouigsberg, East Prussia, in 1819, but resigned the
position in 1821 to prepare himself for his academic
studies.
In 1823 he entered the University of Konigsberg, and three years later was graduated as
doctor of medicine. Spending the following two
years in travel, he settled as physician in Berlin in
1829.
There lie was enijiloyed bj- the city department of police as medical e.vaminer of prostitutes,
becoming in 1876 chief physician of the "Sittenpolizei," with the title of "Geheimer Sanitiltsrath."
Behrend was the editor of the following medical
works and journals
(at first with Moldenhauer,
later alone) "AUgemeines Repertorium der Medizinisch-Chirurgischen Journalistik des Auslandes," 22
" Bibliothek von Vorlesungen
vols. Berlin, 1829-35
der Vorzuglichsteu und Beruhmtesten Jetzt Lebenden Aerzte, Wuudiirzte und Geburtshelfer des Auslandes iiber Medizin, Chirurgie, und Geburtshilfe,"
23 vols., Leipsic, 1833-41; "Syphilidologie oder die
Neuesten Erfalnungen, Beobachtungen, und Fortschritte des Inlandes und Auslandes iiber die Erkenntniss und Behaudluug der Venerischen Krankheiten," Leipsic. 1838-40; (with A. Hiidebrandt)
"Journal fur Kinderkrankheiten," Berlin and Erlangen, 1843-72; (with Heuke) "Zeitschrift fur Staatsarzneikunde," 1850-G4.
He w^as also the author of the following books:
(1) " Ikonographische Darstellung der Nichtsyphilitischen Hautkraukheiten," Leipsic, 1839; (2) "Ikonographische Darstellung der Beinbruche und Verrenkungen," Leipsic, 1845; (3) "Prostitution in Berlin
und die Gegen die Syphilis zu Nelimenden Massregeln,"£rlangen, 1850; (4) " Die Oeffentlichcn Biider
und Waschanstalten, Ihr Nutzen und Ihr Ertrag,"
" Die Kanalisirung der Stadt Berhn in
ib. 1854
(5)
Gesundheitlicher Beziehung," Berlin, 1866.
Further, Behrend has contributed manj' essays
to Rust's "Magazine," Hufeland's "Journal der
Praktischen Arznei und Wundarzneikunde," Henke's "Zeitschrift fiir die Staatsarzueikunde," etc.,
and translated medical vvorks of foreign countries.
;

:

;

,

;
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Dispensary for Sexual Diseases in 1891. Behrend is
the author of about sixty books and articles, tlie
more important of which are: (1) " Ueber Erythema

Exsudativum Multiforme Universale,'" Berlin, 1877;
(2) "Pemphigus, Syphilis Ilttmorrhagica," etc., tb.
1879 (3) " Ueber Pityriasis, zur Lehre von der Vererbung der Syphilis," etc., tb. 1881; (4) "Ueber Komplikation von Impetigo Contagiosa und Herpes Ton;

surans,"

1884;

ib.

Hautkraukheiten,"

(5)

"Wirkung

etc.,

1886;

ib.

des Lanolin bei
(6)

"Ueber An-

thrarobiu,"/i!<. 1888; (7) " Nervenlasion und Haarausfall," ib. 1889; (8) " Ueber die Gonorrhoebehandlung
ib. 1898.
His "Lehrbuch der Hautkraukheiten," ib. 1883, is well known. He is also
a contributor to the "Handworterbuch der Medizin"
and to Eulenburg's " Realencyklopadie der Medizin."
For the latter he has thus far written about

Prostituirter,"

thirty articles.

BinLioGRAPHY: Pagel, Bingraphisches Lexiknn Hervorragonler Aerzte dev Neniizchnten Jalirhnndetis, s.v., Vienna,
1901; Hirsch, Bingraphmhex Lexihan <]er Hei-vorragenden
Aerzte Alter Zeit en und Vdlker,

s.v.,

Vienna, 1884.

F. T. H.

s.

BEHREND, HENRY:

Physician and communal worker; born in Liverpool in 1828; died in
London Nov. 28, 1893. After completing a brilliant
academical career, he studied for the medical profession at University College Hospital, London, and
continued his studies at Manchester. In 1850 he
was elected a member of the Royal College of Surgeons of England became a licentiate of the Royal
College of Phj'sicians of Edinburgh in 1859, and a
;

member

of the same in 1868. At first Dr. Behrend
practised in Liverpool, where he was appointed

honorary physician of the Liverpool Dispensary and
other institutions. He also acted for some time as
surgeon to a Lancashire regiment of militia. Later
on he practised in London, where he was widely
patronized.
Dr. Behrend contributed many articles to the medical journals; a series of papers on
"The Late Cholera Epidemic" to the "Lancet," in
1852; an "Essay on the Post-Biblical History of the

His articles on

Jews," 1850.
of Diseases

from Animals

tiie "

Communicability

Man" were

German dermatolomedical writer, und professor of medicine at
the Uuiversit}" of Berlin; born atNeu-Stettin, Prussia, Jan. 10, 1847.
He attended the gymnasium of
his native town and the University of Berlin, obtaining liis doctorate in 1870.
During the FrancoGerman war he was assistant jihysician at the Reserve Lazarcth in Berlin, in which city he established
himself as a phy.sician in 1872, becoming a well-

translated
continental languages.
Dr. Behrend
wrote also in defense of shehitah and the regulations of the Mosaic code.
In the " Nineteenth Century " he published an article entitled " Diseases
Caught from Butchers' Meat " and other contributions on the same subject were later reprinted in
book form. He also lectured before learned societies on medical and archeological subjects.
Dr. Behrend rendered his greatest service to the
London community in his connection with the Jews'
Hospital and Orphan A.sylum, Norwood, of which
he was elected chairman of the committee in 1868,
vice-president in 1869, and president in 1871.
This
last office he filled with conspicuous ability, helping to make the charity one of the best-managed
orphan asylums in the United Kingdom.

known

BiBi.ior.RAPHY

Bibliography

Fiirst. Bihl. Judair.a, s.v., where a hook written by Israel B. Behrend is wrongly credited to Frederick
:

Jacob Behrend: Hirsch, Biographmhc!t Leriknn, s.v., Vienna, 18S4
Pagel, Biographisches Lexikon, s.v., Vienna,
;

to

into several

;

1901.

F. T. H.

S.

BEHREND, GTJSTAV

:

gist,

specialist in

dermatology and syphilis.

In

1882 he was admitted to the medical faculty of the
University of Berlin as privat-docent, and lectured

on dermatology and syphilis.

He

also treated of

the subject of ]irostitution.
He became titular professor in 1897, and chief physician of the Municipal

:

Jeu'i.'<h

Chronicle and Jewi)<h World, Dec.l,

IWCi.

G. L.

.1.

BEHREND, ISRAEL

B.:

German physician

and writer on medical sul)jects; l)orn at Wittenburg, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 1804; died at Ros-

Educated at the gymnasium
13, 1867.
In 1827 lie received
university at Rostoci<.
tlie degree oi' doctor of medicine from the hitter institution, and the same year lie established liimsel fas a
physician in Rostock. He followed the profession
in that city for forty years, until his death, and built
lock,

and

Behrend
Behrends
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tilt'

up a large practise.
Of Behreud's works

the following an; the most
important: " Ueber die Anweiulung des Brech(inmittels gegcn die Cholera," Schwerin, 1831
teresting for its information on the treatment of

cholera at that time); " F'ebris Intermittens StationaSome of his essays treating on
ria," Wismar, 18.J3.
homeoi)athy, neuralgia facialis, fever, etc., were
publisiied in "Hufeland's Journal," vols. l.vx. xciii.

;

"Ilennemann's

Beitriige," vol.

i

"
;

Mecklenburger

Medizinisches Conversationsblatt," vol. i. cf acq.
Behrend was deeply interested in the political position of

liis

coreligionists in Mecklenburg,

and em-

bodied his oitinions in his work, 'Eine Schrift fiber
die Juden in 3Iecklenburg und Hire Biirgerliche
Gleichstelhing," 1843.

most

sub.stautial contribution of

permanent value, to
Xebst den Capitularien zur Lex Salica, Bearbeitet von Alf. Boretius,"
xxiii. 164, Berlin, 1874.
The scholarly and exhaustive manner in which Behrend projiosed the task of
editing critically the manuscripts of this code of
laws of the early Franks is attested by the fact that
a revised and enlarged edition was issued twentylegal literature

is

the

"Lex

Salica,

three years later; viz., at Weimar in 1897.
In the year 1880 the publication of Behrend's

"Lehrbuch des Handelsrechts," designed to be comprised in two volumes, was begun in serial form by
the issue of the first " Lieferung " of 192 pages.
Its
great importance was immediately recognized as being the lirst comprehensive scientific exposition of
German commercial law. Tiie production of this
vast undertaking ^'^i^- however, a slow process.
In
sixteen years six parts were issued, completing the
first volume of nearly 1,000 pages.
Another of

Behrend's works worthy of mention is "Anevang
und Erbengewere," Berlin, 1885. In 1888 he received the ai)pointment of " Reichsgerichtsrath " in
Leipsic, a judicial position in the highest court in

Paget, Bidoraphisclies Lcxiknn,
:
JSiourauliiichcs Le.vikon, .s.v.

Buu.iofiRAPnv

s.v.;

Hirsch,

F. T. H.

s.

BEHREND, JACOB FRIEDRICH

1900.
:

German

jurist; born at Berlin Sept.

18, 1833; finished his
He bestudies in his native city at the luiiversity.
came " Gerichtsassessor " in 1859; but, deciding
\ipon a scholastic career, he became privat-docent at

The tirst-fruit of liis
the Berlin University in 1864.
research was the "Magdeburger Fragen," edited by
This 300-page
liim, and published in Berlin, 1865.
treatise is a critical treatment of the manuscripts
which are in existence under this name, and are
traced by him to a Prussian origin of about the period from 1386 to 1402, aud dealing with the
"Schotteu-Recht." The next product of his industry in the same direction was "Ein Stcndaler Ur-

dem 14teu Jahrhundert," Berlin,
This consists of thirty -one decisions of the
" >[agdel)urger Schoffenstidil," published for the
first time from a manuscript in the Royal Library,
Berlin. Each decision is furnished with an exhausttheilsbuch aus
1868.

It was received by juridical
ive commentary.
scholars as a perfect model of such work.
Behrend became associate professor of jurispru-

dence at Berlin University in 1870. In the following year he assumed the editorial management of
the "Zeitschrift fur die Deutsche Gesetzgebung und
In 1873 Felix
fin- Einheitliches Deutsches Recht."
Dahn was associated with him in this magazine, the
title of which was changed in 1875 to "Zeitschrift
fur Gesetzgebung und Rechtsptlege in Preussen."
A treatise by him, "Zum Prozess der Lex Salica,"
appeared in tlie " Festgaben fiir A. W. Heflfter," Berand in the same year he issued his masterly
lin, 1873
contribution to the literature of the law of stock cor;

"Ein Gutacliten liber
schaften," which Avas published
porations,

The Order of the second class of the
Red Eagle was conferred upon Behrend in Oct.,
Germany.

die Aktiengesell-

in the "Schriften
des Vereins fur Social-Politik, " Leipsic, 1873. Tliat
year was memorable, too, for his having received a
call from the University of Greifswald as professor
of jurisprudence, which he accepted.
His next important production, and probably his

Bibliography: Meyer, Konvcrsatioiis-Lc.rikon,

1897.

M. Co.

s.

BEHRENDS, LEFFMANN (LIEPMANN
COHEN) Financial agent of the dukes and princes
:

of Hanover; born about 1630; died at Hanover Jan.
His honorable position is lauded by Man1, 1714.
Behrends
nasseli b. Israel in his "Hope of Israel."

frequently used his influence in favor of his coreHis father, Issachar Barmann by name
(died Aug. 23, 1675), was the son of the Talmudic
scholar Isaac Cohen of Borkum; and the name
ligionists.

was adopted by Liepmann in honor of
His first wife, Jente (died 1695), was a
daughter of Joseph Hameln, president of the congregation; his second, Feile (died 1727), a daughter
Liepmann had the folof Judali Selkele Dilmann.
lowing children by his first marriage: Naphtali
Hirz (died 1709), who became president of the congregation Moses Jacob (died 1697), praised as a
Talmudic scholar and philanthropist; Gumpert and
Isaac, who, in 1721, were accused of an attempt at
fraudulent bankruptcy, in consequence of which
they were compelled to leave Hanover (1726). Behrend's daughter Genendel became the wife of the
She
chief rabbi of Prague, David Oppenheimer.
"

Behrends

"

his father.

;

died at Hanover June 13, 1712.
Behrend's services as president of the congregation, in his endeavors to preserve the congregational
cemetery, and to secure a special rabbinate and other
privileges for Hanover, were valuable in the extreme.
In 1683 Duke Rudolph August appointed him chief

supervisor of the bleacheries of his community in
the Harz.
He stood in close relation to a number
of princes, assisted

Talmudic

scholars,

and estab-

The
lished a "bet ha-midrash" in Jiis own hou.se.
library of his son-in-law David Oppenheimer, which
he had himself enlarged, and which his son-in-law,
to the censorship and other reasons, did not
wish to keep at Prague, was removed by Behrends

owing

"

Behrens
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Hanovor,

the pastor Joliaini Chrisavail himself of il in
Together
preparing the " Bihliotheca Hebnea."
witli his son Naphtali Hirz, Ijie|)mann in 1703 had a
new synagogue ereeted upon the site of the old one,
to

tian

tliiis i'iuil)lin<f

Wolf of Hamburg

wiiich, constructed

to

by order of the duke of Hanover

down

been torn

four years after its erecTlie fate of Liepmann's two sons Gumbert
tion.
and Isaac is related in a family "megillah," pid)Hshed by Jost in the second volume of the " Jalubuch fiir die Geschichte der Juden."
in 1G09, liad

burg.

Hebrew
lished

M(»i(tt!<sclirift, xiii. 161 ef sf/.; idem, in
Maiiazin, 1803, i.-ii.; idem, in Berliner's

Kainioverxclits
Ma{)azin^ 1879,

A. F.

BEHRENS, SIR JACOB:

Municipal worker
Pyrmont, Germany,
Nov., 1806; died at Tortpiay April 22, 1889. His
father, removing to Hamburg in 1815, became a successful merchant; and Jacob began his career by en-

England born

at Bradford,

;

tering his father's tirm.

England and took up

at

In 183-4 he

left

Hamburg

his residence in Leeds.

for

Here

he entered into business as merchant, and in a short
time extended his operations to Manciiester.
In
1838 he finally settled at Bradford, and the liistory
of the development of the worsted trade of that
town is in.separably associated with ids name. He
took an active part in tlie municipal life of the
town, was the founder of the Bradford Chamber of
Commerce, and was regarded as an authority upon
questions of tariffs and of commercial treaties.
He
was also an expert statesman, occup3'ing himself in
that capacity mainly with obtaining statistics on
trade, the tribunals of commerce, the bankruptcy
laws, and the Yorkshire Joint Tariffs Committee (of
which he w\as president). Mr. Behrens appeared before a commission at Paris as a witness from the
English worsted district, in reference to tlie commercial treaty with France.
In recognition of his services on this occasion, he was knighted by Queen
Victoria Oct., 1883.
Sir Jacob was an advocate of
free trade, and rendered much assistance to Richard

Cobden in the intricate negotiations which led up to
the French treaty of 1861.
He was active also in
philanthropic movements, held a prominent place in
the Bradford Philosophical Societj', founded the Eye
and Ear Hospital at Bradford and was a member of
tlie Anglo-Jewish Association, although he took no
further active part in Jewish communal affairs.
;

BuiLior.RAPHY

:

Jewish Chronicle and. Jewish Vorhl, April

26. 1889.
.1.

ami

etliled conjointly

with H. M. Rabinovich

and after that with

L. O. Kaiitor to the

end of 1884.

Behrmann is the author of "O.snovy Moiseyeva
Zakona," which was recommended by the Ministry
of Public Instruction asa manual for all high schools
where the Jewish religion was taught and of "SanktPeterburgskiya Yevreiskiya Uchilishcha."
Buu.ioGRAi'iiY

Vengerov, Kiitihii-UiiKjraHilicfilii

:

Pelersl)urg,

G. L.

BEHRMANN, LAZAR JAKOVLEVICH

H. R.

BEHRMANN, VASILI LAZAROVICH

:

Russian lawyer; son of La/.ar Jako\ ievich Beiuniann; born in Mitau, Russia, Sept. 15, 1862; died
at Cairo, Egypt, March 18, 1896.
He received his
early education at his father's school in St. Petersburg, passed through the g^'innasium, and then
studied law at the University of St. Petersburg,
whence he graduated in 1885. While at the university he edited the foreign news department of the
periodical "Russki Yevrei " (Russian Hebrew), published by his father.
After the anti-Jewi.sh riots
in South Russia in 1881 he became an ardent Zionist, an active promoter of the Palestine movement
in Russia, and a useful collaborator of the Society
for the Promotion of Education Among the Jews
of Russia.
In 1884 Behrmann published a collection of articles entitled "Palcstina," and in 1892 another collection. Sign (Zion).
In 1894 he visited Englanil on
a mission to collect information about the English
emigration system. He left in manuscript a work
on " How to Regulate Russian-Jewish Emigration.
Bibliography: Vengerov, Kritikn-Bioqraficheshi Sliwar, iii.
91, St. Petersburg, 1893; Ahianaf, p. 301, Warsaw, 1896; and
private sources.

H. R.

WULFOVICH

BEILIN, ISAAC

:

Russian

teacher and physician; born in the first quarter of
the nineteenth century died at Wilna March 9, 1897.
He was graduated from the Rabbinical School of
Wilna, and subsequently held the position of senior
teacher there for seventeen j-ears, until the school
was closed bj' order of the government. He then,
at the age of forty, began to stud}' medicine, and,
after being graduated from the Academj- of ]\Iedicine of St. Petersburg,' was appointed military physician to the 107tli Troitzky Regiment, which jiositiou he held until his death.
He contributed some
valuable articles on the Jewish question to the
" Y'evreiskaya Biblioteka" and to "Razsvyet."
;

BiBLio(SRAPiiY

:

Neclelvaya Khriniika Vottkhoda.

:

Russian tea(-her and editor; born in Kriedrichstadt,
Courland, Sept. 2G, 1830; died at St. Petersburg
April 27, 1893. He received his early education in
the heder and in the district school of his native
town, where he began his vocation as ])rivate
teaclier.
In 1854 lie settled in i\Iitau, wlicre in 1861
lie opened a private school for Jewish boys.
The
Jewish community of St. Peter.sl)urg invited him in
1864 to found its first Jewish school, which remained
under his management until his death. From 1H69
*o 1882 he was instructor in the Jewish religion at
the Kolomenskaya Women's College in St. Peters

.sVoivr/-, iii.,

189:i.

in

pp. 48-63.

G.

In IS79 he founded there tiie weekly Russoperiodical " Russki Vevrei," whicli he pub-

until 1883,

HI.

Bibliography: Wiener, Lirjjina)in loxl Seine SOhnc,
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BEIM, SOLOMON

BEN ABRAHAM:

Ka-

hakam and hazan at Odessa; born there about
Having received a good educaticm from his
1820.
father, who was an excellent Hebrew scholar, Solo-

raite

mon devoted

himself to the instruction of his core-

and founded many schools

in Odessa and
Crimea. He published in Ru.ssian at Odessa in
1862 a memorial work on the chief seat of Karaism
in the Crimea— viz., (Jhufut-Kale
entitled " Pamjato Chufut-Kale." in which he endeavors to demonstrate the great anti(iuity of the Karaite sect and

ligionists,
in the

—

goes so far as to truce the settlemenlof tlie Karaites
iu the Crimea back to the time of Canibyses.
BiBLiociRAi'iiv
IfHA,

\).

Ciotllober,

:

llthkarcl Ic-Tultdul Ita-Kcraim,

~0t).

I.

K.

BEIRUT, SYRIA(an(icnt
Pheiiicia, at tiie

on

tiie

In

tlie

Behrens
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mouth

^lediteri'aiiean

El-Amarna

Forsclnini,a'n,"

i.

of

tiie

Bu.

City in
Berytus)
river of the same name,
:

between Byblus and Siuon.

texts (Winckler. " Aitorientaiische

3U!),4:iG: " .Monatsschrift,'"iy98,xlii.

At a
tlie city is called "Birutu" ("Biruna").
very remote period it was also called " Beroa," like
another town in the vicinity (" Kev. Archeol." v. .'549),
and only in historic times was it called by the Greeks
" Berytus." According; to Stephen of By/antium, tlie
word ]1//i)vt6c is derived from fh/p (1X3). a well, or
rather from its plural nilXQ (Muss-Arnolt, in " Transactions of the Am. Pliil. Assoc." 1892, .xxii. 48).
Modern scholars derive the name from Aramaic t^1"l3
480)

and Syriac Nn"l"l3 (Nm3), " cypress," the name of the
whole country, <toiriK>/, being similarly derived from
The form XTl"!^ is found on monuments
the palm.
(it isan adjective meaning "Berytic"; see Cook, "A
Glossary of Aramaic Inscriptions," *.;-.), hence the
similarly sounding word in the Talmud (Men. 28/^,
G3'0iiiii«t be translated as "apples of theBerytians "
another passage (Yer. Pes. 30*0 mentions cakes from
Berytus.
Sevei'al places of the name of "Beeroth "are menSome exegetes have erroueou.sly
tioned in the Bible.
identified Berytus with Berotha (Ezek. xlvii. 16),
which was near Ilainathand on the northern boundary of Palestine. Just as all places of the name of
" Beeroth " are to-day called in Arabic " El-Bireh," so
Berytus bore (according to S. Krauss) iu Talmudic
times the name " P»erl " or " Biii " this is clear from
a passage in Yalkut (Num. 729), Avhere Beri is located
between Sidon and Autiochia as a port; compare
Sifre, Num. 84. As Sidon is called in the Bible (Josh.
xi. 8, -xix. 28) "great Zidon," so Berytus is called in
Yer. Sheb. 36c " great Beri " (the name is corrupted in
the parallel passages Tos. Sheb. iv. 11 Sifre, Deut.
;

;

;

51), to distinguish it

from other places of the same

name. In any case the city lay within the jurisdiction
of the Jews, for the Sibylline Books (vii.) also mention Berytus, and Jews, of course, Avere living there.
It is impossible to tell at what time the Jews commenced to live at Beirut, as very little is known
about the city iu Phenician and Seleucid times. In
the year 15 B.C., it became a Boman colony, receiving the name " Colonia Julia Augusta Felix Berytus "
It was for this reason
(Schiirer, "Gesch." i. 340).
that the Herodian house did so much to build it up.
Herod erected cloisters, temples, and market-places
("Ant." xvi. § 11, 2; Josephus, " B.

Becomes a

i. 21, § 11
i. 27, § 2), and the emperor Augustus ordered the court to
Colony.
sit here that examined into the charges
made by Herod against his sous, Alexander and Aristobulus, whom he afterward executed (Josephus, "Ant." xvi. 11, § 2: "B. J." i. 27.
After Herod's death (4c.E.) the citizens of
§2).
Beirut placed 1,500 auxiliaries at the disposal of
Quintus Varus to assist in suppressing the robbers
that infested Judea (" Ant." xvii. 10, § 9 " B. J." ii.
Agrippa I. (41) also paid particular atten5, § 1).

J."

;

Roman

;

Beirut

and erected a sumptuous
and porticoes ("Ant." xx. 9, si 4).

tion to the city,

baths,

theater,

At the
dedication of tliese buildings 400 malefactors were
ordered to take part in the gladiatorial tights ("Ant."
xix. 7, ^ 5).
Agrippa II. (50-100) continued to embellish the city at a great expense, and to the serious
dfspleasure of his Jewish subjects, who objected to
.so much money being spent upon a heathen city
("Ant." XX. 9, i; 4). It was to this heathen city that
Titus came after the destruction of Jerusalem (70)
and, at the games, put to death a great many of the
Jews taken captive in the war ("B. J." vii. 3, ij 1).
The same atrocities are probably referied to in Pesik.
R. (xxviii. VS')b, ed. Friedmann), where, however,
theBerytians are called "children of Bari " (orBeeri).
No information can be gotten about Beirut from
Talmudic literature. Bartuta, the birthplace of R.
Elazarben Judah (see the i)assages in "Seder ha-I)orot,"ii. 63(^ Warsaw, 1878), is not to be identified with
it, as Isaac Ilelo (see below) maintains.
For many
centuries lit tie mention is made of the Jews of Beirut.
The story that the}' dishonored a picture renowned
in ancient times (Athana.sius, " De Passione Imaginis
Christi ") is declared by Wulfer to be a fable of the
monks (" Animadversiones zum Jud. Theriak," p.
One of the earliest facts known in regard to
135).
the Jews of the city is that in 502 their syragogue
was demolished by a great earthquake which destroj'ed several cities in Syria (Assemani, "Bil)l.
Orient."!. 272: "Jo.shua the Sty lite," ed. Wright, ch.
xlvii.).
Benjamin of Tudela, about 1173, says in
his "Itinerary" that he found there lifty Jews,

among whom were Rabbis Solomon, Obadiah, and

R.
Syria at this time was in the
First
hands of the Scljuk Turks.
There
Mention of are no historic data to show Avhether
Jews.
the Jews of Beirut suffered as did
tho.se of Acre when the sultan Malik alA.shraf (Khalil) captured the city from the last CruDuring the fourteenth century Isaac
saders in 1291.
Helo left Aragon and went with Ins family to live
In his itinerarj^ ("Shebile Yeruin the Holy Land.
shalayim," in Carmoly's "Itineraires de la Terre
Sainte," p. 249) he mentions Beirut, but sa^'s nothing
The same is true of the
of any Jews living there.
anonymous traveler in 1495, who speaks of the commerce of Beirut with Venice in gold, silver, copper,
tin, and stuffs (Neubauer, "Zwei Briefe Obadjah's,"
In 1522 an anonymous Italian .lewish
1863, p. 97).
traveler (see "Shibhe Yerushalayim," ed. Leghorn,
1785), embarking at Venice, landed at Beirut, traversed the whole of Palestine, and reembarked again
But neither in coming nor in going does
at Beirut.
he mention any Jews in that city. In 1799 another
Italian Jewish traveler explored Palestine, and
claimed to have met at Beirut four Jews from Bagdad.
This is all that the chroniclers give concerning
this city; but if the local traditions may be credited,
the large synagogue of Beirut, as well as the Jewish
cemetery, are 600 years old and the oldest tombstone, dating back five centuries, is that of R. AbIn his book, "Nacli Jerusalem."
taliou Bouezo.
Ludwig August Frankel speaks of the old Jewish
cemetery at Beirut, and of a tombstone about four
centuries old, but he does not give an exact date.
When Sir Charles Napier bombarded the city on
Josejih.

;

:;
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Bekorot
Sept.

11,

rule, not

1840, and it came again under Turkish
more than twenty-five Jewish families were

living there.
The great rabbis of the nineteenth century were
Moses Yedid Levi, died about 1811; R. Alfandari,
died about 1850; Aaron Moses Yedid
The Last Levi, died about 1870; Jacob Buk'ai
Century's Cypa), died about 1899; R. Joseph
ben Seiior, appointed hakam bashi by
Rabbis.
an imperial firman, resigned after a
year to return to Smyrna, his home. In 1889 the

numbered 1,500 in a population of
In 1901, numbering 5,000 in a population of
20,000.
180,000, they had for their spiritual leader Moses
Aaron Yedid Levi, and for their ofticial representThey have a
ative Hayyim Murad Yusuf Dana.
large synagogue and twelve " midrashim " (meetingThe
houses), called generally after their founders.
names of the midrashim arc as follows: (1) Midrash
Hakam Shem-Tob (2) Midrash Raphael Stambuli;
(3) Midrash of the Damascenes; (4) Midrash Diarne
(founded by Jews from Dair-el-Kamar, in the Lebanon mountains, who had fought with the Christians against the Druses in 1860 and had been forced
with them to leave the mountains. They are renowned for their physical strength and are dyers by

Jews

of Beirut

;

Midrash Joseph Picciotto
Midrashim (6) Midrash of the Society Misgab
Ladak; (7) Midrash of Isaac Mann;
and
Modern (8) Midrash Ruben Iddy Olj?) (9) Midrash Samhaji; (10) Midrash of the
Schools,
Ashkenazim; (11) Midrashof the Jewish Alliance; (12) Midrash Menahem Yedid.
The first to open a Jewish school upon modern
European methods was Hakam Zaki Cohen. A
trade)

;

(5)

;

was established in June, 1878, by
Rosenzweig, and was taken over by the Alli-

school for girls

Emma

ance IsraeUte Universelle. In 1899 it had 237 pupils.
In 1879 a boys' school was founded by the Alliance,
and in 1899 it had 290 pupils. In 1890 a manualtraining school was founded, from which a number
of good workmen have been graduated, especially
In 1899 this school had 16
carpenters and smiths.
pupils.
But on the whole the Jews of Beirut follow
commerce rather than trade. Aside from some
Syrian Jews, the greater number have come from

Smyrna and Constantinople, and lately
Families

and
Societies.

from Russia.

Among

the most prosthe Anzarut

perous

families

(nilTJy).

Hayyim Murad Yusuf Dana,

are:

Isaac Mann, the brothers Iddy, Joseph

Rubben, and Joseph Picciotto.
There are two benevolent societies at Beirut: the
Bikkur-Holim, founded in 1890 for assisting the sick
poor; and the Misgab-Laddak, founded in 1896 for
placing youths in apprenticeship. Although not far
from Damascus, where Jewish studies are still pursued, Beirut has neither a body of rabbis nor any
Jewish writer of importance. Yet in the Midrash
a room set apart for study, the
yeshibah, where old men and pious Jews meet daily

Stambuli there

is

from the Zohar, the Talmud, etc.
Three young .Jews of Beirut have published Avorks
in Arabic: (1) Selim Mann, author of four graded
school -readers, entitled " Minhaj " (2) Selim Cohen
(son of Hakam Zaki Cohen), author of twenty
to read

;
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plays; (3) Raphael Cohen (brother of Selim), a translator.
Among other works he translated from
French into Arabic a novel of Richebourg, " Jean-

Loup."
Bibliography

Gi'oqraphle cJe la Syrie et de la PnleKtine, ed.
Cherbuliez, Geneva, 1888; Pauly-Wlssowa, Real-Encykl(>)jUdie der ClaKHischen Alterthumswissenschaft, v. 321 ; Bulletin de V Alliance IsraeUte Universelle, 1878 (2), p. 16 et
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Bochart, Geoqr. Sacra, col. 743: Ritter, Erdkunde,
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BEISEB, MOSES

Kr.— G.

Austrian physician and
philanthropist; born in Lemberg April 7, 1807; died
At twenty he enin the same city Oct. 12, 1880.
tered the University of Vienna, and was graduated
He began the practise of medicine
as M.D. in 1835.
as house physician to a noble family in Gwazdziec,
near Kolomea, Galicia.
In 1845 Beiser removed to Kolomea, where his
advice was much sought. He showed his sympathy
with the Liberal movement at that time by offering
his house to exiles from Russo-Poland, and was himself a deputy of the Roda Narodwa, or People's
League. This attracted the attention of the Austrian government, and Beiser was banished from

Kolomea

:

to Zolkiev.

After two j^ears the interdict was removed and
Beiser resumed the practise of medicine in Lemberg.
When in 1855 the cholera broke out, he was chief
physician of the military hospitals. It was in Lemberg especially that he became noted as a philanthropist; going among the poor, and giving pecuniary assistance in addition to medical advice. His
services soon came to be recognized, and in 1876 he
was made honorary citizen of Lemberg. In 1877
Beiser was unanimously elected to the Municipal
Council {Gemeindemth), in 1878 to the Board of
Education (Cultusrath), and later to the Jewish Hospital Council {Israelitische Spitalsrath).

M. M. K.

s.

BEIT,

ALFRED

South African financier born
of a well-known Hamburg Jewish family in 1853.
Beit went to Kimberley during the early days of the
diamond " rush" (1875), and in company with Barney
Barnato, Cecil Rhodes, H. J. King (Friedlander),
J. C. Wernher, J. B. Robinson, and a few others
gradually obtained control of the diamond-mining
claims in the Central, Dutoitspan, and De Beers
mines; Beit, who had formed a partnership with
Wernher, furnishing the money necessary for the
exploitation of the company. In return for this service, Beit was made a life governor of the De Beers
:

;

This was the foundation of his ultimate
Just before the consolidation of the
diamond-mines, gold had been discovered on the
Bezuidenhout farm in the Witwatersrand district,
Transvaal, about thirty-five miles south of Pretoria.

mines.

fortune.

Beit

and

his associates, realizing the limitations of

Kimberley, sent emissaries into the new gold districts to stake out claims Vv-herever there appeared
any ti'ace of gold. So assiduous were these representatives that tlie Kimberley financiers, 90 per cent
of wliom were Jews, soon had practical control of
the Rand district.
Beit was the first to see the possibilities of the

;
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gold district as tlic base of stoctc-company exploitaAVitli Barnato, Rhodes, King, and others, lie
tion.
floated company alter company, each one heavily
Shares rose from no value to absurdly
cai)italized.
liigh prices; and by the summer of 1889 Beit,
through judicious selling, had accumulated an im-

mense fortune.
In that year, however, nature interfered with the
Kimberley speculators; for no rain fell for so long
In
that the gold-mines -were forced to shut down.
consequence the share market broke, and Beit was

enabled to buy many of the better-class shares at
comparatively low figures. In this manner he in
creased his fortune considerably.
Another phase of Beit's life was his connection
with the Jameson raid, a])out which he testified before the Parliamentary Commission, and later with
tlie so-called "Uitlander protest," which was the
direct cause of the South African war.
Beit is a director of the Kand Klines, Rhodesia
Railways, Bechuanaland Railway Trust, Beira Railway Company, the Consolidated Compan}\ the Bultfontein 3Iine.s, and a shareholder in almost every
company whose interests center in South Africa.
Bini,ior.R.\PHV lTar)icr'.-< WcckJii. Jan. 2(), 1900; 3/uuifapolis TrihiDie. Aiiril 2:i. 1!)01
DaiJii Mail, London, March 2(1,
April 2t\ 1901
Tlie Sprnkcr. new series, i. 390 ct seq.; W. T.
Stead, T}ie ScoDilal of the Snutli African Commission,
1S99; Dritifth Cnltinidl Office Rrjiurt, ISK), Correspondence
:

;

;

Rrlating to ttic CInim i>f tlie Sunth Africon Republic for
Damaijes on Account of Dr. Jameson's Raid.
.1.
E. 3Is.

BEJA

City in Portugal that had, next to Santarem, the oldest Jewish community in Portugal.
In aforo (charter) granted to the city of Beja toward
the end of the twelfth century, it was enacted that
every Jew' passing through the town should pay a
toll of one maravedi (about one-fourth of a cent).
The Jews in Beja, and probably also in other towns
of the country, took the oath on the Torah in the
synagogue in the presence of the rabbi and of an official of the municipality.
A Christian might pay his
debt to a Jew only in presence of Christians and Jews.
After the expulsion of the Jews from Portugal,
Beja became the dwelling-place of a number of Maranos.
It was the birlhplace of the physician and
poet Moses Duarte Rosa Lopez, and of the learned
Abraham of Beja, wiio, by order of Juan II., traveled to Cairo witli Jos. Zupateii'o.
Bidliography: For tlie foro of Beja, see Kayserllng, Gesch.
dcr Jndcn in I'nitiiijid. pp. 3-10 ef seq.
I).
M. K.

BEJA,

:

ABRAHAM

OF.

See

Abraham of

Be FA.

BEKIIN

(Ilebi-ew py'pn. pypS ~lS3. T^PS)
A
small town in Palestine, between Jalmeli and Lydda.
It is mentioned as the seat of a Talmudical school
founded by R. Joshua ben Ilananiah during the reign
of Gamaliel II. (Bab Sanh. 32/;; Yer. Hag. i. 75(1Tosef., Sotah, vii. 9).
Bibliography Neiibauer, La Gmurapliic du Talmud, p. 81.
=

:
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I.

Bk

BEKKAYAM, MEIR. See Bikayim.
BEKOR SHOR, JOSEPH BEN ISAAC.
See JosEi'ii r.KN Isaac Bkkiuj Smok.

BEKOR SHOR, SAADIA

Alleged son of
Josepii Bekor Shor, and reputed author of a fre:

Beirut

Bekorot

quently published poem on the number of letters in
the Bible.
This poem is mentioned in a Masoretic
work written in the fourteenth century in southern
Arabia, and is there attributed to the gaon Saadia b.
Josepli (Derenbourg, "Manuel du Lecteur," p.
Shem-Tob b. Gaon, a cabalistic writer of the
139).
fourteenth century, also speaks of the gaon Saadia as
its author (Muuk, "Notice sur Aboulwalid," p. 42).
The same assertion is made by Elias Levita in the
appendix to his "^Lasoret lia-Masoret" (cd. Ginsburg, p. 289).
In a work which appeared in 162931 ("Ta'alumot Hokmah," by Samuel Aschkenasi),
Saadia b. Bekor Shor is for the first time mentioned
as the author of the poem, instead of Saadia b. Joseph.
From this, Zunz ("Z. G." p. 75) and Dukes
(" Beitrilge," ii. To) concluded that Saadia, the author of the Masoretic poem, was the son of Bekor
Shor, the well-known exegetc.

Steinschneider also

adopts this theory ("Cat. Bodl." col. 2225). In no
other place, however, is there foimd the slightest
trace of the existence of a Saadia ben Joseph Bekor
Shor.
On the other hand, there is no tenable argument against the tradition Ihat the gaon Saadia b.
Joseph was the author of the poem. It would be
to strike "Saaclia b. .Joseph Bekor
Shor" from the list of Jewish authors (compare
Derenbourg, "^lauuel du Lecteur," pp. 284-241).

best, therefore,

I..

G.

W.

^

BEKOROT

(nnoa,

in Biblical

B.

Hebrew "Beko-

rim," "the firstborn ''): Name of the fourth treafise
—according to the order of the Mishnah of Seder

—

Kodashim ("Holy Things").

The law concerning

the first-born is repeated in the Pentateuch several
times (Ex. xiii. 2, 11-15; xxxiv. 19-20; Num. xviii.
15-18; Deut. xv. 19-23). The first-born of man is

redeemed by giving

five shekels of silver

(15.S.,

ac-

cording to London usage; compare Zunz, "Z. G."
pp. 535 et seq.) to a priest the first-born of clean cattle, if a male, was given to the priest, who sacrificed
it, if it was without blemish, or killed it in the ordinary way, if it had any blemish; the first-born of
unclean cattle of an ass' was redeemed by a lamb
The treatise is divided into nine chapters,
or killed.
seven of which treat of the first-born. These nine
chapters are divided as follows: Chap.
The
i. on the
first-born of an ass.
ChapMishnah. ters ii.-vi. on the first-born of clean
cattle; namely, on cases of exemption
through partnership with a non-Israelite (ii.); on
cases of doubt whetlier an animal is first-born or not
(iii.); on finst-boru cattle having a blemi.sh (iv.); on
cases of blemishes wilfully caused by the owner (v.)
a list of blemishes (vi. ). Chapter vii. treats of tlie firstborn son and regulations for his redemption. Chapter viii. treats of blemishes that disqualify a priest
;

—

—

for the sacrificial service; and chap. ix. contains
the regulations concerning the tithe of the cattle
("ma'aser behemah ")— a subject which has many
things in common with the " first-born " (see Zeba-

him

V. 8).

Besides the two chapters vii. and ix., there are a
few digressions in the treatise: i. 7 speaks of the op-

between redeeming the first-born of an ass and
the former course; a
it. and recommends
few parallels are introduced of option between tw^o
tion

killing

—

Bekorot
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The examcourses, of wliicli one is recommended.
ination of tile hleniislies of tlie tirst-born animal iuul
to be done gratis (iv. f), G), but an exception is made
in favor of a professional veteriuarj- surgeon, as Ila
(orAyla; inTosef., Bek. iv. 11, Amlali). In thcsanic
chapter another veterinary authority is named,
Theodos, the physician (iv. 4).
To take payment for giving a decision in religious
matters was considered unlawful and it rendered the
When unqualitied persons
decision invalid (iv. 6).
caused loss through their decision, they had to compensate for the loss; not so in the case of (jualitied
persons (iv. 4). Transfer of property is generally
reversed in the j'ear of Jubilee; but what the firstborn obtains b}^ his' birthright remains his forever.
Parallel cases are given in viii. 10.
In the Tosefta the treatise Bekorot has likewise
the fourth place, and is divided into seven chapters.
Chap. i. corresponds to the first chap-

The

ter of the Mishnah; chaji. ii. toii.-iii.
chap. iv. to vi.
chap. iii. to iv.-v.
chap. V. to vii. chap. vi. to viii. chap.
The Tosefta differs greatly from the Misiivii. to i.x.
nah in the enumeration of the blemishes and in their
;

Tosefta.

;

;

;

;

names.

Talmud does not include Bekorot,
but the Babylonian Gemaia has, in

The

Palestine

The
Gemara.

addition to the full di.scussion of the
laws mentioned in the Mishnah, the
following interesting digressions;
Rabbi Johanan and Resli Lakish discuss the
question whether those first-born of the cattle that
were born in the wilderness had to be treated as
animals sanctified to the Lord.
R. Johanan answers in the affirmative; his opponent in the negative (p. 41j, et seq.).
In the course of discussions on physiological
conditions of pregnancy in animals, the story is
told how Ciesar challenged Rabbi Joshua, son of
Hanauiah, to show his superior wisdom and skill in
a discussion with the old men of Be-Athuna (Athens,
or an Athenian school).
He did .so, and completely
defeated his opponents (p. 8/>).
Teaching, judging, giving evidence, etc., must
be done gratis; and if a person can not find a
teacher that would teach him gratis, he is recommended to act in accordance with Piov. xxiii. 23,
"Buy truth " but as regards teaching others he is
warned, "and do not sell " [yi. i^hi).
Regulations as to the admission of new members
to the Society of Haberim
pensons who undertake
to observe strictly the laws concerning clean and
;

—

unclean (p. '60b).
In the Babylonian Talmud the treatise has the
third place in the Seder.
BiBi,iof;R.\rnY Maniiclstainm, Ihiva- Tdlnnulica; i.; Italihi
Jim. }i. HaiKiiiiaJi, Berlin
Z. Fninkfl, llmUijttira in Mifili)ituii, etc, 1H.')9;
Naliiiiiinidfs. Hilkiit liikiiral vi-Hallali.
:

;

Warsaw,

iKDiiit, xi.;
.1

Maiiiionides,
SlniUinti 'Aruh,

W>'.]

Vfiil

:

Yonh

)ia-11iiz<ihjah,

Dr'uli,

M. F.
Sec

P,\-Ai,.

BEL AND THE DRAGON: An
tract,

among

Km-

;}(),"j-321.

h;.

BEL.

ix.;

Apocryphal

the Septuagint and Tlieodotion.
the additions to the Book of Daniel (see

plafed, in

Apocrypha).

of two separate stories:
the other, to the Dratron.
In

It consists

one relating to Bel

;
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former, Daniel, by a c-lever device, exjKj.ses the
by which the pi-iestsof 15cl made it appear that
the idol consumed the food and drink set before it.
In the latter, Daniel slays the Dragon-god by putting
into its mouth cakes made of pitch, fat, and hair,
after eating which it bursts asunder.
Daniel is
thereupon cast into a den of lions, but i-emains unharmed by the beasts, and is fed by the pi'o])het
th(!

trick

JIabakkuk,

who

for that i)urpo.se

The purpose
shi[),

and

is

miraculously brought from Judea

by an angel.

of the stories

is

to extol the ;iower of

His faithful servants

to ridicule idol-wor-

God,

in all jx'rils.

who

The

preserves

)naterial is

drawn from current
Origin.

ideas ami legends.
Bel was the
central ligui-e of the Babj-lonian idolatry (Isa. xlvi. 1; Jer. li. 44), and the

Exile the type of heroic- stiniggle. The
iiiylhof the contest between God and the Dragon
(Tannin, Raliab, Leviathan) occurs throughout the
old post -exilic literatiu-e (Gunkel, "Schopfung uml

way in Avhich Daniel destroys the
similar to that in which Marduk destroys
(Delitzsch, "Das Babyloni.sche Wcltschop-

Chaos"); and the

Dragon
Tiamat

is

fungsepos"; compare Noldeke, "Geschichte desAi'taclisir i Papakan/' 1S79, p. 53).
Marduk drives a
storm-wind into the dragon and thus rends it
asunder; and Marshall (in Hastings" "Dictionary of
the Bible") suggests that the "pitch" of tlie Greek
(Aramean, NSV) may have come fi-om an original
term for "storm-wind" (Aramean, NSyT).
How the prophet Hal)akkuk came to be introduced
into the story is hardl}- pt)ssible to explain (see II.vb.vkkuk).
The title to the Septuagint text reads;
"From the prophecv of Ilabakkuk, the son of Jesus
[Joshua], of the tribe of Levi." There was in existence, probably, a Avork asciibed to Ilabakkuk; but
of its nature nothing is known.
Legends relating
to Daniel circulated, doubtless, in a great variety of
forms, and were constantly modified by scribes.
From such legends there are independent selections
in Daniel and Bel and the Dragon.
The tone and
contents of the latter work show that it was not
taken from Daniel.

The Greek work exists in two recensions, (1) that
of the Septuagint and (2) that of Tlieodotion, both
of which are given, with various readings, in
Swete's "Old Testament in Greek."

Greek and The two, though substantially idenAramaic tical, differ in a number of details.
Texts.

Thus, in the Septuagint, besides the
reference to a prophecy of Habakkuk,
Daniel is called a priest, the son of Ilabal, and is introduced as a person previously unknown; while
the name of the king of Babylon, whose friend he
was, is not given.
In Tlieodotion the kingisCyrus,
who is said to be the successor of Astyages; Daniel
is not called a priest
and nothing is said of a prophecj' of Habakkuk.
The style of the Septuagint is
.simpler and more Hebraic; Tlieodotion is fuller,
more dramatic, and more poli.shed. It may be in
part a revi.sion of the Septuagint; lint it appears
also to follow other authoiities, or to be l)ased on a
different version of the stories from that given in the
Septuagint. The (piestion arises whether the Greek
recensions are derived from other written .sources;
that is, whether the stories were originall}' com
;

;

posed

in

question, but Neubauer (in his "Tobit") gives, from
a manuscrii)t in the Bodleian Library (tlie ]\Ildrcish
Kabba de Kabba) a Syriac text with which that of
]\Iartini is identical, and a paralK'l extract from the
Bereshit Kabbati.
Fi'om another manuscript in the same library, M.
Gaster has published a text of the Dragon story
that confirms the correctness of IMartini's quotation.
Tiie Aramaic text of this manuscript is printed in
the "Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archa,'-

ology"

for

November ami December,

1894; and the

English translation of a long iiaraphrascis given by
In
Ga.ster in his " Chronicles of Jerahmeel," 1899.
the Introduction to the latter work, Gaster di.scusses
the relalionsof "Jerahmeel" to " Yosippon," "Sefer
ha-Y'ashar," and the "Antiquities" of Pseudo-Philo.
nearer to Tlieodotion
than to the Septuagint fliougli it sometimes accords
withtlie latterorwith the I atinagainst otherforms,
and sometimes differs from all others. But in the
l)resent state of knowledge it seems l)etter to reserve
Gaster tliinks it is tlie
opinion as to its antiquity.
text after which Theodotion's version was revised,
and ^larshall icgards it as ancient. The occurrence
of the stories in the ]\Iidrash luakes it probable that
there was an Aiamaic original; but it is not clear

The Jerahmeel Aramaic

text

is

;

jncserved in the texts cited. The fact
the Jerahmeel text agrees here and there with
some (me of the ancient versions does not prove its
originality f(n- in the course of centuries various
tliis is

tiiat

;

readings luay have crept into it from sources unknown; thus it has, in conunon with " Yosippon.'"
the statement that Daniel put iron combs into the
cakes that he gave the Dragon a natural embellisliIt is possible that some divernient of the story.
gent readings in the two Greek recensions may be
explained as the result of the misunderstanding or

—

A

few cases of this
misreading of Aramaic terms.
sort are suggested by ]MarsliaIl, and they undoubtedly go to show originality in the Aramaic text
but they are neither clear enough nor numerous
enough to be decisive.
The booklet appears to have been regarded in
Alexandria as belonging in the class of sacred writings; but it was never so regarded by
Canonicity. the Palestinian Jewish leaders. It is
(pioted as the Avork of the prophet
Tertullian and other early Christian writers, and its claim to canonicity is defended by Origen ("Epistola ad Africanum"); it was not, however, formally accepted as canonical by the early
Church. In modern times it has been included
am(mg the canonical books by tlie Roman and the

Daniel

Greek

l)y

cliurches,

and excluded by Protestants.

Belais

jEtntc. 184- Zunz. Die Gottesdieuxllichcu Vortriiye. 2iie(i..
IHttt; A. Neubauer, Tlie liooti of Toliit. 1«7S.
The Greek
given by Fritzsfhe (Lihri Vet. Test. Pseiidepifjrnphi
Selceti) and Swete tlie Syriac l)y Walton. LaKurile, and Neubauer. See also (iaster's works liientioned above.

Aniinaic fnrnis of the IclccikIs

Ai;iiuuic.

;

HiiyimiiHl Martini (12oU), in iiis
do, iu fact, exist.
" Piiirio Fidel " (at tiie end of tiie hooli), cites from a
Midrasii on (Jeuesis a part of wliat is contaiued in
His accuracy lias been called in
Uie Greek text.

that

Bekorot
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le.xt is

;

BELA

1. An early king of Edom, having his
son of Beor(Gen. xxxvi.
roval seat at Diiihabah
:

;

32',

33;

I

Chron.

The name "Dinhabah"

43, 44).

i.

occurs in Palmy rene. Syria, and in Baljy Ionia (Dillmann, "Genesis," (id loc); and, since it has not been
encountered in Edom, the conclu.sion lias been drawn
by Clitics that Be!a was a foreigner who conquered

E(h)m while retaining liis own capital as the seat of
government. Targum Y'erushalmi calls him "Balaam ben Beor"; wiiile the Septuagint reads " Balak."
But while the close resemblance of " Bela " to
" Balaam" is rather curious, there is no real reason
for regarding the two personages as identical.

A

2.

son of Benjamin (Gen.

where the name

is

xlvi.

21,

A. V.,

"Belah"; Num. xxvi.
The names of his children vary

spelled

38; 1 Chron. vii. G).
in the different accounts.
Reubenite, son of Azaz. living in Aroer
3.

A

and

as far as "the entering in of the wilderness from the
Euphrates" (I Chron." v. 8).
4. One of the five cities attacked by the in-

vading army luuler Aniraphel, Hammiuabi (Gen.
xiv.

a

In the

2).

glo.ss

adds

two passages where "Bela" occurs

"it is

Zoar" (Gen.

xiv. 2,

8),

which

es-

Its location
identity with that city.
was probably at the southern end of the Dead Sea.
In Gen. R. xlii. 5 the name "Bela" is fancifully as-

tablishes

its

Hebrew stem "bala" (to swallowand explained as due to the circumstance that
"her citizens were swallowed up," wiih reference,
no doul)t. to the convulsion which befell Sodcm.

sociated with the
up),

.T.

G. B. L.

.lu.

BELAIS

LOM

:

(t;-y^3),

Rabbi and

ABRAHAM BEN

i)oet

;

born

in

SHA-

Tunis 18th of Ab,

\lTi (lied in London 1853. An eccentric personality,
First rabbi in Tunis and
he had a curious career.
treasurer to the Bey, being pressed by his creditors,
he left his home and went to Jerusalem. In 1817 he,
who had hospitably received at his home in Tunis
many messengers from Palestine, made a trip through
Europe to collect alms for himself. "Wherever he
went he received valuable gifts. King Victor Emmanuel I., at an audience in Turin, presented him
with 1,000 francs. According to the "Gazette of
the Netherlands," Oct. 1, 1827, he was a candidate
;

Portuguese synagogue (^f
Amsterdam; and had papers of recommendation
for the rabbinate of the

from several Italian ministers, bishops, and archIn France, Belais was encouraged by the
bishops.
ministers of Charles X., and especially by the Vicomte de Larochefoucauld, director-general of fine
arts: he even received a Hebrew letter from the

duke of Sussex. lie was rabbi of the congregation
of Nice for some years; but from 1840 to 1853 was

BiBLiOfJRAPHY: O. F. Fritzsclie, KiirzgefnMc'i Excfictischcfi
-f T<>'f(^»HrH^s 1S.51;
Handlmch zi( doi Apocr^iplifi
E. Reuss. ia BHile, 1879; iilein, />n.>< Altr Tcstaiiioit, Einqelcitct xnul Krh'hitcrt. Brunswick, 1S94; K. C. Bissell, Aijocr.i/p?irt of »it' 0/f( ^f.^7(0)l(l(^ 1SH(); ('. J. Ball, in H. Ware's

attached to the yeshibah connected with the Spanish and Portuguese congregation at Bevis Marks,

1S73-S.'^
K. Scliiirer, Histitru of the Jciri.-?!
iilem, in Herzop-Haiick,
People, etc.. En?, transl.. isill
Real-EucyMopCiilie. i. tast et sei/. E. Kaiitzsoh, Die Apokriipnen
hen nnd PseudepitimpJiei) des Alteii Tfs^T/iic/ifs, ISitS, i.
^
189-193 Delitzsch, Dt Hahacuci Proplictw Vita Atque
178, II

The works of Belais are nearly all in Hebrew, and
The principal ones
treat of morals and exegesis.
are: (1) a collection of notes on the Bible and Tal-

''''••'

Aijocviiijha,

;

;

;

;

•

London.

-

Belais
Belg'iuiu
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mud, entitled, "Sefer Tebuot Yekeb," after Jacob
Carinoua Beohor, at wliose expense it was printed,
Leghorn, 1820; (2) "Sefer Be'er Lahai Ro'i" in
Hebrew, Italian, and French, Turin, 1826; (3) "Tad
Abishalom," a commentary on the " Orah Hayyim,"
Leghorn, 1829; (4) "Petahha-Bayit," a commentary
upon "Tur Orah Hayyim," together with answers
in reference to congregational questions in London,
and "Peri Ez Hayyim," seven funeral orations delivered in Mogador, Tunis, London, and Leghorn,
1846; (5) " 'Afarot Tebel " (The Dust of the Worid),
a commentary on the Book of Ecclesiastes, in Hebrew and English, London, 1850. Besides these
books Belais composed occasional poems: an epi-

^—
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;

"Jim BUick; or, The ReguIn 1880 Bclusco went to NewYork to take charge of two productions at the ]Madisou Square Theater; and it was there that he made
his tirst pronounced success as a dramatic author.
This was achieved in 1884 witii " ]May Blossom," the
most famous of the Madison Square plays of that
period.
"When Daniel Frohman left the Madison
iiqviare Theater to take charge of tlie Lyceum TheaCisco in 1872,
lators'

was

called

Reveuge."

ter in 1885, Belasco

weut with him and became

di-

rector of the productions

Forming a

there.

erary

Henry

lit-

partnership with
C. de Mille, their

first joint

work was " The

Wife." Twoothercollaboratious, "The Charity
Ball " and " Lord Chuniley," followed, in

which

E. H. Sothern gained his
first triumph as a star.

The

three plays were
produced at the Lyceum.
Then Belasco and De
]\Iille
wiote and prod u c e d "Men and

Women "
David Belasco.
street.

Belais
Belgrium
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De

iSIille

having

for

Charles
Proctor's

Frohman

at

Tiieater,

Twenty-third

died, Belasco, in collabo-

ration with Franklin Fyles, wrote

"The

Girl I Left

Behind ]\[e." In 1891 his English version of "Miss
Four j-ears later he
Helyett" was produced.
brought out "The Heart of Maryland." During the
last decade Mr. Belasco has taken rank at the head
of American dramatic authors, and has written and
produced "Zaza," "Madame Butterfly," "La Belle
Ilusse," "Valerie," and, with James A. Heme,
" Hearts of Oak " and " Du Barrv."
A.
E. Ms.— H. Ve.
*

BELASCO, DAVID. See J.\mes, D.wiu.
BELASCO, ISRAEL: English pugilist;

born
in London in 18()U; a Ijrother of the better-known
Abraham or "Aby " Belasco. His first appearance
in the prize-ring was on July 23, 1817, at Moulsey
Heath, England, where after a battle of thirty
rounds he was defeated b}- Ned Brown, commonly
known as the "Sprig of Myrtle." In his second encounter, which was with Kit Barber at Tarbury
Common, Sept. 15, 1819, Belasco was more fortunate.
At the end of forty -one rounds Belasco was
declared the winner of the £50 staked by his opponent.
Two years later (Oct. 30, 1821) he defeated
Saunders in fourteen rounds at Moulsey Heath, but

on March

1823,

19,

at the

same

place,

Chief town of the county of Anprovince of Ulster, Ireland.
The Jewish
community a comparatively prosperous one numbering some 400 or 500 souls, is of recent date its
foundation being due to M. A. Jaffe, who arrived
there in 1851.
A synagogue was established in 1870
:

trim,

—

J. Chotzner and J. E.
cessively tilled the post of minister.

—

;

Myers have sucOf recent years

number

of Russian Jews have settled in the place;
has been found necessaiy to establish a board
of guardians (1893). and a Hebrew ladies' foreign
benevolent society (1890), while in 1898 a Hebrew
national school was foimded for the training of their

a

and

it

children.
Sir Otto Jaffe

Bibliography:

was mayor of

Jacobs, JewigJt

Belfast in 1899.

Year Book,

1900-1, pp. 104-

''''

J.

BELGIUM

One of the smaller states of western
Europe. Under the Romans it formed one of the six
l)rovinces of ancient Gaul and bore the name "Gallia
:

Belgica" (Gibbon, "Decline and Fall," vol. i. ch. i).
There are no authentic records of the date of the
earliest immigration of Jews to Belgium.
According to a widely spread legend, their first .settlement
in this rich and fertile country occurred as early as
Jewish merchants are said to
the second century.
have carried on at that time a considerable commercial intercourse between different parts of Asia Elinor
and the central countries of Europe. They followed
the Roman legions in their path of conquest. In the
wars of Vespasian and Titus a considerable number of Jewish captives found their way either willingly or unwillingly to Gaul and the Iberian peninsula.
The defeat of Bar Kokba completed the

Early

dispersion of the Jews in the West;
and the number of Jewish settlements

in Gaul and Spain increased.
In the
fourth century their existence is hisThe original settlements were iu
toricalU' attested.
the immediate vicinity of the Roman military posts,
which formed a chain of communications extending
Tongres and Tournai, in
all the way to Britain.
actual Belgian territory, are mentioned among the

Settlement,

places where Jews settled.
They were also established in the chief seats of the provinces. At
that period they appear to have enjoyed a consider-

first

able degree of freedom and prosperity.
They were
admitted to rights of citizenship; the tribunals
treated them on a footing of equality- with other
citizens, and they shared and participated in the
common duties and benefits of the state.
The irruption of the Vandals did not affect, to any
appreciable degree, the position of the Jews. They
lived on in a state of complete tranquillity, undisturbed by adverse religious enactments and unhin-

dered by commercial restrictions. The Frankish
kingdom, founded by Clovis (486), included the
whole of Belgium and embraced all the country be-

yond the Somme, and between the ]\Ieuse and the
sea.
The fortunes of the Belgian Jews were, therefore, for some centuries interwoven with those of

matched

against A. Matthewson for £25 a side, he was defeated in forty-four rounds.
Bibliography: Tlie American Jens' Annual.
J.
F. H. Y.

BELFAST

and the Revs.

Like their
communities, they were condi-

their brethren in France.

Under
Frankish

sister

by the political and religious
movements of the time. In general
their state was exceedingly prosperous.
They engaged in commerce, agriculture, and
all forms of industry
and their argosies were seen
in the rivers and on the seas.
Nor was the profession of arms denied them for they took a prominent
part at the siege of Aries (508) in the war between
Clovis and the general of Theodoric. Their conditioned

Rulers.

;

;
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Belgium

changed but little till Chilperic (561-584), whose
scat was at Soissons, couceived the idea of forcing
Tliis
his Jewish subjects to embrace Christianity.
zeal of a prince, whom Gregory of Tours designated
tion

as "'the

Nero of the Franks,'' met with

little

success.

The Jews,

despite the.se efforts, remained faithful to
the religion of their fathers.
Under the early Carlovingiaus the Jews likewise
enjoyed tranquillity. They were treated with humanity, and the favor accorded them by Pepin (751-

number

Their
power and influence increased still more during the
reigns of Charlemagne (768-814) and Louis le DebonNor was their condition less prosnaire (814-840).
perous under Charles the Bald (843-877). Between
them and the Christians an almost perfect equality
768) attracted a vast

to his doiuinions.

reigned.

This period

of wise toleration

and

protection

ceased, however, with the rise of the feudal regime.
On the dismemberment of the empire of the Franks,
Belgium was partitioned into separate counties,

duchies, and independent cities, in each of which a
despotic sovereignty without regard
The Feudal to law or humanity prevailed. The
Regime. Jews were handed over to the caprices
of rulers who knew no other law l)ut

They were soon reduced to a deRestrictions without number
plorable condition.
were placed upon them, and they were robbed, despoiled, and massacred on every occasion and opporTlie chronicles of the times abound with
tunity.
many tales of arbitrary and cruel deeds. Melart, in
his history of Huy, relates how Ogier, count of Huy,
on his return from the war waged by Otho the Great
against Louis d'Outremer, found among liis prisoners a rich Jew, upon whom he fastened an absurd
charge of having secretly favored the invasion of the
Normans. He was first tortured and then put to
death, all his property being confiscated a measure
which was immediately followed by the expulsion
of all the Jews from Liege and its province.
It was
always the wealth of these unfortunates that constituted their sole crime. With singular naivete, Everard Kints (" Delices du Pays de Liege ") observes that
the justice and piety of this prince rose superior on
this occasion to his political interests, for, as he afterward discovered, the whole commerce of the country, which had formerly been carried on by the
Jews, received its death-blow on their expulsion.
The clergy, too, who looked upon them as deicidcs,
threw the weight of their influence against them.
In 1160 Gauthierde ("astillon, provost of the chapter
of Tournai, wrote a diatribe in three books against
the Jews, which excited the populace by its calumnies and imputations.
It must, however, be said
that not all the Belgian clergy Avere animated by a
similar spirit of intolerance.
On tlie contrary, many
prelates were favorably inclined to the Jews, among
others Wazon, bishop of Liege, wlio treated tliem
kindly, and was on terms of great friendship with
the Jewish physician of Henry HI.
their passions.

—

The epoch commencing with the thirteenth century was more favorable to tlie Jews of Belgium.
Tiiey were subjected to less harsh and arbitrary
treatment, and in tlie laws affecting them a spirit of
fair discrimination appears to have been adopted.

In a decree of

664

Henry HI. issued

at Louvain, Febru-

ary, 1260, expelling the .Jewisli usurers, a distinction

drawn

engaged in honest trades,
permitted to remain. This just distinction was not often made in tho.se days; and more
than once the whole of a .Jewish population was
held responsible for tlie crime of an
is

in favor of tho.se

who were

Prosperity individual.

Under

Henry

III.

L'nder tlie shadow of this
protection the Belgian Jews recovered

somewhat their former ])rosperity.
Commerce again flourished among

them; and they engaged particularly in the study
and practise of medicine. But the right to jjursue
these avocations had to be dearly purchased
and
often the fruits of their industry became the prey
;

of the exchequer.
After the death of Henry HI. of Brabant (1261)
his widow, Alix, upon whom the government de-

volved, finding herself in need of money, consulted
the famous Dominican, Thomas Aquinas, on the
question whether she could, without vir)lation of
conscience, draw upon her Jewish subjects for extra
taxation, and, if need be, confiscate their goods.
In
itself this letter of the duchess is a proof that some
sentiment of equity and humanity prevailed for
the Jews of Brabant, and that thej^ were under the
shadow of some legal protection. The answer of
Thomas Aquinas is a fine example of mingled casuistry andcourtier-likesubservience struggling against
the better sentiment of religion.
He argues that
since much of the worldly possessions of the Jews
represented the gains of usuiy, it would not be unlawful to deprive them of it but he jileads that they
should not be entirely despoiled sufficient should
be left to enable them to live. How the duchess
acted in this matter is not known but the Jews
continued to reside and traffic in Brabant during the
long and glorious reign of her son, John I. At that
time flourishing .Jewish communities existed not
only at Brussels, but at Mechlin, Antwerp, Bruges,
Ghent, Biuclie, Peronne, Ath, Tournai, Mons, Liege,
Louvain, etc.
considerable accession to their numbers Avas made at the commencement of the fourteenth centuiy, Avhen Philippe le Bel expelled the
Jews from France. William, count of Hainault,
Vauthier of Enghien, and John II. of Brabant hospitably received them. The last-named prince accorded them special privileges and allowed them to establish banks for ])ublic credit.
This charter was,
however, revoked in 1307, Pope Clement V. absolving the prince from the oath which he took to grant
this privilege in perpetuity.
It is likely that the
cancelation of the bank charter was due to a fresh
influx of Jews in 1806, which must liave disturbed
the economic equilibrium, for the duke remained
their stanch protector till his death.
In 1321 the Jews were again expelled from France,
and for a second time sought refuge within the borders of Belgium. The newcomers were
Resettle- allowed to settle in Mons, Avhere a disment in tiict was assigned to them for resiBelgium. dence. They were permitted the free
exercise of their religion and the right
to )Mirsue their avocations.
Moreover, William refused to countenance an effort that was made to
convert them.
:

;

;

A

"
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In 1387 William H. succeeded to the sovereignty
Following the example of
tiie state of Hainault.
his father, lie contirmed the Jews in their privileges.
These, however, had a cousiilerable money value for
the state.
A document is extant (see below), dated
Valenciennes, 1337, which grants to thirty Jews for
five years a safe-eonduct ("sauf-conduit ") for a
money charge of 2,000 florins. In the neighboring
duchy of Brabant the Jews were no less fortunate
under John III., who inherited all his father's goodwill for them.
Unhappily, the Jews of Belgium at
this time were, like their brethren all over Europe,
persecuted on charges of having desecrated the host,
of having killed infants, and of having poisoned
wells.
The storm that swept over the Jews of Belgium annihilated them; and so completely was the
work of destruction done that scarcely a trace of
their existence has remained.
A series of massacres
appears to have taken place during a period of
t wenty years, which finally culminated
Brussels in the Brussels massacre of 1370. In
of

Massacre
of 1370.

"

the Metz Memorbuch, Brabant is mentioned as one of the lands in which
Je \vs suffered in 1 349 (" ^lonatsschrif t
,

36; Salfeld, "Martyrologium," pp. 270, 286).
The particulars of these tragedies are involved in a
good deal of obscurity. The following narrative in
xiii.

connection with the Black Plague is taken from Li
Muisis, a contemporary historian ("Chronique Mauuscrite de la Bibliotheque de Bourgogne," No. 13,076; see Carmoly, "Revue Orientale," 1841, p. 169):
"In the city of Brussels, in the duchy of Brabant, where the
duke had his seat, a large number of Jews resided, at the head
of whom was a very rich man, said to be the treasurer of John
III.
The former was on very friendly terms with the duke.
When the Flagellants arrived, carrying red crosses wherewith
to inflame the i)eople against the Jews, the treasurer hastened
to the duke and entreated his protection. The latter assured

that no ill would befall them. But the people, already excited by the denunciations of the Flagellants, approached the
duke's eldest son, demanding that they should be allowed to
put all the Jews to death, and obtained from him a promise that
he would intercede with his father, the duke, that no punishment should follow their action. They thereupon rushed with
fierce cries to the Jewish quarter, destroyed the luiuses of the
Jews, dragged their unfortunate victims through the streets,
and without distincticm of age or sex massacred them. Five
hundred, it is said, perished on this occasion. Nor was the
duke's treasurer spared. Taken alive and put to the torture,
he was made to confess that he was engaged in the plots to
poison the wells and to deUle the consecrated host. He was
burned alive. Similar butcheries occurred in other towns in
the duchy, more particularly at Lou vain, where the Jews were
all delivered to the flames (1S49 and li50)."

him

>Vhetlier this narrative refers to a separate event,
or is identical with the massacre of the Jews at
Brussels on May 22, 1370, is open to doubt.
The details of both are strangely similar.
In each case the
number of Jews that jK'rished is given at 500. The
principal Jew that figures in both narratives is the
banker of the duke. The charges against the Jews
are similar, and the mode of death is the same in
both accoiuits. Thei'e can, however, be no doubt of
the massacre at Brussels on 'May 22, 1370.
The
event has been locally signalized as the miracle of
St. Guduh', and was commemorated by a periodical
fete-day.
Eighteen tableaux, representative of the
various incidents of the piercing of the host and of
the miracle of the blood spurting forth, wei'e painted
for the church, and are to this day an evidence of

Belg-ium

blind fanaticism which wrought such dreadful
havoc among innocent men, women, and children.
But one solitary document in reference to tliis dreadful catastrophe has been unearthed in the treasury
of Brabant.
It is a receipt signed by Godefroi de
tlie

la

Tour, receiver-general of Brabant,

who

therein

acknowledges the payment of the aniiual tax in;posed on Jews living in

Brabant

Tax

Biabant. This is, in all probability,
a i)age, or a fragment, of a collection
of similar receipts.
The following is

in 1370.

a translation (see Carmoly, "Revue Orientale," 1841,
p. 172):

" Received from the Jews who this year resided in Brabant,
payment of their annual tribute and also of goods belonging to
them received after tht-y had been burned on Ascension Day,
Accomplices in the crime of piercing the host: first,
14 francs; Arnold the Jew. 14 francs;
Medey de Sallyn, 14 francs and 11 sheep; Medey Willacs. 22
francs; Simon Claere, 14 francs; Mestam, Joseph Wazoel, and
Leonec, nothing, because they had left and were not residing
this year at Brussels
the same of Wynandus the Physician, for
he had not made payment of his tribute this year, although he
1370.

AVynand de Pondey,

;

resided at Brussels."

No

other references to this massacre have

come

to

light, either in the national archives or in the annals
" The neglect of the historians
of local historian.s.

of that century," says Foppens, in his " Ilistoiy of the
City of Brus.sels," "has been the cause why neither
the edict nor the names of these sacrilegious Jews

nor their .sentences have been preserved."
On the Jewish side, the Memorbuch of Majxmce
commemorates the Jewish martyrs of Biabant. An
elegy written in Hebrew in honor of the martyrs has
been published by Carmoly, who has translated it
into

French

("

Revue

Orientale," 1841, p. 172).
The
recalls the mar-

Memoibuch of Pfersee, near IVIunich,
tyred Jews of Flanders (pnjpl), and

so does Joseph
ha-Kohen ("'Emek ha-Baka," p. 55). "The Jews
of rr^lJN^D," says the latter, "were accused of profaning the host and adjudged to die. 3Iany, however, .saved themselves by conversion and their descendants arc still to be found numerously in that
;

country.
Few records have survived respecting the Jews
who resided in the ^liddle Ages in the various states
wliich comprised the Catholic portion
of the Pays-Bas and of the Liege counArcheclog-y and tiy, the greater part of which was fornierly the territory of Belgium and
Antiquities. of the grand duchy of Luxemburg.
Nearly all that is known has been published by Baron de Reiffenberg, Carmoly. and Emiie
Ouverleaux. Koenen ("Geschiedenis der Joden in
Nederland ") has written of the middle countries of
the Pays-Bas, and Felix Ilachez of the Jews of Mons
and of Hainault ("Essai sur la Residence a Mons "),
while Rahlenbeck has given an account of the Jews
at AxTWEKP ("Les Juifs a Anvers," in "Revue de
Belgique," 1871, pp. 137-146). But altogether there
is a singular dearth of records both in Jewish and
Belgian annals of the thousand-year-long stay of the
Jews in Belgium. The materials for a full history
of their social, intellectual, and religious condition
Benjamin of Tudela ("Itinerary." i.
are wanting.
106) has a iKissing reference to them, and the "Maharil "(ninDt:' H. 12*/) speaks of tlie religious customs

—

"

;

:
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of the Jews of Flanders. They do not seem at any
time to have attained, like tiieir brethieu in Spain
and France, any importance in the world of learning
and science, but appear to have been successful as
There is
physicians, bankers, and handicraftsmen.
no mention of any scholars of note among them or
of persons rising to positions of influence in the state

except one or two financiers. Since, however, every
vestige of written record has been swept away, it is
impossible to say what their status really was.
Yet, despite this almost total ignorance concerning the Belgian ghettos, many traces of their existence in every part of the country are still to be
found. This is especially the case with the street
nomenclature of nearly every Belgian town, -which
usually includes a " Jodeustraat " or " Rue des J uif s.
Of those in ancient Brabant are the "Joden Trapor "Escaliers des Juifs," a group of five small
streets situated near the hill De la Cour in Brussels;
the " Jodenstraat." in Antwerp and in Louvain, and

pen"
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pforte" of Luxemburg, declares that, before the
extension of the city on that side, the remains of a
Jewish cemetery existed in its vicinity. Neither the
archives of the various Belgian states and duchies
nor the writings of local antiquaries and historians
have yielded much toward any fuller elucidation of
The documents
the history of the Jews of Belgium.
extant referring to them are exceedingly few. One,
the safe-conduct edict, to which reference has already been made, is interesting for the names that
it gives:
Elie de Maroel
Eliot, his valet
Douce his cousin and son
Abraham-le-Mirre de Binche; Beaoit, his son; Beaoit, his sonMaistre Deie-le-Sire
Jacob
in-law
Le Maistre des Juifs
Baron, Joie Salomon de DouUers Isaak de Peronne Belevigne, his son-in-law
Maistre Sause Jacob de Miekegnies
Michel de Pons Amendanc, his uncle; Maistre Sause; Amendanc Jacob de Foriest Hagins de Peronne Abraham de NueMaistre Lyon d'Ath
Abraham de
ville
Sause de Crespin
Foriest; Hastee; Oursiel (brother of Lyon d'Ath); Floris de
Mons (daughter of Maistre Elie).
•

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The

list includes a rabbi and five physicians; the
were merchants and bankers.
The other documents comprise deeds and charters
of the usual kind obtaining in the Middle Ages, and
relate to the sale of proi)ertyand to bonds for debts.
M. Van Even (in " Louvain Monumental ") cites a
passage from a charter of the Abbe}' d'Averbode,
dated 1311, wherein Rabbi Moses sells to Jean Van
Rode, advocate, a house situated in the "Jews'
street," near the cemetery of St. Peter of Louvain:

name in Cumptich, Tirlemont, Mons,
Wasmes, Grosage, Bavai, Maroilles, Sains, Ghent,

rest

Looz, Spalbeek, Eupen, etc. In Tirlemont the CasJoden-Castel," was, without doubt,
formerly
the ancient synagogue. A reminiscence of Jonathan,
the banker, who was the head of the Brabant Jews
at the time of the massacre in Brussels, is the IMaivast
son de Jonathas in the middle of Enghien.
plain situated outside the walls of that city also
bears his name Jardin de Jonathas. ]\Iany other
localities and buildings with Jewish associations existed, the traces of which have nearly disappeared.
Such are the " Jodenpoel," a fishery of the Jews of
Brussels; the "Jodenborch" (synagogue) of Louvain, and the Chateau des Juifs in th3 Jodenstraat
Fvudon, the hisat Wommerson, near Tirlemont.
torian of Liege, states that the Chirstree of that
town i.e., Dog street and a street of similar name
in Huy derived their appellation from the former
residence of Jews there, the name being evidentlj-

" Moyses Judeus, Judeorum presbyter, cum debita effestucatione tradit domum et curteni cum suis pertinentiis sitam in
vico in quo Judei nunc commorantur juxta atrium S. Petri,

streets of like

'•

tel,

A

—

—

one of

The only Hebrew document discovered in the royal
archives is a memorandum on the margin of a bond
contracted Oct. 26, 1344, to which Wilhemote delle
Porte de Rosieres Notre-Dame, debtor, and Master
Sause, a Jew of Blaton, creditor, subscribe their
names. The memorandum is a summary of the
terms of the deed

derision.

The same

Johanni de Rode Causidico."

fate of oblivion

which has befallen

their

NtiiJ^^^ix

Dninn

nr

records has also attended the burial-places of the

Jews of Belgium. The only memorial of that far-*
off past has come to light in the shape
Scarcity of a white stone with a Hebrew iuof Records, scription found in 1872 in the grounds
of a hospital at Tirlemont. Considering its age, the epitaph is well preserved; it reads
as follows:

'1

-iDi3n

JD

nnniDD
nnvj j^^m nnx

did!?

-i::'y

.

.

.

nr ^y a^'n

The archives of the Coted'Orof Dijon contain two
Hebrew tlocumeuts relating to transactions carried on by an association of Jews in France,
Germany, and Belgium: and tiiose of Luxemburg,

in tlie^earoOHi (1205-5(11.

May

she rest

Garden of Eden! " The word nnx is evidently
a misreading for nnX- Tiie only other trace of a
Jewish (cnH'tery is mentioned by the Abbe d'Echternacli, Jean Bertel,Avho, in speaking of the "Judentlie

Dmnn

registers of

nctrT

"This stone is inscribed and placed at the head of
Rebekah, daugliterof R. ISIoses, whojiassed

in

avm may

px

i\Iistre.ss

away

iv ^31 ^3D ynD Nini

notably of the castle of Clairvaux, have likewise
many documents dealing with money transactions

between Jews and the aristocracy.
It does not ai)pear that any formal decree of banishment was issued against the Jews of Belgium:
and it is very likely that after the massacre of 1370
tiiere were fugitive Jews and their families who

;
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to settle again in the several communes.
Not, however, till the middle of the fifteenth century
do they reappear in Belgian history. One of their
number, it is said, was chosen by the citizens of

managed

Fifteenth

Luxemburg
Bon in 1444

to treat

with Philip

le

for the surrender of the

This would imply that there
and
castle.
Following were some who even exercised an

But their
iufJuence on public affairs.
position was at all times of a preThey possessed no legal status, and
carious nature.
under the houses of Burgundy and Hainault they
were subjected to heavy and special taxation. The
Centuries.

Every
right of residence had to be dearly paid for.
entered Luxemburg had to pay, if on
horseback, a sum of 5 sols, and if on foot 2^ sols.

Jew who

Any

one leaving the duchy was mulcted in 3^ sols.
Besides all manner of other restrictions, the Jews in
many parts were compelled to wear a distinctive
dress.
Under the pressure of these influences it is
no wonder that the native Jews gradually disappeared from the Belgian provinces.
In 1477, by the marriage of Mary of Burgundy to
the archduke ^Maximilian, son of Emperor Frederick
IV., the Netherlands became united to Austria, and
thereafter its possessions passed to the crown of
Spain. The whole couutrj', owing to the cruel persecutions of Philip II. of Spain and his attempt to
establish the Inquisition, became involved in a series
There is no doubt
of desperate and heroic struggles.
that the Jews played some important part in those
stirring times.
At the beginning of the sixteenth
centiny a number of Maranos from Spain and Portugal began to arrive in the country. They were
looked upon with suspicion, and Charles V., whom
Cardinal Ximenes had prejudiced against them, refused them asylum, but they nevertheless managed
They were
to obtain a footing and to live there.
rich and possessed of talent and enterprise, and evidently ingratiated themselves with the people, with
whom they sided in their struggle against the hateful Spanish domination.
Several attempts were
made to expel them. In 1532 and 1549 and again in
1550 decrees were issued by the court against harboring Maranos, and citizens were bidden to inform
the authorities of their presence; but this utterly
failed of effect.
The duke of Alva, the Spanish governor, was especially severe in the repression of Jewish books.
His edict of Feb. 15, 1570, ordered the expurgation
of all errors from heretical books.
On the advice of
Arias Montanus and others, a list was prepared of
such passages as ought to be expurgated, and a

commission at Antwerp compiled an " Index Expurgatorius," the first of its kind (June 1, 1571).
The
Trent Index was published at Liege (Popper, " Censorship of Hebrew Books," p. 55).
The number of
secret Jews who entered the coimtry increased daily.
They, moreover, took an active part in the uprising
of the Pays-Bas, the happy issue of which was to
establish forever the principle of liberty of conscience in the United Provinces.
The Jews labored
assiduou.slv in the cause of the people, and together
with their brethren in Holland, who already enjoyed

the right of publicly professing their faith, contributed materiallv to the success which crowned their
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They were strenuous supporters of the
House of Orange, and in return were protected by
it.
But in that part of the Pays-Bas which remained

efforts.

under the dominion of Austria, the Jews, in contrast
to their brethren in the Dutch Netherlands, were
subjected to all tlie old restrictions and to hateful

and discriminating enactments.

In the treaty of
peace (concluded April, 1609) between Albert of
Austria and the States General it was stipulated that
the subjects of either, excepting Jews, should be
free to pass between the two countries.
The intolerance of the archduke affected those only who publicly professed their faith, like the Jews of Amsterdam. In 1670, when the Comte Monterej' succeeded
the Duke de Feria. the Jews of Amsterdam petitioned
for admi-ssion to the Pays-Bas.
The count was at
first disposed to grant the request; but clerical interference prevented its adoption.
There are few facts to relate concerning the Jews
during the eighteenth century. They were still
subjected to special imposts and haras.sing enactments but, for the most part, that did not prevent
;

them from growing

numbers and in prosperity.
and standing came from
Germany and Holland and settled in the principal
towns of Belgium. Among them were the Landaus,
the Fiirths, the Lipmans, the Hirshes, and the
Simons, and to the last-named family belongs the

Many

in

families of position

chevalier Jean Henri Simon, a distinguished artist
who had an adventurous career in the French Revolution.
Under the influence of the Revolution, many
Belgian writers and publicists took up the cause of
the Jews.
The most distinguished of these was the
Prince de Ligne, who published a memoir defending
them from the attacks of Voltaire, and eulogizing
their virtues and character.
He predicted for them
a great destiny if admitted to full civil and political
rights.
deep impression was made by this publication; and the Jews were soon placed on an equal
footing with their fellow-citizens. In 1815 they obtained their full freedom.
Thenceforward their political and social advancement and religious development proceeded on similar lines to those of their
coreligionists in western Europe.
For the history
and condition of individual communities in the various towns of Belgium, see Antwerp, Brussels,

A

Ghent.
The Jews of Belgium number about 12,000, and
by imperial decree dated March 17, 1808, were divided into consistorial circumscriptions of nine departments, each comprising a synagogal district.
The seat of tlie Central Consistory is at Brussels
and official communities exist at Antwerp, Arlon,
Ghent, Liege, and Namur.
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BELGRADE

J.

Fr.

Capital of the kingdom of Scrvia,
situated at the confluence of the Save and the Danube.
After Sultan Sulaiman the Magnificent had
captured the city froni the Hungarians in 1522, the
Turks remained in possession until 1867, when they
withdrew their garrison. The House of Austria
:

;

BeliUa

took the city from thorn throe times within as many
centuries, retaining it eacii time about one or two
Probably a Jewisli connnunity existed at
years.

Belgrade before the Ottoman conquest. In any case,
a large number of Jews established themselves in the
city during the reign of Sulaiman, owing to the influence of Joseph Nasi, who obtained similar privileges

These

of residence for his coreligionists in Bosnia.
facts are evident from the responsa of the learned
rabi)i of Salouica, Samuel b. Moses de Medina, a
contemporary of the events.
The comnumity of Belgrade pursued a quiet exearly date a printing-press was esfrom which many works were issued.
Toward 1620 the learned Talmudist Asher Zebulun
About
lived there, and later removed to Sarajevo.
1G58 the chief rabbi of Belgrade was Simhah Cohen,
son of Gershoni Cohen. An "approbation" bearing his name is placed at the head of a work, " Nahalat Zebi," by the Polish rabbi Zebi ben Samson of
Cracow (G. Bragadino, Venice, 1658). Some years
later a Talmudist of Salonica, Joseph Almosnino,
grandson of the renowned Moses Almosnino, was

At an

istence.

tablished,

He died at Nikolsburg,
chief rabbi of Belgrade.
The community suffered greatly
:Moravia, in 1689.
when the imperial troops captured the city Sept. 6,

Many Jews were

1688.
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sold as slaves, but

were

re-

deemed by charitable coreligionists.
On Feb. 9, 1788, Emperor Joseph II. of Austria
declared war against Turkey, and seized Belgrade,
which he held until Aug. 4, 1789. Many Jews then
emigrated to the neighboring cities, especially to
Vienna, Rustchuk. e4c. In 1792 Belgrade again
came under Turkish rule. The new governor, Topal
Osman Pasha, imprisoned many Jews; and in consequence a number of others left the city. From
1807 to 1813 the Servians were in a stale of revolt
against the Turks. ]Many Jews perished during
those disturbances, others lost their possessions, and
the synagogue was destroyed.

Wiien Servia became a princii)ality (1826), and
though with some restrictions, were
confei-red upcMi the Jews, those of Belgrade began

civic rights,

to take part

in the political life of

the country.

During the Turco-Russian war (1876-78) four Jews
of Belgrade distinguished themselves and were decorated viz., Dr. Samuel Pops, physician of the Jewish commuinfy, and Dr. Sanuiel Bri'iU, l)oth of whom
received the Order of the Cross of Tacovo; Benjamin
Kusso, who received a silver medal for his courage
during an attack at the Gamada; and Michel Osor,
corr.etist of the scpiadron of the department of Belgrade, and a veteran of eight battles, who, later,
;

distinguished himself at Siuimatowaty, was decorated on the fleld of battle, and elevated to the rank
Anotlier Jew of Belgrade, .Vltiahain
of brigadier.
Oser, was a mend)er of the Servian Parliament in
1877.
f>ike the r<'st of the

again risen to 2,000, and by 1890 to 4,652

2,000 souls.
In (onse(|uence of laws restricting
Jewish conuneice. the ntnnber decreased to 1,0(10 in
The president of the connnunity at that time
1867.
was David B. Rus^o. The Jews were then living in
"-y 1880 the numbers had
tiie glietto of Belgrade,

the

Isld. Loeb, Situation dcs Turai'litig de T\irquie, Scrlrie. ft Jiouiiianie, Fari.s, 1877 ; Kayserllng, Bihllotcca Fjxiinn.-Pitrt.-Jwiaica, p. 10, Strasburg, 1K!)(I; Aiidree,
Zur Volhi^kunde,, p. 'iTi; Jacobs, Jewish Year Boolu I'.'OO,

BlBLiOfiRAPHV

:

p. 29.

M. Fr.

D.

BELIAL. — Biblical Data

A

:

term occuiTing

often in the Old Testament and applied, as would
seem from the context in I Sam. x. 27; II Sam.
xvi. 7. XX. 1; II Chron. xiii. 7; Job xxxiv. 18,
to any one opposing the established authority,
whether civil, as in the above passages, or religious,
as in Judges xix. 22; livings xxi. 10, 13; Prov.
xvi. 27, xix. 28; Dent. xiii. 14, xv. 9; II Sam.
somewhat weaker sense, that of " wicked "
xxiii.6.

A

12,

xxv.

The use of the word in II Sam.
somewhat puzzling. Cheyne explains

xxii.

or "worthless,"
17,

XXX.

is

found

in I

Sam.

16,

i.

ii.

22.

it as
5 is
"rivers of the under world," while more conservative scholars render "destructive rivers."
The etymology of this word has been variously
given. The Talnuul (Sanh. \\\h) regards it as a compound word, made up of "beli " and " 'ol " (without
This derivation is accepted by Rashi (on
a yoke).

Dent. xiii. 14). Gesenius(" Diet. "».«.) finds the derivation in "beli" and "yo'il" (without advantage;
Ibn Ezra (on Dent. xv. 9), without
i.e., worthless).

venturing on an etymology, contents himself with
the remark that "Belial" is a noun, and quotes tiie
opinion of some one else that it is a verb with a

precative force, "May he have no rising." Cheyne
("Expository Times," 1897, pp. 423 et seq.) seeks to
identify Belial with the Babylonian goddess Belili
(Jastrow, "Religion of Babylonia," pp. 588, 589).
Hebrew writers, according to this view, took up
" Belili " and scornfully converted it into " Belial " in
order to suggest " worthlessness." Hommel ("Expository Times," viii. 472) agrees in the equation
Belial = Belili, but argues that the Babylonians borrowed from the Avestern Semites and not vice versa.
This derivation, however, is opjiosed by Baudissin
and Jensen ("Expository Times," ix. 40, 283).
.J.

G. B. L.

.ju.

In Rabbinical and Apocryphal Literature: In the llasidie circles from which the apocalyptic literature emanated and where all angelologic
and demouologic lore was faithfully preserved, Belial iield a very prominent position, being identified
In the Book of Jubilees
altogether with Satan.
(i. 20), lielial is, like Satan, the accuser and father
of all idolatrous nations " Let not the spirit of Belial
corrupted into " Belhor "] rule over them
I" Beiiar"
:

to accus(!

them before

The uncirc;umcised

thee."

heathen are "the sons of Belial"

{ih.

xv. 32).

In the

Testaments of tiie Twelve Patriarchs, Belial is the
arehfieiid from whom emanate the seven spirits of

population of Belgrade, the

Jews suffered when that city was Iximharded by the
Turks in 1^62. About this time they aggregated

in

whole of Servia.

In Apo-

seduction that enter man at his birth
(Beuben ii. Levi iii. Zebulun ix.
;

;

Dan. i. Najihtali ii. Benjamin vi..
calyptic
Literature, vii.), the source of impurity and lying
(Reuben iv., vi. Simeon v.; Issachar
Dan. v.; .\sher i., iii.), "the sjiirit of darkvi.-vii.
He will, like
ness" fLevi xix.; Joseph vii., xx.).
Azazel in Enoch, be opposed and bound by the
;

;

;

:

—

;

THE
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Messiah (Levi

xviii.), ''and cast into

the

JEAVISII

fire

forever "

"and the soids captured by him

(Judali xxv.);

will

power." In the AscenSamaei. (Malkira
[Dan. v.] possibly 3Ialak ra = the Evil Angel [i. 9]),
and called " the angel of lawk'ssness" "the ruler
then be wrested from

liis

sio Isai;e, Belial is identified witli

—

;

of this world, whose name is Matanbuchus " (a currupt form of " Augro-mainyush " or Ahkiman V) (ii.
In Sii)y nines, iv. 2 (which part is of Christian ori4).
gin) Belial tlesccnds from heaven as Antichrist and
appears as Nero, tlic slayer of his mother. In the
Sibyllines, iii. 63 (compare ii. 166) B'-lial is the

seducer who, as the pseudo Messiah, will appear
the Samaritans, leading many into error by
" will l)e burned up
liis miraculous powers, but wlio
by heavenly fire carried along by the sea to the land
[an earthquake ?] to destroj-^ his followers," "at the
time when a woman [Cleopatra] will rule over the

among

world."
In regard to the meaning and etymology of the
word "Belial" there has always been a wide diflference of opinion. The Septuagint, in tianslating it
lawlessness " hvoii^iia (Deut. xv. 9), avofxia (II Sam.
'•

xxii. 5), or rrapavo^oq (Deut. xiii. 14;

and elsewhere)

Judges

xi\. 22;

— follows a rabbinical tradition which

interpreted it as "bell 'ol " the one who lias thrown
off the yoke of heaven (Sifre, Deut. 93; Sanh.
Talk, to II. Sam. xxiii. 6; so
1116; Midr. Sam. vi.

testifying Bellas to be "ministrum Hegiie no.str8e
sublimis,(iuinegotiisejusdiligenter incumbit. resque
ejus curat." It was possil)ly a descendant of liis,
G. Bellas, who published at Constantinople, in
1855, a Spanish-Hebrew dictionary under the title

L*npn pC'^ "121 nVIK ("Diccionario de la Lengua
Santa con la Declaracion en Lengua Sephardi ").
Bnu.iociRAPiiY

(see

God

;

that

Antichrist).

Satan, or the antagonist of

is,

Aquilas(LXX.,

I

The various
is described as the apostate.
modern etymologies, taking the word as a combinaSatan),

(without worth) (Gesenius),()r of
that is, never to do well
"bell ya'al " (never to rise)
(Ibn Ezra, Lagarde, Ilupfeld, Furst) are alike rejected by ;Moore as extremely dubious (commentary
Theodotion to Judges xx. 13,
to Judges, p. 419).
Ibn Ezra (Deut. xv. 9), and so Luther and the A. V.
occasionally take Belial as a proper noun.
It was
Bilthgen (conunentary to Ps. xviii. 5) who first
translated Belial, "the land from which there is no
return, "and then Cheyne (iu "I^xpositor," 1S9.'), \)p.
tion of "beli yo'il

'"

—

43.")-439, an<l in

—

the "Encyc. Bibl."

s.i:

"Belial").

They proved it to be the exact equivalent of the
Assyrian "matula tiirat" (the land without return).
Tiamat, the dragon of the abyss, having been identified witli Satan, thus gave rise to the various uses
of the word, and the legends of Belial Antichrist.
Baudissin, in Ilauck-IIerzog's " Realencyklo]):l(lie,"
still takes a skeptical attitude as to the mythical character of Belial in the Old Testament, without, however, explaining the peculiar liistory of the

s.r.,

Compare Satan.

word.

BII?I.I0GR.\PIIY:
itKjx

of

Iirli(tl,

Kiicfie. Bihl.
(linrles. The
liit'hin
.1.

T.K. Cheyne, The Devrhipm<\itiif(hcMrrtn\n The K.rpositor, ISV).'), i. 4:r)-4:!!(: iilrm. in
Bousset. Antiehrist. ISil."), pp. Sti, '.tli-Kil
Aseeiisimi iif Isaioh. li.-lxxii. and jii'. 'i S;
Rcdleiienhlniiiitlie, s.v. Bditil.

K.

sii.

BELIAS (BELIASH,

:;'X'f'n), SAMUEL

He

:

En

delivered to Maurice of Nassau, governor-general of the Xetherlands.
credentials from ^luley Zaidan, sherif of Morocco,

voy

tVoni [Morocco in

ALEGRE

BELITUS), SON OF

:

;

to give her consent to the sale.

must have been the possessor of immense
In July, 1202, he and his brother Abraliani became the holders of lands belonging to the
Templars; while on April 2, 1203, and again in 1207,
the Knightsof St. John sold them properties belonging to the seigniory of Pierre and Ponce du Piu.
Belid 's estates were several times confiscated by
Raymond VII. but he always managed to recover
Belid

jtroperty.

";

them.
Bibi,io(;raphv

M,

:

Saige.

Let^

Jnifs dc LMnyuedoc, pp.

53,

58,

141, 142, 159, 1(57-1611, ITS- 184.

G.

I.

BELIEF.

Br.

See Faith.

BELILHOS

(or

BELILLOS), DANIEL:

and teacher at Amsterdam. He had a
thorough knowledge of Biblical and rabbinical literature, w^as a facile Hebrew poet, taught the third
class of the Talmud Torali, and officiated as preacher
of the charitable societies Maskil el Dal and TePreacliL'r

-

mime Derek.

Besides the oration at the obsequies
of his father-in-law, Isjiac da Fonseca Aboab, Belilhos, on Nisan 14, •")4."")3 (1693) delivered a memorial
sermon iu honor of the latter. It is still extant
in

manuscrii>t.

Belilhos'

puljlications

compri.se:

na Esnoga de Talmud
"Sermoens i'regados
Torah," Amsterdam, Moseh Dias, 1693; and a more
voluminous i^oetical work in Hebrew, describing
.

.

.

Adam iu Paradise, "TolcMlot Adam " (The History
of Adam), which also is extant in manuscript.
Kavscrliiip;. Bihl. Ks)>nn.-P()it.-Jud.
Rnti.ioGKAiMiv
idem, in ,l/'<(i((/x-( //;/7^ ,\ii. :il-' ct seq.
:

I..

26;

p.

M. K.

«;.

BELILHOS, JACOB

Relative of Daniel BeHe wrote " Binvan Ne'arim " (Kditicalion of Youth) in refutation
of Samuel Aboal); it was, however, never published.
:

lilhos; rablii at Venici' al)out 16S().

BiHi.ioiJKAiMiv
i..

:

.\('pi-<iliirondi,

Tuledot Gcdnlc YixrneU

(;.

p. 203.

M. K.

BELILLA, DAVID: One

of the leading Jews
C'ranganore. sixteen miles north of Cochin, southern Iixiia. about the middle of the sixteenth cenin

S.V.;

and Hauck-Herznp's

(or

Prominent French Jew lived iu Toulouse at the beginning of the thirteenth century. His name figures
in many deeds of conveyance with the title " DomiOn several
nus," which implies a superior rank.
occasions his wife, termed Domina ^Montaniera, had

Jerome on Judges xix. 22, "absque jugo."
was accordingly considered the opponent of

Kings xxi.
13) translates it a-oaTaa[a =: sedition, in the same
manner that the "nahash bariah," or dragon ( =

God

M. K.

BELID

Belial

the ride of

Steinschneider, Hehr. Bibl. xvi. 61.

:

o.

;

also

Belgrrade
Belilla

ENCYCLOPEDIA

160S.

Together with Samuel Castiel. p]phraim
Joseph Levi, he built a synagogue in
Cranganore during the year 15()H. According to an
anonvmoiis Hebrew chronicle giving the history of
the Slalabar .lews, and now preserved in the University Library at Cambridge, England, his grandfather had come from Jerusalem; though this statement is perhajj.s not to be taken lileially, as the white
tury.

Salah, and

Belin

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Belkovsky

Jews in Cochin arc sometimes called "Jerusalem
Jews" ("Jud. Lit.-Blatt." xix. No. 25, p. 95; "Jewisli Quartcrls' Keview,"
The same chronicle
23).
mentions a Hayjim Bclilla (hazan), who had come
i.

from Sated.
Kay.scrling, Gcxch. (Tcr Judeu in Portugal,
Schechter, in Jiicisli Qiiartcrhi I{tvicu\\i. 143.

BiBLiofiKAPiiY
p. Itijj;

:

G.

J.

BELIN

BLIN),

(or

ELIJAH BEN MOSES

Gei-mau commentator and liturgical poet of the
fifteenth century.
He was rabbi, cantor, and teacher
of Talmud and Rabbinic literature at "Worms, 1490.
According to Zunz, he lived before this at Bingenon-the-Rhine. Belin wiote a supercommentary on
Rashi's commentarj' on the Pentateuch; and Simon
Aschenburg incorporated some of his explanations
into his own compilation and supercommentary
"Debek Tob " (Venice, 1588), mentioning the fact
in the preface.
In the collection of manuscripts
at the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Neubauer, " Cat.
Bodl. Hebr. JNISS." No. 672), there are three Hebrew
poems by Belin.
BiBi.ioiiRAi'HV Zunz, L. O. p. HIT: Michael, Or /la-Hayj/im,

Belinfante, a fugitive from Portugal to Turkey in
1526
The family included a number of wrilersand
divines, the most eminent of the latter being Zaddik

Cohen Belinfante,

chief rabbi of Amsterdam toward
the end of the eighteenth century.
Tiie annexed
sketch-pedigree gives the chief members of the famil.v up to the beginning of the nineteenth century.
BIBLIOCJRAPUY

No.

3<J7

;

Bet Ozar ha-Sifrut,

Briill, in

i.

31,

6'^.

BeU.

I.

BELIN

BLIN), ELIJAH

(or

German Talmudist; died

II.:

BEN
Worms

at

Feb. 26, 1587, having taken an active part in the
comnnuiity in that citj-. A
manuscript copj' is extant (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl.
Hebr. MSS." No. 2184) of a disputation in the form
of question and answer which Belin had with Naphtali Ilerz ben Gersom of Worms.
The controver.sy
dates from 5338 (= 1578), and is partly transcribed in
affairs of the Jewisii

Juda?o-German.
BiBi.iofiRAPHY

:

Kautmann, R. Jair Chajjim Bacharach, etc.,

1-

p.

Feb. 25, 1881.

BELINFANTE, ISAAC COHEN
preacher

at

the

great

:

Poet and

.synagogue 'Ez IIa3'yim,

Amsterdam; died in that city Sept. 7, 1781; sou of
Elijah Cohen Belinfante.
In an approbation to the
work " Dibre David " he enumerates the following
political works written by him which are still extant
in manuscript in the Bodleian Library (Nos. 5 and 6
of the old Michael collection) and in the Montesinos
library at Amsterdam
(1) "Shefer Tehillim"(Thc
:

Beaut}' of the Psalms), poems on the jireachers of
Amsterdam (2) " 'Ateret Paz " (The Golden Crown),
a collection of 87 satirical poems (" Paz "
87)
(3)
" Berit Kehunat Yizhak " (Alliance of the Priestliood
of Isaac), poems in honcn- of his friends (4) " Abne
Segullah " (Precious Stones), a collection of poems
dedicated to some fellow-writers; (5) "Siah Yizhak"
(The Prayer of Isaac), a catalogue of printed books
;

=

;

and manuscripts, with extracts and biographical
notes on the authors, especially the Spanish and Portuguese Jewish writers of London and Amsterdam.
A specimen of his Mork was publislied by Gabriel
Polakin "Ha-Maggid," 1869, Nos. 10, 11.
Belinfante's printed works are: (1) "MinhatNedabah " (A Free Offering), a poem in liouor of the
poet David Franco Mendes (Amsterdam, 1764); (2)
" Gilah we-Ranen " (Joy and Singing), an epithalamium (Amsterdam, 1777) (3) " Kinah" (Lamentation),
elegies on the destruction of the Temple, inserted in
;

I -.

(J.

I.

BELINFANTE FAMILY: A
isii

American Hehieic,

;

L. G.

MOSES

:

J.

I.:

:
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family

who

Ber.

Sephardic Jew-

trace their ancestry to Joseph

Cohen

the prayer-book "jVIishmerot ha-Laj'elah" (Amsterdam, 1768); (4) two sermons in Portuguese, "Sermao
do Nada Moral " (Amsterdam, 1761) " Sermao INIoral
Sobre o Temor Heroyco" (Amsterdam, 1767); and
a number of Hebrew odes ("shirim"), which are
printed in other works written and published at
Amsterdam.
From one of his poems, " Kinyan Torah " (The
Possession of the Law), it appears that Belinfante
wi-ote man}' works on Talmud, grammar, ethics,
cabala, and philosophy.
He revised the prayerbook of the Sephardic rite printed at Amsterdam,
1726, by S. Rodrigues Mendes, and other works
;

Joseph Cohen Belinfante
I

Mei'r
I

Joseph,

about 1596

fl.

Meir Cohen Belinfante.
" Sofer " at Spalatro. Daliuatia
Joseph,

Hazan

at Belgrade, Servia
I

Meir=Reina Aben Danon,
d. 1721 in Amsterdam

printed in that city.

Ken fset I'i-v/nf ?, p. 596 Hn-Karmel,
No. 32; Ha-McumuU 1869. Nos. 10, 11: Kayserling, Bihl.
Esnnn.-Pdrtiiii.-Juil. pp. 26. 31, 90; M. Roest, Bet ha-Sefer,
p. 3.50, Amsterdam. 18t)8: Fiirst. Bihl. Jud. i. 99; Cntnlog iler
.
Bi)t<cntliorfcl)en Bibliathek, i. 284 (list of wcasional

BiBLiociRAPHV: Viwnn.

;

vi..

Zaddik.

Joseph,

1075-17.-)0

fl.

Iti78

.

.

poems).
b.

I.

Moses Cohen,

Elijah Hezeklah,
1099= Rachel da Costa, London

Br.

BELINFANTE, MOSES BEN ?:ADDI:^
HA-KOHEN A Juda'o-Dutch joiu-nali.sl, trans-

The Hague

at

I

:

Zaddik
Isaac, d. 17H0,

Zaddik, d. 1804,

Amsterdam

Loudon

chief rabbi,

;

Amsterdam,
b. 1733. d. 1786

Moses Cohen

Jacob Cohen

Beliiifante.

Belinfante

b. 1761, d. 1827

and writer of school-books; born at The
Hague Sept. 24. 1761 died tiiere June 29, 1827. He
foiinded in 1806 the first Juda'o-Dutch paper,
"Sulamith," devoted especially to the interests of the
Jewish community of Amsterdam. This paper wa.s,
however, discontinued in 1S08. Belinfante published
the following works; (1) " Israelitischer Almanach,"
lator,

Cohen Belinfante,

"

Belin
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32 small vols., 1796-1827; (2) a translation Irom
Hobrt-w into Dutch, of Shalom Cohen's Hebrew
catechism, "Shorashe Emunali," Amsterdam, 1816;
an ele(3) "Geschenk uoor de Israelitche Jeugd"
mentary work, 4 vols., The Hague, 1809-34; (4)
" Parabcliii "
parables and legends extracted from

—

—

Amsterdam, 1822 ;(."))" Moda'
li-BencBinah" (A Friend of the Intelligent Youth);
a Hebrew reader, recast from Closes Philippsohn's
German work, with a Dutch translation and additions, Amsterdam, 1817; (6) The Portuguese prayerbook, translated into Dutch in collaboration with T.
Saruco, 4 vols.. The Hague, 1791-93.
the Talmud, 2 vols.,

Kiirst, Bihliotheca Jitdaico. p. 99; AVinterand
WiJnsche, Jlldituhe JLiteratur, iii. 873; Zeitlin. Bihliotheca

BiBLiOfJRAPHY
Helnaica,

:

BO.

p.

I.

8.

BELINSON
ELIEZEB:

(or

MOSES

BEILINSON),

Hus.sian publisher

at Odessa about 1835.

Jin.

and scholar; born

He devoted

himself chiefly

Jewish
one of which he belongs. He wrote on
this subject two works, "Megillat Yuhasin " (Scroll
of Genealogy), and " Yalkut ^lishpahot " (Collection
of Families), published at Odessa, 1892-94. These
works, although of no great literary value, contain
interesting contributions to the history of Jewish
to the study of the genealogy of old Russian
families, to

families in Russia.

In 1865 Belinson edited "'Ale Hadas" (Myrtle
Leaves), a periodical containing literary and scientific
articles by the most eminent Russian scholars of the
day, and issued a second edition of the " Sefcr Elam "

and"3Ia'yau Ganniu " of Salomon Joseph del Medigo, with notes and a biography of the author.

Two other pei'iodicals, " Yagdil Torah " (^lagnifying
the Law), and "]Mekilta de Rabbanan " (The Rabbis'
Study), dealing witli questions concerning the Halakah and the exposition of the Talmud, were edited
by Belinson (Odessa, 1871-81 and 1886-87); but, as
in the case of the " 'Ale Hadas," only a few numbers
appeared. He published also (Odessa, 1898) "Shelome Emune Yisrael " (The Perfectly Righteous Men
of Israel), a collection of letters on literary subjects.
Belinson contributed to many Russian and Hebrew
periodicals, and was very active in disseminating
the Neo-Hebrew literature through his printingoffice, from which were issued numerous works of the
Russan "maskilim."
BiBi.ior.RAPiiv: Vdxkhod, ISa?, No. 50; Zeit. U'lr Hehr. Bihl.
iii. KK)
Zeitlin, Bihl. Hehraica, p. 19.
;

II.

K.

I.

BELISARIO, MIRIAM

MENDES

Bu.

English
authoress and teacher; born in London about 1820;
:

She was a granddaughter of Lsaac
(see Lyson, "Environs of London," iii. 429), and with her sisters for many years
kept a girls' school in which numerous members of
the Sephardic community were educated under her
direction.
She compiled a "Hebrew and English
Vocabidary " for a selection of the daily prayers
(1848), and wrote "Sabbath Evenings at Home"
(London, 1856); the latter being in the form of dialogues upon the spirit and ordinances of the Jewish
died there 1885.

Mendes

Belisario

religion.

BiBLior.RAPHY
Nos.

:

Jacobsand Wolf, Bil)}ifithccnA)nil<t-Jn(lnicn,

~'093, 210.').

J.

Belkovsky

BELKIND, ISRAEL:

Russian Hebraist and

teacher; born in 1861 at Logoisk, government of
Minsk, Russia; educated at the high school of Mohilev on the Dnieper, and at the University of Kharkov. After the persecution of the Jews in Russia
in 1881, when colonization committees were formed
in the large Jewish centers of Russia, some of which
favored the establishment of agricultural colonies in

America, and some in Palestine, Belkind l)ecame an
ardent follower of the Palestinians, and he founded
at Kharkov a society of Jewish students, under the

name of "Bilu " 0^'3). With the aid of .some of its
members he established the colony Ghederah or
Katra, near Ekron (see Agricultural Colonies in
Palestink).

The

was not successful; and Belkind,
hardships, removed to Jaffa, where he
became a teacher of Hebrew. Later he occupied a
similar position in Jerusalem.
To supply the want
of Hebrew text-books he wrote the following: On
arithmetic, "Assefat Sheelot ha-Hesbon," Jerusalem, 1896; on geography, "Reshit Yedi'at Ketibat
ha-Arez," Jerusalem, 1898, 2d ed. 1899; on general
history, "Dibre Yeme ha-Amim." vol. i., Jerusalem,
1897.
Israel's father, Meir Belkind, held the office
of rabbi at the Ghederah colony, and his sister, Olga
Belkind, who practised midwifery at Jaffa, wrote
articles in Hebrew.
H. R.
after

enterprise

many

BELKIS,
Queen

QUEEN OF SHEBA.

See Sheba,

of.

GREGOIRE

BELKOVSKY,
Russian political
economist; born at Odessa 1865. While a student
he joined the Jewish nationalists of Odessa, and lectured at the Sabbath free school of Low and Sussman. For his treatise " Zalog po Rimskomu Pra vu,
he was honored with a gold medal. Graduating
from the university in 1889, a proposition for a pro
fessorship was made to him, but as one of the conditions was that he embrace Christianity, he declined
Four years later he was invited to lecture
the offer.
at the University of Sofia, Bulgaria, on political
economy and tlie history of Roman law. At Sofia he
published (in the Bulgarian language) his "Hi.story
:

Roman Law," 1895; "Political Economy,"
"Exchange in Bulgaria," 1895; and "Credit
and Banking in Bulgaria," in vols, xv., xvi., and
of the

1896;

the magazine of the Ministry of Public InAt this time Belkovsky became active
in the spread of Zionism, and published "Appel an
das Judenthum und Seine Getreuen Sohne " (anonymous, Sofia, 1897, in German, French, Hebrew, and
Spanish).
He has been a prominent supporter of
the Zionist movement, and since 1899 one of the
Russian representatives in the larger "Actionsxvii. of

struction.

Committee."
In 1897 Belkovsky returned to St. Petersburg,
where he still lives (1902), and continues his propaganda of Zionism. Besides the above-named works
he contributed articles on agriculture, political economy, and industrial subjects to the "Entziklopedicheski Slovar" of Brockhaus and Efron, to the
"Sudebnaya Gazeta," and other periodicals. On
the Jewish question, he wrote " O Zemle Dyeltsheskikh Fermakh. Kak o Razsadnikye Proizvoditelnavo
Truda," " Slovo o Pinskerye " " Die Lage der Juden
;

Belmont

ami a series of articles on the Jewieh
'Buli^mncn
Colonial IJanU.
'"

ill

J.

S.

K.

BELLA,

wife of Joshua

FALK

:

A woman

of Talniudic learning; horn at Leniberg about the
middle of the sixteenth century: died at a very
advanced age at Jerusalem. She was a daughter
of the philanthropist and liead of the conmumity at
Lemberg, Israel Edels, and wife of the well-known
TalnuuHst Joshua Falk ha-Kohen, author of the
" Sefer Me'irat 'Enayim."
Supported by his fatherin-law, Falk carried ou his studies privately, and

-onductedaTalmudiehigh

scliool

atLemberg. Wlien

he died, in 1(514, his wife, Bella, removed to Jerusalem.
Bella had a strong inclination toward Talmudic
studies, and gave some decisions on certain difficult

One of these was that ou festivals
halakic cases.
the festive blessing over the lights should be said
before and not after the lights are kindled (see
E/ekiel Landau, " Dagul me-Rebabah" to Shulhan
'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, cli. 12).
BiBLiOGUAPiiv: Kavserling, Dir

JUili!<c1i('>i F)<nu-)i, pp. 177,
Azulai. S/((iii lia-UcdDHin, s.v. Vnic, No. 7; Buber,
Aiishc Slit'iii. pp. >SO-S:i; dnitz, (liscli. ihrjudcii, x.o8 (from
wliich tlie year (if lier birtli iiiny he approximately deteiminefl the date of her fieatli is unattainable); J. London, in
Ha-Mi)(li<i' l(t-Uii(lashin}, i. 11").

a')8;

the "Famiglia Israelii ica," and the
University of
controversy of an anti-Semitic character

sillo Israelitico,"

;
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Bella

".Mose."

Belleli matriculated iu the

A
Athens.
caused him to leave for Italy; and when u student
in the Istituto di Studi Superiori at Florence lie was
appointed princiiialof the Jewish schools at Leghorn.
Belleli in 1890 resigned his principalship, which
allowed him little time for study, and paid a lengthy
visit to Paris, whence he returned to Greece after
having contributed " Deux Versions Peu Connues du
Pentateuque " to the " Revue des Etudes Jui ves, " vol.
xxii.,and " Une Version Grecque du Pentateuque
du Seizieme Siecle " to the "Revue des Etudes
Grecques," vol. iii. In the following year Belleli
graduated in Florence as doctor of philology with a
special certificate iu Hebrew and Aramaic.
Shortly after graduating, Belleli was a witness of
the Corfu outbreak against the Jews which followed
the murder of the Jewish girl Rubina Sarda; and he
reported for the Alliance Israelite Universelle the
trials which in that connection came before the

Patras assize court.
The sinead of anti-Jewish literature induced Belleli to undertake the translati<ui into Greek of Th.
Reinach's "Ilistoire desJuifs," and the work was

:

I-

(;.

1,.

BELLCAYRE

Bku.

had
City in Catalonia, Spain
Jewish inhabitants in the thirteenth and foin-teenth
;

:

It was the birthplace of David of Bellcayre, the richest Jew of Baicelona, who owned in
the ghetto of the latter city the finest houses, with
In 131)1 he accepted baptism,
eight large stores.
changing his name to ]\Iichael Lobet a family of

centuries.

published at Athens in 1895.
In 1897 Belleli, while in England, contributed to
the "Revue des Etudes Juives," vol. xxxv., an article severely criticizing D. G. Hesseling's transcriptionof the Constantinople Keo-Greek Pentateuch.
Belleli in 1899 represented the Greek
Congress of Orii'nlalists.

Bibliography:

Ksi(ai7(',

ii.

Amador de

lo.s

Rios, Hixtorin dc Jiittjuil'mseii

Etudes J iii rex,

4(IS: litrxi'

iv. 5!t, til.

M. K.

I).

BELLE-ASSEZ

or

RACHEL: A

Isaac, called ' Haslii "

Solomon ben

wife of K. Eliezer.

(

daughter of
1040-1 lUo,) and

Belle- Assez (not " Bellejeune."

Jacob Tarn," Sefer ha-Yashar."
other daughHebrew and
It was at one time thought
rabbinical literature.
that r>elle-Assezorat least one of Hashi's daughters)
used to take down his resi)onsa on juridical questions (Grtitz, "Geschichte," vi. «), but Zunz showed
that this was due ton misreading of the original text
which refeiied only to Uashi's grandson ("Zur Ge-

" Belle," " Sciion," see

p. 44, note), like the
teis of Bashi, was very well veised in

ed.

N. Rosenthal,

Fioni a responsiim of her
is learned that she was
uidiai>py in lur married life, anil that she obtained a
divorce from U. Eliezer.

schichte," pp. 172, oGT).

nei)hew Jacob

nnu.ioouAPiiv

:

Jjic JIUUkcIicii
I.,

Tam

(iriit-/.,

(I.e.) it

Gixili. drr Judiii.\i.X:i: Kayserlinfr,

Frauvn,

p. llf..
I.

r..

Bh.

philologist;

born

1901, p. 244.

JOACHIM

:

Christian Hebraist and professor of theology at Berlin Universitv; born at Erfurt Sept. 23, 1754; ilied
at Berlin Oct". 25, 1842.
On graduating from the University of Gottingen
Bellermann accepted a position as teacher at Reval,
On his
Russia, where he remained for four years.
return to Erfurt in 1782, he became ":Magister legens" in the gymnasium, and later assistant jirofessor of theology and philosophy in the University of
In 1804 he was appointed director of the
Erfurt.
Gymnasium zuniGrauen Klosterat Berlin, and professor of theology at the university in that city.

Bellermann was one of the

earliest students of

Among his numerous writings
eiiigraphy.
on various subjects, the following works are of special interest to Jewish scholars: (1) "De Inscriptionibus Ilebraicis Erfordi;v>Repertis." printed iu the
Hebrew

i.-iv., 1793-94; (2) " De DuoJordanis Laveo Erectis," 1795;
" De .Enigniatibus Ilebraicis," Prog, i.-iv., 1796(3)
1800; (4) " De Usii Paheographiie IlebraiciV ad E\plicanda Biblia Sacni, cum Tribus Tabulis .Eri In" Ueber den Kuustvollen Plan im BucIk;
cisis "
(5)
Hiob." 1818: ((i) " Versuch einer]Metrik der Ilebriier,"
1813; (7) "Geschichtliche Nachrichteii aus dem Alterthum fiber Es.siler und Therapeuten," 1821; (8)

Gymnasium Program,
decim Lai)idibus

in

;

BELLELI, LAZARUS (MENAHEM):
Grcpk ))olvglot writer and

Year Buok,

BELLERMANN, JOHANN

tiie

Bini.iOfiK.M'Hv:

Harris, Jeicish

S.

;

name of Lobet still lives at Barcelona. Senton
(Shem-Tob) de Bellcayie, another Jew of Barcelona, called himself after baptism Arnaldo Ferrarli.

government

at the twelfth

in

In ISTT lie edited
Corfu, Greece. Oct. ;'.l, lS(i2.
"'Atteret Bahurim " (The Crown of the Yoiuig), being a Hebi-ew-Greek vocabulary for the Book of
Genesis, sui)iilcmented by a sketch of Hebrew
grammar, and afterward coiilriliuted, to the " Ves-

Die I'rim und Thiimim. die Aeltesteii Gemmeii; eiu
Beitrag zur Allerthumskunde," 1824.

"

IJini.KKJiiAPiiv: AUfiei'K'iiK' T)i-idxc1ic /}en//rtj)/n't',
Kiirst. Iiililiiitli(C(t Jiidoii-a, i. KNi.
1.

ii.

I.

307-310;

Bk.

:

BELLETTE

:

{Pardes, Ab; Assufot,

MS. Halberstanuu,

48b).

BiBi.iof;RAPHY Ozar Nchmail, ii. 10; Ziinz, Ziir Grxvliivhtc
iiiKl Litiratur, '\).\~'Z\ '(iriitz, Gt-.sc/i. dc/- Ji((?t'/i, :W ed., vi.
50, note 3; Gross, Gallia Judaica, p. Si.

;

:

o.

I.

BELLS

Br.

The use

D''J~inC' (Isa.

BiRi.iOGRAPiiv

Winer,

:

NtiihihtiUsclii'.'i

A rclninhtgic,

iii.

Judges

18;

remaineil

Of the issue of the latter, some live in
Alzey, some in Frankfort -on-the-Main, and others
in Phihul('li)hia.
Simon had a daughter, Babette,
in Alze}'.

who married Stephan

Feist of Frankfort, from
the Fei.st-Belmonts are descended.

The

whom

was probably

the most important JewIsaac Simon Belmont left that
city 30,000 florins, 20,000 of which were converted
(1790) 1)}' his four children into a fund, called the
"Belmont Stiftung," for defraying certain congregational exi>enses and prf)vidiiig dowries for poor
girls.
similar "Belmont Stiftung " exists in the
city of Mayence.
Simon Belmont (1789-1 8o9) was a
prominent member of the Jewish congregation in
Alzey, the minutes of the board of trustees for a
number of j'ears being signed by him.
There is little doubt that the Belmont family of
Alzey is descended from the Belmontes of Amsterdam. Probably some member of the lacter family
wandered either from Amsterdam or from Hamburg
down the Rhine, tdtimatelj' settling in Alzey and
when the Jews were forced bj' the government to
take family names, his descendants revived the

emitted a sound supposed to frighten away the evil
spirits (L. Mortillet, "Etude sur I'Emploi des Clochettes chez les Anciens," Dijon, 1888).
The only use known to the ancient Hebrews similar to this was the attachment of Bells and pomegranates to the lower liem of the high priest's
ephod (E.\. xxviii. 33), the object of which was that
he miglit be heard on entering the high place, or,
according to Sirach xlv. 9, "for a memorial to the
children of nis people." It is ])robable that the sound
was caused by the Bells striking against the adThe
jacent pomegranates, and not by a clapi)er.
two together form an ornamental design resembling
that of the lotus and bud border, used in Egyptian
decorative art. According to the Kabbis there were
seventy-two Bells. In Talmudic days Bells were
used to summon people. (See Naz. vi. 1, where a
distinction is made between the outer shell of the
In Shah. 5ib is a reference
bell and the clapper.)
to a bell stulfed with avooI so that it could make no
sound. ]\Iention is also made of cattle-bells and doorbells (Tosef Kelim, B. M. i., at end). Small Bells in
the form of a ball Avith a split in it have been found
in the excavations at Tell el-IIesy.
Tlu! word "bells" was also used in the A. V. to
translate rivVO in Zeeh. xiv. 20, where the correct
translation is probably "bridles" as in the margin.
Since they were necessarily inscribed with the
words "Holiness to the Lord," there were probably
flat i)ieces of brass attached for ornament to horses,
as in the East at the present day (RosenmulU'r,
"Morgeidilndische Forschungen," iv. 411), and cor-

responding to

who

a second cousin, Charles Frederick,

of Bells for summoning seems
to have arisen in the Far East, and was not customary in countries bordering the Mediterranean until
late Roman times (Sittl, '" Archiiologie der Kunst,"
Small disks, however, were generally atp. 246).
tached to pet animals, which, l)eing struck together,
:

Belmont

who was buried in Soberuheim. Tiie sou of Isaac
Simon mentioned above was Simon Belmont, who
died ]\Iarch Ui, 180.1.
Of his four children, the
eldest, Aaron Isaac (m. Gertrude Lorch of Frankfort), was the great-grandfather of August Belmont. Johanna, a sister f>f Aaron Isaac, married a
Mr. Heinach of Mayence and Joseph Florian, the
younger brother of Simon, had a daughter who
married Ludwig Bamljerger. August Belmont had

Daughter
(Hebrew t3''^'2, 13^3)
of Meiialiein, ami sister of Isaac lien Meiialiem called
"the Great"; lived at Orleans in the middle of
She is cited by Kashi, in a
the eleventh century.
responsum, as an authority on a ritual question

I.,

Bella
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fanul}'

ish family in Alzey.

A

;

name which

])y

knew to have belonged
The accompanj-ing sketch-pedirelationship of the chief members of

tradition the}'

to their family.

gree shows the
this family

Simhah ben Ephraim
Joseph Jessel

(d. 1685)

(d. 1738)

Ephraim Simon

Isaac (d. 1712)

(d. 1742)

Elias
(d.

Simon

viii. 21).

Aaron Isaac

Bihl. Lc.ricons. v. SclifUini
Levy,
]\'u>tcrhuch, s.v. JIT;
Jaliii,
liiblit<cltc
;

(111.

Isaac
(d. 1805)

179--))

Simon

B.

Gertrude Lorch)

in.

Lob Isaac

Simon B.
Kosa (d. 1786)

Johanna (m.

—

Reinach in Mayence)

Isaac B.

§ tHj.

A.

J.

BELLS OF THE LAW.

See

Ckown

Simon

of the

111.

Joseph Florian B.

B. (I7S0-18.59)

Krederika Elsass

(1791-1870)

(d. 1821)

L.\w.

I

BELLSOM. See ]\[()ses of Nahuonnk.
BELLUCIA, ASCARELLI. See Ascakelli.

BELMONT:

!

1

Jewish family

It traces its origin to

Hesseii.

Elizabeth

(m. Ludwig Bamberger)

in Alzey,

Isaac Simon,

Babette

Ausrust B.
(li.

(m. Stephan Feist)

IsiiO)

Khein-

who

G.

at

BELMONT, AUGUST

American

the end of the eighteenth century took the faunly
name of Belmont. His father, Ephraim Simon ((1.
1742), was the son of Joseph Jessel, " Vorstchcr der

born

Anipt Alzey " (cl. 1738), who is inobably
the i^erson mentioned in a docmnent dated 170((
(Lowenstein, " Juden in der Kurpf'alz," p. 14<i). This
Jessel Avas the son of Simhah ben Ephraim (d. 1085),

and, after serving several
years in the Rothschild banking offices in that city
and at Naples, settled in New York (1837) as the
American representative of his former employers.

Juden

in

York

in

Alzey, Germany,

city,

Nov.

24,

1890.

Frankfort-on-the-]\Iain,

:

in

181(5;

died

financier;
in

New

He was educated

at

; ;

;

;

Belmont
Belmonte

;

;

;
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He was consul-general

for Austria in

New York

name

city

serving until 1872,

when he
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and to transmit

it

Don lago married Andria

his five sons, the one called

Belmonte

1525),

(b.

who

to his posterity.

Mas(;arenlias.

Of

Bartholomeu Sampayo

Anna

married

Lancastre,

was

sent in 1551 on a political mission to the Netherlands, where he changed his name to " Van Scho-

nenberg."
The family history shows that some of the members returned to the Jewish fold, while others remained Catholics (neo-Christians). A number occupied influential positions in the diplomatic world,
while others were prominent in the Amsterdam

He was

resigned.

of the city

In 1523

and resigned on account of liis
disapproval of the treatment of Hungary by AusIn 1853, lie was appointed United States
tria.
charge d'affaires at The Hague, where he was minWhile holding
ister resident from 1855 to 1858
this appointment, he negotiated an important consular convention and rendered other diplomatic services for which he received special thanks from the
In 1860 he was
United States State Department.
chosen chairman of the Democratic national commitIroin 1844 to 1850,

tee,

;

;

;

Belmonte Family.
I.

(m. Andria Mascarenhas, 1523)

Don lago y Sampayo (Belmonte)
Bartholomeu Sampayo B.

lago Antonio de Schonenberg

(b. 152.5

Aurelio (Joseph) de

(b. 15.54)

;

m. Anna LUncastre)

Guido (Emanuel) de

S. (b. 1.558)

S. (b. 1560)

I

Bartholomeu Farro de Schonenberg

(b. 1582)

I

Emanuel

Andree B.

I

Pedro de

S. (b. 1603)

Barthol. (Abraham) de S. (h. 16.30; m. 1651
Violante Carvalho [Sarah])

Dona

Rachel

B.

(d. 1704)

(m. Diego Ximenes)

Sarah Ximenes B. (m. Isaac Levi Ximenes)
I

Gracia Ximenes B. (m. Moses Samuel Curiel, alias
Jeron. Nunez da Costa)

Pedro (Jacob) de

Francois de

S.

Elvira (Rachel) de S.

S.

Violante Curiel

(b. 16.55)

(b. 1653)

(b. 1652)

(b.

1727

;

m. Mord. Franco Mendes)
I

Solomon

(b.

1C75

;

5 other sons

m. Rachel da Costa)

I

Jacob B. Schonenberg

(b. 1736

Esther Franco Mendes)

married 1756

;

I

Jacob B. [Franqois Ridder van Schonenberg]

Hannah

(b. 17.57

;

m. Simhah da Costa)

(m. 1800 Isaac da Costa)
II.

Jacob Belmonte

David (b. 1612;
m. Esther Rachoa)

Rachel (1610-81

Sarah (1608-1632

m. Abraham Querido)

(1.570-1630;

m. Aaron Querido)

m. Simhah [Gimar Vaz])

Joseph

(b. 1614

m. Sarah Vaz de oliveyra)

Solomon (1631-64
m. Rachel da Fonseca)

4 other
children

I

Abraham Q.
(1647-76: m.

Jacob B. (b. 1635;
m. Gracia Ergas

Simhah
(ltl4.5-1704;

m.

Abraham da Fonseca)

Isaac de F.

Angela (b. 1671
m. Aiiron

Deborah (b. 1674
III. Joseph

Pereyra)

Pereyra)

in.

(b.

1669

Rachel de
La para)

Aaron (b. 1675
m. Judica
Abarbanel Zousa)

a delegate fi'om New Yt)rk to every Democratic naBelmont was
tional convention from 1860 to 1884.
widely known us a patron of art, and he possessed
one of the flnest collections of jiaintings in New
York. He was president of the American Jockey
Club, and did much for thorougiibred racing.
Bnti.iOfJRAPHV

v1/);»?c/o)(',s
teriiiiliiiiKil ('iicliiiMcilia.
:

(i.

BELMONTE

Cyclnijfvdia of liiddntithy
:\i.

w.

;

I)t-

L.

Portuguese Dutch Marano famwhich traced its descent from Don lago y Sampayo, to wiiom in 1519 King Miinuel of Portugal
gave the city of Belmonte, allowing liim to take tlie
ily,

:

Simhah

David B.

(b.

(b. 16.57

1656;

m. Abr. Escapa)

m. Rachel Gaon)

Deborah da Fonseca)

Daniel (b. 1677
m. Esther

Franco Mendes)

Sarah (b. 1682;
m. Abraham
Franco Mendes)

5 other
children

Jewish community. The great-grandson of Bartholomeu, Pedro de Schonenberg, returned to the
Jewish faith; taking the name of Abraham, and his
wife that of Saiah. The name of his son Pedro
was clianged to Jacob, and that of his daugliter Elvira to Rachel.
A third son, Frangois de Schonenberg, was brought up as a Catholic by relatives in
Madrid; and in 1709 was made a mar()uis of Brabant.
A son of Pedro, Solomon (b. 1675), married
Their
Kachcl, tli(^ daughter of Abraham da Costa.
son, Jaciil) Belmonte. married Esther Franco Mendes, wlio had issue, Jacob Belmonte, alias Francois
Bidder van Schonenberg (b. 1757). His daughter.

succeeded in 1706 as resident of the king of Spain
The office of resident was
in the Netherlands.
abolished when the Bourbons ascended the Spanish

Hannali, married in 1800 Isaac da Costa, the author
of "Israel and the Gentiles."
Two of the children of Bartholomen Sanipayo
Belmonte returned to the Jewish faith in 1004;
Aurelio (b. 1558) taking tlie name Joseph, and
Guido (b. 1560), that of Enmianuel. From Aurelio
are descended llie Ergas Belniontes, Pereyra Belmontes, Brandaf) Belniontes, Sarfatino Belniontes,

throne.
BiBLiOfiRAPnv: Rcsolut it'll van Holland, Jan. l."», 1706; Koenen, (JcMchiedcnU dcrJudoi inNcdcrland, p.'Xfi
Da Costa,
Israel en de Volken, 2d ed., pp. 2S7, 4:31.
;

in

One of the most iiromiiient of Oriental casuists; son
of Moses Nunez Belmonte; lived in Smyrna at the
end of the eighteenth century, and at the beginning

Porluguese-

the

cemetery

Jewisli
Altona.

at

Guido was the
the

Xi-

menes Belniontes.

His

ancestor

of

grandchildren were
probably Don Andree
de Belmonte and Baron
Manuel de Belmonte,
both agents of the
Spanish crown in the
Arms of the Belmonte Family.
Their
Netherlands.
sister, Rachel, married Diego Ximenes, whose granddaughter was the wife of Moses Solomon Curicl.
The granddaughter of the latter, Esther Franco
Mendes, married Jacob Belmonte mentioned above.
A second branch of the same family in Amsterdam takes its rise with Jacob Belmonte, who came
He
to that city in 1620 from the island of Madeira.
w^as one of the founders of the Portuguese community in Amsterdam, and his descendants intermarried with the Queridos, da Fonsecas, Pereyras, etc.
Descendants of the Behnonte family still live in

Amsterdam and in Hamburg. The accompanying
two sketch-pedigrees show the relationship of the
principal members of the family.
G.

BELMONTE,

B. E.

COLA9O

:

Lawyer and

writer in Surinam, Dutch West Indies, about the
middle of the eigliteenth century. He published
" Over de Hervorming van het Begeringostelsel in
Nederlandsch West-Indit! " (Leyden, 1857); " Werkzaamhcden der Surinamsche Maat.schapij van
Weldadigheid " (Paramaribo. 1858); "Neerlands
West-Indic! in z. belangen en Dr. AV. B. v. HoCvell
in zijn 'Slaveu en Vrijen'" (Levden,
1855).
'
J.
G.

BELMONTE, BENVENIDA COHEN:

Po-

London at the beginning of the eighteenth century. She was a sister of the Mfccenas
Mordecai Nuiiez Almeyda, and was among those
who sang the praise of Lopez Laguna's "Espejo
etess; lived in

Vidas" (London, 1720).
She also wrote a
poem in honor of Samuel Nassy of Surinam.

Fiel de

BiBLiOGRAriTY

:

Kayserlinp, S^rphnrnim.

Esi)(ifi.-I'i}rtttu.-Ju(hii((t.

p.

55;

p.

3.")1

:

idem, Bihli-

iilnn.

in

JcfCi'.x/i

Hcricn\ xii. 715 idem, JlUlixchc Frauoi, p. 174
Koenen, Oeschiedcnis der Joden in Ncdcrland, p. :J97.
.1.
G,
Quctrtcrlii

;

BELMONTE, FRANCISCO DE XIMENES

;

:

Amsterdam during the
first half of the eighteenth century.
He was a
nephew of Baron Manuel de Belmonte, whom he
Dutch diplomat;

lived at

G.

D.

BELMONTE, ISAAC NUNEZ ('DJlob D'JU):

and the Abendaiui Belniontes. The Abendana Belniontes emigrated to Hamburg; a number of the
of
this
tombstones
family can still be seen

(itccn

Belmont
Belmonte
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of the nineteenth. He published a commentary upon
the first and second parts of Maimonides' Mishnah
Torah under the title " Slia'ar ha-Melek " (The
King's Gate), Salonica, 1771; 2d ed., with notes by
Barucli ben Jonah Jeiteles, Briinn, 1801-3; 3d ed.,
with notes by Joseph Saul Nathanson, Lemberg,
1859 (the work is one of the most important productions of Oriental casuistry, and was introduced into
Germany and Poland by Jeiteles in the second edi" Derek ha-Sha'ar " (The Gateway), an oration)
tion contained in Baphael (Isaac) Maggio's "Darke
ha- Yam,'' Salonica, 1813.
;

BiBLiOGRAPnY

Azulai, Shcm ha-Gednlim. ii. 68b, Vienna,
Cat. BndL Nos. 5404, 6800; Roest, Cot.

;

lSt>4: SteinsclHieider,

der RimodhaVxchen BililiiithekyX.^^; Benjacob, (tzar haScfarim, p. 6(X), No. 1014 Zedner, Cat. Hehr. Books British
;

Museum,

pp. 515, 617.

G.

L.

G.

BELMONTE, ISAAC NUi^EZ (Don Manuel
Dutch statesman born in Amsterdam died
He was not a son of Jacob Belmonte who came from Madeira in 1614, as no mende)

:

;

;

there in 1704.
tion

is

made

of a son Isaac in the records of the Por-

tuguese community at Amsterdam. From the year
1664 he was agent general, and from 1674 resident
He was
of the king of Spain to the Netherlands.
created "Comes Palatinus" in 1693 by tlie German
emperor, and did much to conserve friendly relaHis cortions between Spain and the Netherlands.
respondence with the Spanish government between
the years 1667 and 1691 is preserved in the Biblioteca Nacional at Madrid (MS. cc. 50, Nos. 899 and
900).

Nunez was of a literary turn of mind. He wrote
a poem on the martyr Abraham Nuiiez Bernal; in
1676 he founded the poetic academy Los Sitibundos, and in 1685 the Academia de los Floridos.
In 1683 De Barrios dedicated to him and others his
"Triumpho del Govierno Popular"; in 1689 David
Pardo, his " Compendio de Diuim " (see " Catalogue
de feu M. Isaac da Costa," No. 2306); and in
1693 Isabelle de Correa, her translation of Babtiste
Guarini's Italian pastoral " Pastor Fido" (De los Rios,
sur les Juifs d'Espagne," p. 585).
"Etudes
The beautifully carved tombstone of Isaac Nufiez
is still to be seen in the cemetery at Oudekerk near
Amsterdam. It is probable that his son was the
Baron de Belmont who in 1700 addressed a memorial
to Sir William Beeston, governor of Jamaica, concerning the extraordinary t^i.xes levied upon the
Jews of that island ("Proc. Amer. Jew. Ilist. Soc."
ii. 165; Kay.serling, in "Jew. Quart. Rev. "xii. 712).
.

.

.

.

.

.

BesolHtii'n ran Holland, 12 Aug., 26 Sept.,
Koenen.
Oct.. 22 Dec, 1673: 9 Marrli. 25 April, 1679:
Gc!<chiedeni>:dfrJo<lcn in J\'cdcrlaiid.\^p. 184,207; Da Costa,
Israel en de Volkcii, 2d ed., pp. 287, 431, 524; Kayserling,

BiBLiOGRAPHV:
2t)

Belmonte
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Selsiiazzar

Sephardim, p. 291; Idem, Bihl.-Expan.-Port.-Jud.
idem, in Rev. Et. Juivet<, xxxii. ««.

Jurist; born in

G.

BELMONTE, JACOB ISRAEL:
fouudcTs of the

Oue of the
Portuguese-Jewisli community of

Amsterdam, liis colleagues being Jacob Tirado and
Solomon Palache; born on the island of Madeira in

Amsterdam Dec.

15T0; died at

He mar-

1629.

4.

Simhah (Gimar) Vaz, whose picture bj'
Moses is to be found in David Franco Mendes'
dos Judeos
"Memorias do Estabeleciinento
her son

ried

.

.

.

Poituguezes," preserved in manuscript in the archives of thePortuguese congregation at Amsterdam.
Jacob Israel came to Amsterdam on Jan. 13, 1614.
He wrote a poetic account of the Inquisition in one
hundred octaves, which he called "Job." Of this,
De Barrios ("Rev. Et. Juives," xviii. 282) says:
"Contra

Jacob Belmonte

la Inquisici6n

ration for the newly acquired burial-ground of the
At his
in Oudekerk, Jan. 13, 1614.
death Morteira founded a yeshibah in his honor.

community

left ten children: Sarah i., Sarah ii., Rachei,
David, Rebecca, Joseph, Benjamin. Moses, Solomon,
and Samuel.

He

Bibliography
1873,

No.

mecntc

te

De Castro,

:

De

idem,

2tJ;

Amsterdam,

in Niciiwe Iftr. IVcchhlaad, IT Jan.,
Sijuaoiiije dtt- Fortiig.-Is-rnel.-Ge-

p. 7

;

idem,

Keur van

Grafsteeucii,

from

5:3 ; Kavserling, Sephardim, pp. 28!t (quotes an octave
his Job), 359; Idem, Bihl.-E^p. Port.-JuiL p. 27.

p.

G.

BELMONTE, MOSES:

Poet and translator;
eighth child of Jacob Belmonte; born 1619; died at
Amsterdam 3Iay 29, 1647. He was a pupil of Saul
Morteira, whose sermons ("Gib'at Sha'ul," 1645) he
His poem
edited together with Benjamin Diaz.
" Ai-giunenta Contra os Noserim " has been reprinted
by De Castro in his "Keur van Grafsteenen," p. 58.

He

Song of Songs into Spanish.
Hebrew characters in several

translated the

was published

in

It

edi-

tions of the Bible printed at Venice then in Amster1644, under the title " Paraphrasis Caldaica en
los Cantares de Selomo con el Te.xto: Traduzida en
;

dam,

Lengua Espanola." He also translated the Pirke
Abot into Spanish ("Perakym." Amsterdam, 1644).
Belmonte founded the society Gemilut Hasadim
in 1639.
Bini.iofiRAiMiY Kiiyserlinp, Stcjiliardim. pp. 290. *")n; idem.
idciii, liihVuitccn Espau.in lirrnc Etiidif<j\(ives, xviii. 2S4
PintiKi.-Juiliiicii. pp. 27, 72; De Rnssi-Haml)iirger, Hist.
De
Wi'Dit'iliiiili. p. 5;"); Steinsi'lmeider, Cat. Budl. No. ti4:U
Castro, Ki Kiraii (Jrafstiriicii up di: yidciL-Poituij.-Isracl:

;

;

Bearaafplaats

tc

Oudekerk,

p.

;'>(>.

G.

BELMONTE, MOSES BEN JOSEPH:

AVri

Amsterdam during the first half of the eightHe was the author of a ]ioein in
Hebrew i)n'fixed to the edition of the Pentateuch
and Haftai-ot imblished by S. Rodrigues Mendes

tcr in

eenth century.

(Vmsterdam, 1726). and of " Calendario ?:brai(o
desde el ano 54K5 = 1724 hasta ei de 5700= 1940"
(.Vmsterdam, 1724), an appeudi.x to the "Seder liaTelillot " imblished in the latter year.
BIBLIOGRAIMIV

:

Kiiyserlinf?,

daica, p. 27; Cat.

.

.

.

Bdilinti'ca

defeu

7.s((((c (((i

Expau.-Portim.-JHCusla. So. 2101.

G.

di(

:

d there Mai'ch

;

conjunction with Dr. Banks (1864), whom he succeeded in the management of the firm after the
In
latter's death, and as director of " Die Reform."
his professional career Belmonte displayed considerable oratorical gifts, and he became a very popidar
counselor.
In 1887 Belmonte was elected deputy to the Hamburg Biirgerschaft, and remained a member of that
assembly up to his death. He took part in tlie work

many Jewish charitable institutions, and was a
member of the Prison Commission and of the Medof

For a short time Belmonte held the

office of assistant

Together with Rahel Yeshurun and Joseph Israel
Pereyra, Belmonte drew up the articles of incorpo-

Handling 1843;

He was educated at the Johanneum and
19, 1888.
the gymnasium in that city then studied law at the
universities of Berlin, Heidelberg, and GiJttingen;
and practised as an advocate in his native cit}', in

ical College.

Un canto tlra del Castalio nionte
Y couiico la Historia de Job canta."

SOLOMON ABENDANA

BELMONTE,

27;

p.
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public prosecutor.

Bibliography: Jewish Chronicle, March

30, 1888, p. 13.

B. B.

G.

BELORADO

(the

old Bilforado;

A

also called

Spanish
bad Jewish inhabitants as
Thafuero,
early as the end of the eleventh century.
or charter of the city, granted by Alonzo el Batallador in 1116. and confirmed two hundred years later
by Fernando IV., contains the enactment: "No difference shall be made between Jew or Christian in
the matter of adjudging injuries inflicted on each
In 129i the community of Belorado paid
other."
8,500 maravedis poll-tax and 2,001 maravedis municipal tax, about as much as the districts of Aguilar,
Albelda, and Alfacel and therefore Belorado had as
many Jewish inhabitants as the districts named.
In Belorailo, Jews were required to dwell apart
from the Christians, the quarter of the former being
Acin the vicinity of the Torre del Homenage.
cording to the command of King Alfonso X., issued
in 1325, they were allowed to trade with Christians
only on Monday, the market-day; and eight years
later even this i)rivilege was withdrawn from them,
The
as well as from the JMoois dwelling in the city.
Jews in Belorado were not only traders, but, like

Belorado de la Rioja)
province of Burgos,

:

city

the

in

wliieli

;

the Christians, were occasionally cattle-breeders. In
1408 Ayn IMeromet or Vidal (Hayyim) de la Cuesta
complained, in the name of the community, that
though they were compelled by the Christians to
sweep the streets and open places, and to rejiair the
walls of the city from the Torre del Homenage to the

Arco de D. Blanca, they were nevertheless forliidden to drive their herds on the common pasturegrounds or to hew wood in the mountains. To investigate this matter the infanta Don Fernando
appointed a commission in which the Jews were
reiirescntcdb y Ayn Meromet mentioned above, and
by Don Canucl ibu Tropabe, who was iirobably a
It was agreed, on the one hand, that the
jihysician.
Jews should repair the city walls, and that on Thursday of every we<'k two Jews should have the streets
and open i)laces cleaned alternately on the other
hand, it was agreed that the Jews should be allowed to drive their herds into the common jmsturegrouiiiis and to hew wood.
Gradual! V the number of Jews in Tleiorado de:

667

TFIE

in 1291 they paid 10,500 maravedis
1474 only 1,500 maravedis were paid by
the community of Belorado together with the Jews
of Ochacastro, Bergano, Villaharte, Quintanar, Villa
<le Pozo, Val de San Vicente, San Gar(;ia, and Estonieche.
After the exi)uision in 1402 the houses

creased.

While

in taxes, in

of the Jews were sohl at low i)ri(es, and the former
Jewry received the name "Barrio Nuevo," which it
still

(/(

:

/'.'.-/xold, ii.

t( Xl

J.

Amador de

5;i'.t,

5!>1

iii.

Uios, Hixtarid

lo.s

;

liitlttiii

Jrullos
Hi^t. xxix. 338

Acad.

rfc los

(I.

M. K.

o.

BELOVAR:

Town

in

there the " Jiulisch-LiterarischesCentralblatt."

conununity now (1902) numbers about 800

The

families,

and is the seat of a district rabbinate, the present
cumbent being S. D. Tauber. See Cko.\tia.
A.

c.

in-

F.— G.

—

BELSHAZZAR, Biblical Data: King of
Babylon mentioned in Dan. v. and viii. as the son
of Nebuchadnezzar and as the last king before the
The Greek
advent of tlie IVIcdes and Persians.
foiin Ba/.raiap is used both

for the

sl)asar," or less accurately, "l^'t^WH

for

•'

Belteshazzar

"

(\3;NC'D^3,

Hebrew "Belvii.

{i7>.

Dan.

1),

7).

i.

and

The

Baruch 1. 11 as "Balthasar"
There can be no doubt, liow(R. V. "Baltasar").
ev( T, tiiat tlie allusions to this personage in Baruch
and elsewhere in extracanonical literature are all
based on the data given by Dan. v. and viii.
It is stated in Dan. v. that Belshazzar gave a banquet to the lords and ladies of his court, at which
the sacred vessels of the Jerusalem Temple, which
had been brought to Babylon by NebBeluchadnezzar at the time of the Judean
shazzar's captivity in 586 B.C., were profaned
Festival,
by the ribald company.
In consequence of this, during the turmoil of
the festivities, a hand was seen writing on the wall
of the chamber a mysterious sentence which defied

name

all

ai>pears also in

attempts at interpretation until the Hebrew sage

called in.
He read and translated the
words, whicli ])rove(l to be a divine irienace against the dissolute Belshazzar, who.se kingdom
was to be divided between the Medes and Persians.
In the last verse we are told that Belshazzar was
slain in that same night, and that his power passed
to Darius the jMede.
Danit'l

was

xmknown

J.

did
19),

.IK.

In Rabbinical Literature

I.

The

M. P.

clironolocv
of the three Babylonian kings is given in the Talmud as follows: Nebuchadnezzar reigned fortj'-five
years. Evil merodach twenty-three, and Belshazzar
^vas monarch of Babylonia for two years, being
killed at the beginning of the third year on the fatal
niglit of the fall of Babylon (Meg. W>).
The references in the Talmud and the Midrash to
Belshazzar all emphasize his tjrannous oppression
of liis Jewish su])jects.
Several passages in the
Prophets are interpreted as though referring to him
:

Belsbazzar

his predecessors.

the lion

In the passage,

"As

if

a

man

and a bear met him " (Amos v.
represents Nebuchadnezzar, and the

from a

flee

lion,

bear, equally ferocious

if not equallj' courageous,
Belshazzar (Esther R., Introduction).
The three
Babylonian kings are often mentioned together as
forming a succession of impious and tyrannous monarchs who oppressed Israel and were therefore foreis

and destruction. Tlie verse in
will rise up against them, sailli
the Lord of hosts, and cut ofT from Babylon name
and remnant and son and grandchild, saith the
to disgrace

Isa. xiv. 22,

Lord,"

The

Croatia, Austria.

Jewish conmiunity of Belovar was founded about
1877, when some lifty Jewish families settled there.
While in Belovar, Moritz Griinwald i)ublished

K.

and

doomed

bears.
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is

"And

I

applied to

the

trio.

"Name"

refers to

Nebuchadnezzar, "remnant" to Evil-merodach,
"son" is Belshazzar, and "grandchild" Vash»i (ib.).

The command given

to Abraham to cut in pieces
three heifers as a part of the covenant established
between liim and his God, is thus elucidated, "And
he .said unto him, take unto me three heifers" (Gen.
XV. 9 [A. V. "a heifer of three years old "]).
This
symbolizes Babylonia, whicli gave rise to three
kings, Nebuchadnezzar, Evil-merodach, and Belshazzar, whose doom is jirefigured b}' this act of
"cutting to pieces" (Gen. R. xliv.).
Belshazzar's feast, in the course of which the sacred vessels of the Temple in Jerusalem were put to
sacrilegious use (Dan. v.), is traced bj' the Kabbis
to his mi.scalculation in chronology.
He well knew
that the period of Jewish exile in Babylonia, according to Jeremiah's prophecy, was not to exceed seventy years (Jer. xxix. 10). Belshazzar's startingpoint was the accession of Nebuchadnezzar, who
reigned forty-five years. To this he added the reign

of Evil-merodach, which, according to tradition,
continued for twenty-three years, and his own reign
"Jeremiah
of two years, making in all seventy.
must be Avrong," argued Belshazzar, "for the limit

has been reached, and since the Jews have not yet
returned to their land, the}' probably will not return
any more." Emboldened by this erroneous calculation, he made impious u.se of the sacred vessels at
the ro3'al feast, where the sound of revelry mingled
with hymns to the heathen gods. The miraculous
handwriting on the wall, the fall of Babylon, and
the king's violent death on that fatal night soon
Ahasuerus also erred in his calculation
followed.
as to the period of the Babylonian exile, though his
starting-point is shifted to a later date than that of
The Rabbis assert that the true basis
Belshazzar.
for this reckoning is the destruction of Jerusalem.

For the famous prophecy of Jeremiah is properly
luiderstood by Daniel when he says (Dan. ix. 2),
"In the first year of his [Darius'] reign, I Daniel
mulerstood by l)0()ks the number of the years,
whereof the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah the
prophet, that he would accomplish seventy years in
the desolations of Jerusalem " (^leg. 11/^ (t srq.).

The

]\Iidrash enters into the details of Belshaz-

It is stated that Cyrus and Darius were
employed as doorkeepers of the royal palace. Bel-

zar's death.

shazzar, being greatly alarmed at the mysterious
handwriting on the wall, and appreh(>nding that
some one in disguise might enter the palace with
murderous intent, ordered his doorkeei^ers to behead
every one who attempted to force an entrance that
night, even though such person should claim to be

Belshazzar
Beiuidbar Babbah

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

the king himself. Belshazzar, overcome by sickness,
left the palace unobserved during the night through
a rear exit. On his return the doorkeepers refused
In vain did he plead that he was the
to admit him.
They said, "Has not the king ordered us to
king.
put to death any one who attempts to enter the palace, Lliough he claim to be the king himself?"
Suiting the action to the word, Cyrus and Darius
grasped a heavy ornament forming part of a candelabrum, and with it shattered the .skull of their
See D.\niel, and
royal master (Cant. R. iii. 4).
Nebcciiadnezzak in Rabbinical Literature.
.1.

H. M.

SK.

S.

Critical View: The name "Belshazzar" was
previdusly held to have been invented by the author
of the Book of Daniel, which has long been recognized as a Maccabean production (see Daniel). Since
the discovery and decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions, however, "Belshazzar" is now generally
admitted to be tlie Hebrew -Aramaic equivalent of the
Babylonian form "Belsharusur " (Bel preserve the
king), which has been found in the cuneiform documents as the name of the eldest son of Nabonidus
(Nabuna'id), the last native king of Babylon (555538 B.C.). The most important allusions to Belsharusur in Babylonian literature are clearly those in
the tw^o inscriptions of

"Daniel,"

p. 36),

Nabonidus

" (see

and

Ur

(JSTabonidus) (see Prince,

in the so-called

MENE),w4iich

relating to the fall of

Babylon

"Annals of

the chief document
at the hands of the

is

In the Ur records Naboniprays that his son may live long
and piously, although it is not stated
why special mention should be made
Persians.

The Name dus
"Belshazzar."

may

be conjectured, with Tiele ("Gesch. Assyriens," p. 463), that
Belshazzar was governor of Ur or it is possible that
the king, who was noted for Iiis strictness in religious matters, may have attached some special importance to the cult of the moon-god practised in Ur.
The petition that the king's son may not incline to
sin may also imply that Belshazzar had in some
waj- offended the religious classes, who, as is well
known, supervised the preparation of the inscriptions.
The allusion to the prince in the " Annals of
Nabonidus" shows plainlj' that he remained with
tiie army in nortiiern Babjlonia, most probably in
tlie capacity of commander-in-chief, while his father
was living in Tenia apparently free from the cares
of government and applying himself to his favorite
study of religious archeology. In the "Annals" the
name "Bclsliarusur" does not occur, the reference
being merely to the son of the king; but there can
be no doubt that the tirst-born is meant. The references in the contract literature to Belshazzar throw
no further liistorieal light on his career (see Prince,
ih. pp. 263, 264).
That the name was not an unusual one is seen fiom the fact that certainly two
otlier persons are called by it in tlie
Contrast Bal)y Ionian inscriptions (Prince, ib.,
of the prince here.

It

;

with
History.

l>p.

11, 29, 35).

The following important

differences
l)etween lielsharusur and the Belshazzar of Daniel are patent.
The former was the son
of the lust king of Babylon, hut never reigned,
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except possibly as coregent with
the
son
are
the

liis father; while
the last king and the
of Nebuchadnezzar, both of which statements
undoubtedly made in perfectly good faith by
author of Daniel.

latter is distinctly called

It can not be shown that the Belshazzar of Daniel
was intended, as some scholars have supposed, for
Evil-merodach, son of Nebuchadnezzar, and was
used by the Biblical author as a secondary name.
Had the author meant this, he would never have
made Daniel declare to the Babylonian monarch that
Ills kingdom was about to pass to the Medes and
Persians.
The prophecy was evidently intended for
the last king, as there would have been no point in

such a w^arning delivered a generation before its fulfilment.
Besides this, had the author regarded his
Belshazzar as Evil-merodach, he would have deliberately passed over in silence the reigns of several
Babylonian kings between the death of Evil-merodach and the foreign supremacy. This Avill appear plainly from an examination of the list of the
last kings of Babylon: Nebuchadnezzar, 604-561;
Amel-Marduk (Evil-merodach), 561-559 Nergalsharusur (Neriglis.sar), 559—555; Labashi-Marduk, 555,
reigned only nine months; Nabonidus, 555-538; CyThere can be no doubt
rus captures Babylon, 538.
then that the author of Daniel regarded Belshazzar
as the last native king of Babylon.
While it is historically possible that Belsharusur
may have been coregent, it is clear that the writer of
Daniel could not have thought this, as he would
hardly have given him the unqualitied title " king
of Babylon" without further elucidation; compare
chap, viii., where there is no mention of any over;

ruler.

was the son
Nebuchadnezzar shows conclusively that the hisIt
torical data of the Biblical author were at fault.
Finally, the statement that Belshazzar

of

is

Illustrations from

impossible

also to reconcile

this

assertion with the facts by supposing
that " son " here is to be translated

Cuneiform " descendant " or " grandson" (so PuDocsey, "Daniel," ji. 346), which is of
permissible.
course granunatically
uments.
The way, however, in which Nebuchadnezzar is referred to in chap. v. shows conclusively that the author could

have had no knowledge

of the intervening kings, but that he really con.sidered Nebuchadnezzar to be the actual father of Bel-

shazzar.
The narrative of the fifth chapter follows
directly on the chapters about Nebuchadnezzar, and
begins with the statement that Belshazzar was the
son of that king; and, furthermore, the remark of
Belshazzar in verse 13, "Art thou that Daniel
.

whom

.

.

my

father brought from Jewry?"
woidd have had no force if the king were referring to
an ancestor. Had such been the author's meaning,
the name "Nebuchadnezzar" would certainly have

the king

been repeated in order to show to which "father"
In addition to all this, there
the king was alluding.
is no evidence that Belsharusur was in any way
Nabonidus, his father,
related to Nebuchadnezzar.
was the son of a nobleman, Nabu-balatsu-ikbi, and
was probably a tisurper against the older house of
Nebuchadnezzar. There is notlnng to show that he
was connected by blood or marriage with any of the

;

:

preceding kings. It is interesting to observe in tliis
connection that in tlie CiialdciUi legend given by
Abydeuns, of doubtful date, the hist king of l}a])ylon is spoken of as a son of Nebuciiadnezzar (compare Seiirader, in " Jalirbiicher fur Protest. Theoloshould be remarked that the force of the narra-

tive of the fifth chapter of Daniel

would

liave l)een

weakened had the author known and
made use of the names of the kings
Aim of intervening between Nebuchadnezzar
Daniel v. and the last king. The whole point of

materially

the fifth chapter is a comparison between the great Nebuchadnezzar, the real founder of
the Babylonian monarchy, and the insignilicant last
king who sulTered the reins of government to slip
from liis feeble hands, with a prophetic emphasis
on the coming stranger people who should divide
among them the empire of Nebuchadnezzar.
There can be no doubt that the son of Nabonidus

was the prototype of the Biblical Belshazzar The
author of Daniel simply did not liave correct data at
hand. We must not be surpriseil at the incongi-uity
between the

historical inscriptions

and the Book of

Daniel in this instance, but should rather note the
very evident points of agreement: first, that while
the Belshazzar of Daniel is represented as being the
last king, the original of the tradition

— whose name
—

etymologically equivalent to "Belshazzar" was
actually the son of the last king and secondlj', that
the son of Nabonidus probably met Iiis death at the
time of the capture of Babylon, as has recently been
is

;

established (compare Prince, ib. p. 103), in partial
agreement with the Biblical account of the final feast

of Belshazzar.
That such a festival really took place on the eve
Alof the capture of Babylon is not improbable.
though there is no parallel account in the inscriptions, it certainly seems significant that both Herodotus and Xenophou allude to a feast at this time.

Thus, according to Herodotus, i. 191, Babylon Avas
captured while the besieged were off their guard
during a festival; and Xenophon, alluding to the
capture of Babylon, states that Cyrus had heard that
a feast was going forward ("Cyropa'dia," viii. 5,
See Daniel, I\Iene, Nebuchadnezzar.
15).
J.

JH.

BELTESHAZZAR

M. P.

I.

:

The name given

to Daniel

the chief of tlie eunuchs (Dan. i. 7).
The writer
of tlie Book of Daniel sees in the first syllable the
god Bel, but it is more probable that the name is to
be explained as the Babylonian "balatsu [or "bal-

by

atushu"]-usur," "May [Bel] guard his life" (SeiiraI. 6. T." ii. 125: compare Kohler, in "Zeit.

der, "C.

Assyriologie," iv. 49),.
ever, translates the name "
("Zeit. fur Assyriologie,"
"
flir

o.

*'

George Hoffmann, howMay Belit guard the king "
ii.

Bemidbar Rabbah

O no

iiitnir

decis,
nia.s

I'l

moiir

i>f iisiiiiiit'iilu

vulc

I'oliticDs

II

aiiiandu

'!

iiioiir iniraiido

que no niirando
BiBLior.RAPHY
((

gie," 1881, pp. G18-629).
It

Belshazzar
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Amador de

vivir."

Estudios Hwtoricox.
Liteiaiins xnhre Ln^ Jiidius de Eifpaua, pp. .5.51
:

los Rios,

tit'/.

M. K.

v..

BEMAH. See Almemar.
BEMIDBAR ("in the wilderness"):
brew name
J.

for the

Book of Numbers

(see

The HeNumbers)

G. B. L.

JK.

BEMIDBAR RABBAH

:

The Midrash com-

mentar}- upon Numljers, called in the editi" ])riiiceps
of Constantinople (1512) "Bemidbar Sinai Kabbah,"
and so cited frequently by Nahmanides and others.
It is the latest comiioneut of the " Kabbot " collection
upon the Pentateuch, and as such Avas unknown to
'Aruk, Kaslii, and Yalkut. It consists of two jjarts,
which are of different origin and extent. The first
portion, sections i.-xiv. (ed. Venice, 15-15, parashah
fol. 185/; to 145c; parashah "Naso,"
145c to 17bi) almost three-quarters of the whole
work contains a late haggadic commentary upon
Num. i.-vii. the second part, sections xv.-xxxiii.
(fol. 1786 to 194(/, ed. Venice), reproduces the Midra.sh
Tanhuma from Num. viii. almost word for word.
The consideration of the second portion will theie-

"Bemidbar,"

—

fol.

—

;

found in the article Tanhu.ma. There also
the form of the homilies of the Tanhuma Midrash,
their halakic introductions, their proems, their exposition covering in each case onlj- a few verses of
the text, their regular formulas of conclusion, are
more appropriately considered. Suffice it to .state
here that the second portion of BeniidRelation to bar Kabbah follows closely those leadTanhuma. ings of the Tanhuma which are familiar from the oldest edition (compare
Buber's Introduction to his edition of the Tanhuma,
pp. ^di(ietseq.)\ and that M. Beueviste, in the i)reface
to"Ot Emet " (Salonica, 1565), drew attention as
early as 1565 to the fact that Tanhuma and Bemidbar
Kabbah are almost identical from the section "Beha'aloteka " onward. Buber gives a list of the variafore be

tions

between the two

(ib. '39(i etseg.).

The passages

drawn from

the Pesikta Kabbati (Zunz, "G. V." p.
259, note) are to be found exclusively in the first
This is true also,
or later part of this INIidrash.
with the exception of the interpretation of the numerical value of the Hebrew word for "fringes," of

the other passages pointed out bj' Zunz as originaThis
ting with later, and notably French, rabbis.
numerical interpretation just mentioned formsapart
of a passage, also otherwise remarkable, at the end

Korah " (xviii. 21), which, taken from
Bemidbar Rabbah, was interpolated in the editio
of the section "

princeps of the

Tanhuma

as early as 1522 (Constan-

but is absent from all the manu.scripts.
Another long pa.ssage. i!>. 22, which belongs to the
beginning of " Hukkat," as in Tanhuma, is erronetinople),

5G).

G. B. L.

DE HIDALGO

BELTRAN, DIEGO
Poet
Spanish .Marano of the seventeenth century: sou of
a Jew from JMurcia.
He was noted as an editor and
commentator of Spanish popular jioetry. The following charming example of the redondilla (roundelay) is from his pen
:

ously appended

in the editions to

the same section.

"Korah."

The halakic exordium at the beginning of the second part, on Num. viii. 1, is cut down to its concluding passage; the Paris MS.. Cod. No. 150, and a^IS.
in the possession of Epstein, contain the exordium

Bemidbar Rabbah
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Beu-Avigrdor
complete with

its

customary formulii,

lj''2'l

IJlDpV

Tauhuma, which formula reappears
throughout this portion of Bemidbar Rabbah, while
usual in

as

in the editions, in section xv., Nos. 11, 17; sec. xvi.,

upon Num.

6,

Num.

xvi.;
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xv. 37; (11) section xviii. 1-20,
ib.

(12)

upon

an addition m^1E3 nvniX,

21,

contained in none of the Tanhuma MS. (13) ib. 23,
a fragment of a homily on Num. xvii. 16; (14) ib. 23
;

1, 26; xvii. No. 1; sec. xx. Nos. 21, 22; sec.
No. 2; xxii. No. 7; xxiii. Nos. 1, 7, the formula
In section xxi., beginning, and
is changed to riD^"!.
Nos. 16 and 23, the exordiums of Tanhuma, Pinhas,
Nos. 12 and 15 (Nos. 11, and 13, Buber) have been

and section xix. 1-8, on Num. xix. 1; (15) ib. 9-14,
commentary on Num. xx. 7-13; (16) 15-33, continuous exposition of Num. xx. 14-xxi. 35; (17) sec.

omitted, as also in section xxii., beginning, Nos.

XXV.

Nos.
xxi.

and 2 (compare Buber, pp.

1

476, 516).

portions of Numbers to which there are Tanhomilies in this portion of Bemidbar Rabbah
are intended for public worship according to the
divisions of the cycle of the sedarim and the Pesikta.
The well-known variations existing in the division
into sedarim probably explain why some of the old
sedarim, as Num. xi. 23 (xvii. 16), xviii. 25, xxiii. 10,
xxviii. 26, xxxi. 25, are here without these homilies,
while such are appended or at least fragments of
such to the passages, Num. viii. 5, xiv. 26, xv.
In an article in the "Monats37, XX. 7-13, xxiv. 3.
schrift," 1885, p. 351 et seq., upon " the Midrashim to
the Pentateuch and the three-year cycle
of Palestine " (to which reference may
For
Synagogue be had for many details omitted liere),
Recitation, the undersigned has registered 32 or
33 sedai'im in Numbers (see "Monatsschrift," 1886, p. 443), while the rabbinical Bible of
Venice, 1617, contains a note stating that, according
to some codices. Numbers contains 28 sedarim.
It is evident that in this portion of Bemidbar
Rabbah, as in its source, the Tanhuma, the collected
homilies have been considerably metamorphosed and
Many are quite fragmentary, and others
disjointed.
so discursive that they treat of the whole seder in
extenso, contrary to the usual practise of this MidAlthough the marking of the parashiyot at
rash.
their beginnings and in marginal superscriptions is
a departure in the Venice edition (in the editio jyiiii-

The

—

the expression NIT^D p^^D stands only at the
v.), the sections of the second part are
indicated according to the usual notation of the
AVith the exception of sections 16 and
parashiyot.
17, which belong to " Shelah Leka," each section contains a parashah of the one-year cycle, which was

ceps,

end of section

already recognized

when Bemidbar Rabbah was

compiled there are even Tanhuma Midrashim extant
with divisions according to the parashiyot, wiiile the
;

Tanhuma,

in its earliest editions, is alone in using
the original arrangement based on the sedarim-cycle.
In Bemidbar Rabl)ah, even in the newest editions,
the divisions according to separate homilies are no
longer recognizable. The following conspectus of
the contents of this second ]iart may therefore be
interesting: (1) section xv. 1-10, ujion Num. viii. 1;
(2)

il).

Num.

11, 12,

upon Num. viii. 5; (3) ib. 13-16, ujion
upon Num. xi. 16; (5)s<'Ction

X. 1; (4)?'6. 17-25,

Tanh. ed. Buber,
12-23 (= Tanh. 8-13;
Tanh. Buber, 12-25, is not in the Vatican MS.) comment ujion Num. xiii. 17 to xiv. 23; (7) ib. 24, 25
(Tiinh. Buber, addition, 1-6, Vatican MS.) homily
upon Num. xiv. 11; (8) ib. 26-2K (compare Tanh.
Buber, addition, 7-14. Vatican .MS.) upon Num. xiv.
26; (9) section xvii. 1-4, upon Num. xv. 1 (10) ib. 5,
xvi. 1-11

1-1

(= Tanh., "Shelah,"

1) tipoii

Num.

xiii. 1

;

1

(20) section xxi. 1

;

1-7,

(6) ib.

;

and

3-7,

upon Num. xxv.

upon Num.

xxvi. 52; (22) ib. 2 and
14, 15, upon Num. xxvii. 15; (23) ib. 16-22, upon.
Num. xxviii. 1; (24) ib. 23-25, on Num. xxix. 35;
(25) section xxii. 1, upon Num. xxx. 2; (26) ib. 2-6,
10; (21)

huma

—

XX. 1-20, explanation of Num. xxii. 2-xxiii. 24; (18)
21, upon Num. xxiv. 3; (19) ib. 22-25, upon Num.

ib.

ib.

8-13,

upon Num. xxxi.
1

;

1; (27) ib. 7-9, upon Num. xxxii.
(28) section xxiii. 1-4, on Num. xxxiii. 1
(29) ib.
;

on Num. xxxiv.

5-12,

XXXV.

1

;

(30)

ib.

13-14,

upon Num.

9.

Since the second part of Bemidbar Rabbah, additions excepted, is derived from the Tanhuma Midrashim, the question arises whether it and part 1
That
(sec. i.-xiv.) are to be ascribed to one author.
the author of the comparatively late commentary on
the parashiyot " Bemidbar " and " Naso " supposing
that the Midrash upon these two is
Author- the work of a single author should
ship.
have deliberately rounded out his incomplete work with the Midrash Tanhuma is certainly highly improbable. According
to Epstein ("Beitriige zur Jlidischen Alterthumskunde," p. 70) some unknown author wrote the
Midrash upon the parashah " Bemidbar " in order to
complete the Sifre, which commences with Num. v.
another then continued it witli the commentary
1
on "Na.so," and in order to complete the work for
the remaiTider of Numbers, the commentar}' for the
remaining parashiyot was drawn from Tanhuma. It
must also be mentioned that Cod. Hebr. 149 of the
Paris National Library, dating from the year 1291,
contains only the parashah "Bemidbar," while the
Munich Cod. 97, 2 (Steinschneider), dated 1418,
covers onlv this and "Naso."
Even the tirst part contains much that is taken
from the Tanhvuna: " but a copious stream of new
Haggadah swallows the IVIidrash drawn from this
source and entirely obscures the arrangement of the
Yelamdenu" (Zunz, " G. V." p. 260). In the parashah "Bemidbar," the outer framework of the origThere are five
inal composition is still recognizable.
sections, containing live homilies or fragments of
such, taken from the Tanhuma upon Num. i. 1, ii. 1,

—

—

;

iii.

14,

iii.

40,

and

iv. 17,

which are expanded by some

very discursive additions. As Tanhuma only treats
of the first verses of each chapter, no doubt the author's intention was to supply haggadic conunenBut in the section upon " Naso,"
tary to the others.
which is more than three times the volume of that
preceding, there are long passages wliich have no
relation to the Tanhuma liomilies, based as they are

upon the sedarim-cycle, and commencing

Num.

in "

Xaso

"

Sections vi.. vii., viii., x., which,
like the other lengthy sections in which the material
derived from the Tanhuma is overwhelmed in a flood
of new Ilaggadot, show even more clearly the endeavor to supi>Iy liomilies and continuous exposiVery truly has
tions for all sections of "Naso."

with

v. 11.

;
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BEN- ABINADAB

Zunz ("G. \."\,. 261) said: " Instt-ad of tlic l)ric-f cxplauations or allegories of the ancients, instead of
their unilorm citation of authorities, we have here
compilations from halakic and ha^gadic works, inlermiugled with artificial and often trivial applications of Scripture, and for many pages continuously
we find no citation of any source whatever." Nevertheless, most remarkable indeed was the industry of
the unknown author of this imi)erfectwork a fragment, no doubt, of liis original purpose. The skill
calls for wonder and appreciation, which enabled

modern Tanturah

BEN AMI.
BEN-AMMI
Ammi "

I.

M.

people"; "son of

G. B. L.

Aaron ben Mcses ben

See

BEN-AVIGDOR

(pen name, Abraham Leib
Russian Hebrew novelist and publisher; boi-n in Zheludok, government of Wilna, in
1867.
He received the usual Biblical and Talmudical education, and was expected by his parents to
become a rabbi but he was attracted by modern
Hebrew and Zionism, and engaged in writing and
publishing as a vocation. In 1891 he was called to
:

;

Warsaw to become secretary of a Zionist society.
There he began to publish a popular "library," or
series of original short stories under the name "Sifre
Agurah" (Penny Books), and in the following four
years brought out thirty-one numbers. They included six novels and novelettes by himself, the others
being by the best-known Hebrew writers of the day,
such as Frischman, Perez, Taviov, and Brainin.
Later he was one of the founders, and for three years

Rabbah,

etc.

T.

J.

my

of

Son of Lot, and ancestor of the Ammonites

:

Shalkovich)

;

(."imjJD

See

AsilKU.

For translation see Wiinsche, Midrcu<ch Bcmidhnr

MENU?:AH

("son

<:•

1st ed.. pp. :i5H-2ti2; Weiss, Dor
Hi-lJi>islum\u\.'^tH}ct scq.; Epstein, licitrdije z. J\ld.

BEMO?A'E

)

See R.vbinovich,

BEN ASHER.

AXicrXhumakundc, Vienna, 1887, pp. 7()-76
idem, nici|i
N::inj.nn, p. H; winter and Wiinsche, JWd. Literattir. i. 510
See also Bibliography to article Berkshit

ABR.

B.

(Gen. xix. 38).

BiBLior.RAPHV: Zunz, G. V.

SR.

H. V.).
G. B. L.

iv. 11,

BEN ADRET SOLOMON

—

J.

Kings

Aduk'i.

passages enumerating the offerings of princes of the
tribes
identical in all but the name of the prince
("Monatsschrift," xxxv., p. 44o).
Tliis portion of the Bemidbar Kabbah shows all
the marks of the late haggadic age
Apthere is much which can be referred
proximate to R. Mo.ses ha-Darshan, and which
Date.
reveals a connection with Midrash
Tadshe. The work is, according to
Zunz, hardly older than the twelfth century.

Rahha.

(I

•"<•

•'

him (sections xiii. and xiv. on Num. vii.) to give a
different interpretation to each one of the twelve

etscQ.

Commissariat othcer of Sol-

:

omon who married a daughter of his royal master.
He was stationed in the di.strict of Dor: that is, the

—

Dor

Bemidbar Rabbah
Ben-Avigdor

"NViDa):

The "pizmon

" of the "selihot" on the first Sunday
octave preceding the New-Year, and therefore
honored with a special melody. The first verse of the

in the

the manager of the publication society Ahias.\f,
which has accomplished much in spreading and

BEMOZA'E
Ayidante assni.

3r==>»

T

J*i-

V6S:
Be - mo - za
As comes to

Hat

lab.
sat/.s.

p

In

...

-

'e.

.

.

me

.

end...

oz

-

ne

the

-

ka

-

nu
Day

-

Kid

Rest,

To

mim-ma

dine Thine ear

to

us

-

dam

stand

yo

rom.
he

-

-

be

-

low,

nu

And

-

ka

te

Thee

each

-

-fore

sheb.

.

Thou.

.

Refrain.

Lish

te

-

hil

-

-

es -

one

lah.

hil

en-throned in praise,

largo.

mo

a'

el

ha

hark

en

to

the

hymn

is also chanted in some German congregations
(Minhag Ashkenaz) in the closing service of Atonement. The melody itself, by no means ancient,
shows some antiipie characteristics of Hebrew melody in tonality and in structure. As customary in
such piyyutim, which are largely centi of Biblical
phrases, the refrain is a text; viz., a part of I Kings
viii. 28.

A.

hah,

of

F. L. C.

-

rin

pray

-

nah

w'el

hat

er

and

to

-

te
the

-

fil

-

lab.

praise.

popularizing the newly revived Hebrew literature.
he left the Ahiasaf company he founded a
similar publishing-house, called " Tushiah " (Sound
Knowledge), of which he is the editor and, with
M. Balascher, manager. It has published various
scientitic works, both original and translations, and
numerous works of fiction, and is one of the most
potent agencies for the diffusion of knowledge
among the Hebrew reading public.

When

—
Ben 'Azzai
Sen Chananja
As a

writer,
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Ben-Avigdor

is

origiual

and has

considerable power of description and expression.
Some of his longer stories e.g., "Leah Mokeret liaDagim " and " Menahem ha-Sofer " attracted much
Otlier stories of his and some articles
attention.
gave occasion for interesting polemics. He was attacked not o\i\y for his ideas as a Nationalist, but also
for his style, which he modeled after the so-called
"new direction," caring more for being understood
than for the purity of Biblical Hebrew. Some of
his stories were published in the Ahiasaf annuals.
Bibliography Ha-Mcliz, 1889, Nos. 82-86 Ha-Asif, 1894,
pp. 2Vi-'Z'2\ (review of liis two works); Lippe, Biblingrn-

—

;

:

phUcliex Le.viko)!,

new

series,

Vienna, 1899,

p.

32;

private

sources.

P. Wl.

H. R.

BEN" *AZZAI:

A

distinguished tanna of the
first third of the second century.
His full name
was Simon b. 'Azzai, to which sometimes the title
" Rabbi " is prefixed.
But, in spite of his great learning, this title did not rightfully belong to him
for
he remained all his life in tlie ranks of the " talmidim " or " talmide hakamim " (pupils or disciples
Ben 'Azzai and Ben Zoma were conof the Avise).
sidered in the tanuaitic school-tradition as the highest representatives of this degree in the hierarchj' of
learning (Tosef., Kid. iii. 9; Bab. Kid. 49/<;Ber. Kid.
576; Yer. Ma'as. Sh. ii. 5'Sd; Bab. Sanh. 17//).
Ben
'Azzai is especially named as an eminent example of
a "pupil who is worthy of the hora"ali."of the riglit
of independent judgment in questions of religious
law (Hor. 2b).
Ben 'Azzai stood in close relation
to the leaders of the school of Jabneh.
He handed
down, ' from the mouth of two-aud-seventy elders,"
wdio were present on the occasion, a halakic decision,
which was accepted in Jabneh on the day when
Eleazar b. Azariah was elected presiConnection dent in the place of Gamaliel II. (Yad.
with
iv. 2; Zeb. i. 3); also another resoluthe Canon, tion of the same day, declaring the
books Kohelet and Shir ha-Shirim to
be as sacred as the other Scriptures, whereby the
collection of the Biblical writings, or the canon, was
officially closed (Yad. iii. 5).
Chief among Ben 'Azzai 's teachers was Joshua
b. Hananiah, whose opinions he expounded (Parah i.
1), proved to be correct (Yeb. iv. 18), or defended
against Akiba (Yoma ii. 3; Ta'anit iv. 4; Tosef.,
Sheb. ii. 13). Akiba himself was not really Ben
'Azzai's teacher, although the latter occasionally
calls him so, and once even regrets that he did not
stand in closer relation as pupil to Akiba (Ned. lib);
and he expressed the same regret in regard to Ishmael b. Elisha (Hul. 71rt). In his halakic opinions
and Biblical exegesis, as well as in other sayings,
Ben 'Azzai follows Akiba and, from
Relations the tone in which he speaks of Akiba
with
in the discourses that
have been
Akiba.
handed down, the Amoraim concluded
;

;

that liis relations with Akiba were
both those of pupil and of colleague (Yer. B. B. ix.
lib; Bab. ib. 1586; Yer. Shek. iii. 476; Yer. R. II.
i.

56(f).

Ben 'Azzai's most prominent characteristic was
the extraordinary assiduity with which he pursued
his studies.
It was said of him afterward, " At the
death of Ben 'Azzai the last industrious man passed
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" (Sotah ix. 15). A later tradition (Midr. HalJel)
says of the zealous studies of Ben 'Azzai and Akiba
by way of reference to Ps. cxiv. b that in their
perceptive faculty both had been as hard as rock;
but, because they exerted themselves so greatly in
their studies, God opened for the man entrance into
the Torah, so that Ben 'Azzai could explain even
those things in the Halakah that the schools of
Shammai and Ilillel had not understood. His love
of study induced Ben 'Azzai to remain unmarried, although he himself preached against
His Piety celibacy, and even was betrothed to
and
Akiba's daughter, who waited for
Devotion to years for him to marry her, as her

away

—

—

Study.

mother had waited for Akiba (Ket.
When Eleazar b. Azariah repi'oved him for this contradiction between his life
and his teachings, he replied: "What shall I do?
My soul clings lovingly to the Torah; let others
6'S<().

contribute to the preservation of the race " (Tos.
Yeb. viii. 4; Bab. ib. 636; Gen. R. xxxiv. compare
;

Sotah

46).

Another characteristic of Ben 'Azzai was his great

"He who has seen Ben 'Azzai
himself on the way to piety " (Ber.
Thanks to this piety he could, without injury
576).
to his soul, devote himself to theosophic speculations, when he, like Ben Zoma, Elisha b. Abuyah,
and Akiba, entered, as tradition has it, into the
garden ("pardes") of the esoteric doctrine. Tradition (Hag. 146) says of him: "He beheld the mysteries of the garden and died
God granted him the
death of His saints" (Ps. cxvi. 15). With reference
to this verse, Ben 'Azzai himself had taught that
God shows to the pious, near the hour of their
death, the rewards awaiting them (Gen. R. Ixii.).
Other sayings of his concerning the hour of death
have been handed down (Ab. R. N. xxv.). According to a tradition not entirely trustworthy, Ben
'Azzai was among the first victims of the persecupiety.

in his

It

was

dreams

said,

is

;

under Hadrian his name, therefore, is found
of the "ten martyrs" (Lam. R. ii. 2).
Ben 'Azzai's posthumous fame was extraordinary.
The greatest amora of Palestine, Johanan, and the
greatest amora of Babylonia, Rab,
tions

on a

;

list

His Repu- each
tation.

said, in order to mark their authority as teachers of the Law: " Here

I am a Ben 'Azzai" (Yer. Bik. ii. 65rt;
Yer. Peali vi. 19c). The name of Ben 'Azzai is applied in the same sense by the great Babylonian
amora Abaye (Sotah 45«; Kid. 20a; 'Ar. 306) and
Raba ('Er. 29«)haggadic legend of Palestine
relates of him the following: "Once, as Ben 'Azzai
was expounding the Scriptures, flames blazed up
around him, and being asked whetiier he was a student of the mysteries of the 'Chariot of Go(J. he
replied: 'I string together, like pearls, the words
of the Torah with those of the Prophets, and those
of the Prophets with those of the Hagiographers;
and therefore the words of the Torah rejoice as on
the day when they were revealed in the flames of
Sinai '" (Lev. R. xvi.; Cant. R. i. 10).
Under Ben 'Azzai's name, traditional literature
has preserved many sentences, with and without Biblical foundation.
Two of these have been taken
over into the sayings of the Fathers (Ab. iv. 2, 3).

A

'

After a saying of Ben 'Azzai, at the beginning of
the third chapter of "Derek Erez Kabbah," this little book— which began originally with that chapter
—is called " Perek Ben 'Azzai " (Kashi to Ber. 22a
In a sentence that recalls a funTos. to 'Er. 5'ib).
damental tiiought of Akiba, Ben 'Azzai gives the
characteristic features of a kind of deterministic view
of the world " By thy name they shall call thee, at
the place where thou belongest shall they see thee,
what is thine they shall give to thee no man touches
that which is destined for his neighbor; and no government infringes even by a hair's breadth upon the
time marked for another government " (Yoma 38rt
Following Hillel, Akiba had declared the
et »eq.).
commandment "thoushalt love thy neighbor as thyself" (Lev. xix. 18) to be the greatest fundamental
commandment of the Jewish doctrine; Ben 'Azzai,
in reference to this, said that a still greater principle
;

:

;

was found in the Scriptural verse, "This is the book
In the
of the generations of Adam [origin of man].
day that God created man [Adam], in the likeness
of God made he him " (Gen. v. 1 Sifra, Kedoshim,
;

The comGod with all the
The
soul (Deut. vi. 5), Ben 'Azzai explained in the same manner as Akiba:
Greatest
Principle. " Love him even to the last breath of

iv.

;

Yer. Ned.

ix.

41c; Gen. R. xxiv.).

mandment

to love

Several
the soul!" (Sifre, Deut. 32).
of Ben 'Azzai's haggadic sentences, having been
called forth by those of Akiba, are introduced by
the words, " I do not wish to oppose the interpi'eta"
master, but will only add to his w^ords
Mek., Bo, lutrod.).
ii.
Ben 'Azzai's observations on sacrifices (Sifre,
Num. 143) are obviously directed against Gnosticism.
As against the doctrine of the Gnostics, that the
part of the Law containing the rules of sacrifice
could have originated only with a secondary god,

tion of

(Sifra,

my

Wayikra,

;

the demiurge, avIio

is

merely

just,

not beneficent,

Ben 'Azzai maintains, that in connection with the
sacrificial laws, not any one of the various names

God

there used, but precisely the distinctive
name, the Tetragranmialon, in Avhich especially the
goodness of God is empliasized, in order that the
of

is

"minim" (disbelievers) might not have an opporBen 'Aztunity to prove their views by the Bible.
zai's symbolic interpretation of the first word of
Lamentations

(n3"'X) is also polemical

and probably

He holds that
directed against Pauline Christianity.
in the numerical value of the four letters of this word
is indicated that the Israelites did not go into exile
until after they had denied the one God (j^), the ten
commandments (<), the law of circumcision, given
to the ticentieth generation after
five
J.

Ben 'Azzai
Ben Cbananja
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(ri)

Adam

books of the Torah (Lam. R.

i.

and the

(3),

therefore,

be considered disciples of Hillel or, as is even more
likely, both names represent one and the same person.
The peculiarity of these names may be explained
by the following anecdote (Shab. 31«): Hillel once
convinced a proselyte of the truth of the oral law by
proving to him, in a lesson on the Hebrew alphabet,
that even a knowledge of the phonetic value and of
the order of the letters of the alphabet is not possible
without a belief in their oral transmission from age
to age.
If this proselyte is identical with the disciple of Hillel quoted under the above pseudonyms,
then the one name, "Ben He-He," may have been
chosen to indicate that " He " is always pronounced
"He," as the tradition shows; and the other name,
"Ben BG-BG," to show that in the alphabet the
sequence bet gimel is fixed by tradition. That
Ben He-He and Ben Bag-Bag are identical is apparently an old tratlitiou, mentioned by Abraham Zacuto in " Yuhasin."
In Tos. to Hag. 96 Ben Bag-Bag and Ben HeH§ are also considered to be proselytes, although
the symbolic meaning of their names is differently
Several halakic interpretations of
accounted for.
Scriptural passages by Ben Bag-Bag have been transmitted: of Ex. xiii. 13 (Bek. 12a); of Lev. xix. 11
(Sifra, Kedoshim, ii. 2; Tosef., B. K. x. 38; Bab.
B. K. 276); of Num. xxviii. 2 (Pes. 96a; Men. 496;
;

'Ar.

136;

anonymously stated

name

in Sifre,

of 'Akiba in

Num.

Meg. Ta'anit

B.

BEN BAG-BAG An early tanna.

in the

Num.
.1.

At the end
two sentences are
given concerning the study of the Torah one by
Ben Bag-Bag, the other by Ben Hg-He. Both senAbot

(v. 22, 23)

;

tences are also ascribed to Hillel (Ab. R. N. xii.); as
indeed in their pithy language as well as Aramaic
wording they are similar to the well-known Aramaic
sentences of Hillel. Tradition reports two exegetical
questions, which Ben He-H€ asked of Hillel (Hag.

IL^3

i.);

117).

W.

SR.

B.

A

man, at the time of the
BEN-BAflA^
teachers of the Mishnah (" 'Aruk,"s.i'. 5]nJN), whose
fist, being about the size of an adult's head, was used
Bek.
as a standard of measurement (Kelim xvii.
376; compare hip-bone of the giant kingOg, Tosef.,
Oh. ixv. 4).
2. The son of the sister of Johanan b. Zakkai, who, as one of the ringleaders of the Zealots,
burned the granaries at Jerusalem in order that the
Jews should have to fight more desperately (Lam.
:

1.

;

In Git.
as others read,
" Abba Sikra "
Many
leader of the Sicarii) occurs.
think that the two persons are identical (see Abba
R.

i.

5; Eccl. R. vii. 11; Yalk., Eccl. 975).

56a the name

"

Abba Sakkara "

(or,

Sakkara, Athronges).

:

of the Mishnah

142,

of
Deut. xiv. 26 (Sifre, Deut. 107; 'Er. 276).
There is another rabbi distinct from this elder Ben
Bag-Bag who was never cited with a given name.
He is Johanan ben Bag-Bag, possibly the son of
Nothing is known about him except
the former.
that he sent to Nisibis a halakic question to Judah
b. Betera, a contemporary of Akiba, who in his reply referred to Ben Bag-Bag as one noted for being
"familiar with the chambers of the Law" (Tosef.,
Ket. V. 1; Yer. Ket. v. 29(^; Bab. Kid. 106; Sifre,

and

=

1).

W.

SR.

Ben H6-He and Ben Bag-Bag may,

96).

J.

S.

SR.

BEN CHAN AN JA:

Kr.

A

periodical published
by Leopold Low at Leipsic in 1844 with the subtitle " Blatter fiir Israelitisch-Ungarische AngelegenIt was an octavo containing sixty-four
heiten."
1.

pages, including four introductory ones.
periodical devoted to Jewish theology, also
2.
edited and published by Leopold LOw, rabbi of

A

Ben Dama
Ben Judah
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Szegedin, Hungary. It appeared at Szegedin from
1858 to 1867, coveriug ton volumes. Its form and
subtitle underwent various changes: the first thee
volumes were in octavo; the last seven, in quarto.
The subtitle was at tirst " Monatsschrift f lir Judische
Theologie"; in the third volume it reads "Zeitschrift," etc. from the fourth to the ninth, " Wochenblatt," etc., and from the thirty-eighth number of
the ninth volume to the end of the tenth, " Zeitschrift
fur Jildische Theologie und fiir.Jlid. Leben in Gcmeinde, Synagoge, und Schule."
The ten volumes of this journal contain important
information concerning the history of the Jews in
Hungary during the period of its existence, especially in relation to the Reform movement, in which
Two suppleits editor was heartily interested.
ments containing valuable contributions by eminent
scholars appeared occasionally from 1866 to 1867.
The one, a homiletic review, was entitled " Homiletische und Didaktische Beilage " the other, for special scientific reseai'ch, bore the title "Forschungen
A
des Wissenschaftlich-Talmudi.schen Vereins."
separate treatise, " Der Judeneid Betrachtet vom
Mo.saisch Religiosem und Humanitarem Standpunkte," by I. C. Soppron, was attached to vol. vii.
An index to both supplements was prefixed to the
tenth volume.
Among notable contributoi's were
N. Briill, Carmoly, Criezenach, Dukes, Jost, Kohut,
Munk, Neubauer, and other able scholars.
The erudite articles contributed by the editor to
the magazine throughout its course were reissued in
his "Gesammelto Schriften," edited by his son, Immanuel Low, chief rabbi of Szegedin.

been preserved by the Tosefta (Hul. I.e.), which
contains a halakic controversy between Ben Dama
and Ishmael (Sheb. iii. 4).
Bini.iOGRAPHY: Heilprin, Seder ha-Dorot, ed. Warsaw, 1882,
il. 84
Griltz, Gcsdi. der Juden,
ed., iv. 81.
K.
L. G.

-

Bibliography: M. Roest, Catalog der Hchraica undJudaica
aiis der L. RosenthaVschen BibluMick, i. 741-742, Amsterdam,

1875.

G. A. K.

G.

BEN DAMA

(or

DAMAH;

full

name,

ELEAZAR

B. DAMA[H]): Tanuaof the beginning of the second century a nephew of Ishmael
His inclination toward Hellenism and
B. Elisha.
the Judoeo-Christiaus contrasted with the attitude
of his uncle, whom he once asked if he should study
"Greek Wisdom," since he had finished the study of
The answer of Ishmael was: "Study
the Torali.
Greek Wisdom
the Torah day and night and
when it is neither day nor night." Ben Dama died
of a snake's bite, and the following account is given
;

'

'

of his last moments:
Jacob of Kefar Sama (Sakonya), a Judajo-Christian, wanted to cliarm away the deadly effects of
the bite by formulas in the name of Jesus; but Ish-

mael did not believe in such charms and would not
Just as Ben Dama esallow him to come in.
sayed to prove to his uncle that there could be no
objection to the cure from a Jewish standpoint, he
died, and Ishmael exclaimed, " God has shown thee
mercy in that thou didst depart in peace and didst
not transgress the law of the sages" (Toscf. Hul. ii.
22, 23; 'Ab. Zarah 27i; Yer. 'Ab. Zarah ii. 40(1).
It is not improbable that Ben Dama's inclination
,

toward the Judaio-Cliristiaiis was the reason that
nothing written by him was transmitted either by
the Halakah or by the Haggadah, and that neither
the Babylonian nor the Palestinian Talmud gives
him the title " Kabbi." His title and full name have

M

;

BEN DAVID.

;

;
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See Messiah.

BEN-DAVID, ABRAHAM:
European Turkey,

Serres,

born 1788, died 1841
"Tiferet

sa,

;

Adam"

s.

BEN-DEKAR

Chief rabbi of

16 years

for

(1825-41);

author of a volume of respon(Man's Beauty), Salonica, 1861.
M. Fr.

Commissariat officer of Solomon,
northern Dan included Makaz,
Shaalbim, Beth - shemesh, and Elon - Beth - hanau

whose
(I

district

Kings
J.

:

in

iv. 9).

G. B. L.

JR.

BEN DURAND:

Diplomat and intermediary
between Abd-el-Kader and the French government;
died at Algiers in September, 1839. Clauzel and
Valee, French governors of Algeria, also availed
themselves of his services.
s.

BEN ELASAH A rich
:

M. K.
and prominent Pales-

about the middle of the second century.
the son-in-law of R. Judah ha-Nasi I., and
is chiefly known in the Talmud as having been
made a butt of on various occasions by Bar Kappara (Ned. 51rt; Yer. M. K. iii. 81c). It was also
tinian of

He was

said that Ben Elasah paid a large sum of money to
a barber to have his hair cut after the fashion of the
high priests (Ned. I.e.
Sanh. 226). From these
stories it appears that Ben Elasah was merely a
rich man and it is highly improbable that he Avas
identical, as Heilprin as,serts, with the R. Elasah
mentioned in Midr. Teh. ix., where the following
conversation is reported as having taken place between R. Elasah and a philosopher:
;

;

" The philosopher asks the rabbi when the prediction of the
prophet Malachi (i. 4), that the Edomites would build in vain,
would be fulfilled: to which Ben Elasah replies that he interpreted the passage to mean that the evil intents of Edoni [Rome]
against the Jews are frustrated by Providence. The philosopher thereupon admits that the Romans annually plan to destroy
[a wise counselor] always comes
Israel, but that an aged one
'

"

to defeat their counsels."

The

[Compare Pes.

78?j

;

*Ab. Zarah lOft].

words are very obscure and possibly contain an allusion to Antoninus, a contemporaneous
emperor, whose friendship for the Jews is a fi'cquent
topic in Taimudic legends (see Antoninus in the
Talmud). Assuming this to be true, there would
be some, but by no means conclusive, reason for the
identification of R. Elasah with Ben Elasah.
last

Bibliography
ii.

:

Heilprin,

Seder ha-Dorot,

ed.

Maskileison,

70.

L.

J. SR.

G.

BEN ELIEZER. See Behrmann, V. L.
BEN-EZRA, SOLOMON Chief rabbi of
:

Jewish community of Smyrna, Asia

INIinor, in

the
the

second half of the eighteenth centurj', having succeeded his father, Abraham Ben-Ezra; died in 1782.
He was the author of a series of HebrcAv sermons,
" Yad Shelomoh " (The Hand of Solomon), Salonica,
1826, and of two other works, " Bet-Metabahia " (The
Slaughter- House) and "Bet-Abtinas" (The House of
Abtinas).
s.

M. Fr.

BEN-HAD AD.— Biblical Data: A name that
would st'ciu to iiR'uii simply " Iho son of Hadad," a
wcll-kuowu appellation of an Arameau and perhaps
also of an Edoinite deity (see Hadad).
As found in
the 01(1 Testament, the name is applied to at least
two distinct kings of Damascus; some expositors,

however, say three. Of tliese, Ben-liadad I., sou of
Tabrimou, son of He/ion, wjis subsidized by Asa of
Judah to aid him in his attack on Baasha of Israel
while the latter was building the fortress of Ramah
(I Kings XV. 18; II Chron. .\vi. 2).
The allies succeeded in their campaign; and Asa, removing the
building material of Ramah, constructed with it
Geba and Mizpah. Ben-hadad engaged later in a
war with Ahab and unsuccessfully besieged Samaria

Kings XX. 12; see Aiiah).

The campaign resulted happily for Israel, as the Syrian was overwhelmed at Aphek, in spite of his numerous allies.
On his attacking Samaria again, his army fled without giving battle, owing to a rumor that the king
(I

of Israel had entered into an alliance with the Hittites

Ben Dama
Ben Judah
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and Egyptians (II Kings vii. 6, 7).
relations between Ben-hadad and the Assyr-

The

ian king Shalmaneser II. are very clear.
The Syrian
forces were utterly defeated at Karkar on the Orontes
in 853 B.C., in spite of the enormous armament which

the

Damascene had brought

to his aid.

Ben-hadad The inscriptions of Shalmaneser in one
and Shal- passage give the number of the slain
maneser. as 20,500. With 120.000 men in 845
B.C. Slialmaneser

again entered Syria

and overthrew- Ben-hadad and a large army of allies.
According to II Kings viii. 7-15, Ben-iiadad fell
ill and sent Hazael to the propliet Elisha
Avho was
then in Damascus in order to inquire whether he
would recover. Elisha prophesied tliat Hazael
would be king in Ben-hadad's stead and would do
much evil to Israel. On Hazael's return to his master he smothered Ben-hadad with a wet cloth and
declared himself king (see Haz.\el).
When, in 841,
the Assyrian king once more encountered the forces
of Damascus, Ins chief foe was Hazael, who, it is
known, was Ben-hadad's successor, so that the latter must have died b(;tween 845 and 841 B.C.
Some e-x-positors deny the necessity of assuming

—

—

between 826 and 803. The Assyrian form
"Mari" may possibly be an attempt to reproduce
the Aramaic title " Mare " (lord, possessor) which
nirari III.

may have

been applied as a subsidiary name or title
this king.
This is Schrader's view
("C. I. O. T." p. 212) and appears the most reasonable, but Cheyne suggests that "Mari " was the correct name of the king as against "'Ben-hadad."
of nonor to

The name "Ben-hadad"
27, is

rowed from Amos

4.

i.

J. .TK.

J.
:

to his gold, silver, wives, and children, alsoloriD ^3
y^]} (" whatsoever is pleasant in thine eyes ")
(I Kings XX. 6), the haggadists affirm that lie meant
by this expression the sacred scroll of tlie Torah,
which the Syrian king wanted to take away from
Ahab. Although a sinful king, Ahab would not be
responsible for such an act, but convoked the elders,
who advised him to refuse compliance with the wish
of Ben-hadad.
As a reward for thus honoring the
Torah, it was granted to Ahab to reign for twentytwo years (as the Torah is written with an alphabet
of twenty-two letters) and to conquer Ben-hadad
(Tan., Shemot, 29; ed. Buber, 26; Ex. R. iii. 8;

Sanh. 1026).
L. G.

j.su.

BEN H^ HE.
BEN-HESED

See
:

Ben Bag-Bag.

Conmiissariat officer of Solomon

with residence in Aruboth in Judah (I Kings iv. 10,
His district was Hepher and Sochoh. There
R. v.).
being several places of the name "Sochoh," it is not
easy to decide which one is meant. The context
speaks in favor of the one near Hebron (Josh.
XV. 48).
J.

G. B. L.

JK.

BEN HINNOM.
BEN-HTJR

See Gehinkom.

Commissariat officer of Solomon " in
country of Ephraim " (I Kings iv. 8, R. V.).
:

the

Asa and Ben-hadad's death which, as just shown,
could not have been earlier than 845 is too long for
the reign of one king.
It is suggested, in answer to
this, that Tabrimon, the father of Ben-hadad, may
have been contemporaneous with Baasha and Asa
for a long time, .so that really not jnore than forty
years need liave passed between Ben-hadad's alliance with A.sa and the death of the former.
The son of Hazael also is called " Ben-hadad " in

born at Luzhky,
son of Judah Perlman

Kings

—

where lie is mentioned as an
oppressor of Israel and as a contemHazael
porary of Jehoahaz ben Jehu (814-798
Ben-hadad, li.c). Joash of Israel met and defeated this king thiec times and recovered from him a number of cities.
This Ben-hadad
II. is probably the same as "Mari" alluded to in
Rawlinsou, "Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western
II

Asia,"

i.

xiii. 24, 25,

pi. 35.

No.

1,

1.

15, as resisting

Ramman-

D. P.

In Rabbinical Literature ^Vhen Ben -hadad
demanded that Ahab should surrender, in addition

that the events just described should be divided between two kings named Bi'n-hadad, on the ground
that the period between Ben-hadad's alliance with

—

in the late pas.sage, Jer.

not a general term for

tlie kings of Damascus, but is simply an allusion to Ben-hadad I.,
son of Tabrimon, and not to Ben-hadad II., son of
Hazael. The passage in Jeremiah is probably borxli.x.

J.

hill

G. B. L.

JK.

BEN JUDAH, ELIEZER:

Palestinian editor;
government of Wilna, Jan. 7, 1858;

— lience

his

name

"

Ben

Judah." He received his early Talmudic education
at Iheyeshibah of Rabbi Joseph Bliickerat Polotzk,
afterward was graduated from the gymnasium of
Dvinsk (Dlinaburg), and later went to Paris to
study medicine. He married in Vienna, and settled
in Jerusalem, 1881, where he has resided ever since.
After tliree years of hard study in the medical college at Paris, Ben Judah developed symptoms of
consumption, and his i)hysician ordered liim to the

warmer climate of Algeria. The national idea of
movement then absorbed all his thoughts.

the Zionist

He wrote a letter, dated Algiers, Dec. 21. 1.S80, to
the"Ha-Shahar." expounding his political views on
Zionism, and taking exception to those of the editor,
P. Smolensky, on the Jewish problem; namely, that
Jews can foster their national spirit and the Hebrew

Ben Judah
Ben Naphtali
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in other countries than Palestine.
Judah declares that it is only possible to revive the
study of Hebrew as a living tongue in a country almost entirely inhabited by Jew^s.
In the same strain he wrote in the "Habazelet," a
weekly paper edited in Jerusalem by
Is Assist- Frumkin, with whom Ben Judah made
ant Editor arrangements to become assistant
of ^aba- editor. In one article he bitterly com-

language

'

'

?elet."

plains of the Alliance Israelite Universelle for encouraging and assist-

ing Russian-Jewish emigration to America, which
he calls the final burial-place of Judaism ("HabazeAfter his arrival in Jerusalet," 1882, xiv., No. 2).
lem Ben Judah met Michel Pinnes, an ardent Zionist and Hebrew scholar, in whom he found a fellowenthusiast of his scheme to make the Hebrew a living
language. He made it the language of his houseThe example he set was soon followed by the
hold.
colonists in Palestine, and lias been successfully introduced in many of the Alliance schools.
In 1884 Ben Judah began to edit and publish the
monthly supplement to the "Habazelet," called
" Mebasseret Zion "
but it did not long survive, as
his new doctrines were out of harmony with the
;

views of the editor-in-chief of the journal. Ben
Judah made futile attempts to obtain from the
government a firman to publish a Hebrew paper of
his own, and at last he succeeded in making use of
Hirshenson's firman, and commenced
His first efEsto publish "Ha-Zebi."
tablishes fort was to promote the circulation of
'
'

Ha-

the

?ebi."

new paper among

could
priced

ill

"

the poor,

who

afford to purchase the high-

Habazelet. "

The

first

issue

(1885) was a four-page quarto and was sold for a
quarter-piaster (one cent) in the streets of Jerusalem.

The paper contained a summary of general news
and particularly Jewish topics. The editor's principal object, however, was to propagate the settlement of the Holy Land by the persecuted Rus.sian

He also endeavored to counteract the zeal
of the English missionaries in promoting Christianity among the Jews in Palestine; and to this end he
helped to organize the society called " Ezrat Nedahim." He combated the system of the Halukkah,
which gave support to the idle poor in preference to

Jews.

'

the industrious colonists.
These attacks naturally called forth strong opposition from all sides; the Halukah faction nicknaming him "the leader of the Philistines." At
length his enemies succeeded in their machinations.
The pasha suspended the paper for
"Ha-?ebi" a time and ordered the arrest of its
Suspended; editor. Even the colonists accused
Ben Judah Ben Judah of being prejudiced against
Arrested, them, owing to his connection with
the Rothschild administration, which
subsidized his paper.
Ben Judah may be regarded as the originator of
the modern type of New Hebrew, which he claims is
a necessity for the regenerated nation. Most of his
new vocabulary is coined either from tiie Talmudic
literature or from the Arabic, such as: "penknife" =
" =
= p3V3

n^lS, "buckle
flection "

DT3K. "sympathy " - mnK. " reHis adoption of the era from the

676

destruction of Jerusalem, by which he dates all his
writings, is not altogether new.
See Responsa,
"Benjamin Ze'eb," § 50, p. 104/^ Venice, 1539.
Ben Judah's works are: (1) "Erez Yisrael" (The
Land of Israel), a physical and geographical description, Jerusalem, 1883; (2) (jointly with Beer Lipschlitz) " We-Yada'ta ha-Yom " (And Know To-day),
a Hebrew calendar for the year 5644 (1884) with
Jewish historical notes, Jerusalem, 1883; (3) (with
D. Jellin) " Ha-Mikrale-Yalde Yisrael," a reader for
Jewish children, with notes, 2 vols., Jerusalem,

1889 (4) " Kizzur Dibre ha- Yamim, etc. " an abridged
history of the Jews during their national existence
,

;

the Holy Land, 2d ed., Jerusalem, 1894; (5)
"Milon Kelali," unabridged Hebrew dictionary,
with French and German translation, including all

in

New Hebrew

words,

pts.

i. ii.,

published Jerusalem,

1896-1900.

Bibliography N. Sokolow, Sefer Zikkarnn, pp. 188-192,
Warsaw, 1889; Ha-'lhri, 1894, iv., Nos.' 14-16, copied from
Sokolow, with the addition of Ben Judah's portrait.
J. D. E.
D.
:

BEN KAFRON or IBN C APRON
three disciples of

:

One of the

Menahem ben Saruk (last
who defended the honor of

third

their
of tenth century)
teacher against his critic, Dunash ben Labrat. Judah ben Sheshet, a disciple of Dunash, wrote a violent polemic against this controversial treatise of
the disciples of Menahem, in which he mentions the

authors of the treatise by name, and among them
mentions Ben Kafron. Moses ibn Ezra also speaks
of an Isaac ibn Kafron (Geiger, " Jlid. Zeitschrift," i.
238), who doubtless is identical with the Ben Kafron of Judah ben Sheshet's polemic. The name is
derived from the Latin caper, goat; and Judah b.
Sheshet continually and tauntingly alludes to this
name of his opponent. For the polemic of Menahem's disciples, of which Ben Kafron was joint author, and which was printed by S. G. Stern at the
same time as the refutation of Judah ben Sheshet
("Liber Responsionum," Vienna, 1870), see Mena-

hem.
I,.

W.

G.

BEN KALBA SABBUA'

:

A

rich

B.

and promi-

man of Jerusalem who flourished about the j'ear
According to the Talmud (Git. 5(ja), he ob70.
tained his name from the fact that any one that came
to his house hungry as a dog (Kalba), went away
He was one of the three rich
satisfied (Sabbua').
men of Jerusalem (the other two being Nakdimon
nent

ben Goryon and Ben Zizit ha-Keset), each of whom
had in his storehouses enough to provide the besieged city with all the necessaries of life for ten
But as these three favored peace with Rome,
years.
the Zealots burned their hoards of grain, oil, and
wood, thus causing a dreadful famine in Jerusalem
Lam. R. i. 5; Eccl. R. vii. 11; Ab. R. N..
(Git. lb.

which Ben Kalba Sabbua"s wealth is described as still greater).
Although the details of this account are hardly
sui)port('d by historical evidence, there is no reason
But
to doubt the existence of the three rich men.
the account in the Babylonian Tahnud, according
to which Akiba ben Joseph was the son-in-law of
Ben Kalba Sabbu'a, is probably without any histored. Schechter, vi. 31, 32, in
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foundation; nor is there any reference to it in
the Palestinian sources.
It tells of the secret marriage of Ben Kalha's daughter; that she was turned
ical

away by

her father; and that he finally became reconciled to her (Ned. 50a Ket. 626 et seq. ).
Compare
Akiba in Legend.
A grave, alleged to be that of Ben Kalba Sabbua',
to which the Jews pay great respect, is pointed out
about half a mile north of Jerusalem. It is mentioned by Benjamin b. Elijah, a Karaite who traveled in Palestine (compare T. Gurland, "Ginze Yisrael," i. 53).
Recent excavations show that there
actually are graves on this- spot; but the statement
that an inscription bearing Ben Kalba Sabbua"s
name was found there has not been proved (Gurland, lb. p. 68; "Ha-Maggid," viii. 28).
EiBLiooKAPHY Derenbourg, Ei^mi sur VHistoire de la Palestitle, p. 281, note
GrUtz, Gesch. der Juden, 3d ed., ili. 527,
;

:

;

528
J.

Luncz, Jerusalem, pp.
SK.

;

92, 93.

L. G.

BEN KOSIBA. See Bar Kokba.
BEN LA' AN AH Author of an
:

The name occurs only once

book.

apocryphal

in Yer. (Sanh. x.

28«), where it is said that among the apocryphal
books ("sefarim ha-hizonim") mentioned in the Mishuah (Sanh. x. 1) as forbidden to be read, the works of
Ben Sira and of Ben-La'anah are included. "Ben
Tagla," in Eccl. R. xii. 13, is probably only a variant
of Ben-La'anah, since this Midrashic passage is
taken from the Jerusalem Talmud. An author at
the beginning of the sixteenth century writes the
name "Ben Ya'anah" (njy), remarking that he has
the latter's apocryphal works before him, and finds
them full of riddles [fables] and stupidities (David
ben Judah, Messer Leon's manuscript conuuentary
on " Morel)," in Steinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl." vii.65j.
It may be inferred from the above-mentioned passage of the Talmud that Ben-La'anah's work was
not reckoned among the profane books, but was, like

the book of Ben Sira, included by some authorities in
the Scripture, and that for this reason the Mishnah
protested against reading it, or, more correctly,
against including it in the canon (compare Akiba b.

Joseph). M. Joel thinks that this apocryphal book
was apocalyptic in nature, whence the name "BenTagla" (from "galah," to reveal), and that BenLa'anah characterized it as a work in which the word

"wormwood"

n^v!? (== "La'anah ") played
Flirst, on the other hand, who

an im-

portant role.
emends
the text of the Jerusalem Talnuid, takes "BenLa'anah" to be a corruption of " Apollonius," that
is, of Tyana, the well-known pagan
philosopher,

and

Ben-Tagla with Empedocles.- Perles
takes "Ben-Ta'ala" to be the original form, from
which the corruptions "BenTagla" and "BenLa'anah" arose.
But "Ben-Ta'ala" means "the
fox"; hence the book of Ben-Ta'ala would correspond to" MishleShu'alim " (The Fables of the Fox),
which are also mentioned in Jewish sources. These
are only a fewexamjdes of the various etymological
explanations to which the names "Ben-La'anah"
and "Ben-Tagla" have given rise.
Bibliography: Furst, Cnium dcs AUcn Testaments, pp. 97identifies

99; Joel,

mann,

in

Bhcke m die lieligionstjhilosophie, 1. 75; KaufRevue Etudes Juives, iv. 161 Perles, ih. 111. 116;

llo.

Ben Judah
Ben Naphtall

BEN LEB B. ZADIK. See Hasidim.
BEN MEIB Palestinian nasi in the first half
:

of the tenth century.
His name was brought to
light some twenty years ago by several fragments

discovered in various genizoth.
The fragments
contain an account of a controversy on the calendar
between Ben Meir and the academies of Babylon.
Introducing a new rule in the fixation of the
" Molad " of Tishri, Ben Meir
had decreed that, in
the year 922, Passover and the other Jewish feasts
should be celebrated two days before the date prescribed by the traditional calendar.
Saadia. who
was at that time staying at Bagdad, joined his protest to that of the Babylonian academies.
Ben
Meir, however, refused to yield to their injunctions,
denying them any authority in astronomical matters;
and, owing to his own reputation and that of his
family, won the confidence of Jews in many countries.
letter was then addressed by the exilarch
David ben Zakkai and the Babylonian notables to
Ben Meir, imploring him not to cause a schism and
showing him the fallacy of his calculations with
regard to the calendar. Ben ]\Ieir answered in an
arrogant fashion, and was then excommunicated by
David ben Zakkai and the academies. Circular letters were also sent to various parts of the world,
warning the Jews against Ben Meir's teachings.
In this manner an end was made of this agitation.
Such are the facts of this atfair, which remained
unknown to the Jewish historians until the present

A

The aim pursued by Ben Meir in this agitation is obvious.
He conceived the project of transferring the dignity of the exilarch from Babylonia
time.

back

to Palestine,

and he endeavored

to deprive

the exilarchate of one of its most important prerogatives, which was the calculation of the calendar.

The moment chosen by Ben Meir was very propiThe exilarch David ben Zakkai had no

tious.

authority, being neither a learned man nor a very
scrupulous one and of the two academies at Sura
and Pumbedita, the former had no head, and the
latter was directed by the ambitious Cohen Zedek.
Ben MeYr's failure was chiefly due to the intervention of Saadia, whose opinion on the subject of discussion, expounded in his "Sefer ha-Mo'adim " writ;

ten for that occasion at the request of the exilarch,
The exilarch later rewarded for
the services rendered to him by Saadia by appoint-

became authority.

ing the latter gaon at Sura, notwithstanding the
disinterested advice to the contrary bj' Nissim Na-

harwani, who, knowing Saadia's impartiality and
uprightness, foresaw the collisions that could not
fail to occur between the gaon and the unscrupulous exilarch David ben Zakkai.
Bibliography: Harkavy, Zikamn

h.

Rishnninu

v.,

;

L. G.

i.,

p.

;

xlii. 173 ct seq.

I.

BEN MELAK. See Solomon
BEN NAPHTALI: Masorite;

Br.

ibn Melek.

flourished about
probably in Tiberias. Of his life little
is known.
His first name is in dispute. Some medieval authorities called him " Jacob " two TchufutKale manuscripts have " Moses b. David " a third

890-940

C.E.,

;

J- SR.

part

212; Neubauer, in Jetv. Quart. Rev. ix. :36; Poznanski, i7). x.
152
Israel Levi, in Revue Etudes Juives, xl. 261
E. N.
Adler, I. Broyd^, and Israel Levi, ib. xli. 224 ; Epstein, ib.

;

:

Ben Naphtali
Ben Slra
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contains his autoepigraph, whicli unfortunately is
incomplete, only "Ben David ben Naphtali" re-

B. N.

maining.
Ben Naphtali wrote a Bible with vowels, accents,
and Masorah, wherein he differed in some respects

between the two Masorites do not
represent solely personal opinions; the two rivals
represent different schools. Like the
Relation of Ben Ashers there seem to have been
Both
.several Ben Naphtaiis.
The stateto Received mentof E. Levita ("Mas. ha-Masoret,"
Text.
ed. Ginsburg, p. 144), that the Westerns follow Ben Asher, and the Easterns Ben Naphtali, is not without many exceptions.
Thus, for instance, in the difference concerning I
Kings iii. 20 (.see above. No. 7), the Westerns are said
to agree with Ben Naphtali, while the Easterns follow Ben A.sher. The rule of Ben Naphtali given
under No. 5 is followed in all MSS. and printed edi-

contemporary and rival, Aakon u. Moses
This Bible codex has not been preserved, but the differences between its author and
Ben Asher are found in more or less complete Masoretic lists and in quotations in David J^imhi, Norzi,
and other medieval writers. These lists are printed
in the rabbinical Bibles, in the texts of Baer-Delitzsch and of Giusburg, and in the hitter's Masorah,
vol. iii.
The differences between Ben Naphtali and
Ben Asher number about 875, nine-tenths of which

from

his

BEN AsHEH..

and

refer to the placing of the accents JriO

remaining ones have reference to

tJ'JT

N^V3-

and

The

''B").

to

vowels, accents, and consonantal spelling. The variations may be classified as follows, Ben Asher being
referred to as B. A. and Ben Naphtali as B. N.
(1) The proper name "iDti'C:'^ constitutes the first
point of difference.
B. A. vocalizes
Differences it "J^trb"'., B. N. has "l^ti't^'V For the
Between reading of B. N. in this case, various
the Two. sources give different accounts.
(2) Certain forms of the verb p^b
(" to eat ").
According to B. A. wherever a form of
this verb occurs with a suffix and the ^ has "segol,"
the 3 has "hatef-patah," except in one instance
(Eccl. V. 10); whereas B. N. always points it with
simple "slieva."
(3) Some forms of the verb C'lJ (" to drive away").
Wherever the forms of this verb occur with a
suffix and the ^ has segol, B. A. points the i with
,

with the exception of I^E^IJ^I (Ps.
xxxiv. 1), where the ^ has "sere"; while B. N. always points the T with simple sheva.
(4) The " dagesh " in the fl in the forms of the
word DTl^. when it has two accents. According
to B. A., this word has extra dagesh only in two
instances (Deut. vi. 11; I Chron. xxviii. 11); according to B. N., there are more instances where it has
two accents and has the extra dagesh in the T) viz.,
Ex. ii. 7, viii. 7; Deut. vi. 11; I Chron. xxviii. 11;
II Chron. xxxiv. 11.
The term "extra dagesh"
probably means "dagesh forte," as both consider the
dagesh in the word D^ri3, whenever it has only one
accent, as a "dagesh lene."
hatef-patah,

;

The

2 and p, in words which begin
with a > having the vowel i. To B. A. this prefix takes sheva and the ' retains its vowel.
Thus
(5)

lie

prefixes

would vocalize

B. N. asserts

i5X"JE^'V ^X"}!:''^.

that the prefix takes the vowel of the

•>

and the

Intter

IVIN

tions, in the

t;*"'

;

words

"r'nilp"'!! (P.s. xlv. 10)

and

rinip"'^

(Prov. xxx. 17), etc.
The Masoretic lists often do
not agree on the precise nature of the differences
between the two rival authorities; it is, therefore,

impossible to define with exactness their differences
in every case; and it is probably due to this fact
that the received text does not follow uniformly the
system of either Ben Asher or Ben Naphtali. The
attempt is likewise futile to describe the one codex
as Western or Eastern.
Bibliography

Dikih(i:e ha-Te"aminu ed. Baer and Strack,
11; Harris, Jeiv. Quart. Rev. 1. 250; Ginsburg, Introduction to the Maxoretico-Critical Edition of the Hebrew
:

p.

Bible, pp.
L. G.

3-11 et

seq.

C. L.

BEN NAZAR.

See Odenathus.

BEN-ONI (" child of my affliction ") A play upon
:

the
18,

name "Benjamin." According to Gen. xxx v.
it was the name given by the dying Rachel to

her son Benjamin.

See Benjamin.
G. B. L.

J. -Ui.

BEN PORATH.

See

Manasseh ben Joseph

OF Ilvk.

BEN

SIRA,

N"I^D pT NIT'D)
list of proverbs

:

—

ALPHABET OF
A

(XD^N 1DD

small book containing a double

twenty-two Aramaic and twentj'two Hebrew alphabetically arranged, and a haggadic commentary on them, enriched with fables
and legends. Corresponding to their linguistic difference, there are differences in their contents and
origin; consequently the two collections must be

—

treated separately.
Following is a list of the Aramaic proverbs, concerning onl\' four of which definite statements of origin can be made:
1. "Honor the physifian before thou hast need of him " (see
Ecclus. [Sirucli] x.x.wiii. 1; cited also in the rabbinical sources
as a fienuine siiyiiiff of Ben Sira; compare Schechter, in "Jew-

ish yiiaitcrly

consonantal force; e.g., ^^K^P^'S bN"lb'''3,
a feature analogous to the usage of the Syriac language. As this is also the metiiod of the Easterns
(compare Masouah), the statement of E. Levila is
confirmed that the Westerns follow B. A. and the
Eastci'ns B. N.
(0) Tlic presence or absence of tlu' dagesh in Die
letters nS3"IJ3 under certain conditions.
(7) Individual cases of orthography and textual
readings; e.g., B. A. reads H J
(I Kings iii. 20),
B. N. spells m'^'
B. A. reads -[y-iT (Isa. xxx. 23),
loses its

B. A. nDOB* rr-nn (Ez. xiv. 16), B. N.

;

n^"ln nooK'.
The differences

Uevicw,"

iii. tiiW, 7():i).

" If a son do not conduct himself like a son, let liim float on
Ii.
the water." This means " deliver him up to Ills own fate."
For another e.\pl:ination, see Reifinann, in " Ilii-Kaiinel," ii.
;5.
"(inavv the Ixjmc that falls to thy lot wliether it lie (jood
or bad."
4. "Gold must be hammeriid, and tlie child must be lieaten."
5. " He trood and refuse not thy portion of tjood."
(!.

"Wo

to

the wicke(l

man and wo

to

his co!np;inions."

This iiroverb is fre(|ueiUly cited in rabl)inical literature; compare Dukes, "Italibiidsche lilumenlese," p. ill.
7. "Cast thy liread upon the waters and upon the land, for
thou Shalt llnd it after many days" (F.ccl. xi. 1. with the addition of the word N.'^:;'J''Ji, " and upon the land ").

.

Ben Naphtali
Ben Sira
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[Then! It was neither black
8. " Hast thou seen a black ass ?
nor white." (Addressed to a conOrined liar whose very stateand Neubauer, p. 'M,
[Cowley
Itself.)
against
ment is a proof
read " Hast thou seen white and black V "J
9. " Bestow no good upon that which is evil, and no evil will
The rabbinical sources cliaracterize this as a saybefall thee."
ing of Ben Sira, though it does not occur in Kccleslasticus [it is
:

a slight

scrit)al

Ben Sira, vii. 1] compare Schechter,
Cowley and Neubauer, "The Original Hebrew

variation of

ih. pp. tiiU, TttJ;

;

of a Portion of Kccleslasticus," Introduction, p. xx.

According to
10. "Ucstraiii not thy hand from doing good."
the MS. reading in Cowley and Neubauer (i7». p. 29), the prov"
Never restrain thy hand from chastising a child."
erb runs,
11. "The iH'ide enters the bridal chamber and, nevertheless,
knows not what will befall her."
12. " A nod to the wise is sufflcient the fool requires ablow."
This is cited as a ma.xim in Prov. R. xxii. 15.
13. " He who honors them that despise him is like an ass."
14. "A lire, when it is kindled [Neubauer, j7a, suggests '^^'^p.
;

"little" instead of

(compare James

iii.

p^'-'-f

"kindled"], burns many sheaves"

5).

1.5. "An old woman in the house is a good omen in the house"
CAr. 19(7, according to which N33 in the present passage is the
atatua ithxoliitus of .SP3D, and is to be translated by "old
woman " compare Rashi on Lev. xxvii. 7)
16. " Even a good surety has to be applied to for a hundred
morrows a bad one for a hundred thousand."
17. " Rise (piickly from the table and thou wilt avoid disputes."
18. " In thy business deal only with the upright."
19. "If the goods are near at hand, the owner consumes
them but if they are at a distance, they consume him."
20. " Do not disavow an old friend."
21. "Thou mayest have sixty counselors, but do not give up
thy own opinion " (Eccliis. [Sirach] vi. 6 compare Cowley and
;

;

;

;

NeubiUier, Hi. p. 20).
22. " He that was first satisDed and then hungry will offer
thee his liand but not he that was llrst hungry and then satisfied."
For the proper reading and signiflcation of this proverb
see below.
;

The parallel citations from rabbinical literature
show tiiat only five of these twenty-two proverbs
are known to Talmndic-Midrashic literature consequently they can not be regarded as being drawn
from it. It is noteworthy that two of them, Nos.
;

Origin of
the
Proverbs.

17 and 23, agree almost literally with
two of Ahikar's proverbs, Nos. 43
and 71 (in the Syriac). A compari-

son reveals the fact that No. 17

is

to

be read NmJ^D K'nD XIIDD IDD, in
which the four B's make a paronomasia. Similaily
No. 22 of the Alphabet shows that the manuscript
reading of No. 71 of Ahikar is correct in omitting K^. " not." The meaning of No. 22 is that one
grown suddenly rich is accustomed to the niggardly
ways of his poverty, and is not free in giving but
;

a rich

man grown poor

generosity.
Since the

The accompanying Hebrew commentary, which
explains every proverb, and illustrates its correctness with legends and tales, is much more recent.
It is true that, with the exception of the mythical
Uzziel and Joseph (p. 8 has K. Jose, probably the
same as Joseph), the son and the grandson of Ben
Siia (compare Joseph ben Uzziel), no authorities
are cited by name; yet there is no doubt that the
commentary availed itself of the Talmud and the
Mid rashi m.
Tiius the commeutaiy begins with a citation from
Sanh. 44/.'; and the whole section following is but
an elaboration of this Talmudic pasThe Com- sage and of B. B. 121/a More than a
mentary. dozen such citations can be pointed

will remain true to habits of

book of Ahikar is very probably derived from Jewish sources, its agreement with the
proverbs of Ben Sira is not particularly remarkable;
for although Ben Sira is not the real author of the
Alphabet, the proverbs are undoubted Ij- olden curThis is evident especially from
rent Jewish adages.
the language in which they are written, which is far
from being a learned imitation of a later style, but
As Aramaic rendiis of archaic Aramaic character.
tions of the real Ben Sira (compare Zunz, "G. V."
2d ed., p. 110) existed at the time of the Amoraim,
and probably earlier, it is possible that the Alpliabet
may have sprung from an Aramaic collection: that
is, a later author may have made an alphabetical list
of iMoverbs from the many genuine and spurious
sayings of Ben Sira.

An

out.

especially interesting fact
is that it combines the

concerning the commentary

fable told in Eccl. K. (v. 8) of the lion and the grass
that revives the dead (on Nos. 7, 9; ed. Venice, pp.
The author in56, 7), with a totally distinct one.

deed betrays a general inclination to give

stories

from the Talmud and the ]\Iidrash in a modified form,
which, no doubt, in many cases was that current

among

Moreover, the author in

the people.

all like-

drew upon Midrashic sources now unknown;
and this would account for many differences between the Haggadah in its present form and the Haggadah of the Alphabet.
It is impossible to determine the date at which the
commentary was written, but it was probably about
Concerning the
1000, the end of the gaonic period.
In the
locality of its composition there is no doubt.
first place, the stress laid upon never omitting the
lihood

formula DKTI inJ DN,

" if

God

wills " (on

shows that

No. 11

;

ed.

originated in a
Mohammedan country; for the use of formulas was
introduced to the Jews by the Mohammedans. In
the second place, the exact words of an Arabic proverb are cited (on No. 22; ed. Venice, p. 16«) with
"
the phrase " There is a proverb among the goyim
(Gentiles); and a writer living among Christians

Venice, pp.

96,

10a),

it

'

would not

refer to the

Mohammedans

'

as "goyim."

Moreover, the commentary alludes to the arbitrari-

Mohammedan

ruler (No. 8; ed. Venice,
another passage denounces the divorces
frequently occurring among the Arabs and their

ness of the
p. 6),

and

in

Jewish countrymen.
The author combats exaggerated piety, the indulgence of children, and yielding to enemies (on

The
5, 9, 13; ed. Venice, pp. 4, 6, 7, 10, 11).
virtues which he particularly recommends are praying (on No. 1), almsgiving (on Nos. 7, 10; ed. Venice, pp. 46-6, 76-9rt), respect for the aged (on No.
15; ed. Venice, pp. 12a, VSa). exclusive intercourse
with the upright, and constancy in friendship. The
manner in which the author impai-ts moral instrucNos.

end of the i)roverbs by a happy combinaHaggadah and legend shows him to be a
clever writer, and one who knows how to treat his
Some of the notions may seem strange to
subject.
but this is the case with many
the modern mind
tion at

tiie

tion of

;

]\Iidrashim.

The

so-called second Alpliabet of Ben Sira is quite
from the other, and belongs to

different in character
a much later period.

It consists, as stated, of twenty-two Hebrew proverbs with a commentary upon

";

Ben Sira
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Half of the proverbs are borrowed from the
Tahiiud and it is clear that some of
Second them are divided into several proverbs

them.

;

The

Alphabet,

in order to preserve the desired

num-

of twenty-two, the number of
The other half conletters in the Hebrew alphabet.
sist of platitudes whose form and contents betray a
But the proverbs themlack of literary training.
selves are of secondary interest for the author, whose
main purpose is to use them as a basis for the legends
which he not unskilfully groups about the person of

ber

Ben Sira.
The account begins with tlie remarkable birth of
Ben Sira. He is represented as the son of Jeremiah,
and was born with the physical and mental powers of
an adult. In fact, the proverbs were made by him
when as a one-year-old child he was sent to a teacher,
and was taught the alphabet by him. As his teacher
began to say the alphabet, Ben Sira interrupted him
by giving a proverb which corresponded to the letHis fame for wisdom
ter about to be taught him.
reached Nebuchadnezzar, who sent for him, and at
whose court Ben Sira gave many proofs of his wisdom, which are described by the commentator.

The alleged intercourse between Ben Sira and
Nebuchadnezzar is the invention of the author,
while the miraculous birth and early hi.story of Ben
Sira area Jewish echo of a Christian legend, in which
Jesus Ben Sira is made to play the part of Jesus of NazAccording to the " Evangel of the Childhood
areth.
of Jesus," a pseudepigraph written in Arabic (Thilo's

"Codex Apocryphus Novi Testam."

122 et seq.),
while he was
"I, whom thou hast
still in the cradle, and said:
brought forth, am Jesus, the son of God." Ben
Sira, likewise, had teeth when he was born and
could talk, for he at once told his mother who he
was, whence he came, his name, and what he would
accomplish (ed. Venice, \la, b). Furthermore, just
as the "Evangel" chap, xlviii.) mentioned above
narrates that Jesus, while a schoolboy, astonished
his teacher bj^ explaining the names, form, and order

Jesus spoke to his mother (chap,

i.
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him that Leviathan was nearing his end and
wanted the craftiest of animals to be his succes.sor.
They promised the. fox to carry him to a rock in the
sea where he could erect his throne without fear of
told

the surrounding waters.
When he reached the high
seas the fox knew that for once he had been tricked
but he did not lose his self-possession. "What!"
said he.
"It is my heart you want, is it? Well,
why did you not say so before? I would then have
brought it here; for usually, you know, I do not
carry it with me." The fish quickly conveyed him
back to the shore, and in exultation he lea])ed about.
The fi.sh called to him to fetch his heart and come
with them but the fox replied " To be sure, I went
with 3'ou when I had no heart " (the ancients considered the heart the seat of wisdom) " but now I have
my heart, I'll stay here. I got the better of the
Angel of Death; how much easier, then, to fool
stupid fish " (Ed. Venice, pp. 27rt-286; partly given,
according to the MS. version by Schorr, in "He;

:

;

!

Haluz," viii. 170, 171.)
A comparison of this fable with the Indian fables
as given in the " Panchatantra " and " Kalila and
Dimna," shows that the author fused three into one.
Evidently the story of the fox and the Angel of
Death has no connection with the story of the fox
and the fish. The latter is identical with the Indian
fable of the ape and the crocodile ("Panchatantra,"
iv. 1;
French translation by E. Lancercau, pp.
271-278, Paris, 1871), which corresponds to the fable
of the ape and the turtle in " Kalila and Dimna
(Hebrew version, ed. Derenbourg, pp. 128-138, Paris,

which are of great value

Syriac version, ed. Bickell, pp. 49-52, Leipsic,
The end of the fable, as told in the Alphabet, does not belong to this fable, but to the Indian
one of the lion, the jackal, and the ass ("Panchatantra," iv. 3, 285-288; "Kalila and Dimna," Hebrew, pp. 139-142; Syriac, pp. 52, 53). The author,
however, did not draw upon the "Panchatantra,"
but upon some version of the "Kalila and Dimna,"
as is evident from the fact that in the latter the two
fables are joined, while in the "Panchatantra " there
is no direct connection.
It is difticult to decide which version of Bidpai
Ben Sira drew upon, since the date of the composition of the Alphabet has not been
determined.
The earliest authority
Date.
who cites the little book is the author
of the 'Aruk, s.r. t;"-iD. ed. Kohut, vi. 450; but it

The

is

i.)

—

Hebrew letters in this book Ben Sira is said
have done the same. The story of the extraordinary conception of Ben Sira by his mother, p. 16i,
familiar Christian
is evidently a parody of the
dogma.
of the
to

chief interest attaches to the animal fables,
for comparative folk-lore.
following may serve as an instance: At the crea-

The

world God consigned a male and a female
When the Angel
of every kind of animal to the sea.
of Death ("Malak lia-Mawet"), who was charged
with the duty of sinking them in the water, was
about to take the fox, that animal began to cry.
The Angel of Death asked him why he did this.
The fox answered that he wept because his friend
had been condemned to live in the water; and going
to the shore, he pointed to iiis own image in the
water. The Angel of Death, believing that a fox
had already been sunk, allowed him to go. Leviation of the

than, the ruler of the sea, now tried to lure the fox
into its depths, because he believed that if Ik; could
eat the heart of so cunning an animal he would gain
in wisdom.
One day, while the fox was walking

by the sea, some fishes came and spoke

to

him.

They

1881

;

1876).

doubtful in what form he knew it; and there is
reason to suppose that it underwent changes insertions and elaborations ^in the course of time.
Yet it is probable that Abraham ben Nathan in the
second half of the twelfth century was acquainted
with the legends and fables of the book as it now is
(compare the citations from the manviscript of Abra-

—

ham ben Nathan
iii.

685).

"Jewish Quarterly Review,"
know of the book for
his ^lishnah commentary on Sanh. x.
he obtained his opinion of Ben Sira
in

]\Iaimonides did not

the remark in

—

;

1 shows that
from the Talmud {I.e. 100).
In spite of Maimonides' disparaging opinion of
the book, it has svirvived; and, to judge from the
many manuscripts, both the Alphabets and the commentaries had a certain popularity, though mostly
among the unlearned. The commentary on the sec-

:

really nothing more than a collecand fables common among the Jews
It is to be expected that such
of the Middle Ages.
a book should be full of absurdities; and it is not
just in Reifmann, Epstein, and Neubauer to stigmatize it as an intentional " mockery of Jewish literature." Oriental popular books and the second part
of Ben Sira came from Arabia or Persia— contain
much that is vapid together with good specimens of
popidar wit and charming fables.

ond Alphabet

is

tion of legends

—

Editions, Manuscripts, and Translations
First ed., Salonica, 1514, not known to the bibliographers, but
of which one copy is in possession of Elkan N. Adler, and
second ed., Constantianother of L. Schwager in Husiatyn
nople, 1519; only one complete copy known, that in the Britthird ed.,
the Bodleian copy is defective
ish Museum
Venice, l.>14, very rare; most later editions are based on
Steinschneider
this one, but are. however, badly mutilated.
published a reprint of this edition with a comparison of the
MS. with a MS. at Leyden, under the title Alphaheticum
Suracidis, Berlin, 1854. The Bodleian Library has several MSS.

Bibliography

:

;

;

;

with some variations from the printed text. The proverbs have
been translated into Latin, French, and German in Cowley
and Neubauer, The Original Hebrew of a Portion of Eccle;

Introduction, pp. 28, 29, the First Alphabet has
been translated into English , and the whole book has been
translated several times into Judseo-German, and once int«
Judaeo-Spanish. Compare Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. cols.
Literature: Ep203, 206; Van Straalen- Catalog%te, f. 24.
stein, Mi-Kadmoniuot ha^Yehudim. pp. 119-124 Reifmann,
in Ha-Karmel (monthly), ii. 124-138 (in this work there are
many errors along with some good observations) idem, in
Keneset Yisrael, il. 135, 136 ; Dukes, Rabbinische BlumenZunz, G. F., 2d ed., p. 11; Schorr, in
lese, pp. 31, 32, 67-«4
He-Hahiz, viii. 169-173; Jellinek, in Monataschi-ift, ii. 430;
idem, in his Introduction to B. H. vi. 11-13.
siasticus.

;

;

;
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BEN TEMAIiION A demon

mentioned in the
the Jewish sages, with Simon b.
:

Talmud.
Yohai at

Ben Sira
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When

went to Rome to obtain the
revocation of certain edicts hostile to the Jews, the
demon Ben Temalion appeared before them and ofHe proposed to enter into the
ered his services.
body of a princess of the imperial house, and not to
leave her until Simon b. Yohai was asked to cure
On
her; for in her madness she would call for him.
Simon b.Yohai's whispering the name " Ben Temalion " into the ear of the princess, he would leave her,
and as a sign of his departure all the glass in the
palace would break. At lirst the sages did not wish
to make use of his services; but as they could think
of no other means of obtaining favor for their request, they could not dispense with his help.
Everything then took place as Ben Temalion had
predicted. As a reward for the princess' cure, Simon
b. Yohai received permission to take whatever he
wished from the imperial treasure-house. He found
the anti-Jewish edicts there, and, taking them, tore
them up (Me'ilah 176). In the Talmud this legend
occurs only in shortened form; but a mor6 elaborate
version is given in the " Halakot Gedolot," ed. Hildesheimer. pp. 603, 604; in the apocalyptic Midrash,
"TefillatR. Simon b. Yohai"; in Jellinek, "B. H."
iv. 117, 118; and in a MS. printed in ib. vi. 128, 129.
Rashi also, in his commentary on the passage in
Me'ilah, cites a Haggadah which gives the legend in
a form essential])- varying from the one in the Talmud. R. Gershon, in his commentary on the passage, and the so-called Rashi, in Habib's " 'En Ya'akob " on the passage, give an Aramaic version, which
is probably the older form of the legend.
In more than one respect this legend is of great
interest for comparative folk-lore, occurring, as it
does, also in the Christian legends of the saints and
their head,

in

Buddhist

Ben-Ze'eb
It is related of the apostle

tradition.

Bartholomew that he went

to India and there freed
the daughter of the king from a devil which posInstead of accepting a reward, he caused
sessed her.
a devil to enter an idol and then bade it leave the
statue.
Thereupon this statue and all others in the
temple were broken (Fabricius, "Codex Apocryphus N. T." i. 674 et seg. Tischendorf, "Acta Apos;

Apocrypha," 246

Migne, " Dictionnaire
des Apocryphes,"ii. 153-157).
The kinship of this with the Jewish legend can
not be denied. Yet it is highly improbable that
the names of the demon Ben Temalion and Bartholomew are the same, the saint in ihe one story
becoming the demon in the other. Such a metamorphosis, indeed, is not impossible; but, in this event,
the demon would be expected to be hostile and not
friendly to the Jews; and the fact that other etymologies suggested for the name " Ben Temalion "
are hardly acceptable, provides no argument in favor
of its identity with " Bartholomew. "
The Buddhist
legend, which is probably the source of the Jewish
and Christian legends, is as follows:
demon, desiring to please a man, promises to enter into a princess and not to leave her until bidden to do so by
certain words spoken by the man.
This happens;
the man obtains the princess as his wife and receives
one-half of the king's realm ("Panchatantra," ed.
Benfey, i. 520; ed. Lancereau, p. 20).
The French Jews considered Ben Temalion a
kind of " lutin " (goblin or brownie), who in French
folk-lore is friendly and helpful to man, but teases
him. The Tosafists (on Me'ilah I.e.) remark that
Ben Temalion has the appearance of a child and is
wont to have his sport with women. Whether this
was the original representation of Ben Temalion is
very questionable.
tol.

e<

«<'(7.

;

A

Bibliography Griinbaum, In Z. D. M. O. xxxi.332; Hal^vv,
In Bew/e Eludes Juires, X. 60-65; Israel L^vi, ib. viii. 200:

202, X. 60-73; Lebrecht, in Geiger's JVid. Zeit. xi. 273-278

(he
holds that Ben Temalion was originally the name of a Senator
friendly to the Jews) ; Schorr, in He-Haluz, viii. 123.
J.

L. G.

SR.

BEN-TIGLA.

See Ben-La'anah.

BEN UZZIEL.

Samson

See

Hirsch,

See

Isaac

ibn

Johanan

b.

Ra-

phael.

BEN

YASTJS.

Jasos

ebn

Saktar.

BEN ZAKKAI.

See

BEN-ZE'EB, JTJDAH LOB:

Zakkai.
First

Jewish

grammarian and lexicographer of modern times;
born near Cracow 1764 died-' at Vienna March 12,
;

received the relfgious education common
He married at
to the Jews of Poland in those days.
a very early age and settled in Cracow in the home
of his wife's parents, where he spent his days in
studying Talmud, and his nights in clandestinely
acquiring the knowledge of Hebrew philology and
1811.

He

of secular subjects. The financial embarrassment
of his family compelled him to seek
Admitted his fortune in another land, and he
naturally gravitated toward Berlin,
to the
Haskalah. which was then the center of the " Haskalah"; i.e., the movement to spread
enlightenment among the Jews by means of Neo-HeBen-Ze'eb was soon adbraic and German studies.

"

;

Ben-Ze'eb
Benaiah
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mitted to the galaxy of brilliant scholars and pioneers
of Haskalah, who were to some extent considered as
the disciples and successors of Moses Mendelssohn.
Later, for about ten years, he lived in Breslau, where
he wrote and published

Hebrew grammar,

his

t-^i«^

"Talmud L e s h o n
'Ibri," in 1796.

Two

he

pub-

years

later

lished his Hebrew translation of Ecolesiasticus,

or

Ben

is

called

which
by Delitzsch

Siracli,

("Zur Gescliichte

der

JlUlischeu Poesie,"

imitation

gnomic

Judah Lob Ben-Ze'eb.
as corrector in the
is

of

Biblical

BenZe'eb returned from
Breslau to Cracow, and
later settled in Vienna
stj'le.

Hebrew printing establishment

Anton Schmid, where he remained
Ben-Ze'eb

p.

masterpiece of

llOj a

the author of

till

of

his death.

many valued works;

marked by the purity of its
diction and is not devoid of originality and profundity (Delitzsch, ib.). He was the first to systematize,
in the Hebrew language itself, Hebrew grammar,
to arrange it methodically and to facilitate the mastery of a good style by introducing logic, syntax,
and prosody as part of grammatical studies. This
his

Hebrew poetry

accounts
'

for
Ibi-i,"

selihot for Purim, which contain many clever
parodies on familiar texts.
This work has been
often published with Kalonymus ben Kalonymus' celebrated Talmudical parody, "Maseket
Purim." In his " Mebo " introduction to the Bible
(which, since its fir.st publication, has appeared in
several editions of the Bible), Vienna, 1810 BenZe'eb follows the theories mainly of Johann Gottfried Eichorn.
Ben-Ze'eb's "Mesillat ha-Limmud,"
for elementary scholars in Hebrew, has been translated into Italian by Leon Romani, Vienna, 1825;
and into Russian by A. J. Papirno, Warsaw, 1871.
" Torat Leshon 'Ibri, Hebraische Spraclilehre " is
a
German revision of his Talmud by S. J. Cohen, of
which the first part appeared in Berlin in 1802, and
three parts in Dessau in 1807.
Five more editions ap-

and

—

—

peared up to 1856. Ben-Ze'eb also contributed to the
Meassefim" over the signatui-e " J. L. C. " (Judah Lob
Cracow). The memory of Ben-Ze'eb is abhorredby
the Hasidim, who attribute to him the same miserable
deatli which orthodox Christians as.signed to Arius.

"

Bibliography:

the great success of his

which work

"Talmud

is

Kimhi), in which the roots are translated into German, went through six editions up to 1880, and has
helped tens of thousands to become
Gramfamiliar with the German language
matical
and with secular knowledge. It is
Works.
true tliat Ben-Ze'eb was not strictly
scientific in the modern sense, and that
his works do not come up to the standard of Western
Hebraists, even of his own time but great numbers
have been taught by him to understand the language of the Bible and to express their thouglits in
it, in localities and under circumstances in which
other and more scientific means were not available.
Ben-Ze'eb is easily the foremost grammarian among
;

the Galician Hebraists, the latter never attaining
great prominence in the study of Hebrew (see Weissberg's " Die Neuhebriiische Aufklilrungsliteratur in
His
Galizien," p. 30, Leipsic and Vienna. 1898).
clear and logical style, added to his exactness and
thoroughness, renders him a favorite with lay readers and students alike.
Ben-Ze'eb is the autlior also
of "Melizah le-Purim," a collection of mock-prayers

Fiirst,

Bihl. Jud.

1.

10.5,

106; Zeitlin, Bihlio-

theca Hebraica, pp. 22-36; Fuenn, Kenesct YisracU p. 392;
Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, 2d ed., xl. 123; Jost, ^Haakn,
1840,

ii.

62, 63.

P.

L. G.

is

an immense improvement over former Hebrew granuiiars and a step
toward the introduction of Western methods in Hebrew literature. It has since been republished with
additions, annotations, and commentaries more than
fifteen times, and is still the most popular Hebrew
grammar in use among the Jews of eastern Europe.
Tlie Wilna edition of 1874, with the commentary
" Yitron le-Adara " by A. B. Lebensohn, is the most
improved, and has been republi.slied several times.
His second great work, the "Ozar ha-Shorashim,"
a Hebrew lexicon (based on a similar work by David
Leslion
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BEN ZITA.

See

Wl.

Eleazar ben Zita Abu al-

Saki.

BEN ZOMA
ond century.
out the

title

Tannaof the first third of the secis Simon b. Zoma with"Rabbi"; for, like Ben 'Azzai, he re:

His full name

mained in the grade of "pupil," and is often
mentioned together with Ben 'Azzai as a distinguished representative of this class (see Ben 'Azz.ai).
Like Ben 'Azzai, also, he seems to have belonged to
the inner circle of Joshua b. Hananiah's disciples;
and a halakic cxmtroversy between them is reported
in

which Ben Zoma was the victor (Naz. viii. 1).
His erudition in the Halakah became proverbial

for

it

was

said,

"Whoever

sees

Ben Zoma

in his

assured of scholarship " (Ber. bib). He
was, however, specially noted as an interpreter of
the Scriptures, so that it was said (Sotah ix. 15),
" With Ben Zoma died the last of the exegetes
("darshanim"). Yet only a few of his exegetic
sayings have been preserved. The most widely
known of these is his interpretation of the phrase,
"that tiiou mayest remember the day when thou
camest forth out of Egypt" (Deut. xvi. 3), to prove
that the recitation of tlie Biblical passage referring
to the Exodus (Num. xv. 37-41) is obligatory for
the evening prayer as well as for the morning prayer.
Tills interpretation, quoted with prai.se by Eleazar
b. Azariah (Ber. i. 5), lias found a place in the HagIn a halakic intergadaii for the Passover night.
pretation Ben Zoma explains the word " naki " (clean)
in Ex. xxi. 28 bv referring to tiie usage of the word
in every -day life (B. K. A\n\ Kid. 56i; Pes. 22/y).
Tlie principal subject of Ben Zoma's exegetic research was the first cliajiter of the Torali, the story
of Creation.
One of his questions on this chapter,
in which he took exception to the phrase "God
made" (Gen. i. 7), has been handed down by the
T^alcstinian liaggadists (though without the answer),
with the remark, "This is one of tlie Biblical passages l)y which Ben Zoma created a commotion all
over the world " (Gen. R. iv.). An interpretation of

dream

is

"

:
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the secoud verse of the same chapter has been
handed down in a taunaitic tradition (Tusef., Hag.
the folii. 5, 6; compare Hag. 15'()i together with
lowing anecdote: Jo.shua b. Hananiah was walking
one day, when he met Ben Zoma, who was about
Thereupon Joshua
to pass him without greeting.
asked: "Whence and whither, Ben Zoma?" The
latter replied: "I was lost in thoughts concerning
the account of the Creation." And then he told
Joshua his interpretation of Gen. 1. 2. When speaking to his disciples on the matter, Josliua said, "Ben
Zoma is outside," meaning thereby tiiat Ben Zoma
had passed beyond the limit of permitted research.
of fact, Ben Zoma was one of the four
who entered into the " garden " of esoteric knowledge
It was said of him that he beheld
(see Bex Azz.vi).

As a matter
'

the secrets of the gaiden and "was struck " with mental aberration (Hag. l-ib).
The disciples of Akiba
applied to the limitless theosophic speculations, for
which Ben Zoma had to siiffer, the words of Prov.
XXV. 10, "Hast thou found honey? eat so much as
is sufficient for thee, lest thou be tilled therewith,

and vomit it" (Toscf., Hag. I.e.; Bab. Hag. I.e.;
compare ^lidi'. Mishle on xxv. 16).
Even the few sentences of Ben Zoma that have
comedown to us show the depth of his thoughts;
as, for instance, his reflections on seeing large crowds
of people (Tosef., Ber.

"Bon

Ziiiiiii,

seeiriK tbe

vii.

[vi.] 2; Ber. 58r/):

crowds on the Temple mount,

said,

these to attend to my needs.
How much had .\dam to weary himself with Not a mouthful
could he taste before he plowed and sowed, and cut and bound
sheaves, and threshed and winnowed and sifted the grain, and
ground and sifted the Hour, and kneaded and baked, and then
he ate; but I get up in the morning and find all this ready before me. How uuich had Adam to weary himself with
Not a
shirt could he put on before he sheared and washed the wool,
and hatcheled and dyed and spun and wove and sewed, and
then he clothed himself; but I rise in the morning and find all
this ready before me.
How many trades are anxiously busy
early in the morning and I rise and tlnd all these things be"
fore

'Blessed

lie

He who

created

all

!

!

;

me

I

'

Also his ix'tlections on
this world (/h.)

man

as the guest of

God

in

" A grateful guest says, That host be remembered for good
wines he brought up before me how many portions
he placed liefore me how many cakes he offered me
All that
he did, he did for my sake.' But the ill-willed guest says,
What did I eat of his ? A piece of bread, a bite of meat. What
did I drink? A cup of wine. Whatever he did, he did for the
sake of his wife and his children.' Thus the Scripture says [.lob
xx.wi. -•!], 'Remember that thou magnify His work, whereof
men have sung.'
'

!

How many

;

;

!

*

Again, take his fourfold motto (Ab. iv. 1) on the
truly wise, the truly rich, the truly powerful, and
In the closing words of Ecclethe whole man," he finds the
thought cx]H-e.ssed, that the pious man is the crown
and end of mankind; the whole race ("the whole
world") was created only to be of service to him
the truly esteemed.

siastes,

who

"for this

is

God and

respects His commandments
(Ber. 6!j; Shab. 30b; see 'Aruk, s.r. nilV. ")).
Ben
Zoma is also the originator of the beautiful sentence,
"Hast thou, in re]ientance, been ashamed in this
world, thou wilt not need to be ashamed before God
in the next" (Ex. R. xxx. 19).
fears

Bibt.iocraphy: Bacher, Agada dcr TannaitcuA. 429; Frankel,
Darhc h(t-Mishuali.m\VM-lX: Graetz, Hirfo»i/of f/ic Jf i''.<,
ii. ;r)S, 381; Weiss. J)or, ii. 12U; Braunsehweiger, Lchrcr dc7Mit'chnahy pp. :J.")7-~iVJ.
J.

SB.

W.

B.

BENAIAH

Ben-Ze'eb

Benalah
(Hebrew, "Benayaliu" or "Beua-

yah," "the Lord hath built ").— Biblical Data: 1.
One of the Bene Parosh who took foreign wives
(Ezra X. 25); in I Esd. ix. 26 he is called "Baauias."
2. One of the Bene Pahath-moalj in the same list
(Ezra X. 30), called "Naidus" in I Esd. ix. 31
3. One of the Bene Bani in tiie same list (Ezra x.
35); he is called "Mabdai" in I Esd. ix. 34.

One

4.

of the

43); he is called

Bene Neboiu the same list (Ezra
"Banaias" in I Esd. ix. 35.

x.

A

5.
Simeonite chief (I Chron. iv. 36).
6. Son of Jeiel, and grandfather of the Jahaziel

who broug!itames.sageof encouragement to Jehoshaphat (II Chron. xx. 14).
7. Father of Pelatiah, the prince of the people
denounced by Ezekiel (Ezek. xi. 1, 13).
8. The Pirathonite, one of the thirty valiant men
of David (I Chron. xi. 31; II Sam. xxiii. 30), commanding the army in the eleventh month (I Chron.
XX vii.

14).

A

Levite singer (I Chron. xv. 18), who also
played in the Temple service (I Chron. xv. 20, xvi. 5).
10. A priest, one of those who "did blow with
the trumpets before the ark" (I Chron. xv. 24,
9.

xvi.

6).

11.

A Levite

sisted in

in the reign of Hezekiah, who askeeping the oiTerings brought to the Tem-

ple (II Chron. xxxi. 13).
12. Son of Jehoiada, a priest

(I Chron. xxvii. 5)
distinguished himself in military affairs under
David, and later on in Solomon's reign. Three of
his exploits are particularly mentioned: (1) the
slaughter of the two Ariels of Moab; (2) the killing
of a lion that had been trapped in a pit: Benaiah descended into the pit and there battled with the beast;
(3) the overthrow of an Egyptian or a Mizri, from
whom he wrenched his weapon and slew him with it
(II Sam. xxiii. 20-22
I Chron. xi. 22-25). Officially
Benaiah held various positions. He commanded the
Cherethites and Pelethites (II Sam. viii. 18, xx. 23);
was placed by David over the guard (I Chron. xi. 25;
II Sam. xxiii. 23); and commanded the army in the
third month (I Chron. xxvii. 5).
In Adonijah's attempt at the kingship, Benaiah sided with Solomon (I
Kings i. 8 et seq.) and took part in proclaiming the
latter king.
On the death of David, Benaiah, by
order of Solomon, put Joab and Adonijah to death
Later Benaiah succeeded to the
(I Kings ii. 25).
supreme command of the army (I Kings ii. 35).
Along with the other priest Abiathar, Benaiah acted
as one of the counselors of King David (I Chron.
xxvii. 34; the reading "Jehoiada ben Benaiah" is
evidently wrong).
G. B. L.
.T. .JR.

who

=

In Rabbinical Literature: The Rabbis taught
was president of the Sanhedrin under

that Benaiah

His position as leader of the Jewbe indicated in II Sam.
xxiii. 20, the verse being expounded as follows:
Benaiah wasa man, ^n t;"X p (" son of a valiant man,"
A. V. Hebr., "sou of a man living "), who could be
called "alive " even after his death; " who had done
man V acts " of " Kabzeel. " i.e. he was very active in
behalf of the Torah ("kabaz." he collected"; "el," for
God). " He slew two sons of Ariel." There was no

David

(Ber. An).

ish scliolars is declared to

;

;

,

"

;:

Benamozeg'h
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Beuash

one like him either at the time of the first or of the
second Temple, Ariel, "lion of God," being a sym" He went down and slew
bolic name for Temple.
a lion in the midst of a pit in the time of snow," may
be interpreted either that he broke the ice in order
to perform prescribed ablutions, or, figuratively,
that he studied on a winter's day the great and
abstruse book, Sifra (Ber. 186; Targ. II Sam. I.e.).
Benaiah also occupied an eminent position under
Solomon, being his chancellor and best friend.

When

the queen of Sheba was coming to visit Sololatter sent Benaiah, whose beauty resembled the morning star, to meet her; he shone among
his companions like Venus among the other stars

mon, the

When
(Targ. Sheni on Esther i. 3; ed. Munk, p. 9).
the queen saw him, she thought him Solomon, and
was about to fall on her knees before him; when he
told her who he was, she said to her companions
" Although ye have not seen the lion, ye have seen his
den; judging by Benaiah, yemay form for yourselves
an idea of Solomon " {I.e. p. 10). When Solomon returned to Jerusalem after his long wanderings (compare Solomon in Rabbinical Literature), he at
once went to Benaiah and reminded him of the times
past, giving such details that the latter could not
doubt that he was talking with Solomon (Midrash
"Shir ha-Shirim,"ed. Griinliut, p. 30^f; compare Git.
In the
68J; see also Jellinek, "B. H." vi. 124-126).
cabalistic literature Benaiah is counted among the
thirty pious ones who exist in every generation in
order that the world may continue (Zoliar i. 105i

compare
J.

i.

66).

L. G.

SR.

BENAMOZEGH, ELIJAH:

Italian

rabbi;

born at Leghorn in 1822; died there Feb. 6, 1900.
His father (Abraham) and mother (Clara), natives
of Fez, Morocco, died
when Elijah was only
four years old.
The

orphan

entered
school, wlicre, besides
instruction in the eleearly

mentary sciences, he
received tuition in
Hebrew, English, and
French,excellingin the
last-named language.
Benamozegh devoted
himself later to the
study of philosophy
and theology, which he
endeavored to reconcile with each other.
E.ljab r.t-tiarnozegh.

At the age of twentyhe entered upon

tive

a commercial career,
spending all his leisure in study; but his natural
tendency toward science and an active religious
life soon caused him to abandon the pursuit of
wealth.
He then began to publish scientific and
apologetic works, in which he reveakul a great at
tachment to the Jewish religion, exhibiting at the
same time a broad and liberal mind. His solicitude
for Jewish traditions caused liim to dc'fend even the
much-decried Cabala. Later, Benamozegh was ap-
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pointed rabbi and professor of theology at the rabtown and, notwithstanding his multifarious occupations from that time, he
continued to defend Jewish traditions by his pen
binical school of his native

;

until his death.

Benamozegh was
works:

(1)

"Emat

the author of the following
Mafgia' " (The Fear of the Oppo-

Leonde Modena's attacks upon
2 vols., Leghorn, 1858; (2) "Ger
Zedek " (A Righteous Proselyte), critical notes on
targum Onkelos, ib., 1858; (3) "Ner le-David
(Lamp of David), commentary on the Psalms, published together with the text, ib., 1858; (4) "Em laMikra" (Matrix of Scripture), commentary on the
nent), a refutation of

the Cabala,

in

Pentateuch containing critical, philological, archeological, and scientific notes on the dogmas, history,
laws, and customs of the ancient peoples, published
together with the text under the title "Torat
Adonai," Leghorn and Paris, 1862-65; (5) "Ta'am
la-Shad" (Arguments for Samuel David [T'K']
refutation of Samuel David Luzzatto's dialogue on the
Cabala, Leghorn, 1863; (6) "Mebo Kelali," general
introduction to the traditions of Judaism, published
in "Ha-Lebanon," 1864, pp. 73 etseq.; (7) "Storia
degli Esseni," Florence, 1865; (8) "Morale Juive et
Morale Chretienne. Examen Comparatif Suivi de
Quelques Reflexions sur les Priucipes de I'lslamisme," Paris, 1867; (9) "Teologia Dogmatica ed
Apologetica," Leghorn, 1877; (10) "Le Crime de la
Guerre Denonce a I'Humanite," Paris, 1881 (this
work won for its author a medal and honorable
mention from the Ligue de la Paix, on the proposition of Jules Simon, Edouard Laboulaye, and
Frederic Passy); (11) "Ya'aneh be-Esh" (He Will
Answer Through Fire), discussion of cremation
according to the Bible and the Talmud, Leghorn,
),

1886.

Besides writing these' works,
tributed to
articles

many

being

"

:

Benamozegh

periodicals, his

Spinoza et

la

con-

more important

Kabbala,

" in "

Univers

"La

Tradition," ib. xxv.
20 etseq.; "Intorno alia Cabbala," in "II Vessilo
Israelitica," xli. 3 etseq.; "II Libro di Giobbe," in
" Dell' Escatologia," ib.
" Educatore," ix. 325 et seq.
xxv. 203 ct seq.
Israelite," xix. 36 etseq.;

;

Lattes, Vita ed Opcrc di Elia Benamozegh,
Leghorn, fOOl Fiienn, Kenc»et Yisracl, p. 100; De GiiberDiziouario Biografico, p. 135 Zeitlin, Bibl. Hchraica,

Bibliography:

;

natis,

;

p. 19.
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BENARY, FRANZ FERDINAND

:

]5u.

German

Orientalist; born at Cassel March 22, 1805; died at
The exact date of Benary's
Berlin Feb. 7, 1880.
conversion to Christianity has not been a.scertained,
but it is known that, after studying theology and
philology at the University of Bonn, he continued
his theological studies at Halle (1824-27),

was

where

his

turned by Gesenius to the OrienIn 1827 he went to Berlin, and in
tal languages.
addition to the theological courses there, of Hegel,
Schlcicrmacher, Ncander, and Marlicineke, he attended Bopp's lectures on Sanskrit, by which he
was deeply impressed.
AVhilc acting as i)rivat-docent of Oriental languages at tlie Berlin University (1829-31), he pubattention

lislied

the

first

old

Hindu poem "Nalodaya"

(1830).

In 1831 he became assistant professor of theology.
His lectures were principally on Biblical literature
and exegesis, Semitic languages and paleography.
Among his writings on these subjects, published
chiefly in the "Jaiirbiicher fiir Wissenschaftliche
Kritik," should be mentioned his treatise "De Ilebra?orum Leviratu," Berlin, 1835, which won for
liim the degree of D. D. from the University of Halle.
Bibliography: Brockhaus, Convermtions-Lexihon,Vithed.;
Le Roi, Gesch. der Eimngelischcn Judenmission.
S.

BENARY, KARL ALBERT AGATHON
German

Benamozeg'h
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brother of Franz Ferdinand Benary. He received
Jiis education at the gymnasia of Gottingen and
Erfurt, studied classical philology (1824-27) at the
imiversities of GOttiugen and Ilalle, and obtained
his degree of Ph.D. with the thesis " De ^schyli
Prometheo Soluto. " While teacher at a Berlin gymnasium, he continued, together with his brother, his
philological studies at the university under Bopp.
From 1833 until his death Benary was professor
at the so-called Colnische Realgymnasium at Berlin,
and at the same time lectured in the university.
He was one of the first linguists who applied the
methods of comparative granunar to Lai in and
Greek. Unfortunately his work " Die Romische Lautlehre Sprachvergleiclicud Dargestellt," 1837, vol. i.,
remained a torso. ]\Iost of Benary 's essays were
published in the Berlin "Jahrblicher fiir Wissen-

and

in

Kuhn's "Zeitschrift

fiir

Vergleichende Sprachforschung." In 1848 he sided
with the Liberal party. Like his elder brother, lie

embraced Christianity.
Bibliography

:

AUoemeine Deutsche Bioyrap/n'c.

vol.

ii.;

BENAS, BARON

L.: English communal
worker; born in Liverpool, England, 1844. Has been
throughout his life a leading figure in the Liverpool
Old Hebrew congregation, of which he is one of the
trustees.

During the Russian emigration of 1882 he helped
found the Liverpool branch of the Russo-Jewish
committee, on which was thrown most of the orto

ganizing work connected with the emigration
from Russia through England into the United
States.

:

philologist; born at Cassel 1807: died 1880;

schaftliche Kritik,"

Benash

Le

Hoi. Gesch. (lev Evatmeliccheii Jutloiwissioit. 1899, p. 210:
Scliubiachrichtoi des COUiuicheii itea/ywm/io^^l<Hls, Berlin,
1861.

S.

END OF

Outside the community he has been president of
the Liverpool Literary and Philosophical Society,
to the transactions of which he has contributed many
papers on economic, social, and antiquarian topics,
including one on the history of the Liverpool com-

munity, 1900.
Bibliography:

Harris,

Jewish Year Book,

1901. p. 245.

J.

BENASH

BENUSH), BENJAMIN:

son of Judah

Lob Cohen of Krotoschin, Prussia.
Shem-Tob Katan " extracts from al-

(or
Cabalist of the beginning of the eighteentli century;

He wrote

the "

—

leged works of Isaac Luria and Mo.ses Nahmanides,
and containing various prayers and formulas illustrating the practical application of tlie Cabala.
Among others there is a prayer by Mo.ses Nalimanides for making oneself invisible to robbers while on
the writer adds that he tried it himself
a journey
and found it efficacious and another prayer for extinguishing a conflagration. Conceived in the same
spirit is his other book, " Amtahat Binyamin " (Benjamin's Bag).

—

—

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.
Ozarlia-Sefarim, pp. Ha. 593.
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